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Geddes, Major A., the late, 430

Generating station, Birmingham, 371

German : firms, insurance with, G9

;

museums and their spoils, 354

;

tentacles in London, 551

Girls, young, as flag-sellers, 494

Glasgow: art club, 265; cathedral,

174 : master masons' .issociation, 132

Class: plate, 154; regulations, electric

lamp, 282; sUined, 203, 216, 249

Gleave, Capt. H. M., the late, 263

Glenariff, church at, 308

Gloucestershire, row of almhouscs, 109

Godwin, Capt. D. F.. the late, 308

Gold medal, royal institute of British

architects', presented to M. Henr.

Nenot, 549
Golden square, 472

Good: lighting, fundamental prin-

ciples of, 306; work done by the
imperial arts league, 90, 374

Ootch, Capt. R. M., the late, 429

Ooupil gall»r]', 474

Government: building in New South

Wales, 194; departments' methods,

113; expenditure, 353: housing the,

•287; inspection of picture galleries,

158; offices, hired or reiiuisitioned,

Grammar scliool, Stockport, 194, 200,

389
Grange great barn, Alciston, Sussex,

150
Granite blocks, joint fillers for, 2S5

Graphic art, royal academy wmtsc
exhibition of, 1, 51

Gravers, painters, and sculptors

international society of, 615

Great Ponton church, 20

Gretna, new churches at, 410

Guestimate and jestimate, 734

HAGUEt -^li'. Anderson, the late, 17

Uall : city. New York (clock tower)

.5:S4; furniture, entrance. 128; of

fame, Canadian, 265

Hampshire, Lord Wandsworth insti-

tution, 396, 429

Harpur, Mr. W., the late. 492

Harr.>g.ate, St. Wilfrid's church, 456

Health : housing and. Lord Rhoiidda

on, 516; public, 240 (institute of,

royal, 371 (ministry of) 472; ser-

vice (Philippine) 491

Heat, transmission through .window-

sashes, 2-26

Heating a porous house, 87

Heathman's telescopic ladders, 69

Henman, F.R.I.B.A., Mr. W., the

late, '260

Henri, Paul, Nenot, gold medalhst,

180, 201

Henrf James memorial, 198

Heraidry, effect of the war on, 133

High Holborn, detail of new
premises, 109

Highways and byways, 160

Hinderto-n, Chesliire, .house at, 282,

349
Holdina power of nails, 47

Home, »ar memorials in the, 311

Homestead as.?ocJation, 533

Honours, birthday, 473

Horyuji .is a masterpiece of art, 390

Hospital. St. George's, Hyde Park

Corner, 509
Hospitals, smallpox, 353

Hostel, Star and Garter. 155

Hotel: de la cie g^n^nale transatlan-

tique and la nationale assurance

offices, Paris, 292; Meurice, Paris,

260
House : Abbot's, Muchelney .\bbey, 282

;

architect's, 128; builders, national

federation of, 390; building (finan-

cial help and) 453 (property mar-

ket and) 333; country (Wiltshire)

489; famine, 307; for boys, Lord
Wandsworth's, Hampsjiire, 369, 4'29

;

furnished, law of, 1; Hinderton
(Cheshire), 282, 349; ideal, 23;

painters, 199; Parliament (Aus-

tralian) 131; porous, beating, 87;

private, in France (interior) 327;

Queen's, Kingsway, W.C, 292;

refuse, delay in removal, 133

Houses: at Binnend, 242; demolitiou

of, 413; dwelling, and muniition

firms, 199; for military occupation,

493; in China, 1.32; repairs ot, 49;

shortage of, 69, 113, 198, 221, 265,

267, 289, 333
Housing: alter the war (Wales) 433;

Americana and, 474; and develop-

ment association (WelsW 472; and
Town-planning Act, 90; conference,

(Edinburgh, 491; difficulty, 611;

government department, 287 ; indus-

trial. 240; problem, 157. 531

(national) 491; scheme:; (.\von-

moutb) '246 (town-planning and)

309 393

Howell, Lieut. W. A., the late, 46

ICE in water mains, 47

Iced London, 71

Ideal house, 23

Increase of railway fares, 21

Imiwrial: arts league, good work
done by, 90, 374; institute, 351

Improvements. Delhi, 265

Income tax, 533

India: modern architecture in, 153,

172. 242 : Queen's message to the

women of, 414; town-planning in,

307
Industrial and commercial prosperity

after the war, 68; conditions,

future, 136; housing, 240

Industries' fair, British, 179

Industry, slate, 198

Inn, ancient, 351
Inquiry, royal commission, 333

Inspection of meat, 221

Institute : archseological (America)
174; architects (American) 51, 221,

393 (British royal) 86, 375, 391, 511

549 (Ireland)
' 174 (royal Victorian)

451 architectural (Canada, royal)

491 (scale of charges) 633, 550;

builders', 292: imperial, 351;

painters ;n water-colour (royal) in-

spection of galleries by the gov-

ernment, 158 ;
public health, 371

;

Scottish arcliitects', 493, 496

Iu.stitution : Lord Wandsworth's,
Hiints, 369, 429; municipal and
county engineers', installation of

president, 534; of civil eng neers.

243; surveyors', 135, 152, 243, 432,

430, 476, 509 (building prize) 491;

water engineers, 451

Insurance: fire, 170, with German
firms, 69

Interior: in Paris, 319; of private

house, France, 327
International society ot sculptors,

painters and gravers, 515

Inventors' patents, 113

lona, picture of, 472

Ireland: architects of, royal institute

of, 174, 532; architectural associa-

tion ot, 68, 174, 286, 350, 391

Irish materials, exhibition of, 221

Italian orders of architecture, 431

Italy, my six months' travel in, 73

JADE. 492
J:)mes Smith memorial, Wallasey,

109

Jersey, Trinity Manor, 396
Jesmond builder's affairs, 90
Jest'mate and guestimate, 374
Johnson, Capt. Kouald Lindsay, the

late, 536
Joint fillers for granite blocks, 285
Jury methods, 71

KELLY, C.E., Mr. G. J. S., the late,
536

Kesteven, Baron, memorial to the
late, 409

King V. Hampstead borough council,
68

King Edw-ard VII. school of art, New-
castle, 509

Kingsway, new business premises,
150, 292

Kitchen: boiler explosion, 114; plan-
ning, 434

Kydd, Sec. Lt. W. S., the late, 492

LADDERS, Heathman's telescopic,
09

Lamp : glass regulations, electric, 282
Laud surveyors, Britsll Columb-a, 2C5
Lanerco.-t church, memorial in, 71
Laon cathedral, 309
Largest chimney in the world, 631

Latham, Mr. B., the late. 265
Law : Canadian, of builders' privi-

lege, 449 ; courts, and shabby road-
way. 354 ; furnished lodgings or
house, 1; property, 393

Lead, sale of. 133
League, imperial arts, good work by,

90, 374
Leaves from the life of the late W.
U. Lynn, R.H.A., 169

Leaving certificates, 331
Lecture-rooms, building, 239
Lecturing, " Somewhere in France."
312

Legal qualification. Quebec archi-
te(fts' demand. 52

Leicester. Prudential buildings, 456
Leicestershire, county council offices,

439

Libel: action, Ruberoid, 110; suit,

lord mayor of London's, 511. 532
Liberty, Sir X, L., the late. 429
Library : facade. Cardiff university
college. 449 : Momingside, Edin-
burgh, 128; Stafford free, 327

Licence: petrol, 242; wood. 243
Licences to builders, limitation of,

157

Life ot W. H. Lynn, leaves from the,
159

Light and air dispute. 132
Lighting: flood. 270; fundamental
princples of good, 305

Liquid air. blasting with. 265
Line: engraving, etchings, and, 198;
Euston road, building" 90

Lists, valuation, county of London,
290

Little. Mr. John, the late, 371
Littlecourt: Farthingstone, North-
amptonshire. 516

Liverpool: archJtectural society, 370:
autumn exhibition, 47

Living in the city. 50
Loans, new war. 72 : of pictures to

colonial and provincial galleries.
49

Lockwood's builders* and contractors'
prize book. 132

Lodge, presdent. Queens' college,
Oambs., restop.ation of. 429

Lodgings, furnished, law relating to,
1

London, after the war. 392 ; associa-
tion of ma.ster decorators. 286;
building acts. 390 : county council.
227. 248, 392 (printing anij) 451
(school buildings) 330; fogs in. 1;
Germaji tentacles in. 551; tower of,
cracks in buildings. 551 : 'ced. 71

;

main drainage system of, 117: of
the future. 473: port of. authority,
287 ; society, 241 ; tower of, ar-

mouries of the, 173; university of.

531 ; valuation lists. 290
Lonefield: cottage at. 109; poultry
farmhouse at, 46

Lord Rhondda, 513; on bousing and
health, 616

Lottery, art, 409
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Luckley, Wokingham, Btrksliire, 4:i9

Ludlow, staircase of the "Header's"
house. 238

Luxurious di;corations in war-time,
371

Lymi, the late W. H., leaves (roiu

thr life of, 159

MACAULAY, the late Major Henry,
35U

Machinery, dredging, receJit progress

in, 52
Mahogany, 287

Main dritmase system of London, Ih
jMaiiis. water, freezing of, 173

Manchester: art. t'allory, 453; rathe-

(Iral, bishop's throne, 34'J; housc-

buildinj! in, 47; ollicers' (memorial)

131; pictures lor, 223; society ol

architectKS, 08
, ,

Manger uit Ik'thlehem, German plioto-

graph of, 20

Maniaees easrtle, Sdoily (gateway) 309

Manor: Trinity (Jersey) 3W;; Upton
Grey (llimts) 450

:Manu1acture, liritish, 223

Marsh-I'liillips, Mr. L., the late, 130

JIares'-nests. Anders of, 48

Market ; property (and house buil<l-

ing) 35:i (effect of war conditions

on) 330, 355
Martin. Ueut. W. G., the late, 112

Master ixiinters' association, Scot-

land, no
Masterpiece of art, Mie Horyuji as a,

390
Material, artificial stone, 48

Materials, building, 72

Maxim. William, the late. 30S

M.-:inin.g of Acts of Parliament, 201

Sleasures, weights, and currency re-

form, 110

Measuring device for varying concrete

proportions, 194

Meat, inslH'ction of, 221

Medal : award of royal gold, to .

Frini-h :irehLt-ect. U3, 157 (pre-'

s.iif.ation of) .'i49

Muihils. designs for (competition) 510

.\bdiieval construction, amilysis of,

Members of the R.I.B.A. serving with

the forces, 176
Memorial : All Hallows (Tottenham)

4-'ll; Canon Winter (Kllaml) 409:

cliap.l (Windermere) 371 :
llenry

Janus. 19S; James Suiiith (Wjil-

la.sev) 109; Lanereost ehurch( 71;

ol<l boys (Marlborough college) 371;

Scions. Capt., the late. 173; -tarn-

ford war-shrine. 210; tablet, curious

disimtc, .371; -war, a worthy, 130, 175,

198; window (Ix>ngside church) 249

Memorials : erection of war. 4.32 ;
Lord

Kcsteven. the late, 409; MancJiesUr
ollliers'. 131; to soldiers, 472; war,

i]i Uio home. 311

Messiige. (Jueen's, to the women of

IjKlia. 432
Metr.>poIitan water board v. Mesfrs.

Diek. Kerr and" Co.. Lt<l., Sll

M,-Z7,<.tints. 242 , ,„„
Military: oceupatJon. houses for, 493;

stupidity. 245
Miniatures and snuff-boxes, exliibl-

tion of. 331

Minis-try : of nvuiiit.!on«. 220 ; of pnlil.c

health, 472
Misunderstanding, some. 490

MJteham. Rl . Hnrnal>as ehurcli. 489

M'l^eod. Sec. T,t. J. A.. tJie late, 410

Modern : architecture ill Imlia. l-*»8.

172: fireproof construction. 182

Morris. I'aul W.. tJie late. 40

Moses, Kzekiel. the late. 308

Motor truck, transportation by. 434

AMuchelncy abbey, Somersetshire, ab-

bot's house. 282
.Municipal: buildings, Arbour square.

Stepney, E., 109
Munition firms and dwelling-houses,

107

Munitions, min'etry of. 220. 492

Mural painting, plea for. 469

Museum: liritish. 48: folk. 4:tO ; St.

Quentin. 311 : Victoria and Albert
fpr<-M'ntation to) 49 (sculptured
panels in the arcliivolt of the) 549

;

war. 180. 267

Museums, German, and their spoils.

354
Mussoorie. India, dispensary. 172

NAILS, holdiig power of, 47
Num.,- Itegistration Act, business,

179. 198, 200
National; academy of deslcn. 491;

federation (of liouse builders) :190

(property owners and ratrpayers)
551: gallery. 1.S3, 309. .112: housing
problem, 491 : painters' and decora-
tors' council, 287; portrait society.
3.'i4 ; service. 224 (architects and)
?41. 245. 371 ; society of art mas-
ters. 47; war memorial. l.'W. 176.
100

Native timber, use of, 240
N^not. Henri Paul, gold mc<la11ist.

190. 201. BSl

Ne*its. mares', finders of, 49
New: buildings, escape from fire. 471;

postal scheme. 242; South Wales
government buildings, 194

New York: clock tower, city hall.

534 : registration of architects, 533

Newcastle to Carlisle, Koman «all
from, 05

Newport, Co. Jfayo, new church, 460
Noble. Mr. J{., the late, 432
Norfolk archmological society, 512
North Wales, convalescent home.
Beganwy. :j27

Northern architectural association,
370

Notes: American cement plant prac-
tice, 217; contract and contracts,
].)7; one-pound, new, 68; Parlia.
tary, 174, 198, 242, 204, 287, 332 409

Nottingham and Derby arbhXectural
society, 220, 391

OBITUARY: Hall, Mr. \V., 197; Bar-
ker. Mr. K. H.. 131; Baron. Mdme.
Helen, 19: liarratt, Mr. K., 153-
liatsford, .\fr. H., 65: Biggart, Mr
A. S., :i89; lilanc, K.S.A.. Mr. H J
24( . Brad.sh.aw, .Mr. C. U ''88-
Bi'elmor, iMr. T., 372: Brown, Mr!
I'. J.. 432; Bucliton, Capt. A. S.,
432: ButterwortJi, Mr. A. S., 392-
Ciiileiidn-. Lieut. G W.. S60; Car-
niKlKiel. J. p.. Mr, J.. 196: Casebv,
bee.-Lt W. ]{.. 410 ; !Mr. J. Colfins,
o; Collcutt, Lieut. P. M. B., 451-
Collier. Sec-Lieut. U. de Zoete!
350; Colvin, Capt. iR. A,, 432-
Crawford, Sec.-Licnt. W. S , 369 De
-Morgan, Mr. W. Krend, 'sO;
Denhani, Capt., 389; Dick, Mr.
Robert, 652; Dictnchson, Prof. L
227; Driscoll, Bombardier W. T

'

419; Duiikeld, -Japper I!.. :74- Fer-
guson, Afr J., ]8:i; Oeddcs, Major
Alistair, C.B., 430; Cleave, Capt.
11. M., 283; Godwin, Capt. D. F
308; Gotcll, Cajit. R. M. 429'
Hague, ..Mr, A.. IV. Uarpur, Mr.
»., 492; Henman, F.R.I.U.A.. Mr
W., -20(1; Hob.-oii. Mr. O. A II"-
How,Hrd, Sir .lolin. .'iOO; Howell',
Sec.-Licut. N. A., 4ii; Johnson,
Oapt. Ronald Lindsay. R.p.A. 530-
Kelly, C.K., Mr. G. J.' S., 536; Kydd',
Se«.-Lieut. W. S., 492; Luke. Pri-
vate C, 551; Latham, Mr. Baldwin,
265; Liberty. Sir Arthur I asenbv,
429: I^we. Mr. T.. 17; Lyons, Sir
Joseph, 6.52 ; M;i.iaulv, Major Henry,
350; ^^a^sh-Phillips, Mr. Lisle, 131;
-Martin. Lieut. W. G., 112-
".LlttlieWS, >fr, 11. 1),^ r,rj^. JI„xi„,'
William, 308; IW'Unid. Sec-Lieut.
John K.. 410; Morris. Paul W., 46;
Moses. Kzekiel, 308; Noble, Mr, R.,
432; O'Connor. Mr. J., 48; O'Moara,
Sec.-Liejt. L A , 100 : Peach. Lieut.
C. S., 392; Pryce. Mr. T. E., 530;
Robson. .Mr. E. R., 87; Russell,
Sapper R., 390; SencKiil, Jlr. J. A.,
410; Shears, .Mr. W., 287; Smith,
Mrs. Catherine, 550; Spiers, Jlr.
W. L.. 492; Stath.xm. Lieut. N. H.,
190; 'tiwiirt. Licut.-Col. W. \V..

451; Sweliey. Mr. E.. 91; Talbot.
Itrs. Fannv, 551; Talbot, Capt.
L. L., 492; Talbot, Mr. C, H,. 17;
Thompson. Mr. G.. 200; Townsend.
Mr. H. M.. 470; Tvsoe. ?ec.-Licut.
L., 530: Ward. Mr. W. H., 260:
Ware, Mr. W. R.. 451; Waterhousc.
R.A., .Mr. J. W.. l:-,0; Weale. Mr.
W. H., 391 : WesKake, Lieut. J. H.,
650; Whittingh.im. &ec.-Lieut.
(L. S., 332; Willett, Mr. H. W.,
4.32; Willoughbv, Mr H.. 530; Wil-
son. Mr. 0. M., 283; Wood, Mr.
J. F,, 131, Wyatt-Papworth, Sec,-
l.ieut. A,, 350 ; Yoimi;, Right Hon.
R.. 86.

(D.ik chair, cin'od, 4il4

Objector, conscientious. 210
Occupation, houses for militarv, 493
O'Connor. .Mr, J,, the bite. :8

Oincers: Memorial. 'Mancliestcr, 131
OHlccs: County Council (fieicester,

shire) 489; Government. hire<l or
rer]i:isitioncd, 331; new Dtj.piirt-i.i.'iit

Ol Eduoatinn (S.vdney) 1:1:1)

Old: boys' me:norial. Marlborough
College, 371 ; Devon chur'-Iies, some
more, 181 furniture, romance of.

263; pe*ker, 221; widnut e*binets
and chairs, 238

One-pound notes, new, 6?
Open-air scho<drv>oma, 18

Ornamental stones of' Australia,

building an.l. 489

Ovcrdoor embellishments and iianels.

416

Overhead wires. Scottish Arts Club
and, 241

Oxford studies, 29J

PAINT, sale and use ol. .392

Piiinters: and decorators' conn-'il

(n.ition.il). •28;'. Association. Master.
110; booklet for. 114; house. 197: in

water-colour4 (Roval Institute of)

158 (Royal Society of) 354 (Scottish)
'263

: Sculptors and Graincjs, Inter-
national Society of, 516

Painlin,;: Canterbury cathedral (in

apse) 470 ; mural, a" plei for. 4(.9

Palmer, Mr. P. H installation as
President of the Municipal and
County Engineers, .534

Panels: overdoor embellishments and.
416; sculptured, in the archivolt,
Vicioria .and Albert Mufic-jui, Soutn
Kensington, 649
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Paper: restriction, 179; shortage, 287;
supply, 201

Paris: Banipie Dreyfus, 200; Hotel de
la cie. generale trans;itlantique and
la nationale assurance olllces 292-
intcrior for Messrs. Maple .-nd Co,
S49; new Sorbonne, 210, 309; 8t.
Germain, D'Auxerrois and Pont
Neul. 389

Park Stowell. Gloucest«rsliire, 389
Parlws, public, growing food in, 60
Parliamentary notes, 174, 198, 242, 264,
House. .\u6tr;ilian. 131

Parliamentary notes, 174, 198. 242. 264
287. 33;!. 4'J3

Patents, inventors and, 113
Paving: company, Vil de Travers

iisplialte, meeting of the, 831 ; ex-
periment, wood. 1«C

Peach, Lieut. C. S,. t/hc late. 392
Perfect dwelling at last. 248
Peterborough cathedral, 243
Petrograd, 289
Petrol licence, 242
Petroleum, storing, 334
Pews in churches, 3'i9

Pewter, old. 221
Philii.piue health service, 491
Photograpli of mingcr at Bethlehem,

a Germ in, 20
Photographs Royal Academy and, 170
Picture : galleries. Government inspec-
tion of, 158; of lona, 472

Pictures: collecticn of (Manchester)
223, 453; famous, destroyed by fire,

154; loan of. to Colonial and pro-
vincial galleries, 19; sale of, 164;
scnools, 631

Piecework in the building trade, 4.56

Piers, bridge, 514
Planning, kitchen, -134

Planting trees, 361
Plaster: and stucco construction,
durability of, .8; effects of, in
ouildings, 450

Plate glass, 154
Playgotrs' Club, 513
Plot an.t:;es, how to, 227
Poland and Polish art, 327
Pimte S, .Vngelo and Costello. Rome,
349

Porkcss Lieut. D. A., the late, 371
Porous Iionse. heating a, 87
Port of I<ondon Authority. 287
PortUind cement. :'01

Portrait Society, National, 354
l'ost<al scheme, new, 242
Poster advcrtisemenlo;. 242
Potter's P-ar, Mxldlestx, church of

St. Mary and All Saints, 309
Pottery: Roman, evolution of, 203;
tilework and c<illfcction, 267

Power : holding, of nails, 47 ; supply,
electric. 245

'M-actical sanitation, 154
Preniises: business, new, Kingsway,

150; new. High Holborn, 109

(.Messrs. John Reeks, Ltd . Guild-
ford), 40

Presentation to the Victora and
•Albert Museum. 48

Preservation ot St. Paul'e Catlicdral,
303

Prices: timber, 297; war, tOO
Principles: good lighting, funda-
mental. 303; of reinforced concrete
design, 3; of .•etsiining waPs. <'esign

of, Ir'S

Printing, London County tlouncil, 461
Private: enterprise, failure of, 114;
house in France, interior. 327

Privilege, builders' Ciuuidian law of,
449

Problem: bousing 20 ISi", 531; of the
smnli dwelling, -184. jl.l. i.'.O, 474,
489. 494, 500. 514, 516. 534, 560

Problems, tuberculosis, 107
Pixiducts, clay, in engineering con-
struction. 3:10

Prollts, gas, 264
Progress recent, in dr«>dging
maohincry, 52

Property: laws, regarding, 393:
m.arket (house building and) .333

(war conditions ujion flic) 3.16, 355

:

of OMuers, 651; National Federa-
tion Owners' .\ssoeiation, 95, 463,
473; tax, 651

Proportions, varying concrete, me-i-
sur.ng device for, 194

Prosperity, commercial :ind indus-
trial, after tlie war, 68

Protection : for freshlv-laid concrete
90 ; of ancient buildings, society for,

831

Prudential Assurance Company, 221

(buildiiigs-^I/eicester) 466
Prvce. Mr, T. E,. the late. 530
Public: health, 2S9 'ministry of) 472;

wash-houses (Edinburgh) 178, 191:

works dep.artnicnt. New South
Wales, S94

Piiiley, cast-iron, .'epairing. 76

Pu.sli on ! keep moving, 22

Pushi-s on. Arcbitcctur.1l .Association.

60

QUARRIES, stone, control of. 414

(jiulii'i architects demand legal

c|Ua,illi.ition, .52

Queens' College. Cambs., ivstorati'Hi

of tne Ptesident's lodge 429
Queen's house, Kingsway, 292
Quicklimi, expansion of, 30)

.\,nS,'U
'*""'• *"'~'»^^

Rates, water, 133
I'.ealni, defence of the. Act, some
notes on the, 138

Ria.-.on.iljle complaint, 249
Recuperation after war, ccouomic.

Red Cross detachment, architectural
association, 198

Redcote, Ha-lemere, Surrey, 449
Refuse, house, .Ulay in removal, 133
Registration: Act. business names,

\'^\y^h.,~'^' °* architects (New
i ork) 533

Regulations: building. 245; Defence
of the Realms, 531; timber, 135

Reinforced
: concrete. >«i, 95, 128, 162,

308, 328 (fundamental [.rjnciples of)
3 (ship construction) 197 (imder Urc)
283

Reinforcement, road, 394
Rents be doubled'.' should, 19;
Reorganisation, tramways, 172
Repairing covenants, 135; cast-iron

pulleys, 176
Repopulation of our rural districts,
66

Report, annual, of the surveyors' in-
stitution, 476

Reredos, new. Ksclusham church,
Wrexham, 516

Reservoir, wall, fixing a scour valve
in a, 220 -

Residence, Yardley Wood, Birming-
ham, 224

Restrictions, paper, 179
Restaurant and theatre. Criterion,
432

Restoration of the president's lodge.
Queens' College. Cambridge. 429

Reta iiing walls, principles for design
of„ 175

Reviews: April Town Planning Re-
view. 531; Berger's .Mcrciry, 493;
BritiiJh Reinfort-eil Concrete, 414;
Calculations ot Steel Frame Struc-
tures, 809; Canadian Mining Jour-
nal, 4i)-i; Commcrciril Photogmphy,
474; Electrical Engineering Prac-
tice, 511; Holiday in I'mbria, 268;
How to do Business -with Russia,
511; Laxton's Price Book, 1917, 287;
l/ockwood's liuilders' and Con-
tractors' Price ilook. 132, Manual
of Reinftvrce<i -Concrete. 265:
" News Sheet," Bribery and Secret
Commissions Prevention League,
.311 ; Pr.actical 6anit!ition, 164 ; 6t.
Paul's Eeclesiologic;il Society,
transa<:tions of, ^0!i; Vegetable Cul-
ture for all .351; Wl'IsIi hoiusing

and develojiment Year Book, 114

Rhondda, I,.ord, 513 (on bousing and
health) 516

River liaiiks. upkeep of, 33-1

Road reinforcement. 394
Roadmen, company of, 243
Roads, concrete, 451

Roadway, shabby. Law Courts, SSI
Robson. .Mr. E. R,, the late, '87

Rogers. Captain L. N.. the late. 371
Roll of honour, London County Coun-

cil, 308
Roman: pottery, evolution of, 263;

wall from Newcastle to Carlisle,

65

Romance of old furniture. 263
Rome : 511 ; Castt-flo ami Ponte S,

Ancelo. 349
Rliohng and wallpaper from waste
tanbark. making, 17

Rooms: open-air school, 18; safes and
strong (John Tann's), 89

Rouen, Rue Damiette, 327
Row of almshouses. Marsbfleld,

Gloucestershire, 109

Royal: Academy. 392, 414 (architec-

ture at) 394 (exhibitions) I. 61, 179.

182 (Scottish) 176. 394. architectural

institute of Canada. 491 ; Cambrian
academy of art. 472; commission
inquiry, 333; cremation. 245; draw-
ing society, 69; exchange, Edin-
burgh (chininev-picce) 369; instUute
(British architects). S6, 375. 391. 511,

549 (painters in water-colours) l.'-r;

society (British artists'), 246 (pain-

ters in water-colours) 364 ; A'l-rtorian

instituto of architects. 451 ; Rube-
roid -libel action. 110

Rue Damiette, Rouen. 327

Ruhleben, art in. 19S

Rural districts, rcpopulatiou of, 60

Russell. Sapper R,, 390

SAINT: Barnabas (MiUftam) 489;

Catherine (Ncasden) 64, 260; Ger-

main d' \ii,\errois. et Pont Neuf.

Paris. 3.S9: Ouist's (doorway) 73;

Mary and All Saints (Potters Bar)

369; Mary's (Shrewsbury) 170;

Nicholas Cole Abbey. 331; Paul's

Cathedral. 308; Quentin (museum)
311; Wilfrid's (Harrogate) 456

Salary: surveyors', 72 (St, Ives) 513

Sale: and use of paint, 392: of lead,

133: or purcha.se of spelter, 287

Sanatorium benefit, 353 . /

Sand, cubic foot of, determinatiOD'
ot weight per, 490
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Scale of charges, R.I.B.A.'s, 633, 5M
Scavenging, 113

Scheme: Avonnwuth housing, 240;

housing and town-planning, 309:

tonn-plann:ng. East Birmingham,

School: .lit, Birmingham. 392; bulla-

m"s London county, 330; new gram-

ni.ir, Stockport, i'Ji. 200; pictured.

531; rooms, open-air, 18; •'strike.

Burston, Norfolk, 450

Schools: architectural, in war time.

550; technical regulaliPls, 243

Science: experimental luililing, 4.50;

of buiklins. elemeniS of, 271

Scientific worker, v^'i'e o' arawin^s

to the, 112

Scotland: housing problem in, 20;

surveyors of, ^.^0

Scottish: academy (royal) 263, 394;

architects, institut* of, 493, 490;

Ecclesiologic' society, 263; painters

in water-colours, 263

Scour valve, fixing in a. reservoir

wall. KO
Sculp^jrs, painters, and gravers, in-

t>-rnationaI society of, 515
sculpture: 208; exhibition, war-time.

I.'i9

Sculptured panels, archivolt, A'ic-

toria and .\lbert museum. South
Kensington, . 549

Sea : tests of concrete in the, 331

;

water, tests of concrete specimens
in, at Boston navy yard, 65

Seats, free, in churches, 409
Selous, the late Capt., memorial, 173

Senecal, Mr. J. A., the late, 410
Senefelder club, 69, 95
Service: architects and national, 241.

245, 371 : for national, 224
Shabby roadway. Law Courts, 354
Shears. Mr. W., the late, 287
Sheffield society of architects, 391
Shelters for consumption, 47
Ship construction, reinforced con-
crete, 195

Ships, concrete, 450
Shortase: houses, 09. 11,3, 198. 221,

265, 267, 290: paper, 287: soft wood,
351 : working-class dwellings, 513

Shrewsbury, St. Mary's church, 176
Shutters, raise the, 224
Sicily, gateway of Maniaces castle,
369

Sketches in France, 12S
Skylines, balustrades as, 471

Slab, dellection and subsidence of
column supports, 24

Slack, coal, concreting of, 551
Slate industry, 198
Slump in company promoting, 1.15

Small dwellings, problem of, 434, 4.54.

4.50. 471. ISO, 509, 514. 516. .534,

55U

Smallpox hospitals. 3.53

Smethwick old church, 351

Snuff-boxes and miniatures, exhibition
of, 331

Society: .\ntiquaries, 451: architec-
tural (Devon and Exeter) 314
(Derby) 220 (Nottingham and Liver-
pool) 370; architects, 309 (South
,\fr{can branch) 170; artists (Brit-
ish) 246, (women, exhibition) 176:
civil engineers' (Canadian) 287; Lon-
don, 512; national portrait, 354;
qjainti-rs in water-colouns (Koyal)
354; protection of ancient build-
ings, 331; sculpture, painters, and
gravers, 515

Sii.ft wood, sfliort.age of, 351
Sails, bure.-.u of. U.S.. Ill
Soldiers: bazaar, builders and the
blinded. 280, 409: memorials to. 472

Somersetshire, abbott's house, Mu-
chelney abbey. 282

" Somewhere in France," lecturing,
312

Sorbonne, the. new, Paris, 216, 309
South: African branch of society of
architects, 17; Kens'ngton, Victoria
an(d Alberts museum (Sculptured
panels) 549 ; Wales, university col-
lege of, 109

Spain, bridge (Manresa) 172
Spelter, sale or purchase of, 287
Spiers, Mr. W. L^ the late, 492
Spoils, German mu.seums and, 354
Stafford free library, 327
Stained glass, 203, 210, 249
Staircase of the '* Reader's " hous.*.
Ludlow, 238

Stamford, war memorial, 210
Star and Garter hostel. 155
Statham. the late Lieut. N. H.. 19S
Statues, scraping, 208
Steel, high itensile, v. mild, for rein-

forced concrete, 221
Stewart, Lt.-Col. W. W., the late. 451
Stockport, new grammar school, 194,

260. 389
Stone : and concrete foundations.
282; material, artificial, 48; quar-
ries, control of, 414

Stonehenge, 111
Stones, ornamental, of Australia.
building and. 4,89

storage within building, special form
supiiorts provide. 516

Storing, petroleum. :i34

Story of Lord Cromer, 132
Stowell park, Gloucestershire, 380
Strikes, compulsory arbitration and.

453
Structural design. 247
Structures, resistance of, testng, 265
Stucco and plaster construction,
durability of. 18

Studies, Oxford, 292
Stupidity, military, 245
Styles, architectural, control of. 48
Subsidence, of column supi>orts, and

slab defection. 24
Sun Temple. Mesa Verde national
park, repair of, 09

Supplies, timber, 472
Supply, food. 243; paper, 201; power,

electric, 345 ; water work, in
Western Australia, 328

Surrey, Ardenrun, 396
Surveyor : and auctioneers' clerks.
241; duties of a, 349; St. Ives
(salary of) 513

Surveyors: in.stitution. 135. 1.52. 243,
432, 436. 470. 509; laud (British
Columbia) 205: London county
council. 90, 392: of Scotl:>.nd. 220';

salary, 72
Supports, special form, provide .stor-

age within building. 516
Sweney. 5tr. E., 91
Sydney, lu-w ofllces. department of
education, 260

TABLET, memorial, curious <lisp itc.

371

T.ilbot. Capt. L. L., (he l:it«, •!02

T.dbof, .Mr. C. H., the late, 17

Tanb;irk, wa.stc. making roofiii-j :inil

wallpaper Irom, 17

Tami.s. .John, s'afes, door, and strong
rooms, 89

'r;ix, income, 533 (propertv) .551

Teaching of building, 198
Technical schools, revision of regula-

tions for, 243
Tele-^copic la-dders, Heatliman's. 09
Temple, Sun, 'Meso Verde national

|v\rk, rei>air of, 09
Tentacles, -Gennan an Txunlon. 551
Testing resistance o-l' stru tureti. 265
Tests: in seji-water, concrete, 331; of
concrete apeeimens in >-.ea water at
Boston Navy Yard, 05

Thames water, 491
nieatre, aivliitect and the, 138

Theatrical ardhitect's ch.arges dis-

puted, 551
Tliompson, Mr. G., the late, 260
TMe, column form, 285
Tilework and pottery, collection of,
207

Timbei': claim, 331; decay, an<l its

growing importance to the engineer
and architect, 529; liome-growii,
205; prices, 287; soft-sawn, control
of, 133, 135, 170, 198, 207, supplier.
472; use of native, 240

Timbers, decay of building, 112. 242
Tower: clock, C'ty Hall, New York.

534; of f/>ndon (armouries of the)
173 (cracks in the buildings) 551

Towers of Cornwall, old, 264
Town-pliannjng : 373, .3f>3: Act, housing
and, 90, 221; in India, 307; scheme.
309 (East Birmingham) 290

Trade cori'onation, Eritisl), 454
Traffic, extraordinary. 373
Transmission, heat, through window

sadies, 226
Tramway centre (Manchester) 135
Tr.iniways reorgani.s..tion, 172
Tr;ins])ortatioa by motor tru:-k. 4:U
Travels, my six months in Italy. 73
Trees: in Canada. 432: jilanti'iig. .'i.)!

Trinity Manor, .Jersey, '-i^ii

Truck, motor transportation by. 4::4

TubereulosLs jii-oljlems. 197

Tungsten fil;i.-nent, 290
Tunnei, ClKinnel, 472
Tunnels, railway, 22
Type, use of small, in safe .notice. 490
Tysoe, S'ec.-Lieut. L., the late, .5.30

UNEARTHED, buried city, 493
L'nion Jack Club, Waterloo lir^u^i

Road, 396
I'nity of the (Empire, 94
L^niversitv: College, Cardift', lilirar\

facade, 449 CSouth Wales) 109
I'nlicensod building work, 2(i3

Upkeep of river banks, 334
Upton Grey Manor (Hant«) 45C
U.S.: 'building operations in. 268:
bureau o*" soils. 111

VAL de Travel's Asplialte Paving
Company, meeting of, 331

Valuation lists. County of Loudon, 290
Valve, scour, fi.xing in a reservoir
wall, 220

Venice, dressniiikere' balcony, 150
Vicar's curious claim, 68
Victoria and .\lbert Museum (pre-

sentation to) 48 (sculptured panels
in archivolt) 549

WALES: housing, after the war, 43:);

XortJh, Deg-amvy convalescent .home.
:iJ7; South (Univtr.sitv College)-. 1I19

Walker art gallery. 392, 409
WaP. Romsin, from Newcastle to Car-

lisle, 65
\\'alla.sey. Cheshire, James Smith

niemorial, 109
Wallpaper and roofing, niaking from

w;u9te t^anbark. 17

Willis, retaining, iirimiples for <lesign
of, 476

Walnut caihinets. 'pair of old, and up-
holstered chairs. 23S

VVa.sHiliouses, public (Edinburgh) 172,-

194

War: bonus, 511; bonuses, railway
.tail's. XU: Iniildiing. :ilter the, 311
(during the) 409, 433; economic re-

cuiivration after, 201; effects of the.
on heraldry, 133; loan, new, 72;
London after the, 392; luxurious
decorations during 371 ; materials,
491 ; memorial (.411 H:illows, Tot-
teniham), 429 (erection of) 415
(wOTthy) 136, 175, TOO ; memoriajs in

the home, 3U; museum, 180, 207;
olfice claim, 432; prices, 390; jiro-
perty market and efleets of,' ;(.'«i.

355
; savings associatioui 158 ; time

(bribery) 356 (architectural schools
in) 560; waste, 93; work, Austrahaii
car])enters for, 391

Ward, Mr. H. W., the late, 200
W:ire. .Mr. W. R., the late. 451
War-time sculpture exhibition, 159
Waste of wrong employment, 202
Water: engineers, institution of, 451;
excess of, in concrete, 410, 4;«;

:

mains, freezing ol, 172 (ice in) 47:
rates,. 133: sea, tests of concrete
si>ecimens in, 05; supply works in
Western Australia, 328; Thames,
491

Water colour drirwings, exhibition of.
180

Water-colours: painters in (Roval
institute of) 515 (Roval Scottisih) 203
(Royal society of) 354

Watcrhouse, 'R.A., .Mr. J W., 1.50

\\ :i 1 1 1 proofing concrete, 153
Waters, alkali, diirabiilitv of concrete

in, 490
W'ciglit, determination per cubic foot
of sand, 490

\N'eigiits, measure?, and currencv re-
form, 110

Welfare works, 203
West H<am, arciitect's remuneration,
491

Whittiugham, Sec.-Lt. L. S., the kite,
332

Wigwam, 224
Will, Mr. W. Andrew's, 112
Will.ingliby, Mr. fl., tilie late, .5.'in

Wilne, piuish cliuroliyard of, 242
Wibon, i51r. G. M. the late, 283
Vv'iltshire, country house in, 489
Uiudermere, war memorial chapel, 370
Window: east, Prestbury church, 23!i;

sashes, lieat-transmissioii through.
226

Winter: Canon, memorial to the late.
400 ; exhibition of graphic art.
Royal Academy, 51

Wires, overhead", and Scottish arts
club, 241

WokingJiani. Berksliire, Luckley, 429
Women: artists, society of, exhibi-
tion, 176; as constructors, 208; of
India, Queen's message to tlie. 432

Wood: licences, 243; Mr. J. F., the
late, 131: fwving experiment, 1.80;

soft, shortage of, 351
Woodford Bridge, boys' garden citv

at, 449 -

Work: building, unlicensed, 263; con-
struction, in Aden, 511; piece, in

building trade, 450; iK)stures at,
490 ; water supply in Western .\iis-

tridia, 328
Worker, scientific, value of drawing
to the, 112

Working-class d'ft'ellings, sliortagc of,
513

Workmen and Em|iloyment Kv-
cJianges, 491

Works: public, department. New
South Wales, 394; welf:ire, 2(!5

Wrexhajn, Eselu^iam church (new
reredos) 510

Wrought-iron gates, St Peter'^.
London Docks, 150

Wvatt-Papwortli, Stic.-Lt. A., the
late, 3.i0

YARD; Boston Navy tests of concrete
specimens in sea water at, 05

Vardley Wood, Birmingham, residence
at, 238

Voima: girls .as flag-sellers, 493;
Right Hon. Kobert, tJie iate. 80

Vpres. ruined cathednil of St. Martin,
•238

INDEX TO ILLUSTRATIONS.
ASBOT'S hon.se, Muchelney r.bhev,
Somersetshire. 282

Ai.. rd<!»n. deacons' chiiir. Scottish oak
iiirniture, 40

All Halloas Barking (restoration
and additions). 16

,vlMisliouM.s, row of, Marshflelil.
(.loucesteishire, 109

.Vrcbitect's hou.i*, jgS
Areliitn tare: Italian, examples of,
80; iiindirn. in India, 172

Archivolt. main entrance, Victoria
and Albert museum. South Keii-
sington, -culptured panels in the
549

Ardenrun. Blindley heath. Surrey, 39c,
Art, school of. king Edward VII.,
Newcastle, 509

•>rts. exliibition. GjH.Q. troops, so.
^M

Ashcroft manor, Briti.-h Columbia, 282-

Avena chapel, Padua (wall decora-
tion), 74

BALCONY, dressmakers' (Venice). i:,ii

liai' room .scheme. 46
Bamiue Dreyfus and grand h;ill >'l

the Hotel Menr'cc. Paris, 2r>ii

Barn, Griiuge great, Alciston, Sus-
sex, 150 «

Barnsley, St. Peter's church, 516
Beach school, Christ church square.
Lowestoft, 16

Bishop's new throne, Manchester
cathedral, 349

Biaekfriars house, now in course of
erection near the site of Bridewell
palace. Biaekfriars, E.G., 45

Boston public library, decoration of,
469

Brat^enose college. Oxford, the Camera
from, '292

Bridge, Manresa (Spain), 172
British Columbia, Ashcroft manor, 282
Buildings: municipal. Arliour Square,
Stepney. E., detail of elevation for
the, 109; Prudential (Leicester), 456

Bu.sine.^ premises, new. Kin'jswav.
150, 292

CABINETS, pair of old walnut, and
upholstered chairs, 238

Cambridge: Queens' college, restora-
tion of the president's lodge, 4'29

;

M John's college. 45

Camera, from Brasenose college, Ox-
ford, 292

Card ft' university college, 449
Castello and Ponte, St. Angelo,
Rome. 349

Cathedral: Canterbury (painting in

apex), 470; church of St. Giles.

Edinburgh, 549; Manchester, bis-

hop's new throne, .349; of St. .Mar-
tin, Ypres, ruined, 238

Ceiling decoration, Siena cathedral,
75

Chairs : de,icons', 'Scottish oak furni-
ture. Aberdeen. 46; upholstered
pair of old walnut cabinets, 2:J8

Chapel ind library. Wells cathedral.
U

Cheshire: house at ninderton. 282;
James Smith memorial, Wallasev,
109

1 liininey-piece. Royal Excbanse.
Edinburgh, 369

I'lairch : All Hallows Barking (restora-
tion) 16: Barnsley (St. Peter) 510;
c.ithedral, Edinburgh (St. Giles),
549; Esclushaiu (new reredos) 510:
Harrogate (St. Wilfrid',*) 4.iO: Lon-
don docft (St. Peter's, wrought-iron

gate.s) 150; Jlitchara (St. Barnabas)
4S9; Potter's Bar (St. Marv and
All Saints) 371 : Prestbury (new east
window) 238; Tottenham (All Hal-
lows, and war memorial) 429

Churches
: All Hallows BarkingT E.C.

trcstoratiions and additions), 16;
doorway (St. Giust's, Xllth cen-
tury) 73; Devon, some more, 194;
Neasden (St. Catherine) 64, 260

Cinema decoration, 269
City, iboys' garden, Woodford Bridue,
Essex, 449

Club, Union Jack (London, S.E.), 396
College: Brasenose, Oxford, the
Camera from, 292; CHrdift' uni-
versity, library facade, 449; uni-
versity, of South Wales and Mon-
mouthshire, Cardiff, 109

Colleges, St. John's, Cambridge 43
Column form tie, 285
Ooncrete .iind reinforced concrete.

1-29

Convalescent home, Deganwy North
Wales, 3-27

Cottage at Longfield. Kent, 109
Country house in Wiltshire, 489
County council offices, LeicestersBire
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DEACONS' uluilr, ^-otti.^li oak fiirn-i-

ture TttJiTdeen), 46
Decoration: Boston public library,

4(J9; <oiUng (SieiKi ^^tthetlral), 75;

cinenia, 209; IPiccoloniiai <8iena),

471; wall (Avena chapel, Padua), 74

IX-ganwy, N. Wiales, convalcsctnt

home, 327

Detail: municipal buildings, St«pncy,

109; of No. 232-233, High liolborn,

109; Qufen'.s house, Kingsway, 292

Pctailfl: chimnty-piece, Royal Ex-

change. Edinburgh, 3C9; library

close, \\Vll3 cathedral, 64; Stock-

port graiiiiriar school, 389

I>evon churches, some, 194

jlispensary (Mussooric), 172

Koorwiiy, i-hurell of ftt. <iiu,sf« (Xlltli

century), 73
Drawings, pencil, Oxford, 292

DrcssuMikers' balcony (Venice). luS

Dwellings, .small, problem of, 419, 456,

IW. .')II0, 51(., 019

EAST window, Trestbury church.

Cheshire, 238
Kdinburgh: cathedral church (St.

(iiles), 549; Morningside library,

128; public washhouse.s. 172, 194;

Koyal Kxchange chimney-piece, .309:

sjiorts pavilion, Laughtan park, CI

Kducation offices, Sydney, 200

Kmbellishmcnts, overdoor, and panels.

429

Kntrance hall witli furniture. 128

Uselushani church, Wrexham (new

reredos), 51C

Essex, Woodford, Jioys' garden city,

Htrhing. royal academy of graphic

art. 238
Hxhibiton, arts, O.H.Q. troops, 80,

128

FARMHOUSE, poultry, Longfteld

Kent. Ifi .^ ^

iMirni ; -uii|«jrts, spc<'iial, provide stor-

age within building, 510; -tie

column, 285
" Foxbury," Haslemere, Surrey, 449

France: private house, interior, 327;

sketches in G.H.Q. troops, exhibi-

tion grand prize diploma, 128

Free library, Stafford. 327

Furniture: entrance hall, 128; Scot-

tish oak, deacons' ohairs, Aberdeen

46; suite of painted, at Windsor

castle, 64

GARDEN : city, Woodford bridge,

Kssix, 49; hou.-e, "Foxbury,
C'hisiehurst, 449 „ . , ,

Catcs, wrought-iron, St. Peters, Ix.n.

don dock, 160

(!at«w.ay of the (Maniaoes, Sicily, 3i.n

(llass, stained, 203, 210

Clouccatershire: row of almshouses.

Marshlields, 109; Stowell park, :»t>

Oovernment: offices, new. Strand (for

the Dominion of New Zealand), 10

firammar school, Stockport, 194, 200.

389

Orange great barn, Alciston, Sussex.

150

HALL furniture. 128
,

llaniijshire, Lord Wandsworth's insti-

tution, 390, 429

Harrogate, church of St. Wilfrid, 4.^0

Haslemere, Surrey, Iledeotc, 449

Henri Paul NiSnot, royal gold medal-

list. 181 ^ „„„
Hindcrton, Cheshire, house at, 282

(garden front, 349)

Home, convalescent, Dcganwy, North
Wales, 327

Hospital, St. George's, Hydo park

corner, W., 509

Hot*l: <le la cie Genernlc Tr.ansat-

lantlf|ue, Paris, 292; Meurice, and
lianquo Dreyfus, Paris. 200

House: abbot'.s (Mucbelney aWicy,

Somcrsct-shlre, 282; architect's, 128;

at Hinderton (Cheshire) 282 (garden

front) 349; Blacktrlars. now in

course of erection near the site of

Hridcwcll nalace, Blaekfrlars, E.G.,

45; country (Wiltshire). 489; for

tiovs, I/)ng Sutton, ITtints. 390. 429;

garden, "Foxbury," Chislehurst.

octagonal, at Caldy (Cheshire). 80:

private, interior, France, 327;

Queen's, Kingsway. 292;
" Keader's," at Ludlow, staircase

of, 2.'i8

Hyde park corner, W., St. Gc-orge',s

hosjiital, 509

INDlAi modern architecture in, 172

Institution, Lord Wandsworth, Hamp-
shire, 390, 429

Interior of iirivate house. Prance, 327

Italian architecture and decoration,

examples of, 80

JAMES SMITH memorial, Wallasey,
Cllc^lllre. 1IJ9

Jersey, Trinity manor, 390

KENT: Longfleld, cottage at, 109;
poultry farmhouse, Longfleld, 48

Kingsway, new business premises,
l.".n. 292

LEICESTER, Pnuhntial buildings,

4.50

Leicestershire county council offices,

489
Library: and chapel (Weils cathedral,
Somerset) 04 ; Boston public, de-

coration of, 409; facade (Cardiff

university college) 449 : .Morningside
(K<linhurgh) 128; iMteolomini, Siena,
decoration of, 471 ; Stafford public
free, 327

lattleeourt, Farthingstoke, Northaniji-
tonshire, 510

Longflehl, Kent, cottage at. 109

Lord Wandsworth institution, Hamp-
shire, 890

Lowe-stoft, beaeli .s(H1kx>1. Chri.^t ehureli,

square, 10

Luckley, Wokingham. Berkshire, 429

Ludlow, "(Reader's" house, stairc.se

of the, 238

MANCHESTER cathedral, bi,-hops

new throne, 349

Maniaces castle, Sicily, gateway of.

369
Manor. Trinity (.Ieri*jj, 390; Tpton
Grey, Winchfield, Hants, 450

Manresit, Spain, the bridge. 172

Marshfleld, Gloucestershire, row of

almshouses, 109

Memorial: James Smith, Wallasey,

Cheshire, 109 ; national war (pro-

posed), 130; war. All Hallow's, Tot-

tenham, 429

Miteham, Surrey, St. Barnabas
church, 489

^todern window, example of a, 204

Morningside library, Edinburgh. 128

Muchelney abbey. Somersetshire
(tiihhot's house), 282

Municipal buildings. Arbour square.

Stepney. E., detail of elevation for

the, 109

Jluseum, Victoria and Albert. South
Kensington, scul|itiired panels in the

arehivult. main entrance. tAO

NATIONAL war memorial (proposed).

130

Nca-sden, church of St, Catherne, 04,

20U
Nenot. Henri Paul, royal gold medal-

list, 181

Neston. house at Hinderton, 282 (gar-

den front, 349)

New: business premises. King.sway,

1.50; iiremiscs, Messr.s. John Keeks,

Ltd.. Guildford. 40

Newcastle, King Edward VIL school

of art. 509
North Wales, Dcganwy. convalescent

home, 327
Northamptonshire. Littlecourt, Far.

thingstone, 516

OAK furniture. iScottisill, deaeon^
chairs. .Vherdeen. 40

Octagonal house at Caldy, Cheshire.

88
Offices: education (New South Wales),

200; Le'cestershire county council,

489; national assurance, Paris. 292;

new Government, Strand (for the

Dominion of New Zealand). 16

OvoriUvir embellishments and panel,

429
Oxford : Bra.seno«ie college, camera
from, '292; studies, 292

PAINTING; in apse (Cant.rburv
cathedral), 47U; mural, 409

Panels: overdoor embellishments and.
429; sculptured, in the arcliivolt.

main entrance, Victoria and Albert
museum. South Ken.-^ington, 549

Paris: Banque Dreyfus and hall of
taie Hotel [Meurice. -Mi; Hotel de
la cie Gfin^rale Transatlantique
and La Nationale assurance ofhce,
292; interior for the new Sorbonne,
210, 309; Messrs. Maple and Co.
349

Park, Stowell, Gloucestershire, 389
lAa-vilion, sport*^, J..aughton park,
K<linburgh. 04

Piccolomini library, Siena (decoration
of), 471

Plans : abbot*.'* fliouse, Muchelney
abbey, 282; All Hallows Barking,
16; Ashcroft manor B.C., 282; bis-

hop's throne, Manchester cathedral.
;t49 : hoys' garden city, Woodford
Bridge. 449; husine.ss premises,
Kingsway^ 160; church, St. Catherine
(Neasden), 260; cottage at Longfleld,
109; county council offices, 200;
(lA'icester.shire) 489; deacons' chair
(Aberdeen), 40; dispensary (Mus-
soorie), 172; grammar school (Stock-

port), 194; house at Caldy, 80:

house at Hinderton, 282; institu-

tion. Lord Wandsworth's, 429;

library and chapel (Wells cathe-
dral). '04; .Morningside library. 128;

poultry farmhouse (Longfield), 40:

public washhouses (Edinburgh), 172,

194 : residence (Yardlev Wood). 2:1S

;

small dwellings. 449, 450, 489, 509,

510, 619; .Sorbonne (Paris), 210;

sports pavilion, 64; war memorial,
proposed national, 1.36

I'onte S. Angelo and Casrtello, Rome,
349

I'otter's Bar, [Mi<l<llesex, church of S*t.

Mary and All Saints. .•S09

Poultry farmhouSe, Longfleld, Kent,
46

Premises: husiness, new, Kingsway,
150 ; new, High Holborn) 109 (Me.s.srti.

John Reeks, Ltd., Guildford) 40

President's lodge. Queens' college,

Cambridge (restoration oO, 429

Prestburv church, new east window,
238

Private house. France, interior, 327

Problem of the small dwelling. 119,

4.50, 489, 609. 610. .W9
Prudential buiUling. Ijeicest«r, 4,^0

Public: free libr.ary, Stafford, 3'?7:

washhouses, Edinburgh, 172, 104

QUEENS' college, Oamhs., restoration

of the president's lodge, 429

Queen's house, Kingsway, 292

" READER'S " house at Ludlow

.

stairca>c of. 2.'i8

Itedcotc. Haslemere. Surrey, 449

Reinforced concrete, and concrete.

129

Reredos, Esclusliam church, Wrex
ham, 618

Reservoir wall, flxing a scour valve

in a, 220
Residence, Yardley Wood, Birmin;-
ham, 238

Restoration: and additions, AW Hal-

lows Barking, E.C. 10; president's

lodge. Queens' college, ('ainbs., 429

Rome, Castello and Ponto S, An-
gelo, .349

Kouen, Rue Damiette. 327

Ruined cathedral of St. Martin,
Vpres, 238

SAFES. John Tann's, 89

Saint: Barnalxia (Miteham) 489;

Catherine (Neasden) 04 ; George's
hotiliital, Hyde iwrk eorner, W,, 609;

GernKiin d'.\uxerpois nnd IVtiit

Neuf (Paris) 389; John's college

(Cambridge) 45; Pettr's church
(Barnsley) 51 ; Wilfrid's clniroh

(Harrogate) 450

Scheme, ballroom, 40 •

School; art. King Edward VII., New.
caste, 509; gr.ammar, Stockport,

194. 200. .389

Schools, beach, Christ church square,

Lowestoft, 10

Scour valve, flxinc in a reservoir

wall. -220

Sculptured jwnek, arcliivolt, ' main
entrance, Victoria and Albert
museum, 649

.Sections: abbot's (lionse, iMuchelnev.
282; All Hallows Barking 10- Ash-'
croft manor, B.C., 282;' bishojrs
throne, Manchester cathedrqi ;w^'-
cottage, Ix)ngfleld, Kent. ' no-
library and chapel. Wells catht-
dral, 04; new premises, Kingsway.
150; octagonal house, Caldv,
Cheshire, w, ; poultrv farmhouse,
Ix)ngfleld, Kent, 46; premises. High
Holborn, 110 Queen's house. Kings-
way. 292; Uniui Jack club, London.
S.E., 390; washlxmses, public. Edin-
burgh, 172, 194

Sicily, gateway of tVe Maniaces castle,
309

Sketches, architccturtj, 86; in
France, 128

Small dwellings, problem of, 440 456
489, 509. 516, 549

Somer.set«liire, abljot's licuse. ^lu-
chelney abbey, Somersetshii". 282

Sorbonne. Paris, the ne^, 31^, ;-•<)

South Kensington, Victoria and \\.

bert museum, sculptured panel.~ in

the archivolt, main entrance, 549

.SlKiin, bridge. Manresfl, 172
,Sij>optfi .pavilion, Larijshton park. I'diii-

liurgh, 64
Stafford free lib.rary, 327
Stained glass. 203, 210
Stairca.se of tHie " Jleader's " Ik.ik .

Ludlow, 238
Stepney, E., detiiil of elevation for

the municipal buildings, Arhoui
square, 109

Stockport, new grammar .school, P.M.

260, 389
Stowell park, Gloucestershire, SR9

Strand, new Government offices (for

tilie Dominion of New Zealand), 11

Studies. Oxford, 292

Supports, special form, provide stor-

age within building, 516

Sussex, Grange great barn, Alciston.

160
Sydney, education offices, for New
"South Wales, 260

THRONE, bishop's, new, Manchester
cathedral," 349

Tie, column form, 285

Trinity manor, Jersey, 396

UNION JACKelub. london. S.E., KO
riiiversity: Cardiff, libraiy facade.
449 ; college of .South Wales and
Monmouthshire, Cardiff, 109

Ujiholstered chairs and pair of ohl

walnut cabinets, 238

I'pton Greo manor. Winchfleld, Hants.
456

VALVE, scour, flxing in a reservoir

wall, 220
Venice, dre.smrtkers' balcony, l.'>0

Victoria nnd Albert museum, South
Kensington, sculptured panels in

the archivolt, main entrance, 849

WALL decoration, Aveno chapel.

Padua, 74

Walnut cabinets, pair of old. nnd up-

holstered chairs, 238

Wandsworth institution. I<nl.

Hampshire. .190. 4'29

War: memorial (pro|>osed national)

136 (Tottenham. All Hallows) 429

Washhouses, public, Edinburgh, 17S.

104
, ,

Wells cathedral, library and chapel,

64
Winchfleld, Hants, Tpton Gr.>

Manor, 456
, , „.,

Window: modern, example of a. 204;

new, cast. Prcstbury church. J:t8

Windows, stained glass, 203

'iViltshire. countrv house. 489

Wokingham. Berkshire (Luc'kley). 429

Wrexham, R-dusham church (new

reredos). 510
Wrought-iron gates, St. Peter's, wn.
don docks. I.W

YARDLEY WOOD. Bin..ni.i;l..im. re-

sidence at, 2.'W

Vpres. ruined cathedral of M iMar-

tin, 238
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Mr. Basil Peto got little more than was

to be expected out of the Government in

reply to his question just before the acl-

journment, on which we commented on
this page in our issue of December 20. He
asked the Prime Minister whether he was
aware that the question of hardship aris-

ing out of the state of war in connection

with building contracts entered into before

the war had been brought to the notice of

the late Prime Minister and a draft Bill

submitted, and .that consid'cration had
been promised ; and whether he would

undertake that this matter, in view of

its importance to one of the largest indus-

tries of the country, should not be over-

looked, and, considering its daily increas-

ing urgency, would receive consideration

at an early date. Sir G. Cave, who re-

plied, said the answer to the first part of

the question was in the affirmative, and
the matter would receive consideration at

an early date. So far we are in much the

same predicament as before. Mr. Lloyd

George, at any rate, must know, or ought

to know better than Mr. Asquith did, the

effects of the unfair finance of which he

was the author, and that an impression

preva.ils that lie hindered the redress which
was promised in 1915. We got then " early

consideration," the sole fruit of which as

yet has been that the builder, while bear-

ing his full share of every burden his

fellow-citizens have sustained, has been

subjected to an additional heavy tax im-

posed on nobody else, and has been for-

bidden even to finish work contracted for

before the war broke out.

Five or six of the galleries at the Royal
Ai ademy are being prepared for the winter

exhibition of graphic art, which will be

opened, according to present intention,

about the middle of this month. It has
been found impracticable to organise
during the war the customary winter ex-

hibition of old masters at the Academy,
and experiments made in former yeai-s of

holding a winter exhibition of modern
paintings have taught the council that it

is bad policy to attempt to hold two exhi-

bitions of contemporary paintings in the
same year. So the council have resolved

to confine the exhibition for this year to a
collection of works tending to encourage

the graphic arts. Xo paintings in oil'or

water-colour will be admitted, but designs

in colour may be offered. The exhibition

is in charge of a committee representing

the Royal Academy and of the London
societies which exist for the furtherance of

etching, engraving, and sculpture. Works
previously exhibited will be admitted.

Members of the various societies repre-

sented will be permitted to exhibit as many
as eight pictures each. Non-members
resident in any part will be invited to offer

pictures, but must submit to the judgment
of the committee in regard to acceptance.

The fogs of last Tuesday and Wednesday
week were as bad as any of the last century.

But our forebears then were not impeded by

the autlidrities in their attempts to make
the most of their comparatively feeble illu-

minants. Presumably the Home Office

officials were holiday-making last week, or

prompt permits would have been published

to keep the blinds up later than 5 p.m.

Here and there flares were placed, but they

were mostly useless. There was one in the

front of the Gladstone statue in the

Strand, a bowshot from this office, but no
one standing on the narrow pavement at

the western gates of St. Clement's Church
could see it. A timely warning was visible

enough at some of the Tube stations, in

regard to possible panics likely to arise

from overcrowding, or accidents to the

lifts. One comparatively narrow spiral

staircase is, in our opinion, quite in ade-

quate to meet none too unlikely emergen-

cies. We. struggled up one on Wednesday
night, and the slight jam-up of passengers

consequent on the taking of tickets—at a

very unwisely selected spot, by the way—
was a little too suggestive of the squeeze

that might follow a panic-scared uprush

from below, possibly with all lights out.

and with too slowly emerging passengers

yards higher up blocking speedy egress.

An alarmed crowd anywhere on a foggy

night is very dangerous companionship ; in

confined areas, with limited possibilities of

individual initiative, and then only at the

peril of others, it is a too-possible death-

trap.

If Mr. Neville Chamberlain, the Direc-

tor of National Service—a Lord High

Interferer, as some of the journals call

him, which are already apparently tiring

of the new Ministry of all the Talents-

has a free hand, we hope he will insist on
the accomplishment of the linking up and
generally improving our derelict canals.

He is the chairman of a movement about
which we have had a good deal to say in
past issues, which wants so to restore our
canals as to enable them to carry 100-ton

barges from the coast to the Midlands. It

will take some doing, for the railway com-
panies have done their best to render the
canals useless during the past thirty years
instead of developing them as feeders, or
falling back on them under stress of the
results of their own shortcomings. But
had it been promptly set about when Mr.
Neville Chamberlain first moved in the

matter, many millions of tons of heavy
goods for which conveyances have been

despairingly wanted during the past eigh-

teen months . would have been delivered,

and the railway stations would not have

been blocked for months with stuck-up

traffic.

Although the law relating to lind and
buildings is the oldest part of our legal

system, and was shaped for centuries by

our courts and judges, it is still full of

little surprises, even for the lawyers. One
general point to note is that, legally, a

furnished house or apartment is dealt with

differently from an unfurnished house or

room. While in the letting of an empty
house or rooms there is generally no war-

ranty by the landlord that it or they are

fit for habitation, yet if the same place be

let furnished there is such a warranty

;

and should it not be fit to live in, either

by reason of drains or even of bugs, the

tenant cannot be held to his bargain. The

curious and startling case of " Humphreys
V. Miller and Others" show-s that in the

letting of furnished lodgings there may be

yet another surprise. The defendants had

brought in a leper to the plaintiff's fur-

nished rooms without disclosing his

disease. After this lodger's death there,

from leprosy it was discovered, the plain-

tiff had to destroy some furniture, and

suffered other damage, for which the jury

had awarded £250; but the judge, on the

law, found for the defendants. Now the

plaintiff came to the Court of Appeal, argu-

ing that the defendants should have dis-

closed the fact when taking these lodgings

that the lodger was suffering from leprosy,

an infectious disease. But the doctor de-

nied this infection, and, on the point of
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law that, in taking furnished rooms, either

for or by a lodger, there was no implied

warranty of his fitness to occupy, the Court

of Appeal confirmed the judge's ruling that

there was no ground of action. While
medical views vary and leprosy is not

legally an infectious or notifiable disease,

this ruling holds, and so the plaintiff loses

his damages. But the amazing thing is

that, in regard to furnished houses or lo<lg-

ings, the law turns out to be on the side of

the tenant or lodger instead of on that of

the landlord, as is far more usual in our
general legal system.

Mr. Joseph Clark.son, hon. secretary,

writes in the course of a letter from Prest-

wich Park:—The New Cities movement
was inaugurated at a meeting I addressed
in Birmingham in 0<>t«ber last, and a

representative committee of 17 membei-s
has been formed in that city to assist in

carrying it out. I also addressed a meet-

ing in Leeds on the 18th ult., and com-
mittees are now being formed there and in

Manchester. We have already thirteen

freehold estates offered in Southern, Miil-

land, and Eastern Counties, from 2.500
to 14,000 acres, all in cultivation and pro-

ducing g<«d corn and other crops, and all

except one within two to four and a-half
miles of a railway station. The object is

to secui-e a suitable estate for a sample
city, build business premises, houses for
the workers, each house with a good garden,
and only put as many people on the estate
as it would fwd. The workpeople would
••eceive trade union wages, but would also
be partners, and after paying all expenses
of management the profits would be de-
voted to suitable provision for old age and
any other purpos*' which would benefit the
community. The whole estate and e^-ery

business, including food growing, would l)e

under one co-operative ownership. There
would be no shares; the capital would W
raised by donations and loans, and the
security would be not only the rates, as in

present cities, but the land, buildings, and
every business. We are anxious to be
ready fi)r building by the time the civilian

army is disbanded, and thus provide em-
ployment for a considerable number. I

shall be pleased to hear from all who will

help.

• IJCST WE FORGET! "

A.iother new yeai- finds us much as we
were when its immediate predecessor
elicited the same dominant wishes. Now,
as then, all our customary felicitatioris
give place to the one aspirat"ion. We nee<l
hardly repeat it. But, liowever sincei-e
oui prayer that 1917 may see peace re-
stored, it is foolish to dream that it c/ni
come by the intervention of neutral
nations, or that any such peace could be
more than the most delusive truce. Fools
and traitoi-s alone will welcome peace on
German conditions, or try to persuade us
that German treacherj^ will oliserve any
paper guarantiees against a repetition of
the German tactics of the pa.st fifty year<.
Till the Hozenliolleriis and the Hapsburi>s
and their contemptible co-bandits are ren-
dered incapable of another such truculent
set-back of civilisation, the nations in
arms against the disturliers of the world's
peace must kivp the field, and their chil-

dren and grandcliiUlren after them, it

needs be, till the long night of terror ends,

and the awful burden which has pro-

strated Europe since Prussia, flushed with

victory over the smallest of her victims,

crushed Denmark, and then, wolf-like,

turneil to rend its share of the prey fro'ri

her .Vustrian fellow-barbarian, is lifted

from the shoulders of the nations of the

Gill World. Our fathers bore the strain

unflinchingly against greater odds, l^ike

us, they were precipitated into struggles

for which they were equally unready. As
with us, the blood of their deare.st paid
the price of the halting statesmanship
and culpable blindness of their rulei-s.

Like them, we will listen to no talk of

peace till our slain are avenged, till fullest

restitution is exacted for the victims of

Cierman greed and savagery, and till the
instigators and instruments of the perpe-
tration of the horrors of war on a scale

an<l to a degree surpassing the hide<jus

cruelties of Attila or Alva are punished
to the fullest extent of their deserts.

I/et us, meanwhile, see to it that, when
peace is made, there shall be no shrinking
from this resolution. Some already are
mouthing reminders that we have "hated "

other f<H-s Ijefore and made good friends
of them when the fight was finished. Of
course we did. The wai-s between France
w<'re freipient, but they were fought
honnurably and chivalrously by each
nation, and with the c<miing of peace all
personal hatred ceased. The one toe
whom Several generations hated was Spain,
remembering Philip the Second's treacher-
ous attempt to invade us, and his vile
cruelty and that of his agents in the
Netherlands, only surpassed by the Kaiser
in Belgium. No more than our forebears
would have accepted a Spanish peace, or
failed to warn their children to guard
themselves well against the l^ower that
had .sought to plant the Inquisition l.-rc,

and rob us of the mastery of the seas,
must we fail to keep vividly In'fore those
that are to come after us the' terrible tunes
we are passing through and the culpability
and bad faith of those wjio brought them
alx)ut. We want to see .some general
manifestation of readine.ss to do this. It

should dominate all the arts. It sliould
spur alike trader and manufacturer and
ciinsuiner. It should inspire the pix-t and
the historian, lend colour to the painter
and awaken to the fullest extent the genius
of the Mistress Art. Our eimtemporaiy
The Enijincer declares, it is true with tlie

somewhat ungracious proviso that " if

we could but count with safety upon
British artistic sense," no finer subject
for the architect could be imagined than
the design of a mus<'um to contain the
relics and history of the (ireat War. A
building of the largest proportions, and
infused with the dignity which is insepar-
abli- from war, but at the same time
arranged upon a plan that made it suit-

able for the exhibition of a great variety
of objects. Would be nei'ded. Jt should,
moi-eover, emlwHly not <mly a library for

A vast literature, but a picture gallery,
and a theatre in which lectures would be
delivered, and in which cinemat< graphic
films would ho shown. It is further sug-

gested that the exhibits would consist not

only of actual relics from the battlefield,

not only of uniforms and equipment, of

transport arrangements, of hospit.al and
veterinary accessories, and of all the

material of war, but of examples of the

machines and methods emi)loye<l in the

manulacture of munitions. iloi-eover,

raised mtxlels of the principal battlefields

would be exhibited in sp«'cial rooms, and
exampK'S of trenches and dug-outs would
Ix^ shown by full-size portions, and by

reproductions on a smaller scale. The
Xavy would require a large portion of the

building. Models of all our own ships of

the period, models of our Allies' ships,
and of the enemy's ships would prove an
important feature, but not less important
(M)uld be actual examples of guns and
aniinunition. The Third Arm " would
also demand much space, as actual aero-
l^lanes and seaplane*, with models of air-
ships, woul<l have to be exjjosed. Th«
iibrary would be one of the most important
(ooms in the building. In it space would
tx? found not only for the contemporary
history of the war, but for the literature
of all nations that will issue from tho
press for many long years to come. More-
over, drawings of ships and guns, of shot
and shell and fuses, of torpedoes and
mines, of aeroplanes, poison gas appara-
tus and flame projectors, of motor wagons
and tanks,'' and the thousand and one
things that are made for the purpose of

killing the enemy, oi destroying his pos-

sessions, should there be preserved
Snch a building, we quite agree with

our contemporary, must be conceivwl on
the grand scale. That France will have
ker Musee de la Guerre, and Germany het.

Kriegsmuseum. ' an hardly be doubted.

That their buildings will he finely prn

portioned and mai'iiificently situated can-

not be questioned. The ennobling effect

of fine architecture cannot be over-rat«?d,

but when the art is exercised upon a sub-

ject at once grand and awe-inspiring in

itself, .1-s is the abstract conception of war,

"hen the art is ihde-xl raised to a position

above all others. Such a Museum of Wai
might, indeed, prove the finest Palace of

Peace.

But more is wanted than this. Such a

building will, after all, only keep the

memories alive we want to see perpetu-

ated, in Limdon, wheie, we suppose, it

would be eivcted. We want something m
every town— if possible in every village

—

in the Three Kingiloms and throughout

the Empire. In the villages, to some ex-

tent, the war-shrines will serve, that is, if

they are mon- or less of worthy character

architix^turally, like that we illustrated

last week. In every school we want the

recor<l of the struggle and the warning
against its too probable renewal. Every

parish hall should enshrine a similar i-e-

miniler. In the towns special buildings

shoulil be raise*! subservient to various

useful purpos<'S, but all bearing the stjimp

of national thanksgiving for victory, and

the appeal to the patriotism of <uir chil-

dren nev»'r again to risk its achievement

over so treacherous a foe at disadvantages

such as th(jse under which we lx>gan the

fight, or so blindly to neglect the repeate<l

warnings of true patriots like IjOrd

Roberts. Wherever our readers have

direct or indirect influence let them at

once set alxjut the ixlucation of their

fellow-citizens with this object in view.

It is none too early to bi'gin the prejiara-

tion of suitable designs, and we should

gladly illustrate any really well-conwived

schemes. The requirements for such might

well be iiK-luded in the prize competitions

of the ardiitiH-tural ami kindred sixieties

at the earliest possible date. Wherever

possible the kindrol arts shoulil lie asso-
^

ciated with all undertakings of the kind.

and let all strive to make if manifest that

the nation may "count with safety upon

British artistic sense" to render every

sentiment of the sreat remembranc»> as

vivid as it should prove lasting.

The dcith i.s announced on Dccembor 27 af

Chiswiok, of Honoria (Nora), only daughter

of Marv and the late John Tavenor Pen-j-.

Rridlinirton Town Council hn.s decided th.nt

in fiitiiro all garascs must be built of iiiconi-

bustiblo materials, and Cliat plan.-* of raragw .

proposed to bo built of other niatx-riaJs wilt/

not Ik-, passed. The architects m the Ixvrou^h

and tho Bridlinprton SU^ior Builders A.^ociii-

tioii have been informed acoordin<rly.
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THE FU-N'IlAilEXUlL PRINCIPLES OF
REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN.*

By Mr. K ilcCxjLLOTJGH.

Reinforced concrete is a combination .oi

concrete and metal, preferably steel, with iJie

two materials so disposed as regards position

and amounts that each resists the stresses it

is he^t fitted to resist.. In piers, posts, and

columns the concrete takes compression

assisted by the steel, .and the vertical steel

takes tension if any .bending occurs. In

beams three stres.ses act; namely, coni]jres-

..•sion, .tension, and sheaj-. The concrete takes

all compression and a limited amount of shear.

The steel is computed as taking all the direct

tension, and assists the concrete to carry shear.

Let .us consider a reinforced concrete column

8 X 8.ins. outside dimensions. The steel will

be in the fonii of four bars each 5 in. square.

The bars are set ih the corners, as shown in

Fig. 1, and Ij in. in from the sides of the

column- This is specified for fire protection.

The concrete outside of the steel (used for fire

protection) assists in carrjing the load until

the fire comes, but after a severe fire it ishould

not be depended on, so we neglect it entirely

in our computations. The actual area of

the columns is therefore 5 x 5 = 25 square

inches. Four ^ in. square bars have an area of

1 square inch. The ratio of steel to concrete is

1 .=- 25 = .D.04. The steel ratio multiplied by
lO'J is the per cent, of steel reinforcement. Our
folumn. tlierefore, contains 4 per cent, of steel,

the ma.\imum for a column of this type. Some
building ordinances limit it to 3 per cent.,

following the lead of Chicago.

When a load is applied to the top of a

column and the steel bars get their share they
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bend because the slenderness ratio (the ratio

of length to thickness) is large. It is neces-

sai-y to put ties around the uf right bars, and

these ties are spaced at intervals not exceed-

ing twelve times the thickness of the vertical

bars. Therefore, in the column under con-

sideration, the ties will be spaced 6 ins. apart

because the bars are only 5 in. square. Tlie

ties are held in place by No. 18 black stove

wire, and the ends are turned in far enough to

be gripped by the concrete so tliey cannot be

pulled out when .stressed. Ties are usually

made of heavy wire or ^ or |-in. round steel

rods.

Having arranged the bars and the ties, how
much will our colupin carry?

Let us assume a 1:2:4 concrete with an
allowable fibre stress in compression of 400 lbs.

pel- square inch. The area of the concrete is

25 square inches less 1 square inch of steel =
24 square inches, which at 400 lbs. gives 25 x
400 = 9.600 lbs. To determine the strength

added by the .steel we must be govenied by
the ratio of deformation between the steel and
concrete. This, for the concrete we are using,

is 15, as determined by experiments.
Assume a piece of steel fastened in a vertical

position and a load placed on top. Assume a

piece of concrete of the same size similarly

placed and loaded with an equal load. Careful
measurements will show that both materials
shorten under the applied loads, but the de-
crea.se in the length of the steel is 1-15 that
of the concrete. To produce equal shortening
(deformation) under equal loads the cross-ser-

tional area of the concrete mu.st be fifteen

times the cro's sectional area of the steel.

Thus each square inch of steel is equal to
15 square inches of concrete.

Now apply this to the column in question.
The area of the concrete is 24 square inches.
The area of the steel is 1 square inch, the
equivalent of 15 sauare inches of concrete.
Consider the area of concrete to be increased,
making it 24 + 15 = 39 square inches. The
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load-carrying capacity of the column is now
2>9 X 400 = 15.600 lbs. The average stress is

15.600/25 = 624 lbs. per square inch, an in-

crease of 56 per cent. The unit stress on the

steel is 15 X 400 = 6,000 lbs. per square inch.

A safe compressive stress for the steel alone

would be 12,000 lbs. per square inch, which

.shows that it is not economical to use steel

in compression in reinforced concrete, except

in columns.
We cannot use a steel stress exceeding the

concrete stress multiplied by the ratio of de-

formation or the concrete will be stripped

from the steel and the column will fail. The
two materials must act together and shorten

equally, each carrying a proportion of the load.

The ratio of deformation is, therefore, a stress

ratio for columns or for members acting wholly

in compre.ssion.

The following formulas are used for the

design of columns in w-hich the unsu]; ported

length does not exceed fifteen times the effec-

tive diameter or thickness; that is. the thick-

ness of the column after deducing the protec-

tive covering of the steel.

Let / = average unit stress per sq. in. of

efiective area.

/,, = allowable unit stress per sq. in. on

plain concrete.

p — ratio of steel to concrete.

A,. = area of concrete in sq. in.

As = area of steel in sq. in.

A = total efiective area = -A,. + A..

n = ratio of deformation.

P = total load,

then P = A /^ = /", (Ac -f kA^.)

or f = /c [(1 - p) + n p]

.

THE HOOPED COLUMN.

Make a cylinder of thin paper and fill it

with sand. 'The paper is barely strong enough

to ilold the sand, and if a load is put on top,

the paper will burst and the sand will flow.

Use a tin cylinder, and the pressure required

to burst it will be very great. Instead of sand

use cement mortar or concrete and the metal

casing can be made very thin, so thin, in fact,

that a wire wound spirally around the concrete

cylinder will furnish the necessary strength

provided the amount' 01 metal in the wire is

equal to the amount found to be necessary in

the .solid thin shell. Poorly made concrete

needs more reinforcement than first-class con-

crete.

Tlie hooped column consists of a concrete

core reinforced with vertical steel and having

a steel spiral around the core. There should

not be less than eight vertical rods not ex-

ceeding 6 per cent, of the area. The spiral

hooping should not be less than one-half of

1 per cent, and not to exceed I5 per cent,

of the area. More than tliis amount is waste-

ful, for it adds little strength. The spiral

does not act until the concrete begins to fail,

and as it postpones the total failure the effect

.fs the same as increasing the strength of the

concrete in compression so we can use 20

to 25 per cent, higher unit stress, depending

upon the building ordinance followed.

Steel in the form of a spiral, provided it

has a pit<;h not exceeding one-.sixth of the

diameter, is 2.4 times as effective as the same
amount placed vertically. The vertical

equivalent of spiral steel is found as fol-

lows :

—

Let r = circumference of the core in inches.

X = pitch of spiral in inches.

a = cross sectional area of steel used for

spiral.

A = area of core in sq. in.

Then the equivalent ratio of spiral per foot

of length

= 1.1
Â X

The strength of the hooped column is

P = /„ (Ac + « A, + 2.4 n A,,)

in which .\i, = area of spiral steel,- in terms of

vertical steel, or

/ = P/A = /c [(1 - 17) + tip + 2.4 n p']

.

in which // = ratio spiral steel expressed

as equivalent vertical steel.

In Fig. 2 is shown a beam bending under

load, in the middle of the span is shown
a vertical line A c an extension of a radial

line. On one side of this line is a radial in-

tercept A'h. and on the other side a radial

intercept A"d.

Provided the material is homogeneous, that

is, unifonn in quality and strength, and is

not stressed beyond the elastic limit, a ver-

tical section plane before the beam bends is

plane after it bends. That is, A c is straight

before the load is applied, and the lines A '6

and A"d are also straight although the

horizontal separation h c is greater than A A',

and r d is greater than A A". In Fig. 3 the

line A'ft is assumed to be moved across A c

so the space A A' = h'c. This is equivalent

to I'evolving the line A c until it becomes A'
'/", parallel to A'b.

In Fig. 4 this is again shown to illustrate

the two force triangles, the upper one re))re-

senting compression and the lower one ten-

sion. The material being homogeneous the

neutral axis x x' is midway between
the top and bottom edges. The force tri-

angles are therefore equal, the stress being

zero at the neutral axis and a maximum at

the edges. The maximum unit stress (skin

stress some men call it) is designated by the

letter f. The average stress is f;2.

The area of each force triangle is

/ h Jh.

2 2 4

We have been considering a thin slice of 1

beam, and as a beam has breadth we will

it

I
f f^*

bt'c

Figi
t/4

use the letter 6 (breadth) to designate this.

Our force triangles now^ become wedges, each
with a volume = f h b/4.

Forces act through the centre of gravity

of bodies and the centre of gravity of a

triangle is /i/3 from the base. The distance

between the centre of gravity of the two
force triangles is 2 /( '3, as shown in Fig. 4.

The total compressive force is equal to the

total tensile force exerted to resist bending,

and each force wedge acts with a moment
ai'm = 2 /i 15. so we obtain the moment of

resistance by multiplication, thus

'2h fbh 2fbh- fbh-

3 4 12 6

for a rectangular beam of homogeneous mate-

rial ; that is, one in which (below the elastic

limit) the tensile strength equals the compres-

sive strength.

In Fig. 5 is shown a beam made of two
pieces with a hinged joint. In the top of the

joint is a block of rubber and at the bottom is

a coiled spring. When a load is placed on

.fubhcr

j/> ^upporf

C— CofJed spring

/y^ S Support^

the top the beam will, of course, bend at the

hinged joint. It requires no effort of

imagination to prove that in the top of the

open joint the tendency to close is opposed
by the rubber, and in the bottom the ten-
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dency to open is opposed by the spring.

Actually the hinge midway is not required.

It merely locates definitely the position of

the neutral axis, and to consider the hinge as

a necessary feature is likely to confuse one
as to the action of resisting forces in a beam.
The neutral axis is the pomt where the cha-

racter of stress changes from tension to com-
pression, or from conipresiion to tension. In

a beam of homogeneous material, that is, one
in which the tensile and compressive strengths

are equal, with symmetrical cross-section, the

iieutr<al axis will be midway between the top

and bottom surface, or skin. At the skin

the stress is a maximum. .\t the neutral axis

it is zero. A diagram illustrating this is

triangular and is termed a force triangle.

In Fig 6 [a] the compressive triangle has

vertical lines and the tensile triangle has
horizontal lines. Each triangle overlaps the

other and the heavily shaded diamond centre

indicates a cancellation of one force by
another. The remaining effective stresses are

shown in Fig. (6). The neutral axis is there-

fore the point where the tensile and com-
pressive stresses are definitely separated. In

a beam with a finite breadth, for wo have

been considering only a thin vertical slice

:

the neutral axis becomes the neutral plane.

The use of the word neutral implies a point,

place or plane where there is a definite

neutralisation of opposite forces, or stresses.

The force acting along the neutral plane is

therefore horizontal shear, for the forces act-

ing on either side are opposite in character

and equal in magnitude.
The principle of the lever is evident. Tlie

length of the lever arm is the distance be-

tween centres of gravity of the opposite forces,

and the fulcrum is situated in the neutral

plane.

In a reinforced concrete beam steel is placed

near the lower edge to take all the tension,

for, roughly speaking, concrete is ten times

stronger in compression than in tension. In

» plain concrete beam the neutral plane will

The vertical tension cracks in beams are

shown in Fig. 7.

The ratio of deformation plays an im-

portant part in determining the location of

the neutral axis in concrete beams. In the

Chicago Building Code the following values

are used as a result of experiments :

—

Ratio ofUltimate compressive
strength per

sq. in.

2.900
2,400
2,000
1,750
1,500

The allowable safe unit stress per square

inch is thirty-five hundredths of the ultimate

strength in compression.

In reinforced concrete we have two mate-

rials with widely differing unit stresses. The

deform-
ation.

10
12
15
18

20

F/fB

±
fig 6

be very high because the tensile and com-
pressive forces must be equal. The tensile

stress will be low and the compressive stress

will be high, but the lever arm is a constant.

The relative volumes of the two force wedges
will bo approximately as 10 is to 1.

When steel reinforcement is used the area

requiriHl is computed on the assumption that

it will cari7 all the tension, and the value of

the concrete in tension below the neutral axis

is nei;k-cte<l. The tensile stress, therefore,

does not vary from zero at the neutral axis

to a maximum, but the compressive stress

above the neutral axis does so vary.

The ratio of deformation between concrete

and steel prevents the consideration of the

value of concrete in tension. Kxperiments
have shown that when steel embedded in con-

crete is stressed in tension to an amount
practically equal to the tensile strength of

an area of concrete equal to the steel area,

multiplied by the ratio of deformation, the

concrete cnicks. The tensile strength per
square inch in the concrete at the level of

the steel = ',/», in «hich f, = unit tensile

.stress.

These cracks are vertical and fairly uni-

formly spaced. They probably extend as far

into the beam ns the neutral axis when the
beam is on the point of failure. If the beam
is well made and the bond of the concrete to

the steel is good the cracks are so small,
because numerous, that there is no danger of

the entrance of moisture in large enough
amounts to cause rusting of the st<>el. It is

therefore possible to use steel with a very
high stress, for the ratio of deformation is not
a stress ratio as in the case of columns carry-
ini; direct compressive stress. In a column a
high compressive stress on the concrete mav
strip it from the steel. In beams a high
tensile stress in tlie concrete merelv cracks
it and the concrete between the cracks clings
to the steel and protects it from corrosion.

letter f is used to denote the unit stress per

square inch, usually termed the " Fibre

Stress." The unit steel stress is /s and the

unit concrete stress is /c. The stress ratio

ft fr is denoted by the letter m (meaning
" measure "). The ratio of deformation is

denoted by the letter n (meaning " num-
ber "), for it is an arbitrary number which is

approximately correct.

Fig. 8 is a graphical representation of the

effect n and m have on the location of the

neutral plane in a reinforced concrete beam.

On a piece of quadrille ruled paper plot the

depth from the top of the beam to the centre

of gravity of the steel by setting off ten

divisions." .Set off on the same scale the ratio

of stresses (m) and the ratio of deformation

(;i) as shown. The depth to the neutral axis,

I-, may then be scraled. The exact value is

k = "
n + m

Example. What is the value of I- when
f, = 16,000 lbs. per sf.uare inch and /, = C50

lbs. per squ ro inch.

« = 15
16000

w = = 24.62
650

)i 15

1: = = = 0.378 d
n + m 15-1-24.62

Fig. 9 shows the force triangle of the con-

crete in compression and the steel in tension.

To find the ratio of steel, proceed as follows :

—

The total amount of compressive force is

found by obtaining the area of the force

triangle. The height is led, and the average

stress is fdZ. The compression - I; d {,12.

We use kd for the depth, d has a definite

Ntutrtl Axis

C = T. which is the case for a beam with " bal-

anced " reinforcement.
Assigning values, 650/2 x 0.378 = 16.000 /..

and

325 X .378

p = = 0.00767

16,000

7) X 100 = per cent, of steel = 0.767 (0.77%).

By formula, p = kl2 m.
Assume a beam 6 ins. wide, with depth t.

the centre of the steel = 9 ins. What is tlu-

resisting moment?
C = 325 X 0.378 x 0.874 x 6 x 9=

= 52,242 inch-pounds.

What area of steel will be required?

A-bdp =6x9x0.0077=0.42 square inches.

Check the steel

:

T = f,kjd = 16,000 X 0.42 x 0.874 x 9
= 52,859 inch-pounds.

The greater resisting moment in tension is

due to having used 0.42 square inch of steel,

the exaet area being 0.4158 squaie inch. The
area of steel used is governed by the com-
mercial sizes of bars and rods, or the expanded
metal or wire fabric used. The actual steel

area used will usually be greater than the
theoretical area necessary.

P^very reinforced concrete beam has two
moments of resistance—one determined by

the concrete, the other by the steel. The
lesser of the two is the resisting moment which

determines the actual strength. In design-

ing slabs, a width of 1 ft. is taken, for a slab

is merely a wide and shallow beam assumed

to be made up of a number of beams each

12 ins. wide.

R is a moment factor. For the concrete

R = fe kjl2. for the steel R ^ f,pj. Then
the bendingmoment M = R 6 rf- ; b = M/R </

d = V M/R b.

To design a beam, select stresses for the

steel and concrete and find R. The value of

\I is the bending moment, which is equal to.

or is less than, the resisting moment. Assnme
a breadth and solve for the depth, or assume

a depth and solve for the bre.idth. T beams
are beams in which the floor slab is considered

to be a part of the beam and carries the com
pression. The breadth, b, is the width in the

floor slab, and the stem below the slab must

be wide enough to contain the reinforcement.

The width necessary must include space

between the bars, and" on each side to furnish

bond and shearing strength.

Below the steel there must be a covering of

concrete not less than the thickness of the

steel, with a minimum thickness of ^ in., this

fig 3

d. The
a length

value, and i is a percentage of

moment arm, the lever, has
= rf - * (f/3 or jd {j = 1- il-/3). The total

compressive force in a thin slice, C = /r/2

X kdjd = fci 2 X kj d'.

The tensile force. T = f» k J d, in which
A = area of steel in square inches. The steel

ratio = A/t d = p, so it is necessary to intro-

duce the breadth, 6, into the expression.

We have now C = /c/2 x k j b <f- and
T = fipj b d^ then fc fc/2 = fa p. provided ' that section.

being for bond and fire protection. In all

building ordinances minimum coverings of

concrete are specified, as, for example, i in.

for sUabs and 1^ in. for beams, girders, and

columns.
SH£AB.

Fig. 10 shows a beam with typical shear

cracks. A beam may fail by crushing of the

concrete in the top, by the stretching or slip-

ping of the steel, or by shear, which is mani-

fested by the appearance of shearing cracks.

These cracks are an indication of tension in

the concrete, and stirrups are used to prevent

shearing (diagonal tension) failures.

Fig. 11 (n) shows a uniformly loaded beam
resting freely on two supports. At (6) is

shown the shear diagram. The vertical shear

at either end is equal to one-half the load.

and is zero at the point of maximum bending

moment. The vertical depth, measured in

pounds, of the shear diagram at any point is

a sum-curve of the loading to that point.

The liending moment at any point is the

area of the she.ir diagram between that point

and the support. The vertical dimension i^^

in pounds. The horizontal dimension is in

feet when the result is foot-nounds, and in

inches when the result is inch-pounds. The
bending moment at any section, such as

y . . . y, \a the sum-curve of the shear at
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Tlie shear being tension increases from the
top and 'bottom skin to a maximum at the
neutral axis, where the bending stress changes
from tension to compression, and from com-
pression to tension. In a beam of homoge-
neous material with a uniform cross-section

the shear is the same above and below the

neutral plane at equal distances from this

plane. This distribution of horizontal shear

is found in a reinforced concrete beam above
the neutral plane. Below the neutral plane

the shear is constant, for all the tension is

carried by the steel. The unit value of the

P:ircibo/o

Fig.//

shear at all depths from the neutral axis to
the centre of gravity of the steel is deter-
mined by the expression v = \}j b d, in which
<l = depth from top of beam to centre of

gravity of the steel.

In Fig. 12 is given an illustration of hori-

zontal sheur. Several planks, laid loosely oii

end supports, bend under load, and the slip-

ping of one plank past the adjoining plank is

a horizontal movement. This is shown in

Fig. 12, a. Spike, or bolt, the planks together,

as shown in Fig. 12. b, and the sUpping cannot
occur. The spikes or bolts represent with
fair accuracy the stirrups used in reinforced

concrete beams. The shear being a maximum
at the ends where the bending moment is a

minimimi, the fastenings are closer together

than nearer the middle of the span, where
the shear is a minimum, and the bending
moment is a maximum.
By reference to Fig. 116 it is seen that

vertical shear exists at all points on a beam.
We have seen that horizontal shear also exists

at all points on a beam. Along the neutral

rtct

FiqJ2

plane it is equal to the maximum end vertical

shear. Very thin horizontal slices, like the
planks in Fig. 12, are assumed for the pur-
poses of computation.
The resultant, according to the parallelo-

gram of forces, is a diagonal tension, which
causes the cracks shown in Fig. 10.

In designing reinforced slabs, beams, and
girders, the resisting moment must be equal
to or greater than the bending moment.
When this is fixed the beam must be tested
for shearing strength, and if it is found to be
deficient in this particular, steel in the form
of stirrups must be provided or the size of

the beam be increased. The unit-shearing
stress, V, should not exceed 40 lbs. per square
inch for the concrete alone, nor exceed a total

of 120 lbs. per square inch when stirrups are
used.

BOND.

Experiments have shown that 70 lbs. per
square inch is a safe allowance for bond in

order that the steel and concrete may act to

gether. The coefficient of expansion of the
two materials is practically the same, so we
need not fear a separation under extreme
variations in temperature.

Assuming the two materials to act together
and the safe bond stress is 70 lbs. per square
inch, what length of embedment is necessary
for a bar 1 in. square, stressed 16,000 lbs. per
square inch?
The 1-in. square bar has 4 square inches of

surface for each inch of length.

16,000, (4x70) = 57.142 ins. embedment
required.

Four j-in. square bars have the same area
as one 1-in. square bar, but the surface
= 4 (4x4) = 8 square inches, and the length
of embedment =16,000/ (8x7b) = 28.57 ins.

\^^len a large bar having sufficient area to

carry the tension is found to be deficient in

bonding area, smaller bars may be used. The
stress is the maximum tensile stress in the
reinforcement at the point of maximum bend-
ing moment, and the reinforcement each side

of this point moist be long enough for bond.

BEXBIXG trP STEEL.

The bending moment decreases toward the
supports, and when a number of bars are used
they may gradually be decreased in number,
always allowing not less than two to go the
full length in the bottom. The other bars are
turned up a short distance past the point
where they are no longer needed for direct

tension, being carried to within an inch of the
top of the beam on an angle of 45° or less,

and thence horizontally to the supports. Half
the steel area may thus be bent up at 0.25 of

the span from the support, one-half of the re-

mainder at 0.15 of the span, and one-half the

remainder at 0.10 of the span. These rules

are closely approximate, and apply only to

uniformly loaded beams. Exact rules are

given in text-books. Bent-up steel assists in

reinforcing the web or body of the beam, and
thus strengthens the beam against failure by
shear.

STIKEtTPS.

Stirrups should be fastened to the tension

steel, not merely looped around it. They
should extend far enough above the neutral

axis to develop bond. The stress in the
stirrups is tension, and it is equal to the ten-

sion in the concrete multiplied by the ratio

oi deformation at the instant the concrete

cracks, when the whole stress is immediately
taken by the steel. The stress used for

stirrups should not exceed 75 per cent, of the

.stress in the tension reinforcement.

The stirrups sthould be equal in area, and the

intervals should increase by increments of 50

per cent, or logarithmically, the greatest in-

terval being equal to d. The area of steel

in the bent-up bars should be neglected when
It is more than 0.15 L from the supports, for

the maximum shear is at the edge of the sup-

port at either end. When four stirrups are

used at each end, the first wiU be i rf from the

support, the second | d from the first, the

third \d from the second, and the fourth d
from the third.

REINFOECING A craCtJLAX T.^NK.

In a round tank the only stress is tension,

being equal to w rf/2. in which u;= weight

(pressure), !f = diameter.

The tension is figured for strips 1 ft. wide,

the weight used being the weight of the

liquid at the depth of the strip. The weight

of 1 cubic foot of water being 62.5 lbs.
.
w at

the depth of 10 ft. is 625 lbs. At 15 ft. the

weight is 937.5 lbs.

The stress to be used in the steel cannot

exceed f,/n. or large cracks will open. The

concrete shell should be designed to carry all

the stress with an assumed safe unit tensile

stress. Steel should be used to carrj' all the

tensile stress. This combination fixes the

unit stress in the steel as equal to n^ until

something causes the tank wall to crack,

after which all the tension is carried by the

steel with the assumecl fibre stress, f^.
_

Owing to the difficulties encountered in con-

struction, no tank w-all should have a thick-

ness of less than six inches, regardless of the

theoretical thickness found by computation

Example: Give the proper thickness of

wall and amount of steel required for a cir-

cular tank 20 feet in diameter at a depth of

14 feet, using a 1 : 2 : 3 concrete.

wd 14 X 62.5 X 20

T = = = 8.750 lbs.

Use a tensile stress of 12,000 lbs. per square

inch in the steel in order to care for possible

mistakes in connecting ends of bars. Clamps
should not be used. The best method is to

have the ends of the bars overlap a length

of not less than 40 times the thickness. The
overlapping ends should not be in contact,

but should be separated to leave a space of

about twice the thickness of the bars so the

concrete may surround the steel.

As = 8750,/12,000 = 0.729 square inches

(area of steel).

Use three ^-inch square bars, giving an

area of 0.75 sq. in.

A safe tensile stress for well made 1:2:3
concrete is 175 lbs. per square inch. Area of

concrete = 8,750/175 = 50 square indies.

The theoretical thickness of the wall is 50/12
= 4.166 in., for the strip is 12 inches wide.

The thickness, for reason given, should be
not less thaji 6 inches, so the actual area will

be 72 square inches.

The area of the concrete is 72 square inches

minus area of steel = 72 — 0.75 = 71.25

sq. in.

The ratio of deformation for 1:2:3 con-

crete is 12, so the steel is equivalent to a

concrete area of 12 x 0.75 = 9 sq. in.

Adding : 71.25 4- 9 = 80.25 sq. in.

The average stress Ls 8,750 -=- 72 = 121.53

lbs. per sq. in. , and the stress on the concrete

is 8,750 -=- 80.25 = 109.03 lb. per sq. in.

The stress in the steel, when both materials

are carrying tension is 12 X 109.03 = 1,308.36

lb. per sq. in.

If, for any reason, the concrete cracks the

steel will carry aU the tension with a stress

of 12,000 lbs. per square inch. Cracks may
occur where an occasional poorly mixed batch

of concrete was deposited ; where construc-

tion joints are defective ; where forms were
removed too roughly ; through ice pressure

;

by reason of excessive temperature changes

;

frequent and sudden changes in pressure due
to quick filling or emptying of water ; through
defective foundations. When the steel stress

is not permitted to exceed 12,000 lbs. per

square inch the only effect of cracking wiU be
to throw the entire tension on the steel Jind

the cracks will not he large enough to cause

corrosion or leakage.

>—•••—<

Owing to the dustmen having enlisted or

g:one on war work, tJie Willesden Council
dust removal contractor is advertising for

women to do the work.

The death is announced, on Wednesday,
December 27, after a .short illness, of Mr. John
Collins Francis, the eldest son of the late John
Francis, of the Athenccum, aged seventy-eight.

The interment took place at Norwood Ceme-
tery yesterday.

ilr. John Chisholm Towner, one of the

oldest auctioneers and estate agents in Sussex,

has resigned his position as an Alderman of

the Eastbourne Town Council. For more
than half a century he has held a prominent
position in the public life of the borough.

Mr. Kingsley Wood, of the London County
Council, speaking at the Great Arthur Street

Institute, Moreland Street, last Sunday, said

that a case had recently been brought to his

notice of the wife of a munition worker who
had six children, and fifty-two landlords in

London had refused to let her a house, a flat,

or rooms on account of her family.

A petition has been presented to the Chan-
cellor of the Diocese of London by the rector,

the Bev. P. Clementi-Smith, and the church-

wardens of the united i>arishes of St. Andrew*
by the Wardrobe and St. Ann, Blackfriars.

for a. faculty to authorise the erection of a

war shrine in the churchyard of St Andrew
by the Wardrobe, the church of the united

parishes, in Queen Victoria Street. The de-

sign for the shrine has been submitted to the

Chancellor for his approval.

At Chester last Thursday William Henry
Lancaster, forty-three, until lately land a^ent
to the Cheshire County Council small holdings,

was charged with making a false entry in a

cash-book in December, 1915. He pleaded not
guilty. The County Accountant (Mr. V. Wil-
liams) said that so far as it was possible to

ascertain, up to the present there was a total

deficiency of nearly £1,800. The investiga-

tions were not yet completed. The accused
was remanded for eight days. Bail was al-

lowed, Lancaster himself in £2,000 and two
sureties of £1.000 each.
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'ur Hfllnstrations.

-VEW GOVERNMENT OFFICES FOR
THE DOMINION OF NEW ZEA-
L.VND, STRAND, W.C.

This perspective drawing, to whicli we have
devoted a double-page plate today, was
.shown at the Royal Academy Exliibition the
1916 season. The building was opened a few
months ago. On December 15 last year we
gave a detail drawing of tlie fa<;ade and the
two principal plans of the building. The
architects are Messrs. Crickmay and Sons, of

Westminster, and the builders were Messrs.
John Greenwood, Limited. The clerk of the
works was .Mr. B. T. Price. The asphalte
ivas provide<l by Claridge Asphalte Co.,
Limited, The lift was erected by Messrs.
Waygoixl-Otis, Limited. The "

first-floor

rooms arc used by the High Commissioner,
and the secretary's department is on the
iie.xt floor. The facade is in Portland stone,
and from roof is covered witli green Westmor-
land .ilat.es.

CHURCH OF ALL HALLOWS BARKING
BY THE TOWER, LONDON, E.G.

The accompanying scale illustrations were
reproduced from the set of contract draw-
ings prepared by the late John L. Pearson,
R.A., when this famous church was restored,
and also extended by the erection of the great
porch with school over. Messrs. Cornish
and (Jeynier. of North Walsham, Norfolk,
were the builders. The sculpture and carv-
ings were carried out by Mr. Nathaniel
Hitch. We are indebted to Mr. Frank L.
Pearson, F.R.I.B.A., for the loan of these
elevations, sections and plans, which we bor-
rowed as supplementary illustrations to the
double-page view of the interior from the
Ro}-al Academy Exhibition, lent us by Mr.
John Eyre and given in our issue of Sep-
tember 27 last, when two photographs of the
church were contributed by the Rev. Dr. C.

R. Davey Biggs, of Oxford. A descriptive
article appeared in the same number, furnish-

ing many particulars about the building and
its history. Some of tlie parts of Mr. Pear-
son's scheme were left to stand over, and,
for one thing, Grinling Gibbons' font has
not been shifted to the west end as shown
by the plan. It remains in the south aisle

in a line with the pulpit, which position is,

of course, unusual. The Cromwellian tower
of brickwork is left as it was without the
additions of the new parapet and terminal
lialls at the four corners as shown by the
elevations. In our judgment, it is prefer-

able to let this Protectorate belfry stand un-
touched as a representative of its date and
style, for very few instances of church work
of this period remain as built. The par
closes proposed by Mr. Pearson to screen the

ohoir .md sanctuary from the aisles or side

chapels will be adde<l some day after the

war is over, when, no doubt, the south
chapel will be furnished as drawn on the
plan >and sections. Our previous descrip-

tion is elucidated by the accompanying de-

tails, and the deviation on plan from the

otherwise rectiline,ir lay-out of the church
will be seen to occur at the western end of

the nave next Seething Lane, where the
tower stands wedged in next the shallow
warehouse facing Great Tower Street, ihe
smaller plan, attached to the bigger one,
gives an idea of the Sunday schoolroom
above the groined new porch facing Byward
Street. This extension occupies the site of

what wfli* called the " glebcland cottage,"
pulled down to m.%ke room for the entrance
and to o[>en up Barking .Mley. Little re-

mains to say about the history of the church,
because we recapitulated most of the lead-

ing facts known about it. The Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects was presented
lately with a collection of autograph and
other original drawings by William Burges,
A.R.A,. and there is a sheet, among the
series given by Mrs, J. Wcntworth Watson,
of the fine Evyngar memorial brass worked
out from a rubbing from the slab itself, which
we somewhat fully described in our article

of September 27. It is situate in the central

aisle of All Hallows, Barking. Burgee was,
of course, pre-eminently an authority on all

such matters, and by making this study he
marked his keen appreciation of so excep-
tional an example in this country of old

Flemish metal chasing fixed in a parish

church.

BEACH SCHOOL, CHRIST CHIRCH
SQUARE, LOWESTOFT.

This school is illustrated from the drawing
exhibited at the last Royal Academv by the
architects, Messrs. Basil Oliver and Henry J.

Ohetvvood. A.A.R.I.B.A., of Southampton
.Street, Bloomsbury, W.C. The plan is given
in the corner of the water colour. The
builder was Mr. Charles Roper, of Water-
works Street, Ipswich. The elevation shown
faces east, (ihe girls' and infants' entrance
being to the right hand of this front, which
overlooks the girls' and infants' playground.

The boys' door is on the west front of tho
building, where the assembly halls occur on
the plan of both floors.

»--••*>-<

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

The report of the Council of the Society of

Arohitects for the year ended October 31,

1916, to be presented to the annual general

nieeting on Tliursday, January 11, states

that the society has held forty-five meetings

during the year, of which thirty-six were

council and committee meetings and the re-

mainder ordinary and extraordinary meet-

ings. The only paper read before the

society during the yea.' was the one by Mr.
H. Freyberg, F.S.I., on the " Conveision of

Mansions and Maisonnettes."

The articles of association have been re-

vised and amejided in certain directions.

The chief alterations are some new dis-

ciplinary clauses and the reconstitution of the

council, giving London and country members
definite proportionate representation thereon

with more continuity of service, and ensuring

an annual influx of new councillors.

Thirteen candidates have been admitted to

membership, one to graduateehip, and two

to the register of students. After allowing

for deatlis, resignations, lapses, removals and

transfers to other classes, Uie total member-
ship on October 31 was 1,171, made np as

follows. Laet year's figures are given for

the purpose of comparison :

—

1916. 1915.

Members 96J 1,003
Hon. Members 27 ... 30
Retired Members 31 25
Ora nates 9 178
Students 141 148

Upwards of 25 per cent, of the membere (in

every class) are serving with H.M. Forces,

and many " ineligible " members are engaged

in otJier forms of national service.

The council regret that the society has sus-

taine<l the loss by death of the following :

—

Members: .1. D. Amderson, Dnrlvm ; A. E.

Anthony, Brighton ; C. R. H. Asliby, Farn-

ham ; Harrv Cooper, London; B. J. Emery,*
Birmingham; T. C. Hope. Ilkley ; T. M.
Houghton, Ijonilon ; David MacBean. Glas-

gow ; Chas. F. Mitchell, London ; Kershaw
Peters,* Grimsby ; W. Dymock Pratt, Not-
tingham ; H. E. Rider, London ; A. W.
Saville, London ; Alfred E. Smith, London :

Benjamin Turner, Barnsley ; G. W. Watson,
Melliourne ; Arthur Winch,* Leeds._ Hon.
members : Harry Hems, Exeter ; Sir James
D. Linton, Jjondon. Students : A. C.

Baxter.* Leeds ; David Evans,* Welshpool

:

W. J. Hill.* Redruth.
Financial Position.—In the last annual

report it was iutimcted that in addition to

tlie economies effected during that year, cer-

tain others were in hand which would be re-

flected in the accounts for this year. That
forecast has been justified. The principal

economies are in general household expenses,

postage, printing and stationery, and legal

oharges, in which there is a total reduction

' Killed in aotion.

on last year of £209. A saving of £130 ha.s

been effected on the Journal in printing and
postages. The ejcamination expenses are also

considerably less. The maintenairce charges

and sitlary list remain practically normal, and
the only increase on the debit side is in de-

preciation of investments. The net result

for the year is a total reduction in expendi-

ture of £450 and a surplus of £579, as

against one of £326 last year. On the credit

side there is a decrease of £90 in subscriptions

and of £90 in the revenue from the Journal
and Year Book. The latter is more than

compensated for by the reduction in printing,

and these publications have only cost the

society £95, or £38 less than last year.

There is a drop in examination fees, as

was anticipated. A new source of revenue

has been the letting of the society's rooms
for arbitration meetings. Laet year's bank
overdraft of £300 has been converted into a
cash balance of £100, and the total surplus

of assets over liabilities has been increased

from £3,291 to £3,309. The oiitsfanding

subscriptions are considerably in excess of

last year, owing to concessions made to mem-
bers, particularly to those serving with H.M.
Forces, but as the whole of the surplus has

been carried to reserve there is ample margin

for these and other contingencies. The
society's securities are free from any bank or

other charges. This means that in seven

years the society has paid out of revenue the

whole of the expenses incurred in adapting

and equipping its pemianejit premises, some-

thing like £3,300 without encroaching per-

manently on its .securities. The net financial

result of the year is that by carefully nursing

the society's resources and a cutting down of

expenses the society has been able to provide

against an inevitable heavy loss in revenue

due to unpaid subscriptions and otlier causes,

and to deal liberally witli thosie of its mem-
bers temporarily unable to keep up their

subscriptions, to increase its surplus, write

off its doubtful debts, and make a good
reserve against possibly worse conditions

during the coming year.

The graduatesliip and membersliip examina-

tions have l>een held in London, Liverpool,

Cardiff, York. Dublin, and Toronto. Nine

candidates were admitted to the examina-

tions, of whom only three satisfied tJie ex-

aminers. Owing to the temporary decrease

in the number of candidates, the council

decided for the present to hold the examina-

tion.sc annually instead of bi-annually as here-

tofore.

The use of the society's premises and the

services of the society's staff have been again

placed by the council at the disposal of the

Beaux ArLs Committee and of the Profes-

sional Employment Committee of the Archi-

tects' War Committee. The society has no

financial responsibility in connection with

either of these bodies. The Beaux Arts Com-

mittee is continuing its important educational

work at the Atelier during the war under

somewhat modified conditions, and the Pro-

fessional Employment Committee has been

the means of giving a helping hand to a num-

ber of architects at the psychological moment

when paid employment, and not charity, was

needed to tide them over a difficult interval.

The council has long felt that, if possible, op-

portunity ought to l>e made during the war

for a conference with the R.LB.A. on some

points at issue hitherto between the par-

ties, so that the friendly relations existing at

present between them might become perma-

nent and the need for raising similar con-

tentious questions after the war become

non-existent. A letter was therefore ad-

dr<»sed to the Council of the R.I.B.A. sug-

gesting a conference of representatives on

registration and other matters. In doing

so the society pointed out that both lx)dies

were to a large extont agreed upon the prin-

ciple of registration, but divided ujxm the

method of carrving it into effect, the result

being that when either party made a move
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a deadlock ensued. The society also sug-
gested that even on less contentious matters
there was unnecessary overlapping and dupli-
cation of effort, and that there was I'oom
for co-operative action on economic lines in

the direction of the standardisation Rf

forms of contract and othei- professional
documents and in other ways. The reply
of the Council of the R.I.B.A. was to the
effect that as the subjects suggested for con-
sideration at the proposed conference were
of a ct'Utroversial character, the council were
precluded from discussing them during the
war by pledges given to their members. The
council of the society received this informa-
tion with regret. The council of the society
win now have to consider whether under
these circumstances it shall proceed indepen-
dently in formulating its registration pro-

framme, issuing its form of contract, and
eveloping its other reform proposals in

readiness for propaganda work after the
war.

In response to an invitation from the Re-
search Committee of the Board of Education
to the society to co-operate with them by
indicating specific problems which in the
opinion of the society require investigation
in the industries with which the society is

most intimately concerned, tlie council made a
number of suggestions. On these being
submitted to the Research Committee, the
society was invited to elaborate its proposal
for an investigation into the question of find-
ing reliable but cheaper materials for use in
building work. It was proposed by the
Research Committee that the society should
discuss the mattei- with one of their mem-
bers, and a sub-committee was formed and
a number of meetings held, at which the
Research Committee's representative was
present. The sub-committee is awaiting the
I'eport of a scientific expert as to the lines
on which such an investigation might best be
conducted. If his report is favourable in
principle the sub-committee wiU further con-
sider the possibilities of the society under-
taking to conduct research e.xpenments in
the direction of converting local products into
suitable biulding materials, and to disburse
any grants which the Research Committee
may make for this pui-pose.

The report and statement of accounts cf
tlie society's branch at Johannesburg show
that, like the parent society, the branch
is in a sound position numeiically
and financially. The branch has taken its

share in supporting patriotic objects both
in South Africa and at home, and during the
vear it sent a contribution of £10 10s. to
the funds of the Professional EmplojTnent
Committee of the Architects' War Commit-
tee.

Generally, the aim of the council during the
year has been so to administer the society's
affairs and finances as to enable it to assist
those members in temporary difficulties owing
to the war to retain their membership, to
carry on the necessary work of the society
efficiently, and to support, those professional
bodies formed for the relief of distress or
for the purpose of national service in any
form. By adopting this policy the council
has retained the confidence and support of
the members of the society, as sliown by the
practically undiminished membership,
strengthened its financial position, provided
for contingencies, and enabled the society as
a body to be of some senice through the
organisations it has supported, both to the
profession and the communitv.

SOUTH AFRICAN' BR.IXCH OF THE
SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

In the absence of the President. Mr. S. C.
Dowsett, on active service in East Africa, the
Acting President, Mr. D. Ivor Lowis, ])re-

sented the tenth annual report of the branch
at a meeting held in .Johannesburg on Octo-
ber 10, 1916.

The total membership is fifty-five—a de-
crease of four. The death of Mr. J. D.
Anderson, of Durban, was a great loss to the
profession, the branch, and the society. Some
30 per cent, of the members are on active
service, including the retiring President.
The financial position is sound, there being

a credit balance in the bank of £130.

Owing to the war, the architectural clas.«es

at the S.A. School of Mining and Techno-
logy were poorly attended, and the branch
prizes were not allocated in full, but a book
prize of the value of £4 10s. was awarded to

Mr. W. B. T. Newham, who attained a first-

class pass with distinction and first place in

the examination. The branch has renewed
its offer of prizes to the value of £9 10s. for

the forthcoming session.

The Union of South Africa Registration
Bill is not being pressed by the branch at
present, but at a more opportune mome;it
the branch will resume its active propaganda
in conjunction with the other architectural
bodies.

The report was adopted, as was the foUow-
ing financial statement to September .MJ.

1916 :—
Receipts.

1915. £ s. a.
October 1.—To Balance 106 15 9

Moiety of Members' Fees from London 42 i lo

£-149 7

P.ITME.VTS.

„ „ £ s. d.
By Rent of Boardroom 5 5
"Prizes 4 10
„ Legal Expenses 5 13 li
„ Postages and Sundries ,3 1 4
„ Balance at Xationa! Bank of S..\ 130 10 4

the fact that the roofing mills of the United
States have a total estimated aimual produc-
tion of 237,000 tons of finished roofing of all

kinds, equal to about 11.300,000 " squares."
By a square of roofing is meant 100 square
feet. The utilisation of the waste bark in

this industry should, it is said, enable the
mills to reduce their manufacturing costs

appreciably.

In addition to the use of bark in roofing,

papers made by the Forest Products Labora-
tory on the basis of 80 per cent, of waste tan-
bark have been successfully printed on a com-
mercial twelve-colour wallpaper printing
machine, and give promise of being entirely

satisfactory. Other paper of the same make-
up has been made into fibre conduits by a
commercial manufacturer.
Other possible uses of waste bark which

suggest themselves, say the Forest .Service

paper experts, are the use of bark mixed
with ground wood for the production of wall
board, or with sulphite screenings in the
manufacture of car liners. Studies already
made at the Forest Products Laboratorj' in-

dicate that it may be possible to use waste
hemlock and oak tanbark in making a large
variety of pulp products.

£149 7

Examined and found correct.

D. Ivor Lewis.
Acting President, D. M. BcRTON.

Honorary Treasurer, E. H. W.^CGH.
Clause 4 of the branch rules was altered to

provide for three vice-presidents instead of
one, subject to approval bv the Home
Council, which has since been given.
The following officers were elected for

1917 :—President, D. M. Burton; Vice-Pre-
sidents, W. J. McWilUams, H. G. Veal";
Hon. Secretary, M. .1. Harris: Hon!
Ireasnirer, D. M. Sinclair; Council—S C
Dowsett, E. H. Waugh, D. Ivor Lewis ,T

F. Beardwood; Auditor, .J. S. Donaldson.
The meeting approved, subject to confirm.a-

tion by the Home CouncO, which has since
been obtained, the following resolutions
agreed by the branch representatives at a
joint conference of architectural bodies held
at Johannesburg on June 28, 1916 :—" That
this meeting expresses its confidence in the
Registration Committee recently appointed by
the Association of Transva.il Architects, and
considers that the Registration Committee
appointed by the various centres constitutes
the proper body to act on behalf of the
united profession in South Africa." "That
this meeting affirms its sympathy with the
proposal to preserve the identfty of the
existing Soutn African architectural sccieti-'s
for local purjroses, but to affiliate the said
societies with a new organisation—namely,
the South African Institute of Architects

—

to deal with broader questions."
The meeting closed with votes of thanks

to the retiring officials and members of
council.

MAKIXG ROOFING AND WALLPAPER
FROM WASTE TANBARK.

A method of using waste hemlock tanbark
to replace partially expensive rag stock in the
manufacture of felt roofing has been
developed at the United States Forest Pro-
ducts Laboratory, and is now being used com-
mercially by co-operating mills, according to

an announcement made by the Forest Ser-
vice. It is stated that in these mills from 20
to 30 per cent, of the rags is being replaced
by waste bark, and that the quality of the
finished product is equal to that manufac-
tured solely from rags. Members of the
Forest Service who have been conducting the
experiments say that the utilisation of the

bark will make it possible to effect a con-

siderable saving in the manufacture of felt

roofing.

According to the census of 1909, over
698,000 tons of hemlock bark were produced
each year in the United States. After the

tannin is extracted this bark is used for fuel

purposes, for which it is said to have a value

of 50 cents per ton.

The extent of the savings rendered pos-

sible by the new methods is pointed out by

OBITU.VRY.
ilr. Anderson Hague, a well-known artist,

died at his residence at Deganwy, Conway,
0:1 Sunday week, aged sixty-six. Bom at

Manchester, he studied at the ilanchester
School of Art, and soon gained a recognised
position as a landscape painter. He ex-

ihibited regularly for many years at the Royal
Academy and was a member of the Royal
Institute of Painters in Water Colours, and
vice-president and one of the founders of the

Royal Cambrian Academy at Conway. His
art was essentially English.

Mr. Charles Henry Talbot passed away at

his residence, Lacock Abbey, on Tuesday.
week, in his seventy-fifth year. The de-

ceased gentleman was the son of Wm. Henry
Fox Talbot, who was bom in 1800 and died

in 1877, and who shared with Daguerre the

credit of inventing photography and the sole

distinction of its application to photo-engrav-

ing. With Mr. C. H. Talbot, who was a

bachelor, the male line again comes to an

end. Mr. Talbot, whose death we now re-

cord, loved the old abbey where he lived

all his life. He welcomed the Wiltshire

Archseological Society to it on several occa-

sions, and in the early eighties the British

.\rchseological Association, at its meeting in

Devizes, included it in a week's itinerary.

It was, of course, greatly altered from its

conventual character by WilUam Sharington

when he converted it into the house of a

Tudor gentleman. It remained substantially

as he left it throughout the seventeenth and

part of the eighteenth century, but consider-

able modifications of Sharington's work were

made bv John Ivery Talbot and W. H. Kox
Talbot. ' 'There remain, however, a pleasing

cloister court, in which is the gravestone of

the foundress of the abbey and several of the

domestic buildings of different dates. The
work of restoration, which was both conser-

vative and careful, was continued by Mr.

Talbot, who reserved one-half of the income

of the estate for the purpose, and the pic-

turesque houses in the villages are memori-ils

of his architectural zeal. The parish church,

of which the Talbots were lay rectors, was
particularly the object of Mr. Talbot's study

and care, and he restored the chancel in

memory of his father.

^ >—•••—<
TRADE NOTE.

Boyle's latest patent " Air-Pump " ventila-

tors, supplied by Messrs. Robert Boyle and
Son. ventilating engineers. 64. Holbom Via-
duct, E.G., have been employed at the City of

London Guardians' Institution, Bow Road, E.
>->••*-(

The death is announced of Mr. Thomas
Lowe, J.P. . of Tamworth. who was mavor of

the borough in 1908 and 1909. He had" been
in practice in Tamworth as an auctioneer and
valuer for over forty years. On the formation
of the Tamworth Public Cattle Sales Com-
pany, Limited, ho was appointed manager,
and jointly with his partners held the position

until the time of his death. Mr. Lowe was
72 years of age.
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OPEN-AIR SCHOOL ROOMS.
At the Xovemiber meeting of the Peiiii-

sylvania C'haiJtiT of the American Society
of Heating and Ventilating Engineers the
topic of the evening was " Open-Aix School
Rooms," and a paper wa.s presented on this
subject by Dr. Walter Roach, of the Phil-
adelphia Bureau of Health.

After outlining the necessity for o])en air
sdhool rooms and tlie advantages to be de-
rived from tlieir use, Ur. Roach illustj-atel

the work being done in Philadelpliia along
these lines by jiieans of motion j)ictures. The
.iddress by Ur. Roach was as follows :

—

" There are in the public schools of the
United States to-day u]>ward of 22.000.000
jjupils, and careful jihysical e.\amination.s by
school physicians of about 8,000.000 of the.se

children in the larger communities ha.« dis-

closed tlie faut that two or more million aie
\inder-nounisli?d—ana>mic, and pretaibercular.

If the same jiroportion obtains (and it pi'ob-

ably does) we have .soattei'i'd generally
t hu-ougihout the schools of tlie lanl nearly
5.000.000 ciluildiren who should be in open
air scli«ol rooms.

" Since the original experiment at the
Forest Schools of (^harlotteburg taken up by
pif^gressive scIio.tI men in England a-nd

started in this country at Providence. R. I..

as late as 1898, tli-e idea has been gra<liially

spreading tlrrough the United State.-; until

to-day we have no less than eight hundred
open-air schools, and nearly five thousand
open-window class-rooms .harbouring twenty
thousand children from Maine to California.

The reports gathered from the teachers in

these class-rooms and the school medical in-

spectors, under whose care the experiments
have been made, show with uniform con-

stancy, regardless of climate, longitude and
latitude, that the improvement in these chil-

dren is most marke<l.
" This can be more clearly illustrated by

an individual e.\periment conducted during
the fall and winter and spring at the .Alex-

ander Dallas Bates School, Philadelphia.

where an opportunity was aff<irded to study
the effects of a fresh air at low temperature
on the physical and mental processes of chil-

dren. Two groups of normal third-grade

pupils were available for the te.st. One
group occupied a room heated and venti-

lated in the usual maiuier, and the other

group (with the consent <if their parents)

were taught all through the winter in a class

rf>om with the windows wide open. Desk-
chairs were provided for routine work in this

room. These could easily be moved b- the

pupils to clear the floor space for physical

exercises. Sw'eaters, toques and knitted

gloves were provided for use in exception-

ally cold weather and soft woollen blankets to

protect the children's lower extremities from

the cold floor. In all respects the room was
e(iuii)|)ed like the ordinary class-room except

that it wa,« cut off from the regular heating

plant of the building and the windows ke)it

wide open. The regular .school programme
was followed during the term, the pupils were
not fed at the school, none was tubercular.

The two cliisses were as equally balanced as

])ossible, assigned to two teachers of ecjual

merit, each te.icher receiving an eqiuil num-
ber of the "Ijrighti. the near-bright, and the

retarded pupils of the grade, as the promotion
tests had determined them at the close of the

preceding term, before any thought was en-

tertained of this experiment. The nient.il

tiualifications of each child were well known.
There was no other selection, the children
coming from the same kind of homes, so that
the test was reasonably fair.

" Each week we weighed these children
(forty-four in each classroom), watched their

study and their play, and otherwise compared
them.
" In the open-window room the average

gain per child was 2 1-5 lbs. in each three
months, while the same number in the wnrm-
:\'<r room for the same periods averaged but
iifteen-sixteenths of a pound gain. This gain
was remarkably miitorm, boys and girls alike,

norm.ll and subnormal alike, and was pretty
evenly distributed throughout each class.

The open-air pupils were better behaved.
• were more alert, ouicker to learn, requiring
less review work, and very little discipline

:

they were almost entirely free from day-
dreaming, were happy at' school, and very
regular in attendance. To determine the
effect of mental stimulation of the fresh, cool
air as compared with study-work in the warm-
air room the school priucij)al conducted fre-

<pient tests in memory work, spelling, and
arithmetic, calculated as Jar as possible to
eliminate the question of the merit of the
teaching. I'hese tests were applied at un-
expected times on dilfcrent days, covering a
period of "many weeks, with the temperatures
ranging in the open-window room fi-om 48 to
50 degs. F. , and in the warm rocmi from
68 to 72 degs. of temperature. The per-
centages were calculated for the groups, and
in every particular the fresh-air groups we.'e
I'ound to have the decided advantage. As
an ev'idenoe of interest shown by parents in

this method of vitalising their children, many
letters were received by the princijial of this

school after the mid-winter promotion because
some of the open-air children in this graded
school were to be promoted into upper-grade
classes in warm rooms, requesting that such
children be restored to open-window class-

rooms, with the result that the district super-
intendent found himself required to organise
additional open-wijidow rooms in that school.

" .-Vn experiment of this sort can easily tie

tried in the schools of any town or city. Jt

is not designed, it should be noted", f.jr

tubercular or physically deficient children,
but for normal, healthy children, in order to

maintain their health and steady growth and
quicken their powers of study.
"The inilucnce of cold is to create a desire

for active exercise, a natural physiological
demand for increased circulation. To meet
this need a series of short physical exercises
are required at frequent intervals in cold
weather between lesson pej'iods. Such exe'--

cises .should be designed to produce thoracic
elasticity and promote normal chest ix-
pnnsion and deep breathing. The children
should be impressed with the necessity
of thoroughly ventilating the lungs, .Vs

well as the room. In no case should
exercise be prolonged to the point of

fatigue, nor allowed to b^.come sufficiently

active to produce perspiration. To properly
carry out such exercises ample unobstructed
Hoor-space is essential, and can easily le
secured in the most practical way by equip-
ping the room v^'ith movable school furniture,
which the children can themselves ea.sily move
aside without noise or confusion and back In

position when the exercises are completed."
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DURABILITY oi' STUCCO AND

PL.\ STER CON.STRUCTION .

•

By R. J. Wk;, J. C. Pk.vrson, and W. E,
E.MLEV.

Owing largely to its general attractiveness
the so-called " stucco house " has become very
jiopular in recent years, especially in the
suburban districts of large cities. In fact,

the iiurease in the use of stucco for residence
construct :oii has been .so r.ipid that there has
been little iipportunity to observe whether the
methods and materials commonly employed in

this class of construction will stand the te.st

of time and insure satisfactory service and
durability. In consequence, many inquiries
are received by the Bureau on this subject,
a considerable number of them being
jirimipted by the knowledge of failures or of

cases in which stucco has not proved satis-

factory.

Five years ago (in 1911) the Bureau, in co-

operation with the Associated Metal Lath
Manufacturers tindertook to carry out some
exposure tests of metal lath plastered with
various ]dastering materials for the purpose
of determining the durability of different

types of lath and the best methods of construc-

tion to insure the protection of the metal
from corrosion. These tests (which are still

in progress) have demonstrated that painted

or preferably galvanised lath well embedded
in a dense, water-resistant stucco should

preserve the metal indefinitely under norma!
conditions of exposure.
Not all of the plastering materials used in

these tests were .satiffactorv. and it was the

' Abstract o( Technologii! Paper No. 70 ol the U.S
Bureau of Standard Notes.

desire of certain niHiuifacturers to have the
tests repeated or extended with certain modi-
fications in the mixtures and methods of
application. In the meanwhile, information
was accumulating which indicated that cor-
rosion of the metal lath was not by any
means the only fault to be overcome in stucco
construction, and suggested that an investiga-

tion of the entire subject would be of value
to architects and contractors as well as to
prospective house owners.
The natural interest of the manufacturers of

cement, lime, gypsum, metal lath, hollow tile

and many proprietary mattrial.s in tliis subject
suggested the desirability of calling a con-
ference and |il;uining further work in co-

operation witli an advisory committeei com-
posed of members of the industrial organisa-
tions concerned, together with representatives
of the Bureau. This committee was organised
in 1914 and its membership now includes
re))resentatives from the Supervising Archi-
tect's Office of the Treasury Department, the
American Concrete Institute, and three con-
tracting plasterers of wide 'experienoe from as
many large cities, as well as representatives
from the industries.

This committee by frequent conference and
correspondence drew up a programme for a
comprehensive in\estigatiou of stucco con-
struction, to be followecl later by an investiga-

tion of interior plaster construction. In 1915
the plans of the committee materialised in

the erection of a test structure on the Bureau
grounds containing 56 ex|jerimental stucco
panels, each aj)proximatelv 15 ft. long and
10 ft. high. The building itself i.s 200 ft.

long, 26 ft. wide, and 24 ft. high, the in-

terior being available for the erection if

plaster walls and jiartitions of various types.

The stucco panels, which were completed in

November, 1915, represent practically all the
common types of stucco construction, a
variety of mixtures being used on metal lath,

wockI lath, hollow tile, brick, concrete block,

plaster board, gypsum block and concrete

bases.

Ill .\pril. 1916. a careful inspection of the
condition of the panels was made and a pro-

gress re|x>rt drawn up for publication, together

with a full description of the test structure.

This report shows that only two of the

56 panels were entirely free from cracks

six months after the panels were erected, and
a number of them were in very poor condi-

tion. On the other hand, about 40 per cent,

of the panels were rated as satisf.ictory, the

remainder being in various stages of deteriora-

tion. While tiie condition of the test panels

as a whole is rather discouraging, it should

be mentioned that the smooth type of finish

emploved, cominen ially known as sandfloal

finish," is well adajjted to bringing out the

small defects, such as cracks, blotches, un-

even texture, etc., and since it must be as-

sumed that commercial stuccos are subject to

the.se defects in even larger measure than the

carefully constructed test panels, the advis-

ability of using the rougher finishes is appa-

rent.

I'p to the present time the investigation

has shown the necessity for further experi-

mental work, and no attempt will be made to

draw up even tentative sj-vecifications until

the results of this work can be compared and
combined with the results of an extensive field

investigation. In the latter an endeavour will

be made to subject the condition of stucco

houses or buildings which have been standing

preferably five years or longer, in order that

reliable data may be obtained on the

durability of different types of stucco on dif

ferent bases in different parts of the country.

The present progress report does not, there

fore, include definite recommendations fai

stucco construction, in accordance with the

decision of the advisory committee that the

tests have not gone far enough to warrant

general conclusions. Nevertheless, a study of

the foi-ms of construction and the present con-

dition of the (lanels, which are fully described

in the report, will yield much suggestive in-

I'ormafiou to those" who are especially into

rested in the subject.

The war shrine at St. Buinabas Church. Eal-
ing, is to take the form <if :i Ivc'lv/^it-' in tho

church grounds.
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Coventry.—There is to be no formal
ceremony of o]>eiiiiig the fine pile of buildings
which are now the Council House of Coventry
—but several department.s of the corpora-
tion are now taking possession of the quarters
appropriated to their use. and as the
furnishing proceeds the whole of the offices
will be occupied. The street frontages aj-e

carried out in Runcorn stone, with roofs of
Cotswold stone, in the style considered be.st
to harmonise with the surroundings and the
ancient traditions of the city. The frontage
to .St. Mary's Hall is in brick and stone, in
the designing of which the foregoing con-
siderations hav« been taken into account. In
the half-basement accommodation is provided
for the weights and measures department,
together with storerooms, etc., and there is

also ip,:luded a recreation room for the police.
On iihe ground floor are the city treasurer's,
rates, electricity, and gas departments. The
town clerk (Mr. G. Sutton) has rooms on the
first floor, and the city engineer is on the
same floor. Disconnected from these is the
council suite of rooms, overlooking St. Mary's
Hall. This consists of council chamber, which
is 60ft. by 33ft., with ante and committee
rooms and Mayor's parlour. Approached by
a separate staircase is a small public gallery.
The second floor is occupied bv the educa-
tion department and the medical ofiicer of
health. The building has a frontage to Earl
Street of 275ft., to St. Mai-y's Street 116ft.,
to Hay Lane 53ft., facing St. Mary's Hall is

a frontage of 270ft. The cost of tlie building
work has been about £60,000, and the ex-
penses of furnishing have to be added to
this sum.
Sw.iNSEA.—The Hotel Cameron, Swansea,

lias been erected on the site formerly occupied
by "Ye Olde Cameron Arms Hotel." one of

the oldest and most famous posting-houses
in South Wales. The principal facade is

carried out in red Wilderness stone to the
second-floor level, and in red pressed bricks
with stone dressings above that levei. The
ground floor contains, in addition to the large
banqueting hall, grill-room, lounge bar.
luncheon bar, and billiard-room premises,
besides ample cloak-room and servery facilities.

The basement premises contain the kitchen
offices. The first floor contains residents'
billiard-room, ladies' drawing-room, coffee-

room, and a fine commercial room about
40 ft. square. Some 100 bedrooms are pro-
vided in the various other floors. The total
cost of the premises, including the works
carried out in the first isntance, was about
£45,000. The completion of the premises was
carried out to designs prepared by and under
the .«uperintendenee of Mr. Charles T.
Ruthen, M.S. A. We illustrated the building
in our issue of April 2, 1915.
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FIFTY THOUSAND BUILDING TRADE
WORKERS WANTED.

TRADE UNIONS' SUGGESTIONS.
A detailed scheme of ways and means for

providing building trade workers has been
formulated by representatives of the Building
Trade Unions and submitted to the Muni-
tions Labour Supply Committee.

In the near future the Building Trade
Unions have been informed that there will
be required 3,065 carpenters and joiners, 160
painters, 47 plasterers. 512 brick-setters, 265
plumbers, 10.300 labourers, and that subse-
quently 50,000 men of all trades wOl be re-
quired.

In order to meet this impending demand,
the following proposals have been put for-
ward on behalf of the Trade Unions in-
volved :

—

To release men now employed in the build-
ing trades on private works and on non-
urgent nndertakings.
To endeavour, by offering good rates of

wages, to attract workmen from non-urgent
work to building employment who left that
work for other trades.
To adopt the scale of allowances as stated

on page 18 of tbe " Handbook on Controlled
r-stablishments."
To check the military enlistment of work-

men now employed in the building trades.

To arrange to bring over from Ireland to
this country bodies of Irish workmen suit-
able for employment in the building trades.

'To arrange joint efforts between the
Labour Exchanges and Building Trade
Unions for securing men for building trades
work who are suitable for such work, but
who are now employed on private work.
To t-onsider the question of forming a

representative joint committee to give effect
to this and other means of securing the men
required.
As to wages, the Trade Unions suggest :

—

" That lOd. per hour shall be the rate of
wages for all Jabourers sent to munition
factory work, and that the London rate of
wages shall apply to all craftsmen sent to
munition factory work."
Meantime, all building trade worker?, not

engaged on munition work, have been ad-
vised to enrol as munition volunteers.

> mo^ <

LKOAL INTELLIGBNCB.
Alleged Conspikacy to DEFE.iro.—An

alleged attempt to defraud the inhabitants of
Sheringham came before the magistrates at
Cromer Petty Sessions last week, when James
\\iUiam Weston, a builder, of the Nest, South
Street. Sheringham, and Kate S. Westgate,
widow, now of Bournemouth, but formerly of
Cromer and Sheringham, were charged by the
Erpingharn Union Assessment Committee with
conspiring to defraud the inhabitants of
bhermgham with respect to rates levied on a
boarding-house at that parish known as South-
lands. Mrs. Westgato was further charged
with wilfully giving false evidence before the
Assessment Committee, and Mr. Weston was
also charged with "counselling and procur-
ing" the commission of that offence. Accord-
\".S to the statement for the prosecution, Mr
V\eston having built the boarding-house bv

"°o,??' ^^^^' '' ^'** assessed by the overseers
at £120, but they were told bv Mr. Weston
that he had let it to Mrs. Westgate at £100 a
year with the option of purchase, and thereon
the house was assessed at £100 gross and rate-
i'.ble ±,50. The Assessment Committee thought
this too low and altered it to £150 gross Mrs
NVestgate appealed and produced a lease let-

nl.'f, *^\ property to her 'oy Mr. Weston at
tlOO, whereon the Assessment Committee re-
duced the assessment to £100 gross. Mrs. We-t-
gate became bankrupt later, and at her public
e'^'J'nination on November 21 last said that,
although she had hired the house at £150 a
year, she had taken a legal document repre-
senting the rent at £100. Afterwards, she
stated, she became somewhat nervous about it
and consulted her solicitor, with the result
that she and Weston went to London and
jointly instructed a solicitor to prepare a new
lease. That was on April 14, 1913. and was
signed by both. It provided that this same
property was let, notwithstanding that there
was already a lease for ten years at £150 a
.vcar for ten years, and in this there was the
option of purchase at £2.500. It was sug-
gested that there was some serious ulterior
motive in leaving out the sum of £2,500 from
the first lease and then nutting it in the second.
That was so far as Mrs. Westgate was con-
cerned, and seemed to be a clear attempt to
perpetration of fraud upon the Assessment
Committee and upon the ratepayers of Sher-
ingham. For the defence, it was contended
that at the time of the first letting of the house
at £100 Mr. Weston did not know what the
building would cost ; lit was at the time
honestly thought by 'Mr. Weston that £100
would b? a proper rental, and accordingly a
lease for ten years at that annual rental was
drawn up. It turned out that it wis neces-
"arv to have another lease. Ibocause he found
he had spent so much on the building that he
could not afford to let it at £100. Scx>n after
a new lease for £150 was executed. How was
Mr. Weston responsible for what Mrs. West-
eate did before ''he Assessment Committee?
How could he defend; himself? Not a single
word of what happened at the bankruptcy pro-
cpcdings was evidence against Mr. Weston.
They knew what the relations were between
the parties, and it niis-ht be that Mrs. West-
gate, when she had to file her ipetition in b-ank-
runtcy, was not very friendly disclosed to Mr.
Weston, and let her tongue run aw.av with h^-r

in making accusations against a. man 'who in
fact cnused her bankruptcy, in h.iving had to
nress for h'f^ rent. It was a polluted source
from wihich 'her evidence ca-me, and. also, they
had been told' that such evidence must not be
used against Mr. Weston. He contended thnt
no jury could convict Mr. Weston on such

evidence. What was there to prove that he
had defrauded the ratepayers and hoodwinked
the Assessment Committee ? At any time the
Assessment Committee might have found out
there was a new lease, for. so far as he was
concerned, everything was put right in 1915,

and it iiad taken the Assessment Committee
three years to some to the conclusion ttiat it

had been hoodwinked. A point had: been made
with regard to the inclusion in one of the
leases of the purchase price. It was easily

answered, because when the first lease was pre-

pared it was not known what the building
would coet, and it was impossible to fix a pur-

chase price. Mrs. Westgate used the first lease

before the Assessment Committee for her own
purpose ; it was of no benefit to Mr. Weston.
The Chairman : Oh, what about Schedule A,
land taxes, and so on? Mr. Dodson : For in-

come-tax purposes I agree he might benefit,

but if it is suggested he is guilty of an offence

under the Revenue Act, there has been no
charge issued against him. Mr. Reeve : There
may be. The magistrates decided that a prima
facie case had been made out, and both defen-

dants, who in answer to the charge pleaded

not guilty, were committed for trial at the

Assizes. Each defendant was allowed bait in

their own surety of £20.

Party W.u,l Tbespass.—An action was
heard at Greenwich County Court on December
22. before his Honour Judge Grainger, when
Mr. George Martin. 19, Eltham Road. Lee.

sought an injunction to restrain Mr. Robert
Findlay, his next-door neighbour, from commit-
ting acts of alleged traspass by making unau-
thorised additions to a party wall, and by ex-

tending the roof of a structure in such a manner
that the drip would fall within plaintiff's pro-

perty. At the same time he claimed £50 as

compensation for damage done by damp to his

house as a result of defendant's action. Coun-
sel were engaged on both sides, Mr. Champion
being for plaintiff, and Mr. Moore for de-

fendant. His Honour, by consent, gave judg-
ment for plaintiff, with £20 damages, and costs.

1 •» r

A memorial tablet to the late Dr. E. G.
.\rcher has been erected on the north wall of

St. Mary's Church. Feltwell. The tablet is

of brass, mounted on a light granite founda-
tion.

Mr. Will Dyson, the caricaturist, has been
appointed the official war artist to the Aus-
tralian force. He is an Australian, born at

Ballarat in 1833, and recently visited the

British front, where he made his first essays

in war drawings.

Since the failure of the boring for under-
ground water supplies the Rochdale Water-
works Committee have been on the look-out for

fresh sources of supply, and we hear that the
ne*v works sub-committee are now in negotia-

tion with the Bacup Corporation.

Colonel George Frederick Allender. of The
Cottage, Vyner Road. Bidston, Cheshire, archi-

tect, who was at the outbreak of war appointed
Deputy Assistant Quartermaster-General.
Western Command, who died on September 29,

has left estate ralued at £22.396 gross.

Mr. William Dickson, a West Lothian min-
ing expert and contractor, and a shaftsman
named Templeton, were buried on Monday in

last week at the Harthill Colliery under a fall

of debris. They were enlarging an air case at

the time. Dickson was killed and Templeton
was severely injured.

In a sale of furniture and objects of art at
" Wonham." Devon, conducted by Messrs.
Osborn and Mercer, of London, a pair of

Louis XVI. settees realised 4.350 guineas, a
commode of the same period 1.250 guineas, a

small table 105 guineas, two L.ouis XV. arm-
chairs 175 guineas each, and two small pieces

of tapestry 720 guineas.

The death of Mme. Helen Baron, vee Sti-

gand, has taken place at Saltwood. Kent. She
was well known some years ago as a clever

landscape artist. She exhibited in the Royal
Academy, the Dudley Gallery, the Society of

British Artists, and the Paris Salon. The
Government acquired her full-sized copy of

Turner's " Dido Building Carthage." hung in

the Beaux Arts. Her work was also known
at most of the colonial and foreign exhibitions.

The Halifax Corporation have considered
a proposal to construct a sewefr for tlie

drainasre of Mixendon at an estimated cost

if £5.000. An agreement is proposed with
Mr. I. A. Bulnier. Mixendon Mills, to treat

the effluent from these mills, subject to Mr.
Bulnier paying £500 towards the cost of th<»

sewer, and £3 per million gallons additional
eflSuent treated, guaranteeing that the pay-
ment for the next five years shall be net less

than £50 per annum.
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Since the outbreak of the war house-
building has been jiractically stopped in
Scotland. The ru.sh to Glasgow and other
munition producing districts has created a
liouse famine in some localities, and there
is a good deal of over-crowding. The rapid
growth of the number of naval workers at
l{osyth has resulted in a house famine at
Dunfermline and in some quarters of Edin-
burgh in which the workers are settling
•lown. In the Dairy district of Edinburgh,
fur instance, there is hardly a vacant house
under £20 rent. The Scottish -Xational
Housing (,'ompany, formed to erect new
hou.ses at Kosyth, has stated that instead
of the 900 houses whidi they promised the
l!overnment to have ready *

at Rosyth by
March, 1918, they hope to have 1,600' houses
leady by the end of 1917. By a new agree-
ment with the Treasury the company are
cMabled to make contracts for the erection
of the new houses at the war prices now
ruling. In addition, it has been arranged
that if the rents received for the houses
built in war time are insufficient to pay all

charges, including a 5 per cent, dividend,
the Treasury will make good the difference
to the company.

Under the joint auspices of the New York
.State Conunission on Ventilation, tiie Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History, and the
-American .Museum of Safety, an investigation
of three of the best methods of determining
tlie amomit of dust in air has been carried
out by Messrs. G. T. Palmer, L. V. Coleman,
and H. C. Wiird, and the aesults obtained are
K ven in Vol. VI. of the Atnerican Journal
<if I'lMic Health. In the first of the
methods investigated the dust-laden air
is forced against a surface .smeared with
glycerine, and the number of dust
particles caught by the glycerine on
.selected areas of the surface counted under
the microscope. In the secon-d method the
air is drawn through .eyru]), which is after-
wards diluted with water, a drop of which
is placed in a shallow cell under the micro-
scope, and a count made in the same way.
In the third method the air is drawn through
a spray or curtain of water, which is then
examined under the microscope as iit the
s'cond method. In the second and third
niethotla a rough determination may be made
by a comparison of the turbidity of the waU>r
with that of a series of prepared samples.
The authors conclude that the watei-spray
method is the best and most convenient to
use under normal conditions, and they give
a numl)or of directions as to the best way
of caiTying out the observations.

The church at Great Ponton is dedicated to
tile Holy Cross. It is a fine building, erected,
a.cording to Leland. i.i the year 1519, at the
expense of Anthony EUys, merchant of the
staple, wlio lies interred in the chancel, and
whose arms are re|)rese.nted on the <lifferent
partes of tJie steeple with the motto :

" Thvnke,
and thanke God of all." It is admireil for
its proportion, and is 78 feet high. Mr.
Ellys, tlie builder, is reported to have sent his
wife a ca.sk inscribed " Calais .sand/' without
liny furt.her mention of its contents. On his
relnrn to Ponton be .laked what she had done
with it, and found she had put it in the cellar.

He then acquainted her that it contained the
bulk of his riches, with which, l)eing issueless,
tliey mutually agreed to build a church in

thanksgiving to God for having prospered
them ill trade.

/.tilbiltlrr, the illustrated supplement to
the lifilincr TagrUnlt

. publishes the photo-
graph of the Manger at Bethlehem sculptured
in the white chalk rocks of the Cham-
pagne by a .soldier of the Land.sturm. The
purpose of the article which accompanies the
picture is to reveal " the inherent tenderness
and religiosity of Germans and the softness
..f heart which marks even the war-worn sol-

diers of the West .it the time of the great
Christian festival of peace and good will."
In this picture the Babe is shown in His crib
with Joseph and Mary on either side in

adoring attitudes. A Prussian soldier stands
at attention at the Babe's head, with pickel-

I

haube and rifle, and two other soldiers with
bared heads stand to right and left. Tliree

sheep are there in accordance with the utual

Manger tradition, but what are we to say to

the introduction of a pig nosing about in the

foreground ?
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CHIPS.

The Ncwca«tle-on-Tyne Education Connnit-
tee have agreed to make application to the

Bo«rd of Education for their recognition of a

section of the .\tkinson Road Higher Elemen-
tarj* School as a Junior Day Teehiiical School
of engineering type for the instruction of 240
boys. The cost of the provision of laboratory,
workshops, oflioes, etc., is £2,200.

The Hotel Victoria has been taken over by
the Mini.stry of Munitions, and the whole of

Ncrtliumberland Avenue is now practically in

th,.' hands of the Government. The Ifotel

Metropole. the Grand, the Constitutional Club,
and the National Liberal Club have all been
commandeered. The Hotel A'ictoria was built

in 1889, a couple of years after the Hotel Metro-
pole.

Three tablets in memory of Earl Kitchener,
Lieutenant lIumiJux.-y Matthews, R.N., and
Fb'ght-Licutcnant Stuart Garn<?tt were un-
vcil«Hl last week in the chapel oi the Hei'itage
Craft Schools. Chailey, Sussex. At the same
time a window containing fra.gments of

stained glass from Ypres Cathedral was un-
veiled in honour of Canadians who fell at

Ypres.

Owing to the restrictions on the use of

copper St. Pancras Borough Council last w^eok

decided that for the present no application?

for electric current, other than those for war
purposes, be accepted. The Islington Borough
Council has raised its charges for current
another 10 per cent., dating from January
1, making altogether an increase of 25 per
cent, on pre-war rates.

ArchiEology is the poorer for the deatli of

the Rev. R. M. Serjeantson, rector of St.

Peter's, Northampton, and eldest son of the
Rev. W. Serjeantson, the vicar of Acton Bur-
nc'. Mr. Serjeantson's knowledge of his

adopted county was shown in a variety of

b(X)Ks and papers on the archipology of North-
amptonshire, and ho was editor of the two
volumes of the Victoria County History of tliat

county. His death, at tlie comparatively early

age of fifty-five, is a great loss to his fann'ly

and his parish, and his many friends.

Temporary Major J. Wightman Douglas.
K.K., who has been awardetl the D.S,0. for

gallantry and devotion to duty in the field,

is the second member of the So<'iety of Archi-
tects sem-ing in that branch of the army to

receive this distinction during the present
war. Major J. Wightman Douglas supervised
the wiring of the whole line inider heavy fire,

and set a splendid example of courage and de-
termination throughout. Major J. Svightman
Douelas is an architect practising at Newcastlc-
on-Tyne.

Mr. William Hunter, of 57, Moorgate
Street, died on Sjiturday week, at the «go of
eip:hty-two. Mr. Hunter was oricrinally a fur-
niture dealer, but more recently carrier] on
business as a timlber merchant. Mr. William
Hunter was a Past Master of the Cloth-
workere' Company, and one of the auditors of
the jMpish of St. Stephen, Col.:>man Street.
His father w-aa AUIertnan William Hunter,
who represented the Wjird of Colenvan Street,
i'"l scm-ed the office of Lord Mayor in 1851-

1852.

.\t the meeting of the Carlisle HeaWi Com-
mittee last Saturday it was i-eported that the
town clerk had laid before a special meeting
the opinion of Mr. A. Macinorran, K.C., on
the case he had submitted to liim with refer-

ence to the claim of the Central Control Board
(I^iquor Traflicl to be exempt fix>m compliance
with the provisions of the different Acts and
bylaws in force in the city with regard to

new ibuildings, and thait. it had been resolved.
in the circumstajices, that no further action be
taken.

Durinir the temporary closing, from Monday
Inst, of the Box Tunnel, the Great Western
through services will be ninintnined by the
diversion of the trains to the Bra<lford or Bad-
minton routes, and local services will be run
between Bath and Box and between Cliii>i>en-

ham and Corsham. so as to suppiv Box and
Corsham with the best possible services in sub-

•stituflon of the through semice they ordinarily
enjoy. There will he some .slight increases in

the fares for single journevs. but spa.son tickets
at pre.ient available via Box may be used on
the alternative routes without extra charge,
although no break of the journey will be
allowed.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Wa do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinioiM
ol our corre£poDdeDte. All commuDicatiODj ihoald
be dravn up ai brjeS; u possible, as there art
mmnj claimantg upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It u parucularlj requested that all drawings and
all communicatioDs respecting illustrations or literao
matter, txKiks (or review, etc., should be addressed
w> the Editor of the Bi'ildi.xg Neve, Efflngbam
Uouse, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not intre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and otber
jommunicalioiis are sent at contriliutors* risks, and
the Editor will Dot undertake to pay for. or be liabls
for, unsought contributions.

When favouring us w'*Jb drawings or ptaotOirs{iiia,
arclutects are asked aindly to state how Iod« Uit
building has been erected. It does neither them DOf
us much good to illustrate buildings which have beea
•ome time executed, ezcepi uiujer special circnm-
ttances.

*. 'Drawings of selected compttition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches i.re always wel-
come, and for such no charge is made for in.sertion.
Of more commonplace subjects, smai'. churches,
chapels, bouses, ete.—we have usually far u^ore sent
than we can insert, but are glad to do so wbCL spaet
permits, on mutually advantageous terms, ^bic^
may be ascertained on appHcation.

Telephonet Gerrard 1C91.
Telegrams: " Tlmeserver, Bstrand. London."

NOTICE.

Bound Copies of Vol. CX. are now ready, and
should l)e ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
13s. lod.), as only a limited number are done up.
A few liound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., ILL,
XLVr., XLIX., LIII.. LXI., LXII., LXIV., LXV..
LXVI., LXVII.. LXVIII., LXIX., LXXl.,
LXXII., LXXIII., LXXIV,, I.SXV., LXIVI.,
LXXVII., LXXIX.. LXXX., I.XXXI, LXXXII.,
LXXXIII., LXXXIV., LXXXV., LXXXVI.,
LXXXVII., LXXXVIII., LXXXIX , XC, XCI.,
xcii.. xcin., xciv., xcv., xcvi., xcvii..
xcviii., xcix.. c, CI., cii., cm., civ.. cv..
CVI., evil., CVIIl.. and CIX. may still be ob-
tained at tiie same price ; «.U the other bound
volumes are out of print.

BACK ISSUES.
Most of the back Issues are to be had alnfl;.

All back iasues over one month old will be charged
M. each, postage Id. Subscribers requiring back
niimtieffs should order at once, as they soon run out
ot print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BOILDINC
Nbwp, price 2s., po.-rt free 26. 5d., can be obt«lned
from anv Newsagent, or from the Fuhliab«r,

ElBnghaiii House. 1. Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.

RKCEIVCD.—O. V. and Co.—K. F. and R.—J. E. UK)
Son.—F. A. N. and Co.—H. H. and Co.—A. C.

Co., LI<1.

R.—Yes.

D. F.—Th-inks no.

T. J. W.— .\ll were returnwi.

\V. II. H.—Praotio.illy yon ran do no'.hing.

TO ARMS!
—I « I

—

1st LONDON ENGINEER VOLCNTEERS.
Headquarters, Chester House. Eecleston Place, S.W.

OltDKRS FOR THE WEKK BY IlKI'T-COL. C, H.
CLAY. V.D., CO.MMANDING.

OFFICER FOR THE WEEK.—Platoon Commander
J. O. Ohondle.
NEXT FOR PITY.—P-it on Commander A.

Gerard.
WEDNESDAY, Januarv 3,—Instructional Cl»s».

(l.l,-i: Platoon Drill, No. 1 Platoon.
THrRSDAY, January 4.—PJatoon Dri I. No. i

Plntiy>n: Ambulance Class, 6,SO.

FRIDAY. Januarv 5.—Technical for PIsi>v>n No.

10, at Regencv Street ; Squ.id and Platoon Drill for

Platoon No, 9; Signa'ling Class; RivTuit^' Drill,

6.25: Lecture on Telephone*, 7.30.

SATURDAY. Januarv 6.—Comm.in.iing Offlcers

Parade. 2.45, I'niform, for Drill in Il.itteraea Park.

SUNDAY. January 7.—Entron. ! ing at Otford;

Parade Victoria <S.E. and C. Railway Booking
OfHre>, S.4.'i a.m. Vnifomi, ILiv rsacks and Water
Rottli.'i. Midday Ration to be carried. Kallway
\'oii<-tuTs provided.
MISRKTRV.—For a'l Companies, sec Notice »'

Headquarters.
NOTE.—Fnles* otherwi.s<. indicated, all DrilK etc..

will take jilace at Headqu.irters.
Bv order,

MACLEOD YEARSLEY, Adjutant,

December SO, 1910.

>-•••—<
Several women architects are now employed

in German military service,

Mr. Matthew Scott, of 38, St. Edmund's
Road, Gatesheod, builder, who died on Novem-
ber 3 last, left estate sworn at the pros.^ amount
of £10,565 Is, Id,, wifch net personalty

£735 9s. 4d. Testator left his estate in trust

for his wife for life, with remainder to (his

children equally.
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.
" Blackfriars House," now in course of construction

near the site of Bridewell Palace, New Bridge
Street, Blackfriars. E.G., for Messrs. Spicer

Brothers, Ltd. Mr. Francis W. Troup, F.E.I.B.A,.

Architect.

St. John's College, Cambridge. View along the Cam.
Drawn by Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.E.I.B.A.

Strand, W.C.
.\ Ball-room Sthemf, designed and drawn by Mr. H,

Butler (from the Exhibition of the Royal Society

of British Artists, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall.

S.W.).

.\ntique Trade Deacons' Chairs, Scottish Oak Fur-

niture at Trinity Hall, the Headquarters of the
Incorporated Trades Society, Aberdeen. Measured
.ind sketched by Messrs. J. B. Nicol and R. W.
Gibbon, Architects.

Poultry Farm House, Longfleld, Kent. Mr. Sidney

K. Greenslade, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.

New Premises for Messrs. John Reeks, Ltil., (Juild-

ford. Mr. Leopold Martin, F.R.I. B. A., Archi-

tect.

Unvvtntt Calama.

If, as we all hope, activity in the build

ing trades comes when peace is made, we
ti-ust the Departmental inquiry, suspended

when war began, which related to the erec-

tion of new buildings and the construction

of public thoroughfares, will be resumed

as soon as possible. This investigation

into the control at present exercised over

such works by bye-laws and special regu-

lations, and their effect upon building,

should prove fruitful. At present the con-

trol vested in local authorities differs

widely in various districts, and there is a

lack of co-ordination which acts advei'sely

in many directions. So far the Committee

has held about eight or nine meetings,

under the chaii'manship of Mr. Herbert

Lewis, M.P. (Parliamentary Secretary to

the Board of Education), with whom ai^e

associated Sir Randolph Baker, M.P., Mr.

A E. Collins (city engineer to the Nor-

wich Corporation), Mr. Eustace Fiennes,

M.P., Mr. W. T. Jerred, C.B. (of the

Local Government Board), Mr. Raymond
T'nwin, and Mr. Heniy Vivian. There
are now one or two vacancies on the Com-
mittee, among them being the seat held by
the late Mr. Pointer, M.P., and these, we
suppose, will promptly be filled when
necessity requires. Surely an architect of

undoubted position and experience might
be asked to sei-ve ?

don and for the big firms of solicitors who
do agency business for their lawyer clients

all over the country. Provincial lawyers

generally would welcome a change by

which they could both begin and finisli

their legal work for their own clients

locally. But, of course, the present

method of having an agent in London
pays them lx)th very well, and the fact

that the country suitor has to bear two
sets of costs does not come to much as

against the weight of legal vested interests.

The whole of our county court system is a

confused compromise between old and new
methods. The smothering power of the

High Court in competition with these

courts is maintained by the Bench and
the central Bar in London. With un-

limited jurisdiction for the county courts

we should have decentralisation in legal

business, local Bars, and country lawyers

acting directly for their clients. Results

would soon be shown in a cutting down of

costs and a reduction of delays both in

.London and the country.

wl'.ere at a uniform fare of thr^pence.

The idea startled some, but not more so

than Rowland Hill's penny postage

scheme had shocked the reactionaries of a

previous generation. There certainly was

something in Brandon's contention that

a passenger gave far less trouble to his

carriers than a letter or parcel.

The building trades know very well the

great difficulties and serious delaj-s that

beset the recovery of tlieir debts. These
are due to the defects and the muddle of

our county court system and to the anoma-
lous position of these so-called inferior

eoui-ts in their competition with high or
superior coui-ts. The war's awakening
seems at last to have reached the law.

Our new Lord Chancellor at once set up a
Committee to look into the county court
circuits, arranged more than sixty years
ago, regardless of railways and based upon
medieval methods. The Judicature Com-
mission of 1875 wanted to make all county
courts branches of the one High Court of
Justice, and so really courts of fii-st in-
stance. The plan perished under the
political, and other, influence of the Bench
and the Bar, and we are still where we
were forty years ago. Decentralisation
would be bad for the central Bar in Lon-

It is not surprising that the anomalies

created by the increase of railway fares on
journeys of over twelve miles have excited

protests and a demand for revision. The

passenger who travels thirteen miles to

his work—and in London tens of

thousands travel more—feels aggrieved

that he has to pay 50 per cent, additional

on the whole journey, while the man who
lives only eleven miles from his work con-

tinues to enjoy the old rate. Again, many
whose hours of work are early and late,

are prejudiced by the fact that they are

unable to obtain workmen's tickets, and

others by the extensive closing of stations.

If the charges are to be permanent we fear

it will in many places delay or stop build-

ing, and help to crowd back the workers

into the nearer suburbs and slums of Lon-

don and the rest of the great towns.

Whether the State is sooner or later to

take over the railways and bring better

organisation to bear on the problems con-

nected with the enormous increase of

traffic of late years would really seem to

be one of the earliest matters for serious

consideration. More than half a century

since we commented in these pages on the

somewhat startling proposal of Raphael

Brandon, who convinced himself and

many others that with proper manage-

ment it would pay to cany anj-body any-

More than "a quarter of a century later

came Mr. R. A. Cooper's still more revo-

lutionai'y demand for free railway travel

everywhere and anywhere for everybody.

His idea was to save the present enormous

and wasteful cost of railway administra-

tion by raising the cost of the railway

system by rates and taxes, just as the

London County Council did that of the

Woolwich FeiTy. We discussed the matter

several times with him, and were decidedly

impressed witli his grasp of his subject,

and the time and industry he had devoted

to its consideration. Glancing once again

through his pamphlet, which was pub-

lished at sixpence by William ;Eeeves,

then of 85, Fleet Street, we confess there

seems much to be said to-day—more per-

haps than tlien—for his idea. Certainly

the railroads are to all intents and pur-

poses the highways of the public. The
latter have been freed from tolls and are

constantly being extended and developed by

the State or the municipalities, as circum-

stances demand. Cooper proved that the

great loss incurred by the railway com-

panies was due to their waste of seat

accommodation. He showed that in 1888

the London and North-Western ran trains

for 320 days with a seating capacity of

630,040,320, which only carried 56!629,440

passengei-s, every empty seat meaning loss,

unless it could be recouped by charging

those who travelled higher fares. The
pamphlet is worth careful study, and oui'

belief is that on the lines it indicates,

under the control of a really able admini-

strator, a State management of the rail-

ways would prove one of the greatest aids

to industrv and a boon to all of us.

During the development of the great

railway systems of the world there has

been a marked increase in the length, and
a relative decrease in the cost and time of

construction, of the long tunnels which
were necessary to carry the lines across the

various Continental divides. The most
important of these tunnels, at least in re
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spect of their length, are to be found in

Ei.rope, mor(- particularly in the Alpin<-

regions. The first of these, the Mont
Oenis, Ijuilt in 1857-1871, is 7.5 miles in

length, and the rate of progress was

7.75 ft. per day. Th.n came the St.

Cothard, 1872 t<. 1881, 9.5 miles in length,

ill which the rate of progress rose to 18 ft.

per day. The Arlberg tunnel, 6.5 miles

in length, built in 1880 t.. 1884, was put

through at the rat<- of 27.25 ft. per day.

The Simplon tunnel, 1893 to 1899, 12.25

miles in length, was built at the rate of

36 ft. per day : and the Loetschberg tunnel,

1906 to 1911, 9 mill's in length, was built

at the same rate of 36 ft. per day. It is

now proposed by Brig.-General H. M.

Chittenden, U.S.A. (retired), to drive a

two-track tunnel through the Cascade

Range of mountains, which will be 30

miles in length and have a sufficient eleva-

tion not much over 1,000 ft. above sea-

level, the object of this great work being to

give a short and easy cut to Puget Sound

and the great seajjorts of the north-west,

and avoid the serious interniptions and

disastrous accidents, which have occurred

of late years on the present high-level

railroads across the mountains. General

Chittenden bases his estimates on the ex-

p.rience had with the double-track Rogere

Pass Tunnel through the Selkirk Range

on the Canadian l'acifi<' Railway, which

is now Hearing completion. Progress has

Ijeen at the rate of about 52 ft. per day,

which is a striking advance on the rate

in the Simplon and Loetschberg tunnels

through the Alps. To expedite the work,

four shafts, from 1,100 ft. to 2,320 ft. in

depth, would be sunk along the line of the

tunnel, and it is (^timated that with thes*-

four shafts the 30 mili'S of tunnel could Ik>

put through in live and a-half years at a

total cost of $43,237,000.

Lord Cowdray of Midhurst has been

appointed Chairman uf the Air Board.

In accepting this oflice Lord Cowdray

stipulates that he does so without salary.

Lord Cowdray, as Sir Weetman Pearson.

sat in the House of Commons as T,ilieral

iMiniber for Colchester from 1895 to 1910,

when he was made a pe»>r. He is the head

of the firm of Messrs. S. Pearson and

Sons, Limited, contractors, Westminster,

whose work is world-famous. We rather

i-egret to see it stated that the new Depart-

ment is not to have full powers for the

supply of machines and material to the

two air services, naval and military.

.\pparently the supply of material will

still Ik- mainly or largely in the hands of

till' Ministry of Munitions. In that ca.se

we hope Lord Cowdray will see that the

arrangement works better and more
(piickly for the supply of the two services.

He will have to secure co-ordination and
smooth working without exercising the full

powers of a separate munitions de])art-

ment, if one may put it so. To bring

srp.irafe dejiartments together and co-

ordinate their efforts is thankless work,

just now, especially when Sir Douglas is

emphasising the need for more and more
aeroplanes. Meanwhile, as in one instance

that came under our notice one maker
is at a standstill because one depart-

m-nt will not give him the work till he

has got the machinery, which is waiting
delivery, and another will not give him
the permit for the machinery till he gets

the contract

'

An exhibition of 93 good photographs by

members of the Camera Club is on view at

the club's i)remises, 17, John Street.

Adelphi, till January 31. Of principal

interest to our readers are '" Avila Cathe-
dral," by Mr. J. R. H. Weaver (63), the

Shrine of Bishop Waynflete, at Winches-
ter " (68), and a very satisfactory interior

of " Segovia Cathedral " (66), both by
the same. Mr. John Keane has a pictur-

esque view of " Old Zurich " (72). "Ves-

pers "
(5), by Mr. Oscar Hardie, is attrac-

tive, and so is " Edinburgh—Winter "
(6),

by Mr. W. Thomas. "Houses on the

HilJ " (36) deserves mention, and so does
" Kievaulx, Yorks " (46), by Mr. Clement
Alliston. In vigorous modern contrast is

a Power Station—Chelsea " (44), bv Mr.
R. Belfield. '

PUSH on: keep moving.*
Two years ago—twelve months ago, on

every battlefront, and here at home—we
'hardly dared ericourage ourselves with
that cure for the heartache. It was
enough then to feel sure that we w'ere one
and all pletlged to endurance till final vic-

tury was certain. Equally certain, alas !

that, in the meantime, our bravest and
best would pay the penalty of our culpable
unreadiness, and that the rest of us, strive

a.11 we might, could but take up our daily
tasks and be thankful if their fultilmeiit

was to be jiossible much longer. Poor en-
couragement it seemed to some, but that it

was enough to hearten us we have good
reason to-day to be grateful for. The vic-

toi-y is not won jet. The day's record is

still too often a barren one, and only a

spurious optimism would deny it. But
the outlook is a far more cJieering one
than it was this time last year. As the
days lengthen, and the grey light in the
cast earlier and earlier prophesies the
dawn, we can all up and hail each day's
increased daylight, cheeretl whether at the
post of peril, or in the stubborn determina-
tion to keep our end up in the struggle
amid which our lot has been cast, to renew
the "great push,'' never to be relaxed
till the last stronghold of oiganise<l bar-
barism is overthrown, and the only peace
worth having is made by us, and on our
terms...

Of that two things only can rob us. The
traitorous cowardice of those who would
persuade us to accept any other, and the
faintheartedness of the scarcely less dis-

loyal to every obligation of citizenship
who would exaggerate their own sacrifices,

or dissuade the rest of us from pushing on
and keeping moving to our very uttermost
in the pursuance or endurance of our
heroic or humblest shai'e of the great

contest. AVa know well that no such
poltroonery is ]iossible with those for

whom we are entitled more especi-

ally to speak. Of all who have
lH>en called to arms, to the work
of sustaining our fighting men, or

the surrender of their interruptetl

means of livelihotxl few have iiesponded

more loyally and effectively, or in greater

numbers. From the leading ranks of the

architectural profession to the least

famous, but none the less indispensable,

craftsmen of the many and varietl callings

in the building trades, hundreds of thous-

ands have died and suffered and endured.

We who can personally count hundreds of

» '• Pu»li on Movinc) K«ep MovinR." T. Morton's
' A Cure (or tlie Heartache, " Act ii., 8c. 1.

them among out most valued co-workers,
know it too well, and none will hail mort-

joyfully the renewal of their co-operatii^u

when peace comes than oujselves and those

who with us miss the generous contribii-

ti<ins of theii- genius and experience to

the common stock of knowledge we are

enabled to garner week by week. That
the time of the fruition of all the sacri-

fices they have made is near we have the

strongest conviction if only, one and all,

we " push on and keej) moving.''

And. when jieace comes, assuredly we
must keep up the great push, for in no
other peaceful calling is there

—

thanks to no fault of ours—so

much leeway Uj make up. From
one end of the realm to the other comes
the urgent cry daily for the thousands and
thousands of houses for want of which our
overcrowded workers are suffering in

health. In every quarter works of varie<l

nature and magnitude which have been
suspeiidetl are awaiting the word that will

give welcome work to the builders and re-

munerative returns to the nation at large

for years. In scores of great towns and
hundreds of less crowded localities gjeat

schemes of town-planning are awaiting

execution. Nothing can hinder all this

except the inertia of those whose first duty
it is to push on, or the short-sighted folly

of those who would stop work by in-

dustrial squables. Pu-sh on and keep
moving along the lines of wisely ordered

effort and coinmonsense all who are amen-
able to the call of legitimate self-interest

wliith is always only to be obeyed if

Coeval with the common gootl.

Of that, beyond a doubt, the prosperity

of the two great groups of industry—our

own and the only greater one of Agricul-

ture and all that pertains to it—is always
at once the guarantee and the evidence.

Fed well and housed well the British
worker of all stations will work well, and
every honest trade will share his pros-

perity, and those who make money
thereby will once again seek its best

investment in the one security that

survives all panics, and yields re-

turns worth ensuring. We cannot
but Ijelieve that any Government that may
sway our destinies here presently will

recognise this, and as speetlily as possible

sweep away the unfair and isolated tribute

exacted from the builder during the past

seven years, in(lei>endently of all the bur-

dens he has borne in common with the rest

of the nation. We cannot doubt that those

charged with municipal and other schemes
of public benefit will spoil all, and alienate

the support of those most interested, as

has been the case at Birmingham in the

instance we commented on last week.

'Push on and keep moving ' against

such aberrations of reason and infirmities

of imrpose wherever they may manifest

themselves, by all means, and put every

ounce of effort into the push.

We trust there is no nee<l to express

our conviction that by all of us the great

push will be all-British. The experience

of the ]>ast two years has abundantly
]>i-oved that there is neither need of nor

room for the alien henceforth. In this

connection we hope not one restriction the

Government has enforced will be modi-

fie<l. For the rest, it is well to recognise

that it the home-worker is to he protected,

as he should be. against the unfair coin-

)>etition of the foreigner, he must abandon

once and for all the shortsighted policy

which has in some cases driven the em-

ployee to avail himself of foreign help

asainst his own inclination. There must

be no more limitation of output, but there

must be the hiuhest wage for ability where-

ever it is found. There must be no protec-

tion of the unfit or the shirker, but there

must be everv tHcilitv given to the worker
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to qualify himself and to claim the prefer-

ence due' to fitness. As Mr. J. R. Rich-

mond told the Glasgow University En-
gineering Society the otlier day: "The
wages of the skilled workman, when he is

exercising his skUl, should be on a higher

level, and in every department, as the

direct result of greater production, an

equivalent higher rate of earnings should

prevail, a more definite and logical system

of grading labour and determining its pro-

ductive value should be adopted. The in-

dustries of the country are no longer re-

garded as the property and possession of

private individuals or corporations. They
are regarded as public trusts whose ex-

istence in private hands is tolerated for

certain benefits they confea' on the com-

munity, and they must be compelled as

the price of their existence to contribute

anore and more to the common good."

As far as our own observation es;tends

there is every gmund for hopefulness in

most directions. "We are heartily thankful

to all who have enabled us once again, in

spite of the many limitations yet imposed

on us, to make this issue not unworthy of

many before the war when opportunity

favoured the generosity of our always will-

ing contributors. We have not sought

unduly to extend its limits, or to crowd

into it extraneous matter for which few

would thank us. Nor have we pressed

advertisers to extend their announcements

iDeyond their inclination. We should like

to add that they, too, are "all-British,"

and will remain" so, and that they have a

very strong claim therefore on all to re-

member it, and also to hear in mind that

in many cases they have "kept moving
'

and kept our readers aware of it at some

self-sacrifice which well demands recogni-

tion. An advertiser who has kept his

flag flying during the past two years and

a-half"has indeed given solid proof of the

stability which is the first guarantee for

good execution ,
of work, naturally de-

manded by any who specify his material,

or trust him to understand and fulfil their

requirements. Such are well represented

in our pages to-day and we ask all to note

it.

> »»» <

MR. BERGER SEES IT THROUGH.
"I'll see it through," says the Briton,

when he takes a job iii hand ; and the world

accepts the phrase as guaranteeing a finished

piece of work. To his credit the world is

not often disappointed. It is in this sense

that Messrs. Lewis Berger and Sons, Ltd.,

wish their friends to read the statement on

our back-page this week. It expresses, m
.an easily-remembered plu-ase, the dcpendabh-

ne.<s of' their products—but it means more

than that. It means that they do not rest

at selling goods, but that their best service

goes with them—the .service which tries to

improve business conditions ; which aids the

customer to get trade and to hold it ;
which

•" stands by " with help and counsel, if such

be needed to secure proper results—and

which proffers the wisdom of a century-and-

a-half 's experience.
Mr. Berger "sees it through" by placing

his reputation in the package with the goods
—a, bold thing to do when the goods which
safeguard the reputation are in daily use all

over the world, and one which demands
qualitv-maintenance as a first principle.

" Mr. Berger " is typified in the alle-

gorical 1760 figure on our back page, and
though young in the company of Immortals

which he now joins, he is older and wiser

in colour lore than any.

Certainly no firm could more appropriately

he represented in the colour schemes which
are illustrated on our cover—which, by the
way. has in its production gone through the
press no fewer than five times. The opportu-
nity given us by Messrs. Lewis Berger and
Sons, Ltd., of producing such an issue in

war time is chr,—icteristic of the enterprising
•pohcy of the firm, and deserves every en-
couragement.

THE IDEAL HOUSE
AND NO SERVANTS.

(From a Correspondent.)

The servant problem is always with us, and
just now it is more acute than ever with so

many openings for the young women who
usually go out as domestic servants over and
above those in evei-yday life. The question

arises, therefore, cannot we do without

them altogether, and in the following the

writer has outlined arrangements by which

he believes it would be perfectly practicable.

He has iii mind the house of eight or ten

rooms with a family of four or five (two

parents and two or three children), but the

arrangements could be adapted to houses of

almost any size. Li very large houses, with

a very few members in the family it will be

remembered that a good deal of the work of

the servants is rendered necessary by their

own presence in the house. If there were no

servants, even in a large house the work

would be verj- much less. Nearly all the

apparatus described is already on the market,

a great deal of it being in use in hotels,

restaurants, etc.", while the remainder is prin-

cipally the adaptation of other ap))aratus

actually in use for other purposes.

THE WORK TO BE DONE.

The work to be done may be set out as

follows :

—

Warming the house in winter, cooling it in

summer, and ventilating it all the year romid.

Cooking tne food for the family, preparing

it for cooking, and washing up after meals.

Chambermaid's work: All that is done in

the bedrooms "by the chambermaid in hotels,

including the cleaning of all the rooms, pas-

sages, etc.

The nursery : All that a nursemaid or staff

of nursemaids would do where there are

babies or very young children.

Answering "the door, attending to trades-

men, etc.

W.\E3IING, COOLIXG, .4ND VENTlL.iTING THE
HOUSE.

The amount of heating required in winter,

and the amount of cooling in summer, would

be very much reduced if the whole of the

walls, Soors, and ceiling were treated as cold

stores are, and lined with thermal insulators.

Existing houses could be lined with com-

pressed cork and other substances, the inside

surfaces being finished off ornamentally as at

present. If the windows also were doubled,

had two sets of sashes, as in cold countries,

the heat required during the winter would be

reduced even more than by insulating the

walls, etc. ; while during summer the green-

house effect that windows produce would be

practically eliminated, and the two sets of

sashes would lend themselves very conveni-

entlv to ventilation. Heating would be by

gas" or electricity; preferably the latter,

where it can be obtained at id. a unit, be-

cause each stove could be turned on from

any part of the house, and electric stoves

could be placed in positions where they would

warm the incoming cold air. Passages and

corridors would be warmed as in America,

and electric tans would circulate warm air in

winter and cool air in summer.

COOKING AND PREP.ARrNG FOOD, .AND W.^SHING

TIP.

Cooking" would be done by gas or elec-

tricitv, preferably the latter, the tempera-

tures'being controlled by electric thermostats.

As there would be no servants, and electric

cooking is very clean, the cooking would be

done in the dining-room, so that dishes and

plates would require very little handling,

.loints. poultrv, and fish would come to the

house readv t"o go into the oven or the pot.

Potatoes and other vegetables would be pre-

pared by one of the machines already on the

market "that are used in hotels, restaurants,

hospitals, etc. The potatoes are put into a

machine, a handle turned—it could be run

bv a small electric motor—and they come out

ready for the pot. Other vegetables are

cleaned and cut up and prepared for the pot

bv somewhat similar machines. Washing up

is" the great bugbear: it would be done by

one of the dish-washing machines already in

use in hotels and restaurants, made small

I enough for private houses. A runway, like

those in butchers' shops, but ornamental in

form, would carry a wire basket, into which

the dirty plates and dishes would be placed,

from the dining-table to the scullery, where
the dish-washing apparatus would be fixed.

There are many forms on the market. In a

typical one there are two tanks holding

water. A small jet of steam from a small

boiler, heated by gas or electricity, is forced

into one of them, the water also being agi-

tated by the aid of an electric motor. The
basket of plates, etc., would be lowered into

this tank, where it would remain for a few

minutes, all the grease, etc., being removed
by the steam and the agitation of the water.

It would then be hoisted out of that tank

and lowered into the other one, which would

contain scalding-hot water. On being lifted

out of the second tank the plates would be

quite clean and dry. This description is

taken from actual practice.

Cn.\MBER5I.\ID'S WORK.

Each bedroom would have its own lavatory

basin, with a supply of hot and cold water,

the water laeing heated by gas or electricity,

at any convenient part of the house. There

would also be a trapped slop sink inside a

cupboard under the lavatory basin. Clean-

ing and dusting would be done by a vacuum
cleaner, worked by an electric motor, so that

the different nozzles of the apparatus would
merely have to be directed to the spots

desired. Scrubbing could be done when re-

quired by an electrically driven brush carried

at the end of a long handle, which would
also carry a supply of water. Soiled linen

would be sent to the laundry, and could be

thrown down a shoot, opening on the bed-

room floor, into a basket on the ground floor.

THE NURSERT.

The cradle would be rocked by an electric

motor, the switch controlling it being at any
convenient point ; and the baby's food could

be warmed by an electric heater, or kept in

a thermos flask. The nursery would be kept

at a comfortable temperature by the means
already described, and a telephone fixed

there would tell the mother all that was going

on in the nursery, wherever she happened
to be.

.\NSWERING THE DOOR.

This is, perhaps, one of the most trouble-

some matters of all. The house should have

a porch, carefully protected from the

weather.' In the porch a telephone would be

fixed, if necessary, inside a small cupboard.

There would be a telephone in each room,

and callers could speak to the mistress of the

house, or any of the family, even when they

were in bed. The door would be unlocked

by an electro magnet, operated by a push
iri each room, when required to admit
visitors, and would close behind them by one

of the well-known door-closers. The tele-

phone cupboard could be kept locked, and
unlocked in the same way, when someone

rang. For tradesmen there would be a slid-

ing panel by the side of the door, unlocked

by pressing a push, the pai-cels being placed

on a slab inside the door, the panel then

returning to its place. If desired, a simple

belt conveyor could carrj- each parcel to the

storeroom
"

or the living-room. Mdk would

be the most troublesome commodity. It

could be poured down a tube into a re-

ceptacle provided for it inside the door, the

mouthpiece being kept closed, and unlocked

bv pressing a pusli, when the milkman
arrived.

There are a number of little matters that

it is impossible to deal with in the space

allowed ; but if builders took the matter up
seriously they would be found to straighten

themselves out by developing on the lines

sketched above. ' Meanwhile, if a famUy
keeping two servants were able to dispense

with both, they should save from £80 to £90
oer annum, and this means, at id. per elec-

trical unit. 100 units per day. One unit will

run a 20-candle-power lamp for fifty hours,

and it does not require very many units to

cook a dinner. Probably half of the money
would be saved after paying for the elec-

tricity or the gas : and it will be remembered
that £40 a year is the interest on £800 at

5 per cent., so that it should be economical
in all wavs.
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.SLAB IJEFLKCTION AND SUBSIDENCE
OF COLC.MN SUPPORTS IN A
FLO )R TE.ST OF INTERNATIONAL
HALL. CHICAGO, .MADE SEPTEM-
BER, 1913.*

By Hk.nry T. Eddy, C.E., Ph.D., LL.D.,
University of Minnesota.

Reinforced concrete floor skbs are some-
vvhat imperfectly elastic, and in testing
Uiem an aJlowaiice is commonly made for
this fact by the requirement that in case of
any e.xce.ssive deflection at lea.st 80 per cent
of It shall disappear within a week after the
removal of the load which produced the de-
flection. This requirement recognises the
imperfetlion of the elastic properties of the
slab in two ways, since, first, it does not
forbid some residual pemianent deflection,
and, further, it docs not require immediate
recovery—neitlier of which concessions could
be made in case of a perfectly elastic struc-
ture.

Few materials of constraction are so per-
fectly elastic as actually ito make an imme-
diate and comjilete recovery, but a much
larger margin is allowed to" reinforced con-
crete than to most other materials. It
should be noticed that on account of its being
a composite structure, composed partly of
steel and partly of con<irete. of which' the
steel is more nearly perfectly ela.stic than
the concrete, a floor slab wit'h steel massed
111 the column heads will have a more prompt
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and complete recovery than one with so-
called drop heads of roncrete in place of the
lieavy reinforcement in the column heads.
But in the retardation or time lag of slab

recovery a phenomenon is e.\hibited wliich is
not found to any perceptible extent in other
kinds of materials of construction in. ordinary
u.se. Since recovery from sla4> deflection is
gradual and may never lie coniple(<>, and
since a corrc.iponding gradual increase of
deflection must occur under a load, it has
'been argued by some that final stability
under a load is impossible. The perma'-
iience. however, of ancient concrete struc-
tures seems to show that there must be a
hniil lo the defoi-mations and deflections that
will take place under loads, just as there is
to the recovery after removal, and it must
be admitted that concrete is not r&illy
plastic, although the property of concrete
to which attention has just "been directed
bears some of the marks of plasticity. Were
concrelc really plastic under 'oHiiiary
•stresses that fact would spell the ultimate
destruction of buildiuKs and bridges made of
that m.xterial. But concrete is a kind of
artificial rock, and evidently reaches, in time.
a pei-manent and invariabie state, in wihich
pro>;ressive changes lu. longer tflke place,
although, in course of hardening, phenomena
may occur which, if not ultimately checked
would involve final collapse.

Now the theory of the flexure of slalis
diffei-s from that of continuous brams in im-
porlant i.articulars, one of which is that the
applied moments and the observed resistinc
moments ai-e not equal to each other, a fact
the reasons for whicli are discusse<l else-
where. Rut to this fact it is due that the
economical and safe depths or thickness of
.sla-bs for any given span is small compiired
with that of beams, a fact whicb partially
^bviates one of the gre.it drawbacks th.i't

exist to the use of continuous beams—viz.,
the large stresses introduced by any acci-
dental subsidence of supports.

As just stated, one of the most serious
practical objections to the employment of con-
tinuous beams lies in the very large stresses
induced by settlementof supports, because this
will iisually entirely disarrange the stresses for
wihich the structure was designed. This
hazard has operated very largely to prevent
the construction of continuous bridges con-
sisting of several successive spans. But a
subsidence of a magnitude Which might pro-
duce dangerous stresses in a structural steel

building may be taken up in course of con-
struction in a reinforced concrete building
without requiring special attention, since
the relatively large flexibility of these slabs
is such as to make the effects of moderate
subsidences inconsiderable compared with
the effects of suibsidences of the same abso-
lute amount in bridges and deep girders.

The structural ntility of continuous panels
is so gre,it as to outweigh their risks and
practically to necessitate their adoption. The
fact previously stated that the applied
moments and resisting moments in slabs are
unequal does not, however, prevent us from
applying the theory of flexure to slabs as

well as to beams, although it does pre-

vent us from calculating the moment of in-

ertia of the resisting materials in slabs in

the same manner as in beams. But those

deduictions from the theory of flexure which
are independent of the magnitude of the
moment inertia are valid equally for beams
and for slabs. Such, for exanxple, are the
relative deflections and vertical displacements
of different points in the span. This it is

which has made it possible to treat with suc-
cess an important question wliich arose in the
discussion of the test of the floor of Inter-
national Hall.

In this floor slab the foundations of the
columns proved insufficient to carry the test
loads without yielding by amounts large
enough to have considerable effects upon tlie

stresses and deflections of the four loaded
panels, each of which was 18 by 18 feet square.
The floor as tested was a deck slab with no
columns on its upper side. It was three
panels wide and nine panels long, and was
built into the siuTounding walls of an old
brick building by cutting into theni_^soraewhat
for space to place steel and pour concrete, so
that the edges of the slab were made integral
so far as possible with the walls. The four
panels which were tested formed a square near
the middle of one side of the slab, two of
them beiiiK in one tier of wall panels and the
other two in the middle tier adj.-icent to them.
In this floor, wi,tJi its two rows of supporting
columns parallel to the long sides of the build-
ing, certain vertical displacements were
measured at the columns and at mid-span be-
tween columns and walls, both before and a
week aft<'r the removal of the final test load,
and the question was to determine whether
the recovery was as much as 80 per cent, of
the maximiun deflection, and so whether there
still remained as much as 20 per cent, of the
ni.aximum. The solution of this problem im-
plicitly requires the determination of the
ni.agiiitude of the vertical displacements which
would (X-cur in the slab by reason of the sub-
sidences of the column supports only : for the
actual vertical displacement at any point of
the slab is the sum of two kinds of <lis)ilace-
nient: first, that due to the bending by reason
of subsidence of the points of support, and,
-second, th.it due to bendine by reason of the
applied load. The fact that "the subsidence
of columns w.xs itself also due to the applied
load is imm.atcrial, since the effect would be
the .same were the subsidence due to some
other cause.

When that part of the vertical displacement
at any point which is due to the subsidence
of .supports is subtracted from the actual
vertical disniacement observe*! at that point,
the remainder is the true deflection, and may
be either that due to the effect i.f the load i"n

beiidiuK the slab or to the residual bending
effect after reniovinir the load, aocordinc ,i.s

the load is still restin? upon the .slab or has
b"eu removed. The ratio of the remainder
after removal to the remainder before re-

Let these foui- jianels be designated by «. 6,
r, (/ respectively, as shown in Fig 1." with
columns numbered from 1 to 6. Panel b is
the centre of the entire floor. Let the rein-
forced direct belts extending across the slab
over the columns be regaj-ded .as continuous
beams fixed horizontally at the wajls. The
assumption that they are fixed at the w'alls i&
probably not entirely correct, but more nearly
so than the assumption of mere support at
the walls. It is found that the latter
assumption gives results which do not differ
much from those obtained by assuming the
ends to be fixed in direction "as well as posi-
tion. If / be taken as the distance betw.een
successive columns, these belts or beam strips
which may be taken roughly as havinf;
a width of 0.5 /, ai-e not of uniform
moment of inertia throughout their lengths,
but will, for the purpose of preliminary in-
vestiga;tion, be assumed as uniform, and
their irregularity of cross-section will be
allowed for later.

Given a uniform continuous beam of three
equal spans, each of length L, as shown in
Fig. 2, whose extremities are fixed hori-
zontally on the same level, but Tvhose inter-
medi.ate points of support a,t point* 1 and 2
are depressed by the observed subsidence
:, and c,, respectively, below the level of
the extremities, to fi'nd the displacements
=j:' =01 > ^231 a* the middle of the centre and
end spans respectively, there being no
stres-ses or displacements due to any other
cause than the subsidences :, and :,.

"

Let M„ and M, 'be the moments at the
extremities, and M, and M, at the inter-
mediate supports, respectively.
Then, by making use of tlie theorem of

three moments, which aipplies in its general
form to any two successive spans of a

straight beam with supports at any arbitrary
levels, we have the following foui- equations
by taking four successive [airs of spans, as
follows:—The first pair, Equation (1), con-
sists of a span of zero length and a span
extending from the wall at to the fii-st row
of columns at 1. The effect of a span of
zero length is to give the slab a fixed hori-
zontal direction at the wall. The second
pair of spans. Equation (2), extends fi-om the
wall at to the fii-st row of columns, and
from the first to the second row of columns
at 2. The third )mir. Equation (3), extends
from the first row of columns at 1. across
the second row to tlie other wall at 3. and
the fourth pair. Equation (4), from the
second row of columns at 2 to the second
wall .-it 3. and includes a span of zero leneth
at that wall.

Tlie notation may be understood from
Fig. 2, in which the tangents at the and 3
are fixed in a horizontal position, and the
vertical displacements or subsidences at the
intermediate supports 1 and 2 are of known
amounts. :, and :,. and the vertical di.splace-
inents at mid-si)an are design.ated by c,„, c,,,
•ind :., respectively, while the applied bend-
ing moments are deiiote-1 bv the letter M.
with correspondiiic sub.scrijyts, and the
length of the equal spans between supports
bv L.

PraSirKuu^e."'
the .nthor to the .7our„«, ot the moval will .show how much tJie recovery falls

'short of beinj comcomplete.

6ETj, - (2Mo-f M,)L- (1)

-6 E I (22, - ^j) = (Mo + 4 M, -f M,)L-'..(2)

e EI(«, - 2^2) = (Ml -f 4M2 -f M,)L-..(3)

6EIfj= (Mg -t- 2 M,,)L''
.'

(4)

Considering now the mid-disiilacement
:,, of the middle span 12, it m,iv be ex-
pre.«sed in terms of the two end moments and
end displacements of that span as follows :

—

6 E I U, + .,, _ 2 7,j) = ? m, + MjlL^ ..(5)

as appears from the fundamental equation
of moments and shears used in establishing
the equation of three moments.
The solution of these five simTiltaneous

liiie.ir equations by the metliod of inter-
mediate multipliers or otherwise fives as a
result

?i> = 5/8(^1 -)- ?j) (6)

{Continued on page 45).
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ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE : VIEW ALO
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'HE CAM.—Drawn by Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I. B.A.
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SLAB DEFLECTION AND SUBSIDENCE
OF COLUMN SUPPORTS IN A FLOOR
TEST OF INTERNATIONAL HALL.

CHICAGO.
{Continued from page 2i.)

A similar consideration of the mid-dis-

placement :_., of the end span 23 .shows

that

—

6 E I 2i, = 1/8 (M2 -I- 5M.,)L- (7)

The solution of tne first four simultaneous
linear equations and (7) gives

3.^ = (19 ^2 - 4 ~'i) /40 (8)

and by symmetry

201 = (19 .Ji - 4 2,) /10 (9)

Hence

^01 + .^12 + z-a = «i + -'i (10)

which is a fimdamental equation of displace-
' ments in this case of no loads.

In case the assumption were that the
walls are simple supports and exert no re-

straint, the values of the displacements at

mid-span have been found to be

212 = 23 (i-i + z-i) /40
)

2*, = (292.2-6z,)/40^ (11)

.-01 = (29 2,-62..)/40)

from which it appears that tliis would make
the displacement at mid-span of the middle
span a little less and at mid-span of the
end spans a little greater than when the ends
are fixed, and the same kind of effect, but
of smaller amount, will be produced bv any
relaxation of fixity at the walls.

It will be noticed from (11) that

212 = 201 + 223

It is evident that the floor under considera-
tion may be taken to consist of beam strips

foregoing equations, that would take place in

a uniform slab by reason of the displacements

at the columns without applying any load to

the slab except the reactions at the columns
which are necessary to produce the displace-

ments at the columns.
Displacements at panel centres are also

given. These last are computed both by
taking beam strips crosswise and lengthwise

of the floor midway between the beam strips

already computed across the tops of the

columns. Practically the same values at

panel centres are obtained from the computa-
tion by strips crosswise as lengthwise. This
affords a satisfactory check on the work.

Were the slab of uniform moment of inertia

throughout, the displacements which have
been computed at mid-spans and panel centres

would express the position of the surface

from which true deflections should be
measured, or the .surface of zero deflection

from which deflections due to the load or

lack of recovery are to be measm-ed. That,
however, is not entirely correct for a floor

slab, by reason of the great relative stiffness

and extent of the column heads, which must
be allowed for. The side belts are weaker
near mid-span than elsewhere. The kind of

effect that this produces may be made evi-

dent by considering what would be the effect

of joints at mid-span of the beam strips

across the floor. That would cause angles
in the strips at each mid-span with com-
paratively straight portions over the colmnns.
At mid-span in the centre of the strip the
displacement would evidently be increased by
such joints or by any weakness of this kind.
In the case of the test under consideration,
it is estimated that the combination of a
central conduit in each panel tier parallel

Table of Vertical Displ.acements and Deflections in Inches.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

At centre

Com-
puted
for uni-
lorm
slab.

Increased
25 per
cent.
not

uniform.

Maxi-
mum

observed
displace-
ment.

Mini-
mum

observed
displace-
ment.

Maximum
deflection
colunm 3

less

column 2.

Minimum
deflection
column 4

less

column 2.

Percent-
age of
residual
deflec-
tion.

Per-
centage

of
re-

covery.

Panel A 0.13

.21

.22

O.lfi

.25

.2(5-1

1.04

.95

.98

0.38
.37

.38

0.88
.70

.716

0.22

.12

.116

25
17

16

75
85
84

Span 2—5
Panel B

0.19 0-225 0.99 - 0.38 0.765 0.152 19.3 80.7

not only crosswise from side wall to side
wall, as has just been done, but also as made
up of beam sErTps parallel to the side walls
and extending lengthwise of the building, and
that the agreement of the results of computa-
tions by these two methods will tend to estab-
lish their correctness. Suppose the beam strips
to each have a width of ^L extending over
the two rows of columns ^parallel to the long
side walls, with a strip of the same width
lying between these two. If the length of
these strips be taken as 4L, they may be
assumed to have their ends practically fi.xed

horizontally, with certain obser\'ed vertical
displacements at the three intervening
columns. The problem in this case is this :

Given the vertical displacements :,, -,, and
Sj at points of support 1, 2, and 3 of a beam
fixed horizontally at the ends and 4, to find
the vertical displacements :,,,, o,„, z,,, and
^3,, at mid-span bet-n-een each pair of sup-
ports. The equations are like those already
used in-the case of three spans, and the values
arrived at in the same manner are :

201 = (IOG21 - 2I22 + 62,)/224

212 = (1422, -I- 13322 - 3O2.I/224

223 = (14223 + 13322 - 302,)/224

28, = (IO62., - 2I22 + 62,)/224

It will be noticed that 'in this case

-?01 + 2|2 + 22a + 231 = 2i + 22 + 23 (13)

which is an equation of deflections for four
spans similar to (10) for three spans.
On Fig. 1, -which shows a plan of the panels

of the test, are inscribed, at columns 1 to 6.
th^ amounts of the vertical displacements ob-
served under the final load in inches, and at
mid-span between these columns the vertical
displacements, computed according to the

(12)

to the long side walls, with the lack of

columns integral with the slab above it, added
not less than 25 per cent, to the computed
vertical displacements at the centres of panels
A and B and midway between those points,
these being the points of maximimi deflection

at which the percentage of recovery is to be
determined.

The accompanying table gives in column 1
the computed vertical displacements at these
points, and in column 2 these amounts in-

creased by 25 per cent., to take account of
the increased displacement by reason of lack
of uniformity in the slab. Column 3 gives

i the observed displacements under maximum
load, and column 4 the observed displacement
after removal of the load and recovery.
Column 5 is the difference between column 3
and column 2, or the deflection under the
load. Column 6 is the difference between
column 4 and column 2, or the deflection
after removal of load and recovery. Column
7 is the ratio of column 6 to column 5, or the
percentage which the residual deflection is of

the maximum. Column 8 is 1(X) per cent, less

the per cent, in column 7. or the percentage
of recovery, which has a mean value of 80.7.

The apulication of a rule requiring a re-

covery of 80 per cent, in this case, how-ever.

discriminates against the floor structure and
attempts to have it make good the shortcom-
ings of the faulty foundations on which the
columns rest. At the time of the maximum
load, when subsidence of the columns took
place, the columns were subjected to a very
considerable bending moment by reason of the

tippinor of the floor, which was integral with
the column heads. This caused the founda-
tion of each column not onlv to sink verticallv.

but to tilt at the same time in an inelastic

displacement. On removal of the load, any
restoratioii of tlie foundation either to its

original vertical position or level would have
to be accomplished, not by any elastic effort

of the foundation itself, but by an elastic

effort coming from the flour itself. Not only
was work required to displace the foundation
at first, but additional work will be required
alter the removal of the load to right the foun-
dation, or else the foundation will itself tend
to restrain the slab and hold it in its displaced
position not merely by reason of its vertical

displacement, but by rea.son of its tilted posi-

tion in addiiion to that. Thus it is that the
displaced foundations tend to prevent the re-

covery of the slab in other ways than merely
by tlie vertical displacements which have beeii.

considered in the preceding computations.

inr minstrations.

"BLACKFRIARS HOUSE." NOW IN
COURSE OF ERECTION NEAR THE SITE
OF BRIDEWELL PALACE, BLACK-

FRIARS, E.C.
This double page is reproduced from the

architect's di-awing exhibited at the Royal
Academy last summer, and the building
which it illustrates is sitill in progi'ess for
Messrs. Spicer Bros., Ltd. Mr. Francis W.
Troup, F.R.I. B. A., is the architect. " Black
friars House" stands near the site of the
famous Tudor Palace of Bridewell, erected
by Henry VIII. for the entertaiimient of
Royal guests from abroad. The building,
never really finished completely, was given
by Edward VI. to the Corporation and citi-

zens of London, to be used as a house of cor-
rection and a workhouse. Dr. Levett, a
great friend of Dr. Johnson, was laid to rest
in the burial ground of the hospital hard by.
in 1782. All the human remains fi'om this
cemetery, south of St. Bride's, Fleet Street,
were taken to Ilford in 1892. Since then the
whole of this area has been much altered.
This new building provides the maximum
amount of lighting space for all its many
floors, while the design preserves very cleverlv
aii architectural character with boldly treated
divisional piers, which give it dignity and
satisfactory effect. The f-erro-concrete ' flooi-s

and roof construction, as well as tlie stair-
cases, and strong room, -were carried out bv
Stuart's Granolithic Co,, Ltd. Mr. F. G.
Minter, of Putney, is the builder.

ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.
This drawing shows an interesting and

unusual combination of collegiate buildings in
varied styles and differing dates. Along the
river Cam the older parts of St. John's stand
on the east bank of the stream, and the con-
fines of the College are bounded by the
High Street, with Trinity College adjoining
on the south. The foundation derived its

name from the ancient Hospital of St. John,
and the buildings cover the site of that his-
toric institution. An excellent idea of the
extent of the College as then intended is fur-

nished by the celebrated isometric view
known as " Loggin's print," which includes
the three quadrangles set one behind the
other, beyond them being the fish ponds and
tennis courts over by the river to the west.
The gardens lay on the north, leading to the
open meadows past the bowling-green.
Trinity and St. John's Colleges set side by
side were originally so similar that they were
attributed to the same architect. Both had
tlie same foundress and visitor. St. John's
was commenced early in 1510 and the Bishop
of Rochester opened the first part, so far as
then ready, in 1516, but the entire court could
not have been completed till 1517. The
Countess of Shrewsbury provided the second
court during the mastership of Richard Clay-
ton, which extended from 1595 to 1612. Tlie
undertakers who had the job given them to
do were a couple of builders named Ralph
Syinons of Westminster, and Gilbert- Wigge
of Cambridge. These tradesmen made tjfie

plans, or " plotts," as well as the elevations
or " uprights '^ upon which their contracts
to erect the buildings were based. Wigge had
to follow the character of the first court as
his contract stipulates, but he introduced
several innovations. A portrait of Gilbert
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Wigge if to be seen at Emmanuel College,
Cambridge, inscribed by a title designating
him a;;

" the most skilful architect of his age.

When he signed the plans which he made for

St. John's College he did not, however,
claim the name of architect.

The buildings are of exceptional local archi-

t"cturai interest, because the early Renais-

.^ance style, to which they belong, is so

meagrely represented in the University of

Cambridge. Wigge and Symons undertook
ti) finish their work by 1502, and the agreed
ciiutract price stood at £3,400, with a proviso
tliat the materials of the old buildings should
be thrown in "to mend the bargain." )3j-

-•^ides, there were additional buildings to be
undertaken at a cost of £205. The north
wing of the court, furnishing rooms for the

college master, was done first, and that part
w:is got ready bv 1599, but unexpected
iniubles arose, and, Symons having died,

W igge got into difficulties, and at last was put
into prison. The college work designed by
Wigge was disparaged, and his critics said it

was " a slight crazy building, which can
never live up to the age of the first court
though that court be older by almost 100
years." Lady Mai'garet, the foundress, grew
-hack in her payments, being embarrassed and
in an impecunious state, and the coUege was
loft ti> find some way of meetinsr this deficit.

The countess still continued in 1620 badly in

arrears, and small hopes remained as to her
ultimate ability to p.\v, owing to the disorder
of her affairs. Robert Booth, the senior
Bursar and Fellow of the college, rose to the
occasion and enabled the authorities to cariv
1)11 and complete that which she had begun. A
fa( simile of the fa(;ade, or " upright," of thi."*

building as intended for the centre-piece of
till' qua<lrangle is given to a good scale duly
<<'t out and signed by both Symons and
^\ 'BS^.. in Willis and Clark's " Architectur.ii
History of the University of Cambridge,"
vol. 2 (published in 1886). together with a full

account, setting out in detail much relevant
tis well as historic informatiun and building
sizes. The court measures 137 ft. from n<uth
to south, and 155 ft. from east to west. The
hall is on the eastern side, and the remainder
of the buildings, generally speaking, has been
ananged for the purijoses of chambers.
The ground floor rooms are 10 ft. high, and

those on tile first floor measure 11 ft. The
garrets or upper floors are from 8 to 9 ft.

tall. In this quad the doorways and win-
dows are more or less nearly copied from
those of the first court, but a series of pic-
turesque gables replace the intended em-
battled panipel which was clearly delineated
in Loggan's bird's-eye perspective. The
library was subsequently turned into cham-
bers, or, as de.scribed toy a contemporary
note, "cantoned out into tenements," in

1515. The builiing stone came from Baning-
ton, and was used for the foundations,
Orimball is recorded a* the freemason on the
.job. The elaborate Ixiy window at the end
of the library is dated 1624, and cm be seen
in our illustration at the end of the buildings
overlooking the Cam, to the right over the
new bridge, at the rear side of the third
iiuadrani:le, which was added about that
time. The foundation-stone of the adjacent
loemises figures in "The Commemoration
Book " as Ijeing laid in 1559, their style

being an excellent specimen of Sir Christo-
lilier Wren's period, introduced, however,
without the smallest pretence at harmony
with the previous work, though auit<? suitable
f..r the purpose and attractive in character.
The William and Mary stone bridge and tall,

handsome gate piers adioining were finished
nbout 1712. Fi-om this Classic bridge the ac-.

oompanying view w,as taken, and to the left

of the picture, looking along the Cam. mav
just be seen the new ibnildings of 1825-1830.
which were carried out in " Perp^-ndicular
Gothic ' bv Thomas Rickman. H. Hutchiii
son was, however, the joint architect with
T. Rickman for St. .Tohn's College, and he
it was who personally designed the richly-

treated bridge connecting their joint new
" ork with the earlier collegiate buildings
ilreadv described. The cost of Rickm.in and
Hiitchin.son's "Court" worked out to clo.se

upon £78,000. The erection of a new chai>ol

seems to have been contemplated so far back
a- 1687. whi'ii Robert Cnnnbold made a

"ground plott model of ye old and new de-

signed chapiwll," but not till 1861 was any
decided step taken. Sir Gilbert Scott,

R.A., was then employed, and his original

scheme was estimated, according to his re-

port, to cost from £4,500 to £5,000. Ulti-

mately the job cost £57,955, and as Sir

Gilbert enlarged the hall and made other
incidental changes, the work's final total

reached £85.870, including stained glass and
fittings to the chapel, which was conse-

crated on May 12, 1869, the old chapel
having been pulled down to make rotim for

that carried out by Sir Gilbert Scott,

A BALL-ROOM SCHEME.
This dashingly executed water-colour re

cently exhibited in the galleries of the Royal
Society of British Artists in Suffolk Street.

Pall Mall, by Mr. H. Butler, of Barnes, shows
a new ball-room intended to be panelled in

oak, with bold heavy projecting mouldings,
the panels to be of slightly lighter colour than
the wainscot framing in the walls. The
Corinthian capitals and bases of the pilaste-s
to have enriclied moulilings in character with
the carved foliations and florid cornice, which
is to be gilded. The same treatment will ap
] ly to the Ionic columned gallery under which
is the recessed fireplace. The ceiling under
this gallery also will be gilt. The carved and
modelled ])laster ceiling to the room is in-

tended to have a painted finish of a warm
yellow tone near the top of the panel
ling, graded by lighter tintings towards the
middle of the ceiling. Family portraits will

occupy positions as shown. " The floor is

planned to have deep-coloured rich oak par-
quetry stained under the direction of the de
signer, and wax polished. Antique Persian
rugs, when the ball-room is used as a hall,
will give colour to the interior with appro-
priate furniture in scale with the decorations.
The curtains to be of Italian damask in black
and gold.

SCOTTISH-ANTIQUE TRADE DEACONS-
CHAIR, TRINITY HALL, ABERDEEN.
We complete to day our series of this 17th

century oak furniture belonging to the Incor-
porated Trades' Society of Aberdeen. The
previous sketches which we have been enabled
to give by the courtesy of Messrs. .1. B. Nicoi
and R. W. Gibbon, will be found in our issues
for October 11 and 18 last. In the earlier
number an extract from the old inventory was
given, and several particulars appeared about
the chairs and tables preserved in Trin'ty
Hall under the care of the above-named body
of citizens. In each of the four instances,
illustrated by the accompanying double-page,
full dimensions and detailed" sizes are figured.

POULTRY FARM HOUSE, LONGFIELD,
KENT,

The two plans of this cottage clearlv show
the compactness of its contrivance. " The
staircase is situated near the side entrance, so
that- on returning from work on the farm,
on occasions, boots may be left and a wash-
up obtained before entering the mahi part of
the iliouse. The living room is a good,
spacious apartment, and the central hall is
roomy and conveniently arranged. There are
four bedrooms, a capital b.athroom and linen
closet. The section explains the heights and
the elevations, the effect of tin? rough-casted
walls and high-pitohed tiled roofs. The plan-
ning of the chimneys is ingenious and gives
balance iii, a simple wav. Mr, Sidiiev K
Greenslade, A.R.LB.A.," of Gray's "

Inn
Square, is the architect. The cast "has been
about £600.

NEW PREMI.SES, MESSRS. .JOHN
REEKS, LTD., GUILDFORD.

Building operations at the above have, for
the time being, been stopped by the order
of the Ministry of Munitions. " The new
building is to take the place of a very
ancient structure destroyed last year by fire.

The buildings about to be erected comprise
extensive showrooms on the ground lloor,

with stock rooms in the basement and a
dwelling house over. Externally, the build-
in!.' will be of half-timbered work fixed in

with brick nogging ; the various floors over-
hang, and it is hoped that the building.
when finished, will accord with the general

appearance of the High Street. The oak

half-timbered work is being cut out of the
old oak beams which were saved from the
fire, and will be left untouched from the
tool. The brick nogging and chimney stacks

will consist of 2-in. bricks, also saved from
the ancient buildings. The roof will be
covered with hand-made sand-faced tiles of

varied tints, to accord with the rest of the

work. But for the mifortunate order of the

.Ministry of .Munitions, this building would

have by this time been well on its way
towards completion. The architect is Mr.
Leonard Martin, F.R.I.B.A., of 17, Seymour
Hou.se, Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, S.W.

>—«••—(
HOLDING POWER OF NAILS.

Some very interesting tests of the holding

power of nails have been made at the

Government Arsenal at Watertown, Mass.,

and the results may be briefly summarised as

follows-:

—

The tests were made in pine and spruce,

with both cut and wire nails. The nails

were of all sizes, from 1^ ins. to 6 ins. in

length. In every case the cut nails showed
superior holding strength by a large per-

centage.

Ill spruce, in nine different sizes of nails,

Ixjth standard and lightweight, the ratio of

tenacity of cut to wire nails was about three

to two.
With the finishing nails the ratio was 3.5

to 2. With box nails, li to 4 ins. long, the

ratio was three to two. The mean superiority

in spruce wood was 61 per cent.

In white pine, cut nails, driven with taper

along the grain, showed a superiority of 100

per cent., and with taper across grain of

135 per cent. Also, when the nails were
driven in the end of the sticks along the

grain, the superiority of cut nails was 100

per cent., or the ratio of cut to wire nails

was two to one.

The total of the resultj; showed the ratio

of tenacity to be 3.2 to 2 for the harder wood
and about 2 to 1 for the softer.

This gives a hint as to where we may use

each kind of nail to advantage. For ex-

ample, in laying a floor, where the travel

over it naturally tends to loosen the boards,

it will pay to use cut nail.s. Other instances

might be cited, but this one will suffice.

>-*••—(
OBITUARY.

Paul Winter Morris, a sculptor of promin-

ence, died :n New Y'ork City on November 19.

Born in the SUite of Illinois, he early took

up the study of architecture, commencing to

practise in Tac<ima, Wiush. An cvrly pr<'-

rilection for the art of sculpture caused him
to come to New York, where, after a number
of ycar>' work under some of America's best

know-i sculptors, he finally became, in his

chosen field, an artist of recognised ability.

Second Lieutenant Ronald B.asil Howell,

North StalTordshire Regiment, attached

Northumberland FusUiers, who was n'ported

missing after an engagement on the night of

October 1-2, 1915. has now been officially

posted as presuinwl killed on that date. Born
jn 1895, he wjis the eldest son of Mr. W.
Norman Howell, architect, of Reading, and
brother of Second Lieutenant N. A. Howell,
Shropshire L.I,, who fell on December 23
last. Educated at Reading School and St.

Lawrence's College, Ramsgate. he entered his

father's office to follow the profession of an
architect, but secured a commission in the
North Staffordshire Regiment in November.
1914. He went to the front in the following
May. He took a prominent part in the Boy
Scout movement in Rearling.

>—•••—«
.\ lartre model of a Y.M.C.A. munition

workers' hut and canteen can be seen in the
window of 168, Piccadilly.

The borough survevor of Chorley. Mr. G. H.
Hopkinson, has received instructions to report
upon a profKised scheme of improvement of the
oounoi! chamber.
The Ea.st Sussex County Council (Mr. F. .1.

Wood, county surveyor) have accepted tJio offer

of the Road Board to supply the necessary
labour for the improvement of the Nowhaven-
Seaford ro;ul. the work to be carried out by
conscientious objectors to military service.

The council are in some places employing
women on the roads.

i
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iSailtJirtg SntelligBitce.

Ballymena.—The Irish Builder illustrates

a well designed Presbyterian Church just

erected at Ballymena. The building shows a

free treatment of Gothic, features being made
of the large tracei-y window and the tower.

The architect has succeeded in combining
economy in construction with ample accom-
modation. The building contract, wliich in-

cluded seating, was satisfactorily carried out
bv Messrs. Courtney and Co., of BeWast. The
architect was ill'. S. J. McFadden. C.E., of

Coleraine and Ballymena. The building

.seats 420.

Belfast.—At the corner of HaUiday's Road
and New Lodge Road there has beeir erected
a picture-house called the Lyceum. The new-

building adds to the arcliitectural features of

the district, and the work was caiTied out by
Mr. Issaac Copeland, Newington Street, from
the designs of the architect, Mr. Cliaxles A.
Aickin, 20, Rosemary .Street. The building

is of brick, stone finished, roofed with as-

bestos slates, and with a long louvre ventilator

along the ridge. There is seating accom-
jnodation for about 1,000. Marble columns
set off effectively a gracefully designed

^lircular entrance porch, the approach to which

is by steps of black and white marble. In the

porch the flom- is tiled with marble, and the

ceiling is dome-shaped. The doorways from

the porch lead to a large hall with ceiling

heavily panelled with oak beams. Off this hall

is a lounge, carried out in old English style,

for the accommodation of visitors as a waiting--

room.

Norwich.—Dean Beeching appeals for sub-

j5criptions to build a new chapel to Norwich

Cathedral as a memorial to the Norfolk sol-

diers and sailors who have perished in the

war. The architect of the proposed chapel

is Sir Charles Nicholson, F.R.I. B.A., of 2.

New Square, Lincoln's Inn. There was such

a trefoil chapel on the site when the Cathe-

dral was built, but in the thirteenth century

it was pulled down by Bishop Walter Suffield

to make way for a Lady Chapel of twice the

length. Of this later chapel, which fell

<lowa in 1563, there remains only the double
arch of the entrance ; but at present it is

-walled up, and admits of no view into any
chapel beyond. It is evident from these

arches that the Lady Chapel must have bee.i

beautiful in itself, but it must also have been
incongruous with the rest of the building.

and accordingly the Dean and Chapter pro-

pose to go behind it for their pattern to its

predecessor, the Founder's Chapel of St.

Saviour, which can be reproduced in its

general features from the corresponding
chapels on either side of the apse, which still

remain.
>—«»••—«

COLOURED CONCRETE.
For the production o^ coloured effects in

concrete work the following proportions for

a finishing coat are recommended :

—

Grey—Carbon black, i lb. to one bag of

cement.
Brown—^Ii"on o.xide, 6^ lbs. to one bag of

cement.
Red—^Iron oxide, 7^ lbs. to one bag of

cement.
Bright Red—Pompeian red, 6j lbs. to one

bag of cement.
Buff or Yellow—Yellow ochre, 12 lbs. to

17^ lbs. to one bag of cement.
The colouring material should be mixed

drj' with the cement, and all these ingre-

dients, including water, must be measured
exactly and mixed carefully, as the colour

always changes to some extent.

By mixing 5 lbs. of colouring matter with
e,ich bag of cement in 1:2 mortar the follow-
ing colours will result :

—

Brown—R.oasted iron oxide.

Buff or Yellow-—Yellow ochre.

Blue—TTltramarine.

Grey to Dark Slate—Lampblack or carbon
l-Iack.

vs**—«

The Wharfedale Rural District Council last

Frid.iy a.prreed to the folbowintg increases in

s.^laries of tJheir ofHoials : —Surveyor, £20, to
£270; surveyor's clerk, £13. to £65; and siani-

tar>- inspector, £20, to £90.

LiSGAIi INTELLIGENCE.
Contract ok Estim.ite.—^Messi-s. Rice and

BuUer, builders' contractors, of College Plaice,

College Green, brought an action at the Bris-

tol Tolzey Court last Friday, before the Re-
corder, Dr. Blake Odgers, K.C.. for the re-

covery of £651 17s. lid. from Mr. W. S. Cox,
blindmaker, Reddift, for w-ork and labour
done for defendant at shop premises owned
by ifr. T. J. Lennard, at 69, Queen's Road.
Mr. F. E. Weatherly and Mr. Fred A. Wil-
shire were for plaintiff (instructed by Messrs.

G. T. Cooke and Sons), Mr. J. A. Foote, K.C.,
and Mr. E. H. C. Wethered (instructed by
Messrs. D. Johnstone and Co.) repi'esented
defendant. Mr. Weatherly, in opening,
explained the action was for the re-

covery of the balance of account ren-
dered for work done for defendant. The
first question was what was the arrange-
ment under which plaintiff did tile work
'he undoubtedly did do for Mr. Cox. The
case turned ujxm tlie document of January
25. 1915, in wihidh Messrs. Rice and BuUer
estimated for alterations, extensions, and re-

fitting to the premises at Queen's Road for

£830 14s. This was an estimate, not a con-
tract, for T. J. Leimard, and was addressed
to Mr. Cox. Mr. Weatherly emphasised that
the first words of this estimate were, " for

T. J. Lennard," and that the work Mr. Bul-
ler did—^his partner, Mr. Rice, was now in
the Ai-my—for Mr. Cox was not in any sense
a sub-contract, but day work done by him as
a servant. Tire names of Messrs. Rice and
Biiller were even to be printed out of all the
plant, added Mr. Weatherly, thus, he sub-
mitted, supporting his contention that 'Mr.
Buller was doing the work a? a day worker,
not as a contractor. Mr. Buller supplied the
estimate on the understanding that vacant
possession wias to be obtained, and tJiat the
work was to be begim in January or in Feb-
luary at the latest. It did not begin until
March. The bill ultimately sent in was for
£1,472. the difference between that figure and
the estimate being explained by £195 extras,
the rise in the price of materials and the ab-
sence of vacant possession. Even if it was
held the estimate must lie regarded as a con-
tr.-ict, he claimed it was broken by the delay
and the absence of vacant possession. When
the bill was presented defendant might have
expressed surjirise at the amount, but he did
not, until now, raise the point that the con-
tract was for £830. After hearing the evi-
dence of Mr. Buller and his cross-examiiiiatcon.
his Honour decided he had heard enough evi-

dence. Mr. Weatherly addressed the Court
and reiterated that his clients were acting as
servants to Mr. Cox. His Honour .held that
£834 was the contract price and that the
plaintiffs were bound to do the work for that
sum. After a conference between coimsel.
judgment >vas entered (by consent) for defen-
dant, with costs, in settlement of all claims
and counter-claims in the action. The Re-
corder said he thought that was by far the
lietter course, as it would avoid lengthy arbi-
tration.

• > ^a^ <

-V contingent of some sixty men recruited by
Mr. J. A. Brodie. the city engineer, from his

de,partment a.nd that of the Health Committee,
has left Liver]XK)l to ioin the colours.
At the Rodhdale Tribunal last Friday aai

appellant siaid he had been seai-dhin^ for a
house in Rochdale for six months. He has to
come from Manchester to his work every mom-
ine and retunn at night.

Tile Atened Mortta.nes Art Gallery, San-
taiider, was on .Sunday last totally destroyed by
fire Among the treasures consumed bv the

flt.ames were several valuable paintings by Velas-
qi'ez. Vand.yck, Titian, Madrazo; Zurbaran,
Mmiillo, Dia Vinci, laiid other artists,

X proposal to extend the Royal Victoria In-

firmary at Newcastle is under consideration.

Powers are being sou.ght to obtain an addi-

tional two acres of land, forming part of the

Castle Leazes. situated at the north-east corner

of the present buildings in order to provide
additional wards.
The Water and Sewers Committee of the

•Swansea Corporation has decided that Second-

Lieutenant George Rudd Collinson, B.Sc,
.\. M.Inst. C.E.. be appointed acting water-

works engineer and manager for the time

being as from .Januar.v 1, 1917. and that in

addition to his present salary as deputy

borough engineer a bonus be granted to him
of £30 a quarter, payable monthly, in respect

nf the additional work, and that Mr. Brian L.

McMillan, B,Sc.. be appointed engineering

a.ssistant at a salarv of £100 per annum as

from January 1, 1917.

(inr C^ffia fabk.

The number of new dwelling-houses in Man-
chester certified as fit for human habitation
in the year ending October, 1916, is the lowest
on record. It amounts to 119, as against
410 in 1915. 782 in 1914, 563 in 1913. 615 in

1912. 964 in 1911, 1,590 in 1910, and 2,344 in

1909 In the ten preceding yeare the average
was over 2,000. Last year's return showed
that, divided inco districts, 54 new houses
were built in Withington and Didsbury, 26
in Cheetham. 22 in Rusholme, 10 in Levens-
hulme, three in the centre, and one each in

Crumpsall, Blackley, Openshaw, and Moss
Side. In 11 districts of the city no new
houses were built at all. There were 59 new
houses built in Moston in 1915, but none last

year. Moston. Rusholme, Blackley, and the
Withington district have been the Ohief
centres for house-building for the last few-

years. Withington easily holding the lead
witli 214 new houses in 1915, 366 in 1914.
and 435 in 1915, There was an average oi'

nearly 600 in the preceding' five years. The
effects of ilr. Lloyd George's finance, absence
of laJbour, high cost of building materials

and the erection of special works are given
as tlie reasons—outside the war—for the few-

houses built.

The National Society of Art [Masters,

having decided to hold its annual meeting in

provinoial centres, assembled last week at

Niittiugham, the home of one of the earliest

schools of art in the country. In his presi-

dential address, Mr W. H. Milnes, head-
master of Coventry School of Art. complained
that the Universities had been notorious for

their lack of provision of instruoticm or en-

couragement of graphic arts, and most of the

public schools and older secondary scSioois

were stall slaves to the predominance of the

literai-j- idea. It was surely time peojile weie
taught to see through their eyes. The reason

it had not been done long ago was largely

due to the fact tlrat so many officials on the

administrative side of education reflected the

narrow Univers'ty training of w-hich he had
spoken. To build up national life and pros-

perity after the war two things stood out

clear—education and organisation, and both

implied co-operation.

The clerk to the Warwicksiliire and

Covenitry Joint Committee has addressed a

communication to the various authorities in

Warwickshire on the subject of shelter for

consumptives. He states that the committee,

after considering all the circumsta.nces, have

arrived at the opinion that the present is not

an opportune tame for the Joint Committee

to launch into a comprehensive scheme of pro-

viding shelters for the whole district, which

it is thought, would probably involve^ the

ai>i5ointment of officials for their supervision

and management. The committee are of

opinion that for the present the various

borough councils and uribon and rural councils

should be approached with a view to their

providing all shelters that may be required

for tuberculous patients in their respective

districts, to erect them, or remove and re-

erect them when required, and to house them

when not in use, on terms to be arranged.

The Coventry city authorities have agreed to

accept 5s. per month for each shelter when in

use. and Bulkington Council 6s. 6d.

The Liverpool Autumn Exhibition has

closed its doors, and the novelty of allowing

the public to see it free of charge on Sunday

afternoons for the last month has proved an

miexpected attraction. On the fii-st Sunday

there was an attendance of over a thousand,

and on the last of more than 1,200 people.

An increased interest has been shown in the

Art Union. While in the selection of the

prizes it is pleasant to notice that almost

invariAlv the exhibits of local artists have

been chosen, making a substantial uicrease on

the ordinary sales, the latter, considering the

war calls on all, have been quite encouraging.

The formation of ice in water mains is

dependent, according to Mr. William Whit-

lock Brush, deputy chief engineer of the

Department of Water Supply. New York

City, on three things : the temperatui-e of

water in the main, the velocity of the flow of
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tlie water, and the pressure. The temperature
is .seldom below 33° F., consequently tlie

freezing will occur only when the temperature
falls below the freezing point 32° F. When
the temperature falls, even by less than a

tenth of a degree, below thi.s minimum, ue
will first form near the inside of the pijie,

thuj serving as a sort of coating or tube of
ice. This is due, of course, to the metal con-
ducting the heat from the water nearest the
])ipe more rai)idly than from that in the
centre. As regards the flow, the slower the
r.ite the faster the formation of ice. Frag-
ments or needles of ice clog the pipes, the
flow diminishes, and the water rapidly
freezes inUj solid ice. Incre;using the velo-

city of flow is therefore a good means of

preventing freezing in mains.

Mr. Louis C. (i. Clarke has presented to tlie

department of Metal Work at the Victoria

and Albert Museum a blue-and-white Chinese
porcelain biberon, mounted in silver as a
ewer, of the early part of the reign of the
Kmperor Wan Ia (.\.d. 1573-1619), paintp<l in

ths characteristic greyish blue of the period.

The mounts include a curved handle engraved
with arabesque foliage, domed lid, foot cast

with ornament from a repeating stamp, and
a straight spout ending in a wolf's head. The
ewer is exhibited in the case devoted to re-

cent acquisitions at present placed in Room
21 Another gift is a group of Sheffield plate

and two or three little pie<-es of silver from
Mr. R. F. Norton, K.C. The Sheffield plate

dates from the first twenty years or so of tiie

nineteenth century. An oval epergnc, dating
from about 1800, on four claw feet, witli

curved branches and heavily tut and moulded
glass dishes, forms an interesting link be-

tween the earlier and later styles. A little

sugar basket is balanced by a cruet-stand in

)>ierced silver, of the year 1772. This group
of objects is at present exhibited in Room 22.

An artificial-stone material, patented by K.
Ogawa, 29, Matsubaradori Nichome, Kobe,
Tokyo, composed of incompletely burnt dolo-
mite, mixed with magnesium chloride solu-
tion, and cork or sawdust, with a .surface
layer of -similar Jiiaterial in which the filler is

asbestos or slagwool. Finelv powdered dolo-

mite is heated to 700-800° C.'vvhen the magne-
sium carbonate is reduced to oxide but the
calcium carbonate is left unchanged. To
make decorative tiles, 100 parts by weight of
liurnt dolomite are mixed with 15-25 parts of
cork or sawdust and 50 i)arts of magnesium
chloride solution of 18° Re. This is monklcd
and then ooate<l witli a layer consisting of 100
parts by weight of burnt dolomite, a suitable
(|Uantity of slagwool or asbestos, 5-10 parts
of pigments, and 35 parts of magnesium chlo-

ride solution of 18° Be. The composition may
also be iised for making pavements or for
lovering floors, walls, ceilings, etc.

At the last meeting of the Birmingliajn City
Council the Chairman of the Public Works
Committee suggested that " it would be a

good thing" to have control over the style of
architecture adopted in our principal streets.
" If his suggestion was carried out." writes
Mr. Sam. N. Cooke to tlie fiirminr/fiom Ditily

Pnst, " I feel sure it would have the hearty
support of the Birmingham archite<ts. At
the present time anyone can acquire a site in
our most ijiijiortant streets and erect a build-
ing which is an architectural monstrosity pro-
vided it complies with the city by-law.s with
regard to stability and sanitation. Such con-
ditions should not exi.st, and I .submit a solu-
tion of this problem is not difficult. Two or
not more than tliree architects of reinite IX
.suggest their names .should he submitted by
the Birniiiigham Architectural Association!
would advise the Public Works Committee of
the architectural merits of any building to be
erected in any of our important streets and
liave the necessary powers to disapprove or
amend any design that was not suitable to its
surroundings or of sufficient architectural
merit. If this suegestion w.i.s; carried out I
feel sure it would be appreciated by the
public generally, who at the present liriie are"
proud of their city but not its architecture."

.Commenting on this, a Birmingham arclvi-

tect. who was interviewed by the jOni/.i/ Po-H.
said: "The remark by the chairman of the
Public Works Committee. I understand, had
Telation to the Post Office exten.sion. The

main building is sujiposed to be French in

design, of the Second Empire period, and
the extension is—well, there it is! This
brings us to the old difficulty of architecture
designed by a State Department—that is.

buildings constructed usually with little re-

gard to their front elevation, but always with
an eye to the needs of the people who do
business in them. In a le.sser degree you
have the same thing in public 1 uildings de-

signed by corporation officials for a part;;ii-

lar purpose. On the top of all you have to

face the fact that you can do nothing till

leases fall in, so that in the absence of l^^ld

schemes which cannot, of course, be enter-

tained at present, the difficulties in the «ay
of reform are many and great. Still, tome-
tliing can be done. What do I suggest '.'

Well, you want either an Act of Parliament
or an alteration in the building by-laws to

give the corporation the right to veto jilans

submitted if they <lo not conform to a g, ifiral

scheme to be worked to. I (juite admit a

corporation committee would not be *;he best

authority on architectural iestlieties, and so

1 suggest they should have at their back an

advisory body drawn from members of the

Birmingham Architects' Association. This
body would be concerned with the front ele-

vation and the erection of building on lines

that would harmoiii.se with a general plan

to be worked to. This would be a slow

method, but eventually you would get uni-

formity, and the buildings in thoroughfii.-es

would possess distinctive features."

The ])e|)artment of Prints and Drawings of

the British Museum has received numerous
additions to the collections during the past

year. The acquisitions cover all branches and
periods, and there are some very fine wood-
cuts of the fourteenth centiu-y, including a
very rare set, probably Dutch, showing a
group of soldiers. In the same collection

is a rare set of cuts depicting the lance of

St. Maurice and other relics of the Roman
Empire, formerly at Xuremburg, and now in

the Schatzkammer, Vienna. There is a litho-

graph proof, after Ijjiwrence, of Orevedon's
" Duchess de Berry," <n-er two dozen works
of the American artist, Bolton Brown, colour
cait<M)ns on war subjects from the " Nieuwe
Amsterdammer," and specimens from the
studios of C. H. Shannon. A. S. Hartrick.
Mrj Hartrick, and Anthony Barker, From
the fcreign schools there is a sef '>f five rare
etchings of the Seven Sages of Greece by
De Gheyn. the younger, two by the Belgian
artist Jules de Bruycker. entitled " Kultur

"

and the " Death Kiiell in Flanders."

The death Is nnnoimced of Jlr. Joseph* V.
O'Connor, who had been for many years town
surveyor of Funis and a former assistnnt
county surveyor.

The Txiid Mayor will open on Monday,
.lanuary ]5. tlio hostel established by tlie

Young Men's Christian A.ssociation in the old
lioadquarters of the Pearl Assurance Com-
liany, London Bridge.

Mr. Sidney Artluir ParnwelJ. Fellow of the
Slurveyors' Institution, has been appointed
sixretnry ai>d comptroller to the Great Ens-
urn Railway, in succession to j\lr. P. Lonias.
deceased. .Mr. Parnwell. who is well known
ill the rating world, will continue to carry
out the duties 'of land atront to the company.

The annual meeting of the Bristol Ma.'ster
Builders' .Association was held on Thursday
last, when Mr. Frank N. (/"owlin was elected
pri\<i(leiit. .4 cordial vote of thanks was passed
to the retiring president. Mr. I''. A. R. VWuxl-
ward. who had held the office for the recor<l
period of three years in succession, during
which he worked unceasingly to promote the
general interests and well-being of the building
industry.

As a result of blasting operations on Hal-
kyu Mountiains la.4t Friday morning some
three miles from Holywell, the water that fed
the well of St. Winifred has l>een diverted
and now courses alomr a fre.«h channel. Jeaviiiff

the well dry. The flow, normally over 2.COO
callons per minute, has continued for untold
aores, and was one of the wonders of Wales,
^e well is covered .by n fine lOotliic build-
ing, said to have been erected by Margaret
"^oimtcss of Richmond, and mother of Henry
Vll.. with some portions of earlier date. The
ihnpel (restored) is used for public services.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Wa do DOt bold ourselves respoiuible tor tbe opiiiiOD»

of our correspondents. All communtcations sboald
be drawn up u bnefly a« pot^sible, as ttaere arc
m&ay claimants upon tbe space allolted to
correspoDdeotfi.

U 13 particularly requested tbat all drawingi and
all communicaiioiu refipectiDg illustrations or titeran
matter, txraks for review, etc., sbould be addreued
to tbe Editor of tbe Buildi.mo Ne>%8, Efflngbam
House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C, and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otberwise caused. All drawings and otber
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
tbe Editor will not undertake to pay for. or be liabl*

for, unsougbt contributions.

Wtien favouring us v'*.h drawings or pbotograptM,
arctLit«cte are asked kindly to state bow lon« tiia

building has been erected. It does neitber them nor
us mucti good to illustrate buildings which have baeb
some time executed, except under specUl circam-
ftaJices.

••"Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are alwaya wel-

come, ^nd for such no charge is made for insertion.

Of more commonplace subjects, small cburchea.
chapels, houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent
than we can insert, but are glad to do 60 when tpact
perm:t.s, on mutually advantageous terms, wbicb
may ba ascertained on application.

Telephone: Oerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrasd, London."

NOTICE.
Bound Copies of Vol. CX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by poat
12s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up.

A few iKiund volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI,.
XLVI.. XLIX.. LIII., LXl., LSII., I-XIV., LXV..
LXVI.. LXVII., LXVIII., LXIX.. LXXI..
LXXII., LXXIII.. LXXIV.. LXXV., LXXVI.,
LXXVII., LXXIX.. LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII.,
LXXXIII., LXXXIV., I.XXXV., LXXXVI.,
LXXXVII.. I.XXXVIII., LXXXIX.. XC. XCI..
xcn., xcii!., xciv., xcv., xcvi., xcvii..
xcvui., xcix., c, CI., en., cm., civ., cv..
CVI., evil., CVIII.. and CIX. may still be ob-

tained at tile same price ; all th« otber t>ouDd
volumes are out of print.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
Tlie charge for Competition and Contract Adver-

tisements. Public Companies, and all oHlcial adver-
tLsements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two. the minimuni charge beiog &s.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sale*, and Mis-

cellaneous and Trade Advertiwments (except Situa-

tion Advertisement*) is 6d. per line of Eight Worda
(the first line counting as twol. the minimum charge
being 4s. 6rf. for 50 words. Special t#rm» for aerie*

of six insert-ions or more can be aacertained on appli-

cation to the Publisher.

6nn«TioNs v»c«Nt.

The charge for advertisements for " SItuatlona

Vacant "
is Two Shillings and Sixpence for Twenty

four Words, and Sixpence for every Eight Words
after. All Situation Advtrtittmtnli mutt tt BTtaaii.

SITCHTIONS W.Wirj) USD P»BIN«RSnlT8.

The charge for advertisements for " Situation*

Wanted " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling for

Twenty-tour Words, and Sixpence for every Gisbt

W'orda" after.

All Situation and Tartnerihip Adttniicm'nf
mxiwt h* Tirepnid

Rates for Trade Advertisement* on front page as4

special and otJier positions can b« obtained on

application to tlie Publisher.

RErilBS TO ADVERTISBMBNTS.

Replleji to advertisements can t>e received at t»>«

omce, Effingham House. I. Arundel Street. Strand.

W.C. free o/ chargr. II to he forwarded under

cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Sixpence ia

made. (See Notice at head of " Situation*.")

Adverl-Lsenients for the current wt-ck must reach

tlie omce not later th.in 3 p.m. on Tuesday. Prontr

page advertisements and alterrations or stop orders

for serial advertisements must reivch the oHlce by

drst post on Monday to secure attention.

Rfckived.—O. P. and Co.—K. F. and R.—J. E. and

Son—F A. X. and Co.—H. H. and Co., Ltd.—
A C Co.. Ltd.—C. A. and Co.—R., Ltd.—J. H.

II. and Co.—W. R. L.—G. I. F. Co.—W. W and

Son—F. D.—C. J. S. and Co.—N. and Co.—
B. Co.—C. and Co.—\V. S. Co.. Ltd.— I. C. S.—
E. B. D.—T. W. H.

Anni-s —Yes.

PiuxciPAi..—Quite riglit.

DoinTFtx—They are quite trustvvortliv.

L.R.l.B.A.—We really do rot see the .suggested

analogy.

'>-«•»-(
A houHiiig soheiiie. to co,st nearly £20,000. :^

to be carried out ot Nuneaton.

V memorial brass is to be erected in the
^lunicipal Teihnical Institute. Belfast, to
comniemorati' the heroi.sni of W. F. McFad-
zean. V.C.. a former pupil of the Trade Pre-
paratory School of the Institute, who lost his
life by throwing himself on a bomb, thereby
saving the lives of his comrades.

\
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(luxxtTxit Calamo. hto tliat portion of the Bill providing for

I

/the sale of works of art in the possession
' * ' of the National Gallery Trustees, or which

The monstrous muddle of our building may be acquired by them in the future, the
by-laws is an old story, and one upon Council ask that, in the event of the BUI
which we have often dwelt. These

j

becoming law, "the most intimate and
wretched regulations are now over forty /sympathetic consideration be given to the
jears old, and have long been obsolete, jmeeds of the aforesaid provincial and
Based upon the " model " series origin- I Colonial galleries before any work be sold,

ally issued by the Local Government seeing that the deficiencies of our provin-
Board of that time, for towm areas, they ^cial collections, in the matter of pictures

have been applied to couTitry and rural i by deceased masters, are so many that all

districts, to which they are quite un- j the National Gallery duplicates of any
fitted. Taking no account of modern importance could be absorbed by them with
methods or new materials, such as con- 'great advantage to the difiusion of art

Crete, they shackle the builder at every knowledge in our own country." The
turn. And they vary greatly in different

,

Council are also of opinion that any legis-

loealities, so that a row of houses on one iHation designed to restrict the exportation

side of the street may be under a set of certain classes of paintings, etc., should

of regulations which have no force over 'apply to all works falling into those

the way ! Mr. Justice Grantham, a few iclasses, and not be restricted to those speci-

years ago, desiring to build some rural
|

fied on a list wliich has been prepared by

cottages, fought the authorities in the ;
or for the Trustees of the National

Courts, and gave us all good example. .Gallery. Tlie considerations ui^ed by the

Many, if not most, of these by-laws are
|

Association are reasonable, but whetlier

legally bad, as being ultra vires; but .'they are likely to receive attention at the

going to law is both a costly and a risky hands of the Trustees is doubtful, judging

business, and so they are rarely dis-

puted. At the present time small houses

and cottages are urgently needed, and
this need wiU be still greater after the

war. Of course, no real reform can be

expected for years ; -but, meanwhile, the

Government could, under their existing

statutory powers grant a wide discre-

tion to all the local councils, or, even

better, issue an order from the Local

Government Board suspending the most

absurd and vexatious of these by-laws

for the duration of the war. This could,

and should, be done at once, and upon
broad lines, under good expert advice,

by the past proceedings of tlvat body

What is wanted at Trafalgar Square is an

administration capable of understanding

and meeting obvious home needs, and we
trust at an early date we may get it.

Finders of mare's nests seem always able

in these days to command space in the

! Times, relying possibly on the ignorance

of its conductors of facts. The following

letter, which appeared in that journal la«t

AV'ednesday, is one of the most flagrant :
—

Sir.—During the Inst two years a pseudo-Greek
Temple of impo-sing dimensions has been erected in

St. Marylebone for the use of the borough council.

It does not appear that any cost has been spared
on its external adornment or on its internal fittings.

and that would give owners and builders I

^.''o" *•";, *'"« t^e building was started huge
®

_
placards have covered tlie hoardmgs with wnioJi

a fair chance of getting on with the it is surrounded. These proclaimed in letters 2 ft.

work they are now ready and willing to

do for the benefit of tlte whole com-

munity.

or more in height :—" To Dress Extravagantly in

War-time is Unpatriotic." " Gas and Electricity

should Not be Wasted." " Every 15s. 6d. Saved
Would Purchase 124 Cartridges." " Don't be Ex-
travagant in Your Expenditure this Christmas."
But so far no notice has appeared " To Build

-.
1 X X 1 -I- I T^. i Extravagantly in War-time is Unpatriotic." Pre-

In a letter to tlie Irustet* and iJireotor cepts of economy backed by expenditure on such a

rif tliA ^ratmTlAI Gallerv thp roiinril ct the s'a's ar" no* "kely to prove convincing. Would
ot me, JNat-lonai uaueiy tne L-ouncU ol tne .^ ^^^ ^^ better-at a time when the country is

Museums Association, a body representing
, in urgent need of money—to stick to the old adage,

"Example is better than precept"?—I am, Sir,
the leading museums and art galleries in

the Empire, express their appreciation of

that part of the National Gallery Bill,

1916, which proposes to allow loans to

Colonial galleries and some extension of the

facilities for the loan of pictures and works

of art to provincial galleries. With regard

yours, etc.. COMMON SENSE.

January 9.

Very " common " sense indeed ! Would it

not be better for the amateur censore of

extravagance to acquaint themsehes with

the truth before they make themselves ridi-

culous ? The design for the new Mai-jle-

bone Town Hall was accepted in Novem-

ber, 1911, nearly three years before the

war began. Its need had been patent for

several years. The Marylebone Borough

Council acted throughout, as we said on

p. 751 of our issue of December 1, 1911.

with tlie " most business-like fairness and

common sense." We illustrated the com-

petition designs in that number, and in

our review of the successful design by Mr.

Edwin Cooper, F.R.I.B.A., we remarked

on the moderate cost of the extremely able

and attractive scheme—Is. 2d. per foot

cube. In our issue of May 8, 1914, we

gave Mr. Cooper's Royal Academy per-

spective of the building, whicli sliould

sufficiently satisfy any competent judge as

to the character of the design. The con-

tract for the building was made long before

the war began, and it is well that was the

case, as the Borough of Marylebone has

saved thousands of pounds. Its comple-

tion and occupation are hindered because

the Pensions Committee at present occupy

the building.

A useful hint, which we ourselves have

more than once emphasised, in connection

with the housing problem is given by Dr.

R. T. Edwards, the medical officer of

health for Merioneth, in his annual report.

That there is a scarcity of suitable work-

men's dwellings in different parts of the

country we aU know too well, but till the

war is over no new ones will be built, and

Dr. Edwards advises all local authorities

to resort to the provisions of Section 15

of the Housing and Town Planning Act

of 1909, in preference to enforcing the

powers conferred upon them by Sections

17 and 18 in regard to the closing of

houses which become unfit for human
habitation. In tliis connection he recalls

tltat relative to tiiese powers the Local

Government Board says:
—

" It is satisfac-

tory to note that the number of the autho-

rities who have exercised these powers has

increased substantially. In addition to

the repairs and improvements efiected to

dwelling houses by means of formal action

under this section, local authorities have

secured the execution of a large amount

of work for the improvement of houses by

means of representation to, or negotia-

tions with, owners, without resorting to

formal notices under the Act, and, more-

over, the number of notices under the

Public Health Act for the removal «f
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nuisances is verj' large. Dr. Edwartls also
draws the atU-ntiim of local authorities
to the coiisideraiile difliculty e.vpwienced in
ol)tainini; from owners r>f jnoperty sufli-

cient notice of prospective changes in the
tenancies of small cotitages. Under Sec-

tion 15 the local councils are empowered to
require the owner of any dwedling house
to put it into a fit and wholesome condi-

tion before a new tenant is allowed to

oc<-upy the premise's, but owing to the
neglect of owners to give notice of imjiend-

ing changes of tenancy, new tenants are
allowetl to enter into occupation before an
opportunity is given for the in.spection of
the premises, and to state what altera-

tions are required before re-letting.

'riio dream of the Cifij Press fascinat<?s

us--bom and educated in the City of Lon-
don, and appreciating thoroughly its ex-
cellent -sanitation, far in advance of tJiat

•uf most of the modern boroughs that
cluster round it. but we fear it is unrealis-
able. ' How different a place would the
City be," remarks our icoiitemporary,
' were it to become once again the liome,

•ind not mei-ely the office and counting-
tiouse—.a social community, and not
merely tlie centre to whicli tlie citizen

<-oincs to earn the money which he sjK-nds
l^eyond its bordere. One initial difficulty

stands, of couree, in the way. The In-
habited House Duty is an effectual bar to

any return. As the law stands, the oocu-

Vation of a single room residentially ren-
ders tJie entire building liable for duty.
Separate assessmen.ts may, perhaps, over-
come this obstacle in a measure, but a

retum en masse can only materialise if

the law is altex-ed in such a way as to

render the occupier re.'^ponsible merely for

the i-ooms used for rt«idential purposes.
Some day we hope to see the Corporation
making a move in this direction, and so

paving the way for such a revivification of
Ihe City. Many a landlord would, we feel

snn-e, welcome sucJi a revolution, and cer-

tainly many a citizen, and more especially

tlie lieavily rented and rated trader, would
readily avail hini.s(.a,f of the opportunity
offered to retrench financially by ' living

in.' Into wliat ideal flat,« could sudi build-

ings as Salisbury House and Kiver Plate
House be converted. What a splendid
(.oulevard could be ci.ustituteil by the erec-

tion of imposing buildings along the Em-
bankment. How cosy as homes would be
ham© of tilic old world buildings that still

remain to us, the efforts of the building
frateniity notwithstanding, in the high-
waj-s and bycways of the City," And may
we add how comfortable it would k^ to
•ailjourn from breakfast to work and from
the office to dinner witliout wasting the
V-ouple of hom-s lost daily in r. .i.bing

liusiness and returning home.

As was to be expected, the First Commis-
sioner of Works, after taking expert
advice, has rejected the fantastic sugges-
tion that the public parks in the centre
of London should I* ploughed up for th-:-

growth of food. Tlie soil is unsuitable,
and the soot and dust would make £;ood

crops out of the question. An exception
is a small part of Kensingt<in Gardens.

to Ix' used as a demonstration area to show
allotment holders the possibilities of

vegetable cultivation. As regards Rich-

mond and Bushey Parks the case is

different. They are well removed from

the city's smoke. Even there, however,

the possibilities are limited. A consider-

able proportion of both parks is under

WfKxlland, and much of it is either marshy
or so gravelly as to entail great lalmur in

cultivation. The King's approval to the

breaking up of these Crown ))ro))erties ha^

been given as an example to the private

ownei-s of demesne lands more suitable for

cultivation. As both Richmond Park and
Bushey Park are enclosed, the protection

of the growing crops will be comparatively

easy.

: >-••<»—<

THE A. A. PUSHES OX.

The Architectural Association, always
the most virile of our professional socie-

ties, is taking time by the forelock in

regard to the requirements of members
of the profession returning after the war.
It may, of course, be some time before it

is necessary to put the scheme in opera-
tion, but it is well that all architects,

and especially the younger members of

the profession, should know that it is

under consirleration. The Council will

welcome suggestions from its own mem-
bers, but they should be offered promptly,
as the arrangements contemplated should
be perfected to the smallest detail if they
are to be really effective when required.

The Counal of the Association, in their

brief resume of the suggestions before

tlieni, anticipate, as we all do, that the

architectural profi-s^ion, as soon as peace
is made, will lienefit by the inevitable

desire to push forward as soon as possible

the various building schemes which have
been suspended or postponed owing to the

war. However busy architects may be-

come, it is almost certain they will be
handicapped by a shortage of help. Dur-
ing the war the normal annual influx

of young assistants to the architectural

profession from the schools and by pupil-

age has ceased entirely, and the number
of assistants who have fallen in the war
will affect the jirofession to a marked
ext«it.

Thus, at the end of the war, whilst

there will be an accumulation of some
years' delayed work to be jiroceeded with,
the number of assistants will be less than
it was before the war.
The A. A., therefore, contemplates pro-

viding facilities for assistants to be
brought into toucli with would-be oni-

ployers : helping the temporarily disabled
and unlit, helping those who, as a result

of the war, find themselves tofallv dis-

abled from following the architectural pro-
fession further, and assisting to. become
qualified architects those disabled from fol-

lowing other callings ; and providing;

means for those who di-sire it to recover
such architectural proficiency as they may
have lost whilst serving. Each (jioject

seems to us a practical one and deserving
of all support.

The A. A. has always kept a bureau for

unemployed assistants, which has been re-

cocnised by pra<'tisiiig architects as a

centre from which they could obtain
assistants. During the w?.r the rule that
only members of the A. A. when uneni-
ploved could use the bureau has been
waived, and if has been opened to the
profession generally. It is suggested that
this arrangement continue to be in force

for such [leriod after the war as may be
determined. It is suggested that the

scope of the bureau be widened, and that

it be given some such title as " The A. A.
Employment and Information Bureau for

Architects returning from the Army."
Its scope should not be limited in any
way, but it should be allowed to develop

as experii'nce shows to be necessary. As
the A. A. War Service Bureau has been,

since the commencement of the war, the

recognised centre for assisting members
of the profession in Army mattci-s, so

should the proposed new bureau be avail-

able for any architects' assistants seeking
advice and assistance on any matter con-

nected with the return to civil life.

As regards tiie provision of facilities for

assistants to be brought into touch with
would-be employers, a register of disen-

gaged assistants should be kept, and also a
register of architects requiring assistants,

arrangements being made, if possible, to

work in conjunction with the 2)rovincial

societies, who would also be able to consult
the bureau on behalf of any of their mem-
bers. Information could be collected as to

openings in the colonies and abroad, and
assistance given to those compelled to seek

another climate on account of broken
health.

There will probably be a number of

assistants at the end of the war who, for

some time, through various disablements
and nervous disorders, will not be capable
of taking up the full duties of an archi-

tect's assistant, but who at the same time
would be able to follow a light employ-
ment, and who, indeed, woulii benefit by
so doing. To meet such cases, it is

suggested that a drawing, tracing, and
photd-pnnfing office should be formed,
which should undertake all such work as
commercial offices of this nature usually
undertake. Such an office would un-
doubtedly, in the first instance, need sub-
sidising, but in a short time it should pay
its own expenses, and provide a fair wage
to all employed. Profits, if any, could
be given to benevolent schemes in connec-
tion with the profession. It should be
managinl on business lines as far as prac-
ticable, but its object would be defeated
were not a certain amount of latitude
allowed to those employed. There is no
reason why such an office should not be a
liermanent institution, as there should
be, even in the slackest times in the pro-
fession, no difficulty in keeping it supplied
with work, and in any time of acute un-
employment in the future it would be a
very useful means of providing work.

Theri' will be probably very few totally
disabled, and thus iJievented from follow-
ing the architectural profession further,
coming under this category who will need
to consult the bureau, as there are already
many institutions in existence for i-e-

training the disabled according to their
abilities, but at the same time, as the
A. A. has done so much to encourage mem-
bers of the profession to join the Army,
it wonld seem its duty to be prepared to
help any who, through their service in the
Army, are compelled to give up the pro-
fession for other work. The bureau could
collect all information about re-training
schemes, so that such information should
be ready at hand for anyone in the pro-
fession needing it, and the A. A. should
use its influence to get the best possible
training and help for those consulting it.

It shoidd also co-o])erate, where practic-
able, with the various training <ommittets
in assisting men from other callings who
wish to train as qualified architects.

There will also be those who will desire

to recover such architectural efficiency as
they may have lost while serving, and it

is suggested that arrangements be made
to help those who wish to be coached up
again in professional matters, after three
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ijv more years' absence from the architec-

tural world. As an educational body, the

A. A. could certainly best organise that.

We are sure the scheme will elicit

general approval and any necessary aid.

It is in every way likely to prove a worthy
continuance of the Architectural Associa-

tion's past activities, which only the mis-

fortunes due to the war and common to

most of us have suspended. We wish it

the most complete success and the heartiest

co-operation of all concerned.

?—•••—«

IHE ROYAL ACADEMY WINTEB
EXHIBITION OF GRAPHIC ART.

As already announced, the Royal

Academy Winter Exhibition, which will

oyyen to-morrow, consists of drawings,

etchings, and engravings in the various

forms by living artists, and the principal

societies for these arts are fully repre-

sented. There is also a retrospective sec-

tion, intended to illustrate the history of

engraving and etching from the Fifteenth

to the Nineteenth Century, and showing
many rare examjiles of most of the prin-

cipal masters of line and mezzotint engrav-

ing and of etching. The exhibition also

includes a number of modelled designs for

memorials by leading British sculi^tors.

Representatives of tlie Senefelder Club,
the Society of Graver-Printers in Colour,

and the Society of Twelve have collabo-

rated with the Royal Academy Council in

the organisatiun and arrangement of

the exhibition. A large number of the

drawings, etchings, and engravings by
living artists will be for sale, and half of

the proceeds of each sale will be given to

the Red Cross Society.

There are no less than 1,334 exhibits,

many familiar to most of us, but not a few

which are seldom seen, and some which
are of no great interest. Gallery I. is

devoted to drawings, including four by
Mr. Alfred Parsons, R.A., eight bj- Mr.
George W. Lambert, six by Mr. F. Der-
went Wood, A.R.A., six by Second-Lieu-
tenant Muirhead Bone illustrating scenes
at the Western front, eight by Mr. Wil-
liam Rothenstein. four by Mr. George
Clausen, R.A., and three by Mr. William
Strang, A.R.A. Of architectural interest
we note a " Doorway of the Castle of

Maniaces, Syracuse '

(2), by Mr. F.
Hamilton Jackson, R.B.A. ; ''The Pool,
Pershore " (12), by Mr. Reginald Blom-
lield, R.A. ;

" Pisano's I'ulpit, Siena
Cathedral" (52), and 'West Porches,
Chartres " (53), by Mr. Thomas W. Rooke,
R.W.S. ; and "The Citadel, Laon,
France "

(128), and " Metz " (129), by Sir

Ernest George, A.R.A.
Gallery II. has more drawings and wood

engarvings. Mr. Bernard Gribble sends one
of his spirited naval efforts, " Destroyers
on the Track of a German Submarine"
(136). and a good design for Red Cross
stationery, " The Iron Duke "

(257). Two
of the best things in this room are the
"Design from Julius Caesar" (154) and
" Sketch of a Bloodhound" (186), by Mr.
Briton Riviere. Among others. Sir

Edward J. Poynter, P.R.A., shows a good
' Study for Fresco Painting "

(192).

There are several good things by Mr.
Edmund H. New, including "Giotto's
Campanile, Florence" (131), "A General
View of Florence" (134), and "High
Street, Oxford " (135).

Gallery III. is devoted to aquatints,
mezzotints, etchings, and di-y prints.

Here, again, INIr. Greorge Clausen and Mr.
William Strang are liberal contributors,
and there are some good things by Mr. W.
L. Wyllie, R.A., and Sir Charles Holroyd.

Mill-Mr. A. Wallace Riniington sends

tarism or Christ
'

' (460).

Gallery IV. is occupied by lithographs

by deceased and living artists, and Gal-

lery V. by more lithographs and colour

prints.

On the whole the "Retrospective Sec-

tion," which fills the larger of two

South Rooms, is the most interesting fea-

ture of the exhibition. It comprises a

very fine selection of engravings and
etchings, illustrating the history of those

arts from the fifteenth to the nineteenth

century, and there are some rare examples

of most of the principal masters of line

and mezzotint and etching, including

several by Rembrandt and Albrecht Durer,

and a good selection from Turner's
" Liber Studiorum," lent by Mr. A. A.

Allen, M.P. The smaller South Room
is given up to Victorian illustrations.

There are several by Mr. Henry Holiday,

Whistler, Sir Luke Fildes, Sir E. J.

Millais, Frederick Sandys, G. J. Pinwell,

Charles Keene, Sir E. J. Poynter, Ten-

iiiel, Burne-Jones, D. G. Rosetti, Hobnan
Hunt, and Aubrey Beardsley.

The sculpture is a somewhat varied col-

lection of models and sketches. There is

a sood bronze statuette of " Victory "

(913), by Mr. Alfred Drury, R.A. { a

sketch model for an equestrian statue of

Edward VII., by Mr. Hamer Thornycroft'

R.A. ; another of the memorial efiigy of

the late ^Marquis of Salisbury in the

Salisbury Chapel, Hatfield (918), by Sir

W. Goscombe John, R.A. ; and Sir Thomas
Brock's model for the tomb of Lord
Leighton (922). Some appear to have
been designed to suit any qualified client,

as, for instance, the " Model of a memo-
rial to commemorate some notoriety," by
Mr. Charles L. Hartwell, A.R.A.

y-mmm^^
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF

ARCHITECTS.
The fiftieth annual convention of the

American Institute of Architects was held
at Minneapolis on December 6, 7, and 8 la.'st,

and was _numerously attended and well con-
ducted. The reports of the various commit-
tees were practical, and the hospitality ten-

dered to all present hearty. We give from
the report in the American Architfrl the
principal points of the opening address by
President Mauran.

THE PRES1DEXTI.4L .\DDKESS.

For just haif a century the American In-
stitute of Ar'chitects has been meeting in

annual convention.
• Each succeeding year has marked some p.ro-

gress toward the goal of the truly national
idea—toward that common understanding
whicli comes alone through unified service in

the cause of those ideals which must ever
stand just beyond the goal.

In all the broad field of human endeavour
the two callings which stand out as being in-

herently constructive are journalism and
architecture. The lawyer's brain, alert and
resourceful, is given more to analysis in the
daily round of his practice than to that

sTOthetic. constructive thought which contri-

butes to the advancement of mankind.
It is true the surgeon and the physician are

devoted searchers for tlie truth as a founda-

tion on which to rear their manifold contribu-

tions for the betterment of humanity, but

their activities are proceeding along ever-

narrowing lines as the broadening field of re-

searcli is subdivided for the winnowing. But
where stands the successful architect of to-

day? Not where he stood at the moment of

the holding of the first convention of the

American Institute, just half a century ago

—

or even twenty-five years ago—a cultured

gentleman, giving to the world his painstaking

solutions of the simple problems of his day
and generation. To-day he must still he not

only the cultured gentleman, the efficient

solver of his clients' problems, but, in the suc-

cessful practice of our creative art, he must
be the astute business man, the master in the

broad sense of all the sciences which have
contributed to the complexity of the modern
building. Moreover, he must ever lead always
a few laps in advance of the client outlining

his requirements, be they the technical ones
of the director of a proposed hospital, or the
simpler demands of orientation of a private

house.

The millennium has not yet come, but I

want to try to point out to J'ou the way by
which its coming may be advanced by leaps
and bounds At this, the fiftieth convention,
your officers have wrested from that time-
devourer, "unfinished business," one entire

afternoon session to be devoted to an effort to

formulate a plan for assisting the United
.States Government in its architectural

tjiipasse.

Wlienever a complicated problem is en-

countered, the first advice of the architect is

to call in an expert—one who has given time
to an exhaustive study of similar conditions,

but we architects are perhaps naturally disin-

clined to take our own medicine—annually we
give much thoughtful effort to the solution

of our officers and board of directors, who in

turn select with judicial care the committees
of experts to study the manifold complexities
of our organic law and our professional

activities. But when we meet as delegates to

hear the decision of our experts, the very
strength which is going to lead us to higher
things becomes our weakness through force of

habit and the near perspective in which we
regard these details. I began by saying that
our profession is "inherently constructive,"

and, with that constructive impulse dominant,
we straightway fall to discussing the reports

of our experts, suggesting changes and im-
provements so comprehensive as to embrace
the punctuation—and all on a moment's
notice we attempt to qualify as experts in as

many minutes as our committees have taken
days to assimilate the controlling facts.

Heretofore the reports of these, our pains-

taking labourers in the vineyard, have been
handed over to hastily gathered committees
for a consideration that, with the best intent,

can be but superficial. Now, since your
officers and board of directors have had pro-

gress reports throughout the year, and are in

every way familiar with every detail as well

as with the ideals and aspirations of the Insti-

tute body, we have decided to review all com
mittee reports m the report of the board of

directors. The next step is a long forward
move, calculated to maintain the essential

feature of democracy in our organisation and
to jirevent that dangerous tendency toward
centralisation of power One full day has
been given to the Committee of Delegates, ap-

pointed in advance, to digest and thoroughly
weigh the subject matter thus presented by
your boaixl, and to comment freely thereon
in transmitting the same to the delegates.

This is an effort to place each matter before

you in such a final way that long debate will

prove superfluous as precedent to your adop-
tion or rejection. Doesn't that promise an
orderly, systematic di.sposition of minutise,

which will clear the deck for action that is

worthy of the highly constructive thought of

the foremost men in our profession ?

Two fields of endeavour stretch before us.

One might be called the field of "understand-
ing" and the other the field of "service."
One mu.st have held a viewpoint revealing
every hiU and valley in the field of under-
standing to estimate the "cuts and fills" in

the smoothing process that waits for our
labour.

A very considerable group in our member-
sliip conceives the functions of the Institute

to be that of a rate bureau. Their attitude

indicates a mental parallel between the
vSchedule of Proper Jlinimum Charges and a

lever, whereby a prospective client may be
coerced into paying an established fee, but
with little regard to the character and value
of the sei-vices the Institute had in mind
when it decide<I that the present minimum
was a fair value to put upon full service.

.Such an attitude engenders neither respect

for the Institute nor respect for the architect.

Can we not bring an understanding through
our discussions which will reveal the truth
that the type of ser^e rendered shaU bring
the desired return in respect, and our
pecuniary reward in fees higher than the
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QUEBEC AP,CHITECT>. 1 'EMAND LEGAL
QUALIFICATION.
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employed to cut the clay that fonned the
bank and bed of the canal and pump it

through a floating pipe-line to alongside of
wherever it was desirable to deposit it upon
the bank, and then raise and discharge it by
means of a floating terminal pontoon with u
raised pipe overhanging the bank.
Three suction cutter-dredgers, each with

1,000 ft. of floating pipe-line and a terminal
IMjntoou with 80 ft. overhang, were ordered
by the Indian Government. The "Oswald "

and "Campbell," the two smaller boats, both
have 24-in. diameter suction and discharge
pipes, and the " Lees " has a suction pipe
30 ins. in diameter, and a discharge pipe
27 ins. in diameter.

MOOBED SCCnON-DEEDGEHS.

At Durban, where suction-dredgere of the
moored tv^ie have been employed with excel-

lent results, the depth of water at the en-

trance in 1884 i\-as 7 ft. 2 ins., which had
become 36 ft. 5 ins. in 1914, mainly as a re-

sult of dredging. Up to the end of the yeai
1914 the total volume of solids removed at
Durban amounted to 81,737,292 tons.

The chief difficulty of dredging on the Bar
at Durban is that the work has to be carried

out in the open sea and subject to heavy
weather. To meet such conditions, the
suction-pipes of the Durban dredgers are in

two parts, joined together by flexible

armoured piping spanned by universal joints.

The upper end of the suction-pipe is carried
on a trunnion-bearing near the deck, and the
nozzle end is controlled by hydraulic hoist

gear designed to maintain the two lengths of

pipe relative to each other in the same line

of axis when working at any depth. The
hoisting gear is so arranged that when the
length of pipe belo>v the joint de\Tates from
its axis with the upper length, the hoisting
gear automatically raises the lower length,

thus allowing the lower end to clear the
obstruction wliich caused the deviation.

At Lagos, pump-dredging plant is used in

connection with deepening the bar at the
entrance to the harbour, which has hitherto

been subject to considerable fluctuations. The
dredgers employed particularly for this part

of the work at Lagos are the pump hopper-

dredgers " Egerton '•' and " Sindgrouse." In

their main features they are much alike, the
" Sandgrouse " having a hopper capacity of

1,800 tons, while the " Egerton's " topper
capacity is 1,200 tons.

The dimensicms of the " Sandgrouse
"

are :

—

Length 291 ft.

Breadth 45 ft.

Depth 18 ft. 9 ins.

And she is fitted with two sets of triple-

expansion surface-condensing engines driving
twin screws, and one set of triple-expansion
engines directly connected to the dredging
pump. Steam is supplied by three marine
cylindrical multitubular boilers. The suc-

tion-pipe arrangement - pennits of entire

flexibility in any direction.

The remaining dredging plant at Lagos has
been principally provided with a view to the
reclamation of certain swamps. The recla-

mation dredger is specially arranged for
pumping from barges alongside by means of

two independent dredging pumps, so arranged
that they imay work either singly or in

series, depending upon the distance the mate-
rial is to be discharged.
The suction cutter hopper dredger for

Lagos, now under construction, is fitted with
one set of triple-e.xpansion surface-condensing
engines arranged to drive the dredging pump
or the propeller as may be required.

The outboard suction pipe is fitted with a
special drag nozzle for use when dealing with
compact sand, while a spiral rotarj' cutter is

provided for dealing with clay and harder
material.

A special feature in this vessel is that four
independent automatic mooring machines,
four capstans, and one steam windlass are
provided for mooring purposes.

DR.\G SUCTION DREDGERS.

The "M.O.P. 210.C." and " M.O.P. 211.C."
are selected to illustrate the drag suction or
moorless type of dredger. They weie .specially

de.?igned and constructed to meet the condi-

tions prevailing at Buenos Aires and the
character of the material there met with
These vessels have a hopper capacity of

1,650 cubic metres, and are each fitted with
four sets of triple-expansion engines. The
engines are arranged in pairs, so that all four
sets are available for driving the dredging
pump or the propeUers separately, or two sets

may drive the dredging pumps and two sets

drive the propellers at the same time, as may
be required. Steam is supplied by four
cylindrical multitubular boilers

When commencing work the vessel is

steamed slowly ahead on the desired line of

e.\cavation, and the drag nozzle is lowered
into the material until the inlet opening of the
nozzle is completely sealed by the clay to he
raised, so that the load on the hopper is made
with the minimum amount of added water.
The drag suction dredgers " Cormorant,"

at Rangoon, and " Canterbury," at Lyttel-
ton, are of the same type as those employed
at Buenos Aires. The " Cormorant " is

204 ft. long, 38 ft. moulded breadth, and
17 ft. 6 ins. deep ; hopper capacity 27,000
cubic ft., mean draught 14 ft. 3 ins., and
speed per hour on measured mUe 9^ knots.

She is fitted with patent steering jets, so that
the vessel can be steered entirely independent
of the rudder. The dimensions of the "Cor
morant " and the " Canterbury " are alike-

the only difference of vital importance is the
arrangement of the propelling and pumping
machiner}-. In the " Cormorant " one pump
was fitted driven by independent engines,

while two sets of engines were fitted for pro-

pelling, each driving one twin screw direct.

In the "Canterbury" the machinery ar-

rangements are similar in all respects to the

arrangements already described for dredgers
"M.O.P. 210.C." and "M.O.P. 211.C."

DIPPER DREDGERS.

To illustrate this type of dredger, the

modern 15-cubic-yard dipper dredgers
" Gamboa " and " Paraiso," employed on. the

Panama Canal, have been selected.

The ability of these dredgers to dig into a

bank of shale, sandstone, lignite, or any of

the softer rocks, dispose expeditiously of a

rock too large to pass through the dipper, dig

to 50 ft. depth, and load into scow of almost

any size, makes them very valuable tools for

work of this class. They are capable of dredg-
ing 7,000 to 10,000 cubic yards of rock per day
of twenty-four hours, depending on the degree

of hardness of the material. The material

handled by them is loaded into bottom-door
steel dump scows.

The principal features of the "Gamboa"
and " Paraiso " are the following ;

—

Each dredger has two dippers respectively

'if 15 and 10 cubic yards capacity. The dip-

per handle is 72 ft. "long. The main hoisting

engines are of the twin tandem compound
type. The winding drum is graduated so as

to give a low speed when digging. The
swinging engine is of the double-cylinder

high-pressure type, with steam-operated link

reversing gear." The dredger is fitted with

three spuds. The forward spuds are placed

far enough back to allow a swing of 180

degrees for the boom. The third spud is

placed centrally at the stern.

>—•••—«

At the last meeting of the Naiberth Urban
District Council the surveyor (Mr. W. G.

Mattliias) tendered his resignation.

The death is announced of Professor Emile

Bertaux, Professor at the Sorbonne, who for

manv years worked at the French School of

Arci-iseoloKy in Rome. He was the author of

several volumes on history and art.

A memorial to the late Mr. F. Logie-Pirie,

of Burwash Weald, has now been completed,

and consists of a much-needed and appropriate

addition to Sl^. Philip's Church in the form

of a lych gate, executed by Messrs. H. Hems
and .Sons, of Exeter, to whom the work was

entrusted.

The death of Mr. R. C. P. Willyams has

taken place at his residence, Carnanton, St.

Columb. in his 80th year. He was a Justice

of the Peace and Deputy Lieutenant for Corn-

wall, was one of the original members of the

committee appointed to form the Truro Dio-

cese, and also served on the committee which

was appointed for the building of the Cathedra)

at Truro.

BUILDING BY-LAWS.
The following ajipeared a few days since

in the Timts. Ihe last paragraph is espe-

cially worth consideration; but one rather
despairs as to the chancee thereof

!

iiiveu at the present time a cei'tain amount
of building is going on, and must go on,

for the lamentable shortage of cottages

almost everywhere has become a serious

menace to the production of food and other
necessarj' commodities. And there is not the
slightest doubt that this house famine is

largely due to the building regtUations now
in force, which have had the effect of de-

terring or adding needless hardships to the
eliorts of cottage builders. Both the cost

of building and the rate of interest

are at present so high—and wiU probably
remain so after the war—that the abolition
of many of these out-of-date and inconsis-

tent enactments has become a question of
national importance. Having been fotmded
on the "model" series issued forty years
ago by the Local Government Board, all

building by-laws have long become obsolete.

They take no accomit of modern improve-
ments or the use of new materials (such as

concrete), "and it is no exaggeration to say
that most of the progress made in the way
of economical construction has been depen-
dent on loopholes that may be fotind in

them. These by-laws were originally drawn
up for governing building procedure in town
areas; they have mischievous consequences
when applying in rural districts. To keep up a
high sanitary standard and to prevent flimsy

construction is essential. But some of the
present limitations, however imperative they
may be in crowded centres, are unnecessary
in the country, where buildings are often
of a single story and far apart from each
other. The danger of fire or infections

diseases spreading to neighbours is non-
existent.

How inconsistent the " ridiculous " by-
laws are can be seen in some neighbourhoods
where a different set is in operation on op-
posite sides of the same street. Then take
as an instance the question of room heights.

This is an important matter where cost is

the main factor (as it always is when cot-

tages are being considered), for high rooms
mean expensive high walls. Some local

authorities insist on ceilings being 9 ft. up,

but say nothing as to the length and width
of rooms, although floor space is far

more essential than abnormal loftiness.

Rooms 7 ft. 6 ins. or 8 ft. high are much
warmer and cosier, and can be equally well
ventilated by a proper arrangement of open-
ing windows. And a low cottage, besides

being cheaper than a high one, is more in

accord with smroundings of hedgerow and
coppice. There are districts in which the
tops of windows may be 6 ft. above the
floor; elsewhere this height has to be 7 ft.,

and sometimes 7 ft. 6 ins. (which once cost

a client of mine an extra £100). As an
actual example of the waste of money caused
by differing drainage regulations, I can men-
tion two groups of munition workers' cot-

tages I have recently been engaged on. which
were built within a few miles of each other
by the .same contractor. The varying by-
l.iws made a difference for the drains alone

of more than £20 per dwelling.

GoRDOK Allen, F.R.I.B.A.
Holm dale Road. Hampstead.

Tile Scarboroueh G.ts Company undertakes
to supply and fix free of charge the best quality
upright or inirerted mantles at one penny each.
It is explained that although the cost to the
comoany of each mantle is 3^.. the loss that
would be incurred would be made good out of
the profit derived from the production of the
benzol extracted from the gas at the request of
the Government.
The directors of the London County and

Westminster Bank. Ltd.. after making pro-
vision for bad and doubtful debts, providing
£319.000 for depreciation of investments, and
applying £100.000 in reduction of bank pre-
mises account, haive declared a dividend of 9 per
cent, for the past half-year (less income-tax),
making a total distribution of 18 per cent, for
the vear 1916. leaving a balance of about
£182.290 to be carried forward.
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A SUITE OF PA.INTED FURNITURE AT WINDSOR CASTLE.
Designed and Decorated by Lady Kinloch for Her Majesty the Queen.
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(Bat Sllnstrations.

CHUUCH OF ST. CATHERINE,
NE.-^SDEX, MIDDLESEX.

The parish of Ncasden-cum-Kingsbury is

uniq-.ic in the Diocos,^ o£ London. It consi.sts

of Neasden, onrie a small ha;nlct which iias

•iuriiig the last decade developed into a large
residential centre for the employees of tlie

.Metropolitan Railway, and it a'lso includes
part of old Kingsbury, where the ancient
parish church, acstricted to the capacity
if Beating only 120 persons, datecj back to
.Saxon tin: is. It is situate midst the wooded
fields adjacent to the Welsh Harp reseorvoir.

>St. Catherine's, the new church herewith
illustrated, stands at the corner of DoUis Hill
Lane, in a very comniandiiig position near
the .\easd';-n Golf Club li'jks. The first

portion of the church was Lonsccrated last

Spring, but the war lias hindered the com-
pletion of th-> nave and western end. The old
church and the new <ne .art a mile ajxirt.

In thu fornior the late W. E. Gladstone used
to r(ad the kssons when visiting the Earl of

Aberdeen ,'tt Dollis Hill House, now in use
as -i V.A.D. oonvalesce-it hosjntal for

soldiers. It is the property of the public.

Hard by in the old village Oliver Goldsmith
wrote " She Stoops to Conquer " and

TIio Vicar of Wakefield." Neasden
is rich in other historic associations
from the earliest era. Tliore was a
Roman encampment here used by Csesar on
his march from St. Pa.ncras to .St. Albans by
way of Edgware, as described by StukeJey,
the antiquarian. Mr. John S. Alder,
E.R.I.B.A., of Anmdel Street, Strand, is

the architect of the new church whicji con-

sists of nave, chancel with north and south
aisles and a side chajwl. The photograph
of the interior of the east end, refirodnced

among oiu- illustrations, was taken by Mr.
Richarl MoreJand. Mr. Moreland is a wator-
• olour painter anul amateur photographer.
H« naturally wislies it to be understcitKl that

Ills i)hotographs are not professionally ))ro-

luced. and he alone is responsible for the
points of view selected for his pictures,

which avoid the usual conventional methods
oi aspect. We shall give an c.\tevior \'ic\v of

tii.s church at an early date

THE LIBRARY AND CHAPEL, THE
VICARS' CLOSE, WELLS CATHEDRAL,
SOMERSET.
On various occasions we have given sketclics

and drawings of this cathedral, palace, and
vicars' close, but no measured details

tii this beautiful library and diajiel such

as we publish to-day have appeared in our

pages^. These excellent studies, to good, lari;e

scale, have been lent us by Mr. James Mac-
gregor, of Dunfermline. This double page is

very complete with a plan, sections and end
elevation delineated alongside the larger scale

detail of this choice facade. The vicars

choral attached to the cathedra! were

chantry priests first ordained at Wells by
Bishop' Joceline in 1237. No regular estab-

lishment for their housing was provide<l, how-
e\er, till Waiter de Hulle (sub-dean of this

cathedral in 1334 and Archdeacon of Bath,

13-12) gave lands aiul two messuage." at W'olls

iu order tlial the thirteen chantry priests

might liv'p together in community. This
intention was carried into effect by Bislio|)

Ralph de Shrewsbury in 1347. He erected

the hall with the west-end side windows,
and also the quaintly designed pulpit over

the fireplace, where grace was said. His

]ilan provided liouses for the brethren on a
uniform .scale, comprising a keeping-room
Tielow and- a sleeping chamber above, but tlie

tenements had no offices whatever, Siive only

a store closet, beyond which there was a

yard. Some of these old dwellings remain

intact, but others liave been altered, or two
thrown into one holding. The common hall

originally affordctl ample accommodation for

refectory purposes, and the kitchen adjoined
fi.r sufficient service. The vicars, conse-

(juently. only needed simple lodgings of their

<iwn without kitchens and larder offices.

These houses range pictnrestiuely on either

side of the tapering quadrangle, which mea-
sures 436 feet long, with a widUi of 65 feet

next the gatehouse to 56 feet at the cliapel

end of the close, which looks almost recti-
linear in form. The gate is at the southern
end, opposite to the chapel on the north
extremity. The library is reached by a spiral
stairway. The institution provided at the
outset for two principals, the chaplain's resi-

dence being situate at the west of the
library, which has a charming open timber
ridge roof. Each of the little stone-built
dwellings has a lofty cut stone chimney stand-
ing in a line with the frontage walling, and
each house has an enclosed garden forecourt.
Several of tlie old masonry porches are in

situ, but not a few have been transmogrified
by Georgian bay windows, hooded door heads,
and stucco plastering outside the stonework
facings. In one of the restored tenements
is a most admirable mediaeval interior fitted

with antique furniture. It is an artist's

house, and by a door in the party wall two
houses have been united. Above is a studio
with the old root timbers showing. The heart
of the close is the chapel, which has been
ascribed to Bishop Ralph of Shrewsbury.
The traceries of the well-designed window*
are of his time. The doorway, which
originally stood, according to Pugin, in the

centre of the west-end of the chapel, is now
set in under one of the window-heads on the

south side, as shown by the accompanying
drawing. Various heraldic devices are carved
on shields at the heads of the panels of this

door. The drip stone of the hood moulding
is cut off on one side against the adjacent
buttress, and the centre of the opening arch
does not line with that of the traceried win-
dow-head above it, showing that the door is

an insertion. De Beckyngton's arms are

carved upon a shield on the side of the bell

turret. His executors repaired the close

buildings in the fifteenth century, and
another evidence of their work occurs on
the chimneys, where the rebuses make
so notable a feature. Tlie gateway was
carried out by Bishop Ralph in 1360.

Richard Pomeroy lengthened the premises at

the east end, and set up the chain gate

in the reign of Henry YIII. The vicars'

close escaped the fate of other religious houses

at the Reformation, " altliough some sacri-

legious people hoped to spoil it ; but Eliza-

beth, thinking such a villainous deed would
not be borne," granted a charter from West-
minster in the twenty-fourth year of her

reign, constituting them a body corporate and
politic, with the title of " Principals, Seniors

and Vicars Choral in the Cathedral of St.

Andrew, Wells," and limiting the college to

twenty, with fourt<>en as a minimnni. The
cliange in the value of money and subsequent

neglect, notwithstanding Royal protection,

brought about a bad state of things, including

the use of the gatehouse by a brewery and

malting. In 1863 the buildings were restored,

and tlie common hall was decorated by the

late William Bulges, who painte<l the figure

of St. Andrew in the large apartment above

the chimney piece, whicli he designed. Mr.
Haywood Sumner decorated the interior of

the" chapel with a scries of sgraffito subjects,

and the metallic lustres of figures above the

dado of the screen were painted by him.

The beams of the chapel ceiling form four large

panels subdivided into four smaller conqiart-

nients, which again are made up of four smaller

ones. The timbers are richly moulde<l, and

have carvo<l wooden bosses at their intersec-

tions, standing out in bold relief. The late

.1. 1). Seddinp was .appointed the cathedral

architect in 1883, and be carefully looked after

this chapel, but we do not know whetlier he

iei>aiieJ this fa(;ade. over which he was most

enthusiastic. A bird's-eye view of the

vicar's close, including the gatehouse, was

inihlished from the pencil of the late C. E.

Mallows in The Building Nkws for July 19,

1889, while in our issue of July 20. 1883. a

sketch of the chain 'g.itc and street front will

bo found, drawn by Mr. M.iurice B. Adams,
together with two plans of the hall and gate-

way, as well as a p'.an of one of Uie houses

in "the close. The college library is a most
delightful apartment, and we printed an ex-

quisite drawing in pencil of its interior by
the late C. E. Mallows on August 10, 1894.

in which number a plan of the cathedral

precincts at Wells, indicating the position of

the vicars' close, will be found. A larger

plan of the cathedral and cloisters was, at
the same time, included for reference. In the
issue for August 17, 1894, a view of the
choix and staircase to the chapter house
appeared, sketched by C. E. Mallows. On
January 5 last a double page appeared with
an article and plan in illustration of the
Bishop's Palace at Wells by Mr. Maurice B.
-\dams.

SPORTS PAVILION, SAUGHTON PUBLIC
P-VRK, EDINBURGH.

This pavilion is a prominent object, viewed
from the railway from Edinburgh to Gla£gow
and the north. The Park of Saughton be-
longs to the Coi-poration of Edinburgh, ajid
extends to about 100 acres, acquired some
years ago at a cost of £55,000. The northern
section is allocated to golf, football, and
cricket. This building, therefore, is devoted
to acc-ommodating in a central position those
taking part in these sports. The grounds
devoted to football and cricket are made inter-
cJiangeable, so that the building and sports
area can be used in combination, thtse games
being pUiyed, of cx)urse, at different times of
tlie year. The pavilion is built of brick, and
loughcast. Ruabon tiles are used on the
roof, and all woodwork is painted white.
The upper floor is allocated to the green

-

keeper. The building cost about £1,000, and
was carried out to plans and under the super-
vision of the architect to tlie Corporation,
Mr. James A. Williamson, A.R.I.B.A.

A SUITE OF PAINTED FURNITURE AT
WINDSOR CASTLE, DESIGNED AND
P.AJNTED FOR HER MAJESTY THE
QUEEN.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century

a fashion prevailed of painting furniture,
brought about for Uic most pait by the in-

fluence of the Bix)thers Ad.am, and also by
the then popular miu'al and ceiling paneJs
decorated in colour by Angelica Kauflmann
and her school of p.ainters. Lady Kiniocb of

Gilmerton, with the laudable view of em-
ploying women artists, has lately established

an industry for decorating and jxiinting

present-day fui-niture on similar lines by en-

deavouring to levive the taste of Pergolesi,

Zucehi, and CijM'iani. The Queen lias brought
the movement into prominence. A room at

Windsor Castle, during recent structural

ronovajtions of the private apartments, was
set apart for tlie reception of a siute,

specially designed and decorated under tJie

direction of I..ady Kinloch. We give a pjhoto-

gra]A showing four of the principal pieces.

All of them are new, excepting the old

Hepplowhite chairs belonging to Windsor
Castle. One of tliis set is included in the

illustration. The Pergolesi cabinet shown is

described as a lixuiscript of a genuine

eighteenth-century one. The vogue thus

emulated was not enduring, owing to the

fact tliat painted furniture readily sutlers

from .st:uns, and everyday use spoils it, the

surface being so liable to scratcli. Repairs

cannot be satisfactorily done without re-

painting the entire object, or perhaps large

portions of its colour scheme. Sofas and

suites of ciliairs to match in painted beecli or

biivh w<xid were produced by Hejiplewliite,

Mainwaring. and their contemporaries. These

wei-e upholstered in cashmere, jiainted in

(wttenis to match the general design of eajch

piece. Tlie commodes of the period usually

had circular fronts oi- were designed with

concaved ends, fliuiking convex centres. 'Iliis

insured good serpentine lines of elegant con-

tours. Their surfaces were decorated \ntn

landsciipes hi ova.!s and flowers, or inter-

mingled by figure-work after the pnnts of

Bartolozzi,"or sometimes by architectural coni-

yiositions by Francesco Piranesi. Several

layers or c"oats of paint were applied and

carofullv rubbed dorni (as in coiiclimaker s

ImmIv work) with fine sandpaper ui sueces-

iiion, and then polished. The ground tinte

varied from white, cream, green, and even

black, on which the coloured decorations were

skilfuUv e.xecuted. The choicest work was

limited" to articles not likely to be subject to

hard wear, such as fire-screens and occa-

sional tables. Half-cdrcular pier Ubles were

very favourite subjects. 'Table-tops had

.lonietimcs copper-sheet insertions fixed into

them to take wear and tear. Tlic legs aod

iu-nm ti window seats, called " loving stools,'
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often had the arms aud Jegs gilt like the
friezes oi bigger pieces, decorated with
griffins, honeysuckle, and other i^seudo-olassic

ornament. When curtains and draperies are
paant«i as margins to the furnitiu'e panels,

as in this Queen's cabinet, the effect is de-

teriorated by increasing tlie faidts of the

style. Messrs. Tredegai-s, Limited, executed

this cabinet work. They lent us this photo-

graph. Oyater-white serves as the ground
colour, and the ornaments are in bright rich

shades.

OBITUARV.

Mr. Herbert Batsford, the managing direc-

lor of the w-ell-known firm of architectural

publishers and booksellers, died somewhat
suddenly, aifter an illness of nine months, at

Ills residence at Golders Green on the 14th
inst. Herbert Batsford, the third and
youngest son of the late Bradley Thomas
Batsford, by whom the business was founded
in 1842, was born in 1861 and educated at

the Philological School, Marylebone. He in-

tended to devote himself to the practice of

the law as a ibarrister, and for this pix)fession

he had early shown remarkable aptitude.

However, the death of an elder brother in

1882 caused him to €nt«r the family business,

with which he has been continuously asso-

ciated ever since, and which bears the
stamp of his energy and enterprise. Mr.
Batsford had an extraordinary know-
ledge of art books, prints, and engravers,

especially those of the 17th and 18th
centuries. This knowledge was founded
upon keen artistic perception and a great

admiration for the work of the masters of

these periods. Mr. Batsford made several

original discoveries, notably the existence of

an earlier state of Piranesi's extraordinary
imaginative " Carceri." In addition, Mr.
Batsford did much to develop the publishing
activity of the business, especially during the

past ten years. Many of the more important
books of the firm were not only supervised
and produced, but owed their inception, to his

insight and initiative. Amonsst the books
may be mentioned the two folio volumes on
" The Domestic Architecture of the Tudor
Period," which he entrusted to the late

Thomas Garner, and which were afterwards

completed by Mr. Stratton. Other volumes
were Richardson's "Monumental Classic

Architecture," Vallance's "Oxford Colleges,"

Bond's " Gothic Architecture," Ward's " Du
Cerceau," Swarbrick's " Brothers

Adam," Statham's " Short Critical

History of Architecture," Tanner's " In-

terior Woodwork," Stratton and Wade's
"Bruges," and Adams' "Modern Cottage

Ai-chitecture." He aimed consistently at a

liigh ideal of attainment, and Iris enthusiasm

was frequently a som-ce of encouragement
and even inspiration to the authors and those

who worked with him. Mr. Batsford was

active in issuing art publications un to the

summer of last yeaj, when he prepared, in

conjunction with Jlr. Walter H: Godfrey,

r.S.A., an interesting monograph of "Eng-
lish Mural Monuments," while as recently as

TDecember last he personally supervised the

production of a record on "Port Sunlight"

tv Mr. T. RaflRes Davison. As an instance

of Mr. Batsfoi-d's broad literary sympathies

raav be mentioned the Series of " Fellow-

-hip Books " in eighteen volumes by well-

known writers, which he issued some three

ye^-s ago. Associated with Mr. Herbert

Batsford in the business for the las.t twenty

vears have been his nephew, Mr. Han-y

Batsford and Mr. W. Hanneford Smith,

who as the two remaining directors will con-

tinue the business.

Th'/ Hvtho Town Coimoil recently deoided to

ca.rr\ out cert^ain improvements, but Councillor

J. B. Tumbridge wrote to the President of the

Ixjcal Govcmmerat Board protesting agaj'nst

such expenditure in war-time. Tlie Boaird

commuiiiicated with the Council asking for its

o'ostrvations on the matter. At the monthly
me<'ting of the Corporation tiie Mayor (Mr.
W. R. Cobay). the originator of the soheme,
'itfered to lend the money free of interest
until after the war, and the offer was aooeptc^d
on the motion of Council Tumbridge.

THE ROMAN WALL FROM NEWCASTLE
TO CARUSLE.

A W-IK LESSON rROJI ANCIENT ROME.

Professor F. Haverfield, Camden Professor

of Ancient History at Oxford, had prepared

a paper on "The Roman Wall," from New-
castle to Carlisle, to be read before the

Chester and North Wales Archseological

Society, but was unable to make the journey

north, and in his absence the paper was read
last week by Miss il. V. Taylor, who assisted

the professor in the preparation of his work.
The paper stated that the ruins of the

Roman w^U, the northern frontier defence of
Roman Britain, still stretch from Wallsend-
on-Tyne, three miles east of Newcastle, to
Bowness-oa-Solway, twelve miles wesrt of Car-
lisle. One of the best tests of an Empire's
vigour was certainly the amount of strength
which it could exert, without overstrain, on
its really remote- frontiers. When it failed

to maintain these, to defeat its distant
enemies and control its distant officers, it

was probably nearer to its decline and fall

than when it had ceased to conquer more and
more territory. In one military resjiect the
Empire closely resembled the world of to-

day. In it the defensive was far stronger
than the offensive ; towns were rarely taken
by storm, but often by hunger; the prevail-

ing arm was heavy infantry ; cavalry was of

little account. No one would be surprised
to hear that this age of wall defence, of

trench warfare, as we should call it to-day,
produced no great general who could be
ranked with Hannibal, Marlborough, or
Napoleon as a genius in tactics or strategy.

Professor Haverfield ventured to assign the
fall of the Roman Empire to a reason which
was in most minds to-day. He did not
attempt to predict how far attrition might
be likely to overthrow our present enemies,
but he had little doubt that attrition was a
real factor in great wars, and he thought it

destroyed the Empire of Rome. Long
plagues and long frontier struggles against

the inexhaustible man-power of the bar-

barian invaders gradually wore down the

imperial fighting strength. If we should
learn any lesson from the Roman Empire it

was that which seemed to ihe in many enemy
mouths to-day. the lesson of Durch-Halten.
That to-day a Roman culture was spread over
W^estern Europe, that we were the allies of

France, of Italy, and (in Roumania) of a

Hohenzollern prince, was in part due to the

cold tenacity of the Roman frontier defence.

Guns and munitions in inexhaustible numbers
were the only help against, human hurricanes,

and that Jlome had not these was hardly her

own fault, but that of the slow progress of all

mankind.
The Roman Wall was 73i mUes long, and

survived in innumerable fragments, which,

in respect of its history, presented some ex-

ceedingly difficult problems. It was a com-
plex structure, and. like the lines_ now
stretched out across Western Europe, it was
not one single rampart, but a succession of

ramparts, one ibehind the other. In front of

the wall, with scarcely an intermission, ran

a deep, broad ditch, and behind the wall ran

p. second work of loose earth. Excavations

he had conducted neai- Gilsland revealed vet

.inother line. These lines of trenches, just

like ours of to-day, had their appropriate

fortresses, Wockho'uses. and turrets at suit-

able intervals. The whole length of the wall

was connected together by a substantial road

some 17-18 ft. across, stoutly paved with

cobbles and edged with kerbs, and there

were milestones. More excavations, especially

in the forts, were needed to answer many
que.=vtions. and perhaps even that would not

Ivanisii all obscurities and doubts. He had
little hope that the various obstacles, local

and personal ie-nlousies, and the like, ever

would be sufficiently overcome to admit o-f

real success, and this was not the moment
even to dream of a work which would co.«t

some thousand pounds, and need the atten-

tion of many skilled sunervisors, hard to

collect even in peace, nnd the toil of man'-

aWe-bodled labourers. Had the neiffhlxmrin''

TTniversity of Durhnm been inclined to attael-

ithe task much might have heen aehievetJ ir

the nasi.

TESTS OF CONCRETE SPECIMENS IN
SEA WATER, AT BOSTON NAVY YAKD.

By R. E. Bakenhus, M.A., M.Soc.C.E.

A paper, presented January 3, 1917, to the

American bociety of Civil Engineers, de-

scribes a test of twenty-four concrete speci-

mens which were immersed in sea water for

seven years. The object of the tests was to

determine the action of sea water on concrete

c-pecimens of wet aud dry consistencies, of

various proportions of ingredients, and of

(litterent brands of cement, as well as the

effect of special compositions.

The methods of mixing, analyses of the

various cements, sand, and stone, and the

conditions of the test, as well as all other

data having possible effect on the resiilts, are

stated in the paper. The information ds given

in tabular form where possible.

The specimens were examined at intervals

of about one year, and record was made of

their condition. The results of these obser-

vations have been tabulated, and show pro-

gressive deterioration of some of the speci-

mens and remarkable durability of others.

Recently, the specimens were examined with

great care, and gi'aded in the order of dura-

bility. These results ai-e also tabulated. In-

dependent tabulations are made of the

vai-ious series of tests originally planned, to

ascertain in one case the effect of wet and

di-y mixture, in another case the effect of

rich and lean mixture, and in others the

effects of special brands of cement, and of

using lime, Sylvester wash, etc., with the

cement.
The results are interesting, and seem to

show, briefly :

(a) That the 1 : 1 : 2 mixture is eupenor to

the 1 : 2i : ^, and that the 1 : 2^ : 4^ is, la

tiu-n, superior to the 1:3:6;
(b) That the wet mixtures are superior to

the dry ; .

(c) 'That the effects of magnesia or alumina

in varxing pi©portions are not very marked,

and follow no apparent law, although the

two most durable specimens are those lowest

lu alumina content

:

(d) That extra care in mixing produced

decidedly beneficial results ;

(e) That hydrated lime was of no benefit,

but rather a detriment

;

(f) That the addition of Sylvester wash was

harmful ; and

(g) That the addition of clay to the cement

had a slightly beneficial result.

The deterioration occurred between high

and low water, and was most marked at mid-

tide. Above high water there was little

deterioration, and the same is true, but to a

1 !ss marked extent, of the concrete continually

submerged.
The experiments are not sufficiently exten-

sive to warrant drawing final conclusions in

ail cases, unless confirmatory e\idence is avail-

sble. In utilising the results, the hmitations

of the tests and local conditions should be

takei'. into account.

It has been arranged that the Gladstone

Memorial in St. Andrew Square, Bdmburgh,

will be unveiled to-morrow (Thursday) at noon

by Lord Rosebery.

The first plan lodged fpr several montlis for

a new dwelling-house in Rochdale was passed

by the Budlddng Committee last Wednesday.

A gift has been made to St. Mary's Church,

Kettering, of a rood beam, with three oarved

figures in wood, as an in memoriam thank-

ofiering.

ilr. Lucius O'Oallaghan, F.R. I.A.I. , of

Dublin, has been appointed by the Loixl Lieu-

tenant as Governor and Guardian of the

National Gallery of Ireland for a term of five

years.

The engagement is announced of the Rev.
Michael Weldon Champneys, younger son of

Mr. and Mrs. Basil Champneys, to Carolime
Helen Mary, only child of tlie late Tlionias

Saunders Guyer and of Mrs. Guyer, of Bexhill.

At Chester last Thursday Mr. William Henry
Lancaster, formerly land agent for the small
holdings under the Cheshire County Council,

pleaded not guilty to charges of embezzlement
and falsification of books, and was committed to

the assizes for trial. There are twelve charges,
involving a total sum of £218. On behalf of the
prosecution it was alleged that the total defalca-

tions were close upon £1,800.
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REPOPUI.ATION OF OUR RURAL
DISTRICTS.*

By Theodore G. Chambers (Fellow.)

The depopitliiitioii of the rural districts is

not a modern trouble to communities. It hjis

troubled monarch.s and .sU-ite.-iiiien thmugh-
out the ages. Me(liii-\ al moiiai-cli.s constantly
tried to st-em the tide of emigration from the
couiiti-y by making laws to prevent it. Six
times in the si.\teenth and seventeenth cen-
turies effoi-ts were made to prevent the
gix>wth of Paris, and during the reigns of the
Tudors and Stuai'ts the growth of towns in

this country and the emigration from the
rural districts were the sources of much
anxiety.

The real danger to the body politic lies not
so much in the mere depopulation of par-
ticular areas as it does in the separation of
the inhabitants of a given country into two
camps, with completely different and often
hostile economic conceptions.
The extent and rapidity of the movement

in the past hundred years has been remark-
aible. In the year 1851 thei-e were in 580
towns in England and Wales a population of
ju.st nnder 9,000.000. The rural population—
and it was tlien even more of an agricultural
)x>pulation than is the ru!-;iJ population
to-day—was almost exactly tlie same figure.
Even at thi.s date the economic interests of
tlie townspetiple and rural dwellers were
often incompatible, (but the equal distribu-
tion of the )OTpulation did not give a pre-
jionderance of powei- to the one or the other.
Even with the rapid growth of the urban
population the politic^il power of the landed
classes enabled the claims of the rural
economic interests to be uj>hold for some
years as against the growing weight of the
commercial and industrial e(-onomic interests.
But by the year 1911 the growth of the

urban pofiulation ina<ie the country pre-
dominantly urban. In that year 78 per
rent, of the iMipul.ition of England and
Wales, or over 28.000,000 people, were living
imder urban conditions, while only 22 per
cent., or nnder 8,000,000 people, v.-ere living
under rural conditions. As regaixls their
economic interests, the di.s-))arity was even
greater than tlies^ figures indicate.

Overcrowding is a relative matter, and there
may be differences of opinion as to what
constitute,s overcrowding, and to what extent
technical overcrowding is in itself injurious.
But most p<K>ple will agree that the condition
of living more than two jiersons per room,
which has been adopted as the official standard
of overcrowding, is an indication of other
conditions which will ))rol]ably be morally
and pliysically detrimenl;il. That there
should still be 3,139,472 persons, or 9.1 per
cent, of our [wpulation, living in the.se condi-

tions, is a sorry cfjmmentary on our civilisa-

tion. That this condition is often coincident
with the collection of ni;is.ses of people in

limited areas is only what one would expect.

This is liorne out by olHcial figures, whidi
rhow that while the average population li\ ing

m-^'-.! thin two in a room in England and
Wales is only 9.1 per cent, of tlie population,

it cxcee<ls 10 per cent, in 31 of our cities over

.SO.OO" it.'nl 'lants. it excee<ls 15 per cent,

in 12 of them, and in 5 cities it actually ex-

ceeds 30 per cent.

Although vital statistics do not prove that

the modern well-ordered city is detrimental

to health, it can certainly be said that the

concentration of population in the circum-

stances which existed in the towns of the past

produced an enormous drain on our vitality.

Excessive urban mortality is mainly due to

lack of pure air, water, and sunlight, together

with uncleanly habits of life. But, as Weber
justly says, " There is no inherent and
eternal reason why men should die faster in

large communities than in small hamlets pro-

vided they are not too ignorant, tiw stupid,

or too selfishly individualistic to co-operate

in the securing of common benefits."

We may safely assume, therefore, that all

classes in the community will now agree that

it is desirable (1) to attract a larger nopula-

tion to the land, ,and (2) to increase the pro-

duction of food in this country, and so to

reduce the amount which ha-s to be imported

from abroad, (3) to take such steps as may
put an end to the detrimental effect of certain

urban conditions on the stability and physical

titrength of the nation. The difficulty is to

construct a policy broad enough and big

enough to effect such jirofound changes as are

implied in these three statements.

In the direction of a.ssistance which the

State might afford the agricultural producer

without detriment to the economy of the town
dweller, I would place improved means of

communication. The system of uniform rail-

way charges in certain geogi-aphical zones,

which might be of iussistance to the home
producer, would certainly be more fea.sible

under unification.

The effect! of this system must tend to

eliminate the factor of transixn-tation facili-

ties from the advantages or disadvantages of

particular localities for production. The zone

tariff system has, I believe, been successfully

developed in Hungary
;,
but it has to be borne

in mind that such a system of uniform rates

would have less effect on a sea-girt territory

like the British Isles than it would have in an

inland state. The bearing of an extended

coast line on the problem can be at oncL'

grasped when we realise that one-fifth of the

population of England and Wales is situated

al eight of our chief ])orts of entry, and that,

however we may manipulate our inland trans-

port rates, seaborne produce can always reach

these great centres of population by water.

Nevertheless, the several decentralising effect

of the zone tariff system cannot l>e over-

looked in its bearing on the agricultural prob-

lem. It would inevitably tend to distribute

the poulation over a wider area, thus tending

to take the markets for jirodure nearer to the

producer. Unification might also lead to a

more enlightened jiolicy as regards canal and

road transport. In the direction of the fuller

control of the roads by the State and in the

exten.sion of motor services there lies mucli

riKim for constructive policy in aid of agri-

culture.

We may now consider what steps can be

taken to bring about this industrial penetra-

tion of the rural districts. One of the most

potent iuHuences on the deiMpulation of the

rural districts has been the centralisation of

manufactures, with which the direct attrac-

tion of the city is .so intimately connecte<l.

The industrial capitalist has sought the town

for many definite economic reasons. The
wage-earner has been attracted to the towns

by the higher wages jiaid by the industrial

capitalist and by the interests, amusements,

and educational" facilities which he un-

doubtedly finds ill the town. Wherever
capital goes there is a tendency for labour to

follow. If the industrial capitalist can be

drawn out of the town into the country, the

wage-earner will soon go after him. and he

will soon create his interests, amusements,

and educational facilities.

In the garden city conception there lay

much wisdom, and it has been unfortunate

that the giirden city movement has .so largely

developed into little more than the coiistnic-

tidii of garden suburbs. The motive of the

initiators of the garden city was rather the

industrial penetration of the rural districts,

than the mere improvement of the life of the

town dweller by taking him out of the city

to sleep, beneficial as this is in itself. The
])olicv has only been partially successful. The
Leufiworth Estate was purchased in 1904. and

may he said to have reached in t\yelve years

a tolerably secure position, but its rate of

growth has been extremely slow compared

with that of towns which spring up by means

of natural causes. The history of Letchworth

jiroves the extreme difficulty of endeavouring

to force human movements in the presence

of adverse economic f.actors. The arguments

in favour of carrying the town boldly into the

country can lie" easily stated and will be

readily accepted, but with the advantages

there "will be certain disadv.antages, and it

will be convenient to consider these togetber.

The manufacturer get« the advantage of

cheap land, enabling him to erect roomy con

venient factories with one storey and a good

light. Everything is on one floor and under

one roof. TTie cost of building is less, and

the cost of upkeep is less. A high ground

many trades— for example, printing—the clear

air and absence of dust make for improve-

ment in work.
The removal of the factory from the town

would, in many cases, also tend to provide

the manufacturer with a higher class of

labour. The conditions under which the

ojieralives would live would improve their

physique and increase their power of pro-

duction. The operatives could be not only

well housed, but they would live under con-

ditions which would make for their greater

hapjiiness and well-being all round.

Generally .speaking, manufacturers requiring

the best" type of labour would gain, but all

manufacturers would not find an advantage.

Ill a great city a certain type of employer is

able to draw upon casual labour. Even those

who have provided garden dwellings for

some of their labourers seem to be compelled

to draw a considerable amount of cheap

female labour for certain operations from

neighbouring congested towns and cities.

t'heap traiisi)ort is more vital to many in-

dustries than is cheap land. The ultimate

deciding factor is profit. It is no use offering

manufacturers cheap land and a better type

(if labour, if other elements which they have t<i

consider outweigh these. All that has been said

nil the (luestion of the unification of railways,

managements, road and canal transport facili-

ties, has an important bearing on the (question

of industrial penetration of tlie rural district*.

Generally speaking, it may be stated that no
movement of the kind can be produced unless

the capitalist is convinced that it will pay

him to set up his enterprise in the country.

He cannot be forced to go where he thinks

he will lose his money. As we have said, the

worker will tend to follow if capital leads the

way. But it is necessary to do .something to

make the worker desire" to leave the towns

and to keen him in the country.

P'rom the point of view of the operative

tliere are arguments for and against the

garden city. On the face of it there are cer-

Tain material advantages. Life as a whole

niav he more desirable in theory. His housing

conditions may be excellent. He can combine

a certain amount of food growing with his

ordinary avocations. It must, however, be

remembered that the worker in many trades

is not very keen on turning uut into his

garden after his ordinary day's work is done,

however much of an economic advantage it

mav offer him from the point of view of the

lecture room. I'niess the new city is designed

on a certain scale with schoo:s and amenities

ill excess of its early requirements, the workei

will have reasonable fear for the education of

his chidren and for his own and his wife's

amusements and interests. The average town

worker is not particularly keen on country

life, and the very poor cling t*) their own

streets and would not excbange their sur-

roundings for any of the advantages of the

garden citv.

It is pi-obable also that the worker feels a

greater sense of libertv in the large city. Hf

and his familv have a great choice of occupa

tion. If he liioves into a new town with less

range of employment he runs a greater risk of

unemployment." Single industry towns are

alwavs liable to become bad places for the-

operative in the event of economic diflTiculty

affecting that industrv. The greater the nuni-_

her of industries the less chance there is ot

widespread unemployment. Again, the

garden citv under the control of an employer

is not an altogether ideal place from the point

of view of the oiierative. Nevertheless, as we

have hinted, the question of the wi.shes and

feelings of the operative is a small part of

the iiroblem. If the means of bvebhood is

offered in the new city Uie operative will go

here, and although he may grumble, he wiil

• R<»B(1 at th« nrdinary g^nef'Rl Tn*»elin» o' th*» R'lr

Terors' Institution, held on Monaay, J»nu«ry 15, 1917.

t,.^.. - ---„ . . , . ,. .

stay there so long as he can earn his hving.

Th"ere will be distinct racial benefits from the

improved conditions, but the conclusion we

have to accept is that the urban exodus can

be obtained only bv inducing the capitalist

producer to put down his capital in the

country. . , ,

Tt may be interesting to consider whetlier

the Stale could assist the movement to some

extent bv making employers of labour re-

siK.nsible" for the adequate housing of tJiose

rent tends" to "buildings of many floors, and I they employ. In this country 250 000 males

high buildings entail increased haulage. Inland 50.000 females are employed by the
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national and locaJ Governments, 397,000 are
employed on the railways, and over 1,000,000
in mines and quarries. Neither the State nor

the local authorities, nor the industrial

capitalists have in the past shouldered their

responsibilities in the matter of housing.
The Central Government, the local authori-
ties, and the railway companies should, in

my opinion, be made responsible for housing
their own servants. The great capitalist cor-

jxirations of the future, with their large
resources, their ability to purchase Wge
blocks of land at a cheap rate, could easily
lay out. and build on a large scale, and could
house their oiw-ratives in a manner im-
measurably superior to those existing, and
such a course of action would have a direct
effect upon the power of production of their
employees and be beneficial to the commu-
nity as a whole. The question is admittedly
a difficult one. Unless great care were taken
there would be serious hostility on the part
of labour.

In spite of all the difficulties of the ques-
tion there is to day a sufficient movement in
the direction of the industrial exodus from
cities to warrant a belief that the tendency
is likely to continue and to increase in
momentum.
The tendency to decentralisation of indus-

try has certainly become marked in the
Tnited States. Many manufacturers have
realised the disadvantages of citv conditions.
They have moved to avoid the burden of high
rente and high rates and the hindrances to
rapid expansion which exist in the congested
conditions of the city, and where often ex-
pansion of any kind is impossible. Improve-
ments in transportation, which enable the
manufacturer to be at some distance from his
markets of purchase or sale, and the tele-
])hone and rapid post system, which enable
the policy of a liusiness to be efficiently
directed from a mere office in the city, have
all aided the movement.
"In recent years," said Weber, "the de-

centralising movement has taken a still more
favourable turn, largely as a result of con-
tinued improvements in transportation
methods and a more enlightened policy on
the part of railway hianagers. who have
learnt that the factor of distance is of minor
importance in the expense account as com-
pared with the additions ito the revenue that
result from a judicious encouragement of in-
dustries in small cities along their lines."
To-day we see the same movement growing

in this country. Every railway company is

now advertising cheap sites for factories "bor-
dering their systems. This policy woxild
probably (have begun much earlier ii' we had
permitted the railway companies to hold
belts of surplus lands.

Much might be done to assist movement
by pro-idding a clearing-house for informa-
tion as to the advantages of different dis-
tricts from a cummercial point of view.
Tabulated statements might be prepared by
the Board of Trade giving for each district
information as to cost of lani. rates, means
of communition. railway rates, proximity of
coal and iron and the raw materials, and
other data, to enable manufactm-ers to
judge of the desirability of moving their
works. Greater financial assistance mio-ht
be given to public utility societies instituted
for the provision of works of public utility,
such as housing schemes, transport facilities,
and all that class of enterprise which is in-
tended for group benefit.

The vital problem of the near future is to
discover the happy mean between State
assistance and State control. There are to-
day four classes upon whom the lives of the
people may be said to depend : the Centi-al
fkivernment, tbe loca.1 authorities, the in-
dividual capitalist, and gi-oups of the people
themselves, and the future welfai'e of the
mass of the citizens will, to a great extent.
'he determined by the division of responsi-
bility between these four. The function of
the State appears to me to be that of dele-
gating to the other three the functions
which they are best adapted to perform for
the general welfare.

In the direction of increased power and
re.sponsibility in the hand,< of the local
authorities there is room for much deter-
mined thought. The local authorities

tlu'ougihout the country have, generally
speaking, risen to the occasion during the
war. Burden after burden has been thrust
upon them by the Central Government.
They have had to undertake immense re-

sponsibilites and most oneixius duties, and
they have proved up to the hilt that the
policy of boldly delegating responsibility

breeds the power to shoulder such responsi-

bility. If, after the war, individual
citizens of leisui'e and education will grasp
a sense of their duties to the State and will

enter the field of municipal activity, placing
their brains and powers at the service of

their localities, serving as members of coun-
cils ajid taking an active share in local ad-
miiiistration, it will have an immense bene-
ficial effect on the well-being of the State.

There are functions which the local authori-

ties possess to-day, but which are rai'ely

used, which would have a ^eat influence on
the lives of the people.

The welfare of the new town of the future
will de|)end to a great extent on enlightened
city management. One of the directions in

which one may hope to see an improvement is

that of raising the status of the permanent
city official. Town management in the future

should be one of the great professions, re-

quiring a training in economics, civil welfare,

town planning, and social work of every de-

scription. The position of towm manager, and
that of assistants in the town management,
should be coveted by men of high attainments
and great skill. By this means the whole
tone of local self-government would be raised.

The war has certainly imbued the country
with a higher conception of oiBce and duty,
and the unrecognised strenuous civic work
that has been done throughout all the munici-
palities of the country during the war can-

not possibly be exaggerated. A new spirit

has entered into civic life, and no one who
has come into close contact with the cities

and towns of this country during the last year

or two can fail to have felt that an atmos-
phere has been created that must prove to be
permanently beneficial.

The responsibilities of the industrial

capitalists after the war will be onerous.

UiX)n them to a large extent rests the power
to maintain the industrial peace, but this

aspect of the question is rather outside the

range of this Inquiry.

But I believe it is in the direction of dele-

gating to the fourth class the individual

gi'oups in the community, greater power and
res]X)nsibilities. that there lies the greatest

hope for our towns in the future. The policy

of trusting the people to manage their own
affairs can and should be extended wherever

it is possible to do so.

If thfl policy of housing by employers of

labour is adopted, it is essential that labour

should have a full share in the responsibility

of town management. Such communities

must be really self-governing units, not con-

trolled by the capitalist, by the municipality,

or bv the Central Government.
We are a self-?overning race. We know

what we want. We can reduce the de.^iderata

to a simple formula. We want to increase

the sum total of oirr home-grown food supply.

We want a larger proportion of our popula-

tion to be living under better physical condi-

tions. Is it in our power by any possible

courses of action to help towards this end?
We know that artificial methods are useless.

and that if we desire a permanent change of

conditions we must work bv the gradual modi-

fication of the causes which have led to the

evils we deplore. Are there any practical

steps that can be taken to reverse the ten-

dencies to aga-lomeration—to attract the

nenple out into healthy suiTounding-s, and +o

keep them there? If we can do this we shall

have done something towards securing both

our aims. It must certainlv have the effect

of increasins our food supplies, and will miti-

gate the evils which have hitherto been in-

si-iarab!e from industrialism.

.A stra.nffe discoverv has been made in

Rochester Catheflral. where the supi.os*>d fine

example of clil-time wood-carvers' art in the

dccoritive work of the famous Chapter House
door has been found to be ooureterfeit, being

a casting in solid lead, oiererly inserted in the
panels.

I • I

—

ST. .JOHNS COLI.EGE, CAMBRIDGE.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—^Referring to the Bcildixg News of

the 10th inst., tlie illustrations of St. John's
College, Cambridge, and the short history of

this grand building are somewhat interesting

to me, inasmuch as my father carried out the
work of the new building under the con-
tractors, ilessrs. Bennett and Sons, of Pres-
ton, Lanes., commencing the work in 1825.

It may be also of incidental interest to

your readers to know that the foundations
in the River Cam are built upon driven
wooden piles, there being over 2,000,000 of

London bricks laid in cement below the
water level. Evidently this kind of founda-
tion is satisfactory. 1 think I have in my
possession a few sketches of interior work in

connection with this building.

Yours faithfully,

A. Winder.
Parker, Winder, and Achurch, Ltd., Hard-

ware JMerchauts and ilanufactui-ers,
Broad Street, Birmingham.

ALL HALLOWS CHURCH, BARK^.-iG.
Sir,—I notice that in your account of All

Hallows Church, Barking, in your issue of
January 3 you take exception to the battle-

mented parapet with balls at the co.iicrs,

shown on the drawing of the tower, which you
publish.

When the plans for the restoration were
being prepared by my father, an early 18th
century print was found, I think, in the
British Museilm—of which I have a sketch by
me—showing the Cromwellian Tower with this
identical parapet. This was, of course, suffi-

cient authority for my father's drawing.
A close examination of the existing parapet

would, I think, also show that it is not
coeval with the rest of the tower.

Fe.^nk L. Pearsox.
22. Ashley Place, Westminster,

London. S.W.
Januarv 11. 1917.

IBniltixng intelligence.
m I

TETUAN.
Tenders will be received up to 16th Febru-

ary at the Secretariat of the " Junta- de
.Servicios Locales," Tetuan, or in the Morocco
section of the Ministry of State at Madrid,
for the construction of a market in Tetuan
iit an estimated cost of 175,000 pesetas (about

£7,000 at par). The market building is to

he erected on a site in the old grain market,
and on the portions of the area not occupied
by the market place other buildings are to

be eri-cted. The market place, wnioli is to

be built in the Jloorish style of architectnre,

"uisO be covered in, and from 100 to 110 com-
partments must l)e provided, ranging in

size fi-om 4 to 8 square metres, all having
marble or artificial stone counters, and the

walls faced with white stones or tiles up to

a height of 2^ to 3 metres. The floor is to

be of cement grooved tiles, and the drain

pipes of stoneware. A preliminary deposit

of 1.000 pesetas {about £40 at pax) is re-

quired 1,0 qualify each tender. The specifica-

tion, pians, etc., niay be inspected at either

of the above-mentioned oflices.

>>«eo-<
TRABE KOTES.

Bell's United Asbestos Co., Ltd., have re-

centlv laid "Decolite" fire-resisting floors at

the Scala Theatre, Tottenham Court Road,
W.C.
Boyle's latest patent " air-pump " ventilators,

supplied by Messrs. Robert Boyle and Son, ven-

tilating engineers, 64, Holborn Viaduct.
London, E.C., have been employed by Messrs.

\V. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Company,
Ltd., North Woolwich.

?—•••—«
Sanction was given at the Surrey County

Council meeting last week to the erection of .t

memorial to the late Mr. A. G. Vanderbilt
at a point 60 ft. from the centre of the road
at iHolmwood Common, which he frequently
used when coaching to Briffhton.
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PKOFESSIONAL AND TiCADE
SOCIETIES.

Architectural Association of Ireland.
Mr. {'<. \l. J.ea.sk, [iresideiit, occupied the

chair at a meeting of the Architectural Asso-
ciation of Ireland, held in the Association's
RooTiLs, South Frederick I..ane, last week,
when Mr. G. Atkin.son, R.H..\., delivered a
lecture on "British Furniture Style." Mr.
Atkinson, whose lecture was profusely illus-
trated with liniclij;Iit views, confined his lec-
ture to the development of the chair in the
century 1660-1760, .1 perio<l when English
furniture was at its highest from the artistic
view of the de.signer. He traced the changes
due to social and domestic influences, as well
as the influence exercised by famous archi-
tects. Not the least interesting portion
of Mr. Atkiqson's lecture was his reference
to the development of the work of Chippen-
dale.

M.VNCHESTKR SociETT OF AhCHITECTS
The president, Mr. John B. Oass. F.R.I.B.A.,
of Bolton, delivered a lecture to the mem-
bers at the .socieity's rooms on Wedn&sday,
January 10. on " Greece and ,«Jome of the
IslaiKis in the .-Egean Sea." The lecture was
illustrated by about sixty water-colour
siketohea by .Mr. (t.oss, matle during lii.s visits
to the Ne<-ir East, and gave added interest
to the places described, and the arohitec-
ItAinal remains of the golden age of Greece.
The islands of the Grecian Ardhipelago seem
the stcpping-.stoncs from the further East of
tJiat wondei-ful civilisation of Greece whicJi
so greatly influences our mo<leTn times. The
interestB of Greek travel are not of the things
of to-day, but of the conditions and progress
of a wonderful i>eople over 2.000 yeai-s ago,
and whose greatness has deiptirted.

* iMykciur,
destroyed in the fifth centui-y B.C., wa.s in it.s

.irchateoture a late off.slioot from Minoan
Crete. 15i)i<la«ros, the gi-eat open-air cure
esitaWifihment, like the SaJiatoris of to-day
with the temple of Asclo]niis, and the opeii-
air theatre for 16,000 spectators still in good
preservation,, 01ym,pia, and the many archi-
toaturaJ glories "of Athens were well ilhi.s-

trabed and described ; Deles, the sacred isle

of the Greek confederation and the birthplace
of ApoUo, now uninhabited, but the old city

lias recently been excavated by the French,
and is of great interest. The Venus of Milo,
one of the great treasiiTes of the Louvre at
Paris, was discovered at Mdlos, and further
excavations wore IxMiig made by the British
Scihool at .\thcn,<!. The haiilxnir is an extinct
volcano, while Santorin i.s an inhafbited, sun-

lKike<I, sulphurous lava and a.sh heap, ri.sing

out of the se;i and suri-ouiuUng the mouth of

a craitcT, into which the sliips sail, and there
is still volcanic activity from its de]>ths.

Samoa has home rule, and is one of the most
prosperous of the islands with some interest-

ing archit.o(tural remains, and I'atmos con-

tains the cave in which the Book of Revela-

tions was written, and many early manu-
scripts. Other places were i1lu8tra>ted, and
ski<t<-hea in the Dardanelles, (^iLstanlinople,

ami Smyrna proved of considerable interest.

Nation.\l FF.nERATioN ov Bun.mNo
Trades Employkhs.—The annual meeting of

the Midland Centre of the National Federa-

tion of Building Trades' emjiloyers of Great

Britain and Ireland was held in Birmingham
last Thursday, under the jirc-iidency of Mr.
F. I). Dolema.n. of Nottingham. The rejiort

stato<l that there had been no im)irovemeiit

in the condition of the building trade during
the past twelve months. Apart from the

election, or extension of factories, or work-
shops required for war work in two or three
towns, there had been very little activity

in the industry. The abnormal conditions in

regard to labour and materials had continued,
and there seemed to be no prospect of im-
provement in the trade until the war was
over. With the object of preventing the
building ^rade being brought to a staiul.still

efforts had been made to secure a modifica-
tion of the Order under the Defence of the
Realm Regulations prohibiting the carrying
out of any building work involving the use
of steel or iron, or any other work amounting
to more than £500. The oueslion was dis-

cussed by the Executive Council, and the
Federation, in December, when it was de-
iid«l that an offer should be made to co-

operate (in conjunction with the operations)

with the Government, with a view to securing

greater efficiency in the execution of construc-

tional work and other matters. The report

recorded the work accomplished during the

year in respect to labour di.«putes, and the

granting of war bonuses, and mentioned that

the number of associations jiffiliated to the

Centre was 23, the Birmingham Association

retuining 279 members. The estimated

balance in hand was £84, as compared with

£94 at the close of the previous yeai'. The
meeting approved the report, and the officers

were elected for the ensuing year, Mr. C.

Garlick (Coventry) being appoiiitetd presi-

dent.

>>•••»<

UiCaAIi INTELLIQENCE.
PrBLIC iNTERESre AND PRIVATE MOTIVES.

—

The King v. Hamhstead Boroich Councii..—
(Before the Lord Chief Justice and Justices

Ridley and Lush.)—In this matter the court

considered a case which raised tlic question of

the right of Alderman William Wtxjdward,
F.U.I. B.A., a member of the Hampslcail
Borough Council, to inspection of certain d(X.'u-

iiienls. Cause was shown against a rule nisi for

a mandamus being issued to the borough coun-

<:il directing that Mr. Woodward should be

yivcn access to inspect a report by the Medical
Officer of Health in reference to 83. Palmerston
Road, and a copy of the observation of the

Ilealth Committee to the Ixx-al Government
Board, and that he should be allowed to take
copies of the same, on the ground that they

related to matters of public importance in tlie

administration of the business of the council.

It appeared from the affidavit of Mr. Wood-
ward that the council in June, 1911, on the re-

commendation of the Public Ilealth Commit-
tee, made la closing order in respect of the

house in question under the Housing and Town
Planning Act. Mr. Woodward came to tin-

conclusion that the premises were in no sense

unfit for human habitation, and that the action

of the council was mistaken. An order was
made for the demolition of the premises, ami
at a lyocul Government Board Inquiry the

whole of the medical officer's report was not

produced. The Local Government Board finallv

confirmed tlio order for demolition. Mr. Wtxxl-
wnrd said it was not his desire or intention to

make use of the information in the documents
ponding litigation by the owner of the house.

The Town Clerk of Hampstead denied, in an
afl^idavit, that any facts on evidence with re-

gard to the condition of the dwelling-house that

were at the disposal of the council were not

laid before the inspector at the inquiry.—The
I,ord Chief Justice, giving judgment on Mon-
day, said the question involved \yas only n

ipiestioii of fact, there being no difference of

opinion with regard to the principle of law to

be applied. When Mr. Woodward wanted in-

spcx;tion of the documents the town clerk re-

fused on the grounds that Mr. Woodwmrd had
given evidence in pt<iceo<lings which were Ijoinj;

taken by Mr. Arlidge, the owner of the pro-

|)erty, against the borough council witli respect

to the order which had been made, and that

at the inquiry which had been held he gave
evidence. Priin,-> facie Mr. Woodwird hud a

common law right to the jirduction of the

doiuinents. The general principle was not con-

tested, but it was contemled that in the special

circumstances of this case the court, in the

I'xercise of its discretion, should refuse to make
the rule absolute, on the ground tJiat Mr.
WocKlward was not solely actuated iby his

public position, but was act,uat«l by the In-

direct liiotivo of assisting Mr. Arlidge. He
liad no hesitation in coming to the conclusion

that Mr. Woodward's proceedings were not dic-

tated solely by public interests, and not

actuated solely liy tlie desire to raise the point

as to tbe jtroceedings before the committee and
the desirability of the council taking these

matters into their own hands, lie did not wish

it to be thouiiht that Mv. Woodward had in any
way wilfully misle<l the court: he thought Mi-.

W<>odward. almost unknown to himself, had de-

sired to help Mr. Arlidge, and with that motive
had sought to got information from the two
documents.—The rule was discharged.

Vicar's CcBiors Oi.aim.- Cables axd
CnuHcnTXRDS— .\t the first public sitting of

the W'ar T/os>es Commission for aw.ii-ding eom
poiisiition in respect of property taken by

Government under the Defence of the Realm
rogulati<ms, tile Itcv. J. Dixon, of the Vicar

age. W'illesden, asked for the repayment of

professional charges incurred in niROtiations

wilh the North Metropolitan Electric Liglit

Company and the Ministry of Munitions in

connection with the laying of an e'ectric cable
through consecrated proiind. which he con-

sidere<l was an outrage against religious feel-

ings.—Mr. Wright, rcpresenung his legal ad-

visers, said that Mr. Dixon had no authority

to permit anyboly to use ajiy part of the

churchyard, anil was therefore unable to con-

sent to the laying of the cable. He pointed

out to the tompauy two alternative routis—one

along the street, about four times the lengttl

of the churchyard route, and the second along

the railway embankment. It was also pointed

out tJiat the chancellor might see hia way to

grant a faculty. Ultiniatelv the cable was laid

under powers given by the Defence o£ the

Kealm Act, and Mr. Dixon, who had incurred

£11 costs, asked for nine guineas compensation.

The Chairman said that he understood thai

the lighting company were requinvl for mili-

tary purposes to lay a cable, and the most

direct way, except by incurring very consider-

able expense, was to lay it under the pathway

In the churchyard. The rector objeeted, oom-

municatini with the local officials, and alter-

native routes were suggested to avoid conse-

crated groimd. Obvious objections to those

alternative routes were pointed out by the

engineers, and ultimately it came to a ques-

tion that they were informed that the outrage

which it was said would take place if the

churchyard path was used wou'd bo a«iuaged

by the payment of £200 to church funds and

30 guineas for the expenses of a faculty. Thie

was described as " blackmail," and thev re-

fused to pay, with the result that the military

authorities exercised their powers and put the

cable through the chvirohyard. The refusal of

the vicar to give his <onsent occasioned the

bill of costs.—Mr. Wright: Not quite that He
had no power to consent.—The Ch.iirnian

:

How is it he offered to take £200?—Mr.
Wright: What he said was that if the com-
pany were doing the thing on their own re-

sponsibility it was a question of their saving

£300 or £400 by taking the cable through the
churchyard, but that they should not go
through consecrated groimd unless the Court
consented, and that it should not be done for

the purpose of making a profit for a commer-
cial compainy. Mr. Wright adde<l that the vicar
was offered £30 in addition to his expenses.

—

The Chairman : He was a foolish man not tO'

rake it. It was a question of how much. Tlie
outrage to religious feelings would disappear
if you got enough money.—Mr. Wright dis-

sented.—The Chairman : Well, listen to your
own letter. "If, however, the company is pre
pared to increase its offer from £30 to £200,
and in any case agree to pay costs and the ex-
pen.ses, including this application for a faculty,
whether such application be successful or not.
he and his ohuichwardens will apply for such a
faculty."- Mr. Wright: We took rather the
patriotic view.—The Cluiirman: The leas we
say about patriotism in this matter the better.—Intimating that the Commission wo:. Id com .

municale its decision, the Chairman said :
" 1

think you may say ihat the Commission tako
a very strons view about this application."

ODnr (Dffice fahk.
—I » I

—

Tlie new one-pound notes are to have on
Uie back a picture of the Houses of Parlia-
nieiit. A cynical coiTes|)ondent suggests that,
instead of trying to popijarise a discre<lited
institution, the space woaild liave Ijcon better
filled by a little advice on how to make the
new pound go as far as ten shillings wejit
before the war. We do not gnunble at having
to carry aboivt the home of the mother ol
Parliamenrts, though, perhaps, a few ta.'aty

re<.'ipcs for meatless days, or a remindei that
sardines count as a course, would have been
more appropriate to the mood of the hour.

The annual reixirt of the Employers' Par-
liamentary Association sounds an optimistic
note as rt^iu-ds the future. It cannot he for-

gotten, it says, that great wars in the past
have often heralded the daiwn of a )»eriod of
industrial and commeroia] prosperity. The
American Civil War was followed by an un-
precedented ri.se to industrisl eminence of
that country. The war of 1870-71 has been
utilised by Germany as a stepping stone to a
great industrial )xisition. Signs are not want-
ing that an industrial regenerative spirit is

o|>erating in more than one of the Allied
belligerents. Th« committee are confident

that peaico will offer great opportunities for

industri,il and commercial advancement for

the Empire. "Tlie resources of the Empire
are unrivalled. The cessjilion of hostilities

will, and mu.st, bring about the more tho-

rough development of these resources. There
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must be no narrow, insular \iiew taken of the

future. This oountrj" must think in terms of

Empire, and not of the United Kingdom.
Oar overseas possessions are ready to act with

us in peace, as they have suppoi-ted us so

nobly dming war. The committee, in

making these obsen'ations, preserve a neutral

Attitude witli respect to past fiscal contro-

versies; they desire only to reiterate then
oft-repeated "assertion that the only way tt

secure the consummation of these ideals is to

organise the producer's as a whole."'

The Welton Rural District Council at Lin-

coln, on Friday week, considered a repon

from the Highways Committee with reference

to the calling up for military service of the

.surveyor (Mr. Starkie). The committee re-

commended that the district councillor for

each pai-ish be authorised to supervise the

repairs of the liighways in his district, to-

gether with the manual and team labour

thereon. Mr. H. Sargeant thought it was

too much to ask each councillor to overlook

liis parish, and proposed as an amendment
itjhat a temporai-y surveyor be apix>inted.

This was seconded by Mr. H. P. Stamp. A
lengthy discussion followed the amendment,
in the end being carried by thirteen votes to

six. It was agreed to advertise at a salary

of £100, leaving over the question of makmg
lip the salary of Mr. Starkie (£140 a year).

Dr. J. Walter Tewkes has issued a

pamphlet reporting the progress made in the

excavation and rejiair of the Sun Temple

at Mesa Verde National Park. The monu-

ment was discovered by Dr. Tewkes in

1909, and since then work has steadily

gone on in order to excavate and repair

this interesting building. The pamphlet

issued by Dr. Tewkes contains a full

aooount of the building, with a ground

plan, measurements, and photographs, which

make it now possible to understand the

character and pui-pose of this remarkable

structure.

At the Guildhall Art Gallery last Friday.

1 he Lord Mayor presiding, a meeting organised

by the Royal Drawing Society was held to

lonsider the future of drawing as an essential

in science development.. The Society, on the

invitation of Mr. Arthur Henderson, when
President of the Board of Education, sub-

mitted information concerning the connexion

of its work with the teaching of science to

the Committee on the Teaching of Science ap-

pointed by Mr. Asquith. The memorandum
drawn up has been approved by Queen
Alexandra, who fully appreciates the value of

the system whicli the Council of the Society

adopt in training the young to draw from
memory after observation. Drawing, it is

pointed out, is a valuable, and often an abso-

lutely necessary, means of making observa-

tions, and the process of drawing also forces

the observer to consider structural relations

and meanings.

The seventh exhibition of the Senefelder

Club for the advancement of artistic litho-

graphy, of which Mr. Joseph Pennell is Pre-

sident, will be opened on Saturday, 20th

inst., at the Leicester Galleries, Leicester

Square. A special feature of the forthcoming

exhibition will be the collection of lithographs

by distinguished French artists, which will be

shown together with those of the best living

English exix)nents. Daumier, Gavarni. Dela-

croix, Forain, Steinlen. Oorot, Carriere,

Lepere, Legros, Rops, Fantin-Latoui', Puvis
de Ohavannes, Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec, and
Willette will all be well represented in the
coming building.

The danger of British insurance ofiBces in-

suring a portion of their risks with German
tirms, £is w^as the practice before the war,
was emphasised last week by Mr. W. Powell,

late British Consul at Philadelphia, in an
'address to the Royal Colonial Institute.

Especially was this dangerous with regard to

fire insurance (he said), as the premium rate

lor this class of insurance was low, and large

inducements were held out by the German
insurance comj>anies to the English firms for

this class of business. Thus the German com-

panies obtained full details of the buildings

and factories situated all over the United

Kingdom, giving a splendid opportunity to the

German Government for obtaining the situa-

tion and resources of our maniifaotories with
a view to their destruction by spies or air-

craft

At the sitting of the Ilkley Tribunal, last

week, a contractor, engaged on the exten-

sion of the sanatorium at INIiddleton, near
Ilkley. who had been granted several p'ericds

of temporary exemption to finish the work,
applied for a further extension. He pro-

duced a letter from the architect, stating that

it would take five months to finish the build-

ing. One of the merrubers pointed out that

in June last, when a period of exemption

was asked for by the applicant, it was stated

that the work would take six months to

linish. The applicant stated that he had
been held back by other trades, and that men
had left him because they could get better

wages elsewhere. It was pointed out that it

was inicumbent upon him to proceed witli the

work, and that he ought not to allow men to

leave him on account of wages. He was

gi-anted a further period of exemption up to

February 28, with an intimation that this

was final.

The rule of tJhe past has been to send

several men with ropes to facilitate the rais-

ing of ladders to reach roofs and gutters,

but the scarcity of men now demands the

use of improved ladders, which bmlders and

decorators have been extremely slow to adopt.

However, the time has come to enforce adop-

tion, and the Heathman telescopic ladders

desei-ve greater attention than they have re-

ceived. A 454't. ladder can be raised and

extended bv one man and adjusted to inter-

mediate heights from 17 ft. upwards, and,

if anvthing. it is stronger than the one-piece

ladder. Mr. Heathman has opened a new-

showroom at 35, Aldersgate Street, near the

General Post Office, for visitors who cannot

journey to his factorv at Parsons Green, Ful-

ham. and he antici.pates better adoption of

his many improvem'ents by tradesmen.

At the annual meeting of the members of

the Propertv Owners' Protection Association,

which wiU "be held at the Cannon Street

Hotel on January 25 at 5.30 p.m., the chair

wUl be occupied bv Alderman and bheritt

Louis A. Newton. On the conclusion of the

bu.siness of the annual meeting, probably bv 6

o'clock, a general public meeting will be held,

at which addresses will be delivered by the

following speakers :—Messrs. James Boyton,

M.P., Edwin Evans, L.C.C. (President of the

Association), M. Cheverton-Brown, C.C, and

\ W. Shelton. The Lord Mayor (Sir Wil-

liam Dunn) and the Sheriffs wiU receive the

delegates from the National Federation of

Property Owners and Ratepayers and the

members of the Council of the Association at

the Mansion House prior to the annual meet-

ing-

The shortage of houses is rapidly becoming

acute in Bristol. Private enterprise has

ceased to build houses for the working classes^

In two districts with 1,198 houses and wi'th

a population of 5,618. a census revealed the

fact that there were only two houses void,

and both of them were unrepairable. It is

regrettable that necessary repairs in many
cases have been neglected. The old proverb

"A stitch in time saves nine" applies to

houses. The failure to make good a few

defective bricks, to rebuild a quoin, results

in back additions collapsing, and a. consider-

able outlay is involved in rebuilding. The
year has been marked by the number of cases

of complaints of annexes falling down,
collapse of roofs, etc. Investigation proves

that timely attention would have saved

matters if the slight repairs required in the

first place had been attended to. Much work
has been done without notices being served.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to
eorrespoJidents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illu.?trations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Bcilding Xews, Effingham
House. 1, .\rundel Street, Strand. W.C, and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
camniunieations are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for, unsought contributions.
When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have heen
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.
*»*Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

poTtunt public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always wel-

come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.

Of more commonplace subjects, small churches,
chapels, houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent

than we can insert, but are glad to do so when space
permits, on mutually advantageous terms, which
may be ascertained on application.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: '* Timeserver, Estrand. London."

NOTICE.
Bound Copies of Vol. CX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post

125. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up.

A few tvound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI.,
XLVI.. XLIX.. LIII., LXI., LXII.. LXIV., LXV.,
LXVL, LXVII., LXVIIL, LXIX., LXXI.,
LXXII.. LXXIII.. LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI.,
LXXVIL, LXXIX.. LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII.,
LXXXIII., LXXXIV., LXXXV.. LXXXVI..
LXXXVII.. LXXXVm., LXXXIX., XC, XCI..
xcii.. xciii., xciv,, xcv., xcvi.. xcvii

.

xcviu.. xcix.. c, CI., cii., cm., civ., cv.,
CVI.. evil.. CVIII.. and CIX., may s»till be ob-
tained at the same price ; all the other bound
volumes are out of print.

BACK ISSUES.
Alost of the back issues are to be had singly.

.\ll back issues over one month old will be charged
Gd. each, postage Id. Subscribers requiring back
numbers should order at once, as they soon run out
of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Building
Xews, price 2s., post free 2s. 5d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,
Effingham House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.

Received. T. W. H.,—C. P. and Co.—O. and Co.—
•S. W. F. and Co.. Ltd.—J. O. and Son, Ltd.—
C. .7. and Co.—Lt. B. L.—B. Bros, and Sons,

Ltd.—K. C. r. Co.—L. L. K.—P. C. B. and Co.
T. R. L.—No. •

A. K.—Many thanks.

r. J.—Kindly send. 2. Yes, if possible.

\. W. L.—We do not know il the Arm still exists.

T, T.—We do not agree with you. Scicsncc and
art are not two complementary things, appeaUng
to quite different intellectual faculties. They
are one and the same, and both are product*
of the creative imagination. It is for this

reason that science really consists in the scien-

tific theory, and not in the discovery and
tabulation of '* Laws of Nature," still less dn

utilitarian applications, which, however benefi-

cial or harmful they may be, are merely the
by-products of science. The scientist dreams,
and creates a universe from his dreams. He is

concerned with truth, it is true, but so is every
artist. Keats thought truth and beauty were
one, but, at any rate, it is certain that, in

the words of the late Henri Poincar^ : There is

a profound connection between the truth and
the h>eauty of a scientific theory.

->—•o»—<-

There was a large attendance of workers in

the building and ^Uied trades of Leeds at a

mass meeting held in the Lees Hall, Vicar
Lane, last Wednesday, to formulate a demand
for increased wages. The subject was fully dis-

cussed, and eventuaJTiV it was unanimoiusly
resolved " That this meeting of the building

and allied trades of Leeds, in view of the

abnormal increase in the cost of living, hereby
makes application for an increase of 2d. an
hour, and that the terms of the resolution be
sent to Mr. John Hodge, the Labour Minister,

and to Mr. Neville Chamberlain.

> m»m €

Steady progress is being made with the con-
struction of the Standard shipyard at Chepstow.
Two slips are being prepared for ships of 3,000

tons. Fifteen houses are in course of erection
by Messrs. Falkner, of London, n^ho will also

put up workshops for the company.

A letter was read at a meeting of the Hull
City Council last Thursdiay from Mr. T. R.
Kerens, M.P. for East Hull, intimating that
he wiU convey the deeds of the site of St.

John's Church, which he had purchased, to the
city, and will transfer shares, which at pre-
sent rates are worth £35,000, for the erection
of an art gaUery worthy of the oity on the
site in Victoria Square.

A well-known Worcestershire builder. Mr.
John Howard, of Park Lane, Kidderminster,
went to the top of the tower of his residence
last week and got out on to the roof. He fell
to the ground a considerable distance and was
killed. Mr. Howard, who was 69 years of age,
was a native of Kidderminster, and had been
extensively employed as a builder. He spent
many years in the Worcestershire Yeomanry,
and when he retired some years ago he was
allowed to wear his sword.
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TO ARMS!

Ist LONDON ENGINEER VOLUNTEERS.

Hcadqiiart*r.«, linUlerton Strt-.t. O.xfotd StrtL-t. W.

ORDERS FOU THE WEEK. I!Y LIEUT.-COL. C. B.

CLAY, V.D.. CO.M.M.'VNDING.

OFFICEll FOR THE WEEK.—Platoon CommandLr
11. ill- r. Birkott.

NU.XT FOR UCTY.—Platoon CommaMdcr G. 11.

Parker.

.MONDAY, January 22.—Tcclinical for Platoon No.

!' at Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Dri .

Platoon No. 10. Signalling Class. Recruits Drill.

0.25—s.

TUESDAY, January 23.—School of Arms, 6—7. Lec-

ture, 7.15, "Musketry." By tlie Instructor of Mus-

ketry.

WEDNESDAY', January -24.- Instruttional Class.

e.l3. Platoon Drill, Platoon No. 2.

THURSDAY, January 25.—Platoon Drill, Platoon

No. 7. Auiliulance Class hy >!.()., 0.30,

FRIDAY, January 2B.-Tcelinical for Platoon No.

10 R.Rcniy Street. Sijuad an<l Platoon Drill, ^o. U.

Signallini! CUiss. Recruits Drill, 8.-25-8.25.

SATURDAY, January -J?.—N.C.O.'s Class, 2.30, by

Coy.-Cdr. E. G. Fleming.

SUNDAY, January JS.-EntrenchinK at Otford,

Parade Victoria (S E. and C. Rly. Booking Office).

8 40 a.m. Uniform, haversacks, water-bottles. Mid-

day rations to be carried. Railway vouchers will be

Iirovidcd.

.MUSKETRY.—For all Companies, see Notice at

Headquarters.

NOTE.—Unless otherwise indicated, all Drills, etc ,

will take place at headquarters.

The Orders are liable to slight alteration.

By order,

MACLEOD YEARSLEY, Adjutant.

January '-'O, lui".

)~~»9m^^

Mr Thomas H. Pilkingtoii, who for many

years acted as assistant county surveyor to the

Clare County Council, has ju.st died.

Lioutoniamt \Va.lIis Coales. R.p;., son of Mr.

Herbert G. Coales, onffineor and surveyor to

t.hc Market Harborough iJrban District Coun-

cil, has boon awarded the Military Cross.

During the absence of all the paa-tncrs of the

firm of Messrs. Pine-CoHin, Imro, and Angeli,

wh.) are serving witli H.M. Forces. Mr.

Charles J. Ford has kiiwlly consented to

at-t«nd to tlicir business at 4, Mitre Court,

I'lect Street.

The <ica.th. on December 27, at Madras, is

announced of Mir. Krnest Montague Tihomas,

F.K.I.B.A., who was coiusultiiig architect to

tho Government of Madras, youngest son of

tile late Edward Thomas aiKl Ijrotiier of Sir

A. Brumwell Thomas, of London, architect.

Severe criticisms of the plans of the new
Star and Garter Homos at (Riclimond were

made at the Town Council lust Weilnesday.

Members said they were promi-sed a beautiful

building in the Italian style, whereas the pro-

posed structure ireseDible<l a barracks. The
plans were referred back for consultation with

the architect.

A cable rewii.ved in London by the High
Cx>mmissioner for Austrialia says that the New
South Wales Government has endowed a

Chair of Architecture at tlie Sy<lnoy Univer-

sity for £2.000 annuially. It is claimed that

this is tilie lirst occasion that a Govomment of

tii-e British Emi>ire has recognised tiio national

imix>rtanoe of architecture.

At a meeting of the Ripon Diocesan Confer-

ence at Bnwlford last Thursday a scheme was
adopted for the formation of a new See of

IJiadford, consisting of the Deanery of Brad-

ford, the four Craven Dcanej-ies, and the

Deanery of Clapham, which are all now in the

dioceso of Ripon. A mininuim income of

£2.500 ati<l a house costing £70,000 w-iU be

requiriHl.

.\ new mace has l>oon preseiited to the

House of Commons of the Dominion of Canada
to take the i^laoe of the one destroyixl in the

lire of February 17, 1916. The donors are

Colonel Sir C. C. Wakefield, ex-Loixl Mayor
of Lon<lon. and the SherilVs. Alilerinan 0. A.
Touche. .M.P.. and Mr. S. G. Slu ad. The
general design of the mace is on similar lines

to that used in the British House <)f Com-
mons. The vase-shap<d head is divjdo<l into

four panels by female figiirv^s with acanthus
loaf terminals. These panels c*ontain tlie fol-

lowing emtxwsed eniblems ;- The Amis oif the

Dominion of Canada, tJic Rose for En«-land.

the Harp for Ireland, and tile Tliistle for

Scotland ; ab(>ve each emblem is the Royal
Crown, and the initials G.R. are jilaced on
either side. The mace is ijie work of the
Gold.smiths and Silversmiths Company, Ltd..

of Regent Street, London

OGILVIE & GO.

Tclcpbone DALSTOS 13es.

Msnv ycftn, t-oiin«etcd wltli

tilt- *lal« linn ui W. li.

U\SCELLES * CO.. ol

UunlilU Kuw.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N.

EXi>ERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIMATES

KKEE.

FOR

Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

4PPLT TO—
WM. OLIVER & SONS. I id..

120. Bunhill Row. Ix>adon. E.G.

TENDERS.
*,* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any

rate, of the accepted tender: it adds ta tbevoiue of the

information.

Batterse.v. S.W.—For removal of ashes from the
Latchmcre Koad baths (One Year), for the horough
council :—

Ive, J. . . . . 9s. per load.

(Recomnieniled for acceptance.)

BRO.iDSTAiHs.—For (kinolition of 1-2, Leslie Cot-
tages, for the urban district council :

—

Fuggle. (J. H £46
.Martin. \V. W 42 8 6

Dunn, E. (accepted) .. 84 16

Newport. I.W.—For supply of 40n tons ot granite,

I'.-in. gauge, and 100 tons ol j-in. granite chippings,

delivered u|ion the Town Quay, for the cor|)ora-

tion -

—

Rowc and Mitchell, granite 18s. 9d. per ton, chippings

18s. 9d. per ton. inclusive of freight and delivery

rate of 9s. per ton.

Brookes, Ltd., Westminster, £1 Os. Id. and £1 Os. 4d..

inclusive of freight and delivery rate of 10s. per
ton.

roRTSM0t:Tll.—Supply of spare fittings, etc., (or the

drainage committee of the corporation :

—

Davis. H. ami W., Ltd .£87

Vosper and Co., Ltd 81

Wilkes and Co.. Ltd 76 15

McKinlav and Co.. Ltd 76
Shervell, J., Ltd.* 72 10

(•.'-ccepted.)

Skipton.—For rebuilding walls at Clusburn, for th.

Ski])ton Kural District Council;

—

Whittaker, W., Cowling (accepted).

.^nrxH Shields.—For heating and ventilation of

Court Buildings and Fire Briga^ie Station, for tlu-

eorporation :

—

('.rev. 0., South Shields (boiler

and flue (accepted) . . . . .£69 13

Emiey and Sons (heatiuK Arc
station) (accepted) . . . . 42

WoRCESTKn.—For planting trees, etc.. at the pi--'

market, (or the Markets Committee:^
Parsons, E. .T., l.s. St. Nicholas Street, £30

(Ac.-i-.iitwl.)

>—^••—

<

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

March 3 Wati-r Supply ami Sewerage Scheme
(premium 5.000 pesetas—about £200), Manza-
nares, Spain.—Secretaria del Ayuntamiento.
Manzanares.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Jan. 20. -Cottage ill tile grounds of new iiilirmary

iMiilding at Eye.—For the Hartismer.- Board of

Cuardiaiis. -H. Warnes. Clerk. I'nion Olhccs. Vic-

toria Koad. Eye.
Jan. 2 2.— Pulling down and clearing away olil

cliapel premises and two adjoining houses, situate
in Kent Street. Nottingham.—City .-Vrchitcct's

Departimnt. (iuiUlhall, Nottingham.
Jan. 23.— Engine Room at Refuse Destructor.

Suffolk l!.>ad. Ilford.—For the I'rhan District
Coinu-il.

—

\. Partington. Clerk. Town Hall.
Ilford.

ENGINEERING.
Jan. 21.^Laying nf ahoiit l.'.'no yards of 4-in. mains

and suhsiiliary works at Penihrcy and Pontardil-
lais.—For the Llancllv Rural District Ciumcil.—
1). A. Howell. A.M.I.C.E., Water Engineer, Cowell
Street. I.llUelly.

Jan. 2 4. One Five-4on .*^<ain Tractor .ind Four
Six-ton Trailers, delivereil at Joyc* (Jreen Ilos-

pit'al. i>aTt'fo^d. Kent.^For. the ^Tetroix>litan

Asylums BoiKl— D. Jtaira, Clerk, Bourd Offices,

EniKniirkinent, E.C
June 1.—Storm-water Pumping Plant, Calcutta.—

For the Corporation.—The Indian and Ea-itern
F.nginrcT. 50. Fencliurch Street, E.C.

FENCES AND WALLS.
Jan. 18. Al.out 2,000 ft. run of BTitish Oak P'ank-

inc. 3I2 hv 6 ins., delivert-d at Dvmchurcb by
.Tune 1. 1917—For tlic Romaev Marsh Level —
The lUiiliff, N««- HiUl, Dyme.hurch

Jan. 22.—Fencing. .Manchester.-Supply and erec-

tion of fencing and gates for allotments at
French Barn Lane. Blackh-y. and Cliarle^towu
Road, Mostoii : aUo (or allotiiieitts at Princ. --

Road South, .Mn.-s Side, and Dt-mc>ne Koad, F;t:

lowtield.—For the imall Holdings and Allotment
Committee.—Chairman of the Small Holdings
and .Vliolm-nts Comiiiittt.e. .Manchester.

IVIarch 30.— Wrouglit-iron t;ates and Fencing, for
the Central Wharf and tjuav Street Landing.
Auckland. X.Z.—For the Harhour Board.-The
Commt-rei.-il Intellieenee Department. 73, Basing-
hall Street, E.C.

PAINTING.
Jan. 27—Feb. 1.- P.oiiiiii;. cleaning, etc.. to the-

laundry anci e.igine-liouse at the Newington In-
.-titiition, Westmoreland Koad, S E.—For the
Southwark Board of (jiiar<lians.—S. Wood, Clerk,
(iuardians Offlccs, Ufford Street. Blackfriars.
S.E.

Feb. 7.—For Painting at various pUccs.—For the
L,ancashire and York.--h:pe Haiiw.iy Oompany.

—

R. C. Irw-in, Sectvtary, Himt's' Bank, Man-
chester.

ROADS AND STREETS.
Jan. 20.- I'ar-pr.lying mam roatU during 1917.

—

For the Es-ex Coiinly Council.—P. J. Sheldon,
County Surveyor. Chelm>ford.

Jan. 21.—Broken granite to the various stations
in district.—For the .Midhurst Rural District
Council.—A. G. (iibbs. Surveyor. Council Offlce^.
.Midhurst.

Jan. 2 2.—(Jra3iiit<^ and - l-« and Gravel
for Paths :n .'^lea.fori; .:,.- vcar).— For
the Sleaford Rural |i —E. H. God-
son. Clerk. 27, NortJig.iii.. .s.>L..;ord.

Jan. 24.—For Granit*. BaKilt. Lmes-t^ae, and
Tar Mac.vdam (one .vear). Railway Stationfi and
Wliarvc-s in Dors«-t .—FV>r the County Council.—
E. H. Hahgood. .\cting County Surveyor, County
Offices. Dordiester.

Jan. 2 7.-2 in. and J in. Tarred Slag; 2 in. and
i in. Dry Slag: 2 in.. I in., and J in. Granite:
2 in.. J in., and 5 in. Limestone, Stratford-upon-
Avon.—For the Corporation —F. W. Jones.
A.M.I.C.E.. Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Strat-
?ord--.:;ton-Avon.

Jan. 2 9 British Macadam. West End. Hants.-For
the South Stoneham Kural District Council.—Mr.
E. Wynter Cross. Clerk. West End. Hants.

Jan. 30.—Whinstone (broken and unbroken) and
limestone and also tarred slag and whinstone for

niac^idamiziiig purposes (One Year) in such quan-
tities as surveyor shall from time to time direct.

—For the Middlesbrough Rural District Council
—W. Richardson. Clerk for highway purposes.
Stokt-slcy.

Jan. 31.— Broken Stone, Chippings, and Tarred
Macadam (One Year).—For the Xeston and Park-
gate l"rb.in District Council.—Surveyor. Town
H.-ll. Xeston

Jan. 31 Setts. Kerbs, and Flags. Granit«
.Macadam. Pitch and Tar. Slag Dust. Tar-
.Macadam. Limestone Macadam. Brushes (One
Year).—For the Otiey Urban District CounclL—
O. Holmes. Surveyor to the Council.

Feb. 7.— 7,.ino tiais (more or less) of iio. and IJ-i"-

hand-broken basalt for road construction, anil

.500 tons (more or les.s) of ;-in. clean chippings,
to be delivered from the \arious stations in Mid-
dlesex.—For the Middlesex County Council.—
Clerk. County Council, Middlesex Guildhall. West-
minster

SANITARY.
Jan. 22. (<ilK,tioii. Removal, and Disposal of

House, Refuse. Xorthwich (One Year).-For the
Crban District Council.—J. A. Cowley. Clerk.
Council House, Nortbwich.

Jan. 2 6 Scavenging —For the Sedgefleld Rural
District Council—.1, W. Lodge. Clerk, Council
oniees. Sedgelield, Kerryhill.

Feb. 6. -Emptying and Removin'j Contents of A.sh-

pits etc.. and Removal of Hou^e Rcfu,5e (One.
Two. or Three Yearsi. Old Hill. .Staffs.- D.
Wricht. Clerk, Council Hou.-c. Old Hill.

STEEL AND IRON.
Jan. 31.—Mild Stc*l or Iron G.-ites and Fencing

for Quay Street Frontage, Auckland, S.Z.—For
the Harbour Board.—.Me&srs. W. and A. Mc-
Arthur. LW., Canberra House, 1S19. Silk Stre«t,

Cripplepatc, E.C.

STORES.
Jan. 20.—Granite, Illa>t Furnace Slag; and Tar

Macadam (Cue Y'ear). Worcesit*r.—For the
County Council.—C. F. Gettings. County Sur-
veyor. 30, Forctyit^ Street, Wori'est<'r.

Jan. '20.—Broken Granite or Basalt for Maiir
Roads (One Year). Long Ashton Division. Bris-

tol.—For the Somerset County Council.—G. K-
FoHand. Acting County Surveyor. Wells, Somer-
set,

Jan, 20.—^laterials and Toain I>al)Our,—For the
Es-scx County Council.—Oounrty Sun-eyor's Office,
Chelm.sford.

Jan. 20— Flmt-s, Gravel, Clialk. Team Labour..
Tools. Barrows. Hiamlisirt.s. e-tc, (on« yoar),

—

FVw the Norfolk C\>unty Coiinoil.—Clork U> the
Council, Shipchouiic. Norwich.

Jan. 21.—Broken Granite, Midhurst—For the •

Rural District Council.--A. G. Gib6s. Surveyor.
Council Offices. Midhurst.

Jan, 2 7.—S:initary |ii|)es, etc. (One Year) -For the
Bishop Auckland I'rban District Council.—J. T.
Proud. Clerk. Town Hall Buildings, Bishop Auck-
land,

Feb, t.— ,\nnealed Scoritp (broken): bricks, casting*;-
concrete flags and kerbs: Portland cement, pitch
and tar: sanitary pii>es. gullies, junctions, etc.:
slag (broken): coal (for domestic um: only), coke:
timber: whinstone and granite (broken); and
w-hinstone and granite setts and kerbo.—For the
Middle«brou-.'h Cor|K>ration.—P Kitchen. Town

' Clerk. Municipal Buildings, Middl-.-.sbrough.
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OVR ILLVSTRATIoys.
An Octagonal House at Caldy. Cheshire, ^"iew of

hall, billiard-room, and staircase, the front en-
trance, and sheet of plans and sections. Messrs.
Bregs, Wolitenholme, and Tliornelv,
!" F.R.I.B.A., Architects.

Strand. W.C.
I.xample.* of Italian .Architecture and Decorations

illu.strating paper by Mr. Ivor Beaumont. Sing-
ing gallery by Luca della Robbia, Museum ot
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; vaulting, Siena
Cathedral ; vaulting, Vatican PaJace, Eohic-Sala
Ducale: detail of the la^ade, The Duomo, Flo-
rence, and other illustrations, with the text
wall decoration, .\vena Chapel, Padua, bv Gio
Ho; Twelfth Century Doorway, Church of St.
Guist, and ceiling decoration by Pinurrichio*
Libreria Picooloniini, Siena Cathedral.

General Headquarters Troops' Exhibition of -Art,

Grand Prix Diploma Sketches in Frencli Flan-
ders, bv Lance-Corp. \. E. Poley, Silver Med.^l-
li,st, R.LB.A. Toners, Hotel de Ville, Hesden;
St. Sepulciire, St. Denis, and the Abbey of St.

Uertin at St. Omer.

dnxTtnte Calamo.

Tlie ten-ible explosion in East London,
and those which have preceded it else-

where, are heavy penalties to pay for the

use of buildings for munition-making
wliich are in many I'espects unsuitable,

and in dangerous proximity to adjacent

life and property. For the most part,

before the war, such factories were remote
from towns and thickly populated dis-

tricts. So are those put up during the last

three years ; and, however liard put to it

the Government may have been, it is

hardly consoling to accept pleas of

economy or convenience for the retention

a day longer than is absolutely necessary

of other factories which, any moment, maj'

cover another square half-mile of London
with ruins. It is useless to speculate on
the immediate cause of the catastrophe till

the result of the official inquiry is pub-
lished, and probably the inimours and
i-eports of enemy agents and their share in

the explosion are merely foolish talk.

Tlie wonder is that we have not had more
explosions all over the country in the

absence of stricter enforcement of neces-

sary regulations. While magistrates con-

tent themselves with fining people who
carry matches into the factories, and when
absentees are allowed to defy tribunals, as

the 235 navvies did last Friday and Satur-

day at Birmingham, smoking and boozing-

and fighting in the court itself, it is hardly
likely that discipline—the one safeguard
against accidents, can be maintained.

"London Iced" on Monday morning
found many thousands reduced to rely on
Slianks' pony to reach the scenes of their

labours. It was our fate to mark the

contrast always presented, but on
Monday more so by the condition of the

streets controlled by the City and four of

the adjacent Metropolitan Boroughs.
Throughout tlie former, on reacliini;

Moorgate, and to the confines of

Westminster, tlie streets, having been
cleansed long before passengers were afoot,

were safe and passable. In the rest the

choice was from skating over the glassy

surface of slush in the extreme north of

Islington to floundering through tlie

greasy mud of at least a couple of days'

accumulation elsewhere. Efficient labour is

scarce everywhere, but surely the City does

not monojxilise all competent organisation

and capable superintendence ? Thanks

thereto, 'even in the busiest thorough-
fares, the City is not left to the late

arrival on the scene of the mostlj- motley
crews of the scavenging brigades recruited

apparently- from the casual wards and
other refuges for the lazy. Removal is

prompt and thorough, and yet the charges
are lighter than in many districts whete
most of the mud is left to be removed on
the boots of wayfarers into the clean

streets of the centre of the Metropolis
which the City .so well administrates in all

that concerns sanitation.

counsel, waste much time and money, and

then often end by leaving the cases to go

through the courts.

-•\.ll men of business and, perhaps, more
especially, those who, in these dark days,

are trying to make a living by and about
building are sick of the waste of time,

trouble and mohey caused by our various

jury methods. Grand juries, which once

had a meaning as a protection against the

Court for arbitrary action in the way of so

called jjolitical libel, and the prevention

of putting on his trial a man wholly

innocent have years ago ceased to be

anytlung but a form and a farce,

^lagisterial investigation has made them
mere useless survivals. In actual Criminal

trials the jury will still stand for a full

and free hearing, but in Civil causes

juries are rarely of any real value ; they

liave never been needed in Chancery,

where the most important cases are now
decided. On the Common Law side a jui'V

is only wanted whtre the claim is so

doubtful that every sporting chance is a

gain. Yet we still see thousands of men
dragged from their business or the land

to sit as Grand jurors and solemnly

follow police advice in finding " true

bills "
! In the High Court the present

sittings will require far over 2,000 men to

leave their work and business and hang

about or sit listening to counsel's tricky

or technical talk, mostly about nothing

that matters to anyone but the parties.

The War's awakening should do some-

thing to rid us of all this absurd and

archaic wastefulness. In Building we
have done our best to get away from

juries, but our arbitrations are still too

often found to be not much better. 'N^Hiat

we need is a Tribunal of Building

Arbitrators, similar to those of other

trades in the City, where practical men,

who know their business inside and out,

deal quickly and finally with disputes on

the facts and out of their own knowledge.

We are still too much in the hands of our

experts, who, working with lawyers and

At Carlisle Consistory Coui-t, last week,

the Vicar of Lanercost, the Rev. T. W.
Willis, ajjplied on behalf of Mr. Juhn
Charlton, Bank House, Lanercost, and
also of Newcastle, for a faculty authoris-

ing him to place on the south wall of

Lanercost Prior}' Church a marble tablet

in memory ot his two sons—Hugh
Vaughan, a lieutenant in the North-

umberland Fusiliers, aged 32, who was
killed on June 24, 1916, and John Mac-
Farlan, a captain in the Northumber-
land Fusiliers, aged 25, who was killed

on July 1, 1916. Mr. Willis said Mr.
Charlton was the well-known artist, and
he wished, the design of the tablet to be
of a simple character. He had selected

white marble because it was emblematic
of the purity and rectitude of his sons.

Tli.'ie might be some objection to white

marble because the other tablets in the

abbey were chiefly bronze or brass.

Neither the patron nor the vestry had
raised any objection to the memorial or

its position. When it was suggested to

Mr. Charlton that white marble niig'it

be rather obtrusive he had expressed his

willingness to have it toned down to a
greyish colour. Having regard to the

whitish colour of the walls, white marble
would not look so obtrusive. Chancellor

Prescott said in his opinion it would be

a good thing if the parishioners of a

parish would agree to postpone the plac-

ing of meniorials in their parish church

until the end of the war. It would then

be possible for tlieni to combine and erect

something that was artisticand beautiful,

wortliy of tiiose who had given their lives

tor their counti-y, and worthy ot the

sacred edifice in which it was placed.

Descendants in days to come would look

with far more pride on such memorials

than on some ot the isolated and some-

times unwortiiy records which were occa-

sionally proposed. Knowing the historic

and famous chui'ch of Lanercost Prior.v,

he did not think that the proposed slab

was worthy of the position, and that, con-

sidering the position in which it was pro-

posed to place it and the adjoining

memorials, it would be out of place. He
asked the vicar to bring the matter before

Mr. Charlton and to suggest to him that

a brass or bronze tablet would be much
more in keeping with the place. He ad-
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joiuned the case tili Uie next Couit, so

that anotlier applicatiuii might be made in

such form as the applicant might be

advised.

The Scotch Burgh of Buckie has been

taught a useful lesson by the Edinburgh

Court of Sessions as regards the right of

its councillors to interfere with the burgh

engineer in the apparently very proper

exei-cise of his discretion. The plaintiffs

were the Corporation of Buckie, and the

appellants Messrs. Charles Brand and

Son, of Glasgow, contractors for works of

harbour extension, now approaching com-

pletion, had removed some of their plant,

and liad intimated their intention to re-

move such additional plant as was no

longer required for the remaining work to

be done. The contract provided tliat all

vessels, plant, and material jirovided by

the contractors should become the abso-

lut« pi-operty of the town council, and

should not be removed without the written

.sanction of the engineer appointed by the

corporation. Application was made to

him for his sanetion to the removal of

<ertain plant, and he informed the town

council of the application, which he was

informed ought to be granted. The town

council informed the engineer that he was

their sei-vant in this matter, and in-

structed liim to withhold liis consent. In

puj-suanc© of these instructions the en-

gineer replied to the defendants that he

was unable to grant permission. At a

later stage, however, and again on the

instructions of the town council, he told

the defendants that they wei-e at liberty

to remove certain wagons provided the

price was deposited with the town council

iis security, in addition to £4,000 of re-

tention money already held by them. The

contention of the defendants on appeal

was that the town <ouncirs change of

front came too late, and that they were

not bound to accept the decision of the

engineer on the ground that he was dis-

qualified by having already decideil the

question in dispute against them. They

argued further that the town council in

controlling the engineer had broken their

contract, and had no title to rely upon the

alwence of informatioii which they caused

him to withhold. The Divisional Court

virtually upheld the view of the sheriff-

substitute that, as the town council had

renounce\l the position that they were en-

titled to control the engineer, and since

the latter had merely acted on a wrong

view of his legal position, there was no

reason for the contractore thinking he

was biassed against them, nor why he

should not proceed to consider an applica-

tion for the removal of the plant. The
whole trouble, the Court declared, had

been cause<l by the wrongful attitude

taken up by the town munril

found liable in costs.

<-ouncil did not advance the necessary

money with which to pay wages, he " had
to run all over the town to borrow it." As
a result of the subsequent discussion it

was resolved to ask the surveyor to con-

tinue in office and to let the question of

salary remain in abeyance until after the

wir. He asked to be allowed a month in

which to consider this suggestion, and that

was magnanimously given him. Mean-
while underbids from retired munition-

workei-s and other millionaires desirous of

varying the pleasures of retirement at

Narberth by looking after a mile and a-

half of streets will doubtless arrive by the

dozen.

wh.> weiv

' Koui-pence a day and find yourself
"

seems to be the motto of the Xarberth

Town Council, if the statements made by

the suneyor when tendering his resigna-

tion at the last meeting ai'e well fouruled.

Out of that princely remuneration the sur-

veyor seems to have been thought to have

become a perfect Crresus, for, as the

The Xalional War Savings Cummittee
have inade it clear that building societies,

whether incorporated or unincorporated,

may invest in the new War Loan any
portion of their funds not immediately
required for the pur2)05es of the society

and which the rules permit them to invest,

notwithstanding that the rules do not

specifically provide for investment in such

a security. The Committee also state that

a registered industrial and provident

society may invest any part of its capital

in the new AVar Loan, if its rules do not

direct otherwise ; and that the trustees of

a societj- or branch registered under the

Friendly Societies Act, 1896, may, with

the consent of the Committot^ or of a

majority of the members present and en-

tilled to vote in general mei^ting, invest

its funds or any part «if its funds to any
amount in the new War Ixian, notw'itii-

standing that the rules do not specifically

provide for investment in such a security.

* »»» «

BlILDIXG MATEKIALS.
The informal confeiences, the first of

which is to be held at the R.I.B.A. to-day,

will, no doubt, elicit discussion of a more
or less valuable nature, though the sub-
jects so far tabled are rather hackneyed.
Probably the last on the list, which
is set down for 5Iarch 5, when >fr.

Searles Wood will deal with new materials
and methods and their influence on
designs, will prove the most fruitful. Some
of these, in, the recent jiast, have hardly
influenced design for good whether be-

cause of the ignorance of the architect

using them, or resulting from other
causes, we do not propose to discuss. Our
purpose is to suggest that at some sub
sequent date it might be advantageous,
at any rate to the majurity, to discuss
the possibility of establishing a standard
of materials for the sake of honest
builders and to check dishonest contract-

ing. We have several times suggested
this during the ^last lialf-century, but
nothing has been attempted. We have
it is true, bad tests formulated by the
members <>r accredited representatives of

some tif the trades, as by the Plumbers'
Coinjiany for instance. We have also

tests given in some of the textlK>oks ; but
(hey are not always reliable or easy of

apjdication, probably mainly because the
experts who have conducted the tests

have had little or no experience of the de-

fects met with by the architect and
builder in actual practice, and have had
ideals of comparison in view which, how-
ever excellent, are sometimes hardly the

standard of excellence or durability the

practical user is anxious to ascertain.

For the must part, too, we expect that

researches undertaken to arrive at such
tests have been to a considerable extent

superficial ow:ing to the lack of means
and adequate requital of the labour of

those undertaking them. One exception
of course has been the good work done by
the British Fire I'revention Committee
in regard to the behaviour of materials
under fire. If something of that sort

could be done under the auspices of a

really competent authority—preferably by
the R.I.B.A. itself—and revisid from time
to time as circumstances demanded, we
are sure it would be welcomed by all

honest manufacturers and by architects

and builders, and that the public interest

in the employment of reallj reliable

materials and apjiliances would be the

more effectually safeguarded.

With some materials general tests of

the sort that exist are of little value. A
standard of unifoi-mity as regards stone

might be hard to fix ; but architects might
well demand some guarantee of quality,

such as degree of porosity, seam, or
weathering. Again, in regard to crush-
ing and tensile strength, in actual u.st,

or resistance to stand a cross strain, as in

the case of lintels or landings, most of us
are pretty much in the dark. Not much
more certainty exists about bricks and
tiles, though with these, when supplied

by a maker of reputation, there is more to

rely on. With the metals—iron, steel, and
zinc, especially—we assurely need more
infonuation tlian is at presejit available.

.\11 of us probably know, for instance,

that thickness of wire-gauge is no
guarantee of the quality of the iron itself

or of the care with wliich the costing has
been applied. Tests of cement are avail-

able, and of concrete and mortar ; but

these again are mostly the results of the

examination of samples, and not of the

behaviour of the materials in actual use.

.Vsphaltes. again, are a somewhat unknown
(piantity e.xcepi in the case of the really

reliable brands, against which, in the

absence of any realisetl standard of com-
parison therewith, the purveyors of manu-
factured imitatiims, not unfrequently
tender to their own advantage, but neither
to that of the honest builder nor of the
client.

As regards woixl, especially, there is

much information available, but most of

it is really of little service to the
archittvt because of the lack of infoi-ma-

tion vouchsafed in regard to the con-

dition of the material tested. Of wiiat

use are tables, such as one before us at

the moment, in which the comparative
resilience of different kinds of timber an-

given 1 Any architect reading it W(mld
know at once that the standards of ex-

cellence given are those of ideal, not

average, wiKxls. Bvit how is he to know
that the timber the builder gets is in the

same condition, soundness, and of free-

dom from defects and knots as the test-

pieces used fi-om which the table was
compiled, or that the test-pieces them-
sches were selected with due care and
adi'<iuate knowledge ?

We repeat that it -would bo to the

general advant-ige of all concerned if ex-

periments coidd lie conduct<'d by some
lx)dy of the profession, with icientific

precision and thorough knowledge of the

Whaviour in actual use of the material

tested. The lalxiur would W considerable,^

and the cost as well. But in no long

time the work should be self-supporting^

Then we should have a series of reallj

reliable standards on which contractor

might base their prices, and to which'
we and the other profe.ssional journals.

give currency week by week, insteaq

of those w-hich we know not a few of ou

readers think rather wide sometimes, biifl

which are based on informaticm which if

is difficult to check, and which has to

obtained in different localities.
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"MY SIX MONTHS' TRAVELS IN
ITALY."*

BY IVOR BEAUMONT, A.R.C.A., F.I.B.D.

I wish to. take you in imagination and to
some extent in reality, with the aid of photo-
graphs and .^ketches, to the mingled beauties
oi Italy, and to the historic sites therein
On May 28, 1909, I travelled bv train from

London to Tilbury, where I boarded the P.
and O. liner " Orontes," which departed from
Tilbury Docks at 1 p.m. The good ship left
Gibraltar June 2. On Sunday morning, June
6, we steered into the Bay of Naples. It is
e.\ceedingly beautiful and well de.^erving of
all the praise that has been lavished upon it
The coast is well studded with villas and
dotted with gardens.

Arriving in the harhour at 6 a.m., after
having had breakfast in the saloon, I went on
to the upper deck and viewed Naples. The
sight was superb. ' Vedi NapoH e poi
muori." The city rises from the shore in the
form of a great amphitheatre, divided into
two crescent shapes, by the hill of ,San Mar-
tmo, which is well worth the while to climb,
from which a splendid view may be obtained,
and then to explore the rains of "the monastery
of San Martino. The coast sweeps round to
the beautiful town of Sorrento and further
ties the famous island of Capri. There is no
doubt whatever of the gi-andeur of the whole,
and the island of Capri completes the mar-
vellous curve of teauty that bounds the Bav
of Naples.
But, for those whose time is limited, one

cannot, I think, do better than visit the Muse
Nazionale. Here are all the chief treasures
found at Herculaneum and Pompeii after the
eruption. The ancient hronze in the Museum
are fine. One can feel that they are a revela-
tion of what bronze statuary can be. There
is nothing to be compared with them any-
where else. The e.xquisite modelling, life
and movement, illustrate tlie surpassing e.xcel-
lence of antique sculpture.
Before I describe some of the buildings, I

wish to di-aw your attention to one curious
distinction betweea antique and modern
bronzes. A bronze statue is never solid. In
modem bronzes the core or hollow part in-
side the statue is rough and shapeless and
about an inch or two thick all round. But
this is not so in antique bronzes. The core is

as beautifully finished in form as the statue
itself, and in the casting process the ancients
must have used two perfect models coinciding
with each other. The ancients had secrets in
the art of casting which, like many other
things, are lost to the modern world.

Naples, I should think, is one of the noisiest
cities in Europe. The clatter of wheels at all
hours of the day and night, the cracking of
whips, and the shrill cries of the hawkers,
and also the ceaseless imijortunities of guides,
street vendors, and beggars are verv distract-
ing. The most medley throng thati saw was
in the \ ia Toledo towards evening, and espe-
cially the narrower side streets near Santa
Lucia. Here I saw cooks at their stoves in
the open air, and carrying on a brisk trade in
macaroni, fish, etc.

One of the principal huildings of Naples is
the Church of San Francesco di Paola. with
its dome and arcades. It is reallv an imi-
tation of the Pantheon at Piome'. In the
interior is a very beautiful altar inlaid with
precious stones. Quite near is the Eoyal
Palace, in front of which is an equestrian
statue of one of the Neapolitan kings.
On the morning of June 10, very early, I

took the train for Pompeii, leaving from the
Stazione Circumvesuviana. The views are
very fine as we journey along. We crossed
the lava streams, and for the first time I saw
that in the dry state it is verv shnilar to
cinders. Having read of Pompeii" before visit-
ing it, I enjoyed seeing the ruined houses,
which can be entered from the street by a
narrow passage, which leads to a large court
open to the sky, in the centre of which is a
reservoir for rain-water. Most of the rooms
are small, and contain frescoes and mosaics.
The wall decorations to be seen at Pompeii
are very charming. In fact, ancient Pompeii
was a brilliantly painted city and rich in
decorative crafts. Whilst at Pompeii I was

c.*.'^ JJf "'^^ before the Incorpovated Institute ofBntiah Decorators.

enabled to study a few complete schemes of lighting up its vast spaces, its gilded vaults
colour, and eveii after the lapse of so many

| and marble walls, the fine statues, tombs, and
centuries the colours still retain much of their

|
decorations, making it the most magnificent

original freshness. Even at the present time
i and the most famous building of Europe

the excavations are constantly bringing to
|

The Vatican Palace close by has been the
light worke beaiitifidly fashioned m 'bronze i home of the Popes since the end of the four-and marble, which, of course, go to show that

j
teenth century. It contains about a thousand

the arts then held a position such as we can i halls, chapels, and rooms, and the greater
scarcely boast of nowadays.

^ ^ . ^, part of it is used to house the splendid col-The following day I visited Capri. The ' lection of books and works of art that have
island IS a charming feature in the Bay cf been gathered together by the Popes The
Naples. The shore is very precipitous, but paintings in the chambers of the Vatican

DOORWAY, CHURCH OP S. GUIST'S, XIITH CENTURY.

exceedingly beautiful. The Blue Grotto is

one of the chief sights.

On the morning of June 15 I left Naples for
Rome by the " treno diretti." Rome, the
Eternal City, the capital of Italy, is situated
on the banks of the Tibes. Modern Rome
is principally confined to the plain, while on
the heights lies ancient Rome.

St. Peter's, the greatest Christian Church
in the world, stands on what is said to be
St. Peter's tomb. Over 150 years were spent
in building. For three and a-half centuries
the Church of St. Peter has been the goal if

Christian pilgrims to Rome. A mighty flood

were, of course, Raphael's greatest work for
Pope Julius II. The camera della Segnatura,
oontaining many masterpieces, the Dispute of
the Sacrament. The School of Athens and the
Parnassus, which occupied the painter three
years, and afterwards he was commissioned
to paint the room known as the Chamber of
the Heliodorus, in which the painter's art
was dedicated to the symboHcal representa-
tion of the power of the Church. The
Vatican decorations of the Loggie were being
painted at the same time.
Another still more ancient building in prac-

tically perfect preservation is the Pantheon,
of light pours down on the marble floor,

; which was built as a temple to all gods
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twenty seven years before the birtli of Christ.
It is one of the most wonderful buiklings in

the world from an artistic standpoint. The
ceiling of this fine Greco-Roman building is

foi-med by a dome of the most elegant propor-
tions. The only source for the admission of

light being the circular opening in the ape.x

<'l the dome.

The walls and floor are covered with
marbles of various colours. The Pantheon
ii the last resting place of Raphael, Perino
del Vaga, Giovanni da Udine, and Peruzzi,
all great decorators.

Many of the Roman Emperors did some-
thing towards beautifying the old city on the

seven hills. There is the Arch of Titus, show
ing his victory over the Jews, and the spoils

III the Temple being carried round Rome in

Triumph. Is there any wonder that the Jew
ri'i'uses to pass underneath the archway'

sands who found a tomb within its faded
walls.

Nowhere in Italy, except perhaps at

Ravenna and St. Mark's, Venice, can mosaic
work be seen to such perfection as in Rome.
The apse was the chief feature of the basilica

and is preserved intact in the Churches of St.

Pudcnziana. It was probably the first Chris-

tion church built in R<)me, and it is as.so-

ciated with the stf)ry of St. Peter in the year
42. He lodged first with Aquila and Pris-

cilia in the Aventine, now the Church of St.

Prisca. The mosaics of this fine and early-

apse are oil a blue background with Apostles
in colours and gold. Some very fine work is

also to be seen in the chiu'ches of Saints

Cosmo and Damino, of the sixth century; St.

Agncse fuori le mura, of the seventh century :

St. Nero and St. AcTiilleo, of the eighth

;

and St. Prassede and St. Cecilia of the nintli

WAIiL DECORATION, AVENA CHAPEL, PADUA.

DECORATION BY GIOTTO.

As one wends his way Uu-ougli the ruins

of the Forum Romanus, one is reminded of

the past. It was here that those mighty in

wav and wise in council met for consultation
and advice. Here the sandalled feet of the
Ca'.sars trod. Simply the ruins of the temples
remain, and the Forums of Ciosar Augustus
and others. But the monument of Rome's
piiwer and grandeur is the Coliseum, which
.stands unrivalled perha]).« as an example of
:irphitectural dignity and execution. It wa.s

(impleted by Titus in .\.ii. 80. and wa.s fi>r

(mr hundred years the scene of the cruellest
.•spectacles the" world has ever witnessed.
Here tremendous crowds of spectators
"•atchcd the death struggles of gladiators,
fierce fighting of hundreds of animals and
tlie brutalising and inhuman exhibitions of
tlie martyrdom of Christian.s." During the
.Middle Ages much of the masonry was re-
inoved, and now the Coliseum is "the most
impressive of ruins, a monimient of the dead
]rist and an unhappy memorial of the thou-

cenluries ; St. Maria in Trastevere, and San
Clemente, of the tenth and eleventh cen-

turies ; Sta Maria Maggiore and San Gio-

vanni Laterano of the thirteenth. In most
of these Roman basilicas are to be seen re-

mains of coloured decoration on the beams,
purlins and rafters, with geometrical patterns

painted on in a most direct maimer.
Mosaic was also used by the Cosmatis for

the decorations of the ambones and balda
rhini. The tesselated pavements which cover

the floors of so many of these churcJies are

admirably designed in geometrical pattern*

composed of pieces or red, green, and white
marble of various shapes.

Passing through lovely scenery I arrived

at the Stazione Orvieto. Arriving in the town
some boys accompanied me with my bag to

an " Italiana Casa. " But I longed to .se^

the Cathedral, and was not the lea.st bit dis

appointed. Orvieto is built as near the sky
as circnmstances wiU permit ; in fact, all the
old Etruscan cities are in this happy posi-

tion. The drive up to Orvieto is over a fine

road that winds round and round up to one
of the old gates or the city. The facade is

really the finest of all the Gothic fa<,ades i

have seen. The brilliant colours of the
mosaics are subdued by the soft colour of

th'.' lovely columns. What mar\ellous reliefs !

And all the wonderful work around the por-

tals. Then there is the interior, which gives

onj the impression of simplicity. The
beamed roof is delicately coloured in grey
and red, which is supported with round or

octagonal coliunns with arches of round,

simple mouldings. The windows are filled

with yellow translucent layers of alabaster,

which are often turned to rich gold when
the light of the sun streams through. The
roof of the walls of the principal chapel are

covered with frescoes, which look as if

painted yesterday. Here Fra Angelico, of

Fiesole, a famous painter, spent three-and-a-

half months painting the spandrels in the

ceiling. He and his pu(;il, Benozzo Gozzoli,

executed two of the spaces in the vaulting

ijver the altar. The rounded projecting rib

of the ceiling is painted with flowers of

cypress green, with here and there rich red

and golden flowers. The whole is exceed-

ingly beautiful and very effective, accen-

tuating the fine curves in the vaulting.

Groups of the Apostles are represented in

pyramidical form, broadly painted ui>on a

background of gold. The Doctors of Uie

church, too, are depicted, and Christ in Glory

with angels on either side against a blaze of

gold background. The frne frescoes on the

walls are by Luca Signorelli.

The views from the cliff edge at Orvieto

are glorious. I found the peasants very in-

teresting and lively. There are all sorts of

nook-and-corner siiops wliich are quaintly

pictinesque in the narrow cobble-stoned

streets. Often I have heard the peasants

singing in their quaint Italian way as they

return from their woiic in the fields at even-

ing, some carrying large bundles of grass on

their heads and others on donkeys.

I took the train for Siena, and arrived

there one hot July day. Siena is the queen

ni Tuscan hill cities. The campanile of the

lathedral was rosy with the pink of precious

marbles, and the" Torre del Mangia ruddy
with all the gleaming reds of ancient brick

rising high above the terraced dwellings. I

stayed a few weeks here, but to give you a

iletailed account of all I did and saw is be-

yond the confines of this evening. But. in

passing, I will just mention the cathedral.

tlie favade of which is adorned with sculp-

tural decoration and mosaics. Red, black

and white marbles were used in the building.

The interior is very decorative with alterna-

tive courses of black and white marble. The
liavement of the cathedral is a work of art

((imposed of inlaid marbles, black, red, white

and yellow, with battle scenes and illustra-

tions' from the life of Elijah. Of course in-

laid marble work had been done by the great

Italians before this beautiful pavement was
thought of; for instance, in the gorgeous

black and white eleventh century choir

.screen and pulpit in the Church of San
-Mi-.iiato. and on the floors in the cathedral at

Lucca and the baptistery, Florence. The
central feature of the interior of Siena

cathedral is the wonderful octagonal pulpit

in white marble by Niccolo and his .stm Gio-

vanni Pisiino.

As I was walking down the left aisle, I was
attracted by a dgor of crossed knotted bronze

ropes. Here was the entrance to the library

of Cardinal Piccolomini. with its marvellous

fresco decorations by Pinturichio. The de-

corations were begun in 1503 and finished

about 1507. The great decorative paintings

on the walls illustrate the life of Pope
Pius II. A sprightliness of splendour has

been given to the whole interior by the judi-

cious use of gold throughout the decorations.

Daintily painted ornament* fill the tri-

angular spaces of the vaulting in alternate

colours of black, gold and vermili(m. These
surfaces are beautifully divided by vaulting

ribs, ornamented i?i red and gold on a back-

ground, these ribs being separated from the

panels by white bands or mouldings, with
great dexterity and daring, yet producing a

triumphant finale.

But one should not leave Siena and its
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vicinity witliuul studying the deconuive
work HI the baptistery uf ban Giovanni near

the cathedral. The walls and vaulting are

decorated with fresco paintings of the early

iifteenth ceii/tm-y. In the centre stands the

beautiful font, in marble, with its bas-re-

liefs in bronze, by Donatello and Ghiberti,

and Jacopo della Qurcia. Again, in order

to study the work of Signorelli, a visit to

tne monastery at ilonte Uliveto, a beautiful

ride in the country, will well repay the

trouble taken.

Leaving Siena, I passed through Perugia,
-Vssisi and Citta di Castello on my way to

J^'lorence. Perugia, even at the present iay,

retains the aspect of a city in the Middle
Ages. The irregular, steep and winding
streets are very picturesque.
The old Chamber of Commerce, known as

tlie CoUegio de Cambio, and the audience hall

adjoining the chapel were decorated by
Perugino, with Pinturrichio as his assistant.

The woi'k was completed in 1500. Perugino
received the commission in 1499 for decora-
tion, but from the colouring of one of the
io<jms it is thought that the work is that of
pinturrichio, the prince of decorators. On
the walls of the .Sala di Cambio are painted
the foui' virtues, together with historic per-

sonages The three Christian virtues are to
be seen in " The Transfiguration " (as the
fulfilment of Faith); "The Adoration of the
-Mag' " (as a revelation of Love) ; and " The
Frophets and Sibylls " (as the heralds of
Hope). On the ceiling, in medallion shapes,
are painted with great freedom of touch, the
5eve/i Planets, surroiuided by beautiful orna-
ment. Some of the finest carved and inlail
"

' tarsia
"

' work is to be seen in this room

.

The doors and judicial benches are by
Domenichino del Tasso, a Florentine wood
carver (c. 1490).

The colouring and treatment of the lorf

\ au'-t in the audience hall reminds one of the
work in the Apartamenta Borgia, in the
Vatican, decorated by Pinturrichio. The
vault is divided into several shapes by gilded
mouldings. The square panels in the four
corners of the ceiling have bright red grounds
powdered with gold dots, the ornament
painted on these grounds being character-
istic of PinturricJiio's work (as in the library
of the Cathedral, Siena). The rectangular
panels have blue grounds dotted with gold
stars, with figures of the Evangelists painted
in beautiful toned colours of red and green.
The central shape of the vault is blue, on
which the decorator painted the four Evange-
lists. The three-sided panels surrounding the
large central division have gold groimds with
ornament filling the shape.

Needless to say, Perugia possesses an un-
usual nimiber of handsome buildings and
monuments, one of which is the artistic foun-
tain in the Piazza del Duomo, in front of the
Cathedral.

AssLsi is picturesquely situated high up on
the hills, with the fair Umbrian valley lying
stretched out far below. Foremost amongst
many eminent names, there is, perhaps, none
which occupies a higher place in the religious
life of the thirteenth centurv than that of
St. Francis of Assisi. He was richly endowed
with rare gifts and possessed the' power of
drawing his fellow men to him, and impart-
ing to them his convictions and sentiments.
Erected over his tomb is the magnificent
monumental church to which I now wish to
direct your special attention ; in fact, it is

acknowledged to be one of the finest examples
we have illustrative of the true emplovinent
of colour in decoration. The lower church
was built in 1232, two vears after the death
of St. Francis, and the upper church was
erected twenty-one years later in the Gothic
manner. The beautiful Gothic portal marks
the entrance to t,he lower church in the
cloistered quadrani;le. As I wended mv way
through the vestibule I was greatly impres-
sed by the feeling of solemnity and grandeur,
a perfect harmony to behold ' And not least
the exqui'site effect of the harmonious com-
bination of richlv luminous colouring. It is

veallv a convincing example of the accurate
application of colour in relation to church
architecture, whether in mural decoration,
mosaics, or stained glass. In this Cathedral
of As.sii^i are the grand frescoes bv Cimabue,

Giotto, and Simone Memmi, whidh are en-

circled by a beautiful framework of coloured

detail, scrolls, and interlacing foliage, acceur

tuating the lines of tlie architecture. In fact,

on every part of the floor, walls, and vault-

ing colour is applied to the architecture.

Decoration of such a high order not only
powerfully aids the architecture, but works
hand in hand with the latter as a teacher.

Citta di Castello is not far from Perugia,
j

and is most famous for its Renaissance build-

ings. The Palaces of the Vitelli contain

some very fine loggias with magnificent deco-

rative work. '

Let us now pay a visit to the wonderful
city of Florence, which has grown up, as it

were, in the bottom of a basin, with majestic

hills rising roimd about it as if to defend

uf .Santa Cruce, too, were decorated by Giotto
and Taddeo Gaddi.
The ancient palazzi of medieval Florence

differ widely from the palazzi of Rome and
Venice. The Palazzi Riccardi and Strozzi are
famous examples. Tlie front of the Palazzo
is regular and almost rectangular, with a
great arched door in the centre of the ground
storey, giving entrance to the courtyard in

the interior. Over the doors and stairways
that lead from the court to the rooms above
and around, the heraldry of ancient families

is suspended. There is usually a foimtain in

the middle of the cortile, with its bronze
cujjid or Mercury, from whose lips the water
just trickles.

On either side of the arched entrance the
windows are square and sm.all, and defe"ded

CEILING DECORATION^BY PINTURRICHIO. LIBRERIA PICCOLOMINI,

SI3NA CATHEDEALi

it from the rest of the world. Florence
began to be more than a thousand years ago.

Tile great black-and-white marble Cathedral,

with its wonderful dome by Brunelleschi,

and the Campanile by Giotto ; the quaint
Baptistery, in which for a thousand years
every Florentine child has been taken to be
baptised. The most famous gates in the

world are the main gates marking one of the

entrances to this wonderful Baptistery of San
Giovanni. They were designed by Lorenzo
Ghiberti, who began to work on them in 1425,

and took him nearly thirty years to build.

Michael Angelo saicl they were fit to be the

gates of Paradise. There are models of these

gates, actual size, in the South Kensington
Museum and Royal College of Art.

Florence holds one camtive everywhere, in-

doors and out. The walls of the churches are

covered with frescoes, the Choir of Santa
Maria Novella being decorated with frescoes

by Ghirlandaio in 1490: in fact, his finest

work, I should think. The cloisters and the

room known a.s the .Spanish Chapel contain

decorations pa'nted by Giotto and his con-

temporaries. Several chapels in the church

by iron gratings. The sills are far aibove the
head of the tallest passer-by. There is

generally a stone continuous seat, which, need-
less to say, is pretty much at the service of

the beggar and peasant. At the principal

angles of these famous palaces were placed
.beautiful wrought iron sockets, really in-

tended to receive the end of a flagstaff or
torch on the occasion of a festa.

I cannot leave the Palazzo Riccardi (which
was formerly the Palace of the Medici family)

without mentioning the beautiful little chapel
at the top of the staircase. Here Benozzo
Gozzoli spent about four years decorating the
walls and ceiling.

The towns of Pisa, Lucca, Pistoia, Prato,

and Ravenna would take too long to describe

in detail. But among the many people who
visit Italy one finds a gi'eat diversity of

opinion as to which town is the most interest-

ing. Some maintain that Rome is without
doubt till' place. Others find such a charm in

Florence, without feeling the slightest desire

to quit it in quest of new scenes. But I

think you will agree with me that Venice is

(Continued on -page 66.)
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THE FRONT ENTRANCE OF AN OCTAGONAL HOUSE AT CALDY. CHESHIRE.
Messrs. Briggs, Woi.sten holme and Tiiokkelv, FF.R.I.B.A., Architects.
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Tower, Hotel de Ville, Hesdin.

St. Sepulcre, St. Omer.

St. Denis, St. Omer.

Abbey St. Bertin, St. Omer.

G.H.Q. TROOPS' EXHIBITION OF ART.—GRAND PRIX DIPLOMA SKETCHES IN FRANCE
By Lance-Corp. A. E. Polev, Silver Medallist R.I.B.A.
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-MY SIX TRAVKLS INMONTHS'
ITALY."

(Continued from page 'I'j.)

the one place that mu.st be seen, for Venice
certainly jxissesses a charm of its own quite
apart from that of any other Italian city. It

is unique in its situation, its art, and its at-

tractions. The Piazza is the heart of the city,

and gives one the most striking evidence of

the ancient glory of Venice. Here are great
and imposing buildings : the Basilica of San
Marco, the Doge's Palace, and the Palazzo
Reale and Loggia. The Piazza in the even
ings is a fashionable promenade and possesses
a charm all its own.

In front of the great Cathedral .stand three
richly carved bronze pedestals, which support
flagstaffs on which the banners of Italy are
waved on festa days. .My time was fully occu-
pied sketching in the Cathedral of St. Mark's
and the Doge's Palace. The farade is richly

vigorous, bright colour.s being used in large
and reliefs. The polished marble columns,
the lustrous gold and colouring is the most
perfect in the world. The walls of the in-

terior are lined witli slabs of marble to a

height of twenty feet, forming a most beauti-

ful pattern. The domed ceilings and soffits

of arches are covered with gold mosaics, with
figures of saints in briglit yet harmonicnis
colours. The pavement is of te.siielated

marble, noted for the beauty of patterns and
devices. The vestibule, too, is covered with
mosaics of the thirteenth century, the subjects
being chosen from the Old Testament.
Magnificent decorative work can be seen in

the Ducale Palace ; the Sala del Senato and
CoUegio, decorated by Paolo Veronese and
Tintoret*o. The decoration.* are very fine and
vigorous, bright colours being used in large

masses, contrasted by co;ours of more subdued
tones, and the whole enriched with gold. The
decorations, I may say, were executed in oil

colours and not fresco. The e.xterior of the
Palace is very charming ; the simple diaper
pattern aliove the arches being white, grey,

and jiiiik marbles.
One should not leave Venice without study-

ing the twelfth century mosaic work in Tor-
cello Cathedral. They are really superb.

Padua. Verona, Milan, and Pavia were the
next towns I visited. I find, however,
that time will not permit me to speak of

these, but, nevertheless. I thoroughly enjoyed
the many weeks' stay there, studying the
decorative work of Giotto ; the beautiful de-

corations in the Church of Saint Anastasia at

Verona, and the external decoration of tlie

Palazzo del Consiglio.

.\Iy travels in Italy culminated in a few
quiet days fcy the side of Lakes Como and
Lugano.

>-•••-<
PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADE

SOCIETIES.
Royal Institute of iiritish .\rcliit<'cts.—The

Council have arranged for a series of con-

ferences to be lu^ld at tlie Institute on .sub-

jects of interest to architects and of im-

portance 1<) the public. The conferences will

l>o held on Wednesdays at 3.30 p.m. at fort-

nightly intervals, beginning to-day (Wednes-
day)) January 24. The following is a list of

subjects and dates so faT as at present

arranged, together witli the names of the

upenei's of the discussion and chairmen of the

mtetings :—January 24.
—"Architecture and

Civilisation." Opener, Professor W. R.

Lethabv (F.) ; Chairman, Mr. F. W. Troup
(K.) "February 7.—" Education of the

.Architect." Opener, Mr. Robert Atkinson
(F.); Chairman, Mr. Reginald Blomfield,

R.A. February 21.
—" Pxhication of the

.Vrc.liitect " (continued). Oliencr, Mr. A. K.

Ricliardson (F.) ; Chairman, Mr. H. V.
LancKester. March 7.—" The Control of

Street Architecture." Opener, Sir John
Burnet, R.S.A.. LL.U. (F.); Ch.inrman. Sir

.Nslon Webb. K.C.V.O.. C.B.. R.A. (F.) :

March 21.—" New Materials and Methods as

influencing Design." Opener, Mr. H. D.

.•wearies-Wood (F.) : Chairman, Mr. E. Guy
Dawbw (F.).

>—•••—<
The Batloy General Works Committee have

approved plans for a new church hall at Hang-
in c; Heaton.

nr minstrations.

AN OCTAGON.AL HOUSE AT CALDY,
CHESHIRE, FOR MI.SS M. E. LAMB.
This house, of which we give the plans

with sections and two photographs, was re-

cently erected on a fine site overlooking the

estuary of the Dee, with views of the Welsh
hills to the south-west. The design, so un-

usual in form and interesting in character, is

the outcome of instructions that the house
.should take the form of an octagon 60 ft. in

dia.nieter, having a flat roof, which would
serve as a promenade. A feature internally

was to be made of a billiard-room hall. The
staircase is lighted by a tof lantern. Sec-

tion E.F. shows the approach to the
belvedere roof. The five principal bed-
rooms were to be as nearly as possible equal
in size. In meeting these conditions it was
fell to be desirable that access to the draw-
ing-room, dining-room, and front entrance,

and all rooms on the first floor from the ser-

vants' quarters should be provided without
necessarily passing through the billiard-room
hall. The plans wiU explain how these con-
ditions >.ive been met, the whole contrivance
being most ingeniously arranged. The floor

of the hall is oak, and the walls are panelled
in oak to a height of 8 ft. Columbian pine,

painted white, has been used for most of the
joiners' work. The house is heated through-
out by means of hot-water' pipes and radia-
tors. Externally the walls are faced with
2^ inch sand-faced Seaiombe bricks, varying
in colour from dull red to purple. The
masonry of the entrance doorway is of Store-
ton stone. Mr. James Merrit, Birkenhead,
was the general contractor, and the architects,

are Messrs. Briggs, Wolsteiiholme, and
Thornely, FF,R.I.B.A., of Liverpool.

'

K.X.AMPLES OF ITALIAN ARCHITEC-
TURE AND DECORATION.

Tlie four illustrations on our double page
are described in Mr. Ivor Beaimiont's paper
thereon on another page. The other three
illustrations will be found with the paper
itself.

(!. H. Q. TROOPS' EXHIBITION OF
.Virus. _ GRAND PRIX DIPLOMA
SKETCHES IN FRANCE.
The Headquarters Staff in French Flanders

has awarded the Grand Prix Diploma to

Lance-Corp. A. E. Poley, Silver iledallist

R.I.B.A., for a series of architectural sketches
made on active service during the war.
These pencil pocket-book studies were chosen
for this distinction in an exhibition of sol-

diers' art work held recently, and they have
now been forwarded for reproduction to The
Bi'iLDiNG News. Our choice to-day will be
followed by another page shortly. The sub-

jects on the present occasion comprise tvpical

buildings, chiefly sket<?hed at St. Omer.
Facing the end of the Rue de I'Abbaye of

that city rises the noble tower of the

Monastery of St. Berlin, built between 1431
and 1520. The founder was the monk of

Luxeuil, who came to the place with St.

Oiner in the seventh century. This abbey
long fiirni.-ihed the iominating conventual

establishment of Artois, and it was of the

Benedictine order. The splendid monastic
church was de-stroyed by the municipal ad-

ministration of tlie town in 1830 under pre-

tence of giving employment to the working-
classes at the time. Since that act of short,

sighted vandalism the premises have been left

entirely uncared for, and they are still badly
neglected. The tower of the Church of St.

Se]iulchre, .shown by the next sketch, is much
earlier in date, with its stone spire of almut

1387. Aljove its single big portal is a

tra<!eried lunette window of geometric out

line, but rather flamboyant in style. The
former cathedral of Notre Dame is ap-

proached from the long Rue St. Bortiii. and

includes work of the thirteenth and fiftconth

ceiiituTies. The Palais de Justice, the fi>rmer

F.veclie, w.as designed liy Mansart. and the

Hotel de Ville was erect<>d in 1834 with mate-

rials obtained from the ruins of the .\bbey of

St. Berlin. We include Mr. Poley's sketch

of the massive tow<?r of St. Denis with its

picture.sque Renaissance portal. The tower of

the Hotel de Ville at Hesdin, shown also on

iiur page, was erected in 1629. This prettily

situated little to^vn on the Canche was
founded by Charles V. in 1554, after the de-

struction of Vieil-Hcsden, the ancient
Helenum, by the Imperial Army in 1553.

Hesdin is, perhaps, best remembered as the

birthplace of Abbe Prcvost, the author of
" Manou Lescant.'" Its great church, some-
times called the cathedral, is a handsome
structure of Sixteenth Century Renaissance,

with a splendid portal flanked by two turrets,

one on either side. Mr. Poley's careful sketch

of this resembles a silver point study and too

faint in line to reproduce satisfactorily. We
shall, however, shortly give his sketches of

the north and south porches of the cathedral

of St. Omer, with others. The set includes

The Prison, St. Omer, the Hospice Valbelle.

and Le Mathurin, with its sculptured

R'liaissance pediment of Late character. In

the northern faubourg of Haut-Pont, the in-

habitants preserve the Flemish language and
costume, with Flemish manners and customs

••—<-

OBITUARY.
The death took place on Monday, at his

residence in Chelsea, of Mr. William Frend De
Morgan, the well-known son of Augustus De
Morgan. Young De Morgan was boin in 1830

and educated at University College School .-iiul

the College, Gower Street, and, having

adopted art as a profession, entered the Royal

Academv as a student in 1859. In the years

following 1864 he was chiefly engaged in

stained-glass work, and in 1870 he turned his

hand to ceramic work, when his exijeriments

in lustre, at that time not much known in

England, attracted attention among artists.

His ixittery ranks with the best of its kind

in England. He was one of the founders of

the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society, and

was a great friend of William .Morris and Sir

Edward Burne-Jones, who aijpreciated his rare

wit and other "lovable quaUties." De Morgan.

we are told, often sighed for the old

Bohemian evenings siJent with Bunie-Jones

in Great Russell Street, when the artists little

Yorkshire maid came in and asked, "As any

of vou gentlemen seen the key of the beer-

barrel?" At the age of sixty-six. Mr De

.Morgiui began to write fiction, and hardly a

year Jias since gone by without a volume from

iiis pen.

The death occurred last Sunday at Rath-

varna, Chichester Park, Belfast, of the

Right Hon, Robert Young, Born in 1822,

the eldest son of James Young, of ^^hIte-

abbey. he was educated at Belfast Academy.

Mr. Young afterwards went to Glasgow

University, where he studied mathematics

under Dr. James Thomson, father of l^rd

Kelvin. On his return to Belfast he was

articled to the late Sir Charles Lanyon,

county survevor of Antrim, and afterwards

M.P.'for Belfast. He took a prominent

part in the construction of the Belfast and

Ballvmena Railway (now the property of

the Midland Railway of England). He was

subsequentlv engineer of the Jlidland Great

Western Railwav of Ireland, and lived for

some vears at Atlilone. where he supenn

tended the erection of a bridge across the

Shannon, Returning to Belfast early in the

'fifties, he started as an architect and civil

engineer. He was afterwards joined by Mr.

John MacKenzic and by his son, Mr. R. M.

Young. He was a member of the Senate

of Queen's University, Belfast.

We rv..^ret to record the death ou the 15lh

insUnt, at Brighton, of -Mr. R. C. Foster, of

the firm of Messrs. Foster and Dicksee, of

Rugbv. Born at Rugby in 1849, and educate<i

at King's College and South Kensington, and

under ilr. Arthur Evers, of Great ^larl

borough Street, W., in the architwtural 'pv

fession. he exhibited in the architoctural roimi

at the Roval Academv in 1877 and 1878. In

1879 he joined Mr. "W. Sidney Dicksee (a

brother of Frank Dicksee, A. R.A.) in Uking
over the business of Mr. John Bromwich,

of Rugby, a well known building contractor,

who had" carried out many works under Sal-

viu. Sir M, D. Wvatt, and others. We
gave Mr. Foster's portrait in our is,sue of

October 10, 1890, and a long liet of the im-

^ porlant works executed by the firm, of which
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he remained a director up to the time
of his death, although he retired from active

busicess some years ago. They iiichided the
Bankruptcy Offices in Carey Street, and other
Goverrunent buildings, and many large

mansions, artizans' dwellings, and other im-
portant erections.

We learn with regret, just as we are going

to press, of the death of Mr. Edward Robeit
Robson, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I. , after a

short illness, at the age of 81, at his residence

at Blackheath. Born on Marcli 2, 1835, he
Was educated at [jrivate schools. Having
spent three years in the shops he was the
pujjil first of John Dobson, of Newcastle-on-
Xyne, and then of Sir Gilbert Scott. He
travelled much in Europe, America, and
Canada. He built the Piccadilly Art Gal-

leries, the New Gallery in Regent Street, the

People's Art Palace, Queen's Hall, several

hundred schools in London, and many man-
sions and churches. He was architect in

charge of Durham Cathedral for si.x years,

surveyor to the Corporation of Liverpool for

some years, and the first architect to the

London School Board. In later' years he was
engaged in private practice in Westminster.

His book on schooil architecture attained a

viide circulation, and- he was the author of

numerous .articles and essays in our own
pages and those of kindred publications.

We gave a portrait of Mr. Robson and some
particulars of his career in our issue of Sep-

tember 5, 1890.

. ? ••» <

HE.\TING A POROUS HOUSE.*

By George H. Cvshino.

I am convinced that the operation of the

furnace, after the house is built, is a mere
detail. No amount of doctoi'ing it or switch-

ing coals will after the all-important item

—

the cost of keejnng the house warm. Once
the house is built, the amount of fuel re-

quired to heat it is well determined. On the

other hand, I am now convinced that if a

house is designed and built with a few simple

facts ui mind, it is possible to save twenty
to thirty cents a day—more than enough in

five years to pay the difference in cost be-

. J ween a good and a shoddy structure.

This applies, of course, only to that part of

the country lying north of the Potomac,
Ohio, and Missouri rivers, whore the outside

temperature for 225 days of the year ranges

between sixty above and twenty below zero.

I am assuming, also, an inside temp)erature of

72 degs. I am measuring the cost of raising

the house temperature from what it would be
to what it should be. I am convinced, after

studying my own and more than a hundr.;d

other houses, that the secret of true comfort

—and incidentally of fuel economy—is the

proper design an3 construction of the house
itself.

In a word, the cheap and satisfactory heat-

ing of a home is primarily a matter of archi-

tecture, and secondarily one of construction.

.\11 efforts to save money on coal by changing

from one grade to another, by doctoring the

furnace, by buying smoke con.sumers, etc.,

after the house is finished smacks all too

strongly of an old simile about a stolen horse

and a" padlock on the door of an empty
stable. All last winter I tried scientific

trieks upon a pile of coal to heat a house

that was improperly built. I got nowhere.

I learned much that coal can be made to do

and much that it can't ; but with all my
wisdom, I couldn't actually heat a house im-

properly designed and poorly built.

To get the facts before us, I will start at

the beginning. When I moved into this

house, in iMay, 1915, it was five yeai-s old.

It is situated on a lot 135 ft. by 175 ft., and
is surrounded by thirty full-grown trees. On
the theory that trees break the wind, it

should have plenty of protection. It is, in

fact, in the centre of a forest one mile wide
at its narrow dimension and fully ten miles

long. The winter was moderate, there being

no more than two weeks of zero weather.

From the Sciertlific American. Mainly applicable,
of coarse, to the locality indicated, but there are hints
that may well be studied this side, as many who have
«ndaied this winter in similar homes will agree.

with au average temperature during live

months of about freezing.

I bought my coal and started my furnace
fire early that fall with childlike confidence

in the advice given me by a furnace manu-
facturer. He said that I should be comfort-
able all winter if I burned during the season
only one ton of coal for every ICO ft. cf

radiation in my hot-water system. My house
had 600 ft. of radiation ; this meant six tons
of coal in a winter. I added a ton and a-half

to his estimate for good measure. That esti-

mate i seven and a-half tons of coal was
gone by New Year's Day, and winter nad
not yet started.

I knew then that something was wrong,
and I was keen to right it. So I hunted up
a fuel engineer who has made all sorts of

scientific experiments for the Government
and va.rious universities. He began to ask
me how many "windoiws I had, whait sort of

material the walls were made of, and how
much inside space I had to heat. To exiplain

why he wanted to know all this, he said :

—

' WJien you burn coal you generate heat
units (British thermal units, or B.T.U., to

be scientific). If you cut a window, you let

the hea.t out. To overcome this lo.?s you
must generate heat units. If you have a
tight wall, you keep the heat in to a certain
extent, but still you lose a lot of it in that
way. Walls will radiate heat. If you have
a loose wall, you let more of the heat out.

To overcome this loss—^hig or little—yju must
generate heat units. Then, after' spending all

this heat merely to hold your own, you still

have to heat the air to be waiiu. It takes
heat units to do that, too

"To do these three things is iwhy you burn
ooal. As you see, you create heat mainly to

offset the loss by radiation througli the win-
dows, doors, and walls. When you have
stojrijed that loss, it takes little heat to warm
tlhe air inside."

Having that key to my annoying situation,

I found in an engineers' almanac a rule

governing such matters. It read, as nearly

as I can recall, as folUows :

—

" To offset the loss by radiation through
glass in zero weather requires the generation

of 80 B.T.U. per hour per square foot of

glass. An average of Very cold and
moderately warm day3 in winter will demand
40 B.T.U. per square foot of wmdow glass

per hour. To offset the loss of heat by radia-

tion through the walls takes, in zero weather,

15 B.T.U. per square foot per hour, or an

average for the winter of 8 B.T.U. per square

foot of wall per hour. To heat each cubic

foot of air in tlie house, assuming a change

of air every hour, takes one-fourth of a

B.T.U. jwr hour."
R requires no laiboiu'ed arithmetic to tell

that it requires 160 times as much heat to

offset the radiation through one square foot

of glass as it di es to heat a cubic foot of air.

Also, it takes thirty-two times as mucQi heat

to offset the loss by radiation through one

sfiuare foot of wall as it does to heat one

cubic foot of inside air. Therefore, tight

windows and storm windows and tight walls

are worth while.

To indicate how any home-owner may use

this rule to determine bow mucli coal he

should hum per season. I wnll apply it to

my seven -room house. The following tabula-

tion embodies the result :

—

B.T.U.
Windows—480 square feet at 40

B.T.U. per hour 19,200

Walls—1,320 square feet at 8 B.T.U.

per hour 10,560

Inside air—10,800 cubic feet at

i B.T.U. per hour 2,700

Total, per hour 32,460

In one day it requires twenty-four times

bhait. or 779,640 B.T.U. per day. " Coal shows

great variation. An ordinary grade of

antdiraoite coal, such as I used, will contain

albout 13,000 B.T.U. per pound. But it is not

possible for a fuMiace to yield 100 per cent,

of efficiency. The loss up the cliimney is con-

siderable ; "the loss by radiation tlrrough the

sides is an item. Therefore, in practice, of

the heat generated in the furnace it is con-

servative to expect to get the use of 60 per

cent. For that reason, instead of a possible

consumption of coal of 50 lbs. per day, I

should have burned not more than 100 lbs.

of coaJ per day.

Last year the cold wt/ather came late.

This year the spring came early tio the fur-

nace was needed only during IM days, wliicii

was accounted for, m pai-t, by the lact tliat

the house was closed for a month. 8o, even

with all the wuidows, I should have burned

only 9^ tons of coal if the theory is correct.

However, theory weni to protest in my case

;

1 burned, as related, edg'liteen tons of coal.

And the house temperature was not the theo-

retical 70° which may figures anticipate, but

more neariy an actual average of 65'-'. It

was practically impossible, in a word, to heat

the liouse.

Analysing, after the experience, as most

of us are prone to do—1 concluded that the

man who built the house had tried the com-

mon thing; he had attempted to limit the

first cost. I do not say it was a house built

only to sell, and hence shoddy. Rather, he

feared to make it good enough for himself

lest it prove too good for the man who might

want to buy it. When once started upon a

policy of sparing original expense, there was

no logical place where he could quit. Thus

he bought a furnace that was two sizes too

small. This saved him less than fifty dol-

lars. When I fell heir to this furnace mis-

take I found that the fii'e had to be for-^ed

all the time. This burned coal much faster

thai! home needs demand and yielded no

natural result but waste. Indeed, my yearly

excess fuel bill is nearly double what the

builder saved on tliis item.

A similar effort at economy omitted the

secondary damper from the chimney or the

smoke pipe. That is, the only one installed

was a part of the furnace. Thus, when the

wind blew, there was no way to put a double

check on the draught without shutting it off

almost entir-ely. As a result, the consump-

tion of coal doubled, but the heat escaped

up the chimney without stopping to heat the

water. To be specific, I burned one Sunday
300 lbs. of coal instead of a normal 125 lbs.,

but the temperature of the water rose oidy

five degrees. I might say that an ordinary

damper fJo check this loss costs but ten

cents, and the most expensive damper I have

found costs but five dollars.

The defects in the construction were even

more serious. As has been indicated, this

seven-room house has an unusual number of

windows—forty in all. When the loss of

heat through glass is recalled, this makes an

expensive heating proposition at best. To
make matter wlorse, the arrangement of

them was bad. The south side, where th;

sun shone, and where a certain amount of

protection was afforded, is practically a dead

wall. It has few windows. The nort^i side,

where the wind is strong, and where i.o ^un

enters, is practically all glass. To mike it

worse, these window-s are of the "artistic"

kind. They are casement windows made o."

spongy wood. In wet weather thev can be

neither shut nor opened. In dry vcather

they touch the sill only at the hingjs. 'is a

result, in winter they leak air into the house

in veritable gales. To make them still more

"artistic" they are latticed. The builder

may have had an eye for beauty, but he was

not careful to see that the joints between

ihe wood and the glass were sealed witli

putty. This made a secondary air leakage.

In construction, the house was stucco on

frame. The stucco apparently had been put

on without using a proper mixture of sand,

cement, and gravel. This is one thing that

is almost sure to happen when one starts to

save money on first cost. The result was

that even the walls leaked air. This, of

couree, added to the loss of heat.

Having entered upon a catalogue of f"
demerits'" of this house for a purpose, I will

not overlook the principal one. The effort at

"artistic" designing became a conscious

strusgle to defy every tradition and to eli-

minate every feature which has the sanction

of time. Thus, every interior door down-
stairs was banished, save one which segre-

gated the kitchen. It is not possible, there-

fore, to close off any cold room and thus
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jirotect the rest of the house. On the con-

trary, everything is wide open. There isn't

even a door to clo.se the stairway. As a

nioet natuial consequence, every jnrush of

air at any cold point makes itself felt all

tlirough llie house and destroys all efforts

to heat it evenly and effectively. As a

matter of fact, on cold days the family had

to segregate itself in the upstairs sitting-

room and summon the aid of a g<ui etove to

help out the furnace.

All the.se things lielp to e.vplain why I

burned 8^ tons of coal more than I should in

a mild winter; why I paid 74.80 dollars niue

for fuel than was necessary; why my house

was a.lways cold. They indicate, 1 believe,

that the proper time to study fuel economy

is not after the house is built and the cold

weather is upon one, but wlien the liouse is

being built.

CONCRETE AMJ REINFORCED COX-
CRETE.

CHAI'TER I.

The Joint Committee on Concrete and Re-

inforced Concrete was .fonned by the union of

Special Committees ap)x)inted in 1903 and

1904 by the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers, the American Society loi Testing

Materials, the American RaUway Engineering

and Maintenance of Way Association (now

the American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion), and tlic Association of American Port-

land Cement Manufacturers (now the Port-

land Cemenit Association). In 1915 there was

added a Special Committee appointed by the

American Concrete Institute at the invitaition

of the Joint Committee.
Progress reports fcy the Joint Committee

were presented to the" parent societies in 1909

and 1912, The rci>ort presented in 1912 has

been printed by the American Society of Civil

Engineers, the" American Society for Testing

Materials, and tlie Anieriian Railway Engi-

neering A.s.s<)cia.tion, and reference to that

report may lie made for det.-iiis regarding the

earlier work of the Joint Committee, a his-

torio;iil sketch of the initrcMluction of concrete

and reinforced concrete, and a bibliography of

authorities upf>n whidh the repcwt was biised.

Since 1912 the Committee has continued its

study of the subject, has followed the working

out of its rc^C!^)nl]nendations in actu.xl c(>nsit.ruc-

tion. has weighed arguments and criticisms

which have come to its attenticm, and has

considered new experimental data. ^Vhile the

Committee sees no reason for making any

fundamental changes, the recommendations of

its previous repori liave l)een revi-sed to .some

exitent, and considera.ble new material lias

been a<l<ied upon subjei-ts not jjreviously

toudlied. There are wmie sulbjects upon which
e.icperimentaltion is still in progi'ess, and the

art of concrete and reinfoiTcd concrete will

be advancing for m,anv years to come.

Wliile this rejjort deal.s with every kind of

stress to which concrete is subjected, and in-

cludes all ordinary Cimditioiis of proportion-

ing and handling, it does not go into all types

of construction nor all the applications to

which ctmcrote and reiiiforced concrete may
be put. The report is not a .s)>ecificaition, but

may be used as a basis for specifications. In

their use, concrete niid reinforced concrete

involve the exerci.«e of goo<l judgment to a

greater degree than <lo any oilier building

materials. Rules cannot pitxlnce or supersede

judgment: on the contraiy, judgment should

control the interpretntion and a,]>))lioaltion of

rules.

The Conmiittee has not attempted in evei-y

case to pre-sent rigidly scientific method," of

analysis in dealiii!T wit.h stresses, but has

aimed to furni.sh rules which will load to safe

results sufTicieiLtly close ifoi- ordinary design.

ClIArTER II.

ADArTABIMTY OF rONCRF.TF. ANI> RF.I.NKORCKl)

rONCRF-TE.

The adantaliilitv of concrete and reinforced

concrete for engineerimr structures or parts

thereof is so well established th.it thev are

recognised niatwials of construction. When
l)rop"prlv usod, they have prnved sati,sfactovv

for those pnrpose.s" for which their qualities

make them particularly suitable,

I TSF.S

Plain concrete is well adapted for struc

tares in which the principal stresses are com-

pressive, such as foundations, dams, retain-

ing and other walls, tunnels, piers, abut-

ments, and, in many cases, arches.

By the use of metal reinforcement to resist

the" principal tensile stres.ses, concrete be-

comes available for general use in various

structures and structural forms. This com-

bination of concrete and metal is particularly

advantageous in structural members subject

to both compression and tension, and in

columns where, although the main stresses are

compressive, there is also cross-bending.

Metal reinforcement may also be used to

advat tage to distribute and minimise cracks

due to shrinkage and temperature changes.

2. PRECAUTIONS.

Eailurcs of reinforced concrete structures

have been due usually to some one or more of

the following causes :

—

Defective design, poor material, faulty

execution, or premature removal of forms.

To prevent failures or otherwise unsatis-

factory results, the following precautions

should be taken :

—

The computations and assumptions on which

the design is based .should be in accordance

with the esUiblished principles of mechanics.

The unit stresses and details of the de.sign

sliould conform to accepted good practice.

Materials used for the concrete as well as

for the reinforcement should be carefully in-

spected aivd tested, special attention being

given to the testing of the sand, as poor saiid

has proved a frequent cause of failure. The

measuring and combining of the materials

which go to make up the concrete, and the

placing of the concrete in the forms, should

be under the supervision of experienced men.

The metal f(u- reinforcement should be of a

quality conforming to standard specifications.

Care should be taken to obtain good bond

between different fills of concrete, to prevent

concrete from freezing before the cement has

set, to have the materials thoroughly mixed,

to avoid too wet or too dry a consistency, and

t'.i have the forms cleaned before concrete is

placed.

The computations should include all de-

tails; even minor details may be of the

utmost importance. The design should show

clearly the size and position of the reinforce-

ment." and should jirovide for proper connec-

tion between the component parts so that

they cannot be displaced. As the connec-

tions between reinforced concrete members

are freiiuently a source of weakness, the de-

sign should i'nclude a detailed study of such

connections.

The concrete should be rigidly supported

until it has developed sufficient strength lo

carry inipo.sed loads. The most careful and

experienced iii.spection is necessary to deter-

mine when the concrete has set sufficiently for

it to be safe to remove forms. Frozen con-

crete fre<iuently has been mistaken for

properly set concrete.

3. DESIGN AND SUPERVISION.

The execution of the work should not be

sejiarated from the design, as intelligent

supervision and successful execution can be

expected only when both functions are com-

bined. It is desirable, therefore, that the

engineer who prepares the design and .speci-

fications should have supervision of the exe-

cution of the work.

The Committee recommends the following

practice for the purpose of fixing tlic re-

sponsibility and providing for adequate

supervision during construction.

[n] Before work is commenced, complete

plans and spwifications should be prepared,

giving the dead and live loads, wind and

fmp.oct, if any, and working stresses, show-

ing the general arrangement and all details.

The plans .should show the size, lenuth, loca-

tion of points of bending, and exact position

of all reinfoivement, including stirrups, ties,

hooping, and s|)l icing,

(h) The siiccifications should state the

qualities of the materials and the proportions

in which they are to be used,

((1 The strength which the concrete is ex

pected to attain after a definite period .should

be stated in the specifications,

(rf) Inspection during construction should

be made by ixmipeteait inspectors selected by

and under the su(pervision of the engineer,

and should cover the following :

—

1. Materials,

2. Construction and erection of the forms

and supiwrls.

3. Sizes, sliapea, arrangement, position, and

fastening of the reinforcement.

4. Proportioning, mixing, ooneistency, and

placing of the concrete

5. Strength of the concrete by testa ot

standard test pieces made on the work.

6. Wihetlher the concrete is sufficiently

hardened before the forms and BUpports are

removed.
. , „ _, »

7. Protection from injury of ail pajits ol

the structure.
.

8. Comparison of dimensions of all paru

of the tinished structure with the p'.ans.

(e) Load tests on fiortions of the linished

structure shoukl be made where there is rea-

sonable siuqiicion that the work has not been

properly perlormed. or that, through inliu-

ences of some kind, tlie strength has been im-

paired, or where there is any doubt as to tlie

Sufficiency of the design. The l.;ading should

be carried to such a i)oint that the calculated

stresses under .such loading shall be one and

tluee-quarter times the allowed working

stresses, and such loads should cause no jn-

inrious permanent deformations. Load tests

should not be made Wore the concrete has

been in place sixty days.

4. UESTUUOTlVTi AGENCIES.

(a) Currosion of Metal liunforcimtnt.—

Tests and experience indicate that steel sufiS-

ciently embedded in good concrete is well pro-

tected against corrosion, no matter whetliei

located above or below water level It is re-

commended that such protection be not le.s»^

than 1 in. in thickness. If the concrete is

porous so as to be readily permeable by water,

as when the concrete is laid with a very dry

consistency, the metal may corrode on account

of the presence of moisture and air.

(h) Ele<-lnily.<i.<.—The e.xperimental. data

available on this subject seem Ui show that

while reinforced concrete structures may,

under certain conditioius, be injured by th.-

flow of electric current in either direction be

twcen the reinforcing material and the con

Crete, such injury is generally to be expecleil

only where voltages are considerably higher

tha'n those which usually occur in concrete
_

structures in practice. If the iron be posi-

tive, trouble may manifest itself by corrosion

of the iron, accompanied by cracking of the

concrete, and if the iivm be negative tliere

may be a softening of the concrete

near the surface of Uie iron, result-

ing in a destruction ot the bond.

The former, or anode effect, decreases much
more rajiidly than the voltage, and almost

if not (piite" disajipears at voltages that are

most likely to be encountered in practice. "Vbe

cUhode eifect, on the other hand, takos place

even for very low voltages, and is, therefore,

more imiwrtant from a practical standiwint

than that of the anode,

.<vtructures containing salt or calciunt

chloride, even in very small quantities, are

very much more susceptible to the effects of

electric currents tliaii normal concrete, the

anode effe<-t pi-ogressing much more rap'^ly

in tilie presence of chlorine, and the cathode

effect being greatly increased by Uie presence

of an alkali metal,

THiere is great weiglit of evidence to ,show

that noniial reinforced concrete structures

free fR>in salt are in very little danger juider

niost practical conditions, while non-reinforced

concrete structures are practically mimmie

from electrolysis ti-ouibles.

(.) Sea Wa'l(r.—T\\e data available concern-

ing the effect of seji watii- on concrete or rein-

fon-ed concrete are limited and inooncluRive.

Sea w\ills out of the range of frost action have

lH.>en .standing for many years without, appa-

rent injury. In many places serious disinte-

gration has taken place. Th>s li«f
occurred

chiefly between low and high tide levels, and

is du^, evidently, in part tx> frost pi''>'»'<?f>

acti.m also a,n>oars to b«
>"<''™'f'

^>' /j"*

s<,fto.iing of the mortar. To effect the b^t

resist^uice to sea water, the concrete must be

proixrttioned. mixed, and lilaccd so as Vo

.revont the l>enet ration ot sea waten- into

the nia-ss or through the joints. The agp^-

gat..s should be carefully selected, graded,

and proportioned with tlie ctment so as

to secure the maximum possible density

,
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tilie concrete should be thoroughly mixed

;

the jointe between old and new work should
be made water-tight ; asd tlie concrete shoulu
be kept from exposure to sea water until

it ifi tHoroughly hard aud impervious.
(d) Acids.—Dense concrete thoroughly

hardened is aSected appreciably only by acids

which seriously injure other materials. Sub-
stances like manure, that contain acids, may
injui'iously affect green concrete, but do not
.afieot concrete that is thoroughly hardened.

(e) Oils.—Concrete is unaffected by such
mineral oils as petroleum and ordinary engine
oils. Oils which contain fatty acids produce
injurious effects, forming comfwunds with the
lime which may result in a disintegration of

the concrete in contact with them.

(fj Alkalies.—The action of alkalies on con-

crete ie problematical. In the reclamation
of arid land, where the soil is heavily charged
with alkaline salts, it has been found that
concrete, stone, brick, iron, and other
mat-erials are injured under certain conditions.

It would seem that the level of the ground-
water" in an extremely dry atmosphere such
structures are disintegrated, through the
ra.pid crystallisation of the alkaline salts, re-

sulting from the alternate wetting and drying
of the surface. Such destructive action can
be prevented by the use of a protective coat-

ing, and is minimised by seeming a dense
concrete.

Chapxee III.

MATERIALS.
The quality of all the materials is of para-

mount importance. The cement and also the

aggregates should be- subject to definite re-

quirements and tests.

1. CEMENT.
There are available for construction purposes

Portland, Natural, and Puzzolan or Slag
cements.

(a) Portland Cement is the product ob-

tained by finely pulverising clinker produced
by calcining to incipient fusion, an intimate
and properly proportioned mixture of argil-

laceous and calcareous materials, with no ad-

ditions subsequent to calcination excepting
wa/ter ajid calcined or uncalcined gypsum.

It has a definite chemical composition
varying within comparatively narrow limits.

Portland cement only should be used in re-

inforced concrete construction, or in any con-

struction that will be subject to shocks, vibra-

tions, or stresses other than direct compres-
sion.

(0) Natural Cement is the finely pulverised
product resulting from the calcination of an
argillaceous limestone at a temperature only
sjfficient to drive off the carbonic acid gas.

Although the limestone must have a certain
composition, this composition may vary
within much wider limits than in the case of
Portland cement. Natural cement does not
develop its strength as quickly nor is it as
uniform in composition as Portland cement.

Natural cement may be used in massive
masonry where weight rather than strength
is the essential feature.

Where economy is the governing factor a
comparison may be made between the use
of natural cement and a leaner mixture of
Portland cement that will develop the same
strength.

(c) Puzzolan or Slag Cement is the product
resnlting from finely pulverising a mechani-
cal mixture of granulated basic blast-fur-
nace slag and hydrated lime.

Puzzolan cement is not nearly as strong,
uniform, or reliable as Portland or natural
cement, is not used extensively, and never
in important work ; it should be used only
for unimportant foundation work under-
ground where it is not exposed to air or run-
ning water.

(3) Specification.^.—The cement should
meet the requirements of the specifications

and methods of tests for Portland cement
which are the re.'^ult of the joint labours of
special committees of the American Society
of Civil Engineers. American Society for

Testing Materials. American Railway En-
gineering Association, and other affiliated

organisations, and the United States Govern-
ment.

2. AGO RECITES.

Extreme care .=houId be exercLsed in select-

and careful tests made of the materials for

the pui-pose of determining the quality and

grading necessary to secure maximum density'

or a minimum percentage of voids. Bank
gravel should be separated by screening into

line and coarse aggregates and then used in

the proportions to be determined by density

tests.

(a) Fine Aggregate should consist of sand,

or the screenings of gravel or crushed stone,

graded from fine to coarse, and passing w'hen

di-y a screen having j-in. diameter holes ;"

it preferably should be of siliceous material,

and not more than 30 per cent, by weight,

should pass a sieve having 50 meshes per

lin. in. ; it should be clean, and free from soft

particles, lumps of clay, vegetable loam, or

other organic matter.

Fine aggregate should always be tested for

strength. It should be of such quality that

mortar composed of one part Portland cement
and tliree parts fine aggregate by weight w-hen

made into briquettes, prisms, or cylinders

will show a tensile or compressive strength,

at an age of not less than seven days, at

least equal to the strength of 1 : 3 mortar of

the same consistency made with the same ce-

ment and standard Ottawa sand.' If the ag-

gregate be of poorer quality, the prooortion

of cement should be increased to secure the

desired strength. If the strength developed

by the aggregate in the 1 : 3 mortar is less

than 70 per cent, of the strength of the

Ottawa-sand mortar, the material should be

rejected. In testing aggregates care should

be exercised to avoid the removal of

any coating on the grains, which" may
affect the strength ; bank sands should

not be dried before bein? made into

mortar, but should contain natural moisture.

The percentage of moisture may be deter-

mined upon a separate sample for correcting

weight. From 10 to 40 per cent, more water

may be required in mixing bank or artificial

sands than for standard Ottawa sand to pro-

duce the same consistency.

[To be continued.)

JOHN TANNS SAFES, DOORS AND
STRONG ROOMS.

It is the well-sustained claim of John

Tann, Limited, that no fire-resisting safe of

their make has ever had its contents de-

stroyed bv fire, and that no thief-resisting

safe they have supplied has ever been opened

by a burglar. The firm is also the oldest

established of its kind ia the world, having

been founded in 1795, and the history of

its development, and never-failing pursuit

of every improvement, or modification ren-

dered necessary by changing circumstances,

is a very interesting one. Its latest achieve-

ment, for instance, has been the devising of

means to frustrate the possible employment

by the burglar of the oxy-acetylene blow-

pipe.

With such credentials it is little wonder

that the leading bankers, merchants, and

others with valuable property to protect,

have with confidence availed themselves of

the perfect security Jolm Tann's safes

guarantee. We have been much interested

in one of the firm's latest productions, a high-

grade bullion-room door, constructed for the

Trustees of Queensland, to resist fire, the

drill, the wedge, the oxy-acetylene blow-

pipe, high explosives, and every other known
means of attack, a series of illustrations of

which are before us and can be had on appli-

cation by any reader, together with the firm's

latest catalogue, bv application to 117, New-
gate Street. E.C.
We should also mention that at Blackfriars

House, which we illustrated in our New
Year's number, thirteen of their " List 13

"

doors have been installed. Of one of these

we give an illustration.

The door is 1^ ins. thick in the thinnest

part, the outer surface being composed of

John Tann's drill-proof unbreakable plate,

lock chambers constructed of Steel T bars,

6 by 4 by ^ ins. Steel angle bar frame, 6 by

6 by i ins., with 4^ by 3 by ^ ins. angle bar

rebate, with 4 in. packing bar. Eacli door

has five sliding bolts at front, which pass

through the T girder lock case and lock be-

hind the angle bar rebate in frame. The
bolts are secured by two of John Tann's
patent, unpick able, gunixiwder-proof bank
locks, the locks and lockwork being protected

by an additional thickness of drill-proof

plate, making a total thickness of 2j ins.

The back of the door is secured by John
Tann's continuous tongue bar. The " List

13 " dooi-s have a chamber at back filled with
the best-known steam generating composition.

The other doors in Blackfriars House, " L'st
8" and "List 7," specially adapted for large

1 A convenient coefficient of density is the ratio of

the sura of the volnnies of .lolid particles contained in

a unit volnme to the total unit volume.
- If the dividing size between the fine and coarse

nBrereeate is less or greater than J in., allowance
should be made in gradi"e and proportioning.

8 A natural sand obtained a*" Ottawa, Illinois,

passing a screen having 20 meshes and retained on a
screen having 20 me=hes per linear inch ; prepared and
fnrnished by the Ottawa Silica Company, for 2 cents
per pound f.o.b. cars, Ottawa, Illinois.

.John Tann's "List 13" Door.

fire-resisting rooms in basements. The ven-

tilating gates or grilles for the strong rooms
are also all by John Tann, Limited, and of

wrought steel.

It will be remembered that to John Tann,
Limited, was entrusted the making of the

safe on board the " -Medina " for the Crown
and Royal jewels worn by the King and
Queen during their visit to India in 1911.

Among the more recent of the hundreds of

testimonials which the firm possesses is one

of very timely interest from a well-known
East End firm of goldsmiths, whose shops

were raided by the mob in the recent anti-

German riots in mistake. The rioters, after

clearing the shop windows and show-cases

of watches and jewellery, carried off the

clocks and every article of value, and then
turned their attention to the safe, which,
although it weighed 7 cwts., was actually

carried out bodily by a gang of burly ruf-

fians, who crashed it down on the pavement
time after time, but without effect. They
then brought hammers and chisels into play,

but all in vain. An inferior safe must have
j-ielded to such savage attacks, but they could
make no impression on the safe in question,

although they smashed off the hinges and
handles, and. in fact, made every possible
effort to open it. It foiled every attempt,
and was found with its valuable contents
intact, and is as serviceable as ever.

> »•» <

Plans have been approved for a side chapel
at St. Peter's Church, Swinton, Manchester.

The .Journal of the Imperial Arts League
states that information has been recedved that
Mr. Alfred Gilbert, the soulptor, is a'live amd
well and working in Bruges. His friends, who
hav(* feared gre-atly for his safety, have failed
up to now in all their efforts to trace him, the
Geniiians havine: forbidden the making of in^

quiries of any kind in Bruges. The inforana-

tion now obtajined has come through the kind
anter\-ention of the King of Spain.
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LiiGAL INTELLIGBNCE.
The El-.ston Roah Biiinixc Link.—The

King v. the Tribixal of Am-eal, ex parte
THE London County Council.—B<?foro tihe
Lord CSiief Justice and Justices Ridley and
Lnish, en Jaiunry 15-16, bhis matter was argued
an a rule nisi for order tx> state a case, n rule
haviiaig boon obtained by the London Countv
t\>uncil directed to the Titibunal to show e;i,us'e

\Hiy tlioy should not state a case for the opinion
of the (tourt. Mr. Macanorraii, K.C. and Mr.
A. A. Bethune, on behalf of tjie Metroi)<>litiain
Railwuy Coinpany. appeared to show o;iuae
agajinst the rule, the railway company Havimg
obtiaiiKx} la decision of the Tribunal as ito tihe

Iniiilding line in tlio poiMJon of Euston Road in
which they were interested. Mr. \V. Craig
llcrulertoii appeared in supix>rt of tihe rule.

—

Mr. Miaeinornan said : In tlhis case his clients

had been before tihat Tribuinial, and tlhey had
fixed a line. The railway coin^anv now ap-
peared to show oause against tin* rule obtained
by the Comioil being made lajbsoUite. His con-
tenition was tlhat there was no question of law
raised here, but that it was -entirely a question
of fact, and lupon tlhat grournd itine Tribunal
refused to stat^ a c^a-se. Tile fact* were that
certain owners were d*'sirous of building in the
I'}uston Road ibetweeii Diana Place mnd Fitzi'oy

Place. , Tlie siniierintoivding laa-t^liiteot of the

London County Council fixoil tHie building line

for tUmt iH>rtion of tHie road. The mlatter went
before tihe Tribunal, and they oame to the oon-

elusion tihat tiliere were dilTorent lines of front-

age in (lifl'erent iiarts of jihis long lentgth of

ix>ad. They sjaid in effect that tiliere was no
building line fiiom that portion in whicfh his

clients' statiion stood.—The Jjord Ohief Justice :

You say yoii cain have a sti-eet niaide up of four

or five geiiiBral building linos?—^Mr. Macinior-

rein : Yes.—Mr. ri<''ndei-soii 'having spoken, the

Court expresw'd tilie ojiinion that a case must
he stated for the opinion of the iCburt on tihe

first two gwunds ujion wliiolh the rule was
stiattx)—viz. (1) Whetiior in these jJi-oooediiijjs

the Tribunal were entitled to deflnie the goiiei-al

line of biuildings between tlie jioints A and C
on the plan, and (2) whether the Triibunal were
right in determining that there was no general

line of buildings bot.woon tlie poinds A and C.

—

The Ixird (ihiof Justice said the Court now
only decided thiat lit was not Made dear to it

that no jioinrt of law arose. Tlie order nisi was
made on t.hreo grounds, and tjioy made tilie

order absolute, but tdiey did not decide that the

third rjioint—viz., whe'tllier the Tribunal were

entitled to determine in what street or stivets

the building.s to the west of the point B ^ye«'

situiato or to dotermiine that snicli buildings

wero not in the Eaiston Road at all, arose bc-

tiveeii tfho railway cooiiipaiiiy and the 'Wlher

partic«, and the ihird ground did not affect

that.

A Jesmono Btii.iiER's AvFAiiis.—.\t New-
castle B;inkruptey Court, lost Thui-sday, Mr.

iSwimburn Wilson" aipplied, on behalf of John
Foster Dixon, builder, of Mildniay Cottage.

Weet Jesmond, for discililarge from bankruptcy.

—The Oflioial Receiver (Mr. CIvas. Woollett)

said the <liate of tihe banknvj>tcy was Novem-
ber 3, 1916, tlie liabilities wej-e £5,600. and the

defioienoy £1.719.—Mr. Wilson ix)inted out that

this man had been in bu.siness for sixteen

years, with a turnover of £20.000 a year. On
the question of uiiiu.-'trifiabte extravag'.aiice, he
mentioned that altlioijgh for five or six years

he had drawn from tihe business more than he

tiWould, he drew loss than he might have done
iaftorwar<ls. Books had been kept pTOperly.

and on imjier tliero was -a surplus of severa!

thou.sand pounds. He had put £1.200 into a

printing business which colltupscd, and in

"anotflior si>6culaiiion he lost £600, also at tiliis

time, amd he lost his head. He {Mr. Wilson)

could put in no excusses for the Ix'tting, except

that it wias part of his sport when he was well

off. VWicn the time oame that he felt he oould

not •' etiand up " in Newcastle, ho 'ost his

head, went to Blackpool, and pave way to

driidc. There had been a dividend of 5s. lljd.

The cre<litoi-s' meeting would prolxibly have

accepted Ss. On the allegation of fraud, he

,put in two letters from two of tliose stated to

have beccn defrauded, stating tflieir view that

there was Jio intent to defrauil.—The Odicia!

Receiver stated that he had placed the facts

before tlie Board of Trade, recoimriending that

pnx^eedings be left to the ereditoi-s if tiliey caied

to take their. No action had been takim.—The
Judge : That practically means tihe wnchdrawul

of tOi«' dliiarge of fraud'.—His Honour grartid

the dis<4Darge. subject to a suspension < t tl.i-ee

ye<ir».
>>••«-<

The death has takeni place at Windsor of Mr.
Robert Palmer, at the age of eiglity-four years.

He was employed at the Castle as a caqienter

for nearly half a ceiitui-y.

—I * »

—

LO>./AL -VUTHORrilES AND SECTION
15 OF THE HOUSING AND TOWN

PLANNING ACT.

Tv tlif Editor of The Building News.

Sir,—I have read with interest your com-
ments in The Building News upon Dr.

II. T. Edwaixls's recommendation that local

authorities should resort to the provisions of

Section 15 of the Housing and Town Planning
Act, 1909, ill preference to enforcing the

jxjwers conferred upon them by Sections 17

and 18.

Your remarks, however, infer that tliere is

an obligation upon the owners of projierty to

give sufficient notice to the local authority

of prospective changes in tenancies of email

cottages, but I am unable to find anything
in the Act which lays such responsibility upon
them

.

Section 14 of tlie Act provides that " there

shall be implied a condition that the bouse

is at the commencement ol the holding in

all respects reasonably fit for human habita-

tion," and Section 15 statce that it shall be

so kept during the holding. That liability

is clearly the owner's, but it would appear

that the local authority can only ascertain

whether a cottage is in a fit state or not by
occasional inspections after proper notice

being given to the tenant as specified by the

Act.— Yours truly,

D. J. Jones.
'• Delamere,'

Pitshanger Road. Ealing. ^V.

1 m I

.Monagiian.—The County .Moiiaghan Sana-

torium, situate close to the town on the old

Armagh Road, has just been completed and
will be opened shortly. The building, which
is a fine substantial structure, has recently

been remodelled and improved throughout. It

has been used since 1840 as the County
Moiiaghan Fever Hospital, but the county

council took it over last year for the above
purpose, and over £2,000" has now been ex-

pended on it. All the new woik was carried

out from plans and specifications prepared by
Mr. J. J. Hannigau, B.E., county purveyor

for Monaghan, who also supei-vised the work
of the several departments during the recon-

struction.

TRADE NOTES.

Boyle's latest patent " Air-Piuup " Venti-

lators, supplied by Jlessrs. Robert Boyle and

Son, ventilating engineers, 64, Holborn A^ia-

duet, London. E.C., have been ado]>ted for the

Board-room, Midhurst Rural District Council.

Midhurst.

Messrs. William Shepherd and Sons, Ltd.,

are laying with their Reli Tar Paving the

whole of the surroundings of the new canteen
which has been erected for the l>enefit of the
employees at Motors. Crossley Motors, Ltd

,

Works, Openshaw, Manchester.

The Cais!ialt<in Uihaii District Council have
boon a.skwl by the Ixieal Government lioard to

submit details and a formal application for

sanction to a loan of £20,000 for a housing
scheme.

The Hawick Town Council proiwse to extend
the Anderson Sanatorium at an estimated <ost

of £1,350. A start will be made with the work
as soon as the sjinction of the Local Govern-
meiit Board and the Tiea'j.ury is obtained.

Mr. Robert Williams, of 24, Harthill Avenue,
Iiiverpool, builder, formerly of Berwyn. Wood-
lands Road, .\igburth, I.iverjiool. who die<l on
October 15 last, lest estate of the gross value

of £11,184, of which £664 is net iwi-sonalty.

Venice is about to erect a new monumental
chuix-h. dedicated to Our lyady, on the Lido, to

thank her for having so far preserved the city

from grave disastei-s from air and sea attacks,

and to beg her intercession for a continuance
of the same favour. Considerable sums of

money have already been ofTcred for the new
building, which will be begun almost imme-
diately.

(0nr ©ffire fabk.

Some time ago the Edinburgh Town Council
accepted the olTer of Sir Robert Maule to coni-
jilete the decoration of the frieze panels in

the Council Chamber. He commissioned
.Messrs. George Dobie and Son, decorators.
George Street, Edinburgh, to execute the
work. The first portion has now been put in

place. The frieze carries on the heraldic
history of Scotland, the note for which was-
furnished by the panel over the fireplace, on
which are painted the arms <rf the Scottisli

Kings. In eiich of the frieze panels there are
two shields containing the arms of the Queens
treated in subdued heraldic colouring on
background of conventionally trcat«l thisiU

in soft tones, with an intertwining ribbon, nn

which are the respective names and dates.

Ex]>OT:inenls have been conducted at I'm

Lewis Institute in Chicago to determine the

effectiveness of manure as a protective cover-

ing for fi-e^hly-laid concrete to prevent
disastrous results in cold weather. In thcs.-

tests slabs of concrete exposed to outtloor ci

ditions were c-ovcred with 2, 4 and 6 inches

frosh manure obtained from a livery stabi'

The results proved that the 4 and 6 inch lay<

had high protective qualities and wei.-

sufficient to afford the concrete a protection

against a drop of 25 or 26 degrees in tem-

perature. The 4in. layer seemed to be as

effective as the 6-in., and appeared to be an

ample protective covering against a temper •

tare of 12 degs. F. The manure s^hould n

be allowed to come in dh-ect contract with tiio

freslily-laid cooicrete, but should be kept cle.ir

by the insertion of building paper, or ev.i.

newspaper between the concrete and coverin-

As a sample of the good work which t

Imperial Arts League is doing for membo!

we are glad to note the following. An art i

was commissioned in 1904 t<j produce a

statuette to form part of a fountain erected

in a public park. In 1915 it was foaind that

reproductions of the statuette were being pro-

duced and distributed for sale by an in-

fluential firm of modellers. Tlie firm had

act^ed in good faith, but after negotiations le-

twcen solicitors the artist recovered sub-

stantial damages and his costs and all exist ng

reproductions were handed over to him.

An experience of -Mr. Louis Raemackers i--

recalled by a prominent member of the Liver-

pool Arts' Committ-ee. The cartoonist, well

knowini; the hostilitv shown by the Germans

tow,srds him, had approached with his usual

san«-froid the sentries on the German fron-

tier's, and, among other matters, inquired if

they had ever 'heard of Raemaekers, the

Dutchman. The answer was significant.

'•We should think so, and it would be worth

12.000 marks to any of us who could effect his

capture, dead or alive, it would not mat'er.

\\\A he calls himself a neutral."

The London County Council h.is extended

for another voar the period of office of the

undermentioned district surve.vois who have

jxTsesd the retiring aije limit:—Mr. F. Ham-

mond (district of HaJiipstead). Mr. H. Love

grove (district of Islington. South, and Sliore-

ditch), atid Mr. F. W. Hamilton (district <.t

Paddington). Also for another year Mr. .1.

Cniodchild, interim district surveyor for the

district of Islington (North), and Mr. A. \V.

Tanner, interim district surveyor for the dis-

trict of St. George-in-theEast. These two

officials have pssetl the retiring age limit,

but their services have been retained for

several vears )>ast in a tem|KU-ary capacity.

.\,Lso to 'Mr. E. A. Young, di.^trict surveyor

for the district of Catford. and interim dis-

trict surveyor for the district of Oamlierwell

(Nortli). continuing to give lectures at the

Camberwell Schoof of Art« and Crafts until

.Tuly 31, 1917. Also to Mr. E. A. Ymiiis.

district .Mirveyor for the district of Gatf(jrd.

continuing to' act during tlie ]llea.'-^lre of the

Council as interim <iistjict surveyor for Cani-

lierwell (XorthV Also, luider Section 142 of

the Ix>nd«ii Building Act, 1894, to the ap-

pointment of nepuly district surveyors in

thirteen ca,«i s.

»—••»—«

It is proposed to build a new t<iwn ball at

Gcelong West, Victoria, at a cost of £8,834.
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TO ARMS
Ist LONDON ENGINEER VOLUNTEERS.

Htadtiuarter.^. BuMertoa Street, O.xford Street, W.
ORDERS FOiR THE WEEK, BY LIBrT.-COL. C. B.

CLAY, V.D., COilll.iNDINU.
OFFICER FOR THE WEEK.—Platoon Commander

U. H. Parker.
NE.\T FOR DUTY.—Platoon Commander C. H.

C. Bond.
MONDAY, January 29.—Teclinica' for Platoon No.

9 at Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill,

Platoon No. 10. Signalling Class. Recruits Drill,

li,3ij—8.

TUESDAY, Jaiuuiry 30.—A Volunteer fatigue
party i^ reoujrtd to as^i.st tlie Quartermaster.
WEDNESDAY, January 31.—Imtructional Class,

6.15. Platoon Drill, Platoon No. X.

THURSDAY, February 1.—Platoon Drill, Platoons
Nos. and 0. Ambulance Clas.s bv M.O., 6.30.

FRIDAY. February 2.—Tedmical for Platoon No.
10, Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill No. 9.

Signalling Cass. Recruits Drill, 6.25—8.25.

SATURDAY, February 3.—Commanding Officer's

Parage. i;--15, Unilorm.
SUNDAY. February 4.—Entreneliina at Otford.

Parade Victoria (S.E. andC. Railway Booking Office)

8.45 a.m. Uniform, haversacks, water-bottles. Mid-
day rations t*:- be carried. Railway vouchers will

be provided.
JluoiiiiiKY.-Fi.ir all Companies, see Notice at

Headquarters.
NOTE.—Unless otherwise indicated, all Drills, etc

,

will take place at headquarters.

By order,

M.\CLEOD YEARSLEY, Adjutant.

January i~. 1917.

>-•••—<

CHIPS.
At the dnuual u eeting of the Bath Master

Builders' Association it was decided to give all

workmen a halfpenny per hour special war
bonus.

The Leeds Corporation propose to adapt
Farfield House, Aniiley, as a training home
for mentally defective women, at a total esti-

mated cost of £324.

Mr. Alphotiso Lambert, a Soutliport artist,

died last Wednesday in his 100th year. He was
a friend of President Faure, who visited hira

on many occasions.

The Newton-in-Makerfield Urban District

Council have passed plans submitted by the -sur-

veyor for the conversion of the offices of the

old gasworks into a residence.

At a mertal works near Deiisto, in Spain (says

i> Bilbao t.elegram), a mass of reinforcefl con-
crete collapst^l on top of a gang of workmen.
Three dead and six injured have been extri-

cated from beneath the debris, but there are

still a number of men missing.

The church which Father Ryan, O.M.I., has

been building at the Leper Station outside Pre-
toria (Transvaal) was formallj" opened on De-
cember 12. For somev^hat over £800 Father
Ryan has put up quite a substantial building,

to accommodate about 300 worshippers. The
church is dedicated to the Immaculate Concep-
tion.

'

A Whit© Paper issued last Wednesday gives

the final account of expenditure under the
Land Registry (New Buildings) Act, 1900. In
1915-16 there were no further issues from the
Consolidated Fund, and the unissued balance
remains at £18,500. The total expenditure of

£242,676 is £22,323 less than was authorised by
the Act.

Mr. David Leslie, the oldest Freeman and
pensioner of the Glaziers' Company, completed
recently his 100th year. He was admitted to

the freedom in 1839. The company, at their

last meeting, passed a resolution of congratu-
lation, and voted a gift of *' one hundred
crowns." The Lord Mayor sent to Mr. Leslie

a message conveying his good wishes.

Mr. John Je^op Hardwick, an Associate of

the Royal Society of. Painters in Water-Colours,
has died at Thames Ditton at the age of eighty-

five. Mr. Hardwick. who was elected an Asso-
ciate of the Royal Society of Painters in Water-
Colours in 1882. at one time assisted Mr. John
Ruskin in his drawing classes at the Working
Men's College.

An interesting variety of subjects were in-

cluded in the Birmingham Archaeological
Society's prograninie at the annual open meet-
ing last Wednesday night. Mr. T. G. Barnett
exhibited, and read a paper on, a dis|»lay of

ancient finger-riugs . Professor Granville Ban-
tock described the Melvill Book of Roundels,
dat*<l 1612, and accompanied his description by
illiLstrations on the harpsichord ; and Mr. T.
.1. Davies read a paper on Stoneleigh Abbey,
illustrated by lantern slides. In addition, there
were exhibits of pencil drawings of old build-
ings in the Midlands, primitive musical instru-

ments, and Westley's copperplate of plan of

Birminghim.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. -Ml communications should
be drawn up as briefly as po.ssible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted U>
oorresiicndents.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should l>e addressed
to the Editor of the Building News, Efflngham
House. 1, .\rundel Street, Strand, W.C., and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
coinmunicatioJis are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for, unsought^ contributions.
When favouring lis witli drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
sta.nces.

***Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always wel-
come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.

Of more commonplace subjects, small churches,
chapels, houses, etc^—we have usually far more sent
tlian we can insert, but are glad to do so when apace
permits, on mutually advantageous terms, which
may be ascertained on application.

Telephone : Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: '* Timest-rver, Estrand. London."

NOTICE.
Bnund Copies of Vol. CX. are now ready, and

>!iould be ordered early (price 12s. each, by iiost

12'. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up.
.\ few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI.,
.\LVI., XLIX., LIII., LXL, LXIL. LXIV.. LXV..
LXVI.. L.XVII., LXVIIL, LXIX., LXXL,
LXXII., LXXIII.. LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVL,
LXXVII.. LXXIX., LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII.,
LXXXIII., LXXXIV., LXXXV., LXXXVI.,
LXXXVII., LXXXVIIL, IXXXIX., XC. XCI..
XCII., XCIII., XCIV., XCV., XCVI.. XCVII.,
xcviii.. xcix.. c, CI., cii., ciii., CIV., cv.,
CVI.. CVII., CVIII.. and CIX., may still be ob-
tained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print.

BACK ISSUES.
Mf>st of the back issues are to be had singly.

.All back issues over one month old will be charged
Cd. each, postage Id. Subscribers requiring back
numbers should order at once, as they soon run out
of print.

Handsome Cloth Ca«es for binding the Building
News, price 2s., post free 2s. 5d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher.
Effingham House, 1. Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for C<">mpetition and Contract .Adver-

tisements, Public Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s.

for four lines.

The charge for .Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade .Advertisements (except Situa-

tion .Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the fir.st line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series

of six insertions or more can be ascertained on appli-

cation to the Publisher.

received.-E. J. and A. T. B.—C. P. and Co.—
R. and R.—W. H. J. and Son—.1. C. and Son—
Capt. D. G.—L. F. Co.. Ltd.—P. B. and P.—
—J. C. S.—H. B. and Co.—N. and Co.. Ltd.—
J. H. H. and Co.—H. W.—B. J. Co., Ltd.

W. H. S—Yes.

S. M.—Tiianks; no.

P. T. W.—Received tco late.

PVPIL.—The " diploma " is not worth the paper it

is printed on.

W. r. M.—We know nothing of either firm. Those
to be relied on will be found in our " Direc-

tory " pages.

>-•••—<

£6.698 was awarded by the War Losses

Commission to a Gloucester firm of timber
merchants whoso premises were requisitioned

by the War Office, and who claimed £15.217.

The Lady Emily Lutyens, National Repre-
sentative of the Order of the Star in the

Bast (Hampstead Centre), will deliver a

public lecture at the Oriel Hall. Hampstead
(close to Hampstead Tube Station), on Mon-
day, January 29, at 8 p.m. Subject, " Behold
I Shake all" Nations, and the Desire of all

Nations Shall Appear." Collection to defray

expe-nses. *

Many will regret to learn that Mr. Edward
Sweney, who for some years /held the post of

plan examiner at the Ordnance Survey office

at Bristol, died of fe<\-er at Seremban on the

17th ult. Mr. Sweney severed his connection
with the Ordnance Survey Department in

August, lc98, on receiWng a Ckjionial Office

aopointment as staff surveyor in the .State of

iNegri SembUan, where he was subse<juently

appointed chief surveyor and invested with the

powers of a magistrate. The deceased gentle-

man was 54 years of age.

FOR

Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

iPPLT TO—
WM. OLIVER & SONS. Ltd.,

120. Bunhill Row, London, E.C.

TENDERS.
» Correspondents would in all caseg oblige by

giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, oi the aceepced tender: it ad,is i* thevaiue of the
information.

Boston (Li.vcs.).—For supply of about 8,637 tons
of granite and 946 tons of slag, for the rural dis-

trict council.
Acceiited tenders :—Enderby and Ston.ey Stanton
Granite Co., Ltd., Enderby. Leicester; Groby
Granite Co., Ltd., Groby, Leicester; Holwell Iron
Co., Ltd., A.shfojdby, Melton Mowbray. Various
prices

Great Yarmouth.—For work at Surrey Lodge, lor
the guardians:

—

Carter and Wright £34
(Accepted.)

Greeswich.—For additional steam, exhau.-t and
condensing wat*r piping, etc., required in' connec-
tion with the third new turbo-generator to be in-

>t ailed at Greenwich generating station, for the
London County Council ;

—

Briglit-tde Foundry and Eir-

gineering Co., Lt<l., Victoria
Street, S.W.« £5,527 6

John Spencer, Ltd., AVednes-
bury 7,055

Babcock and Wilcox, Ltd., Far-
ringdon St., E.C. (incomplete) 5 943

'Accepted, with the addition of £140 for thicker
plates for the large circulating water-pipes. Also
sanctioned additional £235 for steam' pipes with
riveted flanges, and for valves of a type different
from that originially specified.

HoiMFiRTH.—For laying new branch sewer from
Dobb L:ine to Stanley Street, for the urban district
council:

—

R. Turner and Co. (accepted).

London, S.E.—For supply of stoneware ilraiii

pipes, bends, etc., for the Camberwell Borough
Council :

—

Addington Timber, Slate, and Cement Co., Ltd..

at standard list prices, less 10 per cent, net
(recommended for acceptance).

London.—Repair of roofs of 14 and 15, Lee Street,
for the Shoreditch Borough Council :^

Messrs. Killby and Gayford, Ltd. £395
Mr. H. Nelson 279 10
Me-ssTs. R. Marshall and Son .. 263
•Messrs. A. and T. 'Wilson, 5,

York Row, Eingsland Road,
N.E 208 10

London.—For repairs to ICl, Haggerston Road, for

the Shoreditch Borough Council :

—

*H, Nelson, New North Road, N. £112 15

NeW'Haven.—For supply of broken flmts, for the
rural district council :

—

Hudson's, Ltd. (per yard) .. . . 8s. 6d.

(Accepted.)

Shepfield.—Painting work at the Corporation
B:ith5, for the T.C.

Tenders accepted.—Baths : Corporation
Street, F. A. Tinker and Sons, £180;
Bright.sid« : Simpson and Jlelling. £275

;

Glossop Road : Simpson and Melling,
£12-2; Upperthorpe : E. Hudson, £28 10s.:

Park, E. Hudson. £3S.

SUNDERLAND.—.Alterations and repairs to the
Thomas Street Scnoo', for the Education Com-
mittee :

—
Joseph Huntley and Sou (accepted).

WlMBORXE.—For rebuilding the kitchen chimney of

tile workhouse, for the B.G. :

—

•C. H. Green £42 16

WEST ASKFORD.—.Alterations and improvements at

the Sanatorium, for the R.D.C. :—
J. Dav and Son, Ashford .. £350
S. Howland, Ashford .. .. £398
Saunder and Co., Canterbury .. £315 16 8

H. Knock, Ashford .. .. 379 14 9

•E. J. MUes, Charing . . .

.

222 15 6

(Accepted.)

Weymouth.-For strengthening stone st*ps at

the pile pier, for tlie town council :

—

A. E. Whettam £144
(.Accepted.)

> m»^ <

A memorial window has been fix«d in Deep-
ing St. Nicholas parisih church to the memory
of the v'icar's son-in-law, Major W. L. Hawkes-
ley. M.B.. of the R.A.M.C.. who was killed on
the French front in April last. The window.
which is the w-ork of Mr. T. Cui-tis, of Messrs.
Ward and Hugihes, Fntlh St., Soho, 'VV.. has
been placed above the altar. It depicts the

dead officer om the battlefield assisting a

wounded soldier, with the Great Healer hover-

ing above waiting to place a crown upon his

head.
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.

March 3.— \Vat<?r Supply and Sewerajie Bcbeme
(premium 5,000 pesetas—about £200), Manza-
nares, Spain.—Sccretaria del Ayuntamicnto,
Manzanares.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Feb. 2 8. \fw h:ithroorns, lavatories, etc. at the

Loiitih County Infirmary.—.1. \V. Turntr, J. P.,

Secretary, Louth County Infirmary.

ENGINEERING.
Feb. 2.—Supply luwl ereetion of fan dr.iupht cool-

inp towers at Stuart Street station, for the
Manchester Electricity Committee.—Cliairman
of Uie Electricity Committee, Town Hall.

Feb. 6.—Supply and erection of two 15-16 b.h.p.

Has cnginc,< (Cr<issley, National, Stockport, or
Tangye), ajwl two stereophat'U.s pumji.s at their

eastern sewage works.—For the Woodford
Urban District Council.—\V. Karrint:ton, Sur-
Tcyor, Council Oflloee, Woodford Ureen.

June 1.—Storm-wat<r Pumping Plant, CaJcutta.—
For the Corporation.—The Indian and Eastern
Sngineer, 50, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

FENCES AND WALLS.
March 30.—Wrought-inm Gates and Fencing, for

the Central Wharf and (Juay Street Limding,
Auoklan<l. N.Z.—For the Harbour Board.—The
Comtuercial Intelligence Department, 73, Basing-
hall Street, E.C.

PAINTING.
Jan. 2 7~iFeb. 1.—Painting, cleaning, etc., to the

launrlry and engine-house at the Newington In-

stitution, Westmoreland lioad, S.E.—For the
Southwark Board of Guardians.—S. Wood, Clerk,
Guardians Offices, Utford Street, Blackfriars,
S.K.

Feb. 7.—For Painiting at vairious places.—For the
l.ajicasbiT^ and Yorkshire Ilailway Compamy.

—

R. C. Irwin, Secretary, Hunt's B,^nk, Han-
chiesteT.

ROADS AND STREETS.
Jan. 27.—Completion of a new roail from Elles-

merc Port to NeOreriKwI.-For the Elle.smere

Port and Whitby Urban District Council.—T.
W. Francis, Clerk, Council Ofilces, Ellesniere
Port.

Jan. 2 9.—British Macadam, West End, Hants.—For
the South Stoneham Rural District Council.—Mr.
E. W.vnter Cro.ss. Clerk, West End, Hants.

Jan. 30.—Whinstonc (broken and unbroken) and
limestone and also tarred slac and whinstone for

macadamizing puriKwcs (One Year) in such (luan-

tities as surveyor shall from time to time direct.

—For the AIiddlepbroni;h Itural District Council
—\V. Richardson, Clerk for highway purjuises,

Stokisley.

Jan. 31.—Broken Stone, Chippings, and Tarred
Macadam (One Year).-For the Nestcn and Park-
gate Vrb.m District Council.-HSurveyor. Town
Hall. Xcston

Jan. 31.— Setts. Kerbs, and Flags. Oranit*
Maca<lani, Pitch and Tar, Slag Dust. Tar-
Maeadam, Limcstoni; ^lacadam. Brushes (One
Year).—For the Otiey Urban District Council.—
O. Holmes, Surveyor to the Council.

Feb. 1.—Materials (one year) jor the Canter-
bury Roads and Survey Committ-ee.

—

A. C
Turley, A.M.I.C.K., City Surveyor, Mnnicipa.
Offices, Canterbury

Feb. 1.—Ilaiid-pieke<l Field Stonesi and Portland
<; ravel to the several jKirishes in tlie district.

—

For the Wcstbournc Rural District Comneil.—H.
Norris, Surveyor, West Ashling, Chichester.

Feb. 3.—About 4,043 tons of Granite (X, XX,
and .\X.\), and about 1,607 tons of Slag, etc. (2i
in .and Ij in.), to be delivered between -April 1

and October 31 next, in quantities and at .sueh
timi-s as the Council or their Surveyor shall
direct—For the Homcastle (Lines) Rural Dis-
trict Council.—J. E. CTiatterton, Clerk, Council
Offices, UomcastJe.

Feb. 5—About 8,000 tons of Stone for macadamis-
ing the main roads, to be delivered at the
several railway stations and wharves in the
Riding.—For the Highways and Bridges Com-
inittee of the East Riding County Council.—
Clerk of the County Council, County Hall
Beverley.

Feb. 6.—Broken Granite, 4 by 5 Granit* Setts,
Tar .Macadam, Granite, Linu^itone and Slag
Chippings, Grit Kerbs, Stoneware Pipes and
liullica. Cement, .Steam Road Rolling and Scari-
fying, Disinfectants, Pitch and Oil, Hardware,
Brooms and Tools.—For tlie Little Hulton
I rl)an District Conneii.-J. H. Heve^s, Clerk
Council Offices, Little Hulton, Bolton.

Feb. 5—Tar Macadam and Broken Slag.—For the
button-in-Ashlield Urban District Council.—

J

p. ! idler. Clerk, Forest Street, Sutton-in-Ash-
field.

Feb. 7.-Bl.ick Rock. Granite, Flint, or otlier ap-
prrfwd, road stone (marked .samples to be
deposited free of cost in Dog Lane Corporation
\ard Bath); Black Rock Gravel* (marked
sample required); Portland Cement (marked
sample required); Fine and Coar.se Sea Sand
(marked sample required); Staffordshire bar
iron; Lubricating Oils, etc.—(One year.)—For
the Batli City Council.—City Surveyor's Offices.
Bath.

Feb. 7.—7.,'iOO tons (more or less) of 2-in. and IJ-in
hand-broken basalt for road construction, and
Ml) tons (more or Ic.'^s) of ;-in. clean chippings,
to be dehvered from the various stations in Mid-
dlesLX.—For the Middle,se.T County Council —
Clerk. County Counc.l, Middlesex Guildhall. West-
minster

Feb. 7.—Whinstonc. Slag, etc., according to order,
<leiivered free at various railway stjitions, etcm and adjacent to the district.—For the Easing'
Wold Rural District Council.—F. .T. H. Robin-
son. Clerk, Board Room, Workhouse, Easingwold.

Feb. 9—About 5.Son tons of Granite, about 5,400
tons of Slag, about 650 tons of Slag Chips, and
about iOO tons of Tar-Macadam, to be delivered
to various stations and whanas in the district.
—For the Caister (Lines.) Rural Dbtrict Coun-
cil.—A. A. Padley, Clerk, Council Offices, Caisto-

Feb. 9.—Granite, Flint*, Kentish Ragstonc, Tar
.Macadam, Gravel, Chalk, etc.; haulage of
materials from Kiilway stations, etc.. cartage of
materials from depots; team labour by tlu' day
and hour; supply of tools, oils, etc., fuel, bricks,
cement, iron and stoaiewaro pipes, etc., tar-
washing surfaces of roads and paths (one .year).
—For the Rcigate Rural district Council.—F C.
Morrison, Clerk, 46, High St^e^t, Reigatc.

Feb. 9—Granite. Tarred Granite and Slag. Gravel.
Flints ami Hoggin, haiiliing and purchase of
Road Sand and Sweepings (one year).—For the
Uxbridge Rural District Council.—C. Wood-
bridge, Clerk. 38, High Street. Uxbridge.

Feb. 10.—Surface tarring approximately 1.2,i0,000
squiupe yards of m.iin roads with refined tar
during ensuing spring and summer.—For the
Hertfordshire County Council.—J. S. Killick.
Couirty Surveyor, Hatfield.

Feb. 12.—Supplying, breaking, and carting stone
r(ii|iiiri»d for the mainte.nance of the countv
roads (one .year).—For the Nortlninibc -land
County Council Bridges and Roads Committee.
—County Surveyor, Mooth.all, Neweastle-on-
Tyne.

SANITARY.
Jan. 2 6.—Scavenging—For the Sedgefleld Rural

District Council.—J W. Lodge, Clerk, Council
Offices, Sedgefield, Fcrryhill.

Jan. 27.—Scavenging (one year)—For the Holy-
well Urban District (Jonneil.—J. K. Roberts,
Clerk, Town Hall, Holywell.

Feb. 6.—Emptying and Removing Contents of Ash-
pits, etc., and Removal of House Refuse (One.
Two, or Three Years), Old Hill, Stafls,—D-
Wright, Clerk, Council House, Old Hill.

STEEL AND IRON.
Jan. 31.— Mild Steel or Iron Gates and Fencing

fnr Quay Street Frontage, Auckland, N.Z.—For
the Harbour Board —.Messrs. \V. and A Mc-
Arthur, Ltd., Canberra House. lS-19, Silk Street
Cripplegate, E.C.

STORES.
Jan. 2 7.—Sanitary piiRs, etc. (One Year) —For the

Bishop Auckland Urban District Council.—J T
Proud, Clerk, Town Hall Buildings, Bishop Auck
land.

Jan. 2 7.—Sundry stores (quantities asd particu-
lars to be had on application to Borough 8ur-
ve.vor) for period ending Ikcembcr, 1017 —A
Robertson, Town Clerk, Douglas, Isle of Idas.

Feb. 1—Annealed Scoria; (broken); bricks, ca.'stings-
concrete flags and kerbs ; Portland cement, pitch
and tar; sanitary pipes, gullies, junctions, etc.;
slag (broken); coal (for domestic use only), coke
timber; -whinstonc and granite (broken); and
whinstone and granite setts and kerbs.—For the
Middlesbrou.^'h Corporation —P. Kitchen. Town
Clerk, Municipal Buildings, Middlesbrough.

^^'J:
2,—Gullies, Lamp Pillars, Lanterns, Pavin«,

Kt-rbmg, Channelling and Pitching, Ditinfect-
!iiit*, Broken Syenite, Broken Limestone, Chin-
pmgs. Gravel, Tar M.acadam, RefiiK-d Tar, Man-
hole Covers, Ventilating Gratings, Oiarcoal
BiLskets and Step Irom, (one year).—For tile
Swan-sea Town Council.—Boroueh Surrevor
Guildhall, Svansea.

->—•••-<-
Mr. Willivain Wilkinson, chief m,aitary in-

spector at UeAy for the jxist twenty <'Kht
years, and a president of fhe Sanitarv
Insijcotiors' AssociiiatJon, 'T>ae died ali tiie aee of
liftrj-aiine years.

Tllie bronze statue of Mr. Gladstone was un-
veilod in Kdiiiburgli last Thursd&y by Ijord
Rtecbery. The work of Mr. Pittendni^i Mac-
gillivray, R.S.A., it represents Gbulatone in hi»
robes ais CJltainoellor of tiho ExcSioQuer. It stMid*
in Gcorgo Street, facing tovrarde Praioro Street.
Tlio new Cliaiinis and Record OfEco for Unem- .

ployed Insurance which has beon erected on tie
plot of market giardeiis between I>efoe Avenue
a.nd the River "Thajiies at Kew is noarine oom-
pletdon. The oflioes are one-storey hign, aind
«>vor nearly two acres and a-iha-W. Swne of
tile rooms are of immense size—one, liie lodger-
room, ibeing 380 ft. long and 100 ft. wide.

TheYstradgyjiluis Rural District Ojuncil's
new council offices in Glanley Stroot heive been
opened, tlie ceremony besiiig perforroed by Mr.
Thos. Wiatldiie, vvlio has been surveyor to tihe

oounoil and its prodeeessor, tlie Yetradgynlais
District Highway Bixinl, for a period of iliirt>

years. Tllio death is aiioiouno'd ol Mr. ,Iohn
Edward Swift, surveyor to the Pemiatone Urban
District Council. He wtts apj>ointed by the old
local board in 1891.

A strike of painters exists in Dundee iji rc-
gVTpd to hours and wiagt-s. Tlio mem, who axe
at pi-esoiit paid lOid. per hour, wish an increase
of lid., making the wage Is. per hour, ami
furtilier .isk that the allowance for country work
be increased fixjiii 69. to IOr. ijier week, and that

for overtime double time be paid instead of
tame and ajhalf. They also request o.n eight
hours' instwid of a nine hours' day. . 'The

niustei^ offer to incroiiso the wage« ^<I. per hour
land to subnKt the quctition geni>rally tt> arbi

tration, but the men refuse to consider this, and
200 are affected bv the strike.

AUTOMATIC
Flushing Tanks

SIMPLE. RELIABLE.

Frcdk. BRABY & CO., Ltd.
352 to 364, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
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University College of South Wales and Monmouth-
shire, Cardiff. Mr. William D. Caroe, M.A.,

F.S.A., F.E.I.B..\:, Architect.

Detail of .Vrl>our Square front. Stepney Municipal

Buildings. P?emiated design. Messrs. Ambrose
Poynter, F.R.I. B..\., and George Wenyon,
M.S.A., Architects.

Strand, "W.C.

The .lames Smith Memorial, Wallasey, Cheshire.

Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholme and Thornely,

FF.R.I.B.A., Architects.

The Eow of Almshouses, Marshfield, Gloucestershire,

sketched by Mr. Maurice B. .\dams, F.E.I.B.A.

Cottage at Longfield, Kent. Elevations, sections,

and plans. Mr. Sidney K. Grcenslade. .\.R.I.B.A.,

Architect.

Detail of New Premises, High Holborn. W.C. Eleva-

tion and section. Mr. Leonard Martin,

F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

dnxventt Calamo.

The waste in war is enormous, and
the commandeering of liotels as temporary
offices for the Government has become so

patent that the Government has had to

appoint a Committee to consider future

demands for accommodation from any De-
partment and determine its allocation. Vs

all the members are moi-e or less interested

in obtaining such, except the First Com-
missioner of Works, we doubt whether i^s

efforts will save much. So far, at anj
rate, economy of space apparently has
been little studied, or the possibility of

finding quarters without the necessity of

erecting new buildings on unoccupied land
in the Whitehall area. .One wouJd have
thought that on such a Committee a prac-
tical architect and a competent surveyor
might beneficially have been included,
capable of estimating the capacity of

buildings eoramandeere<l and their value,

and also the cost of the structures which
are being plumped down on the few
stretches of green turf left in our midst.
We shall be surprised if, when Parlia-
ment meets next week, some early ques-
tions are not asked about this matter.
In one instance at least the building
apjjropriated has been very scantily occu-
pied—unless, of course, more " funk-
holes " are wanted as refuges for the men
it seems impossible to "comb out."

Lady Drogheda has been mainly re-

sponsible for the organisation of the in-

teresting exhibition illustrative of the
development of aeronautics at the Grosve-
nor Gallery. Mainly pictorial, the exhi-
bition includes an intact specimen of the
Fokker aeroplane and a number of Zep-
pelin relics. The pictures go surprisingly

far back. They show that the possibilty

of flying machines had occurred to the

fertile mind of Leonardo da Vinci, who
made sketches and plans. Another reve-

lation is that while the difficulty of pro-

pulsion remained unsolved until the arri-

ival of the petrol engine, our forefathers

anticipated with fair accuracy the'general

design of the airship so long ago as 1834.

and of the aeroplane in 1843. The first

airship, the Eagle, exhibited at Kensing-
ton in 1834, was 160 feet long, and was
to carry twenty-five persons to Paris in
six hours. In appearance it is an em-

bryonic Zeppelin, but as it depended

.solely on a favouring breeze, it never ful-

filled the ambitions of its inventors. The
aeroplane of 1843, which was to have

been driven by steam, is not greatly dis-

similar to the monoplane of these days.

It is believed to have come to grief on its

first trip. Pictorial evidence is given of

the military use of balloons in the Battle

of Fleurus in 1794, and to judge from a

French print, Xapoleon, among his many
schemes for the invasion of England, con-

templated a simultaneous raid by balloons,

by ships, and by a Channel tunnel. There

is a good show of prints of the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth century.

From that date the record is both com-

plete and contimious, down to the vivid

contemporary drawings and photographs

of present day aerial warfare, its methods

and its efiects.

The Registration of Business Names
Act, 1916, is one of the first-fruits of the

war. After being proposed for many
years, in vain, it has now got through

suddenly as part of our trade awakening.

Though dated December 22, 1916, it begins

working on February 32, 1917, and must

be complied with by March 22. It requires

the registration of the true names of all

persons or partnei-s and companies carrj--

ing on business under other surnames. As

"business" includes ''profession" it

covers the many cases of solicitors, sur-

veyors, doctors, etc., who practise under

old firm styles. It does not touch those

who are using their true surnanjes in their

business, but it brings in all others for

the whole United Kingdom. The par-

ticulars for registration are both full and

precise, including details of former names

and also of nationality, original and

acquired. There are fines and other

penalties for omission or neglect to register

properly old or new bu.siness names or any

changes. One clause forbids the use of

the word "British" in a business name
where used by persons of other nationali-

ties so as to be misleading. There will be

an Index of the Registration, and all

statements filed wiU be open to public in-

spection for a shilling fee, with a further

charge for copies required. Beyond all

this publicity the Act provides that in

every case where registration is to be made
the jjerson or firm shall ' in all trade

catalogues, trade circulars, show-cards,

and business tettei-s " ulsed "within the

British Empire give the full true names

and nationality, etc., as registered, under a

fine up to £5. The fee for registration will

be 5s., by postage stamp, and special offices

will be opened in London, Edinburgh, and

Dublin. Rules and forms will shortly be

issued by the Board of Trade. So, at long

last, we shall bring our law as to business

names into harmony with that of all other

commercial countries, and do something

towards defeating the projected peaceful

penetration of this country by Germany,

Ijegun before, but to be continued after, the

We regret to notice Mr. Hodge's an-

nouncement that he means to create some

800 new Labour Exchanges, and not even

his undertaking to have no "wooden

images " in them rea.ssures us. These in-

stitutions have failed to gain the confi-

dence of those for whom they were in-

tended. They may have proved useful in

industries where there is much casual

labour of an unskilled type, but skilled

workmen regard them with distrust. So

much has this been the case that an influ-

ential joint committee of employers and

workmen has been formed for the purpose

of solving the labour problems on demobi-

lisation with the minimum of State inter-

vention, which has gained the adhesion of

many large employers and of the leaders of

the principal trade unions, who believe

that they can replace most of the men
returning from the war without the

intervention of the Labour Exchanges.

Possibly Mr. Hodge believes that he can

make the offices more effective, but the

prospect of adding some thousands more

permanent!J- to the number of State ser-

vants is not one to be accepted lightly if

it can be avoided.

An interesting find of old monument.-. 1

brasses, says the Canterbury Diocesan

Gazette, has been made in the north tran-

sept of Barham Church. The transept,

which is said by Hasted to be St. Giles'

Chapel, belongs to Barham Court, and

when the rest of the church was restored

some years ago the then owner of the Court

refused to allow any alteration to be made
in it. The Court has now passed by pur-

chase, and the present owner allowed the

organ to be moved into this transept. As

there were traditions of ancient brasses
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iM'ing in the church, the- site^ of which wen-
iia h>nger known, advantage was taken of
the opportunity afforded by the moving of

tlie organ to overhaul thoroughly the floor-

ing of the transept. Under the wood of
the flooring the brasses were found. One
is the i-omains of a large figure of a civilian

soniL'what damaged, but of early date, 1376,
and of extreme interest. Xo figure of tlie

same date and style is remaining in Kent,
and it is a notable addition to the fine

series in the county. Tlie other brass con-

sists of a man in armour and his widow,
and both effigies are in good preservation.

The widow's effigy is very like the fine

liijure of Agnes Molyngfon, 1454, still re-

maining at Dartfwd. The in.scriptiqns

and shields of arms are missing, but part
of the crest remain.s, consisting of ex-

panded dragon's wings. Tliis is expressly

noted as the crest of Digges. It is thus
almost certain that one, and possibly both,

the brasses are for members of the Digges'

f.Tmily, who began buying property in the

neiglilx>urliood as early as the reign of

Menrv III.

Not a little of the nonsense talksd and
ivritten about the amount of land in

T.ondon available for cultivation is ex-

posed by the report of a London County
Council Committee. The area has been
stated as high as 14,000 acres. This esti-

mate, it appears, was made in 1898. and
much of the land has since been built

ui)on. In reply to the allegation that the
County Council have vetoed practically

all schemes for cultivation, it is pointed
Mut that the Vacant Land Cultivation

Society has only api)lied in the whole of

l^ondon for about 350 acres, excluding
Hackney Marsh. When this figure is

analysed, it is found that 50 acres of un-
occu)jied land included in respect of plots

'in the Dulwich College estate do not
exist, nearly 190 acres are situated in

biiroughs where other arrangements for

cultivation have been made, the owners of

29 acres liave arranged for the cultivation

themselves, and 12 acres do not come
within the Order. In addition, undefined
areas of land outside the county are in-

cluded, so that, after allowing for

21^ acres which a society lias already been
licensed by the Council to cultivate,

there can be little suitable land left in

the county in respect of wliich arrange-
ments for cultivaliipii have not yet been
made.

Bonusless houselioldei-s, who fiiwl the
fost of living on a limited income a
IHoblem difficult to solve, liave discovered
amusement, if 'not consolation, .in the
notice issued by an insurance authority
advising an enlargement of the war risks

covered bi>cause of the enhanced value of
furniture. The furnituiv might sell at an
increa.sed price, but where can the money
be found for the extra insurance, or in

many oases for any inisurance at all?

What, again, is tlie difference between
damage to property by such explosions as
tliat in East London and that caused by
Zeppelin r.ilds that the State should cover
the foi-mer, but coniiicl us to insure our-
selves against the latter?

It is pleasant to us to know, and to be

able to say so without egotism, that

nearly all the congratulations that have
reached us on the j)roduction of our
•• New Year's Number " of January 10
specially compliment us on our reproduc-

tion of the illustrations of the interiors

decorated with Matone, which Messrs.

Ix'wis Berger and Sons have produced,
and which is finding such favour with
arcliitects, buildere, and decorators. We
can only say we should be glad always to

have such facilities for good work as were
entrusted to us by Messrs. I.,ewis Berger
and Sons, and advise all who >vant to

know more to send to them at Homerton,
X.E. , for a copy of their last 'ssue of

"Good Business News." The little story

it contains, entitled " Three Men in a

Boat," or the tale of a business trij) to

America by a Berger trio, is as instruc-

tive as it is amusing, and there are be-

sides several valuable bits of information
which will benefit all. Not the least

timely is :
—

"MR. BKIlfiKU'S- ADVICE TO INVESTORS.
Property own rs : on you falLs the onus
Interior walls to keep nicelv iiiaiutaJned.

Let all the wall owners
Ueeori'e good War Loan-ers

And buy Matoned walls with the dve per cent, gained.

»»•••>-«
THE CNITY OF THE EMl'IKE.
In an interview last week with Mr.

Keith Murdoch, of the Australian United
Cable Service, Mr. Lloyd (ieorge is re-
ported to have said:—"The war policy
of the Empire will be clearly defined. And
cf great importance is wliat I may call the
preparation for peace. This will involve not
only demobilisation but such other after-
the-war questions em the miijrutioii of our
oicH people to other parts of the Empire,
the Sk'ttlement of soldiers on the land,
commerce, and industry after the war."
On the lieels of that utterance there came
a Renter telegram to the effect that 3Ir.
Hughts, the Federal Premier, had refused
the request of 400 unemployed carpenters
to enable them to proceed to England to
look for work. What price that for the
unity of the Empiiv in regard to the
biggest of all problems before us when iiie

war is over? Tho.se oaiijenters, or most of
thorn, were in all probability thrown out
of work by the disastrous Australian coal
strike, which we have but good reason ti>

know prostrated all industry for a montli.
T am seriously contemplating selling up

my business," writes a reliable correspon-
dent of ours, an employer in liis own trade,
akin to ours, and a scrupulous observer of
trade unicm obligations, "and going back
to Si)uth .Vfrica, where, at any rate, thtww-

wanton strikes would not be allowed, wliich
are paralysing the country." Will he be
given his passjiort if he carries out his
intention? If the 400 Australian carpen-
t^i-i-s had lan<led hei-e and sought work,
would the British unions have struck in

protest? I'robably, especially if British
emplo.yers hail paid them higher wages.
Yet till* Australian troops are paid con-
siderably higher wages than the Britisli

soldier, who is grousing alKUit it. but has
not .struck yet. With all our genuine and
W( 11-deserved admiration for the .\usfra-
lians we shall not wound any susceptibili-

ties by affirming that they have not more
loyally sei-ved the Empiiv than the men
of the Mothi rland. '

Incidentally the matter opens up. as Mr.
Lloyd George is reported to Inve said,

many other after-the-war questions. If.

indi?ed, the Dominions have maile us really
feel that we are all one p(X)ple- if there
ami here the tnxio atmosphoiv of distrust!

bet-ween labour" and the employer is to K-
changed into one of mutual desire to
cherish and cultivate the better relations
between class and class and man and man.
which the generous instincts common to
the race have developed during the war,
tlien there is indec*d hope for the future.
But if it is onl}' a truce which employers
or workmen may end at any moment, or
if the politicians of any party are going to
play into the hands of one side or the other
in order to retain or buy its support of
measures proposed simply for party pur-
jioses, or to delaj' changes which the nation
as a whole demands but is little likely to
get, then we must bid farewell to all hopes
of real unity, and may well dread the re-

vival with intense bitterness of industrial
strife which will be fanned to fever-heat
by the demagogues of all parties.

In our own trades it is a matter of com-
mi>n knowledge that a national strike
would in all probability have supervened
on that strike in Iyon<lon which lasted
during the first half of 1913 had war not
iliverted the attention of all concemc-<l.

The one thing that could have ended the
quarrel satisfactorily then is the only
thing that can prevent its renewal pre-
sently, and that, as 5Ir. Neville Chamber-
lain phrased it at Birmingham last Satur-
day week, is ' a true alliance of capital
and labour." That we shall never get if

we have not leanit during the war how
iinrvellously ])roduction can t;e increased
by disregarding all talk about limiting
output on the one side, and by the recog-

nition on the other that with proper or-

ganisation and really up-to-date methods
and machinery it is the cheapest and best

policy to pay good wages to the efficient

mar.

If the trade unions make this impossible
by insisting on equality of payment, pro-
duction will 1h? limited and emploj^ment
will diminish. Ti>day the neods of the
nation are many, and it is being compelled
to pay many unskilled workmen wages out
of all proportion to their worth. It can-
not afford to do that in onlinary times,
and if tlie attempt is made to keep up the
inflated wages that are being paid at the
ii.unition factories we may as well give uj)

the inilustrial battle witli the foreigner.
Lastly, it is imperative that employei-s

and the employed alike should recognise
that the bigger profits and Ix'tter wagi-s
of the last sixty or seventy years have not
been due to harder work, but to the de-

velopment of labour-saving machinery,
and the consequent saving of time and
human labour. There aiv many indica-
tions that scienci> is likely to lielp along
another Industrial Kevohition by tlie

utilisation of fresh means of obtaining
power, wliich may not fa%T>ur the aggrega-
tion of Inbour fn huge and overcrowded
centres. l/.^t us all see to it that this is

ni«t forgotten by either side, but that ci-ery

pcssible effort is made to improve our
opportunities.

^>-»«»—

<

Mr. f. ^^trlN»t•*. for i^ixT<'4»n years deputy
s;niitury inspector to the Lincoln Corporation.
Iia.'. Iwon appointwl sanitarj' inspeetor to tho
\\'oixi"!-tor CVirporatioii.

Richard G-reso. Gravesend builder, attri-

Initid liis faihii-o last W^iiiosday to tho fact
thai he had !iii|>pl<ii><l the Government witji

material at 50 per ceat^ undor oost.

" A few tlavs ajro." «> Ix>ni Kniitsford told
I he ^harelu»ld<srs of Ba.i>e!iays Bank. " I was
trying to explain the woixl * moratorium ' Ut a
fri*'n<l. who fcurnol to nio ajid aaiid. ' Why.
iMi"t there a jfootl oiio at (lold-er's IJreen?

Mr. Fred<^ic WiJUajn Majriioll*'. head of

A. and F. Mantiollo. frranite niorohants.
ltit.lm(Kigfato Street, E. (_"'.. and of Aberdeen,
(Iiiernsey, aiul Norway, left £100 each to

Chairijijj Cro«* Hospntal, a hospitaJ In Abcr-
ileon. and a hospital in Guernsey. His will

waa proved at £79,389.
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THE SENEFELDER CLUB.
The Senefelder Club. whose co-

operation at Burlington House has lent

very much of the interest attaching io the
winter exhibition this year of the Roval
Academy, has a very good show of its

own at the Leicester Galleries, including
lithographs by its own members, and
some good examples of the liest-known
works of French artists of the last cen-
tury.

There are also some lithograplis whicJi
were specially exhibited some twenty
years since, made by Alfred Gillx?rt,

G. F. Watts, Lord Leighton, and others,

including some heads, a study, and two
landscapes.

Among the lithographs by the club
members, Mr. A. S. Hartrick's " Xied-
path Castle, Tweed" (95). is one of the
best; and 'Dandelions" (103), by Miss
Lily Blatherwiek, is fully up to her
usual efforts. There is also a very effec-

tive night scene (118) by Mr. Daniel A.
Veresmith. Among the works by the
French artists and their contemporaries
are some fine drawings by Corot. E. Car-
riere, Toulouse-Lautrec, E. Manet,
Felicien Rops, Fantin-Latour, M. Strin-

len, M. Lepere, and othei-s.

In the next room is a collection of pic-

tures and drawings by M. Leon de
Smet, the Belgian artist. We liked his

flower-pieces best. One or two decorative

subjects are of intei'est, such as the
•Girl and Parrot" (10) and the

'Russian Ballet."

THE PROPERTY OWNERS' A.S.SOCIA-

TION.

The fifteenth annual meeting of the Pro-
perty Owners' Association was held at the
Cannon Street Hotel on Thur.sday evening.

Mr. Geo. Billings proposed the re-election of

Mr. Ed-.vin Evans as President, Mr. G. A.
Gale seconded, and the motion was carried.

The fifteenth amiual report stated that in

the year 1915 over three hundred new mem-
bers had been added to the roll. The Council
had appointed local agents in numerous dis-

tricts, and had dealt with two thoimand in-

quiries-

On the motion of Mr. W. M. Bradbear,
seconded by Mr. .J. G. Wright, the following
retiring Vice-Presidents were re-elected :

—

Messrs. James Boyton, M.P.. Harold Griffin,

Arthur Grover, A. B. Coulsell, Alfred Moore,
W. F. Nokes, W. A. Raikes, and H. Marsden
Miller.

Mr. H. Coates proposed, and Mr. W. Lee
seconded, that Messrs. Ben Andrews, W. Fox-
ton, Wm. Hammond, J. P., .J. H. T. Keeves.
A. J. H. Prevost, .J. C. Piatt. E. H. Wright,
J. Edmondson, and Montagu Evaii.> be elected

members of the Council, and the vote was car-

ried. Among the new members of the Council
elected were Messrs. H. Coates, Alex. Robert-
.«on, R. J. Lang (Woolwich), and Alderman C.
Pinkham (Willesden). On the motion of Mr.
B. G. Evans, seconded by Mr. R. J. Lester,
the auditors were re-elected.

At the public meeting which followed, in

his Presidential address, Mr. Edwin Evans
ventured to siy that the time was coming when
there would be, and indeed was now, a great
eagerness to promote the building of small
houses for the people. Speaking upon the War
Rent Restrictions Act, he said he desired to

enter a solemn protest against the action of

borough councils who had chosen such t'mes
as these to reduce or abolish compounding;
allowances. In reference to the warning issued
by the new President of the Local Government
Board, Mr. Evans said the Association were
the fir.«t to take up the position against raising
rents and to direct into reasonable channels
the provisions of that Bill. So far as they were
concerned, they had c'.ean hands. Much of the
trouble in London had arisen through the
action of some of the borough councils, who,
durins the time of war, when landlords were
restricted and making great sacrifi-'-es, had in-,

terfered with compounding allowances given
for work which the councils could not do

themselves. He only complained as to this

action being taken durmg war-time. He was
not sure that compoundnig was good at all,

but he asked the councils to act fairly and
adopt a regular system. Mr. Evans next com-
mented upon dilapidations notices being served
during war-time, where the length of lease had
nine iiundred years to run, and considered
action of that kina must he deplored. He was
glad to tell them that, on behalf of several
of their members, the Association had found
reasonable means of coming to terms to secure
postponement of these notices until six months
after the declaration of peace. He believed
the Association would be more required than
ever during the anxious period now coming.
In one quarter a tax on property of 6d. in the
pound on the capital value, representing 5s.

in the pound on the rental, was advocated,
and nothing short of a great association was
needed to warn off the.se Socialistic kind of
people.

ilr. Harold Griffin gave an interesting ad-
di-ess on the progress of the Association, and
said they had credit for having pursued an
enlightened and common-sense policy. AMiat
must the little tin gods in the boroughs think
of themselves now, after years of harrying the
poor by paving over their gardens and pre-
venting them from having a rabbit to amuse
the children ? The Government proclamation
to grow potatoes on every available inch of
land and to keep as many fowls and rabbits as
each individual could find room for outside his
back door, or perhaps even on the first-floor

landing, must have sounded to them like the
crack of doom.
An address in support of " Property Owners'

Defence " and of the necessity of" property
owners combining was given by Mr. ^i.
Cheverton-Brovvn (President of the National
Federation of Property Owners and Rate-
payers).

Mr. A. W. Shelton (President of the Not-
tingham Property Owners' Association) said
there was a shortage at present of halfa-mil-
hon working-class houses, and that shortage
was increasing at the rate of 200 per day,
chiefly due to Part I. of that Act.
The meeting unanimously voted against

Part I. of the Act.

»••—e-

CONCRETE AND REINFORCED
CONCRETE.

Chapter III.—(Continued from patje 89.)

(b) Coar.'ie Aijyrei/ate should consist of
gravel or crushed stone which is retained on
a .screen having ^-in. diameter holes, and
should be graded from the smallest to the
largest particles ; it should be clean, hard,
durable, and free from all deleterious matter.
Aggregates containing dust and soft, flat, or
elongated particles should be excluded. The
committee does not feel warranted in recom-
mending the use of bla.st- furnace slag as an
aggregate, in the absence of adequate data
as to its value, especially in reinforced con-
crete construction. No satisfactory specifi-

cations or methods of inspection have been
developed that will control its uniformity
and ensure the durability of the concrete in

which it is used.

The aggregate must be small enough t<j

produce with the mortar a homogeneous con-
crete of sluggish consistency which will pass
readily between and ea.sily surround the re-

inforcement and fill all parts of the forms.
The maximum size of particles is variously
determined for different types of construc-
tion from that which will pass a j-in. ring
to that which wUl pass a Ij-in. ring.

For concrete in large masses the size of the
coarse aggi-egate may be increased, as a large
aggregate prodiices a stronger concrete than
a fine one : however, it should be noted that
the danger of separation from the mortar
becomes greater as the size of the coarse
aggregaie increases.

Cmder concrete should not be used for re-

inforced concrete structures, except in tloor-

slabs not exceeding 8 ft. span. It also may
be used for fire protection purposes where not
required to carry loads. The cinders used
should be composed of hard, clean, vitreous
clinker, free from sulphides, unbumed coal,

or ashes. '

3. WATER.
'The v.-ater used in mixing concrete .should

be free from oil, acid, alkali, or organic
matter.

4. MET.tt REINFORCEMENT.

The Committee recommends as a suitable
material for reinforcement, steel of structural
grade filling the requirements of the specifi-
cations for billet steel concrete reinforce-
ment bars of the American Society for
Testing Materials.

For reinforcing .slabs, small beams, or minor
details, or for reinforcing for shrinkage and
temperature stresses, steel wire, expanded
metal, or other reticulated steel may be used,
with the unit stresses hereinafter recom-
mended.
The reinforcement .should be free from

flaking, rust, scale, or coatings of any charac-
ter which would tend to reduce or destroy
the bond.

Ch.\pter IV.

MiXIXCi .^ND Pl,.\CING.

1. PROPORTIONS.

The materials should be carefully selected,
of uniform quality, and proportioned with a

view to securing as nearly as possible a ma.xi
mum density, which is obtained by grading
the aggregates so that the smaller particles
fill the spaces between the larger, thus re-

ducing the voids in the aggregate to the
minimum.

(<r) Unit of ifeasuri'.—^The measurement of
the fine and coarse aggregates should be by
loose volume. The unit of measure should be
a bag of cement, containing 94 lbs. net. which
should be considered the equivalent of 1 cubic
foot.

(6) Jtflnlion of Fine and Coarae .Agip'tgalea.
—Tile fine and coarse aggregates should be
used in such proportions as will secure maxi-
mum density. These proportions should 1*
carefully determined by density experiments,
and the grading of the fine and coarse aggre-
gates should be uniformly maintained, or the
proportions changed, to meet the varying
sizes.

(c) Itelalion of Cement and Aggregates.—
For reinforced concrete construction, one part
of cement to a total of six parts of fine and
coarse aggregates measured separately should
generally be used. For columns, richer mix-
tures are preferable. In massive masonry
or rubble concrete a mixture of 1 : 9 or even
1 : 12 may be used.
These proportions should be determined by

the strength or other qualities required in the
construction at the critical period of use.
Experience and judgment based on observ.i-
tion and tests of similar conditions in similar
localities are excellent guides as to the proper
liroportions for any particular case.

In important construction advance tests
should be made on concrete composed of the
materials to be used in the work. These
tests should be made by standardised methods
to obtain uniformity in mixing, proportion-
ing, and storage, and in case the results do
not conform to the requirements of the work.
aggregates of a better quality or more
cement should be used to obtain the desired
quality of concrete.

2. MIXING.

The mixing of concrete should be
thorough, and continue until the mass is

uniform in colour and homogeneous. As
the maximum density and greatest strength
of a given mixture depend largely .)n

thorough and complete mixing, it i' e,s.sential

that this part of the work should receive
special attention and care.

Inasmuch as it is difficult to determine, by
visual inspection, whether the concrete is

uniformly mixed, especially where aggregates
ha\dng the colour of cement are used, it is

essential that the mixing should occupy a
definite period of time. The minimum time
will depend on whether the mixing is done
by machine or hand.

(a) Men.'urinij Ingredients.—Methods of
measurement of the various ingredients
.should be used which will secure at all times
separate and uniform measurement of cement,
fine aggregate, coarse aggregate, and water.

{h) yiarhinp Mixing.—Tlie mixing should
be done in a batch machine mixer of a type
which will ensure the uniform distribution of
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tlie materials tlirougliout the mass, and sliould

continue for tlie minimum time of 1^ min.
after aU tlie ingredients are assembled in the
mixer. For mixers of two or more cubic
yaids capacity tflie minimum time of mixing
should be 2 mins. Since the strength of the con-
<Tete is dependent upon thorough mixing, a
longer time thiui this minimum is preferable.
It is desirable to have the mixer enuipiied
with an attachment for automatically locking
the discharging device so as to prevent the
i-mplying of the mixer unitil all the materials
liave been mixed togotlier for the minimum
time (required after they are assembled in the
mixer. Means should be provided to prevent
aggregatas being added after the mixing has
'•omrnenced. The mixer sliould also be
equipped with water storage, and an auto-
matic measuring device which can be locked
IS desirable. It is also desirable to equip the
mixer with a device recording the revolutions
of the drum. The number of revolutions
.should be so regulated as to give at the peri-
phery of the <lram a uniform speed : about
200 ft. jier minute seems to be the best speed
in the present state of the art.

{r.) Hand Mixinrj.—Hand mixing should
be done on a water-tighi platform, and
eispeoial precautions taken after the water has
been a<Ided to tum all the ingredients to-
gether .T.t least six times, and until the mass
IS homogeneous in appearance and colour.

(d) ConnUloiri/.—The materials should be
mixed wet enough to produce a concrete of
such a consistency as will flow .sluggishly into
tlie forms and about the metal reinforcement
when used, and which, at the same time, can
be conveyed from the mixer to the fonns with-
out separation of the coarse aggregate from
the mortar. Tile quantity of water is of the
greatest import-ance in securing concrete of
maximum strength and density : too much
water is as objectionable as too little.

(e) Relent pcrinfi.—The remixing of mo' tail-

or concrete that has partly set should not be
permitted.

3. PI,.\CING CONCRETE.

(a) Methods.—Conci-ete after tlie comjile-
tion of the mixing should be conveyed lapidly
to the phuie of final dejwsit ; luider no cir-

ciunstances should concrete be used that has
partly set.

Concrete should be deposited in such a
manner as will permit the most thorough com-
paoting, such as can be obtained by working
with a straight shovel or slicing "tix)l kept
moving up and down until all the ingredients
are in their proper place. Special care should
Ibe exercised to prevent the formation of

laitajice ; where laitance has formed it should
be removed, since it lacks strength and pre-

vents a proper bond in the concrete.

Before depositing concrete, the reinforce-

ment sliould be carefully placed in accordance
with the plans. It is essential that adequate
meiins be provided to hold it in its proper
position until the concrete has been deposited
and compacted ; care should be taken that the
forms are substantial and thoi-oughly wetted
(except in freezing weather) or oiled, and
that the space to be occu))ied by the concrete
is free from debris. When tlie placing of oon-
crotc is suspended, all necessary grooves for

joining future work should be made before
the concrete has set.

When work is resumed, concrete previoiusly

placed should be roughened, cleansed of

foreign material and laitance, thoroughly
wetted, and then slii.shed with a mortar con-
sisting of one i>art Portland c^-ment and not
more than two i>aTt« fine .aggregate.

The surfjtees of concrete exposed to prema-
ture drying should be kept covered and wet
for a period of a.t lea^it seven days.
Where concrete is conveyed by spoutiug,

the plant should be of such a size and design
as to ensure a practically continuous stream
in the spout. Tlio angJe of the sjiout with the
ht)rizontal .should be such as to allow the con-
cret* In (low without a sepai-ation of the in-

gredients : in general an angle of alx>ut
27 deg. or one vertical to two horizxintal is

good pmctice. The sipout should be thor-
oughly flushe<l with waf<>r before and
afteir eaoh run. The delivery from the spout
should bo ,Ts clase .is possible to the point of
deposit. Where the discharge must l>e inter-
mittent. ,T hopper should be provided at the
bottom. Spouting through a vertical pipe is

sati.'>lacUiiy wflien the flow is continuous

;

when it is unchecked and discontinuous it is

highly objectionable, unless the flow is

checked by baffle plates.

(I)) Fieezintj Wealher.—Concrete should not

be mixed or depo.sited at a freezing tempera-
ture, unless special precautions are taken to

prevent the use of materials covered with icv

crystals or cont.iining frost, and to prevent
the concrete from freezing before it has set

and sufficiently hardened.
As the ooaree aggiegate forms the greater

poi'tion of the concrete, it is particularly im-
portant tiliat this material be warmed to well

above the freezing point.

The enclosing of a structure and the warm
ing of the .space inside the enclosure is recom-
mended, but the use of salt to lower the freez-

ing jx)int is not recommended.
(c) Itubble Concrete.—Where the concrete i.<

to be de]X)sited in massive work, its value may
be improved and its cost materially reduce<l

by the use of clean stones, .saturated with

water, thorougflily embedded in and entirely

.surrounded by concrete.

(rf) Under Water.—In placing concrete

under water, it is essential to maintiiin stil!

water at the place of depo.sit. WiUi caieiul

inspection, the use of tremies, properly de-

signed and operated, is a satisfactory method
of placing concrete through waiter. The
concrete .should be mixed very wet (more

so than is ordinarily permissible) so that it

will flow readily through the tremie and into

place with practically a levt'l surface.

The coarse aggregate should be smaller

than ordinarily u.sed, and never more than

1 in. in diameter. The use of gravel facili

tat-es mixing and assists the flow. The mouth
of the tremie should be buried in the con-

crete so that it is at all times entirely sealed

and the surrounding water prevented from
forcing itself into the tremie; the concrete

will then discharge without coming in con-

tact with the water. The tremie should be
suspended so that it can be lowered quickly

when it is necessary either to choke off or

prevent too rapid flow ; the lateral flow pre-

ferably should be not over 15 ft.

The flow should be continuous in order to

produce a monolithic mass and to prevent the

formation of laitance in the interior.

In case the flow is interrupted, it is im-

portant that all laitance be removed before

)iroceeding with tlie work.
In large structures it may be necess.iry to

divide the mass of concrete into several small

compartments or units, to permit the con-

tinuous filling of each one. With proper care

it is possible in this manner to obtain as good

results under water as in the air.

A less desirable method is the use of the

drop-bottom bucket. Where this method is

used, the liottom' of the Inicket should be

released when in contact with the surface of

the place of deposit.

Chaiteu V.

FORMS.

Forms should be substantial and unyield-

ing, in order that the concrete may conform
to the design and be sutliciently tight to pre-

vent the leakage of mortar.

It is vitally importiuit to allow sufficient

time for the proper hju'dening of tlie con-

crete, which should be determined by care-

ful inspection before the forms are removed.
.Many conditions affect the hardening of

concrete, and the proper time for the re-

moval of the forms should be determined by
simie competent and responsible person.

It may be stated in a general way that
forms «.hould remain in place longer for re-

inforced concrete than is lequired for plain
or massive concrete, and longer for hori-

zontal than is required for vertical members.
In general, it may be considered that con-

crete h.13 hardened sulhciently when it has a
distinctive ring under the blow of a hammer,
but thie test is not reliable if there is a pos-
sibility that the concrete is frozen.

Chapter VI,

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION,
1, JOINTS,

(a) In Concrete.—It is desirable to cast an
entire structure at one operation, but as this
is not always possible, especially in large
structures, it is necessary to stop the work

at some convenient point. This should be
selected so that the resulting joint may have
the least possible effect on the strengUi of
the structure. It is therefore recommended
that the joint in columns be made flush with
the lower side of the girders, or in flat slab
construction at the bottom of the flare of
the column head ; that the joints in girders
be at a point midway between supports, unless
a l>eam intersects a girder at tliis point, in
which case the joint should be offset a dis-
tance equal to twice the width of the beam ;

and that the joints in the members of a floor
system should in general be made at or near
the centre of the span.

Joints in columns should be perpendicuiar
to the axis, and in girders, beams, and floor-
slabs jierpendicular to the plane of their sur-
faces. When it is necessary to provide for
shear at right angles to the axis, it is per-
missible to incline the plane of the joint as
much as 30° from the perpendicular. Joints
in arch rings should be on planes as nearly
radial as practicable.

Before placing the concrete on top of a
freshly poured column a period of at least
2 hours should be allowed for the settlement
and shrinkage.

.Shrinkage and contraction joints may be
necessary to concentrate cracks due to tem-
perature in smooth even lines. The number
of these joints, which should be determined
and provided for in the decign, will depend
on the range of temperature to which the
concrete will be subjected and on the amount
and position of the reinforcement. In mas-
sive work, such as retaining walls, abut-
ments, etc., built without reinforcement, con-
traction joints should be provided at in-

tervals of from 25 to 50 ft., and with rein-
forcement from 50 to 80 ft. ; the smaller Uie
height and thickness the closer tlie spacing.
The joints should be tongued and grooved
to niaintain the aligimient in case of un-
wiual settlement. A groove may be formed
ui the surface as a finish to vertical joints.
Shrinkage and contraction joints should be

lubricated by an application of petroltum
oil or a similar materi,-il to permit a free
movement when tlie concrete expands or con-
tracts.

The movement of the joint due to expan-
sion and contraction may be facilitated by
the insertion of a sheet of copper, zinc, or
even tarred paper.

(6) In litinforcement.—Wherever it is

necessary to splice tension reinforcement the
length of lap should be determined on the
basis of the safe bond stress, the stress in the
bar and the shearing resistance of the concrete
at the i)c)int of splice ; or a connection should
be made between the bars of sufBcient
strength to carry the stress. Splices at
points of m.iximiim stress in tension should
bo avoided. In columns, bars more than J in.

in diameter not subject to tension should
have their ends properly squared and butted
together in suitable sleeves ; smaller bars
may be lapped, as indicated for tension rein-
forcement. At foundations bearing pintes
should be provided for supporting tSe bars,
or the bars may be carried into the foot ng
a snflicient distance to transmit the stress ii

the steel to the concrete by means of the
bearing and the bond resistance. In no case
should reliance be placed upon the end bear-
ing of bars on concrete.

2. SHUINKAOE AND TF.MrERATURE CHANGES.
The stres.se8 resulting from shrinkage due

to hardening and contraction from tempera-
ture changes arc important in monolithic ci>n-

stnietion, and unless cared for mi the design
will produce objectionable cracks ; craclis

cannot be entirely jjrevented, but the effects

can be minimised.
Large cracks, produced by quick hardeniii_-

or wide ranges of temperature, can be broken
up to some extent into small cracks by
placing reinforcement in the concrete : in

long, continuous lengths of concrete, it is

V'etter to provide shrinkage joints at points
in the structure where they will do little

iir no harm. Reinforcement is of assistance,

.uid permits longer distance between shrink-

age joints than when no reinforcement is

used.

Provision for shrinkage should be made
when small or thin masses are joined to larger
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•or thicker masses ; at such places the use of

fillets, similar to those used in metal castings,

but proportionately larger, is recommended.
Shrmkage cracks are hkely to occur at

points where fresh concrete is joined to that

which is set, and hence in placing the con-

crete, construction joints should be made, as

described in Chapter VI., Section 1, or, if

possible, at points where joints would
jiatiirally occur in dimension-stone masonry.

3. FIRE-PROOFING.

Concrete, because incombustible and of a

]ow rate of heat conducti%'ity, is highly

efficient and admirably adapted for hre-

proofing purposes. This has been demon-
strated by experience and tests.

The dehydration of concrete probably be-

gins at about 500° Fahr. and is completed at

about 900° Fahr., but experience indicates

that the volatilisation of the water absorbs

heat from the surrounding mass,' which, to

gether with the resistance of the air cells, tends

to increase the heat resistance of the concrete,

so th,at the process of dehydration is very
much retarded. The concrete that is actu-

ally affected by fire and remains in position

affords protection to that beneath it.

The thickness of the protective coating

should be governed by the intensity and
duration of a possible fire and the rate of

heat conductivity of the concrete. The
question of the rate of heat conductivity of

concrete is one which requires further

study and investigation before a definite rate

for different classes of concrete can be fully

established. However, for ordinary condi-

tions, it is recommended that the metal be

protected by a minimum of 2 in. of concrete

on girders and columns, Ij in. on beams,
and 1 in. on floor-slabs.

Where nre-proofing is required, and not

otherwise provided in monolithic concrete

columns, it is recommended that the concrete

to a depth of I5 in. be considered as protec-

tive covering, and not included in the effec-

tive section.

The comers of columns, girders, and beams
sliould be bevelled or rounded, as a sharp

corner is more seriously affected by fire than

a ix>und one; experience shows that round
columns are more fire-resistive than square.

4. WATER-PROOFING.

Many expedients have been resorted to for

rendering concrete impervious to water.

Experience shows, however, that when mor-
taj or concrete is proportioned to obtain the

gret«st practicable density and is mixed to

the proper consistency (Chapter IV., Sec-

tion 2 d), the resulting mortar or concrete is

impervious under moderate pressure.

On the other haijd, concrete of dry con-

sistency is more or less pervious to water,

and, though compounds of various kinds have

"been mixed with the concrete or applied as

a wash to the surfaoce, in an effort to offset

this defect, these expedients have generally

been disappointing, for the reason that many
of these compounds have at best but tem-

porary value, and in time lose their power of

imparting impermeability to the concrete.

In the case of subways, long retaining

walls and reservoirs, provided the concrete

itself is impervious, cracks may be so re-

duced, by horizontal and vertical reinforce-

ment properly proportioned and located, that

they wiU be Ux> minute to permit leakage,

or will be closed by infiltration of silt.

Asphaltic or coal-tar preparations -'lolied

•either as a mastic or as a coating on felt or

cloth, fabric, are used for water-proofing, and

should be proof against injury by liquids or

gases-

For retaining and similar walls in direct

contact with the earth, the application of one

or two coatings of hot coal-tar pitch, follow-

ing a painting with a thin wash of coal tar

dissolved in benzol, to the thoroughly dried

surface of concrete is an efficient method of

preventing the penetration of moisture from

the earth.

5. StntFACE FINISH.

Concrete is a material of an individual

type, and shou'.d be used without effort ac

imitation of other building materials. One
of the important problems connected with its

u.<;e is the character of the finish of exposed

surfaces. The desired finish should be deter-

mined before the concrete is placed, and the

work conducted so as to facilitate securing it.

The natural surface of the concrete in most

structures is unobjectionable, but in others

the marks of the forms and the flat, dead

surface are displeasing, making some special

treatment desirable. A treatment of the sur-

face which removes the film of cement and
brings the aggregates of the concrete into

relief, either by scrubbing with brushes and
water before it'is hard, or by tooling it after

it is hard, is frequently used to erase the

form markings and break the monotonous
appearance of the surface. Besides being

more pleasing in inmiediate appearance, such

a surface is less subject to discoloration and
hair cracking than is a surface composed of

the cement that segregates against the forms,

or one that is made by applying a cement wash.

The aggregates can also be exposed by wash-

ing with hydrochloric acid diluted with from

5 to 10 parUs of water. The plastering of

surfaces should be avoided, for even if care-

fully done, it is liable to peel off under the

action of frost or temperature changes.

Various effect.' in texture and in colour can
be obtained when the surface is to be

scrubbed or tooled, by using aggregates of the

desired size and colour. For a fine-grained

texture a granolithic surface mixture can be

made and placed against the face forms to a

thickness of about 1 in. as tlie placing of

the body of the concrete proceeds.

A sjiiooth, even surface, without form
marks, can be secured by the use of plastered

forms, which, in structure.s having many
duplications of members, can be used re-

jieatedly : these are male in panels of ex-

panded metal or wire mesh coated with

plaster, a^nd the joints made at edges, and
closed with plaster of Paris.

Ch.^pter VII.

Design.

1. massive concrete.

In the design of massive or plain concrete,

no account should be taken of the tensile

strength of the material, and sections should

usually be proportioned so as to avoid tensile

stresses except in slight amounts to resioc

indirect stresses. This will generally be ac-

complished in the case of rectangular shapes

if the line of pressure is kept within the

middle third of the section, but in very large

structures, such as high masonry dams, a

more exact analysis may be required. Struc-

tures of massive concrete are able to resist

unbalanced lateral forces by reason of their

weight ; hence the element of weight rather

than strength often determines the design.

A. leaner and relatively cheap concrete, there-

fore, will often be suitable for massive con-

crete structures.

It is desirable generally to provide joints

at intervals to localise the effect of contrac-

tion. (Chapter VI.. Section 1.)

Massive concrete is suitable for dams, re-

taining walls, and piers in which the ratio of

length to least width is relatively small.

Uunder ordinary conditions, this ratio should

not exceed four." It is also suitable for arches

of moderate span.

2. reinforced concrete.

The use of metal reinforcement is particu-

larly advantageous in members such as beams
in "which both tension and compression

exist, and in columns where the principal

stresses are compressive, and where there also

may be cross-bending. Therefore the theory

of design here presented relates mainly to

the analysis of beams and columns.

3. general assumptions.

[fi) Lnnds.—The forces to be resisted are

those due to :

—

1. Tlie dead load, which includes the

weight of the structure and fixed loads

and forces

2. The live load, or the loads and forces

which are variable. The dynamic

effect of the live load will often require

consideration. Allowance for the

latter is preferably made by a propor-

tionate increase in eit'-°r the live load

or the live-load stresses. The working

stresses hereinafter recommended are

intended to apply to the equivalent

static .stresses thus determined.

In the case of high buildings, the

live load on columns may be reduced in

accordance with the usual practice.

(6) Lengths oj Beams and Columns.—The
span length tor beams and slabs simply sup-

ported should be taken as the distance from

centre to centre of supports, but need not be

taken to exceed the clear span plus the depth

of beam or slab. For continuous or restrained

beams built monolithically into supports, the

span length may be taken as the clear distance

between faces of supports. Brackets should not

be considered as reducing the clear span in

the sense here intended, except that when
brackets which make an angle of 45 deg. or

more with the axis of a restrained beam
are built monolithically with the beam, the

span may be measured from the section where
the combined depth of beam and bracket is

at least one-third more than the depth of the

beam. Maximum negative moments are to be

considered as existing at the end of the span

as here defined.

When the depth of a restrained beam is

greater at its ends than at mid-span, and the

slope of the bottom of the beam at its ends

makes an angle of not more than 15 deg. witH

the direction of the axis of the beam at mid-

span, the span length may be measured from

face to face of supports.

The length of columns should be taken as

the maximum unstayed length.

(c) Stresses.—The following assumptions

are recommended as a basis for calculations :

1. Calculations will be made with reference

to working stresses and safe loads,

rather than with reference to ultimate

strength and ultimate loads,

2. A plane section before bending remains

plane after bending.

3. The modulus of elasticity of concrete in

compression is constant within the

usual limits of working stresses. The
distribution of compressive stress in

beams is therefore rectilinear.

4. In calculating the moment of resistance

of beams,' the tensile stresses in the

concrete are neglected.

5. The adhesion between the concrete and the

reinforcement is perfect. Under com-
pressive stress the two materials are

therefore stressed in proportion to

their moduli of elasticity.

6. The ratio of the modulus of elasticity of

steel to the modulus of elasticity of

concrete is taken at 15, except as modi-

fied in Chapter VIII., Section 8.

7. Initial stress in the reinforcement due to

contraction or expansion of the con-

crete is neglected.

It is recognised that some of the assump-

tions given herein are not entirely borne out

by experimental data. They are given in

the interest of simplicity and uniformity,

and variations from exact conditions are

taken into account in the selection of for-

mulas and w-orking stresses.

The deflection of a beam depends upon the

strength and stiffness developed throughout

its length. For calculating deflection, a

value o( 8 for the ratio of the moduli will

give results corresponding approximately

with the actual conditions.

4. t-beams.

In beam and slab construction an effective

bond should be provided at the junction of the

beam and slab. When the principal slab re-

inforcement is parallel to the beam, transverse

reinforcement should be used, extending over

the beam and well into the slab.

The slab may be considered an integral part

of the beam, when adequate bond and shear-

ing resistance between .«lab and web of beam
is provided, but its effective width shall be

determined by the following rules ;

{a) It shall not exceed one-fourth of the

span length of the beam
;

(b) Its overhanging width on either side of

the web shall not exceed six times the

thickness of the slab.

In the design of continuous T-beams, due

consideration should be given to the compres-

sive stress at the support.

{Continued on vage 108.)
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CONCRETE AND REINFORCED
CONCRETE.

(Continued from page 07.)

Beams in which the T-form is used only
for the purpose of providing additional com-
pression area of concrete should preferably
have a width of flange not more than three
times the width of the stem and a thickness
of flange not leas than one-third of the depth
of the beam. Both in this form and in the
beam and slab form the web stresses and the
limitations in placing and spaciii" the longi-

tudinal reinforcement will probably be con-
trolling factors in design.

5. FLOOR SLABS Sl'l'l-ORTED ALONG POUR SIDES.

Floorslabs having the supports e.xtending
along the four sides should be designed and
reinforced as continuous over the supports.

If the length of the slab e.xceeds one and one-

half times its width, the entire load should
be carried by transverse reinforcement.
For uniformly distributed loads o'n square

slabs, one half the live and dead load may be
used in the calculations of moment to be re-

sisted in each direction. For oblong slabs,

the length of which is not greater than one
and one-half times their width, the moment
to be resis(,<'d by the transverse reinforcement
may be found by using a proportion of the

live and dead load equal to that given by

the formula, ^ = -r ~ ^-^i '^^^''6 ' = length

and b = breadth of slab. The longitudinal

reinforcement shcmld then be proportioned to

carry the remainder of the load.

In placing reinforcement in such slabs ac-

count may well be taken of the fact that the

bending moment is greater near the centre of

the slab than near the edges. For this purpose
two-thirds of the previously calculated

moments may be a.«sumed as carried by the
centre half of the .slab and one-third by the

outside quarters.

Loads carried to beams by slabs which aie

reinforced in two directions will not be uni-

formly distributed to the supporting beams,
and the distribution will depend on the rela-

tive stifTne.<is of the slab and the supporting
beams. The distribution which may be ex-

pected ordinarily is a variation of the
load in the Ijeam in accor.lance with
the ordinates of a parabola, having its vertex
at the middle of the span. For any given

design, the probable distribution ishonld be
a.<icertained and the moment* in the beam, cal-

culated a<'cordin;;Iy.

6.—(ONTINt'OlIS BEAMS AND SLABS.

When, the beam or slab is continuous over
its supports, reinforcement should be fully

]irovjdpd at points of negative moment, and
the st.resses in concrete recnnimenilc<l in

Olia-pter VIII., Section 4, .'Oiould not be ex-

ceeded. In conijiutng the positive and nega-

tive m/>ments in beams and slabs continuous

over several supports, due to uniformly dis-

tributed loads, the followijig rules are recom-
mended :

—

(o) For floor slabs the bending momenta at

centre and at support should be taken at

for both dead and live loads, where w repre-

sents the load per linear unit and I the span
length.

(b) For beams the bending moment at centre

and at support for interior spans should be

taken at . and for end spans it should be
10

taken at "l^ for centre and interior support

for both dead and live loads.

(c) In the case of beams and slabs continuous
for two spans only, with their ends restrained,

the bending moment boih at the central sup-

port and near the middle of the span should be

taken as .

(d) At the ends of continuous beams the

amount of negative moment which will bo
developed in the beam will depend on the con-

dition of restraint or fixedness, and this will

depend on the form of construction used. In

the ordinary cases a moment of - — may be
16

taken ; for small beams running into heavy
columns this should be increased, but not to

HI i^
exceed

12

For spans of unusual length, or for spans
of materially unequal length, more exact cal-

culations should be made. Special considera-
tion is also required in the case of concen-
trated loads.

Even if the centre of the span is designed
for a greater bending moment tlian is called

fo.- by (a) or (b), the negative moment at tiie

support sliould not be taken as less tlian the
values tliere given.

Where beams are reinforced on the com-
pression side, the steel may be assumed to

carry its proportion of stress in accordance
witih the ratio of moduli of elasticity, Chap-
ter VIII., Section 8. Reinforcing baj-s foi-

compression in beams ehould be straight and
should be two diameters in the clear from
the surface of tJie concrete. For the positive
leiiling moment, such reinforcement should
not exceed 1 per ceiit. of the area of tlie c<m-
crete. In the case of cantilever and con-
tinuous beams, tensile and compressive rein-

forcement over supports sliould extend suffi-

ciently beyond the support and beyond the
point of inflection to develop the requisite
bond strenrgth.

In construction made continuous over sup-
j)onts, it is important that am,ple foundations
should be provided, for unequjil settlements
are liable to produce unsightly if not dan-
gerous cracks. This effect is more likely to
occiw in low statictures.

Girders, such as wall-girders, wliich have
beams framed into one side only, should be
designed to resist toreional moment arising

from the negative moment at the end of the
beam.

7.—BOND STRENGTH AND SPACING OF REIN-
FORCEMFNT.

Adequate bond strength should be pro
\i,led. The formula h-;reinaf', :i' '.'i\cn for
bond stresses in (beams is for straight longi-
tudinal bat's. In beams in whicli a portior.

of the reinforcement is bent up near the enl.
the bond stress at places, in both the straight
bars and the l)ent bars, will be considerably
greater tiian for all the bare straight, .xud tlie

stress at some point may be several times as
mucJi as Uiat found by considering the stress
to be uujfoi'mly distributed along the bar.

Iiv restj'.ained and cantjlever beams, full

tensile .stress exists in the reinforcing bars at

the point of support, and the bivrs should 'o

anchored in the support sufficiently to

develop this stress.

In case of ajichorage of bare, an additional

length of bar sJiould be provided beyond that
found on the assximption of uniform bond
stress, foi- the reason that before the bond
resistance at the end of the bar can be de-

veloped the bar may have begun to slip at

anotiier point, and "running" resistance is

less than the resistance before slip begins.

Where high bond resistance is required the

deformed bar is a suitable means of supply-
ing the necessaiy strength. But it should
be recognised that, even with a deformed bar,

initial flip occurs at early loads, and that the

ultimate loads obtained in the usual tests for

bond resistance may be misleading. Adequate
bond .^ti-engt.h tlu-imghout the length of a bar
is preferable to end ancJiorage, but, as an
additional safeguard, such ancliorage may
properly be used in special cases. .^\nchorage

ftirnished by short ben .Is at a right angle is

less effective than by hooks ivmsisting of

turns through 180 degrees

The l.^teral spacing of parallel bars should

be not less than tJirec jiameters from centre

to ce^ntre, nor should tJie distance from the

side of the beam to tlie centre of the nearest

bar be less than two diameters. The clear

spacing between two layers of bars sliould

bo not less than 1 in. The use of more than

two layers is not recommended, unle.'ss the

layers are tied together by adequate metal

connections, ]iarticularly at and near points

where bars are bent up or bent down.
Where more than one layei' is used, at least

all bars above the lower layer sihould bo bent

up and anchored beyonl the edge of the

sup|x>rt.

8.—DIAGONAL TENSION AND SHEAR.

When a i-ein forced concrete beam is sub-

jected to flexural action, diagonal tensile

stresses are set up. A beam without web
reinforcement will fail if these stre^ses

exceed tlie tensile strength of the con-
crete. When web reinforcement, made up
of stirrups or of diagonal bars secured to the
longitudinal reinforcement, or of longitudinal
reinforcing bars bent up at several points, is

U£ed, new conditions prevail, but even in

tliis case, at the beginning of loading the
diagonal tension developed is taken princi-
l>ally by the concrete, the deformations which
are developed in the concrete permitting but
little stress to be taken by the web roinforce-
ment. When the resistance of the concrete
to the diagonal tension is overcome at any
point in Uie depth of the beam, greater stress
is at once set up in the web reinforcement.

For homogeneous beams, the analytical
treatment of diagonal tension is not very
complex—^the diagonal tensile stress is a func-
tion of the horizontal and vertical shearing
stresses and oi the horizontal tensile sti-ess

at the point considered, aiud as the intensity
of the.se three stresses varies from the neutral
axis to the remotest fibre, the intensity of the
diagonal tension will be different at different
points in the section, and will change with
different proportionate dimensions of length
to deptli of beam. For the composite struc-
ture of reinforced conci-ete beams, an analysis
of the web stresses, and particularly of the
diagonal tensile stresses, is very complex

;

and w hen the variations due to a, change from
no horizontal tensile stress in the con-
crete at remotest fibre to the presence of

horizontal tensile stress at some f>oint below
the neutral axis are considered, the problem
becomes more complex and indefinite. Under
Lliese circumstances, in designing, recourse is

hai to the use of the calculated vertical
shearing stress, as a means of comparing or
nieasui'ing the diagonal tensile stresses de-
veloped, it being understood that the vertical
sheai'ing stress is not the numerical equiva-
lent of the diagonal tensile stress, and tliat

there is not even a constant ratio between
them. It is here recommended tha;t the maxi-
mum vertical shearing stress in a section be
used as tlic means of comparison of the re-

sistance to diagonal tensile stress developed
in tlie concrete in beams not having web re-

inforcement.

Even after tlia concrete has reached its

limit of resistance to diagonal tension, if

the beam has web reinforcement, conditions
of beam action will continue to prevail, at

least through Uie compression area, and the
web reinforcement will be called on to resist

only a part of the web stresses. From ex-

periments witJi beams it is concluded that
it is safe pi-actice to use only two-thirds of

the external vertical shear in maJcing calcula-

tions of the stresses that come on stirrups,

diagonal web pieces, and bent-up bars, and it

is here i-ecommended for calculations in de-

signing that two-thirds of the external verti-

cal slieai- be taken as producing stresses in

web reinforcement.

It is well established that vertical mem-
bers attached to or loi>ped about horizontal
members, inclined membei-s secured to hori-

zontal members in such a way as to insure

against .slip, and the bending of a part of tie
longitudinal reinforcement at an angle, will

increase the strength of a beam against
failure by di.Tgonal tension, and tJiat a well-

desigiied and well-distributed web reinforce-

ment may, under the best conditions, increase

the total vertical .shear carried to a value as

miioh as three times that obtained when the

bars are all horizontal and no web reinforce-

ment is used.

When web reinforcement comes into action

.as the principal tension web resistance, the

bond stresses between tJie longitudinal bars

and the concjiete are not distributed as uim-

formly along tJie bail's as they othenvise

would be, but tend to be concentrated at and
near stirnips, and at and near the points

where bars .are bent up. When stirrups are

not rigidly .attached to tlie longitudinal bars,

and tiic proportiondng of bars and stirrup

spacing is sucJi that local slip of bars occur

at .stiiTups, the effectiveness of the stirrups

is impaire.l, though the presence of stirrups

still gives an element of toughness against

diagonal tension fiiilure.

Sufficient bond resi.stance between the con-

crete and the stirrups or diagonals must be
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provided in the compression! area of the
bearin.

Tbe longituddnal spacing of vertical stir-

rups "should not exceed one-half the depth of

beam, and that of inclined members sliould

not exceed three-foui'ths of the depth of

beam.

Bending of longitudinal reinforcing bars

at an angle across the web of the beam may
be considered as adding to diagonal tensiou

resistance for a horizontal distance from the
point of bending equal to three-fourths of the
depth of beam. \\ here the bending is made
at two or more points, the distance between
points of bending should not e.xceed three-

fourths of the depth of the beam. In
the case of a restrained beam, the
effect of bending up a bar at the
bottom of the beam in resisting diagonal
tension may not be taken as extending
beyond a .section at the point of inflectiu.i,

and the effect of bending down a bar in tlie

region of negative moment may be taken o.s

e.xtending from the point of bending down
of bar nearest the support to a section not
more than three-fourths of the depth of beam
beyond the point of bending down of bar
farthest from the support, but not beyond
the point of inflection. In case stirrups are
used in the beam away from the region in

which the bent bars are considered effective,

a stirrup should be placed not farther than a
distance equal to one-fourth of the depth of
beam from the limiting sections defined above.
In case the web resistance required through
the region of bent bars is greater than that
furnished by the bent bars, sufficient ddi
tional web reinforcement in the form of

stirrups or attached diagonals should be pro-
vided. The higher re.sistance to diagonal
tension stre'sses given by unit frames having
the stirrups and bent-up bars securely con-
nected together both longitudinally and latei-

ally is worthy of recognition. It is necessary
that a limit be placed on the amount of shear
which may be allowed in a beam ; for when
web reinforcement sufficiently efficient to give
very high web resistance is used, at the
higher stresses the concrete in the beam be-
comes checked and cracked in such a way as
to endanger its durability as well as its

strength.

The section to be taken as the critical sec-

tion in the calculation of sliearing stresses will

generally be the one having the maximum
vertical shear, though experiments show that
the section at which diagonal tension failures
occur is not just at a support, even though
the shear at the latter point be much greater.

In the case of restrained beams, the first

stirrap or the point of bending down of bar
should be placed not farther than one-half of
the depth of beam away from the face of the
support.

It is important that adequate bond strength
i.r anchorage be provided to develop fully the
rssumed strength of all web reinforcement.
Low bond stresses in the longitudinal bars

are helpful in giving resistance against
diagonal tension failure^;, and anchorage of
longitndinal bars at the ends of the beams or
ill the supports is advantageous.

It should be noted that it is on the tension
side ef tlie beam that diagonal tens'on
develops in a critical way. and that proper
connection should always be made between
stirrups or other web reinforcement and 'he
longitudinal tension reinforcement, whetiiir
the latter is on the lower side of the beam
or on its upper side. Where negative moment
exists, as is the case near the supports in a
continuous beam, web reinforcement, to be
effective, must be looped over or wrapped
around, or be connected with, the longitudinal
tension reinforcing bars at the top of the
beam in the same way as is necessary at the
bottom of the beam at sections where the
hending moment is positive.

Inasmuch as the smaller the longitudinal
deformations in the horizontal reinforcement
are, the less the tendency for the formation of

diagonal cracks, a beam will be strengthened
against diagonal tension failure by so arrang-
ing and proportioning the horizontal reinforce-

ment that the unit stresses at points of large
shear shall be relatively low.

It does not seem feasible to make a complete
ranaljBis of the action of web reinforcement.

and more or less empirical methods of cal-

culation are therefore employed. Limiting
values of working stresses for different types
of web reinforcement are given in Chapter
VIII., Section 5. The conditions apply
to cases commonly met in design. It

is assumed that adequate bond resistance or
anchorage of all web reinforcement will be
provided.
When a flat slab rests on a column,, or a

column bears on a footing, the vertical shear-

ing stresses in the slab or footing immediately
adjacent to the column are termed punching
shearing stresses. The element of diagonal
tension, being a function of the bending
mornent as well as of shear, may be small in

such cases, or may be otherwise provided for.

For tills reason, the permissible limit of stress

for punching shear may be higher than the
allowable limit when the shearing stress is

used as a means of comparing diagonal tensile

stress. The working values recommended are
given in Chapter VIII., Section 5.

(To he continued.)

•nr EfUttstratinns.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH
WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE,
CARDIFF.
The drawing illustrated shows the portions

of the whole scheme still to be completed.
It includes the great hall, the refectories for
students and technical buildings which flank

it, including the laboratories of the public
health department. These lie upon the op-
posite side of the courtyard to the ranges of
buildings already finished. Mr. W. D. Caroe,
M.A., is the architect. The perspective now
reproduced was sliown at the Royal Academv
Exhibition, 1916.

DETAIL OF ELEVATION FOR THE
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS, ARBOUR
SQUARE, STEPNEY, E.

This detail is reproduced from the big
drawing which was prominently placed at
the Royal Academy last summer. The
general drawings of this design were pub-
lished, small scale, in The Building News
for .July 7, 1915. We reviewed the competi-
tion designs the week previously, when the
chosen scheme by Messrs. Briggs, Wolsten-
holme and Thornely was illustrated in our
pages. The authors of this design are Messrs.
Ambro.se Poynter, F.R.I.B.A.. and George
Wenyon, M.S. A. They were awarded a
premiimi of £75. Owing to the war the work
of erecting these buildings had to be post-
poned for the present.

THE .TA:\rES SMITH MEMORIAL,
WALLASEY, CHESHIRE.

This small clock tower was erected by public
subscription to the memory of the late James
Smith, who was a generous benefactor to the
borough of Wallase}'. It forms an entrance
from the street to the Quarry Recreation
Ground, which lies several feet below the
.street level. The quarry site was itself a
trift to the borough bv the late Mr. Smith.
The tower is built of local cream-coloured
sandstone and roofed with small stone slates.

Messrs. Thomas and Sons, of Oxton, Birken-
head, were the contractors. Messrs. Briggs,
Wolstenholme and Thornely, FF.R.I.B.A.,
of Liverpool, are the architects.

THE ROW OF ALMSHOUSES. MARSH-
FIELD. GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

This undisturbed old historic village in

Gloucestershire is about a mile long, and the
hamlet has a geographical peculiarity which
is mo.'^t unusual owing to three separate coun-
ties touching within its limits. The place
went, in fact, by the name of Boundaryfield
in Saxon times because of this odd conjunc-
tion of Wilts, Somerset and Gloucestershire.

Marshfield lies about eight miles from Bath
and possesses a srpacious Late GotTiic church
with a western tower of good scale, built by the
.\bbot of Tewkesbury in the reign of Edward
IV. Compared with the church towers of

this neighbourhood it cannot claim excep-
tional distinction, particularly in juxtaposi-

tion with the steeple at Cold Ashton, some-
what nearer to Trowbridge. The parish church
at Marshfield stands at one extremity of the

uncommonly long street, and this row of

almshouses terminates this main thoroughfare
at the other end. The forecourt-enclosing

wall, with the rather imposing middle
gateway, adds greatly to the hospitable effect

of this suggestive block of tenements. The
stone-built tower and spire in the midst of

the group capped by the broached roof,

supplies an unusually notable feature by
being thus solidly constructed. Masonry on
such a scale must necessitate a considerable

foundation in the centre of the plan. The
rigid simplicity of the skyline gives charm to

the extreme picturesqueness of the whole com-
position, which is becomingly relieved by
the short solid-looking chimneys. Enhance!
repose, due to the long line of otherwise

unbroken ridge, adds point to the unassuming
row of dormers. The bigger frontispiece gable

is relieved by the armorial bearings of the

founder's family, a good effect being obtained
without any semblance of ostentation. These
heraldic enrichments add a richness as well

as a permanent interest to the building and
a perpetual record. There are several old

stone houses in JIarshfield Street, and if few
are of any special merit individually, all are

marked by the Gloucestershire manner of
building tradition. The cottages are quaintly
gabled with skew-stones, " corbie set-offs

and mullioned window openings. The roofs

are stone slated and for the greater part are

eminently plain and grey-looking, with stone-

framed doorways, such as often distinguish

the domestic buildings of the Cotswolds. On
Beck's Down, in Marshfield Parish, may be
seen some Druidical remains, and in the
church are some ancient stone bench seats
forming part of the chancel, quite worthy
of note, such like not often being met with.

COTTAGE AT LONGFIELD, KENT.
This sheet of working drawings, lent us

by the architect, Mr. Sidney K. Greenslade,
A.R.I. B. A., of Gray's Inn and Exeter, shows
a cottage lately erected in Kent near by the
Poultry Fann-house which appeared in our
issue for the 10th inst. In general character
and materials both buildings nearly corre-
spond, but in planning they are very unlike.
Mr. G. W. Bishop's house is long in its

proportions with a roomy hall and staircase
in the centre, the kitchen and service being
to the right and a living room, 19 ft. by 12 ft.

6 in., set on the left hand, witli the dining
room, facing west, between, and communicat-
ing the service by two doors, one at either
end. There are three bedrooms, a dressing-
room and a bathroom upstairs, spaciously con-
trived for so moderately-sized a house, .''nd

all very carefully worked out in detail. The
windows are fitted with 'asements. In the
living-room there is a double fitment for the
display of china bv side of the chimney-piece,
also space for a fixed dresser in the dining-
room. A covered way leads to the wash-
house and coal place, beyond the larder.

DETAIL OF NOS. 232-233, HIGH
HOLBORN, W.C.

This block of business premises is now in

course of erection in High Holborn at the
corner of Little Turnstile. The war has
interfered with the progress of the work,
which is in an advanced stage. The elevations
are faced in Portland stone, and fire-resist'ng

construction is employed. The accompanying
illustration was reproduced from the contr.T'ts

detail of the fa<;^ades. Messrs. Wallis and
Sons, of Maidstone, are the builders, and Mr.
Leonard Martin, F.R.I.B.A., of Seymour
House. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, S.W., is

the architect.

In the Ohianjoery Division on January 23 \fr.

Justice A'afcbury made the usual windinic-up
order in the case of the Northern Qua.rrirs
Com.pany, Ltd.

The valuers and estate agents in Sleaford
district have, within a fortnight, completed the
\^nd survey in accordance with the wishes of
the War Agricultural Committee.
Mr. DoiLglas T. Thring. Fellow of the Sur-

^eyors' Institution, member of the Council of

the Land Agrenis' Society, and formerly of
Winchester Collofre, has been appointed
Estates Bursar oi Merton College. Oxford, in

.sucoeasion to the late Professor Esson. ^Tr.

Thring was elected out of 160 candidates. He
will enter on his duties at Lady Day.
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^antsiponhtna.

WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND CUR-
RENCY REFORM.

To the KdilOT of The Building News.

Sm,—The accidental rediscovery of tlie

JJritish 5-link or 39.6-iiich metre gives us a

lU'W point of dejjarture. We liave al.so fonnd
once more, having apparently abandoned
"decimals" in the fifteenth century, a

Smetre rod, pole, or perch, a 20-metre Gun-
ter'.s chain, a 200-metre furlong ; and in area
units, a square rwl of 25, a rood of 1,000,

and an acre of 4,000 square inetre.s. lu
weights wo have a metric ton <>f 2,240 Ihs.. and
the cwt. of 100 half-kilograms (British).

With little correction and revision, our
capacity units are metrically gowi and ser-

viceable without any correction at all, as

shown in my book "British Trade and the
Metric Sy.stem."
The question before the British public,

therefore, boils down to this : Shall we, as

ail Empire, adopt the French metric .system,

and scxap or alter ail native units ; or, shall

we re-establish our native British metre, aiul

keep everything else we have? The first can
(mly be done at the most serious inconveni-
ence possible to our.selves and to the subject
races ; and the second will, compar.itively
speaking, cause neither us nor them any in-

convenience at all.

A further point to be considered is, that in

adopting the French metric sj'stem, we shall
benefit Germany and Austria more than our
friend.s whose manufactures have been
ruined in Belgium. Poland, Roumania, and
North France. If our .Allies would only agree
to accept the British de(-imal or metric system
for trade and manufacture, while retaining
the French metric system for science and
purely nation.-il purposes, it .seems to me we
might establish an interna.tional scheme with-
jjiit any delay. We should not upset the
.Allies, who have to begin anew : and we
our.aelves should not be upset either.
As r.igards our own system, niv book shows

bow. when simplified, it becomes prolwblv
the best in the world, and the easiest to
leani .^nd apply.

I am -no longer afraid of the Decimal
Association Some of their arguments are in-

valuable .18 ibeirtg equally a^jplicable to the
British Decimal system. A perfect system of
weights and measures, sucin as our own. is

svmbolised by the human hand. The four
fingers of one haiui. 8 in the two Jiands, 16
when duplicated by adding the feet, re-

present the fractional scale. The fint^ers and
thumb together make a "bunch of five."

,^'ul we get 10, and later 20, the Decimal
.Association illustration. If we now add-in
tlw wrist, we get six radials to each palm, ami
ultimately 12 .and 24, repre.sentins; the du"-
d>>c'mal scale. I have shown that the British
.system is composed of three scales, decimal,
frax;tional, and duodecimal, and that we have
producer) the " distracting jumble " com-
l)!ained of by metric advocates by onr own
carelcsaness and mis-use of tables and s<'a]es.

We persist in saying 5^ yards (not 5 metresl
makn .iTod. thus mixing up the fractional and
dt«imal scales. We sell wheat bv tihe bushel
at so many pounds weight, mixine np tablrs

of capacity and weight. We used to quote
for cotton (and may still do so for all I know)
in poniuls weight and dtvimals of a p<'Tniy,

both iinsuit:iblv low units for the coinnKxlitv.

Sttmes of 14 lbs. .and florins and decim.als

would give more convenient results. We can
just as easily mis-use the metric system, and
dis-cred-t it in the same wavs.
We have also to get rid of all stray local

units not included in the regular tables, or

else we must Btandardise them.
As regards currency, it is sufficiently deci-

mal in reason already. Reckoning tlie florin

as lOO cents of account (not coined), the shil-

ling is 50. the sixpence 25. and the three-

penny bit 12^ cents. With the aid of suitably

hieb measures of all kinds, according to the

mercliandise, we should never have to u.si-

lesser coine in wholesale trade than cents of

account in rat*s, and threepenny bits in the

cash columns.
For the convenience of retail trade, the

wage-earner and the middle-class consumer.

we divide the threepenny bit into 12 farthings.

Since 100 half-kilos (British) are equal to

1121bs., we see at once that the wholesale

dealer can supply cwts. of 100 half-kilos at so

much a cwt., which rate divided by 100 gives

a .lecimal rate per half-kilo. The retailer turns

this into the nearest fractional currency, and

knows he can sell each pound weight of the

commodity for that amount, and clear 12 per

cent.—10 per cent, of profit and 2 per cent,

for waste.

The great point I wish to make is this : We
already have a metric system and do not need

another. It is easy to destroy, and terribly

hard to rebuild. By reinstatnig our native

metric system we can get back, and out of it,

whenever we wi.sh, or find it healthy, to do

so. If we adopt the French metric system it

must be for gocxl aud all, and there can be

no turning back.—I am. Sir, yours, etc..

E. A. W. Phillips, M.Inst.C.E.

Hove, January 29, 1917.

»»*•»—<
PROFESSIONAL AND TKADE

SOCIETIES.
Master Painters' Association in Scot-

LANU.—The retiring president (Mr. Joseph

Thomson, Dundee) occupied the chair at the

.annual meeting of the Association of Ma.ster

Painters in Scotland, which was held last

Friday in the Masonic Hall, 19. Hill Street,

Edimburg'h. The annual report by the Coun-

cil stated that the mem,bership of the Asso-

ciation at the end of la.st year was 304.

showing a decrease of 25 on the total of

the previous year. There were 13 affiliated

Associations.
" Like other departments of tJie

building trade, there was no doubt that

the painting trade had suffered severely

again dnring the past year owing to the war.

—The new president "(Mr. J. T. M'Arthur.

Edinburgh), then took the chair. Mr. .lames

Scllars, Glasgow, was elected vice-|)re.sidcnt,

and Messrs. Cameron and A. S. Calder.

Ediniburgh, were reappointed general secre-

tary and organising .se<T6tary respectively. It

was agreed to hold next year's meeting in

Glasgow.—Mr. Calder, reporting on the con-

dition of the trade in Edinburgh. Leith.

and vicinity during 1916. said it had shown
no improvement on that of the previous

yea,r.—The new president then addressed

the gathering. After referring to the war
and trade troubles, he said in their craft.

with its varied treatment and finishing of

other tradesmen's work, he did not think

they flattered themselves in the least when
he held that a good painter must l>e a crafts-

man of no mean ability, and well worthy of

his hire. Tliev were oftimes -served with

tliose who painted, but could never be

"painters." Yet the men demanded that

they should receive the san^e standard r,^te

as the qu.alified tradesman, leaving the em
plovers to tike the only remedy, of dis-

pensing with their .services at the earliest

o])]>ort.unity. Personally, he would prefer

to be free to p.ay the men according to their

qualifica.tion.s, with a minimum instead of

a stajidard rate, which most as.suredly

would encourage the study of tHie higher

branches of the craft, and make for greater

efficiency all over.

»-«•*>-<
TRADE NOTES.

Bovle's Iratest mateiit " ;iir-i>uniiP " ventilators,

supidiied % Mc."srs. Robert Boyle niul Ron.

v»>ntilatin« engineer. 64, HollKinn Viaduct,

I>»>ndon, E.C., have been employed W the

Wilts United Dairies Oamiwny, LimitMl, Wilts,

Somerset.

M."ssrs. I^cwis Bergcr and Sons, I/td., of

Hoinerton. N.E., have puMisrticd an art folder

of special interest to architects enlitkvl " Air.

Borp-or Se«« it Through." 11 is i]lns1.^atc^l with

T^hotou-ruphs of somo of tlie biiildi»n;s which

have been V-aulified wit/h Matone, luid -mW be

sent to you on application.

In tli<-ee dajT? when all metals are scarce and

exi)ensive. the use of reinforced concrete can

ibe substituted with advantage in the buildlTig

of tanks. We hear that several hir(fo concrete

tanks hftve been eonstructc<l on the roof of n

biscuit factory at Fnlhani. and that as a pre-

ivuition aeninst leakaet- I'udlo has been <isod

Xo waterproof the <'ement.

>—M»v-(
The <leath is aiinouiiceil on the 27th inst., at

Moscow Court, W.. of Mr. Fxlwin Henry
Lingen Barker, architect, of heart failure.

The funeral took place at Hereforii.

LKGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Rri;LROii) Company's Lii.ii. .\ciios against

iiiE "Irish Bvilder and Kncineeb " ANt>

.Messrs. Rowley and Co., Auvertising

.\GENis.

—

Farthing Damages against the
" Irish Blilder and Engineer."—Verdict for
Me-srs. Rowley and Co.—In this action,

which was tried on Monday aJid 1 ucsday in

last week in llie Kin*^*s Briuih Division, before-

.Mr. Justice Rowlutt and a siMxial jury, the

Ruberoid Company, Limited, sued Mccredy.
Percy, and Co., Limited, jiroprietors and
publishers of the Irish ISuildir and Knrjineer,

Dublin, and Messrs. Rowley and Co., adver-

tising asients, of Avenue Chambers, South-

ampton Row, to re<over <lamages for alleged

Wh'A imputing that the con.jKiny had German
lonniK-tions. and for an injumaion. The dc-

fi^ndunls denied thai the .statenientB oom-
jjlained of were libellous, and said that in

their ordinary meaning they were true in

sutetance and' in fact.—Mr. Rose Inncs, K.C.,

for the plaintiffs, said several years before

the war broke out an Ann rn\in c^impany.

known as tijo Standard Paint Company.
iiianufactuie<l and sold ruberoid. a material

which was U5<'d for rooting huts and other

slight buildings, and which was being sup-

plied by the plaintiffs to t)ho Government of

this country at the presi'iit time. The
.\merican company had a capitol of a

million sterling, and its businfc.-.s was a great.

success. They resolved to establish in Europe
<»niipanies or agencies for the sale of ruberoid.

and one of the companies was formed in

Hamburg. In 1906 a con.iwuiy was started

in this country with the modef.t capital of

£6,000. Three" ye:irs later it was dc-cided to

establish a factory in this country, and the

capital of the English company was increasej

to £20.000. A factory was cr«<c«l at Brims-
down. Middlesex, and the manufac-ture was
carried out by British workmen. At one

time Mr. Gustav Meyer, who carried on busi-

ne.ss in Germany, was a dire<-tor of tiio Eng-
lish company ami held a lonsiderable number
of shares. That Kciitleman ilixl in October.

1912, and his brotlier. .Mr. RolxTt Otto Meyer,
was a.ppointed as a director. When hostilities

commenced between this country and Germany
Mr. Robert Otto Meyer was removed from
the d;re<*orate, ami Air. Davis L. Irwin wa.s

appointed in his place. From that tim« the

dire<!tors were either American or Briti.sh

subject*. On January 29. 1916, there ap-

peared in the lri$h Uuitdtr and Engineer tlie

following letter:—
" Sir.—.\t a time when it behoves flll of us

to be careful that wo are not trading with

firms that are of ene<ny oriirin. tiie constitu-

tion of limitcil liability companies is a mattir

of some importance. May I (>all >x)ur atteii

tion to the fact that, according to tho pai-

ticulars filed at the Compani*«' Registration

Office at Somerset House, relating to thi-

RulxToid Company, Limil«xl, the postion a*

in .\pril last was as follows: The directors

of the lomoanv were: Rjuph Shainw:a.ld. 100.

William Street, New York; Robert Otto

Mever, 93. Durnliof. Hamburg ; Gustav
Meyer. Durnhof. Hamburg. Tlie principal

shareholders were: .Stamlard Paint Company.
New York, 12.698 shares; K<igo.r B. Jame-.

Knightrider Street. 3.4C0 diar.ii: Ruboroid
Company. Davenhof. Hamburg, 3,399 shares:

Davis T/. Irwin. Bromley, 600 shares.—Yours.

etc.. Scrutator."

In :i.n e<litorial comment at the foot of tlic

letter it was admitted that the allegation that

the company was of German origin was not

a fact; and in a later ianie the defendants
ex;pressed roglret that they had iriyen pub-

licity to the statement. Maltere miifht have
re.st<Hl there. b:it the defendants jvuhlighed a

further letter from " Scriit.it<M-." with refer-

ence to the dire<^torate of tJie company in

1915. Counsel su.hmitte<l that there was no
ground for the allegation that the oomjvijiy

was of (Jcrman origin or fchnt Mr. Robert Otto

Mover was a <lirector of tJie orviti>any Ik

.\pril. 1915. and that the plaintiffs were en-

title<l to moderate damag»«.—Mr. Edirar B.

James, manaiiiug dinx-tor of the plaintiff

comixiny. state<l. in an.swer to Mr. Justice

Rowilatt, that nuberoiil won not a patent, but

a secret article.—.\t the adjournment on Tiios-

dxiy Mr. lidigar B. James. m.ijiti.>,nini.' dir<-c1or

of the plaintiff comi>any, was cr<iss-cxamine<I

Hv Mr Hume Willi:im.s. K.C. Ho enid that

Mr. Shainwald. of New York, was <ihairman

of the Encliish <x>mpany. but he had not been to

Ihis eountrj- since the war Ix-gaii. Mr. Robert

Otto Meyer, when he Ixyar.ie director of the

Enrfish company, was man:if,"inK direotor of

the Hamburg company.—Do \-ou still think it

unfair to say that the Fjifflish (xjmpany was
of German origin ?—Certainly. I deny it

absolutely.—Mr. Robert Otto Meyer oease<l
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» be a, director in 1915?—In 1914, seven

weeks after the outbreak of war.—Re-
^'.va.mined, witness said he had never heard

of Mr. Max Drey. Mr. Robert Otto Meyer
was still a shiarehokier of the English com-
'pany, and his dividends were paid to the

Puihlio Trustee.—Mr. Rose Innes : la the

British Gover-nn.ent still dealing with you
for ruberoid?—Yes, and the Frenoli Govern-
anent.—I do not suppose you are doing much
with GennanyV—No.—Mr. Justice RowLa.tt:

They are getting it from the Hamburg oom-
Ijany. (I^aughiter.)—Mr. Rose Innes : Do any
of tJie patents or trade marks stand in tlie

name of any Gernran or German company?
—No.—Was any controller ever aipipointed by
the Board of Trade?—Certainly not.—Mr.
Clarence Ron4ey, one of the defendants,

denied that ho had any arrangement with his

co-defendants to sell or publish their journal

in London. Witness obtained copies of the

paper fer the purpose of oibtaiiiing advertise-

ments, and the copies sold by his employee to

representatives of the plaintiffs were his own
private property. He had no reason to

believe tliat the paper contained any libel.

—

Mr. Hume Williams, addressing the jury for

the defendant*, contended that Mr. Rowley
was not the puiblisher of the journal, that he
had been guilty of no negligence, and that

he was entitled to a verdict. As to the pro-
prie.t-ors of the Irish Uiiililcr and Engineer.
<'Ounsel submitted thiat it had been /proved

beyond doubt that tlie plaintiff company was
of German origin. It was formed to sell

German gooda and was contro'lled from Ger-
many, and if that was not a comipany of Ger-
man origin he did not know what was. It

•was said that the plaintiff oomipanv was
started by the Standard Paint Company, of

New York, and that Mr. Shainwald, who was
largely interested in that company, was the

rhairm/an of the plaintiff company. Were
there no Germans trading in New York?
Were there no American citizens of German
origin in New York? No doubt it was a

mistake to say that Mr. Rdljert Otto Meyer
remained a director of the comipany in 1915,

and if tlie jury thought that the plaintiffs

wera entitled to a verdict on that ground
the smallest coin of the realm would amply
compensate them for the damage they had
sustained.—Mr. Rose Innes, K.C., in reply,

urged that the defendants had failed to

justify the allegation that the plaintiff com-
pany was of German origin. The tenm
" Germian," he said, 'was one of opprobrium,
and he hoped it would be so for ever.—Mr.
Justice Rowlatt, in summing up. said the

question for the jury was whether the defend-

ants were right in saying that the plaintiff'

com'pany "was in substance of GeiTnan origin.

There was no evidence that the gentlemen
connected with tlio American company had a

German taint, but there was evidence that

the plaintiff company when it was started

became a subsidiary company of the Anieri-

can and Ge'i'man companies for the sale in

Kniirland of goods manufactured in Germany.
—The jury found a veixliot for Mr. Rowley.
a:id for the pliaintiffs against MeSisrs. Meoredy,
Percy, and Company for a farthing damages.
—Judgment was entered accordingly, with

costs against the latter defendants.

>» c

The effect of the war on the Cornish chiiia

clay industry has resulted in a rredoctfon on
the assessable value of the county of £17,610.

The death is announced of Pixjfessor Tom
Parry, land agent, in the employ of the Car-

diganshire County Council, who twenty-five

years ago held the post of director in agricul-

ture at -^he University College of Wales,
.Xberyst^wyth.

Pirogress with tlie scheme of the gradual
decopa-t'on of the interior of Westminster
Caithedral has aigain been intenrupicd by war.

T^ie marbles for the monoliths supporting the

vault of the north and rsouth aisles were ob-

tained at great trouble and cost from ancient

quarries at Thessaly. As they were being
lirougiht down to thie coast they were captured

by the Turks in the Gi-eco-Tuirkieh Wair of

1394 and held for some time.

Mr. Anthony White, churchwarden of All

Saints', Galley Hil'l, Swanscombe, Kent, has

recently presented several gifts to that church
in memory of Earl Kitchener. One is a picture

of " The Message of the Angel to St. .Toseph,"

painted by Marcello Venusti, a pupil of Michael
Angelo. and the others are four pla.ster casts

of British saints—St. Columba. St. Ninian, St,

Bridget, and St. Margai^et—the work of the

late Mr. Stirling Lee. The originals of these

.ire m.-irble bas-relief figures in Westminster
Cathedral.

(Bnr ©fita Olabk.

A meeting of the London and Middlesex
Aichieological Society was held at the Bish-

opsgate Institute last Wednesday afternoon,

when Mr. Mervyn IMacartney gave a lantern

lecture on St. Paul's Cathedral. Referring

to the threatened subsidence, he said he
tnought that the Cathedral would be all right

till someone built an underground restaurant

about 90 A. deep, and then there would be

trouble. Mr. Macartney also spoke of the

inaccuracies in various acounts of the Cathe-
dral, and especially in the " Parentalia." This
e.xlremely unreliable -A'ork began by saying

that Wren laid the foundations from the west
end to the east end before he had any diffi-

culty, but it was the fact that the west end
of the old Cathedral was not pulled down for

fifteen or twenty years after he started work
from the east end, and it was not possible

that he could have cleared the site from the

west end. Another statement was that Wren
" digged " a pit 40 ft. deep and built therein

a pier 10 ft. square to support a corner of

the building, but modern investigation, had
failed to reveal any evidence of this structure.

The only way of accounting for these errors

was to suppose tliat Wren gave his assent to

them when his age made him unce'iain of

facts and dates.

Owing to the London County Council rule

with regard to age, Mr. Leonard C. Nightin-

gale is leaving the Clapham School of Art,
)f which he has been Principal since its

foundation in 1885. During these thirty-one

yeari the school has been highly successful,

in the twenty-nine National Competitions
(none was held in 1915) it has obtained eight

gold medals, thirty-si.x silver medals, seventy-

three bronze medals, and six Princess of

Wales's Scholarships. The new Principal is

Mr. T. McKeggie, who is transferred from
the Lambeth School of Art.

The report of the Committee on Ancient
Earthworks and Fortified Enclosures, issue i

b\ the Congress of Archseological Socie ic^,

states that early last year attention was
drawn to the fact that the ancient right-of-

way track -.hrough the earthwork ring en-

closure of Stonehenge was being constantly

enlarged by military traffic. The small

baiTovv against the northern side of the bank
had already been effaced, and a large seg-

ment of the ring on the north-west was
threatened with clestruction. It was found
also that the stability of the stones -was en-

dangered by bomb practice in their immediate
neighbourhood, to wihich a fresh crack in one

of the .smaller recumbent stones might have

been due. When the matter was brought
to the notice of Lieutenant-General Sir H. C.

Sclater he at once gave orders to stop the

bomb-practice and to divert the traffic

through the enclosure, and his action was
endorsed by the War Office.

The work of the U.S. Bureau of Soils

has resulted in the investigation and map-
ping, either in detail or reconnaissance sur-

veys, of 571,463,680 acres, or 892,912 square

miles, of soils. During the past year

24,749,440 acres, or 38,671 square miles, in

32 States, were mapped in detail. In every

Slate of the Union several areas have now
been surveyed, and one survey has been com-

pleted extending acro.ss the island of Porto

Rico. A special undertaking of the past year

was field work for the study of the trucking

soils in certain typical areas in New Jersey.

Similar work has been begun in the vicinity

of Norfolk, Va. In 19 States the work of

the bureau is carried on in co-operat'on with

the State authorities. It is expected this work
will augment farming acreage.

For many vears a number of American

cities, say's '"Engineering News" (New
York), have suffered from the nuisance of

abandoned canals—not only obnoxious as

open sewers, but even worse than useless be-

cause their boatless waters took up useful

ground in the busy areas of the town. It

goes on :
" Now several of these communities

are finding, or hone to find, a use for the.se

deep water-filled cuts by draining the canal

and usina the bed for rapid transit or railway

lines. In Cincinnati the proposed inter-

urban entrance is on the Miami and Erie

Canal there ; in Syracuse the old Erie Canal
bed will certainly in time become the route

of the New York Central through the city

to replace the tracks which now are the

most disgraceful example of municipal dis-

figurement in, the country ; in Rochester the
Erie Canal will soon be turned into new
channels, permitting the use of its bed for a
street raiLvay route. The combined advaiv
tages of ridding the city of a muisance and of

obtaining ready made a deprest railway ter-

minal or rapid transit route are of such im-
portance as to recommend the procedure to

any city now saddled with an uaiused canal."

Mr. Walter Leaf, Deputy Chairman, who
presided at the annual general meeting of the

London County and Westminster Bank, held

last Thursday, in moving the adoption of the

report, said that the state of affairs shown in

it 'Was one of which the bank might be proud.

So far as the internal affairs of ihe bank were
concerned, the year 1916 had been one of

steady and very profitab'e prosperity. The
net result was that they had not only written

down their investments to a point at which
they stood that day well under the market
price, and paid the same dividend as last

year, but they had also been able to resume
their practice—a very sound rule—of writing

a large amount, £100,000, off their premises

account, which now stood at almost the same
sum as two years ago. In July, iJ14, jctt

before the outbreak of hostilities, the'r de-

posits were eighty-seven million Pvui.ds

;

they had now risen to 117 million jjj.ias by
steady growth—a wonderful sign of t'le re-

sources of the country. Acceptance fo' cus-

tomers were then a little over £4,000.OuO, .-rd

they had now risen to 5^ millions. K .1 tins

amount now included very little of the old

commercial acceptances, and it was mostly

made up of obligations and acceptances un-

dertaken at the request of the Government,
and guaranteed by them. In the same way
the item of bills discounted, on the opposite

side of the account, contained but little com-

mercial paper, the place of which had been

taken by Treasury Bills. There was here a

diminution of about four millions, which had

gone, of course, into investments. There was,

moreover, a large diminution in the advances

to customers. These stood at 465 millions in

June, 1914, and they were now reduced to

about 36 millions. The internal affairs of the

bank gave him little to say, and nothing

which was not satisfactory. They must not

forget that their prosperity was due to cir-

cumstances which were wholly exceptional

and transitory, and they must never leave

out of sight the changes -which must follow

upon that victorious peace which they all

meant to have, and which might, perhaps,

come in the end with little warning. With re-

gard to the War Lean, the idea seemed to have
got about that success was already assured,

and that the small investor, therefore, need

not trouble himself about what was suffi-

ciently dealt w-ith by the big men. .Such an

idea was completely baseless. The loan -was

not already an assured success : far from it.

It had got to be made so in the next three

weeks, and everyone in the United Kingdom
had got to put his back into the task, or

therewould be no success at all. Of course,

one could very well understand the feeling

of the man who says :
" I have never been in

debt to my banker, and it is a point of honour

with me not to be." Such an attitude of

mind was in ordinary times highly laudable,

but was it too much in the hour of the

country's need to ask such a man to sacrifice

this little piece of pride when by so doing

he -would help to bring nearer the day of that

victorious peace we were determined to have?

If all their customers, according to their

means, w»uld come to them ready to lend

not only their savings in the past, but, -with

the bank's assistance, their savings in the

future, and above all determined to increase

those future savings to their uttermost power,

then, and then only, would the loan be an

assured success. It all lay in the hands of

the small man. It had been well said, and

he did not hesitate to repeat it, that what the

country wanted was not hundreds of millions

but millions of hundreds. ' He moved the

adoption of the report, -R'hich -ivas carried

unanimously. The I'etiring directors were re-
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i-Lected and the auditors re-ap]X)inted. Cor-
dial votes of thanks to the Chairman and the
directors and to the officers and staff were
inianimously passed.

"The Value of Drawing to the Scientific

Worker " wa."! the subject of a lecture by
Dr. F. A. Bather, at the .January Conference
of Kducational Association.s, on the invitation
if the Royal Drawing Society. As a means
'if expression, said Dr. Bather, drawing is

no less useful than writing to the scientific

worker. It is also an imporUmt method of
scientific work. In tlie descriptive branches
ul science the reseacher should bo able to
ilraw because he alone understands the jioints

I hat are to be brought out. Even if he em-
liloys a drauglitsman, he must make sketches
for the artists's guidance, and must have suflfi-

I ient knowledge of the craft to be able to
<ontrol the result. The act of drawing direcU
lii» attention to features that niiglit otherwise
fscape notice, and forces him to consider
structural relations and meanings. In formu-
lating and checking hypotheses, a drawing
nr model is of the greatest a.ssi.stance. This
is exemplified in such diverse fields as the
restoration of extinct animals and the pre-
sentation of crystal structure. Accuracy of
ipbsorvation and an understanding of struo-
lurc arc more important in professional illus-

tration than the skilled conventional technique
of the pictorial artist.

In a recent article in the Canadian Engl-
rirrr, it is pointed out that the principal
ciHiscs for decay in building limbers fall.

n>ughly, under the six following lieads :— (1)
Phioing non-durable timber in moist, ill-

ventilated baseiments or encloiures beneath
the first floor, or laying .siills in direct contaxH
with the grouiiid. (2) Embedding girders
ajid joisits in bri<'k or concrete wiiUiout box-
ing the ends. (3) Placing laminated flooring
in unihea.ted buildiings in a green or wet con-
ditirwi. (4) Covwi'ng girders, posts, or
lainiiiiated flooring with jjlaster or similar
ooating before being thoroughly dried. (5)

(Jenenil use of non-durable gi-ades of timber
in a greon or only partially seasoned condi-
tion. (6) Use of even dry timber of low-

natural durability in baildimgs artificially

humidified to ;i high degree, as in textile

iniCils. A further clement of danger lies in

t'h<' use of timber inf(vte<l during storage or
wl'.ioh ha-s iM^^ome infet^ted tlirough neglect
after purt^h;Lse ,^nd delivory.

Mr. William Andrews. Watford, Heipts,

buiilder, who left estate of the gTo.s« value
<^f £37,877, be<]ueathed small annnitie.s to

various churches, adding :
—" I, William

Andrews, being of opinion that the sm.all

iiurx;es.i attending Christian work in this town
and elsewhere is oau.<<e<l through ininist*^rs

and others having cliaige of tlie chui-diee
failing to observe the teaching and example
sei forth in the Now Testament and Our
Saviour's words (,Iohn xii. 32), and con.so-

(juently worldliiuvsa and form.-ility is in-

creasing inside the ohurches, 1 therefore direct

my trustees to pay tlie sums mentioned above
only to siK^h c.hurclies, mis.<;i<)ns, or oom-
inittees who do not luso cliaiits, anthems,
ameiis, vespers, etc., in any of their congre-
gational services, or use the new un.scriptural
' Sunday-school Hymnary,' or resort to con-
certs, bazaars, entertiuiiments, or any .such

things in connection with any part of the
Ijord'a work."

>-•••—«
Mr. ,T. Trevor, whose West Kiid brnnoli was

rei-ontly at 17, SlKiftesbury Atvenuo, has moved
to more spncioii.i jiremisesat 231. Itegent Street.

'I'ho pliK3t<>r bust of Lf»r<l Kitchener by Mr.
R. C. Belt, wihiiiJi h;iK bi>en prcwonted to the
Nutional MomoriaJ CoiiMiiittoo, was sent to
I'arin liast W<xlm\'«la.y tx> be cast in bjron?/^ by
thi- firm of Ilujrl>odieiin)e, to whom tile Ord-
iKanoe Doiuurtmont, by order of the Army
Council, have aJlroady sent a captured cannon
to Ix- molte<l down for the purpose.
By the enlarpement of the main dock at

Tilbury, berfclia/g<> has Iven provided f'*r three
a.(!irl itional ocoan-Koing st<>amei's of 60C ft. or
700 ft. in leng-tli. topohheir with tilie nccossaa-y
equipmont in tlie sha.pe of railway lines,

tiiansit sheds, amd ohictric cranes. This now
<h'vclopment at Tilluiry is p.a.rt of a larger
Kh'>m<^ of dock extension wliich the Port
Aurhi«ritv ht\t> in view wli<>n tli-- w.ti- i« ovit

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our eorrespon<ients. .\11 comnmnicationa ehould
tie drawn up as briefly as possible, as tliere art
many claimants upon the space allotted t«
eorrespolldents.

It is jiurticularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

nialter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Building News, EOlngham
House. 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C, and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infrc-

(juently otherwise caused. .\11 drawings and other
coinmunicitions are sent at contributors* risks, and
the Kditor will not undertake to pay (or, or be
liable for. unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It iloes neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time exc-cuted, except under special circum-
stances.

***Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always wel-
come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.
Of more commonplace subjects, small churches,
chapels, houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent
than we can insert, but are glad to do ?o when space
permit<^, on mutually advantageous terms, which
may be ascertained on application.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Tiineserver, Estrand, London."

TERMS OF SUBSCKIPTIOX.
One pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom : for the United States,
£1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France or Bet
gium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33f. 30c.). To India, £1 63. Od.

To any of the Australian (Clonics or New Zealand,
to the Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

***Onr Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and (3o., Printers and
Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool Street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for .Japan, Tlie .Vlaruzcn

Co., Ltd., 11-lC, Nionba.shi Tori Sanchonie, Tokyo:
who will receive Subscriptions at £1 6s. Od. per
annum on our account. Ck>pies of the paper will

be sent by us direct to the subscribers' address.

*»*The special rate to Canada is £1 3s. lOd.

= .5dols. 80c. for 12 months, and lis. lld. = 2dols. 90c.

six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for
Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 802, Shaughiiessy
Buildings, McGill Street, Montreal, who will receive
Subscriptions, £1 3s. lOd. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post Office Orders to be made payable
to The Stuand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

NOTICE.
Bound Copies of Vol. CX. arc now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 129. each, by |)Ost

]2s. lod.), a.s only a limited number are done up.
A few lx>und volumes of Vols. X.XXIX., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX.. LIII., LXI.. LXII., LXIV., LXV.,
I.XVI., LXVII., LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI.,
LXXII., LXXIII.. LXXIV., LXXV., T.XXVI.,
lAXVII.. LXXIX.. LXXX., LXXXI,, LXXXII.,
I.XXXIII., LXXXIV., LXXXV.. LXXXVI..
I.XXXVII., LXXXVIII., LXXXIX., XC, XCI.,
XCII., XCIII., XCIV., XCV., XCVI.. XCVII.,
xcviiT., xcix., c, CI., en., cm., civ.. cv.,
CVI., CVII., CVIII., and CIX., may still be ob-
tained at the same price ; all the other bound
volumes are out of print.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract .Adver-

tisements, Public Companies, and all official adver-
tisements is Is. |>er line of Eight Word,-^. the first

line counting as two, the minimum cliarge bi-ing 5s.

for four lines.

Tile charge for Auctions, I>and Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade AdvertisemenLs (except Situa-
tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 60 words. Special terms for series
of six insertions or more can be. ascertained on ni>pli-

cation to the Publisher.

SITUATIONS VACANT.

The 4-h:irg<^ for a<iverti.scments for " Sitii.atii>ns

V;(c;iiit. " is Two Shillings anil Sixpence for Twenty-
four W<»r<ls. uiul Sixpem-e for every Eight Words
after. Alt Situation Adrertinemcnts mugt be prepaidt

SITUATIONS WANTED AND PARTNERSniPS.

The <'harge for advertisements for " Situations
Wanted " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling for

Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every Eight
Words aft*r.

All Sitiintion and Partnership Advfrti$ements
tiiwt he prepaid.
Rates for Tr.ide .Vdvcrlisements on front page ond

.special ami other )>ositions can be obtained on
applieation to the Publisher.

REPLIES TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Replies to advertisements can be received at the
OHice, Effingham House, 1. .\rundel Street. Strand,
W.C, fret of charge. If to be forwarded uniler

cover to advertii*er, an extra f?Miri7c of Six|K*nce is

made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

.Vdvertisenu-nt^s for the current week must Teach
the olllee not later than 3 p.m. on Tuesday. Front-
p;t<:c :ulvertiseint-nts :vnd alterations or st(^ order-

for serial advertisements must reach the office by
lirst po.>.t on Monday to secure attention.

ItLCEivED.—F. E. P.. Ltd—R. W. C—G. A. W. and
Son—v., LUL— .M. and Co., Ltd.—H. and G.—
.1. (i.—S<r W. X. B. and Co., Ltd.—L. B.—T.
C. J.—T.. Ltd.—G. A.—K. B. and Co., Md.—
I. Co., Ltd.

A.R.I.B.A.—No.
Capi. S. p.—Please s*nd.

O. J.—Very unrelinble peoiile.

.MORTGAGE.—The ease is not coverid by the Act.

T. C. P.—We fear any attempt* of the kind would
be fruitless just now. or woulil willingly help.

Tlie matter has always had our support, and
will iigain when time and opportunity favour.

Meanwhile wc must all et^ntinuc to idoogti our
lonely furrows, we suppose.

tarn <

TO ARMS!
—I I

—

1st LONDON ENGINEER V0LUNTEBR8.
Headquarters, Balderton Street, Oxford Street, W.
ORDERS FOR THE WEEK. HV UEUT.-COL. C B.

CLAY, V.D., COMMANDING.
OFKICERS FOR THE W EEK.—PlatooB Com-

mander C. H. C. Bond.
NKXr KOK DL'TV.—Platoon Commander V. C.

a>r.;li.'S Hallett.

.MONDAY, February 5.—Technical for Platooa No.
'.I at Regency Street. Si|uad and Platoon Drill,

P!:ttoon No. 10. Signalling Class. RecruiU' Drill,

i;,:iO—^.

TUESDAY, February C—A Volunteer fatigue

partv is required t*> aa-^ist the Qiiarte-rmaster.

WKliMvSDAY'. February 7.—Instructiona* Class.

G.i:.. Platoon Drill, Platoon No. 1.

THl'RSDAV. Fibruary S.—Platoon Drill, Platoon

No. 7. Ambulance Class by .M.O., 6.30.

FRIDAY', February 9.—Technical for I'latooa Ko.

10 KegelKV .Street. Squad and Platoon Drill, No. 0.

.siiinalling Class. Recruits' Drill, 6.30—8.30.

SAri'RUAY. February 10.—N.C.O.'s Clae. «.30.

under Company Commander Fleming.

SUNDAY, February 11.—Entrenching at Otford.

Parade Victoria (S.E. and C. Rly. B<viking Office)

.S.45 a.m. Uniform, haversacks. ».iter bottles. Mid-

day r.ition to be carried. Railway vouchers wlU bt

provided.
MU.sKETRY'.—For all companH-s mo noUce at

luaibiuartcrs.
.

Ml IE—Unless otherwise indicated, all Dnlls, otc ,

will take place at headquarters.
Al'l'OlNTMENTS—Corporal C. W. Smith to be

ivction Udmman.Ier of No. 1 .Section, .'^apper H. 0.

Wood t*> be Cxjriioral, both in No. .S Co. (dated

.lanuary 19. 1917). Thi- appointment of Section

Commander P. V. All.in is eaneclli-d at his own

request.
Bv order,

M.\CLE0b YEARSLEY. Adjutant.

February 3, 1917.

>—«•*-'<

Mr. \V. H. Hor.sley. auctioneer, has beea co-

opteei to the Clielteiiham Council for the Ka«t

Ward in pUoe of the late Councillor W. J.

Merrett.

The house famine in HuddersBeld was em
pliasiscd last week, when a sohcitor applied

for the enforcement of an ejectment order.

The defendant said she had a family of fiTC

children, and she had tried to get another

house, but failed. Houses smtablc were re-

fused on account of her five children

Lieutenant \V. Gerald Martin, King's Roval

Rillcs, who was killed on January 14, in his

28th year, wa.s educated at Hazelwood, Limp-
tield. and at Eton. Afterwards he studied witli

scvtvral laud jii;ent.s. and wlicn the war broke

out was assistant agent at Ockham Park.

Surrey. In November, 1914, he was given u

(omniission in the King's lioyal Rifli-s, and last

May was •ji-omoted he.itcnant. At the time of

his death he was acting captain in that regi-

ment.
.\ " Builder ' writes to the Lircrpool I'ost

t.. express his hoix> that componsabion to

brewers will lie aci-omiainieil Ivy o>mpenaation

lo (builders. He point* out how hie buoiDev.

one iv. the north of Liverjiool. is closed dawn
ihrouK'h the restrictions imixised by the Go»©ni-

nient. Init he ttiinks he might have ocwitinijed

active for a longer (>ori<Kl, if tlie considerable

at>sorption of transix>rt aiui laUnir by the brew-

ing trades had been ourtailed on the outibreak

of war.

The Publin Castle authorities have received

£100.000 as an instalment of the Gorern-

nicnt's exgratia grant for the rebuilding of

house property destroj-ed in Dublin during the

rebellion. The property-owners complaia of

the delay in making the advance. In the ab-

sence of information as to the amount of com-
pensation, building work has not yet been com
nienced in the principal thoroughfares. Two
or three houses have l>cen rebuih in the side

streets, but while the number of wooden shop*

in the main streets is being constantly In-

creased, there is no sign of the erection of.

any pcrnianent structure.
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The recommendation by the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects of the award

this year of the Royal Gold Medal to the

able French architect, M. Henri Paul

Nenot, of 17, Rue de la Sorbonne, Paris,

will be hailed with enthusiasm not only

by all British arclutects throughout the

Empire, but by all friends of civilisation,

of which the mistress art was the earliest

nurse and is its chief support. It is one

of the consolations, at any rate, in this

time of trial and anxiety that the alli-

ance betwen Britain and France, the joint

guardians of liberty in Europe, will be

further cemented by this tribute to our

French colleague, of whose career we shall

have later on the honour of giving further

particulars, and when, we' trust, we may
find it convenient personally to acknow-

ledge the esteem in w'hich he is held by

all of us.

We have dealt on another page with

The present alternatives in regard to the

existing house famine. Additional proofs

of its growth were given by Mr. A. W.
Shelton to the Nottingham Property

l)wners' and Ratepayers' Federation of

that city. As he pointed out, there is a

1 resent shortage of half a million working-

class houses, and it is growing at the rate

of 200 a day, and will grow till tlie

Finance Act of 1909-10 is rationally

amended. A contemporary writes that
" he and his friends want a monopoly in

the remunerative grades of house building,

with no legislative restrictions." There is

rn)t a word of truth in that statement. All

the builder asks for is a free hand. Any-
how, continues his critic, "private enter-

prise cannot build because there is a

Finance Act. Clearly the only alternative

is the Stat© or the municipality. With
money at present prices, the local autho-

rity cannot build with the prospect of

obtaining i-emunerative rentals, even if

the Government will allow it to build at

all, and everything, therefore, points to

State subsidies for municipal liou.sing.

We have never liked the idea of a State

housing subsidy, and we do not like it

T.ow ; but if such a subsidy has to be given

in order to get houses built it should be
given to the local authority rather than

iho private builder." Curious logic that!

No one yet has ever seen houses built by

municipalities .except at rentals of from

10 to 20 per cent, in excess of those pro-

vided by the private builder, and the

State, as at Woolwich, builds at far

heavier cost, although it flagrantly ignores

Acts of Parliament which bind municipal

and private builders alike !

As will be seen elsewhere, the London

County Council is beginning to look after

some of the metropolitan boroughs which

are slowing down unpleasantly as regards

the removal of house refuse ; beginning

—

and not before it was time—with St.

Pancias, which is to be " named " to the

Local Government Board. What the

consequences will be we do not know, but

if suspension followed, as in the case of a

recalcitrant M.P., some of us would not

be son-y, especially if the L.C.C. could be

empowered to take over the work through-

out the metropolis, except in the City,

where it is always well done. And if

the scavenging could be transfeii'ed from

the control of the somewhat supiiiB

satraps of the boroughs to Spring Gardens

most of us would rejoice, especially those

who live in boundary roads. Last Mon-

day, after the not very severe snowfall,

was a time of tribulation both for vehi-

cular and pedestrian trafiic throughout

London—except, again, in the City,

where by midday east 01 the Griffin a

well-swept roadway contrasted brightly

with the slushy morass west thereof

throughout Westminster. Not that West-

minster is quite asleep throughout its

area, or Holborn either. In the latter

thoroughfare the dashing onslaughts

throughout the middle of the roadway of

the " Tanks," which charge through the

traffic \vith all the abandon of their pro-

totypes at the front, are striking testi-

monies to the will that must be taken

for the deed, if it intenses the terror of

the foot passenger, whose beplastered gar-

ments take a month of Sundays to brush

clean when he reaches home.

Inventors have lately been busy in the

building trades, and, pressed by the high

prices of materials, etc., much has been

done in this way as to reinforced concrete

work. Many great improvements in

machinery have been discovered by

workmen, who, by their very working,

know best what is wanted. Sometimes,

where an employee has a new idea arising

out of the plant and materials hi uses

in his employment, it is a question

whether the inventor or his employer

should have the benefit of the resulting

profitable patent. Many contracts of

service specially provide for this point.

Where there is no such clause, the law

has to decide between the parties. This

occurred in the recent case of "The

British Reinforced Concrete Engineering

Company. Lta., v. Lind," before Mr.

Justice Eve. There the plaintiff company

employed the defendant as assistant

engineer. It was a part of his duty to

draw plans and design the best method

for carrying out work. Upon his em-

ployers' instructions, acting for a colliery

company, he so designed a form of rein-

forced concrete block for lining the head-

ings of mines, for wliich he obtained a

patent. The present action by the em-

ployers was for a declaration that the

invention, as the subject of the patent,

was their sole property, and that the de-

fendant held it as trustee for them. In

his judgment Mr. Justice Eve said that,

the defendant, while working for the

plaintiffs, had discovered a method

which would obviate concreting within

the mine, and yet do what the colliery

required, which he disclosed to the plain-

tiffs' chief engineer, and then got out his

patent for the invention. X decision was

now given in favour of the plaintiffs upon

the broad ground that it was inconsistent

with the good faith binding as between

employer and employed that the de-

fendant, as employee, should retain the

benefit of this invention, discovered by

him while working in the employment.

The defendant will therefore have to hold

his own invehtion and patent as trustes

for the plaintiff company. But it is prob-

able that the whole important question

will be brought before the Court of

Appeal and gone into more fully.

Mr. Donald Maclean, M.P., chairman

of the London Appeal Tribunal, last

Thursday severely criticised the methods

of Government depai-tments who, one after

another, had declined to avail them-

selves of the services of a qualified sur-

veyor. The surveyor informed the tri-
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Iiunal that one ofTiccr at the Hotel Cecil

told him that il 300 jobs were open, as

many as 3.000 applications were usually

leceived. " The n'al fact of the matter,"

said Mr. Maclean, " is that heads of de-

partments do not want to be botliered

more than they can lielp ; but if they

have men lit for service they hold on to

them. What is the good of talking about

vast schemes of national service when we
see here a little bit of the machinery at

work. What they want is not vast new
(establishments, but some common sense,

and that they lack very badly." In

granting a month's adjournment Mr. Mac-
lean said, " We will give Government de-

partments another opportunity to utilise

a really useful man."

The bursting of a kitchen boiler at
Ipswich, with serious results to four per-
son.s, unpleasantly emphasises tlic tooc.Mu-
mon neglect of all concerned in regard to

this matter. Kitchen boilers are outside
tile scope of the Boiler Explosions Acts,
and accidents to such are not investigated
by judicial authorities unless someone is

kilkd by an explosion. During the severe
frost in the winter of 1894-5 more than
fifty kitchen boilers exploded, in many
cases with fatal results, and none of these
boilei-s was subject to the provisions of the
Boiler Acts regarding inspection. In the
absence of such compulsoi'y inspection, all
kitchen boilers should be fitted with safety
valves, which would permit the otherwise
iiiilirisoned steam to escape and by the
hissing sound produced give warning that
the pipes were choked. Such sio,,
^^hould be borne in mind, may v.^ry well
happen in the summer also as tlie result o.

incrustation or the Mccidcntnl tinning tff
of a tan.

Most architects and builders have
leason from time to time to regret the lack
of knowledge on the part, of painters of the
reasons why work done by them is unsatis-
factory, even wlien what should be skilled
labour is emjiloyed. We wish, therefore,
the widest jxjssible circulation to a verv
Jiiactical booklet published, at fourj)ence,
by the Trades Papers Publisliing Com-
pany, T,imited, 365, Birkbeck Bank Cham-
bers, High Holborn, W.C, entitled "The
Fundamental Principles of Plain Paint-
ing," comprising notes from lectures
delivered by Mr. James Lawrance, Acting
In.strnctor of I'ainters' and Decorators'
Work at the LAW. School of Building.
First, the auth<ir deals lucidly with essen-
tial ingredients of paints

; next, with the
functions they fulfil, then with priming,
jiainting on zinc, the repainting of ine-
viously piiinted wo(rk, the sequence of

coats in painting, concluding with some
not<»s on paint brushes. Not an unneces-
sai-y word is wasted in either chapter, and
tlie information is conveyed in a manner
which at once bears witness to the really

inactical knowledge of the writer and lii.s

capabilitj- of conveying the same to men of

the most ordinary intelligence. A free dis-

tribution of the booklet to his workmen,
with a kindly word or two, by any em-
ployer would, we are sure, be appreciated
and profitable.

THE "FAILURE OF TIMVATE
EXTEllPKISE."

In the •' Welsh Housing and Develop-

ment Year Book" for 1917, just issued, we
have yet another indictment of the D'ivafe
builder. The volume is the official record

of an amalgamation of two associations,

of whose achievements in the past we are

ignorant, viz., the Welsh Housing Asso-

ciation, and the South Wales Garden
Cities and Town Planning Association,

into one lx>dy, hereafter to be known as

the Welsh Housing and Development
Association, to which we wish more ac-

tivity. At present it is waiting the ex-

pected advent of the golden shower which
i.s to refresh the Principality into vigor-

ous growth. Meanwhile we are told tliat

" the uncertainty as to the amount and
the price of capital that will be available

is, of course, a deterrent to extensive ])re-

paratory action. It is probablv '•:ifc to

assume! however, that at least £20.000.000

of State money will be forthcoming on
fairly generous terms, and the Welsh
Housing and DeveloiJinent Association is

[mttins forward a strong demand for the

allix-atlon of not less than £5,000.000 for

ex])enditure on housing in Wales and
Monmouthshire alone."

And may quite possibly get it if Mr.
fjloj-d George remains Prime Minister,

and Englishmen and Scotsmen are con-

tented to be taxed for the benefit of their

Welsh and Irish brethren, if it will stave

off more Sinn Fein rebellions and Welsh

colliers' strikes and riots. Then we shall

see what we shall see—in AVales, at any

rate. Drastic and far-reaching proposals

might be formulated. " such as the single

tax on the nationalisation of the building

industry "
; but, after all, it is admitted

tliat '• Perhaps the first step to Ix' taki'U.

however, is to I'emove the chief restrictions

on private housing enterjjrisc, for it must
not he forgotten that, althougli such en-

terprise is hopelessly inadequate, never-

theless it has been and still is responsible

for the provision of well over ninety ])er

cent, of all available accommodation."
Ninety per cent, done of the work wanted
in the past is not a bad percentage, esjx'ci-

ally wlien builders have been working for

seven years and more with their hands tied

behind their backs. That, of course, will

be called " exasigcration." We are told

that
" It i.< el.Timod by biiiUlois ami projiovty-

owners that the failure of private enterprise is

due to the Finance Act of 1909. This, of

coui'se. is an exaggerated statement, for in

that same jear it was found necessary to pass

the Housing and Town Planning Act, con-

fc'iring extended jewel's on local authorities

to enable thoni to sui)ply the shortage of

cottage aocomnioil.-itinn <Uip to the faihive of

private entui'prise during previous years, Tlieie

can be no doubt, however, that the ' i^eople's

Riulffct ' did have a very unsettling elTpct on
the iiiopcrty market, with a con.scquent

al.iniiing <liinimiti(>ii in the number of new
dwellings erected. The necessity for amend-
ing the" Act by means of a. clause providing

that no inereiiiout duty slwiU be charged on

land used solely for working-class dwelling.* is

now very generally admitted, and It ;.s itn-

portant that such amending legislation should

b passed before building activity is resumed

after the war."

Why increment duty should only be re-

mitted on land solely used for working-

class dwellings we do not know, or tihat it

is at all likely to facilitate access to

cheap land for building sites. It is

candidly admitted that " the crux of the

l)roblem is erne of finance," but it is added
tliat cajiital is not available from

private sourees and therefore the Slate

must step in and—take twenty millions

out of the pockets of the taxpayers to

spend on building houses for sonif of
thrm. with what is left after the good kind
gentlemen wlio will get snug berths undor
a new " Ministry of Housing," have had

their little pickings, at rentals of twenty-
five per cent, and upwards over those of

the housis put up by the grasping i>riv ite

builder before Mr. Lloyd George made it

impossible for him to borrow sixpence

!

Now the State assists to-day in three

ways ; by advancing loans to private in-

dividuals, companies, and societies; by
lending to local authorities ; and by
Itself through Government departments,
as for example, the Ministry oi

Munitions, undertaking tlie erection

of dweliiings. As regards the last

mentioned method the dwellings put
up at Woolwich are, no doubt, bright and
shining examples of fitness and economy!
And the more temporary stru it.ires

rushed up elsewhere will probably prove
bargains presently to shrewd buyei-s of

material ; but we doubt wlieth<-r any such
course of action Ls likely to prove per-

manently successfuL The second alter-

native is a better one, but its com-
paratively infrequent .adoption by local

autlioj-ities is due pi"oof that it is seldom
likely to be ti-ied. The firi?t means
jobbery, and the almost certain result that
in many cases huge blocks of buildings
would be thrcwii on tlie Government's
hands by bankrupt societies and com-
panies. For tlie private builder we have
never asked facilities wliich are net open
to any other man of equal enterprise and
character. If the State will lend him
money on fair tenns he will bon-ow it.

lAll he asks and has asked for several
years is that he shall not be taxed over
and beyond his fellow citizens, and that
he shall not be hampered by out "l dile
local by-laws.

We have given many instances in the
I)ast of the different results obtained by
employing the decent jirivate builder and
invoking indirect or direct State aid, and
they have always proved tlmt in nine
cases out of ten neither the State nor the
municipality can beat him. (Ine of the
most recent will be found on page 581 of
our issue of December 27, whereon we con
trasted the houses built at Saltley at or
under 6s. 9d. per week by a private
builder, and the total and lajnent,-ible
stoppage of the erection of manv much
caused by the disastrous East Birming-
ham Town Planning Scheme, suuirested by
Mr. .lohn Burns on November 25, 1913. as
a model 1(, the eislity Greater LHm<lon
•\_utliorities. AVe hone at any rate the
AVelsl, Honsini; and Development .Associa-
tion will not spoil sport in that fashion.

There is one article in the year-boik
which we jiave read with great pleasure,
and that is the plea made bv Professor
Eraser Storey, F.R.S.E.. of" Universitv
College, Bangor, for afforestation in
Wales. If his statistics are reliable, ami
we see no reason to question them, Wales
might, with liel]), supply us with no small
part of the thirty-five millions' worth of
timber we imjiort annually in ordinary
times, and for want of whicli we are iii

sore straits to-day. Professor Storey gives
soine very useful hints on the best
varieties to plant, and he reminds us that,
in considering the suitability of Wales as
1 district for afforestation, it must always
be remembered that we have a great asset
ill the small holdings which are such a
feature of Welsh agriculture, (^n the Con-
tinent, wliere forestry has so long been
[iractisejl with success, most of the labour
employed in the forests comes from small
holdings, and much the same svstem
would work very well in Wales.
Foresti-y jirovides the small-holder with a
means cd increasing his income by
remunerative labour during the winter
season, when work on the farm is not at

full pressure. The forester, on the other
hand, cannot jdant and does not care to
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fi 11 trees during the suminer. At the con-
rlusion of the winter's operations he,
thei>efore, gladly releases most of his men
for work in the fields. It is highly im-
1 robable that any consideraible addition to
the present number of small holdings can
be made successfully without the support
of forestry. Now forestry is most cei--

tainly one of the very few things which
might be taken in hand by the Stat? with-
out injury to private interests. The
jiresence of State forests managed
systemaLioally has a steadying effect on
the timber trade of the district, local in-
dustries are encouraged to spring uj)

where regular supplies of the raw mate-
rial are assured, and owners of private
woods in the locality benefit from their
-•bservation of new methods and obtaii!
Technic.al advice from the forest officers in
charge. We quite agr-ee that it would be
a great mistake for the State to do any-
thing which would alienate the sympathies
of the private owner. Those who are will-
:ng to afforest should receive eveiy con-
sideration and assistance. Buying and
selling of timber is no part of the duty of

a Government. Even when buying for

itself, one recent instance proved that it

was an unwise thing to do. But to fosler

the addition to the national capital and
revenue which the re-establishment of an
adequate home timber supph- would prove
would be a refreshing piece of tiiie

finance, and a solid and satisfactory con-
trast w'ith that of recent years.

Mr. G. Prout, surveyor to tlie Wiivelisctwnbp
('Somerset) Urban District Oauncil, ihas resigned
owing to ill-hetaltih.

Captain Prior, R.E.. inspector and suiTeyor
to tho Sevenoaks Rural District Council, has
been a^warded the Militai'j' Cross.

It has been decided 'by the St. Ives (Hunts)
Town Council th^at the inclusive salary of
the toorougth sun-eyor (Mr. H. J. Softly) shall

in fch-o future be at the rate of £125 per
annum.

The St. Pancra.s Borough Council liave
pa.ssed a resolution offerin.g their heartiest
congnatulafcions to Mr. W. N. Blair, tlieir

borougih engineer and surveyor, on his 25
years' service with them in that capacity.

Miss Amy Edith Clarke, of Newton Road.
Bayerwiater, W., wlio died on December 23.

daughter of Mr. Joseph Clarke, architect,
left estate of the gTos.s value of £19,372. of
which £19.170 is net personalty.

As a result of .a conference in Glasgow
between the local Master Painters' Associa-
tion and the District Committee of the Scot-
tish Painters' Society, it hns been a,gr?e<l to
advance the men's wages in the district by
Id. per hour, making the rate Hid., as from
Fdbruary 1.

Twenty women carpenters, who have gone to
build soldiers' huts in France, are but an
advance party for the many other women
who are anxious to help the Army in this
manner. The women, who have lieen trained
by Mr. W. G. Tarrant, of Byfleet, left C!bar-
ing Cross on January 30.

In the latest meeting of the Budget Com-
mittee of the Pru.ssian Diet precautionary
measures were rei-Onmiended with regard to
rile safety of art monuments against enemy
.lir attacks, and more particularly facilities
for the speedy removal in case of iiecd of tiie
irreplaceaible treasures of the Cathedral at
.^ix-la-Chapelle.

The death is announced of Mr. Thomas
Wharrie, formerly of the firm now known as
Messrs. Wharrie and Colledge. civil en-
gineers and land sur\-eyoi-s, 109. Bath .Street.
Glasgow. On the formation of Billhead into
a bui|g1i he was apiiointed burgh surveyor,
a position whicili he held until the ibuu'g'h was
amalgamated with Glasgow.

The E-xeter Road, which is to ibe improved
and in part ^rebuilt by German prisoners of
ivar, rooalfe the fact that ^tlie road was
previously imjprovexi about a hundred vears
ago, also by prisonei-s of war intemed at
Uie oamrp in Dorset. Thev made the masni-
hcent stretch of road from Dorchester" to
Weymouth, with its avenues of chestnut trees.
and also the section of blie main road between
Wareham and Bridport.

NOTES ON EFFLORESCENCE ON
BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
TOGETHER WITH THE MEANS OF
COMBATING IT.*

Ill' C. S. WAITE.

Trouble due to efflorescence on buildings of
all kinds is not an uncommon thing in" the
Punjab and Northern India, and if^the evil
can be cured by improvement in the manu-
facture of materials, or counteracted, once it
has appeared, by taking special precautions
or adopting preventive measures, we shall be
practising true economy by reducing the
ahnual e.xpenses of mamtenance. The facts
narrated in this paper are based on e.xperi-
ence of a dwelling house in Lahore, where
the experiments have now been carried on
at intervals over a period of twelve months.
The house stands well, in that it has a

plinth of a'oout two feet, while the- sur-
rounding compound is well drained. The
walls are of considerable thickness; the
house was built some forty years ago, and
the bricks vary in size from" the old-fashioned
Lahore brick 2 in. or so in thickness, to
the ordinai-y brick 9 in. x 4i in. x 3 in.
The proportion of mortar used was liberal,
and the thickness of the plaster on the walls
and floors varied from | in. to IJ in. This
great thickness of plaster made the applica-
tion of remedial measures a task of some
difficulty, owing to the liability to crack;
and extraordinary care had to "be taken in
applyi".!,' "ew plaster. The floors of,- one or
two of the rooms which gave further trouble
last rains were recently taken up in places,
and it was found that there was no concrete
under the bricks, which had been laid flat on
the earth filling.

The house was put into thorough order
during the autumn of 1913, when the old
plaster -.vas removed from the floors as well
as from the walls to a height of five to six

feet, and was replaced by fresh plaster of
kunkar lime and sand, except in the drawing-
room, where the new wall plaster was of
cement and sand, as it was intended to paper
this room, and the efflorescence has been
strongly marked.
During the rains of 1914, which were fairly

heavy in Lahore, it became evident that the
repairs of the previous autmnn had not im-
proved matters, particularly in the drawing-
room, where the wall paper was ruined, and
large brown patches appeared over the greater
part of the area which had been treated with
cement. In this room the floor also gave
such trouble that eventually it was found
necessary to remove carpets and drugget,
and as after every heavy shower of rain
there were patches of moisture almost amount-
ing to pools, the room was, perforce,
abandoned for the time being.
The author was asked to remedy this un-

desirable state of affairs in October, 1914,
and after the winter and spring rains further
remedial measures in certain ^larts of the
house were tried in April, 1915. These, again,
were partly successful, and the weak apots
disclosed have recently been treated in other
ways, which are now to be described.

It will be understood that the work carried
out has been experimental, less drastic
methods being tried first, to save expense, if

possible, and the more radical measures
being only adopted wdien the first had failec.

It is evident that, if the disintegration due
to the efflorescence so commonly seen on the
surface of structures of all kinds is to be
successfully combatted, we must obtain full

knowledge of its composition by chemical
analysis, and this again entails analysis of the
brick clay and the constituents of the mortar
u.sed.

The clay from which bricks are made in

the neighbourhood of Lahore contains potas-
sium nitrate, soda, magnesium salts, and
other impurities. Owing to the fact that
bricks are generally buimt at too low tem-
perature, and that there is a slight deficiency
of silica in the clay, the brickwork develops
efflorescence whicli has a destructive action
on bricks and plaster. The object of the ex-
periments now to be described was to counter-
act this destructive action.

* Paper read at the Punjab Engineering Congress
Lafaore.

TREATMENT OF POINTED SURFACES.
The brickwork in the plinth and floors of

the verajidahs (which were unplastered) was
washed with dilut^? hydrochloric acid (lto3)—
three coats being applied over the whole sur-
face^but before applying the wash all joints
were pointed with a mortar made of two and
a-half parts by volume of freshly slaked stone
lime, two and a-half parts of well washed drv
sand, one ajid a-^half parts of boiled linsee'd
od, prepared as stated below. This work wa<
done in October, 1914, and up to the prese it

time (November, 1915) there are no traces
of efflorescence, nor have the bricks disi.i-
tegrated. The pointing, too, is very hard,
and as good as on the day it was put in.
Washing the bricks lea'ves a thin film con

sisting of chlorides of various sorts, includ-
ing magnesium chloride. As fresh efflorescence
reaches the surface the magnesium oxife
carried with it combines with the magnesium
chloride already formed, and an oxychloride
cement is produced as a thin film on the sur
face, as well as to some depth in the capil-
laries of the bricks, thus preventing the ac-
tion of moisture and the rising of fresh salt
to the surface.
The mortar used in pointing was a lime

soap mixture, i.e., slaked lime and free oil.
resulting in a reaction taking place betwee::
the efflorescing salts and the lime soap, when
corresponding salts of lime were produ"?d.
and the salts converted -nto soap.
As the potassium and sodium salts in brick,

are convei-ted into caustic alkalis in the pro-
cess of burnings they wwdd at once forr-i
soaps on applying the mortar, a proporti mate
part of the soap lime being converted anto
caustic lime, which, again, is slaked by tho
free water in the mortar before it has set.
The free oil protects the work from atmo-
spheric moisture, and prevents further caoii-
lary action in the brick.

TREATMENT OF PLASTERED SURFACES.

Preparation of the Plaster.—The sand man
be washed and very thoroughly dried before
being mixed witli the requisite quantity i.i

freshly-slaked lime. After thorough mixing,
boiled linseed oil is added, and the compouiid
again well mixed before being put into a pan
on the fire for twenty minutes, by the end i f
which time the mixture should' be on tl e
point of boiling, and of a consistency suit-
able for spreading. During this process iiit
fire should not be too fierce, and the mixtu-
should be constantly turned Kiver with ;.

trowel so as to ensure the eradual absoqy.on
of the oil by the lime and to prevent any ; ni
tion sticking to the bottom of the pan.
The Drawing-room Floor. — In the

drawing-room floor. the original state
of which has already been described, the
method adopted consisted in removins all
old lime and plaster (the latter about j in.
thick), raking out and cleaning all joints i.i

the brickwork, and pointing with a mortar
of lime, sand, and linseed oil. After the
pointing was completed, a plaster t in. thick,
made of lampblack, sand, and cotton-seed
oil was applied in the ordinary way. the
surface being worked smooth "with floats.
The plaster was made by adding five parts of
lampblack _and seven parts cif cotton-seed
oil to thirty parts of dry, screened and
w-ashed sand. These ingredients, having
been well mixed, were cut in a nan and
placed on a fire for forty minutes, care
beinj taken to stir the "mass continually
whilst it was being heated, and that an even
heat -was »,pptied—the temperature beintr
about 2800° F.

This has been found to be verj' effective,
forming a hard slate-like surface," and since-
it has been laid the former trouble has en-
tirely vanished. The probable action is prin-
cipally, if not entirely, mechanical, the oil
and lampblack filling" the capillary pores
in the bricks, thus preventing salts and mois-
ture from rising to the surface. Over this
was laid another coat of plaster similar in
composition to the mortar used for pointing
the brick.

The Drawing-room Walls.—To remedy the
trouble on the drawing-room walls, the
plaster was entirely removed to a height of
six feet from the floor, whilst all the joints
in the brickwork were also raked out to a
depth of half an inch. The walls thus ex-
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posed were washed with a solution of gum
shellac and soda crystals, composed of 2 lb.

<if soda trystiils and 7 11). ol gum shellac to

12 gallons of water, which was heated in a

pan over a fire, but not allowed to boil. The
solution, when ready, must be kept in a

well-closed can. When applied as a final

outer coating, one gallon of this solution is

mixed with one gallon of any ordinary paint

and applied as .=uch, but in the case of the

drawing-room walls the mixture was applied

without any paint.

The probable action consists of an entirely

mechanical closing of the capillary pores

—

thus preventing the formation of efHorcscence

on the surfae*—the soda -forming a solvent

for the shellac.

The brickworU thus having been protected,

plaster was applied in thickness of half an

inch at a time, each layer being thoroughly

beaten in the usual way.

This plaster was compose<l of 42 lb. of

ordinary rosin, 2^ gallons of raw liiiseed oil,

10 lb. of paraffin wax, and 38 lb. of freshly

slaked lime, mixed and boiled for fittecn

minutes before being applied. After it had

thoroughly set—i.e., in about four days—the
.-surfaces were faced with a coating of burnt

gypsum (calcium sulphate) and fresh slaked

Time in the prt>portion of three parts of lime

to one of gypsum, and it is of importance

that this plaster should not set too quickly.

To ensure slow setting, the suiface should l)0

brushed over with a weak solution of (-itric

acid (1 ito 9). The surface will sweat for at

least five davs, and the damp, as it appears,

should be removed with pads of muslin or

some soft substance. When the plaster is quite

dry. a highly poli.^hed surface can be pro-

duci<d by rubbing it with powdered pumice.

Artificial Rubber Solution.^ In dealing with

the floors of four other rooms, it was decided,

for the .sal<e of economy, to apply the plaster

of rosin, raw linseed oil, paraffin wax, and

slaked Ume for a width of 12 ins. from the

walls, and over the whole floor surface of the

room to try an "artificial rubber" solution,

which the author had used in many other

cases with complete success.

The recipe is as follows ;—2 lb. boiled lin-

seed oil, 1 lb. cotton .seed oil, 2 lb. petroleum.

2 lb. raw turpentine, 2 lb. sulphur. These

ingredients should be mixed in a can, and

must be boiled for two hours. Owing to the

inflammable nature of the contents, care must

be taken to use a can which will hold at least

eight times the quintily to be boiled. The

mixture, as it approaches boiling point, rises

very rapidly in the vessel, hence the necessity

for "this pre-;aution. When ready, the mixtuie

should be applied as a paint.

While there are no signs of damp or cfflores-

oeiice on the width of 12 ins. next the walls,

the rubber solution on the rest of the floors

has been destroyed, and the efflorescence is as

bad as before. It is evident, therefore, that

the rubber solution does not prevent the mois-

ture from penetrating, and the floors have

since been treated in a manner similar to the

drawing-room floor, tlie whole of the existing

plaster being remove*!.

IJados.— All the walls to a height of 6 ft.

from floor level were rendered with a plaster

of rosin, raw linseed oil. etc., similar t<i th.it

used in the drawing-room, and were finally

finished with a wash of different colours. The
basic wash is of stone lime, which must be

slake with boiling water in a covered vessel.

to retain all vapours. When ready, six <)uarts

of the slaked lime are jjassed through a very

fine sieve, and to this is added one quart of

rock salt .and one gallon of water. The mix-

ture must then be boiled and skimmed. To
every five gallons thus prepared is added, by
sitrw degrees, one pound of powdered aliun

and half a pound of copperas (sulphate of

iron), also till ree-quarters of a pound of

pota.sh; to this any colour can be added.

TlhG object an keeping the vessel covered

is to prevent any lowerimg of temperature

which would check the slaking of the lime

and thus we.aken the prodiiot. It also pre-

vents the loi^s of a considerable quantity of

finoly divided lime, which would otherwise

be carried away by the vaixiur. Nearly

e%ery lime contains an appreciable quantity

of magnesia. The add't-.on of sodium
chloride (rock salt) causes the gradual forma-
tion o^ magnesium oxychloride. and ]->o«sili]y

oilier oxychl'orides wliioh greatly strengthen

and harden the wash. The addition of

powdered a<lum causes a precipitation of

gelatinous alumina, and this precipitate is

subsequently partly or wholly dissolved by

the addition of potasli, forming a glutinous
" size." The addition of copperas is oliieUy

for the purjioee of putting . colour into the

wash. It is also probable, however, that

some chemical action is evolved—the alum

and copperas parting with a portion of their

sulphates and combining with the lime to

form sulphate of lime, which, it is known,

improves time, plaster, and washes, and pro-

ti-ots them from the destructive action of

outside agency.

Alternative Treatment.—In one snuilJ

room which was in a very bad condition,

both a« to the floor and the walls, a slightly

different method was adopted. The old

plaster on the wal'ls was not removed, but

was entirely rubbed down from ceiling to

floor with wire brushes so as to get rid of all

deciyed plaster. A wash of green vitriol

(sulphate of iron)—one part of green vitriol

dissolved in three parts of water—was then

api'lied to the surface in two coats, with

twenty-four hours between each application.

Forty-eight houii's after the second coat had

been given, two coats of tlie artificial rubber

solution were applied, and the room was

finally treated with the same colour wash as

the other rooms.

Tine floor was of brick laid fla,t. All joints

were raked out and two coats of vitriol solu-

tion were applied, after which two coat* of

the rubber solution were used. This treat-

ment has been enitirely successful, and there

are no signs of damp or efflorescence. In

considering tlie probable action of the greeji

vitriol wash on tlie brick floor, the author is

of opimion that tiliie caustic salts, on meeting

the eolutioiv, are conveiiled iiuto sulph.ates,

and a fihn of hydrated oxide of iron is

foi-med. Tliiis film evidently acts as a p'lx)-

tective coating, and prevents further cajtil-

liary action.

With regard to the lime plaster on the

walls, the aiuitihor is of opinion that sulphate

of lime is foi-med. with a protective co,itiiig

of hydrate of iron.

Fiii-ther experiments are being made with

a wash of ammoiiiium c^irbonnte to l>e ap-

plied to lime plasters immediately aftei- tlio

plaster starts setting. The solution of c.iir-

bonate of lime, which is the natural harden

ing process, and thus renders it more quickly

impervious to destructive agencies.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES IN NEW BUILDINGS.

The following notes may be of use to

anyone deciding to apply the i-emedies

herein discussed to new buildingis during

the course of construotion :

—

On completion of the concrete in the

foundation, a half-inch layer of lime .soap

plaster should l>o spread over the top sur-

face. While this jilaster is fresh a layer of

brickwork sliould be laid on it, rare being

taken to see that the bricks are fairly dry

so as to ensure cohesion. When tJie walls

reach floor level, a layer of concrete should

be spread over the w-hole area of the build-

ing to foi-m the floor, the idea being to luvve

a coiitiiviKnis floor, without breaks at every

di\iding wall, as any joint which cracks

may lat^^r prove a source of trouble. The
concrete should be about four inches thick.

Over tJiis lime soap plaster should be spread

to a thickness of about ha.lf an inoli. If it

i.s intended to have a brick floor, then the

p'.;.st<sr should be spread over the bricks,

care being first taken to thoroughly rake out

all the joints. The final jilaster of lime soap

can be laid on walls and floor at one and

the same time. Before fixing the door and

window rlioirh-nis, the side.s of the openings

should be plastered with lime so.ap, taking

care to rake out all joint® in the brickwork

before appl.vnng the plaster.

AM the walls for a height of about four

feet .should h.ave the joints well raked out

,Tnd pointed with lime sixip mortar, and

when tills lias set, they should be washed
with a solution of hydrochloric acid or sul-

nhate of iron. About halt an inch of the

lime soap plaster can then be applied to tbe

height treated. Great care mnst be taken

when joining on the ordiuarx hnie plaster

l-j the lime soap plaster^aji overiap of

about three inches is advisable to avoid the

possibility of a crack developing.

BUICKS.

The author has hitherto been ohiefly con-

sidering tlie case of a building airaswiy in

e.vistence, but it would obviously be

better, if possible, to do away witli the

presence of deleterious salts in the brick itself,

and with that object in view he would offer

the following remarks :

—

Among all the phenomena giving rise to the

imperfect products which makes the manufac-

ture of a good brick difiicult, the most trouble

.some are the saltlike efflorescences so hard to

remove, even when present in very small quaii

titles. They are found chiefly in places pro-

moting rapid evaporation—that is, on the

coiners and edges of walls. They make the

manufacture of a weather-resisting brick more
difficult and uncertain, since they cannot be

detected by the unaided eye before burning,

and only become visible later on, especially

in the case of clays which are not highly

coloured in their raw condition. Not only

does the water which is used for the softening

of brick clay contain, without exception, a

varying quantity of mineral constituents in

solution, but the clay itself has the power tu

retain substances soluble in water, which are

fornie<l by the never-ending decomposition in

the brick clay, and the more plastic a clay is

the more will it. If the clay has been allowed

to weatlier during the winter, further oppor-

tunity is afforded for the formation of addi

tional soluble salts, especially when iron sul

phate is present as well as potash, soda, mag-

nesium .salts, carbonate of lime, or calcium

sulphate. The removal of these salts is not

affected to any appreciable extent by atino

spheric precipitates (though this is presumed

by maiiyl because the moistening of clay

niakes it impervious, preventing " leaching
"

of any kind," and, secondly, because the pro

cess of formation of the salt goes on for years.

The formation is specially faci'itated by the

exposure of clay in cold weather, and becomes

most energetic when the clay has been bronchi

to a workable condition suitable for manufac
tuie. The removal of the soluble salts formed

n t'-' 'er or during the rains by washinr;

can therefore be only very sii])erfirial. and

tlier industi-ies have shown the impossibi'itv

of removing even approximately soluble com
oouiids from subst;inces possessing physical

piopertie.; similar to clay. The effect of s<du

blc salts becomes the more deleterious sinci-

the process of formation goes on during the

working of the clay and the drying of the

bricks. Such varieties of saline clays have

also a special tendency to give rise in the kiln

(during technically called the " water smok
ing process." which invariably starts in the

fir.sl seven lines of bricks ahead of the firing

lines) to saUlike efflorescences. Since the

evaijoration of the water on drying can take

place only at the surface, or to a very slight

depth in" the case of sandy or porous clays.

all tlie moisture must firs.t iie taken to

the siu-face by capillary attraction before

it can be evaporated, and thus the salts

taken into solution are brought to the

surface, where they remain. The denser

tlu' solution of the salts, the closer to

the surface will they be deposited. The
salts thus segregated, after the removal

of the water, form a dusty coating of

crvstals of microscopic size, which are very

difficult in observe with the eve. especially

when their colour is similar to that of the

cl.av, because they enclose a clayey substance

within their aggregations.

Such salts are by no means easy to remove
either mechanically or chemically. Mechani-

cal means may be employe*! in the case of ;

efflorescence oi- d'.scolniations which do not

adhere very firinlv, but chemical means imply
!

an exact knonledse of the chemical composi-
'

tion of the deleterious salts, which are at i

times visible after burning—being usually of :

a greyish colour—but they are then fii-mly

burnt into the brick.

Owing to the slight consideration which has-

Uitherto been eiven to the soluble salts con-

tained in brick clay, probably due to their

volume being so small, the chemical composi-

tion of this pirt of the day has never received

proper attention, though it is of gieat im-
j
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poitauce, inasmuch as it is only by the appli-
cat.on ol sucii Juiowiedge that tne salts can
either be converted anto soluble and harm-
Jess compounds, or decomposed in the process
ut burning.

Careiui examination has shown that the
soluble salM contained m bricke are concen-
trated on the surface. The author had two
samples of clay from the vicinities of existing
fains m Lahore treated, and sent for analysis •

one was a grey and the otner a blackish ciav
After exposure to the au- for some time in theraw condition, both showed a distinct salt-
like efflorescence on the comers and edges
of the lumps. ^

In order to determine the nature of this
efflorescence a quantity of the clay was boiled
in distdled water, and. after settling, the
perfectly clear liquid was evaporated to dry-
ness, and the salts obtained sent for analysis.
Ihe salt obtained from the grey coloured cla.v
was crystalline, darkened by organic matter
and was slightly deUquescent-that obtained
Irom the blackish clay wae yellowish green
extremely hygroscopic, deliquescing in short
time to a syrup-Hke tiiud in the presence of
moisture. Tlie composition of these salte was
found to be, in the first case, lime, potash,
magnesiiim, feme oxide salts, and- alumina
and in the other, calcium sulphate, potash
soda, lime, magnesium, iron sulphate and
alumina.

It is thus seen that aU the salts in the
^rey clay possess a decided tendency to
crystaUise, and we might therefore expect that
in a bnck made from this clay there would
be an undesirable tendency to produce
efflorescence, with consequent injury to the
brickwork. In the darker coloured clay the
deliquescent salts of iron and alumina pre-
omiuate. These crystallise themselves with

difhcuJty while they interfere with the crys-
t:i:l;savon of other salts, and are thus less
injurious.

The samples analysed, however, were re-
turned together with fresh samples for further
investigation, as the author did not feel quite
satisfied with the results of the first analysis.

All the salts can be decomposed by burninc
^t a temperature of about 700 degs. F. : and"when decomposed, they will combine with the
silica in the clay to form a compound solu-
tion of hme and the different alkaUs
rbe author would suggest that chemical

.

cones (S^ers for preference) be used for test-ing the degree of heat in the kiln, as, with
these cones a registered temperature can bekept in each chamber of a continuous kilnand thus the decomposition of soluble salts
present m the clay can be ensured during
the process of brick burning.

THE iUIX DRAINAGE SYSTEM OF
LONDON.*

By George Willum Humphbets
M.Inst.C.E.

IVo papers dealing with the Itain Drain-age System of London are to be found inthe Proceedings of the Institution. SirJoseph Bazalgette in 1865 described the crea-
tion of intercepting sewers which had been
oonst.ruct«d shortly before that date, and
-Messrs. VI orth and Crimp brought the sub-
ject up to date ,D 1897. The present position
of the undertaking, at the end of 1916, is
riescribed in this communication. London
was origmaUy drained by means of the old
open tributaries of the Thames, eramples of
which are the Counters Creek, the West-
bourne, the Kilbourne, the Fleet, the Wal-
brook, etc., and these tributaries, although
covered in, perform the same function to-
day. At a later stage cesspools were intro-
duced. Following upon the introduction of
the water-closet in 1810, the overflow from
the cesspools into the sewers, at first pro-
niibited, became permissive, and in 1847 be-came compulsory. Cesspools were then
abolished, and the state of the Thames
became offensive by reason of these streams
discharging within the boundarie.<: of the
IMetropolis. In 1855 and 1858 the Metropolis
Management Acts- were passed, whereby the
Metropolitan Board of Works was consti-
tuted, and inler alia was charged with the

thllil?.'?^.-
°' »?«.?<" read »t the ordinar7 meeting of
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duty of providing and controlling a set of
main or ai-terial sewers to dram the Metro-
polis, a Similar duty as regards local sewers
being entrusted to local parishes or vestries.
-\ system of large intercepting sewers, which
ran from the west of London. w;is decided
upon and constructed. They discharged
into the Thames at points below the Metro-
polis, the outlet for the northern side of the
Thames being placed at Barking, and that
for the soutliern side at Crossness. The dis-
charge was effected on an ebbing tide, the
sewage in the tidal intervals over the period
of high water being stored in reservoirs at
the outfalls.

In 1884 a Boyal Commission reported as
to the state of affairs then existing, the
discharge of crude sewage into the river
at the new outfalls having been found to
produce disagreeable effects, owing to the
time taken for the discharge to reach open
water, due to the daily tidal oscillations.
In consequence of this report, works were
undertaken to obtain precipitation of the
sewage at the outfalls, the resulting sludge
feeing taken out to sea and discharged in
the vicinity of the Maplin Sands by means
of specially constructed vessels.

Since 1897, the date of the last commu-
nication to the Institution, the London
County Council, constituted in 1889, has
carried out many large and important works
for the enlargement of the system and the
amelioration of the drainage conditions ovei
the large and populous areas now drained.
Duiing the first ten years of that body's
existence many important works were under-
taken, but in 1899 it adopted a scheme,
framed upon recommendations put forward
by Sir Benjamin Baker and Sir Alexander
Binnie, to enlarge the arterial system, at an
estimated expenditure of £3,750,000 ; and
in 1903 it decided to expend, as a comple-
ment to these works, another £737,000 on a
scheme prepared by Sir Maurice Fitzmaurice
for storm^water drainage sewers and works.
I'pwards of £4.000.000 has been expended
on this scheme up to date, the advent of the
war having dela.yed completion of certain
works. The old intercepting and outfall
.sewers, both on the north and on the south
side of the river, have been practically dupli-
cated, and large provision has been made
for the dealing with heavy rainfalls by the
provision of storm-water sewers and pumping
stations. Altogether about eighty-seven
mi'.e.s of sewers, the greater length of which
consists of large main lines, have been con-
structed by the London County Council.
Dependent as London is upon the tidal level
in the Thames for a drainage discharge, the
existence of a large area of twenty-one "square
miles in the heart of the Metropolis, the level
of which is below very high water, and ten
square miles of which is below the level
of an average high water, makes the storm-
water drainage problem a difficult one to
deal with completely. The Legislature has
recognised this by imposing restrictions on
tlie erection of dwelling-houses on the low-
Ivnig area when certain conditions prevail.
The author is of opinion that there is need
for further legislation in order that the
problem may be satisfactorily dealt with in
the future, and that further provision will
have to be made in the direction of provid-
ing additional storm-water outlets to the
Thames, the provision made as regards inter-
cepting sewers probably being sufficient for
many years to come.

Several features of great interest presented
themselves during the constniction of the
new intercepting sewers. The most marked
was the comparatively small disturbance
caused to the general community during the
progress of the works, carried "out as they
were through the most populous parts of the
Metropolis. A system of tunnelling was
adopted wherever possible, and very long
drives were made, reaching in one case up to
5,129 ft. Wherever sewers passed near to
valuable properties the tunnel was driven
with a shield and cast-iron segments were
inserted, lined on the inside with concrete
and brickwork. This method of construction
proved also very valuable where bad ground
was encountered, the Thanet sands heavily
charged with water being satisfactorily dealt

with by these means. The highest class of
workmanship has been insisted upon even
in small details. Where, owing to the lapse
of time, defects have developed in the old
works, improvements have been effected, but
the main features of the scheme laid down
and initiated fifty years ago remain to-day
in their original form, and have an equally
long prospect of utility before them.
The population of the Administrative

County of London at the last census (1911)
amounted to 4,500,000, in round figures. The
London County Council has admitted to its
drainage system the sewage from certain out-
lyuig areas, as in fixing the county boun-
daries considerations of watershed areas
were not adhered to. In agreeing to drain
these outside areas, the proviso has generally
been made that only sewage to the extent of
about 50 gallons per day per head of popula-
tiou on the area served is to be delivered and
dealt with. Storm-water flow is therefore
excluded. The system therefore dealt with
an estimated population of 5,334,731 in 1911,
and the indication given of change in these
figures at the present date (1916) is that, aa
regards the county area there is a slight
diminution, while there is an increase in the
out-county areas. The total quantity of
sewage computed to have reached the outfalls
was about 200,000,000 gallons a day in 1894-
95, and 280,000,000 gallons a day in 1914-15
an increase of 80,000,000 gallons per day over
the discharge of 20 years ago. Compared
with the past, this is composed in part of
rainfaU that formerly was discharged by
means of the old river-valley sewers and was
not intercepted.

The effect of the elimination of the greater
part of the suspended solids at the outfalls
and their conveyance to sea as sludge, when
this operation was in working order in or
about the year 1893 was immediate. The
change in the condition of the foreshores
and the river has been remarkable. The cost
of removal of the sludge to sea during the
past ten years was on the average, for work-
ing alone, 3.8d., or. including capital
charges, 4.4d. per ton of sludge dealt with.
The cost of precipitation over the same
period has amounted, on an average, to £1
3s. 4d. per million gallons dealt with, includ-
ing capital charges. The discharge of the
sludge in the outer estuary of the Thames
has been accomplished without any prejudi-
cial results, and certainly by no other method
could a like result, as regards low cost and
immunity from nuisance or harm, have been
attained. The London County Council has
purchased about 750 acres of land in the
neighbourhood of and surrounding its out-
falls. This has the effect of isolating the
outfall works, and at the same time the land
would be available if, later on, future de-
velopments should demand the treatment by
tried bacteria! or other processes of either
some portion of the effluent or the sludge.
The capital outlay on the system over the

period 1856 to March 31. 1914, amounted
to about £12,500.000. of which approxi-
mately one-half Has been repaid. The net
expenditure for maintenance for the year
1913-14 was £303,402, towards which out-

'

county areas contributed £28.46T. The rate
charges for main drainage services (capital
and maintenance charges) in the county area
amounted to 3.555d, In addition to this,
Londoners pay the local drainage rate,
which, roughly speaking, is Id. in the £
averaged over all the borough council areas.

->-••<

The Metropolitan Water Board's deficiency
in revenue rose last year from £95,000 to
£224,000, largely due to coal costing more.
The Auctioneers' and Estate Agents' Insti-

tute have established a War Assistance Bureau,
which is now in operation at 34, Russell
square, under a committee of management
with the assistance of a retired London prac-
titioner, who is daily in attendance.

At Bedford Town Council the Public Works
Committee recommended that the borough sur-
veyor be autihorised to intimate to owners,
occupiers, and agents of property that, where
desired, the work of making good defective
fittings oould be done by corporation plumbers
at the cost of tihe persons giving tiie orders.
TBie recommendation was adopted.
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OJ^BURGH.—Mr. James A. Williamson,0 A.R.I.B.A., City Architect.
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(Bax HlUnstrations.

AN EXTKANCE HALL WITH
FURNITUKE.

This .spirited and suggestive interior water-
colour drawing shows a newly built and
marb;epaved entrance hall, designed by Mr.
Murray Adams-Acton, of St. John's Wood,
who 13 now from home on military service
with the Scots Guards. The work repre-
sented is harmoniously arranged in a homely
manner without undue elaboration, the fur-
nishings in keeping being relied on as part of
a reserved Uistef ul piece of English design car-
ried out on historic lines of decoration. The
original tinted picture from whii;h our
double-page was reproduced, is a capital
oxamplo of this artist's facility of draughls-
niansthip and accuracy of perspective, giving
relative values in an effective and ready
fashion.

.MOBNLVGSIDE BRANCH LIBRARY.
EDINBURGH.

This brancli library for the district of
Morningside was erected some little time aj;o
by the Edinburgh Library Committee. It
is built of stone with a.shlar from Black-
pastures, Northumberland. The library con-
cists of a lending department and reading-
room. The latter is a -spacious apartment,
square on plan and surmounted centrally by
a deeply coffered dome, certain of the panels
being glazed with gix)und and figured glass.
The plaster work and modelling was well
carried out by Messrs. Mackenzie, of Glasgow.
The stone carving was executed by tlie late

Mr. Joseph Hayes, an able artist who has
lost his life while on active service in the
Black Watch. The roof of the front building
is slated with large-sized TiJberthwaite slate-s.

The co.st of the Ijuilding was about £5,000,
:»nd was designed by the architect to the
Corporation, Mr. James A. Williamson,
A.R.I.B.A. The plans, with the detail of
the fa(,ade, reproduced by our double-|)age,
show clearly the admirable character of the
building.

AN ARCHaTECTS HOUSE—LONG WIT-
TENHAM, NEAR ABINGDON, BERKS.
This brick and tile country house, which

u\lr. E. Guy Dawber has built, high up on
a gravel bank overlooking the Thames near
Abingdon, for his own occupation, is sur-

rounded by an extensive garden, of which
the four photographs here reproduced give

some idea. The lawn, represented by the
left-hand lower picture, is enclosed by a ter-

raced walk from whence the river is seen
beyond the big elms. The owner's scheme
for developing the grounds has had to be
laid aside in consequence of the war, but the

accompanying page serves to show the

natural charm of the environment of his

home in Berkshire.

<:.H.Q. TROOPS' EXinniTION GR.VNI)
PRI.X DIPLOMA SKETCHES IN
FRANCE.
We have already given a sheet of Lance-

Corporal A. E. Foley's Diploma Prize Gene-
ral Headquarter's sketches in French Flan-

<leis, sent us from the Front for publication

in The Building News. Our previous
wieclion of these pocket-lx)ok studies ap-

l>eai'ed in our issue for January 24, when
some notes in reference to the subjects illus-

trated were printed. To-day, as promised,
we include a second page, comprising views
of the north and south )K>rches of the

(.'athi'dr.il at St. Onier, a picturesque lands

cape study of the church at Huby St. Leu,
and the Dutch-like waterway town of the

Matherin at St. Omer.

Bai Bahadur Sarat Chaudia Das, CLE.,
Iilio famous Tibetan explorer, died on the 51 h
ult. at his reaitlcnoe on Devapihar, in Port
Carmioh.icl, Chittngong.

Economy of space, says the City Prf.«.«, is

certainly not amonp the principles practi.sod,

even if preached, by the War Savings Coin-
mittoe. .-\t the present time the dining-room
of the Salisbury Hotel, now the heidquartcis
of the oommittee, is in the sole possession of
one official 1

CONCRETE .\ND REINFORCED
CONCRETE.

ChAITER VII.—(Con<iHj«rf /ro»i page 109.)

9. COLUMNS.
By columns are meant compression mem-

bers, of which the ratio of unsupported
length to least width exceeds about four, and
which are provided with reinforcement of one
of the fonns hereafter described.

It is recommended that the ratio of un-
supported length of column to its least width
be limited to 15.

The effective area of hoo])ed culuinns or

columns reinforced with structural shapes
shall be taken as the area within the circle

enclosing the spiral or the polygon enclosing

the structural shapes.

Columns may be reinforced by longitudinal

bars ; by bands, hoops, or spirals, together

with longitudinal bars ; or by structural forms
which are sufficiently rigid to have value in

themselves as columns. The general effect of

closely spaced hooping is to greatly increase

the toughness of the column and to add to its

ultimate strength, but hooping has little effect

on its behaviour within the limit of elasticity.

It thus renders the concrete a safer and more
reliable material, and should permit the use

of a somewhat higher working stress. The
beneficial effects of toughening are adequately

provided by a moderate amount of hooping,

a larger amount serving mainly to increase

the ultimate strength and the deformation

possible before ultimate failure.

Composite columns of structural steel and
concrete, in which the steel forms a column
by itself, should be designed with

caution. To classify this type as a con-

crete column reinforced with structural

.steel is hardly permissible, as the steel

gencially will take the greater part of the

load. When this type of column is used, the

concrete should not be relied upon to tie the

steel units together nor to transmit stresses

from one unit to another. The units should

be adequately tied together by tie-plates or

lattice bars, which, together with other de

tails, such as splices, etc., should be designed

in conformity with standard practice for

s'.nictural steel. The concrete may exert

a beneficial effect in restraining the steel from
lateral deflection, and also in increasing the

carrying capacity of the column. The pro
portion of load to be carried by the concrete

will denend on the form of the column and
the method of construction. Generally, for

high percentages of steel, the concrete will

develop relatively low unit stresses, and cau-

tion .should be u.sed in placing dependence on
the concrete.

The following recommendations are made
for the relative work'iig stresses in the con-

crete for the several types of columns :

—

(a) Columns with longitudinal reinforce-

ment to the extent of not loss than 1

per cent, and not more than 4 per cent.,

and with lateral ties of not less than

i in. in diameter, 12 in. apait, nor more
than 16 diameters of the longitudinal

Iwir : the unit .stress recommended for

axial com))ress!on, on concrete piers

having a length not more than four
diameters, in (^hapter VIII., Section 3.

{!>) Columns reinforced with not less than
1 per cent, and not more than 4 |>er

cent, of longitudinal bars and with cir-

cular hoo]is or spirals not less than 1

per cent, of the volume of the concrete
and as hereinafter specified : a unit

stress 55 per cent, higher than given for
(n), provided the ratio of unsupported
length of column to diameter of the
hooned core is not more than 10.

The fore<ioins recnniin"ndations are based
on the following conditions :

—

It is recommended that the minimum size

'if columns to which the working stresses may
be applied be 12 in., out to out.

In all cases lonn-itiidinal reinforcement ir

assumed to carry its pronortion of stTess '\r

!»ccorda"ce with Section 3 (c) 6 of this chan
'er. The boons or bands are not to b-
"n'int»d en directly as adding to the streneth
of the roh'Tiin.

T'OT'iluHinal reinforcement bars should b'
'>i'>intnined s'rniirht. and shall hfive sufUcie"'

'"tornl .supnort to be securely held in plaor

until the concrete has set.

Where boopiug is used, the total amount of

such reLnforceinent shall be not less than 1

per cent, of the volume of the column, en-

closed. The clear spacing of such hooping
shall be not greater than one-sixth the dia-

meter of the enclosed column, and preferably
not greater than one-tenth, and in no case
more than 2^ in. Hooping is to be circular

and the ends of bands must be united in such
a way as to develop their full strength. Ade-
quate means must he provided to hold bands
or hoops ill place so as to form a column, the
core of which shall be straight and well
centred. The strength of hooped columns
depends verj' much upon the ratio of length
to diameter of hooped core, and the strength
due to hooping decreases rapidly as this ratio
increases beyond five. The working stresses
recommended are for hooped columns with a
length of not more than ten diameters of the
hooped core. The Committee has no recom-
mendation to make for a formula for working
stresses for columns longer than ten diameters.
Bending stresses due to eccentric loads,

such as unequal spans of beams, and to lateral

forces, must be provided for by increasing the
section until the maximum stress does not ex-
ceed the values above specified. Where ten-
sion is possible in the longitudinal bars of the
column, adequate connection between the ends
of the bars must be provided to take this
tension.

10. Reinfobcing foe Shrinkage and
Tejipebate Stresses.

When areas of concrete too large to ex-
pand and contract freely as a whole are
exposed to atmospheric conditions, the
changes of fonn due to shrinkage and to
action of temperature are such that cracks
may occur in the mass unless precautions are
taken to distribute the stresses so as to pre-
vent the cracks altogether or to render them
very small. The distance apart of the cracks,
and consequently their size, will be directly
|)roportional to the diameter of the reinforce-
ment and to the tensile strength of the con-
crete, and inversely proportional to the per-
centage of reinforcement, and also to its bond
resistance per unit of surface area. To be
most effective, therefore, reinforcement (in
amount generally not less than one-third of
1 per cent, of the gross area) of a form which
will develop a high bond resistance shovdd be
placed near the exposed surface and be well
distributed. Where openings occur the area
of cross-section of the reinforcement should
not be reduced. The allowable size and
spacing of cracks depends on various con-
siderations, sufh as the necessity for water-
tightness, the import^ince of appearance of
the surface, and the atmospheric changes.
The tendency of concrete to shrink makes

it necessarj', except where expansion is pro-
vided for, to thoroughly connect the compo-
nent parts of the frame" of articulated struc-
tures, such .as floor and wall members in
buildings, by the use of suitable reinforcing
nia'erial. The amount of reinforcement for
such connection should bear some relation to
the size of the members connected, larger and
heavier members requiring stronger connec-
tions. The reinforcing bars should be ex-
tended beyond the critical section far
enouffh. or should be sufficiently anchored to
develop their full tensile strength.

11.—Ft.\T SLAB.

The continuous flat .slab reinforced in two
or more directions and built monolithically
with the supporting columns (without beams
or girdei-s) is a type of construction which is

now extensively used and which has recog-
uis«id .idvantages for certain types of struc-
tures as. for example, warehouses in which
large, open floor space is desired. In its

c/)nslruct ion . there is excellent opportunity
for inspecting the position of the reinforce-
ment. The conditions attending depositing
iuid placing of concrete are favourable to

securing uniformity and soundness in the
concrete. The recommendations in the fol-

lowing paragraplis relate to flat slabs extend-
ing over several rows of panels in each direc-

tion. Necessarily the treatment is more or

less empirical.

The coefficients and moments given relate

to uniformly distributed loads.

(a) Cnlumn Capital.—It is usual in flat slab

construction to enlaj-ge the supporting
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-Cijlumns at their top, thus forming column
capitals. The size aud shape of the coliuim
•capital affect the strength of the structure in
.several ways. The moment of the external
forces which the slab is called upon to resist

is dependent upon tlie size of the capital ; the
.-section of the slab immediately above the
upper periphery of the capital " carries the
highest amount of punching shear; and the
heniing moment developed in the cohmin by
;in eccentric or unbalanced loading of the slab
is greatest at the under surface of the slab.
Generally, the horizontal section of the
column capital should be roimd or square with
rounded comers. In oblong panels the sec-
tion may be oval or oblong, with dimensions
proport-ional to the panel dimensions. For
computation purposes, the diameter of the
column capital will be considered to be
measured where its vertical thickness is at
least 1^ in., provided the slope of the camtal
below this point nowhere makes an angle
with the vertical of more than 45 degrees. In
Aase a cap is placed above the colunm capital,
tlie part of this cap within a cone made by
extending the lines of the column capital up-
ward at tie slope of 45 deg. to the bottom of
the slab or dropped panel may be considered
;is part of the column capital in determining
the diameter for design purposes. Without
attempting to limit the size of the column
<;ipital for special cases, it is recommended
That the diameter of the column capital (or
its dimension parallel to the edge of the
panel) geneo-ally be made not less than one-
fifth of the dimension of the panel from
<entre to centre of adjacent columns. A
diameter equal to 0.225 of the panel length
has been used quite widely and acceptably.
I'or heavy loads or large panels, especial at-

tention should be given to designing and re-

inforcing the column capital with respect to
<•' impressive stresses and bending moments.
In the case of heavy loads or large panels,
and where the coniitions of the panel loading
OP variations in panel length or other con-
'!itiona cause high bending stresses in the
column and also for column capitals smaller
tlian the size herein reconjmended, especial
vittention should be given to designing and re-

inforcing the column capital with respect to
ompression aud rigiditj- of connection to
Hoor-slab.

(6) propped Panel.—In one tj-pe of con-
.-iruction the slab is thickened tlurougliout an
;iiea surrounding the cflhmin capital. The
^luare or oblong of thickened slab thus
firmed is called a dropped panel or a drop.
The thickness and the width of the dropped
panel may be governed by the amount of re-
sisting moment to be provided (the com-
I'l-essive stress in the concrete being depen-
dent upon both thickness and widtlil. or its

thickness may be govenied by the resistance
to shear required at the edge of the column
capital and its width by the allowable c.om-
I'ressive stresses and sheaa-ing stresses in the
tliirmer portion of the slab adjacent to the
•dropped panel. Generally, however, it is

lecommended that the width of the dropped
|ianel be at least four-tenths of the oorre-
s|ronding side of tli£ panel as measured from
. i-ntre to centre of colurmis. and that the oft-

~vt in thickness be not more than five-tentlLs

• •f the thickness of the slab outside the
<lropped panel.

tc) Slab Thickness.—In the design of a
slab, the resistance to bending and to shear-
ing fpi-ces will largely govern the fcliickness,

-and, in the case of large panels with lio-ht

1'iadfS, resistance to deflection may be a con-
trolling factor. The following formulas for
minimum thicknesses are recommended as
general rules of design when the diameter of
the column capital -is not less than one-fifth
of the dimension of the panel from centre to
centre of adjacent columns, the larger
dimerffiion being used in the case of oblong
I'anels. For notation, let

/ = total thickness of slab, in inches :

// = pajiel length, in feet

;

lo = sum of live load and dead load, in

pounds per square foot.
Then, for a slab withont dropped ]>anels.

minimum t = 0.024 L \'^ + li
;

i"i' a slab with dropped panels,

minimum ( = 0.02 L \ «; -I- 1

;

foiu'.for a dropped panel whose width is

tentlis of the panel length.

minimum t = 0.03 L s' lu + IJ.
In no case should tlie slab thickness be

made less than 6 in., nor should the thickness
of a floor-slab be made less than one-tliirty-
second of the panel length, nor the thickness
of a roof slab less than oiie-fortieth of the
panel length.

(d) Bending and Resisting Moments in
Slabs.—If a vertical section of a slab be
taken across a panel along a line midway
between colunms, and if anothei' section be
-taken along an edge of the panel parallel to
the first section, but skirting the part of the
periphery of the column capitals at the two
comers of the panels, the moment of the

/, = Other side of oblong panel measured
in the same way

;

c = Diameter of the oolimm capital

;

Mx = Numerical sum of positive moment
and negative moment in one direc-

tion;

Jly = Nimierical sum of positive moment
and negative moment in the other
direction.*

Foi- oblong panels, the equation for the
numerical sum of the positive moment and the
negative moment at the two sections named
becomes

—

M,, = i IV h (h - 3 c)»

1

PoeitioD of reaultaab

of shear on qu&rter
peripheries of two
column c»pitala.

I

ConUT of gravity of
d ou haiC panel.

M i (w h (k - W

y
Fig. 1.

couple formed by the e.xtenial load on the
lialf panel, exclusive of that over the column
capital (sum of dead and live loads) and the
resultant of the external shear or reaction at
the support aA the two column capitals (see
Fig. 1), may be found by ordinary static
analysis. It will be noted that the edges of
the area here considered are along line« of
zero shear, except around the column capitals.
This moment of the external forces acting on
the half panel %vill be resisted by the
numerical sum of (a) the moment of the in-
ternal stresses at the section of the panel
midway between columns (positive resisting
moment) and (6) the moment of the internal
stresses at the section referred to at the end
of the panel (negative resisting moment). In
the curved portion of the end section (that

-§

skirtuig the column), the stresses considered
are the components which act parallel to the
normal stresses on the straight portion of the
section. Analysis shows that for a uniformly
distributed load, and round columns, and
squai'e panels, the numerical siun of the posi-
tive moment and the negative moment at the
two sections named is given quite closely by
the equation :

—

U^ = lwl(l-i C)3.

Ill this fommila and in those wliich follow
relating to oblong panels,

w = Sum of the live and dead loads per
unit of area

;

I = Side of a square panel measured
from centie to centre of columns

;

?, = One side of the oblong panel
measured from centre to centie of
columns

:

where Ma; is the numerical sum of the posi-
tive moment and the negative moment for the
sections parallel to the dimension L, and M y
is the numerical sum of the positive moment
and the negative moment for the sections
parallel to the dimension l^.

What proportion of the total resistance
e-xisbs as positive moment and what as nega-
tive moment is not readily determined. 'Hie
amount of the jx>sitive moment and that of
the negative moment may be expected to vary
somew-hat with the design of the slab. It
seems propter, however, to make the division
of total resisting moment in the ratio of three-
eighths for the positive moment to five-

eighth for the negative moment.
With reference to \-ariations in stress along

the sections, it is evident from conditions of
flexui'e that the resisting moment is not dis-

tributed uniformly along either the section of

positive moment or that of negative moment.
As the law of the distribution is not known
definitely, it will be necessary to make an
empirical apportionment along the sections

;

and it will be considered sufficiently accurate
generally to divide the sections into two
part.s, and to use an average value over eaoli

part of tlie panel section.

The relatively large breadth of structure in

a flat slab makes the effect of local variations
in the concrete less than would be the case
for naiTow members like beams. The terLsile

resistance of the oonorete is less affected by
cracks. Measurements of deformations in

buildings under heavy load indicate the pre-
sence of considerable tensile resistance in the
concrete, and the presence of this tensiUe re-

sistance acts to deci'ease the intensity of the
compressive stresses. It is believed that the
use of moment coefficients somewhat less than
those given in a preceding paragraph, aa de-
rived by anal_vsis, is warranted, the calcula-

tions of resisting moment and stresses in

concrete and reinforcement being made ac-

cording to the assumptions specified in this
report, and no change being made in the
values of the working stresses ordinarily
used. Accordingly, the values of the moments
which are recommended for use are somewhat
less than those derived by analysis. The
values given may be used when the column
capitals are round, oval, square, or oblong.

(e) Names for Moment Sections.—For con-
venience, that portion of the section across a

panel along a line midway between columi.s
which lies within the middle two quarters of

the width of the panel (H I, Fig. 21 will be
called the inner section, and that oortion in

the two outer quai-ters of the widlh of the
panel (G H and I .1. Fig. 21 will bo c-,iI»H the
outer sections. Of the section which follows
a panel edee from column capita! to column
capital, and which includes the quarter
peripheries of the ed?es of two column
capitals, that portion within the middle two
ciuarters of the panel width (C D. Fig. 21

will be called the mid-section, and the two
remaininsr portions (A B C ai'd D E F. Fig. 2i.

each having a protected width enual to one-
fourth of the panel width, will be called the
column-head sections.

if) Positive Moment.—For a smiare in-

terior panel, it is recommendpd that t'le

IMsitive moment for a section in the middle
of a panel extending across its width be taken

I / — c 1 Of this moment, at

least 25 per cent, should be

as 1 » I

pro-

^ Rpe panpr nnfl closin-e "Statical *" iTni'tntinns nn^n
the S*e'»I Rennirpment in T?einforc»'1 O^ncrpte F'at
Slah Fl"nrs," hv .To>"' R. Xichnle. .Tiin.Am.Soc.C.E.
rrnnsac(ion«.\m.Soc.C.E. Vol. LXXVTI.
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vided for in the inner .section; in the two

outer sections of the panel at least 55 )JLr

cent, of the specified moment should be pro-

vided for in slabs not having dropped panels,

and at least 60 per cent, in slabs having

dropped panels, except that in calculations to

determine necessary thickness of slab away
from the dropped panel at least 70 jwr cent,

of the positive moment should be considered

as acting in the two outer sections.

(g) A'c(/(itivc Moment.—For a square in-

terior panel, it is recommended that the

negative moment for a section which follows

a panel edge from column capital to column
capital, and which includes the quarter

peripheries of the edges of the two column

capitals (the section altogether forming

the projected width of the panel) be taken

as — !(• M i - -=- c ) Of this negative
15 \ 3 / •

moment, at least 20 per cent, .'ihould be

provided for in the mid-section, and at least

65 per cent, in the two co'.umiihead sections

of the panel, except that in slabs having

dropped panels at least 80 per cent, of the

specified negative should be provided for in

the two column-head sections of the panel.

(h) Movivntx for Olihini/ T'fincl.^.—When
the len'.;th of a panel does not exceed the

breadth by more than 5 per cent., computa-

tion may be made on the basis of a s(]uare

panel with sides equal to the mean of the

length and the breadth.

When the long side of an interior oblong-

panel exceeds the short side by more thai,

one-twentieth and by not more than one-

third of the short side, it is recommended
that the positive moment be taken as

iv lilh - — c ) on a section parallel to
25

the dimension, /j, and
25

wh ('-I')"

15
w h

edge of tho

dimension, /'>,

on a section par.allel to the dimension, }\ ;
and

that the negative moment be taken as

1 / 2 \^
... ) / 7 - — g 1 OQ a section at the

panel corresponding to the

and :rH «> 'i ( h "-,''] *'' '^

section in tho other direction. The limitations

of tho apportionment of moment between
inner section and outer section and between

mid-section and column-head sections may be

the same as for square panels.

(i) Wull I'unrlx.—The coefficient of nega-

tive moment at the first row of columns away
from tlie wall should be increased 20 per cent,

over that reijuired for interior panels, and
likewise the coefficient of positive moment at

the section half way to the wall should be

increased by 20 per cent. If girders are not

provided along the wall, or the slab does not

|)roject as a cantilever beyond the column
line, the reinforcement parallel to the wail

for the negative moment in the coliimnhead
section ami for the positive moment in the

imter section should be increased by 20 per

cent. If the wall is carried by the slab, this

concentrated load should be provided for in

the design of the slab. The coefficient of

negative moments at the wall to lake bending
in the direction perpendicular to the wall

line may be determined by the conditions of

restraint and fixedness, as found from the

relat've stiffness of columns and slab, but in

no case should it be taken as less than one-

half of that for interior panels.

(/) lietnfnrremint.^ln the calculation of

moments, all the reinforcing biirs which cross

the section under consideration, aud which
may fulfil the renuirenients given under
Paragraph (?) of this chapter, may be used.

For a cohimnhead .section, reinforcing bars
parallel to the straight nortion of the section

do not contribute to the negative resisting

moment for the column-head in question. In
the {'ase of foiir-wav reinforcement, the sec-

tional area of the diagonal b.ars. multlpliod

bv the sine of the angle lietween the dia'jonal

of the panel and the straight portion of the

section under con.sideration. mav be taken to

act as reinforcement in a rectangular direc-

tion.

()[> PninI III Insertion.—For the purpose
of makini; calculations of moments at sections

awav from the sections of negative moment

and positive moment already specified, the

point of iiiHection on. any line parallel to a

panel edge may be Uken as one-fifth of the

clear di.stance on that line between the two

sections of negative moment at the opiMJSite

eids of the panel indicated in Paragraph (t
I

of this chapter. For slabs having dropped

panels, '.he co-efficient of one-fourth should be

used instead of one-fifth.

(/) Airaiujement of J/einforcemenl.—Tiie

design should include adequate provision for

securing the reinforcement in pl-dce, so as to

take not only the maximum moments, but^ the

moments at intermediate sections. All bars

ill rectangular bands or diagonal bands

should extend on each side of a section of

maximum moment, either positive or neg.ative,

to points at least 20 diameters beyond the

point of inflection, as defined herein, or be

liooked or anohoied at the point of inflection

111 addition to this provision, bars in d'agonal

bands used as reinforcement for iiegiitive

moment should extend on each side of a line

drawn through the column centre at right

angles to the direction of the band at least a

distance equal to thirtv-five one-hundredths

of the panel length, and bars in diagonal

bands used as reinforcement for positive

moment should extend on each side of a

(liagoiial through the centre of the panel at

leail a distance equal to thirty-five

one-hundredths of the panel lengt-nj

and no splice by lapping should

be jiermitted at or near reg'ons of

maximum stress, except as just described

Contimntv of reinforcing bars is considered

to have .advantages, and it is recommended

that not more than one-third of the reinforc-

ing bars in any direction be made of a length

less than tlie" distance centre to centre of

columns in th-at direction. Continuous b.ars

should not all be bent up at the same point

of their length, but the zone in which this

beniling occurs should extend on each sid"

of the as'sumed point of inflection, and should

cover a width of at least one-fifteenth of the

paiiel length. Mere draping of the bars

should not be pei-m-tted. In four-way rein-

forcement, the position of the bars in both

diagonal and rectansjulRr directions may b"

considered in determininc whether the width

of zone of bendinjr is suffic'ent.

(ni) Ittinjorci'tncnt (il Conft ruction Joints.

—It is recommended that at construction

joints extra reinforcing bars equal in section

to 20 lier cent, of the .amount necessary to

meet the requirements for moments at the

section where the joint is made be added to

the reinforcement, these bars to exteiid not

less than 50 diameters beyond the joint on

each side.

{Il) Tensile and Compressive Stresses.—The
usual method of calculating the tensile and

compressive stresses in (.he concrete and in

the reinforcement, based on the assumptions

for internal stresses given in this chapter,

should be followed. In the case of the

drojiped panel, the .section of the slab and

dropped jianel may be considered to act in-

tegrally for a width equal to the width of the

column-head section.

{<)) Provision for Diiitjonul Tension ami

.S/icric—In calculations for the shearing

stress which is to be used as the means of

measuring the resistjmce to diagonal tension

stress, it is recommended that the total vei

tic.ll shear on two column-head sections con-

stituting a wid'h ecpial to one-half the lateral

dimension of the panel, for u.se in the for-

mula for determining critical shearin<T

.stresses, be con.sidered to be one-fourth of the

total de.ad and live loads on a panel for a

.slab of uniform thickness, and to be three-

tenths of the sum of the dead and live loads

on a panel for a .-ilab with dropped panels.

The formula for shearing unit .stress civcn in

the Aiipendix to this report may then b.'

0-25 W

tion of a uniform disUibution over the sec-

tion of the slab arcjund the periphery of the

column capital, and also of a uniform distri-

bution over the section of the slab around

the periphery of the dropped panel, using in

each case an" amount of vertical shear greater

by 25 per cent, than the total vertical shear

on the section under consideraition.

The values of working siresses should be

those recommended for diagonal tension and

shear in Chapter VIII.. Section 5.

(/)| Wolls anil Openings.—Girders or beams

should be constructed "to carry walls and

other concentrated loads which are in excess

of the working capacity of the slab. Beams
should also be provided in case openings in

the floor reduce the working strength of the

slab below the required carryiiig*capacity.

(</) Unusual Panels.—The coefficients, ap

portionments, and thicknesses recommended
are for slabs which have several rows of

panels in each direction, and in which the

size of the panels is approximately the same.

For structures having a widih of one, two
or three panels, and also for slabs havinc
panels of miirkedly different siz/CS, an analysis

should be made of the moments developed in

both slab and columns, and the values given

herein modified accordingly. Slabs with

panelled ceiling or with depressed panelling

'n the floor are to be considered as coming
under the recommendations herein given.

(r) lientlimi Mnmfnis in Columns.—Provi-

sion should be made in both wall columns
and interior columns for the bending
moment which will be developed by un-

equally loaded panels, eccentr-c loading,
or uneven s))acing of columns. The .iniount

of moment to be taken by a column will de-

pend upon the relative stiffness of columns
and slab, and computations may be made
bv rational methods, .such ,is the nr'nciple

of least work, or of .slop? and deflection.

flenerally, the lareer oart of the nnenualised

neg.ative moment will le tram milted to the

columns, and the column should I<e des'cned
to resist this bending moment. ETiecial at-

tention should be given to wjill columns and
corner columns.

CHAPTER VIII.

1.

WORKING STRESSES.

GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS.

written v =
bjd

for slabs of uniform

thickness, and i;

0.30 W
bjd

for slabs with

droi>ped panels, w^here 11" is the sum of the

dead and live loads on a panel, h is half the

Lateral dimension of the panel measured from

centre to centre of columns, and itl is the lever

arm of the resisting couple at the section.

The calculation of what is commonly called

punching shear may be made on the assump-

The following working stresses are recoin-

niended for static loads. Proper allowances

for vibration and impact are to be added to

live loads where necessary to produce an
equivalent static load before applying the

unit stresses in proportioning ^larts.

In selecting the permissible working stress

on concrete, the designer should be guided

by the working stresses usually allowed for

other materials of construction, t-o that all

structures of the same class aunposed of dif-

ference materials may have approximately the
Slime degree of safety.

The following recommendations as to allow-

able stresses are given in the form of per-

ceiit'^TOS of the ultimate sitrengtli of the

particular concrete wliich is to bo u.sed ; this

ultimate strength is that developed at an
age of 28 day."!, in cylinders 8 ins. in diameter

and 16 ins. long, of the consistency described

in Chapter IV.. Section 2 (d). made and

stored under laboratory conditions. In the

absence of definite kno"wle<lge in .advance of

construction as to just what strength may be

expected, the Committee submits the fol-

following values as those which should be

obtained with materials and workmanship in

accordance •with the recommendations of this

rejKirt.

Although occasional tests may show higher

results than those here given, the Committee
recommends that these values should be the

maximum used in design.

Table of CoMrREssivK SiBFNr.xns or DiFPtlENT
MlXTCRKS OF CONCRKTF.

In pounds per sqiiftre inch.

AgKrcRBte. 1 : 3* 1 : 'IV 1:6
Qraniee, Imp rock.... 3,300 2,800 2,200

fl ravel,hftrd timestono
nn'l hard sandstone. 3,000 2,500 J.OOO

Soft limpitone and
Kandstone 2,200 1,800 1,500

Cinders 800 700 GOD

Note.—For variationB in the moduli ot elasticity see

{Chapter VIII., Seotion 8.

1 :7*'

1,80b

1 ;9-

1,400

1,6C0 1,300

1,21^
500

1,000
100

•Combined Tolnme
measured separately.

fine and coarse aggregate
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2. BEARING.

When Cdiiipression is applitd to a surface of

concrete of at least twice the loaded area, a
stress of 35 per cent, of the compressive
jitrength may be allowed in the area actually
under load.

3. A.XIAL COMPRESSION.

For concentric compression on a plain con-
crete pier, the length of which does not excee^l

four diameters, or on a column reinforced
with longitudinal bais only, the length of

which does not exceed twelve diameters, 22.5
per cent, of the compressive strength may be
allowed.

For other forms of columns, the stresses

obtained from the ratios given in Chapter
VII., Section 9. may govern.

4. COMPRESSION IN EXTREME FIBRE.

The extreme fibre stress of a beam, calcu-

lated on the assumption of a constant modulus
of elasticity for concrete under working
stresses may be allowed to reach 32.5 per
cent, of the compressive strength. Adjacent
to the support of continuous beamsj stresses

15 per cent, higher may be used.

5. SHEAR AND DUGONAL TENSION.

In calculations on beams in which the
maximum shearing stress in a section is used
as the means of measuring the resistance to

diagonal tension stress, the following allow-

able values for the maximum vertical shear-

ling istress in concrete-, calculated by the
method given in the Appendix, Formula 22,

are recommended :

(a) For beams with horizontal bare only
and without web reinforcement, 2 per cent,

of tlie compressive strength.

(b) For beams with web reinforcement con-

sisting of vertical stirrups looped about the
longitudinal reinforcing ibars in the tension

side of the 'beam and spaced horizontally

not more than one-half the de|)th of the
lieam or for beams in which longitudinal

bars are bent up at an angle of not more than
45 degreES or less than 20 degrees with the

axis of the beam, and the points oi, bending
are spaced horizontally not more than three-

quarters of the depth of the beam apart, not
to exceed 4^ per cent of "the compressive
strength.

(c) For a combination of 'bent bars and
vertical stirrups looped about the reinforci.,;;

bars in the tension side of the beam and
spaced horizontally not more than one-half

of the depth of the beam, 5 per cent of the
compre.ssive strength.

(<i) For beams with web reinforcement
(either vertical or inclined) securely attached
to the longitudinal bars in the tension side

of the beam in the case of inclined members,
slipping of bar past the stirrup, and spaced
horizontally not more than one-half of the
depth of the beam in case of vertical stirrups

and not more than three-fourths of the depth
of the beam in the case of inclined members,
either with longitudinal bars bent up or

not. 6 per cent, of the compressive strength.

The web reinforcement in case any is

used should be proporticmed by using two-

thirds of the external vertical shear in For-

mulas 24 or 25 in Chapter X. The effect

of lon2^tudinal bars bent up at an angle of

from 20 to 45° with the axis of the beam,
may be taken at sections of the beam in

which the bent up bars contribute to dia-

gonal tension resistance, as defined under
Chapter VII.. Section 8, as reducing the

shearing stres.ses to be otherwise provided
for. The amount of reduction of the shear-

ing stress by means of bent up bars will

depend upon their capacity, but in no case

shonld be taken as greater than 4^ per cent,

of the compressive strength of the concrete

over the efl'ective cross-section of the beam
(Foi-mnla 22). The limit of tensile stress in

the bent in> portion of the bar calculated by
Foirmula 25, using in tliis formula an amount
of total shear cori'esponding to the reduc-
tion in shearing stress assumed for the bent
<ip bars, may be taken as specified for the
working stress of steel, but in the calcula-

tions the stress in the bar due to its part as

longitudinal reinforcement of the beam
should be considered. The stresses in stir-

rup.s and inclined members when combined
with bent up bars are to be deternuned by
finding the amount of the total shear which
may be allowed by reason of the bent up

bars, and subtracting this shear from the

total external vertTcal shear. Two-thirds of

the remainder will be the ghear to be
carried by the stirrups, using Formulas 24
or 25 in the Appendix.
Where punching shear occurs, provided the

diagonal tension requirements are met, a

shearing stress of 6 per cent, of the com-
pressive strength may be allowed.

6. BOND.

The bond stress between concrete and
plain reinforcing bars may be assumed at

4 per cent, of the compressive strength, or

2 per cent, in the case of drawn wire. In
the best types of deformed bar, the bond
stress may be increased, but not to exceed
5 per cent, of the compressive strength of

the
,
concrete.

7. REINFORCEMENT.

The tensile or compressive stress in steel

should not exceed 16,000 lb. per sq. in.

In structural steel members, the working
stresses adapted by the American Railway
Engineering Association are reco<mmended.

8. MODULUS OF ELASTICITY.

The value of the modulus of elasticity of

concrete has a w-ide range, depending on
the materials used, the age, the range of

stresses between which it is considered, as
well as other conditions. It is recommended
that, in computations for the po.sition or
the neutral axis, and for the resisting
moment of beams, and for comipression of
concrete in columns, it be assiuned as :

—

(a) One-fortieth thait of steel, when the
strength of the concrete is taken
as not more than 800 lb. per sq. in.

(h) One-fifteenth that of steel, when the
strength of the concrete is taken
as greater than 800 lb. per sq. in.

and less than 2,200 lb. per sq. in.

(') One-twelfth that of steel, when the
strength of the concrete is taken as

greater than 2.200 lb. per eq. in.

and less than 2,900 lb. per sq. in.,

and
(rl) One-tenth that of steel, when the

strength of the concrete is taken as
greater than 2,900 lb. per sq. in.

Although not rigorously accurate, these
assumptions will _give safe resrilts. For
the deflection of beams which are free to
move longitudinally at the supports, in

using formulas for deflection which do not
take into account the tensile sti-enigth de-
veloped in the concrete, a modulus of one-
eighth of tliat of steel is recommended.

(2'o be conchided.)

>—•••—<
STAXDES AND MEMORIALS.

Memorials to jSIanchester Officeks.—At
Oliester Consisitory Ocmrt a numiber of facul-
ties have been decreed tor the erection of
memorials te officers who have fallen in the
war. Memorials are to be erected in St.

Oatherine's Churcli, Birtles. in memory of
Lieutenant J. C Close-Brooks. 1st Life
Guards, wlho was killed in action on October
30 last ; in Bebington Parish Church in

memory of Second Lieutenant R. P. Schole-
field. CliPsliiro Regiment, killed on July 25
last ; in Timperley Parish Church in memory
of Captadn K. C. G. Wray. South Lancashire
Regiment, killed on August 9 last ; in (St.

Mark's. New Ferry, in memory of Captain
G. B. Sayce. 20th Battalion Manchester R<>2ri-

ment. killed on July 1 last; in St. George's,
Hyde, in memory of Second Lieutenant E. W,
Westbrook, 8th Battalion Manchester Regn-
ment, killed on Novcmfcer 8, 1915; and in

St. Mark's, Saltney, in memory of Second
Lieutenant Alan .Sheriff Roberts. 14th Bat-
talion Royal Welsh Fusiliers.

TRADE NO'TES.
Boyle's latest patent " air-pump " ventila-

tors, supplied by Messrs. Robert Boyle and
Son. ventilating engineers. 64, Holborn Via-
duct, London, E.C.. have been employed by the
Consett Iron Co. for Bradley shops extensions,

Consett.

In these days of strict economy a surprisingly
large amount of waste results from foodstuffs
and other materials being stored in damp
cellars. The difficulty is easily overcome by
the use of a waterproofed cement rendering.
Wo are informed that the cellars of a mansion
at Roehampton were very damp and the above
treatment was succe.'^sfully applied, the powder
' Pudlo " being adopted for the work.

CorrusponiJina.

AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENT HOUSK
ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.
To the Editor of The Building News.

Sir,—I have to iufoim you that the Govern-
ment, installed November 14, 1916, has now,
because of war conditions, indefinitely post-

poned the reception of designs in the Federal
Parliament House Architectural Competition.
The ilinister has arranged for the registra-

tion of competitors to be retained, and states

that it is intended to complete the adopted
programme as soon as the time is opportune.
—Yours, etc.,

Federal Capital Director of Design and
Construction.

Federal Capital Office, 84, William Street,

Melbourne, December 13, 1916.

OBITUARY.
Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker (of the firm of

Lingen Barker and Anthony Barker) passed
away at his residence in London on Jan-
uary 27, at the age of 78, as we briefly
announced last week just as we went to
press. Mr. Barker built and restored a very
large number of churches in different parts
of England and Wales, and latterly has
identified himself with a movement for the
erection of churches to meet the needs of the
growing populations in our large industrial
centres. An important step in the progress
of the movement was taken in February,
1907, when Sir W^ H. Houldsworth, Bart..
at a meeting of the Bishop of Manchester's
Commission at Manchester, pleaded for the
careful consideration of the cost , of the
churches, which were to be built with the
help of money granted by the Commis-
sion, and strongly urged the building of a

church at a cost of £8 a sitting. Mr. Barker
was forthwith commissioned to prepare plans
for various churches in the Manchester
Diocese. He also had considerable school
practice, and held the appointment of

architect to ten school boards. Mr. Barker
was a member of sundry archaeological

societies, and the author of several archi-

tectural essays, one of them being on Garway
Church and the Knights Templars, which he
read before the British Archseological Asso-
ciation at their Great Malvern meeting, and
another on the Domestic Mediaeval Architec-

ture of Herefordshire, for the old Hereford
Literary, Philosophical and Natural History

Society. He was the author of " Parish

Churches of the Diocese of St. David's " and
" Warwickshire Parish Churches," the latter

being intended by the then Bishop of Worces-
ter, Dr. Philpott, to form the first part of a

Diocesan handbook.

The funeral of Mr. Joseph Foster Wood,
a well-known Bristol architect, who passed

away on January 26, in his 62nd year, at his

residence, 9, Westbury Park, took place on

January 31, at Canfor'd Cemetery, Westbury-
on-Trym. The principal mourners were Miss
Mai-ioii Wood (sister), the Rev. E. J. D.

Hellier (cousin), Mr. John Griffin (brother-

in-law), and Mr. Graham C. Awdry, with

whom the deceased gentleman was in partner-

ship. Mr. Wood was a former president of

the Bristol Society of Architects, who were
represented at his funeral. The attendance

included Messrs. W. V. Gough, C. F. W.
Dening, J. B. Wills, T. Edwards. George
Bunyon. Arthur N. Price, and E. W. Beesley

(la member of the office staff). Sir Frank
Wills was unavoidably absent.

The death is announced, on Jaimary 31, at

Satwell. Henley-on-Thames, of Mr. Lisle

March -Phiillipps, whose writings on architec-

ture have in the recent past attracted

some notice. The deceased, who was 57

years of »se, belonged to the family of

March-Phillipps de Lisle, of Garendon and
Grace Dieu, and was the son of Spencer

March-Phillipps, an Edin'burgh reviewer

and writer on international law. and
erandson cf the Rishit Hon. Samuel March-
Philliiops. In 1902 he married Isa.bel,

daughter of Mr. H. Coulson. bv whom he

had three cVIdren. His sister. Miss Evelvn
March-Phillipps, died in October, 1915.
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^uilDing Dntillig^nre.

Dublin.—One of the first Ibuildings to be
ro-erected in tlie devastated area of Dublin is

that o! Messrs. Corrigan and Wilson, printers,

of Sackville Place. The space occuJi>ied by
the building covers an area of some 1,500
Bupeihcial leut, and contains three floors.
The Uasement, whicli is laid with concrete,
contains llie new machinery. The floor over
is earned on steel beams and stanchions and
surrounded by a gallery, and the upper floor
is carried out in a similar manner. The
entire lloors are lighted by a large A-shape
roof light. Messrs. Farmer Brothers, Not-
tingham Street, are the contractors. Mr
George B. Bea-ett, C.K., Stephen's Green.
IS the architect.

>-•••>-«
LiSQAL INTELLIGENCE.

Light and Air Dlspuie.—Bkduington and
DTHEBa V. VVlUMOTT AND SON.S AND ANOTHER.
—This was an aobion, tried on January 31,
before Mr. Justice BaiiUiaohe and a sj>ecial

jury, by the trustc^es of the late Mr. Moses,
deocaeed. Uio owner of 7, Groat St. Andrew
Street, Shaftesbui-y Avenue, London, againet
Messrs. J. Wilhiiott and Sons, buildcra, and
Thomas Gordon, London, Ltd., of 63a, Vincenit
Street, Glasgow, claiming an linjunotion and
fo/ aajnages by reason of tho interference of
the plaiiiulfs' ancient ligthts by Uie erection of
* buJlding ojiposite ,by Meters. Wiillmott for
Messre. GoihIimi, Ltd. Mr. Kirby, K.C., and
Mr. K. G. I'ttlmer .T.j.peared for "the plaij'itift's,

»n<l Mr, (Jompeton, K.C., Mr. Matldociks, and
Mr. Robertson for tihe defendants, I'laintitfs,
wtlio are fre<iliold<;rs of premises opiw.site tlie
building creote<i by tlie defendants, tlie Shaftes-
bury Hotel, complained that tile dofendamts
Ihiad raised tIhe hoigilit of tihe Shafteabury Hotel
from 46 ft. 6 ins. to 67 ft. 3 ins. with tie result
«liat Uhe light oorauig to tilio basoment sOiop,
I>assage, staircase, and front room on the first
floor, used f<>r resiidential pui-jioscs, was ob-
structed, diminished, and interfered with the
ordinary comfort and user of the premises.

—

Mr. C. S. Jostiiili, of Messrs. C. S. and E. M.
Joseph, ardiitccits and surveyors, of 83, Queen
Street, E.G., gave evidence that tJierc was mate-
niial diminution of iigiht to tlie promises. He
estimated tllio loss in letting value at £25 a
year. The loss on tihc &il« valuta on the 5 )K-'r

cent, table he put at £375, or £262 if the lease
ran to 1929. On the 6 per cent, table tJhe

amount w\>uld bo £192. In his opinion the
promises were worth more tjian £100 -a year
Ixtfore tihe defen<lants* buildings wore raised.

—

Mr. H. A, Furber, of Messrs. Fuiber, 3, War-
wick Court, Gray's Inn, auotionecra and sur-
veyors, agre^vl with the e^•idenco of Mr. Joseph,
and supjwrted his figures.—^Mr. Win. Wood
ward, senior partner of Messrs. W. WoodwuiRl
and Sons, arohiteots and surveyors, of Southh-
ampton Street, Strand, W.C., sairi in his
opinion there was a, material diminution of

liffht to the plaintiffs' premis^-s by reascin of tb<.'

building oppo«it(>. The .street was 36 ft. wide,
building to building. Tlie heiijtlit to the para-
|)et of the old building {excluding the roof) was
32 ft., and that of tho new buildiing to tJie para-
pet 59 ft. 6 ins., a diflerence of 27 ft. 6 ins.

Taking these figures into consideration, lie was
of opinion that his conclusion as to tilio loss of
light was indisputable. He put the loss of rent
*t £30 a year.—Mr. Comiwton. for the defen-
dants, Messrs. Willmott, said this \ms an
utterly exaggerated claim. His clients did not
<Hsput<! t;hat there was a loss of light, but his

case was that tihe loss was not such as to jus-

tify largo dsimages.—Mr. W. M. Malts, an
larohitoot and surveyor, of Staple House, Chan-
<ery Lane, W.C, examined, said he liad known
lilic district before the erection of tilie Shaftes-
bury Hotel. He was the architect for the erec-
tion of the Qiotel at a cost of £23.000. In his
opinion Hhe plaintifTs had. a sufiicient amount
of Iigiht left to tlheir promises, iKvt.withstnn<ling
IJi" erection of the ex'ension of tilie hotel.—Mr.
IV I. Breac^li, surveyor and estat*' agent, and n
anembor of the firm of Me.'ssi's. Farebrother.
Fillis, .and Co., of 29, Fleet Street, E.G., gave
evidence to the offeot that bv reason of the
erection of tihe d'efendants' building tJie lettiii;'

or selling value of the plaintiffs' promises hail

not depreciated, but, in f.iot, had appreciated
in >'alue.—Mr. H. Bloss Taylor, surveyor, of
iMessre. BiK>wett and Taylor, 9. Warwick
Court, W.C, also gave similar evidence.—The
jury returned a verdict for tHie plaintiffs, and
assoswcfl the damages at £160. His lord^ii'
entered jiulgment accordingly against both
dcfondiante. with costs.

COMPETITION.
Dublin.—The adjudicators' report on the

designs submitted in the competition for a
town plan of Dublin have at length been made
public. The competition owed ,ts inception

to the Marquis of Aberdeen, then Lord Lieu-
tenant of Ireland, who offered a prize of £500
for the best plan. The a<ljud.cators were Pro-
fessor Geddes, Edinburgh ; Mr. C. J. Mac-
Carthy, city architect, Dublin ; and Mr. C. J.

Nolen, M.A., Cambridge, Mass., b.S.A., an
expert on town planning. The adjudicators
unanimously awarded the premium to the de-
sign G, submitted by Professor P. Abercrom-
hie and Messrs. S. J. Kelly and A. J. Kelly,
of Liverijool. Honourable mention was alto
made of the designs F, C, B, and H, of
Messi«. J. M. L. Bogle, A. W. Panton, H. 0.
Burroughs, and New'bold, of Livcrjiool;
-Messrs. Kaye Parry and Ko.ss, Dublin ; Mr.
F. A. Gushing Smith, Urbana, Illinois,

U.S.A., and Messr.s. A&hbee and Chettle,
London, respectively. The Architectural
Association has been able to arrange an ex-
liibition of Uie competitive designs at the
A.A.I, rooms in South Frederick Lane, for
a short period.

>—•o»—<

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Glasgow Master Masons' Associ-\tion.—
Topics di.scussed last week by the Glasgow
Master Masons and Bricklayers at t < ir

annual meeting in the Building Trades' Ex-
change, Buchanan Street, included the handi-
cap of private enterprise thiough taxation and
the question of prohibition during the war.
Mr. John Train presided. Mr. J. Scott Inglis
was elected president for the ensuing year,
and Mr. E. Forrest was elected vice-president.
Mr. Forrest moved a recommendation of the
Committee to the effect that the Association
communicate with the other building trades
in Gla.sgow and the West of .Scotland, and
also the Scottish National Building Trades
Federation, with a view to a joint communi-
cation being sent to the Secretary for Scot-
land urging prohibition during the" war in the
interests of the nation. Mr. William Taylor
seconded. Mr. Train moved that they take
no action. Mr. William Muir seconded the
amendment. The motion was carried by
seventeen votes, against three for the amend-
ment.

-Vn Analysis of Mei>i.*:val Construc-
tion.—At a meeting on January 26, 1917, of

the Royal Technical College Architectur il

Craftsmen's Society, Glasgow, held in the
College buildings, Mr. James S. Boyd, Lie.
K.I.B.A., lecturer in the architecture and
building department of the college, gave a
lecture entitled "An Analysis of Mediaeval
Construction." The lecture was illustrated by
a series of slides made by the lecturer from
))luitograplis. Mr. Boyd dealt first with walls
and foundations, describing the construction
ind materials used. He then passed on to the
construction of piers, pier arcades, vaults of
the various tjTJes from Romanesque down to
the fan vaulting of Henry 'VHI.'s Chapel at
W'estminster. In dealing with late vaulting,
the lecturer .stated that " tierccrons " or in-

termediate ribs were essential in the English
.system of vaulting, which was not commonly
" domical.'' .Just as the transitional builders
emjiloycd ribs to give additional support to

their vaults, so in later work the Knglisli

Gothic builders used tierccrons to give addi-
tional permanent support to the infilling of

the vault cells, making il possible to use much
lighter masonry. 'rhere is a freedom and
variety in English vaulting which was un-
equalled in France, where, after the erection
of Amiens, the development of Gothic vault-

ing practically came to a standstill. More-
over, the use' of tiercerons showed the great
advance made by English workmen over
their contemporaries, culminating in the high-
walermark of craftsmanship in the later liern

and fan vaulting. Following the vaulting, there
was described the aluitmcnt system, the con-

struction of doorways, windows, roofs, towers,
and spires, Mr, Thomas Whyte, F.S.S., pre-

sided, and a vote of thanks to Air. Boyd was
accorded on the motion of !Mr, C, Ernest
Monro, A.R.I.B,A.

(Dur (DOizt (LaliU.

Among the many stories told about L<jrd

Cromer the following, related by tlie London
Conesponaent is one of the best : The bitter-

ness ol his duel with the cunning and un-

scrupulous Abuas II, was greatiy eased by
his appreciation of Abbas's humour. He
often used to relate how Abbas complained
that some of the Italian masons employed on
the Assuan dam were .Vnarchists, and had
probably come to the country with the ulterior
.i.t,;ntion of ir.uraering llic Khedive !

" But,"
said Lord Cromer, "if the Anarchists assas-

sinate anyone they are just as likely to kill

me as you !
" The suggestion pleased Abbas.

" Tiens, c'est vrai !
" he exclaimed joyously.

.\nd Abbas's pleasure delighted Lord Cromer,
The Khedive knew other moods, and once
remonstrated with Lord Cromer for having a
step on his carriage. The fearless Lord
Cromer innocently asked why he should not
have a sfep. " Assassins always attack from
the step," was the answer.

A master plumber, named Barker, claimid
exemption for four men at the l>ondon City
Ixical Tribunal last week, and admitted that
one of them was aged 21 and passed for

general service. He said that he paid his
men the standard wages of lO^d. per hour.
Captain Elliott said that the current rale was
Is. Id. Mr. Barker s,iid that il was a rule
of the jobbing trade that where a man had a
permanent job he had less than a casual one.
ihe Chairman disputed that. Mr. Barker
declined to enter into any arrangement with
the military authorities, and the Tribunal
ordered that three men should serve at once
and one should have two months' exemption.
Mr. Barker :

" That means that I must close
up my shop. Is not a plumber engaged in

work of national importance? " The Chair-
man :

" That depends upon the state of the
market." iMr. Barker: "The state of the
market is that men are not obtainable."

" Lockwood's Builders' and Contractors'
Price Book " for 1917 (London : Crosby Loc
wood and Co., 4s.) is, as u.sual, a compi.
hensive handbook of latest prices—so far, m
course, as is pointed out in the preface, a.s

any such list can be relied on for more than
a few days. For this and other reasons, as
the Editor remarks, trade is stagnant, and is

likely to remain so till the war is over and
we get a Government alive to the absolute
necessity of repealing the irksome rcBtrictions
and foolish finance which have paralysed our
industries since 1909.

Twenty new members have joined the
Bribery and Secret Commi-ssions Prevention
League. Inciuporated. within the last month.
They include l^oid Blyth, who has become
a Vice-President, the Hon. J. G. Jenkins.
-Mr, H, L, Symonds, and Mr. H, F, Tomalin
(the la.st two the Executive Committee alsol.

and also Jtr, T. E. Lescher and Mr. G. Mar-
Jow Reed, representing on the council r,-

spectively tho Drug Club and the Builders'
Alerchants' Alliance, which have become
affiliated to the League. The other new mem
bers are : Major' G. O. Uoase, R..A. :

Mr. Edward Hepburn, Darlford ; Mr.
W. A. Barton Kent, and Mr. J. (".

I'mney : and Messrs. Barr.itt and Co..
William Cooper and Nephews, Gillespie
Brothers and Co., Hall and Co., Croydon.
Ltd.. .Teyes' Sanitary Compounds Co., Ltd..
John Knight. Ltd., James Pascall. Ltd., K.
and T. Pink, Ltd., .Tames Robertson and
Sons. Preserve Manufacturers, Ltd.. Sir 1".

Samuelson and Co., Ltd. Mr. G. H. Long-
man has been elected Vicc-Chairman of the
Executive Committee, of which Mr. Stanley
IMachin is Chairman.

.\ccording to T!ic London anit Cfiinn
Trhqrriph the native houses in China are
all frame. The uprighLs are usually native
round fir poles, 6 to 8 in. in diameter at th.-

ba.^e. Div'sions betAveen houses are of 3 in.

brick. Joists carrying the floor and roof

are round fir poles. The flooring is pine, lap-

jointed or tongued-and-grooved. Doora are

of pine, made up of thin hoards n.iiled to a

frame. Windows are glazed with (ourth-

quality glass. No hardware is u.scd. Ir.m-
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work entering into th« construction consists

only of rainpipes from the roof and nails for

the flooring. The walls of foreign residences,

shops, etc., are generally of solid brick;
fronts are sometimes constructed of granite,

stone, or artificial stone. Timber is in-

variably Oregon pine ; floors are of Oregon
pine or Singapore redwood. This latter wood
is also e.Ntcnsively used for cabinet work. A
good quality of lock sets is used, generally

of British manufacture. The use of rein-

forced (oncrete has grown rap diy, and it is

now being extensively employed. E.xpanded
metal, wire-mesh and reinforcement bars of

every description are in greit aemand, al-

though at high prices. The demand will, in

all probability, greatly increase. Cement is

being consumed in increasing cjuantities, the
demand being met from mills in or near
China. Before the war Belgium was prac-

tically the only source of supply for window
glass : now it is obtained from Japan and
America.

As the result of a meeting lately held at

llie Tioyal Academy, an address of protest

against the National Gallery Bill has been
signed by thirty-seven Academicians and
twenty-three Associates and also by twelve
representatives of other Art Societies, and
has been sent to the First Lord of the Trea-
sury. The address says :—" It has already

been pointed out in the debate on the Bill in

the House of Lords that pictures which could
1)6 spared as of little value to the National
Cal ery wo iM be of equally little value in the

market ; and that, it the object in view is to

gain money for the purchase of works of the

great masters which would be desirable addi-

tions to Cue National Collection, any sum
which could be raised by this means for the

funds of the Gallery would be a negligible

(luantity for the purpose. We do not sup-

pose that it IS within the intentions of the

promoters of the Bill that the Trustees

should part with any of the numerous works
\vh ch give special lustre to our Natonai Col-

lection, and we should greatly deplore any
breaking-up of the unioue collection of

Turner's works ; yet it is by such measures

alone that any substantial addition could be

made to the funds. Again, the fluctuations

of tas e in the future, on the part either of

the Trustees or of the public, might bring

about results which would seriously injure

the National Collection. It was also most
justly pointed out in the debate in the House
of Lords how discouraging the effect of grant-

ing the necessary powers inight be on future

donors and testators, who would feel that

there was no guarantee that gifts or bequests,

accepted by the Trustees for the time being,

would be regarded as sacred in the future.

The principle that gifts and bequests may be

diverted from their purpose, once admitted,

could not but act as a deterrent to those

whose liberal appreciation of the fine arts

might take the form of a desire to add to

the national treasures."

An order was issued by tte Minister of

Munit'ons last Friday taking control of the

purchase and sale of lead. Licences will be

required exc.Dt in regard to lead of a certain

vaJue specified in the order, and for certain

small contracts and for type casting from lead

alreadv in the form of type or already pur-

chased for that purjiose. All persons are

ordered to send within 10 days from February

1, and monthly there^after, particulars of

stocks. Aoplications for licences must be

waAe to tlie' Director of Mat-rials (A.M. 2

(E)), Hot^l Victoria, Northumberland

Avenue, London, S.W.

The Army Council anno'ince that they have

taken steps', under the Defence of the Realm

Beeulations, to assume control of all stocks

in the Un tfd Kinrdm of soft-sawn timber,

both planed and unplaned, includ'ng sleepers.

in order to safeguard supplies for military

purposes and to prevent firther inflation of

pricee. All dealings in stocks of timber of

these descr-ptions is prohibited until further

notice, subject to the proviso that deliveries

mav be made under ex'st-ng contrpcts or that

sales mav be made to any one person of not

more t^ia'n two standardf at prices not exce-d-

ing those current during last week. The
purchase of timber of the?e description.^ not

already in stock in the United Kingdom is

also prohibited until further notice. A further

annoiuicement will be made in the course of a

few days.

Tne ways of the Metropolitan Water
Board, remarks the City Press, are

beyond comprehension. The water rate

payable for the six months to end in

March is £3 ICte. on the Lord Mayor's
stables, and £45 13s. 7d. on the Guildhall

Library and Museum. In the latter case the

daily consumption is a question of a few gal-

lons only at the very outside. In the former
the quantity must be approaching a hundred
times that figure. It is the old story of rate-

aole value 1

At tne meeting of the Dublin Port and
Docks Board on the 24th ult., applications

for the position of engineer to the Board were
coasidcred. ihe candidates were ;—Mesbrs.

H T. 0. Day, Joseph Mallagh, Eniest Tar-
rant, and H. Wayte. The hnal voting was
Mallagh, 18 ; Wayte, 3. The chairman asked
if he was to announce to the successful candi-

date the terms under which he was to enter

into his appointment. Mr. Scott said thai

he undersiojd from Mr. Mallagh's application

that the salary mentioned by him was £500.
.11.-. Field, M.P., said it was an extraordinary
thing to give a man £650 a year who offered

himself at £500. Mr. Scott pointed out that

the recorainenaation of the committee was that

the engineer should be apix>inted on appro-
bation for 12 months at £650, and that he
be granted no increase until one year after

tnat period. Mr. Mallagh agreed to accept

these terms, and thanked the Board for his

appointment.

VV nat, asks the Manchester Guardian, wiU
be the effect of the war upon heraldry ? Shall

we see guns and tanks "quartered " on the

crests and arms that the Heralds Office will

inscribe on its roll cduring the next few
montns ? Lord Armstrong has a crest with
L.io clacksmilhs shouldering hammers, whilst

Loid Wimborne has also the blacksmith's
nammer on his arms. Both these are remi-
niscent of the industries that helfjed to lay

the family fortunes. Newspaper proprietors

-iKe Lord Northcliffe and Sir Frank Newnes,
Bart., have rolls of paper in their armorial
bearings. The College of Heralds, which
dates from the reign of Richard III., must
find the allocation of arms a difficult matter,
for no two family crests must be alike. Some-
thing in the way of guns or machinery would
be a relief to the Principal Garter King of

Arms, Sir Alfred Scott-Gatty.

The Public Health Committ'ee of the Lon-
don County Council, having had its atten-

tioT drawn to the fact that serious delay is

taking jjlace in the collection of house refuse

in the metropolitan borough of St. Pancras,
and that the refuse in some portions of the

northern part of the borough has not been
removed since the week before Christmas,
and that in many other parts of the borough
only one collection has been made since

Christmas, while recognising that the

borough council has experienced considerable

diliiculty in disposing of refuse, the com-
mittee points out that in this matter the

position in St. Pancras is without parallel

in any other part of the county. Inquiries

show that, while in several other metropoli-

tan boroughs somewhat similar difficulties

lias'e arisen owing to the shortage of labour,

in no instance has there been failure to col-

lect and dispose of house refuse for so pro-

lonsied a period of time as in St. Pancras.

The delay which has arisen in this case is

a serious menace to the public health. In

view of the failure of the borough council

to provide a remedy for the existing condi-

tions, and as it holds out no hope of any
im'mediate improvement, there is no alterna-

tive but to advise the council to make repre-

se'i'ations to the Local Government Board
under section 101 of the Public Health
(Lnndnni .\ct, 1891. that the sanitary autho-

rity has made default in executing the provi-

sions of the ."^ct. The committee recom-
mended on Tuesday, therefore, " That com-
plaint be made to the Local Government
Board under section 101 of the Public Health
(London) .\ct, 1891, that the St. Pancras
MetronoHtan Borough Council, as sanitary

authority, has made default in executing

the provisions of that Act relating to the

removal of house refuse in the borough."

TO CORRESPONDENTS
We do not hold ourselves responsible tor the opinions
of our correspondtnis. All coraniunications should
tje drawn up as briefly as poss.ble, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
corresi>ondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all eomniuni<;ations respecting iUu=traLion= or l.lerafy

matter, boolis tor review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Bl'ILDINO News, Ellingham
House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C, and not t«
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwi^ caused. .\II drawings and other
couimun.cations are sent at contributors' risli..., and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for. or be
liable for, unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photograplii?,

architects are asked kindly to state how long the
liuilding has been erected. It does neither tin m nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

***Drawings of selected competition des.gns, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are alw.iys wel-

come, and for such no charge is made for i sertion.

Of more commonplace subjects, small churches,
chapels, houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent

than w'c can insert, hut are glad to do so when space
permits, on mutually advantageous terms, whicii

may be ascertained on application.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: '* Timeserver, Estrand, London."

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom ; for the United States.

CI 6s. Od. (or edols. 30e. gold). To France or Bel-

gium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33f. 30c.). To India. £1 Rs. Od.

To any of the .\ustralian Colonies or New Zealand,

to the Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. CI 6s. iid.

*t*Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia

are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and &)., Primer;, an-l

Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool Street.

Sydney, New South Wales; for Jai>an. The .\laruze i

('<!., Ltd., 11-16, Nionhashi Tori Sanchome. Tokyo:
who will receive Subscriptions at £'1 6s. Od. per

annum on our account. Clopies of the paper wiil

be sent by us direct to the subscribers' address.

•»*The special rate to Canada is £1 3s. lOd

= .5dol5. 80c. for 12 months, and Us. lid. =2dnls. 90c

sis months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for

Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd.. 302, Sh:iiighne.s5v

Buildings, McGill Street, Montreal, who will receiv.-

Subscriiitions, £1 3s. lOd. per annum, on our aicount

CTieques and Post Office Orders to be made payahl,.

to The Strand Newspaper Company, LnwEii. ami
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract .Adver-

tisements. Public Companies, and all official adver-

tisements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the 6r-t

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-

cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion .Advertisements) is fid. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the mniirnm charge
being 4s. 6d. for 60 words. Special terms for series

of six insertions or more can be ascertained on appli-

cation to the Publisher.

SITIJATIONS VACANT.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant " is Two Shillings and Sixpence for Twenty-
four Words, and Sixpence for every Eight Word.*

after. All Situation Advertisements must be prejpaiJ

SITUATIONS WANTED AND PARTNERSHIPS.

The charge for advertisements tor " Situation.s

W:inted " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling tor

Twenty.four Words, and Sixpence for every Eight
Words after.

.411 Situation and Partnership Adrertisemenln
mil t be vrcvaid.
Rates for Trade .Advertisements on front page and

special and ofier iKvsitions can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

REPLIES TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Replies to advertisements can be received at the
otflce, Efflng''am House, 1, .Arundel Street. Strand,

W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under
cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Sixpence is

made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

.Advertisements for the current week mu.=!t reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Tuesday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders

for serial advertisements must reach the office by
first post on Monday to secure attention.

RECEIVED.—F. C. H.—Q. M. C—R. F. W. .^lld Son—
p. ,1,1 Cr.—V. f<e T. A. Co.. Lt-d.—W C. Co.,

Ltd.—M. G. and Co.—W. S. and .Son—G. ard B.

—R. B. and S-n—W. and W.— J. S. S.—C. C. D.

:,nd Co—D. and Cc.—\v. and Co.—F. A. N. and
Co.—F. and J.—S. S.—T. B. B. and Co., Ltd.

.ASZAC— Yes.

T. R. M.—Please send.

Major T.—Forwarded as directed. 2. No.

J. G. H.—Thanics for proffered co-operation, but at

present we cannot avail ourselves thereof.
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.

March 3.—Water Supply and Sewerage Scheme
(Iirciniutn 5.000 pesetas—about £200). Manza-
riari-b, Spain.—Stcrctarja del A}'untamieDto,
Manzanures.

LISr OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Feb. 28.—Xc'W bathrooms, lavatories, etc., at the

Loiith County Inllrmary.—J. \V. TurncT, J.?.,
Suurotary, J>outh County Inrirniary.

No date.—^Krecti.on of :i3 pairs of CoMji^os near
Iloj>L;icii Clou;;'ii, Ijinco.njJii'irc. Ajipjoxianate
d.»u»a<:e fiToni lioubejic'h S-uoiUon, from Uhroe to
flvc miles, "lllie work is to be dividi-d inio sv*^-

tiiom-. of three paiins, i:ind tenders may be eub-
niit-tcd for one or more soclioiLs. JJuil-thjiy; to
coinnienci: in Aijiril, and the work nni.st lie com-
.pleLed by end of iScptemibeT tliis year.—Kor tlie

Jloard oi Ayriculttiire and F.whurie.s.—Sucrctiiiry,

Hoard of Ayriciilture and FJslieries. 4, WJiit>ei}iaU

Plaee. Jx>ndon, S.W.

ENGINEERING.
Feb. 2 8.—CoiLstruction of two Miisonry Dams

jicro>s the J'arHati iKIver in rcs'pect of 1i>x1to-

electrit- watorworke stud irrij-'ation f<!^iuinetf,

amounting: to about (lis.;j(),00,000, e<iual to

.€200.000 eadi; one nt-air Bud'h, and the otht'T

i>eitween Jia.sM:u and Kaketo.— S. K, Gurtu, Mem-
l>cir lioard of Iteveuue lor Irrifjation, UwjU'ior
CJoveriiniL-nt, ftlotJ-i-MiiiHial, Laelhkar, GwivLor,
Centra! Indi'a.

June 1.—Stonn-water Pumping Plant, Calcutta.—
For the Corporation.—Tlie Indian and Eastern
Engineer, 50, fenehurch Street, li.C.

FENCES AND WALLS.
March 30.—Wroujilitiron Gates and I-'eneing. for

the Central Whiirf and Quay Street i-anding,
Auckland. N.Z.—l-'or the Harbour Board.—The
Commercial Intelligence Department, 73. Basing-
hall Street, E.G.

PAINTING.
Feb. 1 3.—Cleanin.: d<>\\ ii. Painting, otc, .it

v^KTious police stiition^ in Jvee<Ls.—Town Clark's
Ollb-e. Greut George Street, Leeds.

Feb. 24.—Rei);mnt^ng ,and Decorating St. Miary's
J*.ari(>'h ClmrcUi, Kewry.—J)tiMgns and i>|>ec)fi«i-

tion t-Ain be iiisiHreted .at tlie ofllce of LMr. iS. W.
Hesi<le, Apc^lnitwt. Margiureit Squatre, Kowry.
TeJKlers to be senit to the iRev. 11. B. iSiwanzeij",

:M.A., Tlie Vio:';r?jge, N^iwry.

ROADS AND STREETS.
Feb. 9.— Alioiit :}.hm tons of GraniU-, about 5.400

tons of Slag, about ."i.'iO tons of Slag Chips, and
about 200 tons of Tar-Macadam, to be delivered
to various .stations and wharves in the district.
—For tbf CaisltT (Linos.) Rural Di.^trict Coun-
cil.—A. A, P;ulley, Clerk. Council Oflices, Caister.

Feb. 9.-Granite, Flint-s, Kentish Racstone, Tar
Macadam, Gravel, Chalk, ete. ; haulage of
materials from railway stations, etc., cartage of
materials from depots; team labour by the day
and hour; supply of tools, oils, etc., fuel, bricks,
rement, iron and stoih-wnre pipes, etc.. tar-

wjishing surface.'^ of roads and paths (one year).
—For the Reigatc Rural District Council.—K. C.
Morrison, Clerk, 40, High Street, Keigate.

Feb. 9. -Granile. Tarrc<l Granite and Slag, Gravel.
Flints and Hoygin, bauliing and ipurchase of
][<r.n\ Sand and Swe^-pings (one year).—For the
I'xhrulge- Rural Didtriet Council.—C. Wood-
bridge," Clerk, ;iS, High Street. T'xbridgc.

Feb. 10.—Surface tarring approximately l,2r>0,000

Mjuare yar<U of main roads with refined tar
during ensuing spring and summer.—For the
Hertfordshire County C^^uncil —.1. >(. Killick,

County Surveyor, Hatfield.

Feb. 10*~-^.one and tariuac for the road^ within

the dii^triet.—For the Bridgwattr Rural Dis-

trict Council.—W. H. Couiinb. Surveyor's Olliee,

I'nion Workhouse, Bridgwater.

Feb. 10.—Best te.ecied grait.te, br-jken and un-
l)roktn, and unscreened l in. granite ehippings,
to be deJvertd fiee of ebarge and wharfage.

—

For the Uur.il District Cuunt-.l.- A. Walker.
Windmill Road, Xew Me:idington.

Feb. 12.—Supplying, breaking, and carting stone
rKfuired for the maintenance of the county
roads (one year).—For the Northumbe land
County Council Bridges and Road.-. Committee.
—County Surveyor, Moothall, Neweaslle-on-
Tyn^.

Feb. 1 2.—Sfupply and Delivery of Clean, Il.and-

]ii<'K.e<l Fie^d FHnt-s on (Main )loads during enduing
.-jtring a.iid summer.—For the Bucks County
CounL'.l Highways Committee.^K. Winlluld,
Acting County Sune>or, County Hall, Ayles-
bury.

Feb. 13.—400 tons XX granilc (broken), 200 tons
X\X granite (broken), 1«0 tons X granite, 140
tons 2i-in. slag, and 200 tons i-in. gran>.te chips.

—For the Long Sutt[;n Urban District Council.
~S. S. Mossop, Clerk, Long Sutton.

Feb. 14.—^About 5,750 tons of Broken Granito.
].ft04 tons of (Jpanite C^liips, 2,2;i0 tons of Sl-ag,

200 tons of iSl'jig Du.st, 209 ton^s of Coarse
Buildtm' Sand, and 'lOO iKirrols of Rellned Tar.—
iFor tihe JloUand (Lineclnisthire) County Council.

—

W. II. Gane, Clerk of tlie County Council, Ses-
siojiLS House, Boston.

Feb. 15.—Sujyply and delivery in full truck loads,

as requireu, to NewTnarket and Burwell (GjE.R.)
railway stations as follows :—Best broken Lei-

cestershire granite, li in., 2 in., 21 in. gauge,
about 1,000 tons; best broken slag, 2i in. .gauge,

about 200 tons; granite or slag chipi>ings, frte

from dust, I in. gauge, about 500 tons; g in.

tarviated granite ohippin^s, about 250 tons.

—

For the Newmarket Urban District Council.

—

F. R. Ennion. Acting Clerk to the Council. Deva
ChamIK^rs, Newmarket.

Feb. 15.— Broken Koadstone. Tar Macadam, and
Cob Limestone, to be delivere<l, earrlage paid,

to various railway station.*^, in quantities requirtd
by the surveyor (One Year).—For the Wetherby
Rural District CounciJ.—E. H. Coates, Clerk to
the Council, Wetherby.

Feb. 17.—iSupiplying tbest Hand-picked and Broken
(iranite .and Girouee at Croj)redy, Broadmoor
Bridge. Claydon, Banbury. Xe!! Bridge and Twy-
fonil Wihjirveis, and at Bi;inibury. Crc3>redy, Blox-
h.fim. Adderbury, and Hook Norton Railway
iStaitu'rms.—For t^e Banbury Rural District
Counoil.—K. L. Fisher, Clerk, Union Offlcee, Ban-
ibury.

Feb. 17.—'Leiceateirshire Granite and Granite
ChiiTvpings; selected Ironstone Slag, free from
comb; bewt iDeirby Limeeitxme; Broken Pit or Dug
Flintt^ and bft«t brigili't i*it Hoirgin aijd SiHingle;

o^irtage of tJlie laibove mateirials (One Yoar).—'For

the King:^hury (Middlesex) Urban District
Council.--iH. H. TurneT. Clerk, Council Ollicee,

Kingsbury IRoad, Kingsbury.

Feb. 21.—Granite, Limct^tone. Slflg, Basalt, Tjurped
Limestone. Tarred fvlair, RtJincd Tar, Pitch.
iKcTb, Clvannel, Sand, and Stoneware Pipes (One
Yoar).—tt'or the rol;>over Urban iXistrict Council.
—J. F. Wardle, Town Surveyor, Council Ofllces,

JJoLiovor.

Feb. 2 2.—Girainvte and Slag (One Year), to l>o

lieHvered ^t various stations and wharves In Uio
district of Bridgnorth.—For tJie RuniJ District
Council.—-F. iRichardis. Surveyor, iBri'dunortih.

Feb. 2 3.—Granite macadam and ehippings; Mac-
clesfield macadam and ehippinga; limestone mac-
adam and ehippings; 6-in. grit stone setts; sani-
tary pipes (One Year).-For the Marplc Urban
District Council.—D. J. Diver, v'^urveyor. Council
Ofiices. Marple.

Feb. 24.—Granite Slag *and TaTTCil Maoa<!am, to
be KleliveiVMl at v^iriou.*! railway stations in tlie

district. Team ila^bour necessary in cartjng tJie

miateriial on to the roads w.here required (One
Year).—-For the iRotliorhaim Jt.ural Distri«-t

<*ounril.—^Oxlcy and Cow^ird. CUtK'; to the
<'oiiiici. r>. Westgi'tc, Rotiherlmm.

STORES. .

Feb. 9.—»MateriaIs required during the year ending
.March al, 191S—namely, broken granite, tarred
flag, kerbs, setts, .stoneware idpes and gullies,

cement, hire of steam roau rtiiUr. p;teh and
creosote oil, disinfectants, scavtnging biHX>ms.
iron castings, provender, and t« am labour.—For
the Iriam Uri»an District Council.—R. H. Win-
terboltom, Surveyor, Council Offlces, IrLun.

Feb. 13.—Alaterials (One Year).—Tar; Tar-aiiray-
ing; Granite and Chijipings; Harney; Cartage—
iHouee Refuse Removal, General and Piece-work;
Foraige; Disinfevtants; Coke.—For the Sout^-
gate Urban Di.^rict Council.—A, K. Lauder,
Clerk, Counoil Oflices, I'almer's GreOTi

Feb. 13.—Stores and Materials (One Yesir) and
iExeeution o<f Work (One Ye^ir).—Stopee, TooUi,
etc. ; Stonef\varc Pi]»es, Gully Traps, elc. ; Port-
land Cement: Hoil-c and St<i;im Coal aod Gas
Coke; Flints. Gravel, and Sund : Broken Gmmte;
Kerb. Oliannel and Crossing**; Tar-paving Mate-
rials: Tar-pa\ing O.aid): Collection and I»8K)eal
of ^louse .R<-*fuse; Hire of Horses, OsLrt*, and
-Men ; cati-tge of Highway Materials.—For the
Mitcham Urb:in Dis-trict Council.—Council Offices,

Vestry Hall, Mitcham.

Feb. 19.~Suj>jdy of Rondistone and Setts; Kerb-
.itone. Flags, etc.; iS'ag or Furnace I>rof*;
T;trreid Slag and Limestone ; PitcJi^ Creosote Oil,

and Refined Tar : Sand and GraTe.1 ; DmlTiasge
Pipe's, eUi.: Blue Channel Bricke ; Bricks;
Cement; Brooms; Paint.";: Picke nn»tl Shovels:
Oi's. p.:>jrafliT and Cotton W;ist*'i?; Disinfectant*
<One Year.)—For the iDonc':ist<r CoriKwation.

—

•R. (E. Ford. AjM.LC.iE.. Acting 2kiTuugh Sur-
veyor, Mansrion Ho«.<c, Donca.^er.

1^ c

Mr. J. W. r/aj]>l<>n. iiig^hways surveyor to the
Flaxbon Rural District CV^uncil, has boon voted
a bonus of £10 \)cv annum.

The St. Aiisrtell Ui4>nn Dastrict Counoil have
agreod bo a eoliwiie for the ereotion of an ifo'.a-

tioTi hospital for t-wonty beds.

The death in action is announoed of P(p.
Daniel Kihv.ird Watiioy (Royal Frsiliers), only
son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Daniel Watney,
4a. Kroderick'ts Place. EC.
At tIhe request of tihe Ministry of Miini'tions.

"he Fine Art Society. Ne-w IJond Streot, will

open .an exJiibitaon next Saturday of Mr. Jose.ph
I'ennell's drawings and lithc^pajihs of war work.

The worst salt sul»:dence of the l;a*%t twoiity
yeans ooourrcd last Friday moniiiig on London
Road, Northwioh. The cnackii extond a hundre*!
yards. A crater 60 ft. ionp and 70 ft. wido thas

swallowed up the road surface, and somo ai)ut-

mente of tiho bridge crossing tftie riv«r Dane
Jiave sunk <in tilie oavity. Tftie road ia com-
pletely blocked.

A requisition was presented to the Loixl

Maj-or of Dublin last Friday asking him Uy

euninion a conference to oonsidiSr the question

of housing in the city wit3i a view U> pa-opaTring

CL plan for its solution ^at tihe end of tlie war.

The requisition iboare tjio aignilures of tJho trwo

Artdibishops of Dublin. Sir Etlward Oaraon, the

six momboi-fi for tilio Hty and CVmnty of Dublin,

t*he Recorder of Dublin, and otliew.

M. Auguste Ro<lin. the groa-t sculptor, was

married on January 50 to MUo. Rose Boufre.

at his honso at Mcndoii. M. (ienientel.

Minister of Commene. ond M. DaJimier.

Under-Secretary of Fine Art^, took part in

the ceremony. Augusto RodUn was Ix^rn in

1840, and during the siege of Pari.-* served

as a corptn-al in the National Guard. He hatl

a long struggle to eooure recognition, and tJi<*

(lishoartening experi'>nce of having bU work
rejected time after time by the Salon.

Also at DEPTFORD,

LIVERPOOL, BRISTOL

^
FRED'^BRABY&C^
TANK MAKERS

LONDON.

m ^
GLASGOW, FALKIRK,

BELFAST, & DUBLIN.

\
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Mr. Edwin Savill's paper on the De-

fence of the RestLm Acquisition of Land
Act, read at the Sur'v-eyors' Institution on

Jlonday night, is a verj- timely and valu-

able one. Mudi controversy marked tlie

passage of the Bill tlirough both Houses
of Parliament, and more would have hin-

dered its discussion had not the Depart-
iiient concerned—wiser for once than mo.st

others—taken the sensible step of submit-

ting tlie first draft to the mertibei-s of the

Council of the Surveyors' Institution, and
subsequently a later draft to the Counoil

it.self. The assistance rendered ouglit to

induce tlie Department concerned ^nd
others to adopt a similar course always.

Had they done .so from the beginning of

the war we should have been saved much
waste^ many blunders, and some scandals.

When we remember that 150,000 acres of

land have been taken over by the Govern-
ment since the war started, and that the

annual value of buildings thus acquired is

approximately two and a-haif millions

sterlin.g, it may be taken for granted that
readers professionally concerned wjll have
some problems to ' consider and some
hitches to straighten out. By such, and
by aU concerned, Mr. Savill's luminous
notes will be found most helpful, and we
congratulate the Surveyors' Institution

on its addition to the excellent list of
papers it has been able to maintain
during the present session.

lyancashire progress, and to turn the site

into a mere tramway shunting centre of

lines and loops, is like using honey to

grease the wheels of a handcart. Ju^t
now art is overshadowed by the war, in

which it helps to the best of its limited

I
ability, but it may surely meekly plead

again.S't the possible vandalism of an un-
curbed utilitarian invasion at a time
when the hand of man is held back fi-<im

the arts of peace."

Tfie War Office seems to have acted with
commendable pi'omptness in issuing the

recent timber regulations. It seems tliat

it teoame known in official quarters late

on Saturday week that Germany had de-

claimed Swedish timber contraband. Public

knowledge of this enemy proclamation
would almost certainly have led to a rapid

inflation of prices in the timber markets.

The effect of tliis Order, by whicli the Waa'
Office, using its powers under the Defence

of the Realm Regulations, on the follow-

ing Monday took over all stocks of soft-

sawn timber in the countrj', was to pre-

vent artificial forcing-up of timber prices.

Thereby the National Exchequer will be

saved considerable sums, for the Govern-

ment is now the biggest pui-chaser of v.tsod

in this countTv.

judges to range at will over some centuries

of ancient learned lore. But, of course,

all these old autliorities were on tlie sij:le

of the Lords of the Land. So it was'

solemnly decided that tlie lease threw a

primary obligation on the tenant to do

these repaire, wliidh he was not bound to

perform until the landlord supplied the

materials. This was the view of two
judges, but the third held it was tJie land-

lord's coveai.ant as to materials which
came firet. Now the case goes back to the

Arbitrator to act on the ruling of the

majority and to see what he can make of

it. Yet, if the lease had been worded in

plain English all tJiis bother would have
been saved. These problems to find out
the intentions of tlie parties are certainly

not sat by those parties themselves. Some
people think they are arranged by the

lawyers for other lawyers to unravel at

tlieir leisure. We foresee that, at the end
of this needless litigation, tlie really

burning question will be : which side is to

pay the costs of all this waste of leg.al

argument and judicial learning.

Very proper protests are being made by
some of the architects of Manchester
against the latest proposals of one of the
City Council's committees to turn the in-

firmary site into a tramway centre. The
embarrassments of Cottonopolis with re-

gard to the site have been many, but
surely this scheme will be reconsidered ?

We entirely endorse' the plea of Mr.
Richard Anderton, A.R. I.E. A., who,
writing from 187, Market Road, Ashton-
under-Lyne, to the Manchester Guardian
of Monday last, says:—"It would be re-

grettable almost to sacrilege to cripple the
future of this site by embarking upon a

short-sighted policy at this stage. To lose
the splendid opportunity of creating a
civic centre, a worthy nucleus in the
shining and far-reaching nebula of our

Covenants to repair in leases still seem
to hold the field for the encouragement of

costly litigation. Their consitruction by
the Courts is of mucli practical and pecu-

niary interest to property owners and to

the building trades. In tJie recent case of
" Westacott ' V. Hahn " we have a good
example of the law at its woi-st and cost-

liest. In liis judgment, the Lord Chief

Justice, with unconscious humour, said

the " problem was to find out the intention

of the parties " from the wording of the

lease. This pretty pix>blem had been re-

ferred to arbitration, which was for the

time suspended in order that the High
Court might be consulted. Yet it all looks

simple enough as a matter of business.

The tenant covenanted to do repaii-s, he
" being allowed all necessary materials for

that purpose " by the landlord. The
whole point was whether this obligation to

supply the materials was a covenant by
the lessor to do so, or only a condition of

the lessee's covenant to repair. It was a
truly technical point, and it enabled the

One method of accelerating the artistic

impulse, and one that would seem to offer

great possibilities, has, says the American
A rch itect, been adopted in the , South
American city of Buenos Ayres. That
municipality exemjjts from taxation eacli

year the most beautiful building erected

dui'ing the preceding twelve months, and
in addition awards a medal to the archi-

tect. A more direct form of encourage-

ment, or one that would possess a greater

appeal for the average owner, it would be
difficult to devise. It is possible that the

decoration of the architect may be un-

necessary to the success of the plan, but
doubtless it is with the idea of taking

cognisance rather than paying a reward
that the medal is bestowed. The plan
might well receive consideration by muni-
cipalities in this country. Then, possibly,

the average citizen would learn to appre-

ciate the inherent as well as the commer-
cial value of good ai-chitecture to an ex-

tent that might render unnecessary the

offer of any special prize or distinction to

induce him to co-operate in the production

of architecturally meritorious buildings.

The sending of rolling stock to France
has brought about, ae was inevitable, sevi-
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(JUS congestion on the railways. Are we
making full use of our other modes of

transport? A speech last week of the

Ohaii-nian of the Rochdale Canal Com-
pany sugaiests, and we believe rightly,

tliat we are not. He complained that for

some time one-half of the company's fleet

had been idle owing to the sliortage of

labour. As usual, the canals are beinj;

asked to relieve the railways, while the

military are talcing more and more men.

That the two things are incompatible does

not seem ap])arent to the authorities, nor

do they see how serious are the inactions.

Hir Norman Hill U'lls us tliat the slowness

in loading and unloading ships reduces

\ei'y heavily the ef[icien<y of our morcan-

tile marine, every ton of which is precious

in these critical months. The warehouses

and whai-ves are loaded with goods be

cause the railways have not the rolling

stock to remove them. Meanwhile tlK'

<anals, which could help, and so release

nrerchant ships, are compelled to ke<'p

JiaU their fleet idle for lack of labour.

In the report of their prot^eedings

<luring the past year the Employers' Par-

liamentary Council express the opinion

tliat when the time comes for taking stock

of the nation's industrial resources, in

view of the universal competition which

will rule the markets of the world, it will

be found that any return, oven on a small

scale, to the conditions whidi governed

national production in the period Ixjfore

the war would be disastrous and possibly

fatal to British interests both at home

and abroad. It may, say the Council, be

assumed as extremely unlikely thait the

systematic restriction of output which

prevailed before the war, and is, un-

happily, still existent, will ever again

find favour in this country outside the

ranks of the labour unions. There is

evidence on every hand of the growing

feeling of distrust in the old methods of

labour unionism. The fact of thx>se

methods having to be abandoned to meet

national necessities has impressed itself

strongly even on the minds of those who
formerly excused them as promoting the

interests of labour. The demand that

after the war laliour sliall t^ike a larger

share of the profits of industry, a demand
that has been eiidoi-sed by several members

of the Government, and with which sj-m-

]>atliy has been expressed in many influ-

ential quarters, is one to which no reason-

able exception can be taken, provided that

labour, earnestly and whole-heart<'dly.

performs its part in th<' general scheme

of production, and thus establishes a good

title to tlie claim for greater remunera-

tion. A high standard of production can

Ix! maintained only if the enei-gies of

capital and labour alike are exerted to

their utmost oapacity. Whatever the

conditions under which various industi-ies

are condu< ted in the future, whether sys-

t<>ms of cx>-partnei-ship, or profit-sliaring,

or wages, the effort evei-ywhere will have

to lx> of a generally .sympathetic and high-

spiritetl character if all concerned are to

benefit in the shajie of increased gains.

It has been frequently suggested of late

that the war has broken down class bar-

riers, and tliat the old eJement of sus-

picion, which it is alleged pervaded the

relations between rich and poor, capital

and labour, will have disa]>peared wlien

the ordinary life of the nation is re-

sumed. If tliis should pixjve to be so, and
all classes unite in the common aim of

ensuring the nation's prosperity and pro-

gress, thei-e will be no room for strife and

strikes, but each and all will be animated

by mutual trust, and strive for the best

results which friendly conibiniation and

(•o-operation can hope to achieve. If it is

not so we are on the eve of an upheaval,

the perils of which will far exceed tboae

of the present troublous time.

h—^»m—t

A WORTHY WAR MEMORIAL.
We expressed our opinion in our i.ssue

of .January 3 last that it was none too
early to consider the nature and location

of the great central war memorial wliich

we take it will be set up in the capital of
the Empire to perpetuate the remem-
brance of the heroism of its citizens in the
world-wide struggle that is being waged in

defenw of all that is sacred to liberty,

against the allies of the powers of darkness
and barbarism, and we rejoice greatly to

find that a prominent firm of arc]iit«cts

are first in the field with a suggestion that

will appeal to every Briton. With the

great Abbey Churoli of Westminster are

intertwined the undving memories of those

who through many centuries have best

served England. Within its walls sleep

the greatest of her kings, the stoutest of

her warriors, and the most famous of all

who have given life, or life service, for her
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weal. For years past it has been mani-
fest that the limits of the great churt-h

as regards space for the graves or
cenotaphs of our gi'eat dead were fast

closing. From time to time suggestions

.ha\ie been made with the view of providing

a memorial cliapel for the leception of

national memorials as an adjunct to the

Abbey, some of which ha.ve been illusitrated

in our own pages. To all of these objec-

tions of various kinds have W'en taken, on
better or worse grounds, but we can

see none that should hinder the adoption
of the scheme we herewitli illustrat*, by
tlie courtesy of the Daily Chronicle, and
with the proposition of which Messi"s.

William Woodward and Sons are first in

the field.

The suggestion as regards location is, of

course, not new, as the Daily Chronicle

points out, but tlie opportunities for com-
passing it and the method of utilising

them are, and we certainly regi-et to see

it stated by our contemporary that the

present Abbey authorities lare not in

favour of a memorial chapel to be erected

in connection with the great building of

which tihey are the guai-dians." They are

not so large-minded as tJie late Deans
Stanley and Bradley, who wei-e both

. strongly in favour of the sc-heme. The
matter, however, is not one for the Abbey
authorities to settle, but for Parliament
and the Governments of the Empire. That
the nation and its representatives will re-

ceive Messrs. Woodward and Sons' sugges-

tion with sympathetic approval we cannot

but feel certain, and the more so because

their idea is presented in a practical and
really artistic form, combining the pro-

vision of a great national requirement with

that of a most desirable metropolitan im-
provement.
If any readers will take a walk to Mill-

bank, as far as the Victoria Tower, they

will see a block of mean-looking buildings

(the property of the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners), facing Abingdon Street and
extending southwards from the Chapter
House of the Aljbey to Great College

Street. These buildings constitute a

blot upon the surroundings which have,

during the last few years, been, at great
cost, so much improved. The removal of

these buildings would open up to public
view the ancient wall enclosing the fine

old " Abbey Garden," now buried taw-ay at
the side of the mews which runs along at
the rear of the buildings proposed to be
demolished. The fine trees in this garden
would then be seen from Abingdon Street,
and there would also be exposed to view
the old "Jewel House," which is also now-
covered up by these obstructive build-
ings, which, we understand, the Eccle-
siastical Commissioners themselves are
proposing to pull down, and to let the site
on a building lease. It will be seen by the
plan that the Chapter House (which was
opened up a few years ago by the removal
of old buildings) would then form the
central feature between Henry VII.
Chapel and the proposed Memorial
Chapel.
In 1890 and 1891 a " Royal Commission

on the present want of space for Monu-
ments in Westminster Abbey " sat, and
much interesting evidence was given
before it by architects and by distin-
guished clergy and laymen, and it was
then agreed that tliere was not space for
many moi-e memorials in the Abbey itself,

and that there should be no interference
with the present Abbey monuments. The
idea then was that a Memorial Chapel for
future monuments should be provided,
that it should be erected as an adjunct to
the Abbey, and that it should provide for
monuments for the next hundred or two
hundred years. The then Archbishop of
< 'anterbury said that it should be a build-

ing sacred in the sense " that it should be
l>ossible to be used for services like the
rest of the Abbey, as any of the chapels
might be."
The proposed chapel would be

reached from the Abbey through the door-

way leading to the east walk of the
" Great Cloisters," and by the " Vesti-

bule " from that walk through the Chap-
ter House. It could also be reached
through the doorway into the Chapter
House from the south transept of the
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Abbej-. The new vestibule would be
reached through an opening to be made in
one bay of the Chapter House, wliich
would be formed without any interference
with the window above, and a principal
iMitrance and exit are shown by the jmitIi
next Old Palace Yard, which provides also
for caniages.
Memorials to Lord Kitchener, Nurse

Cavell, Captain Fryatt, and the many
other heroes, naval and military, who
I-.ave fallen in the war, would "be the
first to find a place in the Valhalla;
and the monument to King Edward
VII. might very well be placed there
instead of in Waterloo Place, as now
proposed, unless, of course, it is to bo an
equestrian monument.
We quite conceive that modifications

"f the plan may be found necessary
when a detailed survey is made, and
w^^ suggest that the authorities concerned
should facilitate the preparation of such
liy Messrs. William Woodward and Sons,
Ml readiness for its final presentation to
I'arliament at an early ))eriod.

THE ARCHITE(;T and the TIIEAIRE*
By W. A. RoTiEit'isoN.

Although we havo evidence that until
within tlie last ceintury architects were em-
jjloyed by the giants of tlie profession of
scenic artists, the architect of to-day is not
MsuaJly employed in collaboration with the
M-enic artist.

The claim of the architect that scenic de-
sign is part of his profession and birthright
lan be sustained by precedent as far back
.19 the days of ancient Greece. The actor-
manager of the ancient Greek clas.'nc theatre
must undoubtedly have been a client that
I lie architect of that day thought well worthy
of cultivation, his scenery being of no frail
canv:L3 and paint.

Travelling down through the history of the
Middle Ages, when the monastic ""

archi-
tect" would, no doubt, gratuitou.sly supervise
the setting of the Miracle plays, we have
many examples existing of the close connec-
tion between the architects of the Renais-
sance iiiid the theatre. Palladio's " back-
oloth," built in stone, is still the set scene
.it Vicenza, and numerous dra.wings are to
be seen of Inigo .Jones' work 'or the com-
mand performance of the first Charles.

Recently in one of the largest towns in the
provinces I sat in a music-hall which had
been built to the design of, and, what is
even more important, been dcc^irated by, our
finest civic architect. The front of the 'house
possessed a charm which, unfortunately, was
utterly destroyed on the rise of the curtain,
when the usual back-cloth was displayed dc-
)iicting a room redolent of the ino4 offensive
rococo decorations. This particular back-
cloth, painted for the opening of the theatre
upon its completion some four or five years
ago, was typical of its successors. What an
npiwirtunity the management had mis-sed for
•ipplying their architi»c,t's criterion of gond
taste to the stage side of the proscenium so
that it harmoni.sed with the autitonuni.
The whole education of the architect,

\yhich is one of the most liberal in the world,
fits him for the position of art critic 'in the
theatre. His sure sense of perspective and
linowledge of archaeology would relieve the
historic play of many of its nightmares, if

only ho had some say in the matter of the
Hcuracy of the scenic arti.<?t's designs. His
lire-eminence in archnjology and perspective
liaye been readily reali-sed and utilised hy
painters of large pictures.
The architect might well find a further field

of operation in his daily professional work,
ill the matter of supervising stage scenery.
Should the setting be a garden, he has at
his finger-tips the correct method of depict-
ing an herbaceous border, a yew-hedge, or a
fountain, .^iid to design for a .'cenic artist a
nicdia'val castle would be to him a delight-
ful change from the utilitari.-ui business
premises he designs to meet present-day re-

From Draving.

quirements ; the stage would thus bectuiie

I he happy inheritor of those dream castles

and cathedrals which are too costly to be
built of solid stone.

The charm of Mr. Gordon Craig's work,
which is so universally admired, is due in

a large degree to the feeling of architec-

tural solidity which it conveys: the fact

that he was not trained as an ardhitect I

ha\e a'.ways felt rather added to the great-

jiess of his genius.

It will be argued by the producer and the
stage-manager also that the conditions govern-
ing siCenic design are so entirely different

from those under which an architect's work
is produced thait he would fail to grasji the

limitations under which they labour. 'J'nere

need be no fear that these permanent limita-

tions would be an obstacle to a man who has
found that every new commission he received

bristled with hitherto un^iiet limita.tions of

a much more rigid nature, and upon the

succe-ssful surmounting of which his profes-

sional career depended.

It would be strange if a man who can
design and erect a sanatorium or a univer-

sity without having been either a patient in

one or a student in the other should find

a great difficulty in adapting himself to the
controlling elements of scenic dosign, and I

am looking forward to the time when an en-

terprising manager will give architects a
chance of showing their adaptability to the
requirements of the stage and surprise

everybody by their fuller grasp and utilisa-

tion of ail its possibilities.

->-••«

SO.ME NOTES ON THE DEFENCE OF
THE REALM (ACQUISITION OF

LAND) ACT, 1916.*

By EDWIN SAVILL (Member of Coi-ncil).

When - considering how to deal with a
paper on this subject, I thought of writing
a short history of the events which led up
to the need for the Act. This might pos-
sibly have been of interest, but when I had
completed my notes upon the Act itself I

realised that your patience would be fully

taxed in ligtening to them, and as it is not
material to the subject under discussion. I

reluctantly decided that the history should
be omitted. I should, however, like to

draw attention to the huge increase in the
area of the property under the control of

Government Departments; to the increase in,

or rather the creation of, the Lands Branch of
the War Office and the Ministry of Muni-
tions, now happily amalgamated; to the
work of organisation, construction, and con-
trol, and to the resultant difhculties and
successes. But I will nierelv beg vou to

dwell on the fact that 150.000 acres of land
have been taken over since the beginning
of the war. and that the annual value of
buildings acquired during the same period
is approximately £2.500.000.
The reasons for the introduction of llie

Bill were clearly set out in the memorandum
attached thereto. The main object was the
protection of the State against the loss it

might have incurred owing to the fact that
buildings of various kinds erected on land
belonging to jirivate owners, possibly with
v.aluablo machinery attached, would in the
ordinary course have reverted to the owners
of the land. No doubt, under the Defence
of the Realm Acts, whose buildings could
be removed, but in many instances they
are of great value where they stand, and,
if removed, would be of little value. Busi-
nesses having a potential value to the State
have been created, and without such an
Act as this they might have been destroyed
or have passed gratuitously into the hands
of the owners of the land.

I need not follow the progress of the
Bill through both Houses of Parliament,
although the debates were of great interest.

Much matter for controversy arose, but
much was avoided by reason of the Depart-
ment taking what we must consider the

• Read at the Oidinaiy General Meetins of the
SnrTeyors' Institution, held on Monday, Febiaary 12,

1917.

very wise course of referring the first draft
to two members of our Council, and, subse-
quently, a later draft to the Council itself.

One can only wish other Dejiartments \\'ould

more freely consult this Institution upon
technical matters. I feel sure that I may
say on behalf of this Institution that the
unique knowledge and experience which is

-

here available would always be placed en-

tirely at the sei'vice of the Department, and
that all questions referred to the Institu-

tion would invariably be considered judici-

ally and from the point of view of the
national interest, without regard to any poli-

tical party or selfish considerations.

With these few remarks I will come to the

Act itself.

Sections 1 and 2.

Give powers to certain Goveinment De-
partments already in temporary ]>osse6sion

of any land to conitinuo the occupation for a

certain period after the war, and during tliat

time to remove any buildings which have
been erected at the expense of the State.

Land.—Under Section 12, Soibsectioii (1).

land is .stated to include any building, or part

of a building, any pier, jetty, or other

structure on the shore or bed of the sea or

any river, and any easement or right over or

in relation to land.

Section 1.

Subsection (1).—The powcre under this

section relate to any land of wliich possession

has been taken during the course of the war
or within the week immediately preceding its

commencement. Tlie ruling date, therefore,

is .luly 28, 1914.

Possession must have been taken of the

land by or on behalf of a Government de-

partment for purposes connected with the

present war, whetlier in exercise or purported

exercise of aiiy prerogative right of His

Majesty, or of any powers conferred by or

under any enactment rebating to the Defence

of the Realm, or by agiwment or otherft-ise.

The Government 'dep;irtnient in possession

may, after the termination of the war, c<'n-

tiiiue in possession for a period not exceeding

two years, and, with the consent of th'>

R.,aihvay and Canal Commission, referred to

as " tlie Commission," for a further period

not exceeding three years, making five years

in Jill.

The department must be in posscesion at

the tciTivination of the war.

A certificate by any Government depart-

ment shall be prima facie evidence that the

land is in possession of the department.

(Section 10 (a).)

The period of two years runs from the

tcirniination of the war. To extend this

lieriod the department must make application

to t.ho Coinniissi<m six months before its

tonnination. and the continuance of occupa-

tion can only be with its consent, the de-

])artment having to show that it is necessary

or expedient in the national interest.

The occupying department may transfer

jKissession Ui" the -Admiralty, Army Council,

or Minister of Munitions.

There are at least three points upon this

subsection which appear to me to require

clearing up :

—

1. Nothing is said as to the owner or

former occupier of the land having tli« right

to appear before the Commission to protest

against the continuance of the occupation

aft^'r two vears. One niu.<«t iissumc that he

would bo given such right, and that the Com-
mission would take into consideration his

objection.

2. The same omission applies to the provi-

sion that the certificate of a Government de-

department is iirinia facie evidence that the

department is in possession. This question

is likely to lead to much dispute, and tlie

owner should certainly be lieard.

The words " during the course of the

w.ar " will at some future time need defini-

tion.

3. Apparently the occupying department
can give up jiossession of the land at any
time without notice. This is hardly reason-

able, because it would almost certainly entail

the loss of rent to the owner, even if he

knew the land had been vacated, but in many
cases he would not know. I have already
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<?ome across in5tance.s where the owner is un-

certain whether his land is in military occu-

pation or not. Notice has been given to take

ihe land, it has been occupied, and subse
quently the troops have left, but no notice

having been given to the owner, he does not
know whether the vacation is temporary or

permanent, and consequently he dare not let

his land, and it remains idle and gets into

bad condition. If the vacation proves to be

permanent he loses his rent, and the strange

pait about it is that he is unable to ascertain

what is the position. In some cases, no
doubt, tie length of the notice to be given

might form part of the terms and conditions;

but it would have been reasonable to have
])laced the obligation upon the department of

giving notice witliin tliree months of the ter-

mination of the war of their desire to continue

in possession

Subsection (2).—The occupying department
may, while the land remains in occupation,

exercise such powers as were exerciseable

'during its occupation in war time for the pur-

pose.s of tlie Defence of the Realm, subject, as

regards tlie closing of public highways, to Sec-

tion 6 (3), and as regards the removal of

buildings subject to Section 2.

The owner and occupier of adjotning lands

are within certain limits safeguarded under

(a) and (b), which provide that where, but

for the powers contained in this Act, they

would have been entitled to restrain the user,

they shall under the Act be entitled to com-

pensation during the period of occupation for

pollution, abstraction, diversion of w-ater,

damage by noxious fumes, and injury to

property caused by accident due to the exer-

cise of such powers.

Subsection (3).—Provides for the payment

of rent and compensation, the amount, failiuL;

agreement, to be determined in accordance

with the provisions of this Act.

The wording of this subsection presents

many difficulties. The occupying department

shall pay rent in respect of any land which

continues in its occupation, "and such con-

tinuance shall be upon and subject to such

terms and conditions as to compensation or

othcr\vise (including compensation for any

depreciation attributable to works and budd-

ings not removed)," etc.

The owners appear to be in a very in-

vidious position. They have for the most

part given the departments a free hand, that

is to say, they have made no objection to the

free exercise of all departmental powers, ind

rents and compensation in many cases have

been nominal. Many owneis are no doubt

anxious to regain possession of their land at

the earliest moment compatible with national

interest. No provision is made for the occu-

pying department at the termination of the

war to give notice to the owner that occupa-

tion is to continue. Presumably it may con-

tinue automatically for two years, the de-

partment having the power to abandon the

land before the termination of the two years.

Provision is made for fixing the rent, but the

terms and conditions as to compensation or

otherwise would appear to have to be fixed

at the beginning of the continuance. In ordi-

nary circumstances it would seem desirable

that the compensation should be settled at the

time of the subject-matter of the compensa-

tion arising. Compensation for consequential

damage might be fixed at the time of the con-

tinuance, but compensation for damage to the

land for buildings not removed at the expira-

tion of the holding should be fixed when the

occupation ceases. Owners will need to be

very carefully advised if in fixing the terms

many items of compensation are not to be

omitted.
The amount of rent is, to a certain extent,

governed by paragraph. 6 of the Schedule, ap-

preciation or depreciation caused by acts or

works of the Government upon it or neigh-

liouring lands not being taken into considera-

tinn.

Section 2.

Subsection (1).—Under this subsection the

deoartment has the right after the termina-

tion of the war, and while it remains in occu-

pation of the land, to remove any buildings or

other works it has erected for purposes in

connection with the war, or buildings or works
erected with the consent of the department

at the expense of some person not interested

in the land. Provided that (a) where the
building or work was erected partly at the ex-
pense of the landowner, or (b) where under
an agreement with the department the land-
owner is entitled to the building or work, the
department shall not have power to remove
the building without the consent of the land-
owner.

Nothing in this subsection shall prejudice
the right of the department where, under an
agreement, the department has the right of re-
moval.

It appears obvious that the department
must retain possession of all land upon which
buildings have been erected pending a deci
siou as to whether the buildings are worth
removing, and, in cases where it is decided
to remove, the department must retain pos-
session until the removal is completed. Thi':
will necessarily entail great delay in the re-
linquishment of land for which, but for this
clause, the department would have no further
use. Where buildings occupy a small por-
tion of the land only, it would seem advisable
tor the department and the owner to come to
an ai-rangement whereby the owner should re-
take possession subject to the department's
right to remove the building within a fixed
time. By this means the country would besaved a considerable sum in rent.

Subsection (2).—Wliei-e any building or
vork has been removed under this section,
the department Sliall restore the land to its
>rigmal condition, or compensate the owner
'or depreciation caused by the disturbance
>f the soil.

It must be remembered that the continu-
ince ot possession after the war shall be upon
terms and conditions as to compensation or
Hherwise as shall be agreed or arbitrated
-ipon. Section 2 (2) makes provision only for
-einstatement of. or compensation for, the
listurbance of the soil where buildings or
vorks have been removed, but nothing is said
IS to reinstatement of, or compensation for.
the distarbance of tlie soil on other parts of
the land. For example, where lands are
!sed for an aerodrome a fev/ Sheds are erected,
^nd if they are removed, the land upon which
tihey stood has to be reinstated or the owner
?om.pensated, but that is a very small part
>f the damage. Ditches may have been filled
<n, drains blocked, hedges removed, and tim-
ber felled. I assume that if the land is given
lip at the termination of the war, the owner
vould be compen.'^ated for all these things by
the Defence of tlie Realm (Losses) Commis-
sion ; but if the department continues in pos-
session after the war, then all these matters
•nust be arranged for in settling the terms of
the continuance. If they are omitted, no
"ompensat'on need be paid.

Subsection (3).—This deals with the re-

moval of buildings and works from commons,
ind apparently safeguards all interests of the
public.

Subsection (4).—-Protects the department
from claims upon buildings, fixed or attached,
machinery, or plant, by mortgagees or others,

beyond the ow-ners of the land, who may be
interested in the land.

Section 3.

Deals witli the purchase of land, and, un-
like the preceding sections, wh'ch come into

force only on the termination of tlie war, this

section came into force upon the passing of

the Act, and gives powers to the Govern-
ment to purchase (a) any land in the ]X)sses-

sion of an occupying department or any in-

terest in such land ; (b) any land on, over, or

under which any buildings, works, or im-

provements have, for purposes connected
with the present war, been erected, con-

structed, or made, wholly or partly at the

expense of the State, or any interest in .such

land. The powers are limited in time to

within three yeaJs of the termination of the

war.
For the purpose of 'the acquisition of land

the provision of the Lands Clauses Act shall

be incorporated with this .\ct subiect to the

modifications contained in the Schedule to this

^ct. Therefore notice to treat can now be

served upon any owner whose land is in the

occupation of oiie of the Government Depart-

ments, or upon which buildings have been

erected by such department. It should be

remembered that a certificate by the depart-

ment is jjrimd facie evidence of its being in

possession of land, but whether this fact has
to be determined before or after the serving of

a notice to treat is not clear, although it seems
desirable that owners should comply with the

provisions of the Lands Clauses Act even
though it is considered advisable to dispute

the otcupation.

Subsection (2).—This subsection gives power
to the department to acquire any adjoining or

neighbouring land (whether belonging to the

same owner or not), or any right of access or

other right which appears to the Commission
to be reciuired for the proper enjoyment of

the land so acquired, but this power can bo
exercised only during the present war or

within three years after its termination.

Again, there is doubt as to whether the

notice to treat is to include adjoining land be-

longing to the same owner, and, if so, whether

this has to be the subject of a preliminary

inquiry, or is to be dealt with at the hearing

of the case for the acquisition of the land in

the occupation of the department. If it is to

be the subject of a preliminary inquiry, the

rights of the owner to apj>ear and give evi-

dence are not clear. If it is to be dealt with

subsequently it would be necessary for the

arbitrator to give his award subject to the

ruling of the Commission as to the depart-

ment's right to acquire the further land. It

appears desirable that this point should be

determined before any other steps are taken,

otherwise much time and money will in-

evitably be wasted.

Subsection (3) gives power, if the depart-

ment desires, to acquire the mines and

minerals under the land, with such right oi

support as the department deems advisable.

Subsection (6) prevents any person re-

moving, destroying, or altering any buildings,

works, or improvements erected by the de-

partment whilst the rights of the department

to acquire the land remain in force.

Subsection (7) gives power to owners

having the right of sale to grant or demise

the land in perpetuity or for any term of

years with or without a right of renewal, or

to grant the department an option to acquire

the land, but only where such consent is

necessary under the Settled Land Acts, with

the consent of the trustees or with the sanc-

tion of the Coui-t.

Section 4 deals with the manner in which

land acquired by the department may be

used.

Any land which has been acquired under

this .\ct may be used by any Government
department ifor the purpose for which it

was used during the war, or for any other

purpose for which it could be u-sed had the

land been acquired under the Defence Acts

or .Military Lands Acts. The owner has no

power to restrain such user, nor has any

person interested in any neighbouring land,

nor anyone who is entitled to any riparian

rights ; but if, apart from this Act, such

person would have been entitled to restrain

such user, then, if application is made within

three years after the acquisition of the land,

or after the commencement of the user caus-

ing the depreciation, he shall (i.) be entitled

to compensation for damage caused to his

riparian rights, or any breach of a restric-

tive covenant, or the emission of noxious

fumes if the land is used for any purpose for

which it could have been used had it been

acquired under the Defence or Military Lands

Acts, and (ii.) if the land is used for any
other purpose he shall also be entitled to

compensation for damage caused by such

user ; the compensation in either case, in de-

fault of agreement, to be decided in accord-

ance with the provision of this Act. Pro-

vided that—

(a) The department shall have the right

in manner provided by Section 3 of

this Act to acquire land in respect

of whicb a claim for injurious affec-

tion is made;

(b) The owner or person interested shall

have the right to recover damages

for injury to property caused by

accident due to such user;

(Continued on page 150.)
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A PAIR OF WROUGHT IRON GATES, ST. PETER'S. LONDON DOCKS,
SHADWELL, E.—Mr. Maurice J3. Adams. F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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MW LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C— Mr. M. E. Collins, F.R.I.B.A., Architec
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"THE DRESSMAKERS' BALCONY," NEAR THE GRAND CANAL. VENICE.
(The Royal Academy Exhibition of Graphic Art).—From an Etching by Mr. Clii-i-ord Adoams.
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BLOCK OF NEW BUSINESS PREMISES NOW NEARING COMPLETION, KINGSWAY
AND LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C—Mr. M. E. Collins, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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NEW BUSINESS PRE.AllSES NOW NEAR-
ING COMPLETION, KINGSWAY AND
LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, W.C.
The two elevations, with two of the main

plans and a, oix>s8 -section from west to east,

herewith giveii, fairly well show the con-

venient character and architectural style of

thi.'; important and e.vteiisive commercial
building We have elected to give the lower
gromul lloor plan to illustrate what may be
done in the way of direct natural lighting to

a basement, eveiy available use being made
of tJio open area towards the east on the Lin-
coLn's Inn .side. The conveniences are set
below a paved and glazed terrace as well as
side approaches from the pavement level, as
shown by the ground |ilan. The main archi-
tectuTal lines of the favades were determined
by tlioso of the Land Registry Trustees'
office on the Kings^vay. The space is left uii-

I'nclosed, and so set out on the several floors
in <^r(ler tliat tenants may have them cut up
and al'locaited to meet individual require-
ments, flues being provided in the piers be-
tween the windows to permit firejilaces as
desired, the dotted linos on the plans being
merely a suggested way of dividing up for
ordinary office use. Mr. M. E. Collins,
P.R.I.B.A.. of Old Broad Street. E.G., is the
architect. Mr. 0. Grey, of Sliefiherd's Bush.
is the general contractor. Portland stone is

employed for the facing masonry. The Hift»

were supplied bv Messrs. Wavgood-Otis, Ltd.
" Kleino " flooi"ng is used tlirni.ghout, and
Messrs. Hay<va,rd Bros., Ltd.. dil the heat-
ing. At an carlv date we ph.id grive to a
mu<h larger scale elevatinnal details of the
interesting work of tJiis Kingsv.ray building,
which is one of the most satisfactory in that
thoroughfare.

THE DRESSMAKERS' BALCONY, NEAR
THE GRAND CANAL, v'ENICE.

Tliis roprodiuAion is rather i educed from
the original print, but our illustration gives
a g(K)d i<lci,i of the excellence of Mr. Clifford
Addams' etching, now on view in the Royal
.\cademy Exhibition of Graphic Art. The
beautiful arcade and elegantly corbelled bal-
cony is capitally rendered, with > good sense
of lix'al colour. The Palazzo is situated on
the fir.sit cana.l after jiassing the Rialto, going
towards the station on the right, and quite
iioar the Grand Canal. The building, which
is of Renaissiince cliar.icter. nclonged to a
family of cardinals, whose hat may still be
seen sculptured on stone shields, enriching
the fa<;a<lo along Uie upper stages. Below
the hat is ca.r\'e<l a curious cianc. but we
have been unable to identifv the name of the
origiiiiU owners of the buikling.

THE GRANGE GREAT BARN, ALCIS-
TON, SITSSEX.

The accompanying interior view is repro-
duced fnwn an e.xccllont hand-pi'oduced litho-

graph exhibited at the Royal Academy, in

the Winter Exhibition of Graphic Art, by
Miss Dorot.hy F. Roberts, of Snith Street,
-Chelsea. It represents one of the largest
timber kirns in England, and the finest to be
seen in the South Down county. Miss
Roberts' drawing only shows half of it—or,

rather, less than half of the entire building,
which is T sihaped on plan, possessing the
grandeiu ajmost of a cathedral or a big
church. Certainly the structure is a splen-

did example of early carpentry, and a won-
derful old place, well preserved, but little

laiown and seldom mentioned, even in books
on Sussex. Alciston, spelt in Domesday as
" Al.sitono " and in the viigar tongue
" Ashon," is in the Rape of Pevensey, dis-

tant seven mile.s from Lewes, and h.ird by
the familiar little town of Alfriston, famous
for its anc'cnt " post and panel " viciirage

and "The Star Inn." of which we gave a

prize sketch bv ^liss .To;in V. Brewer in TiiE

Buii.DiNC! News for October 3, 1913. A
furt.her sketch of the same street will be

found in owr i.ssue for .lanuary 14, 1916. The
manor of Alciston formed part of the endow-

ment of B.attle .'Vbbev by V'lliam tbo Con-

queror, and after Henrv VTIL spoilt-d thai

conventual institution the properly went to

the C.agi-s. and now lieloucs o their de.scen-

ilant,s. The principal grange to tlje great

abbey at Battle was "Alciston Pliice." It

t'ontiviiis some interesting architectural

features, and is used as the estate residence.

The church has a dovecote at tlie west end
of the nave roof. The chancel has two
pisciiire, and there are two bells dedicated to

St. .\gatha. Berwick is the nearest railway
station, two mileis off. The roof of the barn
is covered with tiles, which are of a fine dark
red colour. Bolton Abbey Bam is not so

va.st as that at Ailciston, but it is a great
piece of carpentry, and will be found ilhis-

trate<l by sections and details in The Butld-
i\r, New.s for Novemlier 13, 1900. Another
timber barn a.t Laver .Marnej', drawn bv Mr.
Arnold Mitchell, 'F.R.I.B.A.. as R.I.B.A.
silver medal student, appeared in our issue

for .\pril 2. 1886. It has a veiy wide span.
The stono-built barns of Glastonbury and
Wells wore illustrated by us April ?! 1905,
Old ith.iit at Doulting, sketclied by Mr.
'^'inrice B. Adams, was given on August 17,
1894.

A PAIR OF WROIIGHT-IRON GATES,
ST. PETER'S CHURCH, LONDON
DOCKS, E.

This pair of wrought-iron gates occupies
an arohw.ay between the intended narthe.x to
the church and the memorial and groined
baptistry, which was erected some time ago
from the designs of the architeot. Mr. Maurice
B. Adams, K.R.I.B.A. The illu.stration is

self-explanatory, and the work has been
carried out by Me^'ssi's. Hart, Son, Peard and
Co. from the arolnitect's full-size details. The
gates form a grille in the ordinary way, but
when open give access to the baptistry with-
out first going into the nave, to which it

forms an adjuiiot, with ,-i .'^tone stairway lead-
ing to an intended western gailcry when the
proposed new west front is built.

-^"^9*

{<-)

Tliis

OBITUARY.
-Mr. John William Waterhouse, R.A., died

at his house in St. John's Wood on .Saturday,

after a long illness, in his 68th year. His first

picture exhibited at the Royal Academy was
" Sleep and his half-brother Death," in

1874. He was elected an Associate in 1885,

the year of one of his best known-paintings,

the
""

St. Eulalia." " The Magic Circle,"

painted in 1885, which was purchased for

£650 for the Chantrey Bequest Collection,

md "The Lady of Shalott," which was ex-

hibited at the Academy in 1888, were otiurs

of his mo.'it popular works. He became an
R.A. in 1895. His painting, " Hylas and the
Nvmphs," shown at the Royal Academy in

1897, passed into the possession of the Cor-
poration of Manchester, and by the?n was lent

for exhibition in GUusgow in 1901 and at the

Franco-British Exhibition seven years

'"ter. At other loan exhibitions in

Wliitechapel. Manchester, the City of

r.ondon Guildhall, and at Earl's
Court examples of his work have been on
view from time to time. His wife several

t-mes exhibited jiaintings of floral subjects at

the Royal Academy.
»—^a^ <

Till- contract for the erection of 1.000 houses

for the Scottish National Housinjr Coinixiny,

Ltd.. nt Rosyth has. it is learned, been let to

Messrs. HoUoway Brothers, Lki., of London.

Mr. Thomas Ross Salmond. who die^l nt

i}<'lfast on Saturtlay in his ninetieth year, was
resident engineer to the Belfast Harlxiur Com-
Missioners for twenty-ono years, retiring on a

(lension in 1892.

.\t the Defence of the Realm I os?es Com-
mission in London, last Friday, a claim for

€17.500 WHS made against the Home Grown
Timber Committee for Lady C«wdor in respect

of the timber on the Cawdor estate in Scot

land commandeered by the Government. The
tximniittee did not oppose, and the Commission

allowed the amount.

The .\uctionopi-s and Estate Agents' In-

stitute of the United Kingdom has established

!\ War Assistance Bureau, which aims chiefly

it ajsisting those members who are serving

with H.M. Forces, but have been able to Kmvo
a res|ionsible person in cJuirce of their busi-

ness. In those cases tbe Institute, tliiough the

Bureau, is obtaining the assistance of its

menvbors. wherever practicable, without charge,

SOME NOTES ON THE DEFENCE OF
THE RE.\LM (ACQUISITION OF

LAND) ACT, 1916.

(Cont'miud from pa le 139.)-

In the using of the land the provi-

sions of the Alkali, etc.. Works Re-
gulation Act, 1906, and the Rivers
Pollution Prevention Acts, 18(6 and
1893, and of any local Act shall be
complied with, and nothing in this

section shall affect the powers con-

ferred by any Act, whether public,

general, or local, or any local autho-

rity, board of conservancy, or other

public authority in rtepect of the

prevention of the pollution of rivers

or abatement of nuisances caused by

smoke or noxious fumes,

section gives very wide powers to

the department as to user, while the limi-

tations are slight. Under the Defence Act.

1342, the Government may do anything on

the lands taken beneficial to the public ser-

vices, except that land taken under com-

pulsory powers may not be used for the bar-

rack service or for the erection of any bar-

racks thereon.

The Military Lands Act, 1E92, give*

owners and others an opportunity of being

heard at a public lofal inquiry before the

land is taken eompulsorily, the pur|K)se for

which it is required being stated by the

Government. It dees not appear likely that

these provisions would affect this section,

because under it the >nd can be used for

any purpose for which it could have been

(Lsed "had it been acquired," etc., and not

" were it .about to be acquired." It seems

clear tbat, apart from the rights of user

given by the Defence Acts, and 60 autho

rised by this Act, any particular piece of

land can only be used, after acquisition, for

the purpose for which it was used during

the war—that is to say, it cannot be iiscd

for any other purpose" for which it might

have been used when taken under the De-

fence of the Realm Acts, if that purpose is

contrary to tlie Defence and Military Lands

Acts.

User is further restricted by Section 13

(5), which provides that land cannot b«'

acquired compulsorily without the Consent

of the Commissioners if it is required for

purposes other than those for which it can

be acquired under the Defence and Military

Lands Acts.

Section 4, as already mentioned,- limits the

owners' rights to claim compensation for

damage caused by any breach of a restric-

tive covenant, damage to riparian rights,

and damage by noxious fumes, in the case

.-.f land used f(U' such purposes as it could

have been used for had it been acquired

under the Defence and Military Lands Acts,

but no provision ap|)ears to be made for

compensating owners where the purpose for

which the land is used carries with it clear-

ance rights and restrictive rights. MucJi

land has been affected by these rights during

tlie war, as in the case of some seaside

towns, where development has been seriously

interfered with, and whore, unless large

numbers of defence works are to be abaji

doned after the war, very serious loss will

apparently fall upon owners of property in

those localities. There are, no doubt, other

causes of damage to adjoining properties,

such as vibration, for which owners would

have the right of claim but for this clause.

Section 5.

Under this section the Qovernment may at

any time sell, lease, or otherwise dispose

of" the land acquired.

Subsection (2).—Protects the purchaser in

matters connected with the title to the land,

and makes provision for compensating an

owner who establishes an interest in the

land which has not been dealt with.

Subsection (3).—Gives the owmer of land

the right of pre-emption to any land upon

which no permanent buildings have been

erected, or which is not used in connection

with anv permanent buildings. In the event

of the "right of pre emption being declined

by the owner, the offer shall be made to

the person or to the several persons whose

1
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a

lands immediately adjoin the land proposed
to be sold.

Subsection (4).—Gives owners si.x weeks,
after receivin;^ the oiTer, to determine
whether they will exercise their right of
pre-emption or not, the riglit entirely ceasing
at the end of that time.

Subsection (5).—In default of agreement
between the Department and the owner,
the price to be determined under the
provisions of this Act.

Subsection (b).—The last three foregoing
subsections apply to the leasing of land lor a
term exceeding 21 years, except whve the
land is leased for the purpose of its develop-
ment in connection with any factory, build-
ing, camp, or other premises erected o est-
ablished on land retained by the Gov.^r.i.iient.

It is ditiicult to decide how much o.vners
will benefit under this section, as o much
depends upon buildings "of a permanoiit
nature." It is easy to realise the Govern-
ment's difficulty. There are, no doubt, many
cases where buildings spread over the land
of more than one owner, and the right of pre-
emption, could not be given without sacrific-
ing the value of the buildings, but no reason
IS apparent why an owner should not have
been given the right of pre-emption where
the complete set of buildings was wholly upon
Ills land. It is probable that there may be

_
-soriie interesting cases on the question whe'ther
buUdings are of a permanent nature, and
ivhether land is being used in connection with
j.ermanent buildings. Much may be suffered
with complacence from the State, but from
individuals the position is entirely different.
It is assumed -that on all questions of user
after sale or leasing the owner would be free
to take action without consideration of the
provisions of this Act.

It seems clear that under Subsection (5) of
I his section the price to be paid by the owner
sliall be governed by paragraph 6 of the
Schedule without regard to any enhancement
or depreciation attributable to any buildings,
works, or improvements erected on the land°or
any neighbouring land for purposes connected
with the present war. There will no doubt be
cases where the value of the land has been
enhanced or depreciated bv buildings erected
for purposes of the present war. and still
more enhanced or depreciat-ed by buildings
which have been erected since. I envy
ai'bitrators the knotty points they will have to
solve in apportioning the blame'or the praise
to the war and post-war buildings.

Section 6.

Subsections (1) and (2).—These subsections
deal with matters in connection with the in-
terference with public highways by the lay-
ing of tram lines or pipes over and under
them.

Subsection (3).—Where under powers con-
ferred upon the military authorities any public
highway has been closed, it may not remain
closed after the expiration of twelve months
after the termination of the war except with
the consent of the Commission. The Com-
mission, before giving a consent, shall hear
the public authorities interested, " and anv
person interested in any land adjoining any
highway so closed shall be entitled to. . .

compensation."
" So closed " seems to mean closed with

the consent of the Commission, so that for the
first twelve months after the war owners do
not appear to have the right to claim compen-
sation for damage to land affected by the clos-
ing. It is difficult to see any reason for this.

Subsection (5).—Provides that this section
shall not override agreements under which a
time is specified during which tramways, etc.,
may remain upon highways or roadways may
be closed.

Section 7.

This section deals with water and lighting.
and, under certain conditions, allows com-
panies to continue to supply outside their
areas. It is to be hoped that the Commission,
unless there are very good rea.'^ons to the con-
trary, will allow the mains to remain, not only
lor the purpose of supplying the particular
Government factory for which they were ori-
ginally intended, but will also allow them to

be tapped en route where they are of suffi-

cient capacity.

1 he section is an extremely interesting one,

but there is not room to deal with it in this

Paper.
Section 8.

Under this section tlie method of arriving
at the am.ount of compensation is laid down.

Subsection (1).— (a) If both parties agree
within such time as may be allowed by the
Commission, compensation shall be deter-
mined by a single arbitrator agreed by the
parties.

(b) Within such time as may be allowed
by the Commission, at the request of either
party, compensation .shall be determined by
a referee selected by the Reference Conl-
mittee from a panel appointed in the same
way as under Part I. of the Finance (1909-
10) Act, 1910. The referee's decision shall
be final, subject to appeal to the Commission
on any point of law.

(c) In any other case it shall be determined
by the Commission.

These provisions are eminently satisfac-
tory, and if the panel is selected with the
care with which the panel under the Fin-
ance Act was chosen, nothing but good can
result. It has given universal satisfaction,
and I have never heard either its methods
of conducting a case or the fairness of its
findings criticised, and although many
awards have been challenged on points of
law in the Courts, the majority have been
there upheld. In this Act, when an arbi-
trator IS appointed under (a) there is an
appeal to the Courts in the ordinary way.
but where a referee is appointed under (b)
the first appeal is to the Commission.

Subsection (2).—Where questions are re-
ferred to the Commission, the nrovision of
the Railway and Canal Traffic' Act, 1888,
shall apply. The procedure under this Act
IS very similar to that under a Court of
Law;^ there is no appeal from a decision of
the Commission on a question of fact. The
subsection provides that ;

—

(a) The Commission may call in for its
assistance one or more specially
qualified assessors

;

(b) The Commission may hold a local
inquiry, and may delegate its offices
and powers .in holding such local in-
quiry to any one of its members,
or to any officer of the Commission,
or to any person whom it niav direct
to hold the inquiry. The' person
directed to hold the inquiry shall
report the result to the Commission.
The provisions of the Railway and
Canal Traffic Act, 1888, as regards
appeals, shall not apply to these in-
quiries

;

(c) The Commission may act by tw^o of
its members, one of whom" shall be
the judge

;

(d) Deals with the question of costs,
and gives the Commission discre-
tion, &ubjeet to the provision of the
Lands Clauses Acts as modified by
this Act.

^

Section 9 provides for the pavment of sums
awarded to owners.

Section 10.

Gives considerable powders to Government
departments, and this section is set out in
full :—

'" For the purposes of this Act a certificate
by any "Government department

" (a) that possession has been taken of
any land for purposes connected
with the present war : or

" (b) that the departraemt is in possession
of suoh land or is the occupying de-
partment within the meaning of this
Act: or

" (c) tliat any sums therein specified have
been expended by the State in erect-
ing, constructing, or making build-
ings, woi'ks, or improvements for
purposes connected with the present
war on, over, or under any land ; or

" (d) that any such buildings, works, or
improvements have been erected,
constructed or made with the consent
of the occupying department at the

expense of a person not being a per-
.soii interested in the land ; or

" (e) that a railway or tramway has
been laid along, across, over, or
under a public highway, or that a
public highway has been closed, in

the exercise of any prerogative right

of His Majesty, or any powers coii-

•> ferred by or under any enactment re-

lating to the defence of the realm for

purposes connected with the present
war; or

" (f) that watea-, light, heat, or power
has been supplied to any premises
on the requisition or at the request

of a government department for

purposes connected with the preseait

'War

"shall be prima facie evidence of the facts

therein stated."

Section 11.

This section deals with streets, buildings,
or works which are contrary to the provisions
of local by-laws, and should be read carefully,

particularly by those who have erected build-

ings at their own expense, of which the
dejjartment has no power of removal (Section

2 [1]), or where the department does not
remove buildings and the owner is entitled to

compensation for their non-removal (Section

1 [3]), as under this section the public
authority has power to order alterations to

be carried out to make the buildings comply
with the by-laws or to order their removal
after such buildings have passed into private
hands. •

The owner has the right to appeal to the

Local Government Board.

Section 12.

Subsection (1).—Defines " land " as set out
on page 1 of this Paper.

Subsection (3).—Among other definitions

states that the expression " building " in-

cludes machinery and plant fixed or attached
to the building.

Subsection (6).—Provides that a competent
naval or military authority, acting under the
Acts relating to the Defence of the Realm,
shall be deemed to be a Government depart-

ment.
This last subsection is a very important one.

and is likely to give rise to a good deal of

dispute. Under Section 10 a certificate of

any Government department that certain

things have been done shall be prima facie

evidence that they have been done, and this

Section 12 (5) states that a competent naval
or military authority shall be deemed to be a

Government department. Questions will no
doubt arise whether acts done have been done
by a competent naval or military authority

as defined by Clause 62 of the Defence of the
.

Realm Regulations, revised to December 31,

1916. Under that clause the competent
authority must be, as regards the Navy, an
officer not below the rank of lieutenant-com-

mander, and, as regards the Anny, an officer

not below the rank of field officer.

On account of great emergency land has
been taken in some cases in a very hap-
hazard way. " Somebody " has stepped in

and taken it, and it is sometimes extremely
diflficult to ascertain who that " somebody "

was. The onus of proof that he was a com-
petent naval or niilitairy authority appears to

rest upon the department proceeding under
this Act, and it must be assumed that the

decision of this point will rest with the Com-
mission. It is, therefore, to be hoped that

the owner of the property affected will be
able to give evidence before the Commission.
It .seems inevitable that the department in

some cases will be likely to find itself in con-

siderable difficulty.

Section 13 prevents a department taking
powers under this Act to acquire any
common, open space, oi- allotment, or, except

by agreement, any part of a park, garden,

pleasure ground, or home farm usually occu-

pied with the mansion-house, provided
that—

{a) The foregoing shall not affect the

right to acquire the right to use and
maintain cables, lines, or pipes which
have been laid under such land. It

should be noted that the word
" imder " is used, and not "under
or over."
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(6) Neither shall it affect private lands

before mentioned upon which build-

ings for the manufacture of muni-
tions fiave been erected before the

passing of this Act, and where the

acqui.sition of such land is shown to

the .satisfaction of the Commission to

be necessary from a natioTial stand-

)>oint, but the owner may in this ca.sc

require the department to take the

whole of such property, including

the mansion-house, if any. and the

matter cannot proceed until a draft

of the order made by the Commis-
sion for acquiring the land has

been laid beifore each Hmise of iPar-

liament.

I'nder this .section with regard to the ac-

quisition of park lands, etc., the department
appears to be entirely in the hands of the

owner. It is not left to the Commission t<j

decide whether it is reasonable for the owner
to demand that the whole of such park, etc.,

shall be acquired in cases where the depart-

ment has acquired power to take any jiart

;

but if the owner "so requires" the depart-

ment is bound to take the whole. There will

no doubt lie cases in which there will be dif-

ferences of opinion as to what lands form
part of a park or home farm, and it is not

clear whether owners will have an opportunity
of voicing their opinions. Considerable care

will have to be iised by the department, or it

may find that in acquiring a comparatively
\niiniportant munition factory it has made
itself liable for the purchase of a large area

of land with perhaps a mansion in addition
which it does not require.

Section 13.

Subsection (2).—Deals with lands belonging
to local authorities, public companies, and
cliai-itable bodies, and prevents departments
letaining po.ssession for more than three
months after the war without consent, and
fcir more than three years with consent.

Subsection (3).—Provides that where pos-
session of any land has been taken under an
agreement which specifies the time at which
it has to be given up, possession cannot be
retained after that time withoyt the consent
of the person with whom the agreement was
made.

Sub.section (4).- Further prevents interfer

ence with agreements and provides that, ex-

cept as regards an agreement for a tenancy,
land cannot be compulsoiily acquired where
a.i agreement has been entered into that 't

shall be restored to the owner, and that the
powers of a department for acquisition under
tlii> Act .shall not interfere with an agreement
fo:' sale to a Government dejiartment.

Subsection (5).—Deals with u.ser and has
been referred to under Section 4.

SCHEDULE.
.\Innip-\TUi\ op THE Lands t'i.*rsi:s Acts

1. The »i''paTtment acquiring the 'land or interest
tlKTfin i^hnll he deemed to be tlie promotorfi of the
niidcrtakinc, and thbv .\ct ahall be <ieeined to b."

tlte .special Act.

Z. Tlie provisions a^ to the s.ale of superfluous
land and aa to access to the special Act .«*haill not
appl.v.

3. .\11 questions of disputed compensation shall

be settled by an arbitrator, or referee, or the Com-
mission. .i« the case may require (hereinaftvr re-

foircd to as "the iirhitralion tribunal").

4. N'o allowance shall be made on account of the
ar»|uisition bt-ins eonipa'.sor.v.

6. WluTc a portion only of .any factory or other
huiiilim.: i^ required, the owners ami other ]>erson9

iuterc.'*tod in such building may, notwithstanding
irnythinc in the Lands Clauses Acts, be reqiiired to
sell and convey the portions only of the building
so required if the Commission are of opinion that
vuch jiortions can be severed from the remainder
(f till' properties without material detriment thereto,

and in .such eiise compen.sation shall be paid for the
portions required, and for any danuige sulfered l^y

the owners or other iiavties interested in the
buiMinc by severance or otherwise.

Ci. In determining the amount of eoinpensation,

the value of the land acquired shall l>e taken to b;'

file value which the land would have ha<l at tlic

date of the notice to treat if it had remained in

the condition in which it was at the commence-
ment of the present war, without regar<l to any
enhancement or <leprpoiation in the vane which
may be atfrilmtable directly or Indirectly to any
buiidincs, works, or inuirovemcnfs ertH'tcd. con-

strticted, or made on over, or trnder the land. <x

any adjoining or neinhbotiring land for purpascs

connected with the present war wbolly or partly -at

tlie expense of the State, or. with the consent of

the occupying department, at the expense of any

person not being a person interested in the laad

:

Provided that—
(a) where any such building, work, or improve

nient was erected. c<instructed. or made
in pursuance of an agreement with aay

person interested in the land, the considera

tion given by such person shall lie taken

into account in assessing the compensation

payable in respect of such interest;

(b) where by virtue of ain agreemnt with any

Government department any person mter-

csted in the land is entitle<l as b twe.n him-

self and that department to the beneflt of

any ,-ucb building, work, or improvement.

the vaJue attributable to such building,

work, or improvement shall be taken

into account in a.sse8sing the comiwiiBation

pavable in respect of such interest;

(c) where, since the commencement of t le

present war, anv person interefited in the

land has liimself erected, constructed, or

made any building, w<irk. or improvement,

or has contributed to the expense tbcreot,

or hiis committ.ed amv iict depre i.ating the

value of the land, the value attributab e t

his expenditure or the depreciation in valui'

attributable to such act shall be taken int.>

account in assessing the compensation pav-

able in respect of such interest.

7. In determining the amount of compensation,

the arbitration tribunal shall Jilso take Into account,

the amount (if any) of any compensation p;ud or

other payment received in respect of the previous

occupation of the land .so far as such compensation

or payment was payable in respect of matters

other than the mesne proHts of the land.

8. Where the surface of the land is acquired

without the mine» and minerals lying there-

under, the i>rovisions of sections seventy-sevea IIj

eighty-five of the Raihva.vs C auscs Consolidalioti

Act. 184.1. .shall apply subject to this modification,

that for the purpose of section seventy-eight of

that Act " prescribed " shall mean " prescribed by

the arbitration trfbunal."

9. Where by reason of the erection, coi^struction.

or making of any such buildings, works, or im-

provements as .aforesaid or the msiintenance thereol.

or bv rexson of the user of the land, any interest

in tlie land has become or might become forfeitcil

or liable to forfeiture, the ei)mi)ens3tii n shall he

determined as if no such forfeiture or liability t<>

forfeiture had ari.sen or inicht arise.

10. The Lord Chancellor mav m.ike rules fixing a

.scale of costs to be app'icable on an arbitraiioi

under thus Act, and the arbitration tribunal may,
notwitbstanding anythiilg in the Lands Clau.ses

Acts, determine the amount of cost*, .ami .sh.ill have

power to disallow as co.sts in the arbitration the

cost of any witnes-s whom they consider txi li.ave

been called unnecessarily, and any other costs which
tliey consider to bave been catised or incurre<l un-

necessarily, and. if they think the eircum-stances

such as to justify them in .so doinc, to order that

such of the jiarties shall bear their own costs.

11. There may be contain d in the award of the

arbitration tribunal a flnding that the claimant,

after having been reouested in writing by the de-

partment by whom the land or intertst therein is

to be acquired .so to do, has fai'ed to deliver t)

such dei)artment within a reasonable time a state-

meat in writing of the amount c'aime<L together

witli any information in his j>ossession which may
be rea.sonably required to enable such department
to make a proper otfer, ,and. where such a flnding

is contained in t!ie award, the provisions of the

Lands Clanses .Vets as to costs ef arbitrations shall

apply as if such department h.ad ofTere<] the same
sum or a sTrcatcr sum than that found to be due
by the .award

:

I'rovi<le<l that this provision shall not npp un-

less the written re(|uest for information cont ed

a notice of t'le effect of tliis provision.

12. The provisions of this Schedule .s^lalL apply to
Scotland, subject to the following niodifleations ;

—
(a) For the reference to mesne profits there shall

l» substittited a reference to profits;
(b) For the reference to 6*?ctions seventy-seven

to eighty-five of the (Railways Clauses
Con.so'idation Act, 1845. there shall be sub-
stituted a reference to sections stn-enty to
seventy-eight of the Railways Cans s Con-
.solldation (Scotland) Act. 184,'i. an<l for the
reference to section seventy-eight of ttie

former .\ct there shall be substituted a
reference to section seventy-oi\e of the latter
Art

:

fci " The Court of Session " and " Act of
Sederunt '* shall be substituted for " the
Lord Chancellor " lunl "rules " respectively.

IS. The provisions of this Schedule sha'l app'y
to Ireland, with the sulistitution of a reference t«
the Lord Chanceror of Irttand for the reference to
the Lord Chancellor.

This schedule appears to be quite clear ex-

ce))t perhaps paragraph 6 (c). In what way
has the appreciation or depreciation caused to

the value of the land, .iltributable to build
ings erected by the owner or to his expendi-
ture upon the land, to be taken into account?
It must be assumed that he will Vie paid the

value attributable to his improvements, and
that depreciation caused by him will be
ignored, as in that way only will he be dealt
with fairlv.

Rectory, Wincaiiton; Beard. Ed»i;i Krnest, Wood-
lands, Lexden Road. Coljhester. Essex; Bickford,

Sidnev .lohn. Woodbine Farm. Burnley. Lanes;

Brailiv, Leslie, 40, Pier Street, West Hoe, iPlymouth;
Crowlev. (ie.ifl'rey Curtis, Chilbolton Rectory, Stock-

bridge, llant,-: Daniels, Thomas Goldsvfqrthy, 69,

Derby Lane, Liverpool ; Grange, George, Bridachouse
Gate,' I'atelev Bridge. Yorksliire ; Grecnslade, Arthur
Thomas, cdbnibe. Thorne.vville Road, Pomphlete.
near Plymouth; Uanstock, John Walter, The Gables,

Upper Batlpy, Vorks; Karn% John llugh, Jlaln Ck)t-

tage, I'rivett Road. Alverstoke, Hants; Helmore,
Leonard Mervyn, S, Danes Road. KxetCi'; "Hill,

William ArchKiald, ?3. Uplanil r.oid. East Dubvich.
S.E. ; Home, Edward Chancellor, 5", H;Uiwortli Road,
UouiLSlow, .Middlesex ; Jarman. .\rthur Roy, Geneva
Cottage, Cotterells Road. Hemel Hcmi>sted. Herts;
Johnson. Raymond Edgar. *J;. Cowley Hoad,
Uxbridge, Middlesex ; Knapp, Dougias Eric John,
Great Lyplatt. Corsham, Wilts; Marsh. Frank Bar-
nett, 1, Dasliwood Road. Stroud Green. If.;

Matthews, Harold Marten, 9, Stone Buildings,

Lincoln's Inn. W.C. ; Pe.xton. Frederick William. 30.

Tennyson Avenue, Scarhorougli : Prall. Hugh
.\lexander Mackie, 150, Eastgati- Rochester, Kent:
Radclyfle. Brettoner. St. Briavels, S.O., Glas. ; Ree«.

David Watkin. Bollondeb. Penybank. Ammanford.
.s. Wales; Turner. George Edward. iH, Gravelly Hill.

Birmingham: Vinson, Edward Douglas. The Old
Vicarage, Loose, near Maidstone. Kent ; Ward,
Humphrey. Hewton, Bere .\lston. Devon.

'He.ad of Li^t

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

The following candidates have satisfied the
Examiners in the preliminarv examination, 1017 ;

—
Alldridee. Lionel George Helmore, S41. Dudley

Road, Birmingham: Bax, Stephen N.apicr, Maperton

CONCRETE AND REINFORCED
CONCRETE.

{Cnncliiflcd f10)11 jvigr 1 .11.)

.\PPEND1X.

StJCUKSTKI) KORMUr^AS rOK RKINFORCED

CONCRETE CONSTRfCTIOX.

These formulas arc based on the aesump-
tious and principles given in the cb.^pter on
design.

1.

—

Stand.^rd Notation.

(a) Rectangular beams.

The following notation is recommended :

—

/„ = tensile unit stress in steel

;

fc = compressive unit stress in concrete

Es = modulus of elasticity of steel

;

Ej = modulus of elasticity of concrete ;

Esn = „
Ec

M = moment of rosis*an"e. or bending
moment in general

:

A, = stoel area
;

6 = breadth of beam
;

d = depth of beam to centre of steel

;

/; = ratio of depth of neutral axis to

depth, rf;

z — depth below top to resultant of the
compressive stresses .

J
= ratio of lever arm of resisting couple

to depth, d
;

y</ = <i - 2 = arm of resisting couple :

4
p = steel ratio -^'

bd

(6) T-Beams.
h = width of flange :

b' = width of stem ;

t = thickness of flange.

(c Beams reinforced for Compression.

A' = area of compressive steel ;

p' = steel ratio for compressive steel ;

/,' = compressive unit stress in steel :

C = total compressive stress in concrete ;

(7' = total compressive stress in sttel :

<i' = depth of centre of compressive steel ;

a = depth to resultant of (' and (".

((i) Shear, Bond and Web Reinforcement.

V = total shear
;

V = total shear producing stress in rein-

forcement ;

V = shearing unit stress;

u - bond stress per unit area of bar;

= circumference or perimeter of bar ;

"^o = sum of the perimeters of all bars ;

T - total stress in single reinforcing

member

;

s = horizontal spacing of reinforcing

members.

(e) Columns.

A = total net area :

A, = area "f longitudinal steel :

A,. = area of concrete :

r --- total safe load.

2.

—

Formulas.

(a) Rectangular Beams.

Position of neutral axis,

fc = ^ 2 |j ?i -1- (p n)'^ - p n . .(!>
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Arm of resisting couple,

j =1 - ik (2)

[For fs = 15 000 to 16 000 and /.
= 600 to 650, J may Ije taken at J.]

Position of resultant compression,

('-J)

Fibre stresses,

/o

D, f

P = i

M

2M

M
pj b d^

kjkbd'
Steel ratio, for balanced reinforcement,

1

....(3)

....(4)

Case 1. When the neutral axis lies in the
flange use the formulas for rectangular beams.
Case II. When the neutral axis lies in the

stem.
The following formulas neglect the compres-

sion in the stem :

—

Position of neutral axis,

fcd= 2»^A, + bf^

2nA, + 2bt * '

Position of resultant compression,

z = ^kd-2t £
Zkd - t

' 3 ^ '

Arm of resisting couple,

j d = d - z (8)
Fibre stresses,

/s =^ (9)

f ^ Mkd _ /, k
'" bt{kd - it)jd^ ti • r^Tfe "^ °'

(For approximate results, the formulas for
rectangular beams may be used.)
The following formulas take into account

the compression in the stem ; they are recom-
mended where the flange is small compared
with the stem

:

Position of neutral axis,

kd =

A/2«dA, -K6 - b') t^
,
fnA^ + (b - 6'>tV^^

b' +
\ 6^

)

-^lA^JlfjZ^t
^^^^

Position of resultant compressions.
s =
{kdt^-%i^)b + Ukd - t)'' (t + i{kd-tmb' ,,„,

t{2kd- t)b + (kd - t)n- * '

Arm of resisting couple,

jd = d - z (13)
Fibre stresses,

^-a5^ <^^)

f ^ 2 M k d
' U^kd - t)bt + (kd - tpb']jd (^^)

(c) Beams Reinforced for Compression.

Position of neutral axis,

k = \/2 91 (p + p' ^) + M'^ (p + p')

' - np + p' (16)

k^ + 2p'n(-1)
(17)

C*0'

Arm of resisting couple,

jd = d - z (18)
Fibre stresses,

/c =
6M

a..[3.-.H«^(.-f)(l-4')]<")

f-= -^"/'^^ (20)pjbd^ k ^ '

k-^1
A = «/=-^ (21)

(d) Shear, Bond, and web reinforcement

—

For rectangular beams,

^=^. (22)

"=/S^ (23)

[For approximate results y may be taken at J.]

The stresses in web reinforcement may be
estimated by means of the following for-
mulas ;

—

Vertical web reinforcement, "

T=I^ (24)jd
Bars bent up at angles between 20° and 45'

with the horizontal and web members inclined
at 4bS

1=-^"^-^
(25)

In tlie text of the report it is recommended
that two-thirds of the external vertical shear
(total shear) at any section be taken as the
amount of total shear producing stress in the
web reinforcement. V therefore equals two-
thirds of V.
The same formulas apply to beams reinforced

for compression as regards shear and bond
stress for tensile steel.

For T-Beams,

" = 57^ (26)

" =7^ (27)

[For approximate results; may be taken at J]

.

(e) Columns.
Total safe load,

P= /e(Ao -(- wA,) =/c A(1 + (n - l)p).. ..(28)

Unit stresses,

p
^° = A(l-h(«-l)p) (29)

h^n (30)

>—•••-<
Mr. Samuel .Stevens Hellyer. of Nehv

Holme, Bromley, Kent, has left £170,185.
It is notified in the London UazrJte that tile

Ijusiuess of the Brimsdown Lamp Works, Ltd..
Kingsway House, London, manufacturers of
electrical lamps and fittings, Ls to be wound up
under the Tra^ng with the Enemy Amend-
ment Act.

Mr. Reginald Barratt, R.W.S., died last
iveek after an operation, aged fifty-five. He
t>xhibited at the Royal Academy and the Royal
Society of Painters in Water Colours, his
paintings being chiefly of Oriental life and
architecture, which he studied under Mr.
Norman Shaw.

WATERPROOFING CONCRETE.
To the Editor of The Building News.
Sir,—On page 97, in a recent issue of your

widely circulated journal, I notice in the

course of your reproduction of the Report of

the American Joint Committee a warning
to engineers, architects, and builders against
those waterproofing compounds which are in-

jurious to the strength of the concrete, and
which have no permanent effect upon per-

meability. The advice was good to ask
manufacturers to produce " reliable data
showing the action of the particular brand
under a long time test."

As a member of the Concrete Institute I

knew the importance of a time test, so that
when I commenced to manufacture "Pudlo"
I asked Messrs. Kirkaldy to test my product
under compression. After a lap.-^e of time,
varying from three months to so long a.s two
years, the cement showed no deterioration in

.strength but a slight gain. I also had com-
pression and tension tests made by Messrs.
Faija and Mr. H. C. .Johnson, of Cork Uni-
versity. In addition to these I have had
analytical tests made, and I shall be glad to

send particulars to any reader of this paper
if they will ask for the "Book of Tests."
With regard to the remarks about cement

being waterproof in itself, I formerly had
the same idea, so that I can quite understand
anyone thinking tliat cement was waterproof
without the addition of a waterproofing
agent.

I will now try to show that the powder
"Pudlo" has indeed a most wonderful
chemical action upon cement. Just as a pinch
of salt or a small quantity of sugar per-

meates food, so does this powder waterproof
cement. What I say, perhaps, may not be
so convincing as outside evidence, so if any
reader will turn to the " Associated Portland
Cement Manufacturers' Handbook " he will

see on page 82 (the third edition, 1913), that
" No concrete is absolutely imjiervious to

water." When cement manufacturers pub-
lisli such a statement one naturally feels that
it is a reliable fact and an unbiassed opinion,
because it is a cement manufacturer's con-
stant aim ti) make his cement not only strong
but impervious.
Many percolation tests have been made

with " Pudloed " cement by some important
experts. For instance, the University Col-
lege, Cork, have engineering laboratories, and
ilr. H. C. Johnson, their chief engineer,
tested " Puldo " under an 8 ft. head of

water. The slabs made without the powder
allowed several ounces of water to pass in

the short time of fifteen minutes, but the
waterproofed slabs made with "Pudlo"
passed no water, and indeed were perfectly
dry, at the bottom of the slabs, after six

hours. The engineer to the City of Winni-
peg tested " Pudlo " with eleven other water-
pioofers, and "Pudlo" was the only one
which withstood the test of 200 lbs. pressure.

The Japanese Imperial Government tested
the powder with German and American
waterproofing compounds, and " Pudlo "

proved to be the best. The above, with de-
tails, are in the " Book of Tests."

Since these tests were made the Spanish
Government have made exhaustive and suc-
cessful tests. The G.P.O. of the British
Government has also made tests, with the
result that this great public departmeut
specify " Pudlo " for waterproofing their
manholes, etc. I should like to give half a
pound of " Pudlo '" free of any charge to

any architect, clerk of works, builder, or
builder's foreman who reads this paper if he
will write to me. I will tell him how to
make a test so that he can assure himself that
this remarkable powder reaUy waterproofs
Portland cement. The .same experiment is

also a proof that Portland ceinent mortar and
concrete is not absolutely waterproof in itself.

—Yours truly,

J. H. Kerner-Greenwood.
King's Lynn.

> »0» <

The housing difficulty at Chatham and Gil-
lingham is as bad as evej-. and rewards are
offered of as much as £5 for the first infoi-ma-
tion of empty houses.
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LKQAL INTELLIGENCE.
Imi'Ohtant Businkss Point.—Before ii Divi-

sional Court of tlio King's Bend), on Tuesday
week, coniiXBecl of Justices Bailliaehe unci .\tkin,

the ai)i)oal was heard of R. A. Naylor, Ltd.,

timber merchants, of Warring'./)!), fiom u deci

tion of Judp-e Howard Smith at Wolverlmmp-
ton County &)urt in favour (A plaintiff, Mr.
William Roe, eontra<!tor, of Hartley Street,

Wolvorhampton, who had recovered judgment
in an ati-ion brought for daniapct for alleged

breach by R. A. Naylor, Ltd.. of a contract

of .sale to tJie plaintilf of fourteen standards of

timber, dated February 11, 1916.—Mr. .\lkin-

son, K.C., for appellants, said that plaintil!

gave the defendants an order, and rc-ceived a

contract noto which had on it the condition,
" Good.s sold .subject to their being on hand
and at liberty when the oriler reacnes the head
ofRce." Defendants told plaintiff that they

could not deliver the lirst two items of tlie

goods ordered as they had sold tiiem elsewhere,

I'laintiir, relying on the contract, sued and re-

covered judgment for £41 10s. for brejich by

defendants, the judge saying that he accepted

the statement of plaintiff that he did not read

the condition or the oontrai-t. but plaintiff did

.-ulmit that lie litul previously had other con-

tracts of the same kind from deTendants. Mr.

Atkinson argued that the judgment wa.<

erroneous, as plaintiff aeeepteti ihe contract

wiith the oondition upon it. and he had actually

sued upon it. The authorities said that, in the

absence of fraud, a person was Ixiund by the

words on a contract, even if ne did not reatl

them. The County Court judge had taken the

view that defendants did not take reasonable

steps to (all the attention of plaintiff to the

«)ndition on tlie cxmlract. and he |ioiiiled out

that it was printed in small type on neitlter

tlie toj) nor the Ixit.tom of the document, and
could only be read by tuniing it 8idewa_ys.

There was (counsel contended) no obligation

on defendants ia call plaintiff's altintion to the

conditions.—Mr. Hirst (for plaintiff) arguc'd

that the question was one of fact, and there

had been no misdirection of law. What hap-

pene<l was that plaintdft" was (ii-st shown cer-

tain specifications of timber, he selected cer-

tain items that he was told he could have, and
then later came the contratvt note, which he
foun<l agreed witli the items in the specifica-

tion, and he did not see the condition on the

note at all. The plaintiff Ind rea-lly been
mi.sled.—The hearing was a Vourned till

Friday, when judgm>nt was gi\en.—Mr.
.Justice Bailhache said that th(> condition was
a very pix>per one. as wIkm-c h *1 m had travel-

lers they ha<l to safeguard themselves against

having the same goods sold two or tlirce times

over. The condition was gener.i'!y recognised.

and was known as " subiect to goods being

unsold." The law was that when r-ne party

handed to another a sold note which was ac-

<'oplod as containing the terms ot the contract,

there was no fluty on the seller to ask the

buyer to rejid the note or call his attention to

the <x)ntents of tilie .sold note. But a sold note

roultl be a miaUviding document—the condi-

tions might lie misJeading. because thev are

.so iimbiguously worded that they could be

read equidly well in two ways, or because they

were so pliicivl in the doeument that a man (>f

ordinary car<> and intelligence on rending it

would not exneet to find the conditions in the

position in which they were in fact placed. In

such a case the buyer could not be l>ound iiy

the clause or condition. The on'.v question,

therefore, in tliis iwrticular ease was. said his

lAird.shin. whether the printed clause on the

document was so printed th.'it from its position,

size of tvne. ot<\. an ordinary per.son. reading

the dwument with jironer care, might reason

ably m.iss it? Tf in this ease the b"ver could

.show f.h-'t he could not rensonn.blv be evneeted
to see ihp cln"se. he could not be held to be
bound bv it. There must be n new trial of th^

case for the judge to direct his mmd to this

point. Tf the itidfre found the nljtintiff roidd

Bav he was misled, then tlte cont'-nct notf^

Tnn.''t be '-end ns though the njirticiilnr condi-

tion or elnns" relied ori wis not in the doeii

ment.^Mr. .Tustice Atkin coneurvpri.

RrsEBvnrR roxTR»rT Dispute.—Tn the Kinir'?
Trench D'v's'on.il Court, on Tnesdnv week.
.TustiecR Bni'lhnche and Atkin had before then>
tlio cnco of Nott V. the Lord Mavor. etc.. of

Cardiff. This was n motion bv the Cardiff
Coroorntion to set aside an "ward of Mr. Kd.
!^.naidcni.in. w^'O acted ns nrbitr.Ttor in a con-
+ -nct disoute betwiMm the CorT>arntw>n and the
T^veciitors of the late Mr. Louis Phibn Nntf
The contract relnted to the c^nstruotioii of «

'eservo'v and subsidiarv buildings at Tnff
Fawe VnPov. Brecon. The contract price was
over £200.000. and the dispute related princi-

,)ally to the (piesiion of '" extrQ.s." tlio Cor
,ioration subniitting that the findings of thi

arliitrator were not justified. After hearini.

full arguments, the Court dismissed the motion
.\ir. Justice Bailhache added that he was quiti

satisfied that there was evidence supjwrting
the findings of the arbitrator, and witli regard
lo the eiigineer, his Lordshiji thought tlier*-

wa.s evidence given before the arbitrator ujion

which lie might find as he di<i. The result was
that this motion by the Corporation failed,

an<l must be dismissed, with costs. Mr. Jus-
lice .'Vtkin coneurre<l.

PROFESSIONAL AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

Nationai. FKiiK.K.vnii.N OK Building Trade
Kmi'loyers.— At the annual general meetinj;
at 'he Connaught Rooms, W.C., on January
31, the president, Mr W. F. \ValIis, in the
chair, the Rejxirt was adopted. With
reference to the revised foims of contract and
fub-contra<t at present under consideration,
(he president stated that the form after

reference to the Contract sub-committee
would be sent on to the R.I.B.A., and, fail-

ing agreeiment, ai'bitration under the chair-

manship of Sir George Askwith was suggested,
as in tile case of the Scottish ft>rm of con-

tract. After ot'lier business the oliairman
moved, and Mr. Samuel Snietliurst, J. P.,

.seconded, that Mr. James Storrs, J. P.

(Stalybridge), be president for the epsuing
year. Mr. E. J. Brown (London) also

suiiported the nomination, and Mr. Storrs

was unaniimously elect.cd president. Mr.
Str)rrs, thanking the meeting, said that it was
thirty years since he fii-st attende<l a

National Fcderatioiii meeting, and that he
liad had tlie honour of being president of the

l..aii<-ashiia'e Federation. Turning to the

subject of the proposed new form of contract,

Mr. Storrs said it was manifestly unfair that

iii'dhiieots should be the sole arbitrators upon

the question of materials to be used ; dis-

putes <m such matters ought to go to

arbitration. In conclusion, he moved a vote

of thanks to ^^r. W;idlis for his able services

as presidfut duTing the past year, and

suggested that tiis name be added to the list

of \-ice-)]res'dents. This was carried iin-

aJiimously. ilr. W. F. Wallis said tliat his

year of office had been a most strenuous one,

and he had done his best to further the

interests of the Federation. He tendered his

heartv thanks to .Mj-. White and his

assistanil for tlieir services during the past

vear. and Mr. White repbed.

>-«>••—<

TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent " air-pump " ventilators,

supplied by Messi-s. Robert Boyle and Son,

ventilating ongineers, 64, Hollxirn Viaduct

London, F-.C. have bi>en employed at Messrs.

Liptons' Tea Rooms, 265, O.xford Street, Lon-

don. W.C.
We hear the cellar under the TCssex Countv

High School, at Walthamstow, has given much
trimble owing to being constantly Hooded.

.\ftcr niucli exix'iise in trying various means 'to

ki'cii the water away it was dwided to put

down a further 2 ft. of concrete, and to periodi-

cally use ft waU pump. Water still percolated

into the cellar, and the county ai-chiteet, then

decided to u.se Pudloed cement oincrete. We
understand this latter treatment has resulted

in the cellar being niaile perfectly dry, and the

authorities are pleased tliut the suggestion w.is

placed before them.

The late Mr. Thomas William OfFin. of High
Street, Southend, auctioneer, 'eit £32.010.

A birthdav knighthood has been given to

Mr. H. Holloway, Director of Housinj; Con-
struction under the Ministry of Munitions, a

member of the firm of Holloway BrotJiers,

builders and contractors.

A striking illustration of the giowth ot an
endownient is given by Mi-s. Hylton Dale in a

reixn-t of the doings during the pa-st year o'

the Cult of Ixindon—an interesting little

organisation designee' to promote a love of

London in its antiquarian and archaeological

luspeots. In the year 1683 one Prisca Coliorn

left a sum of £50 a year for the foundation of

a simill school in the Last Fiid. The estate

from wlii<h that sum was derived now pro-

duces a revenue of over £1,000 a yeiir. and a

still {urt.lier increment is certain when the
existing leases fall in !

(Bnr ©fficr Olabk.

Tlie eighteenth edition of " Practical- Sani-

tation," by George Reid, M.D., D.P.H.
(London: Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd., 6s.

net), is published. The matter has been
completely revised and brought up to date.

There are, perhaps, one or two sections in

which a little more expansion would have
jeeii welcomed—notably those on ventilation

and building appliances. The eight lines, for

instance, on p. 185 on concrete hardly em-
brace all that .should be known about the-

developments in the use of that material

which have taken place since the first edi-

tion of the book was i.ssued.

One of the really historic buildings in Un-

united States is said to be the residence of

the Governor of New Mexico in the city oi

Santa Fe. It is said to have been erected

by the Spanish when the greater part of the

Western world was theirs, and was the finest

house in the colonies. According to legend,

millions of dollars were spent on the quaint

old structure. Most of the material in it

wiis brought from Spain, and it was con
structed by the best builders to be found
among the Dons of that jjerind. In thi

ship which brought over the building

material and builders were many art

treasures used lo decorate the finished house.

.After the Spanish departed Mexicans use<l

the house as a Governor's j)alace, and with
the overthrow of the. Mexicans by the United
States Government it was continued as the

residence of the head of the territorial

Goverimienit that was formed. The house i-

still in use.

One of the most successful sales, from the

standpoint of average^ realised, held by the
American Art .•\ssociation in New York took
place in mid-,Ianuary. A grand total of well

over £100,000 was paid for 171 canvases by
modern artists, the eighty-seven lots in tli.

second day's session showing a total, within
two hours or so, of $432,000. Almn-Tadema's
"

'I'hermte Antonuiianie." or " Batlis ot

Caracalla." Opus CCCLVI.. first seen at ifhe

Royal Academy of 1899, brought $19,000, or

within about $5,000 of what the late Mr
.lames F. Sutton paid for it. The chit'

feature of the auction, however, was tin

.$160,100 aggregate for twenty-four paintiiiu-

by the French impressionist, Claude Monet
incJudin^ $15,900 for a view' of Bordiglier.i

26 ins. by 32 ins. Mr. vSutton is said t.

have paid aji average of about $3,000 for his

twenty-four Monets. .\ sunset lands^-ape, on

panel 30 ins. bv 45 ins., by the .American

artist, George Innes, which CAst the vendor
Jfr. Edson Bradley, only $1,100 a few year^

ago, brought ,-is much as $16,400.

It is refioi'ted that at a fire in the Prad
Gallery, Nladrid, on January 9. eeverj'

f.amous paintings in that worl^-ianied coUei

tion were destroyed. Chief among these

appeivrs to have been Titian's "Venus and
.Vdonis." 73 ins. by 81 ins., painted in 1554

for Philip of Spain. It was. however, sadly

disfigured by restoration, though no doubt
originally a gorgeous piece of painting. In

our National Gallery is a studio repetition of

the (Madrid picture, purchased with thirty-

seven other works for £57,000 in 1824 from
Mr. Angerstein. The National Gallery version

was formerly in the Colonna Palace at Rome.
and, according lo Crowe and Cavalca.selle, is.

in all likelihood from the brush of Schiavone.

-Among other works destroyed by the fire are

a [lortrait of the Du'kc of Richmond assigned
to A'an Dyok, "The Disciples at Emmaus. "

given to Velasquez, and Murillo's " Knight
of Malta."

That glue or gelatine in drying will pull

flakes off the surface of plate gl.iss is well

known to photographic process workers, so

much so that they are careful to avoid
sucli a mi.shap by previously rubbing over

the glass with some .substance of a

greasy nature, such as French chalk. A
case

" mentioned by a corres]x>ndent of

Kiiqinffrinri :—A mirror with a frame of

embroidery had been glazed with four pieces

of iil.ite glass mitred at the corners. The
previous owner had stuck four pieces of

Japanese leather-paper, about 5 by i in.>
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over the mitres to keep the dust out. After
hanging in my very dry room for some t'ma
the paper began to peel off, and in doing
so took flakes of glass with it. These fliiis
were shaped like oyster-shells, some of
them more than a sixteenth in diameter.
Anyone" wishing to try the experiment
should first clean the glass with caustic soda,
and be careful not to finger it before pouring
on the gelatine, i.e., the surface should be
chemically clean. The glass must be thick
or it will crack, and it should be plate
glass, as the natural surface of crown glass
might be too strong for the glue.

The Queen received at Buckingham Palace
last Friday three deputations whose errands'
were closely allied, in that all concerned the
mamt-enance of the beneficent work of the
Star and Garter Hostel for disabled soldiers
and sailors. One deputation represented the
Auctioneers and Estate Agents' Institute, and
its members came to offer to the Queen the
title deeds of the Star and Garter property,
together with those of Ancaster House near
by, with a further contribution of over £13,000
to the endowment fund. In reply, her Majesty
said:—"I am much touched by this proof of

generosity on the part of the members of the
Institute and of those who, through them, have
contributed to the fund, and I am glad to
think that the Star and Garter will always
remain a permanent memorial of the patriotic
spirit they have evinced in the relief and com-
fort of these brave men who have suffered so

severely in the performance of their duty."

The war has brought a slmnp in company
promoting in England and Wales. During
1915 only 3,749 new companies, with a capital

of £49.284.267, were registered, compared
with 6,871 in 1913, with a capital of

£145,752,553. Some 164 companie.? went into

liquidation, including 112 by order of the
Court, and 2,993 were removed from the
register on the ground that they were no
longer cari'ying on business. In April, 1916,

there were 66.094 companies on the register.

. with a capital of £2.716,989,129. Since 1862
156,373 companies have been registered, with
a total capital of £8,032,953/787. By the

104 companies wound up by order of the

Court creditors lost £645,982 and contribu-

taries £1,654,221.

The long frost has seriously affected gas-

meters as well as water-pipes. The tem-
perature of the gas in the mains is 42 degs.,

and it in passing through the meter this

is maintained the met«r will be kept above
freezing-point ; but when no gas is passing
through the meter becomes a dead end, and,
not getting the benefit of the temperature of

the gas, the water may become frozen. There-
fore precaution should be taken to protect
meters from the cold by covering them with
l>ags or sacking. In the event of a meter
-freezing it should be thawed by the applica-

tion of hot bricks or hot-water bottles placed

a.round it and covered with thick wrapping.
In no circumstances should a light be used
to thaw a gas-meter.

>-

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our corrtspond«nts. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the spac« allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
natter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Bcildino News, Effingham
House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C. and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for. unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

***Drawing3 of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always wel-
come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.
Of more commonplace subjects, small churches,
chapels, houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent
than we can insert, but are glad to do so when space
permits, on mutually advantageous terms, which
may be ascertained on application.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: '* Timeserver, Estrand, London."

Received i—V. T. C. Co., Ltd. -'M. P.. and Co.—K. O.
and Co.—H., Ltd.—R. I. C. and Co., L d.—F. ilcX.
Co.. Ltd.—B. O. Co.. Ltd.—G. ar.d Son.—M. an I

Co.—A. H. and Co.—J. D. and Son—C. W. H.—
H. P. and Son.—S. H. B., Ltd.—A. W. C. H.—
C. U. P.—M. P. Co., Ltd.—I. L. G. Co., Ltd.—
L. C. C. S.—A., Ltd.—E. H. G.—K. F. and R.

B. H.—Ye.=;.

T. R. S.—Thanks, no.
"

VoLENS.—Probably ; when peace comes.
P. H. S.—Because in so many cases the demand is

too small to test markets, and therefore sellers'
quotations prevail.

Senex.—Yes. While there is copyright in works of
architecture, the 1911 Act expressly permits the
photographing of architectural works.

Mr. Thomas Joseph ilessom. of Holme Croft,

Amyand Park, Twickenham, builder, ha« left

£90,114.

The London' County and Westminster Bank
(Ltd.) have decided to open branches in Spain
for the furtherance of trade between that
country and Great Britain.

The Manchester City Council has accepted
its gas committee's proposal temporarily to

engage Mr. William Newbigging as consulting
<;ngineer to the committ.ee, at a remuneration
after the rate of £1,000 per annum.

A sub-committee of the Special Committee
appointed by the Manchester Corporation to

consider the question of relieving the con-
gestion of traffic in the central parts of the

city, reports in favour of constructing several

new streets, and utilising a portion of the site

of the old infirmary, Piccadilly, as a tramway
centre and for municipal offices.

The "one thousand and second fact" about
gas is that although the Gas Light and Coke
Company is paying the same dividend, its

chairman. Mr. John Miles, at the half-yearly

meeting last Friday, told the shareholders it

was certain that in the near future it would
be necessary to increase the price. With the

usual reciuction in South London, where there

is competition, we suppose?

CHIPS.
A new station at Markliam village on the

Sirhowy branch of tlie London and North-
western Railway was opened on the 1st inst.

No difficulty is anticipated in raising a
thousand navvies, whom the Austra.lian Gov-
ernment proposes to send to England for con-
struction work in connection with the war.

Mr. F. Parker, of Boston, has been ap-
pointed county land agent to ihe Holland
County Council in the place of Mr. E. J. A.
Christie, who has joined the Colours. Mr,
Parker is architect to the Lincolnshire County
Asylum and a Fellow of the Society of Anti-
quaries.

In a time of war even the impossible may
be cheerfully advocated. A local paper sum-
marises the shortage of labour in the under-
taking business by annoimcing that the only
professional gravedigger at Ramham having
joined up, the local undertakers have to dig
their own gi"av©s

!

The first important exhibition of the sculp-
ture of >Ir. Jacob Epstein will be opened on
Saturday next at the I/eicester Galleries,
Leicester Square, Portraits of Lord Fisher,
the Countess of Drogheda, Mr. W. H .Davies,
Mr. Muirhead Bone, and other interesting per-
sonalities will be included in the collection.

The Engineer's Department of the Liver-
pool Corporation has contributed a total of
about 1.400 men to the fighting forces. Of
that number ninety have now laid down thvir
fives. This gallant record was a matter of
comment at the last meeting of the Health
Committee, when the deaths in action of three
of the engineer's former staff were regretfully
reported.

At the last meeting of the Ellesmere Urban
District Council, Mr. Brownlow R. C. Tower,
the chairman, referred to the death of the
late surveyor, Mr, J. Groom, who, he said,

was a straightforward, honourable man, and a
most conscientious servant. He proposed a

vote of condolence with the widow. Several
other members supported, and the motion was
carried unanimously.

Under the will of Mr. John Elliot, Bidston,
near Birkenhead, who died on Decemher 31, it

is understood that many pictures of the Liver-

pool School may find their way to the Walker
Art Gallery, Liverpool, and other pictures to

the Birkenhead Corporation Art Gallery. The
testa/tor was president of the Lear Home of

Recovery, West Kirby, and he left to that in-

stitution £10,000 for endowment and not for

building purposes, and a further £5,000 for

building or general purposes.

OGILVIE & GO.

Telephone DALSTON 1388.

Many years connected with
the late tinn of W. H.
LASCELLES A CO., of

BuDlnU Row.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIMATES

FEEE.

FOR

Olivers'

Seasoned
HardAvoods,

APPLY TO—
WM. OLIVER & SONS. Ltd..

120. Bunhill Row. London. E.C

TENDERS., Correspondent a would in all case« oblige by
giving the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the acsepted tender: it adds (• tbevoiue of the
information.

Chelmsford,—For tne foi-..-.truction of footpath
and surface-water drain in Bectory Lane, for the
oorporaticn :

—

%V. and C. French £141 16 6
H. Potter 129 15 10
F. J. French 115 15 11
B. H. Hale, Romford (accepted) 111 18 6

EXKISKILLEN.—For reconstruction of two houses in
Darling Street, Eaniski.len. .Mr. J. Donnel-y, 1/,

Darling Scrett, Enniski.len, architect:

—

J. Doonelly and Son, Fnniskiilen £830 17
J. Howey, EnnLskillen .. .. 811 16 9
H. Pierce and Son, Enniskillen.. 787 10
J. BlcomSeM. Bnxikeborough,
CO. Fermanagh (accepted) .. 724 10

Hanwell.—For fencing at the Chidren's Home at
Hanwell, for the .Metropolitan A^^vluras Board :

—

C. H. Boyd and Son (accepted) .. £82

Leeds.—Foundations, seating?, and flues at the
new generating station, for the Corporation Elec-
tricity Committee:

—

Airey and Son £2,600
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Leeds.—For construction of a light railway be-
tween Leeds Fireclay Company's junction and exist-
ing light railway, for the corporation :

—

C. Bushby and Sons (accepted) £1,550 10

Leeds.—For supply of 18,000 tons of washed sand
and 43,000 tons of gravel for concrete, for the cor-
poration :

—

Leeds Sand and Gravel Company, sand 3s. 6d.
per ton, gravel 4<i. 3d. per ton"(acc,pted).

London, S.E.—For supply of water-lifting pump,
for the Woolwich Borough Council :

—

J. Evans and Sons, Wolverhamp-
ton (accepted) £88

Ramsbottom.—For laying 1,000 square yards, or
thereabouts, of setts on concrete foundation, for
the Ramsbottom Urban District Council. Mr. T. H.
Bell, surveyor:

—

T. Coates, 8, Shepherd Street, Bacup (accepted).

SiDJincTH (Devon).—For the construction of a sea
wall and other contingent works in connection with
the sea defences of Sidmouth, for the Sidmoutb
Urban District Council. Mr. 8. Hutton, A.M.I.C.E.I.,
Public Hall, Exmouth, engineer :—

H. Pittard and Son, Langport,
Somerset (accepted) £2,500

Sleaford.—.\ccepted tenders for .supply of granite
and slag for the whole of the roads in t-he district,
and gravel for paths, for year ending February 28.
1918, for the Sleaford Rural District Council:—

2J-in. granite :—Gibson and Co., Sleaford,
14s. tkl. : Enderby and Stoney Stant:n Granite
Co., Ltd., Narborough, 14s. 8d. : Pattinson and
Co., Ltd., Sleaford, 143. lod. ; Whitwick Granite
Co., Ltd.. Whitwick, 14s. lOd.; Cliffe Hill Granite
Co., Ltd., Markfleld, 14fi. lOd, ; Charnwood
Granite Co., Ltd., Charnwood, 15s, 3d.
Slag :—Stanton Ironworks^ Ltd., Stanton,

63. 9d.; Prestwick and Sons, Dronfleld, 8s. 6d.

;

Holwell Iron Co., Ltd.. Asfordbv, gs. 7d. ; Pattin-
son and Co., Ltd., Sleaford, 8s. 9d.; El is and
Everard, Ltd., Peterborough, 9s. 6d. ; Lavender
and Bateman, Sutton Bridge, 10s.

Tre Thomas (Mon.).—For the construction ot
about 100 lineal yards of concrete culvert and for
road improvement*! at Tynywern Road, Tre Thomas,
for the Bedwas and Machen Urban District Coun-
cil. A. S. V. Taylor, Bedwas, surveyor :

—

Robinson and Parry, Port Ta;bot f R92 19 6
W. Jones, Nelson 774 13 6
E. James, Ystrad Mynach .. 543 10
Williams Broe., Bedwas . . 513 19 2
P. Smith, Newport 495 7 8
W. Jenkins, Bedwas 481 6
E. Williams, Cardiff 444 17
J. Sutherland, Abercynon, Glam.
(accepted) 439 4

WoRTHiNi;.-For t4ie construction of beach cabins,
for the town council :

—

H. Tier, £6 56. for one, £70 for 12.
F. Saudell and Sous. £6 and £70.
W. G. Benn, £5 3s, 6d, and £60 12s.
R. James. £4 12s. and £52 16s. (accepted for 12).
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.

March 3.—Water Supply and Siweragc Scheme
(pRinium 5.000 pesetas—about £200). Manza-
nares, Spain.—Secrctaria dei Ayuntaniiento.
Manzanares.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.

Feb. 23.—Certain Alteratiuns to No6. 5 and 6.

sorubbs Lano. in conneclion witli flreproofint;
two front rooms of No. 6, to be awed as an
electric sub-etation.—For the Hammersmith
liorouuli Council.—L. Gordon, Town Clerk, Town
Hall, Haniracr.«mit)i.

Feb. 28.—New batlirooiiLs, lavatories, etc., at the
LoutI) County Inllrmary.-J. W. Turner, J.P.,
Secretary, Louth County Infirmary.

March 1—General Repairs. Painting, etc., to "jT,

Victoria Street. Norwich.—A. K. Collin.";,

M.I.C.K., City Knsineer. Gui'dhall. Norwich.

No date.—.Erectiion of 33 jyuiirs of Cottages near
Holbe^ioh Cloujjli, Lincoliu-ihi;re. .\ppro.\ijaate
distance firom Holb«u)li. Stajt.iou, from tlliree to
five miles. Tlie work is to be divide<I into st?c-

tion.s of tliree pairt;. land tt-nders may be sub-
mitted for one or more sections. Buikltnt! to
commence in Aipril. «ind tlie ^vork must be com.
plettid by end of iStiptcmbcT tilfis year.—For the
Boar(I i>f .AjKricultiire autl Fit^heries.—^Secretary,

Boanl of Av'rieulture and Fislieries. i, Wiiiitiohal'l

IM.ice, Jondon. S.W.

No date.- For Ilcstoration of Wesleyan Chapel,
Crowlas.—^Mes.-rs, <"owe 1 and Jirewitt. Archi-
tects, Penzance.

ENGINEERING.

Fob. 2 8.—Construction of two Masonry Dams
across the P.^ri*ati 'lliver in respect of hyd-ro-
electric \va;torworks and irrigation Bobemes,
amounting to about ilts.30,00.000. e<iual to
i"200.000 cacli ; one ni-air liudh, and the other
ibtitween iBassai and Kakt^.—S. K, Gurtu, Mem-
ber Hoard of Kcvenue for Irrigation, GwaJior
Government, CVIoti-lMaiial, Ladhkar, Gwallor,
Central Indi'a.

June 1.—Storm-water Pumping Plant, Calcutta.—
For the Corporation.—The /?)dian and Eastern
Engineer, 50, Fendiurch Street, E.C.

FENCES AND WALLS.
March 3 0.— Wruimht-ircin Gales and Fencing, for

the Central Wharf and l^iay Street Lauding,
AuckhUHl, N.Z.—For the Harbour Board.—The
Commercial Intelligence Department. 73, Basing-
hall Street, E.C.

PAINTING.

Feb. 24.- Repainting and Decorating St. Aliaay's

J';iri.>h Ohur^Oi. Nt*wJy.—Jie^igne and .specillC4l-

tion can be in^peetcMl at the ollice of .Mr. S. W.
Reside, Arc*hiiteot, Margiaret Square, Newry.
Teiulers to bo .sent to the iRe-v. H. B. tSwanzety,
iM.A.. The Viojypage, Nowrv.

ROADS AND STREETS.
Feb. 15.—Supply and delivery in full trtick load>.

as reiiuired, to Newmaikct and Biirwell (G.iF.R.)

railway stations as follows :—Best broken Loi-

ce.stershire granite. 11 in.. 2 in., 2i in. gauge,
about 1.000 tons; best broken alag, 2i in. (gauge,
about 200 tons ; granit* or slag chippings, free

from dust, j in. gauge, about 500 tons ; 2 in.

tarviated granite cliippin;;s, about 250 tone.

—

For the Nowmarket Urbati District Council.—
K. II. Ennion, Acting Clerk to the Council, Deva
Chambers. Newmarket.

Feb. 15.— Broken I'.oadstone. Tar Macadam, and
Cob Limestone, to be delivered, carriage paid,

to various railway stations, in quantities required
by the surveyor (One Year).—For the Wctherby
Rural District Council.—E. U. Coates, Clerk to
tlte Council. Wctherby.

Feb. 17.—."^ui.plying Jx-st Hand-pick«i and Broken
Granite and Grouce at Croprcdy, Broadmoor
Bridge, Claydon, Banbury. Xell Bridge an<l Tivy-
ford WIia.rveB, and at Banbury. Crojiredy. Blo.\-

harn, .\dderbury, aiwJ Jlook Norton Railway
St^atioiiti.—For tilie Banbury KuraJ District
Council.-E. L. Fisher, Clerk, Union Ofllcos, Ban-
bury. ,

Feb. 1 7.—tLeicestenhire Oranite and Granite
Chi/ppin'gs; select«<l Ironstone Slag, free from
comb; be«t Derby Limestone; Broken Pit or Dug
Flints and bo.<4 ibright Pit Hoggin aD<l Shingle:
cartage ol the tadjove matoriab (One Year).—^For

the Kingsbury (Middlesex) Urban District

Coundl.-^H. H. Turner, Clerk, Council Offices.

KingslniTy iRoad. Kingsbury.

Feb. 19.-Supply and delivery of Materials (One
Year), viz., Lancashire and local Sett5. Kerbs,
and Channels; Portland Cement; I'itcli and
Creosote Oil: Granite and Limestone Alacadam;
Earthenware Pipes and Gullies; Lime; Brushes;
Ironwork (street grates, manhole and Jamphole
covers) ; Leading Limestime. etc.—Fcr Colne
Highways and Sewerage Committee.—Chair-

man of the Highways and Sewerage Committee,
Colne.

Feb. 19 About 3.000 tons of Granite and 250 t; ns

of hciit Blue Slag 'broken), for repair of high-

ways (One Y'ear).—For the Soutliam Rural Difi

trict Council.^C. ,W. E. Webb, CCerk, Market
Hill, Southam.

Feb. 21.—Granite, Limestone. Slag. Basalt, T.ixred
Liiiiestone. Tarreil Slag. Rt fined Tar. Pitch,
Kerb, CliL-innel, iSand, and Stoneware Pipe* (One
Yoair).—nFor tlie I'olsover Urban District Council.
-.7. F. Wardle, Town Sur^'eyor. Council OfTices,

Bolsover.
,

Feb. 21.—Griuiite and Slag for the whole of the
roads in the dLstrict and Gravel for paths.—For
the Spalding Rural District Council.—H. S-

Maples. Clerk, Spalding.

Feb. 2 2.—Granite and iSiag (One Year), to Ik?

delivered at various .stations and wlKirves in the
di.stnict of 'Bridgnorth.—For tlie Rur.al District
Council.^F. iRicliair<ls, Surveyor, Bridgnorth.

Feb. 2 3.—Granite macadam and chippings; Mac-
cletsfteld macadam and chippiiiigfi: limestone mac-
adam and chippings; 0-in. grit stone setts; sani-

tary pipos (One Year).—For the Marple Urban
Di.s'trict Council.—I). J. Diver, Surveyor, Council
OfI"Ka:s, .Marple.

Feb. 24.—Granite Slag land Tarred Macadam, to
be delivered at various railw-.-^y stations in tbc
district. Teuam ila>bour necessary in carting the
m).ateriial on to the roads iwJiere required (One
Yciar).—For the Rothorhaim (Rural District

Council.—O.xley and Cowiiml. Clerks to tJre

Council, 0. Westsate. Rotherham.

Feb. 2 6.—Setts. M.icadam. and other road mate-

rials (Six Months).—For the Bredbury and
Roniiley Urban District Council.—A. Plunkett,

Surveyor, Council Offices, School Brow, Romiley.

Feb. 26.—Granite Slag. Tarred Macadam and
Limest'inc. delivi re<l to the various statii ns and
wharves in the district (One Year).—For the

Keynsham Rural District Council.—F. G. Whit-
tuck, Clerk to Council, Keynsham.

Feb. 28.—Macarlani. Tar Macadam. Chippings.

etc.. delivered to railway .stations and c.inal

wharves in the county (One Year).—For the

Cheshire County Counci'.—W. Hol'.and, County
Surveyor. The Castle, Chester.

March 1.—Road Materials (Channel Igland

Granite. Channel Island Granite Sittings,

screened: Pea and Farnluun Gravel, Kentish

Flints. Cockle Shclk. Rc<l Pit Sand. fcreen;d

Thumcs S.ind and Kentish Itag) (One Y'ear).-

For the Commissi<mers of H.M. Works.—Secre-
tary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, Lon.
don. S.W.

March 2.—Repair of District Roads (One Year).—
For the Dorchester Rural District Council.—
W. W. Reed, Clerk, 24, High West Street. Dor-

chester.

March 2 2 Supply of about 2.D80 yards of Flints.

about 2.r)5n yards of Granite or other stone, and
00 yards of Gravel.—For the Chailey Rural Dis-

trict Council. -H, Kemp Walls, District Sur-

veyor. North Common. (Chailey.

STORES.
Feb. 19.—.Supply of Roadstone and Setts: Kerb-

stone, Flags, etc.; 6dag or Furnace Dross;
Tarred Slag and Limestone; PitcJi. Creosote Oil,
and Rcflnod Tar; S;uid and Gravel; Draioa-;e
Pipes, etc.; Blue Ch;innel Bricks; Bricks;
Cement; Brooms; P;iinto; Picks jind Shovels;
Oils, P.trallli and Cotton NVastes : Disinfectants
(One Year.)—For tlic Donctistcr Corporation —
11. X.. Foni, A3I.I.t'.E., Acting Borough Sur-
veyor, Man.sion House, Donca-ster.

Feb. 26.—About CO.OOD Rectangular Sleeper^, ti ft.

bj 10 ins. by 5 ins., cut from Scotch or silver
flr, delivered on the company's trucks at any
stations on their system ; 30.000 Sleeper BliK-ks".

9 ft. by 10 ius. by 10 ins. (contractor t<> 6peci(\
description of timber;, delivered on comp ny's
trucks at their stores department. Oriel Street.
Dublin, within six months from date of accept-
ance.—For the Midland Great Western Railway
of Ireland Company.—p. A. Ha\. Secretary.
Broadstone Station. Dublin.

TO ARMS!

, 1st LONDON ENGINEER VOLUNTEERS.
Headquarters, Balderton Street. Oxford Street. W.
loaOERS FOiR THE WEEK. BY LIBUT.-COL C B
!

CLAY, V.D.. COMMANDING.
OFFICER FOR THE WEEK.- Platoon Commander

' J. O. Cheadlc.

NE.XT FOR DUTT.-Platoon Commander \

I
Gerard.

APPOINTMENT.—200 Sap|>er S. Foster to be Sec
Cdr., No. 1 Coy. (<kitcd Feb. 8. 1917).

MONDAY, FEB. 19.—Technical for Platoon No. 9
at Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill, Platoon
No. 10. Signalling Class. Recruits Drill. IS.30—6.
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 21.—Instructional Class, 6.1J.

Platoon Drill. Platoon No. 1.

THURSDAY, FEB. 22.—Platoon Drill. Platoon No.
7. Ambulance Class by M.O.. C.30.

FRIDAY, FEB. 23.—Technical for Platoon No. lu.

Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill, No. ».

Signalling Class. Recruits Drill, 6.25—i'.25.
SATURDAY. FEB. 24.—N.C.O.'s Cl.lss 2.30, under

(^. Cdr. Fleming.

ENTRENCHING.—Suspended till further Orders.

MUSKETRY.—For all Companies, see Notice at
Headquarters.

NOTIB—Unless otherwise indicated, all Drills, etc.,

will tjtko place at headquarters.

TELEPHONE NU.MBER—The Telephone at Head-
quarters is now iM.VYF.MR. 111'!!.

By order,

MACLEOD YEARSLET. Adjutant.

February 17. 1917.

»•» <

Mr. S. S. Gettings. of Tring, has been
appointed surveyor under the Dorking Town
Council.

On February 3, at 3 p.m.. the Bishop of

.Stepney (iodic-iteil and unveile<l a stained glass

window in St. Mary's church. Stoke Ncwing-
ton. N., given to the memory of tho lato Mr.
William Eve, by his sons and dnughtons. The
window was designed by Miss Margarot Chil-

ton, of Westbnry-upon-Trym. Bristol, and
c-arried out by Messrs. Lowndes and Drury. of

Parson's tlreen, S.W".

At Wliite Chapel. Cleckheaton. u stained

window ns to be provided by the parishioners

as a memorial of tho vicar's two sons. Liouts.

C S. Hyde and E. Hyde, both of wliom liavo

been killed in tho war. Two otJicr windows
are to be given by tJie families of Capt.

Charles Hiret and Lieut. Lukt Mallin-son

"Totlow. The [wrishionei-s are also to provide

for tho building of a, ytovch, in which ie to be
orixited a momoriaj tablet to all those from

the parish wjio have fallen or may fall.

G, G, DUNKERLEY & CO., LTD.
One of the Largest Stocks in the kincdom ol

ROLLED STEEL JOISTS
Every Leading Section ^ in

ranging from 24" x 7i" O P

to S" X li". W g

CHANNELS, FLITCHES, PLATES, TEES, ANGLES, &c. g

Compound Girdeps and Stanoheons Riveted Up \vith despatch
from Stock Materials.

Offices and Warehouses: STORE STREET, MANCHESTER.
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Dr. Addison told the House of Commons
on Monday niglit tliat further limitations
of licences to builders were inevitable, even
for small amounts. As regards the ap-
pointment of Sir Bampfyfde Fuller as
Chief Controller- of Timber, recorded .m
another page, it would appear, according
to a statement made by Mr. Montague L.
Meyer to a Daily Mail reporter, that " his
position remains tlie sajiie."

We are glad to see the Board of Trade is

to.take control during the war of the caiiais

and waterways of the United Kingdom.
The curtailment of the railway service ren-

dered necessary by the demand of the
Army authorities for increased rolling

stock, etc., has led to further pressure
on the railway companies, and it is hoped
to relieve this by utilising the canals. It

is understood that an Executive Committee
will be set up to regulate the vanous
waterways. It will consist probably of
representatives of the railway companies
owning canals, and of the various ini-
vately o\\'ned canals. One of the first

duties of tliis Committee will be to consider
the traffic rates on the canals. It is hoped
by this means to facilitate the distributi.m

' of food and the transport of munitions
and raw material. We think that it will,
although the action of railway companies
in tlie past with reference to canals has
not been such as to inspire much confi-
dence in their representation on the pro-
posed new Committee. If jjrompt action
is meant, Mr. Neville Chamljerlam is the
man for the job.

»

We are reminded that M. Nenot, who is

to receive the Royal Gold Medal', is the
apostolic descendant of the famous coterie
Messieurs Due, Labrouste, and Duban,
who in 1830 determined to extend the his-
toric tradition of building in , France.
Another distinguished architect of the
same school, M. Jean Louis Pascal, a few
years ago received the same honour. As a
young student of seventeen M. Nenot
fought against the Germans in 1870. and
received the French Military Medal.
Seven years later he won the Grand Prix
de Rome, and in 1895 he was elected a
member of the French Institute. The care

of the national palaces and civic buildings

has been for some years in his charge.

His most important work is the remodel-

ling of the Sorbonne, originally built by
Le Mercier in 1629. M. Nenot's scheme
for the remodelling incorporated Le
Mercier's Church of the Sorbonne as part

of the plan arrangement. The chief

feature of the new buildings is the Grand
Amphitheatre, which is the most recent as

well as the most complete development of

the "D" i^lan for lecture theatres and
halls of public assembly. M. Nenot is

now sixty-four years of age, and his works
are to be seen throughout France. It is

one of the few consolations of the times,

but a very cheering one, that we are able

to associate his genius with the ties of

friendship that bind the two countries in

an alliance we all trust will prove

inseparable.

The house famine in Birkenhead con-

tinues to engage the serious attention not

only of those concerned in the search for

dwellings, but of the local health autho-

rities. Its natural sequel is overcrowd-

ing, with all that means in the way of

insanitary conditions of life. A sinister

connection between the local housing pro-

blem and the death-rate is suggested by
the Registrar-General's i-eturns for last

week. Birkenhead is in the unenviable

position of having a death-rate of 28 as

compared with Liverpool's 23, and as com-

l^ared with an average in the ninety-six

great towns in England and Wales of 21.3

per 1,000 of the estimated population.

Contracts and contract notes are so com-

mon in all building business that parties

concerrued should be careful to see that

tJiey both read and understand them
before dealing. The recent case of " Roe
V. R. A. Naylor, Limited," reported in

our last issue, is a good example of the

trouble that may arise if such care is not

taken. The plaintiff had seen defendants'

traveller with price list and had ordered

some timber of him. Then, latei- on, he

called and left a printed contract note,

which plaintiff glanced at but did not

read. On this note there was, in small

^P'6, printed along the margin, so that it

would have to be read sidewaj-s, ' Goods
sold subject to their being on hand and at

liberty when the order reaches the liead

office." Plaintifi swore that he never saw

or read this note, and that it was not

pointed jout to him. The defendants found

they could not deliver two itejns of the

goods as they had been sold elsewhere.

Plaintiff sued them in the Wolverhamp-

ton County Court for breach of contr-act,

and got judgment there for £41 10s. as

damages. The judge held that the defen-

dants had not taken reasonable steps to

call the plaintiff's attention to the small-

type condition on the contract. But on

the defendants' appeal to the High Court

the legal points were fully gone into. It was

there held that the whole contract must

be read, and that there was no obligation

on the seller to draw the buyer's attention

to its conditions. In short, this Court

put the onus the other way by holding

that it was for the plaintiff to prove that

he was misled by the sityle in which the

note was printed. The condition itself

was reasonable and not at all unusual,

especially in these war times. So the case

goes back to the County Court for the

judge to decide whether, as a fact, the

plaintiff, as a man of business, could be

fairly said to have been misled by the

way the note was printed. The practical

point resulting is that the fiiist duty is

upon the buyer to read the note upon

which the sale is being made, and not

that the seller is bound. to draw his atten-

tion to any added and special condition.

Reference- was made to the housing diffi-

culty locally at the annual meeting of the

BiiTuingham Incorporated Building

Society, held at the Grand Hotel last

week. The chairman staged that the past

year had been a particularly trying one

for bmilding societies, and it would be

found that the majority had vei-y greatly

re.stricted their advances, and had taken

advantage of the high rates of inteiiest

afforded by Government securities an,d

corporation mortgages. That society

could have followed that course and made
more profit, but the directoi-s felt that tlie

meulbei-s would prefer them to continue

the proper functions of a building society,

and tilius enable members to become their

own landlords and to 23urchase properties

for investment purposes. A noticeable

feature of the year's operations was tlie

unusually large number of advances made
to members on houses for their own occu-

pation ; for witli the dearth of houses and
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the growing number of would-be tenants

many of their membei-s liad found tliat

the only way to obtain a house to live in

was to purchase it, as undeir the recently-

passed Kents and Mortgages Act a land-

lord was allowed to give a tenant notice

when he required the house for his own
occupation. We Have ourselves more than
once drawn attention io this, and are con-

Minced that house-building by small occu-

piers will be found their best investment

for some years to come, and will materi-
ally increase work for buildei-s when peace

conies.

As here at home, there seems to be con-

siderable opinion m India tJiat more
opportunities might be afford<'d to ))rivat<'

enterprise in the erection of buildings.

At the Tesumed sitting of the P.AV.D.
Committee of Inquii-y <>n January 15 Mr.
W. A. Chambers, F.R.I.B.A., architect

and civil engineer, of Bonvbay, was
examined. He expresses! his opinion tliat

private enterprise was not sufficiently en-

couraged at present, and it was desirable

to entrust the construction of buildings

to agencies other than departmental. The
S3^t.em of competition should be fosteied

among engineers or architects in regard
to public ibuildings. Undei- tliat system
private? enterprise would be encouraged.
Technical education in India sliould, he
t.liought, be broadened. He said tliat a
number of young men in BonAay were
establishing themselves as arcihitects. some
of whom had been trained in Englaii<l

and had become Associates of the Royal
Instituto of British Architects. It was
desirable that some of thos<- young moii,

whose work was promising enough, should
l)e sent on Government sciliolai-sliips tn

undergo furthei- training in Euix>p<-.

Jlr. G. T. Mawson, of Messi-s. Mai-sland
Price and Co., said he thought tiliat the

metlKxls at present adopted for tlie execu-
tion of civil works were economical and
suitable. Private ent.eijirise was generally

encouraged, but more su])7X>iit could be

itiven. His firm had, after .several attempts,

failed to get a .suitable type of engineer
f loin the graduates turned out of the Pooiia

Engineering College, and hence they had
to go in for European engineers from
England to design and su|>crvise their

works. The Hon. :\Ir. Pratt. Com
missioner, Noi-thein Division. Bombay
Presidency, thought it was desirable to

suUstitute private for <]opartniental

agency wherever ix>ssible, but he doiibfod

wlietlier it could be done successfully it

present, except in a few oases in large

towns and citi«.

allowed tlie chance of selling their pic-

tures before they are turned adrift to

seek another refuge—no easy thing to find

even in normal times.

It is rumoured tliat the galleries of the

Royal Institute of Paintei-s in Wat<M
Colours have been inspecte<l with a view
to their being taken over l>y the Govern-
ment. One liardly sees the need except

to meet tdie remarkaible fondness of the

various Departments for palatial pre-

mises. As all arrangements have lieon

made as usual for tlie forthcoming exlii-

l>ition, and as paintea-s have suffered more
than most fiom the war, and liave yet

been self-sacrificing in their contri-

butions for the benefit of war funds,

it is to 'be hoped they will at least, be

IheWar Savings Association in connec-

tion with Waygood-Otis, Limited, founded

on August 2, 1916, has already collect^ed

for War Saving Certificates nearly

.tl,000. With a view to encouraging the

employees of the company to make an

extra effort, tJie company promised to

buy outright, last week, at least one

thousand War Certificates -if applied for

on or before February 16 and paying tlie

la.st shilling on eadi certificate. This

offer met with a very encouraging

response, and more than the thousand

certificates were applied for. We con-

gratulate the firm and the men. United

effort of this sort is more i-eally patriotic

than muoh advertisement.

»e*—<-

MODERN ARCHITECTURE IX
INDIA.

WITH ILLUSTBATIOXS.

Tile jKuamount claim upon financial co-

operation throughout the Empire for tlie

winning of the war in Europe has corre-

spondingly restricted national expenditure
in India as well as elsewhere. Con-
sequently, much of the overdue contribu-

tions for building purposes under noi-mal

conditions have not been forthcoming in

India during the past year. The Works
Dejiartment Official Report for 1915-16,

published in Calcutta, just lately to hand,
emphasises this state of affaire. The review
opens with the remark that " So peaceful

a subject as civil architecture is apt to

afford dull reading in war time." The
ollicial architwts of the several Depart-
ments in India have experienced
considerable difficulty in "carrying on"
meanwhile. The architect-in-dliief to the

(Jovirnment of India jiiefacos his general

annual summary by expressing regret tliat

he is unable to point nut any definite

progress iis to the extent, spirit, or ino-

Uiess of architectural design and building

in its application to current needs in the

Indian Empire as evinced by executoil

works during the past twelve montlis. He
I'onsiders that no case ^iresents distinction

of an eminent quality, seeing that not one
building has attained "a definit*- high-

water mark." Nevertheless, Mr. John
Begg is careful to qualify this proviso by
adding that he does not mean to imply
that .1 general progress lias not been niain-

laincd. For all tliat. tliose who examine
this report will find it difficult to an'ive

it anv other conclusion than tint tlie

work illustrated, taken as a whole, pre-

sents little continuity of aim bv failin<;

to display in what special direction archi-

t^xHural de-sign in India has of late been
tendinc: When the war is over, new
conditions and new problems will, no
doubt, be opened up for enterprise and
fresh developments, but for the present,

to speak frankly, the current work here

represented seems to be too casually con-

ceived, and mostly germin.nting towards
a restless mediocrity. Some notable

exceptions mav readily be admitted, as in

the case of the lyianjla Head Rosiilator

Dam. with which Mr. John Begg was
architecturally associated. We give a

photographic view of it to-day, -iccom-

panie<l by his remarks upon this under-
taking, which ranks amonc the larcer

nrojocts of the Irrigation Branch of the

Public Works Department of the

Dependency.

The Presidency of Bombay comprises
most of the more important departmental
public buildings carried out during the

year. These are tlie new Port Trust Offices

at Karachi and tlie new Science College
built in Bombaj-. Tlie Port offices furnish
only an instalment of a much larger

scheme, winch includes the long-wanted
Custom House. Both are stone buildings,

and eacli of them was designed bv Mr. G.
Wittet, F.R.I.B.A. They are "detailed
" with all the serious intent and tliorough-

ness which the material suggests." Illus-

trations appear in the report, so it is

possible to form some opinion upon their

evident merits. A similar job in point of

scale is the same architect's Collector's

Kacheri, Nawabshah, which is described

by Mr. Begg as " aiming at strengtli and
massiveness, " the official recorder adding:

" One trusts that the appearance in these

respects is not belied by the construction."

Tliere can be no question alwut tJie solid-

looking character of the work, which is a

big structure largely handled. The facade
is set out in four main pavilions, with
porticos of Roman severity in style built

in a barren, sandy district of Sind, for

which locality it appeai-s admirabl}' appro-
priate. The plan consists of a cential

Dubar Hall with offices disposed in flank-

ing parallel wings carried out in local

bricks with dressed stone sparingly em-
ployed.

Mr. B<^g, continuing, remarks in liis

preface tliat " more ha.rm tJian good may
U» done in tlie cause of architectural pro-

gress by an undue pushing upwards of the

standaj-d of design and building "
; and

again we ai-e reminded that " the zeal of

tlie architect for his craft may, and some-
times does, outrun the discretion of his

committee or other controlling autliority,

to the detriment of progress in the long

run." Mr. Begg then mentions witJi ap-

proval the Massoorie Hospital, herewith

illustrate*!, as an example that certainly

does not err in this respect,, for, as he saj's.

' it is a very clever bit of design, eloquent

of its suitability to its position,'" For
this reaa>n we have selected the subject

among our choice for illustration, and
with the view we include its plan.

The Lady Hardinge Medical College at

Delhi, of which photographs and plans

appear in the repoiH, is remarkable for

many points of well-considered de^a.il,

consistency of design, and good sound
qualities which go far to make the build-

ings clever and original. They certainly

may be di'Scribed ,as well adapted to India.

Mr". John Begg, F.R.I.B.A.. is the ai-chi-

t^x-t His im|X)sing block of offices for the

Postmaster-General at Lucknow belong to

a different class of buildings, as will l*'

evident from our illustration of the main
front ; and. of course, its pui-poses obri-

ously give it a moniunental character. In

the general sunoy of the year's work theiv

are no particulai-s beyond the sparee refer-

ence to the completion of the work, also

that some dei]iartures were made from his

design in mattoi-s of detail in the principal

elevation, which detract from its effect

and caused the architoct some i-egret.

though on the whole his intentions were

well realised. The cost was Rs.2. 000.000.

The i-eason given may account for the

rather lumpy effect of the set-off between

the tower and its turret stage bisecting a
.s''<yline. and which would have gaine<ii by

being treate<l rather as one composition

dominating the contour ol the whole

faijade.

The other consulting aivhitects furnish-

ing supplementary contributions to the-

report are represented by many illu.stra-

t ions of their individual works. We have

already named some of Mr. G. Wittet's

chief designs. Mr. A. Crouoli. F.R.I.B.A.,

of Bengal; Mr. Frank Lishman^
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F.R.I.B.A., of Agra ; Mr. Joseph F. Muu-
mngs, F.R.I.B.A., of Bibaa- i'residency

:

and Mr. Basil M. Sullivan, A.R.I.B.A.,
of Punjab. Mr. Ci-oucli was associated
with Mr. Jolm Begg in the Arts Building
and Hostel at Jubbulpore, where they also
biult the Anglican church. All Saints'
Lhurch, Lucknow, and St. Peter's Churoh,
at the same place, were designed by Mr.
Begg with some success. Mr. Sullivan
shares the honours with Mr. Begg for the
\eterinai-y College, Lahore. The School
of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta, and the
general bungalow quarters for the Govern-
ment officials at Dacca are entirely the
work of Mr. Crouch, who likewise canied
out the Decca CoUege dining hall Mr
\\ittet's Kirachi Port Trast building,
already incidentally mentioned above is
set out on a segmental flat curve on plan
and the facade is relieved by a cupola of
pleasing proportions in the centl^e above
the frontispiece, which dignifies the main
entrance without umlue ostentation.
The Mangla Head Regulator Dam was

opened by the Viceroy in Decembel-, and
Jias been finished some little time. Mr
John Begg tells us he is only partly satis-
fied with the result from an architectural
point uf view. Had he been enabled to
siiare the counsels of the engineers earlierm the more initial stage of the project, he
might have done niore. For instance, he
should have preferred to use fewer and
larger vents for the sake of scale of the
whole edifice, and it appeai-s that this
happens to have been a detail which might
have been met without prejudice to the
engineering aspects of the problem. The
work had, iKjwever, proceeded too far be-
fore the consulting architect was called m
to advise

; consequently Mr. Begg was thus
prevented from opening up the question.

.
The lower part of this regulating dam,
with the curved lines of the buttresses
between the vents, looks vei-y well. The
upper part is not so happy, and would
liave looked better, he thinks, had it been
treated in a bolder and simpler manner,
all vertical lines perhaps being eliminated,
and strong horizontal features introduced
in contradistinction to the bottom forma-
tion of the building. The whole structure,
however, is reported on as a fine, massive
bit of masonry, in spite of the compara-
tive smallness of the stones of which it is
constructed.

The Hospital and Dispensary at Mus-
soone IS set on a rock, and has the advan-
tage of an open, elevated, and picturesque
site. Mr. Frank Lishman, F.R.I.B.A.
consulting architect for the United Pro-
vinces of Agra and Oudh, is to be con-
gratulated on this work, wMch has been
alluded to alieady in this notice. The plan
shows its arrangements. The undertaking
cost, including outhouses and assistants'
quarters, about Rs. 59,000. The expense of
the retaining walls amounted to a heavy
item of Rs.15,500. The laying out of the
footpaths and ten-aces, witli their steps
for the approaches, apjjear on the accom-
panying plan. The Dispensary for females
is located at a lower level. The lay-out of
the hospital is exceedingly simple, not-
withstanding its V-shaped outline. All
the contrivance is so clearly shown in our
illustration that further description is not
required. Among other works by Mr.
Lishman mentioned in the report is the
Judge's Court, Bulandshahr, which has
been postponed waiting for the necessary
allotment of funds, hut the contract plans
and estimates are ready, the contemplated
outlay being stated at Rs. 2. 17. 860. The
High Court, Allahabad, is nearing com-
pletion, so much as Rs. 13.09.000 having
been spent up to the end of the previous
financial year, ending March, 1916. The

the architecfs designs, at a cost of
Rs.9.500. The new courts at Cawnpore
are soon to be built, the estimate beinc
for Rs.11.61.950. Another building by
Mr. Lisliman is the combined office of the
salutary engineer and the consultin.'
architect at Allahabad, which has been in
occupation for about twelve months. The
chief building cost Rs.81.395, or Rs.8.1.9
per foot super, and Rs.0.3.8 1-6 per cubic
foot, as set out in the report. The out-
liuildings cost Rs. 2.723. The stone em-
ployed came from Mirzapur, the external
walls otherwise being finished with
Kutni plaster. The roofs and floors are of
"Kleme" hollow hrick. The architec-
tural treatment of this homely-looking
building IS broadly handled in an Italian
Renaissance type of deisign, with simple
lines and semicircular arches to the porch
and verandahs to the lower stage, with
columns dividing off the flanking openings
to each bay, similar shafts being repeated
above under the crowning coniice. Judo--
ing by the photograph, it makes a suitabfe
and practical job, in conformity with
climatic conditions, \vithout being unin-
teresting, tliough rigidly plain. Many
more pretentious Indian modern buildings
never rise above the commonplace. Then-
cost bears little relation to their paucity
in that respect.

The Allahabad LTniversity Library is
conceived in an ornate manner after the
Hindoo style, and may be said to be a
well-balanced performance on regulation
lines

; but clever as it may be as an adap-
tation, the result is not distinctive or
what is called "up to date." Col. Sir
Swinton Jacob, K.CJ.E.. was the archi-
tect. The -syork cost Rs.2.44.024, and its

execution has been supei-vised by Rai
Bahadur Haiu Kishen Pant, executive
engineer. The Post Office, Patna, has a
fresher touch about it, is more free on
broader principles, though European in
idea—a plain building by Mr. J. F. Illun-
nings, A.R.I.B.A., whose work shows
promise, as in his types C and D for the
bungalows he has erected at Patna. This
report is well got up on good paper, but
the photographs in all cases are not uni-
formly good, some being dull and lacking
in light and shade. The publication is

produced by the superintendent of the
Government Printing Works at Calcutta.

small aigosy with an undue amount of rud-
der. This, however, is not so, because the
sharp-edged knees and square-formed loms
sink, as it were, by accident, into a robust
rooster, with a hen whose head is buried in
her breast, with her feet extending behind
the boat-hke form and shaped like tliose of a
duck in the act of swhnming. Hence our
original mistake. We fail to follow the ar-
tist's conception, but the details, as well as
thj whole composition, baffle us. The design
is not even Assyrian in austeritv, while its sex
is clearly marked, as in the Oscar Wilde tomb*
set up in the cemetery Pere La Chaise five
years ago, hut which the authorities subse-
quently covered up.
The best piece of work shown at Leicester

Square is perhaps the bronze bust of Meum
Lindsell-Stewart, No. 26; but the same sub-
ject with the tousled hair in plaster, No. 11,
differs very much in facial form, and we can
but presume that the bronze is a better por-
trait, though the other work is direct and
naive in its handling. Lieut. Muirhead Bone
(24) suffers much at the hand of the modeller.
' The Tm Hat," No. 7, shows a weary,
strong man's head boldly treated in a
powerful way, and east in bronze,
evidently the weird face "back from the
trenches" is crushed by the basin-shaped
helmet, and this is done intentionally with no
sense of humour. The bust of Lord Fisher
next to the last is perhaps worthy of being
called a portrait, but the exnression of the
veteran War Lord, with the flat daub of hair
brushed over the scalp, is not inspiring, but
so charactered as to become a caricature.

> ^»» r
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A WAR-TIME SCLXPTURE EXHIBITION.
The collection of Mr. Jacob Epstein's latest

works now on view in the Leicester Galleries
occupies the smaller room, which is draped
in white, so that no colour shall militate or
by any chance detract from the busts and
figures arranged for study, though an element
of uncertainty, apart from the character of
the exhibits, is suggested by the note that
the catalogue refigured in ink is under revi-
sion. Thus a plaster head of Mr. W. H.
Davies, supposed to be in bronze, remains in
plaster, the ultimate work not having arrived.
No. 23.—The granite colossus, called '' Mother
and Child." is in embryo, so that before being
informed it is easy to mistake the parent for
the offspring. The whole thing, however,
is marked "unfinished," but at present it

would seem that the weakling facing the rock,
in form like some wild South Sea god, is

emerging from the mass of bolstered stone
designated a.s "carving." The sole references
to the war is a plaster sketch for a monument
(No. 12], with French Zouaves scrambling
along laden with their kit in front of a
tenantless pedestal with which they seem in
no way connected, while that part "of the de-
sign is disorderly and incomplete.
The chef-d'ceuvre of Mr. Epstein's winter

show is No. 15. a nine-foot high white marble
effigy, labelled "Venus," regardless of ana-
tomy and devoid of beauty, though varied in

Chinese cabinet-makers or joiners, from I and then a faceless form emerging from a,

LEAVES FROM THE LIFE OF THE LATE
W. H. LYNN, R.H.A.

Sir Aston Weibb contributes a very hi-
terestmg paper to the R.I.B.A. Journal under
the above title founded on " a simple scrap
albimi lately presented to the Institute
Librai-y containing veritable scraps of
illustrations and cuttings from the professional
papers, photographs of executed buddings,
letters and sketolies all unmounted and with-
out an-angeraent, and yet full of interest for
architects who care to trace tlie career of an
architect of genius as indicated in tliese
scraps."

_

" W. H. Lynn," continues Sir Aston Webb,
" was probably little known personally to
this generation, hut he left his mark on the
architecture of his time. He was the greatest
Irish ardiitect of his century, and was not
only an architect of distinction but a man of
character and a notable citizen of Belfast, a
city 'which was justly proud of him and one
which we are told 'he ' seldom left except
in obedience to professional duties.'

"

"Lynn was one of the finest architectural
draughtsmen of his day, but he used his gift
mainly in so far as 'it helped him in his
work, either in making strong pencil notes of
old buildings that appealed to him, or in
representing faithfully the probable effect of
buildings he was designing.
Lynn was for some years a frequent

attendant at the annual excursions of the
Architectural Association, and he and F. C.
Penrose were amongst the most indefatigable
of the sketchers. Some of his drawings will
be found in this album, notably the East end
of St. Michael's, Coventry, a fine specimen of
his uncompromising draughtsmanship. Others
are the Vicar's Close, Wells ; Woollas Hall
and Huddington Court, Worcestershire, the
two latter made during the 1881 excursion,
when, as President of the Architectural
Association, I had the pleasure to lead through
the comity as enthusiastic a party of students
as could he found. I have a photograph
group of them before me now sho-wing Lynn
and Penrose just as hoys amongst boys, and
none more keen or alert than they. On the
last evening of the excursion it was usual to
have a little show of the di-awings made
during the week, when those of Lynn and
Penrose were amongst the principal attrac-
tions, though there were many other fine

sketchers in the party.
Lynn was also a good sketcher in water-

colours, but the album contains no specimen,
as he probably laid less store far his purpose
on this method of delineation. Peoiirose's

Se« BcitDiNG News, May 31, 1912, for photograph.
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sl^etchcs, on the other 'hand, were mainly
waslied drawings.
He was a great planner, and in his hands

the mo.st intricate 'buildings became sjininet-
rical and dignilied, easily ujidurstood by those
who nsed them. Alfre<l Waterliouse, himself

...a. great planner, once told me that there was
nothing ho would better like to do than to
sit behind Lynn and look over Jiis shoulder
while ho pinned an antiquarian sheet to his
board an<l laid oat a large plan. Perhaps one
of hi.s finest plans was- that for the new
Pai'liainent House at Sy<lney, a Gothic design
with a vei-y fine symmetrical lay-out. TJiis

design was selected in oi)en competition, but
never executed. Another very fine conception
was his third premiated design of the Glasgow
Municipal Buildings, though I beUeve he him-
self preferred hi.s Clarke Hall, Paisley, which
he won in competition ;uid carried out. He
also won 'in competition and erected Town
Halls at Chester and Barrow-in-Furness, both
illustrated in the album.
The album contains a fev.' illustrations from

the many buildings he designed during his

extensive private practice, which was of a

.singularly varied character. He de.signed

some seventeen clmrche.s, mostly in Ireland,

the Chateau at Quebec for ].,ord Dufferin, then
Governor-General of Canada, the Campbell
College, Belfast, together with many banks
and other commercial buildings, and also

many largj houses.

Lynn, although inciipable of seeking

luiiiours, appreciated them when they came to

him, as is shown by his preservation of the

notification of his election as Associate of the

P.oyal Hibernian Academy, 1855, and as Full

Member, 1872 ; as President of ithe Royal In-

stitute of Architects of Ireland, 1885, and also

the .award to him of a Gold Medal at the Paris

Exhibition of 1867 for his drawing of the

Parliament Houses and Guvernmont Offices

for 'Sydney.

Another interesting document preseirved in

the album is the following account: " W. H.
Lynn to the Commissioners of Public Works.
Til salary for attendance as Clerk of Works
at {Jueen's College, Belfast, from August to

October, 1847, nine weeks at £3 a week."
The young man of fc^venty acting as Clerk

of Works at Queen's College, Belfa.st, made
many of the drawings for this building, in-

cluding an elevation of the West front, and

linally became partner with the architect of

the building, Sir Charles Lanyon, to whom
he had been articled.

It may Im asked " And is this album all the

record of a great architect's work?" The
answer, of course, is " C-ertainly not." The
record of a.n architect's work is to l>e found

in his buildings, bo they many or few, large

or small. His drawings are a means to an

end and not the end itself. Lynn's buildings

are the record of a life which ,as far as I know
was, apart from bis work, singularly un-

eventful. He was never maiTied ; he was a

strong man and a true artist, firm of purpose,

brooking no interference with bis work,

sbunning publicity, and sincere and modest to

a degrie—such Was the man of w-liom I have

ventiired to ))on these few unworthy lines at

the particular request of a mutual friend."

Aston WEiin, R.A.
;.>••*—<

The survovor has iiifornioil tlio Merthyr Cor-

noiiition Public Works ( '.inunilleo that a start

hua been made in the demolishing of the old

St. David's Schools, High Street, on the site of

whioh will be erected new corjKii-ation offices

a.n<l a public library.

The Municipal Council of Vienna decided

at its last sitting-, says a. Borne message, to

collect all the romaininR church l)ells in the

Austrian capital and to hand them over to the

military authorities for niilitnry purposes. The
number of bells -thus collected is seventeen,

with a total weight of about five ions.

Seoond-Lieutonant Leon Alfred
_
O'Moura,

East Lancashire Regiment (killed in action),

was the only survivine cliild of Major W.
O'Mea.ra, bite Royal KiiRini'er.s. barrister-nt-

law of the Inner Temple, and of Mrs. 0'Meni:i.

Liimtennnt O'Meara was educated at Cord-
walles (Maideid)ead), Rugby, and St. Ed-
ward's. Oxford. Ho had intended .studying en-

^fineering at Caimbridge. and was entertnl at,

Pembroke Collcfrc. In Junuuvy. 1916, wlnii

only I85 years of age, he enlisted under tlic

Derby scheme, and served in the Artists* Rifb>s

and the Cadet Battalion. Last August he was
gazetted to the East Laucashires.

HIGHWAYS AiND BiWAYS.*
By Lawrekce \V. Chubb,

Secretary to the Commons and Footpaths
Preservation Society.

.\ jjublic highway may be defined as a strip

of land over which every subject of the King
is lawfully entitled to pass. The extent ol

his rights is another matter. If he is merely
entitled to passage on foot, the way is a high-
way for foot-passengors only ; if he is entitled

to ride a horse over a tracJ<, the way is a

bridle-path or horseway, and a footpath as

well. If carriages may lawfully be driven by
the public over the way, it is a carriage road,

and also a bridle-path and footpath.

The i^ublic right is confined to an easement
of passage; it does not embrace the ownershij)

of tlio soil, which, in most instances, remains
vested in the adjoining owner or owners by
whom, in no:-mal cases, is owned the freehold

to the centre of the metalled poition of the
carriage-way. That is why the timber
growing on the open wastes at the sides of

roads belongs to the adjoining owners. So
jealously do the Courts preserve the land-

owiuer's interests that it has been held that a

man is not entitled to walk backwards and
forwai'ds along a public path over a Yorkshire
moor in such a 'way as Ui interfere with a
grouse drive (Harrison v. Duke of Rutland
(1893j. 1 Q.B. 142J. In delivering judgment
in this case, Lord Justice Lopes enunciated
the legal principle involved. He said : "If
a person uses tlie soil of the highway for any
purposes other than that in respect of which
the dedication was made and the easement
accjuired, he is a trespasser. The easement
iK-ipiired by the public is a right to pass and
repass at their pleasure for the purpose of

legitimate travel, and the use of the soil for

any other purpose, whether lawful or uidaw-
ful, is an infringement of the rights of the

owner of the soil, who has, subject to this

easement, precisely tlie same estate in the

soil as he had previously to any easement
being acquired by the public." In another

case (Hickman v. Maisey (1900), 1 Q.B. 752)

the defendajit was held to be a trespasser

because he walked backwards and forwards
along a jniblic carriage road in order to

observe the fonn of horses under training on
adjacent downland. In this case, 'however,

Loixi .luslioe Smith held out a crumb of

comfort to the weary wayfarer, for he said :

"If a man while using a fiighway for passage

sat down for a time to rest himself by the side

uf the road, to call that a trespass would be

unreasonable. Similarly, if a man took a

sketch from tlie highway 1 should say that

no reasonable person would treat that as an

act of trespass.'' Ill another dispute (Ficlden

V. Cox (1906), 22 T.L.R. 411) the Court de-

cline<l to grant an injunction to restrain

])ersons from trespassing on a highway by

using it for tlie puqjose of catcliing motbs by
moans of lamps and other appliances, on the

ground that Uie ta-espasses were merely

teohnical.

Xevertheless, the strict legal view is Uiat a

pedestrian is not entitled in a general right

to stray over land not dedicaletl to the public

use anil enjoyment, although that land is un-

enclosed common or ojien down ; and so accus-

tKim-d iiro we t<i speak with ])rido of ivn

Knglishmau's rights that it comes almost as

a shock when we first realise that bis most

comprehensive right—a right of way—is con-

fined within exceedingly narrow limits, and

thai it is ix>ssible that a man may be a tres-

jjasscr Mpon a public highway.

Having thus considered the nature of a

public highway, it becomes necessary to make
some dnquirv "into the origin and history of

such ways." Theoretically, every highway

must have originated cither by the operation

of an Act of Parliament or by dedication

—

exjire.ss or presumed^iy some owner of the

land over which it passes. Altliough. as we
shall see, a number of carriage roads and

fewer footpaths have been created by statutory

authority, the vast majority are deemed to

have come into existence by means of de-

dication. "Dedication" is the expression

used to describe a convenient legal fiction

devised t<i account for the existence of a

public interest in highw'sys.

* From a paper read at a
c Society of Arte, February 14.

meeting of tlie Bojal

When it is remembered that the antiquity
of highways in general cannot be gainsairt,

the doctrine of presumed dedication, and all

that it involves, appears to the la^ mind to

bo not far removed from the ridiculous. Some
deeply-scored by-roads in use to-day probably
existed as foot-|>athB and pack-ways in tlie

time of the early Britons for the conveyance
of tin and furs in pre-Roraan days. Yet each
of tbem is deemed to have originated in

dedication.

Tho main Roman roads certainly extended
for an aggregate distance of 2,500 miles, and
.some scholars of repute believe tliat their

total length in Britain amounted, with their
connections, to over 4,500 miles. When it is

remembered that the Hint, gravel, and other
material required for the high causeways on
which the roiids were formed sometimes had
to be carried for great distances, it is possible

to realise something of the marvellous
achievement of tlie Romans.

With the im]x>sition of the rule of t^ie

Norman and the organisation of the manor
as a unit of local government, tlie main-
tenance of the King's highway was imposed
as a theoretical duty upon the lord of the
manor and hia tenants subject to the adjust-

ment and control of the Court Leet. Wheeled
traffic was almost unknown, save for the
rough carts utilised to carry home the crops,

and the customary highways were for

centuries almost exclusively traversed by
pedestrians and horsemen. Until the dawn
of the nineteenth century the principal part

of the corn in remote districts was conveyed
to market by pacJi-horses, altliough in some
places common carriei's were prepared even in

the fourteenth <-entury to convey grain by
cart at the rate of oiie penny per ton per

mile.

The Statute of Winchester, passed in 1285.

was the first Act of Parliament which pur-

ported to deal with roads. It did not go far.

for it merely ordered that " highways leading

from one market town to anotlier shall be eii-

larged where as bushes, woods, or dykes be.

.so that there be neither dyke nor bush where-

by a man niav lurk to do hurt within 200 ft.

of the one side and 200 ft. of the other side

of the way." Xo attempt at actual main-

tenance of tlie surface of the liighway was

made, or was considered necessary, until the

growth of vehicular traffic rendered re-

pair an imjierative necessity. If the way be-

came foundixius or impassable, the traveller

might deviate upon the adjoiniiig land, even

if cultivated, for the judges defided that it

was "the good passage" that constituted

the highway and not merely "the beaten

track." Wiiere the Und on either side of a

public way remains unenclosed this rule still

obtains, and if fences are erected to separate

the highway from the adjoining lamd the

burden of repair, prim;* facie, still falls on

the adjoining occupier, as long as his fences

debar the jniblic from their common law

right of deviation.

It was not until 1555 tliat anoUier High- .

ways Act was passed (The Mending of High-

ways Act, 2 and 3 Philip and Mary, cap. 8|.

and this once and for all cast upon the

inhabitiints the obligation to maintain the

highways in their parish. Surveyors of liigh-

ways were ordered to be appointed by the

parishioners, and were authorised and re-

<piiiy;d to direct the- performance of statute

labour uiwn the roads. This was a form of

>Jational Service which no man might law-

fiillv evade, but which imiKised a burden

from which all endeavoured to screen them-

selves. NevertheJess, loads became more

neglected than ever, and were monopolised

bv large dixives of cattle, sheep and pigs ;
even

flocks of geese slowly tramped their way along

the muddy ways from Norfolk to t'he markets

of London. Manv new highways, too, came

into existence with the passage of thousands

of Acts authorising the inclosure of commons.

The awards made in pursuance of the Acts

directed the setting out of convenient ways.

but the question of rojwir i-emained unsolved.

Turnpike trusts were therefore devised to

remedv the deplorable state of neglect into

which"the King's highway had fallen. Certain
,

individuals, with a view to the repair of|

l«irticular roads, subscribed among them-|

selves for that piuTiose, and erected gat
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upon the roads, taking tolls from those who
passed through them.
The first scheme of this kind received the

consent o£ Parliament in 1663, and dealt with
ways in Herts, Cambs, and Hajits. It was not,

however, until 1706 that tlie first Turnpike
Act profier was passed. This proved so

successful that, altogether, over 1,100 turn-
pike trusts were creat-ed in England and
Wales, having under their control 23,000
miles of road and enjoying and spending a
gross annual revenue of £1,500.000. Each
trust was empowered to construct and main-
tain a specified piece of road and to levy tolls

for a limited period, usually twenty-one years.

The powers were renewed from time to time,

and Parliament further permitted the Sur-
veyor of Turnpike Trusts to require the per-

formance on the roads under his charge of the
unpopular and personal obligation of Statute
Duty and Team Labour first sanctioned in

1555.

The friction caused by the erection of tum-
p kes and the imposition of tolls led to much
diiorder, "and culminated in the notorious
Rebi^cca. Riots in South Wales? In the mean-
time, general Acts were passed authorising
the punishment by whipping and, in 1734,
even by death of offenders who destroyed
i;ates or toll-houses; but the state of friction

continued until Parliament adopted a recom-
mendation of a Select Committee of the House
of Commons made in 1854, and finally declined
tu renew Turnpike Continuance Bills. The
Highways and Locomotives Act, 1878, pro-

vided that such roads should become main
roads, the expense of repair being jointly de-

fraj'ed by quarter sessions and by grants from
the Consolidated Funds. These roads are now
under the care of the county cou'ncils.

It is greatly to be regretted that, by an
obvious oversight. Parliament, when abolish-

ing turnpike trusts, did not take steps to

ensure that their records should be handed
over to quarter sessions. It was enacted that

the special powers of the trusts to abate en-

croachments should he continued ; but the

plans and records of the trusts, which were
essential to prove the existence of such en-

croachments, remained with private in-

dividuals to whom they were useless. .Such

records have a definite historic value, and
should be in the keeping of the count)' authori-

ties. They throw much light upon economic
problems of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, and are of considerable public in-

terest and utility. County councils should

therefore be empowered to acquire these re-

cords, on the ground that they concern all

the main highways in the country, many of

which have been public roads since their con-

struction by the Romans.
Few of us, perhaps, realise the vast ex-

penditure entailed in the upkeep of public

roads in England and Wales. For the last

normal year before the war it amounted to

over ten and a-half million pounds—a sum
which considerably exceeds the total revenue
of Denmark. The burden of repair is increas-

ing rapidly. Since 1907 it has grown hy llj

per cent. The total length of roads repaired

\)y local authorities already amounts to not

less than 151,112 miles, and if, and when, the

recently projwsed schemes of arterial road con-

struction materialise, to meet the growing
needs of speedy motor traffic, it is clear that

the State will have to bear a consideiable

share of the financial burden.

It is now necessary to invite you to con-

sider what is perhaps the most important and
interesting aspect of the subject—the protec-

t'on of public rights of way from obstruction.

We have seen that once a highway has been

dedicated to the public it can only be lawfully

closed by Act of Parliament or justices' order.

To obstruct it ty any other means is unlaw-

ful, for the obsti-uction of a public way is a

nuisance. We are all familiar with the

maxim, " Once a highway always a highway,"
which is based on a decision that no length

of time can legalise a public nuisance (Rex v.

Cross, 3 Camp. 227).

Theoretically, therefore, a highway of any
kind once created can never be lawfully

closed by the irregular action of any indivi-

dual. This principle has held good for genera-

tions, 'but prior to the reform of local govern-

ment effected by the Local Government Acts

1888 and 1894, the burden of protecting rights

of way was not obligatory upon a local

authority, 'but mainly depended upon the

voluntary efforts of the village Hampden.
The power of the cumulative vote enabled
one or two owners to disregard the needs and
wishes of the inhabitants of an entire parish

in vestry assembled.
For many years the Commons and Foot-

paths Preservation Society had found it neces-

sary to include in its programme the work of

preserving public rights of way, and the

National Footpath Preservation Society,

formed in 1884 by tlie late Mr. Henry Alhiutt,

also did much u.seful work.
In 1899 the National Footpaths Preserva-

tion .Society was amalgamated with the
Commons Preservation Society, and the work
has so grown that, during the last twenty
years, nearly 10,000 cases of obstruction of

public roads, bridle-ways, and footpaths have
been dealt with by the society. Relatively
few of these cases have concerned public car-

riage roads. These highways are generally

repaired at the public expense and, when that

has happened, no question can arise as to the

existence of a right of way. Only a small

minority of footpaths, however, are repaired

by the public, and disputes with regard to

them are of frequent occurrence.

It is, therefore, fortunate that local authori-

ties have far-reaching powers which, if wisely

and fearlessly employed, render difficult, if

not impossible, unlawful attempts to obstruct

rights of way. The reasons for their inac-

tivity are manifold. Sometimes they fear a

lawsuit with its attendant ex-pense, trouble,

and uncertainty ; or they may be composed of

persons who have no sympathy with the
public point of view. Again, - in an even
greater number of cases, they may be in-

fluenced by the fact that many of their mem-
bers work for, or are tenants of, the land-

owner who is endeavouring to shut up a

public path.
When a right of passage over a path which

has hitherto been open is challenged, the first

step which must be taken is to ascertain and
marshal the facts both for and against the

popular claim. A puhlic path has certain

definite characteristics. As a rule, it is pro-

vided with stiles, wicket, or other gates and
footbridges ; it is often a. short cut, and it

must be a thoroughfare leading from and to a

place where the public has a right to he.

Above aD, it is desirable to be able to prove
that the path has, in fact, been used for a

long time as a public way by all who have
desired to traverse it. Records, such as tithe

or inclosure awards, sale plans, or ancient

maps may be available to prove the antiquity

of the way, although in view of recent de-

cisions many maps are not admissible as

evidence unless the surveyor by whom they
were made can be produced to prove them.

Unfortunately, up to the present. Parlia-

ment has prescribed no fixed period of years

of user for establishing a public as distin-

guished from a private right of way. The
period varies in accordance with the views of

particular judges, and with all the circum-

stances in connection with the formation,

location, and history of the path. In one
metropolitan case (North London Railway
Company v. Islington Vestry (1872), Q.B. 37,

J.P. 341), the brief period of eighteen months'
user was deemed to 'be sufficient to support
the presumption of dedication. In others, as

we shall see, evidence stretching back as far

as the oldest men can recollect has been held

to be inadequate. It is, therefore, desirable

to aim at securing evidence of forty or, if

possible, of sixty years' duration.

Assuming that inquiry has proved satisfac-

tory upon these points, and that no adverse

evidence has come to light, it is fairly safe to

conclude that the path in question is, prime,

facie, a public right of way. But it must
not be forgotten that, in the case of most ways
which have been challenged, evidence of some
sort is also available on the owner's side, and
it is of extreme importance that this also

should be ascertained.

The public should be on their guard against

the unauthorised diversion of rights of way.

It sometimes happens that diversions are

effected without a magistrate's certificate.

The new path is quite as convenient as the

old, and no objection is raised to the change.

But disputes have been decided against the

public largely on this point, for it is argued
that, since everyone is expected to know that
certain elaborate formalities must be complied
with before the line of a public path may be
lawfully changed, acquiescence in an irregu-

lar diversion may be taken to indicate that the
path was not a reputed public way.

It is not always safe for members of the
public to take the law into their own hands
by removing obstructions. In any event, it is

imperative that they should be certain that
the obstructed path is a public way, and that

they should do no more damage than is

actually necessary to secure reasonable

passage.
The oaging in of Stonehenge by means of a

ibarbed wire fence and the charge of one shil-

ling admission to the enclosure aroused violent

opposition, for this famous circle of stones is

recognised as the most imposing and interest-

ing of all the prehistoric remains in England.

For hundreds, if not for thousands, of years

this early cathedral of the British race had
been approached by deeply scored roadways
which cross the Wiltshire Downs for long

distances. It was alleged that the stones were

suffering damage ; but the Society pointed out

that if that were the case it was open to the

owner, while retaining all his proprietary in-

terests in the monument, to' constitute the

Office of Works guardians of Stonehenge under

the Ancient Monuments Act, and they -ivould

thereupon fee bound to protect the remains.

It offered to raise £10,000 in order to pur-

chase the owner's rights and to protect the

stones without enclosure. This offer was

declined, although, after first asking an enor-

mous sum for his interests, the owner came

down in price to £50,000. The Society felt

that it would be neither right nor possible

to raise this exorbitant amount, and with

oreat regret Lord Eversley and the Committee

eventually decided to institute legal proceed-

ings against the owner, Sir Edmund Antrobus,

who had obstructed the ancient tracks.

The hearing lasted seven days, and finally

the judge decided against the Society'?

claims : in the first place, because the exist-

ence of a long-standing settlement was deemed

to prevent the presumption of the dedication

of through routes; and, in the second place,

because, in his view, a public way could not

end at a place of historic interest, such as

Stonehenge. . • , .i.

This has been the only case in which the

Society has suffered defeat in the Law Courts

during a fifty years' fight for public rights of

way, and the sympathy aroused by its efforts

to maintain an "important public principle has

determined it not to rest content until this

point, too, is finally seittled by Parliament in

accordance with the dictates of common sense

and equity.
, „. -^j j

In the meantime the death of Sir tdmund
Antrobus led last year to the sale of Stone-

henge The monument realised at pu'blic

auction £6.600, or £3.400 less than the

Society offered to raise in 1901 m order that

the remains might be permanently preserved

for the nation. Stonehenge is still in private

hands, and the estate is considerably poorer

than would have been the case had the

Society's offer been accepted.

Litigation with regard to rig'nts of way is an

expensive matter. The Stonehenge case cost

the Society almost £4,000; that amount

although large, is smaU in comparison with

costs which followed a bitterly-contested

action about Yorkshire footpaths, and which

amounted to over £15.000. Heavy expense is

miavoidable, because a host of witnesses must

he produced on each side, and also because the

cost of investigating ancient titles is often con-

siderable. By simplifying the law, and lajnng

down fixed rules for tiie guidance of judges

and counsel, the Society's Public Rights ot

Way Bill will greatly reduce the burden ot

expense in connection with footpath litiga-

tion.
>^m»m-(

Last week at a meeting at Rhyl, presided

over by Lord Kenyon, it was resolved that the

erection of the new Science Buildings at

Bangor L'niversitv shall be the North Wale,

-Memorial for Fallen Men in the War. Lord

Kenyon was appointed chairman, aad it -wa,

st.ated that the King and the Prime Mmister

approved of the scheme, which will cost

£150,000.
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'nr lllnstratinns.

THE BRIDGE, MANRKSA. SPAIN (ROYAL
ACADEMY WINTER EXHUBITION
OF GRAPHJC ARTS).

The "Manresii Bridge, Spain," is a repro-
ihiction of Sir Ernest George's beautiful and
powerful etching now in the Royal Academy
E.xhibition. It shows the romantic bridge
that spans the Llobiegat. Manresa is sur-

rounded by the fantastic peaks of the Mon-
serrat Range. The height of the bridge and
the strength of its piers were determined by
the varying conditions of the stream, which,
like most Spanish rivers, show a dry water-
bed at times, and anon, when imder spate, is a

rushing torrent. This imposing structure has
only the width of a mule patli or track for

pack-horses. On the side of the hill a convent
has grown up around the rock cave in which
Ignatius Loyola saw visions and spent his

rigorous days. This etching is one of a pair

shown as alxne stated, which are Sir Ernest
George's present work, but his studies for

tliem were made some thirty years ago. The
second picture, which we .shall shortly illus-

trate, represents the Castello and Ponte S.

Angelo at Rome.

MODERN ARCHITECTURE IN INDIA.
Particulars of these illustrations will be

found in our descriptive article on page 158.

PUBLIC WASHHOUSES FOR THE GOR-
GIE DISTRICT OF THE CITY OF
EDINBURGH AT McLEOD STREET.

The Lord Provost, Sir Robert K. Inches,

recently opened this building, which is the

sixth est.'i.bJishment of the kind erectcfl

or yet to be built in the city. Owing
to the large jiroportion of two- and three-

.-ipai-tmcnt houses of the flatted type in

Edinburgh, where domestic washing facilities

are not of the best, the public washhouse
has bec«mo a popular institution, and as

the charge of 2d. per hour for the use of the

facilities afforded is so moderate, the demaiid
fon further buildings in other localities is as

yet unsatisfied, being postponed only on ac-

count of the war.
Externally tlic Iniildings are carried out on

simple and unpretentious lines, and dej)cnd

on these qualities for any architectural merit

they possess. The building at McLeod Street

is entirely built of brick and rough cast. Tb
interior walls of the wa.«hing hall are lined

with white glazed bricks, the roofs of steel

<onstruction, lined with timber boarding and
painted in pure white, the roof princi))als

l)eing picked out in green. The entrance is

flanked- on one side by a large waiting room,
and on the other by the control office, which,

from its position, ensures surveillance over the

washing hall. Over th^ entrance is a

children's creche, where a caretaker looks

after the children of the mothers while they

are engaged at the washing tub. This is

ibelieved to V)e a commendable provision

peculiar to Edinburgh. Wliile there i

ground avail,i.lile for an 80-tub building, it

is restricted meantime to 60—40 tubs being

actually at present installed, although the

power "is sufficient lor the maximum. One
difficulty ^jcculiar to this class of building is

the removal of va))our, ample ventilation of

the natural kind being found to be most effec-

tual. In this building the rear wall is car-

ried up over the front line of the drying

liorsses. This ])ermits of windows on Imtb

sides of the hall. The nj>]>ej- part of the.se

work louvre-wise, the lower section being

fitted in with open metal gratings; the lantern

sashes, being opened in groups from four

points, afford amide top ventilation operating

in conjunction with the side openings.

Each of the forty washing compartments is

fitted with a steam boiling trough, with a

cover and lid, and a washing and rinsing tub.

A vanoar pi^je is led from the top of the

boiling trough to a continuous pipe led

through the roof from each group of ten stalls.

The stea,m boiler—26 ft. by 8 ft.—is placed

in an isolated boiler house, having large col<l

and hot water storage tanks in the upper

part. The engine house is situated in a base-

ment, and contains all the necessary calori-

fiers, steam batteries, fans, etc. The hydro-

extractors are of the imder-driven, self-

balancing tyjie, driven from an underground
duct 5 ft. "wide. Ample exhaust from the

drying chamber is provided, there being an
e.xhaust at the roof to the outer air for each

group of ten drying horses. This amplitude
of exhaust for the vapour' generated within

the chamber is found necessary to ensure rapid

drying.
J"ne cost of 'the buildings was about

£6,000, considerable e.vpense having been in-

curred owing to the intru.sion of water in the

excavations. The builders' work has been
carried out ty local builders, while the

engineering contract has been excellently car-

ried out by Messrs. Thomas Bradford and Co.,

of Crescent Ironworks, Salford, Manchester,
to the specification of the city architect, Mr.
.fames A. Williamson, A.R.I.B.A. W"e give
jilans, elevations, and sections from the con-
tract drawings, and at an early date shall add
a detail of the washing ball and dryin;;-

chamber section.

TR.\(MWAYS REORGANISATION.
The scheme for the reorganisation of the

London County Council tramways service pre-

pared by a special Sub-Committee appointed
in August has been approved by the High-
ways and General Purposes Committee, and
wmII ibe laid before the Council to-morrow.
It is proposed to divide the work into five

branches—traffic, electrical, rolling stock, per-

manent w,ay. and general—'with (the deputy
chiof officership being done away with) heads
directly under the chief officer. The traffic

manager will have control of a development
and jiuJblicity section, as w'ell as the opera-

tion section. Whilst not wishing to prejudge
the question of the amount to be appro-

])riated. the Highways Committee is satisfied

that, ."vpart from other forms of publicity,

greater use should be made of the Press as a

means of conveying to the public advantages
peculiar to the tramways service.

RECOMMENDED APrOINTMENTS.

It is recommended that there should be
appointed a traffic manager at a salary of

£1,200, rising to £1.500 a year ; an electrical

engineer at a similar salary : a rolling-stock

engineer at a salary of £1,000. rising to

£1.200 a year (the position not to be filled

at present) ; a chief clerk, and. in the traffic

branch, a development sujierinlendent (salary

£500. rising to £800). a publictiy assistant

(s.alary £300, rising to £400\. and an opera-

lion .superintendent (sal.ary £500, rising to

£700). Minor appointments and a re-arrange-

ment of certain offices are also recommended.

The ultimate additional expenditure involved

is £5.600 a year. It is proposed to appoint

Mr. J. R. Bruce, the present deputv chief

officer, .traffic manager, and to advertise the

liositions of electrical engineer, development

superintendent, and operation sn])erintendejit.

A sulb-committee has yet to report wnat

alterations, if any, should be made in connec-

tion with tramways operatiiui, with particular

reference to .services and fares and methods of

collection of .fares.

INCREASED RATES OK I' \V.

The additional financial burdens placed on

the tramways undertaking from the outbreak

of the war "to March 31, 1917, in respect of

wages, etc., to employees, are as follows:

—

War iboiius and war" wages. £172.150 ; in-

creases in rates of pav. £8.300 : and war ser-

vice .illmvances, £250.950—a total of

£431,400. On the basis of the present esta-

blishment, the additional annual cost under

lbe.se three heads is £268.400, which is

equivalent tfl a charge of 1.288d. a cir-mile

run. The cost of salaries and wages in the

tramways de|>artment has increased frcmi

4.70d. a car-mile in 1911-12 to 5.60d. a car-

mile in 1915-16.

MISCEIX.VNEOVS.

The Local Crtivernment Committee has

adjourned consideration of a sugsestion that

a tablet on Nn, 32, Craven Street, com-

memorative of Heine, the German author,

.ohonld be removed, and of a proposal to

rename .Schubert Road, Putney.

The portrait of Mr. CyrilJackson. chairman

of the Council for 1915-16. painted by ^Mr.

William Ouless. R.A.. has been presented to

the Council by Mr. Jackson and hung in the

lobby to the Council-chamber.

FREEZING OF WATER MAINS AND
SERVICES.*

BV WILLIAM WHITLOCK BRVSH.

The iti-ansfonmation of water from the

Liquid to the solid state known as ice, as a

result of the abstraction of heat from the

water, is a process familiar to all, but the

exact conditions under which such transfor-

maiion takes place are not so generally

known. This witlidrawal of heat may be by
means of radiation, conduction or convection,

the transfer of heat heing accomplished by
any one of these agencies operating singly or

in combination.
Fresh water increases in density as the

temperature is lowered until a maximum is

reached at 39 deg. Fahr. There is then a

gradual reduction lui density to tlie tem-
perature of 32 deg.. when the liquid changes

t« the solid form kiimvn as ice, with a specific

graviity of 0.89. It is tliis transformation

that is p,articularly interesting to waterworks
men, and some" of the more imiwrtant

features of such transformation will be

briefly discussed. The temperature of water

is reniarkablv constant while ice is forming

or melting. The temperature of the air may
be many degrees below zero, but the tem
perature of fresh water, even ithou|:li it be

in a rapid running stream, will not be more
than 0.01 below 32 deg. Fahr. Again, as long

as there is ice in the water the temperature
will only be a similarlv small fraction of a

degree above 32 deg. Fahr., even though the

temperaiture of it.he air be many degrees above

the freezing 7)oint. A mixture of ice and
Wilier forms the most canstant>*temperatnre

known to phjTsicists.

It is popularly believed that Tunning water

may he lowered to a temperature of several

degrees Fahr. Ijelow the freezing point Viefore

ice"will be formed. Tliis is an error. AUso-

lutelv .<=till water may l>e cooled to approxi-

mately 10 deg. Fahr. below the freezing point

withoiiit ice forming, but as soon as there is

the slightest agitation of the water an imme-

diate format.ion of ice takes pl.ace. and con-

tinues until the heat released by the change

from water to ice warms the remaining T^r-

tion of the waiter to the freezing point. The
latent heat of the water at tlie freezing

point is laj'ge, amounting to 80 calories per

gramme, or sufficient to raise 143 lbs. of

water 1 deg. Fahr. for every pound of water

changed to ice.

FORMS OF ICE.

(ce is divided into tliree kinds, based upon

the manner in which it forms—i.e., surface

ice. frazil ice. and anolior ice.

These three forms of ice are aU of in-

terest to' tlie waterworks engineer, not alone

as affecting the prt>blems to be met at the

si>urce of supply, when sucli source may
be a reservoir or stream, but also in the

di*tribnti<in of Wivter. as will be shown later.

FORMATION OF ICE IN WATER MAINS.

The formation of ice in water mains is

dependent upon the temperature of the

water in the main and the velocity of cur

rent, the pressure being of negligible effect,

as has previously been shown.

It is probable" that the water as drawn

fnmi a reservoir or stream is seldom below

35 deg. Fahr.. as the formation of ice and

the density of the water generally prevent

the cooling of the water below this tern-

|ierature. If the water in passing tilirouph

the main is not re<luced in tem,peratnre to

lielow 32 deg. Fahr. there will be no dan

ger of freezing. If it is reduced below 32

deg. Fahr. ice will begin to form, the ice

foi-ming a coating on the inside of the ivipe.

due to" the high conductivity of the iron.

As the ice film thickens, the transmission

of t.he heat of the water to the surrounding

earth and thence lo the air is ijreatly re-

tarded, the conductivity of ice being such

a small fraction of the conductivity of the

iron. If the velocity in the main is re-

duced Ihrough a lowering of the rate of

dr.aft. the water in the main is more readily

<oolo<l, and the (rate of ice formation cor-

respondingly increases.,

This ice 'foi-mation may be properly clas-

sified as surface ice. It is probable tliat in

a main wiliere the velocity is high tJie water

• From a paper read before the American Water,

works Association.
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is ccxjleU slightly below tho freeziag point
and a foiin of frazil ice created. Such ice
might eventually clog the main, stopping
the flow, and the whole mass of water in
the main quickly change to solid ice. A
stoppage in flow may also occur after a
thaw, due to the loosening of the film of ice
which has formed during the cold spell, and
which may break up and flow through the
wat«r until it reaches a jx)int in the main
where the ice may not have broken loose and
where the floating ice will become packed
in such a manner as to con^letely stop the
flow.

While tihis might account for the stoppage
of flow in mains, especially in house ser-
\-ices, aftei- a thaw, which is an expei'ience
not uncormnon to waterworks superinftend-
ents, there is a record of an actual reduction
in temperature of soil below 32 deg. Fahr.
following a thaw, and such reduction would
be ample reason for the freezing up of
water mains coincident with a thaw.

PREVENIION OF FORMATION- OF ICE IN
SUBAQUEOUS 3UISS.

\^'here a main is laid in salt water it is

common practice to lay the main without
any earth cover. The iron is therefore ex-
posed directly to the salt water, which is

usually in motion, and heat may be i-apidly
a.bstracted from the water in the main
through the three agencies of transmission
^.e. , radiation, conduction and convection.
Radiation is active in clear water, and
especially |b from the black pipe. The iron
is also an excellent medium for conduction,
with the heat being absorbed from tjhe sur-
face of the iron by tJie water flowing over
the pipe. Convection will readily do its
part within the pipe. The temperature of
the salt water during a period of severe cold
may be lowered several degrees below the
freezing point, and under such conditions
ice viill form in the water main, and the
main will be completely clogged, unless the
rate of flow is sufficient to maintain the
temperature at the discliarge end of tie
main at or above 32 deg. Fahr.

If a main is laid in a body of fresh water
there is little danger of freezing except at
the point where the main enters the water,
as the temperature of the water will be above
32 deg. Fahr., and a covering of surface ice
will prevent excessive radiation. If the main
is laid in the bottom of a raipidly-flowing
fresh-wa,ter stream, it is possible that,
through radiation and the cooling of the
water in the stream, ice might form in the
Main, but it is improbable that suoh ice
wrmld be of sufficient thickness to interfeire
witli the delivery of water through' such
mam.

FROST PENETRATION- ON LANO.
The committee of the New England Water-

works Association, which report^ in 1909 on
freezing of water mains, started in their report
that they had received ninety replies from
320 circulars sait out to waterworks enoi-
neers and .superintendents, fifty-three com-
munities had had trouble with freezing of
mains, 50 per cent, of the freezing had
occurred at dead ends, and in all cases there
had been little or no velocity.

In all but three cases the mains were
.-mailer than 10 ins. in diameter, and only
seven as large as 8 ins. in diameter. In everv
case the gromid was frozen below the axis of
the l)ipe; 40 per cent, of pipe was laid in
clay. 48.6 per cent, in gravel. 5.7 per cent.
in sand, and 5.7 pe- cent, in rock. The depth
of penetration of frost was found to be 1 ft.

greater in the streets than in the fields, and
1 ft. 5 ins. deeper in gravel than in clay, the
depth in sand being aibout midway between
the depth in clay and in gravel. The ice was
found at times in concentric rings in pipe
as large as 24 in.';, in diameter, and no stop-
X)age of the pijie had occurred. The ice for-
mation was not ahvavs solid, but sometimes
in the form of slush. The depth of frost
penetration varied materially.
The oom-niUee called attention to a belief

or tradition" that existed in the minds of
many plumbers and waterworks superinten-
denits that most stoppages occurred during a
thaw, following a period of severe cold
weather, it b6U>g suggested that this might
tie caused by evaporation from the surface

during tlie early stages of the thaw, produc-
ing additioaial refrigeration or reduction of
temperature at the depth of a water main
sufficient to cause freezing. The committee
comment that the reports received did not
support the theory.

PREVENTION- OF FOESLATION OF ICE IN II.UNS
AND SERVICES.

WTiere frost penetration has extended to,
and possibly beyond, the level at which a
water main or service has been installed, the
water in the main or service will freeze imle.ss
the temperature of the water in such main
IS kept at or above 32 deg. Fahr. This can
only be accomplished by having such quantity
of water pass through the main that the rate
of abstraction of heat will not be sufficiently
rapid to cause the temperature of the water
to fall below 32 deg.
By testing the temperature of tlie water as

it is drawn from a hydrant it can be deter-
mined whether there "is or is not likelihood
of the main freezing. No rule can be formu-
lated which would answer the question as to
wihother a main will freeze under given con-
ditions. A protecting covering is certainly
a great aid in reducing the danger of freez-
ing, and snow on the ground is an almost
sure preventive.

THAVriNG ICE IX MAINS AND SER^^CES.
The profblem of tliiawing out frozen mains

and services has been greatly simplified
through the utilisation of the electric cur-
rent at low tension. Wliile it was found that
this method was not of much value when
applied to a main laid in water, where the
heat gerieratexl tlirough the passage of the
electnc current would be rapidly dissipated
by the flowing current of water, the condition
where the pipe is covered with soil is entirely
different and much more favourable to the
thaw-ing of the main. As the electric cur-
rent passes through the metal the heat
generated will thaw both the ice which is
formed mthin the main and the ice which is
formedin the soil ou.t,<!ide of the main. The
transmission of tins heat to the surrounding
earth and thence to the surface is very .sJow.
and a comparatively small amount of current
is required to make the neces.sarv change
from ice to water. It is not necessary to
describe the actual application of electricity
to the mains, as this has been set forth in
deta.il many times.

>—*•»-<
STATUES AND MEMORIALS.

The L.ate Captain Selous.—At a meeting
of the friends of tlie late Captain F. C.
Selous, D.S.O.. held in the board room of the
Natural History :Mu.seum, it was decided that
a committee should be formed to promote a
memorial of him. It is proposed that the
memorial shall, either in part or whole, be in
the form of a bas-i-elief to be erected in the
British iluseum of Natural Historv among
the trophies of the explorer's skill. vSub-
scriptions may be sent to the hon. treasurer.
llr. C. E. Fagan. Secretary of the Natural
History iluseum, Cromwell Road, S.W. Any
other communications should be addressed to
Mr. E. C. Stuart Baker, the hon. secretary, at
6, Harold Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.

»—•••>-«
A lead coffin and two stone coffins have been

discovered at Poundburv, Dorchester. The lid
of one, which contained a small skeleton, was
so hea\-y as to retiuire half a dozen German
prisoners to lift ir. The discovery was dis-
cussed at a meeting at xhe Dorset County
Museum, and Mr. Thomas Hardy said the
finding of tile coffins bore out tEe tradition that
Poundbury waa an old Saxon burying place.

The Bishop of Liverpool presided at the
annual meeting of the Diocesan Church Build-
ing Society, held in the Church House last

AVednesday. The report for 1916 stated that
the society's work had gone on quietlj- and
usefully, though its activities had run more in
the direction of assisting enterprises that had
been accomplished, or are nearing completion,
than in developing now building operations.
The continuance of the war and the abnorm-
ally high prices of building materials had
naturally discouraged the opening up of new
schemes. Two new churches, however, were -n

contemplation. Those were St. Luke's, Orrell,
near Wigan. and St. Mark's. Edge Lane,
which were to be begun as soon as a^ convenient
opportunity should occur.

THE ARMOURIES OF THE TOWER OF
LONDON.

A correspondent of the T-imes gives an in-

teresting survey of the recent changes at the
Tower of London. He says the high and
airy basement, with its 18th Century brick
vault has ceased to be the legendary dungeon
where prisoners died by drowning, though,
be it understood, it is, and always has been
some 10 ft. above high-water mark. It now
contains the fine examples of bronze ord-
nance which were gradually deteriorating
under the influence of river mists and sul-
phur-laden air in the Gun Park outside. One
of .the most interesting of these is a "ring-
tailed saker " of Henry VIII., shown with
other guns which belonged to the same
monarch. It was dredged up in Dover Har-
bour in 1914. and has been deposited in the
Tower by the Lords of the Admiralty. In
each bay are cannon of various nationalities,

from the .'=inall hand wall-piece to the great
17 ft. ilaltese gun at the farther end.
Passing from the Cannon Room, the visitor

enters the Sub-Crypt of the Chapel of St.

John, and proceeds through that archi-
tectural and historical absurdity, the " Little
Ease," a doorway wherein the prisoner
would be far more inconvenienced by the
passing to and fro of people from one vault
to another than by any ingenious contraction
of space. From the sub-crypt the Mortar
Room is reached, containing British and
foreign mortars. The removal of the great
Namur mortar, weighing some four tons,

which stands near the door, was a triumph
of which H.M. Office of Works may well be
proud, for the wooden carriage is but a mass
of dust and tinder, and under careless hand-
ling would have collapsed in ruins.
From the basement the visitor mounts

the spiral stall's to the top floor and
emerges in the Tudor Room, devoted to the
priceless armours of Henrj- VIII. The cases
round the wall show a sequence of helms and
helmets, and some fine details of armour be-
longing to Henry VIII., which was recently
transferred from Windsor by the King. On
the walls are the weapons carried by Henry's
Bodyguard, the " King's Spears,"" notable
examples of the weapon-smith's craft. From
this room opens the Horse Armoury, in the
centre of which is a procession of figures in
armour, horse and foot, showing the evolu-
tion of plate defences, from the graceful suit
of the 15tli Century to the cumbersome, but
historically more interesting, gilt armour de-
scribed in the Inventory of 1676, which is

here shown in a case as belonging to " His
late Majesty Charles I., of Ever Blessed
Memory." Near to this is a large case
showing the ornate armours of the Royal
Princes, Henr\', Charles I., and Charles II.,

and. in a small case, the cuirass and head-
piece of .James II. The passage-way at the
south end, used for over thirty years as the
Curator's office, has been opened into the
main room, and the office of the Armouries
has been removed to the North-East Turret,
used by John Flamsteed, first Astronomer
Royal, as an observatory in 1575.

On the floor below the visitor will find that
the old raftei-s and ceiling have been exposed,
and that the so-called " decorations," con-
sisting of stars, serpents, doves, and other
sentimentalities, wantonly twisted from ser-
vice weapons which deserved a better fate,
have been removed as undignified adjuncts
to the national collection. Here are shown
staff weapons, crossbows, axes, maces, and
the great lance of Charles Brandon, boon
companion to Henry VIII. The Oriental
arms, which were formerly shown in the ad-
joining room, have recently' been removed to
the British Museum, as they had no connec-
tion with the Tower or the development of
arms and armour. In their place are e.x-

hibited swords from the 11th to the 19th
Centuiy. including an interesting set of
Stuart swords, with which is the Sword of
State carried before Prince James Edward

—

disrespectfully known as "the Old Pre-
tender "—when he was proclaimed James III.
of England at Scone.

Passing down the south staircase the visifiir

reaches the Gun Floor, which has hitherto
been entirely closed to the public, as it con-
tained the store -of service arms. From the
Gun Floor opens the crypt of the chapel.
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and here /uibiluig oi the Tower will doubt-
less miss the figure of Queen Elizabeth, a
theatrical anachronism which \va* redressed
ill 1872, and only dated originally
irom the last years of the 18th Centuiy.
In place of this graceless figure are
found the execution block of Lord
J^ovat and the small collection of chains
and pinioning irons, which can never, by
any stretch of the imagination, be regarded
as " instruments of torture."

The Record Room leads out of the crypt
and contains relics of the Tower, models,
plans, etc.. which are not part of the
Armouries E.xhibitiou. Here the visitor ends
his tour with the gun-carriage on which
" Edward the Peacemaker " was carried to
his rest. In <a small case at the side is the
I artridge case of the first shell ever fired

against a foreign enemy from the City
of London when the anti-aircraft guns
came into action on the night of Sep-
tember 8. 1915. In the centre are two cases :

one contains swords presented to the
Armouries by our Allies in the present war.
and the otlier holds the sword of Tyord Wol-
seley, the revolver of . Lord Roberts, the
sword of Tjord Kitchener, and the famo\i.s
letter written by him to the nation.

> mom %

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
WiiKRE IS THE Daffodil ?—Mr. Honar Law.

replying to Mr. MacCallum Scott {L., Bridge-
ton, Glasgow), last week, said the national em-
blems which appeared in the water-mark of the
new £1 Treasury note were the rose, the thistle,
tlio shann-ock. and ill-- daffodil. Mr. MacCal-
lum Scott: Are these visrblo to the naked eye?
Sir W. Essex (L., Stafford) : To what part" of
the Kingdom does tlie daffodil belong? (" Hear,
hear," and laughter.) Mr. Bonar Law: I under-
stand it is regarded as the emblem of one part
of these islands, ibiit 1 am not an authority on
the subject. All the emblems can be seen by
ilie linked eye, because I have seen them my-
self.

Thf. Cojimandlered Hotels.—On Thursday
last fx>rd Midleton raise<r the question of tlie
uiipieciKlented expantiion of Government offices,
and told the House of Lords that, since the
pressure of the Retrenchment Committee had
been relaxed, tlierc had been an uncontrolled
orgy of expenditure. In two years there had
been taken up for the benefitof tJie Govern-
ment, in London alone eight hotels, two clubs,
a town hall, and lifly other buildings, not to
speak of w<K.>(len buildings whicli had been
erected all over the met mpolis. The office ac-
commodation and the staff had been more than
doubled. The staff in the Munitions Depart-
ment liad within two moiifhs risen to over
100,000. A gentleman wiho liad <K-<'upied rooms
for business purposes for several years was told
to clear out. On his saying that he could not
do so at once, a soldier was sent to iremove
him. He managed *<> obtain only a few days'
resiiife, hut the rooms were not' o«-upie<l for
Government pur|)oses until many weeks later.
.Another gentleman had said that the Govern-
ment took over his rfjoms in Whitehall Court.
Four nionlhs aflerwai-<ls he found that a man
whoiij ill' liad dismissed and who was tho-
roughly effirient for military duty was actually
working the lift. Lord MidletoiV'e own atteii-
tion had been called to a large flat which was
iKicupied by only two clerks and ta ladv assis-
tant. Lord Cur/.on admitted that the govern-
ment had been the parent of a mimerous
ofl'spring, but suggested that it was healthy and
useful. There were many cases in which IniiUI-
ings and rooms were grossly over<rowded liy

men working in the public interest. Tlieie were
more congested districts in London in connec-
tion with war services than in Ireland. Still,
the Government were fully conscious of the
danger. Investigations were being made, not
only by 8ir .Alfred Mond's .•\ccomniodation
Committee, but by a eoiiimittee under the eliair-
mansliip of Sir Comiiton Rickett. which was
dealing with the (juestion of staffs.

FuHTHFR Limitation of Bvildino Licencf,?.—
Dr. Addison informed Sir T. Esmonde on
Mondny that the Order in Council of .July last
rcHiuired the issue of a licence for all buil<liiig
work of the value of £500 or over, and for any
work involving the u.^-e of constructional steel.

Kor the future he was obliged to consider a

further limitation of licences, and it would be
of great assistance if apiilications even for

-mall amounts wore limited to those i-ec|uireil.

ither for urgent repairs or for work of
national importance.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

AuCHlTECTCK-tL ASSOCIATION Of IeELAND.
—At a meeting of the members of the Archi-
tectural Association last week in their rooms.
South Frederick Lane, Dublin, Mr. H. G.
Leask presiding, Mr. A. Ernest Child de-
livered a lecture on "Stained Gla^is." He
said that the beginnings of stained glass were
but imperfectly known, but that there was
little doubt that tlie art of making such glass
originated in the East. Having dtsscribed

the process of manufacture, the iectureit ex-
hibited on the screen a number of interesting
photographs and sketches of pattern windows,
ct>mposed chiefly of almost colourless glass,
siioh as the Five Sisters window in Vork
Minster, figure windows in rich colours, me-
dallion windows, in which the iiictures are
in medalUon form, set in frame-work of an
ornamental description, a-s in Bourges Cathe-
dral. Pictures of Irish-made stained glass
were also shown, includiing a beautiful win-
dow designed by tihe lecturer, and set in the
Roman Catholic cJiiu-ch at Castletowiiibcre.

Glasgow C-VIHEDbal.—ilr. T. L. iVatson,
F.R.I.B.A., delivered an address upon "' Glas-
gow Cathedral in the Thirteenth Ceiitury

"

to the members in the Edinburgh district of
the Scottish Ecclesiological Six:iety on Satur-
day week. He said the Cathedral of Glasgow
^vas a page of history. It differed essentially

from other cathedrals in the possession of an
upper and lower choir, and in the muisual
method followed in its construction, which
was such that successive phases of architec-
tural style were fully displayed and con-

trasted. Above all, it offered a unique ex-

ample of an earlier plan supplanted by a

later, but in such fashion that both might
be reatl as in the earlier and later manuscripts
of a palimpsest. The key to the history of

the building would be found in the fact that

the lower aisles and the adjoining inid<lle

compartment, were of different pei'iods, and
iliat in the interval that elapsed between them
the entire fabric of the choir afwve the level

of the low er church was constructed. During
this interval architectural style had developed
from an early and immature cxjiidition into the
perfected Gothic art of the thirteenth century,
so tliat Ihere were two widely different styles

in immediate contact with one another. Init

so well harmonised that their difference of

dale was not recognised until almul 30 years

ago. When the lower church was built there
was of 'necessity a plan of the whole vault,

but this was carried out only so far as the
lower ai.sles, the outer springer-stones of the
middle compartment, and a bridge of com-
munication between the n])per ai.sles. When.
therefore, on the completion of the choir and
clerestory, the builders returned to the middle
vault and decided upon an entirely new plan,

they had to alter the old springers or replace

them with others, to adapt them to the later

design, and from these altered and reneweii

springers we were enabled to recover tlie

earlier plan of the vault. This discovery

oi>eiie<l up the history of the structure as
by the raising of a ciu-tain. .focelin's un-
tiiiished work of the twelfth century was de-

molished by Walter, the founder of the ex-

isting building, who reserved tlie portion first

constructed as a temporary chapel for the
use of worshippers during the erection of the
('athedral. Here, accordingly, was found a

]iillar taken from .locelin's church, togi'ther

with a fragment of the temjxirary altar and
shrine of St. Kentjgern., On Walter's <leath

the work was continued by his successor, to

whom we owe the greater part of the ex-

isting choir. The vaulting of the lower aisles

w.us reached about 1240. but the middle and
eastern vaults were delayed, the former till

1260 and the latter till' 1270. the material

for the choir and clerestory being brought in

by way of the eastern aisle and hoisted from
the middle compartment to its ])lace on the
walls. The later )ilan of 'the middle vault,

dating .ihout 1260. and based upon tlie

cliapter-house vaulting of the Eiiglisli ciithc-

drals, was substituted for the original plan
of 1240, notwithstanding the fact that it in-

volved a large amount of additional work in

the alteration of the early springers. To tlliis

we owed one of the greatest curiosities of

architectural history, and to Bishop Bonding-
ton and thoee associated with him we owed

the possession of one of Uie noblest buildings
in Scotland.

The PioY.^L Institute or the Architects
or liiELAND.—A meeting of the Comicil oi

tli'i Royal Institute of the Architects of Ire-

la vl was held in the Council Chamber, 31,
South Frederick Street, Dubhn, on the 5th
insl. Mr. W. ivaye-Parry, .M.A., B.E., presi-
deiL in the chair. There were also present :

Me..srs. R. H. Bvriie, G. P. Sheridan, F.
Batchelor, A. ^E. Murray, H. .-Ulberry, F.
rfiiKi, K. C. Orpeii, A. CJ. C. Millar, G. L.
O'Connor, J. H. Webb, W. A. :5Cott, aud F.
Hayes, hoii. tecretary. Letters relating to
town planning schemes, members of the pro-
fession returning after the war, and Euro-
pean Crisis clause in building coiitracte were
dealt with. It was decided to convert the
Institute's holdings in War Loan aud Ex-
dieijuer Bonds into new 5 per Cent. War
I»aii. The following resolution was passed
in connection with the competition for designs
for the proposed University Buildings, Dub.
liu :

" The 'Council of the Royal Institute

of the Architects of Ireland regret the great
delay in announcing the result of the competi-
tion for the new I niversity Buildings of the
National University of Ireland. They are of

opinion tluvt the delay of eight months in

making known the award of the asseesor is

unfair Co the architects who have taken part
ill the eonipetition." A report from the Pro-
fessioiiiJ Practice Committee containing the
following resolution was receivediand passed :

"That It is undesirable, in the general in-

terest, that public officials should act as archi-

tects for private persons or have any
pecuniary interest in any buildings which are
under tlieir control."

The ARCH.tOLOGICAL Insiitoie Of
Amehr'a.—The general meeting of the

Arclueological Institute of America, in coji-

j unction w-ith the American Philological

Association and the College Art Association

of America, was held in St. Ixmis, December
27-30, 1916. Among the illustrated papers
|iresented were ;

" Comparative Philologj' and
tihe Cla.ssics, " by Professor Carl Darling
Buck, of the University of Chicago, Presi-

dent of the Philological Association: "A
Collection of Some New Testament Papyri."
by Wallace ... Stearns, of the University of

North Dakota; "Where Archieological In-

vestigation left off in Palestine aud Assyria."

by George L. Robinson, .of Chicago Theo-
logical Seminary; "Relation of Climatic

Changes to Archaeological Studies." by Ells-

worth Huntington, of Yale University ;
" The

.Study of American Art in American Col-

leges." by Herbert Richard Cross, of tlie Uni-
versity of Michigan ;

" The Place of Archi-
tecture in the Liberal Arts Course," by
.Alfred M. Brooks, of the liniversity of

Indiana; " lireat Monuments of the Archi-

tecture of India," by T. Lindsay Blayney,
of Rice Institute: "The Sanctuario of

Chimayo," iby Paul A. F. Walter, of the
School of American Arclueology ;

" Cave
Pictographs of the Rito de los Frijoles (New
Mexico)." by Kenneth M. Chapman, of the
ScIkxiI of American ArcluTpology : "Founda-
tions of Our National Architecture," by
Fiske Kimball, of the University of Michi-
gan ;

" The ATchair Architecture of New
^lexico," by William Templeton Johnson, of

San Diego.

Mr. Charles .Tohn Coffin, of Devonshire
.Avenue. Milton. Portsmouth, retired brick mer-
ch.int. left £200 to the Portsmouth. Portsea, and
Gosport Hosiiitnl. and a total of £51.363.

At a general meeting of members of the Royal
SiKiety of Painters in Water Coloui-s, Mr.
Moffat Linilner. Professor Moira. and Mr. A.
Reginald Smith were elected .Associates of the
wx'iety.

The death is announced of Sapper R. Diiii-

keld. Royal Engineers, who, up to the time he
joined the .Army, was surveyor for the Dora
district of Herefordshire. He was very seri-

ously wounded in action on the Western front

some four weeks ago. but the doctors had hope
of hi.s recovery, but succumbed to his in-

juries on January 26. The deceased soldier,

who is a Scotsman, and was only 26 years of

r.ge. was appointed surveyor of Dore district

just over two years ago.

f
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A WORTHY WAR ME:M0RIAL.
7'o I7te Ediior of the Buildi.\g News.

Sir,—Pardon my delay in thanking vou for
the excellent and appreciative- article" which
appeared in The Biuldikg Xew.s of the 14tJi
i-.st., and for illustrating the de.'.ign.

1 am haopy to say that I am receiving
satisfactory evidence that the proposal is the
right one.
As you suggest, the plan is open to modifi-

cation, and I am in communication with the
Abbey authorities to endeavour to be able to
make the detailed survey to which you refer.

WJien I get further on with the'drawings
I will let you know.

Yours- faithfully,

Wm. \Voodw.\rd.
10. Church Row,

Hamo.'^tead, N.W.
Februarv'l", 1917.

Sir,—When a few months ago, I lent my
friend, Mr. W. Woodward, my 2-ft. rule
with which to take some dimemsions in the
Chapter House at Westminster, I had little

idea that he was collecting data for the
scheme published last week in the Daily
Chronicle and by yourself. In many respects
it is a good scheme, but, in my opinion, not
iu all, and I trust that he will forgive me
for criticising it.

At the present moment, especially now that
Ypres has ceased to exist, Westminster pre-
sents the most perfect group of Gothic build-
ings, ajicient and modern, that the world
possesses. It.» beauty is marred by the row
of mean houses between the Abbey garden
and the House of Lords. Their entire re-

moval, advocated by Mr. Woodward, is. as

he says, in every way desirable, with the con-
sequent opening up of the Abbey garden wall
and the ancient Jewel House, and of a view
ot the Ab^ey church, from the south-east.

.So far opinions are not likely to disagree
;

but one doubts whether, in planning the
Memorial Chapel, Mr. Wood"n-ard can have
recognised that, as shown, it would involve
the destruction of the clergy houses round
the so-caUed " Little Cloister " (more
properly the ' Infirmary Court"), and with
them of the Cloister itself, which, as now
existing, is part and parcel of these houses.
It is a beautiful feature, with a history of its

own, whose loss would be irreparable; and,
moreover, with it would go the Norman
arcade (or so much as remains of it) of the
Chapel of St. Katherine, which opened to the
east of the Little Cloister-—rarely seen by the
public.

May I suggest that it would be more
logical to restore that arcade, and to enter'

the ilemorial Chapel through it, from the
Little Cloister, at the same level, thain by a
winding passage from the higher .level of the
Chapter House : and that the plan shoiUd be
so altered as to leave the clergy houses
standing?

But, it may be asked, would the chapel
be then large enough either to serve its pur-
pose as a Valhalla or to be a worthy memorial
of our country's part in the great wa.r?
Would it be so even as planned by Mr.
Woodward ?

I greatly doubt it. Size is not everything,
I grant .: but in this matter size is impera-
tive if the imagination is to be adequately
touched.
Much more adequate as a war memorial

would be either the provision ot a road
bridge across the river where the Charing
Cross railway bridge now stands, or the open-
ing Tip of the hajf-circle between Kingsway
and the Strand (now vacant) as a " Place
de la Guerre." with fountains and statuary,
and with the offices of the great Dominions
around it Yet what London needs, as the
capit.il of a great Empire, is a memorial
church capable of accomraodatirig as huge a

congregation as. .say, the Albert HaU for
occasional ceremonial use. and .so planned
that everybody could both see and hear.
Some will say that we have St. "Paul's. True,
but it is notoriously too small, so that at
the second Jubilee service in Queen Victoria's
reign the ceremony took place on the steps

outside
.;
while the le,«s said about its acoustic

properties, and the possibility of a congrega-
tion taking an intelligible part in a great
service, the better.

And such a church would be no white
elephant. It would form the " Valhalla,"
for which there is a call, as a consecrated
Christian edifice.

And it should be very beautiful and so

placed as to be visible—say, on the south
side of the Thames, opposite the Adelphi.

—

Yours faithfully,

G. A. T. MlDDLETON*.

COINAGE DECIMALISATION BILL.

Sir,—I woirld invite attention to a draft
of a proposed Bill for the Decimalisation of
Our Coinage, published for general infoa'ma-

tion in the Times Trade Supplement of

February', 1917. The draft is, apparently,
to be cu'culated to the Britisli Chambers of

C-ommerce only, when, if approved, the BiH
will be laid befoi-e Parliajnent. The "ques-

tion concerns other people besides members
of the Chambers, and the terms of the Bill

are well worth consideration. Compulsion is

intended, for thexe is a clause making it

illegal to use any other than the decimal
"coins of account," as such, and making
void any document in 'n'liich, after the pro-
jxjsed date of the Act (1917), any other coins
are mentioned. I may add that there is a
veiy strong feeling among engineers and
manufacturers that the Decimal Association
is not " playing the game." The engineer-
ing professions and working classes ai'e strain-

ing every nerve and devoting all their
energies—mental and physical—to beating
the eneni}' in munitions, ships, plant, etc.

The decimal agitators chose this awfid time,
when their strongest opponents are either
nearly worked to death at home or in the
trenches abroad, to press the passage of an
Act which the engineering classes of tliis

country think unfair, in.jurious, and unneces-
sary. Without munitions, not human
courage, gold, nor credit, are of avail. If

any of the British deserve consideration, who
but those men who have, for the ninth time
in our island story, consecrated the British
inch, the British pound weight, and the
British penny, 'with their blood and their
sweat? Oirr export trade depends upon the
engineer and the manufacturer, and finan-

cier and mercliants are willing enough,
when it suits them to do so, to proclaim that
our exports must at least balance our imjjprts,

yet the same commercial community cannot
refrain from constant nagging at and continual
meddling with the units the engineering classes

find essential to their business.
The first schedule at the end of the draft

Bill ought to be a revelation to most people.
It is proposed to retain the sovereign and the
half-sovereign as they are. We are to have
four-shilling and two-shilling pieces, and to
abolish the crown and half-cro-wn. The shil-

ling is to be called a 50-cent piece, and the
sixpence a 25-cent piece. So far, the coins
seem merely to change their names ; but in

spite of metric bounce that halves and quarters
are permissible, we are to be deprived of the
useful half-crown.

The penny and farthing (as v:e know them)
are to be abolished, and in their place we are
to get a British dime of 2.4d., a half-dime of
1.2d.. a new penny of 0.96d., a new half-penny
of 0.48d., and a Briti^i cent, or new farthing,
of 0.24d. That is : 12^ pennies will make a
shilling, an " awkward, vile, intolerable,

clumsy " number, worse, if anything, than the
"5^ yards," which metric advocates, so much
obieet to as making the British 5-metre rod,

pole, or perch ! Further, no dealer in his

senses could possibly take 0.96d. for an exist-

ing pennyworth ; so accepting the above two
practical objections as insurmountable, it

seems certain that the actual new penny must
be the 5-cen^ half-dime, valued at 1.2d.

Your readers will notice that the smaller
coins only are affected, and with them every
small transaction. The poor, and men and
women of moderate means, will pay for the
privilege of decimalisation of the British coin-

age. Fluctuations in prices do not affect the
issue, as that great statesman. Mr. Gladstone,
plainly saw. Whatever the current prices, at
the time of the passing of the Act, may be, the

new penny will not be accepted as the equiva-

lent of the present penny ; and the next coin

is nearly a penny -farthing, in present values.

The most curious thing in the tangle is the

inability of decimalists to perceive that for the
purposes of accounting of all kinds, for whole-
sale and foreign trade, and in large transac-

tions, they possess an invaluable decimal cur-

rency already. If the sovereign is divided
into 1,000 imaginary cents of account, not
COINED, the matter is perfectly clear. Sums
can be stated, and books kept, in £, florins,

and decimals of florins. For practical use, in

home payments of all kinds, there would exist

the sovereign of 1.000 cents, the half-sovereign
of 500 cents, the crown of 250, the half-crown
of 125, the florin of 100, the shilling of 50, the
sixpence of 25, and the three-penny bit of 12^
"cents of account." For smaller sums only,

the practical equivalent for a cent would be
an existing farthing. We merely divide the
three-penny bit into twelve convenient instead
of 12^ inconvenient parts.

There is no case at all for " decimalisation."
in either British currency or weights and
measures. We have everything necessary for

working in tens in both systems already. The
agitation is pui-elv artificial.

E. A.'W. Phillips, M.Inst.C.E.
Hove.

i^'mmm^-^

LKGAL INTELLIGENCE.
.\ Decoe.\toe's Contkact.—Savage and Co.

V. Harvey.—^Before the Lord Chief Justice
and a Special Jury, Messrs. Savage and Co.,

architectural decorators, of Albemarle Street,

Piccadilly, sought to have a declaration that

tlie contract made between them and Mr. A.

R. Harvey, of Waterloo Place, should be re-

scinded ; they also claimed damages against de-

fendant, who denied the allegations. Mr.
Patrick Hastings, in opening the case, on Feb-
ruary 13, stated defendant entered into an agree-

ment with the plaintiffs, who were to carry

out decorative work and supply furniture to the
value of £10,190 I3s. The work was carried

out at Highwood House, Mill Hill. Defendant
was connected with two Canadian companies
and had palatial premises at Waterloo Place,

where he carried on business in a regal style.

In July, 1915, Mr. Savage was introduced to

the defendant. Defendant had described him-
self as a financial adviser to the Cabinet, and
said he had an income of £100.000 a year. He
also stated that his income from the two com-
panies alone was £20,000 a year. Gathering
from this that defendant was a man of wealth,

the plaintiffs risked their capital in carrying out.

the contract. It was afterwards found tliat

these orders were given by defendant between
two periods of bankruptcy. In May, 1911, de-

fendant was bankrupt for a sum of £49,000.

In May, 1913, he applied for his discharge. This
was granted subject to a judgment for £60.000,

which was to 'be paid at the rate of £2,000 a

year. There was £16,000 still owing to the cre-

ditors on the first bankruptcy. A writ was
issued against defendant for £517 for other
work done by another firm at the same house,

and judgment was given for this amount. In
November, 1916, defendant was bankrupt again,

and as far as he (counsel) knew, he had not
applied for his discharge. Plaintiffs had not

been paid anything for the work done at the

house. Mr. Arthur Livingstone Savage, trad-

ing as 'Savage and Co., gave evidence. He
stated that the defendant described himself as

a financial adviser to the Cabinet. He also

spoke of the Prime Minister, and members of

the Cabinet as though thev were intimate
friends. The sum of £9,222 iSs. 5d. had been
spent in carrying out the work. Furniture and
other goods had been returned to his firm to

the value of £3,118 16s. 2d. Owing to witness
putting his capital in the contract he had been
hampered in his business. In cross-examination
witness said he was introduced to the defendant
by a 'Mrs. Lubbock. Defendant volunteered
the statement that he was a financial adviser

to the Cabinet. He was very persuasive and
]:plausible. It was untrue that tliere was any
' faked" antique furniture put into the de-

fendant's house by plaintiff's firm. At the ad-

journed hearing, on February 14, an official,

who attended on behalf of the Senior Registrar
in Bankruptcy, produced a file of the bank-
ruptcy of A. R. Harvey in respect of a receiv-

ing order made in February, 1911. The liabili-

ties were £45.000 and the assets 9s. 2d. The
bankrupt obtained his discharge on May 22.

1913, subject to a judgment for £20,000. pav-

able at the rate of £2.000 a vear. Bv Julv.

1914, he had paid £8,000. The date of the re-

ceiving order in the second bankruptcy was
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November 22, 1916. No public examinalioii lunl

vet taken jjlace. The .statement of asset." anil

liabilities preparetl by Mr. Harvey showed thai

liabilities were £158,000, and surfjlus assets over

liabilities £152,000. Shares were put down at

£115,513. 'llie defendant said he was a finan-

cier, and president and managing director of

Flax, Limited, a Canadian company, up to 1915.

and of Oil Processes, Limited, a Canadian com-
pany. From each company ho received £11.500

a year. His friend, Mrs. Lubbock, asked Iiim to

give plaintiff an order. IMaintifF first called on
him to invest £1.000 ill Oil I'rocosses, Limited,

which witness refused. Major Lubbock pleaded

with witness to give the jilaintifl a trial, and
witness did so. The plaintiff agreed to do the

work of furnishing and decorating the house
for 10 per cent, above cost price, and witness

said he would make it 12i per cent, if the work
was satisfactory. He might have told the plain

tiff he had £20,000 from the two companii'S.

but he did not say he was financial adviser to

the Cabinet or any member of it. Kor the year

ending April, 1915. he was assessed for inromc-

fav at £52,000 or £55,000. Cross-e.xamined.—On
September 17, 1915, he was a rich man. He
had hoped then that Flax. Limited, would con-

tinue to bring in dividends of £25,000 a year.

Ho started in busiiiti^s as a general draper at

Bootle, Iyiv<>rpool. Then he took up insurance

work and made £5,000 to £6,000 a year. Then
he obtained a patent and formed a company,
from which ho made a large income. He lived

on one-third of hi^s income, and gave away 50

or 60 per cent, of 'what he earned. It was true

that at the bankruptcy proceedings he said that

when he came to Loudon in June, 1909, he was
insolvent. Mr. Hastings: I suggest that these

two companies of yours were conceived by you
in fraud, and tliat you used them to defraud

pi'opie ever since? VVitness: It is a most black-

i;u.irdly statement, absolutely untrue. Witness

admitted that Oil Processes, Limited, was wound
up in the Chancery Division. That was be-

cause it could not collect its money owing to

the war. In June, 1914. a circular was sent out

stating that the shares in the company had gone

to a premium. At that time there was con-

siderable negotiation in respect of the sale of

foreign rights. In 1915 a report was issued by

the Oil Processes. Limited, stating that the

year's profit was £231.000. That refcrr(;^il to

right.s sold to an American company aiicf also

in France. The compaiiy went into liqiiidatifui

in 1916. Mr. Hastings: I suggest that, finditig

your companies were on their last legs. yt)U

thought the best chance of getting more money
was to pretend to be a rich man living in an
expensive establishment? Witness: I am sorry

for your mind to suggest such a thing. In re

examination, witness said that the first president

nf Oil I'rocesses, Limited, was Sir Oliver Lodge.

On Friday tl»e jury returned a ver<!ict for the

plaintiff for £5.250 damages, and his Lordship
gave judgment accordingly with cost*, and
granted a declaration rescinding the contract.

FKHRO-CO-NCRF.TE I'iTKMKKS V. CONTKMTOHS.
—L. G. MorcuEL and Partners v. Perry ami
Co. (Bow), LiMtTEtJ, Appeal.—On Fobrury 13,

in the King's Bench Division, before Just'ees

Hailhn«he an<l Atkin, a motion was iiade by

the defendants to set aside the judgment of the

<>fficial Referee, which we reiwrted on page
434 of our is-^iue of (November 1, 1916. »Ir.

Colam, K.C, and Mr. Ru.snell Dnaies apijeaied

for Messrs. Perry, and Mr. u>Jewbolt and Mr.
Horace Rowlands for Messrs. Mouchel.—Mr.
Colam argued that it was «n implie<l ton-, of

the contract that the plans and specifications

and quantities should be accurate. The further

hearing of the case was adjoin*ned Uyr a month.

>-•••-<
TRADE NOTES.

Boyle's latest palcMit air-punip " venti-

lators, supplied by Messrs. Pobert Boyle and
Son, ventilating engineers, 64, Holborn Via-

duct, LKiridon, E.C., hav<> been employed at the

Conservative iaiid Unionist Club, Great Heath,
Coventry.

Mr. Charles J. Blomfiold. F.R,I,B.A. (late

senior partner of Sir Arthur Blomficld and
Rons), brings to our notice the fact, that his

lirother and he having dissolved partnership

iU, tlio ond of lost year, the firm of Sir Arthur
Blomfiold and Son,s no longer oxi,«ts. His busi-

ness is now being carried on at 125. Park Road.
N.W. (noar St. John's Wood St.ition). Tele-

phone, Padding*on 567.

>-•••-<

(But (Dfficc fabU.

A meeting of the builders of the city of

TruTO was held at the Public Baths on Monday
evening, Mr. T. II. Hill pre,siding. It was
decided to grant the masons and carpenters

8d. per hour and labourers 6id. per liour on
and aft<>r March 3.

Sir Bam-pfylde Fuller, formerly Governor
of Eastenj Bengal and Assam, has tmdertalien

charge of tJhc War Office departmeav for the

control of timber. The department deals

with the supply of timber for the Army,
economy in its use for all puqxjscs in the

United Kingdom, the regulation of the pur-

chase of imjwrted timber, and the stimula-

tion of the felling of timber in the country.

All communications on the subject .should be

sent to Sir Bampfyldc Fuller at Caxton

House, Tothill Street, Westminster. Seen on

Monday night by a representative of the

/)fiil!/ 'Mail, Mr. Montague L. Meyer, the

Government timber buyer since the beginnmg

of the war, said :
" So Jar as I know, my posi-

tion remains tihe same."

The si.xty-second exhibition of the Society of

Women Artists, open in the Suffolk Street Gal-

leries is a good one, although there are not a

few pictures which have been already shown

in public. Miss Alice Fanner, Miss Dorothea

Sharp, Miss A. K. Brownhig, Miss Elsie

Thompson, Miss Margaret R. Macpherson,

and Mrs. T. Whately are tlie pillars of the

Society. Miss Thompson's " White Pigeons
'

(183) is a close study of character, and Mrs,

Whately's " Knight'sbridge " (188) is a good

presentation of buildings under snow, " Still

Life" (231), by Miss Macpherson, is one of

the hest of her works.

The ease of a Chesterfield joiner, who was

eventually exempted, on the condition that he

engaged in work of national im))ortance for

three days a week, raised the (luestion last

week at" the Derby,shire Appeal Tribunal

whether cofiin-makiiig was essential to the

national interest. The military representa-

tive reminded the Tribunal that dead soldiers

who had fought for their country were not

buried in coffins. The man's solicitor sug-

gested that the point was one for the Central

Tribunal to decide. If relatives found that

they could not procure coffins in which to bury

their dead, they would have to go without.

The community" would have to he persuaded,

however, that "they were not essential.

The following is the fortieth list of members,

licentiates, and students R.I.B.A. serving

with the forces, the total to date being 69

Fellows, 110 Associates, 311 Licentiates, and

291 students :—Associates :—Dannatt, P. B..

Lieut.. R,E, Services: Htill. Vincent. Sanitary

Section R.A.M.C. : Dicken.son. \V. F..' Lieut..

Hants Begt. ; Foggitt, G. H., Royal Engineers

Licentiates :—Dukes. W. B.. M.G.T.C. ;

Flinn, H. E., Officer Cadet Battalion;

iSturges, H. J.. ILA.M.C. ; Wilkinson. Ste-

phen, Lieut,, R,F.C. Promotions :—Mr. S.

Birkett (A,), gazetted Lieut, in the Lanes,

Fusiliers: Sec. -Lieut. Cecil L. Wright (A.),

P.O. A., from Artists' Rifles O.T.C.

Mr. Cecil Harmsworth. M.P.. jiresided last

week at the annual meeting of the British

Garden Cities Association. According to the

report, it appeared that Government depart-

ments, local authorities, building societies,

etc. had availed themselves of the services of

the association. Belgian Study Circles had

been instituted, and a Circles Committee ap-

pointed, which, at the re<iuesl of the Belgian

Government, the association was assisting with

a view to a compilation of plans and pictures

designe<l to he of service in the rebuilding of

Belgium. Belgian archilects. surveyors, and

engineers now resident in this country were

being educated in the princiiiles of garden

cities and town planning. I./<u-d Salisbury was

elected president of the association, and Mr.

Cecil Harmsworth was npjwinted chairman of

the council.

A broken cast-iron pulley was reoently re-

paired bv pouring it full of concrete, accord-

ing to H. S. Carpenter, in the A'liflidfrin;/

Jfrrnrd. The pulley, which is one of a pair

carrying the main elevator in a large stonc-

cru.shing plant, is 5 ins. in diameter, with

a 20-in. faee. In the failure nearly the

entire rim wae broken, but an extra pulley

was not av.iilable, and it took some, time U>

secure a new one. To avoid shutting down
the plant in the meantime, a form was built

in place around tihe remains of the old pulley,

using peitor:ited metal, faced with building

paper for the rim and wood for the sides.

The belt was left in place, and the whole in-

terior of the form poured full of 1 : 2 : 3
concrete Pouring was finished at 6 p.m. on
Saturday and the concrete pulley was put in

service at 11 a.m. the following Monday. The
job w.-is a complete success. Thv belt runs
directly on the concrete.

At the statutory general assembly of the
Royal Scottish Academy, held last Wednes-
day, for the purpose of electing one painter
to the rank of Academician in room of the
late Charles Martin Hardie, the result of the
voting was that Mr. Charles H. Mackic,
painter, Edinburgh, was elected. Mr. Mackie,
who was born at Aldershot Camp in 1862. is

a son of the late ("aptain Mackic, 2nd
(Queen's) Regiment. He was educated at

Wat.son's College and Edinburgh University,

and he entered the Edinburgh School of Art
in 1878. For many years his pictures have
been juominent in the Scottish exhibitions.

He worked in France for some time, having a
studio at Etaples, and later in Venice. Three
of his works are in the possession of the
Modern Arts Association, one having been
presented by Sir John Stirling Maxwell. One
of the others, "The Handmaid of Art," is a

notable picture, exhibited some years ago,

and presented by a number of subscribers

;

the third was purdiased from the painter liim-

.self. Mr. Mackie was elscted an Associate of

the Royal .Scottish Academy in 1902.

A Shrewsbury correspondent reminds us
that St. Mary's" spire fell February 11, 1894
—twenty-two years ago last Sunday week.
The congregation at evensong had a marvellous

escape, as they had not long left the building

when the disaster occurred. The fall followed

a meeting which was held in the town with

a view to raising a Shrewsbury memorial to

the great Salopian, Charles Darwin, and it

was suggested by the then incumbent of St.

Mary's that it was a visitation of Providence
because of the impious proposal. But, as was
unkindly pointed out by an anonymous writer

in the Press, the Vicar of the Church was
conspicuous among his clerical brethren by
absence fwm the meeting in question. There-
fore, if the fall of the .steeqile was a viisitation

of Providence, the Divine wrath was directed

against him. as the storm did no damage to

any other church in the town. The appeal

for the memorial, however, met with a very
inadequate response, and the noble stritue of

T)arwin. which adonis the front of the Public

Free Library, was provided by the munifi-

cence of the Shrop.shire Horticultural Society,

who refunded all the subscriptions.

Sir Aston Webb. R.A., in a paper on " Fire

Insurance in Its Relation to Buildings and
Aix'hiteeture.'' which he read to the Insur-

ance Institute of I-ondon last Monday night,

said that London had been prai-tically wijied

out by fire four times, the Inst time being the

Great" Fire of London 250 years iigo. Wide
streets were a great means of (irotection from

;the apiead of fire from one building to tlie

opposite one. The City of London was a

great sinner in this respect, many of the

streets not ibeing more than 20 to 25 ft. wide,

which enaibled the buildings opoosite easily

to cat<-h alight. Thev certainly did not want

another Great Fire of London, but were it to

h.ippen he believed that as the hast Great Fire

changed London buildings externally m four

vo.irs (from wood to brick, another would

"change them internally from wood to con-

crete.
.^.^mm^

Mr F, W Ikioth. tejuporary assistant in

tl,; Oeptford borough -'""oyor's d.Jpartnient

has iH-en appointed surveyor "to the Wallinpton

ami Beddin^ton Urban Distrut Council.

Tho death of Mr. William Cray. M.R.I. A.,

took place at his residence. Aubuni \ lUa, Glen-

bum Park. Belfast, on the 6tli inst.. in his

86th vear. Mr. Grav. who wa.i a native of the

SoutJi of Ireland, went to Belfast many yjars

ago, and took a prominent part in mattoi-s re-

lating to educ.itioii, art. science, and ar<'.h.Tology.

He was iiresid.^nt of the BiJfast Naturalists

Fiehl Club in 1879-SO. and was one of the fore-

most wlvoeates of the eAtaWi.shment of the

Freo Library ond Art Gallery in Belfast. He
was the author of several books on antiquaiian-

and aroh.'eologicail subjects.
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CHIPS.
The Groat Yarmoutli Licensing- Justices have

passed plaJis for rebiiiUiiig the Gorleston Clitf

Hotel. Tho cost is estimated at £30,000.

The death iiS announced at Brockhurst oS

Mr. F. C. Harvey, assistant surveyor to the

Go&port ajid Alverstoke Urban District Coun-
cil

The Lieutenant-Governor of tiio Punjab laid

the foundation-stone of tlie new ball of the

Society for Promoting Scientilic Knowledge it

Lahore on Tuesday, January 30.

From March 5 to 10 there will be an exhibi-

tion a.t the Mansion House of prints and other

reproductions of pictures by famous Russian

artists, illustrating Russian life and history.

A discount of 50 per cent, is to be allowed

from March 1 on Government air-craft insur-

ance premiums, except to insurances effected

through the Post Office, ajid with a minimum
premiuim of 2s. as heretofore.

In view of the appeal by the Government to

ajbandon all avoidable oc'casions of travelling

by rail, it has been decided to postpone the

uaveiling of the Rupert Brooke Memorial in

Rugby Chapel until after the war.

Mr. Charles Trubshaw, for thirty years chief

architect to the -Midland Railway Co., died last

Thursday at his residence at Derby, aged 76.

Mr. Trubshaw designed the Midland hotel at

Manchester, the station and hotel at Bradford,

and the new station buildings at Nottingham.
He retired in 1905.

Tho engagement is announced of Ernest T.

PUetcher, lieutenant. Hussars, youngest son of

the late Professor Banister Fletcher,

F.R.I.B.A., aJid Mrs. Banister Fletcher, Angle-
bay. West Hampstead, and Muriel, only

daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Laver, of Westleigh, Westgate-on-Sea.

Once argain we draw attention to the excel-

lent work of the A. A. Active Service Com-
mittee, which consists of sending out neces-

sities and comforts to members of the archi-

trotural profession and building trades serving

with the forces. Gifts in money and articles

will be gratefully received by Mrs. Maurice
Webb, 37, Great Smith Street, Westminster^
S.W.
Speaking en " The History of the Mansion

House " at a meeting of the City Livery Club
at the Mansion House last Friday, Mr. Charles

Welch said that on its site there was founded
in 1282 the Stock Market used by fishmongers
;ind butchers. After the Great Fire it became
the Covent Garden of its day. In 1739 the
Corporation determined to ei^ect the present
building at a cost of £71,000.

Mr. Harry Ellis Wooldridfe. who was Slade
Professor at Oxford from 1895 to 1903, has died
at his London residence after a long illness.

His works include the large reredos in the
Church of St. Martin, Brighton, and frescoes
in the [ia.rish church of St. John, Hampstead.
Among liis works on music are a new edition
<if Chappell's "Popular Music of the Olden
Time" and "The Polyphonic Period."

" The present stoppage of construction," per-
tinently remarks a writer in the A. A. Joitrnai,

"is an marked contrast to the period of the
Napoleonic Wars—from the Revolution to

Waterloo—when important developments in the
arrangement of many London estates took
]ilace and fortunes were made and lost in

building speculation." One is unfortunately in-

stinctively reminded that there had not then
been experienced four years of Mr. Lloyd
George's finance, with its special attractive-

ness for builders

!

The Eastbourne Town- Council have ap-
proved plans submitted by Mr. F. G. Cooke,
architect, for alterations at 27-29, Elms
.\venue ; by Mr. A. Ford, architect, for altera-

tions at No. la. Terminus Road, 11, Silverdale
Road, and 37, Upperton Gardens ; by Mr. S.

C. Scales, architect, for additions at Park
Gates Hotel ; by Mr. P. D. Stoiiham for altera-

tions at 86, Terminus Road ; by Mr. C. Breach,
Viuilder, for alterations at 78, Latimer Road;
and by Messrs. G. Bainbridge and Son for a

.shed at the Upperton Red Cross Hospital.

In connection witli the Royal Academy
Winter Exhibition of Graphic Ai't, the council

have arranged for a course of illustrated lec-

Turos on the various forms of engraving, to be
delivered in the Galleries, without extra charge
for admission, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, at

3.30 p.m. Yesterday Mr. Joseph Pennell
lectured on lithography. To-morrow Sir Frank
Short will sx>eak on etching and line engrav-
ing; and these lectures will be followed by
Mr. Campbell Dodgson on old engravings, Mr.
F. Morley Fletcher on colour printing, and Sir

Frank Short on mezzotint.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Building News, Effingham
House, 1, .\rundel Street, Strand, W.C, and not to
members of the statf by name.. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other ,

communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
'

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for, unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
.^ome time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

***Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always wel-

come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.

Of more commonplace subjects, small churches,
chapels, bouses, etc.—we have usually far more sent
than we can insert, but are glad to do so when space
permits, on mutually advantageous terms, which
may be ascertained on application.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

TEEiMS OF SDBSCKIPTION.

One pound per annum (post free) to any part of

the United Kingdom ; tor the United States,

£1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France or BeJ-

)!ium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33f. 30c.). To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the .Australian Colonies or New Zealand,

to the' Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

*»*Our Direct Subscription Agents for .Australia

are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Ck>., Printers and
Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool Street,

Sydney. New Soutli Wales; for Japan, The Maruzen
Co., Ltd., 11-16. Nionba.5hi Tori Sanchome, Tokyo;
who will receive Subscriptions at £1 6s. Od. per
annum on our account. Copies of the paper will

be sent by us direct to the subscribers' address.

*»*The special rate to Canada is £1 3s. lOd.

= 5dol3. SOc. for 12 months, and lis. lld. = 2dols. 90c.

six months. Our Direct Subscription Agents for

Canada are Messrs. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shaughnessy
Buildings, McGill Street, Montreal, who will receive

Subscriptions, £1 3s. lOd. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post OfBce Orders to be made payable

to The Strand Newsp.apek Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract .Adver-

tisements, Public Companies, and all official adver-

tisements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-

cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 50 words. Special terms for series

of six insertions or more can be ascertained on appli-

cation to the PubUsher.

SITUATIONS VACANT.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant " is Two Shillings and Sixpence for Twenty-
four Words, and Si-vpence for every Eight Words
after. All Situation Advertisements must he prepaid

SITUATIONS WASTED AND PARTNERSHIPS.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Wanted " and " Partnerships " is One Shilling for

Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every Eight
Words after.

All Situation and Partnership Adi-ertisements

must be prepaii\.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page and
special and other positions can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

REPLIES TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Replies to advertisements can be received at the

Office, Effingham House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand,

W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under

cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Sixpence is

made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

Advertisements for the current week must reach

the office not later than 3 p.m. on Tuesday. Front-

page advertisements and alterations or stop orders

for serial advertisements must reach the office by

first .post on Monday to secure attention.

RECEIVED—W. W.—C. S. and P.—I. C. S.—E. P. A.

and Son—D. Bros.—B. Bros.—W. and Co.. Ltd.—
E. S. E. Co., Ltd.—L. W.—J. G. K. and Son—
I. L. G. Co., Ltd.—W. H. S. and Son—J. B. ,ind

Co.—C. W. H.
J. K. S.—No.
Clive.—Please send.

PL.iSTER.—We know nothing of the firm.

Col. D.—Many thanks. Sihall awaiit them with
interest.

Please Help Us.—Will all readers oblige by ordering

the Buildinc. News regularly, eitlier direct from
the office or through the same newsagent? Not
merely to save themselves from disappointment.

but, to help us to regulate our output. From
.March 1 <j,ur supply of i<aper is agaii*. to bf
limited, .lud we are notified by the Paper Com.
mission tihat at an early subsequent date it will

be still further limited, ^or is this all. Al
the moment of writing we are advised by our
papermakers that their stocks of miaterial are
exhausted, and that they cannot say when more
may reach them. Our own stocks of pap^rr have
been necessarily small during the last twelve
months, and it may happen any week that ve
sliall be obliged to reduce the size of l,he paper
very drastically. If so readers will bear in

mind that it is not done metrely to avoid loss,

but simply because we cannot get paper. Mean-
while eA'ery sheet of paper saved is fomebhing
gained, instead of being wasted on onnecess.fy
" returns " from tJie n/^wpagenjts.

> m*^ <

TO ARMS!
1st LONDON ENGINEER VOLUNTEERS.

Headquarters, Balderton Street, Oxford Street, W.
ORDERS FOR THE WEEK, BY LIEUT.-COL. C. B.

CLAY, V.D.. COMMANDING.
OFFICER FOR THE WEEK.-Platoon Commander

A. Gerard.
NEXT FOR DUTY.—Platoon Commander W. J.

\ Watkins
MONDON, FEB. 26.—Technical for Platoon No. 9

at Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill,

Plat<:M>n No. 10. Signalling Class. Recruits' Drill,

6.30-S.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28.—Instructional Claas, 6.1.";.

Platoon Drill, Platoon No. 2.

THURSD-4.Y, MARCH 1.—Platoon Drill, Platoons
Nos. 5 and 6. .Ambulance Class by M.O., 6.30.

FRIDAY, MAKCH 2.—Technical for Platoon No.
10, Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill, No. 9.

Signalling Class. Recruits' DriU, 6.25-8.25.

S.ATURDAY, MARCH 3.-2.45, Commanding Offi-

cer's Parade. Uniform.
tSUNDAY', MAROH 4.—Entrenching at Otford.

Parade Victoria (S.E. and C. Rly. Booking Office),

8.45 a.m. Uniform, haversacks, wafcer-bottle.'».

ili<lday rations to be carried. Railway vouchers
will be provided.
EASTER CAMiP.—Tliis will take place at Esher.

where a course has been arranged under Royal
Engineer instructors. Names must be sent in to

Orderly Room not later than February 28.

MUSRETRY.—For all Companies. See Notice at
Headquarters.
NOTE.—Unless otherwise indicated, all Drills,

etc., will take place at Headquarters.
TELEPHONE NUMBER.—The Telephone at

Headquarters is now Mayfair 1969.

By order,

MACLEOD YEARSLEY, Adjutant.
February 24, 1917.

)—••*»(
The Dublin On-poration invite tenders for a

marble pedestal in the City Hall. It is in-

tended to receive a bronze bust of the late

Charles Stewai-t Parnell. The bust was for-

merly in the imssession of the late Dr. Kenny,
M.P., City Coroner, and is an excellent like-

ness.

Mr. T. W. Daivid, a Cardiff timber expert,
declares that wood pulp for paper-making can
easily be produced at home, and cites the case
of Glamorgan, where he says there are. whole
districts of waste land Where timber for pulping
couid profitably be grown. We wish somebody
would start and persuade British paper-makers
to use the home-made pulp.

In a letter to tho Brighton Town Council
Mr. Austen Chamberlain, Secretary of State
for India, says that his council has sanctioned
tho expenditure of £750 on the proposed In-

dian memorial. The Brighton Counsil have
voted a like sum. The site is on the Downs
close to the town, where the Indians set up a

crematorium. •

Again not a single house plan was 'before tlie

Rochdale Corporation Building Committee on
Wednesday. "Two additions to works were ap-

proved—a new weaving shed at Messrs. J.

,
Radcliffe and Company's Green mill, and a

new boiler-house at Messrs. KelsaJl and
Kemp's Mason Street works.

Mr. J. H. Swainson, architect, of 1, Hill

Street. Regent Street, Wrexham, has been ap-

pointed ,Diocesan Surveyor for the Diocese of

St. .\saph, in conjunction with the previously

appointed surveyor. Captain Gronwy R.
Griffith, of Denbigh, whose time is taken up
with his military duties, and for whom Mr.
Swainson has been acting as deputy for the

previous nine montlis.

The efforts of the Joint Committee of tQie

Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland and
the Dublin Industrial Development Association

to secure a permanent exhibit of Irish industries

connected with the building trades, in the

National Museum, having met with favourable

consideration by the Department of Agricul-

ture and Technical Instruotion, it is interesting

to review some of the earlier effco^s to estab-

lish an exhibition, or museum, of Irish indus-

tries in Dublin
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.

March 3.—Water Supply and Sewerage Scbeme
(prcniium S.OOtI pesetas—about 1:3U0), Mama-
nare.s, Spain.—Secretaria del .\yuntamiento,
.Manzanares.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Feb. 23.—Certain Alt<rations to \o9. 5 and 0.

StTUbbs Lane, in connection with flreprooBnj;
two front rooms of No. 6, to lie used ae an
electric sub'Stution.—For Wie Hammersmith
Boroui-h Council.—L. Gordon, Town Clerk, Town
Ii:()I, lliuntnersmith.

Feb. 2 8.- New butlirooms, laviitorics, etc., at the
I.outh County Innrmary—J. W. Turner, J.l'.,

Secrct.iry. Louth County liillrmary.

March 1.—General Kepairs, Painting, etc., to 3?.

Victoria Street, Norwich.—A. K. Collin.^,

M.I.C.K., City Engineer, Guildhall, Norwich.

March 14,—Coi).-.truction of PunipiuK Station
IlinUlinKs, Cliimney Shaft, .\pproacli Road, and
'-Ilii-r u<xrks at Sht'crnoSA East.—For tlie Sheer-
nt-ss Crban Kistriet -Coum-il, in acconhinco with
j'lan? anti s]>ecillcjitionB jtrejiared by V. \V. S.

.st;iiit*^n, thti council's consulting engineer.—V.
II Station, Clerk. Cf-uiicil Olllces, Shceraess.

ENGINEERING.
Feb. 2 6.—Supplying, delivering and fixing St««I

\iTtical t'ross-lu'be Boiler, about 9 ft. liigh,

4 ft. iliainoter.—For the A>'owlfopd Urban l>is-

triiit lOuncJl.—W. Farriiigton, Surveyor, Coun-
cil onices, Woodford Green, Esse.x.

Feb. 2 8.—CoiU'it ruction of two .Masonry Dams
across the I'.xrbati lliver in re^pt?ct of hydro-
electric waterworks and irrigation sclienies,
amounting to about ORs. 30,00,0011. equal to
flino.ftoo each; one noar Budti, and the other
between iia,«s:a and Kaketo.— S. K, Gurtu, ileni-
ber lioaril of Revenue for Irrigation, GwaJior
Goveriiment, (Moti^fo^al, Laflhkar, Gwaiior,
Central lndi>a.

March 2.—Prwlging work to bo carried out in
the river ItcJien, SoutliainjitonL—For tile

Soiithanipton Harbour Board.—J. E. Pailthorpe,
(.'lerk. Harbour (tllices. Town Quay, Southampton.

June t.—Stonn-wat-er Pumping Plant, Calcutta.

—

For the Corporation.-Tlie Indian and Eastern
Engineer^ 50, Fenchurch Street, E.C;

FENCES AND WALUS.
March 3 0.— \Vr(Ki',:lil-iron Gates and Fencing, for

the CeiLlral Wharf and Quay Street Landing,
Auckland. N.Z.^For the Harbour Board.—The
Commercial Intelligence Department, ",",, Basing-
ball Street, E.C.

PAINTING.
Fob. 24.—RepMuting and Decorating St. .Mary's

J'arioli Church, Ni-wry.—Designs and .sj>ecittca-

tion can be iiitspecttxl at the olllce of >lr. S. W.
Itcside, Artiliitcct, Margiiret Square, Newry.
Tcjidcrs to I* sent to the iRov. H. B. Swanzey,
M..\., Tlie VicwniKC, N«wry.

ROADS AND STREETS.
Fob, 2 3.— lir.iiiit^' niaiaclani ainl chiiiping.'^ ; Mac-

ckisfleld macadam and chii'piugs ; hmt-sUine mac-
adam anil chipitings ; I'l-in. grit stone setts ; sani-
tary pip*® (One Year).—For the Marplo Urban
Dl.strict Council,—D. J. Diver, ^^urveyor. Council
OllleeB, Marple.

Fob. 24.—Granit* Slag and Tarred .Macjwlajn, to
bo (U'livered at variou.s railway Rt;i-tions in ilic

district. Team InJiour ni-cc-^ary in o^irting the
material on to the ronds wihere required (One
Year).—For tlic JlotlKirheim Rural IDistriot

Council.—Oxiev ami Cow.xnI. Clerks to tlho

C.niueil, 0, Westgale. Kothc rhani.

' Feb. 2 6.—Sett?, Macadam, and other road niate-
ri.ilf (.11 X .Montlis).—For the Bredbury and
l.'iimihy Crban District Council.— .4. Plunkctt,

I

.Surveyor, Council ODIcea, School Brow, Romiley.

Feb. 26.—Granite S'.ag, Tarred Macadam and
Limestone, delivered t<i the various stations and

J

wharves in the district (One Year).—For the
Keynsham Rural District Council.~F. G. Whit.
tuck. Clerk to Council, Keynsham.

Fob. 2 8.—.Macadam, Tar Macadam, Chippings,
etc., delivered to railway stations and canal
"harves in the county (One Year).—For the
Cheshire County Council.—W. Uol ;ind. County
Surveyor. The Castle, Cheater.

Feb. 28—Supply of Granit*'—For tlio Diss
I I'rlian District Council.—A. Cooper, Surveyor,

The 'Terrace, Diss.

Fob. 28.—Making-up and luiving with Slag (lime-
stone will not be- acct-pted) of certain private
street* in the district under the Private Street

I

Works Act. 1892.—For the Easington Rural Dis-
trict Council.—W. G. W. Noble, Acting Clerk,
Coun<il Ollices, Easiikgton, Easington Colliery.

' Co. Durhitjn.

i

Feb. 28.—Construction of 1,000 super, yards of
;

Pitcli Grout Macadam Road.—For the Exeter
Con)oration.—T. Moulding, City Engineer and
Surveyor. Exeter.

Feb. 2 8.—Supplying Wliinstone. brokeii and un-
broken, an<l broken annealed and common
Slag, to be delivered, uirriage paid, at
stations witliin the diistriot.-For the Flaxton
Itural District Council.—J. Peters, Clerk, i,
New Street, York.

March 1.—Road Materials (Channel Island
Granite, Channel Isl.and Granite Sittings,
screened : Pea and Farnhara Uravil, Kentish
Flints, Cockle Shclk. Red Pit Sand, screenid
Thames Sand and Kentish Rag) (One Y'ear).-
For the Commissioners of H.M. Works.—Secre-
tary, H.M. Olllce of Works, Storey's Gate, Lon,
don, S.W. I

March 1.—Materials anil Work (One Year).—
For the Wardle Urban District Council.-J. D.
Hurst. Clerk. Council Offices, Wardle.

March 2.—Repair of District Roads (One Y'ear).—
For the Dorchester Rural District Council.—
W. W. Reed, Clerk, 24, High West Street, Dor-
chester.

March 3.—Supply of from 1,500 to 2.000 tons of
Broken ,? and XX Granite, from I, .100 to 2,000
tons of Broken X ami .X.\ Slag and best Slag
rejection, and about 250 tons of Slag Dust ajid
CJiips for roads in the district.—For the Sibsey
Rural District CouiH'il.—.1. M. Simpson, Clerk,
28, Wide Bargate, Boston.

March 3-17.—.Supplying Materials (One Y'oar)

:

Setts. Kclbs (locill stone); Flags (locJil stone);
Earthenwane Kpes, Bends, .lunctioiis. Taper
Pipes, Traps and Gullies; pitch ami Creosote

j

Oil; Whit* LimesrtiMio Chippings; Hand-broken
]

Granite and Gramte C^iippings; Portland '

C^-jnent (Britisli stiuidard epeciflcation).—For
the Hej-\v<MKl Cori)oration'.—G. G. Bourcliier, .

Town Clerk, Muniic-ipal onic^-s, Heywood.

March 5.—Supply of Koad Materials^ to be
<lelivered at the following railway stations; Six-
Mile-llottom. Dullinghani. Ni-v.niarket, Kennett,
Swattham Prior, Bottisham. Burwell. Fordliam,
Solwim iuid Isieham (Great ICastvrn Railway), at
times and hi .sudi qu;uitities as may be ordered
by the Council or their Sur^eyor.—For the New-
market Rural District Coiindl.—F. J. Black-
bouni. Acting Clerk, Dcva Chambtirs, New-
market.

March 5.—Supjily .and free delivery at Sunbury
railway, station or a riverside wliarf, at the
option of the Coundl. of not less than 500 tons
of GuernsCjV, Cleo Hill, IWtnlon Hill or Cliarn-
wood Granite (broken to jiass through a 21-in.

ring : and of not less tH;in .'ioo tons of Slag Tar-
Maca<hun.—For the Sunburvon-Thamcs Urban
District Council.—C. E. Goildard, Clerk. Council
OITici s. Sunibury-on-'nianu-s.

March 5.—Broken Gniuiie. etc.. lor repair of
liighways within the Borough of Loughborough
I One Year).—For the Highways Committei-.—
H. Perkins, Town HMl, LoufStlxirough.

March 7.—Supply of 4.(«»i tons of IJ.in. and
2-in. Granite, 500 tons of Granite Chip- (smail).
.tnd J.00(1 tons of Broken' and Unbrok u
Wymondham and KeiitbOi Flints, to be oe-
liverrtl on or before September 20. 11117, ,it

various places in quantities as r^uired bv the
surveyor.—For the Ilhtliing Rural District
Couneil.—H. A. Mullens, Clerk, Council Offices,
Buk^imp, Haleswortli.

March 7.—Higliway Material and Carting (One
Year).-For Wie Strood Rural District Council.
—J. E. Povey. Clerk, Council Ofllce;-. Strood.

March 10.—Supidying Materials. Stores. Steani-
r.iijjit .in<l lYactor Hire cOiie Y'eari.-For the
Hurliam County C^Hincil.

—

\. E. Btvokes, County
Surveyor. Sliire Hall. Durham.

March 13.—Suppl>ing Broken Furnace Slag,
Broken Granite. .M:icJiine and ParaWn Oils.

. Castings, Bricks, Cement, Coal. Disinfectants,
Stonc:ware Pipes, etc. (One Year).—For the Wal-
sall Rural District Couiu-il.—W. P. Y'oung,
District Surveyor, CoutK-il Otllees, Daw End.
Rusliall. Walsall.

March 17.—Broken Slag, Granite and Tar
.Macaflam for roads (One Year).—For the
Kivetoii Park Rural District Council.—K.
Hewitt. Surveyor. Conncil Olllces, Kivetoii Park
StatJon. near SlieBleld.

March 22.—Supply of about 2.980 yards of Flints.

about 2.3.')0 yards of Gr;uiite or other stone, an I

CO yard* of Gravel.—For the Chailey Rural Dis-
trict Coiinei!.—H. Kemp Walls, District Sur-
veyor, North Common, (Thailey.

SANITARY.
March 1.—Construction of about WO IjieaJ yanis

of 9-in. iind l.-^in. Earthenware and Cast-iron
Pipe Sewers, with manholes, etc.. at .Xllensbank
Road, Gaballa. in the Parish of LlanrlalT.—For
tile LlandalT and Dinas Powis Rural District
Council.—M. Warren, Clerk. Park House. Cardiff.

STORES.
Feb. 26.—About 60.000 Rectangular Sleepers. 9ft.

bj 10 ins. by 6 ins., cut from Scotch or silver

fir, delivered on the company's trucks at any
fitations on their system ; SO.000 Sletper Block«,
9 ft. by 10 ins. by 10 ins. (contractor to specify
description of timber), delivered on comp;»ny's
^trucks at their stores department. Oriel Street,
Dubhn. within six months from date of accept-
ance—For the Midland Great Western Railway
of Ireland Company.—P. .\. Hay, Secretary,
Broadstone Station. Dublin.

> »•» f

Mr. A. Nicholson, of Soutli C'ailton, has beoa
appointed temporary surveyor to the Welton
Rural District (Council.

Mr. W. H. ^Matthews Jones, city surveyor of
Chester, has bt^ii elected h ineiiiber of the lu-
stitution of Civil Eng-ineers.

Mr. J. S. Pickeriiitr, boroiigli surveyor and
water eiiyrncer of Chelleiiliain. has had his
salary increased from £600 to £700 {ler aiiiumi.

Lady Kobertsoii unveiled a war shrine at- St,
Luke's. Old Street, last Thursday, on which
were the names of 93 parishioners who liave

fallen at the front,

.-\n exhibition of etchiiifrs and dry-points by
Mr. Muirhead Bone is being held at 22. Mon-
tagu Square, W., from r<>bniary 18 to March 4
in aid of Mrs. Humphry Ward's scheme for pro-
viding Kvenintr Play Centres for London chil-

dren, nie exhibition, which contains many
works not exhibited before, is open daily from
11 to 6 and on Siirulnvs from 2 to o.

AUTOMATIC
Flushing Tanks

SIMPLE. RELIABLE.

Frcdk. BRABY & CO., Ltd
352 to 364, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.
New Grammar School, Stockport. General view of

entrance front and interior of the Great Hall,
with two plans. Messrs. R. H. Spalding and E.
G. Theakson, FF.R.I.B.A., Architects.

" Some Old Devon Churches," Upton Pyne Church
Western Tower; West Worlington Church Spire
and South Approach; Plastered Ceiling, south
aisle, Exminster Church; and Screen in .-outh

aisle. West Worlington Church. Photographed
by Mr. John Stabb.

Public Washhouses, McLeod Street, Gorgie. Edin-
burgh. Detail of the Washing Hall ami Drying
Chamber. Mr. .1. A. Williamson. A.K.I.B.A.,
Architect to the City of Edinburgh.

Cnrr^nte Calamo.

The importation of paper and paper-

making materials is to be brought down
very severely again. The importation

recentl}', we are told, has been on the scale

of 1,280,000 tons, and it lias to be reduced'

by one-half to 640,000 tons. Half of this

amount, it is said, will go to the printing

and half to the packing trades. The effec*

on newspapers is alread}- most serious,

and we rfiall have to do one of two things

—perhaps both—drastically diminish our

size or increase our price. The matter is

receiving our best consideration, buit diffi-

culties will attend the adopfion of any

course, whidh must be encountered, but not

without careful preparation and more

complete knowledge of the Paper Commis-

sion's new regulations than at present is

obtainable. During the past twelve months

we can only say that past restrictions

have had the effect of increasing the cost

of paper from 350 to 400 per cent, above

pre-war prices ; and tJiat, as Lord Burn-

ham said last Saturday at the meeiting of

the Newspaper Press Fund, " there had
not been on© exception to our being

plunged into the chaos of waste and
muddle which Government regulations

seem inevitably to bring.''

to, not merely because it is a timely help

to many of us, but because the Royal

Academy is, after all, the really repre-

sentative body of British architecture, as

well as of the other arts, and it is good

to see it recognising the necessities of the

times.

We congratulate the Royal Academy
on its decision to admit photographs of

architectural works and sculpture this

year for the first time. The conditions

laid down will be lound elsewhere in the

general regulations for the forthcoming

exhibition, which opens on May 7.

'Whether photographs have an art value

in themselves is a matter of difference of

opinion, but that they are in many cases

much more useful to architects as a

faithful representation of work actually

executed than fanciful perspectives of

the sort we have had more and more of

during the past few years, no one whose

opinion is worth having will denj'. Best

of all, of course, is a really good line

drawing, especially as regai'ds details,

and we are always thankful when we get

such. Just now few architects have the

time to make such, and in those cases a

good photograph answers every purpose.

Some of us know to whose influence this

forward move is due, and are very glad
that it has been exercised and responded

The third British Industries Fair

opened on Monday in the Victoria and
Albert Museum and the Imperial Insti-

tute, and will remain on viCTv till March
9. There are more exhibitoi'S and the

areas covered are larger than last year,

the toy section being by far the largest.

Toys hardly constitute one of tlie " essen-

tial trades" just at present, and we
sliould have tliought something miglit have

been done this year for those which are,

or will be as soon as peace oomes ; but tlie

Board of Trade thinks otherwise. Any-
how, a word of praise is due to those who
have organised the show, which is excel-

lently an-anged, and refreshingly free

from the puffery and pretence which char-

acterise some trade exhibitions. To us the

most useful objt-cts are shown at Stand B
30 in the Imperial Institute, where Lott's

Brick Co., 26, Vale Road, Oxhey, Wat-
ford, show a variety of stone building

bloclvs packed in various sized and priced

boxes, with plans and drawings. Each
box is numbered and progressive, and sup-

plemental to the one preceding it, so tiliat

the student may advance gradually from

the construction of the simplest cottage to

the coanplete cathedral. The series has

been specially designed by Mr. Arnold
Mitchell, and is in evei-y way infinitely

supei-ior to anything of the sort we have

seen before, the designs and plans being

based on really technical and scientific

principles. Among the few other exhibi-

toi-s likely to interest our own readers are

Mr. W. Bailey, Stand C 9, who also shows

some constnictiojral toys, but made in

grooved metal; Messrs. Carter and Co.,

Limited, of Poole, who have a selection of

their well-known tiles and ceramics ; and
Messi-s. Doulton and Co., Limited, Lam-
beth, whose arraj' of chemical laboratory

porcelain includes eveiything of the kind

hitherto made in Germany, of far higher

quality and fitness. Ai-cliitects and others

engaged in the design or management of

technical institutes and similar establish-

ments should make a point of famiKaris-

ing themselves with this exhibit. It em-

bodies a very real advance in a much
needed direction, and is eminently char-

acteristic of similar entei-prise in more
familiar directions which has e\'er distin-

guished the great firm it represents. We
wish we could say as much for some of the

exhibits of stationery and fancy goods, in

which one must admit the superiority over

the alien is not yet very apparent.

The Business Names Registration Act
is already causing a great deal of trouble,

and will, mast jirobably, lead to litigation

before its full effect is settled by the

Court. As usual, it was very badly and
loosely drafted, and there are many points

to be cleared up. As the .\ct applies not
only to trades but also to professions, its

scope is very extensive under the word
"Business." A person or a firm trading

only in his or their own true surnames is

e.xempt. But this must be done " without

any addition other than his or their true

Chiistian names, or the initials thereof."

So if "John Smith" himself trades as

"John Smith and Co." or "J. Smith
and Co." he must register it as a business

name, with true name separately stated.

Then the Act requires the main particu-

lai-s of registration to be shown in

"legible characters" on all "trade

catalogues, trade circulars, shov.'cards

and business letters, on or in which the

business name appears." This is vau'iie

and is already causing trouble, but the

better and safer opinion is that the words

"business letters" would include

memoranda, travellers' cards, invoices and
accounts, as these certainly come within

the' aim and object of the Act. Limited

companies are not included, so that the

many alien enemies still trading in our

midst, who do not love publicity, are now
very busy registering themselves as one-

man or private companies. The Govern-

ment has promised to stop this hole, which

they should do at once and retrospectively

if the Act is to be of any use in this way.

Of coui-se the whole of our company law

needs to be dealt with drastically. For
the war has shown that it is bj- means of

companies that the Germans have got so

great a grijj upon trades which both here

and abroad are vital to our interests.

This long delayed registration of business

names is a good step forward, but much
more has to be done with our loose company
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law and practice if we are ever to get and
kec-j) the control of British business.

Mr. Purcell Jones is showing in the

Leicester Galleries, Leicester Square, W.,

some forty framed water-colour drawings

in illustration of costumes for the tln^ativ,

and though quit<? rightly such studies

make no claim as pictorial compositions,

they are in their way perhaps none t3ie

less worthy of inspection. Like J. R.

Plancho, E. W. Godwin, William Burges,

and other reliable authorities on historic

or dramatic costume. Mr. I'urcell Jones

treats his drawings as practical diagrams

or detailed guides for the drcssmaken- or

tailor, the pose adopted by hLs figures

being meant to display in. the best manner
the .special cut and decorations of the par-

ticular costume illustrated. That insured,

no furtlher time is wasted upon finishing

up the faces of tlie personages dejjicted,

consequently tliey sometimes present a

doll-like or lay-figure appeai-ance with

very pink cht>eks and conventional expres-

sions. Nearly all the female oharacteii-s,

like fashion plates, are set out in very tall

proportions. The characteristic attitudes

of some actors are in a few cases well hit

oft, not always, however, with i-efinement

or elegant effect, such as in tlic case of

"Cora Pearl" (17), who, elevating her

lace-lined skirt chin-higli, exposes her

white stockings perhaps unduly, while she

glances coquettishly from under her Early
Victorian ".sTtraw." The artist had, of

coui-se, better material when drawing the

dresses for the Italian Masque at His
Majesty's, including some costumes de-

signed by Lady Diana Manners for Mr.
H. B. Irving (35). All this Haymarket
S;-ries (35 to 39) is more or less consistently

media?v-;il in type, and so helps theatrical

business considerably as far as hif^her

ideals and poetic romance ai'e concenied.

Thiy are very different, for instance, from
Miss Doris Keane's dress in white with
its very pronounced and angular elbows,

or the dresses in "The 1830 Ballet" (29-

33), including a garden-temple scene with

pillow-like rolling clouds set out after the

manner of a market-fair japanne<l tea-

tray. Possibly this is intentional as

illustrative of the period. " The Hon.
Lucinda Spottscouldnot " has a green
flounced and hoopeif silk skirt quite

worthy of her extravagant name.

will therefore only quote the woi-ds of our

contemporary The Enijin^er in its last

issue:—"We want a new building de-

signed now, whilst the artists and archi-

tects are fired with the feelings of the

war, a building that will express all that

the war moans to us, a building democra-

tic in essence, celebrating the rriumi)hs of

freedom won through the stress and bitter-

ness of w'ar by the united effort of free

peoples. We don't want to be told that

our architects are incapable of expressing

great emotions. Frankly we don't believe

it. We have great archite<-ts amongst us,

men with noble artistic id»>als, and if they

are given the appc'rtunity, if th<'y are

freed from the bondage of the municipal

councillor, whose apotheosis of art is a

memorial clock, they are capable of pnv
ducing a building, a collection of

buildings, that will at once express the

dignity of war anid the collision of all the

peoples of the Empire who have lived and
worked, have fought and died for the

triumph of the eause that has always been

nearest and deai-est to the Anglo-Saxon

race."

^^'e disagree in tofo witlli the suggestion

that the Tower of Tx>ndon is ihr proper

place for the War Museum which, it is

taken for grante<l, will lie ertcted after

the war. The building is fairly fully

occupied, its. associations hre all with the

past, its location is not central enough,

and any collection there installed would
in all probability degenerate into a meiv
sight-siliow. A new building is urgently

called for, and. it is obvious, should be

designed by an architect. We are too

modest to enfor(x> t'his dictum by any align-

ments of our own, espix-ially at a time

when the Government is "utilising" the

S'.Mvices of architects by setting them to

the most ordinai-j' clerical work under
military engineers whose knowledge of

design and construction is as limited as

tlieir disregard of cost is ex;i3nsive. We

The war having temporarily clabned the

Ijondon residences of the Duke of Buc-
cleuch, the Duke of Devonshii-e, and the

Duke of Westminster, the valuable collec-

tions of furniture which they containxl

have been depositeil by their ownei's on
loan in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
and tJie jjublic is thereby indebtwl to thoin

for a highly important and interesting

exhibition. The principal collection is

that lent by the Duke of Buccleuch from
Montag\i House. It consists, for the most
part, of French furniture belonging to tlie

period of Louis XIV. to XVI., and in-

cludes a remarkable series of Boulle

e.\ami)les, pieces signeil by Carlin and
Joseph, chairs and scivens coveretl with
Beauvais and Gobelins tapestry, and many
other valuable specimens. The collection

lent by the Duke of Devonsliire fi-om

Devonshire House consists almost entirely

of furniture designe<l by William Kent,
the architect of that house when it was
rebuilt in 1754 after a fire in the preceding
year. It includes about twenty typical

examples of Kent's work, and thus will

afford to students a unique opportunity of

studying the characteristic style of this

important artist. Among the pieces lent

by the Duke of Westminster from Grosve-
nor House the most striking are a pair of

Boulle arinoires, similar to the well-known
examples in the Wallace Collection and at

Windsor Ca.stle. The exhibition has betMi

arrangeil in the lA>an Court on the ground
floor of the Museum.

There is a shortage of wood-paving
blocks, and as theiv is no possibility of

obtaining a new supply, and as the exist-

ing wood paving is getting worn in .some

thoroughfares in the metropolitan an<l

provincial cities into a dangerous condi-

tion, an alternative method of repair has
had to be devised. An experiment is to

be made, it is state<.l by MuniciiHil En-
i/interlnif. by taking out the bad patches

of wood paving originally 5 ins. in depth
and filling u)> with 3^ ins. of bituminous

concrete, which, of couree, sets very

quickly, and surfacing this with asphalte

carpeting 1 in. or 1^ ins. If the experi-

ment succeeds, remarks our contemporary,

it will have far-reaching results, for it will

mean the substitution as a foundation of

a bed of asphaltic concrete instead of

cement concrete, and to the public a great

advantage, for the streets will only have to

be closed a few days when wood, asphalte,

or sett paving is to be laid, as against

weeks, which is the time now occupied

when concrete is used. That is true, and
we hope as well that wood will be less and
less used in the future, and asphalte sub-

stituted. During the recent fikhy condi-

tion of the streets no one can have failed

to remark the comparative cleanliness of

the asphalie roadway, even under adverse

conditions, contrasted with the filthy,

sodden wood blocks.

>—•••—<

HENRI PAUL NENOT.
Few careers have been of more interest

from every i)oint of view than that of the

distinguished Frenchman whose election

as the recipient for 1917 of the Royal
Gold Meilal, given by the King, takes

place at the H.I.B.A. on Monday next,

and a selection of whose best-known
Works we shall illustrate in our next
issue. It has been our good fortune.

during the last sixty-three years, to con-

gratulate many worthy winners of the

-Medal, but never under circumstances
more creditable to tlieni, or more grateful

to the feelings of the general body of

British architects and all interested in

architecture, in whose name we are privi-

leged to offer M. Neiiot our heartiest feli-

citations. In ordinary times those would
have been simply his due, so well founded
are his claims ; but to-day their tender
is concurrent with an outburst of fra-

ternal esteem which no other recipient

—

however worthy on purely professional
grounds—could have elicited. For M.
Nenot is not simply the embodiment of

all we associate with the best and highest
in French architecture, but he is in every
way the personification of the patriotism
that has made France- irresistible and has
compelled the admiration of the civilised

world. Long years ago, in early youth,
with many another gallant Frenchman,
he sacrificed everything to join the great
national uprising against the German
hordes. With him and them stood to-

gether more than one brave Englishman
whose names we revere, and France still

remembers with affection. But it was
not then our privilege to rally as a
nation to the defence of civilisation in
Western Europe against barbarism.
To-day it is otherwise. And amid all the
heroic Englishmen who are battling on
many fronts for liberty and the defence
of the victims of Gernnn brutality, none
bulk more largely, projiortiorr.ntely to
their number, than British architects,
none, therefore, are bound more intimately
together in the kinshi)) of art and arms
with Henri Paul Nenot, and no others
have a keener interest in his achieve-
ments and his history.

Born at Paris, in the Court of Miracles,

in 1853 i.f P-'risian p.irents of the third
generation, Henri Paul Nenot's vocation
for architecture manifisted itself unmis-
takably in early infancy, for at tlie a^e of

nine yeai-s we find him drawing for his

own amusement an exact and detailed

plan of the pension of Villiei-s de Bel,

where his parents resided. At the age of

thirteen he entered the atelier of Lequeux
;

at fifteen, in 1868, he entered the Ecole
des Beaux Arts, and quickly gained the
prize Muller-Scho?ne, reserved for the
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pupil of the second class having scored

the greatest success during the year.

AVlien the war of 1870 broke out, his youth
—he was only seventeen—did not hinder
him for a moment from taking his part

a« a franc-tireur of the Seine in the de-

fence of Paris, and in the attack of

Bourget he performed prodigies of valour

and gained the Military Medal.
At the end of tlie war Xenot returned

to his studies, entering the atelier of

Pascal, and, under his direction, having

taken a position in the first class of the

Ecole, and engaged simultaneously in

practice as an architect, determined to find

theivin his course of life.

The conscription brought him again

under the flag, this time in the artillery,

and his old comrades marked with pride

erection of the monument was not
entrusted to him, the sum of 50,000 francs

which was attached to the prize became
his ; and, tftianks to tliat magnificent
windfall, he was able to take part in the
competition for the new Sorbonne. Here
again he won the fii-st prize. It was feared

at first that lie would be debarred from
carrying out the work on the ground of

his youth ; and probably, but for the
generous and warm intervention of Ch.
Gamier and of Vaudremer the fruit of his
magnificent success had escaped him, and
Paris had lost one of the brightest jewels

of her artistic crown. All obstacles, how-
ever, were overcome, and Xenot set about
hi; work ; and after seventeen years of

colossal labour Pai-is was endowed with a
monument that is the envy of the world.

HENRI PAUL NENOT,
Roval Gold Medallist, 1917.

the medal on his uniform which he had
so bravely won. He left the regiment a

sous-lieutenant. Returning to civil life,

he engaged, with his comrade Oudinet, in

a competition for the erection of the
College de Huj", Belgium, carrying off the
fii-st prize. In another competition for

the Theatre des Arts at Rouen he obtained
the second prize. And in 1877, at the age
of 24 j-ears, he won the Grand Prix de
Rome. As the pensionnaire Oif the French
Academy he was not for an instant in-

clined to sleep on his laurels. Each 3'ear

of his studentship was marked by some
interesting work, or by travel in Italy,

Greece, Turkey, and Egyp<t, fi-uitful in

numerous papere descriptive of the liistoric

edifices of those countries or their remains.
The time of his return to France was

concurrent with an international competi-
tion for the monument to Victor Emma-
nuel at Rome, in which 240 competitoi-s
engaged. The first prize nas awarded to

Xenot, and although as a foreigner the

Recognising his services, the French
Government nominated him Chevalier of

the Legion uf Honour in 1885. Officer in

1895. and Commander in 1900. In 1895
the Academie des Beaux Arts called him
to the Institut of France. In 1900 he
received the Grand Prize of the Universal
Exhibition. In 1903 the Central Society

of French Architects, which had awarded
him its Grand Medal in 1882, made him
its President.

Of Xenot's principal w-orks, the most
famous are the Xew Sorbonne, the Institut

Oceanographique, the Banque Dreyfus, in

the Rue de la Banque, the offices of the
General Transatlantic Company, of the
"La X'ationale '' Assurance Company,
and of the International Company of

Wagon-lits. He is Inspector-General of

Civil Buildings and Xational Palaces, and
a long list of lesser works testifies to the
continued activity and maturity of his
genius.

Enjoying the homage of all his fellow

counti-jmen, by whom his achievements are
counted as among the greatest contribu-

tions of his time to the glory of France,

it is a gratification to all of us to record

the tribute that has been so judiciousl.y

paid him by the award of the Royal Gold
Medal.

>—•••»(
SOME MORE OLD DEVOX CHURCHES.

(With illustrations.)

ilr. John Stabb, of Torquay, has been

so successful with his first volumes of photo-

graphs and detailed descriptions of the

churches in Devonshire, including their

rood screens, pulpits, fonts, and stalls, vhat

he has now issued a third book* as a supple-

mentarv itinerary dealing with over fifty

more examples, and thus making an aggre-

gate of 264 ecclesiastical buildings described

more or less completely, with a total of 400

illustrations comprised within his three

volumes. The subjects are diverse and mostly

tyjiical, though by no means merely of local

importance. The four examples we liave

selected will best illustrate the quality of the

rest.

From Exrainster a view is given of the

richly decorated plaster ceiling of the south

aisle'side chapel. This barrel vault is spaced

into squares set out diagonally and orna-

mented with figures in stucco of St.

Alanhew: St. James the Less, with club

and book: St. Thomas, with spear and

volume; St. John, with a chalice; St. Mark,

with lion ; St. Simon, with knife and book ;

St. James the Great, with staff, water-

bottle, and a pilgrim's hat, ornamented by

escallop shells; St. Peter, with a key: St

Andrew, with his cross; St. Matthias, with

battle-axe: St. John, with eagle; St.

Bartholomew, with knife: St. Luke, with

ox; and St. Judas, the fifteenth Bishop of

Jerusalem, according to Eusebius. Carvings

of the Nativity, the Baptism, the bearing

of the Cross, and the Resurrection are set

around the mural space over the east window

of this chapel. The local guide-books fail

to do Exminster Church justice, but it is

well worth a visit from Exeter, and there

is a railwav station quite close on the G.W.
line The 'oak screen of five bays in front

of the chancel is unrestored, and the doors

are missing. The parclose and side aisle

screens, however, are iti situ. The rich

tomb, dated 1607, on the north wall of the

sanctuarv is of Elizabethan character, richly

treated, "and being of fine monumental scale

is well worthy of the special plate devoted to

it; also, the' general interior view of the

nave, looking east, is a good one.

The south aisle screen at West Worling-

ton Church is perpendicular in treatment,

having arched lights and solid spandrils

ornamented with carving enclosing rectangu-

lar framing, simply but prettily moulded

;

the cornice, having a cabled member, by no

means common, the door panels have linen-

fold designs. Old bench ends furnish the

nave and" aisle, all carved with geometrical

patterns and floral enrichments. This un-

sophisticated village is six miles north-east

of Lapford Station, on the L. and S.W.

Railway. We give the exterior of its church

with the twisted spire covered with shingles,

set at the west end of the building. This

old tower contains six bells. The approach

to the church by way of an arched opening

through the old" thatched cottage makes an

uncommonly picturesque subject worthy of

a water-colour.

Our fourth illustration shows th« fine-

square west tower of Upton Pyne Church,

three and a-half miles north of Exeter.

Over the western doorway is a figure of

T'hrist in benediction, and on the south

front is sculptured a representation of King
David. Statues of the Evangelists occupy

niches at the corners of the crowning para-

pet. The interior is rather spoiled by
modern work, including a garish reredos to

the Earl of Iddesleigh," 1887, as well as the

Stafford Xorthcote windows of the dall

period of 1850, 1851. also 1887. Some old

glass, however, exists in the south aisle illus-

* '• Some Old Deron Charches : Their Rood Screens,
Pulpits, and Fonts." By John Stabb. 1916, Vol. 3, 8to.

(London : Simpkin, Marshall and Co.)
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trative of the Agony in the Garden, the
f'rucifixion, and our Lord falling beneath
the Cross on the way to Calvary. The
Larder Wall tombs occur below this window
in memory of a former owner of Pynes. a.d.

1520, and also of Humphrey Larder, 1588,
and Margaret, his widow, 1604. There i.s

a lych gate in the churchyard, and the
remains of the ancient parish cross still

e.xist at Upton Pyne.
The alphabetical order in which the de-

.scriptive te.xt is arranged facilitates ready
reference. Following it, we may briefly
name .some of his subjects, commencing witfi

Abbots Dickington, which has a wall monu-
ment to the Pollards, 1710, and the patched
remains of good old glass in the east window.
Fonts are shown from Ashwater, Bondleigh,
Bradford, Bradworthy, Brid^erule, St. Pet-
rock. Dartmouth, Honeycnurch, .Milton
Damerell, St. Andrew's, Plymouth, Sheep-
wash, Shillingford. Sutcombe, Tetcott, and
Torre, near Torquay. Mostly these are jier

haps more curious than beautiful. The
pulpits are very varied, such as Bulkworthy,
Xewton St, Pctrock. St. James's Chapel
(reading desk), Okehampton ; Pancraswyke,
Shebbear. Sutcombe, and a vei'v uncommon
balustered made-up sort of pulpit in Brad-
worthy Church, carried by ca.st-iron-looking
posts.

Bench ends are naruered from North
Tawton. with finer ones at Stockleigh, Sut-
combe. and Thoriibury. The rood-screen at
Sutcombe shows excellent panel carvings,
more nearly like the type so distinctive of

Devonshire merit, but the principal exanij)les
of the screens of this notedly rich county
have already appeared in the previous
voli mes as well as in his " Devon Church
Antiquities." His present book gives the
very old stone carved Agnus Dei, built nto
the west wall of the porch at Holsworthy,
of which, it appears, no record is available
as regards its original position. From Cheri-
ton Fitzpayne a photograph is included of a
remarkablly free piece of local carving,
somewhat crude in manner and mixed in
style, but exceptionally curious and in-

teresting, with angel's intermixed with
foliations, belonging to a group of capitals.
The stocks at Kingskerswell, on the Tor-
quay line, are unusual, as they have holes
for the fingei-s as well as the oi-dinary a|ier-

tures for the ankles. This church possesses
some very bold recumbent old effigies of the
Dinham family. Some of them have been
mutilated, but their mautlings and heraldic
details are fine, with good draperies. The
frontispiece shows some .statues in niches
from Plympton St. ^larv's Church.

>—•••—«
ROVAI, ACADEMY EXHIBITION.
Opens MAY 7, Closes AUGUST 11.

NOTICE TO ARTISTS, 1917.

TniE FOR, ,\M) Mode of. Sending in
WoilKS.

All Works intended for the Annual E.xhi-
bition of the Royal Academy, Must he
/'iinrhinlli/ S'lif there nn One of the Days
fixed for their lieception. These days this
year will be :

—
VVater Colours. Pastels, Klinintures, Black and

Wliite DfAwinuB, Kncravinfcs, ArchitPctural Drawings
and Photocraphs of Buildings and Architectural
Sculpture. Friday, March 30.

Oil PaintinRs, Saturday, March 31. and Mondav,
April 2. <CHr-^
Sculpture. Tuesday, April J.

Photographs in -\nciiiTErTfBAL Room.

By a Special Hegulation for the Summer
Exhibition of 1917, photographs of architec-
tural work will lie admissible this year. The
size of the photogr.iphs must be not less

than 12 in. by 8 in. ; they should be framed
in slight wood frames, with or without
mounts, which may be tinted. The build-
ings shown must have been erected within
the last ten years. More than one jihoto-

graph of the sniiir building may be included
ill fine frame.
Photographs of Architectural Sculpture

will also be admitted under similar
conditions.

No work will under any cii-cumstances be
received before or after these specified
dates.

.\11 wnik'; must be delivered at the Burling-

ton Gardens Entrance. None will be re-

ceived at Piccadilly Entrance.
Hours for the reception of works, 7 a.m.

to 10 p.m.

All Works sent from the country or from
abroad must b« consigned to an Agent in

London for delivery at the Academy,
iinpiicked. on one o{ the appointed days.
Arroiint should be tahe.n of the present diffi-

eulties of transit. Ko Works in cases will

be received ; nor will the expenses of carriage
be defrayed by the .\cademy. The atten-
tion of Foreign Artists and of English
Artists residing in the country and abroad
is especially called to this regulation.
No photographing or copying of Works

will be permitted on the premises of the
Royal Academy.

Mode of Describing Works.
All the Works sent by each Artist must

be entered on a printed Form dulv filled in

with the Name (Christian and Surname in

full, signed by the Artist) and Address of
the Artist, the Titles and Descriptions of

the Works as they are to be inserted in the
Catalogue, and the Price if it is desired to

place them on Sale. These Forms must be
sent under cover addressed to " The Sec-

retary." \o Adrertisevient. Unnecessriry
Quotation, or Xarratiie eon be admitted.
At the back of each Frame must be

written the Name and .\ddress of the
Artist, with the Title or Description of the
Picture, and the Number (if there be more
than one) to which it refers in his or her
List. This information must also be re-

peated with ejreat distinctness and accuracy
on a Label securely attached by a string

to the top of each frame, and made to hang
over in front, as also to each piece of

Sculpture.

It is necessary that these Regulations.
mure especiall.v the last, should be strictly

complied with, in order to avoid delay and
inconvenience, as well as inaccuracy in the
Catalogue.
The Forms and Labels can be procui-ed

{during the month of March only) from tlie

Academy. Applications for them made by
letter must be accompanied by a stamped
and addressed envelope for their enclosure.

Number of Works Allowed.
No Artist is allowed to .send or exhibit

more than THREE d ifferent Works.

Size of Frames, Masgins, etc.

Each Picture or Drawing must be in a

separate Frame, or if a series of Drawings
from one Story be at any time admitted
in the same Frame, they must lie enumerated
as distinct pieces. A case of Sculptured
Gems will be considered as one Work, pro-

vided the size of the case docs not exceed
six inches by five inches: and a case of

Medals or Plaques, each of which is not more
than seven inches in its widest dimemsions.
will be considered as one Work, provided
the size of the case does not exceed three
feet by four feet. Miniatures must he in

separate frames, uncased, and enumerated
as distinct pieces.

All Pictures and Drawings must be in

gilt frames. Miniatures in frames set with
jewels are inadmissible. (<iV /'lelures

itnist not he sent in under glass, but any Oil

Picture uut iriori' than 30 square feet super-
ficial measurement obtjiining a place on the
line may have a glass put over it if so

desired on an appointed day before the
opening of tlie Exhibition, of which due
notice will be given. Excessive breadth in

frames or margins, as well as projecting

mouldings, may prevent Pictures and Draw-
iniis obtaining the situation they otherwise
merit. The Frames of Engravings and of

]\'orl:s in /llorl,- and White must not i .rrnd

one iiie/i ill hr,,iilt/i_ Oval fr.'imcs should

be avoideil. as thcv arc difficult of arrange-
ment. Reliefs should be fr.amed.

Works Inadmissible.

No Works which have been already pub-
licly exhibited in London, or which have
Mot been executed within the preceding ten
years : no Copies of any kind (excepting
Paintings in Enamel, and Impressions from
unpublished Medals, in which case the name
of the original Designer must be specified)

:

no mere Transcripts of the objects of
Natural History ; no

. realistic models of
ships or of other inanimate objects, except
architectural models of buildings; no Vig-
nette Portraits in Oil ; and no Engravings
or Etchings that have been published si.\

months, can be received.

Selection or Works.
All Works sent for Exhibition are sub-

mitted to the judgment of the Council, whose
decision is final, and is otficially communi-
cated by letter to every contributor.

Sale of Works.
The Prices of Works to be disposed of may

be communicated to the Secretary, and will

be entered in the Price Catalogues ])laced in

one of the Galleries. Xo change in the Price

of , a Work can be entered in the Price

Catalogue after the Non-Members' Varnish-

ing Day -until the following Monday, the

Opining Day of the Exhibition. Xor can

any subsequent change be entered until the

day after notice of it has been received.

Communications with regard to the Price

and Sale of Works must in all cases be made
by the Artist, and be addressed, in writing.

to " The Secretary." All purchases will be

registered, but the Academy can undertake

no responsibility with i-egard either to the

payment for the Works ])urchased or for

their delivery to the purchaser.

Close of the Exhibiticn. Delivery of
AVORKS.

Before the closing of the Exhibition every

Artist will receive a separate Printed Order

for the delivery of each exhibited \Vork.

This order must be properly filled in and

signed by the Artist, and presented by the

person sent to claim the Work, who must

sign a i-eceipt for it in a book provided for

the purpose. No Work will be delivered up

without the production of the Order. The
,\cademy will not undertake to pack or for-

ward any Work.
All Wxirks must be removed within ten

days from the closing of the Exhibition.

Privileges of Exhibitors.

Eadi Exhibitor is entitled to a Ticket of

Admission to the Exhibition, as also to

the ensuing Winter Lectures and Winter Ex-

hibition of Old Masters. These tickets can

only be obtained by personal application at

the Royal Academy.
When Works are described as the joint

performance of xereral Artists, the first men-

tioned in the description will alone be en-

titled to the above Tickets.

^.-M**—<

MODERN FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION.
Bv W. W. Peabse, C.E.*

There are two distinct tyjies of modern

fireproof conslrucliou . known as "."iteel skele^

ton construction " and " reinforced concrete."

The • st*el skeleton construction " has.

witliout doubt, held first place up till to-day.

due t<) the fact that the steel work can 1h> run

up to almost any height in an incredibly short

time; the balance of the construction follows

iirunediately. Sometimes—in fact, generally

—

the brick and 'stone work are started at dif-

fea-cnt storeys, the upper jiart frequently

being finished before the low«r storeys ore

commenced. This is usually caused by the

lower storeys being built of stone, a material

more difficult to get.

Buildings up to twelve storeys in height

are generally built in what is known as ctir-

Tain wall construction, which means that the

walls are self-susta.ining. This usually applies

only to the side walls, the front being almost

invariably built of skeleton constniotioi.

whcch means that at each floor the brickwork

is supported.
Buildings of twelve storeys in height are

iisually erected inside of one year. It will

take about one month to excavate, another

month to set the concrete footings and the

grillage ; the balance of the st^el work will

then be erected at the rate of a,pproximately

one tier per day, making about two weeks'

time when the steel work is up to the thir-

teenth tier. The rivetteTS are usually about

* City Architect and Superintendent of Buildinfss,

Toronto, before the lESurance Institute of Toronto,
January 18, 1917.

i
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one week behind the erectore ; the brickwork
.and floor arches are usually about two tiers

beiiiimd the iron men. It will then be seen

that this leaves considerable time to put the

finishing touches on the building^to complete
inside of the year.

Steel work has been able to overcome all

the difficulties of construction caused by w/ind

stresses and tremendous dead loads, and, in

my opinion, will never be superseded by amy
mode of construction for buildings more than
twelve storeys in height. This is particularly

true when you consider that practically aU
the material used in these modem buildings
is fabricat<?d at the sliop, all mao'ked for

erection; the foreman of the different ti-ades

is furnished with di^wings which show wthere

every piece is to go. Thiis is true for prac-

tically all trades, such as stone work, terjia

cotta, front work, steel work, plumbing, heat-
ing, etc. By this method these liuge build-
ings are rapidly and economically constructed.
Another good quality is that they are ve.ry

readily inspected, both in the shop and in the
field, and each individual unit carefully calcu-

lated and constructed to meeit the stresses

coming thereon.
Referring to the reinforced concrete build-

ings, this type of construction has un-
doubtedly come to stay, and I might refer
you to some of the modern buildings that are
being erected in Toronto, one being the Trusts
and Guarantee Building, on Bay Street, wihich

is eleven storeys in height, having girders for

one storey built of concrete of the full depth
of the storey and canying interior ooltimns
which have considerable loads coming thereon.
Tliis type of construction is what is kno^'n as

beam and girder reinforced conicrete—in other
words, reinforced concrete beams and girders
"take the place of steel beams and girders in

the steel skeleton construction.
Another type is what is known as the four-

way flat-slab construction. An e.xample of

this construction, is well illustrated in, the
new mail order building of tlie Eobert Simp-
son Company, and I might add that the City
Architect's Department, in conjunction with
the University of Toronto, liave conducted
some very satisfactory tests on this type of

construction, and which I hope to have pub-
lished later.

Another type of concrete construction is the
new Eaton factory building which is being
erected on Downey's Lane and Alice Street.

This building is a twelve-storey one. and is

a combination of flat-slab construction and
skeleton steel. The columns are built of steel

work of such shape that the coiicreite when
poured around them reinforces them, and we
have a steel column rerinforced with concrete,
whereas in the Simpson building we have a

concrete column reinforced with steel. The
Eaton building, then, has floors constructed on
lines similar to the four-way type of construc-
tTon.

In considering the use of concrete and steel

I have found that usually the engineer is

Wased one way or the other. .Sometimes the
engineer is trying to sell steel, and naturally
he uses steel when concrete would be more
economical, and the same holds true with the
concrete engineer; he oftentimes will build

prodigious girders, etc., of concrete when
steel would be much lighter and stronger.

The different floor sy.stems are almost in-

finite, but they usually resolve themselves
down to terra cotta. brick, gypsum, cirtdei', or
stone concrete. The terra cotta is usually

"built of either flat or .segmental arches, and so

designed as to cover the bottom flanges of thf

steel beams. Brick is almost invariably built

in row-lock arches, and is never used except
whf're very heavy loads are to be ue-ed ; then
the.=e are very carefully tied together with
steel tie-rods. Tie-rods are also used in the

ierra cotta arches to t^ake up the outward
thrust on the wall panels. Gypsum is usually

used with some type of reinforced wire mesh-
ing or expanded metal, and is then poured,
four inches thick, on top of previously ar-

ranged wooden forms. Cinder and stone con-

crete are also used that way. The forms are

so arranged that the concrete will cover the
bottom flanges with about two inches of

material.

Mr. Pearse concluded his article by illus-

trating, with lantern slides, various t^-pes of

building construction. One of these sihowed

a itypical engineer's floor plan of an ordinary

loft building, 50 ft. wide by 90 ft. long and
sixteen storeys high. The beams were ar-

ranged to form three panels. This method
was adopted in order to reduce the bending
moment on the girder, for if a central load

had been applied it would have inci-eased the

bending of the girder considerably. The
columns were arranged so as to reduce the

span of the girders and the wall columns,

so as to give the greatest resistance to bending
due to the eccentricity of the dead and live

loads ; also to resist the bending caused by
the wind loads. This type of consti-uotion is

self-sustaining. In other words, the waills

ibetween the columns are supported at the

fouindation. One section showed skeleton con-

stniction—^that ia, a wall that is carried at

every floor. This is a much more e-xpensdwe

type of construction than the cm-tain wall

tj-pe, due to the fact that there has to be steel

added to carry the walls ; then all the brick

load has to be taken by the columns. This
tj'pe of construction for a building of the size

shown would make a difference in cost of

between tlrree and four thousand dollars in

the steel work, and would add an additional

cost to the brick work of about seven hundred
dollars ; so it is readily, seen that for a build-

ing, say up to sixteen storeys in height, cur-

tain walls are much cheaper than the skeleton

type of construction. 'Tlie present Toronto
by-law does not allow curtain wall construc-

tion, though its use is allowed, due to the

fact that 90 per cent, of all the buildings in

New York City up to twelve storeys in height

are of curtain wall construction, which Mr,
Pearse considers a sufficient precedent.

Another slide showed a floor system used

in fully 75 per cent, of the loft birildings in

New York City, composed as follows :—

A

wire mesh is \isually put across tlie top of the
" I " beams (preferably continuous) ; the

forms are placed underneath, and tour inches

of cinder concrete of 1:3:5 mix is then

poured for a floor slab. On top of this are

|ilaced wood sleepers, spaced about two feet

centres, and filled in with what is called a di-y

mixture of cinder concrete. To these sleepers

is then nailed the wood flooring. This gives

what is called a top system, the ceiling having

a beamed effect. This, of eoui-se, Ughtens the

load on the beams and columns, and is much
cheaper than either terra cotta or stone con-

crete. The question of fire resistance is quite

a debatable point. Mr. Pearse stated that he

had written to Chicago, Philadelphia, and
New York, requesting them to state if they

had ever found any buildings of this type of

construction showing deterioration whidh tfhe

ordinai-y teiTa cotta or stone concrete did not

sJiow, and in all cases the reports have b^een

favourable, providing pipes tlu'ough wKich
water or other liquids are to pass were covei'ed

wiith a suHicient quantity of cement to prevent

any moisture from setting up a chemical reac-

tion with the sulphur in the cinders.

Other slides showed a skeleton diagi-am of

the approximate metliod of figuring the reac-

tions on columns due to the wind ; the usual

method of getting up a column soliedule giving

the loads; a method of cantilever construc-

tion ; the usual type of foundation whioh is

carried down to rock and is composed of piei-s

of concrete anywhere from 10 ft. to 50 ft.

in depth ; a cast-iron base which is often em-

ployed ; a rough sketch of the ordinary type

of giusset plate base which is quite popular

with the structural steel engineers ; a buit-up

steel base, constructed" of cliannels and plates

rivetted together, having lx>lts and separators

and steel diaplrrams placed under the centre

of the colimins ; an analysis of the wind
stresses taken at the f ourtli floor ; the bending

moment diagram of the steel columns caused

by the wind ; the bending moment of the

girders ; a popular bracket to resist the bend-

ing moment of ' the wind ; a heavy wind
bracket, very popular with the American
Bridge Company and other construction com-

panies doing heavy work; the usual column

splice for a BebUehem column or angle or

plate column; the method adopted in calcu-

lating the stresses in a column when an eccen-

tric load is applied ; a modern fire tower and
the type of old staircases ; and a few formulae

for reinforced concrete.

NATIONAL SERVICE VOLUNTEERS
WANTED.

It is officially announced that on the form
of offer to be used by volunteers for National

Service, copies of which can be obtained at

any post office, twenty trades are mentioned
for which male volunteers between the ages

of 18 and 61 are specially wanted. For the

further guidance of volunteers, the Director-

General of National Service has issued a more
detailed list of trades and occupations of

primary importance. The list will be revised

from time to time as the circumstances of the

several trades require. Male National Ser-

vice volunteers will not, as a rule, be supplied

as substitutes in any occupation which can

be suitably performed by women.
Among (the trades listed which more

immediately concern our own readers are :

—

BTTILDING AND WORKS OF CONSTRtJCTION.

Building trade, Government work, or

licensed work for war purposes.

WOOD-WORIUNG.

Felling, hauling, sawing, and oreosoting of

timber, saw sharpening and setting, manu-
facture of wood wool.

POTTERY .iND GLASS TRADES.

Chemical ware, stoneware, and fireclay

manufacture, fiirnace firebrick {including

canister and silica brick), manufacture of

optical and chemical glass, nxanuifacture of

optical lens and prism-maldng. other glass

manufacture (except table and decorative

ware and bottles for (beer, wine, spirits, and
aerated waters).

PUBLIC TJTILITY SEKVICES.

Police, fire 'brigades, salvage corps, elec-

trical generating stations, tramways, oimii-

buses and char-a-bancs in coimection with

munition avork, gasworks, waterworks,

asylums and hospitals, gravedigging.

architects' offer of .assistance.

A representative deputation, including

memhers of the various architectural bodies

in the Kingdom, waited last week upon Mr.
Neville Channberlain, Director-General of

National Service, to urge the utilisation by
the State of the special kind of work which
the architect's training fits him for. The
spokesmen were Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A.,
President of the Royal Institute of British

Architects; Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.A.,

past-President of the same body ; Sir Aston

Webb, E.A. ; and Mr. John Bradshaw Gass,

F.R.I. B. A., President of the Manchester

Society of Architects.

Ml. Newton said, though their knowledge

and experience would have enabled them to

save the State much delay and waste, archi-

tects as a body had not been made use of.

It was now late in the day, but the deputa-

tion, believing that it was more economical

and practical to put men to the kind of work

for which their knowledge and experience

qualified them, offered their "ervices to the

Director-General to make of them the best

use he could in his scheme of organisation,

promising him their ibest. help.

Mr. Neville Chamberlain received the depu-

tation sympathetically, and promised con-

sideration of the points which had been placed

before him.
. >—•••—< '

Mr. Peter M'Muldrow, Oroxteth Road,

Liverpool, timber merchant, has left £27,920.

Mr. W. F. Loveday, borough suiTeyor of

Stoke Newington, has received a commission,

with the rank of captain, in the Road Bat-

talion, and during his absence Mr, C. L. Strike

will be acting surveyor. '

The death has taken place at his residence,

4, Goodman Terrace, Hunslet, Leeds, of Mr.

.John Ferguson, a well-known builder and con-

tractor. Mr. Ferguson, who was sixty-nine

years of age, l6ave« a widow, two sons, and

three daughters, both sons being in training m
England.

Complaint was made by a builder before

Tottenham Tribunal last Thursday that a work-

man classed C3. for whom he obtained six

months' exemption, had been ordered by the

military to register at a Labour Exchange, and

%vas promptly out on munitions. The builder,

who was on Government work, had no alter-

native but to ask exemntion for a workman in

Glass A, and the tribunal granted three months.
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Plastered Ceiling, South Aisle, Exminster Church.

Screen in South Aisle, West Worlington Church.

SOME OLD DEVON CHURCHES.' —Photographed by Mr. John bTABB.
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'nr BfUnstrations.

THE NEW GRAMMAR SCHOOL,
STOCKPORT.

The ancient character of the school—its
antiquity is only exceeded by two foundations
111 the kingdom : Winchester founded in 1387
and Eton in 1441—is thoroughly typified in
the new huildings, which arc of Ihe colle-
giate type, the architecture being of the Tudor
lieriod. No better site could have been
chosen in the jborough. From the north and
east it is sheltered by the Bii.xton Ruad, and
from the south the breezes come from the
Derbyshire and Cheshire Highlands. In the
front of the school is a broa<l playing-tield.
In addition, there are four fives court.s.

'['he school is approachwl from the Buxton
Roiul hy a private road, along which is an
avenue of trees. The main entrance to the
building has over it four sculptured panels
representing the history of the school from the
date of its foundation in 1487. The first panel
represents Sir Kdmund Shaa, with the figures

of a priest on one side and .scholars on the
other, and it bears the following inscription :

' .Sir Edmund Shaa, Knight, Ix)rd JMayor of

London, a native of Stockport. He of his

bounty provided this school A.n. 1487." The
second panel represents Alexander Lowe in

the act of making his will and bequeathing
his house for the purpixses of the .school. The
inscription reads: "Alexander TxAve. mercer,
Stockport, bequeathed his house and certain

monies to this foundation. A.n. 1587.'' The
third panel represents .John Brogden laying

the foundation stone of the school in Welling-
ton Road .South, and the inscription under the

figures reads: "John Brogden, Esq., prime
warden, laid foundation stone of the school

in Wellington Road South. September 8,

1830"; and the Ifourth panel shows Ephraim
Hallani distributing the prizes to the scholars,

the inscription being: "Ephraim Hallam,
Mayor of .Stockjiort, 1860. By his bequest
the Governors were enabled to erect this

school 1915." These panels were designed bv
Mr. S. Nicholson Babb, R.B.S., of Baron's
Court. In the matter of equipment the school
is second to none of its cla.ss in the kingdom.
The class-rooms and administrative rooms are

arranged round a central quadrangle, one side

of 'which is formed 'by a spacious assembly
TOom, named .after Ephraim Hallam. Mayor
of Stockport. Accommod.ation is jirovided for

250 .scholars, and includes everv requirement
tor a modern grammar school. On the ground
floor there are five class-rooms, each accom'
inodating twenty-four students, and on the
first floor five class-rooms, accommodating the
same number. There are also two division
rooms, each accommodating fifteen students,
and these rooms will be used for special classes

or advanced study. The science and art de-
jiartments are arranged on the first floor, en-

tirely separated from the other rooms. The
science deiiartment comprises two labora-

tories, prepjiration and halance rooms for

advanced science, and a lecture-room. There
is also a woll-equil>i5ed depsirtment for manual
training. A large studio, lighted from the
north, is provided for art students. On the
ground floor provision is made for a large

dining-room for the use of dinner boys, -with

service kitchens adjoining. The headmaster's
room is placed near to the platform of the

great hall and the governors' room. The
libr.ary is in a quiet position, and common
rooms for the use of the masters and dinner
boys are provided. Thirteen years ago there

were only 90 boys in the school. Now there

are 216. The contractors are Messrs. D. Eadie
and Co., Ltd., of Stockport, and the archi-

tects Messrs. I!. H. Spaldina and E. G.

Theakston. FF.R.I.B.A., of New Court, Lin-

coln's Inn Fields. We give the pl.ins today,
besides the entrance front and interior of

hall. Further views will be !:iven at an early

date, with some of tlie working details.

SOMiE JIORE OLD DEVON CHURCHES.
X description of tliese churches is embodied

in our notice of Mr John Stabb's book on
another page.

PUBLIC WASFr-HOUSES. McLEOD
STREET, OORGIE, EDINBURGH.

lMf.1 week we published the ])lans and
general contract drawings of these useful

public wash-houses erected by the iborough
authorities for the city of 'Edinburgh. To-day
we give a detail of the washing-hall and dr>"-

ing-chamber, with figured dimensions aiid
many particulars as to its materials and con-
struction printed on the sheet. There is

nothing to add to our previous description
given when the other plates appeared. LMr.

1. A. Williamson, A.R.I.B.A., city architect,

designed and superintended the execution of

the premises.

>—•••—<

.MEASURINtJ DEVICE FOR VARYING
CONCRETE PROPORTIONS.

On some concrete jobs several different

mixes are often used, and in many cases it is

frequently necessary to change from one to the
other. The following article by a writer in

I'hiijineering and Contracting describes a
satisfactory and economical method used in

the erection of a concrete building where the
nature of the work was sucli that it was neces-

sary to change from one mix to another several
times during the day's work. The mixtures
ftere 1:1:2, 1:1^:3, and 1:2:4, consisting
of Portland cement, sand, and gravel respec-
tively; Sand and gravel were loaded in

storage bins either side of the mi.xed hopper,
as shown in the sketch, a mixer having a rated
capacity of 32 cubic feet of loose material
being used ; the hopper, being .stationary, was
locat-ed a few feet below the bottoms of ana
between the two storage bins. Directly over

compartments for three sliding plates llj
by 21 inches, as shown in the sketch, one
being at the top, one at the bottom, and
1-lft. ujj from the bottom. By using one
whole compartment thus made 4^ cubic feet

of material was obtained ; by using the upper
2 feet of both compartments 6 cubic feet was
obtained, and by using all of botli compart-
ments 9 cubic feet was obtained.
Some trouble was aniicipated with the

cement arching over the small opening, but
by tapping on the sides with a hammer as

the cement was being admitted this was
avoided. In filling the measuring compart-
ments, however, the air forced out as the
cement entered carried considerable cement
with it and made the plant operation unusu-
.illy dusty. W'ith this exception and sume
..rouble in operating the sliding plates at

rirst. due to their sticking in the grooves, the

scheme was a success. Free movement of the

plates was obtained by grinding the edges
to a bevel on both sides, as shown in the

sketch, section A- A.

—

Contract Itecord.

S/'rf-ny F:art

Arrangement to vary concrete proportions
at will.

the hopper and between the two bins for

rock and gravel the cement- bin was placed,
with the measuring device attached to the
bottom in such a w.ay that the cement after
being measured was released as wanted
directly into the charging hopper of the mixer.
The .sand bin was provided with a measuring
hopper holding 9 cubic feet of loose material
and the gravel bin with one holding 18 cubic
feet, each located so that after the material
was measured it could be released by a lever
operating a sliding door and would flow into
the mixer hopper. The cement measuring
device was arranged so that by a simple mani-
l)ulation of blades 4^- cubic feet, 6 cubic feet,
or 9 cubic feet, as desired, of cement could be
measured, tlie sand and rock bins being always
held the same. Thup for a 1:1:2 mix the
materi.al measurements would be 9-9-18 ; for a
1 : li :3 mix the material measurements would
be 6-9-18. and for a 1:2:4 mix the material
measurements would be 4.^-9-18. It will be
noticed that the quantity of li>ose materiil in

the 1:2:4 mix is about up to the capacity
of the mixer, and that the richer materials
exceed the rated capacity. The -siiecifications

required that the sand and cement enter the
mixer in advance of the stone, and due to the
fact that the sand and cement were partially
mixed before the gravel was admitted and
that the gravel being admitted thus into a
parli.ally mixed material by the time the
gravel was all in enough mixing had been
done, so th.Tt considerably more material could
Iw added without overtaxing the capacity of
the mixer. This proved out on the richer
mixtures. Varying the measiirenu'iit of cement
was accomplished by having a box 24 x 18 x
36 inches high, as shown in the sketch, made
of sheet-iron 3/32-inch thick, with a parti-
tion vertically in the centre, making two
vertical comi>artments, each 12 X 18 x 36
inches. Slots were provided in each of these

GOVERNMENT BUILDING IN NEW
SOUTH W'ALES.

The .Vusitralian Federal and State Goveni-

ment Rei)orts of the various Tecluiical Ad-
ministrative Departments are models which,

we fear, ai-e never likely to be emulated here.

The London County Council ie the only simi-

lar body tha.t .it all adequately publisliee such

.summaries. Parliamemit is lavisli enough <-n

the printing blue books by the ton of no in-

terest to .anybody but individual memlwrs in

que.<t of self-advertisement, and w^hen one

.h.appens to be worth preservation no effoa-t- is

made to enlist the aid of journals representa-

tive of our own aJid similar great branches of

•art .and industry to familiiarise those interested

with their contents. From Australia, we regu-

l.orly receive reports of the kind covering all

the Dep.artments. Nor is this all that is to be

said in their praiiise. -Vn admhable praxAice

prevails in many cases of encouraging the

meml>crs of the various staffs to contribute

original pa|x>rs on subjects witliin their pur-

view relative to progress made in other coun-

tries, which .are lavishly illustrated, ajid mu.«t

be of the greatest service to all concerned.

There are two such in the report before us.

one by Mr. O. Le M. Knight. B.E.. giving

some notes on recent American cement plant,

and another by .Mr. C. D. W.ollace, B.E., on
" Principles and Practice of Sewage Dis-.

l>o.s.al," and we can honestly congratulate baUi
authors on the amount of information they
have gatliered together, iind the lucidity witji

which it is arranged.
The General Summary of til© Director-

General of Public Works, Mr. I. Da\-itt.

covei-s <an expenditure of £3.161.931 8s. 7d.

during the vear ending .June 30. 1915. which
is £710.462 'l2s. 9d. less th.on that of the pi-e-

ceding twelve months. In common with all

puJilic and private establishmenit* in the Com-
monwe;ilth. some of the ill effects of tilie

great struggle in which tlie Empire is engaged
have been experienced. Many of the officers

have loyally responded to the coiuitry's call

;

about 10 ]H<r cenlt. of the staff of the estcii>Ii.sli-

raent has enlisted, and the i>roportion is

steadily growing. Tlie olficers wlio for various

re:isons remain have cheerfullv and volun-

tarily undertaken the longer hours which it is

now netvssarv for tjlie reduced staff t^o work
to prevejit tlie business of the Deiiartment
falling into airear.

THE architect's RBrORT.

The report of Mr. George McRae, the

Government -Vrch'itect, is a specially interest-

ing one. Expenditure for the year on public

buildings amounted to £433,738 19s. 5d., in-

cluding £10.320 5s. 4d. fqr the Common-
wealth Government. £74.569 Is. 9d. for other

Slate Departments .and undertakings, .and

£13,804 4s. 9d. for t.hc maintenance and re-

pair of exi.stiing Imildings.

The most important buildings and works
completed during the year or Hearing comple-
tion at ite close are :—Department of Public
Instniction Oflices. which we hope shortly to

iilu.str.ate; B,antry Bay M.agazines; Little Bay
Coast llo.spita.1 Pavilions ; Newcastle Hospital
(first portion) ; JIacleay District (Kempsej-)
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Hospital, additions; Coledale Hospital;
PrLnoe Alfred Hospital Xarses' Home; Surf
Bathing Sheds at Coogee Noirth and South
StejTie, Manly, and beaches Freshwater to
Newport ; University Jledical Soliool fittings

;

Veterinary Hospital foiuidations ; North Syd-
ney Boys' High School ; Dmmmoyne Public
Soliool, additions ajid remodelling ; Suspension
Bridge Public School; Eedfern Public
School, reniodelLuig and erection of new girls'
department; Hornsby Public School, addi-
tional buiJdiing; Concord West Public School:
Hamilton PubUc School; Cessnock Court
House; and additions to numerous court
houses, police-stations. and post-offices
throtiffho-ut the Stat«.

Among the works well advanced during the
Jfear were the following :—Abatt-oirs, com°pris-
ing additional buildings, adaptation of build-
ings for ohiUing cham,bers, instaUaition of
equipment for dealing with meat and by-
products; Uniivei-sity—Fisher Library exten-
sion; School of Agi-iculture. erection ;" Depart

-

ment of Orgajiic Cheraistrv. erection ; School
of Botany, adaptation of portion of ilacleav
Museum for School 6f Botany ; the erection of
three pavilions and tlie formation of roads in
connection with the scheme for the erection of
a general hospital at Little Bav to accommo-
date 1.000 patienU.
A notable addition to the scholastic ad-

vantages of North Sydnev was made durin.^
the year m the completion of a group of

oris"in T^'^^'
.School pun,oses. at a cost

or ±,«.4UU. Ihe ma,m building, two storevs in
Height, comprises eig'ht commodious class-
rooms (wherein the questions of adequate
light and ventilation wei-e closely stud-ed)
dibrary-, locker room, la^•atory (w-ith shower
baths), teachers' rooms, and hat and coat
aocommodaition. The detached sincrle-storev
science and manual training buildino- com'-
prises rooms of good proportions, welllighted

aul T,'^Pf ^?' '''<' V^oses required! andalso mstructors- rooms and store-room.

> *oo <

REINFORCED CONCRETE SHIP
CONSTRUCTION.
By Carl Webeb.*

There is, without question, a great future
for rem-forced concrete in ship construction
1 he hrst attempts have necessarily been
crude and have, therefore, not always been
entirely successful. Howeyer, we must not
forget that all great inventions, especially in
ship construction, have been the results of
scientific development of ideas which often
were introduced by laymen in a very crude
form, and were later, with the assistance of
experunental marine engineers transformed
into the great successes of the present day.
Compare the steamship of to-day with the
first vessels of this kind. Consider the diffi-
culties which had to be overcome in intro-
ducing iron and steel in ship construction,
and you will probably agree that the concrete
ship of the future will undergo the same
development, and, of course, will also be a
great success after the combined experiences
of the marine and the concrete engineer have
come to its assistance.

I have made the building of concrete ships
one of my life's problems, and have carefuUy
studied the scientific principles which must
lie adopted in order to insure success. Not
only for the construction of smaller vessels,
as barges and scows, is concrete- an entirely
suitable material, Imt also for large ocean-
going ships will its use be perfectly safe and
extremely advantageous.
The principal faults of all previous attempts

at concrete-ship construction have been that
concrete builders tried to use every-day
methods and means in design and mixing and
applying the materials. Most of these vessels
were built of ordinary concrete mixed and
placed in the common way. The special re-
quirements of ultimate service were not suffi-

ciently taken into consideration. The designs
were made without consultation with marine
engineers, and the strains which the empty
and the loaded ship had to resist under all

the different and changing conditions were
only more or less intelligently guessed at.

In spite of all this, however, satisfactory
results have been obtained in most cases.

* Preeideni Cement-Gun Construction Co., Chicago.

and, therefore, the subject is worthy of care-
ful consideration and encouragement, espe-
cially at this time when the production of
freight ships is one of the greatest problems
of all nations.

Two JIethods of Construction.
So far two methods have been used for the

construction of concrete barges :

—

The first method consisted in building an
inside and outside form for the ship's hull,
and between these forms (which were sepa-
rated to allow for intended wall thickness)
the necessary reinforcement was placed. Then
a concrete, composed of Portland cement,
sand, and crushed stone or gravel, was poured
in a semi-liquid condition to fill the forms
and to encase the srteel reinforcement. After
the concrete had sufficiently hardened, the
forms were removed, and the barge was
finished by pouring bulkheads, division walls,
decks, etc., in a similair manner.
This method resulted in extremely clumsy

and heavy vessels, which can only be used
for sand and construction barges. The ship
itself is unelastic. and in collision with wharfs
and other vessels dangerous cracks develop
which are difficult to repair and which will
often result in loss of the entire ship.
The second method consists in using a light

steel skeleton, placing over the outside of it

an expanded metal or wire fabric, and finish-
ing the hull by plastering over this sheathing
a rich mortar coating in the same manner as
light curtain and partition walls are formed
in fireproof-^building construction. This
method is a great improvement over the first

one, but can only be used for smaller boats,
launches, etc., and, of course, is practically
out of the question for freight barges.

New Methods Solve the Problem.
I have invented and developed a series of

entirely new methods of construction, which
not only solve the problem in a scientifically
correct manner, but allow the building of
large and small concrete vessels of remark-
able elasticity and of comparatively light
weight. In addition to this, the cost of con-
struction is greatly reduced, because no forms
are required. All concrete is handled,
applied, and finished by machinery especially
designed for the purpose. The risk of poor
workmanship is almost completely eliminated.
Owing to the present international patent

situation, I am not able to publish complete
details of construction. In order, however,
to give some advance information to your
readers who are interested in the subject, I

wiU here exiplain the general outlines of the
methods employed in my systems :

—

A Steel Framework.
The ship's hull consists of a strong frame-

work of steel, which is so designed that the
combined strength and advantages of steel
and concrete are fully recognised. This truss
frame is erected and riveted in the ordinary
manner. In the completed ship the steel
frame is entirely encased in concrete, and
thereiby protected against rusting. By this
encasing the steel members are also stiffened
and the buckling stresses are greatly reduced.
For this reason the steel ' members of the
frame are of simple design and relatively light
weight.

After the steel frame is completed it is

covered with my multi-unit wall construc-
tion of varying thickness. The walls are
formed of a high-grade concrete aipplied by
compressed ail', and each section is independ-
ently reinforced by networks of light steel

bars and wire mesh. All ship walls, bulk-
heads, decks, and partitions are formed in a

similar manner without the presence of any
construction or connection joints, so that the
completed ship is one seamless, monolithic
structure.

The concrete is composed of Portland
cement and crushed quartz or other suitable
stone material. All pieces not passing a ^-in.

screen are rejected. These materials, with
the necessary waterproofing medium and the
water for proper hydration, are mixed and
ground together, and before being placed are

properly conditioned to reduce the danger
of cracking because of excessive expansion
and contraction.

Speci.al M.A-CHine Applles the Concrete.

The material so prepared is applied in even
and uniform layers by means of a powerful

stream of compressed air with a special

machine named the " Teotor," especially

designed by me for this purpose, tor the
material combination thus described the name
'

' Torcrete
'

' has been adopted. It is really a
waterproof concrete of highest possible

quality.

After the last coat of Torcrete has suffi-

ciently hardened, tlie outer surfaces are

rubbed down to an even, smooth finish with
rotary compressed-air-driven grinders, and
the entire ship may be painted as usual.

These, of course, are only . the general out-

lines of future cement, or rather Torcrete,

ship construction. These methods can also

be advantageously employed for reconstruc-

tion and repair of old steel ships and for

placing of bulkheads, tanks, and decks in old

nulls.

The principal advantage of the Torcrete

ship are its low cost and the rapidity with

which suoh vessels can be built. However,
even at a considerably higher price, its use

would be of greatest value for cargoes which
require even temperatures and which are

destructive to stee.. For tank barges, ore

and coal boats, refrigerator ships and similar

vessels, the advantages of a non-rusting ship

will be quickly recognised. Improvements

will be made as quickly as the development

suggests, and, of course, the combined expe-

riences and efforts of marine, concrete, and

structural engineers must be utihsed to the

fullest extent.

LKGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A Bkistol Contractor's C'LAni.—In the

Kmig's Bench Division last week, Mr. Justice

Bray heard a special case set down by the

a,rbitrator in connection with a dispute between

ilr. Loms G. Nott, contractor, Bristoh and the

Corporation of Gai'dcli' as to certain items in

connection with the contract for the construc-

tion of a reservoir for tiie corporation:. The
contract involved a sum of about a qujarteir of

a million, and there were twenty-one poinrts in

dispute between the parties, and nine of these

were decided by the aa-bitrator in favour of

Mr. Nott. who was awarded £12,360 and the

costs of the arbitratiort 'J the CaTdiff Corpora-
tion disagreed with the airbifcrator's findings,

and asked him to state the special case. Mr.
Walters. K.C., on belhalf of Mr. Nott, argued
in support of the arbitrator's findings. Mr,
Holman Gregory, K.C, appeared for the

Cardiff Corporation. His Lordship said he
would send the case back to the arbitrator for

fuarther information on certain points. Address-
ing counsel, his Lordship remarked : There is

one more appeal I should like to make. You
sec the aj^bitrator has found that the contractor

has been badly treated. He has, undoubtedly.
You cannot get away from that. Ought not

the corporation, apart from their own legal

position, to do something? It may save great
expense in the end in going to the House of

Lords. I quite see the difEcidty of tlio ques-
tion. Mr. Gregory said he would convey hia

Lordship's suggestion to the corporation, and
ilr. Walters remarked that he would consult
%vith his client to see what could be done.
Manchester Rotal Excha.vge : Plumbing

Contract.—At the Manchester Assizes, last

Thursday, Mr. Justice Shearman, in the Crown
Court, gave judgment in an action tried before
iiLin in which the plaintitt's, M'^-srs. Jaffrey and
Co., plumoing contractoi's, Manchester, sought
to obtain damages from Mess-.'S. &. and G. A.
Allwocd, ironfounders, Derby, loi breach of
contyract to supply certain ghtter piping for the
extension of the Manchester Royai Exchange.^
The plaintitfs, according to the case tlaey pre-
5ent«i, had undertaken a contract, for the sum
of £12.000, to do the plumbing at tho Exobange
extension, and had entered into a contract
with the defendants to supply inati-rials. The
Ijuilding operations were subject to delay, and
the defendants thereupon declined to deliver
the undelivered portion of the piping except
at a higher price. It was stated in the course
of che trial that the contract for the alteration
and extension of the Royal Exchange covered
about £250.000. The defence va.-- that there
had been a breach by the plaintiffs, whicih en-
titled ihe defendants to rescind the contract.

—

The .Judge held that thqf plaintiffs were entitlefl
to judgment. Both the parti;'5 to the action
had. he was sure, acted honestly and properlv
in the matter, and he had to decide whioh had
suffered loss of profit caused i v a delay fo-
wliicli neither was responsible. Ke nad arrive!
at the conclusion that there had been no un-
reasonable delay on the part of the plaintiffs.
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and that the dcfeiulantd wore not jii.stitied in
cancelling the contract. Jiidf^meiit would be
given for ihe plaintiff.s for £255—tlie amount
agreed upon—with costs.

In Re Pethick, Dix, and Co.—Mr. Justice
Horridge, sitting in the High Court of Justice
86 bankruptcy judge on Februiarj' 18, heard an
application by Sir Chas. Cameron, Bart., arif

ing out of the failure of .\Icssr.s. Pethjck, Ulx,
ajid Co., conti^actons for tilie coiifitrnction of tho
Derwent Valley light railway and other public
works. Mr. Hugo Young, on beha;lf of the
applicant, a.sked the Court to ordfr jMr. R. J.
Ward, trustee in the bankruptcy of Pethick.
IJix, and Co., to admit Sir C"i.is. Camoron'^
proof of debt for £4,541, and, in the event of
the Court rejecting tlio claim of the National
Provincial Bamk of I'jngliand, to admit a

further proof for £4,340 to applioiitvt a.s entitled
to rank against the assets of the firm, as repri'-

sent<Kl by the sum of £10,000. Counsel pointe<l
out that the firm of Pethick, Dix, and Co. was
origiAally comirosed of Mr. Henry St. John
Dix and Mr. A. H. PetJiick. That firm under-
took, lamiong oth<>r public works, to construct
the Derwent ValU^y light railway. The firm
was dissolvLHl in April, 1911. but tlie <Irissolution

was not gazette<l, and so far as the public
gcnerailly knew t.lie llrm conitinued. In July,
1912, Mr. Dix, the continuing partner, t<K>k a

limited partner, in tlio s.ha.pe of Mr. E. W.
Kmowl'os, wihich fact wns also umknawn to the
iniblic. The Derwent Valliey light railway con-
tract was expressly exclude! from the limited
partnei-sliip. but no proper steps weix" taken
to ensure the limit being effective. In May.
1S14, Mr. Justice Sankcy held that M.r. Knowles
was a general partne«-, and that the limitation
was not effective. Sub.sct|uently on the bank-
ruptcy of Pethick, Dix and Co., an application
was miade to adjudicate Mr. Knowles a bank-
rupt as a partnw in the firm. Thait applica-
tion was withidirawn, in consideration of Mr.
Knowles offering to jirovide a sum of £10,000.
whiA was treated as has full cst^ate availaKe
for the partnorsihip. That money was, it was
believed, the only sub.stantial asset of the estate
of Pethick, Dix, and C^. Counsel hiaviiig dealt
at length with vairious ayreements, submiitted
that the claim of .Sir Clias. Cameron wa.s in
respect of mattens entirely outsid-e ihe Den-went
Valley Light ra.iilway contract, and that it

fhould therefore be allowed to rank against the
estate for dividend. The further hearing was
adjourned.

^ ^»m> e

OB ITUA KY.
Lioutetiant Noel H. Statham, East Surrey

Regiment, who was killed on February 3,
aged 24, was the third son of Mr." H.
Heathcote Statham, F.H.I.B.A., one of the
former editors of the Ihiihhr. .\fter leav-
ing King's College .School. Wimbledon,
where he held a .scholarship, he gained
the Rothschild schol.arship for French, and
entered the University at Antwerp. ' In
1912 he took a history scholarship at Trinity
Hall, Cambridge. For two years before
the outbreak of war he held a comini.ssion
in the Kast Surrey Regiment.

Mr. J(.hn Caniiichael, J. P.. late of the
Alloa Brick Works, died last Wednesday at
his residence, Smithfield, Alloa. He wius
educated for the ministry, but on the death
of his father he gave up his theological
studies and joined his brother, the late Mr.
W. R. Carmichael. in carrying on the busi-
ness of brick and tile manufacturers. He
took a deep interest in social and religious
work, and about four years ago celebrated
his jubilee as an elder in Moncricff United
Free Church. His only son. who joined one
of the Australian contingents at the out-
lirealcof wai. was killed in actiim last vear.

) »•» c '

STATUES AND MEMORIALS.
Thi-; Hknry Jamks MumoRiAt.—Mr. Der-

went Wood's bronze bust of Mr. Henry
James, the cost of which is being defrayed
by eubscriptions. will be presented to the
Chelsea Public Library tn-day—the first an-

niversary of Mr. .lames's death— at five

o'cloclc. The marble shaft will bear the
f(01owini; inscription :

*' Henry ,Iamc<^, O.M.
Xovelist and Critic. Born in New York,
April 15, 1843. A lover of both France and
England, he became a British citizen in the

first voar of the great war. Died at Chevne
AValk, Chelsea, February 28. 1916. Tliis biist,

modelled from the life in 1914. by Francis

Derwent Wood, A.R.A.. of Chelsea, was pre-

sented to the Public Mbrarv, Chelsea, bv
150 Chelsea Folk in 1917.

'

—I • I
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THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
RED CROSS DETACH.MENT

(London 43rd).

Tti the Editor of The Building Xe\v.s.

Sir,—With talk of National Service in tne

air, most of your readers are doubtless <^sking

themselves how they caji best use their ener-

gies to the national" good. May I bning the

claims of the Arohitectui-al Associajtion Red
Cro.ss Detachment before these, as we are

badly needing more members?
Tlie value of the work which the delach-

nieijt is doing cannot be over-estimated.

Those members we have are working very

hard, but it will not be po.«sible for them to

cope with all tlie duties which the detachment

is called upon to perforin unless their num-
bers are increased. We appeal particularly to

members of the arciliateotural professioti to

join us, and I am certain the only regret of

tbo.se who respond wiill be that they did not

jome forward earlier and help in wilutt is

surely one of the finest branches of voluntary

work that can be undertaken at the i>resent

time.

If there ai-e any whose sympathies are with

us, but who are prevented from becomiing

momibers by age or distance from town, they

can give practical evidence of their sympatiliy

by sending donations, eitheo- for the general

funds of the detachment, which always need

augmenting, or by subscribing towards the

anibulance whiich we are hoping to buy from

funds raised by oair members for use in con-

nection with the detachment work.

CommuiMcatioius should be .sent to me at the

address given below.—Yours faithfully,

F. R. YERBritY.
QuarternKister.

Archiilteotuiral Associaition Red Cro.se

Detaehmetit (London 43rd).

37, Great Smith Street,

Westmaiister, S.W.
February 22. 1917.

Abbey is about 114 ft., .so that the ' di.i.en-

sions " of the proposed Memorial Chapel are
not so small as Mr. Middleton assumes. But,,
that is all subject to modification, as I have
suggested : tor the present, I »in only deal-
ing with the general idea.

With regard to th"e "position" of any
War .Memorial Chapel or Valhalla, Mr. Mid-
djeton's suggestion of Charing Cross or
Kingsway, seems to me to be (piite outside the
line. The Royal Commission, which sat in
1890, were unanimous that a Memorial Chapel
should be erected "as an adjunct to the
-Abbey." and probably the greater majority
of Britons would agree. The Abbev is the
very " Mecca " of us all. We must continue
to wander through its glorious memories, and
we must pass from them into the "adjunct,"
which will not only keep alive the memories
of to-day. but will, in their turn, command
the adoration of posterity.—I have the
honour to be, sir, your most obedient servant.

Wm. Woodward.
13, Southampton Street, Strand.

February 23, -1917.

THE

PROPOSED NATIONAL WAR
MEMORIAL.

Sir.—I have read, with ititerest, Mr. Mid-
dleton's letter in your last week's issue. I

expect criticism, and welcome it.

I well remember meeting Mr. Middleton.

in the Chapter House, on the occasion he re-

fers to, when he was at the head of a large

fiarty oi Coloni.il " Tommies," showing tl'.em

(lie beauties of the Abbey, with all that

youthful virility, and enthusiasm, which re-

minded me ot his guidance in Normandy
and Flanders (many years ago), when I was
one of the visitors accompanying the Society

of .Architects in their delightful trips abroad.

The only complaint I have to make. i.s. that

it was not with his, but with mv, 2-ft. rule,

be took for me the dimensions he refers to.

With regard to interference with the sur-

roinulings of the " Little Cloisters," as the

article in The Buii.dino News,, of February

14 points out, "modifications of tJie plan may
be found necessary when a detailed survey

is made," and. to that, I may add. I

hope to be fiunished with such a survey, later

on.

But, if Mr. IMiddleton will look at my
plan, published in The Building News, he

will see that the " Little Cloisters " with

their " Walks " are left intact, and it is

of importance that I should see, exactly,

what there is, ot archteologiral interest, be-

tween the North and East Walks inf those

Cloi.sters, and the Chapter House. No sane

architect would suggejit the " destruction of

the ' Little Cloisters,' " and I, certainly, do

not indicate that on my plan, and I think

that much of what Mr. Middleton states

I should destroy, are mere remains.

.As to the "dimensions " of the proposed

Memorial Chapel. T may remind Mr. Mid-

dleton that, as figured "on the plan j ub-

li-shed in The Btildinc News, the lencth

of the iironoscd chapel is 155 ft., and the

width 65 ft. Tbe height to the vaultimr

would be 75 ft. This is .about the total w-dth
of Henrv VIT. Chanel, and within 10 ft. of

the total width of the Abbey—including the

aisles. The height to the vaulting of the

RECrlSTRATIO^f OF BUSINESS
NAMES ACT.

Sir,—iMay I seek the hospitality of your
columns for the puqmse of calling" attention
to the obligation imposed by the Registration
of Business Names Act on shopkee])ers and
other tradesmen, and, in fact, on everyone
carrying on a business or profession in this
country (except limited liability companies
and other corporations)?
This Act .provides that on and after

iMarch 21 next all persons carrying on busi-

ness in this country must trade under their
own true names or else must be registered.

The object of the Act is to enable everyone
to know with whom they are trading ; and
iif persons are trading under their own names,
with no additions except their Cliristian

name or names (or the initials thereof), it is

not necessary to register ; ibut if anything is^

added to the true name, or if a business is

carried on under a fancy title, registration

must be effected between February 21 and
.March 21. on ]>ain of heavy penalties.

.\ simple instance will .serve to sliow what
is required : If, for instance. John Smith owns
a business, he may trade as "John Smith"
or "J. Smith," and need not register: but

if he trades as ".Smith and Co." or adopts

a fancy title, such as "The Oeneral Drapery

Stores!" registration must be effected. And
in addition to registration, all business letters,

trade catalogues, trade circulars, and show-

cards which are issued or' sent to any person

in anv part of his Majesty's Dominions must

sliow'in legible characters the true name or

names ot the pro)>rietors of the busiue.ss and ,

the present nationality or the nationality of

origin if other than British.

The individuals and business firms who are

not trading under their own name or names

with no additions thereto) are liable, if not

registered bv .March 21 next, to a penalty up

to £5 per d'av for every day of the offence;

or if sucli individual or tirm enters nito a con-

tract while not registered, such contract can-

not be enforced iby the law if the other party

should want to g^l out of it. It is al.so open

to anv private individual to set the law in

motion against a defaulter, except m regard

to Section 18 (publication in trade catalogues

etc.), where the consent of the Board of "Trade

must Ibe obtained. It is understood that the

forms for registratioti will be obtainable oit

and alter February 21 from the principal Post

Offices, and the "offices of the Registrar for

England and Wales are at 39 Russell Kp.are,

W C —I am. Sir, vouis faithfully,

James Martin.

Chairman of the Parliamentary and

Commereial Law Committee. London

Chamber of Commerce.

1 2, and 3. Oxford Court,

Cannon Street, E.C.

SHOULD RENTS BE DOUBLED'

Sir,—If everyone agreed to double the rents

of their property the tenants would have to

pay. Some would remove into .smaller pre-

mises, but there are not sufficient small ones

to go round.
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After the war mortgage interest and rent?
«ili increase. But is it fair to commence to
raise the rents of the smallest tenancies first
or should an attempt be made now with the
l>etter-class tenant.^ who are investing in the
war loan, while the landlord has his money
locked up m property?
An e.xample will best illustrate mv mean-

ing. In pre-war times, when the normal in-
terest was 3 per cent., investors would build
or buy property to show 5 per cent., which
would leave them 4 per cent, net, 1 per cent
above the normal, and 1 per cent,
for leakages and outgoings, and a freehold
rent ol £30 should secure a purchaser for £6C0.
Now, and for very many years after peace,
the cost of building wilf be one-third more •

the same building will cost £800. But now,
-and for another generation, the normal interest
IS 5 per- cent., so tha/t anyone buying or build-
ing on the same principle "as before sTiould ask
7 per cent, for his money. The current in-
terest or rent, therefore, on the present and
future cost of the house would ibe £56 and a
little e.xtra for repairs. Landlords have every-
thing to gam by a gigantic national combina-
tion to double rents. If the tenants remain
the landlords double their incomes, and
at the same time halve the rates. If .%me
tenants remove, practical necessity will
compel half to remain, and the landlord's
income will be the same until the whole are
gradually let

; also tenants will be encouraged
to buy their own houses by the aid of their
building society, or they may buy vacant land
and employ the builder and architect
When It IS realised that the rents of laro^er

properties have been doubled, the cottaSer
will not con.«ider himself Ul-used if his rent
IS doubled after the war in consequence of the
action of the mortgagee, and it is fallacious
reasoning to irritate tenants bv continually
raising the rents 25 per cent, at "a time.

Yours obediently,

W. H. Wood.
yueen Square House Leeds

Feb. 23, 1917.

Iniltixng Untillig^na.

TRADEPilOFESSIONAI, AND
SOCIETIES.

EDINlirRGH ARCHITECTrR.^L ASSOCHTION-A lectnre was delivered by ..Mr. .John Ritchie;M.A. LL.a, Perth, on "Romanesque
Churches in Poitou " in the Lecture Hall of
the College of Art last Friday night. MrJohn Wdson F.R.I.B.A., vice-president, pre^
sided. The lecturer said the problem which
these Romanesque builders had before them
was how to vault with stone a building of the
type of the early Christian basilica. In the
Poitevm school the method adopted was to
•construct a tunnel vault of stone which rested
directly on the pier arches of the nave There
w-as no triforium

; no clerestory lightint^ All
the light for the interior was derived from
the windows of the aisles.

House P.^inters.—The quarterly meeting
ot the Council of the National Association
ot .Master House Painters and Decorators

H^'n iu"*'
Thursday at the .Sal ford Town

Hall. The president of the as.^ociation is
the Mayor of Salford (Councillor James Hio--
son), who has held the office for three con-
secutive years. The principal business was
the ratification of a proposal put forward
by the operatives for the estaiblishment of a
national loint committee of employers and
operatives, with the cbiect of raising the
status of the craft. The functions of the
committee will be to prevent strikes and
lockouts, to deal with questions arising out
of the demcbilisation of apprentices "after
the war, to help painters partially disabled
iri the war, and to settle questions" of status
education, and payment of apprentices

Mr. Wilfrid Ball. R.E.. a painter of water-
colours and an etcher, of Summerset. Lyming-
ton died from heat str.ke at Khartoum "on the
14th inst.. Hired sixty-four years. He had ex-
hibited at the Royal Academv for many years
and was the holder of the bronze medal, 'Paris
Exhibition. 1900, for etchin?. He also won the
l..ondon Athletic Club ohallenpe cup for walk-
in» in 1876. Mr. Ball save up his painting and
went out to do war work in Egypt.

Birmim;h.\m.—More schools are badly
wanted in Bii'mingham, and the Birmingham
Education Committee have come to the con-
clusion that at least three small schools will
have to be erected at the earliest possible
date, in addition to the new schools required
in consequence of the development of the out-
lynng districts. Inquiries have accordingly
been made for .suitable sites in the areas
where the pressure is greatest, viz. : (a)
Bordesley, Bordesley Green, and Small
Heath

; (b) Dudley Road, Winson Green

;

and (c) Ixith sides of the upper part of Broad
S-treet. The suib-committee have received an
offer of about 3,000 yards of land in Garrison
Lane, which Ithey think will be very suit-
able for a school to serve the Bordesley dis-
trict. The price asked is £1,000," plus
vendor's costs, and purchase of which is re-
commended. A site for a school at Winson
Green has Ibeen found in Peel Street, and the
sub-committee ad\-ise closing with the offer
of freehold and leasehold interests for £850
and £525 respectively. Nothing definite has
yet been arranged for the Broad Street neigh-
bourhood, Ibiit the sub-committee have" a
scheme under consideration. The estimated
cost of each building is £8,000, and £346
e.xtra for furniture in each case. The sub-
committee also report that the preliminary
plans for a new school in York Road, Hall
Green, have teen amended. The total esti-
mated cost is £14,900, plus £1.182 for furni-
ture and fittings. It is not intended to build
this school until after the war.

Ch.\th.\m.—At the opening of The
Picture House, Chatham, on Monday last,
the Mayor said he wished to heartily con-
gratuate ilr. Oswald StoU, Alderman' H. E.
Davis, and the other directors in providing
such a splendid picture house. He desired
to congratulate the architect (Jlr. H. Dun-
stall), who was a Chatham man, on design-
ing the building, and also the firm of Messrs.
Skinner and Son, for the manner in which
they had e.xecuted the work, and .Messrs.
Nicholson and Lord upon the sweet-toned
organ. The new building is 90 ft. bv 62 ft.,
and will seat nine hundred persons". The
The pitch pine flooring has a fine rake or rise
which will enable every patron to obtain a
good view of the screen. The situation of
the building not requiring external archi-
tectural treatment, the decoration of the in-
terior has been designed on a sumptuous
scale. The walls are treated with Ionic
pilasters with capitals of chaste design, the
whole surmounted by a fine entablature,
comprising an enriched cornice, frieze, and
architrave. Panelled bays occupy the space
between the pilasters, within each of which
is an oval panel containing a fine decorative
oil painting in the Watteau style. The cir-

cular ceiling is treated in harmony with the
walls ill bays by unusually bold and enriched
ceiling ribs. A great feature is made of the
screen, which is surrounded by an enriched
bronze frame flanked by an organ chamber
on either side. The colour treatment is in
two tints of cream with the enrichments
treated in real gold leaf and bronze. The
lighting throughout is by electricity, hand-
some hanging bowl fittings are suspended from
the ceiling, and around the walls are three-
light torch-fittings, with red and white globes.
Phe building has been erected from the de-
signs and under the superintendence of Mr.
Herbert H. Dunstall, .\.R.I.B.A., F.S.I.

,

of Rochester, and 66. Victoria Street, West
minster.

the school was not so well known nor so much
appreciated as it deserved to be. A silver key
with which to open the door leading to the
new rooms was given to Sir Thomas Shann.
made by Mr. Newland Smith, head of the
craft and jewellery department, and his
students.

St. Hei.exs.—The congregation of St.
Helens Parish Church have decided to apply
for a faculty authorising them to form "a

chapel for communions, baptisms, and wed-
dings under the north gallery of the church.
The choir vestry will be use'd for the clergy
and the chapel will be entered by the towe'r
door. Sanction will also be asked to re-
move the fittings and interior of the ruined
church and to build a wall dividing the
north side from the rest of the interior and
roofing it over. A suggestion that the whole
of the building be roofed over and used
pending the erection of a new church ivas
rejected as too costly an idea. The meeting
expressed itself strongly in favour of re-
building the church on "or near the present
site.

(©nr (Bffia fabk.

M.\NCHESTER.—The additions recently made
to the Municipal School of .\rt, Manchester,
were formally opened last Wednesday by Sir
Thomas Shann, chairman of the Manchester
Education Committee. The cost of the ex-
tension, including equipment, has been
£5,100. The extra accommodation now pro-
vided includes better rooms for lectiu-es ; for
craft ^vork in wood-carving, stone-car\nng,
metal work, and embroidery ; adequate rooms
for the School of .Architecture, and more
suitable accommodation for teachers' rooms
and for the students' dining-room. Coun-
cillor Man-, chairman of the School of jVrt
Committee, who presided, said he thought

E.xmoor is one of the most beautiful of the
too few wild places of England which circum-
stances have allowed to remain almost in their
original state. Many know that a part of this
district has long been the property of the
.Acland family. The present owner, Sir C.
Thomas Dyke .Acland, Bart., has for some
time been anxious to safeguard this beautiful
country, as far as it is his property, from such
dangers as might possibly arise in "future, from
disfigurement or injury through building de-
velopment or otherwise. With this object he
approached the National Tru.st with a view to
seeing whether it could co-operate with him in
a scheme which, without depriving his suc-
oe.ssors of the enjoyment of the "property,
would ensure the preservation of its natur'al
features in the way he desired. The negotia-
tions have been successful, and that, unless
legal difficulties should arise, some seven or
eight thousand acres of very beautiful country
will be permanently preserved in their natura"l
condition under the guardianship of the
National Trust. The Trust will not become
the owner of the lands. Sir Thomas .Aclaiid
will grant to it a lease of them for 500 years.
He and his successors will continue to "enjoy
the rents and profits and all the ordinary
rights and powers of an owner, except tha't
the owner will have no power to develop the
estate as a building estate.

-At the meeting of the Hiiddersfield Town
Council last Wednesday Councillor Robson
moved a resolution viewing with great con-
cern the action of various munition firms in
buying dweUingshouses and then giving notice
to the tenants, and urging upon such concerns
the desirability of using the powera they pos-
sess in the direction of building the houses
which were so urgently needed. CouncillorRob-
sonsaid that'householderswere calling uponhim
and stating that seventeen houses in one street
and eight in another had been purchased by a
munitions firm, evidently for use bv their o"wn
workpeople. The agent had info"rmed them
that they would shortly be receiving formal
notice that they must" look out for other
houses. The case quoted was not an isolated
one, and probably it was taking place in other
districts of the town. The Housing Commit-
tee were doing their best to meet the shortage
of houses, but they could not get the consent
of the authorities to build, and this action of
the firms was accentuating the housing
problem, which in all conscience was bad
enough. \Miat made the matter worse was
that the munitions firms were the only people
who had the power to build houses. The re-
solution was carried unanimously.

In an address at the Royal Institute of
Public Health last Wednesday on " Tuber-
culosis Problems considered in War Time,"
Dr. Lister referred to the reorganisation of
the medical profession for civilian practice.
This, he said, was urgently required. The
real solution of the urban difficulty would onlv
be found when the general me"dical practi-
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tioiier, with all his colleagues in the district,

was on the staff of a centrally-placed and pro-
perly-equipped institution. The single sur-

geries, each with its own hours, were the
cause of most of the trouble in securing
proper examination and treatment of the reiil

sick. Sir James Crichton Browne said that

when the war was over, instead of a Ministry
of Mimitions we .should have a Minister of

Health, and under him a co-ordination of all

those health agencies and institutions at pre-

sent e.xisting but overlapping.

Presiding at the Carnarvon Board of

Guaidians, on Saturday, Mr. J. C. Lloyd
Williams proposed a resolution adopted by
the Festiniog I'rban Council appealing to the

Director of National Service to regard iJie

slate trade as essential U> the district, as the

closure of the' quarries would be disastrous to

the population, and it would be impossible

at the termination of the war to reopen most

of them, and pointing out that most of the

men now employed were over military aj.;e

or not eligible for national service. The
motion was supporte<l by Mr. R. G. Roberts,

a quarryman hiembcr, who predicted that

should the slate industry be declaj-ed non-

essential many of the N'antlle quarries would

never be reopened. The men now emjiloyed

there were to the extent of 80 or 90 per cent.

outside the national service age. The resolu-

tion was carried, and a resolution in similar

terms was subsequently adopted at a meeting

of the Owyrfai Rural Council.

A letter from Mr. Walter Buttorwoa'tlh from

h/is internment quarters at Ruhlehen, Ger-

mfljiy, has been re<-eived by the chainnun of

the .Manchester Art Gallery Committee. Mr.

F. Todd. Mr. Jiuttei-worth says :
" You will,

perhaps, like to hear a little about art matters

in Ruhleben. We re;iJly have some activity

in arts and ci-afts. There is no stint of crafts-

men, who pro<hice very clever work in wood,

metals, etc. W.it-h provision tins they make
the most astoiiiishing things, including tackle

for our physics aiiid chemical depai-tments,

for weighing, testing, measuring, etc. WitOi

only tins ajid wire a man made an amaaiaig

electrical clock, which has kept faultless tiimie

for over a yea/r. Other men made a handloom
for demonstration purposes, which wove cloth

before our eyes, at a meeting of Yorkshire-

men, at which I presided. Turning to the

fine arts of painting and sculptwi'e. I did not

know we had any sculptor.s until this month,
except one cleveir young artist who models
heads in clay. But t'hiis month we liave had
a great deal of snow, and two men who liave

hitherto beeni resting came forward, ajid, l"!ke

Mi<-liael .Vngolo on a famous occasion, began
to model in snow. But our designei's and
paiiiit^rs a.re the mo.st numerous and active

(after the mn.<ioians). They have a. shed, in

ivliieh art exhibilioiii:; are held period^ically.

Many poTt<r,-iiits are drawn and a few painted.

One artist is just completing .a portrait of

me in- p.istels. There is an endless outpour-
ing of theatre posters, caricatin-es, Inmiorous
Jraivings. skits on the camp, etc."

The growing scarcity of housses, incon-
venient enO'Ugh in several of out local dif-

trict.s, is becoming sometihiiig of a menace in

Bootlc. From the officiaJ figures, just pub-
lished, it wmild aivpiN'ir th.'it last year only one
single dwelling-house was erected in the whole
of the bor<nig1i. wihrlle in the adjacent towni-
s'lin of Orrell t)iero were fourteen. This lack
of building is occasioning more and more over-
crowding in the most undesirable quarters,
and there is a feeling in the borough that
somethiimg fihould be done to relax, in some
degree at least, the existing restrictions. Ten
years ago the anmnal return of houses erected
nas 351.

Cement foundations of bnildings are en-

dangered not onlv by fi-ee sulphuric ncid, but
also by the soluble .stilpbates of calciuin and
magnesium, According to W. Thorncr, peat
soils contain only small and harmless amounts
of tHiese sulphates ; moorlands near the sea
may, however, be richer in them. The reason
of the dest.nictive action of the .soluble sul

rebates is. arcordcTig to IT, Kiihl—compare
y.iitschrUt fur AvgrxrnviJti' Chrmir. 1916.
pai'es 335 and 365, for both these papers

—

that a voluminotis compoaind of tJie formula

'

5Ca(),ALO3,3CaS0^ (Candlot and MicliatH.^)

is formed, when soluble sulpliales penetiute
into cements, whose sulphate percemtage was
originally miobjeotionable.

A meetiiig was lield last Thursday of the
Special Committee appointed by the Birming-
ham City Counoid in 1913 to inquire into the
housing condctions of the poor in the city.
The connniittce, it may be remembered, pre-
sented a long report to" the council in October.
1914, embodying certain recommendations,
wliich the council approved. A further report
was presented the following October, in which
the committee stated that owing to existing
conditions they projjosed to suspejid their
.sittings, and since tlien tlie inquii-j' has been
in abeyance. The committee resumed work
la-st Thursday, however, and after electing
the Lord Mayoa- as their chairman, decided to
proceed with the consideration of the further
recommondations they have to make to the
cT5unciI. It is not intended to put anv pro-
posals into. effect until after the conclusion of
trie war.

The Congress of ArohEeological Societies has
issued its report for 1916 of the Committee on
Ancient Earthworks and Fortified Enclosures.
\^andali,sm, due to carelessnes.s or ignorance, is
always to .be feared, and mu.^t constantlv be
guarded against. By the vigilance of "local
archrpologists the danger to earthworks and
other remains in the neighbourhood of Stone-
henge. due to .military operations, has been
averted. A more serious problem arose re-
garding the protection of Cannington Park
Camp, in Somerset, owing to mining opera-
tions. " This case," the committee observes,
"brings out forcibly a weak point in the
Ancient Monuments Con.solidation and Amtnd-
ment Act, viz., that there exi.sts no power
to give compensation or to acquire a site
where the destruction of an earthwork or
other ancient monument would be to the
pecuniary advantage of its owner or tenant.
It remains to be seen .how far the Legislature
will be willing in such a case to put in force
the compulsory power of preservation that
now exists.

Following on the Defence of the Realm
Regulation, made on February 16, authorising
the Board of Trade to ta;ke possession of

canals in this country, the Board has made
an Order taking pos.session <yf a number of

canals as from ^farch 1. They have also

constituted a Committee to control on their

behalf the canals taken over. The President
has appointed Sir JIaurice Fitzmaurice Chair-

man of this Committee. The other members
—in addition to representatives of the

(Government departments concerned—iwill be
Air. A. ,T. A.sh, y\Y. A. Peploe, Mr. A. ,J.

Saner, and Mr. J. T. Williams.

It was reported at last Wednesday's meeting
of the Leeds Board of Guardians that the

Building Committee had received a letter from
the Local Government Board with respect to

the return furnished by the guardians of pro-

spective building work to be undertaken after

the expiration of the war. The Ixical Govern-
ment Board suggested that the guardians
should luppare and forward the necessary
plans, so that all arrangements might be made
for the immediate start of the work wlien the
present restrictions are witlidrawn. The chief

items of tlie return are :—Nurses' Home ex-

tensions (60 beds), £9,000; imbecile ward ex-

tension (60 beds), £4,000; nurses' dining hall

(to accommodate 80), £1,250 ; laundry exten-
sion, £1.0GO; maids' home (to accommodate
32), £4,000.

On "Etchings and Line Engraving" Sir

Frank Short gave an excellent hour's lecture

at the Royal .Vcademy last Thursday, in con-
nection with the Winter Exhibition of Gra-
}ihic .\rt being held there. As Mr. Campbell
Dodgson's contribution to the .same series is a

lecture next Tuesday on " Old Engravings,"
Sir Frank passed over the historical side of
the theme and kept to methods. His illustra-

tion, by means of slides, of the aquatint pro-
cess was made particularly interesting. Inci-
lentally, in reference to the modern jiractice
(which he condemned) of seeking atmosphere
in an etching by feaving ink on the plate in
printing, the lecturer mentioned that he saw-
Whistler print his last plates, when Whistler
said :

" We'll wipe them clean : what was good I

enough fur Rembrandt is good enough tor

me.
'

'

The Commissioners of his Majesty's Woods,
Forests, and Land Revenues, in tlieir report
dated .June 29, 1916. published last Thursday,
state that with a viewto assisting to meet the
national needs for railway sleepers, pitwood,
etc., and to reducing the imports of timber,
extensive felling and sawing operations have
been and are being carried out in several
Crown forests. Large quantities of timber
have been sold to the Home Grown Timber
Committee and others.

Senor Bagaria, whose drawings are on view
at the Twenty-one Gallery. York Buildings,
Adelphi, is happier than some of the cari-

caturists who ridicule the German pretensions
to " Kultur " and godliness, and all the rest
of the virtues. In a very clever drawing (8)

he shows a crowd comprising a lion, an ele-

phant, a monkey, and other "Dwellers in the
Forest," who, bursting with laughter, cry in
chorus "Hoi Ho I Fancy those creatures
[the Germans] calling i/n wild beasts." On a
bare hillside (6) we see a German scientist of
microbic cast in the act of murmuring regret-
fully, " If oub) I could invent a potato." And
the scarcity of the cherished root is further
illustrated in the drawing of the woman refus-
ing to give a soldier three potatoes for his
Iron Cross. Famine and its cause is the sul>-

ject of one of the few serious cartoons. Little
^Villie (the Crown Prince) speaks, "Papa,
\>A\yA, who is the new enemy knocking at the
door?" "Our own people, my child," is the
answer.

The Board of Education has issued a
MenKjrandum on the teaching of building in
evening technical schools. It reaches us too
late to deal with this week, but we entirely
concur with the opening statement that " the
organisation of building education has not
been developed to that degree of completeness
which characterises other bi-anches of tech-
nical education, such as engineering," We
are told that there " will remain ample scope
for the teacher to make still further allow-
ances in the organisation of cla-sses and in
methods of teaching in order that the instruc-
tion may be suitably adapted to the rapidly
changing conditions of Ihe building industry."
The Memorandum has been prejiared by the
15oard's Inspectors. " .vho have had experi-
ence in the practice of aivliitecture and build-
ing, and in the organisation, teaching, and
inspection of cla.sses in those .subjects in tech-

nical schools." It can be had of the usual
Government printers and airents for si.vpence.

*~mmm—^
PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

Su.si'KNsio.N or BuiLinx': Contracts.—The
Government Bill amending the Ck)iirts

(Emergency Powers) Acts grants relief in
connection with the -war from liabilities

and disqualifications arising out of certain
contracts. It gives the Court power to sus-

pend or annul building contracts, the terms
of which could not be enforced owing to w.ir
difficulties without seriinis hardship, ; nd
affords relief from liability when fulfilment
of a contract is interfered with by the re

quirements of a Government dep.irtraent

.

One clause ^ives relief fj-om disqualification
for membership of the House of Commons
tiirough supplying the Government with cer-

tain ]iroperty for war purposes or re<eiving
compensation for rocpiisitioncd property.

>-•••>-<
The history and aMiittxIiiie of \hc church of

St. Bartholomcw-lhe-Grtsit. West Sinitlifield,

will be explained to visitors on Saturdav. March
24. and on Sntuixlay. Manch 31. at 2.30 p.m.
There will be an organ recital at 2 o'clock,
and a collection will be made for th.> restora-
tion fund.

The .Accommodation Committee, of which
.'^ir ..\lfrcd Mond is chairman, and which was
apfminted by the Prime Minister, has ap-
I>ointod two honorary inspectors to investiprate
into the use made by Government departmente
of the promises occupied by them. The two
L'entlomen appointed are Mr. R. Leonard
Powell. .7. P.. of Heatherbank, Chislehurst. lat«
of the firm oT Messrs. T. J. and T. Powell,
I.imp Street, London. E.C. and Bermondsey

;

and Mr. Charles T. Ruthen, C.E.. architect, of
33, Furnival Street, Holborn, and Swansea.
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LATEST PRICES.

N.B.—AH prices must ba regarded as merely ap-

proximace for the present, as our usual sources of

informatioQ are in many ca-es failing us.

Prices controlled

by Ministry of

Munitions.

TIMBER.
Owing to stoppage of supplies all prices

have advanced considerably.

IRON.
Rolled Steel Joists. English \

Compound Girders, Ordinary
Sections

Compound Stanchions
Angles, Tees, Channels and Fiitch
Plates

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates
Steel Girder Plates
Steel Sheets (Single or Double) ..

Steel Strip i

Basic Bars
Mild Steel Bars I

Steel Bars, Ferro - Concrete I

Quality (basis price) /

Per ton. Per ton
Bar Iron, good Staffs £16 to £17
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square, to 3^ cwt 24

Do., Staffordshire Crown 16
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
B«t Sneashill 9

Anglea, 10s., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, £18 lOs. to £19 10s.
Ditto galvanised, £32 to £52 10s. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24,
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £30 to£30 10

Best ditto 32 ,,32 10
Cast-iron Columns 13 10 ,,14
Cast-Iron Stanchions 13 10 ,,14
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 15 „ 9 5
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 15 „ 8

1. ., „ Galvanised 6 5 0,, 6 15
Cast-iron Sash Weights 7 ,, 7 U
Cut Floor Brada 24 ,, 24 5
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 27 ,, 28
Galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G 14 5 0,. —

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
*" "

~ ""
12

„
, 16 10

,

,

8 15
9 10

D

B.W.G.
£11 153. per ton

to £7 12 6

„ 7 2 6
6 „ 7 12 6

0to8 9 10 11
£10 10a. £10 159. £11 Os. £11 Ss.

Oaat-lron Socket Pipes

—

3 in. diameter £7
4 in. to 6 in 7
7 in. to 24 in. (all sizes) 7
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra

horned and bored joints, Ss. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 177s. 5d. to 182a. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 115s. Od. „ 1258. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off
Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent.)—

GaiTnbes 52Jp.o.
Water-Tubes 47^
Steam-Tabes ', 42=^

Galvanised Gas-Tubes .'. 35"
Galvanised Water-Tubes 26J
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 20

LEAD.
A licence must be obtained from the Director o

Materials (A.M. 2 |E).1, Hotel Victoria, Northumber-
land Avenue, S.W., and should accompany orders for
quantities over 1 cwt.

OTHER METALS.
K.B.—Dealings in lead are now controlled by the

Government, and for the purchase or use of quantities
exceeding 1 cwt. it is necessary to obtain a licence
from the Ministry of Munitions.

Per ton. Per ton,
Laad Water Pipe, Town "£39 Oto —

I, ,, ,, Country .. —
Gead Barrel Pipe, Town

,1 ,, „ Country
Lead Pipe, tinned inside. Town

., ,, ,, Country
Lead Pipe, tinned inside and
outside Town
n ,. ,1 ,, Country

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town..
,, ,, Country ,,

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 'JJin.) Town ^42 C I

11 II 11 I, Country
,,

[Over4iin. £1 per ton extra.]

Lead, Common Brands 25 10
Lead, 41b. sheet, English 38 10
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 24 15
Copper Sheets, Sheathing A Rods 168
Copper, British Cake and Ingot 147
Tin, English Ingots 185 10
Do., Bars 186 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs, Town .

.

33 12
Sheet Lead, Town '38 10

,, ,, Country
Genuine White Lead 60
Refined Red Lead 56
Sheet Zinc 125
Spelter 93
Old Lead, against account. 26

•40

41

•43 10

•42

26

170
150
ISS 10
187 10
34 12

.. _,
Tin per cwt. 1110
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand)

110

SLATES.

Blue Portmadoo. .. 20 X 10
16 ,, 8

First quality 16
Blue Bangor 20

„ 20
First quality 20
First quality 20

16
Eureka unfading
green ... - ...

6
10 .. 11 15
10 .. li

£ s. d. per 1,000 of
11 17 6 1,200 at r. stn.

12
10
12

12 2

II 15
II
6

Permanent Green.

15 17
18 7

13 5
10 5

First Hard Stocks £2 2
Second Hard Stocks.. 116
Mild Stocks 1 14
Picked Stocks for
Facmgs 2 14

Flettons 1 13
Pressed Wire Cuts .. 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red .. 3 12
Best R-d Pressed
Ruabon Facing

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire

Ditto Bullnose 5 12
Best Stourbridge Fire-
bricks 7

2|in. Best Red Ac
crington Plastic |. 4 10
Facing Bricks

20 „ 10 .

20 „ 12 .

18 „ 10 .

16 „ 8 .

20 „ 10 .. II 12
18 „ 10 .. 9 12
16 ,, 8 .. 6 12

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

5 5

per 1,000 alongside, in
[river.

delivered at
rally, station.

5 7

Net, delivered in

full truck loads
London.

Per 1,000

12
* For 5 cwt, lots and upwards.

3J"Accrington Best Red Plastic Facing Bricks £2 10
3j|" ditto riecond Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks Ill 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 117 6

Sewer Arch Brick, not more than 3J in
thickest part £2

3|" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
3^" ditto ditto through and through 2

3J" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons; 2i' and }' radius BuUnoses; Stock
patterns : 3 7 6

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course 3

Accrington Camber Arches :—
3 course deep 4i^" soffit, per foot opening.. 13
4 „ ^ 18
5 I, H' ...021
6 „ 4J" „ ,, ,,..026
3 I.

9"
.1 .. ,,..021

4 „ 9'
, 2 11

5 ,1
9" 3 6

6 „ 9" 4 G
Nat free on rail, or free on Boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES (PER 1.000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Bnff, Cream, Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£13 7 6 £12 7 6 £14 17 6 £18 17 6 £13 17 6
Headers^

12 17 6 11 17 6 14 7 6
Quoins, Bullnose, and 44in. Flats

—

16 17 6 15 17 6 18 17 6
Double Stretchers

—

18 17 6 17 17 6
Doable Headers—

15 17 G 14 17 6
One side and two ends, square

—

19 17 6 18 17 6 22 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

20 17 6 19 17 6 23 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

18 7 6 17 7 6 22 17 6
Stretchers out for Closers and Nicked Doubl,

Headers, £1 per 1,000 extra.
Compass Bricks, Circular and Arch Bricks, not exceed
ins 9 !< 4^x24 in., of single radius, £6 per 1,000 over
and above list for their respective kinds and colours.

The foUoioirt'] prices of Special Bricks arc plus 12i ?o'—
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. eaah 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops

—

5 I. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d, aich
Rounded Internal Angles^

4d. each 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d, each
Camber Arch Bricks, not exceeding 9x4Ax2|io,, any
kind or colour. Is. 2d. each.

MOULDED BRICKS.
stretchers and Headers

—

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
Interna) and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. each 4d. each 6d each 6d. each

Seconds
Colours.

18 7 6 13 7 G

22 7 6 17 7 G

21 17 6 25 7 6 19 7 6

18 17 6 22 7 G 16 7 G

27 7 G 20 7 6

27 17 G 21 7 G

25 17 6 18 17 6

8d. each

1/2 each

5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £23 17 6

„ „ Quoins and Bullnose 28 17 6
These prices are carriage paid in full track loads

to London Stations.

SAND AND BALLAST.
s. d.

Thamas Sand 8 3 per yard, delivered.
Ballast 8 3 „ „

Pit Sand 9 6 „
Best Washed Sand 10 ,, ,,

CEMENT AND LIME.
s. d. 8, d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 45 to 48 delivered.
Ground Blue Lias Lime 25 6 per ton, delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.
s. d. 8. d. Per yard.

Grey Stone Lime 18 to 18 6 delivered,
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 35s. Od. per ton at rail
way station.

STONE.' f 8. d,
yellow Magnesian, in blocks .. per foot cube 3 3
Red MansUeld. ditto „ 2 9
White -Mansfield, ditto „ 2 9
Red Corsehili, auto

,, 2 6
Darley Dale, ditto

,, 2 5
Greenshill. ditto

,, 2 4
Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto „ 2 2
.\ncatter, ditto „ 2
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at Setton Station

,, Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

,, 1 TJ
Chilmark, ditto (in truck at
Nine Elmsl „ 1 lOJ

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6 in. sawn both aides,
landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 5

Do. do 3 in. slab sawn two
sidps. random sizes per foot cuba 10

Bath Stone—Delivered in rail-
way trucks at Westboume
Park, Paddington (G.W.R.),
or South Lambeth (G.W.R.) per cube foot 1 7
Delivered in railway trucks
at Nine Elms (L.&S.W.R.).. „ I 8j
Delivered on road waggons
at Nine Elms Depot ,, 1 9i

Portland Stone— Brown Whit-
bed in random blocks of 20 ft.

average, delivered in railway
trucks at Westboume Park
(G.W.R. 1, South Lambeth
(G.W.R. I, or Nine Elma
(L.iS.W.R.I „ '2 5>
Delivered on road waggons at
Pimlico Wharf or Nine Elms
Depot „ 2 6;

White Baaebed—2d. per foot cube extra.
' All H'.O.R. London.

TILES.
3. d. Dlvrd.ai

Plain red roofing tiles 42 6 per 1,000 ry. an
Hip and Valley tiles 5 6 per doz. . ,,

Broseley tiles 52 6 per l.OOO ,,

Ornamental tiles 55 ,,
Hip and Valley tiles 5 6 per doz. ,,

Ruabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 57 b per 1,000 „

Ornamental ditto 60 ,, ,,
Hip tiles 4 per doz „
Valley tiles 3 ,, ,,

Selected "Perfecla" roofing
tiles: Plain tiles (Paake'a).. 4G per 1,000 „

Ornamental ditto 48 G „ „
Hip tiles 3 lOJper doz. „
Valley tiles 3 4^ „ „"Rosemary " brand plain tiles . 48 per 1,(X)0 ,,

Ornamental tiles 50 ,, ,,
Hip tiles 4 per doz. ,,
Valley tiles 3 8 „

Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42 G per 1,000 „

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ „Hip tiles 5 6 per doz. „
Valley tiles 5 6 „ „

" Hartshill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45 per 1,000 „
Pressed 42 6 „ „
Ornamental ditto 47 6 „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per doz. „
Valley tiles 3 6 ,, „

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £29 5
Ditto, brown ,, 26 15 ,, 27 5
Cottonseed, refined.... ,, 29 ,, 30
Olive, Spanish

,
39 10 ,, 40

Seal, pale „ 21 0„ 2110
Coconut, Cochin ,, 46 0,, 46 10 C
Ditto, Ceylon

,
42 10 0,, 43 n

Ditto, Mauritius
, 42 10 ,. 43 3

Palm. Lagos „ 32 5 ,, 33 5
Ditto, Nut Kernel „ 35 0„ 35 10
Oleine

, 17 5 ,, 19 5
Sperm

, 30 „ 31
Linseed Oil per gal. 4 10 ,,

—
BalticOil „ — _
Turpentine ,, 4 9,, —
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil) per cwt. 13 9 „ —
GLASS (IN CRATES).

English Sheet Glass 15 oz. 21 oz. 26 oz, 33 07.
Fourths 5d. .. 6d. .. 7d. .. 8jd
Thirds S^d. .. 6Jd... 7Jd. .. 9iii.
Fluted Sheet 6*d. .. 7Jd. .. — .. —

Hartley's English Rolled i in.
.ft in. } in.

Plate 4d. .. 44d. .. 4Jd.

White. Tintf''.
Figured Rolled 5d. .. 6Jd
Renoussine 4|d. 5id
Rolled Sheet 4Sd. .. —
Stippolyte 4Sd. .. _

>-•••-«
We understand that the War Offic* ha^ aban-

doned its intention of requisitioning the Libraiy
of the Royal United Service Institution for the
purposes of the Press Bureau. Not good
enough? Got its eye on the British Museum,
perhajw? The appetites of our requisitionists
grow as rapidly as rapaciously nowadays

!

Mr -J. Siddalis. borough surveyor of Tiver-
ton, and his staff, were congra.tuiated recently
at the town council meeting by Alderman
Deering, chairman of the Streets (3ommitt«e,
on the manner in which they have during the
past two years carried through their duties,
under difficulties, with a diminished staff. The
town, he said, had been well kept, and it wa*
due to them that this testimony should "to

forth.
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TRADE NOTES.
Mi?esrs. Ambrose Pos titer and George

Wcnyoii, architects, of 9, SoutJi Moltoh Stre<?t,
arc chaiiffing their address next m«nlii to 8,
Grafton Street, Old Bond Street, W.

Boyle'.s latest patent "Air-Pump" Venti-
lators, &uppllit-<l by ileesrs. Robert Boyle and
Son, veiililatini; engineers, 64, Jlolboiii Vui-
•duct, London. E.C, have been empkiycd by
the London Genera-I Omnibus Co. for Iligli
Roajd Garage, Streatham.
We hear that the architect to the Great

Northern Haihvay of Scotland in building the
Palace Hotel, /Xberdeen, took the precaution
of lining the roof of the vaults under the pave-
ment with Pudloed cement, and the result is

most satisfactory. This is worthy of note, as
percolation of \vat«r in work of "this descrip-
tion is a difficulty often encountered, and one
which is liable to cause much expense in
remedying.

>—•••—<
CHIPS.

A chapel is to be built by (he Diocesan Board
at the Bath War Hospital at an estimated cost
of £1,000.

The Board of Inland Revenue have ap-
pointed Mr. Carteret Ernest Fletcher to be an
assistant secretary in the Estate Duty Office,
to fill the vacancy caused bv the death of Mr.
G. H. Heath.

Tlie Rev. 0. W. Wiilde, vicar of St. Ives.
Hunts, was ordered lasit Friday by an Ely
I)i(xesan C^'onsistory Court to remove a war
shrine which he had put in the parish church
of .\11 Sainta without a faculty fi-om the bishop.

Nine thousand engravings, including woi-ks
by Diirer, Rubens, and William Hogarth,
which form the famcus collection at W'i'lhelnis-
hcihe, have 'been given by the Kaiser to the
Cassel Art Gallery.

The Loughborough To.vn Couiicil have
adopted a resolution asking the Iwx'al Govern-
ment Board to sanction the raiiiing of a loan
nf £27,22.') to defray the cost of proposed ex-
tensions at the electricity works.

'

At a meeting of the General Purposes Com-
mittee of the Birmingham City Council last
week it was reported that the total cost of the
first and second Council Hou.se extensions was
£291.633 7s. lOd., and the amount of the ap-
proved contracts or estimales £295.284, thus
showing a saving of £3,651.

ilr. .Samuel Lithgow, founder and head of
the firm of Messrs. Litligow ami' Sons, pro-
(ninent Middlesbrough auctioneers, died at his
residence. Knoll Villa. Linthorpe. on Sunday
week. The deceased gentleman was seventy-
two years of age. In 1895 lu' became a Fellow
of the .Vuctioneers'' Institute.

AH the men bcUringers of Dorking having
joined the forces, women have satisfactorily
taken tihoir pla«>s n the belfry. Half a cen-
tury ago not a few of the City churches were
so served, and not infre<pn-ntly the lady sex-
toness and. bellringer would conduct the priest
frotTi the vestry to the reading-desk.

The diploma of the Institute of Hygiene, with
honours, lias b;>en granted in general hygiene
to William Baskin. Rochester; Benjaniin R.
Goode, Dover: Ethel Hamiison. Nantwich

;

Bertha K. Hartley, Sheffield; Claude .Hill, Lin-
coln; Flora M. Hodgkins. London. N. ; and
Eva Ridley. Hove; and in feeding and rearing
of children to Louisa .Marsdon, Creadon.

Plans have been passed by the Dunfenn-
lino Dean of Guild Court for a ti'inporary
ehuix'h and an institute aid Rosylh. the former
for the Hime Mission Committee of the Church
of .Scotland and the Unite<l Free Church, and
the latter for the YAV.C.A. The church will
accomm.idate 450. and the institute will con-
sist of u large hall, dining-room and cubicles.

A plate and stainod-glass window is to be
placed in Killinghall Church, near Harrogate,
to the memory of the late Dr. Woods, wJio was
hon. organi.st and choirmaster there for twenty-
four yea-rs. The brass plate is to be put up a.s

soon as it is <-ompleted. but the window is not
to lK^ erected until after the war. In (he
meantime the money suibscribc<l bus been in-
vested in Exchequer Bonds.

Messrs. Fan and Co., Jle.ssrs. Nash and Co..
and Messrs. IJindniarsh and Byrne, tenants, of
Charterhouse Buildings, were .summoned at
(^erkenwell Police Court last week by tin-

London C<)unty C.DUncil for allowing obstruc-
tions to exist which prevented free escape from
the premises in i ase of fire occurring there.
The defendants undertook to amend tjie state
of affairs complained of, and lines and costs
amounting to £4 were imposed.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
\Vc do not hold ourselves responsible (or the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
lie drawn up as briefly as possible, as tliere art
many claimants upon the space allotted to
corresiKindents.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or litcrar\
Hiatttr, books for review, etc., should be addrtsseil
to the Editor of the Ul'ILDI.Na News, Kllinghani
House, 1. .\rundel Street, Strand, W.C, and not to
meinliers of the stalf by, name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. .'Ill drawings and other
connnunications arc sent at contributors' riaks, and
tlie Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liahle (or. un.-ouglit contributions.
Wlien favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects arc asked kindly to state how long the
buihiing has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
.-onie time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

••Drawings of selected competition designs, im-
portant public and private liuildings, details of old
and new work, and good sketches are always wel-
come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.
Of more commonplace subjects, small clmrcht^.
ihapels, bouses, etc.—we have usually far more sent
tlian we can insert, hut are glad to do so when space
permits, on mutually advantageous terms, wbidi
may be ascertained on application.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timescrver, Estrand, London."

KECirvED.—A. D. D. and Sons—W. F. S. and Co.,
Ltd.—W. and 0., Ltd.—W. C—J. H. and Co.—
L. li. and Sons. Ltd.—M. T. and Soui^-W. P. 1.

and Co., Ltd.—Y. E. I>. Co., Ltd.—C. A. Co..
Ltd.

T. R. S—No.
S. .1.-Practical'y the same.

B. E. F.—Next week, we. hope. 2. Yes.

Distemper.—Eatlier out of date, and by no nicans
so durable or artistic as Matone.

TO ARMS!
1st LONDO.V EXGI.NEER VOLUNTEERS.

Headquarters, Balderton Street, Oxford Street, \V.

ORDERS FOR THE WEEK. BY UEHT.-COL. C B
CLAY, V.D., CO.\IMANDING.

OKFICKR FOR THE WEEK.—Platoon Conr-
niander W. J. A. Watkins
NE.XT FOK Dl'TY.-Pi.itoon Commander K.

Greenop.

MONDAY. .March 5.—Technical for Platoon No.
at Rcwncy Street. Squad iUid Platoon Dril',
Phitoun No. 10. Signalling Class, [Recruits' Drill,
<i.:tu—S-

WET>\ESDAY. March 7.—Instructional C ass,
O.lj. Pl:itooii Drill, P atoon No. 1.

THUR.SDAY. March 8.—Platoon Drill, Platoon
No. 7. Ambulance Cbi.w bv .M.O., C.30. Signal in.;

Cla.ss.

FRIDAY, March 9.—Technic.i! for Platoon, No. 10
Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Dril , No. ;i.

Heriuit.-.' llrill. «.25-S.S3.

SATl'HDAY. Jlarch in—N.C.O.'s Class, 2.30.
Co. Cdr. Castell; knots !ind lashings.

SUNDAY. .March l!l.—Special Wnrk at Bombin'.;
School. Parade ClaiihamJunetion StatiriifCitv an I

S.L. Tube Railway) o.J.'i a.m. fniform. haversacks,
water-bottles. Midday rations to be carried.

EASTEIt TRAINING will be at Eslicr. See
Spcci;il Order.

Ml'.'SKETliY.—For ali Conip.anies see Notice at
Hea(lf|iiart*'rs.

NOTE.-I'niefis otherwise indicated, .ill iDrills, etc.,
win take place at Headquarters.

Bv order.

MACLEOD YEARSLEY, Adjutant.
-March S, 111!7.

Two enndidates have accepted nomination for
the forthcoming election of general secretary
to (he --Vmalgamated Society of C«r|»'nters and
Joiners Mr. F. Chandler, retiring secrotarv.
and Mr, J. T. Westcott.

A Board of Fuel Research lias been ap-
pointed, with Sir George Beilby us director,
whose work it will 'be to invo.st.ig:ito the nature,
preparation, and utilisation of fuel of all kinds,
both in the laboratory and, where necessary.
on un iinlustrial scale.

It was reported to the Northfleet Urban
Council last week that the owners of land on
the Kent side of the Thames from Botany Bay
to Gravesend favour the erection of a deep-
water pier at Gravesend. capable of bertbing
ocean-going s-teamors. It was also stated that
the South-Eastern Railway Company favour
the project, and will be disposed to develop
the railway system nt Northfleet to faeilit.ite

the rapid transportation of gootls. The High
C.uiihiissioner for Australia is giving the
scheme his oBRcial support.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

March 3—Water Suppiv and Sewerage Scheme-
(pnmium 5.000 pesetas—abqut £200). Manza-
nares, Spain.—Secretaria del AyuntamientOr
Manzanares.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
March 1.—General Repairs, Painting, etc.. to 'i7,

Victoria Street, Norwich.—A. E. Collins,
M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Gui dhall, Norwich.

March 14.—Construction of Pumping Station
Buildings, Chiiimcy Shaft, Approach Road, and
other works at Sheerness East.-For tlie Slieer-
n*ss Urban District Council, iji accordance with
plans and specifleations prepared by F. W. S.
Stanton, the council's consulting engineer.—V.
U. Station, CTerk. Council Offices, Sheerness.

No date—Or<linary Works and Uepairj* to the
l.uiliiui-'s in the charge of the -Commissioners
of H.M. Works in the London districts (One
Year).—Tenders to be delivered, on a date to
tie announced, to the Secretarv. H.M. Office
..f XVorl-:-. St'irfv'> Catf. I. ndoli! S.W.

ENGINEERING.
March 2.— Uredgiiig work to he carried out in

the river Itclieii, Southampton.—For the
.'Southampton Harbour Board.—.1. K, Pailthorpe,
C hrk. Harbour Olhccs. Town Quay. Southampton.

June 1.—Storm.water Pumping Plant, Calcutta.—
For the Corporation.—The Jndian and Eastern
Engineer, 50, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

FENCES AND WALLS.
March 30— Wniuglit-irnn Gates and Femins. for

tlie Central Wharf and t^uav Street Landing,
Auckland. N.Z.—For the Harbour Board.—The
Commercial Intelligence Department. 73. Basing-
hall Street, E.C. - *

FURNITURE.
March 2.—From nianuf icturers only: for 4.000

dial trestle tables. Form- of tender. canditioii»
of contract, and a'l particilurs niav Ix- ob-
tained frbrn the Controller of Supplie.s, H.M.
OtTice of Works, King Charltj. Street, West-
minster.—Secretary, H..M. Olflce of Works, etc..
Storey's Gate. Uuiilon. S.W.

ROADS AND STREETS.
March 1.—Road Materials (Channel la'and

Gr:inite. Channel Island Granite Siftings.
screened

: Pea and Farnham Grav. 1, Kentieb
Flints, Cockle Shells. Red Pit Sand. fcrecn.J
Thames Sand .and Kentish Rag) (One Year).—
For the Commissioners of H.M. Worjes.—Secre.
tary. H.M. OIBce of Works, Storey's Gale. Lun-
don, S.W.

March 1.—Materials and Work (One Year).-
For the Wardle Urban District Ceuncil.—J. D.
Hurst. Clerk, Council Oltlces, Wardle.

March 2.—Repair of District Roads (One Year).—
For the Dorchester Rural District Council.

—

W. W. Reed, Clerk, 21, High West S:reet, Dor-
chester.

March 3.—Supply of from 1,500 to 2,000 tons of
Broken X and X.X Granite, from 1,500 to 2,000
tons of Broken X and .\X Slag and best Slag
rejection, aii<l about 2.'iO tons of Slag Dust anif
Chips for roads in the district.—For the Sibsey
Rural District Council.—.1. M. Simpson, Clerk,
2S. Wide Bargate, Boston.

March 3.—Supply and delivery of Materi.il«
(One Year).-For the Chead'e' Irban District
riiuneil.—.1. H. Johnson, Cerk, Council Offices,
rhi aillc.

March 3-17.—Supplying Materials (One Year):
Setts, Kerbs (loeal stone); Flags (local stone);
Eartlienwai<j Pipes. Bends, .liiiictions. Taiier
Pipes. Traps and Gullies; Pitch and Creosote
Oil; Wliiti' Limest-one Cliippings; H:ind-broken
Granite and Granite Cliippings; Portland
Cement (Briti.sh st.andard specification).—For
the Heywivid Corporation.—G. G. Bourchier,
Town Clerk, Miinici|ial Otllees. Heywood.

March 5.—Supply of Road Materials, to be
delivered at the following railway stations; Six-
MiloBottom. Dullinghani. Newmarket, Kennctt.
Suatfliain Prior, Bottisham, Biirwell. Fordliani,
Solium and Isiehani (Great Eastern Railway), at
times and hi such quantities as may be ordered
by the Council or ttieir Surveyor.—For the New-,
market Rural District Council.—F. .1. Black
bourn. Acting Clerk, Dcva Chambers, New-
market.

March 5.—Supply and free delivery at Sun'iur^
railway station or a riverside wharf, at the
oiitiou of the Council, of not less thin 50(1 tons
of Guernsey, Cleo Hill, Banlon Hill or Charn-
wixkI Granite (broken to pass through a 2i-in.
ring; and of not less than :i(in tons of Slag 'i'ar-

Maeailani.—For the Sunhurv.on-Tliames Trban
District Council.—C. E. Goddard, Clerk. Council
Oltlces, Sunbury-on-Thanies.

March 5.—Broken Grnnite. ete.. for repair of
highwavs within the Bor.>UL'h of I.oiiL'lil)oroilgli

(One Year).-For the Highways t'onimittee.-
U. Perkins, Town HMl. Loughhorouirfi.
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OUR ILLVSTRATIONS.

Tlic Xew Sorbonne, Paris. The principal elevation,

Rue des Ecoles ; two photographs of the Stair-

cases d'Houneur and two plans of the build-

ings. M. Henri Paul N€not, Hon. Corrcspond-

, ing Member of t^he R.I.B.A., and Uoyal Gold

.Medallist, 1917.

Stained Glass : Examples illust^^ating a paper by

Mt. Robert Bayne, read before the Incorporated

Institute of British Decorators.

>uxxtntt Calamo.

We regret to announce that, solely owing
to the scarcity and heavily increased price

of paper, the price of this journal will be

raised next week to sixpence, and there-

after, till the war is over, or till the

present scarcity of paper ceases. If, as at

present seems but too probable, further

restrictions as to supply are forced upon
us we shall have to diminish the size ; but

we are loth to do this while, enough paper

is obtainaUe, even at loss to ourselves.

The comparatively few subscribers who re-

ceive their copies direct by post froth the

Office will not be charged extra while their

present subscriptions last ; but all renewals

and all fresh subscriptions mil be charged

£1 6s. per annum, 13s. half - yeai'ly,

and 6s. 6d. quarterly, including postage,

anjrwhere in the United Kingdom. We
respectfully urge all readers to adopt the

coui^se advised in our notice tliis week at

the head of tlie first column of our front

page, or tliey may fail to get tlie papex.

It is of the highest importance just now
to save every possible sheet of paper, and

tlie newsagents cannot be expected to btir-

den themselves with returns of un?;^^

copira nor we to receive them.

AVe cannot refrain from pointing out

that these increases in piice, and a pro-

bable further decrease in size, are in a

great measure due—though surely not in-

tended by the Government—^to unfair

advantage taken by some of the way in

which the restrictions of supply have been

framed. Since the limitations were im-

posed last year we and others have loyally

adhered strictly to the proportions of

supply allotjted to us. But, as the Wcst-

minsiei- Gatette pointed out last Monday,

the orders were so drawn as to foster and

encourage a trade or gamble in licences to

import and to give to the larger syndicates

with capital resources the power of adding

to their stocks during 1915 and 1916. The
consequence of changing the basis of cal-

culation from 1914 to 1916 is to punish

heavily the newspaper proprietors who
strove to meet the appeals of the Govern-

ment. Those who were economical with

paper last year are given but one-half of

the supply they then used. Tlte fore-

stallers and regraters who by the purchase

of licences secured more paper than they

were intended to have are rewarded by

being given the right to one-half of the

additional quantities they thus secui^ed,

and in any future restrictions they will

maintain that advantage. A worse injus-

tic? could not be given the form of

G.'Vt'mment sanction. The scandal, for it

is nothing less, calls for immediate and
drastic redress. Mr. G. Roberts stated in

the House of Commons the other day that

he has taken steps to ascertain what srtncks

of paper are held in the country. An in-

quiry to be effective must go beyond the

statistics of actual stocks. It must

examine into the origin of the reserves.

If these have been accumulated by genuine

economies in consumption the holder has

the fullest right to their possession. If

they take their rise in the purchase of

additional licences and in scrambles for

the oddments purcliasa'ble in the open

market, then tlie' Government is fully en-

titled, and indeed bound, to see that there

i.? a fair distribution as between all the

ir.'terests involved.

France, as Royal Gold Medallist for 1917.

Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., occupied the

chair, and proposed the resolution, which

was seconded by Mr. E. Guy Dawber, hon.

secretary. A representative gathering of

Fellows, cliiefly, was present, and the

motion was carried by acclamation. Mr.
Percy Morris, Gates Prizeman 1897,

A.R.I.B.A., Devon County architect, and

Lieut. Christojjher W. F. Wheeler,

A. R.I. B. A., of Sutton, Surrey, were

elected Fellows of the Institute.

^Meanwhile, till " possibly no papers at

all," judges will differ jocularly about

the meaning of the Defence of the Realms
Act, and the lawyers will bless the fates

which give first those of tltem wliose busi-

ness it is to help Ministers on the job of

drafting Acts of Parliament with holes

in them, and then themselves the lucrative

opportunities of arguing out the real

meaning of sucli statutes, at the cost of

the taxpayer and the ratepayer. The case

of the Metropolitan Water Board v.

Messrs. Dick Kerr and Co., reported else-

where in this issue, is a refresliing in-

stance. Probably in the end all concerned

will lose money ; but while the worried

contractors will smart at their own cost,

and, if so most unjustly, t4te Water Board
will add to its big deficit and the water

consumers of London will have to pay.

One wonders what comparison the "' waste

of water " for wMch the Board threatens

to peoialise some of us amounts to in com-

parison with the waste of money on see-

saw litigation in wlvich in successive

courts, decisions are reversed in the vain

attempt to find out what Acts of Parlia-

ment really mean ?

On Monday a special general meeting

of the R.I.B.A. was held to elect M. Henri

Paul Nenot, membre de I'lnstitut de

We give elsewhere an interesting paper,

by Mr. O. Le M. Knight. B.E., of the

Metropolitan Construction Branch of the

Xew South Wales Department of Public

Woi-ks, which deserves the attention of all

concerned in the manufacture and use of

Portland cement. It is as well not to

shut our eyes to the fact that the disposi-

tion evidently increases in the great

island-continent State to seek for models

in the methods of American architects, en-

gineers, aitd producers, rather than here.

There are probably reasons for this on

which it is not our province to dwell ; but

it is time, perhaps, to ask ourselves

whether in this, and in some other mat-

ters, we can afford to assume that every-

thing has been done in this country that

is possible in the way of perfecting the

product that seems likely to bulk more

largely and largely in our building and

engineering operations. That a g<X)d deal

has been accomplished of late years is

patent to everybody ; but we cannot afford

to stand stiU. If we do, a quite un-

biassed visitor assured us very recently,

American exports of cement to this

country and to other markets which we
ought to command would increase ere long,

given impulse by the continuous publicity

the American manufacturer never

grudges, to an extent that would dis-

agreeably surprise some of our own pro-

ducers. A good deal of capital here is

invested in Portland cement, and it is

desirable that holders should keep their

eyes open to what is being done elsewhere.

Economy in ashbins is a little difficult

in our own experience, more so owing to

the lack of tender treatment by the dust-

man than to actual wear, but that was

not the plea advanced last Monday week

at Altrincham before the Altrincham,

Cheshire, magistrates, when the Hale
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L'rban District Council claimc-d £1 lis. 6il.

from James Baynes Batohelor, of Altrin-

cham, for three ashbins supplied to pro-

perty owned by him. Defendant liaving

repaired the asilibins thought that was

sufficient, and wrote to the Council ex-

pressing his surprise tliat they should

require new ashbins at the pnsent

moment when the Government requested

economy. The Council contended that

the requirements of the authority weie

essential in the interests of health, and

that it was true economy that the sanitary

arrangements of the district should be kept

in order. The defendant said he had on

the Court premises two of the aslibins

wliich he had repaire<l, and he would ask

the Bench to say if such repaii-s were not

sutiicient, having regard to the present

time. He object«l to putting new asliliins

in while the Go\'ernment were asking

everyone to economise in materials and

laV)Our and to save every slvilling. He

further claimwl that the mattei- was not

of a nature to lie a sanitary danger. Fur-

ther, substantial aslibins could not be

bought to-day ; those that were pun-has-

able woi-e only like tissue jiaper. The

Chairman said a great deal had k'en said

that had noUiing wliatcver to do with the

case. This talk about economy was all

very well and proper, but one could not

economise at the present time with the

health of the community. The Council all

rounil had lx>en e.\tremely moderate, and

the Bench were quite .sure that what was

asked for had Ix'en essential. An onler

was made on the defendant to pay

£1 lis. 6d. for the aslibins the Council liad

supplied, and 29s. costs, including one

guinea for advocate's fee.

amendment was lost by four to nine votes,

and the proposal not to hold the exhibition

was agreed to. We regret it, and hope,

as last year, it may be reversed before

October.
->

There will be no Autumn Exhibition of

.\rt in Liverpool this year. This decision

was reached at last Friday's meeting of

the Library, Museum, and Ai-ts Committee,

en the motion of Mr. J. Lucas, seconded by

Mr. H. Cole. Mr. Lucas and Mr. Cole

urged that the exhibition was not neces-

sary for the community, whidi was sufli-

ciently well seized, from an artistic point

iif view, by the permanent collection.

Stress was laid on the shortage of male

labour and the difficulties of railway

transport. Alderman .lohn Lea proposed,

as an amendment, that an Autumn Ex-

hibition be held, provided that the war

situation in October warranted it. He
was hopeful that the war would be over

liefore Octoler. The amendment was

si-conJetl by Mr. F. C. Bowring. who said

he could get the Autumn Exhibition run

liy ))rivate enterprise, but he did not like

that sort of thing. He hoped I;iver]5<»>l

would run its own exhibition this year.

London was t.his year holding ten art ex-

hibitions, and in the provinces se\-en were

to be held. Th"e Autumn Exhibition

would be of advantage, if only as a means

of relaxation for wounded soldiers. Mr.

H. K. RathVmne thought the permanent

lollection met all tlu' ivquirements of tlie

soldiers. Colonel Hall Walker. M.l'.,

who indicated that he would not vote, sup-

ported the amendment, and suggested that

the exhibition should take the foiiii of a

loan exhibition, suppU>mented by works

from the permanent collection. The

THE WASTE OF WllOXG EMPLOY-
MENT.

Everybody knows that the chief waste

of all kinds of labour is, even in times ol

ordinary distress consequent on bad con-

ditions of all sorts, not " unemployment
'

itself, but of employment of the wrong

men, and on the multii.lication of really

unessential and unfit workers, which in-

creases faster than the growth of produc-

tion or the necessity of work. That is

why uneinplovment has always hit the

unikilkxl among the working classes and

the ovei-stocketl professions hardest. Turn

where you will—to the law, to literature,

lo aroliitectui-e, to me<licine (before the

Insurance Act found good jobs for the

j.anel doctors)—you will find thousands

of men whose connection with those call-

ings is only partial. These are either

(lUettanli, or they are always on the look-

out for any fixt^l salaiii-d employment, no

matter what their real qualifications are.

With the manual workei-s, from similar

but not identical causes, it is pret.ty niudi

tlie same. Jjower down the scale you have,

as every census shows, hundreds of thou-

sands of men who are not even nominal

menibers of any trade or profession, and

at the verv bottom of the ladder there is

the able-bodied pauper class, the most

hopeless of all, and really fostered to keep

oiuployed a not much more useful and far

more costly body of Poor-law officials, who

wink at waste and cost just as much when

tlie workhouses are empty as when they

are full.

This will always be sj till some really

disinterested and clear-sighted adminis-

trator recognises the fact. So far the one

man who has shown signs of real cajiacity

of insight is Mr. Neville Chamberlain.

Of all the people Mr. I>loyd George hi.-,

calkxl to the nation's aid in this sore hour

of national trial, Mr. Chaml)erlain's task

is the hardest. The half-million volun-

tary workers he wants will mostly be thf

eleventh-hour sort of men who waited out-

side the vineyard " because no man ha.l

hired them," but nevertheless got their

penny a day as well as the rest. How lu'

is to select and grade them—how, as he

put it himself, replying to the dejiutation

of architects which waited on him on

February 21, as we reported last week,

he " is to find the holes into which to put

the various pegs," especially when, as he

said. " he has got heaps of |)eople who
want jobs, but not enough jobs fiu- the

people"— it is hard to say. It is all very

well tr, say that a sort of automatic

arrangement will sift out the eligibles for

the higher branches of work from thf

applicants at the Labour Exchanges and

send them to the Divisional Office, there

to be personally examined by a "siiecial

officer qualified to conduct the personal

examination of the class of men wanted."

That "special officer " of the right si rl

will be mostly wanting.
The treatment of architects since the

l)eginning of the war is the most striking

|)roof of this. We know scores, who-unfit
for the Army to which their younger pr.v

fessional brethren had fliK-ked in numbers
])roportionately greater than that of any
other calling gave up their work and
placed themselves whidly and unreservedlv

at the disposal of the War Office. Not

one that we have spoken with has ever

been employed on really architectural

work, but has been for the most part given

work that any junior clerk in a builder's

office could have done. It was much the

same with the building trades. The
General Federation of Building Trade

Employei-s ofiered lielj) in the procuring

and distribution of labour, and was cold-

shouldered. The result was bad work and
appalling waste, which the" military en-

gineers employed had neither the ability

to check nor the disiX)sitioii to report as

long as the job was rushed to completion.

The remedy, as far as building goes,

was that pithily pointed out to Mr.

Neville ChamlR-rlain by Mr. Gass, and

we earnestlv hope, late in the day as it

is, that it "will be adojjted. The allied

societies of architect* number amongst

their members the most able architects of

the kingdom, and, in conjunction with

the Architects' War Committee, can and

will find the best available men for the

work to be done. The suggestions Mr.

Gass summarised were:—
That an Architectural Advisory Committee,

with repre.-sentatives in iho Allied Societies

Districts, might be appointed.

The Architects" War Comraittec. with the

.\llicd Societies, will undertake to further ex-

teml their Register, classif.v and recommend

for emplovment experienced architects for con-

trol of national building operations and build-

ings these to be appointed to positions as re-

quired through the Advisory Committee, and

as far as possible in their homo districts.

When advantage would acc.uc to tho State

special arrangements might be made with

practising architects to undertake part-time

duties in the districts in which thev practise.

Tho special training and experience of archi-

tects enable ihem to undertake all duties in

.onne<.;on «irh all class.^, of '••"'.^,;"«^;
»,^f,

the variou.s works connected therewith, as well

as inspection work dependent on the carrying

out of drawings and specifications.

When demobilisation occurs, this organisa-

tion will be available to assist architects on

active service in returning to professional

work in civil life.
,, /-. i

Just in the same way the General

Federation of Building Trades' Emp oyers

mav be relied on to discover and allocate

the" best remaining lab<mr left, and to help

liereafter, when demobilisation comes, in

restoring that labour under proper con-

ditions to its various channels, ready to

encounter the awful pile of work wdiich the

|)o.stponemenl thereof during the past

ci"ht vears h»s accumulated.

We "are not comiietent to speak for the

other trades which fill the latest long list

,,f
" restricted tK:cupations." There are

not a few left out, it se»ms to us, that are

quite as " unessential," and the workei-s

in which might do more useful work

than "dig potatoes, or something of that

sort
" That Mr. Neville Chamberlain

mav—"late in the day" as he admitted

it is- make some real use of the men he

asks for is our sincerest desire. And our

estimate of his ability is a high one, so

high, indee*!, that we venture to express

our hope and expectation that presently

he may be acclaimed by the whole nation

as the most likely real " Minister of

Labour," of all sorts, to ensure disci-

pline and capability of wise selection

according to fitness without favour to

any, thus giving us a real industnal

army to grapple with the alien as vali-

antly and effectively as our mqn are doing

to-dav on every battle-front.

> ^»m t

Mr. Jolin I'ratchitt. of Spencer Street.

Carlisle, retired engineer, of Denton Iron-

works. Carlisle, who diinl on Dc-ceniber 9, left

estate valued at £41.545.

Lord Parmoor will open a discussion of

Mr, Edwin Savill's paper on the Defence of

the Realm (Acquisition of Lan.l) Act. 1916. on

Monday, March 12, ot tho Surveyors' Insti-

tution,

Mr. G. H. Polden has been seconde-d os from

.lanuary 1, 1917, from tho minor establishment

to the arohiteot's department of she London
Cowiitv •t'ouncjl, so tihat he may be tom|)orarily

eini>lo"veil on work of tlie character of that

usually assigned to an asaistant in the second

.lass.
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STAIXED GLASS.*

By ;f!OBEKT Bayxe.

T do not propose to toucb, e-xcef)t inci-

dentally, on the history, or what might be
called the grammar, of glass, both subjects
having been worn pretty well threadbare, but
rather to deal with its more modern aspects.

You will probably feel that the title selected

is misleading, as it might imply that the in-

tentioii is to insist on numerous limitations,

whereas, in reality, I desire to jjlead for

greater free-dom for the modern craftsman.

The study of old glass, that is to say, more
particularly the works of the 13th. 14th, and
iSth centui-ies, whilst being most helpful, and,

indeed, necessary, to the student, is such an

of "really excellent works, and these may
roughly be placed under three heads. The
first is common to every form of art and
craft, and is good taste, the second is that

glass, being a form of decoration, must abide

by the restrictions that word entails, and the

third is ihe limitation imposed by a frank
use and recognition of its materials, lead and
glass

There is one important fact that many
writers on early glass omit to mention, that

is, that none of the ancient glass is now in

the condition in which it left the hands of its

producer, they voice their great appreciation
of it. not as it was, but as it is. and seem to

forget that nature has played no mean part

in its production, she has painted it—by

If A\,V if

'i«;.'««

JOSEPH OF .\RIMATHE.\ BE.\RING THE HOLY GRAIL.
(EXECUTED IN STYLE OP THE 13th CENTURY.)

interesting and fascinating pursuit that I

feel many have been obsessed by it, and have
turned "old glass" into such, a fetish that
they insist '.hat the craftsman of to-day
should imitaie, and even copy, the works they
admire so much, not only in general treat-

ment, but also in drawing, colour, and
method of painting.

The attempt to conform to this limitation

has been very largely the cause of the sham
medisevalism that is still to be found in much
modern glass, and was almost invariable in

earljy Victorian works, and accounted, in

part, for its utter lack of character.

There are certain limitations that the
student must bear in mind for the production

A paper read at Painters' Hall before the Incor-
porated Institute of Britisli Decoratori. We are
indebted to our contemporary, T/ie Decorator, for the
use of the illustrations and the report of the discussion

,

decay—with a very lavish hand, until what
at first must have been thin, and garish to

our modern taste, has become a beautiful and
deeply toned harmony. If the critics had
incited the student to imitate the tone of old
glass as we now see it. there would be little to

quarrel with them about, but whilst they
«xlol it as it is, they seek to limit us to pro-

ducing something much more like what it

originally was, and. unfortunately, for us

there is no example left in anything like

perfect or new condition, or I venture to think
we should not hear quite so much on the sub-

ject.

Unfortunately, in these days, there is no
living style of architecture. Buildings are

designs of Classic, Renaissance, or Gothic
character, with now and again an effort at

evolving something new, and usually far from
satisfactory. Glass, being a form of decora-

tion, and hence, of necessity, merely a hand-

maid of architecture, is in much the same
quandary, it necessarily follows that, so far

as ornamental forms are concerned, it must
follow the general characteristics of the.

building in which it is to be placed, or it may
tend to spoil instead of decorate. But, in.

respect of the figures, costumes, and general

treatment, let the art live, and living, pro-

gress, surely it is impossible for really fine:

works to be produced, if so archaic a manner-
is adopted as to be contrary to the whole:

tendency of modern life. Present day know-
ledge is greater in every way than that,

possessed by the early craftsman, and it

would surely be wrong to stultify it by not

putting it to practical application, so benefit-

ing by the experience of others. 1 cannot but

feel it would- be as reasonable to have the

Battle of the Somme depicted in our illus-

trated papers after the manner of Durer or
Hans Burgkmair, with our troops in plate-

armour firing arquebuse and mediieval cannon,

as to depict our figures, no matter in what

age they lived, in 13th, 14th, or 15th Cen-

tury costume, and drawing merely to suit the

style of the building we are decorating. Y'et

numerous experts insist on this kind of thing

being done ; they are designing, they say.

in 15th Century style, and therefore, whether
their subject be St. David, 5th Century ;

St. Augustine, sixth century; or William of

Wykeham, fo.urteeiith century, they represent

them in precisely the same costume, with

bishop's vestments and tall mitre. The ancient

craftsman knew no better, he depicted his

figures in the costumes he saw used in every-

day life, modern research has given us greater

knowledge, and we know that whilst the

mitre is correct for William of Wykeham, it

was unknown in the days of St. Augustine, as

it did not come into use until the 12th cen-

tury. The correct dress of St. David and all

other Celtic Bishops consisted of short
chasuble and alb, with occasionally a dal-

matic, whilst on the breast was worn a breast-

plate similar to that of the Jewish High
Prie.st. and upon the head a plain band or

crown of gold ; must it not necessarily add to

the interest of our work if we depict the per-

sons I have named, each in his crown of gold ;

must it not necessarily add to the interest of

the picture to have the figures therein cor-

rectly habited ?

Or, aggin, take the Roman soldiers guarding
our Lord's tomb Are w'e to represent them
in 15th century plate armour? I contend it

would be quite as justifiable to imitate the
practice of the ancients, go to our own every-
day costume and clotlie them in khaki. Surely
the use of correct costume can but give an
added interest, and the sense of style can
still be kept, if desired, by general treatment.
Research has endowed us with many other-

advantages, besides the knowledge of correct,

costume, and it is our duty to make full use

of them. We have the diamond and the even-

more modern steel wheel with which to cut

our glass in place of having to break it bv
heat roughly "to size, and then groze it to cor-

rect shape with pliers, as had to be done in

times past. In place of the very limited

palette of the ancient craftsman, which con-

sisted of "but two or at the most three tints

of each primary colour, we have to-day glass

of every conceivable tint and hue, primary.
,

secondary, and tertiary, each tint graduated'

finm dark to light, and often with two

colours, difterent shades blended or

streaked on a sheet, and yet some would'

confine us to the use of only those colours

found in old glass. There is a popular

misconception, constantly repeated in the-

Press, that stained glass is a lost art, and the

remark is intended more particularly to refer

to colour. Now, I can assure you without

fear of contradiction that there is no colour

foimd in old glass that cannot be obtained

today. Many of you will have noticed a

paragraph reproduced in most of the papers

a few weeks back to the effect that the lost

secret of making ruby glass had been dis-

covered. Certain fragments from the shat-

terecl windows of Rheinis Cathedral having

been examined and analysed, it had been

found that ruby was made by flashing the

colour on a deeply toned white. Now, cer

tr.inly for the past thirty years, ruby has been

made in this manner in additloti to being
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flashed on pure white, blue, yellow, and deep
green, many of you will liavc noticed the
samjjles of each tliat I brought with me thi.s

eveiiing for your inspection. There are also
on the table specimens to give an idea of the
great range of colours at our dispo.sal, as well
as some fragments of old works which are ex
hibited to demonstrate the toning and darken
injT produced by corrosion, amounting in some
pl.iL-es to an actual blackening. In the case of
( olour, this corrosion has the effect of reducini;
their liiilliancy, thus primary colours may in
time attain to secondary or even tertiary
• ftects. and in this way old glass has acquired
a greater range of colour than it possessed
when first executed, and some parts having re
sisted the destroying hand of time belter than
others, a jewelled and brilliant effect is thus
obtained by force of contrast.

In these strenuous days we are not content
to wait for a few centuries foi' our works to
tone, or we might make our windows with the
glasses used by our predecessors. Neither
can we well employ so great an amount of
pigment as wonkl be necessary to produce the
effect of great age on the brightest glasses,
we. therefore, make use in some portions of
sharp colours, ni others, those of more neu-
tral tint, and then tone the whole by a freer
employment of pigment in painting in our de-
tails tlian was the custom in earlier ages;
and without this free use of pigment it will be
found impossible to obtain the mellow imitv
that is .so much admired.
We are told that this use of pigment is

wrong, and that we should leave our glass
in its purity. .Some have attempted to put
this theory into practice, and the vei7 latest
thing,m fact, an example of " Futurism '"

in
glass, is to be seen in a window recently placed
at the west end of St. Mary's, Slough. This
v/ork was much extolled in the Observer as
the finest thing done in the art since the 14tli
centmy. It certainly conforms to all the
limitations ever imposed, except that of colour
inasmuch as it is pure glass and lead, withmit
pigment—I was going to sav without desi.ni-
of any kind. The newspaper's art ciltic,
however, stated that the theme was Adam
and hve in the Garden of Eden, and. if I remember aright, particularly called atten-
tion t.. the beauty of Eve's hair, and
t'.i the theme of the serpent run-
ning through the whole composition.
Jo my eyes—doubtless owing to lack of soul—It a.ppeared to be merely a meaningless
jumble of full, bright, and. indeed, garish
wlour As a proof of its .exceUeuce; it was
specially remarked that it completely killed
the ea.-»t window in the same church, executed
a few years -earlier and a good example of a
certain style of modern glass. Kill it it cer-
tainly does, and .so would a bright patchwork
piilt kill any old iiaiiiting, howev.n- magnifi
cent, alongt-ide of which it might bang. Time
may work wonders on glass such is this.
tHioiigh even that is douhtful. as, apart from
dust and dirt, there is not likely to be anv-
thuig approaching the decay caused by atmo-
spheric and other forces "on vincient gla.ss,
owing to the much greater hardness of the
modern product. Those who are really in-
terested in the. subject should see this Slough
window, even if they learn nothing useful ; a
view of it may, perhajis, aot as a warning not
to depart too far or too suddenly fi-om the
tiadititins llianded down to us through the
ages.

In the sixteenth century glass departed
rather ra))idly frimi the ciis-toins of the earlier
periods, and, "though much of the drawing
and execution was admiraJble, the designers
were not so careful in keeping their work in
harmony with the .irchitecture : in fact, thev
often ignored altogether the .shape of the
lights they were tilling. The whole space of
a window, say, of seven lights wjis covered
with <|uarric.s, on which was placed, like a
huge medallion, v, canopy and subject ; tlie
mullioiis were ignored. A figure might ex-
tend over three of the lights, the body in one,
an arm in another, and a leg inotruding into
.1 third. Such treatment violates the idea of
decoration, ina.smuch as it takes no note of
the architect's design and is uncomfortable
to look upon. It produces a feeling that the
figures are too big for the window, not being
designed for the spaces that they fill.

Puling this century backgrounds became

verj' iinuch more elaborate, and a larger quan-
tity of pigment was used, the flesh in some
cases being very carefully and deeply painted,

and in this respect they more nearly conform
to modern practice!

Those who deprecate elaborate painting tell

us that -windows are primarily intended to

admit light. Such a statement cannot be

denied ; but does it necessarily follow that the

argument applies to those made of stained

glass? If the greatest amount of light po.s-

sible is irequired, plain glass would better suit

the requiremdnts. Coloured glass is purely

adopted for three particular reasons : to

decorate, to instruct, and to modify light, and

in .some instances the deepest of windows ore

admissible—-for example, at the east end of

a church, where the cutting oft of the glare

The ancient treatment of, say, the Cruci-

fixion, on a merely diapered ground, or with
a screen at the back of the figure, is excel-

lent as a decorative effect, but can we not
render the subject much more interesting and
more illustrative of tlie story by suggesting,

in the background, the " green hill without
a city wall"? And what more decorative
objects can you have than sky and trees, both
of which lend themselves to the cutting up of

the surface, which is so essential in glass

work, not only for the production of jewelled
effects by the u.«e of broken colour, but also

for strong constructional work in the shape
of lead. Big masses of plain colour are not
pleasing in this art, and should be avoided.

Sky, to some, may suggest blue, but it can
be made of any colour, except green, red,

i ^Vhi

. ^
.\N" EXAJirLl-; Ol' A MODKRX WINUUW .

which would otherwise dazzle the eyes of

the congregation enal>les the altar and any
decoration in the iliancel to be better seen.

Undoubtwlly there is a temjitation, in maKiiig

a window, to get it too dark, as the darker it is

the richer and more beautiful is the colour

effect that can be obtained, but mo,st of us

will admit that a dim religi(nis light can be

overdone. Then, aijain, colouretl windows
are intended to teac h and elev.ite the thoughts
of the beholder, and it follows that the nearer
the costume is t<i truth and the closer our
subjects keep to the text, the more interest-

ing and instructive they will become.
The consideration of making our work in-

teresting naturally leads to tlie question of

treatment of backgrounds for our figures and
subjects, and 1 strongly advocate the intro-

duction of what one might call " local

colour" : that is to s.iy, landscapes of appro
priate character, always remembering that the
treatment should be distinctly decorative.

purple, yellow or while, or coinlimatuuis t

them, being all equally effective if properly
treated. Trees, also, may be practically of

any colour that is re<iuired in the scheme.
Please do not think that I am advocating

purely natural effects ; aerial perspective is.

fortunately, impo.ssible in glass, leads will as-

sert themselves and cannot be melted into the

dim di.stauce.

Single figure compositions also can be made
much less monotonous by the introduction of

a scene from the life of the saint in the back-
ground, as for example,the figure of St. Martin
might have as background the incident of his

dividing his cloak with the beggar. Treat-

ment such as this adds a sense of mystery,
and necessitates a more careful examination
to take in details not grasped at the first

glance.

We have already considered the popular fal-

lacy of 'The Lost Art of Stained Glass.'"

There is, however, one fonn of glass work
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practised in the 16th and 17th centuries, the

secret of which is, to some extent, lost ; that

is, the process of enamelling which consists of

burning on to white or coloured glasses of

vitreous enamels. The process has been used

in modern time, but the enamels are of nothing

like so permanent a nature as those found

in early examples, neither are they generally

so transparent. Speaking broadly, it is, per-

haps, a blessing that the method of making
permanent enamels has never been rediscov-

ered.
,
You will readily understand what a

temptation it would be to many artists to for-

sake the true tenets of stained glass, and en-

deavour to produce purely pictorial effects on
big pieces of glass by the use of enamels.

is no doubt other enamels would be of service,

providing they were put to legitimate uses

and that the temptation to misuse them was
carefully avoided. Having dealt somewhat

at lengt.h with the transparent portion of our

materials, let us consider for a moment the

opaque part leads. These may be considered

from two points of view as our strengthening

substance, not alone do they add to the struc-

tural durability of our windows, but also give

them greater "decorative quality and force.

The public often say what a pity it is you

have to employ all these leads in the window,
how much better they would look without

them. Now the truth is the exact opposite of

that. At times a draughtsman will draw his

BE THOU FAITHFUL UXTO DEATH AND I WILL GIVE THEE
A CEOWN OP LIFE."

There are some good-sized examples of

enamelled work to be seea in the chapel of

Peterhousj College, Cambridge. The win-
dows were, I believe, exhibited in the '62 Ex-
hibition, and have been preserved from decay
by covering them both inside and out with
plate glass. Beautifuly drawn and painted,
with cast shadows and reflected lights, they
are e.xtremely pleasing; to the average non-
technical, or shall we say, uneducated, be-

holder; but to the initiated, their lack of de-
corative feeling, total absence of sparkle, and
careful avoidance of the limitations of the
material, render them unworthy to be spoken
of as stained glass, their whole appearance
being that of a transparent oil painting.
There is but one permanent enamel in

general use to-day, a blue. This is useful
particularly in small heraldic works, and there

figure without leads, and afterwards introduce
them : the feeling of strength and character
added by the leads is almost inconceivable.
They help very largely- to give that de-

corative feeling that is so essential; cross

leads also give a sense of flatness of field,

which is very desirable in this art, and it

will be found that the more they are used in

reason the better is the effect.

As to the method of production of windows,
we hear a great deal said nowadays about
commerciali^sm. All art must have its com-
mercial side. Artists expect, or at least hope,
to live by their work; but the term is gene-
rally used to express contempt for " firms "

—

that is to say, the association of several per-

sons together for the better, and possibly

cheaper, production of their work. Being a
member of one. I may. perhaps, be forgiven

for upholding, shall we say, this pernicious
system.

It is contended that the artist should not
only design, draw, and superintend the work,
but that he should .personally cut the glass,

paint, fire, and glaze it. Why not also ex-
pect him to make the glass, lead, and pig-

ments to be used? Let us consider for a
moment what such a requirement really

means. You probably all know how long it

takes—given talent—-to design and draw re-

spectably—shall we put it at seven years?

—

to cut and glaze, sc that the window shall

be sound and watertight, will probably take
the craftsman (allowing for supecior intelli-

gence) another three years, and to learn the
technicalities of tracing and painting two
more vfould be little enough time, as the pro-

cess is the exact opposite of working upon
paper ; lights and half-tones have to be
worked out of a anatt, not shadows put in.

What was the practice of our forerunners?
Did not the great artists have their
" schools "^namely numerous pupils—work-
ing with them and for them? And there is

evidence from the registers of many cathe-

drals and churches that stained glass was
always done by a combination of men,
draughtsmen, painters, and glaziers.

There are several advantages in work
•being done by schools oi their modern equiva-
lent, "firms," amongst them are equality of

production and the carrying on of traditions,

and the larger stocks of material that can
be kept from which to choose what is re-

quired for any particular purpose. Again,
we seldom find all the talents united in one
person, and a combination may oft-times pro-

duce a much finer result than can be hoped
for from the work of an individual. A de-

signer may have .novel ideas without bemg
a fine draughtsman, and a fine sense of

draughtsmanship is often found without a
good eye for colour—the great joy and beauty

-A glass. After all, what really counts is the

excellence of the finished product, and the

school or firm system of production ensures

at least to some extent a patron getting what
he requires, as the peculiar characteristics by
which the work of each is recognised are kept
fairly constant, great changes only coming
with long lapses of time.

There is one other advantage of combina-
tion that I might mention, and that is what
is known colloquially as

'

' the fresh eye.

-Most of you will comprehend what is meant
by this exrpression. Those of you who do any
drawing have doubtless known what it is to

feel satisfied with a particular bit of work,

after perhaps having taken greater pains than
usual, and yet a friend has pointed out some
faults, very unreasonably you may have
thought at the time. Probably you have
placed the drawing on one side and forgotten

it ; and after six months or so you have come
across it and felt horrified that you could

have made such flagrant errors—these your

friend had previously pointed otit to you

—

and the quality of the drawing goes down
very much in \-our estimation. It simply

means that you have acquired the fresh eye

so far as that particular drawing is concerned.

In a combination there are plenty of " fresh

eyes," and errors stand a very excellent

chance of being observed and corrected.

Whilst it is not necessary for the designer

of glass to cut and glaze his own work, he

certainly should have a thorough technical

knowledge of how both processes are carried

out and what can and cannot be conveniently

executed ; this knowledge can be and is ac-

quired by constantly seeing the work in

progress.

To sum up. let the student carefully study

glass of all ages and styles, look out for the

good and beautiful in each ; at the same time

note carefully what is defective or unpleasing.

Having learnt these lessons, let him endea-

vour, avoiding false shib;lx>leths and eccen-

tricities, to move forward slowly, but surely

—

guided, but n&t enslaved, by the traditions of

the past.

Then will come real progress in this beau-

tiful craft, which revels in rich, sensuous

colour, the thing which, as a nation, we most

lack and are indeed afraid of, and which adds

more than auN-thing else animation, interest,

and poetry to ".ife.

(Continued onpnge 21C )
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\RIS.—M. HiixRi Paul Nenot, R.I.B.A. Royal Gold Medallist 1917, Architect.
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• nr HUnstrations.

THE NEW iSOKHONNE, PARIS.
The University of the Sorboiine in the

modem J{uo des Ecolcs was founded in 12St>

by Robert de Sorbonne, almoner and con-

fessor of St. Louis, who persuaded the King,
instead (if founding a nunnery on that site,

as h'i intended, to institute a charity. At
first it was only a humble college for sixteen

poor theological students called La Pauvre
.\Iaison, and its professors paiivres maitrcs

;

but these soon became celebrated, and the

assembly of doctors of the Sorbonne formeil

a redoubtable tribunal, which judged with-

out appeal all theological opinions and works.

The statutes remained in 1790 what they were

in 1290. Within its walls the first printing

pres;j was set up in Paris. Tlie collegiate

buildings were reconstructed by the f.^mons

architect Jacques Lemercier for Cardinal

Kichelieu, who was elected Grand Master in

1662. He incoiporatcd with the Sorbonne

the College Duple.ssis, founded by Geoffrey

Duples.iis, secretary of Phillipe le Long.

The little College de Calvi was also swallow*-.!

up by the site of the church built in 1629-t'J,

with its well known and much-admirad

stately dome and tomb of Richelieu ly

Frar.cis Giradon (1594). M. Henri Paul

Nenot, whose portrait we gave last week,

rebuilt and much improved this immense

rangi of educational buildings a few years

ago, and the new Sorbonne is undoubtedly h:s

greatest work. We. therefore, have chosen

to-clay, from the series of illustrations which

he hai sent us, the elevations of the main

new fa9ade, lacing the Rue des Ecoles, the

two plans and two photographs of the grand

staircases. M. Nenot was elected Royal Gold

Medallist for 1917 at the general meeting of

the Royal Institute of British Aroliitects kst

.Monday.
STAINED GLASS.

These illustrations will be found in our re-

ijort on another jiago of a paper read before

the Incorporated Institute of British Decora-

tors, by Mr. Robert Bayne, of the firm ol

Messrs Heaton. Butler, and Bayne.

. )_••»—<

STATUES AND MEMORIALS.
STAilFonD.—On Saturday week, at the west

end of All Saints Church, a war shrine in

n.emory of the men from the parish who had

died or were t.-iking part in the war was un-

veiled. The shrine stands a few feet from tlio

wcst end wall of the church, and is executed

in English oak, and consists of three panels

fram<Ml into moulded posts and framing, sup-

(>ort«fl bv curved braces and ^imrs lot into

rho giouml. Over tlio centre panel is erec-tccl

a trefoil-headed canopy with caned o™anient.s

protcoting the beautifiaiy carved figure of our

Siiviour niakinsr the great sacrifice for tlie

whole -world, while on the panel itself a-re

iivscribod the thirty.two names of those froni

the punish of All Saints who have sacrihced

theij- lives for the honour and lilierty of their

country. Tho side iiancls contain the namcvi

of 331 "pari.sliionors who are at pri-sent sor\-ing

their King and country. The whole shrine is

roofed over with oak sliingles. hipped at the

angles. A shelf for floral oflerings ext^Mids

l.lu' whole length of the slirine. su-pported on

mouldi-d brackete. The shrine has been de-

sigii.Hl bv Mr. Win. Pywell. F.R.I.B.A.. archi-

t.-et. of St<unford. and has lxv>n executed by

Memrs. E. BoM-man and Sons, ecclesiastical

carvers and builders, of Stamford.- Mr. Pywell,

wo riigrot to learn, has received intimation

that his oldest son, Mr. W. Pywell. has b(_>en

killed at the Front. He was about thirty yisira

of age, a member of the Honourable .Artillery

Company, and followinl his father's profession.

>—•••—<
Mr. Herbert llodkin, aged 73, of SheRield,

fouiwlcr and chairman of M<«srs. Ho<lkin and
.Jones, Ijtd.. reinforced concrete engineers and
building anaterial merchants, has i.-it £300 to

the trusteed of a Weslev.an chiapel at Sheffield,

and a total of £22,917.

Derby operative plumbei-s have been

awiii-detl bv n Board of Trade arbitrator an
advance in wages of lid. per hour in lieu of

I war bonus of Jd. per hour. They me nlso

to receive overtime pay after 6 p.m. on the firet

five working days of the week, and after 1 p.m.

on Saturdays, with double pay f"r Smuhiy? and
Christmas Day.

.STAINED GLAS.S.

By Robert Bayne.
[I 'niilinuvil from paije 205.)

DISCUSSION.

^Ir. Grace : I nm quite sure that you will

agree that what I led you to ex))ect was no
exaggeration. Mr. Bayne's paper is full of

thought and full of knowledge. He has

touched on many subjects in which I have
lieen personally interested. Only to refer to

his last remark about the advantage of a

fresh eye, I can say from .personal experience

that it is invahuable, and if a man is in real

harmony of thought with his partner, the

partner can, on looking at his work, iiivari-

ibly give him valuable criticism, which will

be to the advantage of the work, and will

lead to his own correction of faults which he

might in the process of execution have over-

looked. I will not occupy your time, as I

hope to add a few remarks after any discus-

sion that may follow Jlr. Bayne's paper.

Mr. Shuffrey : 1 should like, first of all, to

propose a vote of thanks to Mr. Bayne for his

interesting paper, which shows great thought

and knowledge of the subject. Stained glass

is a thing that one sees so much of. I sup-

liose our churches have been more ruined by
the stained-glass artist than any other artist

that has entered them, and if you go about

tile country you will find tliat there are

plenty ' of" windows that are absolutely

poisonous, and we still have a very great

iiumilier of windows that ought to be re-

moved. I do not suppose Mr. Bayne would

disagree on that point. These things are

gene^-allv done bv committees, and anybody

who has had to "do with church committees

knows how exceedingly difficult it is, unless

y(ni push yourself very strongly, and make
yourself very obnoxious, to get a thing

carried out. I was very pleased to hear ^Mr.

Baviie sav that the principal use of glass is

to "admit light: 1 think that wants to be im-

pressed upon all stained glass artists and

manufacturers.

I haA'e- looked at very many churches up

and down the country, and in the early

churches one is verv much struck by the fact

that they must have had very little light in-

deed I would certainly emphasise that the

first object of a window is to admit light.

Tint your light by all means, but I think

there is a verv great tendency with the

-,tained-glass designer to obstruct too much

lio-ht. 1 may sav that, if you go to Slough

uT see the oiilv Window that Mr. Bayne has

dealt with specially to-night, if you are arit

satisfied with what you see there walk on to

Stoke Pogis and see tlie glass there, and 1

think vou will be well repaid for your walk_

Mr Bavne's reference to subdmsion ot

labour i-eminded me that at the Arts and

Crafts Exhibition we have cartoons where

the fi.'ure was designed by Bunie-Jones. and

the filling in—at which he was so adept—by

Williim Morris, a combination of work whicn

was a verv happv one, as Morris was not very

juccessful" himself as a figure painter and the

figures were always done bv Burne-Jones

'Mr W Stewart Greene : 1 was hoping that

Mr. Bavne was going to tell us smiaething

ilmut earlv i-'lass work. I have not heard ot

ain thing earlier than the twelfth or thir-

teenth century, and I believe some exists m
Caiiterbnry Cathedral, also some in Mertoii

College. Oxford, of the fourteenth century.

Most' of our cathedr.ils and colleges have ex-

amples of the fourteenth fifteenth, and s.x^

teelith century glass. % ^l^''\^^f ^^ ^t
later dated glass is, unfortunatel}, as -Mr.

.Shuffrev said, very unsatisfacU.ry.
f

T",
?.

agree with Mr. Bayne when he says that t e

essence of the craftsman comes in When he

blends his colours carefully, and hc-canto-da>

.

T am quite convinced, produce glass oq"-^' |"

.(.hat which was produced ill the fourte^'^l.';

tifteeuth, and sixteenth centuries. I ha *

verv much pleasure in seconding the vote of

tha'nks t^ .Mr. Bayne for his
•l"'f'

••^^'.l"^,''
'^

one of the most interesting and thoughtful w.

'"Arr'^a'A. Hindley: I should like to nsk

Mr Bavne for a little information, and I am

one of those wlio really need it with regard

to stained .glass. I have beeii told that one

of the wicked things that 0'.iver Cromvve

allowed his soldiers to do was to smash all

stained-glass windows in the churches he

entered. Perhaps Mr. .Shuffrey and !Mr.

Bayne are in sympathy with him. but up to

now 1 have not felt very sympathetic aboiit

the smashing of those stained-glass windows.
I should like to refer to the darkening of

churches by the use of stained-glass windows.
I suppose it was not any particular disadvan-
tage to the churches in those days to be
rather dark, because nobody wanted to read.
or could read, in those days, but later on.
when people became better educated, and the
Bible beoajiie more easily obtainable with the
introduction of printing, the time came when
more light was desirable. I should like Mr.
Bayne to explain, if he will, tlie meaning of

the term " flashing colours into glass." With
regard to coiTosions on the outside of ancient

glass, which are very often the only pixiof of

its antiquity—or the principal one—1 should

like Mr. Bayne to explain, if he will, a little

more about the change of colour that takes

l)lace from the corrosions of the surface. I

think I understood him to say thai it may
change a primary colour into a secondary

colour. I do not quite see how that can be.

I can under.stand a primary colour being

lowered in lone by the addition of black

through corrosion. Again, will Mr. Bayne
kindly teU us why stained glass is usually so

verv thin. Plateglass, of course, can .be cast

to .-iny thickness. There is a disailvantage in

thin glass, bec.iiLse it allows the cold of the

outside air to chill and cool the air inside the

building. I have myself noticed tliis in some

churches, although the windows are iu perfect

condition.

.Mr. Bayne : With- regard to flaAing glass.

This applies more particularly to ruby.

although there is also flashed blue and

flashed purple. The f1;ushing is done when

the glass is hot. I cannot tell you what the

technical method of doing it is. but the glass-

blower blows a bubble of ruby, which is <.f

very intense nature, into the white glass so

th.a't the white glass is coated with a thiii

ruby film. With regard to corrosion, what

you" say is perfectly accurate in a way ;
but

"what l"meaiit to infer is .that if you get a very

brilliant glass, corrosion will very much alter

and modify it.
, . j

With regai-d to the thinness of stamert

glass, I do not think that good stained ^lass

is verv thin—that is to say, good antique

glass
"
Tliere would be one very j,reat objec

tion to having it very thick, and that is the

enomious weight that the leads would have

to bear. But some glass runs weU over i m
thick H you have an enamelled window,

vou can have it buiU up of plate glass and

iiave your colour enaincUed on it, but it i>

very poor stuff.
,,

Mr Cl-ace: Perhaps it would be as well

now to sum up the discussion and make a few

remarks on Mr. Bayne's paper. With regard

to the question as to why p'.ate pla^s is not

used for staining. Mr. Bayne referred to one

reason-namely, that of its enorm-.u.s weight.

1 do not know whether Mr. Hindley has ever

hnndled a stained-glass window—even of thin

..lass—but he would find it was a very heavy

.article to handle. Another reason, however.

is that plate glass will not take stain. The

glass which is^used in stained glass is quite a

d'.«itinct material.
, -,„,,„

With regard to Mr. Shuffrey s point as to

obstruction ot light, one of the speakers very

correctly said that when people had neithe.

Praver-iiooks nor Bibles to re.ad, ight was

not "so much an object in the early c^urches-

and that is verv true ; but it must be remem-

bered that fro"m the thirteenth century on-

ward windows were ot' an enormous

some 100 ft. high and 50 ft. wide

muUions and tracery on punxise for the ex

hib'tion of stained glass. Of course m th,

earlv days windows were not so large ana

he "stained gla..s was of a f-P ff^^j
but then, as has been "'"•"'"j

."f,'^',^^.^
congregation did not read ;

w^nt he>

did read was the subjects on the glass

vou look at the windows in any ohurch of

the fourteenth or fifteenth century, the wm
dows are very often n'o^e extensive than the

stone which suppdrt^s and
''"""""f^.f^'^^'"

'

they were erected on puiipose with a Mew to

putting stained glass in them. I was very

glad that Mr. Bavne took the line he did,

ihat to imit.ate antique glass .to the extent

sir.e

.

with

the
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of imitetuig the antique drawing of the
figures is ipreposterous folly. Tlie men who
designed what we call quaint- figures in

stained glass did their best ; they drew as

w«Il as *hey could—^they could not draw
better. They did nut draw with such limita-

tions and such awkward angles because tliey

thought- it the best thing to do, but because
it was the best they knew. The man who in

recent times has studied from the life, and
knows what the human figure is Uke, is not to

be pardoned for harking back to the quaint

and often ill-drawn figures of the thirteentli

century. The figures were mostly drawn by
monks—^and monks did not study from the

nude. That is, perhaps, a necessary explana-

tion. Archaeological accuracy of costume to

which Mr. Bayne referred is very essential

ia connection with stained glass ; it gives the

proper impression and leads a person's ideas

in the right way because it may be assumed
that they will meet with the correct represen-

tation of the custmne of any period, in other

places, and on other occasions. For instance,

I remember having seen a picture by Rem-
brandt of the soldiers casting lots for the gar-

ments of Christ, and one of the soldiers was
smoking a clay pipe. I don't think that that

gives a very clear idea of the Roman soldier

in Palestine. With regard to the point raised

by Mr. Bayne of carrying the subject or figure

across the mullions, I think it is always dis-

agreeable, and certainly undecorative, because
after all, the mullions were there before the

picture, and it was the artist's business to fit

Lis picture into the field he had to deal with.

The subject of division of labour in art, as

in all other matters, is a very important one.

It is ridiculous to say that one man should
dj everything. If a man is cast on a desert

island and has to build his own hut. and make
his own clothes, and find food all by his one
hand, obviously he has a hard bit ol work to

get through and cannot do it well : but where
labour is properly divided it is a great advan-
tage in all ways, but, of course, there are
abuses of such methods. When one finds a

single process of manufacture done by the
same person, it is well done. Buk this is not
the case with art. In all probability the man
who cuts and pieces the glass to a particular
desigu or drawing, could not liimself have
drawn the design and in the same way in the
other processes ; it would be absurd, for in-

stance, to ask the man who did the drawing
to do the leading up, which requires consider-
able knowledge and technical.dexterity. I am
in perfect agreement with Jlr. Bayr.e when
he says that a certain division of the work of

preparing a stained glass window is not only
desirable, but absolutely necessary for suc-
cess ; and I have no reason to think that at
any period it was not so done. One of the
speakers—Mr. Stewart Greene, I think—al-

luded to the date of glass in this country,
and said there were no windows earlier than
the 12th or 13th century. I think vou may
put the date at the 13th century. "Unfortu-
nately, a great deal of our early glass was
destroyed; a great deal quite wilfully—the
windows were taken out and destroyed simply
because they were dark windows. I do not
think there is any glass in Europe much
earlier than 13th century, and there is no
doubt that the manufacture first started, or
was first brought to anything like perfection
in France. There are windows in Xorth
Italy executed by William of Marseilles, who,
I think, was the first recorded glass painter,
in the 13th century, and eventually his glass
was sought after by various countries in
Europe, but apparently manufactured at Mar-
seilles, ."^o that it is no good looking for win-
dows earlier than that, because I do not think
they exist. It is worth mentioning in connec-
tion with artistic drawing on stained glass
that in Italy there are beautiful windows in
stained glass in which the drawing is as cor-
rect as if it were on a canvas or panel.
With regard to the leads, these are, of

course, absolutely necessary in putting the
glass together. There is no doubt that the
leads in the transmitted light become very
much smaller to the view than when handled,
but they are an essential part of good stained
glass, and act as outlines, and, to a certain
extent, tone down the general colour. I need
hardly allude to such a building as Chartres
Cathedral, but all wlio want to see good

stained glass should pay a visit to this church.

It is the only great church in Europe that I

know that is entirely glazed with the most
beautiful stained glass, and that gives one an
opportunity, at any rate, of judging what the
artist of the 13tli century aimed at. He
aimed at giving beautiful harmony of colour
as the principal object of the window, and
made the window what he considered large
enough to admit sufficient light in spite of the
stained glass.

I have listened to Mr. Bayne's paper with
great interest. Apart from his knowledge of

glass, Mr. Bayne has an excellent knowledge
of decoration, and I should say that there is

no better school for the study of harmony of
colour than the school of learning the treat-

ment of stained glass. There you have neces-
sarily powerful colours combined and brought
together in a way that you can never study on
a flat surface, or at all events, never are
obliged to study on a flat surface. The
knowledge attained by the study of stained
glass must give a man a command of the har-
mony of colour put into practice, which no
one can better obtain in another way. I
have much pleasure in conveying to Mr. Bayne
your vote of thanks, and I am sure this vote
expresses the feeling of the company for the
great pleasure he has given us to-night.

.Mr. Bayne : ilr. Grace, ladies, and gentle-
men, I tliaiik you very much indeed for your
vote of thanks. If my few remarks have met
with your approbation this evening, I am
amply rewarded. I may say that with regard
to the date of old glass there is supposed to
be one piece of 12th century glass at Le Mans,
and I thhik that is the onlv bit of 12th century
glass. It is only a small piece, but it is a
most interesLing piece, and contains the most
beautiful old ruby I have ever seen. The
13th centurv rubv is not in it.

XOTES OX RECENT AMERICAN
CEMENT PLANT PRACTICE.*

By 0. Le M. Knight, B.E.
-Metropolitan Railway Construction Branch.
The Portland cement manufacturing plants

in the United States and Canada at the
present time have an output of over 300,000
barrels per day. An analysis of recent
cement directories .shows that 90 per
cent, is being manufactured by the dry
process, less than 10 per cent, of the
output being manufactured by the wet
process. Of these plants using the
wet process, some are working on more or
le.ss wet materials, while others are purposely
adding waiter to dry materials with the idea
of obtaining a better mix and more perfect
regulation of the comjjosition of the material
being fed to the kiln. None of the larger
plants, however, are included among those
using the wet process.
An examination of the fuel provision for

the production of this cement shows that
about 75 per cent, of the output is being
burned with pulverised coal for fuel, ap-
proximately 15 per cent, with oil fuel, and
the remainder, or 10 per cent., with natural
gas. Those plants- burninj oil are confined
to_ the oil producing districts, mainly on the
^ est Coast, and those using natural gas to
Kansas.
The total power plant capacity of all these

plants varies between -5 h.p. per barrel per
day and 1.8 h.p. per barrel per day, the
average being .98 li.p. per barrel per day.
Only twelve plants out of over 150 have
power-house capacitv outside the limits of
.75 and .25 h.p. per barrel per day.

It may be interesting to note that the
capitalisation (per barrel per day capacity)
varied between the rather wide limits,
£55 16s. and £550. the average being
£155 10s. The average capitalisation of the
wet plants was slijhtly higher than the
general average, and amounted to £173 per
barrel per day capacity.

The wide range of values found is to be
expected from the fact that widelv different
conditions exist as to the locality of the plant,
with great variations in the amount of
capital to be expended for the quarry sites.

It mieht be noted, however, that in those

* rr^m the ^Jylnnv (V.9.W.I 'Government Report of
the Department of Public Work".

plants where the capitalisation was particu-

larly high only a portion of the stock is indi-

cated as having been issued.

In the following pages the writer has en-

deavoured to present a few of the interesLing

features of American cement plant practice,

and to indicate those lines upon which de-

velopment is taking place.

CONSIDER.WION OF WET AND DRY PROCESSES.

From the fact that such a small percentage

of the cement produced in the United States

is produced by the wet process, it -would

appear that there is a decided economic loss

in the employment of the wet method for

other than wet materials, which more than
compensates for any probability of a better

mix being obtained ; and the following

examination of the coal requirements for a
raw material containing 10 per cent, mois-

ture shows this to be the case.

We may regard 30 per cent, moisture as a

minimum figure for the wet method—^per-

centages as low as this are generally con-

sidered semi-wet—but are workable.
The question of a better mix being obtain-

able with the wet process than with the dry
.seems hardly open to discussion, as the best

cement in the United States is being pro-

duced by the dry method. It would seem
that the probability of securing a better

burned clinker by the dry method, due to

the wet slurry balling up into larger masses

than the dry feed, would offset any previous
slight superiority in the mix if such existed.

The amount of raw material lost through
being carried out by the waste gases is, of

course, slightly greater from the dry kiln

than from the wet.

In the discussion of the merits of wet and
dry processes, the following points must be
kept in mind :

—

1. With careful design the cgil.v difference

in efficiency between a rotary drj'er and the
top end of a rotary kiln acting as a dryer,

should be that caused by radiation loss as

the gases pass up the kiln to their point of

application—this difference ma.y be taken as

5 per cent.—the efficiency of the dryer a.s

being 60 per cent, and of the kiln as a dryer
55 per cent.

2. The amount to which the wet kiln

utilises hot gases that would be wasted in

the dry kiln depends on the temperature to

which these sases can be reduced.
3. The additioml heat required to dry the

wet mix must be supplied by burning coal,

under the same conditions as a dryer with
somewhat reduced efficiency.

4. It is necessary to add water to the raw
materials to bring about a suitable condi-

tion for wet working. Where the initial

moisture is great enough to use no addi-

tional water, there is. of course, no case for

the dry kiln.
' DP.Y PROCESS

The amount of dried raw material required
for one barrel of cement = 6001b. So that

with 10 per cent, moisture this represents

90 per cent, of the weight of the raw mate-
rial before drying.
Weight of undried raw material =600 -=- 90

= 666 lb.

Weight of water = 666 - 600 = 66 lb.

This moisture must be driven off in a sepa-

rate rotary dryer. Such a dryer has an effir

cieiicy of about 60 per cent. (7 lb. water
evaporated per lb. coal burned being a figure

that is obtained in practice with a properly
designed dryer.)

The amount of coal necessary to dry the
material for one barrel cement is therefore
66 ^ 7 = 9.43 lb.

The amount of coal required to burn one
barrel of cement by the dry process may be
taken as averaging 90 lb.

The total coal required to dry the material
and burn the clinker for one barrel cement
therefore equals 9.43 -1- 90 = 99.43 lb.

Heat in stack gases will be as follows :

—

Products of combustion from coal

at 15 lb. per lb. coal ..= 1.350 lb.

CO' driven off from material = 220 lb.

Total = 1,570 lb.

These gases will have a temperature of

1,000° F.'and a specific beat of '24.

So that head carried out bv the stack Era.ses

= 1,570 X 1,000 X -24 = 376,800 B.T.U.
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Si'.nimarisiiij; the above results we see .that

the <li-y plant is buniiiif; 99'43 lb. of coal ])er

barrel," and is sending up the stack gases

whose heat value is 376,800 B.T.U.

WET rnocESs.

Coi.sidering the same material manufac-

tured by the wet process. The percentage of

water must first be brought up to 30 per cent,

to allow for working.

The total weight of the wet raw material

for one barrel will then be 600' -^ 7 = 857 lb.

Amount of water = 857 - 600 = 257 lb.

This water must be driven off in the upp'jr

end of the rotary kiln, partly by utilisnig the

heat of the waste gases and partly by tl:e

burning of additional coal.

With 30 per cent, moisture 600° F. is abo.it

the lowest temperature obtainable for tlie

stack gases.
,, ,

The coal recpiired to -actually burn one

bairel of cement will, of course, be the same

as in the drv kiln, and equals 90 lb.

The products of con^bustion from this fuel,

however, equalling 1,570 lb., leave the wet

kiln at only 600" ¥.. and carry out with

them 1,570 "x 600 x '24. ^ 226,080 B.T.U

The difference between the heat lost m tlie

predicts of combustion of this fuel in -lie

drv and wet kilns represents heat used m
evapciating portion of the moisture in the

"Thrs'heTequals 376,800-226,080 - 150.7^0

^Th^' water to be evaporate^rfrorn the wet

material was shown to equal 257 lbs. per

barrel of cement. ._

The heat required to evaporate this = ^01

X (970 + (212-70) = 285,784 B.l.r.

(70° being the initial temperature <]f the

material).
, ..

(970° being the latent heat of evaporation

of 1 lb. water).

Of this 150.720 B.T.TT. os suiiplied from

waste gases, leaving 285.784 - 150,720 -. 135,064

B.T.XI, to be supplied by burning additional

'^'if' the efficiencv of the kiln as a dryer be

taken as 55 per cent., and the calorific value

of the coal :s 13.000 B.T.U. per lb., the usctu

heat per lb. of coal =-- 13,000 X .55 = 7,150

B T I' the amount of coal therefore required

to' fiirni.^h the neccss;iry 135,064 B.T.U. equals

135.064^7,150 = 18.9 lbs.

The total coal used in the wet process to

evaporate the moisture and burn one barrel

of ccinent = 90 + 18.9 = 108.9 lbs.

The total coal used in the dry prw'ess to

evaporate the mostiire and bmii one barrel

of cement = 90 + 9.43 = 99.43 lbs.

The wet jirocess therefore requires 9.4/ lbs.

more coal than the dry process, or lOi per

cent.

It may be sh<iwn that under the conditions

assumed—viz., 30 per cent, moisture in wet

mi.x. 600° F. and 1,000° F. stack tempera-

tures for wet and dry kilns respectively, the

amount of coal burned in either process is the

same when the initial moisture in the raw

material equals 18 per cent.

It should be pointed out. however, that in

selecting the above conditions an exception-

ally efficient wet kiln was taken, both as re-

gards its drying efliciency and its low stack

gas temperature. In practice on average dry

materials tontaining about 4 per cent,

moisture, it has been found that the wet pro-

cess requiies about 24 lbs. more coal per

barrel than does the drv process.

The statement made earlier that whenever

water has to be added to make a workable

slurry, the wei process will be less eflicient

thanthe dry process, is thus borne out.

THE JIOTAHY KILN.

In no part of the cement plant equipment

has more apparent progress been made since

the introduction of the rotary kiln than i,i

the development of the kiln itself. Ibe

earliest successful rotary kilns, of about 6 foot

diameter by 60 feet length, continued to repre-

sent standard practice until only a few years

ago the first step towards the introduction

of larger kilns being made by Edison, who

installed kilns 10 feet diameter by 150 feet

length, made .in fifteen ca.sl-iron sections,

and supported on as many sets of carrying

rollers. Since then there has been a steady

trend towards larger and larger kilns, until

at present there are in operation Itihis 12 feet

diameter by 240 feet length.

Standard practice in the United States to-

day, or, rather popular practice, is repre-

sented bv a kiln 8 to 9 feet in diameter and

135 feet" to 160 feet length, the 8 feet by

145 feet kiln being quite a common size. A

kiln of this . size will burn 700 barrels of

clinker per day, and has been kliowii to pro-

duce between 850 and 900 barrels.

Such kilns present many interesting prob-

lems in design, by reason of the great weight

to be supported on bearings, and the peculiar

conditions as to heat and loading. They are

usually canied on two to four sets of carry-

ing rollers, the two-support kiln being very

largely used in the United States.

That such long kilns can be satisfactorily

carried on two .supports is borne out by prac-

tice, A limit to the size of the kiln that

can be satisfactorily carried in this manner

is determined by the pressure on the riding

rings and carrying rollers, and would -prob-

ably be found 'in a kiln 12 feet diameter by

about 200 feet long.

The advantage of the two-support kiln be-

comes apparent when a study of the bending

stresses in kilns is made. Such a kiln is the

simiilest form of overhung beam, un-

affected by a moderate settlement of either

support or by distortion of the kiln shell,

due to the "temperature or other causes,

whereas, while a three or more su])))ort kiln

may show small unit stressses as an ideal con-

tinuous beam, these stresses may be shown to

increase enormously when a settlement of any

support takes place or distortion of the shell

occurs, such distortion tending to lift the

kiln off one of its supports at some period of

its rotation. That tliis does take place in

the operation of multiple-support kilns is

evidenced by the fact that such kilns have

a habit of continually shedding rivets.

Designs have been worked out by at least

one |irominent firm of cement macbinei-y

manufacturers in the United States for a

yielding or constant reaction support whereby

the advantages of the additional support ai-e

obtained, and di.sadvantagcs due to distort

tion of the- kiln overcome by the fact of lie

siipjMirt not being rigi<l, but capable of adapt-

ing itself, within a iiredeterniined range, to

any movement of the kiln shell.

So far as the writer is aware, no installa-

tions of such a mechanism have yet been

made, but it would seem to be the rational

way of treating the problem of the three-

support kiln.

Cnrri/ini/ ifeclianisms—.The increase in the

size and weight of rotary kilns has of neces-

sity been followed by improvements in tl^e

method of supporting them. Four carrying

rollers in each roller frames have supplanted

the earlier two-roller support, and in order

to ensure each roller tiiking its share of the

weight, they are mounted in pairs in adjust-

able eiiualisers. These equalisers are frames

in which a limited amount of rocking is

.illowed, and which are adjustable within the

main frame by means of removable steel

blocks and adjusting screws. The attached

)ihotograplis very clearly show the mechanism

as in "use on 8 ft. and 10 ft. kilns. It will

be seen that they provide an efficient mea-is

of adjustment, a'lid a simple method for re-

moving the equalisers with their carrying

rollers, it being only necessary to take the

removable blocks from their pockets in the

frame and the equalisers can be slid off. The

carrying i-oUers are open hearth steel castings,

.ind'are pressed into their shafts with a t,;iper

fit. The bearings .are bronze lined, and care

is taken to ensiue tlieir being perfectly dust

I)ixiof. . ,, ,

Mounted on the upper carrying roller frame

are two thrust rollers which sei've to take

the thrust of the kiln due to its inclination

—usually, however, they are relieved of mu li

of this thrust by giving the carrying rollers

a slight inclination, so that they exert an up-

ward tractive force on the kiln.

The inclination at which kilns are set varies

from i in. per foot to J in. per foot. J, in per

fiiot being most ccmimonly used. The inclina-

tion of the kiln, combined with the speed at

which it is rotated, determine the rate at

which the material will flow thiough the kiln.

and it is largely a matter of experiment lor

eiwh plant to determine the rate of revolutiou

necessary, not only to insure correct burning,

but also" to prevent the formntion of a clinker

ring in the burning zone, due to incorrect rate

of travel of the material in the kiln.

The rate at which the kilns are run varies

from one revolution per minute to one revolu-

tion in three minutes. In kilns whose in-

clination is i in. per foot the rate usually

varies from one revolution • in one minute

twenty seconds to one revolution in' two-

minut"es thirty seconds, the material in the

kiln advancing about 20 ins. per revolution.

jjuA.—X feature of rotiry kiln installa-

tions that has received much attention of late

h.as been the provision of means to reduce

the amount of raw material Leing earned out

of the kiln as dust. In s^ome plants this loss

is considered to be as high as 6 or 7 per cent.

To prevent this, the opening in the stack end

of the kiln should be reduced to an amount

sufficient to reduce the velocity of the gases

through the upper portion oJ the kiln to as

low a figure as possible, and still prevent the

flame backing out around the firing hood.

Under these conditions the greatest time is

allowed for the heat in the gases to be

absorbed bv the material, and the least

amount of powdered material Is carried out

into the stack base.
. , • , .i.

To cause the material carried into ttie

stack base to be deposited instead of being

carried up the stack has been the object ol

much attention, and some very elaborate and

costly dust-coUecting chambers designed to

effect this have been erected.

The reason for this lies not only in the actual

loss of material, but as cement plants come

nearer the ( entrcs of habitation tJie dep<isit of

this dust in the adjacent country is very ob-

iectionable. In some parts of the I mted

States this has been the object of legislation,

with the result that plants nave been obliged

to try various methods for dust prevention.

The necessity of large settling chambers

between the eiid of the kiln and the stack

is quite evident, though care must be taken m
their design to insure the gases depositing

the dust. The mere provision of space in

which the gases may expand and lose their

velocity is inadequate, there being a tendency

for the gases to flow at their high velocity

through the centre of such spaces and only

lose velocity near the walls. Large dust

chambers liave been introduced in many

plants, one of the largest of which is shown

in an accompanying photograph, but. though

their necessity is proven, they are still in »

developinentai stage. As has been said, some-

thing more than a mere provision for expan-

sion seems necessary lo retard the gases.

This may possibly be accomplished by a

iudicious arrangement of arches and walls,

or it may be necessary lo introduce .some

means such as hanging wires or cords, which

will offer an efficient resistance to the How.

The writer believes that electrostatic

seiiarators have been tried in one cement

i)lant in California.
. j

Efficient means for removing the "»*;t
<\f-

posited in the settling chambers should be

provided. In some of the jilants recently

built a series of screw conveyors running in

trouabs in the chamber floor have been in-

stalled.
, , . ,

The writer has not vet been able to learn

the results obt,ained by several plants which

erected special dust chambers within the past

year.
FVEL.

The fuel used for burning Portland cement

in the rotary kiln must be of a gaseous nature,

to permit "efficient injection and burning,

which limits us to the use of pulverised coal,

oil, natural gas, and producer gas.

.\s has been pointed out, over 75 per cent.

of the cement produced in the ITnited States

and Canada is bunied by jjulveri-sed coal.

Oil is, perhaps, the most convenient fuel to

use, but in most localities its cost is pro-

hibitive It is now used only in those parts

of the I'nited SUites where it is abundant,

and where coal is expensive. The common

method of introducing it into the kiln is

through three or more nozzles or atomisers at

about 10 lb. oil pressure, and 12 oz. air pres-

J

1
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sure. The consuiiiptKHi per barrel ut cement
burned is about 12 or 13 gallons of oil.

Natural gas .is used at a few plants in

districts where it is plentiful, particularly
Kansas. It was previously used in some of

the eastern plants, but increase in cost caused
its rejection in favour of pulverised coal. The
ga^ is generally introduced through some
special type of burner, in which it is thoroughly
mixed with air, the gas pressure being usually
from 3 to 4 oz.

Producer gas is not now use(} in any cement
plant in the United States, so far as the writer

is aware. It has been sufficiently used to de-

monstrate its suitability for burning cement
clinker, but has always been found un-
economical.
Only 70 to 80 per cent, of the coal burned

lin the producer gets to the kiln as gas, whereas
all the coal is burned when injected in pul-

verised form. Also the cost of gasifying is

considerably more than the cost of drying and
grinding the coal, the producers requiring a
good deal of attendance and showing very high
labour costs. Furthermore the quality of the
pulverised coal does not show as great a varia-

tion as does producer gas, and therefore per-

mits a better regulation of the flame. It is

possible that in districts where lignite or a

very poor quality of coal is the only fuel ob-

tainable the producer might he used satisfac-

torily.

Coal.—Metliods of burning powdered coal in

"the rotary kiln have been so perfected that it

has replaced all other fuels, save in those

localities where some natural advantage is

•greatly in favour of gas or oil.

The general underlying principle which has

'been found essential to the successful burning
of pnl"verised coal is that to completely burn
"the fixed carbons the combustion must be com-
pleted while the coal is in suspension in the

air. This condition necessitates a careful pre-

paration of the coal as regards fineness, the

usual practice being to grind to 95 per cent,

past 100 mesh and 80 to 85 per cent, past 200

mesh.
The fineness plays such an important part in

the combustion of the coal that to some extent

poor coal may be successfully used if additional

care be taken with the grinding.

It is found necessary, in order to make this

fine grinding possible and to insure ijierfect

comlbustion ill the kiln, that the coal be

dried so that it does not contain over ^ per

cent, moisture. Consideralbly less power is

required to pulverise the coal when it has

been properly dried. The cost of drying,

grinding, and conveying the coal in the

United States varies between Is. 3d. and 3s.

per ton of 2,000 lbs., or about jd. to 2d. per

barrel of cement burned. Drying is accom-

plished in a rotary dryer, of which there are

various types, by far the most extensively

used being the Ruggles-Coles double drum-

dryer.

The types of mills most commonly used for

coal-pulverising -are the tube mill, preceded

%y some preliminary grinder—^the Fuller

Lehigh mill, or similar tyiie of mill, and the

aero pulveriser, the latter also taking the

place of the fan for injection. Of the three

tj-ipes, the last shows a much larger horse-

power per ton than either of the otliers. The
Fuller Lehigh mill is quite an efficient grinder

of coal, and it and the tulbe mill are the most

largely used.

Great care must be taken in the coal mill

to prevent sufficient air from entering the

pulverised coal to suspend it until it is

actually at the point of delivery to the kiln.

Pulverfsed coal burns slowly when in a state

of repose, but is highly explosive when m
suspension in air, and a clean, well-ventilated

mill is essential. The coal should be ground

only as required ; and in up-to-date plants,

from the time it enters the mill up to the

time of its delivery to the kiln, it is handled

in closed convevors and elevators, from which

air is carefully excluded. Anything in the

nature of air separation or conveying is, of

course, impossible, and an attempt to handle

the: pulverised coal in this T\-ay in the early

Edison plant caused a disastrous explosion.

The coal is usually injected into the kiln

under a pressure of 3 to 4 nzs. of air, the

blast only supplying aibout one fourth of the

air required for combustion. The remainder

is drawn into the kiln through the base of the

III iiig-hood, having pas.sed over the hot clinker

in the cooler, and enters the kiln at aibout

300° F.

dnjeetion.—The principle of the pulverised

coal-burner is the feeding of the coal into a

blast of air issuing at a high velocity from a

nozzle, and its tonveyance .by this air into the

kiln, where it is ignited by heat radiated from

the kiln .walls. The diifnculties encountered

in this process are the dbtaining of a perfectly

uniform feed of the coal-dust, and an even

distribution and suspension of it in the blast

of air. These troubles may result in incom-

plete combustion, or an unnecessary amount of

excess air and back flashes.

In the latest types of coal feeder the distri-

bution is greatly improved by causing the

coal to pass over a perforated plate, or

through a small screen, after leaving the

screw conveying it from the bin, instead of

falling straight from the end of the screw

into the air jet, the length of this .screen and

size of perforations being so adjusted that the

coal-dust just reaches the end of the screen

for the maximum capacity of the feeder.

Even this construction does not entirely pre-

vent the tendency of the injection to take tlie

form of puffs, and in some recent feeders the

single screw has been replaced by two screws

feeding on to two air jets, which discharge

into a common blast pipe. By this means a

much more even feed of the coal is obtained

than was previously possible with the single

screw.

In some types of blast arrangement a pipe

leading frorn the pit under the discharge end

of the kiln conveys hot air to an enlarged

section of the blast pipe immediately in front

of the firing hood, where it is drawn in by

the blast. It is questionable whether much
benefit is derived from this construction,

though the plant using it claims to effect a

slight economy by its means.

GRINDING.

The constantly increasing demand for a

finer and more uniform product from the

cement plant has necessitated careful con-

sideration as to the means of attaining this

result without an addition to the number of

grinding units, or an increase in the horse-

power hours per 'barrel of cement. The
changes which this has brought about have

affected equally the raw grinding and clinker

grinding departments of the mill. The raw-

grinding department has to grind 600 lb. of

raw material per barrel (380 lb.) of cement,

or half as much again as the clinker grinding

department, but this is compensated for by
the extra difficulty of grinding the hard

clinker, so that most plants at the present

time favour making the raw grinding and
clinker grinding departments identical as to

the type, size, and number of units. This

obviates the necessity of stocking a large

variety of spare parts, an advantage that

increases with the distance the plant is

located from factories where such spares

may be obtained.

In order that the ever-increasing fineness of

product demanded may be obtained -ivithout

loss of capacity, two principles are now recog-

nised as essential. The grinding unit must be

supplied with a very uniformly sized feed, and

must not be made to act both as a coarse and

fine grinder. In other words, the grinding

should be accomplished in stages with some
means of screening introduced between the

stages. In the early types of ball mill or

IKominutor this screening was performed

within the mill itself by means of perforated

breast-plates or other "typ^ "^ screen, these

machines as well as other grinders having in-

ternal screens, having been originally intended

to accomplish the entire process of reduction

in one stage. The results expected from this

type of grinder have not, however, been as

satisfactory as was anticipated, either as re-

gards crushing efficiency or cost of upkeep,

and this becomes more apparent as the fine-

ness requirements become more exacting.

The combination of machines used to accom-

plish stage grinding varies somewhat with the

t\'pes of grinder used, though as a final grind-

ing unit the tube mill or combination tube mill

is gradually replacing all other types of

machines, being preceded in many installa-

tions by a ball tube mill having breast-plates

or stepped linings of some kind, but no internal

screens, the screening being accomplished, as

was mentioned previously., by separate screens

outside the grinding mill.

The development of the tube mill itself is

now receiving much attention, and a most im-
portant advance is marked by its sub-division

into two compartments, one beuig loaded with
the usual pebbles, the other, known as a " ball-

peb " or "cyl-peb" compartment, being
loaded with smaller and heavier grinding
bodies. This tyjje of combination mill should
not be confused with an earlier attempt to

combine the ball mill and tube mill, which
virtually amounted to joining the ball mill on
to the feed end of the tube mill. The tube
mill with " ball-peb " compartment may be
described as follows :

—

AViout 5 ft. from tbe dischS^'ge end of the
mill a partition divides the mill into two com-
partments, the smaller of which is loaded
about one-third full with small metallic

bodies. These vary from plain mild steel

cylinders about g in. diameter and | in. long,

chopiied from round bars, to balls of special

composition (generally white iron), about | in.

diameter. The addition of this compartment
increases the capacity of the tube mill, over

a plain tube mill of the same length, by from
50 t.o 100 per cent, on raw material, and from
55 to 50 per cent, on clinker, with an increase

in the power required to drive the mill of

from 20 to 25 per cent. In addition to this,

there is an increase in the fineness of the pro-

duct, more especially the 180-mesh material.

The amount of material pa.ssing the 90-mesh
.screen cannot always be increased, except at

the expense of the otherwise increased

capacity, but the amount of material passing

the finer screen is increased. In other words,

the material that passes the 90-mesh screen,

and is retained on the 180-mesh screen, is

reduced.
The reason for the marked improvement in

the operation of tube mills due to this deve-

lopment seems to be as follow's :—In the

standard tube mill, 22 ft. long, it is found

from sampling material in the mill, for every

foot of its length, that there is an almost con-

stant increase in the fineness of the material,

or the percentage pas-sing 90- and 180-mesh,

from the feed-end to a point about 16 ft.

away from the feed-end. After pa.ssing this

point the increase in fineness falls off rapidly,

showing that the pelbbles in the tube mill are

more especially adapted to the coarser work

done, and at the discharge end of the mill,

where the finishing of the material takes

place, there are not enough pebbles to do it.

The " ball-pebs " each weigh about the

same as a pelbble, and, being so mu;-h smaller,

increase the number of contact points, or the

effective grinding area, to two and a-half or

three times what it would be in the case of

pebbles. They are. therefore, admirably

adapted to finishing the gi-inding of the fine

material, and w^ill finish a great deal more in

proportion to the space they occupy than

would pebbles.

Furthermore, the material flows through

the tube mill under a head much like water,

entering at the centre of the feed-end and

leaving at the .periphery of the discharge-end.

With the partition the effective head for the

flow of the material Ls doubled.

The wear on the pebbles in this type of mill

has been found to be reduced, while the wear

on the ball-pebs is so slight as to be almost

unnoticeable. At the present time niost of

those plants using tube mills are having them

converted by the addition of a "ball-peb"

compartment, while " ball-peb " tube mills

are almost exclusively demanded for new in-

stallations.
SCREENING.

Ill plants where outside screens are used

between the coarse and fine grinding mills,

the most common type found is^ the

"Newaygo" vibrating" screen. This is an

inclined wire cloth screen in which the wire

cloth is maintained at a uniform tension by

means of springs, and is struck by srnall

mechanically-operated hammers. A scalping

screen of coarser mesh is placed above the

fine screen, and ser\-es to relieve it of wear

from the larger particles and increase its

capacity. These screens are exceedingly

efficient on all dry materials such as are found

in the cement plant, and show very low costs
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for operating and maintaining, even on Port-

land cement clinker—certainly le.ss than one-

tenth of a penny per barrel. The largest size

consumes less than one horse-power. One
cement plant alone—the Universal Portland
Cement Co.—operating on blast furnace slag

and limestone, uses forty-si.x of these screens.

Air separation on the final grinding mills

in the clinker department, though not hcrf.-

tofore used to a great e.xtent in plants in the

United States, is now being introduced by
many, and seems, without doubt, to insure a

nner product from the clinker mills.

>—^••—

C

Fl.KlNG A SCOUR VALVE IN A RESER-
VOIR WALL AGAINST PRESSURE.*

By F. C. Kendall, Water Supply and
Sewerage Branch.

The renewal or repair of a scour valve in

a reservoir wall must always involve con-

siderable care. After these valves, generally

ordinary screw-down stop-valves, are built

in, they are often neglected or are I'ot

worked "sufficiently, with the result that grtt

accumulates and hardens in the working parts

and the valve spindle refuses to turn.

This was found to be the case with the

Katoomba storage reservoir. The w'all, a

curved one, 21 ft. high, had recently been

raised a further 25 ft. to increase the storage,

and during this work it was necessary to

keep the water level near its original height,

s.) that dt should not rise too quickly against

the new concrete. Naturally, an attempt was
made to open the scour valve, in this case a

12-inch stop-valve, but the spindle refused
to move. Under repeated efforts it broke,
and was found to he bent as if at some time
it had been turned in the wrong direction.

Another spindle was obtained, and inserted
through the nut. This time wlien the key
was applied the spindle was turned a few
threads, when the cast-iron lug holding the
nut snapped, and the whole valve became
unworkable. This catastrophe was due to no
lunisual strain, but simply to the cementa-
tion of tlic valve faces against the guides
owing to long disuse.

A new valve was at once obtained with
a flanged connection bored to suit the
flanged end of scour pipe.

At this stage the question arose whether
an iron plate or weighted wooden disc should
not be lowered on the water side of wall to

be drawn in against the -water end of the
scour pipe and so close the pipe, and shut
the water off during the process of fixing the
new valve. There was, however, the objec-
tion that soundings showed, or appeared to
show, a consider.ible depth of silt over the
pipe. It might be held that this silt would
have been rapidly cleared from the end of

the pipe with the first ru.sh of vv.ater, but
this seemed doubtful, and certainly a great
deal of Wiiter would have been lost, a con-
sideration which was not to me minimised.
There seemed, on the other hand, to be no

adofiuate reason why the vaJve should not be
fixed against the pressure, or, rather, in a
manner to evade the pressure. The following
method was adopted :

—

Over the site of the valve a sheer-leg tackle
was erected, and the new casting was slung
directly over its intended position. In view
of the great water force to be resisted, a

vertical frame of timber was erected at a

distance from the flange of the scour-pipe,

about 2 in. in excess of the length of valve

castmg. This frame consisted of two vertical

uprights 6 in. by 6 in. Oregon, bottomed and
fixed securely against a sill-piece which was
well-anchored into the banks of scour drain.

The uprights were tied at the top by a heavy
cro.s.spiece of oregon. Strong struts were

placed at the back or downstream side of

the frame, and butted against a film sole

plate. The whole arrangement is shown on

the accompanying sketch.

The bolts in tht. flange of the old valve

nearest to the wall were then unscrewed and
drawn back flush with the scour-pipe flange to

be ready to insert in the new valve at the

propel moment. A gang then quickly pulled

away the old valve.

The water now rushed out imder full bore

with 26 ft. of head. The new valve was then

lowered by the tackle. It should be men
tione<! that it had a crosspiece of smooth
limlier, bolted transversely to the flange at

the outlet end. As the valve descended the

water impinging upon it drove it h.ird

against the framework, down the uprights rf

which the cross])iece of timber just alluded

to slid down, acting as guide. The valve in

the casting was open, so that the water-jet

.^oon rushed almost wholly through the cas*.i:i .T

and the heavy pressure w,as at once relieved.

After very little trouble the bolt holes in the

valve flange were brought opposite, the cor-

responding ones in the' scour-pipe flange,

when the bolts already in position were

driven through and the flange packed and

secured. After this the valve was closed and

the oijeration completed, the water beio^

once again under full cmitrol.

->—•••-<-

* From tlie SydneT (N S.W.I OovarnmcDt Report
o( the DepArtment of Public Works.

LKGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Ministry of Mr.siTioKs Sii'Hi:mk —In the

Court of ,\ppeal on .Monday the Master of the

Rolls and Lords Justices Warrington a.nd

Scrutton .gave judgment for Dick Kerr and Co.,

Limited, in the action brought against them by

th-.' Metropolitan Waier Board. Defendants

had contracted to build a reservoir at Littleton

(Middlesex) for £673.000. under a contract. On
February 21. 1916. the Minister of Munitions

ordered the defen<lants to cease work upon the

reservoir and to hold their plant and labour at

the disiK>sal of the Minister, By direction of

tiie Minister the defendants removed a con-

siderable (x>rtion of the plant and sold it to the

owners of munition factories and received the

proceeds, to the amount of £42,000. on behalf

of the Minister. Defendants contended that by

renson of the stoppage of the works by the

order of the Minister their contract with the

plaintiffs was terminated, and that the pro-

perty in the plant was revested in them.
PhiintilTs then In-ought the present a<-tion for

a declaration th.tt the contract was still liind-

ing. Mr. Justice Bray held that the object of

the contract was not fruslratcil. and that the

plant was the property of the plaintiffs, but

fhit !'s the Minister of Ifunitions had jiower to

sell the munition factories any plant which lie

removed, therefore the ulainlifTs were not on-

titled to the proceeds of so much a.s was sold

O" to dnmages for its conversion. His lordship

gr.'inted an injunction restraining the defen-

dants from removinir any further plant except
so far as they niiirht be ordered to do so by
tho Minister of Munitions, --Their lordships

held that in the event.s that had h.ippened the

(oiitract was dissolved, end made a declaration

to that efToct and discharged the injunction re-

straining the defendants from removinir the
ii' int remaining on the site.—Lord Justice

Srnitton said that as the re.stdt of the judg-
ment of the Court other questions misht arise

between the parties as to payment for work
done. etc. which must bo determined by
aimther action, the Court not havintr the mate-
rial to deal with those questions.—The appeal
was accordingly allowcnl. with costs.

> —a^ <

TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's lat<'S't pat<'nt '' air-pump " voiitila-

tors, supplied Iby 'Meesrs. Robert Boyle and
Son, ventilating engineers, 64, Holboni Vi;i-

duot. I/ondon. K,C., have "been eanployed iit

the KnKineers' Conference Room. I/ondon and
Xoi-t.h-Western Railway, EuMon Shition.

There are two methods of constructing houses

with drv external walls. One is to form a

eavitv iri the wall, and the other system is to

build a solid wall and then render it with

waterproofptl cement. It has been prove<l in

practice that the hitter, in addition to being
the Rurer way, is also the more economical. In

a recent town-planning scheme at Bradford.
Yorks. the houses were built with solid walls

and roughcasted with Pudloed cement, and the
' result has proved satisfactory.

iBuilDing inUUigcna.

MoNAGHAX.—The work in connection with
the County Monaghan Sanatorium has now
been completed. Mr. J. J, Haiuiingan, B.E.,
county surveyor for Monaghau, supplied the

drawings and specifications, etc., and the

work has been carried out under his personal

supei vision. The outlay amounted to over
£1,C00. The front measures 50 ft., and the
wing is 5C ft. in depth. On the ground story

are situate the doctors' room and surgerjr,

ttc. reception room, large dining-room, with
a large ward and a smaller ditto, in addition

to large kitchen, pantries, scullery, servants'

rooms, etc. The upper portion contains three

spacious wards, matron's and nurses' apart-

ments, etc. The work was ciirried out in

separate contracts, mostly by locjl firms.

»—•••—t

PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Architectural .Society of Ireland,—Last

week, at a meeting of the members of the

.\ichitectural Society of Ireland, hold in

their rooms in Soulh Frederick Lane, Mr.
H. G. Lea.sk (President) in the chair. Mr.
-M. J. Burke, F.S.I., read a paper on " Mod-
ern Heating Methods." In his paper, which
was mainly of a technical nature, Mr. Burke
explained the principles and considerations

which governed present-day methods of heat-

ing large buildings by means of hot water,

and also the various systems of steam heat-

ing. The lecturer dealt with some of the
more generally accepted theories on the snb-

ject. illustrating his observations by dia-

gr,^nls and views of portions of heating plant

in act.ial use. On the motion of Mr. B.

Howard Pcntland, F.R.I. B.A., a vote of

thanks was passed to the lecturer.

Faculty of Surveyors of Scotlaxd.—
The fourth annual general meeting was held

in the Christian Institute. Glasgow, last

week. The annual report and accounts of the

(ieneral Council and the Examining Bcird
were :idopted. The resignation from mein-
bershiji of Me.ssrs. John G. Aitchisoii, John
Clachan. and Alexander Davie were accepted.

The following were elected oflicc-bcarers for

1917 :—President, Mr, Thomtis Fairb.iirn, 53,

Queen Street, Edinburgh ; vice-president, Mr.
.lohu Murray, 16. Blythswood Square, Glas-

gow; secretary and treasurer, Mr. D, E.
Wallace, C.A.,'59, George Street. Edinburgh.

XOTTINfiHAM and DkRBV ArCIIITECTUKAI.
.Society'.—To afford members an oppor-
tunity of social intercoui'se the society's

room was opened on Tuesday afternoon,

February 6. After tea, a general meeting
was held, at which the President (Mr. H.
tiill. M.S.A.) took the chair. Mr, A. E.
Lambert was elected a member. Mr. Brom-
ley (past-President) announced that Mrs.
.\rthur Marshal! had sent him a selection oi

her late husband's pencil sketclies and sketch-

books to present to the society The Presi-

dent then addressed the meeting upon
Uniformity of Practice." He said:

—'"The
c<nincil have had under consideration the im-

portant matter of ' Uniformity of Practice,'

but .so far no definite conclusion has been
arrived a.t. They were asked to compile a

set of model conditions, but find it impos-

sible in the present state of things to frame

any set of conditions which will apply in

all circumstances without imposdng intolerable

burdens on the profession. Whenever
trouble arises we are told it should have been

7)ut in the preamble of the bill of quan-

tities. The preamble is already too volu-

minous, and a ' .slim ' contnictor will

wriggle out of it even if were made .ts long

again. We must find a way that will make
our l.aibours cheaper and not dearer, or we
shall have more cases of owners going direct

to the builder for help. After much thought,

1 feel satisfied in my own mind that we must
find a better way." We must create such
' iintinimili/ of practice' that no room for

two opinions on vital points are possible, and

thus make an unwritten code more powerful

and binding th.an any numbe,- of clauses, and

I am decidedly of opinion that we should

leave the purely legal clauses out of the speci-

fication and embodv them in the form of con-
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tract. But I am equally 'Satisfied that to do
this we must cultivate more friendly relations

not only witli' the contractor, bui also with

the operative. I know, some architects will

think this is derogatory to the profession, but
I do not think it is so derogatory as some ot

the clauses now in use. \Ve must cultivate

friendly relations," but in such a way as to

avoid any suspicion of that ugly word " col-

lusion," for I do not hesitate to say that some
architects have done untold harm to the pro-

fession by collusion with the builders. We
must also show the public that, "while in-

terested in our work as practical men
familiar with the way the work should be

done, we are yet disinterested in any other

sense than the production, of good, honest,

artistic work. There must aLso be more
cohesion among the members of the pro-

fession. . . ."

Old Pewter.—At a meeting of the British

Archfsological Association held last Thursday,
Mr. Francis Weston read a paper on " Old

Pewter Plate," illustrated by English and
Scottish specimens and a dish bought in the

market-place of Ghent by the Bishop of

Barking. He explained how Edward III. be-

came the patron of the pewterers' craft when
he created the Dukedom of Cornwall for the

Black Prince and opened the long dormant
mines, which, with the pewterer at hand, pro-

vided a revenue for the King's son. From
that time forward the craft flourished. The
Civil Wars, however, wrought havoc with
specimens of the ai't, for while the silver plate

was melted down for money, the pewter plates

were turned into bullets, and the Great Fire

of London helped the clearance. Specimens
of the si.xteenth and seventeenth centuries

were of tJie utmost raritv.

(Bm ©ffia fahl£.

At a meeting of the South Carolina Chap-
ter of the American Institute of Architects,

held in Charleston, on January 10, a resolu-

tion was passed authorising the Legislative

Committee of the Chapter to endorse the
passage of a Bill in the present Legislature
" to define the qualifications for the practice

of architecture in the State of South ( aro-

lina, and to provide for the examination and
registration of architects."

Mr. George Gilbert Scott appealed at the
Law Society Appeal Tribunal last Wednes-
day for Mr. A. G. Crimp, Lic.RJ.B.A., his

office manager, thirty-seven, Al.—Counsel
stated that llr. Scott was patriotically giving
h's valuable time and services in designing
the plans and elevations for the Star and
Garter Home for Incurable Soldiers at Rich-
mond. While he was performing this highly
important national work Mr. Crimp, who
was a qualified architect, was the only man
on whom Jlr. Scott could rely to manage his

office affairs.—Mr. Scott said that during the
last three weeks the Committee of the Home
had asked for drastic alterations in the
plans, involving an entirely aiew set of

plans. They had agreed also to increase the
cost from £120,000 or £130,000. as originallv

intended, to £200,000.—Three months'
exemption was granted.

The increased demand for systematic in-

spection of meat expcsed for sale, and of

the flesh of all cattle at the time of slaugh-
ter, called for better facilities to make such
inspection practicable, writes Dr. Hall, the

Medical Officer of Health for Plymouth, in

his annual report. Experience indicated that
neither the public health nnr the sale of

diseased flesh could be efficiently guarded
except by a system of public abattoirs, which
he hoped would receive the serious considera-

tion of the council at an early date. If a

public abattoir were once established he felt

sure the advantages -would be so manifest
that the private slaughter-house would soon
he voluntarily abolished, the inspection of

meat would be facilitated, cleanliness assured,

sla.nghtering centralised, and the process car-

ried out with greater humanity.

Tlie Artists Rifles, which is furnishing

the New Army with so many officers, is

pu-shing along the cooperative movement, of

which a preliminary account was given in

these columns some months ago. The main
idea is to organise a regimental bureau where
members may register themselves for em-
ployment after the war. As the corps con-

tains young men of almost every vocation

and status in life, some will want workers
while others want work. The Bureau will

bring them together, and will no doubt lead

to many schemes by which both officers and
their men may be associated in the develop-

ment of the British Empire when peace ic-

turns. The rooms taken by the corps in

Craven Street are rapidly developing into an
excellent regimental club.

The sixty-eighth annual report of the Pru-
dential Assurance Company, Limited, for the

year ending December 31, 1916, states that in

the ordinary branch the number of policies

issued during the year was 4S.258, assuring

the sum of £5,080,989, and producing a new
annual premium income of £373,309. The
premiums received during the year were
£5,230,170, being an increase of £72,654 over

the ve.ar 1915. The claims of the vear

.imounted to £4,573,917, of whicli £249.689
was in respect of war claims. The number of

deaths was 12,407. The number of endow
ment assurances matured was 27,065, the

annual premium income of which was
£146,894. The number of policies including
iinnuities in force at the end ot the year was
932,539. In the industrial branch the

premiums received during the vear were
£8.897,723, being an increase of"^ £391.660.

The claims of the vear amounted to £4.005,251.

of which £827.879 was in respect of 49,625

war claims. The bonus additions included in

the claims i.mounted to £112,565. The total

number of claims and surrenders, including
15.741 endowment assiu'ances matured, was
398,917. The total number of policies in force

in this branch at the end of the year was
21,305,330; their average duration exceeds
thirteen and a quarter years. The war claims
paid during the vear, in both branches,

number 52,433 and amount to £1.077,568. The
total paid up to the present on this accoun!

since the outbreak of war exceeds £1,860,000.

in respect of over 88,000 claim.?. The assets

of the company, in all brandies, as shown in

the balance-sheet, are £99,123,746, being an
increase of £4,328,948 over tho.se of 1915.

When the first Marquis of Westminster
paid £30,000 for the Five Fields, Pimlico, he
was held to have given an exorbitant price,

the land having been in the market for some
time. It was offered to the Crown, and,
being near Buckingham Palace, the offer

would have been accepted had the vendor
consented to take a lower sum for what was
then justly described as "little better than a
vast swamp." Within twenty years of its

incorporation in the Grosvenor estate the
swamp had been transformed into one of the
most fashionable quarters of London, thanks
to the ingenuity of Thomas Cubitt, whose
son. Lord Ashcombe, has just died. Cubitt
devised a plan for removing the clay which
formed the first strata and burning it into
bricks, and then building on the substratum
of gravel. Belgravia is, therefore, one of the
healthiest spots in London, although it lies

so low that the attics in Eaton and Belgrave
Squares are on the same level as the ground-
floor of some of the terraces on the north
side of Hyde Park—that is 70 ft. above the
Thames high-water mark.

At a two days' conference last Thursday
and Friday on town-planning and housing
at Newcastle-on-Tyne, Councillor David
Adams said that since the war there had been
an astounding and alarming shortage of

housing. If they could in,stantaneously build
700,000 uip-to-date working-class dwellings
they would only begin to deal with the pro-
blem. After that they must erect something
like 100,000 houses each year to provide for
the rising generation and the normal increase
of population. The administrative sections of

the community had shown an amazing anti-

pathy to housing, and had been behind legis-

lation. Unemployment was a direct cause of

bad housing conditions. Approximately they
spent £35,000 a year in Newcastle for the
maintenance of the pulblic health, and, if

they had ideal condition's, which were not
impossible, that amount would be reduced to

!

a' small sum. • If; dealt with on national lines,

the housing problem would be solved. The
solution of the' extraordinary shortage of
houses would not merely be a municipal one,
and not merely private and speculative; it

would be a combination as suited to different
districts in the country. Mr. F. G. Lundi
said that two of the drawbacks to building
were the competition oii municipalities and
the price of money, which could not be got
at less than 5 per cent.

Preliminary arrangements in co.nin'i!ction

with the permanent e.^iibition of Iri&h
materials and products used in the con-
struction and decoration of buildings, which
the Depai'tnuent of Technical Education and
Agriculture, acting in co-operation with the
joint committee of tihe Royal Institute of tJhe

Architects of Ireland and the Dublin In-
dustrial Development As.sociation, are pro-
moting, are already well advanced under the
direction of Mr. E. St. John Lybum, of the
Department. Suitable space has been secured
in the Science and Ai't Museum, Dublin, .laid

the exhibits will be displayed at an early

date. The offices of the joint committee are

at 9, Dawscn Street, in the rooms of the
Dubl'n Industrial Development Association,

and they will be glad to afford information to

anvcne interested.

Since reinforced concrete was introduced it

has been usual to employ plain round mild-

steel bars, but Mr. Arthur W. C. Shelf, in a
paper on " High Tensile versus Mild Steel for

Reinforced Concrete," read before the Society

of Engineers at Burlington House, Piccadilly.

W., on Monday contended "that plain mild-

steel bars are not the best to employ for this

purpose, but that greater efficiency and
economy are obtained by physically developing

mild-steel bars, for the puriiose of taking out

the first yield in the steel, which is useless

and has a detrimental effect." Mr. Sihelf

argued that when this first yield or stretch

is taken out, a higher yield point is obtained

without any injury to the steel, so that it is

then safer to employ a 20,000-lb. stress to the

square inch (which results in a saving of 20

jier cent, in weight of steel requii'ed) than it is

to employ a 16.000-Tb. stress to the square

inch before the steel is physically developed,

and for this reason he considers that the

existing regulation of the London County

Council relating to the stress on steel should

be altered, and thus avoid the cramping of

industrial progi'ess.

At a meeting of the London Society last

Friday at the Royal Society of Arts, Mr.

Walter H. Godfrey gave a lecture on Chel-

sea, illustrated by lantern slides. He de-

clared that it was Sir Thomas More who
might be said to have discovered Chelsea,

for it was he who drew fame to the place.

Slides were shown depicting Sir Thomas
More's home, the Old Church (St. Luke's),

the riverside with its early houses and their

occupants, the Physic Garden, which was
originally the botanic gardens of the Apothe-
caries' Company, and still thrives ; the

Royal Hospital, Paradise Row, Cheyne
Walk, King's Road, and other places in the
" Village of Chelsea," where so many famous
people of the past resided. In a brief dis-

cussion which followed. General Sir Neville

Lyttelton (Governor of the Royal Hospital)

mentioned that in the Great Hall could be
seen a good picture by Vandyke. It came
into the possession of Colonel Ireton, Crom-
well's son-in-law, and was sold by him to the
Governors of Chelsea Hospital for £45. Car-
lyle, writing to his friend Sterling about a

year or two before his death, said that,

although he had been living in Chelsea for

40 years, and passing the Hospital many
times a week, it was only recently that he
discovered it.

> *»•€» <

Lierut. -Colonel Blackwall, county surveyor
for Oambs, has 'been apoointed by the King
to be a member of the Distinguished Service
Order.

The Hibernian Banfc will reibuiH on the
site of their destroyed premises in Lower
Sackville Street, Dublin, and the Munster and
Leinster Bank have acfluired a site at the
onpo,<!ite c.orner of Abbey Street. Messrs. W.
H. Byrne and Son are the a.rcJiitects for t^e
former building, and Mr. L. A. MacDonnel!
for the latter.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for t-he opinions
of our correspondents. AH communications should
!je drawn up as briefly as possible, as there hk
many claimants upon the space allotted to
corresixrtidents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting Illustrations or literary

matter, books lor review, etc., «hould be addressed
to the Editor of the Building Nlws. Klflngham
Hoiisf, 1. Aundd Street, Strand. \V.C.2, and not to
members of the stall by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for. unsought contributions.
When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time e.'tecuted, except under special circum*
stances.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

NOTICE TO OUK READERS.

Solely to economise paper, the price of this journal

will be raised next week to Sixpence, and therf-

after, until the war is over, or till tlie present
scarcity and higji price of paper ceases.

If, as at i»resc-r seems but too probable, further

restrictions as to supply are forced upon us. we shall

have to diminish its size, but we are loth to do this

while enough jmper is obtainable, even at loss to
ourselvcfi.

We very strongly advise all readers who wish to

makt' sure of receiving their copies regularly, to fill

up the form jirinted below and hand it to a news-

aj^ent or (wokstall clerk without delay.

OKDER FORM.

To

Please reserve for me a co|iy of tlie Brii.uiNi; News
every week until further notiec.

Signed •

Address

The comparatively tew suliseriluTs who leeeive

their copies by post direct from the Offline will not

be charccd extra while their present subscriptions

last, but all renewals and all fresh subscripti<ui5 will

be charged CI lis. per aniuun. l;)s. half-yearly, and

lis. (id. (juarterly, including postage auywliere in

the I'nited Kingdom.

KliCElVBD.—R. C. Co.. Ltd.—J. B. H. 8. A.. Ltd.—

K and K,, Lt<i.—W., Ltd.—O. and Co.—Van A.

and Co.—K. T. L.—\V. (). and Son—P. (J. Co

I". S.—Xo.
ALIAS.—Yes: see our note on the subject last week.

A L. CCRRIE.—Write B. T. Batsford, Ltd., 94, High

Holborn, W.C. They stock several books on the

fcubieet.

F. M.—We fear the answer is Yes to both questions.

But the second jioint is worth disputing, and

probably will be disputed by somebody.

II ,1 X.—We cannot possibly advise on the tacts

(V). Tnless you have very strong corroborative

evidence thereof we think litigation would be ill-

advised.
»»••••—<

Mr. Louis Conatad, buiklcrs' merchant, lat«

of 48, Bushill Park, Enfiekl, has left £125,402.

The dciarti oocuTrwJ at St .
Leonards last

Fi-ddny of Mr. James Forrest, who was honor-

ary secretary jhkI foi- many years so<M-eta.ry

of'tlio Institution of Civil Ensineers. He was

boi-n in \Vc.-st<iiiii.st(M- in 1826.

TO ARMS! LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.
1st LONDOM ENGlXEliR VOLUNTEERS.

Headquarters, Balderton Street, Oxford Street, W.
ORDEItS FOR THE WEEK. BY I-IEUT.-COL. C. B.

CLAY, V.D.. CO.MMANDIXG.
OFFICER FOR THE WEEK.—Platoon Commander

K (.Jreenoo.

NK.\T FOR DFTV.—Platoon Commander H. ue P.
Uirkelt.

RESIGNATIONS.—Platoon Commanders G. H.
Parker and J. O. Cheadle resign their uppointnients
on j(»ining the .\rmv.
.MONDAY, March 12,—Technical for Platoon No. 9

at Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill,

Platoon No. 10. Signalling Class. Hecruits' Drill,
1'2—J*.

WEDNESDAY, .March 14—Instructional Class,
0.15. Platoon Drill. Platoon No. 2,

THIRSDAY, March 15.—Platoon Drill, Platoon
No. 5 and li. .\mbulance Class by .M.O., 0.30.

FRIDAY, JIarch lf>.—Technical f<ir Platoon No.
10, Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill No. 0.

Signalling Class. Recruits' Drill, li.24—8.25.
SATntnAY, March 17.—Commandants Par.ade,

L'.J.'i. rnjfoini, (or Route March. Bugles and Drums
to attend.
XINDAY', March 18—Special Work at Bombing

School. Parade, Clapham Junction Station (City
and S.L. Tube Railway), 9.45 a.m. I'niform, haver-
sacks, water-t)ottles. Middav rations to be carried.
EASTER TRAINING.-Will be at Eshcr. See

Special Order.
.MrSKETRY'.-For all Com|^anies, sec Notice at

Hcachiuarters.
NOTE.—Vnless otherwise indicated, all Drills will

take place at Head(piarters.
By order,

MACLEOD YEARSLEY, Adjutaot.
March 0, 1017.

» »a» I

Tlie death has Occurred, at Aberdeen, of
Mr. David T. Pyres, architect and civil en-
sin'eor. who lia<l been, until laid aside by
illness some time ago. for many years u mem-
ber of the burgh surveyor's staff.

The Gas Light and Coke Company have
given notice that, in consequence of' the in-

creased oo^t of lalx>ur, frtrighta, toal, oil, etc.,

tjhey 'are eoni]jelled to advance the price of gas
ill their district nortih of the Thames from 3s.

to 3s. 4d. per 1.000 cubic feet, as from the
reading of the jneters in Miarch.

Thii Munr/ifntir (fuartlktn hears a very in-

t.ere.stari.g rumour of the pos^i'bility of Lord
Crewe beconring this ycsi.r chairman of the
lyondon County Council. He is not a member
(tf the body, but could either be co-o]jted or
enter through an aldermanship. His father-

in-ljiw. Lord Roseberv, was the first chairman
of the L.C.C.

A iinanufacturing comiDahy in Melbourne
llias received an order from an tngineering
firm at Hankow for iiiiatitities of Australian
marble. Mai'ble is found in China, but the

lirni states itliat it cannot gc^t s-o satisfactory la

|)oligli fi-om the local iproduction, and t.hat,

tlierefore, it prefers the Australian commodity
to English, Japanese, and l'",uroiiean eamiiles.

In connection with the Spenborough Water
arbitration case and the Bradford City Coun-
cil, the cost of <leputations l(> lyondon, it was
stated at the lust meeting of the Bradford

City Council, amounted to £249 10s. 2d. Mist
of the membei-s. it was elicited, travelled lirst-

class, and they were areusinl of being extrava-

gant. It was" stated that the arbitration will

be taken to the High Court. One Aldcnnan,
not satisfied with the explanation given,

remarked :
" It seems to me we ought to .set up

an office in London, and take a hotel for the

Water Committee !

"

BUILDINGS.
March 14.—Construct'ion of Pumping Station

Uuildings. Chimney Shaft, .Approach Road, ami
) other works at Sheerncss East.—For Xha Sheer-
I

ness Urban District Council, in accordance with
I plans and fepecillcations prepared by F. W. S.

Stanton, the council's consulting engineer.

—

\,
H. Stallon, Clerk. Council Oflices, Sheerness.

,No date—Ordinary Work^ and Repairs to the
buildings in the cbarge of the Commissioners
of II. M. Worki in the London districts (One
Year).—Tenders to be delivered, on a date to
be announced, to the Secretary, H.M. Office

of Works, Storey's Gate, London, S.W.

ENGINEERING.
June 1.—Storm-».it<'r I'unipjng Plant, Calcutta.—

For the Corporation.—The Indian and Eatttrn
Engineer, 50. Feuehurch Street, E.C.

FENCES AND WALLS.
March 3 0.—Wrought iron Gates and Eeneing. for

the Central Wharf and Ouay Street Landing,
Auckland, N.Z.—For the Harbour Board.—The
Commercial Intelligence Department, 73. Basing-
hall Street, E.C.

PAINTING.
March 14.—Internal and Lxt.-'nal Painting, etc..

and Inttjrnal and External Repairs at Callrngton
police-station.—For the Cornwall County Coun-
cil (Standing .luint Committee).— L. D. Thomp-
.son. County Survtyor. C<nint> Hall, Truro.

ROADS AND STREETS.
March 8.—Road M.iterial, Stores, and Carting

(One Year).—For the Tadmaster Rural District

Council.-T. Scott, Surveyor, Aberford, Leeds.

March 10.—Supplying Materials, Stores, Steam-
rolling an<i Txaetor" Hire (One Year).—For tlie

Durham County Council.- A. E. Brw>kes, County
Surveyor, Shire Hall. Durham.

March 10.—Bricks, Vitrified Tile.s, Land Drain
Tiles, etc.. Road Materials, Granite. Limettone.

Slag, Kerbs, Channels, Flags, Lump and Broken
Stone, Tarred Granite, Macadam, etc. (One
Year).—For the Southport Corporation.- .\. E.

Jackson, A.M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer and
Surveyor. Town Hall, Southport.

March 10 Mati rials (One Year).—For the Bux-
ton Town Council.—Borough Engineer's Office,

Buxton.

March 12.—About 2,500 tons of Eoad Stone.—
For the Leamington Corporation.—L. 'Rawlin-

son. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Leamington Spa.

March 12—17.—Supply and delivery of best
ipiality surface Field Flint. Pit Gravel, Fine
(iravei, and Binding Gravel.—For the West
Hampnett Rural District Council—W. V.
Rasell, Clerk, 5. South Street, Chichester.

March 13.—Supplying Broken Furnace Slag,

Broken Granite. .Macliine lUid Paraflln Oils.

Castings. Bricks. Cement, Coal. Disinfect^mts.

Stoneware Pipes, etc. (One Year).—For tlie Wal-
sall Rural DLstrict Council.—W. P. Young.
District Surveyor, Council Offices, Daw End.
Rushall, Walsall.

March 13.--Whinstonc. Granite. Annealed and
Ironstone Slag, Tarred Slag and prepared spray-

ing Tar (One Year)—For the Knarcsborough
Rural District Council.- J. Smith. Clerk, Rural
District Council Oltlces. Knaresborough.

March 14.—Clean hand-picked Field Flints, to

lie<lelivered on roads in district during the sjiring

and summer, and general carting and haulage of

road materiaU.—For the Aylesbury Rural Dis-

trict Council.—H. G. Gordon, Highway Surveyor,
21. Walton Street, Aylesbury.

March 14 Materials for maintenance of high-

wavs (One Year).—For the Aylesbury Rural Dis-

friet Council.— H. G. Gordon. Highway Sur-

veyor. 21. Walton Street, Aylesbury.

'^^

Also at DEPTFORD,

LIVERPOOL, BRISTOL
FRED'^BRABY&C^
TANK MAKERS

LONDON.
o o o o O o .

GLASGOW, FALKIRK,

BELFAST, & DUBLIN.

OOP a

^^
CbielOfneos: 352 tO 364, BOSTON ROAD, LONDON. N.W. Telegrams: "CouaTEoBS. Ecsboad. London." Telephone Museum 3032 (5 lines)
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OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.
New East Window, Prestbury Church, Cheshire.

'" The Crucifixion " and ' Tree of Life." Designed
and executed by Mr. .\rchibald K. Nicholson.

The Ruined Cathedral of St. Martin, near the de-

molished Cloth Hall, Ypres. (Royal Academy Es-

Strand, W.C.2.

hibition 01 Graphic Art.) From an etching by
Mr. Frederick Marriott, A.K.E.

Staircase, the Reader's House, Ludlow, Shropshire.

(Royal Academy Winter Exhibition of Graphic
Art.) From a lithograph by Miss Bessie M.
Dibblee.

Residence, Yardley Wood, Birmingham. View and
plans. Mr. Horace G. Bradley, Architect.

.\ Pair of Old Walnut Cabinets ("William and Mary "

and Italian). Also Pair of High-back Upholstered

Chippendale Chairs, embroidered with Petit Point

Needlework. Sold by Messrs. KniBht,*Frank, and

Rutley, at 2, Porchester Gate, W.

(IvLXxtnit Calamo.

Mail}' times has Bagdad changed hands

since El Ma,nsur built it and made it the

seat of the great Saracen Empire about

762. Mongol, and Tartar, and Persian,

have held it, and it was not till 1638 that

tile Turk captured it, putting nearly the

whole of its inhabitants to the sword. It

must never change owners again now that

British and Indian valour have fi-ustrated

Germany's scheme lor the establishment

of a gre^t Asian Empire. There is no ves-

tige of the glories of the capital of Haroun
Alraschid. The city is mean and ugly,

and built of brick. But few cities in Asia

are of greater importance, standing as it

does at the junction of the four great

highways to Aleppo, the Persian (julf,

Ispahan, Hamadan, and Mecca. There

is work ready at once for British engineersc

and buildei-s, for by railway Bagdad must
be brought into close communication with
India, and made the great key to the

establishment of closer trade relations

with Europe. German engineei'S are busy

on projeots for improving their end of

the Bagdad Railway. It is reiJOi-ted

that, with a view of obviating the neces-

sity ot a fei^ry across the Bosporus, they

are concerting plans for tunnelling under

the Bospliorus, while another scheme con-

templates the construction of a bridge

660 yards long over the Bosporus from
Rumeli-Hissar to Anatoli-Hissar. At
present there is, it is believetl, a gap of

some 250 miles at the other end, between

Xisibin, the present railhead of the line,

and Bagdad. The completion must

never be left to Germany, unless once

again our Foreign Office is to be allowed

to shut its eyes to future certainties. For,

as sure as the Germans will not stop

short of Basra, unless we hinder them now

and for ever, so surely will they be a week

nearer India, when they are ready for

"the next war" they already threaten.

founded Bagdad, in 762-3 a.d., he utilised

tlie bricks and stones left of those famous
but fallen cities to build his own. EI

Mansur's city was on the right bank of tlie

Tigris, and he named it Medinet es

Salaam—the City of Peace. The name is

also given in the form of Bar es Salaam,

which means the same thing, and the

Byzantine historians translated it into tlie

euphonic title of Irenopolis. At a dis-

tance crenellated walLs. bastioned gates,

numerous towers, a wide ditch, a lofty

citadel, and a noble river flowing between

opposing rajiipai-ts gave the city an aspect

rare among the habitations of men. Above
the walls appear tJie gilded domes of

mosques and royal tombs alternating with

dainty minarets and cupolas. But of the

Bagdad of Haroun there alone i-emains

the tomb of his favourite wife Zobeida,

erected, not in the new city he founded,

but in the older to\vn on the right bank.

More modem, but still of respectable age,

"is the old Madressa, or college, of the

thirteenth centui-y, which while it

flourished made Bagdad the chief centre

of Arabic learning. But the Madressa

has been tui-ned to more material uses,

and now sei-ves as the Custom House.

Bagdad stands amid the ruins of more
extinct capitals than lay within an equal

circumference in any other quarter of the

earth. Twelve miles above it stood Baby-

lon ; still closer to it but lower down the

Tigris were, on opposite banks, tht- Syrian

capital, Seleucia, and the Pai'thian capi-

tal, Ctesiphon. When Abou Jaffir El
Mansur, the firet of the Abbaside Caliphs,

Manchester was made the richer last

week by the most generous gift of the

collection of pictures which the late Mr.

J. T. "Blair has bequeathed to his native

city. The reproach that comes with it,

as the Manchester Guardian remarks,

arises from the unpleasant reflection that

Manchester has not a fitting art gallery

where the new gift can be permanently

and adequatelj- displayed. By a re-

arrangement of the Mosley Street galleiy

Mr. Blair's complete collection could be

displayed for some time as a sort of tem-

porary exhibition, .\fter that it would

presumably have to take its chance with

the rest of the art treasures which Man
' Chester owns, but to which Manchester

[

declines to give a worthy and compre-

hensive dwelling. It is scarcely an en-

couragement to other private owners whi
might be inclined to give Manchester the

benefit of their generosity. A tram-centre

on the old Infirmary site would doubtless

compensate the Manchester Pliilistines

for everytliing. They, doubtless, fancy

the sight of one would induce a wavering

benefactor to make his gift, whether it

could be housed properly or not ! We

are very glad that at a special meeting

the Council of the Manchester Socierty of

Architects passed a resolution stating

that the Society " learns with profound

regret that a Committee of the Corpora-

tion of Manchester proposes to utilise the
' old Infirmary site ' as a tramway centr3.

It enters a strong protest against the

scheme for making a tramway centre and

erecting buildings o;i it in the manner
set forth on the jjlan published in the

report of the .Special Committee on the

Passenger Transportation Problem, and

presses for a further consideration of the

whole matter with a view to cariying out

the scheme for which the Infirmary site

was sj>ecially purchased." There mu^t
be some member of tlie Corporation who
will understand why such a course of

action will be disastrous every way, and
there are many citizens, we are sure, whj
will endoi-se the protest of the Society.

To all such we appeal to second the acti^m

taken, and save Manchester from a per-

fectly needless and in everj' way deroga-

toiy prostitution of the site which was

specially purchased for a most legitimate

and desirable purpose, the abandonnien i,

of wiiich will be deplored by all who value

the reputation of Manchester.

H.M. Trade 'Commissioner in New Zea-

land writes that it has been pointed out

to him that Britisli manufacturers do not

make sufficient use of the description

"British made " on the goods tliey

supply In a market such as New Zea-

land, where there is a keen desire to pur-

'chase British goods whenever i>ossible,

such a description would have a strong

selling force. A case brought to the notice

of H.M. Trade Commissioner recently

was one in which a buyer in New Zealand

returned a shipment of goods because he

was convinced that tliey were of German
manufacture. In view of the develop-

ments which have been made in the

United Kingdom in the manufacture of

goods formerly supplied by Germany,

adds H.M. Trade Commissioner, this case

illustrates what might easily happen in

instances where goods really are British

but are similar to Gei-man goods. We
may add that it may just as easily happen

where fomierly German manufacturers

change the names of their products and

the style of their firms. Early recognis-

ing the wisdom of the course officially
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suggested above, Messrs. Louis Berger and
Sons, LimUed, of Homerton, N.E., issued

in 1914 an adhesive stamp to affix one to

evoi-j' jiackage oJ Berger goods. The re-

marks quoted above show that this prac-

tice should not be discontinued, and
agents who find that they have in stock

any Berger products not bearing this

stamp prominently on the package are

asked to apply to them for supplies nf

the stamps and to be good enough to lal>el

up their stock. It is good for British

trade so to do. It would be well for other

fii-ms to follow the example.

The following appeared in some of the

morning pajjers of Monday, and, as per-

iiiission is given by the autlior, we add
those of OUT readers who may not else-

where have seen it to the millions who will

welcome the stirring appeal of England's
groatrat novelist, who still reckons his finst

calling, architecture, among his " i-ecrca-

tions "
:
—
For National Service.

Up and be doing, nil who have a hand
To lift, a back to bend. It must not be
In times like these that vaguely linger we
To air our vaunts and hopes; and leave our

land
tJntended as a wild of weeds and sand.
—Say, then, "I come! " and go, women and

man
Of palaee, ploughshare, easel, counter, pen

;

It will enray your names to dates unscanned.

Would years but let me stir as once I stirred
At many a dawn to take the forward track.
And with a stride plunged on to enterprise,
I now would speed like yester wind that whirred
Through breaking jiines: and serve with never

a slack,

80 loud for promptness all around outcries

!

Thomas Hardy.
March, 1917.

Copyright not reserved.

"Raise the Shutter!" is the well-

conceived motto of a businesslike remin<ler

Messrs. S. AV. Francis and Co., Limit<'<l,

of 64-70, Gray's Inn Road, W.C, are

-sending to their diimts as a timely re-

minder of the vairied uses of the many
forms of shutU-r they have developed as

the leading pioneers of the industry with

which their name is inseparably aissoci-

ftted. Tlie leafltrt excellently replaces the

usual catalojjue issue, and will be most
useful when the boom comes after tJie war.

Now is the time therefore to decide what
alterations, improvements, or additions

aiv desirable, so that, directly peace

comes, work may be put in hand, and the

first in the field will reap the liencfit.

Meanwhile for present necessities Messrs.

Frandis and Co. show illustrartions >)f

their specially suited s1iutti>rs for gun-
sheds, aeroplane hangars, and tJie like,

wl-.icJi they liave siipplie<l to Goveriuiient

in many localities, lliere aiv also otOier

ilhisitrations of the various advan,tagix>us

ada|>tations of other shutters, such as the

inti^rlocking steel livtJi rolling jduittt'i-s

wliidi the L.C.C. and the fire insurance
offices accept now in lieu of the
old-fashionod cujiibrous wrought imii

doors; the admil^abIe space-saving

piotectors of book-sitalls, fi-uit stalls,

etc,, on piers, railway stations, etc.

To sum up, if you want rolling

shuttere of any description, or if

you have openings wfliic'li you desire to

close and do not know how to do it, send

ilessi«. Francis and Co. particulaa's, and
any desired information will be gladly

givem. Also remember that they manufac-
ture shop fronts in brass, gun, or white

metal, inside and outside spring roller

sun-blinds, coUapeible steel gates, glass

facias, gilt wood letters, metal lettei-s, etc.,

and do not fail to write them when in the

market for any of these articles. Your
communications wiU receive every atten-

tion and your requirements will be amply
satisfied.

We learn that Mr. F. J. L. Robertson,
tlie well-known secretary of Claridge's
Patent Asphalfce Co., Limited, has joined
the R.N.V.R. The whole of the com-
pany's pre-war staff has now joined the
Forces, and the diiectors are to be con-
gratulated on their efforts to " carry on "

under such difficulties. We wish Mr.
Robertson all luck, a'nd the company the
continued prosperity it so well deserves.

>—•••—<
" WltaVAM."

Said Sir James Crichton-Browne re-
cently at Cardiff :

" We cannot send back
the brave men who fought for us abroad
into hovels and dug-outs and funk-holes
at home. . . . We must rectjgnise the
right of every civilised man to a clean
Wigwam." Taking that pronouncement
for his text, Mr. Watkin Williams lias

jiublished a shilling volume embodying
a key to social reform which would in-
deed unlock the shut door which, as we
have jiointed out month after month
during the past seven years, blocks the
way to the possession of his birthright
by every worker in the realm, but which
<il)ens at a touch the road to the bank-
ru|)tcy court to every man connected with
the second great group of industries in
the kingdom. The volume is publishel
at a shilling by the Educational Publish-
ing Company, Ltd.. Cardiff, and can be
had post free for Is. 4d. therefrom, or
from the author, Mr. Watkin Williams,
Gwawrfryn, Llanishen, Cardiff. We urge
every reader to send for a cojiy, and those
who can afford it to buy half-a-dozen and
distribute them to friends, and so help
to bring home to the millions interested
one of the most cogent pleas for justice
to the unhoused, and the profit of all,

ever penned.
AVould it be politic, asks Mr. Williams,

to tax the Mercantile ]\L-irine or the ship-
owners with the whole cost of the Navy !

Wi>uld it be fair to saddle the farmer
and the landowner with the whole cost

of the .\riny? Is it just to tax the occu-
pier and the owner of buildings with an
overwhelming share — five-sixths — of

National Services, as if there were no
other section of the people benefiting
from those services? Such questions seem
too absurd to merit a serious answer,
and yet it is an absolute fact that on
(he builder and the ratepayer has be<'ii

piled the huge burden mentioned in the
last question quoted. The average reader
may shake his head incredulously ; but
let him read carefully the facts an.l

figures Mr. Williams piles up. and he
will not fail to conclude that he has been
purposely kept in the dark by all the
ilepartment.Tl Committees and Royal
Commissions that have done little else

during the last fifty years but add to the

waste of paper from which we are all

suffering.

In 1901, the population being 32,500.000,

the number of men employed in bnibring
works of construction amounted to

1,042.864. In 1911, the population being

36,100,000, the number of men employed
jn building had dropped U> 946,127. This
is a net deduction in the number of men
em]doyed in building of no less than
96,864 in ten years, although the popu-
lation had increased in that period by
3,000,000. Again, taking the same period
from the census in 1901 the number of
houses in course of construction for that
year was 61,909. In 1911 the number of
houses in course of construction was
38.178—23,731 less houses in course of
construction, although the population had
increased as shown above. With the phe-
nomenal further decline since 1911 our
readers are pretty well familiar.

It is well to note here, as Mr. Williams
reminds us, that the Departmental Com-
mittee in their inquiry on what changes
had taken place since the Royal Commis-
sion Final Report makes no mention of

these facts. The Royal Commission on
Local Taxation, 1897, was also a belated
inquiry, in the face of the abeve. If the
subject of their inquiry had been dealt
with earlier, or even if it had been fol-

loweil up from then, and Parliament done
what they should have done, we should
not have our Housing Problem, and a
great industry would have been saved
from the condition it is in to-day. It
will take many years to repair the damage
done—not that building should require
pro|)S from the State, but shouhl bear
only its proper share of the burdens and
be on equal terms with other kinds of

property, Mr. Goschen (and many
others), as far back as 1870. considered
then that local taxation was a grievous
burden falling upon a too limited and
particular class of property. One has
only to look through the different statis-

tics shown elsewhere in Mr. Williams's
book, culleil from different official re-

ports, to find that the burdens have in-

creased fourfold at least since the i>eriod

of 1870.

The inducing cause of this has been the

economic ignorance of our local govern-
ing bodies. Of the majorities serving as

the people's representatives on the various
councils, guardians and assessment com-
mittees, some are intei-ested in other

classes of property, not buildings ; others

are not interested in any proi>erty at all.

Not being owners, they are against the

owners of all pioiierty generally ; there-

fore they attack those most visible to

them—the small property owners—by
raising assessments on buildings to the
highest possible ]iitch ; and most local

bodies are agreed upon this, so as to hide

as much as ]iossible the rate in the £.

Taking the local governing bodies

roughly in two classes, the one class does

not mind abmit the burden of local taxa-

tion being put heavily on buildings, as

they think it makes their own the lighter.

The other class fails to see that by their

action they are burdening the class whom
they are sup]iosed to rejiresent—the occu-

piers, or voters (not owners of cottage pro-

]x-rty). The voters generally, who form
the majority (not owners), do not under-
stan<l that rates and taxes affect rents,

therefore they are indifferent; in fact,

nearly all non-owners do not understand
this question at all. and trouble very little

about such matters.

They never realise that, as it is levied,

prr.svxi.'i—not properties—contribute to

taxation, and yet was perceived and ad-

mitted years ago. In Chapter II., page
108. the Royal Commission Final Report,

1901. anent this qtiestion, observes :—We
should say that it is more generally and
more decidedlj' held by economic authori-

ties, and wv ourselves incline to hold thai

it is not property, but persons, who con-

tribute to taxation. Tliey also quote Mr.
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(now Viscount) Goschtn, when he said,

m 1871:—"The term taxes on real pro-

perty is of itself misleading. If the term

generally used were taxes on the owners

of real property, it would at once become
apparent tliat the total of rates is by no

means paid by them." The Commissioners

say :

—" It may be observed that while the

owners of real property are, of course, a

limited class, any burden which falls on

occupiers of real property, such as a dwell-

ing-house, affects the whole population of

the country." The Committee of I,and

Inquiry (1912), says :-^' We have already

seen that the effect of rating buildings is

to restrict their supply. As a result, the

rent which an occupier has to pay for

them is higher than it would be if their

supply was unrestricted. Similar con-

siderations apply to buildings other than
dwelling-houses and to all other kind of

improvements." (Vol. II. page 566.)

The above sums up the whole case of the

housing problem, apart from the iniquity

and injustice that one class of property

should be selected to bear all the burdens
of local taxation as well as the largest

burdens of national and onerous services

that should be borne by the broader back
of the national taxpayer.

What is the remedy ? The clue thereto

was given by Mr. Julian Goldsmid, M.P.,

in a letter dated April 24, 1871, to Mr.
.Goschen. Criticising Mr. Goschen in

having failed to deal with the various

subjects arising out of his (Mr.

Goschen's) report, Mr. Goldsmid observes:
—" In conclusion I may say that the

proper method of proceeding appears to

me to be the following : Ascertain in the

first place the total value of real property,

and also personal projjerty of the country
;

then calculate the income derived from
these two classes of property, and also the

income derived from the tliird source, viz.,

personal exertionsj)f whatever kind, which
ought always, I think, to be taxed, if

possible, more lightly than the other two.

Having done tliis, see what the present

incidence of. taxation is upon these three

kinds of income. Then settle what por-

tions of taxation these three kinds of

income ought to bear, and having to take

out of the calculation that expenditure
which is purely' for the benefit of the

locality, see whether the present incidence

of taxation is in accordance with the rates

you have laid down. If it is not, endea-

vour to redress it in favour of the side'

against which the balance inclines- But
do not draw general conclusions from such

one-sided sets of figures as those given in

the papers, in which the fourth element

of comparison, viz., the amount of the

personal property in the country, is want-

ing."

Mr. Goschen attempted to reply to ]Mr.

.Julian Goldsmid, but with poor success,

and he evidently, as will be seen by his

speeches when Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer in 1888 modified his views

considerably ; but unfortunately there

are others to perpetuate his old views and
prejudices even to the present day. Since

1870 forty-six years have elapsed, burdens
have increased, growing in intensity year

by year until now they have become in-

tolerable, and the mischief done incal-

culable. It is, we believe, well within the

mark to say, as Mr. Williams does,

that for all rates levied throughout
England and Wales, five-sixths .are for

expenses that are national and onerous in

character benefiting the community at

large. Let readers work st^eadily

through Part II. of his book, which gives

an excellent abbreviated history of our
Hating Law; through Part III., which
demonstrates the need for rating reform

;

and Parts IV., V., and VI., which sum-

marise and comment on the various

Reports, Committees, and Judgments of

the past quarter of a centui-y, which have

left the scandal unremedied, and they

must endorse Mr. Williams's contention.

In Part VII. Mr. AVilliams deals

instructively with the history and work
of our building societies. Everybody
knows that in the early days of

these societies, although wages were
at a far lower ebb, frugal saving was
much moi-e the habit of the class of small

investors in house property. But in a far

greater degree has the decrease in such

investments been due to the discourage-

ment of such thrift by Parliament itself.

Government to-day is panicky about the

thriftlessness of the people. The pity of

it is that the Government was not more
alive to the necessity for thrift before.

Why should not the Local Government
Board take under its wing all sound and
approved building societies, and make
advances on the security of the property

;

and where no such societies exist set up
such facilities for the masses in con-
venient centres?

In Part VIII. Mr. Williams incisively

summarises the havoc wrought amongst
[

architects and builders. As he points out,

the art of building comprises the practice

of civil architecture, or the mechanical
operations necessary to carry out the
designs of the architect into effect. A man
may be a competent builder without
being an architect, but no one can be an
accomplished architect or builder unless

he be competent to specify and direct all

the operations of building. But as far

as the mechanical operations necessary to

a large and intricate building go, tlie

builder is indispensable to the arcliitect.

Furtlier, the builder is helpless unless he
has well-skilled and trained men in all

trades at his disposal, and no little train-

ing, but a good deal, is necessary to make a

skilled and qualified craftsman in any of

the branches of the building trade. There-
fore it is to the interest of the nation to

possess an army of well-skilled craftsmen
and skilled labourers. What are the
facts ? Between 1901 and 1911 an army
of men passed out of the building trade
in England and Wales of no less than
196,737, although the population had in-

creased in the same period by 3g millions.

The building trade employed more men
than any single industry, except agricul-

ture, up to, say, twenty years ago. Ai-chi-

tects, builders, and building workmen
have no representative in Parliament to

protect their trade. Nevertheless, all the

people, rich and poor, suffer through the

neglect of this industry. At the present

time there is a shortage of about 500,000
houses for the working classes alone, leav-

ing out the houses for the lower middle
classes, and if there is am/ class of people

more than another which feels the need of

cheaper and more suitable houses it is the

lower middle class. Here are the main
at which Mrpractical conclusions

Williams arrives :

—

(1) Tliat in view of the many urgent problems
and grievances which have been shown to aiise

from the existing system of local administr.ition

and taxation—for example, the housing of the
working classes, the decay of tlie building t:'Gtie,

the unjust burdening of the owners and occu-
piers of buildings for the raising of revenues
expended by local authorities, largely for pur-
poses which should be recognised definitely as

national purposes, the Government and Parlia-

ment should be urged to take immediate steps

to transfer from local to imperial taxation all

public expenditure which is national in char-
acter.

(2) That in view of the confused condition of

th-:- laws relating to local rates, a result of a

long course of legal interpretation or legislation

by the Courts, interrupted only by Acts of Par-
liament directed to the removal of immediate
difficulties, the Government and Parliament

should enact a simple Act of Parliament placing
on a clear and just basis the taxing of all rate-

able hereditaments.

(3) In particular, the reform of valuation,

which has repeatedly been brought before Par-
liament during the last fifty years, many billa

having been introduced dealing with the sub-
ject, should immediately become the subject of

effective legislation securing a just and uniform
made of arriving at rateable value or net annual
value and removing such anomalies as now
exist for example between ffwelUng houses and
railway properties. The valuations thus obtained
should be the basis of local and of imperial
taxation alike, and they should for this purpose
be calculated by the Land Valuation Office.

(4) 'the local ratepayer being, in a<x:ordance

with the foregoing resolutions, relieved from
defraying in the capacity of local ratepayer the

cost of national onerous services, the central

government might and should raise taxes based
on the valuations of real property, and on the

sites value and increments as exhibited in such
valuations for the purpose of maintaining such
services. Such measures would do much to

reduce the gross inequalities now existing as

between the needs of rich and poor loeaUties,

and as between the financial burdens cast upon
these localities respectively.

(5) That the acquisition, whether voluntary

or compulsory,' of land and buildings required

for public purposes should henceforth be en-

tirely administered by the Local Government
Board, even in cases in which the land and
buildings after such acquisition are to be ad-

ministered by local authorities.

(6) That all moneys henceforth required for

the purchase of land and buildings for the cost

of improvements, etc., be paid by the Central

Government from its revenues through the

Local Government Board, and that revenues

derived by the State from the lands, houses,

increment and betterment values be paid to

Board.
(7) That the Local Government Board be era-

the Government through the Local Government
powered to sell, let, or lease plots for building

or for other purposes, and that its deahngs with

the parties interested should be carried on
through agents of the Central Government, such

as the Inland Revenue Authorities, and not

through local governing authorities.

(8) That the Local Government should have

qualified consultative staff, consisting of

engineers, architects, surveyors, and valuers, to

advise and direct upon all building schemes to

be undertaken. This staff should also be re-

sponsible for recommending and protecting

building and town-planning and development

schemes for the whole of England and Wales

;

this area should, however, be divided into con-

venient smaller areas, which should have their

local surveyors working under the direction of

the consultative staff, and in touch" with the

local governing bodies.

(9) 'that the hindrances and discouragements

to building, and particularly to good building,

arising out of the prevaiHng system of termin-

able leases, should be removed by a measure of

leasehold enfranchisement containing securities

for fair and reasonable terms ; and that such

measures should enable persons who in future

require land for building purposes to acquire at

their option the freehold of the property from

the outset.

With regard to clauses 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9,

we suspend judgment. Our present un-

fortunate experience of Government
Departments are not encouraging enough
to anticipate with complacency the entire

transfer to the Local Government Board
Mr. Williams favours; but with his sug-

I gestions for the transfer of really national

taxation to national control we concur.

The unfair incidence of the cost of iir

many cases unwise or extravagant local

expenditure during the last thirty years

has not yet reached its worst development,

but it is as already unbearable as it. may
presently prove irretrievable.

Nottingham Corporation Baths Committee
reports in favour of acquiring the Turkish
baths now belonging to a private company.
The Town Clerk has been in negotiation with
representatives of the company, and it has
been ultimately arranged to. purchase the

property for the sum of £5,4<X) as from Decem-
ber 31 last. The Baths Committee is convinced

of the necessity of continuing these baths, and

looks upon this as a favourable opportunity

for acquiring the premises at a, reasonable

price, the mortgage of £3,700 being merged in

the purchase money.
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HEAT TRANSMISSION THROUGH
WINDOW SASHKS.

In the absence of any autlientic data on
the relative heat loss through single and
double-glazed wood, steel, and hollow metal
sash, experiments were carried out by W.
S. Brown, under the direction of Arthur N.
Sheldon, the results of which are incorporated
in a paper read by Mr. Sheldon before the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Arrangement of Apparatus.
The test apparatus consisted of an air-tight,

cork-covered, wood bo.x, one side of which
was closed by the sash to be tested. Care
was taken to reduce to a minimum the leak-

age around the sash at its line of contact
with the box. An electric heater in the
bottom of the test box maintained the desired
temperature difference between inside .'.nd

outside air. The loss of heat was computed
from wattmeter reading, and a quantity H

—

the B.T.U. transmitted per fwenty-four hour.<i

per .square foot of e.xposed surface per de-

gree difference of temperature—was deter-

mined for each type of sash. Tests were
made at appro.\imat«ly 40 and 70° Fahr.
temperature difference under conditions
closely imitating the actual in practice. Tem-
perature control of the air surrounding the

test-box was obtained by means of a thermo-
statically controlled steam radiator. Con-
stant room temperature was desired because
any appreciable variation of this tempera-
ture would materially affect the accuracy of

the results on account of the temperature lag

of the materials of which the box was con-

structed.

Air Circulation Provided.

Circulation of air over the surface of the

sash to be tested was provided by means
of two 12-in. fans, placed one above the
other, 4 ft. from the vertical centre line

of the sash, and which directed air currents
against the sash at an angle of 30°, pro-

viding a positive circulation over it. Battle

boards secured protection of the back and
sides of the box from air currents creatcfl

by the fans. This was necessary because the

heat transmission constants for tlie box alone
were obtained under conditions of still air.

'llie humidity of the air inside the test-box

was kept as constant as possible throughout
the series of tests by means of water-.-^aturated

felt, and was measured by moans of a wet-

and-dry-bulb hygrometer. The humidity re-

mained constant during the period of each
individual test.

In order to determine what portion of the

total heat was conducted through the sash

40 50 M m 80

Degrees Fahrenheit . Heci+ riead

Comparative Heat Transmission Kates through
Various Types of Sash.

in a given test it was necessary to sub-

tract from the total the amount lost through
the back, sidos, top, and bottom surfaces of

the box. The latter amount was ascertained

by means of " blank-run " tests, the front

of the box being covered in the same manner
and with the same materials as the other
surfaces. The mode of conducting the

test was similar to that of operating the sash
tests, except that the fans were not in opera-

tion, as the object was to obtain the rate of

transmission through the box and covering
under the conditions of the main tests^tliat

is, still air for the back, sides, top, and
bottom.

Tests were conducted on the following

seven samples of sash :—1, single-glazed,

.solid, rolled steel; 2, double-glazed, solid,

rolled steel with J in. air space; 3, double-

between the air in the | in. air space of the

stee! sash and the outside air was at least 20
per cent, higher, than the corresponding tem-
perature difference in a wood sash, evidently
due to the effect of the enclosed air of the
warmer steel sash bars.

Causes and Prevention of Condensation.

Tests were also conducted to determine the
cause of condens.^tion in double-glazed sash
and its prevention Condensation appeared

Table 1.—Hkat Tbamsmisbioh Rateb AT ApPROXIMATELT 10 DEOBEca F. Tempibaidbb DirrEBih-CB.

Sample.

Actual
beat
head.

Deg. P.

H com-
puted at
actual
heat
head.

H cor-
rected to
40degrees
F. beat
head.

Uelative
humi-'itj.

Condeneation.

1. BinRle-slazed solid steel ....

2 Double-glazed solid steel —
|-in. air spaoe

3. Double-glazed solid Bteel—
ii-in. air space

4. Double-glazed wood—3 i". air

space
5. Sinfile-Rlazed wood
6. Double-glazed hollow metal

2-in. air space
7. Single-glazed hollow metal .

.

44.5

37.4

45.7

47.3

41.1
43.9

46.0

29.3
20.4

22.8

14.2

25.6

15.4

27.1

28.5

2C.5

22.5

13.9

25.5
15.2

26.4

36
34

43

49

44
54

43

Noaa
Note

Very slight on air space side of oi e
outside pane and box side of one
inside pane

Nona

Hardly not'ceable
On air-space side of one outside pane

All

Table 2.

—

Heat-Transmission Rates at Approximately 70 DroRBSs P. Teuperathrc Difference.

Sample.

Actual
heat
head.
Deg. F.

If com-
puted at

actual
heat
head.

H cor-
rected to
70degree8
P. heat
head.

33.6

21.6

24.0

15.1

29.3

16.4

29.7

Relative
humidity.

28
29

30

31

29
36

25

Condeasttion.

1 Single-gUzed solid steel ...

2. Double-glazed solid steel—
^in. air space

3. DouUie-glai^eJ solid steel—
1^. in. air space

4.* Double-glazed wood— 1 in. aii

space

73.9
76.8

76.0

79.8

67.6
75.6

77.7

34.2

ei.8

24.2

15.5

28.9
166

30 5

All

Fiffeen outer panes out of twenty
showed moisture on air.space side

One outer pane showed moisture on
air-space side; one inner pane
showed moisture on box side.

Three lifhts showed both the above
None

6. Double-glazed hollow metal
J in. air space

7. Single-glazed hollow metal .

On air-space side of one outside pane

All

A test upon this same wood sash with the inside panes of single-thick plain glass instead of double-thick
showed an increase in H of 3 per cent, at 70 degrees F. temperature difference.

glazed, solid, rolled steel with 3-16 in. air

spaoe ; 4, double-glazed wood ; 5, single-glazed
wood ; 6, double-glazed hoilow material ; and
7, single-glazed, hollow metal eash.

COMPARAnVE HkAT TRANSMISSION RATES.

A resume of the comparative heat-trans-

mission rate is given in tables 1 and 2. The
results of the tests have also been plotted in

the form of curves, as shown. It is shown
that the heat loss is greater throiii;h the

single-glazed sash than through the double-
glazed ; that it is greater through metal than
through wooden sash ; that it is greater

through solid metal than through hollow
metal sash, and that in double glazed sash it

decreases with increased air spacing between
the panes of gla.ss. Trom the curves it will

be noted that the rate of transmis.'sion in-

creases with tlie heat head (temperature dif-

feren-e between outside and inside air), and
that there is a greater increase or steeper

curve for the single than the double-glazed
sash.

To obtain an indication of the paths of

heat transmission the temperatures of the

glass and sash bars were taken during each
test. It was found that tor a given temper-
ture difference the solid steel Sivsh bars were
hotter than the wooden bars, and liy their

greater conductivity constituted a direct

path for the transmission of heat to the out-

side air. The hollow metal ea.sh bars were
cooler than the solid steel, but warmer than
the wood. Indirectly, a further heat loss

through the glass itself, in the case of double-

glazed sash, can be laid to the solid steel

section. Since the amount of heat lost

Ibrotigh a given pane of glass depends
directly upon the difference in temperature
between the two sides, it is evident that in

a double-glazed sarh the rate of heat trans-

mission through the lights must increase

with the temperature difference between the

air space and Uie outside air. The tests

showed that the temperature difference

on the single-glazed sash when its tempera-
ture was low enough to cool the air confined

within the test box below the dew point.

The moisture was evident on the inside of

the panes. Where condensation occurred in

the air space of double-glazed sash, it was
always on the outside pane of glass, which,

of course, was the cooler one. The wood
sash showed no internal condensation, but in

the two steel sash condensation was very
marked, and w.as evident in the hollow metal
sample. The deposition of moisture seemed
to follow no obvious law, occurring on some
lights and not on others. As this inconsist-

ency was most pronounced on the solid stee'.

sash, they were selected as the most suitable

Tor investigation. The steel sash, with a

3-in. air space, was chosen for the preliminary

tests, experiments being also conducted
afterwards on the hollow metal and wood
.s.ish to verify or disprove the previous con-

clu.sions.

Holes were bored through each of several

of the outer panes of wire glass, of which
some had and some had not shown condensa-
tion. Smoke was then blown into the various

air .sp.aces through the.se holes and leaks to

the outside or t-n adjacent air spaces carefully

noted. Considerable leakage was observed,

either to adjacent air spaces or to the front

or back or to a combination of these. It

was observed that in lights where condensa-

tion was evident the greatest leakage was
into the inside of the box. and th.at in those

lights where no condensation occurred the

greatest leakage was to the air outside the

box. Other lights showed serious leaks to

both sides and to adj.acent air spaces and
also showed condensation.

Experimental Conclusions.

Following this clue, the entire sash was
reglazed and holes bored in seven of the

outer panes, and in five of the inner panes,

thus establishing free communication either

to the external cool or to the warmer air
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inside the test box. All the other panes were
carefully bedded and set so as to

be air-tight. A test on this sash showed
the foflowing results : (a) Lights in which
the air-space opened to the outside or cooler

air only showed no condensation
;

(b) lights

in which the air-space opened to the warm
air inside the test-box showed much conden-
sation. The sash was reversed, with its outer

.side toward the interior of the test-box, and
the above results were oonfirmed.
The explanation is that changes in tem-

perature on either side of the sash cause cor-

responding, though less marked, changes in

the temperature of the air-space. The pres-

sure of the combined air, therefore, becomes
more or less atmospheric pressure, and air is

correspondingly either forced out of or ad-

mitted through the drilled holes, and, if a

temperature difference is alternately increased

and decreased, a "breathing" action obtains

in the air-space. A similar action occurs

through leaks in actual practice, and is due
to daily variations in temperature and the

longer seasonal changes. Air entering an
opening of this kind from the inside, coming
.as it does from the warm interior of the test-

box or building, becomes chilled and its rela-

tive humidity correspondingly increased, con-

densation necessarily appearing if the cooling

js carried on below the dew-point. " Breath-

ing," or a repetition of this process, neces-

sarily results in a gradual accumulation of

condensation. Conversely, air entering an
opening of this kind from the outside becomes
heated, and its relative humidity correspond-

ingly decreased, making impossible the pre-

cipitation of any moisture.
The double-glazed wood sash, when tested

in the isame manner, showed no traces of

condensation in any of the air-spaces.

A Suggested Remedy.

These experiments indicate that condensa-

tion in the air-space of double-glazed sash

can be eliminated almost entirely by connect-

ing the air-space directly to the outside air

and at the same time effectively sealing it

from the entrance of the warm air within

the building. It is suggested that the open-

, ings should be very small, equivalent, say, to

a i-in. hole, designed merely for a communica-
tion between the internal air-srpace and the

outside air during temperature changes. This
" breathing hole " should be protected from

the weather and dirt. Its location seems io

te immaterial from the standpoint of elimina-

tion of condensation, but a consideration of

heat economy would indicate that the bottom
•of the light is preferable. Whether or not,

as a practical problem, this method can be

applied to seal the inside panes of double-

glazed steel sash, and leave an opening in the

outside panes, is worthy of the careful con-

sideration of steel sash manufacturers. The
results of these tests should not be construed

as indicating that double-glazed wood sashes

never show interior condensation, but merely

that they are superior to steel and hollow

metal sash in this respect in the present stage

of development of the latter types.

»—•••^<(

Professor Lorentz Dietriclison, the well-known

writer on Norwegian art and literature, died

last Thursday at the age of 83 j-ears. He was a

pioneer in the art Ufe of Norway, having taken

the initiative in that department in different

institutions. He reorganised the National Gal-

lery and promoted the establishment of the Aca-

demy of Fine Arts. Among his many works

ia a complete historic description of monuments
left by the Norsemen in the Orkneys. It was

published in Norwegian and in English in 1906.

A reorganisation of the Public Works
Department of the Birmingham City Council,

in order to relieve the City Surveyor (Mr. H.

E. Stilgoe) of unnecessary detail work, has

been recently effected. The city has been sec-

tionalised into administrative divisions, to be

known as the Central. Eastern, and Western.

Mr. H. H. Humphries. Surveyor to the Erd-

ington Urban Council, before its incorporation

in the city, has been appointed DcTSUty City

Surveyor, " and temporarily in charge of the

Central Division. Mr. H. Richardson,^ for-

merly the Surveyor to the Handsworth Crhan
Coimcil, has been appointed Chief of the

Western Division, whilst Mr. W. C. E. Ixiw-

ton, formerly Surveyor to the Yardley Urban
Council, has been appointed Chief of the

Eastern Division.

HOW TO PLOT ANGLES ACCURATELY
IN FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A
DEGREE.
The following is a simple and accurate

method of plotting angles, especially where
they are to be interpreted in fractional parts

of degrees which would be difficult to read

from ordinary protractors.

As an example, let it be required to lay off

an angle of 29° 21' 28". By consulting a table

of natural tangents we find the tangent of the

given angle to be .5625, and as this represents

^

A metliod of plotting angles where they are

interpreted in fractional parts of a degree.

the altitude of a right-angle triangle whose
base is unit.v, it is quite evident that, if we
lay off a base line 10 in. long, the altitude will

ibe 10 in. x .5625, or 5.625 in., as in Fig. 1.

Again, suppose it is required to determine

the angle h, in Fig. 2

Lay off on o—x, or o—z produced, o

—

t,

equal to 10 in. and from I erect a perpendicu-

lar t—s of any convenient length. Extend
o

—

y, if necessary to intersect t—« at u.

For reasons previously explained, t—u is

ten times the natural tangent of angle h.

Therefore, if t—u is measured and found to

be 4.78 in., the tangent of h will naturally be

4.78 -=- 10, or .478 = 25° 33'.—Harry B.

VVrigley, in the Po-pular Science Monthly.

t'^mm^'-*

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The Buildings Sub-Conunittee of the

Education Committee have reported as fol-

lows :

—

On July 28, 1915, we reported that, with

a view to making economies in the planning

and construction of elementary schools, re-

vised preliminary plans had been prepared

for the erection of an elementary school in

the Stowage (Greenwich), and that the

scheme, whilst complying with the require-

ments of the Board of Education's building

regulations (1914), could be carried out at

a considerably less cast than the scheme

which had already been approved by the

Committee and the Board. The Committee

decided to submit the revised preliminary

plans to the Board for approval. The Board

(21/9/15) replied as follows :—
" With reference to Mr. Allen's letter of

5th ultimo (E. 13). I am directed to state

that the Board notice that the revised plans

have been so contrived that none of the class-

rooms open off the ball directly, but they do

not get the advantage of the cross-ventilation

which has been provided in the more recent

schools erected by the London County Coun-

cil. The Board, 'while regretting the loss of

this feature, to which they attach importance

have ho doubt that the Council on this occa-

sion consider that the advantage must be

foregone for reasons of economy. It is sug-

gested that, in order to compensate as far

as possible for the loss of the cross-ventila-

tion, the windows should be so constructed

as to give the maximum of opening. The
plans are returned herewith."

The architect has since carefully reviewed

the details of the construction, the statical

condition of the buildings to be provided,

and the specification of the materials

to be adopted, with a view to arriv-

ing at a form of construction which

it' would be reasonably easy to main-

tain, without serious additional maintenance

charges, for a period of say forty years. We
decided to refer the architect's report to a

special section to consider, and we have now
received their report. The section have con-

sidered in detail the various alternative

methods of construction submitted by the

architect, and we have approved the economies

suggested bv the section. These are set out

iuTecommeiidation (a) (i.) to (xiii.) below.

If the whole of these recommendations are

aonrnved. the cost per head of the main

I 'building will be £11 4s. 9d., as compared

with £15 15s., showing a net reduction of

£4 10s. 3d. per head, equivalent to a reduc-

tion of £4,045 on a standard school of 896
places.

We propose that the amended plans

and specification shall be adopted as the

authorised standard for future elementary
school buildings, and we submit a recom-
mendation accordingly. It will be necessarj'

to inform the Finance Committee imder
standing order No. 243. We recommend :

—

(a) That the Education Committee do ap-

prove the economies set out hereunder in

regard to the plans and specification of the

proposed Stowage L C.C. School (Green-

wich), and that the Finance Committee and
the Council be informed accordingly :

—

(i.) That the condensed planning scheme
presented by the architect for the proposed
Stowage School (Greenwich) be regarded as

generally satisfactory.

(ii.) 'That the "drop system" of heating

apparatus be adopted in lieu of the " two-
pipe system."

(iii.) That thinner A-alls, etc., be provided,

involving a saving on the cost of brickwork.

(iv.) That Fletton brickwork, faced ex-

ternally with stock and special bricks, be
adopted, in lieu of stock brickwork faced ex-

ternally with red bricks.

(v.) That ornamental brick cornices to

elevations be omitted.

(vi.) That the concrete in floors of class-

rooms, halls, and corridors be reduced in

thickness and topped with coke breeze con-

crete, and that |-in. plain flooring be nailed

thereto, in lieu of the proposed provision of

floors with fillets fixed in concrete and l^-in.

grooved and tongued flooring to classrooms

and wood-block flooring to halls and cor-

ridors.

(vii.) That stone dressings to entrances be

not provided.
(viii.) That steel and concrete landings be

provided to staircases in lieu of Y'ork stone

landings.
(ix.) That Delabole slating be provided in

lieu of Westmoreland slating, and that the

scantling of the carcassing be reduced.

(x.) That lines and pulleys be provided to

windows in lieu of rod window gearing.

(xi.) That glazed dadoes be provided in the

classrooms, halls, staircases, and corridors,

the brickwork above to be fair faced and dis-

tempered.
(xii.) That saving be effected on various

small items, and also in respect of quantity

surveyor's fees due io the reduced cost of

building.

(xiii.) That the provisional sum included

in the specification tor testing floors be

omitted.

(b) That it be an instruction to the archi-

tect that the amended plans and specification

of the proposed Stowage L.C.C. School

(Greenwich) do form the authorised standard

for future elementary school buildings ; and
that such steps as are possible be taken with

a view to a school of this type being con-

structed at the earliest possible moment ; and-

that the Council be recommended accord-

ingly.
»—•••—<

The "tube" railway which the Post Office is

constructing beneath London to facilitate the

de.spatch of mails is the subject of an account,

published on March 6. showing that up to March
51 last year £355.496 had been expended on the

scheme. There remained £744,503 unexpended
out of the authorised issue.

The death is announced of Mr. Alfred O.

Townsend, at Ivydene. 56, Lower Redland Road,
Bristol, aged 71. a prominent artist. His paint-

ings, many of which were of local scenery, were
of considerable merit. He was associated, too,

with the Bristol and Clifton Arts and Crafts

Society, in which he took a practical interest.

The Western Highways Committee of the

Norfolk County Council has now found it

desirable to make the appointment of county
surveyor a permanent one. Since the death

of MV. Heslop. the late county surveyor, the

appointment had been temporarily held by
Mr. W. W. Gladwell, and it has been unani-

mously decided that he ibo recommended to the

county council to be confirmed in the appoint-

ment. His present salary is £500 a year, and

the recommendation is for a salary of £400 a

year, with annual increments cf £25 per

aunuiB -iitil £500 is reached.
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STAIRCASE, THE READERS HOUSF, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE.
(Royal Academy Winter Exhibition of Graphic Art)

Frcm a Liihografh by Miss Bessie M. Dibblee.
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'nr HlUnstrations.

XEW EAST WINDOW. PRF.STBURY
CHURCH, -ClIKSHIRE.

This well-known jMcturcsque village is

familiar to many arcliittcU, chiefly, per-
haps, in connexion with the < urio'iis and
almost unique little Tudor " Magpie " house
opposite the parish church in tlie main street.
The nave of the church—rather a line

building—is divided from the chancel liy an
unusual .nnd heavy old classic screen, which
greatly interferes witli the view of the east

end, and consequently Mr. A. K. Nicholson's
fine worlt cannot proi>erly be seen on entering

the building by the western door. Tlie

author of the window .«ays there is

very little to print by way of de-

scription. The Tree of Life bears the figure

choir. .\lr. Marriott shows in the sajne e.x-

hibition a companion etching of v.hat is left

of the Ypres Cloth Hall, and wme capital
colour i>rints, including a street in Chinon,

[

the Chateiu Monthazon, France, and Falaise

i

bv night, besides a lithograj>h from Tai-anto,
: Italy.

STAIRCASE OF THE " RE.VDERS
HOUSE," LUDLOW.

This well-known half t inhered building
ranks among tlie architectural treasures wh'ch
all students travel to see when thev visit the
town. The interior has not often oeen illus-

trated, so Miss Bessie Dibblee's charming
lithf^raph of the staircase from the Royal
Academy Wrnter Exhibition of (Jrapihic Art
will ba welcomed by many. The drawing
sliows a very typical example of a Wciit

Country Jacobean stairwav, enriched by con-

temporary plastering, mouelled with heraldic

A I'.XIR OF OLD WALXUT C.^BIXETS
AXD UPHOLSTERED .CHAIRS FROM
2, PORCHESTER GATE, W.

Ivast week Messrs. Knight, Frank, and
Rutley, by direction of the executors of the
late Charle.s Durant Kemp-Welch, sold the
contents of this West End mansion, including
some \-*ry interesting historic furniture, a
few pictures, and examples of porcelain. The
two pieces dllustrated side by .-^ide to-day are
a William and Mary walnut cabinet and an
Italian iuTaid walnut cabinet. The first-

named is profusely inlaid in scroll design ot
satin wood, and edged with engraved boJ-ders.
It is fitted with three shelves, and enclosed
by a pair of sun'k panelled doors. The table-
stand to it corresponds well witli a long
drawer and shaped 6up|Ports on ball feet, ana
having a .stretcher rail. It is 6 ft. 6 ins.
high and 4 ft. 10 ins. wide. The. s«oond

.V P.UR OF CHIPPENDALE HIGH SQUARE-B.\CK CH.\TR3, UPHOLSTERED IN OLD PETIT POINT
NEEDLEWOHK, FROM 2. PORCHESTER GATE. W.

of the crucified Christ, and in the back-
ground is seen the "New Jerusalem," witli

the "River of Life" flowing rouiul tlie

heavenly c'.ty. On either side of the Saviour
stand the supporting cu.stomary figures of
the Blesised Virgin and St. John the Divine.
On the branches of the Tree are shields show-
ing the emblems of tlu> Passion, and angels
are hovering above, holding chalices.

THE RI'INED CATHEDRAL OF ST.
MARTIN, YPRES.

Mr. Frederick Marriott, A.R.E., has lent
us this interesting etching from the Royal
Academv Exhibition of Graphic Ant. The
Catliedral of St. Martin, a Gothic edifice of
large proportions, grouped very pleasingly
with the Great Cloth Hall. Both buildings
now are reduced to ruins, including the major
part of the famous city of Ypres. The " Town
House." or big " Clot.h Hall." with its over-

ma.itering tower, has suffered i^iost. The
church still retains its itower. Bishop .Innsen,

the founder of the .Tansenists, who iie'.d the see

up to his death in 1633, was Inuied in the

devices at the top of the timber framings.
The old Jionse derives its name from an owner
called " Reader," who held an office in the
Pilgrims' Guild, or Ludlow Palmers' Gui!<l.

now lilled by trustees acting for the adminis-
tration of King Edward VI. ( harity iis

" Ass'Stant to the R«itor." I'art of the
Mlructure is said to date back to 1220. It was
more or less rebuilt in Tudor times, and the

Tudor rose, the jjomogranate of Catherine of

Aragon. and fleur <le lys belong to that

period.

RESIDENCE, VARDLEY
BIRMINGHAM.

WOOD.

This compact and coiivenieiit'y arranged
suburban house has been lately i rotted for

Mr. Edward Fardo"> undei- the tnpervi.^ioii

of .Mr. Horace O Bradley, architect, of

Birmingham. The lay-out of the (dan looks

economic and comfortable, with the aspects

well consideivd. The kitcihen part is neatly

screened off, and the service seems handy for

meals.

ex'ample, of Italian origin, has bold inlay of

architectural fonns and figiues. A musical

trophy occurs on the top. Tlie side and rear

panels are all in situ. Tlie cabinet has fold-

ing doors, enclosed with waved mouldings
on the fn.mings. The interior ha-s secret

and other drawers, al.so a cuplioard. The
dlHini.sed .stand on which it is supported mea-

sures 2 ft. 7 ins. wide. Our second illustra-

tion shows a pair of Chippendale high square

l>ac.k chairs, upholstered in old Petit Point

needlework of garden scenes and figures on

the backs, and birds and trees on the scats.

The chairs have stjuare mahogany legs and

stretcher rails.

>»•••>'(

Plans are being prepared for the enlarijemcnt

of the Church Army Rest Hut. Hayes.

Mr. John Crust, architect, formerly of Harro-

cate. and now of Sydney, son of the late Mr.

James Crust, of Harrogate, and of Mrs. Crust,

St. Mark's Avenue, Harrogate, has been mar-

ried at Launceston, Tasmania, to M-is Irene

Perrin, of " Goorak." York Street, Launceston.
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CU.MrLETIOX OF ST. JIARY'S
CATHEDRAL. EDINBURGH.

The Scottish metropolis has received a wel-
come addition to its many architectural
features of beauty and interest by the com-
pletion of the western spires of the Cathedral
Church of St. Mary, which was commenced,
thanks t<i the munificent bequest to the Scot-
tish Episcopal Church, as residuary legatee,
of two sisters, Misses Barbara and Mary-
Walker, of Coates, whose property was valued
shortly after the death in 1871 of the latter at
nearly a quarter of a million. In devising
their estate to a permanent body of official

trustees, to be held for the Scottish Episcopal
Church, the Misses Walker laid it as a first

obligation upon them to accumulate the in-

come of the estate until a suificient sum was
in hand to defray the cost of erecting a church,
which they desired should be known as the
Cathedral Church of St. Mary, upon a site

they had reserved for the purjiose on their
lands of Drumsheugh. The trustees obtained
an Act of Parliament in 1877, under which
they were incorporated as " the Walker
Trustees," and were empowered to borrow on
the security of the heritable property,
£35,000, to be repaid in thirty yearly instal-

ments, in order, with the accumulated income
already available, to meet the total cost of the
Cathedral then in process of erection, so that
the residuary legatee might not be debarred
from deriving benefit from the estate until the
Cathedral had been paid for. The sum
proved insufficient, for, owing to a great rise

in the cost of wages and building material,
and to unexpected difficulties in laying the
foundations, the Walker Trustees were com-
pelled to release the contract-ors from proceed-
ing with the full completion of the architect's
designs.

Accordingly they handed over the Cathedral
to the Bishop of the diocese in October, 1879,
completed so far as concerned its immediate
uses as a place of public worship, but shorn
of its Chapter-House and of the spires on its

two western towers, which still were over-

topped by the roof of the nave. The Chapter-
House was added in 1891, from a bequest by
Hugh James Rollo.W.S., who had been ta<-tor

to the Walker Trustees, and Registrar of the
Diocese of Edinburgh. It was left to Dr.
Walpole, who was consecrated Bishop of
Edinburgh in 1910. to set on foot a movement
for collecting subscriptions for the erection of

the western spires in grateful memory of Bar-
bara and Mary Walker. He took the matter
up within a year of his consecration, and has
seen his labours brought to a happy end
within the si.\ following years. The fabric, as

completed, has cost altogether about £144.000.
of which £13,200 represents the cost of the
twin western spires.

Their erection has been carried out under
the direction of Mr. C. M. Oldrid Scott, archi-

tect, Westminster, who has followed closely

—

e.xcept in a few minor details—the original

designs of his grandfather. Sir G. Gilbert

Scott, R.A. The execution of the work was
entrusted to Messi's. E. C. Morgan and Sons,

builders, Glasgow. Mr. E. C. Morgan acted
as Clerk of Works for Sir GUbert Scott all the

time (1873-9) that the erection of the main
building occupied : he was also the builder of

the Chapter-House. It had been a long-

cherished ambition with him that he should
have a hand in finishing the fabric, in which
he took a deep interest. Though almost an
octogenarian, he came forward four years ago
with a spirited offer to build the sjjires at

what was considered a low contract price

;

and when his offer was accepted he set about
the work. The outbreak of the war handi-

capped him heavily in many ways, and he did

not live to see the second spire completed.

He died in October last, at the age of 83.

The height of the twin spires is 209 ft. , the

central spire—at the intersection of the nave,
transepts, and chancel—being 57 ft. higher.

It may be of interest to compare the dimen-
sions of St. Mary's with those of some of

Scotland's more ancient fanes. Its e.xternal

len^h is 262 ft., that of St. Giles's, Edin-
burgh, being 198 ft. ; of St. Mango's, Glas-

gow, 319 ft. ; and of .St, Magnus's, Kirkwall,
226 ft. In width. .St. Mary's measures 67 ft. :

St. Giles's is considerably wider, but St.

Mungo's and St. Magnus's are narrower by 4

and 11 ft, respectively. The height of St.
Mary's central spire, 276 ft., exceeds that of
the spire of Glasgow's old Cathedral by 21
ft. St. Mary's is the only triple-spired
Cathedral in Scotland. England possesses
two—at Lichfield (twelfth century), where the
three spires are .more effectively grouped : and
at Truro (nineteenth century), where the spires
are a few feet less Tesjjectively than their con-
temporary Scottish sisters.

niustrations of the original competition de-
signs by Sir Gilbert Scott will be found in

Vol. 24 (1873), and of recently-completed
towers and spires in our issue of .Januarv 2.

1914.
»—•••—«

BUILDIXG LECTURE-ROOMS.
Some useful hiabs on tlie construction and

larrangemiemlt of leoture-ixwrns for technical
schools are given in the recently issued
Jlemoranduni of the Board of Education,
which we noticed on p. 198 of our issue of

February 28. Foa- certain claisses, such as

.tliose in building commeroial subjects or
'building law .siibjeots, an ordinary class-room
will pix>ve adeqtiate. But for all otlier sub-
jects the in.struotion is suoh as to require the
use of technical exbilbits. demonstraition appa-
ratus, speoimens, models, diagrams, etc., and'

the class-rooms will in general need to 'be spt-

oially adapted to this end. Furtlier, in all

leotiire work on building suibjects the stu-

deiits will need to be taking sketcfhe.s, making
.simple drawings, or examining models during
a lecture, and for these purposes tlie ordinary
narrow sloping desk is net the most siiitaWe.

In practice it is found that flat-topped desks

or tables are mosri convenient even for tihe

purposes of class lectures in building. Hence
the best arrangement is one under wihicli

every building claasaiooni is fiitted up so as to

isei-ve the puiiposes of eit/ier a lecture or 3.

drawing class. Tliis arrangement has the

further advantage of simiyjifying the organi-

sation of a department, f(>r when there is jio

distinction between lectiue-rooms and draw-

ing offices the rooms may be used indiscrimi-

nately, and fewer rooms will thus be neces-

sary "for the use of a depajltmeivt. Tlie con-

ceiitra:tion of the work of a department, as

suggested above, will, in consequence, be

gi^eatly facilitated.

In order to illustrate the arrangement and

equipment of a combined lecture and drawing

roiwn the plan of an existing room is givenin

the Memorandum. Tlie room is 27 ft. 6 in.

wide, 23 ft. 6 in. long, and 14 ft. high. An
extra couple of feet or so would be an

advantage in the length, i.e., from front to

b^ck of this room, but otherwise it is a very

convenient one in its dimensions, all students

being near enough to clearly hear the

lecturer, to see the drawings and sketches

made on the blackboard, and to follow the

demonstrations made at the lecturer's table.

The wuidows of the room are carried nearly

to the ceiling, and give a good light across

the room. Battens on the vacant wall-space

provide attachment for diagrams. The floor

is covered with cork linoleum which deadens

all sound from sliuffling feet or stools and

minimises dust. The tables or benches are

2 ft. 9 in. high and flat topped. They are

very substantially constructed so as to reduce

vibration during" drawing practice, the faces

being made of 2i-in. planks, and the framing

of 4-in. by 4-in. quartering. Runners for

storage of di-awing boards are provided under

the table tops, and substantial foot-rails are

attached to the framing. The stools which

were originally provided have been replaced

bv short foiTiis, the latter being less liable

tii bo toppled over by careless students, while

at the same time they admit of a student so

desiring to stand at his work by merely

shifting backward his end of the form. The
benches are arranged tc- accommodate a

maximum of 36 students for lecture purposes,

or 24 students for drawing practice when
imperial drawing boards are used. The
lecturer's table is 2 it. 9 in. high and the

lecture platform is elevated one foot above
the floor. The sliding blackboard is 12 ft.

long bv 5 ft. 9 an. hish. and very sub-

stiintially constructed. It is hung on 9-in.

pullevs. the single counterweight moving in

a side boxing. The space behind the black-

board is fitted ivitli shelves, and there are

glass cupboards at each side for storage of
small models and .specimens of materials.
Attached to and in front of the lecturer's
table are vertical folios, made of 3-ply wood.
to hold students' drawings. At the side of
the room is a bench for exhibition of large
models and there is also an additional rack
for drawing boards and T squares.

BUILDING DR.\WING OFFICE.

A room of tlie type described serves the
purijose of a dra\ving office as well as a lec-

ture-room. Sometimes, however, a separate
drawing office is desired specially for the use
of students engaged in advanced design in
oonneotion wi/th which no lectures or demon-
strations are provided. The drawing-taiblcs
in this ca.se may be single or dual, spaced well

apajt, and offic« stools substituted for forms.
Such accessories as an electric printing appa-
ratiis and waahing-trays for blue printing or

other copying processes may be acoommo-
daited in tliis room.

In all rooms used for drawing purposes a
good system of artificial lighting is important.
This should be so aiTanged that no dis-

turbing shadows are cast on the paper. With
a suitaible ceiling or with special reflecting

shades, excellent results can be obtained by
indirect lighting in which only reflected or

diffused light reaches the drawing board. A
somewhat more economical arrangement is tliat

in which high-candle power incandescent

lamps are used either singly or in groups.

The dazzling effect of the direct rays of the

lamps may be avoided by the use of semi-

transparent shades or globes, while reflecting

shades fixed above the lamps supply further

diffused illumination. Holophane globes or

fhadfs, if judiciously selected, may be made
to fulfil the same purpose. Where in existing

rooms there '.are incandescent lamps with

ordinary opal shades a strikingly improved

effect may be obtained by simply invei'ting

the lamp "and shade so that the light is re-

flected from the ceiling. In this case, how-
ever, it is essential that the shades .s.hould

be frequently cleaned, as dust settles on the

inverted shade and reduces its reflecting and

transmitting capacity.

BUILDING LABOR.iTORY.

General Bequirements.—A suitable labora-

tory is an essential feature of any satisfactory

scheme of building education. Steps

should be taken, in all oases wihere no such

acooramodation is available, either to spe-

cially erect a build'mg laboratory or to make
the necessary adaptation for that purjjose of

an e.xisting room.

For the v\iork of ,a senior course an appro-

priate size for the laboratory is about 1,200

squaj-e feet. In a smiall school, where con-

siderations of space are very important, and
where the class numbers less tlian twenty

Students, useful work may, however, be done

in a laibonatory tihat is not more than 800

square feet..
' Prefer&bly the laboratory

should be looa.ted on the groimd floor on

aooouiit of convenience for the drainage and

Sanitary experimental work. It is, however,

an advantage to have the room contiguous to

the building oons&uction leoture-rooms. The
laboi-atory floor should be of hard, impervious

material, and the finish of the waD surfaces

as simpJe as possible. If the walls are of

fbrick, a neat pointing only gives a very suit-

able finish. 'The heiglht of the room on at

least one side should be not less than 12 ft.

in order to permit c<f the erection of com-

plete hot-water circulaytiion and drainage

api>airatus, etc. It is desirable that on th;s

side there should be a minimum of window
sjiace so as to afford apace and freedjom for

the ereotion of the necessary pipes, cisterns,

etc.
, r uRou^y speaking, about one-third of the

floor space should be allooated to that ex-

perimental work wihiah is likely to introduce

duft and dirt, and for which the use of con-

siderable quantities of waiter is necessary.

iSnch expeJ-iments ai-e those related to the in-

vestigation of limes, cements, stones, etc.

The space for this w.ork will usually be at

one end of the laboratory, %Vhere there will

be a suitable arrangement of slate benches,

isinks. etc. The room may be so arranged

that it can be used for ordinary olajss work,

as well as for experiments, and must be pro-
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\"ide<l witli a blackboai-d. The tobies should
have plain fkittoi>s; they sliould be firm,

but iiot too Heavy or too long to be easily

moved ; they need not be very wide. Small
brackdt tables attaolied to the walls ai'e use-

ful for satudeiit.s to write up their notes and
observations while condiiotiiig experiments.
There sliould be aviple cupboard room, but

this sihould be proraded with the least pos-

.silble sacxifice of wall space. One or more
smoke flues should he pra\'ided. There
.>Jhould be ample gas and wa/ter supply, t/lie

la/tter in sufTicieiit quaiirtity to i-onduct ex-

peiiiinents on Husiliing and syjdioniage appli-

uncos and devices. Good connections to

drains for drainage experiments should be

m*ade (a manliole may be built in the room),

and gully traps sliould be arranged to inter-

oei>t plaster and cemeuit lesidue.

Tlie lighting of the laboratory is im]X)i-toiilt,

seeing that exact obseoraitions have to be

made in a rariety of ]X)sitioiis. An absence

of shadows is inipoa<ant. and c\Tn be secured

by good diffusion of tiie light, as deticribed in

connedtion with tlie Drawing Office.

i-^»mm~^
INDUSTRIAL HOUSING lOR THE
THREE POUND A WEEK MAN.
Mr. Lawrence Veiller, the Secretary of the

National Housing Association, New York

City, writing in the American Arc/utect,

says:—When it comes tc the question of

housing the unskilled labourer earning on an

ave.'age $15 a week, we find that tliere is

a housing problem, and that tliere are many
questions that require the most careful con-

sideration. So true is this that manv hous-

ing reformers feel that it is the only hou.sing

problem, and constantly give vent to that

feeling l>y brushing aside the consideration

• yl every other question, .saying in effect:

' All that is of no moment; but what about

the man who earns $15 a week? How are

we to house him?"
That he can bj housed satisfactorily, and

must be so housed, there can be no question.

That he is not housed satisfactorily to-day is

equally obvious.

Most of us would like to see this type of

worker living in as fine a house, with as

much space, as many rooms, with all the con-

veniences, and in the same type of nngle-

family detiched dwelling, as the higher paid

iikilled worker can afford.

Of course, this cannot be done. The man
of low earning capacity can no more afford

to buy the best quality of housing tlian he

can afford to buy the liest quality of food or

milk or clothing, or any other commodity.

It would be as reasonable to expect him to

be able to afford certified milk at 22 cents a

quart as it would lie to expect him to afford

the detached cottage of the skilled mechanic.

Some of us. I regret to say. are inclined to

lose sight of this fundamental economic law.

If, then, the unskilled worker cannot he

house<J in a single-family detached cottage

such as his more fortunate co-lahourer can

afford, the question arises, "What is the

tvpe of house that he can afford, and what is

the best type of house to place at his dis-

iKisal ?
"

In some communities. I regret to say that

they have answered this question by provid-

ing the multiple dwelling, and house the un-

skilled workers in huge barracks or tene-

ments, or in the objectionable "three-

decker." It has never occurred to them,
anparently. that there were any types but

these two—the detached single family cottage

or the tenement.
There i.i. however, a very excellent tyne of

dwelling that is suited to the man of low
earniuf; capacity, and that is the single-f.apiilv

dwelling built in rows or cri'oiips. what in

some narts of the country is known as n " ter-

race."
THE BOW on onorp housf..

This tvne of house is the 'Common type
of workinc-man's dwelling, in fact, one mav
sn.v the univers.'il type, in Oreat Britain.

Where land values are hiph. where building
is costly and esoeciallv where it is neeessarv
to keen down the re"t tn ffilS a month, this is

the only type nf siiiele-familv dwellinir in

most parts of the countrv—of course, there
are some parts of the country where an excep-
tion should be made—that can be built and
can be rented at this figure, and at the same

time return a fair return upon the money
invested.

One of the great mistakes we have made
in attempting to house this t.\-pe of worker
has been to neglect all considerations of how
much land this worker can afford to pay for.

In most communities where they have been
dividing their property int^i lots of 25 ft.,

40 ft., and 50 ft. frontage, with depths varv-

ing anywliere from 100 to 150 or 200 ft.—

a

type of subdivision excellent for men of

means, and in some cases entirely appropriate
even for the skilled mechanic, but quite in-

appropriate for tlie man we are now consider-

ing—they have gone on and. without thought,
have assumed tliat the working man earning

$15 a week should build a liouse upon pro-

perty of this type.

The working man of low earning capacity
can no more afford to pay for more
land or more house than lie can afford to use
than he can afford to pay for more clothes or

more food than lie can afford to use. The
$15 a week man does not need a house
25 ft. wide, nor can he afford it

I realise that there will be considerable

dissent from this statement, and that to main-

it will come as a new suggestion, and. like all

new ideas, will be keenly resented at first.

But students of the problem are quite agreed

on this point, and find that the best type of

house for this kind of working man is a

house of about lo ft. or 16 ft. frontage, two
stories high, (built in a row or group, con-

taining not more than five rooms and bath,

and preferably not more than four rooms,

with two living rooms on the ground floor,

and a bath and two or three bedrooms, as the

case may be, on the second floor.

Such a house is best exemplified in the or-

dinary eom.mercially-built Philadelphia house,

built " literally by the hundred thousand in

that great city, serving as the habitation ot

over a million people. In ^peaking of the

Pliiladelphia house, there are two types which
.should be distinguished. Wliat is referred to

here is the four-room house, and not the

more recent type of development, a house

with six rooms with an extension on the

ground floor.

It is an axiom in housing that no house is

" mo<lel " that exceeds two rooms in depth.

In fact, in Oreat Britain a house deeper than

this is practically unknown. It could not be
rented or sold.

now MANY nOOMS?

How many rooms can the $15 a week man
afford to pay for ? How many does he want ?

This raises a host of novel questions. I

appreciate. The writer has personally had
this question borne in upon him with con-

siderable emphasis recently through the study

of the trend of development in the housing

of certain portions of the population of one
of our large Eastern cities, where the trend

toward a smaller number of rooms has been
strikingly noticeable in recent years.

In seeking the causes for that trend it has
developed tliat the average working man
of this tj-pe cannot afford to occupy more
than four rooms, and that usually when he
rents or pays for more than four rooms he
does not occupy them all, but supplements
his income bv taking in lodgers or boarders.

It was also discovered that he cannot

afford to heat more than tour rooms ; that

his wife, as a rule, especially in these days,

with the distractions of moving pictures and
other phases of citv life, does not wish t-o

take care of more than four rooms. Finally,

the furnishing or equipment of more than
four rooms proves a burden. Of course, in

exceptional cases, where there are very large

families, four rooms are not sufficient. These,

however, arc the exceptional cases, and not

the rule.

If one can gauge accurately the present

trend of social development, families are

likelv in the future to continue to grow
smaller, and to need fewer rooms.

A house of the type we have d.escrihed can
be built complete with outer walls of brick,

with cellar, furnace, running water, and all

modern improvements, even in some cases

including electric light fi.xtures. and sold,

including the land and improvements, such as

curbing, paving, and srading, for $2,000,

and can he rented without difficulty for

S15 a month, and yield a commercial re-

turn. Tills is -what is done in the city of
Philadeljjhia. It is made feasible there by
operating on a wholesale scale and building
many houses at once.

It is also made possible through the more
intensive use of the land which the smaller
size lot lends itself to. It is thus possible to
get a great many more houses on the same
area of land than in the case where a larger

unit is employed; and, of course, the cost of

the smaller liouse is also considerably less

than that of the larger house.

This is the tj-pe of house which has been
developed very successfully in a number of

so-called "model " dwelling enterprises.

>-*••><
USE OK NATIVE Tl.MBER.

A special meeting, convened by the English
Forestry Association, was held on Monday
tat the Sujreyors' Institute to consider the
situation with regard to native timber
supplies in view of tlie Prime Miiiigt6i"'6 re-

cent statement. Mr. Llo\xI George, i't will be
Tomemhered, observed that in no branch of

our national activity could so much tonnage
be saved as in tlie cutting-down of timber.

.Major G. L. Courthope, M.P., presided, and
(briefly introduced Sir Bampfylde FuUei. who,

he explained, liad taken over the Department
dealing wiUi Home-grown Timber.
iMajor Sir Bamipfylde FtiUer confessed his

igiioi'ance of forestry matters in England and

also that he was not a free lance. He had to

act under the instructions of the Secretary of

State. Tliey aimed simply at restricting the

impoi-ts of timber, which amounted to six

million tons, and if they could cut that

tonnage down, in favour of food and materials

for munitions, they would be doing good

service. There were only four or five months'

supplies left, and they "desired to make the

st(jcks last longer. He asked those present to

go back as missionaries and lend their influence

atiainst indiscriminate and extravagant use

of timber. Reinforced concrete must be em-

jtloyed instead. Packing cases must be dis-

pen'sed with as much as possible. Waste of

timber just now would be a scandal. (Hear,

hear.) It might be said that the Army
wasted most timber—(hear, hear)—but the

most stringent steps were now being taken

to reduce it. In order to produce pit props

tor the use of the country they would re-

quire between 12,000 and 14,000 men, and

for other purposes between 60,000 and 70.000

men. To secure that labour they were im-

porting white labour from other countries,

and especially from the Overseas Dominions.

Newfoundland, tor instance, and Canada

were providing many lumbermen. Tlie woik

of cutting would be supervised by trained

forestry experts, who would act as officers.

There would be an Advisory Committee,

representing landowners' interests, and they

were not going to make a desert of " this

green and pleasant land." He hoped for

much from private enterprise .in increasing

the sujiplv of timber. He had secured the

exemption of all men engaged in the cutting,

transport, etc.. of timber who were over

twentvfive and not in Class A.

y\r' Harlinc Turner. .Agricultural Director

of .Natii^nal Service, said they would try to

supplv 10.000 men for the use of those dealing

with "timber. They could not find expert

foresters, but those at the meeting could do

so. and set. them to train the Inttalious of

un.skilled men that the National Service De-

liartnient would he able to suiqilv. He sug-

gested that those men should be paid the

minimum of 25s. while beiuu trained, and

after that the usual rates, or, better still, by

piecework. (Hear, hear.) He would do all lie

could to assist any private arrangement

between landowners and nit proprietors.

Sir Ivor Herbert remarked that they could

find the labour and carrv it thronch if they

could he protected from the demands of other

Government Departments for men.

VTII.ISATION OF WATF.UWAYS.

The Earl of Ancaster sugcested the use of

the rivers to float down timber, especially in

Scotland. He objected to the way the fores-

ters were beiiig called up time after time

when they had been exempted, wa-sting days
of labour.

Sir Bampfylde Fuller said he would look

into the question of waterways. He acknow-
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ledged the great waste of time caused by the
mihtary tribunals, but apparently nothing
could be done.

Mr. H. Elwes said that enormous quanti-
ties of fcmAer were dying ready Iot use for
which no transport could he obtajued and no
skilled labour to handle it.

Mr. Dipscombe (Land Agents' Society) e.\-
pressed the hope that in the future land-
owners who were engaged in forestry would
have some guarantee that they would not
grow timber at a loss.

Mr. Harling Turner asked if women could
be profitably emplowed in pit prop cuttino- •

and the Chairman replied that in his experi-
ence women were most successful in forestry
work, especially in top cutting.

It was arranged to organise in every way
possible to meet the requirements of Sir
iJampfylde Fuller.
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CHARING CROSS BRIDGE.
The foUowing appeared in the daily papers

yesterday. The matter came before the
House of Commons last night, too late for us
to report. We hope common sense prevailed—a vain hope, perhaps, nowadays as far as
the House of Commons is concerned—if not,
that the Lords may again do their duty :

To-morrow evening the second readino- of
the Bill promoted by the South-Eastern °and
London, Chatham, and Dover Railways will
be moved in the House of Commons. This
Bill is practically the same as the one re-
jected in the House fcy a lai'ge majority last
year. It asks for powers to strengthen a
portion of the bridge, involving the use of a
very large amount of steel and labour
urgently required for war purposes, while, in-
cidentally, it would obstruct the carrying out
of a much-needed public improvement. We
venture to hope that no such powers as those
asked for will ibe granted to the company m
war time or until the whole question can be
fully and carefully considered.—Yours, etc

,

Regi.vald T. Blomfield, R.A.
John Bua.\"s, M.P.
Ernest Newton, - A. R. A., President,
Royal Institute of British Architects.

Aston We-je, R.A., Chairman of Council,
London Society.

19, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster,
March 12.

>—«e»—
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TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent " Air-Pump " ventila-

tors, supplied by Messrs. Robert Boyle and Son,
ventilating engineers, 64, Holborn Viaduct, Lon-
ck)n, E.G., have been employed at the Power
House, Blaydon Burn Colliery, Blaydon-on-
Tynfl.

'The Willesden Paper and Canvas Works.
Ltd., whose iireniises were destroyed by fire in
July last, have now rebuilt their factory, and
have resumed business at their new work^
Willesden Junction, N.W.

'

Mr. A. C. J. Green has resigned his position
with Messrs. F. McNeill and Co., Ltd.. and
Jias taken charge of the British Roofing Co
Ltd., 126, Bishopsgate Street, E.C. 2. One of
tlie specialities of the company is " Alligator
Soofing," for which inquiries are solicited for
immediate delivery. They also si^ecialise in
asbestos roofs and damp courses.
Cement finishings to concrete flat roofs are

being increasingly adopted in many parts of
the world. Perhaps one reason for their being
favourably regarded is becatse experts are not
necessary t)o lay them over the reinforced con-
crete. We learn that the roof to the Sergeants'
Quarters at Charbagh, India, has been given a
I5 in. Pudloed cement topping, and the Garri-
son Engineer, Lucknow, has expressed his
satisfaction with same. In hot climates like
India cement toppings to roofs are unaffected
by the intense heat when they are covered with
gravel, ooke breeze, small shells, or other loose
materials to counteract the fierce rays of the
sun.

>-•0»—< '

€onts^anhma,

ARCHITECTS AND NATIONAL SERVICE.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sib,—I should feel obliged if you -would
grant me space in your columns for a few lines
on National Sei-vice. I think there is no ques-
tion that the architeotural profession as a
whole has ibeen more ihit in this war than any
other; we were closed " by order," our con-
traots were limited to below £500 each, and
so fair I have never heard a grumble, 'l do
not now propose to break this good record,
but I do wish some guidance in what should
ibe done with regaixl to National Service.

I miderstood the archit6ot,s were to prepare
plans for buildings to be started after the war
This seemed to me a very excellent sug-
gestion, and we immediatelv set bo work and
per-suaded our clieaits to allow Uie drawings
to be started. So far we have instructions
lor about £50,000, and more in prospect. As
these plans cannot be prepared in a few-
days or by myseli and partner, we decided
that, as the war was likelv to Jast for another
t-vvelye months, -we should not employ any
outside help, but do the work ourselves. I
may say that our pre-war staff have all joined
up, including three assistants, two pupils, and
one surveyor, leaving us witih clear boai-ds :

'but, at Uie same time, I should state that
w-e have a considerable amount of -.vork going
on which is unfinished owing to slow progress
.since the war started, and we have this to
superintend and complete. So from the fore-
going it wiU be seen that our hands are full.
iMy partner is a driver in the V-A.D.^ and i«

often called away from (business, and he has
a good deal of all-nigiht work. I live too far
away to be of any use in this direction.
Having given the above facts, I should be

glad to know if we should continue as we are
or should we close the office, sell the furni-
ture,^ and take up something under National
Servi<-e? It is clear that we could not keep
on itlie office, as the rent and rates would
exceed the wage offered under National Ser-
vice, and our families must live somewhere,
and they must be fed.

Perhaps the President of the Royal Insti-
tute of Architeots would give us his opinion,
as he has done great service to the profession
in his official capacity under the Ministry of
Munitions, and the profession owe him a debt
of gratitude for what he has done on their
behalf.—Yours, etc.,

"Twenty-five Yeahs in Pr.actice."
Newcastle^on-Tyne.

the general \beauty of the city. He had
noticed u-ith feelings of regret that in the
older portion of Edgbaaton, when the leases
tell in, modern /structures of ithe pretty type
were being erected, but tthey were out of
keeping with the surroundings and a serious
htot on the suburb. Edgbaston had a tradi-
tion in houses which w-as quite pleasant, and
he saw no reason why that type ^ould not
be continued. Too many of the" geneaal public
seemed to think that the functions of an
architect were to look after .the drains ajid
/play the polioemia.n over the builder. It, was
time the public understood the architeots had
ideals, >and 'that they washed to express in
their -work sometliing of that idealism which
was Aown in the -work handed dow-n to
them, and to which countless men and w-omen
turned to-day for refreshment and inspira-
tion.

Mr. B. J. Fletcher (water-colours) and Mr.
Joshua Smith (miniatures) have been elected
members of the Royal Society of British Artists
There were fourteen candidates.

By order of Lieutenant-General Sir Francis
Lloyd, commanding the London District, the
Grafton Galleries, Grafton Street. London W
are placed out of bounds for all troops from this
date.

PROFESSIONAL AND TEADE
SOCIETIES.

The Architecture of Birmi.n-gham.—A
paper w-as read lat the last meeting of the
Birmingham Architectural Association, at the
rooms -of the Society of Artists, by Mr. Gerald
IMdMichael, on " Arohileots and Idealism."
He .said that in Birmingham architects were
trymg ,to fix a new ideal, itlie control of the
design of city arohitectm-e. He believed it
could be done and should he done, but it
would have to be done in a reasonable epirit
of give and take. IHiey must endeavour to
impress upon those in auithoi-ity that their
ideal was a real live tilling, that ns citizens
who had Studied the matter they had a rea-
sonable ri^ht ilo be consulted in all tliat really
affected the beauty of the city, a,nd that that
right rested upon the definite fact that they
were qualified to express an opinion w-hich
should carry weight and which should be
considered. He hoped a committee to deal
with laiiohitecitural design would be set up at
once. If such a scheme -were possible in
Brussels it Should be equally possiiDue in
Birmingham. In Brussels the municipality
made a grant when necessary for the improve-
ment of the design, and strict niles were en-
forced to ensure the design being in keeping
with the resit of ths work. What an excel-
lent arrangement that w^ould be for Birming-
Iham. The committee, composed of archi-
Iteots and laj-men, worfeing in conjunotion
with tlie Architectural Association, miglit do
much useful work not only as regarded the
design of new buildings, but also as regarded

The London Societt.—The fifth annual
general meeting was held at the Surveyors'
Institution last night at 5.30 p.m. The
ibalance-sheet of the Society was submitted,
Lord Plj-mouth in the chair on this occasion.
Sir Aston Webb and others spoke. The
Society's abject in the preparation of the
development plan of Greater London, which
is now complete, was described, and a general
account of the Society's work given. The
Council for the ensuing year was elected.

Scottish Arts Club .\nd Overhead
VViRES.—A discussion on overhead wires for
Edinburgh oars took place at the annual
meeting of the .Scottish Arts Cduib, on a com-
munication on the subject from the Cook-
burn Association. Mr. G. Ogilvy Reid.
R.S.A., the president of the club, was in the
chair. 'Mr. James Paterson, R.S.A., mo-yed
that the Scottish Ants Club express theii-
sympathy with the opposition to overhead
traction m the streets of Edinburgh. He had
never seen any tramcar, he observed, that
wias not hideous; and he advocated motor-
ibuses 'as an alternative.—^Mr. W. D. M'Kay,
R.S.A., seconded.—rMr. J. Hogben observed
that he did not think it was .beyond the reach
of artistic design and effort " to provide a
system of overhead wires free from objection.—-Dr. Cattanach mov^d the pre\-ious question,
which, on a vote, was defeated. iUi amend-
ment wias moved and seconded—" that, in
view of the im^jTOrtant interests involved,
affecting the convenience of the citizens and
economic and civic development, the Scottish
-Vits Club declines to make any ponounce-
nient against cn-ei-'head tram%vay -.vires."—Sir.
H. W. Kerr, R.S.A., remarked" that the noise
of the oars was something which ought to be
remedied. A lurther amendment, that the
matter should he remitted to the council for
conisfderation, 'Wias moved, and on a vote was
carried by 13 votes to 11 for the first amend-
ment. This amendment was then < an-ied by
19 votes 'to 4 against the original motion by
Mr. Paterson.

Surveyors' .tND Auctioneers' Clerks.—
The annual meeting of the Surveyors' and
Auctioneers' Clerks' Association was held last
Wednesday evening at the Mart, Mr. Henry
W. Bilby presiding. The chaii-nian briefly
reviewed the annual report, and sjxike with
regret of the death of Mr. Oscar Tyrrell,
Capt. Dickinson and Mr. W. B. Rogers. He
mentioned that the outgoings would seemingly
'be quite as heavy next yeai-, as they w-er"e

just paying out £100 life assurance, " whilst
eleven sick allow-ance claims were being con-
sidered. They might, however, congratulate
themselves ujion the fact that the sub-
scriptions were w-ell maintained, and although
tho honorai-y subscriptions dropped a little he
thouglit they sliould be very grateful to those
who continued to support them. Mr. Edwin
Fox was re-elected treasurer, Mr. Geo. Cole-
man as auditor, and Mr. F. R. S. Pilcher as
hoii. secretary.

>—«•»--<

As the result of negotiations with the em-
ployers, the .Stonemasons' Society has secured
advances for the Cornish granite quarrymen of
from 5s. to 6s. per »-eek.

Broadstairs Council has been asked by the
Local Government Board to make formal ap-
plication for sanction to a loan for work which
it wishes to put in hand on the termination of
the «ar. The council proposes to drain a new-
area of the district at a probable cost of £50,0(K).
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
TiuBEn FOR TllK Armv.— Tllfi Eail of Sel-

borne asked last Wednesday why the War Ofliee

had taken over the work of the Home-grown
Timber Supply Committee, and why that com-
mittee had been dissolved. The Earl of Derby
said the staff and operations of the Home-grown
Timber Committee had been placed under the
general control of the Director of Timber >Sup-

plies upon the recommendation of Sir H. Hab-
infjton Smith's Committee because it was neces-

sary to adapt importation to our restricted ton-

nasfe. The transfer was decided upon by the
War Cabinet, Mr. l*rothero consenting. 'J'tu?

reasons for the chanj?e were that the .'\rmy was
by far the largest consumer of timber, and the

amount which went to France was stupendous.
The great difTiculty with regard to timber was
labour, and if there was difliculty in getting
labour the W^ir OflTice woidd be held to blame.
Lord Lovat had taken a position on the staff

of Sir Douglas Haig to control the vast forestry

operations in France. The F'rench Government
iiad placed at tlie disposal of the British Army
huge tracts of forest, and with a proper supply
of labour it would be i)ossible to obtain from
this source much timber wliich had formerly
to be brought from over seas. That would re-

duce enormously the tonnage used for the car-

riage of timber. He hoped the new arrange-
ment would increase the timber supply, but it

wouKI be absolutely necessary to economise in

the use of timlier. It might be necessary before

long to enforce strict economy by the issue of

hard and fast regulations.

New Newspapers.—Colonel Gretton (U.,

Rutland) asked the Home Secretary, last Thurs-
day, if his attention had been called to the
establishment of a new Sunday newspajier in

London ; if he could state by wliom it was
owned and financixl ; and if, in view of the
Bhortage of paper for tho use of the existing
Press, there was any power of stopping tho
establishment of new newspapers flt tli(> })re-

sent time.—iMr. G. Roberts (Parliamentary
Secretary, Boajrd of Tra<le) : I 'have no in-

fortnation as to the ownership of this jiaper.

There is no prohibition in force against the
establishment of now pai>ers.—Mr. Watt (fj.,

Glasgow, College) : Will tho hon. gentleman
say why this newspaper is subsidised by Gov-
ernment advertisements, whether the editor
is a Hungarian, and wihethnr He receives the
confifU'ritial connnunications of the Govern-
ment?—Tho Deputy Speoker said that notice
should be given of suoh questions.—Sir W.
Byles (L.. Salford, North) : Is it tnie that
a member of the Government is interesto<l in
this paper?—No answer •vn". returned.

>—•••—<

As a permanent war memorial. Xho vicar and
wardens of the Parish Church, .Mdershot. have
agreed to the erection of two almsliouses. and
are endeavouring to raise fluids for the pur-
pose.

The deatli has taken place at Coventry, where
he had worked in a munition factory for the
last two years, of Mr. George Frederick
Steijhenson, for many years an architect at
Harrogate.

Day and night nurseries have been opened in

Willesden for the children of munition workers.
.'Vttnched to the.se nurseries are kitchen and
larder, dining, bath, arul linen rooms, and a
large playground.

A memorial tablet to the late Edwin Austin
.Abbey, R.A., designed by Mr. Alfred Parsons,
R..\., which has been placed in the crypt of St.

Paul's Cktlifidral, was unveiled by iPrineess
Louise, Duoness of Argyll.

At the City of London School last Wednesday
afternoon Mr. Banister F. Fletcher was jire-

sented with his portrait in oils, painted by Mr.
Seymour Lucas, R.A., in appreciation of his
services for two years as chairman of the man-
aging conmiittee.
The architect to tho East II<ini Education

Comimitteo has been instructed to oomploto
plans for converting tlie infants' department of
the scliool in High Street into a special centre
for mentally def^K-tivo chiUlrcn. jmd aJso the
plans for a mixed school for 600 diildren.

In view of the difTiculty of obtaining supplies
of special types of watei- taps, tho Ministry
of Munitions recommends all water engineciB
to relax their regulations for the time being.
and to accept any eflective substitute for tho
particular type of fitting they usually require.

The Paisley Town Planning Committee have
instructed Mr. Lee to prepare a plan sliowiiig
wliat area ho considers should bo laid out on
town planning lines, and submit same to a

future meeting. They also con.sider that it

would be advisable fo prepare a scheme of
bouses to be erected after the war.

Inr (B&a S^abk,

A scheme designed to save labour in the

Post Office has come into "]ieration. London
is subdivided into the areas designated bv
the letters \V., W.C, S.W., N.W., E., S.E.",

and E.C. : but in future every one of these

areas will be further subdivided by numbers
attached to the principal streets. For in-

stance, the address of our own office will be
Effingham House, Arundel Street, Strand,
London W.C. 2, the figure 2 indicating the

district of the W.C. area in which our part

of the Strand is situated. This is an im-
provement^ upon the scheme which has been
in operation in Paris for .^onie time. There
the areas are numbered, but there is ap-

parently no subdivision, as is now proposed
in l>ondon. The new arrangement will ensure
quicker delivery, and we shall.be glad if all

correspondents will make a note of this when
sending communications to us.

At the last me<?ting of tlie Wharfedale Rural
District Council at Otley, Mr. A. Tankard,
of Pool, pointed out tlial the plumbt-r in his

village had been denied the renewal of his

jietrol licence. The only u.se to which ho put

the Jietrol was in a Janip for the repair of

water-pipes. The result was that no pipe-s

could be repaired, a large quantity of water
was running to wa.st«, and the public gener-

ally were put to a good deal of inconvenience.

All the man wanted was about a gallon of

petrol per month. — .Mr. A. B. Bonwell
(Ilkley) : It is an abominable thing that people

of this kind cannot have small quantities of

petrol for their businesses, whilst others can go

on frivolous errands whenever they think fit.

—It was decided to instruct the clerk to write

to the Petrol Control Board on the matter.

Among the witnes.scs examined by the

Indian Public Works Department Committee
during its Calcutta sitting on February 2 was
.Mr. Henry A. Crouch, consulting architect to

the Government of Bengal, who said that it

would be possible to obtain better buildings

if it would be practicable for all important
buildings to be designed and their construc-

tion superintended by trained architects. A
Uirge architectural establishment was, he

said, necessary to permit of jiroper inspection

of work-s in progress. No satisfactory pro-

vision was made for teaching architecture in

the Calcutta School of Arts. There was a

class for architecliu'al drawing in the Sibpur
College, but there was no special class for

teaching architecture. He would recommend
that there should be a sjjecialised course in

architecture at Sibpur. His suggestion was
tliat a separate school for architects should

bo established in Bengal. India was not a

suitable field for recruitment of architects

;

they ought to be recruited in England.

Sir Frank Short's lecture on "Mezzo-
tints " w.as the last of the series at Burlington
House in connection with the W'inter Exhibi-

tion of Grapliic Art. It sketched the history

of mezzotint engraving from its invention by
Ludwig von Siegen through the three stages

i>f precursors, the blossoming time, and the

decline in mixed methods, the lecturer mean-
while explaining by diagrams the processes by
which tho plate is rocked and scraped. Ex-
amples of eighteenth century .M.isters were
thrown upon tJie screen, followed by others

illustrating the work of Turner, which gave
occasion for the interesting comment of a

practitioner on the use of mezzotint, aquatint,

and etching in combination. Two points

made by Sir Frank Short were the negation
from experience of tho prejudice against tho

stcol face and the field still presented by
landscape for mezzotint in the future.

The whole of the houses at Binnend village.

Burntisland, have been taken over by the Ad-
miralty to provide accommodation for men
and their families in connection with the
Ro.syth Dockyard. There are 118 houses in

the village, and the.se will provide habitations

for between 500 and 1.000 |>eople. Since the
closing of Burntisland oilworks a number of

yeai-s ago, the houses at Binnend have been
teiiantefl chiefly by Evlinburgh families, who
iisi^d the Iionses as summer quarters, the
dwellings, under the conditions of their leases.

being closed during the winter montlis, except
at week-ends. In the village is a school,

formerly under the Landward School Board,
but in recent years closed, accommodation iu

the burgh schools being deemed sufficient for

the needs of the parish. A considerable out-

lay will be necessary to put the sdiool build-

ings in proper condition should they be re-

quired.

The ancient parish church of Wilne, near

Derby, was destroyed by fire last Wednesday.
Practically the only parts saved were the

tower and the Willoughby Chapel, containing

monuments to the Willoughby family, of
Risley, one of whom was the first Arctic ex-

plorer and perished on an expedition in the

time of Queen Elizabeth. The church con-

tained what is thouglit by some to be the

oldest font in the country. It was part of a
Saxon circular column or cross, work of the

ninth, or even the eighth, century, which had
been hollowed out at an eiirly period. The
fabric of the church was mainly of tlie four-

teenth century, but the lower stage of the

tower dates back to the thirteenth.

The principal causes for decay in building

timbers, according to the Canotliaii Engineer,

fall, roughly, under the six following heads :

(1) Placing nondurable timber in moist,- iU-

veiitilated basememts or enclosures beneath

the first floor, or laymg sills in direct oontax^t

with the ground. (2) Embedding girders and
joists in brick or concrete without bo.xing the

ends. (3) Placing lamiinated floorimg in un-

lioated buildings in a green or wet condition.

(4) Covering girders, ]>osts, or laminated
flonring with piaster or similar coating before

being thoroughly dried. (5) General use of

nondurable grades of timber in a green or

on/ly partially seasoned condition. (6) Use of
even dry timber of low natural durability in

build'ings artificially humidified to .a high de-

gree, as in textile mills. A further element
of danger lies in the use of timber infected

during storage, or which has become infected

through neglect aftei' purcha-se and delivery.

At the annual meeting last Thursday of the
Liverpool and North Wales District Branch
of the Auctioneers' and Estate Agents' Insti-

tute a short discussion ensued on the prohi-

bition of poster advertisements.— Mr. Robert
-Mauley (N'antwich) said the posters could be
dispensed with, as the " effective advertis-

ing was done through the newspapers."—Mr.
Bradwell (Nottingham, president of the insti-

tute) agreed with Mr. Manley. His own firm

discarded posters a year ago. and they had
never had a bad sale. He inserted a notice in

the newspapers stating that he had discon-

tinued posters, which he had found to be a

cheap advertisement for the auctioneer but
an expensive one for his clients—in fact.

money thrown away as far as clients were con-

cerned. The posters attracted only loafers,

who were a nuisance to the auctioneer.

When the Bangor City Council were asked
last Wednesday week to pass plans of an
annexe to the Carnarvonshire and Anglesey
Infirmary. Mr. Taylor raised a protest against

the action of the committee in not advertising

tho wcnk and giving local contractors an
opiiortunity of tendering, and in giving the

work to an outside contractor.—Sir. Jones
Roberts said tliey need not have given the con-

tract to a Bangor man, but to go to London
and Bethesda, without allowing the Bangor
builders to lender, was extraordinary. And
yet those people wore continually begging for

subscriptions from these builders, among
others.—'Dr. J. E. Thomas explained that tho

committee did not intend to reflect on local

builders in not advertising for tenders : but

the work was urgent, and the committee felt

it was a building that could only be jiut up
quickly by experts in that kind of work, and
one or two firms accustomed to do this sort

of work throughout the ccnintry were written

to and asked about the probable cost of erect-

ing a building for twenty patients.—Mr.
.loncs Roberts moved that the council ex-

presses its regret that the Infirmary Com-
mittee did not give local builders a chance to

tender for the work. He did not moan that

tho council regretted that the committee did

not give the contract to a Bangor contractor,

but they did not give them a cliance. The
contract was given to a Bethesda man, and
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ihat man had to come to a Bangor builder to

get the timber to do the work with.—Ulti-

mately Mr. Jones Roberts' motion was
dropped by consent.

A movement has been inaugurated amongst
the manufacturers of firebricks and refrac-

tory materials to promote the development
of this industry on more scientific lines, and
in order to meet any German competition
there may be after the war. A meeting pro-
moted by the Refractory Materials Section of
the Ceramic Society was held at the Leeds
University on Tuesday, when papers were
read on " The Clays of Northern and Central
Yorkshire," by Prof. Kendall and Mr. Albert
Gilligan; and on, "The Use of Zirconia as
a Refractory Material," by Mr. J. A. Audley

;

Mr. B. J. Allen spoke on the processes of
manufacturing ; Dr. Mellor, of Stoke-on-
Trent, gave a paper on magnesite bricks

;

and Mr. C. Dressier gave an exposition of
the " Dressier kiln." In the evening Pro-
fessor Cobb delivered a public lecture on
" Temperature measurement in clay works
practice."

The Boa-d of Trade give notice that as and
from April 2 the general licences now in
existence for the importation of the following
articles will be revoked, and that special
licences must be obtained for each consign-
ment arrivmg on or after that date :—Wood.
—-Beefwood, boxwood, dogwood, greenheart,
hickory, 'ancewood, lignum vitse, padouk.
sabicu, sandalwood, birch timber in logs, i.e.,

Waney timber, ex Canada, Labrador, and
Newfoundland. Wood Manufactures. —
Barrels (tops and bottoms for) ; barrels
(wooden hoops for) ; birch, maple, and per-
simmon blocks, and squares for bobbins, reels,

shuttles, and spools; bobbins, reels, shuttles,
and spools ; box shocks ; 'box boai'ds ; screws
made of wood ; tool handles, brush handles,
painters' (of ash and hickory) ; case boards

;

empties returned ; flooring boards (planed and
prepared, tongued and grooved, of non-pro-
tiibit-ed woods) ; rules, measuring, of wood

;

oars made from ash wood
;
pine blocks for

match making ; plywoods ; wooden pulleys
;

wood wool. Consignments en rovte. to this
country on or before March 12 will be ad-
mitted without licence, and licences will in

general be granted for consignments shown
to have been paid for by the consignees on or
before that date.

Although there is a slight divergence in

some of the ancient writers about the precise
date, the investigations of the best historical
authorities show that Monday last was the
800th anniversary of the laying ot the founda-
tion-stone of Peterborough Cathedral. Even
then it was the third church upon the site,

for the first Abbey of St. Peter, whence the
place was called Peterborough instead of the
older name of Medeshamsted, was destroyed
by the Danes, whose exploit the modern Huns
would have rejoiced to repeat if they could
have got across. Its successor, which was
no doubt largely built of wood in the reign
of King Edgar, was burned down in 1116.

For several years past the Board of
Education have had under consideration the
revision of their regulations for technical
schools, etc. Owing to circumstances arising
out of the war it was not possible during the
last two years to proceed with the matter
as quickly as was wished, but a draft of the
proposed new regulations has now been pre-
pared, a copy of which can be had for four-
pence at the uSiUial Govenimemt ttationery
offices. The general plan of the proposed
regulations is explained in the prefatory
memorandum to the draft. It will be under-
stood that the dates enclosed in square brack-
ets are only provisioiial, as the regulations
cannot be brought into force until the war is

over. In framing this draft the Board have
alrea,dy had the assistance, which they grate-
fully acknowledge, of much personal and
informal suggestion and criticism ; they now
issue the draft for the information of local

education authorities, and in order that they
may elicit considered observations and sug-
gestions from them and from other bodies
and persons concerned. The present wide-
spread interest in educational matters leads
the Board to anticipate much profitable sug-
gestion and criticism from the adoption of
this course.

Mr. Henry F. Mence, Surveyor to the St.

Albans Rural District Council, writes that
he has received instructions, through tJie

Directiu'-General of, .Military Railways and
Roads, to raise, if possible, a company of 250
iikilled roadmen, including .steam-roller

drivers, carpenters, wheelwrights, fitters,

bricklayers, and blacksmiths, who will be at-

taclied to the Royal Engineers for special

road work in France. Mr. Mence states that
he is anxious to form a company with a view
to taking it out himself. The work neces-
sitates the employment of men who are physi-
cally fit and who have been engaged in tJie

trades and work mentioned. INIen of military
age placed in medical categories " A,"
"Bl," "B2," and "C2," are eligible.

The usual separation allowance will be paid,
and rations, uniform, and kit will be pro-
vided. Special rates of pay are attached to
tlie company to men over military age

;

pioneer rates are paid to men within military
age; and R.E. rates to those experienced in

the trades mentioned. Applicants caji

obtain further particulars from Mr. Mence,
11, St. Peter's Street, St. Albans.

Lord PaiTnoor, speakinglast Monday evening
at the Surveyors' Institution, reviewed the his-

tory of the Acquisition of Lands Act, reier-

ring specially to the modifications introduced
in the Upper House. He said he wanted to
observe, if he might, on belialf of the House
of Lords, that one duty which they could and
ought to perform in regard to legislation of
that kind was to see that an Act was placed
as far as possible under pix>per drafting and
in intelligible language.

Speaking at the Institution of Civil En-
gineers, Westminster, last Monday night,
Mr. Edgar Crammond said that before the
war the countries to which Great Britain
was exporting capital were increasing their
manufactured productions rather more
rapidly than agricultural. The consumption
of food was overtaking the production, and
even if the war had not broken out we were
in sight of a severe food shortage. He
thought it should be a fundamental principle
that Britisli capital invested abroad should
be so applied that it had the effect, as far as
possible, of increasing our food supply. It
was already evident that new conditions
had been created by the war, which rendered
it necessai-y that Great Britain should adopt
a new economic policy when peace came.

» mt

TO ARMS!—I • I

—

1st LONDON ENGINEER VOLUNTEERS.
Headquarters, Balderton Street, Oxford Street, W.
OFFICER FOR THE WEEK.—Platoon Commander

H. de P. Birkett.
NEXT FOR DUTY.—Platoon Commander Hughes-

H.illett.

.^PPOINT.MENT,—Coy. Sergt..M.-)j. Cecil Campbell
to be Platoon Commander (diitert March 8).
S\TURD.^Y, March 17.—The Parade for Route

March will be L>.45. Uolder's Orut-n Station,
MONDAY, March 19.—Technical for Platoon No. 9

at Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill. Platoon
No. 10. Signalling Class. Recruits Drill. 6.30—8.
WEDNESDAY, March 21.—Instructional Class, 8.15.

Platoon Drill. No. 1.

THURSDAY, March 22.—Platoon Drill, Platoon No.
7. Ambulance Class by M.O., 6,30.

FRIDAY, March 23.—Technical for Platoon No. 10.
Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill No.' 9.

Signalling Class. Recruits Drill. 6.30—8.30,
SATURDAY, March 24.—N.C.O.'s Instruction Class.

Captain Castell. Bridging.
SUNDAY, March 25.—Special Work at Bombing

School. Parade Clapham Junction Station (City Piid
S.L. Tube Rly.), 9-45 a.m. Uniform, haversacks,
water-bottles. Midday rations to be carried.
EASTER TRAINING.—Will be at Esher. Names

can still be sent in. Special technical instruction will

be given for the first hour to all Platoons on their
respective drill nights to prepare for Camp.
MUSKETRY.—For all Companies see Notice at

Headquarters.
NOTE.—Unless otherwise indicated, all Drills will

take place at Headquarters.
By order,

MACLEOD YEARSLEY,
Captain and .Adjutant.

.March 18, 1917.

^--AVW^
A portrait has been discovered which the

Director of the Frans Hals Museum at Haar-
lem, the General Director of Rijksmuseum, at

Amsterdam, Dr. Bredius, and Dr. Hofstede de
Groot, believe to be the work of Frans Hals.
The picture is in excellent condition, is said to

have been painted in 1651, and to represent Van
Bredehoflf, who is known to have sat to Hals.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there arc
many claimants upon the space allotted u>
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addresstil
to the Editor ot the Building News. Efflngham
House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.2, and not to
members of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for. unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photograph-,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

Telephone: Gerrard 1291.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Twenty-six shillings per annum (post free) to any

part of the United Kingdom ; thirteen Bbillinga for
six montbs; for the United States, £1 la?. (or $?
30c. gold). To France or Belgium, £10 IDs. (or 42f.\
To India, £1 10s. To any of the Australian
Colonies, or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West
Indies, or Natal, £1 10s.

•»*Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
Pulilishers, 19. York Chambers, 105, Liverpool Street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, The M,ij-uzen
Co., Ltd., ll-in. Nionbashi Tori Sanchome, Tokyo:
who uiU receive Subscriptions at £1 10s. per an-
num on our account. Copies of tbe paper will be
sent by ua direct to tlie subscribers' address.

The special rate to Canada is £1 10s. -i<~
30c. for 12 months, and 15s. = $3 65c. six months.
Our Direct Subscription Agents for Canada are
.Messrs. Sells, Lt<l., 302, Shaughnessy Buildingis.
McGil'l Street, Montreal, who will receive Subscrip-
tions, £1 10s. per annum, on our account.
Cheques and Post Office Orders to be made payab'e

to The STR.^>^D Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

NOTICE TO OUR READERS.
Solely to economise paper, the price of this journal

is now raised to Sixpence until the war is over, or
till the present scarcity and high price of paper
ceases.

If, as at presenc seems bnt too probable, further
restrictions as to supply are forced upon us, we shall
have to diminish its size, but we are loth to do th:s
while enough paper is obtainable, even at loss to
ourselves.

We very strongly advise all readers who wish to
make sure of receiving their copies regularly, to fill

up the form printed below and hand it to a news-
agent or bookstall clerk without delay.

ORDER FORM.

To

Please reserve for me a copy ot the Building News
every week until further notice.

Name

A ddress

Subscribers who receive their copies by post
direct from the Office will not be diaj-ged extra
while their present subscriptions last, but all re-
newals and all fresh subscriptions will be chaJged
£1 6s. per annum, 13s. half-yearly, and 6s. 6d.
quarterly, including postage anywhere in the
fnited Kingdom.

All Sub.^'-riptions should be sent to the Pub-
lisher, The Building News, Efflngham House, Arun-
del Street, Strand, W.C.2

Received.—A. J. B.—K. and Ck>., Ltd.—S. G. S —
.\I. and Co.—L. F. G., Ltd.—M. and Co., Ltd.—
H. P. and Son—W. E.

Trustee.—No.

F. W. H.—Please send.

Capt. F.—Many thanks. Address forwarded.

B. F.—We know nothing of them. Readers—your-
self included—will find all firms capable of
iloing anyttiing an architect or builder wants
in our advertisement or " Directory " pages,
and should employ or deal with them.

Post Free if Desired.—Please see our notice on
front page at top of first column. If you
follow the advice there offered you will get
the paper regularly. If not, you will probably
be disappointed, as we only print to order,
and the newsvendor will not get, and will not
stock, chance copies. Where neglect or care-
lessness causes disappointment we will pay the
postage on all .subscriptions sent direct to the
publishers on terms quoted on our front page.
Readers will then get their copies delivered at
their doors early and without failure. But
we ask them not to do that where the news
agent supplies regularly to order.
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OGILVIE & GO.

Telephone DAX.STON 1368.

Many veara connected with
tlie late firm of W. H.
L^SCLLLES A CO., ol

Bunbill Row.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CUSS JOIMEBY

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIMATES

FREE.

FOR

Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

IFfLT ro—
WM. OLIVER A SONS, ltd.,

120, Bunhill Row, London. E.C.

TENDERS.
*** Correspondents would in all e&aei oblige b;

giTiOE the addresses ol the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the aceepted tender: it addu te tberaiue of the
information.

B*TH.—For suppl) of materials, etc., durinj;
ensuing year, for the town council :

—

Accepted tenders :—Smith's work, A. PuTjey,
schedule price* ; oils, colours, and painters"
materials, J. W, Knight and Sons, schedule
prices; plumbiny to watering standpoets, etc..
Holmes and Sons, s<'Jie<luIe prices; fine and
coarse sea santts, \V. HickcTy, as. per ton; Port-
land cement, Oxford Portland Cement Co., Ltd.,
47s. per ton in G-ton lots ; carpenters' work, G.
Morris and Sons, schedule prices; {iU.OOO elmwood
'blocks, T. Burgess and Sons, X'lO per 1,000.

Bedwas (Mon.).—for the supply of ballast and
metalling for road repairs for one year from .\pril

I. for the Be<lw;ts and Machen Urban District
Council. uMr. A. S. V. Taylor, .Surveyor.

Accepted tenders :—Bedwa.s Colliery Co., Bed-
was, metalling 4s. Gd. per ton. ballast Is. 3d.

;

Machen .Stone Co.. Machen, ehippings 85. 3d. per
ton, gravel 8s. 3d.'

BROADSTAIRS.—For supply of fiints, etc., for the
Broadstairs and St. Peters Urban District Coun-
cil:—

Accepted tenders :—F. Dunn, 20 yards of un-
IJroken Hints. r>s. 6d. per yar<I ; J. T. May,
Broadstairs, 40 loads of brick rubbish, 4s. Sd. per
load.

Chesterto.n (Camus.).—For .ibout 5,000 tons of
broken granite, for tli« Chesterton Rural District
Council. Mr. J. Dunn, Surveyor;

—

Kiulcrby and .Srt^oney Stanton Granite Co., En-
derby, Leice.^tcT (accepted). .Also temiered :—
Croby Granite Co. and Lavcndec and Bat«man.

Derby.—For power station extensions, etc., for

the Town Ckiunc-il Klectricity Committee :—
Aceeiited tenders -.—K. Morley and Sons, power

station extensions, .i;i2.1J0; J. A. .\iton, Ltd.,
steam piping, £424; Derby Coal Co.. Ltd., T.

Walker, G. .(. Parr and Sons, and Brookhousc,
Johnson, Ltd., coal.

Kettering.—For the supply of granite, .slag, and
tar-macadam, delivered in sneli (piantities and at
such times ;is t4ie council shall require ami direct,

for the Ketu-ring Rural District Council. Mt. J.

II. I'arkcr, Surveyor:

—

Granite :—Croft Granite, Brick, and Concrete
Co., Ltd., Croft, Leicester; Groby Granite Co.,
Groby, I^iccster; F.nderby and Stoney Stanton
Granite Co., Enderby, Leicester; Mountsorrcl
Granite Co., near Loughborough.

Sl;iK ;—Kettering iron and Coal Co., Ltd., Ket-
tering : Prestwich" an<l Sons, Dronfield. Sheffield.

Tar-maca<iam :—Smart and Son. Walshll : Con-
stable, Hart and Co., 41, Eastcheap, London.

LexLA.VD (La.scs.).—For water supply works, for
the urban district council. Mr. C. J. Loma.T,
M.I.C.E., 37, Cross Street, Manchester, engineer.

T. Kcarsley and Sons, Leigh (ac-

cepted) £5,836 18 5

LONDON. E.C.—For the maintenance of carriage-
way paving of Holborn Circus, for the Holbom
Borough Council :

—

Improved Woml Pavement Co.. Ltd., Is. Id.

per ^uper. yard i>er annum. (Recommended for
acc^'plance.)

.Maidstone.—For the reconstru.tlon of the drains
at Nos. 29, 31, and 33, Melville Road, for the town
council :

—

Martin and »wman . . £93 3 3

N. Smith 90 10

Pearse and Sons S2

Itarnev and Son 78 11 (i

Cruttenden and Son "8 10

\V. '1'. Burrows 77 7 B

W. Bowes (accepted) . . 73 10

XORTIIAJIPTON.—For repairs and alterations to
Bridge Street, for the town council :

—

G. W. Souster aud Son, il97. (Recommended
for acceptance.)

^'ORTllAMProN.—For Tepa.irs and altcratacmf lo
park-keeper's house, Abington Park, for the town
council :

—
W. J. Adkins and Co., CI05. (Recommended

for acceptance.)

Worthing.—For painting, ete.. on the parade and
in the p;trks, for the town council :

—

F. Sandell and Sons (a.cipted) £362

i'^mmmtK

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS,
•March 2 9,—.Vltc-rations and additions at St.

Ishmai'ls Council schoolliousc.—For the Pem-
brokeshire Education .Authority.-Drawings and
specifications may be wn^n and forms of ten-

der obtained on application to the Clerk of

Works, County Education Offices, Haverford-
west, or from trtie Head Teacher at the Sc'hool-

house. Tenders to the Clerk to the Education
Committee.

ENGINEERING,
June 1.—Storm-water Pumping Plant, Calcutta.—

For the Corporation.—The Indian and Eastern

Engineer, 60, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

FENCES AND WALLS.
March 30.—Wroughtiron Gates and Fencing, for

the Central Wharf and Quay Street Landing.
Auckland, N.Z.—For the Harbour Board.—The
Comuiircial Intelligence Department, 73, Basing-
hall Street, E.C.

PAINTING.
March 21.—External Painting and Repairs and

Intcnial VWtu ing at the South-EasKtrn .Am-
bulance Station. New Cross, S.E., and Repair-

ing and 'l).istemptTJng Ceilings at the I>owns
Sanatorium, Sutton, Surrey, in accordance
with specification prep.tred by Mr. T. Cooper,
M.I.C.E., M.IjM.E., acting Engineer-in-Chief.-

y<yr the Metropolitan Asylums Board.—Speci-

fications and forms of tender may be in.spcH^ted

at the Office of the Board, Embankment, E.C.

D. .Mann, Cltrk.

ROADS AND STREETS,

March 16.— As]ihalt l"r footpaths. Portland
Cement. Engine Oils, Waste and Packings, etc.

(One Year).—Fit the Felixstowe Urban Dis.

triet Ciinncil.— 11. Clcgg, A. M.I.C.E., Surveyor,

Town Hall. Felixstowe.

March 17.—Macad.am, Granite Chippings, Lime-

stone ehippings, Granite Setts, Kerbs and

Channels, Grit Setts, Concrete Flaps, Sand.

Tarred Mac:idam, etc., Ironwork (manhole

covers, etc.) (One 1'ear).—For the St. Helens

Corporation.—A. W. Bradley, M.I.C.E., Borough
Engineer, St. Helens.

March 17.—Broken Slag, Granite and Tar
.Macadam for roads (One Year).—For the
Kiveton Park Rural District Council.—F.
Hewitt. Surveyor, Council OHiees, Kiveton Park
Station, near Shcffleld.

March 17,—Road materials (One Year)—For the
Horsham Rural District Council.—F. Fraser
Haddock. Clerk, B. Carfax. Horsham.

March 17.—Broken Granite, Broken Slag, T.irred
Slac. Tarred Limestone. Concrete Flags, Port-
land Cement, Pitch and Creosote Oil. Gritstone
Setts and Kerbs, Granite ,Setts and Ca«t-iron
Pipes (One Year) —For the Rotherham Cor-
poration.—C. L. des Forges, Town Clerk,
Rotlurham.

March 19.—Materials (One Y'ear).—For the
Epsom Rural District Council.

—

\. K. Cotton,
Clerk, Gynsdale, Waterloo Road, Epscm.

March 19.—Road materials (Six Months).—For the
Wangford Rural District Council.—S. W. Eii,
Clerk, Beceles.

March 19,—Supply and delivery of Broken Road
Stone, Broken Slag. Granite Kerbs, Granite
Setts, Stoneware Pipes. Castings. Workmen's
Tools (One Y'ear).—For the Coventry General
Works Committee.—J. E. Swindlehurst. City
Engineer and Surveyor, Council House, Coven-
try.

March 19.—Broken Granite, best qu.ality Slag
and Broken Flint, as may be' required (Ten
iMontlk^) ; and Steam Rolling and Scarifying
(Ten .Months).—For the Braintree Rural Dis-

trict Council.—A. Hills, ClcTk, Council OHIce>,
Bocking, Braintree.

March 21.—Broken Granite and Blag (One 'Year).

—For the Hunts County Council.—N. Lcete^
County Surveyor, Market Place, Huntingdon.

March 2 2 Supply of about 2,980 yards of Flints,

about 2.550 yards of Gr.<uiite or other stone, and
60 yard."^ of Gravel.-For the Chal'.ey Rural Dis-

trict Council.—H. Kemp Walls, District Sur-
veyor, North Common, CJhailey.

March 24.—Road Metalling in quantities and
at times as the Council may desire.—For the
Pontardawe Rural District Council.—Forms of
tender to he obtained at the Council Offices,

Pontardawe. Sealed .tenders, Mr. yi. Lewie,
Clerk.

March 24,—Broken Granite, Tarred Slag, and
liire 01 Steam Roller (One Ye-ar).—For the
Dorking Urban District Council.—W. J. Hodges,
Clerk, Council Oflices, Dorking.

March 30.— Granite. Blast Furnace Slag, Tarred
Bla.^t Furnace Slag, Kerbs and Setts, Stone-
ware I'ipes and Gullies, Bricks, Cement an<l

Lime (One Year),—For tlie Cannock I'rban Dis-

trict touncil— R. Blanch.ard, Engineer and
Surveyor, Council OHKi-s, Cannoik.

A scheme of sewage disposal for Harrow
Weald, estimated to cost £19,000, is to be for-

w.irded by the R.D.C. to the L.G.B. for ap-

proval.

'Mr. Bert White, of Gisburn, Yorks.. has been
appointed highway surveyor to the Totnes
Rural District Council in the place of Mr.
Vickery, resigned.

Second Lieutenant Raljih G. Dyer. R.E.. has
been killed in action at the apo of twenty-

three years, llo was the second surviving son

of Mr. Wm. J. Dyer, surveyor, of 26. Preston
Park Avenue, Brig-hton. and of BUckheath
(Messrs. Dyer, Son and Hilton).

Mr. A. J. Codlinff, older son of Mr. Alfred
J. Codling-, of Romford Road. Forest Gate,
has been ai>iM)intod to a second lioutenaaicy in

fcho Devon (Kortross) RoyaJ Knginecrs. For
-several years Mr. f'cxlling, jun.. wxia with
Messrs. C. -ami F. Rutlev. survo^'ors, of 11,

DowgatP Hill, E.C.

If your markets are cut off— if your

raw materials have failed— if you are

busy on war work—hold fast to your

goodwill, so that you may go ahead

immediately normal conditions return.

YOU MUST GO ON

ADVERTISING

SCAFFOLDS.
TRUCKS.
TROLLEYS.

HEATHMAN 6 CO.,
35, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Head Office and Factory: PARSON'S GREEN, FULHAM, S.W.
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Ctirr^nte (Kalanto.

At his recent reception of tJie represen-
tative deputation of architects Mr. Neville
<%.ajiiberlain said that he would welcome
advice as to the most suita.ble employment
for architects in the National Service
Scheme, under which he asked all profes-
sional men to enrol, stating £hat he hoped
to deal with such offers on a suitable
basis. The deput.ation has resulted in the
formation of an advisoiy council, which
lias decided to ask all architects in a posi-
tion to sign the fomi to send it in dupli-
cate to the nearest architectural society
allied to the Royal Institute of British
Architects or to the latter in tlie case of

practitioners in London and the Home
disitricts, so that the whole of these foi-ms
may be collected and sent to^the National
Service Headquaj-ters in the form of a
united offer from the whole profession. It

is to be hoped that a prompt and exten-
sive response may result from this
appeal, and that, at last, offei-s of help
may be apprecia.tively taken advantage of
by the Authority concerned.

We do not suppose that many builders
will lay themselves open to the infliction

of the heavy penalties levied yesterday
week at Bow Street on Messrs. Maple
and Co., Limited, and the other de-

fendants in the case reported on anothea-

page. We are all hardly hit by the re-

strictions imposed upon us ; but, so far

as OUT knowledge extends, we are all at
one with tlie great majority of the nation,

who want to win the war, and are
jiatiently abiding the exceptional sacri-

fices demanded of us. The only comment
we care to offer is a confession of our in-

ability quite to understand why, '' without
prejudice," pennission was given to com-
plete the forbidden work luider certain
conditions," and then the offenders were
prosecuted. In oi-dinary times we should
all probably protest if a burglar were per-

mitted to finish his little job " under cer-

tain conditions," and then fined to the
tune of a good percentage on the swag.
Misinformed people might regard that as

a not irresist.ible temptation to wealthy
membetrs of the profession to go and do
likewse. The high character and position
of all the defendants in the case under
notice rather induces the suspicion that

they may have been the victims of the mis-

understiuidings which do somehow just

now- disturb the relations of our somewhat

autocratic bureaucrats with the patient

public. Anyhow, we are glad the first

victim was not some poor tentli-rate

builder, whose poverty would doubtless

have proved as poor a plea in mitigation

of severity as that of the complexity of

the regulations advanced by the respective

counsel of tlie defendants concerned in the

case quoted.

The second reading of the South-

Eastern and London, Chatliani. and
Dover Railway Company's Bill for the

strengthening of the Charing Cross Bridge

was canied yeste.niay w-eek, as we anti-

cipated it would be. by a majority of

184 votes to 56, and referred to a Select

Committee, dn spite of the compleite

epitome of unanswerable facts marshalled

by Mr. JcJm Burns against it. We hope

the opponents of the Bill will not relax

their efforts, and that if the vested in-

terests concerned get the Bill tlirough

the Commons the House of Lords will

once again make an end of it. If it

were not so serious a matter, the con-

nivance of the Board of Trade with the

efforts of the railway cjinpanies concerned

to perjietuate a nuisance which revcilts

every man of common sense and culture

would be benealth criticism. As for Mr.

Burdett-Coutts' ponderous pla.titudes, he

may rest assured that his " amusement"
at the protests of " the artists, testhetics,

poets, and the people who like to be

looked upon as combining these three

' tilings " in themselves," are thoroughly

appreciated as admirably representative of

the City of V.'estminster, of which he

posed as the spokesman. That intelli-

gent municipality wtmld pi'obably exult in

turning Trafalgar Squai-e into a ti-am-

way centre, with much the same truculent

disdain of the protests of better-iiatured

people exliibited by tlie vandals of Man-
chester in regard to the Royal Exchange

site in that city, whose contempt for the

humanising arts possibly commands the

sympathetic admiration of its representa-

tive.

We are very glad the President of the

Board of Trade proposes to appoint a

departmental committee to report what
steps should be taken, whether by legisla-

Strand, "W.C.2.

OUR ILLUiTRATIOXS.
stockjiort Grammar School. Tlic Great Hall from

the quadrangle, and entrance corridor or cloieter.
Messr.s. Resinald H. Spaldin: and Ernest G.
Theakston, FF.R.LB.A., .Architects.

The Grand Hall, Hotel \feuri^-e, Paris, and the
Banque Drevfus, Rue ile 1:1 Banque. Paris. M.
HSnri Paul Xenot. R I.H.A.. Uovril Gold Medal-
list, 1917, Architect.

Xew Offices of the Department tif Education for
Xew South Wales at Sydney. Mr. George
McRae, Government Architect,

St. Catherine's Church, Neasden. .Middlesex. Mr.
.1. S. Alder. F.R.LB.A., ATchiteet.

tion or otiierwi.se, tu ensuie that there
shall be an adequate and economical sup-

ply of electric power for all classes of con-
sumers in the United Kingdom, particu-

larly industries which depend upon a
cheap supply of power for their proper
development. Mr. G. H. Hume is nomi-
nated to represent the L.C.C. on the com-
mittee, on the iindei-standing that tilie

Council is in no-way committed as to iis

policy. None of us are, for that matter,

but except where vested interests are con-

cerned, we all feel that it is time some-
thing was done on the lines proposed by
the late Sir William Ramsay to ensure
cheap, prompt production of current 3n<l

its better distribution throughout the

country than by coal wagons. Nothing
would in greater degree stimulate inven-

tion and industry than this, and we are

certain that its accomplishment would be
a boon of whioli the magnitude cannot be
over-estimated.

According to a correspondent of tlie

Times, a 22 acre field of fine young wheat

has been seized by the military authorities,

who are busily engaged in building hut-

ments on it, whereas a field of poor grass

across the road would serve their purp<.>se

equally well. The story would be incredi-

ble if it were not true, and the Times has

taken stejjs to verify the facts on the sp<.>t.

Twenty-two acres of wheat would have fed

hundreds of our population for months.

Thanks to the publicity thus given to a

case which is probably neither t^ipical nor

unique, the oiRcials responsible for a wan-

ton piece of stupidity may possibly be pre-

vented from rei>eating their offence. Quite

;x)ssibly this is one more instance of the

urgent need ior proper supendsibn of

buildings by really competent men, instead

of by militaiy engineers, who, as we have •

before jointed out, in their zeal to hurry-

on jobs, are prodigal of labour and c*st.

with the result that scamping and waste

are inevitable.

The first Royal cremation, that of the

Duchess of Connaught, is a welcome proof

—if any were needed—that there is

nothing in that method of disposing of the

dead that need grate on the feelings of

the most tender-hearted survivors. Of

ill our Royal Family the married^ life of

th? Duke and Duchess of Connaught
has probably been the happiest, as
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it lias cfrliiinly Ijwii the iiHjst self-

denjdng, and full of consideration

for the welfare of others. It has evoked

always the warmest regard of the whole

people, and it may well follow that

the reverent cremation of the remains of

the Royal lady, whose ashes found final

rest at Windsor last ISIonday, will induce

a ven' considerable increase in the num-
bers of the cremated. Royalty, Un-

doubtedly, can set the fashion in many
things ; and we believe that the waking up

of Enj^land in tikis time of trial has Ix'en

due in no small degree to the quiet, but

marked devotion to duty and willing self-

sacrifice of every member of our reigning

house, from the King down to its youngest

member. That is very much to be thank-

ful for, and history will not forget it, or

to record that among other secondary, but

yet vital, reforms which marked our age

the greatest impetus was given to the sub-

stitution of incineration for the costly and
insanitary process of burial, esjieoially

among the classes most amenable to the

lavish and needless e.xpenditure of the

ordinary undertaker, by the iiist Royal
cremation.

One " conscientious objector " seems to

have taken a leaf out of the builders of

" priests' chambers," and other similar

hiding-places in the old days of religious

and political proscription. Last Wednes-
day week at the Bristol Police Court
George Edgar Barker, 39, cycle agent, of

12, Cannon Street, Bedminster, pleaded

not guilty to a oliarge under the Defence
of the Realm Act (Regulation 50), viz.,

with committing an act prejudicial to

the Defence of the Realm Act with intent

to astist the enemy. It was stated that

l)risoner was a conscientious objector and
one of violent speech. In September last,

when a police officer called at his house,

12, Cannon Street, in search of a con-

scientious objector, ihe refused any in-

formation as to his whereabouts, and said

the Government and Army could go to .

On the 1st inst. Detectives Woods and
Wall went to Cannon Street to int.ervie>v

the man. They seai'ched the premises.

In a corner of the yard was a well, 20 ft.

deep, littered with rubbish. On the

rubbish being removed, it was found that

9 ft. down th« well, which had been dis-

used for years, and was dry at the bottom,
there was an aperture, which led in the
form of a passage of 4 ft. into a larger

chamber 6 ft. square. Apeitures were cut

iu the well, in which wood was fixerl for

ascent. In this chamber was an electri;

bell, connected by means of a wire to de-

fendant's cyclj woiksJKip. The chamber
was hewn out of the sandstone, and it

ai)peared to have been done at a recent
date. Defendant early in the >sar har-

boured some absentees, and the last time
was some months ago, but there was no
one in the well now. Defendant was fine 1

fS, or twenty-si.i lajs' imiirisonment.

->-•••-<-
The doath occurred at Tarkstonp, Dorset, on

SiiturHiiT. of Mr. Horace Wragg, director of
Thomas Wragg ond Son, pipe manufacturers, of
Swadlincote, Burton-on-Trent. His father died
a fortnight ago, shortly after Mrs. Wragg's
death, and two brothers. Major and Lieutenant
Wragg, were killed in France recently.

THE AVO.NMOLTH HOLSIXG
SCHEME. >.

A sonu'W'hat curious situation has arisen

at Bri.stol in connection with an offer by

the present Government to build 500
workmen's house.s at Avonmouth, where
everybody agrees houses arc l>adly wanted.
At the meeting of the City Council yes-

terday week a reix>rt of the Hejilth Com-
mittee agreeing to accept the offer was
carried at a late hour, and after many
membei-s had leift the Council Chamlx-r,

so we suppose the project will go fonvard.

There are seveial features in connection

with the scheme which deserve attention.

It seeins to us obvious that the Govern-
ment, which has stoppixl building all over

the country, recognising at last the pre-

sent disastrous house shortage evei-j'where,

is itseif going to supply the need, in some
measure, at the public cost, and tiy f<>

recoup itself two or three yeai-s after the

war at the cost of the local authorities,

(ienerally speaking, we stH> no .such need
for Government interfercna^. That in

special cases it might be judicious we do
not deny; but that these are few we are

ceHain. .\t Avonmouth the immediate
result -Seems likely to I.h' that the (iovem-
mrnt will simply very ]>artially supply an
urgent need which would have bivn much
more adequately m<:-t by local effort.

We gather the facts from a report in

the Wi'sfern Dd.ily I'ress of a special meet-

ing of the Bristol Health Commit t*^', the

day l)efore that on which the Council meet-

ing was held. It seems that already the

l<K-al Dockers' Union, brought into touch
with the pres.sing n<>ed for more houses at

Avonmouth, with the a.ssistance of Alder-

man Sheppard and a [-oiinnittee. fivimed a

scheme for ei\>cting 1.200 houses with gar-

dens suffi<^iently large for vege<tabl<>s to l>e

grown for the family needs. Mr. Xapier
Miles met the committee in a friendly

way, and ;igreed to give sites for a hall,

a church, and a ])ark. The idea was to vest

the garden city thus created in a Public
L'tility Company, in which trade unions,

employers, workmen, and others would
be shareholders. The intention was to

develop the estate on the lines of a garden
city. The houses were to .stand on plots

of ground 40 ft. by 100 ft., and it was felt

that if the new community could lx> houstil

on these lines it would l>e a delightful

thing fi-om all points of view. The
Dock<>rs' I'nion were starting with £2,000,
£1.000 of it from I^ndon and £1,000 from
Bristol. They bad at least 400 or 500 nn«n

at .\vonnvout.h i)repare<l to liecome share-

holders in this scheme, and the idea was to

form a public utility com|Kiny in which
other liodies and industries could tx>mbine
to make the project a success from every
point of view.

The old Government, and Mr. Walter
Ix)ng, at the IxK-al Government Boai>l,

were sympathetic. The new (jovernm<-iit.

however, desires the immi-diate building
of 500 houses, and that the Corporation
.shall take them over after the war. The
question accordingly aixisi- at the Council
meeting yi«terday week : what relation

the Government plan would have to the

ganlen city scheme? No one answei-eil

the que-stiion, and while some of the Coun-
cil saw the advantage of bringing into
play a Public Utility Company, othei's

deprecated the Council tying iitself to any
S)icli concern. A motion to iio-stpone the
discussion was dt-feat^xl, and the i-eport

was adopted.
Mr. Mooiv, who apparently knows more

alwut building than some of his fellow

Councillors, very pertinently aske<l what
was meant by the Corporation taking over
the propertit« from the Government at

their marked value? Did it mean tlu-

worth of the bricks and mortar, or the

value liase<l on n-nfal .' There was Ixiund

to be a loss on the scheme. He was pre-

pare<l, he said, to build at a loss at Avon-
mouth because there were other considera-

tions ill that ca.se than the rental basis.

But the Corpora.tion ought not to do tliis

with their ej'es shut. We think Mr.
Moore was right, and that the people of

Bristol would do well to examine the

Government scheme very carefullj'. So
far—as at Well Hall, for instance—the

possibly genuinely compulsory activities

of the GoveiTimeut may have met present

necessities in some fashion, but by and by
when thousands of workmen will oncv

again have to leave Woolwich, built as

they are the houses will not be much of a

bargain to anybody. At Bristol, as far as

we can see, private enteP])rise in connec-

tion with a most praiseworthy effort by

those chiefly concerned would have built

all the houses wanted, and left each of

them that best of all inve.*itments for the

workman's savings—his own house. The
Government is only going to build 500, and
its proposal seems, so far, to have thrown

a reil herring acr<j«s the heretofore clear

path of progress those locally interested

were pursuing with eivery prospect of

success.
>--•••-<

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH
ARTISTS.

The 147th exhibition of this Society is

roally a very ci-editable one. No lees than

203 exhibits testify to the determination

of its memlx-rs to keop things going in

.spite of prestmt adverse circumstances.

and include some works of more than

average merit and interest.

The President, Mr. Frank Brangwyn.

A.R.A., heads the show with thret^ sub-

jects. "A Venetian Paiaoe " (23) de-

servetlly holds the place of honour; and

his two" etoliings, - The Mosque " (82) and
" Cannon Street" (91) are in every way
worthy of his ix-putation—the latter

especially.

Mr. Francis Black, A.R.C.A., the secre-

tary, to wtliose assiduity the Society owes

much in these times, sends three

:

"Autumn on the Conway" (76), "A
Welsh Coi-nfield" (77), and " Caer-Rhiin,

Nortjh Wales " (78)— all pastels, and good

ones.

Mr. Hely Smith, the hon. treasuix-r, is

well to the fore with two contributions :

Lighters" (5), a most satisfactoi-y can-

vas, and a .st>asonable presentment of

•The (iulls of Blackfriars" (130).

The two au<litoi-s to the Society are well

i-epn-sented. Mr. Cliarles Tnce's " Sunset

on .\utumn Floods " (12) is excellent, so

is " Kindlei-s " (38) and " Noomlay
"

(98a) and ' \ Spring Morning " (135).

Mr. Rolx^rt Morley sends " An Old Manor
Housi- " (41), •• In the Wihis of the High-
lands " (61), the lx«t of his four; "One
of the Pack" (73), and "The Bridge,

Bradfonl-on-Avon " (79).

Mr. W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A., has two

lof his alwavs-welcome sea pieces :
" Pur-

K'ck niff " "(123) and St. Alban's Head "

(181), and a quiet but veiT ))leasing bit of
" Arundel " (129). Mr." Frwlerick F.

Fi.ottct st-ores well with "Ludlow" (2),

"The Madeleine" (9), and two pasteis,

" The Walls of (^hep.st<.w Castle " (79) and
• A Study at Chepstow " (80). Mr. H. S.

Kortright revives our hopes meteorologic-

ally and refix«hingly with " Spring Has
Come" (20), and none should miss his

•Road Aciiwis the Mai-sh " (57). Mr.
.Tohn Muirhead, R.S.W., has four ex-

hibits, all good, especially " Morning

:

Near Falais*'. Norn>andy " (21) and
•Huntingdon Bridge" (2"4). Mr. Alex.

ALicLean's "Fast Falls the Eventide"
(26) is attractive, and so is " TTie Silent

Moon " (50). " Unloading Vege^^ables
"
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(34), by Mr. E. A. Cox, is more to our
liking than " Tihe Green Dog " (14). Mr.
HaU Thorpe's "England ' (39) will catch
on. and his " Delphiniums " (107) are veiy
charming. Mr. Leonard Ricliniond's
" Exmoor " (56) is sortisfactoi-y, but his
" A Breezy Day "

(7) perhaps appeals to

us more attractively. Under the same
title, by the way, Mr. Alex Can-uthers
Gould (7) gives us another embodiment of
a similar character, togetliea- with a good
view of " Windsor Castle " (105) and two
other subjects, " Strand-on-the-Green "

(137) and "A Surrey Lane" (145). Mr.
P. H. Newmaji's only exhibit, " Go.ssips :

A Quiet Comer in the Ai-dennes," is an
excellent bit of quiet French peasant life.

Mr. W. Walcot sends three of his etch-
ings ; "Regent Street" (90), -The
Patricians" (93), and a more amibitious
but very good " Reminiscence of the Krem-
lin, Moscow" (152), on whicli we heartily
congratulate him. All will be glad .once
again to see Mr. A. Wallace Rimington
to the fore with " Where Spire and
Bastion Meet the Sky" (166), not the
least delightful of the many contributions
of the picturesque his many admirei-s
always enjoy, and miss when absent.
There is not much sculpture. Three of

Auguste Rodin's works are lent by Miss
Gwendoline and Miss Margaret Davies :

"Eve" (45), "Mozart" (46), and "Vic-
tor Hugo" (47). There are also some
replicas of a bronze bust of " Lord
Kitdhener " (48), by Mr. Herbert Binney,
who also has a medallion of Miss Brenda
Picton (13) in the case of miniatures. Of
the other miniatures the best are " Lilies

"

(1) and "Grief" (4), bv Mr. Joshua
Smith. Jlrs. W. M. N. Brunton has
several, the most attractive being " The
Empire Builders" (11) and "A'bamsel
of the Upper Nile" (12).

»•—«-
THE LATE MR. HIPPOLYTE ,J

BLANC, R.S.A.

We regret to record the death from pneu-
monia in his seventy-third vear of Mr
Hippolyte J. Blanc, R.S.A., "j.P., at his
residence. The Neuk. Strathearn Place,
Edinburgh, on the 12th inst. Mr. Blanc
was chiefly associated with ecclesiastical
architecture, and .several fine examples in
.Scotland will perpetuate his name. He was
entrusted with the erection of the Coates
Memorial Church, Paisley, which cost over
£110,000. and is one of the finest examples
of Gothic churches recently built in Scotland.
He was also associated with important works
nf restoration in connection with Edin-
burgh Castle, including the Parliament Hall,
which has been the scene of many notable
incidents in Scottish history, and which
housed the first Scottish Parliament. His
.skill in this interesting department nf archi-
tectural practice was also displayed in his
restoration of the ancient tower in Edin-
burgh Castle known as the Argyll Tower,
now one of the outstanding features of the
Castle buildings. One of his most important
undertakings was the design and erection
of Bangour Asylum for the Edinburgh Parish
Council, costing about £230,000. This
asylum has in intervening years received
widespread attention from public authori-
ties as a notable departure from the older
style of institutional building to the village
group system. The large series of build-
ings, with their central offices and various
accessories have since the outbreak of the
war formed an important centre for the
treatment of wounded soldiers.

Mr. Blanc was born and educated in
Edinburgh. He was a pupil of the late
David Rhind. architect, and he .studied in
the National Medallist Science and Art De-
partment School, and for a number of years
before starting on his own account was chief
assistant in the Edinburgh office of H.JL
Board of Works. His career has been one
of great activity. In addition to the build-
ings mentioned he was charged with the

designing and erection of a number of well-

known churches in Edinburgh, among which
may be mentioned St. Matthews', St. Mar-
garet's Episcopal Chapel, St. Cuthbert's,
t'hrist Church, Mayfield United Free
Church, and West Port United Free Church,
Elsewhere in Scotland he designed St.

James's Church, Paisley; Bro.vburn United
Free Church, West Kilbride United Free
Church. Kirkliston United Free Church,
Greenbank L^nited Free Church, Greenock,
and other churches in Tain, Broughty Ferry,
Perth, Woodend, Invergordon, Lasswade,
and Markinch.

Another important department of his work
was the designing of mansion houses, of

which there are numerous examples through-

out the country, including Ferguslie Park,

Paisley, and others at Ayr, Southdene, Wick,
and Broughty Ferry. In his treatment of

business premises he was successful in com-

bining an attractive design with appropriate-

ness in regard to the purpose for which the

building was to be used. Instances will be

found in the Edinburgh Cafe Company's
premises, the new brewery for Messrs. John
Aitchison and Co., and the brewery offices

for Messrs. D. and J. M. Bernard, at

Georgie. Probably his most recent important

work was the New Edinburgh Ladies' Col-

lege in Queen Street, a portion of which is

completed. The fine baths and gymnasium
at Dunfermline were built to his plans.

His standing as a Scottish architect was

recognised by his appointment as a Royal

Commissioner representing Scotland for the

International Exhibitions at Brussels, Turin,

and Rome.
His abilities were widely recognised,

and at various times he acted in

important capacities. In 1892 Mr. Blanc

was elected an Associate of the Royal Scot-

tish Academy. He became a full Academi-

cian in 1896. and for a number of years acted

as the hon. treasurer. He was also a Fellow

and for some time a member of Council of

the Royal Institute of Briti.sh Architects and

an F.S.A. Scot. He was several times

elected President of the Edinburgh Archi-

tectural Association, and was a prominent

member of the Scottish Society of Arts. One
of his recreations was the photographing

of interesting architectural buildings, and

this interest was reflected in the fact that

he was for many years president of the Edin-

burgh Photographic Society. He gained a

medal in Edinburgh for design in 1886, and

at Paris in 1889. Mr. Blanc was the author

of numerous papers and works on architec-

tural art and archfeolnsical subjects. He was

a member of the Scottish Conservative Club

and of the Scottish Arts Club. He is sur-

vived by his widow, who is a daughter of

Mr. Thomas Shield, of London, and one son,

who has been associated with him in business

for some years. We gave Mr. Blanc's por-

trait and' some notes on his career in our

issue of May 23, 1890. The following illus-

trations of some of his best known works

will be found in our issues named :—Edin-

burgh Ladies' College. July 25, 1913; King
Edward Memorial, Holyrood, August 2,

1912- St. Magnus Cathedral, Kirkwall.

October 7. 1910; Carnegie Baths and Gym-
nasium, Dunfermline, January 23, 1902;

Messrs. Jenner's premises, Edinburgh.
November 21, 1902 ; Diploma Drawing,
Coates Church, Paisley, .January 1, 1897;

Christ Church. Morningside, N.B.. January
6. 1899; Ferauslie Park, Paislev, May 27,

1892; Mayfield Church, August 17, 1894.

The funeral took place la.st Wednesday
from Christ Church, Morningside, to War-
riston Cemetery. Among the organisations

represented were the following : Royal Scot-

tish Academv—Sir James Guthrie (presi-

dent), the Rev. Dr. Wallace Williamson
(chaplain), and Mr, W. D. M'Kay (secre-

tary) ; Monks of St. Giles (of which Order
Mr. Blanc was " Father ")—Sheriff Guv, Mr.
.A. P. Melville, W.S.. Captain Cattenach.

Mr. David MacRitchie, C..\., Mr. Arthur
Easterbrook, Dr. Lowe, and Mr. John W. M.
Lonev, solicitor: the Scottish Arts Club

—

Mr. G. Ogilvy Reid. R.S.A. (president), Mr.
J. A. Ford (professional vice-president). Mr.
A. P. Melville, W.S. (lay vice-president).

Messrs. E. A. Walton, P.R.S.W., R.S.A.,
J. B. Dunn. F.R.I. B.A. ; Charles H. Turn-
'bull, S.S.C. ; H. S. Gamley, A. R.S.A. ; John
Hogben, and A. W. Lowe, solicitor, secre-

tary of the club; Edinburgh Architectural
A.ssociation—Mr. A. Lome Campbell,
F.R.I. B. A., and Mr. James Kerr, F.R.S.
(hon. secretary). Others present were Pro-
fessor Symington, Belfast; Mr. Arthur Giles,
Dr. Ronaldson, and Lieutenant Louis Blanc,
R.E., Mr, T. Forbes Maclennan, A.R.I. B. A.,
president of the .Edinburgh Architectural
As.sociation. representing the Royal Institute
of British Architects, London.

-•••—«-

STRUCTURAL DESIGN.
Mr. C. G. D. Burdett lectured on Friday,

February 23, before the Junior Institution
of Engineers, on " Structural Design,"
After a few remarks as to theory r('r.?i;.'< prac-
tice—the pure theorist being liable to design
elaborate and costly structures, while the
practical man must have some theory as a
basis for his work—the author passed on to

specific structural details, points to be ob-

served and practice to be avoided. By the

aid of the blackboard he dealt with such
details as :—Uniform pressure upon footings

to be obtained as nearly as possible. The
usually accepted formula for load over "lin-

tels" as being equal to weight of brickwork
contained within an equilateral triangle

whose bases equal span of opening was dis-

cussed and shown to be open to question.

Disposition of rivets and gusset-plate con-

necting members of roof trusses, bridge

girders, etc. Rivets, he held, should not

be put in tension, and should always have
plenty of metal in them before closing, to

form a good, full head; a short rivet allows

the hydraulic riveting " set " to bite the

plate around the rivet head, and consequently

weakens the plate.

The practice of jobbing builders, or, as

one member remarked, "building jobbers,"

of securing an H column by only two plain

cleats at the web to the baseplate, was con-

demned. The proper method, the lecturer

said, should be to rivet reinforcing plates

and cleats to the flanges. An airhole should

be drilled in the baseplate to avoid the pos-

sibility of air being trapped between it and

the concrete footing when grouting in, thus

preventing the load from being evenly dis-

tributed. Continuous beams were not in

favour, as unknown stresses were liable, due

to any settlement of individual supports. It

was easier, and probably cheaper in the

long run, to use, say, three 10-ft. lengths

rather than one 30-ft. length.

Ttie question of wind pressure was also

discussed. After the collapse of the Tay
Bridge experiments on wind pressures wer^
carried out, and as a result 56 lb, per square

foot was allowed on structures. This was
afterwards reduced to 30 lb., the value now
taken. In Germany 26 lb., in the United
States of America 20 to 25 lb. is taken.

A series of experiments made a few years

ago was cited. These were conducted on a

shed with artificial wind pressure, and it

was found that a " pressure bolster
"

existed on the windward side and a " suc-

tion bolster" on the lee side in the triangular

=riace formed by the shed side, a certain

distance out along the ground, and the

underside of the main air current, the air

current sweeping up, over, and down the

other side in stream-like fashion. In the

course of the discussion one member quoted

the highest record of the Meteorological

Office for wind pressure as 23 lb. per square

foot, steadily sustained for one hour. This
was registered at Fleetwood.

The Board of Trade have confirmed the fol-

lowing Order, made by the Light Railway Com-
missioners :—Axholme Joint Railway (Hatfield

Moor Extension Light Railway Revival of

Powers) Order, 1917, reviving the powers
granted by the Axholme Joint Railway (Hat-
field Moor Extension Light Railway) (Jrder.

1910, for the compulsory purchase of lands and
for the construction, completion, and working
of the railway and works authorised and for

other purposes.
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THE PERFECT DWELLING AT
LAST."

Under the above title the Housiny
Journal, the organ of the Workriien's National

Housing Council, offers some sensible re-

marks on the present position of the housing

cjui-^tion, so far as the workers are concerned.

It very rightly condemns, in the first place,

the total absence of systematic ventilation

in all such, and points out that it is im-

portant to note that, while no practicable

Mici'ea.se in the size of the apartments of a

dwelling can ever compensate for the lack of

iin adequate system of ventihilion, such a

system can very effectively make good any

shortage of air space due to the smallness of

an apartment. For examjjle, a small bed-

loom with an active e.xhaust flue and good air

.supply is vastly "healthier" than a large

(irie without. It then proceeds to dissect the

"authoritative examples" of suggested

healthy dwellings available in the two ex-

tensive collections of cottage designs put for-

ward by the departmental and advisory com-
mittees appointed by Mr. Runciman, when
President of the Hoard of Agriculture. These
plans, as our readers know, have been em-

ployed as the ofhcial basis from which to pre-

pare those which are necessary to illustrate

the development of pxi.sting types leading up
to the evolution of the new class. Those
plans will, therefore, be employed as the

basis from which to proceed in evolving the

series of elementary plans with which to

illustrate the futile character of the planning

of cottages of existing types, and to enable

the characteristic features and some of the

many advantages of the new class to be both

clearly demonstrated and easily understood.
" Trusting to the authority of eminent

architects," says the I/mising Journal, " we
were led to believe that the houses erected

at Well Hall by the principal architect of the

rtoard of Works, by the Port of London
.\ulhority at Plaistow, at Watford by the

local authority, and the cottages planned by
.Mr. Ross Young for the Middle Ward of

Lanarkshire, represented the utmost accom-
modation and the fullest economic value avail-

able to wage-earners and their families; they

.were, in fact, the absolute limit in the pro-

\ision of houses." We do not know who the

"eminent architects" were our contempo-
rai'v trusted to. but it is cominun knowledge
that by none have the manifest defects in

the houses at Well Hall been more clearly

pointed out than by .Mr. W. E. Riley, the

Superintending .Vrchitect to the London
County Council, whose experience in regard to

the housing riuestion is probably unequalled.

We ourselves have more than once endorsed
his remarks up to the hilt, and we admit at

once that the detailed criticism by the Hnus-
iiitj Journal of the Advisory Committee's
model plans is in many instances fully war-

ranted.

Criticism, however, is seldom valuable un-

less it insjiires or guarantees ability to do
better, and the Hniixinij Journal eulogises

'Uider the above title the plans of a " newly
evo'ved health-promoting class of dwellina,"
letters patent for which have been applied for,

and which it thus describes :

—

The high economic value which this new
i.laas of dwelling can offer at a cost relatively

less than that of any existing type of cottage

is secured l.aigely by means of its truncated

.uid bifurcated triangular wing po:-t>ion. This
nov<il foiTi) of \vi])g, which is one of the die-

'iiK'Xive features of the plan, possesses )iro-

pertie-s which are both unique arul valuable.

1(, enables the office accommodation and other

(•(invemieiices to be provided exactJy where
they are required, and the economy whwh it

secures boih directly and indirectly is re-

markable and unapproachable. Tlie semi-

enclosed entrance poroh, which is suflicient.ly

riiomy to serve as a sleeping porch for (he
diiniiciliaTy treatment of conwunptives, is one
of its economical cxvntributions. .aAid the direct

Cfimnnuucaiion which it provides between the
front and back gardens is another.
As compared with the u«ua.l type of wing.

the gain in space, the sjiving in material, and
the other advantages which it offers are all

snbstanli.ll.

For example, if two ground floor dwellings
h.nvins 15Jin. cavity walls were each

equipped with a wing having an overall area

of 100 square feet, the one square, the olhei-

triangular, both having 9-in. solid walls and

ceilings 10 ft. high, the triangular wing would

give about 198 cubic feet more space tliSi the

square one, and the value of this space when
jjriced as liouse-room at the Ollicially based

rate of ISti. per cubic foot would amount to

£12 7s. 6d.

The saving in walling is also imptwtant.

The dwelling with the triangular wing ac-

tually requiires less brickwork with than it

would without the wing, wherwus the dwelling

with the square wing requires much more, the

difference between the two amounting to about

£7 in favour of the new form of wing for

brickwork alone.

In roofing, the square wing would require

a separate roof, wiiioh would entail much
exta-a cost, but the triangular wing, bejiig

covered by a downward continiiatdon of the

main roof, entaiU no such exti-a outlay, aaid

is secured at the lowest possible cost.

By enabling the water-using appliaaces of

each pair of dwellings to be sca^'ed by the one

stack of pipes, and tlicso of four dwellings to

be so conveniently grouped that all foui' ca.n

be served by t/he one main water supply pipe

a.iid the one sot of drains and drainage connec-

tions, it thus provides for the maximum
attainable economy bedng secured 'im phraibea-

work.
In this respect alone it offers economic ad-

\'antages so substantial as to leave the most
convenient and economical five-apartment

cottages of existing types hojielessly behind.

By providing direct comrmuucation between

the front and the back garden without aJiy

mixing up of tenants in the use of paths, it

thus solves without extra outlay the problem

for which the relatively costly passage-way

shown in the Advisory Committee's model
plan No. 6 has been provided, but which,
while giving direct access, involves common
use and that loss of privacy which such make-
shift* entail.

In addition to the foregoing, it offers other
important advantages, which will be vei-y

fully appreciated by those who attempt to

provide the eq\iivalent accommodation in the

two-flatted t\'pe of dwelling in grouj) 2.

ITS .irCOiMMODATION.

The accommodation in each of the flat«

conijjrises five apartments, with ample office

and other conveniences. Eacih dwelling h;is a

roomy entrance-lobby, whioli has in front of

it a semii-encloscd entrance porch, which is

suflioiently large either to eling a hammock
in or to seat a family party. Jt cjiu be used

xs a sleeping porch for consumptives.

In order that tliorough fares with their

i'tt^ndant through draughts and t.he discom-

forts a.nd even dangers which these enUiil

may be avoided, the dwelling lias been so

(ilanned that onJy one outer doorway is

required.
(It the five apartments, four are exclusively

habitable and one excki-sively woa-king, and,

as is the case in all good dwellings, the

habitable is carefully isolated from the
kitchen and office accommod.ition.

In order that the requirements of the house-

wife may be most effioiently met, these are

fully provi-ded for mi a coniifortable, well-

lighted, and well-ventilated apartment, which
is specially arranged and ecpiipped for kitchen
.and all other working purposes, the fittings

beiiig ,so disjMScd as to enable her to cut down
the work to the ineducible minimum.

Full details of other advantages claimed are
given, but without plans no opinion is worth
miuoh as to their v.ahie. Perhaps when the
patent is completed we may have the opjwr-

tunity of illustrating them,
1 »»» I

In the .\rrochar Parish (liiMch ii memorial
tablet has been imveiled in memory of the late

Ciiptiiin MTuim. Cameron Hiuhlanders. son of

Prf)fessor M't'unn. Tnrbet. Loch T>omond. Cap-
tain M'Cunn fell nt the battle of Loos.

The archaeology and history of the parish of

Bretfort6n were tlie subjects of a [lalier read by
the Rev. J. E. H. Blake to the Birmingham
-Arch»oioErical Society last Wechiesday evening.
The speaker made special reference to an un-
usual feature in the church, the legend of St.

Margaret l>eing represented in one of the Capi-

tols of a column in the nave.

AFFOKESTATIUN : A NATIONAL
NKCESSIT4'.

;!ir J. IStirling Maxwell, in his lecture at

the Royal Institution last Friday on " .Scien

Cific Alforestation," drew attention to ti:-

national necessity of % policy of afforestatiori

Argument, he said, was almost supertluou-

after the Prime Minister's recent stateineni

in the House of Commons, when he told the

country plainly that timber at that critical

moment absorbed more .-^hipping than any

other import ; that the situation was, in con-

sequence, very grave ; and that in the attempt

to reduce imports the jiroblem of timber must

be attacked first. The fact was, said th>-

lecturer, that dependence on imported timber

had in this war been like a mill-stone round

our necks. The German Chancellor, in

booming the submarine blockade, invariably

coupled limber with foodstuffs, and he

thought he had every reason to do so. In

increased prices, freights and insurances, and
caigoes sunk, we had already wasted in the

last three years between thirty and forty mil

lions of money over the business, but the

timely expenditure of a fourth of that sum
would have established in this country, be

ginning 70 years ago, all the woods necessary

for our security. Our Allies were suffering

from our negligence, as well as ourselves, and

already the French forests were being sacri

ficed because we had not taken the precau

tions long ago taken by every other countrj-.

The question, had we made full use of the

timber growing in this country '! could not be

answered till the end of the war, but so

little was it considered at the beginning that

we had been at war more than a year before

any arrangements were made to encourage

the use of home-grown timber. It was faii

to .=ay that no one foresaw the enormous quan
titles of timber to be consumed by modern
military operations : also that no reliable sui-

vey of the timber available in the country

existed before the war. No survey had yet

been made, nor had any record been kept of

the amount felled.

After the War.

A danger period after the war was. h'

(liought. inevitable, when we should be very

vulnerable to any Power which could cut oft

overseas timber, but we must get our hou.-.

in order as soon as we could. The least w
could do. in the interests of national safel.\

was to increase the area of wood in the couii

try -enough to make us independent of im-

ports for at least three years in an emer-

gency. These islands contained vast areas

of rough pasture, little better than waste, .and

almost uninhabited, and. he asked, could im
better Use be made of them ? Every Eun
pean country had been faced by the problem,

and every country but this had already found
the solution in afforestation. There wen-
three matters, he ccuicluded, which must b"

taken up in advance, and he trusted publi

opinion would support the Government in

getting to work on them at once, even before

the end of the war. The first was a survev

to ascertain the best forest sites, the .second

the provision of plants in large quantities, an 'I

the third the training of forest officei-s—th^-

last was the mo.*t important of all. W"
should not succeed in this difficult business

ludess It was placed in the bands of comp'
tent men.

>-«••—<

Mr. K. J. Goo<la<'!e. assistant to the iKjroUL-li

surveyor ()f Shrewsbury, has received a commit
sioM as technical officer to labour units attaclii !

to the Liverpool Regiment.

Mr. Arthur S. Butterworlh. A.M.Inst.C.K
City Engineer of Port Elizabeth, whose deatii

has taken place in South Africa, was formerly

Town Surveyor of Hythe. Kent.

Lance-Corporal A. F. Osborne, whose n.ime

appeared in a recent list of posthumous honom
as the recipient of the Military Medal, was a

general labourer in the Camberwell borough
engineer's department

Daiuinios' Pasha claims to have discovered

in .\boukir Bay the site of Canopus. which
before the foundation of .\lex<uidri« was the

commereiul capital of the country and the

most importont religious centre in Lower
Egvpt. .\mong the finds is a great public

bath of the Ptolemaic period.
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THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The London County Council, at its meet-

in;^ yesterday, elected Lord Crewe a.s Chair-
man. Mr. .John W. Gilbert, the Chairman of

the Education Committee, was put forward
by the Municipal Reformers for the Vice-
Chairmanship, and for the office of Deputy-
Chairman the Progressives nominated Mr. T.
F. Hobson. Choice of the chairmen of several
of the committees is to be left this* year to
the Progressives. The Building Acts Com-
mittee this year will consist of the follow-'

ing:—R. AV. Granville-Smith, W. A.
Xicholls, Walter Reynolds, H. V. Rowe,
Lieut. -Colonel H. H. Tasker. Andrew T.
Taylor, H. R. Taylor, H. de R. Walker,
Kingsley Wood.
The total of the capital estimate for

1917-18 for the Council's own expenditure is,

fxcludinj; general contingency provisions,
£379,875, or £271,310 less than the corre-
^Ijonding total of the estimates for the cur-
I'ent financial year. The amount to be pro-
\ ided in the Money Bill in resiject of loans
to the various local authorities in London is

£200,000 for 1917-18. and a like figure for
the following si,\ months ; half of each
amount will be allocated to loans to the
Metropolitan borough councils.

In connection with the proposed recon-
.~t ruction of the Charing Cross railway bridge,
it is suggested to provide an additional stair-
case from Victoria Embankment to Charing
Cross footbridge, giving access to the foot-
bridge from the river side of the Embank-
ment. The County Council is recommended
to provide a site.

The Building Acts Committee reported at
some length with regard to the Euston Road
case, the London County Council r. Gals-
worthy, as follows :

—

f.ENBR.-VL LINE OF BUrLDINGS ON THK
SOUTHERN- SIDE OF EtrSTON ROAD liETWKKN
SOUTHAMPTON- STREET .A.XD FITZROY
STRF.ET.

1. On April 18, 1916 (p. 374). we reported
that a special case, entitled London County
Council V. Galsworthy, relating to the general
line of buildings on the southern s'de of tre
portion of Euston Road between Southamp-
ton Street and Fitzroy Street, the settlement
of which had stood civer from 1912 pending
the decision of the House of Lords in the case
r'f Clode r. Tlie Council, had been stated by
the Tribunal of Appeal, and, in view of the
decision of the House of Lords in favour of
the Council in Clode's case, we recommended
that the decision x>i the High Court should be
obtained upon this .special case, and the
Council resolved accordingly. The Divisional
Court affirmed the decision of the Tribunal of
.\ppeal, and on November 14, 1916 (p. 998),
the Council decided to appeal against this
decision.

The facts in regard to Galsworthy's case
are shortly as follows :—In 1897 the super-
intending .architect of metropolitan buildings
dened the general line of buildings in the
portion of Euston Road between Southamp-
ton Street and Fitzroy Street at a distance
approximately SO ft. from the pavement, .m
appeal was lodged against this decision, and
the Tribunal of Appeal fixed the line at a
distance of about 17 ft. from the carriageway,
and prolonged the line across Fitzroy Street
to Tottenham Court Road. After the deci-
sion of the House of Lords in the case of the
Council >. Fleming (Council Minutes, Novem-
ber 29. 1910. p. 1238), and acting upon
counsel's advice, we decided to test the
validity of the order made by the Tribunal
in 1897. The superintending architect was,
therefore, requested to define" the general line
of buildings Avith respect to a plot of land
within this section. This lire was defined
between Southampton Street and Fitzroy
Street as being approximately 50 ft. baclj
from the pavement. The owners affected
api^ealed to the Tribunal of Appeal, with the
result that the Tribunal made an order,
dated November 21, 1912, allowing the
appeal, with costs, the effect being to re-

affirm the line laid down by the Tribunal in
1897. In pursuance of the decision to test
the validity of the order of the Tribunal of
1897. the Tribunal was asked to state a
special case in order that the Council might
iie in a position to appeal to the High Court.
Th- -.iTieal against the decision of the Divi-

.--ional Court was argued before the Court of

Appeal, consisting of the Master of the Rolls

and Ijord Justices Warrington and Scrutton,

on February 27 and 28, 1917, when Mr.
Upjohn, K.C., and Mr. Craig Hender-
son represented the Council, and Mr.
Pollock, K.C., and Mr. Herbert Smith repre-

sented the respondents. Counsel on behalf

of the Cou.icil were heard at considerable

length in support of the contention that the

Tribunal had exceeded their jurisdiction in

taking' into consideration a portion of the

street which had not been dealt with by the

certificate of the superintending architect,

and w'hich was outside the row or block of

buildings in which the building, the subject

of the certificate, was situate. The t^jiirt

held that the Tribunal's decision of 1897 was
conclusive against the Council, and that the

jurisdiction in regard to the length of street

deali with by them was not in any way re-

stricted to the length of street taken into con-

sideration 'by the architect in his certificate,

and 'the.y affirmed the decision of the Divi-

sional Court and that of the Tribunal, with

costs against the Council.

A suustantial portion of the southern side

of Euston Road is affected by this judgment,
and the decision, if allowed to stand, will

give rights to many owners of buildings on
that side of the road which the House of

Lords, in Fleming's and Clode's cases, held

were not open to owners on the north side of

the road. Unless this is to be conceded, the

only remedy possible to the Council is to

obtain a reversal of the decision ; and, having
regard to the great importance of the

matter, we consider that an appeal should be
entered against the decision of the Court of

Appeal.
"There is provision in estimate No. 14 for

any expenditure which may have to be in-

curred during the current financial year, and
any necessary provision will be made in the

estimates for 1917-18. We have informed the

Finance Committee of our intention to re-

commend the Council to appeal against the

decision. We recommend—
" That an appeal be entered against the

decision of the Court of Appeal in the case

of the Council (•.''Galsworthy relating to the

general line of buildings on the southern side

of the portion of Euston Road between
Southampton ^Street and Tottenham Court
Road.

>—•o»—<

STAINED GLASS.
War ^Memorial Window for Langside Church.
From an anonymous donor Langside Parish

Church. Glasgow, 'has received the gift of a
costly five-lig^ht stained glass window as a war
memorial, designed by Mr. A. Rigby Gray and
executed by ilessrs. Wm. Meilde and Son.s,

(ilasgow. Its subject is Victory, illustrating

not an exaltation of the profession of arms, but
rather as an epitome of the spiritual graces and
high resolves for which Great Britain is fighting.

The central figure is Christ, enthroned, holding
a cross, symbolic of the Redemption and power
over sin and death. Beside him are St. John,
St. Stephen, and a little child representing the
three types of martyrdom, and beneath is St.

Paul, the Christian soldier, bequeathing to a
little child the heritage and fruit of war. In
the flanking lights are figures representing
Prudence, Justice, Temperance, and Fortitude,
and these are trampling on the Dragon of Evil.
Overhead a row of figures in the processional
indicate the departed spirits who have made
the supreme sacrifice. The whole design stands
out clearly on a background of silver-grey.

)->•••>-(
The Scarboi-ough Corporation have decided

that beifore sanctioning any more plans for con-
version of large houses into flats a report from
the officials concerned shall be considered.

The St. Austell U.D.C. have approved- a site

for the proposed joint hospital building on the
high altitude from Tregonissey Road to the
Look Out. The ground consists of about two
acres.

The Livei-pool C-oi-poration reports 21,000
buret water pipes, and serves notices to repair
" when the weather permits." Fair weather,
however, does not pix>duce plumbers, w'hile
damage and delay add to the serious cost. The
Birkenhead CVjrporation notifies :

" Repairs
must be effected in three days, or the corpora-
tion will perform the work and charge the
owners." Liverpool ownei-s, perplexed for lack
of plumbers, would hail the Birkenhead notice
with joy.

A REASONABLE COMPLAINT.
.Mr. E. Peter Jones, of the Mersey Iron-

works, Ellesmere Port, in a letter to the
Xcifioii, says :

—

"Before the war my business was in a
most efficient and progressive condition, em-
ploying over 1,000 workpeople, and exporting
goods to the value of one million per annum.
This export business was seriously crippled

as soon as the war broke out, amd owing to

that, and latterly to the suppression of the

industry by the ilinistry of Munitions on
account of the shortage of raw materials, the

plant has not worked on the average at more
than one-third of its capacity since the war
began.

" The works, wihidh is one of the most
modern and economical in the country, con-

s-Lsting of over eiglht acres of buildings,

equipped throughout with electric cranes and
power, and served by private sidings and
canal, was offered to the Government in

November, 1914, and to the Ministry of

Munitions in June, 1915, for the purpose of

shell manufacture, for which it is almost ideal,

but each time the proprietors were told that

it wa-s not required.

"No effort of any kind was made to utilise

the works in the national interest, or to put

anv other business in the way of the firm, in

])lace of that which it was found necessary in

the national interest to destroy, until October,

1916, when, after further representations,

some little work was found for it, but at a

price which cannot compensate for the

suppression of its pre-war business.
" Meanwhile, expensive sites have been pur-

chased and costly plants erected all over the

country (some in" the same township) without

any previous inquiry into the resources of the

neighbourhood. Apparently certain indi-

viduals got jdbs to erect new plants, and

naturally did not want to know of existing

plantsi' Thus we arrive at tbe policy of erect-

ing State factories, which will be idle after

the war, or ^Id for much less than their,

cost, and the ruin of private esUblishments

by closing down their business and drafting

tlie men away under the Volunteer Service

Acts to State factories.
" One is wiUing to suffer a great deal tor

this war, but that is the kind of justice which

makes one feel that when the war is over it

would be wiser to transfer one's energies anel

experience to where they are likely to meet

with fairer recognition."

The TuUamore Urban Council have decided

to extend the manual instruction room of the

Technical Institute by about 37 ft. at ""

estimated cost of ibetween £220 and £240.

At the annual meeting of the Birmingham

Society of Artists, held on Saturday evening,

the following were elected members:—Mr.

John R. Harvey and Mr. V. De Ville ;
and aa

associates, Mr. Bernard Munns, Mr. Ernest

Treglown, Mrs. Gaskin, and Mr. H A. Payne.

According to the lists which come into foi-ce

on April 6, the gross valuation of London is

£55 533,572, an increase of £160,092 since April

last. The rateable value, £45,363,520, shows

an increase of £150,337, and compares with an

increase of £231,083 shown by the first supple-

mental valuation lists of the quinquennium

1911 to 1915.

The Board of Trade has ordered, under

the Defence of tihe Realm Regulations, that

tlio provisions of Article 2 of the Papea- Re-

striction Order, 1917, so far as they restrict

the exhibition of posters making announce-

ments with respect to the contents of, or ad-

vertising in any manner, any newspaper or

periodical, shall extend to pesters or adver-

tisements of a similar character, of whatever
material they are made. It was certainly

time, in view of certain evasions of an order

all rospcctalble papers at once loyally observed.

Mr. and Mrs. Ward, of Lansdown, Stour-

bridge, have received official intimation of the
death in action of their only son, Second
Lieut. William Ward. He entered the Army
at the beginning of the war, joining the Pubhc
Schools Battalion at Epsom, and after a few
months was granted a commission in the Wor-
cestere. He was articled to Mr. W. Fiddian.

engineer and sur^-eyor, and afterwards, until he
left civil Kfe, was engaged in the Government
valuation offices in London. He was educated
at Wolverley Grammar School, and had just

parsed his 27th birthday.
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THE BANQUE DREYFUS, RUE DE LA BANQUE, PARIS.
M. Henri Paul Nenot, K.I.B.A. Royal Gold Medallist 1917, Architect.
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inr HHInstrations.

M'^ Ki wKl GR.V.\1.\1AR SCHOOL.
The eiitrajice front and interior view of the

.-sembly hal!, together with the plans and
l-stiiptiou 'ji this new building, lately

imislied, were published in our issue for

February 28 last. Today we give two more
photograiphs of the st^hool premises—viz., the
Quadrangle view of the Great Hall and of the

loisters or Entrance Open-air CorHdor.
Messrs. R*gin;Ud H, Spalding and Krnest O.
Theakston. FF.R.I.B.A.. of Linwln's Inn,
lie the arcbitectvs. .Messrs. D. Eadie and Co.,

I SJtooJiport, were the builders, '.iame good
'•aile details 'of this work -will appear iu our
luges shortly.

i'he b.\nque dreyfus and the
i;ra-\u hall of the hoti-x
.MBl-RIHE, PARIS.
In oiu- issue of February 28 we gave several

jiarticiJaTs concerning the life and work of

i.he Royal Oold Medallist' for 1917, M. Henri
Paul Nenot, Hon. Foreign corresponding
member of the R.I.B.A. and member of the
Institute of France. On Wednesday, Maiih 7,

lour sheets of illustratioiis were devoted to

his greatesrt- wrirk. the National I'niversity of

the Xew .S'orbonne, built dn the Rue de.s

Rixiles, Paris. An epitome of the hi.story of

this vast educational establishment appeared
in the same issue. Today we present some
jxliotographs, kindly sent us f<«r the purpose
by M. Nenot, the sxibjects of whioh are '"ilie

Banque Dreyfus, Rue de les Hanques," and
ill

' Interior of the Grand Hall of the Hotel
Meurice.'' also at Paris. We shall give

<iime other illu.stra.tions of the Royal Gold
Medallist's admirable and typical buildings at
Mil early date.

XKW OFFICES OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION FOR NEW SOUTH
WALES AT SYDNEY.
These new offices for the tJovernment

DopiH-tmeiii oi Education. Sydney, New
Si.uth WaleSj occupy about half the block
hounded by Bridge, Loftus, Young, and Bent
."streets, and after removal of the old offices

Ml the Department of Public Instruction',

iidjoining at the rear, the entire scheme will

l>e completed by the erei'tion of a •orrespond-
iiig jxjrtion for housing the offici.uls of the
Dejiai'tment of Agriculture. The street

facades are of freestone, treated boldly, yet

with simplicity, in the Renaissance style,

ukI. though harmonising with the adjacent
Government buildings, present a pleasing
riiiitrast in .simplicity off design. The interior

of the premises iis plainly finished, Ijut in the
Bridge and Liiftus Streets entiances and
staircases Dhe judicious iiitroduoti<m of
coloured naitive marbles in wall panelling,
columns, pilasters, etc.. has produ:?ed an ex-
cellent effect-. Special attention has been
jtiven Ui light and ventilation, heating, and
vacuum-ckvining, in which regard the build-
ing ranks liigh in comparison with other
modern offioe buildings in the city. The ex
toiL-dve flat roof provides ample yard and
liromenatlfc space, and a p-art i.s being adapted
for miniaiture rifle-range purjxises, with an
rffective range of about 80 ft., and complete
inmimiity from danger. The buiUing was
designed by 'Mr. George McRae. Government
irchitect.

nnURCH OF ST. CATHERINE,
NEASDEN. MIDDLESEX.

We gave a double-page interior view of

this ne^' church, not yet finished, in our issue

of .lanuary 17, when a description appeared.
To day nn exterior sketch and a plan of the
Uuilding are published. Mr. .lohn S. Alder.
F.R.I.B.V.. of Effingham House, Arundel
Street, .'^ruiid, is the arehilcct.

I'he couiK il ,'t Tiinit}' Collupo. Glonalinoml.
ail! appealing for help in i>aising a memorial
fund, to Ih' devoted nnrtly to the oivction
of a ^uiljiblc mi'uiorial in the coUeffc chapel
and partly to '_'ivina: assistance whore re

i)uire<i, for the education of th<> sons of Old
Gli^nalmonds who hnve given their lives in
the -war Conies of the appeal may bo ob

1 the warden.

(JTorresponUcna.

REGISTRATION OF BUSINESS
NAMES.

To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—May 1 point out that, strictly

speaking, Wednesday, the 21st inst., is the

last day for existing fii-ms to register?

Thursday, the 22nd, is generally supposed
to be tlie last day, but tiie Act says " Before
the expiration of tliree months from the

pasising of the Act." TJie Act was passed

on December 22. The third month expires

on -March 21, and tihe fourth month com-
mences on March 22. Possibly some indul-

gence may be shown to late-comers Who
have not underetood this, but the coun.sel

of perfeotion is to be on the safe side.

An amazing ammmt of ignorance on this

new Act e.xists, even in high quarters. A
Jfember of Parliament actiially a.sked tho
President of the Board of Trade when the
" regulations " would 'be ready, ais he wanted
to know whether an individual caiTying on

a profession or business with the words
" and Company " after his name was re-

quired to register ! Any intelligent student

of the Act itself could hav_> told him that

the answer is in the affirmative without
waiting tor the " regulations " or wasting
the time ocf the House of Commons and a

Cabinet Minister.—Y'ours, etc.,

Geo. W. Dunes.
The Information Bureau, Ltd..

140. Stran-d, W.C.

OBITUARY.
The death is announced, in his seventy-

first year, at Chelmsford, of Mr. William
Hunnian, F. R.I.B.A., who, prior to his retire-

ment, was well known as an architect, and
principally as the designer of the Binning-
bam General Hospital. Born in London m
1846, the son of the late Mr. ChiU'les Hen-
man, a Fellow of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, the deceased gentleman
passed some of his early professional years in

the office of Mr. T. Hayter Lewis, F.S.A.,

Professor of Architecture at University
College, London. Mr. Henman started prac-

tice at Stockton-on-Tees and Middlesbrough
with Mr. .J. W. Alexander. They conxpeted

for the erection of many public buildings,

among their suci^cssful designs being those for

the West Bromwich Town Hall, tlie Hands-
worth Public Buildings and Free Library,

and a similar building at Aston. Dissolving

partner.ship with Mr. Alexander, Mr. Hen-
man removed to Birmingham in 1879, and,
entering the competitive arena again, had his

designs accepted for the infirmary of the

West Bromwich Union, 'llie deceased gen-

tleman was also a good domestic architect,

and the erection of his house in Westfield

Road, Edgbaston, led to many commissions
for this class of work in that district. Hv>

also did a good deal in the way of church

restoration iu various parts of the country,

and also designed a number of school build-

ings and the Newcastle Free Library.

His principal work, however, as slated

above, was the Binningham General Hospital,

the design for which was awarded the pre-

mier prize by Mr. Alfred Waterhouse in a

competition which attracted much notice pro-

fessionally. Mr. Henman was much esteemed

among his brother architects, and filled the

office of president of the Birmingham Archi-

tectural Association from 1894 to 1897. He
retired about 1912, and the evening of his

day.i was spent in the South of England.

We regret to announce the death, which

took place on Monday morning week, at

his residence at Thames Ditton, of Mr.
Gibson Thompson, founder and editor of

TItr Siirrri/or. Mr. Thompson, who was
fifty-nine years of age, in bis youth gained

an insight into municipal work at Camber-
well, where his father was proprietor and
bead master of St. Mary's College, Hanover
Park. He was engaged for some time in

the office of the vestry clerk of Camberwell,
the late Mr. G. W. Marsden; but, resigning

his position, proceeded to Portugal and en-

gaged in literary work. Returning to Lon-
don, he was able to extend his connection
with literature, and was the author of many
fugitive pieces in various periodicals. He
subsequently commenced the publication of
Thi ,iurrei/or, and speedily made for it the
established position it has long occupied.
The funeral took place last Thursday after-

noon at Thames Ditton, the committal being
preceded by a service in St. Nicholas's

Church, at which the Rev. B. H. Bosanquet.
vicar, officiated. The family were repre-

sented by Mr. E. D. Ellis (brother-in-law)

and Master Langhorne Tliompson (son of

the deceased), and others present included
Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, Mr. E. C. Pinks.

.Mr. Prescott Row. Mr. Charles Reid, Mr.
Charles Mason, and Mr. Horace Mason, the

three last-named representing the editorial

and business departments of The Surveyor.

The death occurred last Thursday, at his

residence, 65, Sandon Road, Edgbaston, of

Mr. William Henry Ward, an architect, who
for more than 50 years jiractised in Paradi.se

Street, Birmingham. Born at Hamilton,
.Scotland, in 1844, and educated at Glasgow
and Hereford, Mr. Ward was articled to the

late Mr. James Cranston, with whom he saw
a large amount of important work, notably in

church architecture, and gained a thorough
knowledge of the routine of his profession.

He went to Birmingham in 1865, and built up
a large practice, which he carried on until

the early [lart of 1914. when he retired in

favour of his son, who for a long period had
been his partner. Soon afterwards war broke
out, and Mr. Ward, junior, who was an
officer in the Territorial Force, was called up
for service. His father then returned to

the office in Paradise Street, and carried on
the business until the recent illne.ss which
resulted in his death. Mr. Ward specialised

in public work, and designed the Dudley
Road Infirmary, the City Sanatorium, in

Yardlev Road, as well as the one at Salterley

Grange, Cheltenham, and also the City Hospi-
tal at Little Bromwich. Among other im-

portant buildings which were erected to his

design? were the Great Western Arcade, the

Grand Theatre, the I'nion Offices in Edmund
Street, Lincoln's Inn Buildings, and several

of the principal hotels and restaurants. He
was also the architect of infirmaries, work-
houses, and sanatoria at Brentford, Bradford.
Donoaster. Sheffield. Wolverhampton, Alces-

ter, Solihull, Nottingham, Chesterfield, and
many other places. He rest9red Maxstoke
Castle for the late Sir Charles Featherstnne
tlilke. par's of Warwick Castle for the late

Earl of Warwick, and a number of churches
were built or restored in accordance with the

plans he prepaied, including part of St.

Mary's, Handsworth. Mr. Ward, who was
in his seventy third year, leaves » widow, a

son, and two daughters.

Competitive designs are beinj^ invited by tlit-

Olilham C(^rnoration Health Committee for the

erection of a nurses' home at Westhnlme.
A Government Bill has been introduced in the

Ontario Legislature nrovidini; for the construc-
tion of a provincial highway from Detroit River
across Ontario to the (}uobec boundary, a dis-

tance of five hundred mile:-.

In a report on town-]>Iannin(r the General
Purposes C'c^mmitteo of the Dudley Corpora-
tion states that it frixiucntly takes from three

to four years to secure the final adoption anil

confirmation of a town-plannin(j scheme.

I.ioutonnnt G. W. Callcndor. Woroestershire
Regiment, who has Iuhmi killed, aged twenty-
seven, was a eon of Mr. William Oallender.
iTonoral manairer of the Bank of New Zea-
land. Ho had just qualified as an architect

when wv\r broke out. and he loinod the .Artist

Rifles. Tie was commissioned to the Woroes-
ter.xhiro Regiment in 1915, and was promoted
lieutena!»t six months afterwaixls. He left

for the front on Sejitoinber 6. 1916.

The menibers of the Dundee Poorliouse Coni-

niittee have adopted a new line of action in

connection with the proposed erection of an
isolation hospital at .Ashcliffe. Two schemes
liave been before the committee, one estimated

to cost £1.000, the other £3.000. At the last

meotins both were abandoned in favour of a

proposal that the whole question be remitted

to a new committee to endeavour to evolve a
new scheme.
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ECONOMIC RECUPERATION AFTER
WAR.*

By Froi. W. R. Scott, D.Phil., Litt.D.,
LL.D., P.B.A.

When one endeavours to pierce the veil
tliat liiides from us at i^reseiit those future
years which will be brightened by the- return
of peaxie, it seems as if popular opinion
hovera between two opposite poles of
thought. The one tj^e thinlcs of peace as
meaning a resumption of social and economic
life just as it was when its normal develop-
ment was interrupted by tlie outbreak of
war. The othea- ty|3e is quite the oppos.ite^
it seems to regard the early days of peace
as an economic tabula rai<a upon which a
new economic history may be written. Yes,
:a Uilnda rasa perhaps—^biit only in the sense
that economic anovements , both of the paist

and of the present, have left invisible traces
upon it in a species of secret writing which
will gradually come to light when the war
IS oveiT. As differentiated from these one-
sided viewsj there must be divined some-
thing of the future based as much as pos-
sible upon economic knowledge and the
resource* of past experience in so far as
these are applicable. Indeed, such an in-

quiry, apart from its practical vaJue, is a
test of the efficiency of modern political

economy, which, to the e.\tent to which it

is a. science, shoaild be able to predict. Yet
prediction, as regards the present war, has
been largely falsified by events to a degree
wliich has been remarkable. Thus it is cer-

tainly safer, if less enterprising, for the
economist to wait upon events, contenting
hiniself with classifying, investigating, and
pronomicing upon these aftert they have
happened. This is useful work, but the time
for moiich of it ia not yet ; rather may we
not try to see, limvever imperfectly, some-
thing of the reat'tion of the present war
upon the future of industry, thereby
a.ttempting to forecast the imaterial destiny
of Europe during a part of the next
generation ?

Moralists, poets, philosophers, economists,
and statesmen have written much of the
•evils of war. To each nation, whose tem-
perament is essentially pacific, there is

given a clear vision of the losses involved
in a state of hostilities. On its material
side war involves immense destniction and
waste ; and it is fhis wiliich has to be re-

paired in the subsequent years -of peace

—

if that be possible. Accordingly, tiie first

."vteit will be to estimate the volume of the
loss of wealth occasioned by warfare. There
is, first, the loss of hmman prodxictive

power in so far as productive workers are

killed or suffer in industrial efficiency by
reason of wounds or disease due to war.
Here is a war loss which is obvious, and
whic-h is irreplaceable till a new geneo-ation

fill.s the vacant places, or alternatively, till

a new supply of labour can be drawn froni

^elsewhere. Secondly, during tlie progress

of hostilities highly skilled labour is

diverted froni productive to destructive

employments. In the third place, the con-

sequences of this are visible in the devasta-
tion to which tracts of country have been
suibjected which have been fought over by
contending armies. Again, naval operations
have involved losses of shipping. In the

fifth place, the general supply services of

armies in the field inevitably occasion a

tertain waste of stores. Then, in the sixth

place, the high cost of modern war is likely

lo impose a certain strain upon the credit

and finance of the combatant countries. In
mo-st cases immense additions to the funded
debt are already 'necessary, and these will

grow with the duration of the war. In
addition, there are unfunded borrowings,
whether ,in the form of bank credits

to a government or in lai-gely in-

creased issues of paper money. Sooner
or later these debts must be faced,
and the interest on a founded debt
will impose a heavy burden on future in-

dustry for many years to come, while un-
funded debts or excessive issues of paper
money will probably be dealt with by the
flotation of a loan when the time is judged
opporlunCi Here, again, there v\]\ be a

A paper read Feb. 20, 1917, before tbe Institution
of Enfjineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland.

further charge for interest. It may be tliat

where 4)he credit and financial systems have
become highly artificial, the position cannot
foe adjusted without a commeixnal crisis ; and,
if so, the losses through a temporary collapse
of credit, caused indirectly by the war, must
be added to the more immediate war losses.

Even yet the melancholy catalogue is not
complete. There remain minor factors to be
reckoned. There is a certain dislocation of
production whioh arises upon mobilisation,
and ag.^in upon demobilisation. If the indus-
tries of a country were organised efficiently

before the 'war, the diversion of demand and
contraction of production usually, if not,

indeed, inevitably, involve producing at a
le.ss advantage than before. Again, tlie

closing of trade routes forces recourse to

substitutes for some commodities j reviously

used, an.d the substitutes are frequently
either inferior, or else more costly. War, in

fact, removes many of the advantages wliich
previously accnied from territorial division

of labotu'.

Changes of territory, too, as a result of
peace terms, have to he reckoned. Here, in

the aggregaite, the loss to production in
general is to be mea,sured by the extent to
which the new owners of STich conquered or
ceded districts are less efficieJit producers
than its foi-mei- owners : wlliile, conversely, if

the ultimate settlement follows the nroad lines

of racial divisions, a gain ratlier than a loss

may be anticipated in the greater content-
ment and more congenial political affinities

of the population affected iby the change.
Again, there is the question of indemnities,
which, in piinciijle, is closely connected with
that of loans to be raised for purposes of

war, adding to the debt of the country which
pays, the indemnity and lessening pro tanto

that of "the country which receives it. In
the aggregate it would seem that this process
involved a mere transfer of a claim to wealth
from one country to another, but it may be
questioned whether, under the conditions
which are likely to govern tilie final settle-

ment, and where the indemnity is paid by
one great power to anotlier great power, the
sacrifice of the fomier may not be larger

than the benefit accruing to the latter. Also,

there is the element, -at .present largely in-

determinate, of the position of tariffs after

the war. Clearly a state of international re-

lations in which, after a political peace, a

'War of tariffs was waged, would be yet

another element to be added to the long list

of war losses, in so far as trade was diverted

into artificial channels beyond such a degree

as its course was facilitated 'by lesser Customs
duties amongst friendly nations. So much
depends u,)X)n the course of the various canr-

paigns, and the state of feeling between the

preseait time and the declaration of peace

that, while the jxissibilities offer a fascinating

field for conjecture, the elements of the

problem are 'too uncertain and too fluctuating

to afford any fii-m basis for calculation. At
the moment of writing it would appear that

this is a phenomenon of which account must
be taken.

The foregoing factors, while not e.xhaustive,

appear to be the chief which have to be con-

sidered. It is needless to say that the list

is already long, and it is a distres<iing one.

But the mere enumeration of these conditions

only opens up the really difficult problem of

the degree of importance which is to be

assigned to each. And that difficulty be-

comes intensified iby the fact that all these

causes will continue to operate in vai-ying

degi'ees during the unknown period wliich

must elaipse until peace is declared and in

dustry can return to its normal course. There-

fore, all that is possible is to attempt to sig-

nalise those causes whioh are likely to be

most powerful in determining the post-bellum

conditions. Two of these stand out pre-

em'inently. These are the loss of labour-

power and the aocumulatit n of debt, whethei'

funded or unfunded. It would seem tliat

for many years to come the Great Powers
of Europe %vill be weary Titans toiling pain-

fully under the crushing load of their public

obligations. And the diminution in the sup-

ply of labour seems to make the process of

recovery slower than it would have been had

the slaughter been less. Moreover, the effi-

ciency ot credit has made it possible to mort-
gage future production to an extent previously
unknown. No doubt, ultimately, the modern
system of credit will enable the burden to be
diffused over the production of a long period,

but it can scarcely be anticipated that the

transition from credit on a war basis to credit

on a peace basis can be effected without :i

serious crisis in some of the belligerent coun-
tries, perhaps not immediately after the war.
but not very long after peace has been made.
Such a crisis, .should it come, would delay re-

covery in the countries where it occurred, and
it would react upon the renaissance of indus
try in other nations whose credit had stood
the strain with less disturbance.
In confronting a situation so unparalleled

both imagination and courage are required

—

imagination to divine the economic condition.s

of the new Europe which will arise out of the
suffering of the old ; and courage, too, in order
to recover as quickly as may be and upon a

secure basis from the enormous losses which
are accumulating daily. It appears to me
that, when one faces the future in this spirit,

the degree of the resilience in industry may
easily be underestimated. To a very consider
able extent the disorders which war is inflict-

ing upon . industry are generating antidotes.
The swollen war costs are forcing economy
upon the belligerent peoples. Observers of

pre-war social conditions cannot fail to have
noted the rapidly rising standard of living
over a very great part of Europe. In the
closing years of last century, and during the
early yearrs of the present one, the peoples were
garnering the fruits of more than fifty years-,

of remarkable economic progress. Thus,
habits of comfortable, and even luxurious, liv

ing had been formed. The present generation
had become accustomed to that form ot free
spending which Aristotle described as the
characteristic of those who, having inherited
wealth.had never known privation(A6uSe/)iwTepoi

5^ ilvtxi doKovcrti' ol fii] KTrjadfxei'Oir dXXd
irapaXaliii'Tes Trjv ov<rlaV &Trapk re x^P ''^

War is enforcing a return to a more Spar-
tan regime. Gradually habits of economy are
perforce replacing those of profusion. But
as these habits become estahli.shed. their in-

fluence will tend to persist when the war is

over. Hence resources will be derived from
this source, partly to pay interest on war
debts, partly further to supply the new capi-
tal which will be required in large amounts
to replenish working capitals and to replace
buildings, plants, and means of transport
which have been destroyed during hostilities.

'

Thus there are indications that the war itself

is calling into existence a fund from which
some of its own waste will be repaired. War
and luxury are alike unproductive expendi
tures : but while the latter has been continu-
ous, the former outlay is compressed into a

comparatively brief period, thereby anticipat-
ing at one bound the disbursements upon
luxuries during many future years.

It is in this way that the recapitalisation of

industry will be provided, and that, it may be
hoped, without undue delav. It is to be re-

m.embered that the productive capacity of the
extractive industries remains unimpaired, ex-
cept in the event of war lasting so long that
permanent improvements in the land may be
come seriously depreciated. Though factories

may be stopped during the war, to a large-

extent their productive capacity remains. In
a country whose resources are ill-developed

these are the only productive losses to be
faced, and the recovery of them should not be
difficult, particularly if it can be aided by
moderate loans of working capital from out-

side. A highly developed region in which
there has been great destruction of buildings
and machinery requires larger outlay ; but it

will usually either have greater means for

producing the new resources itself, or it can
offer security to borrow what it needs
abroad. Thus it would appear that great

as the call upon canital will be, means may
be foreseen bv which it can be provided.

vSo far as the argument has been developed,

grounds have been adduced to indicate that
industry can be restarted after the war upon
an adequate scale. Still, the approximate
magnitude of that scale is of vital import-

* Eth. Nic. iv. 20.
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ance. Here the lalwur supply—both as to
quantity and quality—must be considered.
No one can yet estimate with precision the
probable total of the killed. In addition.
there will be all those wholly or partially
disabled by wounds and disea"se. Therefore
an initial .survey of the jiosition as regards
labour shows a large delicit in the supply
as it existed before the war. And so, upoii
a hasty inspection of the situation, it miglit
he concluded that not only was capital iiki-Iy

to be deficient after the war, but, still more,
industry would be cramjjed for a number

-of years by a very material reduction of
labour. But this estimate only considers
the quantity of the labour in employment
immediately before the war. There is, first,

the extension of that quantity. The war has
revealed in most of the combatant countries
unanticipated reserves of labour. Men past
the prime of life, and also women, have dis-
charged many functions in industry which
were ne^v to them. iS'aturally, this new
supply of labour is to some extent an emer-
gency one, but its existence .<^ows that after
the peace a large augmentation of the quan-
tity of labour is possible. There is still the
question of efficiency. The progress of hos-
tilities has proved that several countries have
been working on too narrow a margin of
skilled labour. In order to carry on the
industry of the country it has been neces-
sary to train large numiiers of new workers

;

<ind after the war the skill of these -will re-
main as a potential- national asset. It is

true that in Great Britain agreements have
been made with the trades unions that t^ie

employment of workers, unskilled before the
war, in sj)ecified skilled trades during the
war, is to be purely temjxii-ary. While this
arrangement will he loyally observed, scope
will, no doubt, be found for these lately
trained workers in new industries which will,

no doubt, he reiulercd jM)ssible by the pro-
gress of inventions, while it may l)e that a
much better organisation of industry may be
arranged, so that industries may he reconsti-
tuted in such a manner that neither em-
ployers nor employed would desire to return
to the conditions. A great and just war such
as this has been the means of a quickening
of the national spirit, partly through the
a.wakening it has experienced, partly under
the spur ixf necessity. Invention will be
greatly extended, and new discoveries will
p'.ay their part in the restoration of prosperity
at a later date. 'ITien the consequences of
the Napoleonic wars may be repeated ; and,
as they were followed by the great Victorian
era of invention and industrial j)rngress, .so

the war of the twentieth century will be
succeeded by a similar jieriod. And tliat

epoch will follow the war nu)re closely than
the developments of the nineteenth century
followed the previous war ; for war has now
'In-come so mechanical that it has evoked the
best energies of thousands of inventors. Some
of these discoveries will bo capable of adop-
tion to the uses of peace; while in other in-

stances the augmented capacity of the in-

ventors will be available, and will be more
efficient than if it had not been evoked by the
present tragic circumstances. Besides, this
jirinciple of substitution will l>e at work, and
further introduction of laVxmr-saving
machinery will lake ))lace in such cases as
its efficiency can be demonstrated. Indeed,
even during tlie war, there have been in-

stances in which already such machines liave

'been devised and used upon a comparatively
extended scale. In fact, just as the watch-
word of the first .years of peace in the pro-
vision of capital will be the contiiuiance of
economy, ,so in the case of lal»ur economy in

its use will al.so be necessary. ^loreover,
it is to be hoped that the nations of Western
Europe will respond to Nature's demand for
population ; and that in this ca.se. as in that
of previous wars, there will he an im-
provement in the birth-rate, in order to
aeplenish the losses in jiroductive power dur-
iiii; the period of hostilities. Thus the ter-

rible waste of humanity may be repaired

—

in the first instance by continuing to use. so
far as necessary, the reserve of labour called
up by the war, and later by an influx i>t

workers due to a larger proportion of births
and a reduction of infantile mortality.
Some considerable friction in the readjust-

ment of the post-bellum supply of labour t«
the demand for it is inevitable. Exclusively
Aar industries, wliich, during hostilities,

nave been incessant in their call for labour,
ivill begin almost at once to reduce their
staffs. Conversely other trades which were
suspended, or whose operations were seriously
contracted, will be anxious to make a fresh
start after peace. Moreover, demobilisation
will return men from the colours to the avo-
cations of peace time. In this process it

would appear that confusion, with resulting
temporary unemidoyment, would be inevi-
table, unless a species of clearing house for
demobilised labour had been devised. No
doubt this would follow if demobilisation
were as sudden as many of the mobilisations
have been. But various conclusions indi-
cate that demobilisation will take place by
stages, and. tlierefore, industry will have a
better chance of reabsorbing the labour which
was displaced in order to undertake military
service. Any radical change in tariffs

would increase the difficulties in the reabsorp-
tion of labour. It is possible that after
the war the scale of operations of many in-

dustries will be considerably changed. " An
important alteration in tariffs would cause a
great reduction in some trades and an in-

crease in others. Thus important bodies of
skilled workers upon their return might con-
ceivably find the demand for their labour
very largely reduced, and it would be small
immediate compensation to them to learn
that there was a wide field for workers in
another trade which had increased. Fur-
ther, if. as seems to be necessary and un-
avoidable, the first ,vears of peace will wit
ness a contimiaiice of war economy, though
to a modified extent, then the luxury trades
must suffer, except to such extent as some of
them can add to their otherwise re<Iuceil
output by producing for export in order to
replace some part of the lost home consunip
tion. But the consuming power of that
diminishing part of the world, which is at
present neutral, would not suffice to absorb
that iKirtion of the productioiv of those
trades which is likely to be displaced from
the home market. -Accordingly it is to be
anticipated that in this, as well as in other
dirertions. important variations in demand
are to be anticipated. Still too much stress
nee<l not be laid upon the inevitable disloca-
tion of industry upon the return of peace.
One of the discoveries of the war has been
(as I have endeavoured to point out in my
presidential address to the Economic Section
of the Briti.sh Association in 1915) the great
extent to which specialised labour and ca[)i-
t,-il have been able to adapt themselves, soon
after '.he outbreak of hostilities, to meet new
and unexpected demands. In this respect.
at least, it may be anticipated that the con
verse movement, when the war is over, will
be less ratlicr than more difficult.

What, then, is to be the general conclu
sion' Speaking from the data at present
available, and with due reserve for tlie ab
senre of information concerning some of the
belligerent countries, and in view of all the
uncertainties as to how long the waste of war
IS to continue, I may perhaps describe my
general results as those of a conditional opti-
mist as regards the state of Kurope during
the first decade after peace has l)een made~
Dangerous as similes are in economic reason-
ing, one may afford some light upon the
situation which is likely to result. As re-
gards those nations in Kurope which arc at
present combatants, imagine an owner of
land who is at the same time engaged in
.some productive occupation, and who has
become involved in a serious law-
suit which menaces both his vit.il in-
terests and his property. The time spent on
preparing his cise, as well as the anxiety,
will les.sen his income from his occupatoo'n.
and he finds him.self compelled to disburse
ure.at sums unexpectedly in lesal cost*. He
IS forced to mortgage his property, and wlien
the contest in the law courts i.s' ended, he
must pay the interest on the debt, and as
.soon as no.ssible begin to i-epay the principal.
This will mean th,it many improvements on
his property which he had planned may re-
quirt' to be po.«tpone<i, and certainly he" will
need to curtail his luxuries, it mav bo even
many of his comforts. Furtlier. the magni-

tude of lijs expenses will be tie measuj-e of
the period of his sacrifices. He is, in fact,
exchanging as against one huge, immediate,^
unproductive expenditure, the future unpro-
ductive expenditure of many years to come.
Tile duration of his privations may be con-
lriK't«l by extra efforts in augmenting his
production, eitiier by increase of efficiency
or by additional work. Here a nation has aii

advantage over the imaginary individual of
our illustration. In a sense, it is always
young. A time of privation forces n«w
activities, and it enables progress to be
hastened. In a mea.sure the population of a
country, just recovering from the losses of
war, resembles the indentured bondsman of
the eaily English plantations in North
America, where the man who was in earnest
worked at high pressure to liquidate the debt
and to attain his ec<jnomdc freedom as soon
as possible.

To continue the parable, ju.st as the losses

of war will fall with varying incidence on
different countries, so a detailed examination
of the positi<m of various litigant* in the cir-

cumstances indicated will reveal interesting
individual differences. One may have been
forced to pledge his property very deeply, and
at burdensome rates of interest. Should he
lose hisca.se and be mulcted in damages, then
his affairs are likely to suffer serious em-
barrassment for a long time afterwards. The
whole business of anotlier may be seriously

di.sarranged ; yet. even though for a few-

years his estate may yield him little if any
return, a successful issue will enable him in

time to re-e.stablish his fortunes. In the case

of a third, it may happen tJiat relief will

come tlirough the cessation of a state of rela-

tions with his neighlwlur which gravely im-
paired the development of his property and
the pursuit of his legitimate activities.

.Such seems to be the future position,

symbolically represented. Can we see it

more perfectly as it will be in its essentials?

That at present is scarcely possible. Some
of tJie important factors are unknown, or

only partially known ; it may even be that

others have not vet revealed themselves. But
one thing may be exjiected— namely . tliat the

general burden will be very considerable.

Combatant nations cannot, anticipate the un-

])r(Hluclive expenditure of future years and
transfomi it into present uiii>roductive ex-

penditure in war without exjieriencing the

pinch of a certain amount of want for a

considerable period in the future. In tin-

words of the proverb—" One cannot eat one's

cake and Iiave it too." We in 1916-17 are..

so to sjjeak. eating the cakes of 1917 to

—

let us say—1919. and even later. In tlie in-

tense preoccupation upon national existence-

las each nation conceives it), and in tlie

grief of so many families for tlic fallen. tJie

burden is not yet fully realised. Conscious

ness of it will come when, after the peace

life endeavours to return again to its forniei

courses. Then tilie burden of present uniiro-

ductive consumption in war will be felt, and'

in preparation for that time it is the duty of

(iovernments to endeavour in advance to ad-

just that burden to tlie capacity of those who
have to bear it. Equitable adjustment of

taxation and improved organisation of com-
merce an<l indu.'-tn- will do much to make
the iieople more capable of sustaining the

load they will have to cany. In particular,

should we not learn something fi-om what
may be described as one of the paradoxes of

the war—namely, that while there never has
lieen a war in whicJi material ap))liaJices have
been s<i important, at the same time it is no
less tnie that, conversely.* there never was
one in which immaterial wealth, and even
moral ideals. w-e.re so suju-eme? And tow-ards

rep.iiring the waste of war. an important func-

tion will belong to the imm;iterial. Activity

of mind and flexibility of intelligence to

seize tJie opportunities of the new peace
(whicli may differ from tliat peace which
was -ohattered by the war) : inventiveness to

adv.once man's conquest of Nat-ure (whicli in

reality is man's co-operation wfth Nature),
economy in tlie employment of the resources

(both human and material)—all these will

shorten that ))eriod during which tJie

sacrifices, which the present demands of tho
future, must be pndured.
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PBOFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

The Evolution of Roman Pottery.—At
the monthly meeting of the Society of Anti-
quaries of Scotland last week. Mr. James
Curie, F.S.A.Scot., read a communication on
"" Terra Sigillata or Samiaii Ware : Its Pro-
duction and Evolution." He stated that the
whole production of this ware, so widespread
throughout all the Roman provinces, might
be traced back to the potteries of Arezzo,
in Central Italy, and of Putcoli, on the Bay
•of Naples. The infiltration of Arretine ware
to the provinces was illustrated by the finds

from Halt^rn and Xanten, dating from the
Augustan period. The decorated vessels were
of the Krater type, and were really cheap
substitutes for the beautiful silver cups
prized in the Roman world, of which admir-
able examples had been brought to light in
the treisures of Hildesheim or Boscoreale.
The sites successively occupied, as the Roman
conquest flowed and ebbed across the Rhine,
provided material from which it was possible
t-o follow the evolution of provincial Roman
pottery. The early carinated bowls, which
succeeded the Krater type about the reign of
Tiberius, were well illustrated in the coll'iC-

tions at Mainz, Wiesbaden, and Xanten.
Rottweil and Windisch gave good examples
of the early Flavian period, while for the
reign of Vesjjasian we had dated examples
from Pompeii. In this country Newstead
illustrated the decoration of Domitian's
reign, and the gradual abandonment of the
earlier wreaths and garlands in favour of

figure-subjects and scenes from the circus,

probably reflecting the movement of the fron-
tier northwards, and the sporting proclivities

of the military posts. By the end of the
reign of Trajan the South Gaulish potteries
appeared to have yielded their place to

Lezoux, which all through the Antonine
period carried on a widespread trade, espe-

cially in Western Gaul and in Britain. To-
wards the north its output was probably
checked by the competition of the East
Gaulish potteries, which sprang up along the
river valleys that formed the highway to the
Rhine. In the second century the centre o'

gravity was shifted towards the north, the
legionary fortresses were becoming large

centres of population ; towns such as Trier
and Cologne were increasing in importance,
and here, as in modern times, trade followed
the standards, and the potters moved north,
taking with them the designs which had been
invented in southern workshops. The earliest

of the East Gaulish potters probably began
operations in the reign of Domitian. Rhein-
zabern and Trier were the most flourishing

seats of the industry under the Antonines,
and they furnished evidence of the decline
which led to its utter extinction.

Romance of Old Furniture.—A lecture

on the romance of old furniture was given by
Mr. John W'arrack last week in the New
Gallery, Shandwick Place, Edinburgh, in con-

nection with the exhibition being held there
in aid of Edenhall Hostel for Limbless
Soldiers and Sailors. Sir Robert Lorimer,
A.R.S.A., presided. The most important
part of history, the lecturer stated, was the
story of men's thoughts, ideals, and tastes re-

flected not only in public or political actions,

but in a subtler way in all the things made
or chosen for everyday use. The fifteenth cen-

tury, mainly represented in the exhibition,
ivas the period in which native ideals were
expressed by native craftsmen in native mate-
rials. In the world before the sixteenth cen-
tury there were a simplicity and humour and
a love of outdoor sports and nature which
gave a distinctive note to their arts. There
was little movalble furniture in early times,

and what there was seemed to have been
developed from the oak chest. The main
decorations of the rooms consisted of sets of

tapestry which covered the cold stone walls.

Several of the tapestries in the exhibition
were explained by the lecturer, who then
went on to discuss antique furniture. The
expression "taking the chair" was attributed
to the fact that a table formerly consisted of

a long board, round which the guests sat on
benches ; at the end of the table there was
one chair on which the host sat, so that the
chair carried the idea of state and authority.
The first chairs made without arms, it was
stated, were the result of extravagance in

ladies' costume, crinolines having grown to

such a size that chairs had to be produced
wfthout arms.

Royal Scottish Acadeut.—The annual
assembly of the Royal Scottish Academy was
held last Wednesday afternoon.—^Sir James
Guthrie, President, who occupied the chair,

made a reference to the great less the academy
had just sustained in .the death of their trea-

surer, ilr. Hippol)i.6 J. Blanc. He com-
mented on Mr. Blanc's many activities and
sympatiliies, as evidenced in the various
societies with which he was connecte"3', and
especially on his loyalty to the academy, both
a.s a member and a trusted official. As a
token of the respect in which Mr. Blanc was
held by the members, the election of a trea-

surer, which as always on the agenda of the
annual meeting, a\nas ipostponed for a week.
The council, in their annual report, state that
the continuation of war conditions into a

third year caused coiisideraible anxiety in

more than one department. Notwithstanding
the continued strain of the European situa-

tion, the exhibition, ^both from the point of

view of attendance and of sales, was well in

advance of that of the previous year.—^Mr.

John R. Findlay reported, for the Committee
of the Royal Soot.tish Academy School of

Painting, that as no applications 'or admis-
sion were received in response to the usuaJ
advertisement, they decided not to open a
class for men or women. The lack of maJe
students was likely to continue throughout
the duration of the war. The council had to

record the death of Sir William Turner,
K.C.B.. the Academy's honorary Professor of

Anatomy, who had held the position for the
long period of thirty-eight years. By the
death of William Leiper, architect, which
took place at Helensburgh on May 27, the
academy lost a member of great and versatile

talent. Reference was also made in the re-

port to the late Charles Martin Hardie, who
was a member of the academy, and whose pic-

tures, " An Unrecorded Corona/tion—Inohma-
home, 1548," " Robert Burns Reading His
Poems to the Duchess of iGtordon," ^nd " The
Meeting of iScott and Burns," brought the
artist a wide reputation iboth at home and in

our oversea dominions, where one of them
found a permanent home. Dr. Joseph Ander-
son, the Academy's Honorary Professor of

Antiquities, was a na.ti\'e of Arbroath, where
he spent the first twenty-five years of his life.

It was the publication of his great work,
"Prehistoric Scotland," which gave Mr.
Ander.son a leading position in the archseo-
logical field of authorship and brought to him
immediate and 'widespread recognition.—The
report was approved, and officenbearers were
elected, and the coiuicil for the ensuing year
declared as follows :—^Council—Sir James
Guthrie, Pregident ; P. W. Adam, J. LaAvton
Wingate, G. Ogilvy Reid, J. H. Lorimer,
A. K. Brown, Henry W. Kerr, Wm. D.
IM'Kay (secretarj') ; James Paterson, libra-

rian ; Henry W. Kerr and John Kinross,

auditors ; P. W. Adam and G. Ogilvy Reid,
curators of library; Robert M'Gregor, E. A.
W'alton, William WaUs, Edwin Alexander,
snsitors of Academy's School of Painting ; W.
Bimie Rhind, John Kinross, E. A. Walton,
D. Y. Cameron, Sir Robert S. Lorimer, Art
College representatives.

Royal Scottish Painters in Water-
CoLOURS.—The annual general assembly of

the Royal Scottish Society of Painters in

Water-Colours was held in Glasgow last

week, when the following office-bearers and
members of Council were elected for the en-

suing year :—President, E. A. Walton,
R.S.A. ; vice-presidents, A. K. Brown,
RS.A.. and Edwin Alexander, A.R.S.A. :

hon treasurer, A. B. M'Kechnie; members of

Council in room of those retiring—James
Riddel, J. Kent Richardson, Robert Eadie,
A. N. Paterson, A.R.S.A., and Miss Norah
Neilson Gray.

Scottish Ecclesiological Society.—At the
last meeting of this Societv. held in St. Cuth-
bert's Halls, Edinburgh. "Sheriff Scott Mon-
crieff read a paper on " The Church of Stan-
more Parva, Middlesex," a church justly

termed "unique." a distinction which it owes
to Sir James Bridges, son of the eighth Lord
Chandos, and himself created Duke of Chan-

1

dos by George I. On the motion of .Sir James
Balfour Paul, Sheriff Scott Moncrieff was cor-

dially thanked for his lecture, which was illus-

trated by lantern views. There was' then shown
the communion plate presented some yeare ago
to the Church of Saughtree. In the absence
of the parish minister, the Rev. W. Napier
Bell, this was described by Professor Cooper.
It was designed by Mr. F. C. Eeles, and was
much admired.

i'^mmm^-e
XjKQAJj intelligence.

Unlicensed Building Work—C'onteactors
Heavily Fined.—At Bow Street Police
Court on March 13 Samuel Haskins and Bros.,
Limited, Maple and Co., Limited, and Frank
Lewis Griggs were summoned for carrying on
certain building and construction work upon
premises at the corner of Coventry Street and
Wardour Street without a licence from the
Minister of Munitions, contrary to the Defence
of the Realm Regulations; and Josepli Mendel-
sohn (otherwise known as Joseph Maxson) and
Herbert Haase (trading as Taperell and Haase)
were summoned for aiding and abetting them.
Mr. Roome, who conducted the proceedings on
behalf of the Director of Pubhc Prosecutions
and the Minister of Munitions, said that ill

July, 1916. a regulation was made under the
Defence of the Realm Act prohibiting the carry-
ing out of building or construction works witn^
out a licence from the Minister of Munitions,
except in eases where the total cost did not ex-
ceed £500. The building in respect of which
the proceedings were taken became vacant some
months ago. and Messrs. Haskins applied for a
licence to adapt the place for the business of a
ladies' costumier at a cost of about £2,000. Mr.
Maxson being described as the proprietor and
Messrs. Taperell and Haase as the architects.
Simultaneously another application in respect
of the same premises to carry out work at an
estimated cost of £3,000 was received from
Messrs. Maple and Co. Both these applica-
tions were refused, as was a subsequent one by
Messrs. Haskins for a licence for work estimated
to cost £500. Then Messrs. Haskins wrote
stating that they would not trouble the Minis-
ter of Munitions further, as the plans had been
modified so as to reduce the cost of the proposed
work to £450. It was afterwards found, how-
ever, that works were in progress, the total cost
of which must considerably exceed the £500
limit. Eventually, without prejudice to possible
legal proceedings, permission was given for the
work to be completed under certain conditions.
The only extenuating circumstance in favour of
the defendants was that this was the first prose-
cution that had been instituted under the regu-
lation, but it was hoped that it would be a
warning to all building contractors and others
who might be disposed to defy the law. The
defendants pleaded guilty, and, through their
respective counsel, pleaded the complexify of
the regulations, which it was difficult for a lay-
man to understand. Mr. Graham Campbell
said he did not overlook the fact that this was
the first case of its kind, and that the defend-
ants, therefore, had had no warning from the
experience of others. At the same time a seri-

ous offence had been committed, and small fines

would not have a deterrent effect on men in the
financial position of the defendants. He fined
Mendelsohn £100, Messrs. Haskins and Messrs.
Maple each £75, Griggs £50. and Haase £25.
Each of the defendants, in addition to the fines,

must pay £5 5s. costs.

>—•••-«
TKADE NOTES.

Mr. E. Guy Dawber. architect, is leaving 22,
Buckingham Street, Adelphi. and removed to
38. Sackville Street, Piccadilly, W.
Boyle's latest patent " air-pump " ventilators,

supplied by Messrs. Robert Boyle and Son,
ventilating engineers, 64, Holborn Viaduct,
London, E.C., hai\"e been employed by the N.Eu
Marine Engineering Company, Ltd., Engineer-
ing Works, South Dock, Sunderland.
Messrs. John Tann and Co., Ltd., of 117, New-

gate Street, E.C. , have issued a new price list

of their safes and strong rooms in English,
French, and Spanish. This is taking time by
the forelock to some purpose. There will be
plenty of work in France and Spain presently
for English architects and builders, and those
who want to share it will do well to secure a
copy of this list for the benefit of their prospec-
tive clients. It embraces all the firm's well-

known specialities, and the back page contains
some useful directions for ordering by cable.

>^m9m-i
The death took place on Sunday, at ths

age of 74. of Mr. Alexander Thomson, eaiperin-

temdent of works at Osborne House.
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COMPETITION.
Oldham.—Tihe Healtli Committee iiivite

comiictitive designs for a proposed nurses'

h«mea.t Wcsthuilme from arciiite<l« practising
wilJiin the borough. A pl;ui of the site iiia\

be seen and instructions and suggestions for
the guidance of architects may I'e obtained
on applicaiion at the borough surveyor's office.

Pj'emiiums of £15, £10, and £5 respectively
-.vill be awarded to the authoj-s of tllie designs
wliioh are selected as first, second, and third
in oi'der <xf merit. Competitive drawings, witli
seale<l letter containing the name and address
of the author, to be delivered uiidei' cover at
the borough .sm-veyor's office not later than
April 24, endorsed " Design for Nurses'
Home."

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
CHABrNc; Ciios.s liiiiriGi:.—At a quarter past

i-ight o'l-lock on the 13th inst. the second road-
mir of the South-Eastern and London, Chatham,
and Dover Railways Bill, empowerins the com-
panies to .strenjfUien ('harin;; C'ros.s liridge, wus
moved. Sir \V. Essex (I,., Stafford) moved the
icjeetion of the measure on the ground that it
would sanction the perpetuation of an erection
which was notliing le.ss than a monstrosity and
would divert labour from more important work
than the reconstruction of the bridge in time of
war. Mr. J. D. Gilbert (L., Newington, West)
."econded the motion for rejection. Mr. Joyn-
son-Hicks (U., Brentford) supported the Bill.
He said tluit its opponents, while abusing the
lompany, denied it any opportunity of improv-
ing iUn-\{. The bridge retpiired supporting,
and it was in the interests of the counties of
Kent and of Surrey and of onr great Imperial
traffic that the company .should be allowed to
strengthen the bridge. " He was not going to
say the bridge would fall down if not strength-
ened, but an improvement in its carrving capa-
city, waj) needed. He was authorised liv the
Hallway Company to say that, as a condition of
the passing of the Bill, they were prepared to
accept a clause providing that, in the event of
the larger scheme for the removal of Charing
(-'ross Station to the other side of the river
being proceeded with in the course of the next
ten years, a sum of £157.000 should be deducted
from the amount payable to the company by
way of compensation, Mr. John Burns" (L!,
Battcrsea) said he had promised that he could
bring the opinions of public boclii's in support
of the view he had previously expressed against
the Bill, and he maintained that bv meetings at
file Mansion House and at Spring Oardens he
liad been able to do so, fiverywliere, he said,
it had been acknowledged that Charing Cross
Bridge was unsightly, and that (_'haring Cross
Station was inadeipiate and inconvenient—

a

fault which could only be remedied bv transfer-
ence to the South side of the river^ Kven if
the bridge wa.s strengthened nothing could get
over the fact that further siding accommodation
was required, and, owing to the increase in the
weight of locomotives, that ought to be done
on the solid earth and not on a bridge. At
present it was impossible to get either the labour
or fh(^ steel to strengthen and widen Charuig
< ross Bridge, and although the company were
pledged to do nothing during the war, they were
exploiting the war for their own ends. The
idea of the luidge being structurally unsafe was
not true. London had made un "its mind to
have the Charing Cross Bridge removed. When
the bridge was removed a space would be left
f<n- the erection of a new bridge for \eliiciilar
trafiic, and on the South side of the river in
conjunction with the South-Western Railway
Company, there could be provided a railway
terminus on the models of St. Pancras or Eus-
ton. Let them look to the example of Paris
and see what a great city could do in the matter
of bridges. One day's cost of the war would
hnanre a scheme worthy of the engineering
traditions of the race and provide a monument
appropriate to the sacrifices which liondon and
her sons had made to the war. Mr. G. Roberts
(Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of 'J'radc)
s«id if the House rend the Bill a second time
it would not hinder or hamper the larger pro-
ject to which Mr. Burns had referred. The
bridge in its present state could not be used
to its fullest extent, and the company were tak-
ing a wise precaution in asking the House to
give them facihties for putting it in a proper
stute of repair. It was a form of waste to have
a bridge in existence which could not be used
with a due regard to the public safety. The
Board of Trade asked the House to read the
IJill a, second time and to refer it to a Select
Committee, where its details could be properlv
discussed. Mr. Dickinso). (L., St. Pancras,

.North) submitted that after the decision come
to by the House last year the company should
have recognised that it was their duty to see

whether they could not devise some better plan,

which would conform to the wishes of the great
mass of Ixindoners. Mr. Burdett-Coutts (U.,

Westminster) said the Westminster City Coun-
cil, representing the locality most concerned,
had requested him to support the Bill, having
regard to the vital and immediate importance
for the City of Westminster of ad(*quate railway
facilities. He had been rather amused by the
letter in Tlie Times signed by representatives
of the artists, «esthetics, poets, and the people
who like to be looked upon as combining those
three things in themselves. Mr. Thomas
(Lab., Derby) thought that the Bill ought to
be given a second reading. There was no alter-

native scheme to the Bill, but only suggestions
of an imaginary state of things which might
come into being in the future. Lieutenant-
Colonel vSir R. Wilhams (U., Dorset, W,) .sup-

ported the Bill, and Mr, Peto (U., Devizes)
spoke against it. On a division the second read-
ing was carried by 184 votes to 56—majority
for, 128.

HostK-GBOWN TiMHKR.— Sir R. Winfrey (Sec-

retary to the Board of Agriculture) informed
General Sir Ivor Herbert (L., Monmouthshire,
South), last Friday, that it has been necessary
to transfer to the War Office the work and staff

of the Home-grown Timber Committee. It is

necessary, conseipiently, to dissolve the Com-
mittee, which was set up in November, 1915,
and which by the end of last month hat!
acquired approximately 29,000,000 cubic feet of
standing timber. The number of rnen em-
ployed was about 5,800. Tliis included 2,632
men of tlie Cana<lian Forestry Corps and 830
prisoners of war. The number of mills
in operation at the end of February was 150,
of which sixteen were Canadian. The total
output of sawn timlx'r by the (Committee was
approximately 9,000.000 "cubic feet. Of this,

3,000,000 cubic feet w.as produced by the lom-
mittee's own mills, 2i milUoii cubic feet bv the
Canadian Forestry Corps, while the b,a"laiice

has been supplied by contrkctors. In addition,
a large amount of pitwood Ikls licen produciyl,
and it is on this class of work that the German
prisoners lliavo been employed. The principal
articles supplied by the committee were:
Sleepers (all kinds), 2,500,000; scantling and
boards, 4,000 standards; pitwood and poles,
50,000 tons.

Huts in \ Whe.\tfield.— Mr. Lough (L., W.
Islington) asked last Friday for the setting-up
of some etfe<^tive form of machinej-y for the
more economic administration of the resources
of the country. He urged that the Govern-
ment should call the House of Commons to
their assistance in devising st^hemes of economy.
He suggested that a Committee of the House
should be apiminted to consider the national
expenditure with a view to economy, subject to
the condition that the principle underlying any
purchase should not be inquired into, "and tliat

the inivestigations of the Committee should not
cause delay to any mihtary operations. That
niorning the third, and very interesting, article
in the Timrs UM the sto,ry of a military officer
who ordered hutments to bo erected in a wheat-
field of 22 acres, though on the other side of
the road tliere wjui a field where they
could have been nut up without any agricul-
tural loss, (Mr, I<al)er (U,, Clapham) : "It is

too bad.") On another page of the Timisit wm
reliiteil that another agent of the War Office
refused a farmer hay, with the result tliat the
farm would remain unstocked and uncultivated
for the next six or eight weeks. These things
shocked the country. (Hear, lliear.) The War
( .flice was the worst offender. Soldiers, owing to
their profession, were not men well calculated
to carry through a, simple business operation.
There appeared to bo no authority over the
War Office. He was grieved to know tliat
there was still much waste.

> »•» t

The Bishop <if Durham has dedicatK'.d at
Shildon tlie first war slirino erected in the
South Durham colliery district.

As memorials of those who have fallen, it
is proposctl to pl«Ko in St. Nicholas Cole
.\bbey a number of pictorial represontations
of the Way of tJie Cross. "I have nmde
in<|uiries." writ<.-s the Rtx^tor. "of tile repre-
sentatives of the one great Church decorator
of recent days—William Morris, the inheritor
of the Bume-Jonos tradition—and I fiiul

that we could have them most oxqu>sit<^lv
executed by Heniy Dearie, the pupil and
fellow-worker of those two gixvit artists, in o
low earvoci relief in wx>od and gesso—the most
Ixviufciful and enduring of modern mat<>riiils—
with all tlie richness of golding and colour
whicih would bo in keeping with our Church."

(Bm Office fabk.

The Civil SerWce Estimates for the year

ending March 31, 1918, in respect to public

works and buildings amount to £2,831,894, a
net decrease of £211,688 on the year 1916-17.

Following liist year's expenditure of £10,000,

a further £8,0(>0 is required for the repair of

the roof of Westminster Hall. Provision is

made in Civil Service Estimates for the main-

tenance of the Embassy houses at Berlin,

Vienna, and Constantinople, and the lega-
tion buildings at Brussels.

Mr. E. H. Sedding, in a note to the last of

a series of articles on " The Old Towers of

Cornwall," which he has been contributing

to the Truro Uiuce.mn Magazine, says ;

—

" An eminent writer has stated that 'many
pinnacles in the West were purposely built

leanin ; outwards. We cannot agree with

this, ;is it would be bad building, and the

action of the bells would soon render their

stability dangerous both to tlie church and
parishicmers. The experience of the optical

illusion is this, specially with regard to earlier

and simple moorland structtues where but-

tresses are seldom found. The w;ills were
built with an inward batter, whereas the

pinnacles and parapet were erected upright,

so that the piedominant battering lines, which
to the ordinary observer appear vertical, end
abruptly at the ba.sc. or string course,, from
which the pinnacles and parapets rise. The
vertical lines of tlie latter not being con-

tinuous with the lines of the walls below
seem to the casual observer to be actually

leanin-; away from the main walls. It is not

so noticeable where buttresses occur, and in

late fifteenth and early sixteenth century
towers the main walls and the parapets and
pinnacles both were built vertical."

A third edition of a " Manual of Reinforced
Concrete," bv Charles F. Marsh, M,I.C.E.,
ami WilUam Dunn. F.R.LB.A. (475 pp. Lon-
don : Constable and Co., Ltti. 10s. 6d. net),

is practically re-written. Since its first ap-

pearance a standard notation of formula> has
been adopted by the London County Couiuil

in their " Regulations " and by the R.I.B.-\.

J^int Committee, ajid its advantages are

obvious. The authors have therefore recast

their book in accordance therewith. They
have also added much new and useful matter
—Uie methods of finding the bending
moments on continuous girders; of calculat-

ing arches with three and two hinges, and the
flat-slab or mu.shroom floor; new diagrams
for the ilesign of columns and T beams ; a

disiussion of electrolysis, and expansion and
contra<tion of reinforced concrete structures

are included. As a result the book has grown
from 290 to 475 pages, not one of which is

wasted. The steady demand for the previous
editions will, we predict, considerably in-

crease for this, and deservedly ; for it is in

many respe<'ts without its equal as a com-
plct<> manual of its subject.

During the course of a meeting of the
Walsall Town Council last week, the gas com-
mittee offered to allocite £4.000 in relief of

rate.s out of current profits. Mr. Thickett. a

Labour member, was opposed to these grants
in relief of the rates.^Mr. Llewellyn said

there never was a greater need for the trading
departments of the corporation to do what
they could to obviate a-s f;u- as )K)Ssiblo the
serious increases in the rates of the iKirough

which had been foreshadowed.—Mr. Tucker'
s-nid there was no certainty that the gas un
dertaking would show ,t profit of the amount
in qucstior , and Mr. Venables (chairm.in iti

the committee) added that he w.is opposed to

the committee offering more than £2.000. as

there were extraordinary expenses which had
to lie incurred this year amounting to over
£5.000.—The reix>rt was approved. Walsall is

luckier than London, anyhow ! Cheap gas

and relief from r.ates is not one of the " ad-

vantages " guaranteed by gas companie-s.

The Minister of Labour has appointed the

following to be a committee to advise and
.assist the Employment Department of the
Ministry upon matters affecting workmen in

the building trades in conjie<;tion with the
working of employment exolianges ;—Messrs.
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J. Bitlchelor, opei-at-ive biicklayeis ; J. Brad-
shaw, operative stonemasons; F. T. Chandler,
amaJgamated carpenters and joi:iel's; J. H.
Edmiston, operative plumbers; Charles Inc€,

labourers; KinniburgH, electricians; T. H.
Otley, operative plasterers; Parsonage, amal-
gamated painters ; J. Vickexa, heating engi-

neers-; \V. AVentworth, wood-cutting mia<^in-

ists : and A. Wilson, operative slaters. It is

proposed 'in due course to take steps with a

vie<v to foiming'a corresponding committee of

employers.

Miss Olga Hertz, chairman, and Mrs. E.

D. Simon, hon. secretary, of the Manchester
and Salford Women Citizens' Association,

write from 20, Mount Street, Manchester :

—

Jlay we call attention to the very serious

situation that is being caused by the sihoi-tage

of houfiing accommodation in Manchester and
to a possible remedy ? The norma! rate of

increase in houses in the city is 1,500 a year,

and the suspension of pi-acticallv all buildLiig

has meant that nearly every house fit to live

in is occupied. The City Council are unable
to proceed with their housing .schemes, and
Tjhe pressure will get steadiiy worse until

building on a large scale can be resumed.
Meantime there is a verj' large number of

empty shops in the city, as small businesses

»re closing down every day. Many of the

shops will probably never be used for busi-

ness pui-poses again. In Chorl:ton-on-iledlock

and DidsbuiTy such shops are being used as

dweEing-houses, a complete row of shops in

Chorlton-on-Medlock having been so con-

verted. The shortage has become acute in

Bradford during the last fortnight. The
(iccupiers of forty-six houses and nine shops
1>uilt on an area needed for the extension of

a large works engaged on munitions have been
;;!ven notice. Several of them are quite un-
able to find other houses to move in,t«. The
rent* of shops, of which there are a number
vacant in the immediate neighbourhood, are
>jn>hdbitive. We would suggest that landlords
«ht)uld consider letting these premises, where
"there is no immediate prospect of their being
v.-anted as shops, at a dwelling-house rent, on
a;i undertaking by the occupiers that they
•should not be used as shops. The use of
unoccupied shops as dwelling-houses would
relieve the pressure for some time to come.

In spite of the war the improvements at

Delhi are progressing. A lay-out has been
sanctioned for a darge portion of land until
recently occupied by the Indian Infantry
Lines in the Old Dasya Gunj Cantonment.
One portion set free will, it is stated, be
ntilised for a number of buildings foi educa-
tional purposes, while the other will form
the site for shop and residential buildings,
r'onsiderable progress is also being made in

the opening up of communications in the
city, where good work has been effected in

the development of the Burn Bastion Road,
while a commencement has been made with
the extension work of the road passing from
the Lahore to the Ajmere Gates. Other im-
provements include the completion of the
new road leading from the railway bridge
over the Jum.na to the Calcutta Gate, and
which will be shortly thrown open to the
public.

There is always an interest attaching to the
e.vhibition of works by members of the Glas-
gow Art Club which is not evident in ordinary
shows in the West of Scotland by reason of

the fact that the nature of the occasion affords

artists an opportunity of demonstrating
phases of their art which are not familiar

through the usual public channels. Thus one
sees less of the type of picture " characteris-

tic " of particular artists, and consequently
there is a freshness of treatment and variety

which appeal to the visitor. The spring ex-

hibition, which opened on Monday, provides
an example of this, and the result is a collec-

tion of e.xceptional attraction. There are
several excellent portraits, and the general col-

lection contains many paintings of high
achievement.

Major Courthope, M.P., President of the
English Forestry Association, writing from the

Hon.se of Commons, appeals to landowners to

assist the output of home-grown timber. The
assertion has undertaken to collect informa

tion and to assist in organising private effort.

Information is urgently needed on the follow-
ing points :— '

(1) The names and addresses of everyone of
experience, timber experts, foresters, and also
skilled sawyers or woodmen in private employmeiU,
whose services could be available (by arranC'ement
with their employers) for part of whole time em-
ployment in their own districts as organisers, super-
visors, valuers, etc., or also for instructing un-
skilled men, provided by the Director of >'at:oual
Service.

(2) Hanlage, whether mechanical or horse, .ind
aU-o skilled hauliers, which could be availub'.e by
arrangement, for part or whole time work, and par-
ticularly for hauling pitwood cut into lengths.

(3j Estiite sawmills which are not employed to
their ful!e-.t aipacity. (Information on this" poini
should include particulars of the engine ar.d
benches, distance from rail, number of ^dition-i;
men required to secure maximum output, and
class of timber available on the estate or in the
immediate neighbourhood.

If owners will forward information on these
subjects to the hon. secretary, English Fores-
try Association, Faiiiham Common, Slough,
Bucks, they will render a most useful service.
The information will be classified and placed
at the disposal of the Directors of Timber
Supplies and National Service.

The plans for the reconstruction of the
interior of the Canadian Parliament buildings
include arrangements for a hall to be Jsed
for commemorating the great deeds of
Canada and the Allies in the present war and
for the accommodation of the co'ours of Che
various regiments of the Dominion that have
iso gallantly participated in thS fighting.
This Hall of Fame, which will be practically
a Canadian Westminster Abbey, will run the
whole depth of the building. Along the
wide and spacious corridor will be niches
for the erection of statues. The walls are
to be utilised ior the portrayal of scenes
associated with tihe cause for which the
various nations are at present fighting.

At this moment of need for the fullest
organisation of our national resources, any
metliods by which the maximum pro-
ductivity are being obtained from existing
material are of paramount interest. Jlr. Cecil
Walton, in riis pamphlet, " Welfare Studv.
What it is" (Maclure, Macdonald and Co".,

Glasgow, 6d. net), claims, with apparent
justice, to have discovered such means with
regard to the human element in the large
Industrial concerns with which he is con-
nected. As manager of a large National
Projectile Factory, and as one who has been
intimately associated witlh many igreat
schemes for speeding; up our munitions out-
put, his conclusion, "Welfare! it pays. Sir!
every time," cannot be lightly dismissed.
By " Welfare Work " Mr. Wal'ton does not
imply alone the protection of the interests of
w'omen emplo.yees, and -he is emphatic in his
disclaimer that " Welfare " " does not merely
mean canteens, chairs and pianos." These
things, he maintains, are rightful adjuncts

—

the fringes, as it were, on the garment of
proper supervision ; but welfare work, em-
bracing such matters, implies the provisun of
suitable surroundings for the task in hand.
It means, says the author, the creation of an
atmosphere " by which the old-time barrier

between employer and employee disappears.
"It is the surest way to speed-up output;
swift praise, swift blame and punishment"
are among its essential parts. Incidentally,
the recreation and food of employees, as well
as ambulance-work in the factory, are
touched upon in this brochure, and the reader
is reminded that he may obtain further in-
formation upon the subject by applying to
the Ministry of Munitions, Welfare Section,
6, Whitehall Gardens, London, S.W.

Blasting with liquid air is said to have been
rapidly developed in Germany since the be-
ginning of the war. Holes drilled in rock are
charged with five cartridges, which are sim-
ply small bags soaked in a bucket of liquid
air after they have absorbed a sufficient
amount of it, when they are jammed, like
wet rags, into the drill-hole with a stick,
and fired by electricity. A single 90-grain
cartridge costs approximately 6s. lOd.. as
much as an equivalent dynamite cartridge.
It is said to be 50 per cent, more powerful
than dvTiamite. and the cost just about one-
ihalf as much in large quantities.

The apparatus installed by the United
States Bureau of Standards for testing the

resistance of structures arid materials to fire

is housed in a steel frame building, the mate-
rials to be tested being liuilt within heavy
steel frames. -A furiiacei with an cpeiv face,

mea.suring 16 ft; by 20 ft., arid burning- luel

oil blown in by a steam jet, supplies the
various temperatures, which are measured bj-

suitable apparatus. The frame containmg
the jxiriel to be tested is swung by means of

a Crane in front of the furnace. The heat is

then accelerated, and after a defhiite length
of time 'the panel is drawn away, and while
it is still hot a stream of Avater is played
upon it—providing, of course, there is any-
thing left of it after the fire test—under 80-lb.

pressure, through a Ij-in. nozzle.

The latest acquisition of the National
Gallery ds & fine half-length portrait of a man
by Romney. It represents James Mingay,
K.C., in wig and gown, seated, with a bund'e
of papers on a table, and a red background.
It was painted in 1786, engraved by C. H.
Hodges in 1791, and sold at Christie's in

19C2. At present it hangs on a screen, back
to back with the Herkomer portrait of Lord
Kitchener, temporarily transferred from the
National Portrait Gallery.

At the annual general meeting of the Cor-
poration of British Columibia Land Surveyors,
held at Victoria recently, the statement was
made that about 40 per cent, of the sur-

veyors of the province are now on active se.

-

vice, as well as a large number oi their

former pupils and assistants. It v,as unani-
mously decided to extend assistance from the
fund.s of the corporation (where iifccessaryl

to mem'bers who are serving with the Forces
or their dependents. The following officers

were elected ifor 1917 :—President, N. F.

Townsend, Vancouver; vice-president, S. S.

McDiarmid, Vancouver ; secretary-treasurer,

W. S. Gore, Victoria ; board of management,
Messrs. 0. B. N. Wilkie, F. C. Green, W. S.

Drewry, John Elliott, and E. B. Hermon.

TO ARMS!
I * I

1st LONDON ENGINEER VOLUNTEERS.
Headiiuarters, Balderton Street, Oxford Street, W.
OFFICER FOR THE WEEK.—Platoon Com

mander C. E. Campbell.
NEXT FOR DUTY.—Platoon Commander

Watkins.
MONDAY, Mardi 26.—Technical for Platoon No.

9 at Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill,

Platoon No. 10. Signalling Class. Recruits'. Drill,

6.30-8.
WEDNESD.iY, M.arch 28.-Instructional Class.

8.15. PUitoon Drill, Plat-oon No. 2.

THCESD.\Y, JIarch 29.—Platoon Drfll, Platoon^
Noo. 5 and 6. Ambulance Class by M.O., ,6.30.

Signalling Class.
FRID.AY, March 30.—Technical for Platoon No.

10, Regency Street. Squad and Platoon Drill, No. 9.

Recruits' Drill, C.30—8.30.
S.iTURD.4.Y', March 31.—Commandants' Parade.

2. -to. Uniform, for Drill in Hvde Park.
SUNDAY, April 1.—Special Work at Bombinr:

School. Parade, Clapham Common Station (City

and South London Tube Railway), 9.45 a.m.
Uniform, haversacks, water-bottles. Midday ration^
to be carried. As this work is very important,
the Commandant would like to see much larger
parades.
EASTER TRiVINING.—Will be at Esher. Special

technical instruction will be given for the first hour
to all Platoons on their respective drill nights in

order to prepare them for the course which h;i.-

been arranged.
JIUSKETitY.—For all Companies, see Notice at

Headquart-ers.
NOTE.—Unless otherwise indicated, all Drills will

take place at Headquarters.

Bv Order,
MACLEOD YEARSLEY.

Captain and .\djutant
JIarch 22, 1917.

> »a» t

The export of cement from Denmark is now
officially prohibited.

The death occurred on Tuesday, Mapoh 13.

at his residence. Park Hill House, Croydon,
of Mr. Baldwin Latliam, engineer and sur-
veyor, of Parliament Mansions, Westminster,
in hie eighty-first year.

OfEoial new-s has been received that Driver
Thomas Lewis, of the 136fh Siege Batterv.
R.G.A., of 2, Paddock Head. Smithy Bridge,
died from illness at tlie front on February 7.

He had completed nearly two years' servio;^
in the Army, and his 50th birthday occurred
whilst he was at the front. Before enHstinir
ho was employed as a bricklayer for Messrs.
W. Henderson and Son. of Littleboroug^h
He has left a widow and one son." who is

also a bricklaver.
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TO CORRESFONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves Tesponsil>le for the opinions
of our corrtspondents. All communications should
be drawn U]) as briefly as possible, as tJiere are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

'

It is particularly requested th.it all drawings and
all cotnmunications respecting illustrations or literaT.v

matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Building News, Effingham
Hou.se, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.2, and not to
members of the statf by name. Delay is not infre-
quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the liditor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for. unsought contributions.
When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to slate how long the
building has been erected. It does neither thom nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under si)ecial circum-
stances.

Telephone: Gerrard 1201.
Telegrams: " Timescrvcr, Estrand. London."

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Twenty-six shillings per annum (post free) to any

I>art of the United Kingdom ; thirteen shillings for
aix montJis; for the I'mtt-d States, £1 lUs. (or .$7

HOC. gold). To France or Belgium, ilO 10s. (or 42f.),

To India. £1 lus. To any of the Australian
Colonies, or New ZealaiJ<l, to the Cape, the West
Indies, or Natal. CI 10s.

*»»Our Direct Subscription AgeMs for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
Puhlishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool Street,
Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan. The Maruzen
Co., Ltd., 11-in. Nionbashi Tori Sanchome, Tokyo:
who will recci^'e Subscrii)tions at X'l lOs. per an-
num on our account. (Copies of the paper will be
sent by us direct to the subscribers' address.

Tlie spwial rate to Can,ada is £1 IDs. =$7
30c. for 12 months, and 15s. = $.) C5c. six months.
Our Direct Subscription .\gents for Can.'i<ia are
\l.>-r5. Sells, Ltd.. imi, .Shaughnt-ssy Buildings,
McCiill Street, Monireal. who will rwcive Subscrip-
tions, i'l 10s. per annum, on our account.
Cheques and Post Ofllce Orders to be made payable

to The Stk.a.sd Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London Ck)unty and Westminster Bank.

Received.—C. P. and Co., Ltd.—.1. D. H.—C. p. \.,
LUI.—L. P. E., Ltd.—W. G. F.—W. C. H.—
W. H. S. and Soa—L. and Co.—.Maj.-Gen. J. B. K.

A. F.—No.
r. K. S.—Please send.

L'EsPom.—Sorry; hut out of our power.
DATEtE.s.'i.—Probably about 1870, writing from

memory. 2. >e^.

SVMi'AIiiisER.—.M.iny thanks. As you .say, it mat-
ters little to papers of small sale \^hich o:ily
ase a ream or two of paper u week; but it is

very hard on ourselves and similar journals,
especially as we arc only allowed half the
amount we were permitted to have laH year.
Mad it l)een ha!f of what we were using in 1D14,
we could have managed fiomehow.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

NOTICE TO OUR KEADERS.
Solely to economise paper, the j)rice of this journal

is now raised to ^Sixpence until the war is over, or
till the present scarcity and high price of paper
ceases.

If, as at prescw? secras bnt too probable, further
restrictions as to supply are forced upon us. we shall

have to diminish its size, but we are loth to do this

while enough paper is obtainable, even at loss to
ourselvcJi.

We very strongly advise all readers who wish to
make sure of receiving their copies regularly, to fill

lip the form printed below anil hand it to a news-
agent or bookstall clerk without delay.

ORDER FORM.

To

Please reserve for me a copy of the Bcilding News
every week until further notice.

Name

Address

Subscribtirs who receive their copies by post
dirti't from the Ofllce will not l)e charged extra
while their present sub.seriptions last, but all re-

newals and all fresh subsmptions will he charge<l
.t'l lis. i^T annum. i:is. half-yearly, and Us. 6d.

quarterly, including postage anywhere in the
l'nit«l Kingdom.

All Subscriptions should be sent to the Pub-
lisher, Tub lU:n,DINO Nkhs, Effingham House, Arun-
del Street, Strand, W.C.'i

The Belfast braiicli of the Auotioneere
and Estate Agents' Institute invite tenders
by tJio 31st inst for Ohe erection of a num-
ber of semi-detached houses, jilans and
specifications of which are obtainable from
the arohiteot, Mr. W. J. Walshe, 37, Royal
Avenue, Belfast.

By a majority of 40 to 3, the clergy of the
EaiSt Deanery of the City of London and the
varioii.s churchwardens have accepted the

j

Uisihop of London's ipropo.s<i.l to close a
majority of the City churches on Sundays
'during the war. The iiumiber of tJie churohes

I

to bo oi>en in the East City is 10.

The dispute over pictuics bequeathed by
the late Sir Henry A. Layard was last
[Friday witlidrawii from the House of Lords,
tlio Att-omey-Cieneral stating that the
Treasury would pay tile aj^pellant, Major
.V[. Layard. a sum of money, and tJie

XationaJ Gallery would retain the pictures.

The largest dam in Europe was recently com-
pleted near Barcelona, Spain. Abutting on
almost perpendicular clifts, the dam is con-
structed of concrete and measures 330 ft. in
height and 700 ft. in length. The thickness is

320 ft. at the base, gradually decreasing to 14 ft.

at the top. The valley above the dam is now
occupicvl by an airtilicial lake ISj miles long and
33 miles wide.

The committee of the Belfast iSokUei-s and
Sailors' Service 01u!b Ihave securtHl premises
in Waring Street. whicJi it will be necessary
to alter. Mr. Win. Dowling, contractor,
Cromwell Road, Belfast, has secured the
contract. The plans 'liave been prepared iby

the lion, architoet, .Mr. R. J. Calwell. Soot-
ti.slli Temperance Buildings. Belfast, and tho
work will be carried out under his super-
vision.

Mr. George H. Dawson, surveyor-general of
British Columbia for the past live years,
resigned that office at the end of the year, to
resume private practice. Mr. Dawson, who

j

has been a resident of Vancouver for oA-er
twenty-seven years, was appoin1e<l to re-
organise the inovincial ilepartment, and
handled it through the big laiul boom, when
the stuff of surveyors had to be increased from
less than a dozen to over sixty.

The contract for the substructure of the pro-
P<>s(h1 combinuf'ion railway ami passenger
bridge on tho St. John Valley Railw;iy in New
Brunswick, across the Nerepis River, has been
awarded by the Departjnent of Public Works
to Messrs. Powers and Brewer. The bridge
will be four spans in length, and ail the sub-
structure is to be of stone and concrete, entail-

ing some work of a difficult character. The
contractora are starting work on the siTbslrue-

ture without delay. Their contract price is
j

between $60,000 and $70,000. i

BUILDINGS.
March 2 9.— Alt.-rations and additions at St.

IstimaeLs Council sclioolhoiise.—For the Pem-
brokeshire Education .\uthoritv.—Drawings and
speciBeations may be seen and forms of un-
der obtained ou application to the Clerk of
Works, County Eduiation Offices, Haverford-
west, or from tlie Heiid Teacher at the School-
house. Tenders to the Clerk to the Educatioa
Committee.

April 2.— Erection of an Office in brickwork for
their traffic controller at .\delaide Station,
near Belfast.—For the Gn-at Northern Kailwav
Co. (Ireland).—T. Morrison. .Secretary, Amiens.
Street Terminus. Dublin.

ENGINEERING.
April 30. -Installation of a V:uiium Steam-heat-

ing System, and Supply and Erectio'n of Power-
liou.~e Buildings and Chimnt-y —For the Canter-
bury University College, Christchureh, .N.Z.—
The Registrar of Canterburv College, Christ-
church, N.Z.

June 1.—Storm-water Pumping Plant, Calcutta.—
For the Corporation.—The fndian and Eailfrn-
Efiaineer, 50, Fenchurch Street. E.G.

FENCES AND WALLS.
March 30.— Wrou'.'bt-iron C;:ites and Fencing, for

the Central Wliart and liuav street Landing.
Auckland. N.Z.—For the Uarbour Board—The
Commercial Intelligence Department, "3, Basing-
hall Street, E.C.

PAINTING.
March 21—External Painting and Repairs and

Internal Cleaning at the South-Eastern Am-
bulance Station, New Cross, S.E., and Repair-
ing and liistenipering Ceilings at tlie Downs
Sanatorium, Sutton, Surrey, in accordance
with specification prepared by Mr. T. Cooper.
M.I.C.E., M.IjM.E., acting Engineer-in-Chief.

—

For the Metropolitan .\sylunis Board.—Speci-
fications and forms of tender mav l>e in.spwtetl
at the OMioe of the Boanl. Embankment, E.C.
D. .Mann. CKrk.

ROADS AND STREETS.
March 22—Supply of about 2.9S0 yards of Flints,

about 2.550 yards of Granite or other etone, and
i;o yards of Gravel.— For tile niailey Rural Dis-
trict Council.—H. Kemp Walls, District Sur-
veyor, North Common, Chailey.

March 24.—Road Metalling in quantities and
at times as the Council may desiire.—For th^
Pontardawe Rural District Council.—Forms of
tender to he obuiined at the Council Offices,
Pontardawe. Sealed tenders, Mr. W. Lewis,
Clerk.

March 24.—Broken Granite, Tarred Slag, and
Hire of Steam Roller (One Year).—For the
Dorking Urban District Council.—W. J. Hodges,
Clerk, Council Offices. Dorking.

March 2 6.— Materials and Team Labour in the
several parishes 'n the district o( rocking
(Norfolk! (One Year).—For the Docking Ruial
District Council.- .1. .\. Stoughtcn. Clerk to tJie

Council. Fakenham.

March 27.—About I.IOO tons of Granite, to he
debvere<l at He.ndcorn, Pluckley. Oiaring. Ash-
ford, HothBeld Railwav .Stations and Great
Chart Siding —For the We.st Ashford Rural Dis-
trict Council —Tenders to the Chairman of the
Rural District Council, Union House, Wcstwell,
.\shford.

March 2 7. -Materials, etc., within the district of
West Mallins (One Year).—For the Mailing
Rural District Council.— Fredk. J. .\llison, Clerk,
Council Offices. West Mailing.

March 30 Granite, Blast Furnac* Slag, Tarred
Blast Furnace >lag. Kerbs and Setts. Stone-
ware Pipes and tiiillies, Bricks, C^nnent and
Lime (One Yean.—For the Cannock I'riian Dis-

trict Council.—R. Btandiard, Engineer and
•Surveyor, Council Offices, Cannock.

AUTOMATIC
Flushing Tanks

SIMPLE. RELIABLE.

Frcdk. BRABY & CO., Ltd,
352 to 364. EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
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OVn ILLVXTKATIONS.

House at Hinderton, Neston, Cheshire. View of

Entrance Front and Interior of the Hall, with

plans. Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholme, and

Thorncly, FF.K.I.B.A., Architects.

Muchelney Abbey, the Abbot's House, near Crew-

kerne, Somersetshire. Measured drawings, plans,

and details by Mr. James Macgregor. Architect.

Ashcroft Manor, British Columbia. Plans, eleva-

tions, and section. Mr. Leonard Martin,

FJt.I.B.A., Architect.

I

€nxxtnU Calamo.

Week liy week from every populous
centre oome reitei'ated complaints of the

shortage of houses At Birmingham last

week the Lord Mayor presided over a con-

ference of the Town Planning Committee,
the Public Health and Housing Commit-
tee, and the Housing Enquiry Committee,
and it was oflScially reported that there

was a serious shortage of houses in the

city. It was decided to recommend tlie

transfer of the administration of Part 2
of the Housing Act (Demolition and
Renovation) from the Health Committee
t.i the Town Planning 'Committee, which
Kh-eady deals witli Part 1 (clearing of slum
awas) and Part 3 (the acquisition of land
for building purposes. The Town Plan-
ning Committee are completing a survey

of the city, and are in possession of much
information as to building areas, and it

i« felt that the control should be under
one body. So far, the Town Planning
Committee has hardly facilitated house-

building. At Huddersfield, in presenting

tlie estimates at the meeting of the Hud-
dersfield Town Council, Alderman Wood-
head pointed out that although new work-
shops were being built there were very

few new houses. The town could not long

endure the overcrowding caused by the

ihflux of workmen and their families or

tlie evils which overcrowding, if long con-

tinued, always created. He felt that

tliose who had placed new factories within

the borough i^cently ought to erect work-

men's dwellings at the earliest possible

date. The council were unable to provide

anything like the number of houses re-

quired.

As will be seen b}' an advertisement on

another page, the Director of Timber Sup-

plies ha-s decided to institute a monthly
census of stocks ; and, under the Defence
of the Realm Act it is intimated to all

timber merchants and to large consumers
of tdmbei- that they should submit a

monthly return of all stocks of soft woods,

including pitch pine, sleeper blacks, poles,

and pit-props held by them on the last

day of each month. The return will be

due on the 5th of the month following. A
foi-m by the 26th must apply to the office

merchants and large consumers, with full

instructions, on or before the 25th of each

month, and any firm not receiving this

form by the 26th must apply to the office

of the Director of Timber Supplies, Caxton

House, Westminster, for a copy. These

instructions do not apply in cases where
the stock is less than five standards, nor

to stocks of pit-props and pit-wood in the

liands of colliery owners.

Sanction lias been given by the War
Cabinet to the scheme put foi-ward of <s-

taV)lis!ung a National War Museum, and a

committee has been appointed to carry out

tile project. The First Commissioner of

Works wili act as the Cliairman of this

body, having as his colleagues Sir Mai-tin

Conway as the Director-General, Com-
mander C. C. Walcott as the representa-

tive of the Admiralty, Mr. B. B. Cubitt,

C.B., assistant secretaiy of the War Office,

as the representative of tliat Department

;

Colonel J. R. Stansfiekl, C.B., the chief

technical officer of the Departmeiut of

Munitions Inspection, as the representa-

tive of the Ministi-y of Munitions ; Mr.

Ian Malcolm, M.P. ; Professor C. W. C.

Oman, Chioliele Professor of Modern His-

tory, Oxford; and Mr. C. J. Ffoulkes,

the curator of the Tower of London

."Vnnouries, who will aot as cui-ator and
secretary. Tlie object is to collect and pre-

serve for public inspection objects iEus-

trating the Britisli share in the war. Tlie

exliibits wili comprise examples of tlic

arms and otlier war materials used by the

British naval and military forces, tix>phies

capfured from the enemy, souvenirs found

on battlefields, inventions oonnecte*! with

munition making at home, the literature

and art of the war (including i-egimental

magazines and trench drawings), maps,

the music of the war, placards issued by

the Governmeoit in connection with re-

cruiting, economy, and loan campaigns,

medals and decorations, flag-day souve-

nirs, and autograph lettex-sof some of those

who have taken distinguished parts in the

war. It is hoped that all persons and
public bodies who have objects of national

interest connected with the war will com-

miinicate witli the Secretai-y, National

War Museum, H.M. Office of Works,

Storey's Gate, London, S.W., but no
article intended for exhibition should be

forwarded before the secretary has been

communicated with. So far, we believe,

the location of the mujseum is not settled.

We hope it will be installed in a suitable

permanent building in some central

locality, and not, as has been suggested,

in the Tower of London.

In view of the recent death of William

de Morgan, a small loan collection of his

pcttery and tilework has been arranged

in Room 132 of the Victoria and Albert

Museum. In the present difficulties of

transport, no attempt has been made to

fomi an exhaustive, or even a representa-

tive, series of these wares ; a number of

the choicest specimens have been, as a

matter of fact, detained in Paris since the

Arts and Crafts Exhibition of 1914; the

exhibits are, therefore, mainly confined

to loans from residents in London and the

neighbourhood. Mr. Halsey Ricardo has

kindly assisted in the organisation. Both

types of de Morgan's productions are re-

presented, namely, the ruby-coloured and

silver-yellow lustre-wai-e, emulating the

Italian majulica of Maestro Giorgio of

Gubbio, and that painted in rich har-

monies of blue, green and purple, the so-

called Persian colours, suggested in reality

by the work of the old Damascus potters.

The collection testifies to the late artist's

w luderful fertility in the invention of de-

signs, and proves that lie fully understood

the value of the art of the past as a

stimulus to new ci-eation, rather than a

repertory of themes to be slavishly copied.

The opportunity has been taken to show

in the same room a small series (also

kindly lent) of the stoneware made at

Southall by the three brothers Wallace,

Walter, and Edwin Martin (of whom only

the first-named, the eldest, survives). This

belongs, of course, to a veiy different

category of the potter's art. Here the

inventiveness of the artist is displayed in

a great variety of form, always, however,

sti-ictly within the natural Umits of the

craft, and in exquisite subtleties of pro-

portion and of full, though sombre, colour-

ing. The exhibition is supplemented by

a few examples of modern pottery and

porcelain, both English and foreign,

drawn from the permanent collections of

the Museum. Amongst these may be spe-

cially named specimens of French stone-

ware by Jean Carries, Delaherche, Bigot,

Lenoble, and others, i^ecently received by

the Museum as a joint gift from Prince

Antoine Bibesco and Monsieur Paul

Morand.
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Between the A|jeiuiiiies and the Adriatic

Jie the ancient 'hill-cities and ports de-

scribed in " A Holiday in Umbria," by
Sir Tlionias Graham Jackson, Bart., R.A
(Murray, 10s. 6d. net). The author has
Jiiade several visiu to both shores inteni,

on the study of classic and media \al archi-

tecture In -this volume are included

I'esai-o and Ancona and Rimini, and the

duchy of Orbino, with its famous ducal

jialace. Drawing on Sir Thomas Hoby's
translation, as edited by Sir W. Raleigh,

an admirable picture of the ducal

Court of Ouidobaldo is pivsented by Sir

Thomas Jackson. " Ther-i is, perhaps,"
he cbserves, "no other book that brings

*lie leader so intimat.ely into touch with
ihe living men and women of four hundred
vears ago," Of the ducal palace as it now
is, and as it was when a sumptuous trea-

sury of nianuscri])ts, paintings, sculji

tures, tapestries, and othe-r prtiducts of art,

c( lhct«d by Duke Fcderigo, Sir Thoma.s
gives an account that shows how splendid
was the setting in which this splendid

society lived. The drawings and plans i'

the jialace will be greatly appreciated by
ail who study the architecture and sculp-

ture of the building. Sir Thomas suc-

ceeded, by the way, in discovering the
birtlijjlace of the original architect

—" the

eminent maestro Lutiano," as he is named
'.) 1 ederigo Luciano of Laurana, as ho
is called by Raffaello's fathei- in a contem-
porary poem, was born in 1420 at Vrana,
in Dalmatia, a place some twenty miles
south of Zara, now in ruins. The frontis-

piece is a drawing of Ancona by the
author, reproduced in colour, in which
what Sir Thomas Jackson comsiders " the
most beautiful of all Roman arches

"

lomiiiates the composition.

In some parts of the United States un-

official reports hav6 indic<ited severe re-

straint on building opc'rations in

consequence of the rising cost of labour

and materials. Tlie whole country, liow-

<'Ver. according to official dat-a so far as

they liave been received, shows for the

year 1916 moderate gains, the.se gains

being more moderate at the end of the

year than in the early part, wihile returns

fo- January, 1917, were still more
mo.leratt'. From 158 cities reports re-

ceived for Bind.it reefs issue of Febniary
17 showed in January a gain in permits
oi 5.8 per cent, and in expenditures of

4.1 per cent, over January a year ago.

Th<se gain.s compared with gains in ex-

pcnilitures of 5 jicr (vnt, in Dex-emlxir and
3,6 per cent, in November, Tliree gi-oups

of cities showed dex-lims, The.se weiv
New England, middle, and nontili-westem

cities, the gains to offset them l)eing made
in tile otlier groups. Of the large cities,

Kew York showed a decline of 20.9 per

cent, in expenditures fix>m Januaiy a year
iigo; Boston, a di-c.liine of 12.2 per cent.

;

<"lev(land, 13.1; Chioago, 40.7; Milwau-
kee. 87.7. Lart^e cities whieli made gains

Wore I'iiiladelphia with 15.3 per «-nt.,

Detroit with 62.8, Toledo with 84.2. St.

1/ouis with 538 per cent., Hartfoivl with

578 per cent., Wasliington with 77 per

<'eivt., San Francisco with 71.2, and IjOs

Angeles with 180.

In Amerioa they ai* beginning to

" scrap " statues. On one of the most pro-

mim'nt sites in AVa.shington there stands a

bronze statue of Admiral Samuel F. Du-

pont, a popular officer of tlie navy during

the Civil War. It was ei-ected in 1884 at

a cost of £2,000. As a work of art it has

often been severely criticised. " It lacks

silhouette." "It is badly composed, stiff,

without a touch of natui-e." "It has no

swing to it, no charaoter." "It looks

more like a wooden Indian than anyt.hing

else." " It does not stand on its feet, and

has no imore nei-vous quality than a nian-

nikin." Such aiv the opinions of various

present-day experts. It is, therefoi-e,

scaix;ely surprising, according to the

Manchester Guardian, that Congress has

decided that the stiatue shall be removed,

but the remarkable thing is tJiat another

figure of Admiral Dupont is to take its

\i\-Acr, and that the cost of the substitute

is to lie voluntarily borne by pi^esent mem-
bei-s of the Dupont family.

The flight of artists and art dealers

from the war centres of Europe to America

is compared by one fanciful American

writer to " a similar flight from Byzan-

tium to Florence, after the Turks occupied

Constantino])le in the fifteenth century."

One of these, Elie Xadelman, the Polish

sculptor, seems, at any rate, to have made
his mark in New York. One of his most

interesting quoted utterances deals with

the respect which an artist owes to the

peculiar nature of the material in which

he works. " A rough stone," Nadelman
says, " will refuse all the positions we may
wish to give it if these are unsuited to it.

By its own will it falls back into the posi-

tion that its shape in conjunction with its

mass demamls. Here is a wonderful

force, a life, that plastic art should ex-

press, and if this life of the material is

not destroyed, but is cultivated and en-

riched by the artist, it may acquire a

wonderful power of ex|>ression that will

stir the world. A piece of sculpture,

therefore, should be created like a crystal

—physical laws should govern its fashion-

ing, and the more of art there is discover-

able in the work, the less the individuality

of the artist becomes apparent." We are

not quite sure what that means; but we

are told Nadelman is a " Post-Impres-

sionist," and that his " intellectual note

and aloofness are intensified by the extra-

ordinarily high polish which he gives to

his surfaces, and which he claims enables

his works to acquire tone without dirt,

after the manner of antique marbles."

1 ^m^ 1

Mr. II. t'. J Kilwarils, iHirough ™r\e.vor

of Lmnbcth, is suflcring from overwork, and
lias been gruiittni tlirce montlis' leave of

alwence,

Tlio death is announced, on March 21, at

Noiwieh, of Mr. Walter Augustus Hills, oichi-

tPet and siirvo.vor, somotime Fi^llow of tlio

Udyal Instituteof British Architwt*, formerly

of Bow, Middlesex, in his 82nd year.

'riio At/irnainii, which has felt the effects of

war, and lias been apiwariiig less frequently,

it is understood, has been bought V>y Mr.
AiiKiUl Rownbroc, M,P., and is to sec changes.

The paiseing of Qvir foremost literary pa.p«';T

into the hands of the famous "Friends"
f.Tinily is a development whi<^l will be «-utclied

. with int«rest^

WOMEN AS CONSTRUCTORS.
Almost from tlie beginning of the war

women began to take their share in work
of all kinds which necessarily had to be
given up in greater and greater numbei-s
by their husba.n<ls, brothers, and otlier

relutives, who were called to arms. .\ good
deal of tliis work was more or less akin to

that which has alwaii-s Ixvn regardetl as

coming within the province of women-
labour, Imt as the montlis grew into years

it became increasingly manifest that the

capabilities of women were as expansive

as their adaptability was really marvel-

lous. Y'et there were some branches in

which probably few of us expected to find

them rivalling men in every respect.

Women aivhitects, even before the war,

we knew, but that womCTi bricklayers,

carpenters, wood-working nuiehine opera-

toi-s, and, indeed, workere in almost every

branch of the building trades, would have

attained in a couple of years to a skill

unsui-gassed by men, unaccompanied by

certain drawbacks not unfamiliar to most

>mplovei-s of lalwur, was a development

which few would have predicted.

Any sceivtical with regard to the fact

that it has been achieved should not fail

to visit the exhibition of official photo-

graphs, opened under the auspices of

the Labour Department of the Minis-

try of Miinitions last Momlay at the

Itoyal Colonial Institute, illustrating the

various typ(« of work in which women are

employed in construction, and the oUier

various industries connected with muni-

tions of war, and whidi clos * on Saturday

next. As far as building work goes there

is not a trade in connection with which

women will not be seen busy, seniceably

equipped, and evidently taking tlie most

creditable interest in their work. Several

photographs slvow busy parties excjivat-

ing; others are of women bricklayers and

stone-setters, othere mixing concrete; some

drilling all parts of steel constructional

work, from the smallest gu.sset jilates to

rolled steel joists up to 30 ft. in length.

Some are operating cranes and hoists;

iiioie are hard at it miking wotxlen cases;

others are packing sti'cl franu'work for

munition factories, corrugate<l sheets for

trench shelters, and pn-sseil iron flooring

for railway bridges. In the saw-mill,

the sandpapering "shop, at carpentry and

jt>inery, rivetting i-oof trusses and bridge

girdei^, slotting gas-moters. punching

angle frames for munition factories and

angles for trenoli shelters, all are in every

ivspeot doing their bit enthu.siastically.

In the less skilUxl but more exaxiting work

of the general laViourer the women will lie

six>n unloading material from railway

trucks and canal barges, scraping, brusli-

iii2 and tarring gas-holdei-s, cleaning loco-

motives, and busy aliout a scoiv moiv

similar jolis in which l>o<lily strength is

as indispensable as are skill and aptitude

eWnvheiv. .\s forewomen. time-nHonlei-s.

in ehai-go of jiowor-houses. and fullilling

other positions of tnist and lesijionsibiHty

the women are discharging every function

with the calm cousoiousness of cajiability

unalloved by the officiousness of th.'

sterner sex
" newly c]iarge<l with official

superiority.

In the moiv purely engineering sections

th-' photographs reveal aptitude that is

really astoni.«ihing. One group is cutting,

nmnding, trimming, shaping "and slotting

Ixiiler and c<indonsi>r tulxs; another

screwing, facing, and burnishing Uiem.

.\ third is drilling in one operation 3i-iii.

diameter hoh« thi-ough the dnims of

water-tiiU> lioilers; more aiv rivettiiis steel

birrows at the power-rivetting machine.

Some ai-e inserting tulH* in condt'iisers

;

othei-s are facing lioiler flu<^flanges. One

might fill a page with the recital of the
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titles of the hundreds of photograi)hs
exliibit«l, every one diaracterisetl by the
evident concentration of effort and atten-

tion on the work by the women engaged.
Some of the smaller ajid moixs intricate
work—that in the optical department, for

instance, is extremely inteivsting, and
evinces in a remarkable degi-ee jxiwer« of
precision witli which all women are en-
dowed more or less in their own hitherto
recognised sjiheres of work, but which it

is marvellous to find transfeiTed in so
short a space of time to avocations which
demand its exercise in the fullest degree.

One cannot resist the inclination to

wonder wliat is to be the outcome of all

this by and by when tlie war is over. It

is, in our opinion extremely unlikelj',

that, having tJius pinved their capability,

women will consent to be shnt out of fields

liitherto monopolise<l by men. For j-eai-s

the medical profession sought to bar the
gates to the women doctoi-s, but they came
down before the persistent pushfulness of
the in every way equally competent lady
practitioner. The woman solicitor is witJi

us, and the lady barrister is coiining. No
ordirbary trade union rules are more ex-
clusive than tliose which guard the portals
of physic and law ; no opposition by othei-s

will keep the women out of any field of
industry in which the}' prove their capa-
bility as they have proved it up to the
liilt during tlie war. Their power of

organisation is admitted by all, and if

denied the right to work side by side with
men in any capacity tJiey will enrol them-
selves under captains of industry of tlieir

own sex, and men who decline to acceipt

tliein as allies -svill have to look to it wlien
they have to compete with women as rivals.

We have no appi>aliension in regard to the
result. In the arts woman has long jDroved

her equality, to say the least. In the
crafts sihe will .spur men on to wholesome
competition. The admitted surplu.sage of
women will be absorlied in self-reliant

work, and their more numei-ous sistei-s

wlio still find content in the home will

demantl and not fail to obtain from their

husbands and sons a juster recognition of
the capabilities of the sex which has so

magnificently risen to its opportunities
during this time of national trial in a
fashion that may well make Englishmen
prouder than ever of Englishwomen.

> ^•» <

CINEMA DECORATION.
By R. ^¥. Newcombe.

Cinemai!, or picture theatres, to give them
the now more generally known name, are

buiWing.s which differ in more respects than
one from other public places of entertainment
architecturally. I am speaking now of the mul-
titudes of halb of various sizes, but of one
almo-st invariable shaped interior—viz., an
oblong with a quick slope to the floor and
plain flanked walls rising sheer to the roof,

usually of considei'able height. Such interiors

are rarely, if ever, lit up in a manner that

could display to any advantage elaborate
decorative treatments of the ceilings, but the
walls at all times cry aioud for sonje relief,

both in colour and judicious decoration, to

break the monotonous effect of their plain-

ness.

There are various means by which this may
be successfully attained, but in each case the
means mast be subordinated to any peculiari-

ties in the dimensions of the interiors them-
selves as, for instance, a builddns of con-

siderable width but of no great height de
mands treatment which will apparently in-

crease its height and bring to all appearances
the width into a narrowed compass. It is

surprising how much may be effected in this

respect by a suitable anangeraent of panelling
with alternate wide and narrow panels and a
scheme of colour so arranged as to bring the
walls neai'er on either side, the naiTow con-
trasting styles adding considerably to the
height in appearance, and for such require-

ments dark warm tones in the panels invari-

ably yield the Ijest results.

In "circumstances such as I have just de-

scribed it is -rarely, if ever, wise to apply a

frieze decoration ; the panels to be really effec-

tive and serve their pmpose should be carried

to within a few inches of the cornice of the

ceiling, and any ornamental treatment should

be confined to the panel surface itself, eitJier

in the form of a ftencilled stripe pattern or

diaper aU-over, while the styles separating

them may be suitably relieved by stencilling

a long pendant or diop ornament hanging
from a ribbon or patera, ending some third

of the way down the styles. This not only
affords an opportunity for decorative relief,

but at the same time gives the apparent in-

creased height also.

The Empii'e all-over filling treatment,
based on the Griffin, here shown, makes an
excellent two-colour stencil for the treatment
of panels on the lines suggested, and if the
panels be flatted with either Matone 2,200
nv 2,227, and the stencil applied in two

The colour scheme here arranged would be
suitable above a plain matoned filling of
either 2,225 or 2,216, the ground of the
frieze being Matone 2,217 or a little lighter
.shade. The trophies in the panels are two
warm sepia shades, encircled with green
wreaths, tied together and supported with
blue ribbons ; the oval framework, bands and
ornamental details of swags and pendants
are of a similar sepia or golden brown, but
uniformly flatter in treatment, with the same
green as the panel wreaths used throughout

;

the torches separating the panels are of a
richer character, being in warm orange and
rich sienna-brown tints, with a free use of

orange chrome and vermilion in the flames

proceeding from them.
Altogether it makes a really effective deco-

ration and is not costly to produce. The
:eiling and cornice above should in all in-

-itances be quite plain, and cream or ivory

vhite is both safe and suitable. Should

the ceiling happen to slope at all, such a.

frieze should never be carried to meet the

slightly warmer shades. th% effect would be
pretty much that of a soft da-mask, while
Matone 2,217 would serve for the styles, on
wluch a soft mossy-green flat ornament sten-

cilled would complete a simple but satis-

factory scheme, with the mouldings framing
the panels a deep ivory white tone. Ob-
viously, for such a scheme to be really effec-

tive, the upholstered seating should be in

marked contrast but nevertheless harmonious,
and for this purpose either a rich green or

electric blue would be most pleasing.

Our sjcond illustration is an emblematical
Empire frieze for application where it is

desirable to reduce apparently the height
of the walls by a light plain treatment of the
lower parts and a vigorous decorative effect

immediately above the same. There is a

large number of buildings w-here this result

is very much to be desired, and the design
here reproduced is specially drawn to fit a

frieze .space of fully 36 inches, being nearly
30 inches over the ornament, and is arranged
for easy working in a series of four plates,

maki/ig the application of the separate

colours quite simple and expeditious.

angle ; nothing is moi-e objectionable to the
eye than to look up at wdiat should be obvi-

ously vertical details and find the same dis-

tinctly leaning.

A very simple expedient will remedy the

trouble. Take the ceiling at its lowest point
and mark the extreme depth for the ground
colour of frieze ; then take a line to the
other extreme end of the wall and, while-

it is being held in position, a man may with
a long spirit level in the centre have the
line adjusted to a true position ; the frieze

band can then be marked to the proper depth
at the high end of the hall and lines struck

to the level. The space coming from the-

higher end to a vanishing point in the ceiling

should be finished with the ceiling colour,

by which means the objectionable slant

would be rendered invisible and the frieze

kept in a vertical position. Details of this

kind may seem apparently trifling, but it

must always be borne in mind that nothing
which makes for success can ever be truly

regarded as trifling : particularly is this the
case in decorative matters.

—" Berger's Good
Business News."
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FLOOD LIGHTING.*
By L. C. Porter.

The projection of a flood of light on to a
distant object is nothing new. In Leisure
J/our for 1872, under the head " Public Illu-

minations," the sugge.stion is made to illumi-

nate St. Paul's dome by flooding it with light

projected from various quarters. Since theii

individual spectacular installaticms have been
made, as instanced at Niagara Falls, Statue
of Liberty, Singer Building Tower, etc.

The general application of flood lighting,

however, is of very recent origin. It has
been made practical and economical by the
perfecting of the concentrated filament incan-
descent hirap. It is of particular advantage
ior the illumination of surfaces more or less

ijiacccssible and those that would recpiire ex-

pensive runs of wiring for other methods.
The original experimental installation was on
the water tank of the Driver-Harris Wire
Company in Harrison, N.J., from which all

other schemes were developed. Since that
lime it has been adapted for lighting for

would be parallel and, neglecting atmo-
spheric absorption, would reach to infinity.

However, all light sources have physical di-

mensions, and hence the beam from such a
source used willi a projecting lens or reflector

will have a certain amount of spre.id, de-

pending on tlie size of the light source, the

focal length of the projector, etc. Its inten-

sity is assumed to vary invei>>ely as the square

of the distance from the projecUjr.

The size of the light source, however, has
a very material effect upon the spread of the

beam, and, therefore, also upon its intensity.

For, .Tsfuming that we have the same volume
of light to work with, it is obvious that if

it is .spread out over a large area, as with a

beam of large dispersion, the light inten-

sity on this area must be lower than if all

of the light were confined to a small area

by projecting it as a narrow beam. Thus the

soince of light ha« great influence on the
resultant beam. Having a certain light

source to work with, the reeultant beam when
this source is used in a projector, will also

from a source than a long focus parabola.

Where incandescent lamps are used as a light

source care must be taken not to use ao short

a focus reflector tliat the lamp bulb will

strike the reflector and prevent the filament

coming into the focus. As focus-type in

candescent lamps are generally made in round
bulbs with the filament in the centre of tlie

bulb, we can state that the focal length of

the reflector should not be less than half the

diameter of the lamp bulb, plus a small clear-

ance space of, say, 4 inch.

The importance of careful focussing may
be shown by the following data on a 16-in.

diam. 3-in. focus reflector.

Location of Filament. Beam Ca- die Power.

At focus 220,000

1/16 in. back of focus 70,000

2/16 in. back of focus ' 40,000

3,16 in. back of focus 18.000

4/16 in. back of focus 8,000

Moving the filament i in. to the side threw

CUNE.M.V DKCMUATH'.N. pCL 1j.l;,c -uJ,

nihil than publicity work, construction work,
patrols around munition plants, prisons, mili-

tary camps, bowling alleys, rifle ranges, drill-

halls, arsenals, trap shooting fields, logging

camps, freight piers, advertising banners,

flags, statues, clock towers, fountains, stained
gla.ss windows, ice ponds, steam shovel and
dredging operations, and many forms of out-

door-game fields.

The floodlight unit, essentially a projector,
is akin to the " search " light, and their fields

overlap.

The adaptation of the focus type filament
lamp projector to a searchlight beam (with
suitable accessories) makes available many
types of " search " lights for small-power
boats and signalling lamps and tubes of all

types. Many of tTie United Sl/ates Coast-
guard stations are now equipped with port-
able battery equipments having a range of

fifty miles, as well as range-lights and har-
bour lights.

Tlie primary fimotion of a flood light is

to project illumination to a distance. There
are two methods of doing this in common
use : One by passing the light generat<?d
through a lens and thus concentrating the
rays into a beam; tlie other by reflecting the
light rays by use of a reflector of parabolic
shape, whicli acumplishes the same result.

With cither equipment, if the light could all

originate from a point source (a physical
impossibility) located at the focal point of
a perfect lens or reflector, the resulting beam

' Abstract of ft paper read before the Eugineers'
hih of Philailelphin, Feb, IS.

depend somewhat upon the size and design

of the lens or reflector used, and also on the

acduracy with w-hioli the light source is

located at the exact focal point. In general

it might be said that a glass lens or glass

mirror can be ground and polished more
accurately than a metal mirror ran be spun ;

hence, where extremely powerful beams ari'

required, such as in navy searchlights, or

where a little "spill" or stray light is ob-

jectionable, such* as in stereopticon work,
tlie glass lens or mirror is usually used. For
flood-light service, however, neither ex-

tremely powerful beams; nor one* with no
stray light are desirable. For this reason

metal reflectors are most common in this ser-

vice.

Metal reflectors may be made of polished

aluminium, having a reflection coeflScient of

about 61 per cent.; or of bra.ss. nickel-plated,

with a reflection coeflicient of aboiit 54 per
j

.cent. ; or of brass- silver-plated, producing

a surface with 86 jier cent, reflection. The
aluminium rellectin-s have the advantage that '

they can be buffed up an indefinite number
of times, whereas the plating on the others

gradually weare off with frequent polishing, i

iteplating. however, is not a very serious

problem, and many silver-plated reflectors are

in service. The reason for the nickel sur-

face is that it does not corrode or tariii.<sh 1

quite 60 rapidly as silver.

Flood light reflectors are ]iarabolic in
j

shape, but vary as to depth and focal length.

With a given diameter a short focus para-

1

bola will utilise more of the total light flux

the centre of the beam 4 ft. to one side and
reduced its c.p. from 220,000 to 125,000.

The dimensions of iho light source also

have an important influence on the beam c.p.

I'sing six 100-watt lamps of different type^^.

the beam c.p. of one projector varied fi-om

462.000 to .3,800.

Most projection devicee are equipped with
means of moving the source so that it may
be correctly foeussed. Improperly adjusted
automobile headlights are to-day one of the

greatest causes of complaint in regard t<i

glare.

One of the special advantages of flood

lighting is its simplicity. The whole equip-

ment is so simple that no expert is needed to

install it.

The question of location of pi-ojectors is

largely one of judgment. A few minutes'
experiment ins will quickly demonstrate
the most .satisfactory location. In flood

lighting, it is well to choose at least two loca-

tions—one diagonally off from each end of ;i

surface to be lifihted. Thus, the light fallini;

oil the surface from two different angles will

tend to minimi.se shadows which might be

thrown by protrusions, such as window
ledges, cornices, pillars, etc., which would
occur if the li^ht all came from one location.

Where possible, it is well to avoid projecting

the liiiht dire<-lly—i.e.. perpendicularly at a

surface—as it tends to produce spots of light

rather than even illumination.

Having the light come at angles from two
or more locations also tends toward more
even illumination. It is well, where prnc-
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tical, to arrange units, so that no one part of

the surface illuminated is entirely dependent
on one projector. It is quite common prac-
tice in lighting a surface to cross the beam

—

i.e., have the projectors at one location light
the portion of the surface farthest from them—and similarly at other locations.

In lighting a building facing on a street
care should be taken to mount the projectors
high enough, or so train their beams as to
prevent them from shining on the eyes of
pedestrians, drivers, etc., as glare might
result in serious accident. For this reason
buildings are frequently not flooded below a
point 15 feet above the street level. It is

well, where possible, to locate the projectore
in such positions that they will not be visible
from the street.

The question of intensity necessary and
wattage is one which depends largely upon
local conditions. If the surface to be lighted
is very light colour and seen against a dark
background, it may be practical to use as
low as i-watt per square foot of surface
lighted. Light grey buildings, such as
granite and marble, may be well lighted in

average city surroundings with an energy ex-

penditure of one watt per square foot of sur-
face lighted. The darkest surfaces, such as
red brick and light sandstone, do not appear
<(> well flood-lighted. Red brick requires at

least 2 watts per square foot, while dark red.
dark green and bronze surfaces may require
as high as 5 watts per square foot. Ex-
pressed as surface intensity, the average re-

quirements are 2 to 10 foot candles, depending
" upon local conditions.

Given a surface to flood-light, the procedure
is, first, to find the available locations for

flood-lighting projectors and the distances
and angles from the area to be lighted. Next,
determine the area to be lighted and estimate
(as above) the total wattage necessary. This,
divided by the wattage of the lamp to be
used, will give the number of projectors re-

i|uired. If this figure is fractional (one-half
or over), always use an extra projector. The
beam from a projector striking squarely on
the surface at right angles to the axis of the
beam illuminates a circle ; while striking at
an angle, the area lighted is an ellipse, whose
length and width depend upon the distance
to the projector and the angle between the
surface and the axis of the beam.
The exact direction in which to train

each projector and the spread of the
beam can be worked out on paper
for any flood-lighting installation. This, how-
ever, is generally unnecessary. With the pro-
jectors in place, it is a very easy matter to
so train them and arrange the spread -of the
beams (by means of the focussing device on
the projector) as to cover the area to be
lighted to best advantage.

Flood lighting projectors are available giv-
ing almo.st any de.oired spread of beam, and
for those wlio wish to work out flood-lighting
problems in greater detail, the manufacturers
of such equipment can furnish distribution
curves of their equipment. In lieu of such
curves, the projectors can be easily tested and
curves made locally.

The popularity of flood lighting has brought
about the development of quite a numl)er of
different makes of projectors, and this num-
ber is being steadily increased. The installa-
tion on the Pliiladelphia City Hall tower is
of interest. Three hundred and four flood
lighting projectors are used for this, each con
taming a 500-watt flood-lighting lamp. As
part of this tower is covered with bronze
having a very low coefficient of reflection, it
presented a very difficult lighting problem.
Five times the intensity of light used on the
grey granite part of the tower is thrown on
the bronze. The di.spositiou of the beams
from the projectors, which are mounted in
groups on the roof of the Citv Hall, is as
follows :

—

Forty are trained on the stone part of the
tower, 80 on the clock part, 144 on the dome,
and 40 on the statue and pedestal.
Among other notable installations are the

Matue of Liberty in New York Harbour, the
Soldiers and Sailors' Monument in New York
< ity, a Civic Celebration in New Haven and
a pageant in Newark, N.J.

ONCAUSES OF EFFLORESCENCE
BRICKWORK AND MASONRY.

iBy W. C. DtjMAS.

It is not uncommon to see am otherwise
excellent piece of ibrickwork or masowy
marred 'by a scum of white efflorescenco on
the surface. Sometimes these deposits appear
in the mortar joints. Tliis is not only un-
sightly, but in some cases may positively en-

dangei- the strength of the work. The cause
of these deposits is now fairly well under-
stood, and several methods ihav© be^n pro-
ixised for preventing their fonnation. The
remedy must, however, be applied during the
course of manufacture of the brickwork, or

at the time of the mixing of the mortar.

The amounts o£ the salts wliich compose
these scimis vary between 0.001 per cent, and
0.50 per cent. As little as one-thousandth
of 1 per cent, can be seen on the surface of a
brick. The maxinium is a.bout one-half of 1
per cent.

In mojst cases these efflorescences are sul-

phates, but they may be almost any other
.soluble salt. Lime is the chief offender, and
in the majority of cases the greater part of
these deposits consists of sulphate of lime.
Analysis shows tliese residues to contain in
addition to sulphate of lime, magnesium
sulphate, potassium sulphate, sodiimr sul-
phate, and aluminium sulphate in lesser pro-
portions.

Why do itliese salts form in certain cases
and in other cases they do not? In the
manufacture of brick, the principal materials
used are water, clay and coal. All of these
materials may contain impurities, wiliioh con-
tribute to scum foi-mation. Tlie coal may
contain a high percentage of sulphur, which
during the burning process unites with the
iiLsoIuble materials of the clay to form soluble
.salts to a greater or less extent. After-
wards, especially if the bricks are used where
tliey are exposed continually to moisture, the
soluble salts are gradually brought to the
surface by the capillary action of the moisture
in the interstices and pores of the brick and
then deposited on the sui-face as a scum.
The clays used m the manufacture of brick

may contain soluble salts caused in them by
weathering. This is often the case, especially
if the material has been obtained near the
surface where • decomposition takes place
faster. In the cast of clays of this kind,
future trouble can be avoided by first leach-
ing out the soluble salts. A more expensive
process is to add barium salts to the wet clay
before moulding.
Some waters used in the manufacture of

brick and earthenwares of all kinds carry
much dissolved matter w^iich is incorporated
with the clay in the mixing. When the a-aw
bricks are dried and burned and the water ds
evaporated, the chemicals contained in the
water are left behind and may prove a
troublesome source of scum fonnation. Suoli
water should be treated before they are
used to remove the objectionable salts.

The drying and burning processes have
much to do with the tendency of the product
to form scums.

First, the drying must be steady and rapid,
and condensation of moisture "dvi(ring this
stage must not take place. Aftenvards,
thorough burning must be had in order to
give a Jiard, compact brick as well as to
caiuse a partial combination of the soluble
salts with the silica of the clay.

The causes and prevention of eflloi-escence
in mortars are the same as those for brick.
It is vei-y essential to prevent the formation
of scums in mortars because these deposits
weaken the material in the mortar joints.
Many patents have been talcen out for the

prevention of efflorescence on bricks. Some
of these patents call for the coating of the
outer surface of tJie wall with some material
impei-vious to water after the bricks are in
place. Others of these patents provide
various substances which are incorporated in
the clays before they are burned. But the
surest way to produce a sound product is to
control the purity of all materials entering
into its manufacture.

Occasionally the cause of the trouble is

outside the brick itself. There is a case on
record where a certain kind of sandlime
bricks showed a marked efflorescence. Upon

exaimnation, it was found that the materials

used in the manufacture were free from

soluble salts. Finally, the trouble was traced

to the storage yards where cinders amd ashes

had been dumped. The sulphates and otlier

soluble salts from them had been absorbed by
the raw brick and were the cause of tflie

trouble.

Efflorescent deposits can be removed from

walls without mucli trouble. If the greater

part of the scum is calcium sulphate, a dilute

solution of hydrochloric acid, consisting of

one pait of strong acid to five parts of water,

will do the work. In certain other casetj

the wall is first washed with a solution, of

hard soap, consisting of two pounds of soap

to the gallon. After this, it is washed with

an alum solution containing one pound to the

gallon.

—

The Decorator.
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SOME ELEMENTS OF THE SCIENCE OF
BUILDING.

At the March General Meeting of the

Hampstead Scientific Society, a lecture on
" Some Elements of the Science of Building

was given by Mr. W. E. Vernon Crompton,

F.R.I.B.A.
The lecturer selected from his large sub-

ject the methods of making economical and

sound coverings to buildings, and illustrated

his remarks with beautiful nhotographs of the

roofs and domes of well-known Greek, Roman,

Byzantine, Medioevail, and Renaissance

temples and churches. A building. may be

covered in two ways, by a trabeated or beam
construction, the" method adopted by the

Greeks, or by an ai-oh, vault, or dome.

The mechanical problem involved in the fii-st

method was explained by Mr. Crompton by

means of diagrams and a m^idel. He sh,owed

how the stresses were distributed in a beam,

and how they could be provided for, leading

to the theory of the modern lattice gii-der. He
also showed the necessity for knowing the

strength to resist of the materials used. With
photographs on the screen of many mediaeval

church roofs, the function of each member was
exjdained, whether to resist thrust or as a tie-

rod to resist tension. The use of the hammer-
beam for shortening the span was illustrated

by the roof of Westminster HaJI. The roof

truss with its many varieties, with king post,

queen post, etc.. was explained and illus-

trated.

The lectiu-er then dealt with the Mansard
roof, first developed by Francois Mansard, and
exemplified in the Palace of the Luxembourg
and many other well-known buildings in

Paris. Here the roof has two or more por-

tions of different angles of slope, taking the
form, but inverted, of the long straight links
of a chain hanging freely from its ends. This
kind of i-oof is to be seen in many modern
buildings in London.
The pi-inciples of the arch and vault were

next discussed. The method adopted by the
Byzantines in covering a great area with a
dome was illustrated bv the Churdi of St.

Sophia, and the further development of this
method, where the dome rests on a drum, was
shown in the old cathedrals and other
churches.
The method adopted by Wren at St. Paul's

was to support the lantern on a cone with an
inner and outer dome built on light scaffolding
within and without this cone. Interesting
details of the way the weight was distributed
and the stresses resisted in St. Paul's dome
wei'e explained.
The lecturer finally dealt with Gothic vault-

ing and with the flying buttress, illustrating
his )X)ints with photographs of charming
details of British and French cathedrals. The
pointed arch, he considered, had originated
as a solution of the geometrical problem of
vaulting a space of differing span in two
directions. The function of the flying but-
tress was to resist the outward thrust of the
roof. This resistance was increased by the
weight of the pinnacles arising from the but-
tress. Tliese were not. placed there merelv as
ornaments.

->-•«<

Mr. J. S. Hurst, C'.E., formerly assistant
surveyor of Bridlington and now surveyor of
Southwold, has been gazetted second-lieutenanr
of the Devonshire Regiment. He is the son of
Mi-s. Hurst. Scalbv Road, Scarborough
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SEINC OP MWt ftieSSUK-V STONE. + •» + *:

CMItSE PWO* -'
I Ifcplpd l-S PR gP Rd

MUCHELNEY ABBEY—THE ABBOTS HOUSE—NEAR CREWKER
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SOMERSETSHIRE Measured and Drawn by Mr. James MacGregor, Architect.
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Inr SUustrations.

HOUSE AT HINDERTON, NESTON,
CHE.SHIRE.

The site ioi- this house has a slight fall to

t.h« 80uth-we.=it, and is about two or three

acrp.i in extent. A feature has been made of

the spacious hall, which is so arranged as to

make a comfortable sitting-room. Sei'vice to

the front door and to the dining-room 's

planned to avoid passing through the hall.

The ground floor rooms a.re 8 ft. 6 ins. in

height. The hail floor and the staircase arc

of oak, and the walls are jjanelled in oak.

The joiners' work elsewhere is of Ameiican

white wood, stained and dull poli-shed. The

rooms throughout are he;i.ted by means of hot-

water pipes and radiators. The walls ex-

UM-iially aie faced with 2i-in. rustic Sutton

Oak bricks, which are light red, varying to

<lark purple in colour. The roofs are covered

with small stone slates supplied and laid by

Messrs. Adla.rd. Messrs. J. and F. Kitchen

.vere the general contractOJ-s.

The gardens were laid out by Messrs. Ba<k-

liouse and Sons, of York, from plans and

undeir the supervision of the arclutects,

.\lessr.s. Briggs, Wolstenholine, and Thornely,

FF^R.I.B.aT, of Liverpool. We give an ex-

terior view and interior with a copy of the

two principal jilaiis. At an early date a

ivhotograph of tlic garden front will follow.

THE ABBOTS HOUSE, MUCHELNEY
\BBEY. NEARCREWKERNE, SOMER-
SETSHIRE.
The almost perfect condition of the abbot's

house at Miichelney adds greatly to its value

and interest. The buildings have frequently

l>een more or less fully described, but very

..jeldom iUustrate<l in a manner worthy of the

subject. The remains of the Abbey of S8.

Peter and Paul are considerable : tile only

part, however, actuallv intact is the house

erected for the abbot. We are enabled to-day

to give a capital double-page of measured

drawings, including the south elevation to a

larger scale. This structure is a remarkably

good example of English domestic work

OTected towards the end of the fifteenth

century. Part of this sheet of illustrations .s

devoted to a bloci plan showing the medijeval

lav-ont of the Abbey and also its position .n

reference to the viUage of Muchelney. We
are indebted to Mr. James Macgrcgor, of

Dunfermline, for the loan of these excellent

and reliable drawings. His marginal notes

attached to the sketches furnish several items

of useful information. The foundation of the

.\bbey is obscured by much romance, and the

credit is accorded indiscriminately to Alfred,

Ina, and Athelstane. On the authority, how-

evei-. of Matthew of Westminster the date of

its dedication was January 7. 939 a.d. None

of these tenth century buildings now exist,

and in the course of time they had to make

way for later ones. The ruins to day <hicfly

belong to the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

turies. Few abbey buildings had a moi-e

checpiered existence than those at Muchelney.

and the last abbot was Thomas Yve. The

..stabli.shment was first disseised or dis-

1)Ossessed, so that the brethren fell into debt,

and this induced quarrels, which coritmued

till the contonding p.irties were bodily ex_

lulled, and this happened during the first half

of the sixteenth century. The whole of the

,\bbey property was granted by Henry VIII.

to Edward, Earl of Hertford, V>etter known

as ihe Duke of Somerset. This gift took

place in 1539. It is remarkable to wh.it ex-

tent the domestic buildings at JIuchelney

escaped injury during the demolition which

ensued, and these remains are most distinc-

tive. The bejiutiful cloisters suffice to est.ib-

lish their reputation for fine .architectural

merit. Pisbury quarries supplied the blue

rubble masonry of the wallings, and the door-

way.s, window dressings and bands are of Ham
Hiil stone. The hall was used for a long

while as a ham, though otherwi.se the place,

generally spe.aking, h<is been well looked

after, particularly in more modern times. The

abl(ot's chamber has a h.indsome .stone

chimney-piece, with a rich fascia filled with

^luartrefoil tracery cuspings besides a foli.ated

flat 'Ornice in two strings, one above the

,,tlK-r. both teiminating right and left on t-o a

twisted spiral shaft set at the angle and

carrie<l right up the face of tlie chimney

breast; then capped by freely designed scroll

carvings very late in the Gothic style, but

crisp and refined in detail. Richly panelled

backs to the waU seats extend .along the

wainscot under the muUioned and cusped

stone windows ranging along the left of this

apartment looking towards the fireplace.

These pretty lights have unequal divisions

with moulded transomes and old quarry glaz-

ings. The church at Muchelney lias a splendid

Henry VII. th tower, but perhaps the belfry

is not so imposing as that of the neighbour-

ing ixirish of Kingsbury. This latter tower

is in .some respects even finer than the m.ar-

vellouslv rich Perpendicular steeple at Huish

Episcopi in the same vicinity. Ihe font at

Muchelney h.as an oversaiUng bowl car\-ed

with a crucifix and set out with uncommon

pendant shafts projecting at the corners.

Parts of the builfliiiL' belong to the thirteenth

centurv. The vicarage at some time or other

was contrived out of the ancient Abbey

buildings,

ASHOROFT IMANOR, BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

The geometrical illustrations given herewith

from the office drawings are self-explanatory.

The central hall running up, as shown by the

section, with a balcony extending along three

sides, makes a commodious and airy feature,

and the open verandahs on the south front

of the building add to the amenities of the

reception-rooms, which are also thereby pro-

t«;te<I from the extremes of temperature. Mr.

Leonard IMartin. F.R.I.B.A.. is the architect.

>-•••-<«

ELECTRIC LAMP GLASS
REGULATIONS.

The Minister of Munitions orders that all

persons shall comply with the following Regu-

lations :

—

MANUFACTUKE.

(1) No person shall manufacture any elec-

tric lamp glass unless the purpose for which

such glass is required has been approved.

Such approval must be evidenced by one or

other of the following, which must be quoted

by the ordering firm to the manufacturer,

together with the purpose for which the glass

is recjuired :

—

, t * j
(a) Reference to and number of an Ad-

miralty, War Office or Ministry of Munitions

contract for which the glass is necessary ;
or

(b) A certificate authorising the supply

issued on beh.ilf of the Minister of Munitions

by the Director of Optical Munitions and

(ihossware Supply.

(2) Manufacturers of Electric Lamp Ulass

are required to render to the Director of

Optical Munitions and Glassware Supply at

regular intervals full and accurate returns of

their manufacture and output of electric lamp

glass in accordance with the directions from

time to time given by the said Director.

PURCHASE AND SALE OUTSIDE THE UNITED

KINGDOM.

(3) No person shall buy, sell or deal in any

electric lamp glass situated or to be manufac-

tured outside the United Kingdom unless a

certificate authorising such purchase, sale or

dealing has been issued on behalf of the

Minister of Munitions by the Director of

Optical Munitions and Glassware Supply.

DEFINITION CLAUSE.

(4) For the purpose of this Order Electric

Lamp Glass shall include all glass intended

for use in the manufacture of electric lamps

except glass used or intended for use in lamp

caps for insulating purposes, but shall not in-

clude glass shades and similar accessories.

(5) AH applications in reference to the

above Order should be made to the Director of

Optical Munitions and Glassware Supply,

Ministry of Munitions of War. 117. Picca-

dilly, W.l.
• y^mmm^
A meuioriul tablet is to be placed in the

coiMuil cbaniber. Town Hall. Ventnor, m
memorv of the hit.' Town Clerk, who. havini;

survived the privations of Kut durinp; the whole

of the siege, die<l as a prisoner of war in the

hands of the Turks shortly after the surrender

I
of that place.

STONE AND CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS
FROM THE STANDPOINT OF EFR-
CIENCY AND ECONOMY."

By G. C. Warren.

•Economy and efficiency" have come to

be commonly used together as a high-sound-

in" expression of wliich one almost stands in

a\\e. To my mind, with all its grandeur,
" economy and efficiency," in its most ex-

treme application, is well embraced in the one

little word " best," when that word is used

in its broadest sense of "all things con-

sidered."
An engineer who would say that any one

type of road or pavement foundation or sur-

face is "best" or 'most efficient and eco-

nomical" under all conditions would be hke

an architect who claimed that either stone,

brick, concrete, or lumber is the best build-

ing material for all conditions. ,,,,.,,
In my judgment, the question of

_^
best

or more 'economical and efficient" pave-

ment foundation (as to both character and

depth) to meet any particular case, necessarily

entails a careful "study and consideration of

the conditions applying to that case, includ-

ine the character of subsoil, character of

traffic, character of wearing surface to he laid

on the foundation, and climatic conditions.

As a general statement applying to new

pavements. I think a statement on this sub-

ject, made by the company with which I am
associated, in its instructions issued fifteen

years ago, and maintained at all times since

then, covers the ground as well as it could

be covered in a few words. This is as fol-

lows :

—

... » 1 r»

An unyielding foundation is essential. Our

snecificaiions for bituminous base are de-

signed for characters of subsoil which can be

rolled to provide a firm sub-foundation. Where

unyielding subsoil conditions do not exist, or

where the roadway is so narrow or contains

such, obstructions as to make proper rolling

of foundation impossible, the use of hydrauhc

concrete is recommended, being very careful

that the concrete is roughened as specified.

It frequently occurs, and cannot always be

foreseen, that different portions of the same

street, with a view to economy and utdity,

require different thicknesses as well as char-

acters of foundation ; for this reason it is ad-

visable that specifications should provide for

payment for the foundation per cubic yard.

and prices for both bituminous and hydrauhc

concrete foundation.

In the fifteen years which have elapsed

since the formulation of this rule I have seen

nothing to indicate that, as between crushed

stone and hydraulic cement concrete founda-

tion it is liot absolutely correct, except as

noted below in the case of sandy subsoil under

certain conditions. I, however, freely Con-

fess tliat I have seen many cases of misman

agement and the use of crushed stone founda-

tion under subsoil and other local conditions

where such a foundation should not, liave

been specified, and also the adoption of ex-

pensive concrete foundation under subsoil and

other conditions which make such adoption

a lack of true economy to an extent that.

to my mind, constitutes incompetence.

In' discussion of this matter "concrete

is considered as including any dense aggre-

gate ranging fnmi coarse to fine, the particu-

lars of which are bound together by any

cementing agent, whether hydraulic cement,

bituminous cement, or other cement.

BLOCK PAVEMENTS,

I will assiune it to be a pretty generally

It cognised fact that all forms of block pave-

ment must be laid on concrete base, for the

reason that broken stone base does not pro-

vide a bed on which the blocks can rest

without danger of rocking under traffic.

Incidentally, it will also be generally con-

ceded that" unless the blocks .are more com-

pletely and firmly grouted than is practicable

on the entire area^of pavement, it is neces-

sary that the depth of concrete foundation

shall be greater than the foundation for a

monolithic wearing surface. The reason 'or

this is that in the case of the block pavement

the weight transmitted to the foundation is

that of the load resting on individual block

' Before the American Society lor the Advancement

of Science.
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Hieas, while in the case of monolithic sur-

taces the weight of the same load transmitted
to the foundation is distributed over many
times greater area. The use of a broken
stone foundation is. therefore, practically

limited to monolithic bituminous wearing
surfaces.

BROKF.N STONE FOUNDATIONS.

Each individual case should be given
.special consideration, with special reference
to the character of subsoil and climatic con-
ditions. If the subsoil is of the nature of

clay and the climate such that the sub-base
i? liable to become wet before the waterproof
pavement surface is laid, then it is unsafe
to specify broken stone base, because in such
wet yielding condition the subsoil does not
provide a sub-grade over wliich either the
I rashed stone or biturhinous surface can be
|irfjperly compressed. If. on the other hand,
the subsoil is of a gravelly nature, or if in a
, Umat* where it seldom or never rains during
the working season, no more serviceable or
inexpensive foundation can be produced for

-a stable bituminous wearing surface than a
thoroughly rolled crushed stone.

This has been abundantly proven in many
. ases, of which I wiU cite two.

SAND! SUBSOIL.

Nearly sixteen years ago we had great
vliflSculty in securing a solidly compacted
broken-stone foundation on the sandy soil

of one of the lake cities of Indiana.
The spreading of marsh grass over the sandy
sub-grade before spreading the crushed stone
lielped immensely. During the present year,
however, we met an interesting case in con-
nection with the building of a bitulithic
pavement on the bridge approaches of the
•' Interstate Bridge " crossing the Columbia
River from near Portland, Ore., to Van-
couver, Wash. The bridge floor is 21,624
square yards, and the bitulithic pavement
was laid on heavily-reinforced Portland
cement concrete foundation. The bridge ap-
proaches are about three miles in length,
and are formed of sand pumped from the
Columbia River, the newly-made fill thus
made having depths varying from 5 ft. to
25 ft. Being washed in place, the sand fill

is compressed as solidly as possible. The
specifications required a broken stone base,
laid on this sand fill. The general belief is

that, under such conditions, the crushed
stone, in rolling, will compress several inches
into the dry sand, and even then not be

^
solidly compacted. It has, however, been

;; proved that a generous amount of wat^r
used to wet the sand during the process (.f

.'spreading and rolling the base, provides a
-ub-grade so solid that the stone compresses
iito it but very slightly, and becomes solidly
ompacted under the twelve-ton steam

roller, and, using the same heavy roller, no
trouble develops in compression of the bitu-
lithic wearing surface.
Economic utility of broken stone foimda-

tions is especially applicable in the case -f
old macadam country roads or city streets,
Die grade and contour of which are such that
they can be regulated without serious dis-
turbance of the old macadam.

^,
It is a well-established fact that with a

[ dense, stable, waterproof pavement surface,
rolled crushed stone base practically over-

' mes the cracking of Portland cement con-
rete. It is also self-evident that a crashed

>tone foundation has the important economic
advantage that in the case of a broken
stone base the bituminous wearing surf,ice
under pressure of the roller, fills the (hiiks
ill the surface of the foundation and forms
111 important union between the foundation
,<iid surface which is impracticable in the
long run with either Portland cement c. n
-lete or silicate of soda concrete foundation-.
Concrete foundations are divided into

three general classes—Portland cement con-
crete, bituminous cement concrete, concrete
liound together by other classes of cement.

.\s previously stated, in cases of weak sub-
base, solid, den.se concrete has an important
advantage, in that by bridging over the
»veak sub-base it imparts a greater strength
than is possible with rolled crushed stone
iider such circumstances. Taking the sub-

soil conditions throughout the United States

and Canada as a whole, in a large propor-

tion of cases, doubtless, the subsoil and
climatic conditions are such as to make the

use of " concrete " desirable but, as noted
above, this is not at all a universal rule.

Well-made Portland cement concrete base
of the conventional proportions of one part

cement, three parts fine aggregate, and six

parts coarse aggregate, has a greater crushing

and tensile strength than either broken stone

or other types of concrete, but it is well

established that a slab of Portland cement
concrete laid on more or less damp subsoil

will necessarily crack, and, where cracks

occur in the foundation, then cracking of

the pavement wearing surface is sure to

follow. In many cases such cracking is the
lesser of two evils, and in such cases there

can be no doubt but that Portland cement
concrete is the best, and, therefore, the
most economical and efficient pavement foun-

dation, but this condition is not at all univer-

sal nor even nearly so.

Bituminous concrete—i.e., concrete in

which the well-proportioned, coarse, and fine

aggregate, which may be either natural
gravel and sand, or crashed stone and sand,
are heated and mechanically mixed with suit-

able bituminous cement and spread and rolled

on the previously compacted sub-grade—has
the extremely important advantage of abso-
lutely overcoming the cracking of Portland
cement concrete foundations. It also has the
least equally if not more important, advan-
tage of 4 thoroughly united and unified foun-
dation and surface, the two courses being of
the same class of materials.

Buring the past year the laboratory of the
company with which I am associated has done
a great deal of work investigating the use of

silicate of soda as the cementing material for

concrete foundations and finds that, in con-
nection with a substantial waterproof bitu-

minous wearing surface, which is also neces-
sary to secure highest efficiency with Portland
cement concrete, it is quite practicable to

make high grade a fundation in this way.
The question is one of relative prices of Port-
land cement and silicate of soda, and conse-
quent first cost of construction. We have also

successfully laid a wearing surface over con-
crete made of silicate of soda and crushed
stone, in Sudbury, Ont. The silicate of soda
concrete has greater resiliency and less rigidity
than Portland cement concrete, and appar-
ently materially lessens, if it does not entirely
overcome, the cracking of Portland cement
concrete foundation.

?—•••—?
OBITUARY.

We regret to record the death of Captain
Harold Mason Gleave. the only son of Mr.
William R. Gleave. A.R.I. B.A., of 8, St.

Peter's Church Walk, Nottingham. Captain
Gleave volunteered for service and was com-
missioned as Second Lieutenant 3rd .Sher-

wood Foresters, August, 1914. He was at-

tached to the 2nd Sherwood Foresters in

France in January, 1915 ; was wounded in

the Battle of Hooge in August, 1915

;

gazetted Lieutenant, Jlay, 1915, and Cap-
tain , January, 1916 ; attached to the 1st Sher-
wood Foresters in France in July, 1916.

Struck by shell whilst returning from action

on March 6, 1917. he was instantly kDled, and
was buried at Andover, near Amiens. He
was only twenty-two years of age, and will be
missed by many friends.

»••-<-
The death is announced of Mr. George

Slalam Wilson, architect, Sheffield.

Liverpool is to have a " War Museum." On
tliat th« MuseimM Sub-Committee are unani-
n'jous. The collection of relics will be coni-
menoed at onoe, and it is confidently antici-
pated that funds for the ereotion of an annexe
to the Central Museiwn—a second Hornby
nK>m, in fact—can be coinited upon when
biiilders resume operations.

The late Mr. F. J. Mankiewioz has be-
queathed to the Londbn Museum his entire
collection of prints and drawings relating to
London. This collection includes all tlie most
famous ttopogra^ph)ica] vie-ws, and many o€
thom of rarity. On the re-opening of tlie

London Museum a ga.llery will be set apart
foi- the display of the whole collection.

REINFORCED CONCRETE UNDER
FIRE.

The following valuable report on the recent

great fire at the Quaker Oats Building,

Ontario, Canada, at which, according to the

Canadian Contract Record, " the most intense

and longest sustained heat on record" was
experienced, and " concrete was completely
dehydrated," seems deserving of the care-

ful consideration of all engaged in the design

and erection of similar structures. We regret

space is inadequate for the reproduction of

the illustrations referred to. They will be
found in the issue of our contemporary of

February 21 last by any further interested :

—

Editor, Contract Record :

—

Dear Sir,—In compliance with your request

I beg to hand you herewith a report on the

recent fire at the Quaker Oats Building in

Peterborough, Ontario, also copies of photo-

graphs which, I believe, in conjunction with

the report, will explain the fire very well.

In my opinion it would be impossible at

the present time to erect any building that

could resist a fire of the magnitude and dura-

tion to which this building w.as subjected.

The building was apparently constructed in

what is known as the four-way reinforced

concret* type of construction. It will be
noted that on the first floors there were no
drop panels at the colvirans, and also that

there was more steel put in the diagonal strip

than was put in the straight or direct strip.

This is not in accordance with the more recent

by-laws, which usually put more steel in the

direct and less in the diagonal. Judging
from the rei>ort, however, the building ap-

parently stood up under quite severe loading

and due to the fact that the different by-laws

covering this type of construction vary as

much as 100 per cent., it seems out of order

at the present time to pass any criticism on
the way this building was designed.

Yours truly,

W. W. Peahse,
City Architect and Supt. of Building.

Toronto, February 12, 1917.

W. W. Pearse, Esq.,

City Architect and Supt. of Building,

City Hall, Toronto, Ontario.

Dear Sir,—I beg herewith to present a

report* of my recent trip t<5 Peterborough,

Ontario, to study the effects of the fire at the

plant of the Quaker Oats Company. In

addition to the written report there are three

plates, one table, and fifty-two photographs.

THE REINFOECED CONCSETE WAREHOUSE.

The reinforced concrete warehouse was ap-

proximately 60 feet wide, 280 feet long, and
basement and six stories liigh. The first four

stories were built in 1910, and the two upper

ones in 1916, and the common practice at

these different dates is well represented in the

details of construction. The floors were de-

signed for 200 lb. per square foot, live load.

In the first four stories there are no drop

panels at the top of the columns, and the

column caps decrease in diameter with the

columns. There is also more steel in the

diagonal bands of reinforcement than in the

direct bands. The circular reinforcement

of the column shafts consists of separate

steel hoops, about Ij in. by i in. in section,

spaced about Bin, centres. As the theory of

flat slab construction was not understood at

the time these stories were built, these are

features that contradict the facts brought
out later by extensomeber tests, but they

represent the best construction known at the

time. The upper two floors show the column
capital of constant diameter, the drop panel.

the correct distribution of the slab steel, and
the spiral form of circular column reinforce-

ment. For some reason or other, the drop
panels were omitted from around the caps of

the wall columns in the two upper stories

and a bracket substituted. On the corner
columns even these brackets are lacking.

Since a drop panel would not have interfered

with the windows, it is hard to tell just why
this was done, for at these places the bend-
ing moments are most severe. It might have
been that the type of construction adopted
required less work on the forms. It might be

* Presented herewith in abstract only.
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fair to state, however, that up until quitt
recently another American firm had this
bracket system as one of its standards, in
which case they used four brackets around
the interior cohmins, and no flaring heads.
When the two upper stories were erected it

was decided to increase the diameter of the
columns on the third and fourtli stories to aid
them in carrying the additional load. This was
accomplished by wrapping them in e.xixindeJ
metal and .pouring a rich ijrout around them.
The fifth floor—the former roof—was in-
Teased from 7 ins. to 9 ins. in thickness by
laying expanded metal upon it and ))ouring
another 2 ins. of concrete on it. Tlie aggre-
gate used throughout was a local gravel of
gocKl quality. The north wall of the build-
ing was blank. The east wall, facing the
lane between the reinforced concrete building
and warehouse No. 1 liad a large number
of windows with metal .«ash and wired gUse.
The sa&li and frames in the first four storeys
were of hollow metal, and in the upper two
storeys were of solid metal. On the other
two sides of the building ordinary wooden
frames and sashe.-! were used, with the ex-
ception of the north bay on the west side,
which was t)ie same as on the east side. All
the buildings, with the exJception of t,lie

concrete warehouse and the ccnicivte grain
bins of elevator, were equipped with auto-
matic sprinklei-s. All the buildings, with
the exception of the circular grain bins, are
now in ruins. The lower 15 ft. of two of
the tanks were somewhat epalled, and on
the easterly of these two tanks one .small
hole was burned through the wall. As this
was below the level of the floor in the bin
it did no damage.
The fire was started about 10.15 a.m., by

an cxplcsion in the dry house. The exact
cause of the explosion has not yet been de-
termined, but is under investigation.

fv) inten,se was the fiire that not even one
chaiTcd stick of wood may be found on the
plant.

TEMPER.\TUBES DEVELOPED IN THE FIRE.

Kloquent testimony as to tJlie temperature
developed ill the reinforced concrete buiJding
is given Sy the expansion cracks. Owing to
the iheating of the floors and their con-sequeiit
expansion, the length of the building con-
siderably increased, and caused peculiar
diagonal cracks to appear in the brickwork.
At Uie other end of the building the cracks
run diagonally downward in the opposite
direction. One curious eff«?ct of expansion due
to heat was found in the elevator jienthouse.
The upper end of the elevator guides came
to within an inch of the ceiling fomied by the
penthouse floor slab. Due to expansion, these
guides pushed two holes through this slab.
The temperature in the interior of the

building places must have been very iiiitonse,
for melted metal parts of machines may be
foxmd here and there in the ruins, lii the
front windows of the second storey and in
the front and some of the west windows on
the third storey of the concrete warehouse
were foiimd melted sash weights. In some
cases they were but slightly fiLsed. in otlier
cases two or more weights iia<l run together,
and in several places on the tliiid flwr the
weiglits were reduced to shapeless mafs<'.s of
cast imn. On the inside of the walls of all
the buildings may be foinid large patches of
fused brickwork. The melted brick ran down
the face of the wall a.nd out uixni the floor
like molasses, for a distance of abont 18 inclic.';.

and over the doorway it trickled across the
face of the conciX"te iiiit<-l and dripjiefl from
there to the floor. Upon breaking off some
of this fused brick from tlie liiitol, it was
found that the concrete had 1>ecin badly
calcined beneath the running brickwork.
From the fact that cast iron melts at abont
2,200 degs F. and that brickwork reaches the
stage of incipient fusion at alwiit the .same
temperature, it must be concluded that at
many places during the conflagration, tem-
peratures in the neighbourhood of 2,300 degs.
F. must have been reached.

EFFECTS OF THE FIKE ON THE rONonETE
BriLDix<;.

'Hiat the concrete- buildiing l>ecame siuli a
wreck is something that may cast crave doubts
upon the fire-resisting qualities of flat slab con-
struction. Six and two-thirds bays out of

fourteen have fallen in an almost .shapeless

he.ap of debris. The cement in the floors of

the parts still standing is dehvdrated com-
pletely through, and when a \)lock of the

Moor slab, such as may be seen hanging from
the reinforcing rods ifi detached, it may be
broken easily by dropping it on the ground or
rapping it against another such block. The
floor slabs practically everywhere sag some-
what, and in many places are at the point of

incipient failure.

Jf we consider the elTect of heat upon con-

crete it may shed some light on the subject.
Experiments upon the heat conductivity of

concrete are rather few, but from those of
l'rofe«.sor Ira H. Woolson, reported in the
Proc. Am. Soc. Test. Mat., Vol. VII., 1907,

p. 408. we learn that, when subjected to a

temperature of 1,500" F. for two hours, a

jioint 2 ins. from the exposed surface of a

block of concrete had it; temperature raised
between 500° F. and 700° F. We learn also
that dehydration of the cement crystals
iiegins about 500° F. and is complete at about
900° F. Thus we may reason that dehydra-
tion has reached a point of 2 ins. below the
surface of a piece of concrete after being
subjected to a temperature of 1,500° F. for
two hours. In the reinforced concrete ware-
house under consideration we had a tempera-
ture that, according to those who saw it.
•• was like a blast furnace by 1 o'clock," and
which at the time of the collapse, at 6 p.m.,
had lasted five hoiii-s. We have seen that it

must have reached 2,300= ¥.. and that, owing
to the great (juantity of fuel, must have been
maintained practically constantly. The fact
that the floor slabs are completely dehy-
drated is therefore not beyond comprehen-
sion, nor does it contradict the evidence of
the experiments quoted.

In addition to this. Professor ,J. B. .Tolin-

soii. in his " Materials of Construction,"
states that the working strength of steel de-
creases with a rise in temperature, and that
this decrease takes place at the rate of ap-
proximately 4 per cent, for each 100° F. in-

crease. If we take the evidence of the brick,
which shows that a temperature of nveT
2.000° F. penetrated 2 ins. into a
material of just about the same con-
ductivity as concrete, and. from this,
assume that the slab rods 'eached this tem-
perature, it is evident that their working
strength was reduced by abont 80 per cent.
For steel with an elastic limit of 35.000 lb.

per square inch, this would mean that the
av.Tilahle wearing strength was less than
7,000 lb. per square inch. In the columns this
would not be of such grave importance as
in the floor slabs, but in the slabs the stresses
develojied were in excess of this re<Iuced
allowable stress, as will be shown later. It

is therefore jirobabjo that owing both to the
weakening of the concrete in compression and
the steel in tension, the floors failed first

and carried the columns with them. Whether
any other type of construction w-ould have
stood the fire better is. of course, a matter
of conjecture.

DKT.VII.S OF n.\M.\<;E TO CONCUETK Bl'lI.DING.

As mentioned above, blocks of the con-
crete may be readily broken. At a depth of
about an inch the aggregate thus exposed
shows no noticeable effect, unless it be of
some coarsely crystalline structure such as
granite. One such piece of granite as big as
a man's fist was easily crushed by the grip
of one band. Closer to the surface the aggre-
g.ite calcined. The surfaces, being directly

in contact with the fire, were evervwhere cal-

cined from i in. to ^ in., and on tliose blocks
which fell into the fire in the collapsed por-

tion calcination Ls practically complete. At
no point is there any evidence of fusion of

the aggregate in the concrete. At first

glance the material hanging from the cracks
in the ceiling might be taken for fuse<l con-

crete, but chemical analysis makes it prac-

tically certain that this is phosphatic mate-
rial from Quaker Oats, which was piled ii)

cases on the floor above. One of the base-

ment columns looks as though fusion had
occurred nl this point. It was largely for th«
purpose of determining w-hether or not this

was fused concrete that occasioned my second
visit to the plant in Peterboro', and I found

that conditions had changed considerably.
No fusion was evident, but the large calcined
masses are rapidly air slaking. This slaking
process had already started at the time of
my January visit.

KEP.MtATlON CF WEARING SfUFACE FROM SLAB.

All floors had been given a 1-in. wearing
surface, and practically everj-where through-
out the standing portion of the building this
1-in. surface has left the main slab. Al-
though the wearing surface did not leave the
floor slabs so noticeably under the box shooks,
it is nevertheless calcined, and can be readily
separated from the rest of the floor by tap-
ping with a hammer. Professor Woolson has
often stated the opinion that gravel aggre-
gate reduces the fire-resisting properties of

concrete, although his references are chiefly

to quartz gravel. There is in this fire much
to cause doubts as to the correctness of this

opinion. In a number of cases the aggiegate
can be seen exposed. In the third storey this

condition prevails over practically the entire

ceiling, and patches of the remaining smooth
surface are constantly dropping off. It would
seem perhaps more correct, in the case of this

building at least, to attribute this appear-

ance to the calcination of the cement and
gravel at the surface which allowed it to

fall of its own weight. In the case of the

deeply affected part of the slab around
the column head in the foreground of

Fig. 10, the result is more than likely

due to the excessive compressive stress that

existed in this locality. Kxposcd corners on

horizontal surfaces suffered everywhere.

The reinforcing rods, even though pro-

tected in some cases with a very thin coat of

concrete, were not oxidised nutil exposed.

This might have 'neen inferred from the fact

that a thin coat of cement mortar will pre-

vent rust, which is somewhat analogous to

the black oxide formed on metal when sub-

jected to fire ; and wherever a slab failure

occurred the broken ends of the rods were
drawn down, as in any typical tension

failure.

DAMAGE TO COLUMNS.

That the shape of columns ha« something
to do with the damage they sustain is shown,
although, with the exception of two in the
background, the square ones appear not to

be Ijadly affected. But the appearance of all

the columns shown is very deceptive, ex-

cept; perhaix*. those which are nut .so bad.
being in a part of the basement where there
was less combustible material. The dehy-
dration .spoken of before has affected the
columns as well as the slabs, and extends
to wel! inside the circular hooping. A month
ago this w.as scarcely apparent. The weather
in the meantime has caused the appearance
of the concrete to change. A month ago a
freshly fractured piece of dehydrate<l con-

crete couhl 6car<ely be distinguished from a

good piece, but the weakness is now ap-

parent, the mortar amongst the aggregate

having more the appearance of dried blue

clay. It is altogether possible that the hoop-

ing on the columns is largely responsible for

their not failing. On all colnmns a few light

blows with a hammer will detach large pieces

of the concrete outside the hooping.

Ill heaps of combustible material burning
on the outside gases would be formed within

the pile and slight explosions might thus

occur. The fact that they did occur is evi-

denced by a portion of the fifth floor from
below. Xone of the material which came
from this destroyed portion of the floor could

be found on the fourth floor, but w.as lifted

up and deposited alouiid the opening. This
is evidence of a slight explosion from below.

Beneath the first floor there were one or two
similar puffs. The fact that there could

not have been any explosion of magnitude
may be drawn from a consideration of several

of the photi>s. which sh.iw that the building

apparently .settled straight downward. Other
instances were noted of a number of columns
which app.arently dropjied directly down.

EFFECT ON EIRE DOORS AND WIRED (JLASS.

As to some of the details of construction,

the solid metal fire doors stood the heat much
better than the wood tin-clad doors when
subjected to about the same heat condition

The trapdoors in the stairway arc complete
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juins. From this we may reach the conclu-
-ion that the solid metal fire doors offer a
more effective resistance to fire than do ne
wood tin-clad ones, and also that trapdjors
never take the place of a proper stair oiclo-
sure.

Early in the fire the wired glass was com-
pletely gone, and may be found liang'ng in
sheets down the outside of the walls, or lun-
iiing down the brick inside, as noted at
several points. It must have kept the fire
C'Ut of the concrete warehouse a little whi'e,
for the first fire to gain admittance did so
through an open window near the north end
of the building: but as to resisting severe
exposures, its value is not great. It" i5 joe-
sible that iron shutters, if they had I-^en in
working order, would have afforded n'uch
better protection, for even if they were r ot of
the automatic closing type, the employees
had time enough t-o close them by hand, as
they did the openings in the wired glass win-
dows. The metal window sash and frames,
both hollow and solid, withstood the heat
very well. The wooden frames were, of
course, quickly consumed, and th» plain -iass
was worthless.

' °

EFFECT OF DESIGN AND LOADIXG ON FATLirBK.
The permissible load on the first four floors

vanes greatly, depending upon the govern-
ing conditions. The diagonal bands have an
excessive strength, and the straight bands
are somewhat deficient in steel, but the
weakest point in the design is in the column
head areas. Owing to the fact that the slab
is the same thickness throughout, the resist-
-mg moment of both steel and concrete over
the column head is quite inadequate for the
design loa4. This is more apparent in the
wall panels than in the interior panels, and
the efTect is probably heightened owing to
the fact that the building is but three panels
wide. As these four floors were built before
the laws governing flat slabs had been in-
vestigated to any extent, this need not be
regarded as a reflection on the desisner, for
the class of work was excellent. The fifth
floor, owing to its increase in thickness and
the method by which tiiis was accomplished,
does not lend itself to computation. The sixth
floor and roof represent the most modern
methods of flat flab construction, with the
exception of the fact that no drop heads were
provided around the wall column caps where
they were probably most needed, and the
lirac?kets provided on the columns were in no
way reinforced. For shear, these brackets
were sufficient, but they were very lacking in
providing resistance to bending moments.
Other than this, the class of work on the two
upper stories was good.
From the location of the elevator shaft,

the workmen found it very much easier to
begin their loading from the north end of the
building, and to fill both side aisles, reserving
a trucking space down the centre of the
building. This method 6f procedure na-
turally put the bulk of the load on the side
panels where the stnicture was- least able
to carry it.

CONCI-rSlON.

The first lesson to be drawn from this con-
flagration is that absolutely " fireproof " con-
.«trnction is a chimera, for if heat is sufficiently
intense and long enduring, no material can
withstand it. This fact has been demon-
strated in fires upon practically all the mate-
rials of " fireproof " construction, and now
the latest tj^e of building succumbs to it.

The fact that concrete stood so well in the
Edison fire has been hailed far and wide, and
the severity of that fire was so great that it

has become somewhat of a criterion of fire

intensity. It seems almost sacrilege to ?nv
that at the Quaker Oats fire we had a more
severe fire than at the Edison plant. Yet
in the press of the time cuts are printed which
-how that not one of the large concrete
buildings of the Edison plant had all

the floors in full blaze at the same time.
Nor did the fire remain in full in-

tensity for moi'e than an hour or two
nt any one place. Xeither are there more
abundant proofs of intense heat. But in the
reinforced concrete warehouse at the Quaker
Oats plant a fire occurred upon all the floors
at the same time, of an intensity at least
equal to that developed in the Edison fire,

and it was seven hours after the fire started

before collapse occurred. Even after two
months there is considerable heat in the
debris, and in some places there is fire still.

It is not to be considered to the discredit

of flat slab construction that a building of this

type failed under such extraordinary circum-
stances. There was no fusion of the concrete,
but the fusion evident at the Edison fire may
have been due to the nature of the com-
bustible materials at the points where this

occurred.

Another point emphasised again is that
hazardous features should be isolated, prefer-
ably in buildings with large windo%v areas.
In this case the large blank wall areas of the
Dry House tended to hold the pressure. Con-
sequently not only were the walls wrecked,
but tlie fire was flung far into the mill. In
several small explosions in Toronto wired
glass has had the effect of holding the pres-
sure, with consequent damage to walls, so the
window areas recommended should preferably
be glazed with plain glass.

As far as the matter of fireproofing is con-
cerned, if a fire is of sufficient intensity to
heat a nine-inch floor slab through, it is evi-
dent that four and one-half inches of fire-

proofing would avail nothing, ilorepver, if

it is merely covered with mortar the rein-
forcing will not oxidise. In the usual de-
sign of flat-slab, the steel is not stressed to
more than about one-third of its elastic limit
under design load, so it could readily stand
a temporary reduction in strength of" 50 per
cent. This would correspond to a rise in tem-
perature of about 1,250 degrees F., at which
temperature the cement in the concrete would
be completely dehydrated. There is nothing
to be gained, therefore, by excessive fire-

proofing of the rods.

Rfespectfullv submitted,
'T. D. Mti-rea,

Engineer in Charge of Tests.

A .SIMPLE COLUMX FORM TIE.
In the construction of reinforced concrete

columns forms may be tied in a number of
ways. One of the most simple methods is

that shown in the illustration, taken from
" Cement World." The lagging is spiked
to wales spaced about every 16 inches verti-
cally, as in common practice. A 4-inch by
4-inch timber is then placed along the entire
length of the column, centred on the wales,
on each side of the column. Chains are

y taking

wrapped tightly around the form, at inter-
vals of about five feet, and hooked down
as shown. Wedges driven between the chain
and the vertical timbers will tighten the whole
form.
The chains are usually placed between

wales, rather than in the position indicated
in the illustration. Care must be taken to
have the chains wrapped in a horizontal
plane, since when in other positions there
will be a tendency to slip. In addition to

the ease and rapidity with which the forms
may be erected by this method, there are also

the like advantages obtained in the removal
of the forms from the finished columns. It

is simply necessary to drive out the wedges
m order to loosen the forms.

>—«•*—<
" Summer time " is to be reintroduced this

year, as recommended by the Home Office Com-
mittee, throughout the United Kingdom, be-
ginning at 2 a.m., Sunday. April 8, when clocks
will be put forward one hour, and ending at 2
a.m., Monday, September 17.

JOI.\r FILLERS FOR GRAMTE
BLOCKS.

By Herman H. Schmidt.*

In this article, adapted from a paper pre-

pared by the writer for presentation before

the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, a detailed statement of the
requirements of ideal joint fillers is given,

followed by a discussion of the various joint

fillers used and available. In this discus-

sion the defects in each are pointed out, and
the writer suggests what in his estimation

would be an ideal joint filler. There is also

a brief discussion of methods for applying
joint filler, and mention is made of the char-

acter of the cushion course which will give

best results.

The writer's conclusion is that, with slight

changes in the methods of work and improve-
ment in the character of joint filler, granite

pavement will have reached the highest state

of development of which it is capable.

GHANITE BLOCKS NEARLY I-ERFECT.

The size and character of granite blocks,

as now furnished by a numtier of quarries,

are, in my estimation, as nearly perfect as

we should require block? to be. It is not
necessary to enter into any additional refine-

ments, so far as the blocks are concerned,
because this would only add to their cost

without increasing the perfection of the
pavement. Improvements can be made in

the methods of paving the 'blocks and in the

character of the joint fillers.

I believe that all block pavements should

be paved on as thin a cushion course a.s pos-

sible, depending, of course, upon the nature

of the blocks, and this cushion course should

be a mixture of cement and sand rather than
sand alone. Joint fillers are still subject to

much development, and at present we have
no joint filler availaible which is ideal in all

respects.

REQUIREMENTS OF JOINT FILLERS.

Cemeiit grout joint fillers have been used
for many years in this country as well as

abroad, and I will point out later why, in my
opinion, cement grout filter is not satisfac-

tory, and why it is necessary to use a joint

filler which has certain qualities that cannot
be obtained from the cement grout. The
characteristics of a good joint filler are :

—

It must (1) be durable: (2) be waterproof;

(3) be of moderate cost; (4) be easily mani-
pulated on the street; (5) flow freely into the

joint and fill all the voids
; (6) adhere firmly

to the paving blocks
; (7) hold the blocks

firmly in place
; (8) not change its consist-

ency' under varying temperatures; (9) not

disintegrate owing to traffic or the action of

temperature or under water, and there must
be no chemical action take place between the

joint filler and street refuse ; (10) be some-
what elastic; (11) permit of easily removing
the paving blocks without breaking them

;

(12) set up and harden quickly.

It is now admitted that no joint filler,

whether a bituminous one or cement grout,

will properly fiU the joints and hold the

blocks in place, if the joints are first wholly

or partially filled with small stone or gravel.

The granite blocks are now laid so close

together that no particles of stone or gravel

larger than three-eighths or one-quarter of an
inch will fall into the joint, and the voids in

this very small aggregate are so slight that

the proper penetration of the joint filler is

prevented, and it is absolutely essential that

the joint filler ibe uniform in density and
strength from the top of the block to the

bottom, if it is to do good service.

Coal tar and asphalt are the principal

bituminous joint fillers used, but if these

substances are used without the admixture

of some mineral aggregate they have insuffi-

cient stability to properly hold the blocks,

and. therefore, we mix fine, hot sand with

them before the joint filler is placed in the

joints.

PRINCIPAL JOINT FILLERS.

The principal joint fillers for granite block

pavements are as follows :—Portland cement
grout ; a mixture of asphalt and sand ; a

mixture of coal tar and sand ; a mixture of

asphalt and coal tar with sand.

I will now point out where each one of

' Chief Engineer, Bareaa of Highways, Brooklyn,
N.Y.
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these joint fillers fails to meet the conditinn.o
which I have before stated are required for
a good joint filler.

Portland cement grout fulfils practically
all of the conditions required except the
following :—(a) It is not elastic; (b) it does
not readily pei-mit of the removal of the
blocks; (c) it takes too long to set and get
hard.

Not being elastic, it does not provide for
expansion, and unless the greatest care is
exercised in mi.xing and applying the grout
t he expansion causes a fracture of the surface
of the blocks, which has, in manv in.stances,
almost mined what were otherwise first-class
gninite pavements. On ^busy streets it is
essential not only that a street be opened
quickly to trafl[ic,"but a\<=n that repairs to the
l>avement be made available for traffic with
as little delay as' possible. As the cement
grout re<juires from eight to ten days to net,
patches in the pavement must be protected
for that length of time, and on very busy
thoroughfares it is almost impossible "to jiro-
tect them properly. In removing blocks
many are broken, as we have practically a
monolithic mass, and it is extremely diffi-
iiilt to make a neat patch. To take care of
the expansion and also to stop vibration, a
bituminous joint is sometimes placed be-
tween the curb and the pavement. There
are a few notable examples of splendid
granite pavements with cement grouted
joints, but the failures are very much more
numerous.

ASPHALT AND S.tND MIXTURE DOES KOT
ADHERE.

The mixture of asphalt and sand fulfils

the conditions I have imposed, with the
following exceptions :—(a) It does not adhere
firmly to the blocks ; (b) it does not hold the
blocks firmly in place ; and these faults are,
of course, very serious ones. The writer has
seen a slab of this joint filler actually pulled
out of the joints, showing that it "did not
adhere to the blocks at all.

Tlic mixture of sand and coal tar fails to
comply with the conditions, in that it too
rc.iiilly changes its corsistency -ander varying
conditions of temperature. The tar, il made
very hard, will disintegrate ; and, if made
soft, -will not .stay in the joints, but flow
towards the low places in the .street. In
either case the blocks become loose under
certain adverse conditions, and arc soon dis-
placed.
The last filler mentioned—a mixture of

iusphalt, co.al tar, and sand—comes, perliaps,
as near fulfilling all the conditions which I

have imposed as any filler which could be
devised with the available materials. The
addition of alxnit 20 per cent, of hard asphalt
makes the tar less susceptible to changes of
temperature and greatly adds to its stability.
It also enables a tar to be used which is not
so hard as to be brittle. This filler has not
I)ecn used to any extent, although some years
ago such a mixture of tar and asphalt with-
out the sand was used in connection with tar
and gravel joints. Considera'ble experimen-
tation is required to find the correct propor-
tions of tar, asphalt, and sand to give the
desire<I results, and the writer believes this
joint filler should be given an extended trial

by all those interested in obtaining the best
results.

Prior to 1915 it was the general practice
to carefully pour the joint filler into the
joints, bnt this practice has now lbe»'n super-
seded. The tar or asphalt joint filler must
l>e constantly stirred in order to keep the
««vnd in su.spension, and it is very difficult to
do this where the old method of pouring cans
was used. The practice now is to agitate the
mixture constantly, either by hand or by
other means, up to the moment that it is

thrown on the surface of the pavement. It is

then merely linislied or squeegee<l into the
joints until they arc full, leaving a thin
skim of filler oii the surface. This film on
the surface protects the slight depressions
in the top of the blocks, while it exposes the
high places to the action of the traffic. The
result is that by the time this surface coat
is entirely worn off the high places on the
blocks are worn down, giving a smootlier
pavement than when first laid.
Some improvements in the methods of lay-

ing the blocks and in developing a more
satisfiictory joint filler are all that is re-

quired to bring granite pavement up to the
highest stale of development of which it is

capable, so that, at least in this class of
pavement, we know with some degree of cer-
tainty the amount of service we can expect
to obtain from it.

TAVINO PROBLEMS.

It will only be a few years when horse-
drawn vehicles will be entirely displaced by
motor-drawn vehicles, and we" will not then
be subjected to the same criticism of our
smooth pavements now arising out of the
sympathy for hor.«es.

If the weight of loads hauled by motor
trucks is not curtailed by law (it is "an open
question whether or not it is wise to curtail
this to too large an extent), then the pave-
ment engineer must design a pavement to
meet these enormous loads travelling at the
rate of twelve or fifteen miles an hour.
There are now a number of streets in New-

York City where heavy and speedv hauling
has brought about conditions w"hich are
almost unbearable from many standpoints
New pavements which should last from
fifteen to twenty years have been ruined in
one year. Tliese tremendous vehicles cause
adjacent houses to vibrate and ceilings to
fall, and people living along the street are
made almost desperate by the danger, noise,
and dirt from this traffic. Not one of our
present-day pavements will withstand this
extreme traffic, and it may become necessary,
if we must provide for "such traffic, to .set

aside certain streets for it, and to pave such
streets with iron or steel, as the conditions
more nearly resemble a busy raih-oa<I yard
than an ordinary city street.

»••-<-

fSnilbhtg IntiUigena.

West Mallinc—The handsome bequest of
the !at« Mr. Frederick Andrew-, solicitor, of
Tjincoln, to found a convalescent home for
[TOor gentlewomen, honestly striving to earn
their own livelihood, is in process of bearing
good fruit. The trustees—Major Genny,
R.A.M.C., and Mr. H. I). Thompson—in

accordance with ihe terms of the bequest,
have purcJiased the M.anor House, West Mail-
ing, Kent, and in doing so have had regard
to the express desire of the testator that
the building should be of picturesque eleva-
tion and constructed within and without of
the best and most lasting materials, espe-
cially as regarded the interior woodwork. He
also wished that it should be beautified from
time to time, as the funds at the disposal
of the trustees might permit. It was left to

the discretion of the trustees whether tliey

should purchase a site and eri>ct a building
themselves or buy a .suitable house. They de-

cided to adopt the latter couree, having re-

gard to the position of the building trade
at present. The Manor House is an Early
Georgian structure and contains five recep-

tion rooms and about twenty be<lro<>ms, and
stands in gardens of .•<bput eleven acres.

There is a park, with delightful views, and
a lake, the w-hole comprising about seventy
acres. Certain alterations are necessary, but
having regard to tJie jireeent restrictions on
building, it is not contemplated to carry
these out at present. The home will not be
actually open for some time. Meanwhile,
Mr H. G. Gamble, Ijincoln, is preparing
plans w-ith a view to the carrying out of the

necessary improvements as soon na circum-
stances permit. It is understood that accom-
modation will be provided for about twenty
guests, and preference will be given to appli-

cants from Lincoln or the county. It is esti-

mated that there will remain a permanent
endowment fund for the purpose of carrying
on the institution of over £100,000.

>-«»••>-(

The President of the Board <if Trade has
appointed a committee to consider and report
what stops slioulil be taken, whether by legis-

lation or otherwise, to ensure that there shall
be on ade<|uatc and economical supply of elec-
tric pow-er for all classes of consumers in the
TTnitcil Kingdom, particularly industries which
depend upon a cheap supply of power for their
development.

Corr^sponiriue.

BUILDERS AND THE BLINDED
SOLDIERS' BAZAAR.

To the Editor of t/ie Building News
Si'",—Will you permit me to ask your

readers if thev will be so generous as to give
support by gilts in cash or kind to the Blinded
Soldiers' Bazaar, which is to be held at the
Royal Albert Hall during the second week in
May.

I feel sure that no flow-ery phrases are
needed to evoke their sympathy for the men
who havcS made so great a sacrifice for the
freedom and future prosperity of this country.

So may I please just leave the matter like
this :

—

If you who read this letter think that the
fight which Britain is making is a just fight,
if you honour and resjiect the men who liave
represented you in that fight, if you have
sympathy for those who in thus representing
you have suffered so terrible a deprivation as
the loss of their sight, you will send a contri-
bution, be it large or small, be it in cash or .

kind, to the Secretary, Blinded Soldiers'
Bazaar Committee, 6. Bayswater Hill,

London, W.—Yours faitJifuUy,

Arthur Pearson,
Chairman, Blinded Soldiers' and Sailors'

Care Committee.
St. Dunstan's, Regent's Park, N.W. (near
Hanover Gate), March 24, 1917.

>-•••—<
PfiOFESSIONAL, AND TBADB

SOCIETIES.
Akchitectuh.^l Association of Irel.ind.—

The Rev. C. Lawle.ss, C.C., was the lecturer

at the meeting of the Architectural Associa-
tion of Ireland, held last week in the rooms,
Soutli Frederick Lane. His subject w-as

:

"Architectural Snapshots in Many Lands."
In the cour.se of his travels round the world,
Father Lawless has obtained a unique collec-

tion of views, and the exhibition which he
gave showed that he hiis a keen appreciation
of the beautiful in ai-t and in nature. The
better known arcliitcctiiral features of the
various countries were not shown, the lecturer

devoting his address and exhibition to less

familiar, but equally interesting, " snaps."
Denmark, Norway, Rus.sia, Austria-Hungary,
Turkey, the Holy I.and, Egypt, Tunisia,

Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, and other
countries contribut-ed numerous specimens of

beautiful architecture. At the close of the
exhibition Mr. H. G. Leask, President of the
.•\ssoci.ation, conveyed the thanks of the mem-
bers to the lecturer.

London Association ok Master Decora-
tors.—At the council meeting held at Holborn
Restaurant, on Fridav, .March 16. at 4.30 p.m.
Present:—Mr. H, G'. White, Mr. J. Milton,

Mr. T. S. Rowden, Mr. Chas. H. Bessant, Mr,
F. l)e .long. Mr. Edwin Lott. Mr. .T. Morison.
Mr. A. Andrews, Mr. T. Willson, Mr. M. C.

Cowtan. Mr. Geo. Ander.son, Mr. C. E. Camp-
bell, Mr. A. G. Rhind. Mr. F. Dakin. Mr. W.
Stewart-Greene. Mr. C. A. Hindley, Mr. C. L.

Robcr.stm, Mr. H. Costa .and Mr. A. David-
son (secretary). Mr. M. C. Cowtan occupied
the chair. The association has at present

under consideration a suggestion to co-operate

or affiliate witli the London Afaster Builders'

.Association, but the negotiations are at pre-

sent at such a stage that there is nothing
definite to report until the matter has been
further dealt with. Application having been
received in November last from the Opera-
tives' Society for an iidvancc of wages and a

revision of the working rules, the secretary

was ijistructed to write to the men's nnion,
asking for their proposals as to the alteration

of rules. The Restricted Occup.-itions Order
W.1S considered at great length in conjunction
with a memorandum prepared by the secre-

tary of points which in his view- might be laid

befoie the Director General of National Ser-

vice, .and it w.^s reported that as the result of

an emergency meeting held to consider the
matter, the secretary had written to the Direc-

tor Gener.al of National Service asking him
to receive a deputation on the subject. It

was unanimouslv res<ilved to confirm the
action of the said meeting, and a deputation
of six representative members of the trade.
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including- the secretary, was appointed. It

was also agreed that in the event of the de-

putation not being received, a memorial based

upon the aforesaid memorandum should be
presented to the Director General. It

w,iS also agreed to co-operate -n'ith the
National Association in the matter, provided
the London association retains its right to

nominate its own representatives in any
deputation which may be formed.

Nation.u, Paistees' and Decorators'
Council.—A National Painters' and Decora-
tors' Joint Council has been established, the
history of wliich i.s as follows :—In December
last the Secretary of the National Asso-
ciation of JIaster House Painters and Decora-
tors of England and Wales [Inc.) re-

ceived from the Secretary of the National
Amalgamated Society of Operative House
and Ship Painters and Decorators an in-

vitation for the Executive of the first-

named society to meet the Operatives' Exe-
cutive for the pui-pose of discussing matters
of common interest. The invitation was
accepted, and at the Salford Town Hall, on
December 21, the following resolution was
passed:—"That the Executive Committee
of the National Association appreciates the
spirit in which they have 'been approached,
and trusts that this meeting may be the fore-
runner of a pemianent committee to con-
sider mutual interests." The meeting was
adjourned to January 25, 1917. The Execu-
tive of the National Association of Master
House Painters and Decorators of England
and Wales (Inc.) then met separately on
.January 15, and recommended that the
General Council of the same Association
should endorse the proposal to form a Joint
Council. The adjourned joint meeting was
held at Salford on January 25, and the fol-

lowing resolution was passed :

—
" That a

.Joint Advisory Council he set up composed
of seven members of each side and the
Secretaries, that the meeting he held quar-
terly, and that the chair he occupied 'by re-

presentatives of each side alternat-ely ; "and,
further, that it he a recommendation that
local Joint Committees ibe established on
similar lines." The foi-mal consent of the
General Council of the National Association
of Master House Painters and Decorators of
England and Wales (Inc.) was given on
February 22, and the National Painters' and
Decorators' Joint Council is now an estab-
lished fact. Already some progress has been
n-iade with the consideration of such ques-
tions as the position of demobilised appren-
tiC6s_ after the war, and the provision to be
made for partly disabled soldier journeymen.
In addition, there are many subjects "down
for future discussion, and it appears likely
that the Joint Council will have as much
work as it can well manage for a long time
to come. The Joint Secretaries are Messrs.
W. G. Sutherland and J. Parsonage.

>^mmm~<
PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

Nkwspapers and Paper Stocks.—Mr,
Runciman on Monday asked the Prime
Minister whether, in view of the fact
that a monopoly in i>aper for newspapers
would lead to a monopoly in the means of ex-
pressing public opinion, the Government had
yet taken any steps to carry out the suggestion
that stocks of paper for newspapers should
be pooled under the control of the Paiper
Commission and distributed on aai equitable
basis between the newspapers of the United
Kingdom in existence before the import of
paper and pulp was first restricted. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer, in reply, said :

—

Particulars of stocks held by newspaper pro-
prietors have been collected by the Paper
Commission, who have reported the re.sult of

their inquiries to the Board of Trade. The
Report has only just been received, and it has
not yet been possible to examine it carefully.

.There shall be no avoidable delay in announc-
ing the Government's inteaitions in regard to

the suggestion referred to by my right hon.

friend. Mr. ChanceUoa-.—Will fresh news-

-papers be allowed to come out? Mr. Ginaiell

—Yes, if they supiwrt the Government.
(Tjati^hter.) Tiie Chancellor of the Exchequer.
—That question should be put to the Board
«f Trade. Mr. Pringle.—Will a circular be
is.sued to Cabinet Ministers suggesting that
no further capital should be placed in new
nc-wppapers?

(Bm ©ffia fabU.

As part of their general scheme of im-

provements, the Port of London Authority
have adopted proposals which will have an

important bearing on the future of the Royal
Victoria Dock. It has been decided to con-

struct on the south quay of this dock two
double-storey sheds, of a total area of 187,680

square feet, the ground floors of which will

he available for use in connection with the

loading of ships, and the upper floors for

the warehousing of wool, fibre, grain, or

general cargo. The south quay front will

be made suitable for the use of large ships,

cranes will be erected, and railway as well

as roadway accommodation will be provided
at the rear of the sheds. To the south of

the proposed buildings and the railway and
roadway serving them, two single-storey

sheds, of a total area of 92,160 square feet,

will be put up. The effect of the improve-
ments will be materially to develop the

general shipping facilities on the south side

of the Victoria Dock, which has hitherto

been more particularly identified with the

grain and flour trades.

Professor C. H. McLeod, who has been
secretary of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers practically during the life of that

organisation, has resigned. Professor
McLeod during all these years has carried

on his work at McGill University in addi-

tion to that demanded of him in connection
with the Canadian Society. The secretarial

work has now reached such proportions,

however, that Professor McLeod finds it im-
possible to give it the necessary time. The
ne\v secretary, Mr. Eraser S. Keith, will

devote all his time to the work.

" Laxton's Price Book for 1917 " fLon-
don : Kelly's Directories, Ltd.) is the

hundredth successive annual edition of the

book The arrangement of the book has not
been in any way altered this year, but for

the first time a new feature has been intro-

duced in the shape of a list of " speciali-

ties " extending over thirty closely-printed

pages. This new feature should be of much
service to those requiring to be able to at

once trace the firms by whom the " speciali-

ties " used in the building trades are manu-
factured. The list, in fact, gives facilities

for at once tracing the names and addresses

of the manufacturers of over one thousand
such specialities. It is hoped to make it

more and more complete year by .year, and
we have very little doubt but that it will

be found of service to all interested.

Pri-ces paid by the Home-Grown Timber
Committee for timber were criticised last week
during the hearing of a claim by the Duchess
of Albany before the War Losses Commission
in respect of trees requisitioned from Esher

Common. The claim amounted to £9,179,

and an agreement had been made with the

Committee to purchase the timber at 9d. per

cubic foot. "Can you explain," asked the

chairman (Sir J. Woodhouse) of Mr. Sten-

ning, the Committee's valuer, "why this is a
much higher rate than usual?"—"It is the

rat€ I have been purchasing .at for the last

twelve months," was the reply.—Can you
explain how the Home-Grown "rimber Com-
mittee has been able to obtain timber at a

lower price?—Possibly the timber in those

cases was more accessible.—^The Chairman :

There has been a great deal of criticism passed

upon the action of the Committee in tlie

Press, and it is the duty of the Commission
to see that the Crown is not paying more
than it ought to pay.—^Thecase was adjourned

for further evidence.

Tliose of us, says the Doihj Chronirh. who
are bewailing a shortage of paper which will

prevent our walls from receiving a new cover-

ing this Easter sigh for such a remarkable
paper as covers the walls of Messrs. Coutts's

bank in the Strand. It was taken from tlie

wall of the board-room in the old building at

the time the bank crossed over from the south

to the north side of the Strand twelve years

ago. Even then it was at least a century old !

Lord Macartney, the first British Envoy to

China, sent it from the Far East to his friend

Thomas Coutts. Its history prior to 1800 is

unknown.

The Office of Works will shortly be taking
over the building of the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers on Victoria Embankment for

the purpose of housing a Government depart-

ment, and other arrangements will have to

be made with regard to the future meetings

of the institution. We understand that it is

the int-ention to lay a new flooring to the

lecture theatre in order to bring the whole
on the level of the entrance doors. This is

the third building of the kind that the

Government has taken full or partial posses-

sion of. Within a very few weeks of the

beginning of the war the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers' buUding in Storey's

Gate was first taken over in part, and very

soon completely, -while later on certain por-

tions of the new building of the Institution of

Civil Engineers -were made use of. The lec-

ture theatre of the latter, however, is still

available, and it is possible that arrange-

ments -will be made by the Institution of

Electrical Engineers to hold its_ meetiugs

there, as is done by the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers.

The Minister of Munitions has issued <,.i

order that no person shall, until further

notice, purchase, .sell, or, except for the pur-

pose of carrying out a contract in writing ex-

isting prior "to such date for the sale or pur-

chase of spelter, enter into any transaction

or negotiation in relation to the sale or pur-

chase of spelter situated outside the United

Kingdom except under and in accordance witlt

the termsr of a licence issued under the

authority of the Minister of Munitions. No
person shall purchase or take delivery of any

.spelter situated in the United Kingdom except

under and in accordance with the terms of .1

licence issued under the authority of the

Minister of jNIunitions ;
provided that no such

licence shall be required in the case of any

sale, purchase, or delivery of such spelter

for the purpose of necessary repairs or re-

newals involving the use of not exceeding

1 cwt. of such spelter. No person shall use

any spelter for the purpose of any manu
facture or work except for the piupose of a

contract or order for the time being in exist-

ence certified to be within Class "A" or for

the purpose of necessary repairs or renewals

involving the use of not exceeding 1 cwt. of

spelter. All persons shall, in the first seven

days of each month, commencing with the

month of April, 1917, send in monthly returns

of stocks, deliveries, etc.

A bulletin just published by the American
Department of Agriculture on the subject

of mahogany records, among other interesting

facts, the bewildering ambiguity of the tertn
" mahogany." True mahogany is produced
only by two closely related species of tree,

iSwietenia mahagoni (Jacq.) and S-wieteni-i

macro]}hylLa (King), 'both natives of tropical

America. The name " mahogany," with or

without some qualifying word, sucli as

"Indian," "Madeira," "African," "Philip-

pine," etc., is, however, applied to cabinet

woods grown in a great many parts of the

world. These so-called mahoganies belong t<->

sixty-seven distinct species, of Jorty-one

genera, and they are scattered through
eighteen families of the vegetable kingdom.
Oif some of the W'est African species the

botanical status is unknown. To add to the

confusion, true mahogany has many names
and several more or less distinct varieties

are recognised commereiallv.

••—<-
Paisley carpenters and joiners have been

granted Id. increase, making their w^gea Is.

an hour.

The new wooden chapel erected in the

fgrounds of the Keighley Military Base Hos-
'pital, at Morton Banks, was opened for divine
service on Saturday afternoon by the Ven.
Archdeacon Henry Armstrong Hall, Deputy
.Assistant Chaplain General in the Northern
Command.
The death is announced, on the 25th inst., at

25. Kempshott Road, Streatham Common,
S.W.. of WiUiam Shears, Member.Inst.C.E..
late of The Limes, Clapham Common, and
Bankside, Southwark, late " Father " of the
Armourers' and Brasiers Company, in his

nincty-.sixtli vear.
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TRADE NOTES.
Messrs. Ambrose Po.vnter. F.R.I. B.A., aiul

George H. Wenyon, M.S.A., have removed

from 9, South Molton Street, W. (Mayfair,

4554), to 8, Grafton Street, Old Bond Street.

W.l. (Gerrard 2487).

Boyle's latest patent "Air-Pump" Ventila-

tors, supplied by Messrs. Robert Bo^le and

Son, ventilating engineers, 64, Holborn Via-

duct, London, E.C. 1, have been employe<l by

Messrs. the Darlington Forge Co., Ltd.,

Darlington.

We have received a communication stating

that the heating chamber to the Grimsby and

District Hospital has been a source of trouble

on account of flooding after heavy rains. The
difficulty has been overcome by giving the

floor arid walls a Pudlocd cement rendering.

We are asked to mention that a reader

whose curiosity had been aroused by repeated

advertisements in this journal wshed to prove

whether Portland cement was really watertight.

Ho constructed two fish ponds—one with

cement and sand and the other with Pudlocd

cement and sand. The former required to be

constantly supplied witli. water to maintain the

level, but the other was proved non-porous. The
makers of Pudlo inform us that they will be

fiiad to send, free of charge, to any interested

readers, sufficient Pudlo to enable them to

make a practical test.

>-«•«>-«
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We do not hold ouraelves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspojidents.

It is particularly requested th.it all drawings and

all communications respecting illustration* or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should be addresse.i

to the Kditor of the BUILDING XEvvs, KffinKham

House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.2, and not to

memlicrs of the stalf by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other

communications are sent at contributors' risks, and

the E<Iitor will not undertake to pay for, or be

liable for. unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to state how long the

building has been erected. It does neither them nor

us much good to illustrate buildings which have been

some time executed, e.sccpt under special circum-

stances.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Twenty-six shillings per annum (post free) to any

part of the L'nited Kingdom: thirteen shilhngs for

six montJis; tor the riritcd States, .tl la*, (or ¥/

30c. gold). To France or Belgium, i'lO 10s. (or 421.),

To India, Jtl 10s. To any of the Australian

Colonies, or New ZealantJ, to the Cape, the West

Indies, or Natal, £1 Ifls.
, , . , ,•

•,»<)ur Direct Subscription Agents for Australia

are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhitc and Co., Printers and

Piiblisliers, 19. York Chambers, 105, Liverpool Street,

Sydney. New South Wales; for Japan, The Maruzi n

Co., Ud , 11-ir>. Nionbashi Tori Sanchomc, Tokyo;

who will receive Subscriptions at £1 lOs. per an-

num on our account. Copies of the paper wiH be

sent by u.s direct to the subscribers' address.

•,»Tiie special rate to Canada is £1 10s. =ni

SOc for 13 months, and Lis. = .$3 fisc. six months.

Our l>irfct Subscription Agents for Canada are

Messrs Sells, Ltd., 302. Shaughnossv Biia<l'ings.

McGlll Street, Montreal, who will reccne Subscrip-

tions il 10s. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post Olhcc Orders to be made payable

to THE Strand Newspaper Company, Limitep and

crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Adver-

tisements. Public Companies, and all omcial adver-

tisements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two. the minimum charge being 5s.

for four lines.
, „ , j mi

The charge for Auctions, Und Sales, and Mis-

cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion Vdvertisenients) is 6d. per line of Eight Words

(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge

being 4s. M. for 50 words. Special terms for scries

of six insertions or more can be ascertained on appli-

cation to the Publisher.

SITUATIONS vacant.

The charge tor advertisements lor " Situations

Vacant" is Two Shilhngs and Sixpence for Twenty-

four Words, and Sixpence for every Eight Words

after, -ill Silualioii Adrcrlinemcnls must be prepaid.

nBCKIVKD.-H. H. and Co., Ltd.-G. P. W A.—
W. L.—.T. and W.—I. C. S.—S. and Co.. I.t<l.—

P. A. C^., Ltd.-H. A. C.-H. P. and Son

M. C.

Fellow.—No.
J. R. S.—Please send.

T. II. W.—No dillerence at all

;IsiA;i~Vei,
cratjincation is mutiial

V. W.—Wo have no time to hunt up nddressi-s. .Ml

any 'irchitict c*n pojwibly need will be found in

oui- " Directory" p.l.g4\". or in our advertisement

columns.

E. A—Such difcus-siona, just, now, seem to us very

academical, and we really littve no .ipace to

spare

OGILVIE & CO.

TeleplioBo U.^LSION 13M.

Many yearn connected wiUi
tlie late linn of W. H.
LASCELLKS ii CO., ol

iiunliiU Row.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
KS'MM\TEs

H'.KK

tOR

Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

\PPLT TO

—

WM. OLIVER & SONS. I Id..

120, Buahill Row, London, E.C.

TENDERS.
*t* CorreBpondents would in all casei oblige toj

giTing the addresses of the parties tendering—atftny

rate, of the acoepted tender: it adds te Ibevaiue of the

information.

UociiFORn (Essex).—For converting slied into a
stable, for the Rochlord Rural District Council :

—
S. Morden i24 10
.1. Cook (accepted) 24

DriiiHM.—For supply of whinstone, slag, tar

niaiadiuu and tar required for their district roads
during year ending March 31, 1SI18, for the Durham
Hural District Council. Mr. (i. tireg-^on, .surveyor:—
.teeipted tenders:—Whinstone : K. Summerson and

Co., Ltd., C<x-klield; Ord and .Maddison, Ltd., Dar-
lington; Moiikliouse and Peart, Wearhead; Oradock,
.\llison, and i^o., Ltd., Eaglesclilfe.

,siaa : Sir B. Samuelson and Co., Ltd., Middles-
liioiigli ; W. Barker and Co.. West Cornforth

:

Witton Park Slag Co., Witton Park.
Tar macadHm: Sir B. Samuel.«)n and Co.. Ltd.

Tar : Oil Products and Residuals Co., Newcastle-
oii-Tjiie.

boNnoN. W.C—For supply of 24 "A" pattern

hydrant meter covers and frames, for the West-

niinster City Council:—
Ham, Baker, and Co., Ltd £"S

( Hecommended for acceptance.)

LONOON. W.C—For supply of various articles, tor

the Westminster City Council.

Tenders recommended for aceeiitance :—3 in. sawn

stone flags: J. Brooke and Sons. lis. per yard;

H. Ileys and Co., Ltd., lis. fid. Cartage of broken

granite and tarmac from railway stations at Pad-

ilington. Nine Kims, and South Lambctli to .streets

and dep6ts in the City : II. Snbey and Co., 5s. fid.,

4* and 4s. per ton for broken granite and 6s. 3d.,

4s. M., and 4s. 9d. for tarmac. .WO tons of granite:

Moulltsorrel (iranite Co., Ltd.. delivery at Sonicrs-

town. 15s. 3d.; (iroby Granite Co., delivery at Royal

Mint Station. 15s. s'd.

London.—For the continuation of their contract

t.i supidv to the Westminster City Council Portland

cement for the twelve inoirths ending ilarch 31.

Iin,'*:—
Wakeley Bros, and Co., Ltd. (accepted).

LONDON.—For removing and rellxing gravestones

at Fulham Cemeteries, for Uie Fulh:ini Borough

Council :

—

. .

(i. Solley, at an increase of 10 per cent, on exist-

ing seheilnle jirices.

Nelson (LANcs).-For supply of brass fittings dur-

ing one year, tor the town council:—
Baxendale and Co., Manchester.

{ Accept-ed.)

Si.KAKOiui.-For .-upplv of about 2.250 tons hrokeJi

X (ir-inite. 2.50 tons .X.K iind XXX granite and 2.'i0

tons of ; in. clean granite chiiipings, to he delivered

carriage paid, at Sleaford Station, tor the Sleatord

I'rban District Council.
.

\eeepted tenders :-lirol)y Granite Co.. Ltd

Mountsorrel Gr^inite Co.. Ltd., and Enderby and

.stoney Stanton Granite Co., Ltd.

SttUKlHM.—For supply of road material, etc., for

the Swalfham Crlian District Council.

\eceiitcd tenders :-<iranite. Mouutsorrcl (.ranitc

Co ; broken stone. C. It. Avton. \VynioU(!liam ;
tar.

Swatlham Gas Co.; steam rolling, Kddison Ste:.m

Rolling Co. ; chalk. G. .Ulfries; carting road m.iti-

rial. .1. Scott. Asbill.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

tm <

Mr G 11- Haiiiley, who has hcUi the ikwt-

tioi. of borough surveyor of Ixiviestoft for

iiearlv thirty-one years, has resienoil the

position. In his letter of resifrimtron, yvhich

was rend l>v the council on tho 14th inst., Ue

sail! that tlie strain ami Huxiety were mow
tlian he could bc<ir.

The denth is announced of Mr. C. H. Brad-

slunv, divisional surveyor for tho Nortli-

K.istern division of the county of Middlesex,

which took place suddenly on Monday, t^ie

12th iust.. at his home, rnlmer's Green, N.

Mr. Rradshaw hiis acted in the aVwve capacity

(under Mr. Wakelani. county ongineer) for

tho last thirteen yeai-s. previous to which h»

was on Mr. Wakelam's ofHco staff for about

four years.

BUILDINGS,
April 2. Erection of an OUlee in brickwork foi

their tralHc cont«)ller at .Adelaide Station.
near Belfast.—For the Great Northern I'ailway
to. (Ireland).—T. Morrison. Secretary, Amicn&-
.street Terminus, Dublin.

ADril 4.—Improvement in Lighting and Ventila-
tion of Sydare National School, Ballinamallard.
Plans :uid specifleations at tlie Sc-hool, between
0.30 a.m. and 3 p.m. Tenders by .\pril 4.

ENGINEERING.
April 30.— Iii:.tallat:on of .1 \';teuum Stcam-heut-

iiig Sv^teui, and Supj.Iv and preetion of Power-
tiouse Buildings and Chimney.—For the Cant4*r-

Itury I'niversity College, Christehureh, N.Z.—
The Registrar " of Canterbury College, Christ-

church, N.Z.

June 1.—Storm-water Pumping Plant, Calcutta.—
For the Corporation.—The fndian ond £<ut<rn
Engineer, M, Fenchurcb Street. E.C.

PAINTING.
April 2.— ft'side Painting. Colouring, etc., re-

i|uired to be done at vari.ius schools.—^For the
Bradford Education Committee.—Specifications
and form of t-ender at City .Architect's OHice.
Town Hall. Bradford. Sealed tenders by 9 a.m.
on April 2 to the Director of Kdii<-ation, Tow-n
H;ill. Br;idford.

ROADS AND STREETS.
April 2.— ''anitc. K.-nti-li l'.;ig. Kentish Flints.

Gravel. Screenings, and Sand; carting of mate-
rials, hire of horse, harness and man for occa-
.-.ional work ; and steam road-rolling for on*»

year.—For the Billericay Rural District Council
— C. E. Lewis, Clerk, Cnion Board Room,
Billericay.

April 2 —-Asphalting and Repairing Footpat-hs in

the District.—For the Melton Mowbray Rural
District Council.—A. H. Marsh. Clerk.

April 3.—Granite Setts for Tr,-inuvay Purjvoscs

(One Vear).—For the London County Council.—
General Manager, London County Council Tram-
ways, 62, Finsbury Pavement, EC.

April 3.—About 410 t-ons of S'.ag Tarmac. l.OOH

tons of 2' Devon or Welsh Ba.-alt. and 14.0IK1

gallons of Dehydrated Tar (six inoiitJis), to be

delivered free on rail at .\lder.~lK>t Town Rta-

tion.—For the Aldershot I'rban Di.«tr;ct Council.

—D. L. Griffiths, Clerk.

April 3.—Tarred Slag (one year).-For the Cuil-

wortli I'rban District Council.—W.. T. Lynain.

Surveyor, Council Ofllces, Cudworth, neai

Barnsley.

April 7.—.-Miout 800 tons IJ in. to 2J in. Tar
.Macadam. 25 tons J in. ditto, and 2.1 tons J in.

Slag and Dust, to he ilelivered London Road
Wharf, Derby.—For the Alvaston and Boultoii

Urban District Council.—W. .1. Bolbrook, Clerk.

.\lvaston, Derby.

April 9.—Hoggin, Flints, and Ballast.-For tli.

Wh.tstahle Urban District Council,—I. F. Which
(.>rd. Clerk, Council Offlce.*. Whltstable.

April 10.—Slas. Kentish Flints. Local Materials,

and Team Labour and hire of a steam road-

r,iiicr.—For the Lexden and \Vin»trec Rural

D.strict Council.— E. B. Potter, .\cting Clerk.

Victoria Cluimbers, Colchester.

SANITARY.
April 6.—Ten tons of Disinf>cting Powder and .v

quantity of Disinfecting Fluiil, in quantities a-

niay be required (one vear).—For the Dewshurv

Corporation.—H. Ellis, Town Clerk. IHwsbury.

April 7.—Construction of a length of Sewer in

Edge Lane, near Vaughan Street. Royton, witb

manholes, etc.—For the Urban District Coun<il.

— E. Harrison, Clerk. Town Hall, Royton.

^'-m*^^^

The death is announced of Mr. Robert J.

Charters, burgh surveyor and sanitary inspec-

to- of Jedburgh.

Mr. P. H. Palmer, the Presid.^nt elect of th.-

Institution of Municipal and L'ounty Engineers.

will be glad to receive offers to read papers at

the forthcoming annual meeting of that Ixxly

at Hastings.

.At an ass<»mblv of Royal ScottisJi .Vcadc

micians, held last Wednesday in Edinburgh.

Mr. G. Wa.shington Browne. K S.A., was

electetl treasurer to the Ro.val Scottish

Academy, in room of the late Mr. Hippolyt'.-

J. Blanc.

At Edinburgh .John Brown Hay, joiner

and contractor, was found guilty of con

travelling the Prevention of Corruption Ac
in connection with the pulcha^e of milit.ir>

supplies required by tho Dund.-o Territorial

I'"orce Association, and was sentenced to six

months' imprisonment and -to pay a hno of

£500. It was state<l that the srcretjiry of the

association, now dead, being in ]woT health

and overworked. Hay volunteered his assist-

ance in going round to various shops and pro-

curing supplies, and that he accepted com-

niiission.i from a number of tradesmen,

amounting to about £800. Hay was acquitted

on a further charge of defrauding tho (tsso-

cintioit.
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The Manchester City Council last Wed-
nesday appointed a special committee to

inquire into the jiresent shortage of

houses in the city and to make i-ecom-

mendations for remedying it in readi-

ness for demobilisation. Councillor Day,

who moved rhe resolution, said the posi-

tion of the housing problem was serious

in Mandhester hefore the war ; it had
become intensified since, and it would be

greatly aggravated when demobilisation

came. In the six years ended in 1903

tliere were 20,157 houses erected in the

city as at present constituted ; in the

next six y«ai-s 18,570; and in the six

years ended in 1916 only 7,061. Each
vear after 1909 there had been a gradual

•Mminution, until last year, instead of

an average of 3,616, such as was experi-

enced in the first six years referred to,

only 119 new houses were erected. In the

whole of those eigliteen years—excepting

1915. vvhich was phenomenal—there was
little variation in the number of mar-
riages, which equalled two to every house

erecte<l. From that it might be assumed

that if one new house were erected for

every two marriages the supply would
equal the demand. In the first six of

the years taken the pro]3ortion of new
houses to marriciges was 55.5 per cent.

;

in the next six years, 50.07 per cent.
;

and in the last six years cmly 14.8 per

cent. The average numlx-r of marriages

in Manchester was approximately 6,000

per annum. In 1915 it rose to 15,995, in-

dicating that when hostilities ceased

thousands of young men who had gone to

ilie front wuuld have to find homes. Un-
less it were coped with, this house famine

would inevitably tend to perpetuate the

evils of overcrowding, .\lderman Turn-
bull, in seconding the resolution, (said

there never was a greater shortage of

houses at any jjeriod of the city's his-

tory. At present there was hardly a sin-

gle weekly house to be had. That this is

so we know, and congratulate the City

Council on its action. Its example
should be followed largely, for there is

hardly a town of any importance in

I'.ngland where a similar deplorable con-

dition of things does not exist.

In this connection we are very glad to

note that, as will be seen by an advertise-

ment on our front page, to which we call

s))ecial attention, the Xational Federa-

tion of House Builder.s, which was formed

at a recent meeting at Manchester, called

by the Manchester and District Buildei's'

Association, at which the Liverpool and
District Association of House Builders,

and representative builders from Sheffield,

Nottingham, and other important towns

were present, has called a meeting on

Wednesday, AjJiil 18, which we hope all

readers interested will attend. The pre-

sent need for the expression by practical

housebuilders of their oijinions with

regard to the future of the house-building

industry is most pressing, and its inti-

mate connection with the wide question of

the housing of people is apparent to all

but some of the well-meaning, but ill-

informed, philanthropist workers who are

propounding remedies which aie no reme-

dies, and discussing methods which are

certain to prove abortive. We are very

glad that this as.sociation has beeii formed,

because the urgent need for a national

oiganisation of house builder.s has long

Ijeen recognised by all connected with the

trade. We have suggested it long ago,

because we are convinced that by the co-

operation of really practical men alone is

tlie most pressing pioblem of our time

likely to be solved, and the most urgent

need of the present day adequately met.

The federation is already assured of the

enthusiastic sujiport of the various house

builders' associations throughout the

country, and of many large and influen-

tial house builders in various centres.

the Central Department, the committee

lay down the general proijosition that a

central health authority should be consti-

tuted. The claims of the Local Govern-

ment Board and the Xational Health In-

surance Department are examined, with

a decided preference for the former as a

basis for the new Dejiartment. Lord

Rhondda, the President of the Local

Government Board, has independently

come to the same conclusion, and, the

Ttinis says, he would probably concur in

the further recommendation of the com-

mittee that the change which they propose

should be aecom])anied b)' the re-christen-

ing of the Board. We shall await develop-

ments with due resignation. Perhaps

nothing more really is meant than a new-

name for the Local Government Board,

which body, on the whole, has certainly

better claims to recognition than the

Xational Health Insurance Department.

We are jirobably before long to add a

Minister <>i Health to the long list of new

heads of Government Departments. It is

stated that the Report of the Unionist

Social Reform Committee on the adminis-

tration of Public Health, which began its

labours about three years ago, is ready

and will be shortly published. The main

conclusions arrived at are said to be that

the care of public health is a duty of

public authority, and that there are

serious faults in its present fulfilment.

The supervision of public health is at

present distributed among six Govern-

ment offices. The Home Office has actu-

ally eight separate public health staffs.

Assuming the case for reorganisation of

It was said by many in the days of the

Third Empire in Franco that Baron
Haussmann. who transmogrified Paris,

was specially charged by Xapoleon the

Third to widen all the streets to their ut-

most limit, so that artiUeiy might swee]>

away revolutionists, and to pave th**!!!

with asphalte to prevent the building of

barricades with stones. It is being simi-

larly suggested that Petrograd was de-

signed primarily to ensure the safety of

the Tsars and their entourage from popu-

lar uprisings. Peter the Great built a

fortress on the Xeva where Petrograd

stands now. The site was drained, two

canals dug, and the gilded sjjire of the

Admiralty became the centre of the city.

From the gardens in front of the Ad-

miralty three roads run in straight lines

to the suburbs, with three guns iu the

gardens, one pointing down each artery,

and the roads could be swept with shell.

^Moreover, ea<ih road crosses the two

canals, and a destroyed bridge woidd im-

mediately cripple any line of advance.

The same method of protection was

planned for the Royal palaces. Tsarekoe

Selo, ten miles from Petrograd, the

country seat of the Tsar, is separated from

the capital by an e.xposed road on which

shrapnel could be rained with terrific

effect. Peterhof, the chief summer Royal

residence, is nineteen milys away from

Petroarad. The extensive grounds and
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surrounding buildings would hold an

army corps. So far, as in Paris in 1870,

all precautions proved futile. May they

similarlj' fail if, as some fear, the " Man
on Horseback" presently appears and
seeks to strangle freedom as Michael

Fedorovitz, the first of the Romanoffs, did

in 1613, after the seven years intenal of

liberty which followed the downfall of

Foodor the First, the last of the race of

Ruric, which lia<l ruled Russia for 700

years.

T\ie tungsten filament for electric lamps

lias made fortunes for many Gennans.

Tlic use of pure coherent tungsiteai was
first found out by a French chemist. But
in Germany, where tliey have for years

en.ptoyed research engineei-s, which we
have never done, they worked it out in-

duatriailly and commercially, protecting

the process with patents. The recent case

of "British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

v. Duram, Ltd.," shows that one of tht«e

patents as to tungsten filaments, at all

events, is invalid in Great Britain. The
Court of Appeal, in confirming the deci-

sion of Mr. Justice Astbury, based their

judgment on the point of principle tliat

there wa^ no subject matter to sujxport tlie

pateiit. The so-called discovery of draw-

ing tungsten into wire was no discovery

ait all. The use of heat in the working of

metals is an elementary tinith in metal-

vluTgy. Great heat was employed hei*,

and so a fine tungsten wire was obtainable

by anyone working the metal. That
patent, therefore, is wiped out, and it is

now ojjon to our own manufacturers t/o

make these filaments and lamps, as they

have for years been made in Gei-many and
America most profitably. It is oft«>n said

that no patent is any good until it has

Iwn fought out in the Jjaw Courts. Tlu-re

are, doubtless, very many similar manu-
facturing pat<Mits of this kind which would

not stand tlie stj-ain of such fightang. Ouir

people are often too slow in seeing these

things and too chary of running the risk

of losing in litigation. But the real

Icfeon to be learnt from this business of

tungsten filament.s is that we must give

more time and money to i-esearoli in

chemisti-y and ejigim-ering. This is only
one of hundreds of cases in whicli Gennan
industi-y and thoroughness have worked
togetlier to take from us good markets
which we could liave made all our own.
Tliere is a great future for electric work,

and it may be IiojkhI that our lesson has
now been learnt at last.

The rwently issiuxl return, as altered

(>y ai)peals, etc., of tlie total of the County
of London valuation lists which come into

force on Friday ne.xt, despite existing

<x>nditions, show no di-creiase. On the

contrary, there is a .satisjfactoi-y increase,

having regard to pn«e.nt times, llie

gix)® value represents a total of

£55,533,572, which .shows an inc.r^'ase of

£160.092. The i-at<»able value is given at

£45,363,520 10s.. incivas<- £150,337. 'Hie

jvsstssable value is as follows:—General
county £45.356,943, increase £150,392
10s. ; special county £34.496,131, inci-wise

£107,576 10s. London has stood the
strain of three years' war well, havijig

inaiiitaineil it.s aliiii»st normal coiulition,

if we take into account certain exceptions

as to tfhe absence of men and a lessening

of traffic. Zeppelin visits notwitlistand-

ing, I/ondon is confident, and witli good

reascm, for, in spite of t)ie muddles of

our ruleffB and the madness of misdiief-

mongers elsewhere, she knows that lier

position is unassailable.

>.>••_«

THE EAST BIRMIXGHAM TOWN-
PLANNING SCHEME.*
THE SECONB TO MATCBE.

In reiference to your quotations in your
issue of December 27 la.st, taken from my
article in the Land Union Journal of that
month, I have bet>n interrogated by an
agent of an estiat<» of over 10,000 acres,

and invite<l by the .surveyor to one of the
most important cities in the North, to

reply publicly in i/nur paper to certain
questions, the dcsii'e of l)otih being to facili-

tate tlu' buihiing of artisans' houses on
proper lines on business principles. I

think the question can be consolidated
under three heads.

First, were the complaints I made as to

the above sclieme applicable to other' towais

or were they only of a local nature? I,

of course, only give my own ideas about
these questions. I think a lamdrnvnea' in
any locality may suffer unfairly until
there is an appeal. I cannot say what
control tlie Board had over the committee
or vice versa, bait the following example
aniswens this question better than any
general statement of mine. Tlio local

committee scheduled for factory sites a

rectangular 12 acres comer plot of high
land, at fir.«t sight quite a reasonable pr<:>-

posal, because in that case road-making
would not be necessarj'. It adjoineil on
two sides over 100 aci-es of low-ljTng lajul,

mx)st suitable for factories with a long
railway frontage ; but the owner, a

builder, who had recently purchased the
land for the erection of houses (for which
it is really more suitable, as two sides

atljoined the built-up portion of the city

where houses were wanted badly), made
strong objections, and i-equested of the
Local (iovei-nment Board's Inspectore at
the inquiry that the whole shoidd be
scheduled for houses; and also in wiiiting

on three other neces-sary occasions with
an accompanying plan showing how he
proposed to devidop the land by continuing
an approach ix)ad (resei-\'eil thixjugh the
buill-uj) frontage to a main road w-ith

tramway along the south si<le of the land)
over a 30-in. main sewer in the shape of
the letiter h to a public road on the west
side. An old agricultui-al fence inter-

sected! the land east to west, and tlie Boai-d,

evidcii'tly with a desire to meet the
builder's views, sche<lule<l the southern
lield for houses and the norfheni field of
about 5 aon-s for factories. This made
a regular hash of tJui\gs, Ix-'cau.se the co.stly

road had to Ix^ made thniughout. »> the
cost of tJie northern part of the n>ad fii>m

the bend entiivly through the noi-tluni

fiold was practically wasted for factory
sit<\s; and, further, Hie naan-ow strip of
land left in the northern field alxnit half
an acre on the southern si<le of the ix>ad

was not only renderetl compai-ativt'Iy usi-

h-ss f«ir factories <»n account of its nanx^w-
m'ss and acute angles, but it actually cut
off the road frontage to l;in<l sche<luled

for houses in the southern field. It may
siH-m incivrlible, but they did not e\'en

follow the line of the main sewer under

• Wo give ipecml prominence to thisnrticlc. b'CAtise
it lioes, to our thinhintz. eniphftticRlIy prove ttiat niiicli

miaohief is likelv to be wrnuplu throncho t the country
if the jcheme is to be taken tis a " niotJel," as Mr. John
Hums BMRgested ; and bccanse wo believe the modifi-
cations in the present procedure of administering the
Town Planning Act arc very necessary.—Ed. " B.N."

the site of the projKJsed road near and
almost parallel with the fence, lliis was
clearly not the doing of the local codn-
mitteo, and it cannot be urged that the
Board did not consider- the point, for it

was their own doing; neithoi- can it be
urged that filiey had not time to consider
it, for they actually did so.

I feel, howo\-ei , I should not answer the
question quite frankly without stating
there are certain local influences; for in-
stance, there are four private schemes of
development, which jx-ople who come to
Birmingham to gain town-planning ideas
are taken to see; possibly the Inspectors
were taken.

First, there is Bournrille, excellent, and
well worth inspection, but it is a suburb
of Birmingham, alxjut four miles out, and
was developed before its annexation to
the city, and therefore by cheajier roads,
and it is built in connection with larjje
works adjoining. The owners are philan-
thropic people, and that, no doiibt, had
some influence, but with few exceptions it

does not supply the artisan's house.
Secondly, there is the Harljorne Tenants'
estate, which is a pleasant suburban de-
velopment, but the costly Birmingham roads
were not enforced, and with a few excep-
tions this does not supply houses for the
artisan. Thirdly, there is the Ideal
Benefit estate, which is excellent, but this,

again, does not provide houses for the
artisan. Lastly, the Sutton's Charity
estate, in East Birininnham. is exception-
aUy good for small liouses, but they may
only pay 2^ per cent, interest on the
capital, so that is not a practical pro-
position.

Now, my point is that, although these
developments are excellent in themselves,
they do not carry out a chief, almost the
main idea of the Act. which was the pit)-

vidino of good small houses and sur-

roundings for the artisan in the locality,

and so they add to the congestion of such
houses in the city. Therefore, those in-

terested in these develoj)ments on the com-
mittees should have been s))ecially careful
not to ha\ie made it impracticable for land-

owners in other districts to provide what
they had failed to do.

AVhat is to become of artisans if no one
provides them houses ? The ratepaj-ers

or the tax])ayers will have to do so ; there-
fore it is time they began to think more
.aUmt the practical side of these questions.

Development by landowners themselves is

the very best kind of development, and
should be encouraged rather than dis-

couraged. Many were doing so in East
Birmingham, hence the specially good de-

velojnnent, as the sjH'culator or middle-
man's profit was cut out and lx?tter

amenities provided.

The first committee who refused our
excellent plans for houses which I exem-
plified, in which the sanitary arrange-
ments were as good as modern sciencA> can
devise, held up the development of one of

these estates as an example ; but to gain a

(•(rtain effe«'t they hail strainod out the
gnat and swallowed the camel with a ven-

givmce, for tlieix> is a small passage of la

few .s<pian> f<>>t l>etween the outer door and
the kitchen thnnigh which fii'sli air should
Come everj' time the door is opened ; but
im one side tliis passage is the larder, and
on the otiher side tlie w.c. !

Secondly, I am asked wliat are the jiro-

visions in the East liirmingliam scheme
which drove builders away? I gave four
examph-s of the unreasonable treatment
mentioned in your issue of Decemlier 27 in

the first column on page 584. I have jusi

given another example in answer to ques-

tion 1. I am not surpri.sed my interro-

gator could not believe that such treatment
became part of the scheme, and so equal
to an Act of Parliament, but it did. Can
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it cause astonishment that builders and
those who finance them, seeing such treat-

ment possible, cleared out of the area ? and
in reply to our appeals the Local Govern-
ment Board thought it .sufficient to reply,

some must expect to suffer, and it hoped
others might benefit. But everybody suf-

fered, and it appears to me tliat many
more in other localities may suffer unduly
unless there is an apiJeal.

Thirdly, it is asked, how could the ob-

jections be remedied so that good develop-

ment could be compatible with Town
Planning Regulations ? I would suggest
an appeal to practical men. Such treat-

ment as I have mentioned could not pos-

sibly have hapj>€ned had there been one
sent to conduct the inquiry. They should
be Fellows of the Surveyors' Institution,

and the procedure should be as expedi-
tious, simple, and cheap as possible.

Clear away the cumbersome red tape en-

tanglements of procedure so that atten-

tion can be better concentrated on the

actual work ; and let approved building
continue whilst a scheme is being formu-
lated. Make it comparatively easy to

amend the scheme. The same ponderous
procedure is as necessary, as things are,

to amend as to make one. Those who
framed the Act must have thought it

would rarely ]x necessary, or even desir-

able, to ameind a scheme ! All the Local
Government Board inspectors should be

- Fellows of the Surveyors' Institution and
have been used to estate development. It

does not even follow that a surveyor who
has been trained in a Local Board office

is suitable for this work. Such surveyors
are more used to criticise, and criticism
is quite a different thing from the initia-

tion and development on business lines as
a paying proposition. All landowners
should be permitted an interview with
the inspector, and one inspector is better

than two. Another difficulty, and one that
is very hard to deal with, is that the
committee may, and generally does, con-
sist of amateurs ; and, however desirous
of doing the right thing, they cannot be
expected to see all round the questions at

issue at a glance like an expert ; and dis-

cussion is often necessary, which takes
time, during which there may be some
fresh members, some of whom may be
wedded to special preconceived views of

their own, perhaps on side issues, and so

the main objective is missed or marred.
Some, again, who know a little about the
subject seem biassed against the views of

experts, others may not have time to go
into detail. Is it not rough on landlords
to be experimented upon thus ? Surely
thei'e' should be an appeal ? This scheme
ought to be scrapped, at any rate so far

as relates to land that was being satis-

factorily developed, if only because land-
lords were not consulted as specified in

the Act
As to the future working of this

scheme, some larger houses may be built
on the outskirts, and existing road front-

ages may be built up, but I cannot
imagine that anyone is likely to develop
back land under present conditions

; and,
as I instanced, there was one owner de-
veloping about fifty acres at an ultimate
cost of about £20,000 in roads, and under
covenants to make certain of them. One
block of thirty acres has not one foot of

old road frontage, and there has not been
any application for land for houses
thereon for nearlj- six years. AVhy should
unnecessary difficulties be put in the
way of builders, and thousands of arti-
sans with their families kept out of this
area, the most important position for
houses of that class in the whole city ?

Shops may not even be built for accom-
modation of the inhabitants at the corner
of the roads without costly red tape '

advertisements and delay, the desire of

the owner or the consent of the committee
not being sufficient.

I sympathised with the Board's desire

to reduce the number of houses in one
block. They fixed eight, quite reasonably.
We very often had six, sometimes less

;

but I pointed out to the Board they were
defeating their own object by making the
passages between the blocks 6 ft. wide
with these costly road frontages, and
suggested reducing the width according
to the number of houses in a block. They
only made a slight alteration of little

practical value.

Another
_ and a difficult point is, that

no one may build within 6 ft, of their

boundaries. Suppose an estate were put
up in small plots for sale by auction

;

each plot would require 12 ft. additional
frontage beyond that actually required
for the site of the houses, thus increasing

by about two-thirds the cost of land for

each pair of houses.
Extra delay takes place in getting plans

passed b}^ two authorities. Lender by-
laws a builder generally knows before-

hand what plans will be passed, and the
date of approval, and can arrange to

commence work accordingly. There is

more in this point than appears ; but lie

cannot forecast what a town planning
committee will do, or when, and, scared
by their tremendous powers, without any
possibility of appeal, he will naturally
build elsew-here.

Schemes ought, if possible, to apply to

the whole of a district, when, if mistakes
are made that stop building, the whole
town suffers, and so quickly works its

own remedy ; but in this scheme a few
developing landowners in a comparatively
small area are most cruelly punished by
the experiment, and the owners of land
and houses in adjoining districts materi-
ally benefit.

Might alone makes the treatment right,
and there is no ordinary business way of

getting redress. Publicity seems to me
the only means, for we are, or have been,
up against not only the committees who
initiated it, but the present one which
did not, the corporation who approved it,

and the Local Government Board who
over-ruled it all. Parliament had no
time to attend to it, the public do not
understand it, the working man wonders
at it, and the details are not sufficiently

interesting for the editors of ordinary
newspapers to publish. The man in the
street does not trouble himself about it.

Much formality and many difficulties

would be overcome if a few practical, well-
considered bye-law-s, which everyone could
understand and every district could adopt,
c-oiikl be formulated, giving a far-reaching
and immediate effect throughout the whole
district, thus treating everybody alike,

often saving the necessity and trouble and
loss of time in preparing a scheme, and
much reducing this trouble where one was
necessai-y subsequently.
The chairman of the second committee

quickly scrapped certain impracticable
proposals of the first committee, who had
been at work over twelve months. His
-time, however, was too short, for, jnost

unfortunately, the draft scheme had to be
prepared and advertised on June 25, to be
in time for the approval of the corpora-
tion on July 30, 1912. the last meeting be-
fore the Long Vacation, and before the
owners had seen it, and therefore they
had no opportunity of pointing out the
defects

; otherwise I have no d'oubt many
objections would have been rectified, and
so the owners' requests were handed over
to the Local Government Board to deal

with, with the result I have endeavoured
to describe.

I feel sure Mr. Joliii Burns liad no

desire that this unfair treatment should
have been pursued, for, after his speech
at Caxton House, in which he advocated
the methods in Birmingham, I wrote to
him, and he kindly gave me over an hour's
interview, and listened patiently to all I
said 'with an evidently keen desire to get
at the bottom of the mystery. He, of
course, expressed no opinion, but I am
satisfied if I had not impressed lum
strongly he would have shown me the door
within the first five minutes. He pro-
mised to consider the matter, but within
about a week he was made President of

the Board of Trade, and he then wrote me
that he C3uld not do anything.
The National Housing and Town Plan-

ning Council held a meeting in Birming-
ham on .January 27 and 28, 1915. I had
received an invitation to say a few words
on town planning, and attended at the end
of the first day to arrange the time for

doing so on the following day. In a little

conversation, it was suggested tliat my
criticisms would be of a. friendly nature

;

I simply reijlied they would be the truth.

Tlie next morning I received a letter sug-
gesting that I should not say anything.
Surely, it our development was sufficiently

good to be held up as a model at a meet-
ing of the Municipal Engineers at
Plymouth in 1910, the wrecking of it was
worth a few minutes' consideration by a
meeting of the National Council; where
delegates were present from all parts of the
Kingdom, and ocular demonstration of the
excellent develoinnent, and the disastrous

effect, side by side, of this ill-considered

scheme was within three miles. And yet

I believe, but I am not quite sure, that

the Local Government Board allowed cer-

tain expenses for the delegates who at-

tended the meeting.
Experiments must be made, and I ap-

preciate the difficulties in immediately
amending a tow-ii planning scheme, but it

is now over five years since the town plan-

ning proposals stopped building within
the area. Some eighteen months ago I

explained to the chainnan of the second
committee the unfairness of the scheme,
and eventually so convinced him, that he
was willing to assist in amending it. I

suppose at that time the Local Govern-
ment Board were not willing ; but, re-

cently, on my representations to the new
President of the Board, they expressed
their willingness to reconsider if requested
by the corporation. I now believe they
wall do so rather than watch the effect of

the experiment after the war ; for if

builders cleared out in a boom before the

war, they are sure not to come back after,

and it is in the interest of the artisan and
everybody concerned that those owners
who were developing should be put in such
a position tliat they can continue their

building operations as soon as that is pos-

sible, although it will be impossible to

provide the same accommodation at the

same rent again. Masses of red tape
entanglement, which have taken about two
years to weave, stand, however, in the
way ; but I submit the matter is of iier-

manent importance for relief to be given
under the Defence of the Realm Act ; for

some 20,000 more hands are now employed
in new factories in this ai-ea, erected since

the war began for war work, than were
employed six years ago, when houses were
then wanted so badly.
Nearly six years ago, when the excellent

plans I described were refused by the first

committee, they said they would prepare
plans for us to copy ; they have been at

work at them ; I have seen some of them.
Recently I asked for a copy. The reply

came back thev had not yet been able to

produce a sufficiently satisfaotoi-y plan

;

yet they refused ours six years ago.

In comparing schemes, the Iocs] cost of
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loads should be taken into consideration,
and the rates, etc. The ordinary Binning-
liara road lias six inches of ashes, six

inches of hand-packed slag, six inches oi

broken granite, and the gutters and kerb
ai-e built with gi-eat blocks of granite, six

inches thick, twelve inches wide, and in

lengths of not less than three feet, upnn
six inches of cement concrete.

RicnD. Fowi.Eit, F.S.I.

118, Colmore Row, Birniinghani.

THE INSTITUTE OF BUILDERS.
At the thirty-third annual meeting of the

institute of Builders, held on March 7, the
iinnual report was presented, and the usual
formal proceedings in connection with the
election of Council and officers were trans-

acted, the following being elected ;^
Hresidcnt, Mr. G. Bird God.'son ; Vice-
President, Mr. F. Shingletnn ; Hon. Trea-
.-urer, Mr. F. G. Rice ; Hon. Auditors,
Messrs. E. Al. Sharman and F. Wall. The
fiiHowing were elected to fill vacancies on
the Council :—Messrs. F. M. May, R. J.

[folliday, H. Willcock. James Starrs, and
i;. M. iSurt.

In the course of the report attention i.s

lalled to the difficulties under which the
Imsiness of such an organisation as this ha.s

to be carried on at the piesent time, but, re-

u'ardless of the innumerable calls made upon
its members in other directions, the Coun-
cil has found lime to discuss and dispose of
many questions of importance that have pre-
sented themselves durnig the year. '

A number of members and stms of mem-
bers arc on active service ; .some have been
honoured with war distinctions, many have
i)een seriously wounded, and some have made
the supreme sacrifice.

The important question of .ipprenticeship
mid technical education has been carried n

considerable step forward. As the result of
conferences between the London (Central)
.Advisoi-y Committee for Juvenile Employ-
ment and representatives of the employers
:ind trade unions of the building trade, a
scheme, originally drafted by this Institute,
was discussed, with the result that a scheme
nf apprentice training has been evolved,
which, it is hoped, will bo adopted for
London, and form a. model, from which
other schemes may be adapted, suitable for
the various provincial districts, seeing that
tlie National Federation of Building Trades
ICmployers has approved it.

The Council has in many ways endeavoured
to encourage boys to cl'.oose the building
industry as their future life-work and means
iif livelihood.

Negotiations for a form of sub-contract,
for tlie use of builders with their own sub-
fiintraetors, have been carried on din-ing the
year by a joint conmiittee, representing this

Institute, the National Federation of Build-
ing Trades Employers, and the Confederated
National Association of Master Plasterers,
Plumbers, and Slaters, resulting in an agreed
document, which will shortly be submitted
to the respective main bodies concerned, with
a view to its approval and adojition by
them.
The Council, looking to the future, has

taken up the question of organisation, with
•r view to enlarging the scope and usefulness
tif the Institute, and substantial progress has
been made in the preparation of a scheme,
the object being to raise the standard of
technical qu.Tlification required in the in-
dustry, and so improve the status of tho.se

engaged therein.

The Council has been fully alive to the
serious condition of affairs Virought about
by the restrictions imposcfl upon building
work by the orders of the Government, and
has co-operated with other bodies in making
representations thereon.
There is n change to record in the secre-

taryship of the Institute. Mr. Costican. who
has for many vears occupied that office,

having retired for reasons of health, the
Council has .ippointed Afr. A. G. White, of
Pen Corner Housse, Kingsway. London.
W.C.2, to succeed him, to whom in future
i-ommnnications should be sent. I

(Bnx lUttstrations.

THE CAMERA FROM BRASENOSE COL-
LEGE (iUAD., AN'D -THE HIGH"
FROM TOP OF THE AIAGDALEN
TOWER, OXFORD.
These beautiful pencil drawings are by Mr.

Fred Richards. A.R.E., A.R.C..A., who, on
previous occasions, has kindly lent us some of

his architectural work deHneated and finished

on the .spot with a three B-pencil. We intend
shortly to give two similar views drawn by
him in Rome. Mr. Richards, in both cases,

lias taken a bird's eye view from a notable
standpoint, and then chosen one of the lead-

ing outstanding features in the landscape
composition and illustrated it by an accom-
panying detailed drawing placed alongside
the comprehensive pictme. Of the two
Oxford studies given to-day the artist has
sent us an extract from an unpublished de-

.;cription intended for a work the imblication
of which he is contemplating:—"The city

of spires is a veritable .paradise for the young
architect. In the choice of subjects the only
difficulty is in the selection. They are legion.

The man is yet unborn who would dare to
give pride of place to any one particular col-

lege in the presence of an Oxford man, unless
it be bis own. Each college boasts its ow-n
particular beauty or historic consequence.
For those who can claim Oxford as their .Alma
Mater the place is never effaced. On a

sunny day Oxford knows no rival. The
Magdalen Cloisters and Open-Air Pulpit Cor-
ner, New College, Tom Tower, Brasenose
Quadrangle, The Camera, The ISroad Walk
in Spring, the sundial of Coi-pus Chri.sti,

the view from the meadows, the Sheldonian
Theatre, and many more are names to con-
jure with. What must Oxford have been
before the hands of ruthless and ill-advised

restorers w-ere laid on it? " William Morris
wrote:—"There arc many places in England
where a young man may get as good book-
learning as in Oxford, but none where he can
receive the education which the loveliness of

the grey city used to give." Much of the
old beauty remains, however, and Mr.
Richards' sketch of "The High" gives an
excellent idea of the poetic charm of the city

viewed from the summit of this great college

belfry. Magdalen College was founded in

1468, and here many sons of Royal lineage
have received their education, including the
present Prince of Wales. " The High " itself

has been described as the finest sweep of

street architecture in Europe. On the right
is Queen's College, beyond that All Souls,

the spire of St. Mary's coming further still in

the view, with the early 18th century Gneco-
Gothic tower of All Saints' ('hurch in the
distance. This belfry is one of the most sue
cessful attempts of its kind existing in Eng-
land. On the other side of the thorongbfare
stands University College ; also nigh are
the " new schools," by Sir T. G. Jackson,
Bart., R.A. In the second drawing the cupola
of "The Camera," viewed from the quad-
rangle of Brasenose, presents a strikingly
bold masterpiece in contradistinction from
the general architecture of " The High." This
handsome rotunda was designed by James
Gibbs {173'7-1747) for Dr. Radcliffe, the phy-
sician of William III. .ind Queen Anne. He
left £40,000 for its completion. The oipola
is 100 ft. in diameter, and has a height of

142 ft. to the finial. We gave a double-page
illustration of the Radcliffe Library sketched
from the S.W., bv the Royal .\cademy Gold
Medallist, Mr. Leslie Wilkinson, in the
BvTi.mvG News for March 29, 1907. On plan
the sub-.'structure is sixteen-sided, and it is

one of the most satisfactory and most clover
classical buildings in Oxford L'niversity. The
inner wall which carries tho oak-framed dome
is 56 ft. in <liameter. The noble domed ball,

measuring 46 ft. high from the floor, is used
as a readingroom for the Bodleian Library,
which Sir Thomas Bodley bestowed upon 0.\-

ford, and for which he erected a suitable
building finished in 1602. Having a claim
upon a copy of every book published in this
country, the Bodleian Library has long out-
grown the capacity of its original storage
space, hence its subsequent combination with
" the Radcliffe." and the so-called " Camera "

is often termed " the Bodleian," hence soDie

local confusion of designation. Brasenose re-

ceived its cognomiual trom the famous knocker
distinguished by a brazeu nose of large pri

portions which was originally fixed over the

old college gate. The community of Bi'ase

nose migrated in 1355 to Stamford, carrying
with them their door-knocker. They were,
however, compelled to return to Oxford, an.

I

in hurrying back to their Alma Mater the
heraldic le<jpard-bcad, with its drop-riiij;

knocker in its mouth, somehow or other wa-
left at Stamford. For 500 years afterwards
it was missing, and not till the present college

purchased the Brasenose property at Stani

ford was the knockei restored to its original

home, where it is now treasured and pre
served.

QUEEN S HOUSE, NOW ITNISHING IN
KINGSWAY AND LINCOLN'S INN
FIELDS, LONDON, W.C.

This detail of the main front towards
Kingsway is giveu in further illustration a^

promised when we published the general eh-

vations and plans of these premises in the
Building News for February 14 last, witli

a descriptive note and a through sectioji

from Kingsway to Lincoln's Inn Fields. Mi

.

M. E. Collins, F.R.I.B.A., of Old Broad
Street, E.C., is the architect, and Mr. C.
Grey, of Shepherd's Bush, is the builder and
general contractor. The heating and hot

water service is designed on the central sy?
tern, and has been carried out by Messrs
Haywards. Limited, Union Street, Borough
>S.E. Tho heating is by low-pressure hoi

water, and is a combined gravity and accelei

ated service, so arranged that by the accelei

ator (motor driven) rapid circulation is ol.

tained for quickly raising the heat, and -i

higher efficiency for obtaining even distribu
tion of circulation to all parts of the building
The radiators are of a special pattern an<l

so constructed that either the internal air can
be warmed, or the outside air, before enter
ing the building. The hot-water service i~

generated from a calorifier, and is super
heated from the heating boilers, thus obviat
ing any trouble in regard to furring of pipet.

etc. The various offices of the building are
ventilated by the "natural system," fresh
air beinw brought yi through the radiator-
and used air extracted by Louvred veiitihi

tors, set in flues running independently to .sum-

mit of the building. The whole of the work
has been installed to the designs and under
the supervision of Mr. Adrian Collins, con
suiting engineer, 61, Old Broad Street, E.G.

HOTEL DE LA CIE GENER.\LE TRANS-
ATf.ANTIQUE, RUE AUBER, AND LA
NATIONALS ASSURANCE OFFICES
PARIS.

'I'oday we give some further photographs
of typical works carried out bv the R.I.B.A.
Royal Gold Medallist for 1917, "M. Henri Paul
Nenot, iMember of the Institute of France,
They are the new offices of the National As
surance Company and the Hotel of the
Generale Transatlantique Company, Rue
-\uber. Paris. The new Sorbonne buildings
were illustrated by us on March 7, following
up our notice of M. Nenot's life and work,
given with his portrait, in the Bdii.ding
News on February 28. Two other of his
buihlings will be found illustrated in our issue
of March 21 last.

>-•••—<
Tile Newton .Ablwt R.D.C. linvo granted a

war lx>nus to Messrs. J. .\. Phillips and S.
Olver, their road surveyors.

Mr. Middleton TurnbuU, surveyor and in-

siM^ctflr for the Sliildon I'rban Council, has
nixepted nn appointment under tho Road
Board for road-making in France.
Tho death occurred at Blyth on M.ticIi 27

of Mr. Emanuel Kelsey. the veteran captain
of the Blyth Volunteer Life SavinR Brigade.
Mr. Kelsey wns one of tJio oldi^t members ami
held tho Board of Trade -Meilal for long ser-

vice. He was a plumljer by business.

'I'lie death is announced, on March 26, at
" Medrose Cottage," Penzance, Cornwall,
Entrlund, of Olive Minna, widow of Edward
Skinner, F.R.I.B.A., of Colombo, Ceylon, and
Inverurie, Scotland, and dauphter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Martin, of "Medrose Cot-
tage," Penzance, aged 55.
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HOTEL DE LA CIE GENERALE TRANSATLANTiyUE, RUE AUBER, PARIS.
M. Henri Pall NiiNOT, R.LB.A., Royal Gold Medallist 191 7, Architect.
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LA NATIONALE ASSURANCE OFFICES, PARIS.

M. Henri Paul Nenot, R.I.B.A., Royal Gold Medallist 1917, Architect.
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THE FUND.VI.AIENT.\L PR/INCIPLBS OF
GOOD LIGHTING.*

By P. G. Nutting, Ph.D., Director,
Research Laboratory, Westiiighonse Elec-
tric and '.\Iaiuit'acturiiig Company.

The historical side of the subject of good
lighting is extremely Ibrief. Artificial light-'
ing is as old as the human race, but from
the most ancient times nntil quite recently
the one principle of lighting seems to have
been the elemental one of a (bare sufficiency
of light. Only the simpler requirements of
vision were recognised, efficiency in lighting
was apparently not considered at all.

We are at present in a transition stage.
The lighting industries paved the v,-ay for a
great advance in lighting methods by making
available an abundance of light. This means
in effect that practically any desired quan-
fifi/ and qmditij of light are at our com-
mand. Further, the variety of lighting ti.x-

tnres is an a.<surance that any desired dh-rc-
tion and ratli> of scnflered to oirect light
may !be had. Photometry is able to supply
us with any desired data on intensity, bright-
ness, and distribution. Clearly, tlien, the
time is ripe for the research engineer to
<3etermine what lighting is most desira/ble.

He cannot be expected to draw up a general
scheme of lighting any more than a bridge
engineer may produce a general plan for
all bridges, ibut general pi-inciples may be
determined and laid down for the guidance
of illuminating engineers.

Good lighting is that which produces good
seeing. This simple definition is both broad
and precise ; that lighting may he good, it

is both necessary and sufficient that it pro-
duce good seeing conditions. The funda-
mental princiji>Ies of lighting must, there-
fore, be derived from the requirements of
vision, and these, in turn, from the laws
governing the sensation caused Iby any given
e.xposure of the retina to light of any given
Hux density and density distribution. In
other 'Words, the passage of light from a
Source to a reflecting object, and thence to
the eye and retina, is all governed by simple
optical laws. Nothing occurring during that
passage determines whether the seeing is

good or bad—seeing conditions quite satis-

factory to one eye might be quite intolerable
to another. But the ii^syohophysical rela-

tions between the light entering the retina
and the sensation produced are all important.
The following table may, perhaps, clear up

the rather complex relation between lighting
and seeing,

I. Good Seeing.
7)("8cWmirtrt^0)i—Contrast in detail.
Acuity—Sharpness of detail,

BjUHe'icn—Seeinti: Fatigue, f.iglit economy.
Cotrlfort.— TjRok of fatigue. Lack of injury.

(Related by Psychophysical Ijaws to.l

n. Retinal Flux of I ight

Inttniltti Di^tiibution Colour
(Deducible by Optical Lawsfromt.

III. Objective Brightness and Contrast
(Deducible by Optical Laws from).

IV. Illtjmination and Reflecting Power of Objects
(Deducible by Optisal Laws from).

V. Intensity and Position of Light Sonrces.

This hald outline of the principles of illu-

minating engineering emphasises the import-
ance of those ,p.sychophysical relations be-
tween light flux (in, say, lumens per square
millimetre) at the retina and the correspond-
ing perceptions. It iniicates why good light-

ing cannot be defined in terms of Jlluminalion
and reflecting power of o'bjects illuminated,
nor yet in terms of brightness and contrast in
the field viewed. Retinal flux of light, even,
is not sufficient to insure good seeing—the
bVhting must be such as to give the desired
discrimination, acuity, efficiency, and visual
comfort, and a specification in terms of even
retina! flux would fail to take account of the
entire visual factor. Under certain conditions
an increase in brightness and clearness may
be obtained by actually decreasing the illu-

mination.
Good lighting, then, is that which produces

good seeing conditions, and good seeing is

that Tvhioh enables the average normal
human eye to ibest distinguish details, in

high-light, half-tone and shadow, with at
least moderate visual efficiency and com-
fort. Some vision under difficult seeing con-
ditions is- by no means objectionable, in my
opinion, since over-protection is a sure cause
of deterioration.

Now the ability of the eye to distinguish
detail is not a fixed constant nor yet is it a
function of a single variable, -as in the cor-

resiJonding case of the photographic surface
;

it depends upon (1) the absolute brightness
of the object viewed, (2) upon the brightness
or darkness of its surroundings [i.e., upon
peripheral vision), and (3) upon the bright-
ness of objects just previously viewed (adap-
tation). Let us consider each of these rela-

tions in turn, concluding with some practical
applications of the principles and data dis-

cussed.

VISION WITH STEADY, NEARLY
BRIGHTNESS.

UNIFORM, FIELD

It is commonly known that the eye auto-
matically adjusts its sensibility to the general
brightness of the field viewed. Over a wide
range of moderate intensities we are able to
distinguish slight differences in light and
shade about equally well. At lower bright-
ness levels and at very high, considerably
larger differences are the least that can be
<listiiiguis.hed, while near the lowest percep-
tible intensities we can see but mej-e out'liiies.

The whole range of intensities over which
the eye operates, from the threshold of vision
up to the blinding brightness which is the
upper limit of adaiptation, is roughly ten
billion (10") to one, from 0.000001 millilam-
bert at the threshold up to 10 lamberts. The
latter brightness is about that of a sheet of

white paper under direct iiiOrmal sunshine.
The clear noon skj', the full moon, and a gas
flame are eadi about one lambert in bright-

ness ; the lower limit for comfortably read-
ing ordinary print is about 0.01 millilambert
\'isiial sensibility itself varies by a factor of

about 10' while the field viewed varies by
10'°.

At any given general level of brightness,
say that indoors under artificial lighting

,' about 1/10 m.l.), three visual constants ar'!

of chief interest : the lowest perceptible

brightness, the least perceptible difference in

brightness, and the highest tolerable bright
ness. These constants are a measure of what
we can see and of how well we can see at

that brightness level.

Threshold Senslljditi/.—To obtain the lower
limit of vision we first view a large white
surface of known brightness until thoroughly
adapted, then suddenly drop this brightness
to another very much lower which is jiLst

x'isiible. Tihis threshold, of course, varies

enormously with the brightness of the field

to which the eye is initially adapted.

Discrimlnafioii.—Distinguishing slight dif-

ferences in light and shade, picking up detail,

is the characteristic function of the eye.

This depends somewhat upon sharpness of

definition and largely upon differences in

colour, but is principally a matter of- con-

tiast in brightness. Contrasts are ordinarily

due either to differences in reflecting power
or to partial shadows. Vision is best when
contrasts are about 10 to 1, but is entirely

comfortable with contrasts as low as 51 : 50
or as high as 20 : 1. Where contrasts are as

high as 100 ; 1, vision is not as acute and far

less efficient than when they are moderate.
The relative efficiency of the eye under

various contrasts and brightnesses is doubt-
less roughly measurable /by accuracy and
fatigue methods, but the fundamental dattmi
in this field is the difference sensibility,

resolving power for light and shade, dis-

crimination, or wliatever it be named. This
datum is readily obtainable by photometric
methods. It is the, ratio (inverse) of the
just perceptible difference in brightness to

the brightness at which it is measured,
B;V/B. This is simply the reciprocal of the
photometric difference determined twenty
years ago by Konig and since then by numer-
ous other observers. This curve of just
peiceptible difference has the general form of
a sled runner. Recent work has but con-
firmed its general shape, established it in

Presented at a meeting of the Section of Physics definite brightness units and determined the
y of 1 he Franklin Institute. 1 effect of time or adaotand Chemistry c otation.

These curves may be compared with the
corresfxniding reaction and discrimination
curves for a photographic plate, a Seed 30.
for example. The inclined curve is density
of negative plotted against logarithm of ex-
posure, the other is its derivative, the differ-

ence sensibility of the plate. The slopes are
much steeper and more symmetrical than in

the case of the retina, while the region of
normal exposure is just about as e.xtensive.
The general similarity of the visual and
photographic curves is very striking, and in-

dicates a similarity in the photochemical
processes involved. The fact that the eye
reaction is a function chiefly of intensitv,
while the photographic is a function of total
energy (intensity x time), is doubtless due to
restoring forces in the retina that are lack
ing in the photographic emulsion. The length
of the initial slope of the eye curve indicates
a distinctive initial phase of the reaction.

Glare Sensibiliti/.—For any eye, adapted
to any given brightness level, there is another
much higher brightness just painfully bright,
in which moderately contrasty detail cannot
be distinguished. It would appear that only
the roughest measurements of the glare limit
would be possible, but since this datum is

of the greatest importance to illuminating
engineers, a determination was attempted.
The three observers obtained quite con-
cordant results, the mean showing a linear
relation between log glare and log field

brightness.

The illum-inating engineer is chiefly con-
cerned with four quite distinct brightness
levels, namely :

—

0.001 m.l. (E.N.) Exteriors at night, street

lighting.
0.01 mi.l. (I.N.) Interiors at nigliit, in-

tei'ior ai-tificial fighting.
1.0 m.l. (I.D.) Interior daylight light-

ing.
1.0 1. (E.D.) Exterior full daylight

lighting.

VISION IN CONTRASTY FIELDS.

The data just given refer to vision with
surroundings of nearly the same brightness
as the object directly viewed, \^'hen this
peripheral field is much brighter or darker
than the centre, vision is seriously affected.
In other words, central retinal sensibility de-
pends upon the total light striking the retina
and its distribution, as virell as upon the light
striking the fovea. Seeing in one eye is even
slightly affected by the condition of the
other.

A simple experiment with a tube shows
tlie magnitude of the peripheral effect. If
we view a blank space steadily through a
black-lined tube 3 or 4 centimetres in dia-
meter and, say, 50 centimetres long, held
close to the eye, the .spot seen through the
tube grows rapidly in brdghtness until at
the end of about a minute it appears 50 to
IIDC times as bright as the same spot seen
with the unshielded eye. The light flux on
the fovea is the same for both eyes. If tlie

general level of brightness is low, this in-
crease in apparent brightness is accompanied
by a heightened discrimination, showing that
the retinal sensibility is actually shifted
along the discrimination curve hy the
shielding.

The opposite, effect, w^ith sua-roundings
brighter than the centre of -view, may also
be demonstrated, but requires laboraton- ap-
paratus. Both kinds of non-uniform. " field
lead to visual discoonfoi-t, both in extreme
cases cause a sensa-tion of glare. Ives' in-
vestigation of i>liotometric sensibility showed
that the maximum of sensibility is "obtained
with nearly uniform brightness of the whole
field of view. Glare we know to be imjpos-
siible in nearly uniform fields througliout the
whole range of inteni^ities to which the eye
is capaMe of adapting itself.

We have obtained precise data on the
depression of sensibilcty under various co)>-
ditions of the surrounding field. Having
the surrounding field dark and varying the
angular size of the light central spot give
curious results. If the central spot is not
very bright, diminisJhing its size decreases the
sensibility, while if it is quite bright the
reverse is true. At intermediate bright-
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messes, varying the size of the ceaitral spot
does not affect the sensibijity.

EFFECT OF SIZE AND BRIGHTNESS OF SPOT OK
.SENSIUIUTY.

Solid Angle
of Bright Field Brightness
Spots. 1.0m. 1. 17in.l. 170 m. 1. 600in. 1.

Pull 0.0064 0.074 0.29 1.2
1.0 0050 0.074 0.27 1.4
01 0.0065 0.074 0.26 1.5
01 0.0090 0.074 0.22 1.5

0.001 0.0125 0.074 0.13 0.84
0.0001 0.0161 0.074 0.08 0.15

The effect as most pronounced at small solid
angles.

Aside from its .angular size and brightness;,
the effect of a glare .spot on sensibility de-
})ends upon it.s position relative to the axis
(if vision. Data on relative threshold are
given below for a field brightness of 0.1 m.l.
and a froste<l lamp about 1 lainbert in bri^t-
jiess.

Angle 0" 10" 20° 30° 40"
Relative

Threshold 0.11 0.17 0.26 0.42 0.65

The (logarithmic) depression of fovcal
sensibility is a linear function of the angle
with the axis. Beyond 50° no depi>ession was
perceptible.

The ocular discomfort cau.sed by a lamp
(lame or filament within the field of view
is largejy a matter of intrinsic brilliancy
and i.i relieved by a diffusing shade. The
depre.ssion of sensibility, on the contrary, is

a matter of total candle power and is not
relieved by a shade -ivhich merely diffu.se,'; the
light. If the brightness is hold constant and
the area {i.e., total candle ]X)wer) varied,
then the dei)rcssion varies as the squaae root

of the candle power or area.

-~^.^nAPT.\TION TO VARYING BRIGHTNESS.

Vision is practically as comfortable and
;icut8 at the mean brightness of a well-

lifjhted interior (0.1 m.l.) !is in full daylight
with a mean brightness level ten tliousand
times as high (1 lambert). Th'O visml
mechanism automatically adapts itself to the

clianged conditions by some means not ivell

understood. If the brightness level i*

suddenly changed, adaptation is very rapid at

first, then comes gradually to equilibrium.

The following table shows roughly 1li(

lates of incaease and decTea.se in sensibility

r an ordinary case. The data refer to the
cl , nge from complete darkness to a oris;!

ness of 25 m.l and vice vei-sa. Twenty-five
n'i.'ilamberts is about the brightness of ri

.slieet of paper in a well-lighted room on a

bright day. It is a brightness quite blinding

to an eve adapted to darkness, yet but a
thousandth as bright as the average .-.I'to-

:. obile headlight.

In the experiment the eye wa« sensitised tJ3

one level of brigditness (0 or 25 m.l.) then

suddenly exposed to the other and the

(threshold) sensibility determined at inter-

vals iby the test spot method described

above

RATES OF INCRE.VSE AND
SENSIHIl.ITY.

DE<'nEASE O

B =0. B=J5 m.l. B, = 25 m.l., B =
Time. Sensibility Decrease. Increase.

1 second 2.1 times 1 6 times

2 seconds 4.2 ,, 2.6 ,,

5 seconds 16.2 ,, 7.6 ,,

10 seconds 58.0 ,, 14.4 „
10 minutes 120.0 ,, 20.9 .,

For example, if an eye adapted to dark-

ness be suddenly exposed t<i 25 m.l. its sensi-

bility drops to' 1-16 in 5 seconds, and a
subsequent rest of 10 seconds will by no
means restore its sensibility. A great deal

more data of this nature is desirable.
'

Dark adaptation has been quite thoroughly
investigated. Starting with the eye sen-

sili.sed to a given level of brightness, the

light is suddenly removed, and the rato of
growth of sensibility is noted. This rate of
growth varies with (1) the intitial state of

adaptation, (2) the colour of the light used,
.ind (3) the contract used in the test spot.

It varies also, to some extent, with the in-

dividual, his previous states of adapt^ition.

extending back several hours, with the
degree of attention exercised, and other
uimilar causes, but the first mentioned

variables are by far the most important in

practical problems.
ITie initial adaptation is to some extent

counteracted by the opening of the pupil.

Precise shutter-test measurements on the
rate of pupil opening have yet to be made,
but from adaptation curves run with and
without a fixed artificial pupil we know that
the greater part of the change in diameter
occurs in the first half second. The pupil
diameter corresponding to each steady field

brightness has been determined as given in

llie following table. Both ends are, of course,

horizontal, since the pupil reaches definite

maximum and minimum diameters :

—

Field brightness 0001 .001 .01 .01 1.0 10 100 1000
bininoterot Pupil (mm.) 6.1 5.9 5.7 5.4 4.7 3.7 2.8 2.1

.Starting with the same initial sensibility,

but different colours, red adapts least and
most .slowly, yellow next, then white, green
and blue. Blue sensibility increases twice

as rapidly as red and proceeds twice as far.

Most interesting from a practical stand-

point are adaptation curves run with certain

definite contrasts in the test spot. A strip of

neutral grey film of known opacity is laid

across the test spot, and the time noted at

which it just becomes visible over a spot

whose brightness is constantly regulated.

We tljus obtain an adaptation curve for each
degree of contrast. With contrasts so slight

as 97 : 100 (3 per cent, absorption in the

contrast strip) there is hardly any gain in

visibility, while heavier contrasts increase

more and more in a given time.

On entering a dimly-lighted room from one
brightly lighted, the heavier contrasts first

become visible, then the more moderate con-

trasts. The faintest contrasts fail to become
perceptible, even after a long wait. Out-of-

doors, at night, not only detail in shadows,
but any detail involving weak contrasts is

not perceptible.

If we take a vertical cross-section (at

10 .seconds, say) of a group of contrast-

adaptation curves, there is obtained a rela-

tion between just perceptible contrast and
brightness at constant time of adaptation.

This is the Kechner fraction again ; photo-

metric sensibility curves have actually been
obtained in this manner.

APrl.IC.\TIONS TO TR.ICTICAL LIGHTING.

The objective of all lighting is to secure

visibility of detail in those objects to which
attention is directed. The detail to be
observed may be : (a) mere outlines of large

objects, such as are required in riding along

a country road at night; (b) the outlines of

small objects, as in reading; or (c) the
minutest detail which the eye is capable of

resolving. As examples of Class C may be

mentioned ijhofco-engraving, drafting, sew*
ing. and many other arts and crafts, where
critical judgment is required.

For seeing of Class A but little illumina-

tion is required. The light of a high full

moon, .supplemented, perhaps, by a little

local lighting, is ample, if not ideal. Operat-
ing so near the threshold, the retina is

incapable of rendering detail except with
harsh contrasts. Little attention need be
pjiid to the direction of the lighting or to

tlic ratio of .specular to diffuse light, since

the eye is operating at low efficiency any-

way. Spot glare should be carefully avoided,
however, since the retina is in a super-

sensitive condition, and but a little glare will

so depress sensibility as to render objects in-

visible. Ordinary automobile headlights and
lighting imits visible at less than 30° from
the horizontal should be carefully avoided.

Seeing of Class B represents the vast

majority of ordinary working conditions,

reading, writing, and accounting coming
under this class, as does the lighting of

school. rooms, auditoriums, and shops. Con-
trasts are ample, the observation of fine

detail is not required. Careless lighting is

only too tolerable, and therefore really

efficient lighting none too common.
The specification of a discrimination

factor of not less than half the maximum
is, perhaps. reas<mable for this class of see-

iiiL'. It follows that any illumination that

will produce .a brightness level of not less

than 0.1 ml., nor over 7,000 m.l.. is tolerable,

althoiiirh brightnessses ranging from 1 to

250 m.l. are to be chosen.

TJie really difficult problems in this class

of lighting are providing the proper ratio of

direct to diffuse light and giving both the
proper direction. Comfoitable, acute vision

requires that there be neither extreme high
lights nor dense shadows within the field of

vision, and that the details to be observed
present sufficient, but not too great contrast

.

that is, contrasts of over 50 : 49 and under
50 : 1. Indirect lightin" will get rid of the
shadows and extremely high lights, but
almost completely suppresses contrasts, par-
ticularly on glossy or uneven surfaces.

Glossy surfaces it covers with a light veil

of specularly reflected light, uneven surfaces
becoming less visible by .suppression of
shadows.

With bright daylight in the open, the-

scattered light from the sky contributes

from about 16 to about 40 per cent, of the
total light falling on a horizontal or vertical

surface. On cloudy days nearly all the light

has 180 degrees diffusion, and on clear days
shadows are lighted chiefly by skylight. The
golden mean for good average seeing is prob-
ably not far from 30 per cent, diffused light.

If we view a landscape on an ordinary
clear day through yellow, amber, or green
glass, the view will appear very much
brighter and more clean cut. The old ex-

planation was that the yellow glass cuts out
the purple haze, but it does a great deal
mure than that—it eliminates the diffuse

skylight in all shadows, because these

shadows are lighted by blue light, leaving
the directly reflected sunlight almost un-
affected, because the blue in it is but 8
small part of its total luminosity. The con-
sequence is that shadows are deepened and
contrasts everywhere increased, producing a
brightening effect. Viewing through blue
glass has precisely the opposite effect.

While cutting down brightness with an
absorbing yellow glass may produce the ap-

pearance of enhanced brightness, added light

may produce the sensation of lowered bright-
ness. If a room lighted by high, well-placed
direct lighting units be further lighted by a.

little highly-diffused illumination, the sensa-

tion produced is one of a lowered brightness,
due to increased brightness of shadows and
general decrease in contrasts. In the black
tube experiment, shielding the peripheral
retina from light produced a sensation of

increased brightness fifty to one hundredfold
on the unshielded portion, although the total

light entering the eye was much less.

The proper proportion of direct to scat-

tered light is readily obtainable in either

artificial or daylight lighting. The lighting

units must further be disposed so as to give
a direction adapted to tJie service to be
rendered. In art galleries the glossy surfaces

to be viewed are plane and nearly vertical,

hence high-angle lighting is indicated. In
machine shops, the glossy surfaces to l)e

considered are largely horizontal cylinders,

and the lighting may well be of low angle
and very diffuse.

In street lighting there exists a very per-

sisten' cu.stom of leaving the illuminant in

full view, and of allowing a large fraction

of the light to escape upward. A bright

illuminant within the range of vision Is a
|X)worful depressant of visual sensibility,

particularly if near the axis of vision, so

that the customary arrangement is hardly
conducive to visual efficiency. In interiors

both very good and very poor lighting are

common in both daylight and articial light-

ing.

In the highest class of lighting (Class C,
above), where the minutest detail is to be
critically observed, only the very best light-

ing-conditions will prevent visual discomfort
and eye strain. Fine needle work requires,

perhaps, as high class lighting as any. In-

terest centres upon a mass of fine, bright

imases, formed by the needle and fibres of

textile goods. If all the light is diffuse

the.se images broaden and merge, and
shadows disappear. Vision is strained by
the attempt to pick un faint contrasts just

nt the limit of the power of discrimination.

The most suitable lighting is that limited to

nearly a single direction, and that quite

elevated. What is seen is a mass of cylindri-

cal images of the source, and if the source
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subtends but a small aiigle these images are
sharp and contrasty.

In short, the very best seeing requires an
abundance of nearly unidirectional light.

The light from the sky through high, well-

speiced windows, is very nearly ideal. In-
direct lighting U-iim numerous sources is

very bad. Semi-direct lighting with units
closely assembled and at one side is probably
the best form of artificial lighting. No
part of any lighting unit within the range
of vision should e.xceed 250 millilamberts
in brightness, nor should contrasts ordinarQy
visible exceed 100 : 1.

Our whole discussion has been an attempt
to elucidate the principles of efficient light-
ing, efficient in the double sense of making
the best possible u.se of the light, and
efficient in enabling the eye to operate under
the most favourable conditions. E.xtremists
have, on the one hand, tolerated any light-
ing that did not cause permanent injury to
the eyes, and on the other have raised trivial
objections to even minor causes of dis-
comfort. I have no sympathy with either
view ; what should be done, in my opinion.
and what is worth our best consideration and
effort, is the relief of our overworked and
muoh-abused eyes from the wear and tear of
the bad lighting conditions which we have
ourselves put upon them. It would be un-
wise and unnecessary to relieve them of all
discomfort at all times—that would surely
result in a deterioration of the adaptibility
of the eye itself. Our standai-d, in my
opinion, shciuld be the comfort of out-of-
doors daylight lighting; abundant light 30
per cent, diffused, and—by far the most
important—but moderate '

contrasts any-
where. Under but tolerable lighting condi-
tions the eye is wonderfullv adaptable and
efficient, and it is to be hoped that within
the near future it will be relieved of the
many trying conditions under which it is now
called upon to operate.

>»•••»«
TOWN PLANNING IN INDIA.

Progress in Spite of Difficulties.

At the last meeting of the Town Planning
Institute, Mr. H. V. Lanchester, wlio has been
engaged in India in connection wit-h town
planning, gave an addres.s on '-Town Plan-
ning in Southern India."
Mr. Lanchester described the lav-out of

some of the cities, and alluded to the special
problems, as, for instance, caste, which have
to be specially .borne in mind when dealing
with housing in India. In a reference to can-
tonment«, iMr. Lanchester gave an insight into
the system of local government in vogue.

In the more important provincial towns the
civil government of the districts was under
a Commissioner, who was responsible for the
maintenance of order, for the collection of
revenue, and numerous other affairs of im-
portance. There were other officers to deal
with irrigation, forestry, police, education,
etc., belonging to the respective departments
charged with these matters. These officials

were at present mainly British, and if they
added otlier Europeans connected with the
churches, education, and Commerce, it 'would
be seen that there wis quite a considerable
European colony.
This colony a'ways occupied a subuifl) of

its own, quite distinct from the town, and
quite different in character. It was generally
loosely and somewhat carelessly laid out,
sites having been taken up from time to time
according to the taste of the offici.il requiring
a house, and subsequently linked up. Every
European liked to isolate himself in a large

compound so as to secure privacy from his

neighbour, or, rather, from his neighbour's
servants ; everyone drove, so distance "was of

little consequence (the cantonment often
covered a larger area tlian the town), but such
large compounds were far too extensive for

cultivation as gardens ; at their best they
simulated a park, at tlieir worst a desert.

The European pinned his faith to the can-

tonment because its open lay-out and scattered

houses secured it against epidemics and
against noise and other drawbacks. It had
few other merits, though there was no reason
why it should not have been properly laid

out at the start, and even now some were riot

past redemption. The main defect was that

no attempt had been made to group or

organise the more important or nrominent
buildings, so tliat they might form a centre

or key to the rest of the lay-out. They were
just dropped down in any vacant place, with
no more thought than lif they were merely
an additional bungalow.
The Indian was so accustomed to the autho-

rities taking the initiative that in many cases

town extensions were being undertaken by
the municipality under Government control
and advice, while at the same time a good deal
of pressure could he brought to bear on pri-

vate enterprises. On the other hand, by-laws
were loosely drawn up and interpreted, and
were very difficult to get enforced owing to

the meagre recognition of their duties among
the newly formed corporations. Encroach-
ments on public roads had 'been tolerated for

so long that those needing more room regarded
it as rather a hardship if they could not filch

a strip from the road, especially if their neigh-

bours had already done so a few yeais bade.

In dealing with housing problems considera-

tion had to be paid to the epidemics of plague
that so seriously affected the welfare and
prosperity of many Indian towns and villages.

The measures necessary to combat these were
now generally understood. In short, the

carrier of the plague germ had been proved
to be the rat flea, and measures discouraging
harbourage for rats diminished plague.

Building in soft material such as earth,

buildings closely packed, and unpi-otected

grain and other stores ought to be abandoned
as far as possible. Earth or mud buildings

wliere unavoidable on economic grounds
should have stone or brick foundations, and
wire netting protection carried through the

base of the walls. Still more important was
it- that .such houses should be isolated from

each other or only permitted in small groups.

The .plague camps had proved the advantages

of isolation and had done much to encourage

building in India on a more open system than

was .formerly customary, the relative immu-
nity of detached houses had given great en-

couragement to development on hnes akin

to those of the garden suburb in Europe, and

it only remained to organise the extensions of

affected places on these lines to produce a

very great amelioration.

To iput it (broadly, all buildings closely

packed should be of hard material and well

constructed. Kutoha buildings must be more

or less isolated with good open spaces Ibe-

tween each block. This might appear to in-

volve very drastic procedure, but when the

annual loss of life and well-'being was taken

into consideration, it would be realised that

it thev kept these aims in view in their im-

provement schemes they might •easonaWy

expect to get control over this terrible

epidemic.
_ >—•e»—<

THE HOUSE FAMINE.

At a recent meeting of the Prenton Literary

Societv, Mr. R. Pvowland Hughes, a well-

known Biihenhoad estate agent, delivered an

interesting address on housiiig and town

planning, discussing the position as it is to-

day and making various suggestions as to

how it should be met. The lecture attracted

such a great amount of attention that the

society decided to have it published and for-

warded to certain authorities throughout the

country. It is to be issued shortly.

Dealing with the hojse famine, Mr. Hughes
says the resultant conditions of overcrowding

are tending to neutralise much of the good

work accomplished by legislation during th/-

past twenty years. Many people were con-

tent with the explanation that the war was
responsible for the cessation of building

operations, but those familiar with the trend

of events during the past few years were

satisfied that, had there been no war, the

results would have been the same. For this

state of affairs Mr. Hughes—who makes it

clear that he does not speak from a political

point of view—blames the land clauses in the

Finance Act of 1909-10, and he produces

figures to substantiate his contention that the

measure referred to has proved a most serious

deterrent to house building development.
The Act has been in operation si.x years, but

as any comparison with the war period would
be misleading, he deals only with the four

years before hostilities commenced. He gives

"two examples—Birkenhead and Warrington.
In the former the average number of new
houses erected prior to to the Budget was 640,

and the four years following the average

dropped to 263. In Warrington the average

number of new houses erected preceding the

measure was 226, and in the foUowing four

years the average was 68.

A second cause was the natural corollary

of the first—the diversion of hundreds of

thousands of pounds from real estate into

other channels, thus drying up the financial

resources which hitherto had been available

for estate development, ;his being due to want
of confidence, uncertainty as to future land
legislation and the depreciation of capital

value. Then on top of this came the war,
which brought in its train the inflated cost

of .material and labour difficulties.

ON THE verge OF EXTIXCTION.
" This large and very important industry

is on the very verge of extinction, if it is not
already defunct," said Mr. Hughes, who
recalled the statement made by Mr. John
Burns in 1909 that 7 per cent, of the male
population in the United Kingdom were
employed in the trade, which had become the
second largest industry in the country, afford-

ing employment for over 1,000,COO people.

The speaker proceeded to deal at length
with town planning. The present scheme, he
said, was the very antithesis of what the
spirit of the Act foreshadowed, and was
resulting in paralysis of estate development
in the areas affected instead of anticipating

and fostering it. In a word, it was a block
to progress : it was only so much confusion.

To remedy the state of affairs at present
in existence. " which is developing into so

serious a social and economic problem," Mr.
Hughes made several interesting recom-
mendations. Briefly summarised, they are as
follow :

—

The main arterial roads throughout the
United Kingdom to be determined as to

direction, width and other details by a
National Koad Board, and embodied in the
schemes of town-planning boards.
The establishment of town-plarming boards

throughout the country to deal with larger
areas than those contemplated within the
limits of local authorities under the existing

Act. The schemes in such town-planning
boards to be completed and submitted to the
Local Government Board within a period of

three years from the date of their appoint-
ment.
The institution of district building bo3rds

co-ordinated with the town-planning boards,
with the power to make recommendations for

State mortgages to builders and others with
a view to the resuscitation of private enter-

prise in artisan house-building.
Power to local authorities to undertake the

initial cost of new str-et-making involved in

connection with estat:; development in accord-
ance with schemes which may be approved by
distiict building boards.

" These recommendations, if adopted, taken
in coniunction with the operations of local

authorities in connection with the provision
of the lowest-rented labouring class, and
which, it is .inticipated, will be undertaken
on a larce scale at the conclusion of the war,
.should, in mv opinion," Mr. Hughes adds,
" jirove largely instru-nental in solving what
we must reeaid to-day as a most serious
national jiroblem."

. »—•••—«
For the past financial year the net profits of

the Canada Cement Company wxsre $2,218,848,
a gain of .^76,835 Afte.r .providing for prior
charges and 4^ per cent, dividend paid on the
ordinary stock, .'?432.589 is carried forwai-d. Pre-
sident W. C Edwards reports tliat earnings
from the cement business proper were more
than sufficient to take care of all fixed charges,
preference dividends and ordinary dividends
chargeable to year's profits.

Mr. Henry J. Pfungst, who died last Sun-
day week in his seventy-third year, was well

knoTvn as a collector of drawings and minia-
tures by British artists. He had many fine

sketches by Gainsborous'h, and his " pictures

in little " included excellent portraits by Mary
Beale, Samuel Cooper. Lawri^nce Crosse.

Thomas Flatman, Nicholas Hilliard, John
Hoskins, and Isaac and Peter Oliver. Some
time ago his miniatures were exhibited at the

Victoria and Albert Museum.
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BOARD OF EDUCATION.
Examinations in Art, 1917.

The regulations for examinations in art,

1916, rulea 110, with the syllabuse.s puWif.lie<i

in Appendix I., continue in force for 1917.

The timetable of examinations for 1917 is

given ibelow.

Owing to the continuance of the war, it

may prove necessary at a later date to sub-

]>end the examinations, and in that event

the Board will endeavour to give as long

notice of the change as pos.sible.

TlMB T.(B[,E OF KXAMI.NATIONS.

EXtMINATIO.S IN BIUWINO.

Drawing from tiK- Anti((ue.—Moiulav. Mav 21.

10.30 a.m. to l.;tO p.m., 2.30 p.m. to 3.30 p.m.
.Vnat^my.—Monday, Slay 21, 4 p.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Drawlnpr from Ufe.—Tiie«ilay, May 22, 10.30 a.m.

to 1.30 p.m.. 2.30 p.m. to 3.30 p.m.
Ferepective.—Wednesday, May 23, 10.30 a.m. to

1..30 p.m.
Drawinjr from Memory.—Wednesday, May 2.'J, 2.30

p.m. to 6.30 i).m.
Architfctural Drawins.—Thursday, May 24, 10.30

;t.m. to 2.30 p.m

KXAMISAIIOS IS I'AIMINO,

History and .Methods of I'ainting.—Saturday. .May
HI. !0.:in a.m. to 2.30 p.m.
Ur.iwinc from Life.—Monday, May 21, 10.30 a.m.

to 1.30 p.m., and 2..'!0 p.m. to 3.30 p.m.
I'aintinE from Still Life. .Antk|ur-, or Drapery.—

Thursday. May 24. and Friday, Mav 23, 2.30 p.m.
to 5.30 p.m. each day, 10.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.

I'aintina from Life.—Monday, June 4, to Satur-
day. Juni> !i (inolilsive), lo..')0 a.m. to 1.30 p.m., and
2. .to p.m. to 4..'iO p.m. each day.

Figure Com|>osition.—Monday. June 11, to Friday.
.June 15 (inolu.sivf). 10.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m., 2.30
p.m. to 5.30 p.m. eaeli day.

EXA.MISATI0.N IS MOnEUlSG.
History of .Siulpturi;.—Monday Mav 21, 10.30 a.m.

to l.M p.m.
Methods of Siulpture.—Monday, May 21, 2..30

11. Di. to .').30 p.m.
.VIo<iellin« Hand and Wrist, etc.-Tuesday. May

22. and Wcdm-sday, May 23. 10.30 a.m. to 1.30 p m.,
and 2.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. each day.
For Camlidatis to Cast Models of Hand and

Wrist, ct<-.—Thursday. May 24. 10.30 a.m. to ]..3n
p.m.. and 2.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.

Mod,.|lin(! from Lite—Monday, June 4. to Monday.
Juni' II (inclusive). 10..30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m., and
2..30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. each day.
CastinK.—Tuesday, June 12, to nuirs<lav. June 14

(mclusive), 10 a.m. to 1.30 p.m., and 2.30 p.m to
0.30 p.m. each day.

ModelliiiE DfsiKii.—Friday, June 15. 10.30 a.m. to
1.30 p.m., 2 30 p.m. to 5 p.m., and 5.30 p.m. to
7 p.m.
Castlne.-Saturday, June 16, and Monday. June

Is, 10.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m., and 2.;io p.m. to 5. .to

p.m. each day.
FlRuro Comiiosition.—Tuesday, June 19. to Fridav

June ?2 lini'lusive). in..SO a.m. to 1.30 p.m.. and
2.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. I'ai'h day.

CajitinK.—Saturday, Juni- 23. to Wednesday. Junr
27 (inclusive). 10.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m.. and 2!30 i..m
to 5.30 p.m. each dav.

(See note as to castine below.)

EXAMINATION IN I'IrTORIAI. DESION.
Preliminary Knowlcdne.—Monday. May 21. and

liiesday. May 22. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. each evcnJnu.
Kiuuro Composition.—Wcilnesday. Mav 23, and

Thursday. May -.'4. 7 |i.m. to 1(1 p.m. each cvenlnc
History and Mcthod.i of EnRravinc- Friday. May

2.'. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
OripinnI Dcsicn—Tuesday. June 5. and Wednes-

day. June 6. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. each evening.

HXAMIStTION IN ISDISTRIAL DESION.
Preliminary Knowledee—Monday, May 21. and

Tuesday. May 22.-7 p.m. to 10 p.m. each cvcninR.
•Dniwing from Historic Ornament.—Wedncs<1ay

Mav 23. and Thursday, May 24, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m!
tModellinB from Historic Ornament.—Wedne.sday.

May 23. and Thursday. May 24, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
each eveniuc.
History and Styles of Ornament.—Monday. June

4. 7 p.m. t<i 10 p.m.
For Candidates to Cast their Models from His-

toric Ornament —Tuesday, June 5. 2 p.m. to 10
p.m.
OrlRlnal Dcsiiin—Wednesday. June 6. Thursday.

Jimc 7, and Friday, June 8, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. each
eveninir.

tCasllne OriKinal Desinns.—Saturday. June 3. 2
p.m. to 10 p.m.

(•8c» the note as to casting below).

NOTE AS TO CASTING.

N.B.—(i.) The candidate is required to casI
his own exercise in tAvo ca.ses only—viz.,

• To he talien by candidates who select crafts
which do not Involve modellinc. viz.. cnamellinK.
p:iint<ns and decorating, wall-i)aper manufacture,
mosaic, Rla.s.s paintine or stained class, cabinet
work, wood inlayinu. tapestry, embroidery, dress
desicn. lace makinc. carpet weavine. linen weavinir.
cotton weavinc. silk weavinc. w<>ol weaving, cotton
printinc. typocrapby. Illumination, book bindiuR.
leather work, linoleum manufacture.

+ To be taken by candidates who select crafts
wb'ch involve modellinc. viz.. iron work, lead work
I'Kht metal work, nold and silver smithine. jewel-

lery, die sinkinK. stone carvinc. plastcinnK. wood
carvinc. pottery, tile painting and modelling, glass

blowing.

modelling the hand and "wri.st, etc. (model-

ling examination), and modelling from his-

toric ornament (industriaJ design examina-

tion).

(ii.) In other cases models may be cast

either by the candidate, with or without

assistance, or by a professional moulder or

other j)erson skilled in CJi.sting. (See para-

grapli 21 of the art examination Byllaibuse*,

in Appendix I.)

(iii.) All casting, whether by the candi-

date or by any other person, must be done

at the examination centre under superintend

ence within the hours resipectively indicated

in the time tables.

>>•••-<

Olenariff.—A new church at Glenariff,

Co. Antrim, is in course of erection near

C.lenariff Glene, Co. Antrim, a short distance

fi-om the site of the old church, which was

eornpleU'lv destroyed by fire in the summer

of 1915. The building will be of substantial

construction owing to its exposed position,

situated as it is within a few yards of the

beautiful coast road running from I^arne to

Cusheiidall. The external walls will be built

on the cavitv system. The facings or outer

shell will be of local red sandstone. The

dressings will be of Portland stone, tlie rool

covering of giveen slates ; the joinery work

throughout will be of pitch pine, the entrance

doors of oak. Accommodation is provided for

400 persons, including a gallery and choir

space. Messrs. Thornbuiy IJroUiere are the

building contractors, and the architect is

Mr. \V. J. Moore, 35, lioyal Avenue, IJelfast.

>—••••—«

OBITUARY.
The American colony at Rome has lost one

of its oldest members by the death, at the

age of seventv-four years, of the well-known

sculptor, Moses Ezekiel. Moses Ezekiel wis

born at Richmond, Virginia, and after ser-

vice with the corps of cadets in the Confede-

rate States .\rmy, he graduated in the

Virginia Military Institute. He studied

anatomy in the Medical College of his native

State, "and then proceeded to Berlin, where

he was admitted into the Society of Artists,

on the merits of his colossal bu.st of Washing-

ton. }Ie was the first foreigner to win the

Prize of Rome. Mr. Ezekiel was commis-

sioncvl bv the .lewi.sh Order of the Sons of

the Covenant to execute the marble group

representing " Religious Liberty " for the

Centennial Exhibition ; and among his other

works were busts of Liszt, Homer, David,

and .ludith, and the bust of T^ord Sherbrooke

in St. Margaret's Church. Westmin.ster.

>~«*v(

(Bm Offirf fabU,

Tlio Bu.shey (Herts) f.U.C. have agreed to

increase the salary of Mr. A. Rvdor. their sur-

veyor.

The King has apiiointcd Major-General Sir

George .Tohn YouiighusV)and. K.C.M.G..
K.C.I.K.. C.B.. to be Keeper of the Jewel
House. Tower of London, in the room of

General Sir Arthur Singleton Wynne, G.C.B.,
resigned.

The death took place on the 26t.li ult. of

Mr. Win. O'Connell. C'hairnian of the

Cork IJuildei-s' Association. Ho wa-s contractor

for the Imildings «f the Cork International, and

was the (irst in tho city to introduce deco-fronts.

of which he made a speciality.

Captain Dudley Fletcher Goodwin (unestab-

lislierl assistant, Architect's department, of the

l.omlon County Council), Royal Field Artil-

lery, has lost liis life on war service, dying of

wn'unds. William M;ixiin (labourer, estateand
valuation department), private. Royal Field

.\rtillery. has been killed in action.

The formal openine of the new city hall in

Orillin, Out., recently took place. This build-

in),' has boon ereotoii at « cost of ,$71,000. not

inchldiiiK the value of the old walls. wh!< h

r.Muaincd staiulillg after the lire of ,Iiine, 1915.

The lower floors contain commodious nuiniciixil

offices and the council chamber, with mark<"t

rooms in the rear, while tlie uppoi- story will

hi used as an opora house. Tho building is

largel.v firepi'oof in cc»nst ruction, and was built

from plans prepared b\ Riirkp. Horwoo<l ami
White, of Toronto.

The Lords Commissioners of his Majesty's
Treasury give notice that, in pursuance of

the powers conferred on thero by the Public
Works Loans Act. 1897, they have been
pleased to direct by their Minute of Marcli

26, 1917, that on loans granted out of the

Local Loans Fund, subsequently to the datt*

of that Minute, there shall be chargeable,

in Heu of the rates fixed by Treasury Minute
of March 31, 1916, the following rates of

interest, viz. : I. Loans to Local Authorities

for any purposes of the Housing Acts and
the Small Holdings Act.s—.•\ny period, 5/.

per cent. II. Other Loans securecl on Local

Rates—Not exceeding thirty years, 5^ per

cent. ; not exceeding fifty years. SJ per cent.

III. Loans not secured on Ijocal Rates-
la) Loans under the Harbour and Passing

Tolls Act. 1861— (^i.) With collateral security

of property. Not exceeding thirty years, 6
per cent. ; not exceeding fifty years, 6i per

cent, (b) Loans under the Housing Acts—
(i.) To companies and private persons limit-

ing their ])rofits as provided by Treasury
Minute of November 14. 1890. Not exceed

ing thirty years, 5^ per cent. ; not exceeding

forty years, 5J per cent, (ii.) To companies
and private persons not so limiting their

profits. Not exceeding thirty years, 6 per

cent. ; not exceeding forty vears, SJ, per

cent.

It is a common observation by plumbers
that the pipes carry iiig the hot water from the

boiler to the kitchen and bathroom burst from
freezing far more frecpiently than the pipes

carrying the cold water. Exi)eriments have
Iweil made with glass tubes, the practical con-

ditions being simulated as nearly as possible.

The results confirm the above observation, and
show that the occluded air in tap water is

responsible for the delay or absence of burst-

ing of the pipes, says .Mr. F. C. Brown in the

Physical Bevirtv< The air and accwmiMinying

impurities a.ssist in furnishing nuclei of crystal-

lisation so that the ordinary taj) water logins

to freeze at the usual freezing jioint. .\t the

same time the ice formed is more mobile,

especially near the middle of the tube, so that

until very low temperatures are reached the

pressure is released along the middle of the

tube by the flow of water and ice. In addi-

tion, the air bubbles di.sidacing water form
cushions which also relieve the pressure on th.^

tube to a certain extent.

Since reinforced concrete was introduced

into this country, it has been ciistomajy to

employ plain round mild steel bars, but Mr.

A. W. C. -Shelf, in his paer on " High Tensile

versus Mild Steel for Reinforced Concrete."

read before the Society of Engineers,

endeavours to prove that plain mild steel bars

are not the best to employ for tltis purpose.

but that greater efficiency and economy is

obtained by physically developing mild steel

bars, for the punjose of taking out the first

vieki in the steel, which is useless and has a

detrimental effect in concrete. When this

first yield or streWh is taken out a higher

yield "point is obtained without any injury to

the 8te<"l. so th;it it is safer to employ a stress

of 20,000 lb. per sipiare inch (which results

in a sowing of 20 per cent, in the weight of

steel re<piired) than it was to einpU>y a stress

of 16,000 lb. i>er square inch l>efore the steel

was physically deveIoi>ed. and for this reason

the author of" the paper thinks that the exist-

ing regul.ation of the London County C-ouncil

relating to the stress on steel should be

altered to avoid the cramping of industrial

progress.

Canon Alexander, preaching last Friday at

St. Michael's. Cornhill, on behalf of the Pre

servati.)ii Fund of St. Paul's Cathedral, said

that the condition <.f the fabric h.ad been the

cau.se of verv considerable anxiety to the

Cathedral authorities, and not least during the

last few weeks. The m.iiii trouble lay in the

great piers, and in parts adjacent to them.

in which serious internal fractures had recently

been discovered. The mischievous and con

ce.aled effects of time, as shown, for example,

in the extensive rusting of iron cramps, had

combined with the immi'nse and unevenly dis-

tributed weight of the dome to produce a
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«tate of things which, if it had not been taken
in hand, would certainly have resulted in

disaster before long. Experts could not tell

when the work of repair would be completed,
or what further difficulties would be encoun-
tered ; but, though it was possible to obtain
in Berlin an artistic photograph of St. Paul's
m ruins, he had every reason to hope that for

many centuries to come the golden cross

would continue to send its great appeal
over London.

" The Calculations of Steel Frame Struc-
tures," by Walter Cocking, M.O.I. (London:
.Scott, Greenwood, and Son, 8, Broadway,
E.G., 5s. net), has been compiled to comply
with the requirements of the London County
Council, and some useful notes are added on
the application of theory to practical design.

It contains 312 pages, with seventy-eight illus-

trations, numerous worked examples, and a
complete series of calculations for a steel-

frame warehouse. The author's experience as
a structural engineer and lecturer at the Lon-
don County Council .School of Building has
been well utilised in the preparation of the
manual which supplies a want.

The preparation of housing and town-plan-
ning schemes to be placed in operation at the
close of the war was discussed at a confer-
ence held in the Memorial Hall, Manchester,
on Saturday. Mr. J. Walsh (Painters' Union)
moved a resolution urging the Government to

<iive legislative effect, with the least possible
delay, to a national after-the-war housing
policy, which should, at the same time, pro-
vide healthy houses and avert any crisis of un-
employment which might arise in the building
trade at the close of the war. The resolution
also urged local authorities to appoint housing
committees, to make inquiries as to the hous-
ing needs of their areas, to select .suitable

land, and to plan out such land on town-plan
ning lines. Alderman Farr seconded the re-

solution. Councillor S. Smethurst. past presi-

dent of the National Federation of Building
Trade Employers (Oldtam), did not think the
work would be well, economically, or rapidly
done it delegated to public authorities. In
the course of further discussion some speakers
emphasised the great need of effective agita-

tion amongst the workers. Others urged that
not much could be expected from local authori-
ties, which were largely composed of owners
of biid house property. The view was also

put forward that the work was one in which
co-operative societies might take a substantial
part. The resolution was passed unani-
mously. At the evening meeting Mr. Shaw
cross quoted statistics which showed that dur-
ing the next ten years 500,000 houses would
be required to replace insanitary dwellings,
330,000 houses woidd be needed to overtake
deficient building during the last seven years,

and 800,000 houses to provide for the increase
of the working-class population, making a
total of 1,530.000 houses. If the co.st was
taken at an average of £250 each, there would
require to be spent about £40,000,000 a year
for the next ten years.

The Lords Commissioners of his Majesty's
Treasury have, after consultation with the
Trustees of the National Gallery, constituted

a separate Board of Trustees for the purpose
of managing the affairs of the National
Gallery of British Art (Tate Gallery). The
f<jUowing have been appointed trustees

fin the new Board :—Lord Plymouth, Lord
d'Abernon, Mr. R. C. Witt and Mr. C. J.

Holmes, representing the Trustees of the

National Gallery ; Lord Hen.!\y' Bentinck,

M.P.. Mr. Johii Sargent, R.A., Mr. D. S.

MacColl, Mr. Robert Ross, Mr. .1. R. Holli-

day, and Mr. C. Aitken (Keeper of the Tate
Gallery). It is understood that the object for

which the separate Board is constituted for

the Tate Gallery is to provide for a repre-

sentative body interesteil in and able to deal

with various questions relating to modern
art.

Writing to the Times from the Rectorv.

Rotherhithe, the Rev. J. C. V. Durell asks :—" Can anHhing be done to save from its

threatened destruction the glorious Cathedral
of Laon? A.glance at the war map will show
that Laon lies in the line of the German re-

treat. The straightening out of the Chauny
.salient will bring the French within sight of

its walls. By a series of ridges the ground
rises from the south-west to the lofty plateau
on' -which the city is built. On its north-
eastern face the plateau terminates in a bluff,

which falls precipitously to the plain. On
the edge of this bluff stands the cathedral,
conrmianding a wonderful view of the level
country beyond. The time will soon come
when the invaders are hurled from this point
of vantage, and then will be the moment of
danger for the cathedral. The hordes, who
are destroying with reckless wantonness as
they retire everything of value in the beauti-
ful land of France, will not hesitate to blow
to pieces this noble monument, on the plea
that their enemies would use it as an observa-
tion post. Could not the punishment for such
an act be assessed beforehand and made
known to the German authorities? The
palaces of Potsdam and Berlin are not worth
a single sculpture in this irreplaceable cathe-
dral, but the solemn statement that they, to-
gether with that colossal vulgarity the Sieges
Allee, would be razed to the ground as a
punishment if the cathedral were destroyed
woiild probably act as a deterrent to the bar-
barians w-hose defiling touch has been laid on
the fair face of France."

The Germans have razed the historic ca.stle
of Coucy, with its great keep 200 feet high
and the towers, each 100 feet high, which
crowned the angles of its walls. Once before
in its history its destruction had been
ordered. Mazarin was bent on rendering use-
less a fortress that was almost impregnable
against such weapons as the time possessed.
The men he sent for its destruction soon
wearied of their task, and spared the work
of art.. They were content to deprive Coucy
of its dangenous strength. They tried to
blow up the keep, and their explosives
brought down all the interior rooms and
staircases, ibut the shell of the tower, with its

enormous walls, remained intact. It was left
for the Boches. with twenty-eight tons of ex-
plosives, if what they say be true, to destroy
a wonderful and intere-sting building that had
ceased to have any practical military value.
The present state of the castle resembles a
mountain side after a great landslide. Huge
blocks of masonry and stone are piled one on
the other, and only a few fragments of theouter
walls, many yards thick though they were,
are all tTiat is left of the superstructure.

Part L of Vol. VIIL of the Tninsaclions
of the St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society
(London : Harrison and Sons, 45, Pall Mall",

Ss.) is an interesting issue. It contains the
I'rnreffiiiigs at meetings and visits of the last
session, with the Annual Report, which, we
are glad to note, is of a satisfactory char-
acter, financially and otherwise. The' society
has lost twelve and added .sixteen mem-
bers during the year, and its total member-
ship is now 253. There is a good account of
the Church of St. Michael. Cornhill. bv Mr.
Philip Norman, LL.D., V.P.S.A. ; one on
"The Endings of the Collects of the Book
of Common Prayer," by the Rev. Vernon
Staley ; another on "The Liturgical
Chaunts," by Mr. E. G. Cuthbert F.
Atchley, and another on "The Nonjurors,"
by Mr. H. P. K. Shipton, to which is pre-
fixed a portrait of Thomas Brett, one of the
Bishops consecrated by the nonjurors, whose
" Ancient Intrigues " is still valuable, and
who compiled the " New Communion Office

"

for the " Usagers " of the separatists.

At the outbreak of war the male members
of the Society of Architects' clerical staff

offered themselves for military service. The
junior, J. Jones, was accepted, joined the
Royal West Kent Regiment, and was
wounded in the head at Hooge, He has been
since promoted to corporal and has returned
to duty.—The assistant secretary, Mr. W. E.
Wanmer. was rejected as unfit, and joined the
V.T.C He was subsequently re-examined
and passed for general service, and has joined
the 28th County of London Regiment (Arlists'

Rifles).—The Secretary being over the age
limit, and therefore ineligible for the Army,
took up Red Cross work, qualifying in three
subjects. He joined the A. A., V.A.D.,
London 43, and worked also with the London
.\mbulance Column, both as stretcher-bearer
and ambulance and hospital orderly. He re-

signed to take a commission in the Volunteer
Force (County of London).—To fill the
vacancy on the council caused by the death
of the late Mr. Edward Cratney, of INew-
castle-on-lyne, the council have co-opted Mr.
A. G. Ware, of Bournemouth, for the unex-
pired period of the late member's term ot
office.

The expaiision of quicklime when wet de-
velops an enormous force, that acts slowly
and almost irresistibly, and has long invit-ed
use for mechanical purposes. Successful
efforts to make use of this force have been
noted in a recent is.sue of "Rock Products,"
that describes its efficient use in breaking up
heavy brick masonry. A number of 12 feet
by 20 ft. piers, 12 ft. high, was situated be-
tween similai- foundation piei-s for engims
in operation, and it was necessary to remove
them witliout injuring the machinery.
Blasting was, therefore, inadmissible, and
hand cutting and breaking too slow and ex-
pensive. 'The work was accomplished bv
drilling 3 ins. vertical holes 3 ft. deep and
3 ft. apart in both directions over the entire
areas of the piere, and filling them withm
6 ins. of the top witih fres'h slaked lime,
in pieces i in. to 1^ ins. wide. As soon
as the lime was thoroughly wet the top of the
holes were filled with brick drilling well
tamped, and in about ten minutes cracks
started in every direction, and the entire
tops of the foundation pier was brokein into
3 ft. cubes.

TO ARMS!

1st LONDOX ENGINEER VOLUNTEERS.
Headquarters, Balderton Street, Oxford Street, W.
Orders for the week. By Lieut.-Col. day, V.D.,

Commanding.
OFFICOER FOE THE W.EEK.—Platoon Coromandtr

Hughes-Hallett.

NEXT FOR DUTY.—Platoon Commander No. 1
Platoon.

IIOXDAY. APftl/L 9.—Headquarters close<l. Last
day of Easter Training at E.sher. Paf-ade Waterloo,
opposite Xo. 5 Platform, 9 a.m.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11.—Instructional Class.
6.15. Platoon Drill, Platoon No. 2.

THURSDAY, APRIL 12.—Platoon Drill, Platoon
No.s. .5 and 6. Signalling Class, .\mbulance Class.

FiRlDAY, APRIL 13.—Technical for Platoon No.
10, Regency Street. Platoon Drill, Platoon Nto. 9.
Recruits' Drill, 6.30.

S.A.TUIRDAY. APBLL 14.—N-.C.O.ii' Class. 2..30, under
Captain Bentley and the Instructor of Musketry.
Subjects : Extended Order Drill and JIusketry.

SirSiDAY, APRIL lo.^Orders will be posted at
Headquarters.

IMUSKETRY.—For all Companies see Notice at
Headquarters.

NOTE.—Unless otherwise indicated, aU DrtHs will
take place at Headquarters.

By Order,

MACLEOD YEARSLEY,
Captain and .4djutant.

March 31, 1917.

Mr. H. Gibbon, surveyor to the Axminster
Urban District Council, has resigned,

Mr. William de Morgan, of 127, Church
Street, Chelsea, S.W., the well-known artist and
author, one of the founders of the Arts and
Crafts Exhibition Society, who died on Feb-
ruary 15 last, aged seventy-seven years, left
estate of the gross value of £3.953, of which
£3,494 is net personalty.

A faculty, authorising the deposit under the
floor of the crypt of the Church of the Annun-
ciation, Bryanston Street, of an urn containing
the cremated remains of Vice-AdmiraJ Sir
George Warronder and the erection of a
memorial tablet in the church, has been
granted by the Chancellor of the Diocese of
London. Sir George Warrender, who died on
January 8, expressed a desire that his body
should be cremated.

A. handy rule for finding approxmiately the
quantity of water in circular drains, sewers,
etc., is as follows:—Square the diameter of the
pipe in inches, and point off one figure from
the right in the product. The residt will be
the number of gallons in one yard length of
the pipe. Tlius, how many gallons of water
will be contained in a 6 in. drain which has a
length of 30 ft. ; 6 in. X 6 in. = 36, i.e., 3.6

gallons X 10 yds = 36 gallons.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

ot our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as hriefly as possible, as tliere are

many claimants upon tlie space allotted to

correspondents.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, eK;., should b« addressed

to the Editor of the BflLDINC Xews, Einngham
House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.2, and not to

meiiiliers of the start by name. Delay is not infre-

(lueiitly otherwise caused. All drawings and other

conimunications arc sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be

liable for. un.sought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to state how long tJie

building has been erected. It does neither them nor

UB much good to illustrate buildings which have been

some time executed, except under special circum-

stances.
.•Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always wel-

come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.

Ot more commonplace subjects, small churches,

chapels, houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent

than we can in.s.:rt, but are glad to do so when space

permits, on mutually advantageous terms, whioh

may be ascertained on application.

Telegrams: " Timcscrver, Estrand, London."
Telephone: Gerrard 1201.

I ADVERTI.'iKMEXT CHARGES.
The charge for Comj)elitioD and Contract Adver-

tisements, Public Companies, and all ofllcial adver-
tisements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s.

' for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-
cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion .Advertisements) is Cd. per line of Eight Words
(the fir.>t line counting as two), the minimum cliarge
being 4s. M. for 60 words. Special terms for series

of six insertions or more can be ascertained on appli-

cation to the Publisher.

SITUATIONS TACINT.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant " is Two Shillings and Sixpence for Twenty-
four Words, and Sixpence for every Eight Words
aft-er. All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

TEHMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Twenty-six shilling.s per annum (post free) to any

part of the United Kingdom; thirteen shillings for

MX mouUis; for the Uuitiil States, £1 lOs. ("r ?"

80c gold). To France or Belgium, £'10 10s. (or 42f.).

To India, £1 lus. To any of tlic Australian

Colonics, or New Zealand, to the Cape, the west

Indies, or Natal, fl U)s.
. , ,-

•.•Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia

arc Messrs. E. T. Kibblcwhite and Co., Printers and

Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 103, Liverpool Street,

Sydney New South Wales; for Japan, The Maruzen

Co Ltd., Il-in. Nionbashi Tori Sanchome, Tokyo:

who will receive Subscriptions at £1 10s. per .an--

num on our account. Copies of the paper will be

sent by iis direct to the .subscribers' adilress.

«.*The special rate to Canada is £1 10s. =*(
30c for 12 months, and 158.^$3 65c. six months.

Our Direct SubscJiption Agents for Canada are

Messrs. Sells, LUl., 302. Shaughncssy Buildings,

MeGill Street, MoiArcal. ulio will receive Subscrip-

tions. £1 10s. |>er annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post Office Orders to be made payable

to The Str,\nd Nbwspai'Eii Company, Limiteb, and

crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

NOTICE.
Bound Copies of Vol. CX. are now ready, and

.should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post

12s lOd.), as onlv a limited number are done up.

A few bound volumes ot Vols. XXXIX., XU.,
XLVI., XLIX.. LIII.. LXI., LXII.. LXIV. LXV.,

LXVI., I.XVII., LXVIII., L.XIX.. LXM.,
LXXII.. LXXIII.. LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI..

LXXVli LXXIX., LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII..

LXXXUI., LXXXIV., LXXXV.. LXXXVI,
LXXXVII., LXXXVIII., LXXXIX., XC, XCI..

XCII., -XCIII. XCIV.. XCV., XCVI.. XCVII.,

xcviii. xcix., c. CI., cii., cm., civ., cv..

CVI., evil.. CVIII., and CIX., may still be ob-

tained at the same price ; all the other bound

Tolumes are out of print.

SITU.aiON.S WANTED AND PARTNERSHIPS.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Wanted " and " Partnerships " is One Sliilling lor
Twenty-four Words, and Sixpence for every Eight
Words aft*r.

All Situation and Partnership Advertisements
muit be prepaid.

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page and
special and other positions can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

REPLIES TO ADVERTIiiEMENTS.

Replies to advertisements can be received at the
Office, Effingham House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand.
W.C.2, free of charge. It to be forwarded under
cover to advertiser, an extra charge ot Sixpence is

made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

.Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later than 3 p.m. on Tuesday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
llrst post on Monday to secure attention.

BACK ISSUER.

Most of the back Issues are to be had singlj

All back issues over one month old will be charged

6d each, postage Id. Subscribers requiring
,
back

nuinlwrs should order at once, as they soon run out

of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the Btili.DINO

Nbws, price 2s.. post free 2s. 5d., can be obtained

from
'

any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,

Effingham House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W,C.2.

Received.—G. S. and Co., Ltd.—B. A. Co., Ltd.—
A. W.-J. T., (Ltd.-^. S. and Co.—W. F. S. and
Co., lAd.—J. H. and Co., Ltd.—W. S. Co., Ltd.

R.—No.
T. L. S.—iPleasc send

W. G. P.—iWill bear in mind, ht present impof«ble.

DO.MUS.—We cannot unde.rt;iike to advise as to suit-
-aible sites or materials.

A. G. L.

—

l\11 we knoiw is tlhat a reteaver was put in.

Our iinprcsjsion is that nobody w^as ever i>ajd.

G. F. K.—^VVe .sliould advi.se a good low-pree»ure
sy.st<;m like that Jnst;Llled at Queen's llonse.
K.ing.sway. tupther details of wihich wc il!ustr.ite

thjs week. Sec description on lanotlier pa(:e.

The death of Mr. Richard Frederick Taylor,

a /prominent City aiiotioiieeir, a.nd ^wirtner in the
firm of Messrs. Jones, Lang and Co., 3, King
Street, Oheajpside, E.C., took pWice on Mon<lay,
March 26, at his residence, 17, St. Mildred's
Road, Lee, at the age of 61 years.

In the museum of tlie Dublin Architectural

,-\s.sooiation there is now an exhibit of small,

thick, lieavj slates from the Killaloe Slate

Quarry. This exhibit, says the Irish Builder,

should be of the greatest interest to all archi-

tects who are tired ol the commonplace, largo,

thin Welsh slates—and what architect is not?

Used in lliis way the Killaloe slates are an
excellent and jnost durable roofing material

Some of the most important public buildings of

the eiglite<-iith century in Dublin are covered

with them.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
April 5—^Erection of a Sub-station at York Place,

Aberdeen ; the excai"it4on, drainage, ma^on. car-
penter, jiiiinter, iilunVber, slater, and plasrter
work, to he one contnaict.—^For the Town Council
<Elcctpic4ty De-iiartment).-J. A. Hell. City Elec-
trical Kn;:i!ieex, Miilburn Street, A/berdeen.

April 7.—Rebuilding Sea Walls and subsidiary
works on tilie poad from Strangford to ArdglaW,
in the townland of Cloghy, according to specifl-

cat:on and drawing to !t>€ seen at the County
Surveyor's Office, Courtiiouse, Downpatrick.

April 12.—Remodelling Pig-styes at the B<!nnond-
wy MilitJiry HospitiaJ, L.ad>'weU, S.E., according
to spi-ciflcation.-^For the Bermondsev Board of
Guardians.—lE. P. Fenton, Clerk, 2S3, Tooley
Street, 8:E.

ENGINEERING.

April 1 2.—CoiLvtructii'ii of a n inforced concrete
Waste-water T;ink at tlie Bradford iRoad, Man-
chester, station.—For tlie Gas Committee.—Gas
Offices, Town Iliill, Manchester.

April 14.—Supjtly of a small porta^>Ic 'Baling Press.
with wheels, "for baling wasle paper, etc.—for
the Towkcabury Town Council.—H. A. BadhaTn.
Town Clerk, Tewkesbury.

April 3 0.— Installation of a Vacuum Stcaro-heat-

ing System, and Supply and Erection of Power-
house Buildings an*I Chimney.—For the Canfcer-

bury University College, Christchurch, N.Z.—
The Registrar of Canterbury College, Christ-

church, N.Z.

June 1.—Stomi-w.it<r Pumping Plant, Calcutta.—
For the Corporation —The Indian and Eastern
Eiiaineer, 50, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

FENCING.
April 10—Sujipl) and erection of cliestnut woo<l

Fencing' and Gates for Allotqient^ at Matlihew's
Lane, Leven*Jhulme, ;md CyJM-cs« Street. Har-
purhey.—For the Semall .Holdings and .\llotdnent«

Committee.—City Surveyor's Office, Town Hall,

tMancliester.

PAINTING.
April 17.—Out*ii<le Painting at the County Police

Station-s at Birtley. Coxlioe. Ferrvhiil. Fighting
Cocks, Norton, ftvicrii^ton, Se<k'«ficUf, .^'iH-nnymoor.

Thornlcy, and Wingate.—For tlie Durham Oountv
Cotin«il.--County Surveyor's Office, Stiire Hall,
Durham.

ROADS AND STREETS.
April 7.— About oiK) tons i; in. to 2J in. Tar

Macadam. 2.'> tou-s J in. ditto, and 25 tons i in.

Slag and l>ust, to be delivered Ixindon Road
Wharf, Dcrliv.—For the .\lvaston and Boulton
Trlian District Council.—W. J. llolbrook. Clerk,
-Mvaston, Derby.

April 9.—Hoggin. Flints, and Ballast.—For the
Whitst.able Urban District Council.—.F. F. Which-
cord. Clerk. Council Offices, Whitstable.

April 10.—Slag. Kentish Flint*, Local Materials.

and Team Labour and hire of a steam road-

roller.—For the Lexden and Winstree Rural
District Council.—E. B. Potter, Acting Clerk,
Victoria CTiambers, Colchester.

April 10.—Three hundred tons of Tarred Macadam
and 830 tons of ordinary Wel.-h M-ocatlajn. Clip-
pings, etc.—^For t^ie iSandH-icli Trhan Difitrict

Council.—A. K. Stringer, Clerk, Sandfejich,

April 16.—Three liundrod yards Granit<- (Leices-

ter); .SOO yards clean Hoggin; 200 yards clean.

«hari> fian'd, suitsible for eoveriilg tarred roads

;

and 'ifKi yards Kent Ragstone. free from haasock,

etc., tilie whole to be delivered in ba»2« along-

side ShccmeBS Kvr, or by rail «t SJioemese

uSitatTon at contractor's cost.—For tJie Sheerness

I'rhan District tVuncil.—V. H. Stallon, Clerk,

Ciiuneil Offices. SliecrnCKi.

tiso at DEPTFORD,

LIVERPOOL, BRISTOL

^
FRED'5BRABY&C^
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LONDON.

^
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BELFAST, & DUBLIN.

>^
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CiiPVUCMT
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OVR ILLUSTRATIONS.

Rue Damiette, Rouen, from an Etching, by Miss

Gertrude Hayes, A.K.E. (Royal Academy Winter

Strand, W.C.2.

Exhibition of Graphic Art). St. Ouen Central

Tower at end of the Street.

."tatTord Public Library. Messrs. Briggr., Wolsten-

holme and Thomely, FF.R.I.B.A., Architects.

.\n Interior of a Dutch Private House in Prance.

Designed by Lieut. Murray Adams-Acton.

Plas Mariandir, New Convalescent Home, Deganwy,
North W ales. View and two plans. Mr. Herbert

H. Brown, F.E.I.B.A., Architect.

Bench Ends in English Churches: Examples from

Braunton, Devon, and Halsall, Lancashire.

.uxxtntt Calamo.

The report t-o tlir Housing and Town
Planning Coiumitt<?e of the Dundee Town,

Council, for preparation for work aifter

the termination of tha war, by Mr. Jas.

Thomsoin, the city architect, which has

leached us, is one of the most business-

like we have seen. The city ai-chiteot very

properly warns the To^vTl C!ounciI tliat if

it hopes to face the problem with any

degree of success the work must not be

done in small sections scattered promiscu-

ously over existing congest^l or insanitary

areas. Ample areas of unbuilt-on land

may be obtained conveniently near the

work of the people, and on these, it is

urged, tho hotises sliould be built, on a

lar^e scale, in which a higher standard

of living may be encouraged. That is the

right not© to sound. The scheme is badly

waJited, for during the past five years only

twenty-three hou.ses for working people

have been built in Dundee, although the

l)opulatioTi has increased by 7,000 during

tliat period. Three projects are submitted,

rach being illustrated by plans, and a

fourth plan is given showing how the

three schemes jointly would benefit the

whole industrial area of the city. Fur-

ther plans are given, sliowing tlie lay-out

<if tilie three scheanes, and it will be seen

from these that the main advantages of

open space, sunlight, and convenience

have been wall provided for. Sketch plans

are also given of ai house which should

adequately meet the requirements oi a

single woman or two single women or a

widow with no family, of a marrie<l couple

with a .small family, and of a married
couple with a laa-ge family ; and in the

preparation of these plans the opportunity

IS taken of allowing how persons of the

working classets who are sufficiently aspir-

ing may be enabled, as they are clearly

entitled, to raise tltemselves from their

present insanitarj- and sordid .surround-

ings to dwellings which provide nothing

more than the just due of human beings.

In connection with the military opera-

tions near St. Quentin, lovers of art are
concerned as to the fate at the hands of

the enemy of the diief contents of its small
but famous museum. Maurice Quentin de
la Tour, the acknowledged master of

French pastellists, was born in the town,

whose name he took in 1704, and there 'n

1788 he died. The museum, which, it is

stated, has by express injunctions of the

German authorities remained open, at any
rate until quite recently, contains by far

the finest extant collection of pastels by
La Tour. As against thirteen or fourteen

in the Louvre, including a magnificent

portrait of Madame de Pompadour, for

which the artist received 24,000 frs. in

1755, there are in the museum at St.

(Juentin no fewer than eighty-five works,

many of them of the very highest quality.

These are extolled by the Goncourts in

an eloquent passage of their writings. It

may be recalled that at the Jacques

Doucet sale, held in Paris six years ago,

the artist's pastel of Duval de I'Epinoy

was bought by Baron Henri de Rothschild

for £24,000, plus auction charges, of ''0

per cent., this though it had fetched r:o

more than 5,210 frs. in 1903. Half a

century ago, indeed, pastel portraits by
La Tour were piled up in bric-a-brac

shops, and were obtainable at ridiculously

small sums.

shot without mercy is, possibly, too much
to expect, but that their infamy should be

unmasked and such very lenient punish-

ment as the law accords promptly meted

out to them is earnestly to be desired.

The April issue of the " News Sheet
"'

of the Bribery and Secret Commissions
Prevention League, obtainable at its

offices. 9. Queen Street Place. E.G., should

be carefully studied. It is a wholesome
but nevertheless disquieting record of

recent convictions of people, several of

them in good positions, whose treachery

within the country in this time of perilous

war seems to us of the vilest nature ; for,

surely the man who sells his country by
accepting bribes for passing bad or imper-

fect articles bought for the national ser-

vice is a more dangerous citizen than the

spy or the accomplice of the toemy in his

designs on the life and property of British

subjects. The cases reveal facts wliich

must inevitably give rise to suspicions that

thej* by no means stand alone, and that

these are responsible for more of the waste

and muddle which has characterised our

war expenditure from the beginning. It

is, therefore, the duty of all honest men to

familiarise themselves with the methods
in which such disgraceful transactions are

conducted, and to take care that they are

not unwittingly made parties to such.

That scoundrels of the type indicated will

cease their malpractices till they are

An appeal to the House of Lords has

been decided upon by the Metropolitan

!
Water Board against the recent decision of

the Court of Appeal in the matter of the

Board's.action against Messrs. Dick, Kerr

and Co., Limited. As previously reported,

acting under the powers of the Defence of

the Realm Act, the Ministry of Munitions

served a notice upon the contractors order-

j

ing the cessation of work on the Littleton

reservoir. Questions thereupon arose be-

tween the Board and the contractors as to

the legal effect of this upon the contract.

The Board eventually commenced an action

in the High Court for a declaration on the

matter. In the Court of first instance Mr.

Justice Bray decided that the contract was
merely suspended by the act of the Minis-

j
try of Munitions. The Court of Appeal,

however, have reversed this decision, hold-

ing that the service of the notice termi-

nated the contract. The principle in-

volved applies not only to the Littleton

reservoir contract, but also to that for the

construction of the Board's new head

offices in Rosebery Avenue. The Law and
Parliamentary Committee of the Water
Board are of opinion that the Board have

no alternative but to take the case to the

House of Lords for final decision, and have
issued instructions to do so.

On grounds of general interest, we diiect

attention to an aspect of artistic interest

in commemoration of the war as regards in-

dividuals, and in the homes of the country,

by what have been termed " War
Memorials in the Home "

; these may take

the form of stained-glass medallions of

artistically set-out coats-of-arms of per-

sons in the Army or their military or naval

badges, together with names or dates in-

scribed thereon. These medallions may take

various forms, but a convenient one is a

small circle or shield shape, suitable for

hanging in windows, etc. At a recent ex-

hibition by the War Workers Depot of

Wimbledon, held at the Baths Hall,

Latimer Road, Wimbledon, a large num-
ber of various hospital requisites and com-

forts were shown by this organisation, and
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one stand contained some stained-glas?

medallions of various naval and niilitaiy

bad{;eK which were lent by Haywards.

Ltd. (who are making a sjieciality of

the production thereof), which fittipgly

represented the badges and name.s and

dates of interest in connection with the

various naval and military units in the

present war, thus constituting lasting

memorials oil the lines of the old custom

in the castles and houses of the middle and

later ages, which have brought down to us

the line exam))les of this class of work seen

about the country, and which it would be

most advantajreous again to bring forward.

Of far greater jiermanence and intrinsic

beauty than some of the transient, and in

some cases haidly worthy, memorials we

have seen, they would also afford oitjior-

tunities of individual design api)ropiiate to

special needs. :nid iu'ver sinking into the

roimiioii])lare.

come back they will find a great deal "ii

the old conditions of life which it will

be impossible for them to endure.

.\li-. Morley Fletcher, the Director of

the Edinburgh School of Art, has been

lecturing " Somewhere in France " to the

troops in the war zone, and was agreeably

surprised at the keen interest of the men,

especially the Scotsmen and tho Aus-

tralians. At one munition dump he spoke

about art in its relations to national re-

c<mstruclion after the war, and sought to

disabuse the minds of his audience of any
cnnception of art as something merely

oiiiamental and extraneous to jiractical

life. Literature, it was explained, is an

expression of the spirit of one's life. Art

decides the external form rit the whole of

civilisation. The definition nf art as

"thoughtful workmanship" was put for-

ward as a comiiendious definition. Some
remarkable jjarallels were found in the life

at the front. The cave-dwelling jiahej-

lilhic man. for instance, after he had
fashioned his shelter, arrived at a time

when, sheer necessity provided foi', he

undertook its further elaboration* in the

spirit of the artist. The same develop-

ment is found at the front, whei-e, as soon

as the soldier has formed his dugout,

under the compulsion of the requirements

of safety, he jiroceeds to embellish it,

making it more attractive and h;ibilablo,

jiiul decorating the outside with names

thatrause a smile. This is the art instinct

working within him. A more penetrating

illustration was afforded by the fact that

till' men at the front have been enabled to

make war in the spirit of the artist, so

far as they are able to take a pride in the

jjarticular work tiny are doing. In many
cases this is a new ex)5erience, which will

have important results after the war. I

found the men very much interested, said

Mr. Fletcher, when I spoke about the

situation at home and of the position that

Mould arise with the men coming Ijack

I'luni the front. The result will be that

a great deal of this mechanical life with

which we were familiar before the war will

have to be altered. There are men who

have come from factory life—which under

past conditions is often a pitiful life--

nu-n who have been prosecuting the war,

jiossibly unconsciously, in the spirit of

art, who have known something of )>ride

and stvle in their work. AVhen these men

A number of black-and-white sketches

by the late W. Q. Orchardson are at

present on view in the Scottish -Vrts Club,

Edinburgh. They include the artist's

original design, in charcoal, of some of

his best known picture*. The larger

drawings include the " Voltaire," " Mas-

ter Baby," " The Duke's Antechamber,"
" Teveril of the Peak," " Bath,"

"Portrait Group," "Kissing,'' " Mai-

liage de Convenance, "Her First

Dance," "Her Last Dance," "Cleo-

patra," "Housekeeping and Honeymoon,"
and severaT notable figure impressions,

including the "Conservatory" and
" Hilda." Some interesting portrait

studies include " Lord Kelvin," " Sir

Peter Russell," and one or two unnamed.
The drawings were acquireil by Mr. R. K.

Miller, Edinburgh, after the death of the

jiainter. The portrait study of Sir Peter

Russell and the study for Cleopatra are

to go to the National Gallery, and the por-

trait head of Lord Kelvin to the Portrait

Gallery. A number of the drawings are

to be shown at the forthcoming exhibition

of the Royal Scottish Academy, and after-

wards in the Glasgow Arts Club. Their

permanent destination is the Edinburgh
College of Art.

!->-•••-<—
BENCH ENDS IN ENGLISH

CHURCHES.
w^TI^ ii.LrsritATioxs.

No monograph has yet lieen issued deal-
ing with the si-ats in English churches
from the thirt<'ent.h century downwards,
and certainly by none coulil the lack
thereof have been lietter supplied than by
Dr. J. Charles Cox, whose op))(>rtunitiis

in East Anglia and in Devon and Somer-
set of studying the skilled carix'ntry of the
mediwval period have, as in so many
other directions, so fruitfully contributed
to kindred literature. Architects and
ecclesiologists w^ill heartily welcome his
latent volume, " Bencli Ends in English
Churches," just issued by iho Oxford
I'mivereity I're.ss at 7s. 6d. net. The
volume covers 208 i)ages, and includes 164
illustrations, the very numerous examples
shown having been all ]H-rsonally examined
by the author.
In the early Church, throughout Chris-

tciulom, seats in churclu\s were few and
far between

; but in the West, and more
especially in England, the avei-sion to

seats weakened, and eventually resulted in
the habit of class-distinction, and the
allotment and sale of seats in the Hou.se
of God, .\s Dr. Co.\ sav"S :—

Tllie early fnbrics of KniiJish ohurclies lacki-il

;ill wooden iittnigs ; tlio altar wii« of stone, as
also wtM"(» the Masi^ scats on the south of tlie

quire. <As to the eonfficgation, tlioro were
Stone seats or bench-tables against the walls,
which would sudice for it.he laged or inlirni.

w^liilst <»t.liors in o like con<iit.ion would be por-
iniittod to bring with them la mat or oven ii

stool. Those Htonc -beiK'hes atitached to the
base of tlho walls are far mioro <y>innK>n ilian

is iwiially .supposed, wlliile a grput numbci'
iiitive Ijeen cU'arcd "jiway wlicii r<*st.oratioii

bixni^h.t ^about tho renow^il of tlio outer w.ills.

Thus in ChaUlon (.'liim-h. Rurroy. a '.on;;, low
stone st>at ran along tho wall of tiho south tiislo

untjl 1871. .when it was " le.stored " away. Tho
oaillost of tJio churches of Cornwall seem
always to luavo Ikad these stone benohes. as nt

St. Pcrr-ui-Zabuloo, wlsMk' a stone seat 16 ins.

high and 14 ins. broad lUiis aU round tho huiUl-

iiig, interruiptod only 'by doorways and oltar:

t.he same aiiay be not^^d m tho .much later isoulh

transepts of lioth Minster and Tintagcl.

I'robibly tho jii-st permanont wooden
seats in churihes were those proyidtxl for
the use of priests and clerks within the
chaiuid during the choir ofhci-s. The cus-

l<mi of supplying permanent wooden seats
for any part of the congregation e^me
aliout veiy gradually, possibly originating
with the fixing of seats in chantry )).ar-

closc'S or guild chapels, ami thus spreading
to the genei-al liody of the church. Fixe<J

seats seem to have been called indifferently

"pews" or • stalls " or "seges." The
word "pew" has Ioto; been associated

with a seat in chui-ch, yet Milton uses tho

word to descrilje the sheep-pens of Smith-
field, and Pepjs applies it to a Ixix at tin-

tlieatre. Etymologists h.ive differe<l widely
as to the origin of the word, but, taking
the meaning to be an elevated or raistxl

place, it is, as Dr, Cox n'Uiarks, easy to

see how it came to be used ; not only for

an official or dignified seat in a chundi.
but also for a set of seats or benches
afiixed to a frame to raise them, though
slightly, above the dampness of the oi-di-

nary floor level.

The bench-ends and seats were nearly

always made fi-om oak of first-rate quiiJity.

and, as oak was cheap and plentiful, aro

thick, strong, and heavy. Many are in

as good condition to-day as when first

carved, for old oak does not rot, if pro-

tected fi-om damp, it simply crumbh^
away. The old oak used was cut in the
winter when there was little sap, and tli'

bark alkvwe<l to remain on. The design ot

the benches varied greatly, but the con

struction and general disposition of fh'

scats were generally the same, consisting

of a c/>ntinuous sill laid along the floor,

into which the Ix-nch ends weiv stublied.

the seats being support e<l on bracket

-

placed at intervals, with the backs ter-

minating level with the seats or caiTie<l

down to the floor; the book-board, oft.^ii

an aildition of later daii-s, placed but liltl.-

higher than the seat, and never slantin.'

being simply a ledge to lay the book uj:'

when not in use. The emls or strindaii

of the benches were often ))lain, with
m(ulde<l cornice, especially in the carlo

exumples, but a vast numlx>r wi i

elalMiratel.y panelled and cai-ved. Favouri
subjix'ts in the later liench-i'nds, cspeciali

in Cornwall, were the instnim'ents of tl

Passion, while in East Anglia the lion< 1

ends often rise into a finial termed th
" poppy-head," those in the West«:>i o

ccunties being oftener horizontil, Tlu-

name "poppy" probably was an old

French word deriveil from tlie l,atiii

jiiiilipi.i. the figui-e-head of a vessel, sur

viving in our nautical term " po«>p.

Hence the wonl /loi/prc, a French child'^

doll, and the ' puppet-s " of our own
language. Wilai-s de Honcourt. a thir-

teeiith-tentury aivhitcct, lias left liehind

him .1 curious manns<-ript., wdierein ))••

jott<vl down designs which took his fanc\

including some bt>nch-ends which lie sty!' -

;;«i(/)('f .S-. Hence the " po])py heads"
the modern writers on English (iothn

The commonest form of the pojipy-head i~

that of the fleur-de-lis, possibly pm-]>o.s.l\

selected as the conventionalised fonn >

the lily as associated with the 'VirL'i

Mary.
'

Dr. Cox has much to say that is iii-

teixsting about the separation of the sexes

during worship in church, al>out flap-

seats, special pews, sliriving pews, chuixdi-

ing or midwives' pews, movable j>ews,

liK-ked pews, and the like. Tho locking of

(lews was one of the scandals of post-

ileformation times, and says Dr. Cox:—
With regard to this locking of i>ews, it ma.v

ho loiiiarked that in 1600 tho chaui-chwardeiis'

I'ow at t?t. John Zachary. London, was sup-

iiliod with two keys: four years later .several

keys were ipronded for tihe burgesses' pews at

St. Mai-garet'>. Weslmint-ter. Bialiop Earlc of
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Exeter, in 1628, alluded to this (.'vil ; ractice in
his description of the oharacter of " TJie She
Precise Hypocrite," stating that " she d»>ubts
of itilie Virgin M.xry's salvation, and dares not
saint her ; 'but Icnows her own place in he.aven
as perfectly as the pew she has a key to."

In 1631, on May 21. Bishop Neile of Win-
cheet«r issued a monition on this subject to
fhe -vvardt^ns of Eh-etiliani, Hants: "Whereas
I am given to undeitstand that locks have
lately ibeen s<^tt upon some pews in the parish
church of Elvetham, .and tJiat without onj'
order from me or my chancellor, wlijch 1
hould Tery unfitt to be indured. these are to
will and ii-equire ^-ou land every of you the
churchwardens there, to remove all lockes upon
aiw^ of tJie pe.vs fwiithin the said church be-
tween thi.s and the feast .day of Pentecost next
insuing."

At a someiwhat la.tej period, Pepys speaks of
.1 practioe of 'locking pews a-s a common cus-
toan :

" December 25. 1661. In the niornjng
to ohurch -where at the door of our pew I was
fain to stay, because t;he sexton had not opened'
rlie door."

TJie oo-reUgionisrts ibeing locked out. the next
tiling wias to .stamp the pew as private pro-
jjcrty, the owner's initials being branded on 't,

as on sheep laud pig. There is a- record for

1550 in a London ohairdh :
" Paide for Svrytinge

K>n .the pewe dorcs 'at my Lorde of London's
commiandement, xijd." Seats -with intials on
them occur at Hui'^r'tpierpoint. Sussex, S^o-

gumiber, iSomexset, and in nedri^' a- hundred
oth^r oases. At North Thoivsby, Lincolnshire,

early in 'tjhe seventeenth century, there were
put up ibendhes -n'hose ends bear the initials of

the farmers to whom they were appropriated ;

one has a medallion, proba-bly of t.he occupier.

_Iin this way .pews or benches became private

property, and were bought land .sold just like

any other fpriva.te property. A few such in-

stances occua- ibefore the Reformation. Thus
at Yeovil, Somerset, there was a sal© of seats

in 1457; a seat near the pulpit fetched 16d..

one near the font on,ly 8d. In 1524 the whole

of the pows at St. Christoplier-le-Stocks, Lon-
don., were formially reserved ; twelve a6ses.sors

being chosen to " appoynte ,to sit in every

piew . . . suche persons as by their discre-

tions shuld be thought most convenient, as

well men to the pienvs ordeyned for men, as tjhe

Women to the plows oixleyned for Women " :

the charge to be m^ade was 2d. a quarter per

person.

The letting of seats was another scandal,

and, indeed, the protests of bishops and

others during the sixteentli centm-j"

again.st the increasing prostitution of

devotion to luxury during the services of

the Church are numerous.

The fashion of the pews .if the next cen-

,tiiry called fortVi an indignant vepronf

from Bishop Corbett of Norwich (1633-6) :

Stately pews are nnw become tabernacles

with rings ami cmtains to them. There
wants nothing but beds to hear the Word
uf God on ; we have casements, locks and
keys and cushions—I had almost said

bolsters and pillows ; and for these we love

the church.' ( ne more protest against

pews shall be cited. Sir Christopher

Wren, in 1708, boldly writes :—
' A church sJiould not be so filled with puop

but tlhat ithe poor may have some room In the

.-illeys to stand .and sit i<n ; for to them equally
- the Gospel preached. It is to be wished

tt. there were no i>ews. but benches. ' But
re is no stemming .the tide of profit, a-n^d the

.idvantage of the jiew-keepei-s ; esiicciaUy. too,

<ince 'by Pe»is, in tlie Chapels of I^asc. th.-

Ministcr is ohiefly supported."

The big manorial or squires' pews, com-
mon from the days of Elizabeth down-
wards, had their origin in the usages of

niediseval times. The founder of the

chantries in which priests specially

endowed to say IMasses for the good estate

of the donors while living, and for their

.souls after their deatlis. were permitted

ti erect the chantry chapels as adjuncts

on either side of the chancel, or forr.iing

transepts ; but as time went on the chapels
were oftener formed by parclose screens at
the east end of the aisles, of which a few
remain, as at Lavenham, Suffolk. In
1579, when chantries were abolished, the

chantry space was claimed by tlie lord of

the manor, or the family of the founder,
and ere long developed into the square

pew, or enclosure, in which the family

could sit in state during the services of

the reformed Church. The smaller squire

and tile lesser well-to-do, and atove all

tlio wife and family of the newly-married
priest, of course, wanted to imitate the

great men of the parish, and soon the

smaller boxes or squared pews grew upon
the rear of the big manorial pew, and
monopolised the space of old free t'O all

parishioners alike without favour.

An interesting chapter is devoted to

galleries. Even before the Reformation a

few galleiies had . already been erected

beneath western towers, as at Worsted,
Aylsham, and Cawston, Norfolk. Later,

in some cases, the mere increase of popu-
lation was responsible for Iheir introduc-

tion ; and even where the numbers of the

parishioners had not increased so much,
the introduction of the great square pews
on the ground level had so seriously cur-

tailed the congregational area that gal

leries seemed unavoidable, not only at the
west end, but north and south of the nave
as well. Here and tlier?, indeed, they
\vere put u}) at the east end of the nave,
under or in front of the chancel arch as in

St. Mary IMagdalen, Taunton. Then, with
fiat, whitewashed ceilings put up under
the open timber roofs to keep the draughts
out, the interiors much resembled those' of

theatres, and the eighteenth century
Christians had churches which suit?d

them admirably— "close, cosy, comfort-
able, and stuffy, with every trace of

Catho'lic media;valism put out of sight.''

Here and there opfjosition was manifested.
In 1606 the JIayor and Council put up a

I'allery for themselves in Bristol Cathedral
near the pulpit, but Bishop Thornborough
pulled it down, "because it made the
church look like a playhouse." He was
indeed obliged to reconstruct it in 1608,

but he jjut it only three feet from the pave-
ment, and removed the pulpit so far away
that the Mayor and Coi-poration could not"

hear the sermon.

In Part II. Dr. Cox proceeds to give

alphabetically brief descriptions, often
illustrated, of various bench-ends in

thirty-eight English counties and in

Wales. Tliere are not many in Bedford-
shire, but one or two fairly noteworthy
examples as at Stevington, Houghton ^Con-
quest, Eaton Socon, and Yeldon. Berks
and Bucks have more, and Cambridgeshire
a fair number. Cheshire has suffered the
most of any English county, jiartly be-

cause so many of its churches were built

of perishable sandstone, and partly by
drastic "restoration." There is, however,
a magnificent set of canopied stalls in the

fine chancel of Nantwich church, current-

ly supposed to have been removed there
from the Abbey of Vale Royal. In Corn-
wall many of the bench-ends were of local

heraldry, jiertaining to such families as

Arundell, Roscarrock, or Pentire
; whilst

initial letters, or pairs of initials, are still

more frequent, all pointing to pre-Re-
formation appropriation of seats. Numer-
ous and interesting are the benches and
standards which remain, but restoration,

much of which was carried out by an
architect who was a memlier of a well-

known local family, was destructive of

nearly half the delightful woodwork of

the Delectable Duchy. Portions are still

to be found in public-houses, and farm-
houses, serving as settees or sideboards

—

in one case, they were fotind serving as

doors to a pigsty ! Not a few have left

Cornwall for the other side of the Atlantic.

Cumberland and Westmorland were so

often raidied by the Scots for several cen-

turies, that it is no wonder few pre-Re-
formation fittings remain. Derbyshire,
remembering its small size, and that its

old chui-ches number fewer than a

lundred, is well represented as regards

ancient sittings. Crick certainly boasts

the possession of the most exceptional re-

mains in the county. Devonshire is rich

m the number and variety of its bench-

ends, chiefly of late fifteenth century or

early sixteenth century date Of the long
list given alphabetically, we reproduce
from those at Braunton, several of which
£.re much mutilated, a handsome piece of

fifteenth century carving in front of one
of the old benches with eight arcades. At
the fine old cruciform church of Holbeton
ti:ere are some good mndertr bench-ends
designed by Mr. feedding, . and illustrate I

in the frontispiece and on p. 85. Dorset

is sparsely endowed with the remnants of

ancient seating. ' rhirhan'i has ftw, but.'

what there is includes much of interest.

Essex is fairly well represeiited ; Glouces-

ter is bj' no means ]deii!ifully pre-

eminent ; Hampshire coniijaratively ba.-

ren ,
Herefordshire has few; Heitlonl

shire nothing remarkable; Huntingdon
fairly interesting; Kent ccputains much
iiiediteval stallwork, but surprisingly few
benches or bench-ends. Lancashire, in

spite of the revival of so many of her
churches, has a good deal of old seating

of various dates. At Halsall, parts of

the fine old stalls, which we illustrate,

remain
;
good and deeply cut w^.rk towards

the end of the fifteenth centuiy. They
were re-arranged at the last restoration.

There are six old stalls on the south,

and one on the north. They retain their

ancient carved misericords. Some of the

old desks remain wdth boldly carved fronts,

and finials at the ends. (Jne of the

finials has the Stanley eagle and shield,

and another a standing lion. Lincoln-

shire is ratihei' rich in surviving mediteval
seating; Middlesex but poorly so. re-

storation having bade a clean sweep "E

-"lost of its old church (itlinss, as at Ilar-

rrw, Hayes, Hillingdf'ii, Pinner, Ruislip,
; nd Vv'est Drayton. Monmouth lacks any
traces of old work save at Abergavenny
Out of 650 old churches in Norfolk, ove'r

110 retain traces ; indeed, this county
stands pre-eminent in the number and
beauty of its pre-Reformation bench-ends,
usually with jioiipy-heads. Northampton
is well off, both as regards number and
quality ; Northumberland is almost en-
tirely destitute. Nottinghamsliire pos-

sesses an unusual number of stone bench-
tables. Oxfordshire, celebrated as it is

for the interest and beauty of its churches,

has tew ancient seatings in them. Rut-
land apparenth' does not possess a single

remnant, and there are imly about ten or
twelve, all told, in Shropshire. Sc>nier-

sttshire is celebrated for the multitude of

its bench-ends, often of great beauty ; Suf-

folk only yields the palm to Norfolk in

East Anglia. Sui-rey has little pre-Re-
formation work left ; nor is Sussex |)rn-

lific. Wha*. there is in Wanvickshire is

cluefly st.a'l work in old collegiate an.i

other churches. Wiltshire makes a poor
display—there was more, but from 1840
to 1880 sad havoc was played with many
of the interiors of the Wiltshire churches.

Worcestershire has her fair share. York-
shire with its vast area, has coaiparatively

few early examples.
Whales retains a few relics of early seat-

ing in her churches ; and special mention
is made of a fine stall standard with
carved poppy-heads in the choir of St.

David's, " a cathedial which must prove
of special joy to eveiy architectural

pilgrim."
.\n adequate bibliography, and an ex-

cellent index of places, fittingly complete
one of the most interesting of the m;my
volumes which Dr. Cox has added to a
long list, each of which is indispensable
1.1 all who appreciate help of the kind
available.
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UEVON AND EXETER ARCHITi<X'-
TURAL SOCIET\.

AXNUAL SfEETINC AT EXETER.

The annual meeting of t\ua society, which

embraces Devon and Cornwall, and is in alli-

ance with the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, wa-s held "on Saturday, March 31, at

the Royal Clarence Hotel, Exeter. The chair

was taken by the President, Mr. C. Chever-

ton. M.S.A., and amongst those present wen-

-Mes-srs. L. F. Tonar (Vice-President). J.

Crocker, C. Cole, T. A. Audrewu, J. Jerman,

A. R. Holman, A. S. Parker, E. Coath Adams,

R. A. Mill, and Allan J. Finn (Hon. Secre-

tary). The annual report was presented by

the' Hon. Secretary. iTiis, together with the

balance-sheet, was received and adopted.

The President dcLvered liis address.

PRESIDEN'TIM. ADDRESS.

In presenting to you the presidential address

for the twenty-ninth and thirtieth years of our

society it is w-ith my deep degret to have to

record that for two years past the society's

work has been marred by the contiimance of

the terrible European -war and the consequent

closing down of building opei-ations, which

has affected the whole country.

It is, however, gratifying that so many of

cHir members are serving in the Forces, and,

.ilthough it is to the grief of our society that

one of our members has been killed in action,

it is happy to know that all the other gallant

members are still spared and engaged in fight-

ing for the achievement of final victory. My
earnest hope is that the coming twelve months

may see that victory accomplished and a last-

ing peace assured.

.\lthough it has of necessity been a quiet

jieriod, some useful work has been accom-

plished, and interest in the work of the society

has been, and must be, maintained.

In my opinion, the need for greater efforts

to secure early registration has been clearly

proven by the happenings during the past two

vears.

It is a matter of the greatest regret that

the Registration Bill was not pushed foi-ward

with more for<!e a few years ago. Had it

been, my firm belief is that the ix>sition of

architects at the present moment would have

been very different and very much happier.

Much of the housing and other work that has

been carried out by others would have been

assuredly placed in the bands of architects,

and the results would possibly have been more

satisfactory to all concerived.

The profession has suffered in no inconsider-

able measure through posses-sing no recognised

status, and has been ignored on every hand

when it could have been of the greatest assi.st

ance to the nation's requirements at the very

moment when it was mo.it needed. We ought
tn secure national recognition as .sixm as

po.ssible.

Tho Royal Institute of British Architects

was founded 83 yejirs ago for the conduct

and advancement of the Profesi>ion. It Jias

the co-oyieration an«l support throughout the

United Kingdom of 19 allied Architectural

Societies and it is <)uite time the demand
and more general interest and sympathy
with the welfare of ai-chitects practising in

file Provinces .shall l>e taken iby the Council

of the R.I.BA. Gixrater co-operation amongstoi iiie rv..i.x3»^. vTi^'aut-i v^j-,'[yi.* tii.1,'11 .iiiiv'..^.'.

the Allied Societies and more real support

from the Institute for country architwts is

urgently (needed. The Provincial .Mlied

Societies are the liackbone of the R.I.B.A..

and their needs .should be considered. We
look to the Institute to (irotwt and safe-

guard tho integrity of the profession, to

promote the general interests of the members
ind to fiu-ther the cause of arcliitoctu^e in

every possible manner. A President of the

R.I.B.A. ouglit to l><^ (xxasionftUy chosen from

tlie Provinces and every Allied So(iely

should havp contimions representation on

the Council.

It is almost inconceivable to learn that the

R.T.B.A. as an organised 'body "were
strangers to tlie Covernment," and it is

hoped that the Council of the Institute will

act on the advice of their Picsident who
said "It must be ixirt of om- xvork in the

future to forge the coiine<-tiiig link .so that if

ever again a like emergencv should arise we
should find ourselves calle^i ujion and ready

to place our skill and exjierience at the

service of the State."

Mv earnest hope is that the "connecting

link '' will be State recognition of tlie practict

of architecture as a registered ^profession,

and mav it be strongly forged long before

similar conditions to tliose we are passing

through occur a/gatn. Much ground has been

lost by the lack of initiative of our parent

Institute in the i>ast, but recently at the re-

quest of several of the Allied Societies, the

Institute and the Archiects' War Committee

were urged to seek official recognition, and,

in conse<]uence. a deputation representative

of the architectural nrofession throughout

the United Kingdom waited upon the

Director-General of National Service to place

the claims of architects before the Govern-

ment and to obtain tlie utilisation of archi-

tects by the State in connection with the

National Service Act. This deputation was

favouraJblv received, and it is to be hoped

that tho services of architects will be

utilised throughout the coimtry is a proix>i-

manner. .

If the Institute cannot assist us to obtain

National recognition, it must 'be up to the

Allied Societies U) proixuind some scheme

w<herebv Provincial Architects can receive

recognition by the Public as being essentia

and indispensable to at least all commercial

enterprise in an attractive and the I'efore

artistic mannei- in connection with building

work.
. , , u

The time lias surely arrived when we coulrt

encourage puhlic opinion to realise that

Architecture is necessai-y for the benefit of

the people : to be the mejxns of uplifting

their thoughts and emotions, and to be

absolutelv necessary for the carrying on of

successful trading and to ensure increased

happiness and contentment in the lives of our

citizens. There can he no great future for

the town that will not build with dignity

character and impoi'tance. The idjeals of

public life and ambitions are always re^

fleeted in its public buildings. Is it too much

to ask our public men to constantly Ivear that

in mind that their work in real progressive

buildings wiU for ever 'be lasting monuments

;„,d ivcords of their labours? A town is

classed as interesting or otherwise l>y the out-

ward appearance of its buildiiigs, ""d 't '«

not fair to architects that huildnigs s'hould

be erected bv persons who are incompetent

and have no' knowledge of what is g<iod or

bad in architecture. It is beyond me to

un.lerstand why
«l>«r^"'l^"'«,^"''^'''"", °^,t'et

other persons should he allowed to erect

buildings after theAr owiv designs when

archite<-ture is such an important factor in

the life and happiness of the community

We must develop public interest in all Uiat

is good and artistic in sound and perfect

architecture. Appreciation of the b-^uty of

architecture as expressed ill

"Jf*
P"*;^^.^^

buildings sliould be taught in Uie schools

and the Art side of Educatioai should be

developed on architectural lines An out-

line of the various orders and styles o1

architecture and the value and reas.ui for the

existence of the different jxirts o known

buildings should be ..xplaimtl to, and interest

created in the pupils. ,

Economy is being ,n-eached throughout tiie

country, and it is surely an indisputable fact

that it is ahsolutely necessary to employ tht

services of an architect in order to carry luit

building work wisely and with economy. The

public should be educated to api-reciale this^

Several towns have set up departmeii s of

architecture in conjunction with their schools

of art. which have lieen recognised by the

R I B \ and students who pass through a

prescribed course of study are exampted from

theRIB..\. intermediate examination We
should endeavour to establish .similar depart-

ments in our large towns, such as E.xeter.

Plymouth, and Truro. Use all means in our

power to promote interest in good architec-

ture, encourage the speculative builder to

appreciate the true artistic side m building

work .and impress upon builders generally the

necessity of buUding with true architectural

sense.

It is to be hoped in the future that more

of the public work of an architectural char-

acter at present dealt with by puUlic olHcials

will be carried out bv architects practising

in the immediate district*. It should be

brought home to the officials and townsmen

conlrolling such work that architects take

more than a passing interest in the intelligent

de\elopment of their localities. Mere com-

mercialism is not the characteristic of a tme
architect ; his love of art for art's sake pre-

vents him looking for the end of the work

and the emoluments it will bring before

earnestly studying the problems and the suc-

cessful working out of the scheme he may
have in hand.

In conclusion, although present tiroes are

somewhat depressing to our profession, there

can be little doubl that architects may look

forward to brighter prospects, and may a

closer bond of friendship be brought about

between all of us in the near future. Let

our actions be free from criticism, our in-

terests and sympathies become mutual, and

greater interest taken by all in our general

affairs for the improvement and development

of our profession. We shall then be happier

and bound together by true friendship to

maintain the integrity of our calling and be-

come recognised by the public .as men whose

services are essential to the life and progress

of our country.

A cordial vote of thanks was proposed by

Mr. J. Jerman, seconded by Mr. A. S. Parker.

for his address and .able conduct in the chair

during the past two years.

The following officers and council were

elected for the ensuing year:—Air. Lewis F.

Tonar, Licentiate R.I.B.A., President;

Messrs. A. S. Parker, F.R.I. B.A , and Samp
son Hill. Vice-Presidents; Mr. 6. Dobell.

Hon. Treasurer; Mr. Allan J. Pinn.

\RI.B.A.. Hon. Secretary; and Messrs. A.

,1 Cornelius, M.S.A.. R. A. Mill, Licentiate

RIB A., Harold Watts, A. R.I.B.A., and A.

R. Holm,an. A. R.I.B.A., to fill vacancies on

the council of those retiring, as well as those

remaining in office, viz.. Messrs. C. Chever

ton, M.S.A., J. A. Lucas, F.R.I.B.A., J.

Jerman, F.R.I.B.A., J. Crocker, F.R.I.B.A..

and C. Cole, M.S.A.
.

The newly elected President, Mr. Lewis

F. Tonar, thanked the members for the honour

conferred on him. and expressed his wish to

carry out his duties to the society as well as

our late President had for the last two years,

and also expressed his thanks to Mr. Chever

ton for the great amount of time and atten-

tion he had given in the interest of the society.

A vote of thanks was accorded to the Hon.

Secretary, Hon. Treasurer. Hon. Auditor, and

Hon. Librarian for their services. This was

carried bv acclamation, and replied to by the

various officers. Subsequently the members

lunched together, after which they proceeded

to inspect St. NichoLas Priory and some of th.'

lid hou.ses and buildings in Exeter.

->-••«
.\ paper on wavleaves will be read to-morrow

at 6 p.m.. bv M"r. t'. Vernier at a mooting oJ

tho iMstitution of Electrical Engineers. The
pnx-eiMiingrs will take place at the Inrtitution

of tSvil Engineers, Great George Street, West-

minster.

Pir Henry Robinson. Vjce-Pr««den» of tho

lri4i I/ooal" Government Board. U>kl a depu-

tation last week that £100.000 wx>u.ld be inajde

imnii-diately available to onaWe tho Dublin

Corporation to carry out housing scheme* in

<liiTeren,t parts of the city.

John Cnid.u, direc-tor, roq)re»enting the

Govaii I'^ntertaiiuM^. lAl., waf fined £100

Glasgow last Wednesday for contravening

Defence of the Realm Act by carrying on

building construction of a larturi- palaoo ««

Govan without the perniiesjon of «Jie Minwryl

of Muiiilions.

Mr J. A. Gotch, J.P., of K.-ttering, »i*o

has Ix-en acting as military ropreecntotjvo Ml

the Kettering area, has been o^ipointed a Swr-

Commissioner r<-pre«MitJiig the lagneulUiml e«--

tioii of the National Servici- I^'JP*''""*"^J^J
Lt-ioestcr, Northants. an.l Rutland. M'"Jp<^
is to be succeeded in his old jxieition by Mr. K.

Burley Wallis, J. P., of Kettering.

Work upon the frieze P'-'^**n''f?'-?y_j^'5l

Robert Maulc for tlie new Council t-hamlM

in Fxlinburgh, whioli h.is been proceeding ffl

some months, is now complete. 1 tie Irier

which is 5 ft. in d.-ptih and is executed

the tempera medium, has for eubjeota

Royal arms of the Sootti^i Queens and Oofl

sorts, and forms a striking drc.pn.tive f^tur*

Opposite the civic stair is di.splayod the

Andrew '.s Ci-oss. The wxirk has been execu

by Me.^rs. G. Dobie and Sons. George Str

Edinburgh.
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AN INTERIOR OF A DUTCH PRIVATE HOUSE IN FRANCE.
Designed by Lieut. Murray Adams-Acton.
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Example i rom Braunton, Devon.

Example from Halsall, Lancashire.

BENCH ENDS IN ENGLISH CHURCHES {Sic page 312).
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inr lUttstrations.

RUE DAMIETTE, ROUEN.
This is one of the time-worn picturesque

old. streets which still here and there dis-
tinguish the beautiful city of Rouen, but the
•oompairatively few of similar architectural
character remaining in the town, such as the
Rue St. Romain, are fast disappearing to
make way for mew buildings, wider thorough-
fares and other inevitable changes. The Rue
Damiette, in common with the Rue de la

Republique, has St. Madou, with its famous
porch, at one end and the magnificent church
of St. Ouem at the other. Before the war
this delightful stivet was intact, as shown
in this picture, and is possibly so to-day. The
view which is herewith given by the courtesy
of Messrs. James Connell and Sons, the
eminent art publishers of Old Bond Street,

Piccadilly, is reproduced from their very
excellent and new etching fcy Miss Geo'trude
Hayes, A.R.E. , of Rugby, to whom we are
indebted for its loan. Tlie plate was ex-

Jiibited this year at the Royal Academy
Winter Exhibition of Graphic Art. At the
end of the vista aibove the gabled skyline of

the Rue Damiette, with its quaimt shops and
queer little cafes, is seen the noble lantern of

the central steeple of St. Ouen, the wonder-
fully elaborate 14th century church,

the tower of which above the crossing is

surmounted by a ducal crown of open stone

traceries. The later parts of the building be-

long to the 15th century, and in size the

fiabric •excewla the dimensions of Rouen
Cabhedra3, -wliich ranks among the finest

minsters of Europe. Like most old encircling

.streets set round about great ecclesiastical

edifices Of the .Middle Ages, the Rue Damiette

is cramped dn scale and so narrow that for

the greater part of the day the lower stages

of its frontages usually remain in shadow.
This enhances the pictorial effect and adds

brilliancy to the sunshine seen beyond its

confines, as in the present picture.

STAFFORD PUBLIC FREE LIBRARY.
This building has been completed, and in

execution the plans have not been materially

altered from the originals which, .we gave in

our issue of June 6, 1913, when the scheme
was adopted. In the meanwhile, the contract

has been carried out by Messrs. Espley and
Sons, builders, of Stafford. The photograph
given, to-day illustrates the two chief fagades

of the finished library, which occupies a tri-

angular site. The structure, though rela-

tively small, is treated in a bold, distin-

guished way, with the main entrance empha-
sised by a big-looking portico segmental on
plan. Dome lights illuminate the lending de-

partment, which provides for 12,000 volumes.
The news-room extends along Bailey Street.

The frontage facing Lichfield Road, to the

left in the view, is occupied by the magazine
department. Over this is the reference
library, the lecture hall being on the other
flank at the first floor level. The public

stairs are situated to the right of the en-

trance vestibule. The borrowers' hall is

placed in front of the main central doorway.
White Hollington stone is employed for the
masonry and dressings. Portland cement
concrete floors are used covered with linoleum.
Black and white marble paving has been laid

in the entrance hall. The facings to the
wallings are of 2 in. wire cut bricks of quiet
colour. Messrs. Briggs, Wolstenholnie and
Thornely, FF.R.I.B.A., of Liverpool, are
the architects.

AN INTERIOR OF A PRIVATE HOUSE
IN FRANCE.

Lieutenant Murray Adams-Acton's scheme,
herewith illustrated from his own water-
colour perspective, is, we understand, in-

tended for a private residence in France, as
designed before the war, when he was living
in Paris. The sketch shows a small hall
handled in a Dutch manner, with a hooded
chimney-piece and wooden mantel having
brass sconces for candles fixed on either hand.
The surrounds of the grate are fitted with old
Dutch tiles. In the ab.sence of the designer,
who is on militai-y service abroad with the
Scots Guards, we are unable to give further
particular?.

"PLAiS MARIANDIR," NEW CON-
VALESCENT HOME, DEGANWY,
NORTH WALES.
The accompanying plans and sketch show

the new convalescent home which is being
erected for nien by the Manchester and Sal-
ford Hospital Saturday and Convalescent
Homes Fund, under the superintendence of
Herbt. H. Brown, F.R.I.B.A., F.M.S.A.,
architect, of No. 20, Brazenose Street, Man-
chester. For some years this Fund has
rented a large residence at Penmaenmawr as a
temporary home for men. This met with
such remarkable success and appreciation that
it was very soon found to be too small for
the demands which were made upon it. The
committee decided to erect a new home, and
a suitable site of three acres at Deganwy was
settled on. It commands an (uninterrupted
view, on the high ground, of the Penmaen-
mawr Range, the Straits, Puffin Island, and
other lovely scenery looking over Llandudno,
Rhos-on-Sea, etc. iBuilding operations were
well in hand when the war broke out, so for
the present only the matron's and domestic
quarters are allowed to be completed, and the
shell of the patients' quarters covered in so
as to save the work which had been com-
menced from being wrecked by gales on so ex-
posed a site. The majority 'of the inmates
of the present temporary home are older men
engaged in war work in the various
engineering works, etc., of the Manchester
district, who are temporarily broken down in

health and require quiet rest. The front
of the Ibuilding faces south-west and looks
cm to a large toowling green and garden.
The planning constitutes a new modeil
for a convalescent home in many ways,
cross ventilation and ample lighting being
the principal features not only on the
ground floor of the patients' rooms, but
to all the ten dormitories on the upper
floor, by means of a low, flat roof being
formed over the 5-ft. wide communicating cor
ridor, which permits of good cross ventilating
windows over to all the dormitories. The
offices are planned well at the rear, and a

separate sewage system is arranged upon the
site. The matron's rooms command full con-
trol of all departments, both inside and out-
side. The domestics' quarters are at the rear
at one end, planned in such a manner as to
avoid any smell of cooking from penetrating,
and so that they cannot be overlooked. The
walls are built of bricks covered with stucco
all around, roofs are covered with dark
brindled Shropshire tiles, the floors are rein-

forced concrete, for the greater part covered
with wood blocks or jointless floor finish.

The general contractors are Messrs. J. H.
Billings and Co., of 59, Sackville Street, Man-
chester.

BENCH ENDS IN ENGLISH
CHURCHES.

These two examples, taken from Braunton,
Devonshire, and Hal.sall, Lancashire, are re-

ferred to in our review of Dr. J. Chai-les

Cox's book on " Bench Ends in English
Churches," on p. 312.

> m»m t

POLAND AND POLISH ART.
Poland was almost the last of the European

nations to come forth into the hierarchy of
art. Her culture is indeed very ancient, but
she did not develop a national art before the
middle of the nineteenth century. The Polish
kings and nobles loved art and received
foreign artists of fame with open arms. To
this day the old Polisli towns of Gnesen,
Posen, and Krakow harbour medijeval and
Renaissance masterpieces ; but the country's
own achievements were a rustic product
" rooted in the soil of the fatherland with its

sturdy farmers as its main cultivators."
The case of Poland as an art-producer is

treated in a special number of the war-
series of L'Art et I'Artiste (Paris), and one
of the contributors, C. de Danilowicz, gives
a hint of explanation of the situation in
quoting the words of the great Polish poet,
Borodzinski, that " Poland has been for cen-
turies the wall behind which Europe has
buUt up its civilisation, sheltered against
the invasions of the Tatars." Occupied
with continuous warfare, and finally over-
whelmed with the inner dissolution of the
commonwealth, the muses had no chance.

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

Gothic and Italian art fought for supre-

macy. The Renaissance spirit finally

triumphed over the Teutonic ; but not with-

out a struggle, for the rich merchants of

Krakow were nearly all Germans, and King
Casimir himself, whose wife was an Aus-

trian archduchess, surrounded himself with

German artists. " There was no exaggeration

in the dictum that the capital of the Polish

kings of the sixteenth century resembled
rather a suburb of Nuremberg than a centre

of Slavic culture." When King Sigismund I.

in 1578 married a Milanese princess the tide

of art-influence began to flow from Italy.

There was, however, a national art maintain-
ing itself in the hearts of the people :

" While the Polish warriors fought the

battles of freedom on all the battlefields of

Europe, the farmer and artisan, the woman
and maiden, created and nurtured the artis

tic sense of the people through the loving

care with which they built their houses,
manufactured and embellished their modest
household furniture, their implements of
labour, their quaint national costumes. We
can now trace the genealogy of art to pre-

historic man, and in many regards rustic

art is related to the ns^ive artistic efforts of

our far-distant ancestors.
" Most developed is the artistic instinct

among the mountaineers of the Tatra, a
range of the Karpathians, and the farm-
houses of Zakopane served our modern
artists as models in viUa-building. Of a
peculiar ethnographic interest is a door orna-
ment representing the rising sun. Sometimes
the paschal lamb is represented. The central
piece of the artistic house-furniture is the
heavy table, often bearing the date of its

completion. The table, as a kind of house-
altar, plays a great part in the folk-lore of
this mountain people. Not only every piece
of crockery, every fork, spoon, and knife
bears exquisite ornaments, but also the very
trunks, containing the linen and costumes of

the family and occupying a cosy comer of
the room, are richly painted.

" Curiously enough, and pointing to a
common .basis of human art, we find the
same motives in the rustic art of France.
but while here the invasion of modern indus-
try has an-ested the development, the con-
servative Polish farmers of the Karpathians
held to the traditions of the past with a

kind of religio-national fanaticism.
" Polish architects modelled their villas in .

the beautifully situated watering-place of
Zakopane after the artistically constructed
farmhouses. Sculptors and engravers went
to the same native art-school and the gold-
and silversmiths drew likewise their inspi-

ration from the products of popular art.

Even the famous porcelain factory of Sevres
produced, at the occasion of the Paris Exhi-
bition of 1900, a Tatra service according to

the model furnished by Stanislas Wit-
kiewicz."
So good is the native Polish art that the

writer suggests to the French toy-merchants
and manufacturers to replace the cheap
Nuremberg products by the more artistic

Polish models, which, curiously enough,
remind us often of the Japanese dolls. We
obtain, at the same time, the historically in-

teresting bit of information that it was
none other than the great French statesman
and financier, Jean Baptiste Colbert (1619-

1683), who introduced the German toy into
France.
Of great artistic interest, too, so we are

assured, are the old wooden churches—often
dating as far back as the eleventh and
twelfth centuries—and the beautiful town
houses of the Polisli burghers. We further
learn of an institution which should arrest
the attention of all lovers of art—the estab-
lishment of art-schools in the country, in

the midst of the wild scenes of nature.
" What i^vill remain of all this rustic

Polish art when the present war will be
over? Old ca,stles and beautiful farmhouses,
cathedrals, and village churches have been
razed and burned without pity. Fortunately,
a few ethnographical museums still survive,
and thus a restoration of the national art
will be facilitated. The Polish people did
not forget its national songs and dances, its

national tongue ; neither will it forsake its

indigenous art."
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CONCRETE A\D REINFORCED
CONCRETE;*

By A. H. Rhett, Asroc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.
Reduced to its most practical form, the

question becomes merely whether or not con-
crete can be made i ion-porous ; and, if so,

what is the .simplest, most effective, and
cheapest metliod of doing it.

The first step in tliis direction should be,
and is, the projier i)roportioning of the in-

gredients to fit so closely and compactly that
no voids remajn, and much experiment and
investigation has been done along these lines.

Repeated experiment, however, has seemed
to .show that, witli the best possible grading,
tamping, aixl mixing with available aggre-

gates, tliere still remains from 10 to 15 per
cent, of voids, while there is also an added
jjercentagc due to pocketing of water or air

during the mixing and placing process.

It is not essential, of cooi'se, to close every
void to render Uie concrete water-proof, as

far as percolation through it is concerned,
because continuity of the voids will play a
considerable part in any percolation ; but the

rendering of the concrete absolutely non-

poroUs is desirable sometimes for other
reasons. The entrj<nce into the pores of

water affected with acid or alkaline proper-

ties gives rise to disintegration of the con-

crete, from the reaction of the acid or alkali

and the free time always present, and the

preservation of the integrity of the concrete

is more im])ortanit than the actual water-

proofing of it. Furthermore, any such re

action would eventiually render the concrete

perviou.s, even if it were not so originally.

The problem, then, in its final form, be-

comes one of closing this 10 to 15 per cent.

of voids that remain after the best propor
tioning h;is been obtained and those that

oceur from the pocketing of water or air in

the concrete during the mixing process, or

from friction between the particles of the

a/ggregates in jilacing ; and a corrective must
be sought in means other than proportioniing.

A study of the hydration of Portland
cement seems to show that such a coiTection

lies latent in the cement itself, and can be
made available under proper treatment.

It has been slu>wnt that tJie so-called beita-

orthosUicate element of Portland cement is

very slow to hydrate, and that but little trace

of its hydration is found in any cement
before seven days, and in some ca.ses it does not

appear until 28 days, but tliat when this

hydration does conmience it progi-esses as

long as water is i>resent. and with a great

increase in volume. This increase in the

volume of Portland cement when continually

mixed with water has been also .strikingly

.shown bv Nathan C. Johnson,! Assoc. M. Am.
Soc. C.E.

Tlhis action of- the cement, of course, must
occur in concrete whore the mixing is

Ihorougli and when water is held in the mix
long enough to permit it. A further point

to note is that chemical action of this sort

is retarded by pressure, and would he most
active in the direction of least re-sistance and
consequently into the void spaces. It is also

an interesting fact that this beta-orthosilicate

element hydrates with an amorphous and not

a crystalline structure. If the latter were
the ca.se, there would be a tendency to dis-

rupt the concrete, but the amorphous tex-

ture of the increased volume enables it to

adjust itself to the void forms and fill them.
It is a well-known fact in daily practice,

and has recently been again noted, § that,

with a given n)ix, the strength, and there-

fore density, will vary directly with the

length of time recpiired to dry out.

It would se<Mn entirely possible, therefore,

theoretically to get a non-poroius concrete :

1. If the aggregates were ])roperly pro-

portioned.

2. If the mixing were thorough
;

3. If the placing and tamping wei-e pro-

perly done

;

[
* Presented to the AnntiAt Meeting of the American

Soci«ty of Civil KoRincers. jRTnmrv 17. 1917.

+ TfChnoloflir Pajifr No. 4:i, U.S. B reduof Stftiiilards.

I
" Mftteriftls r. Metiiods — Testimony of Moviiilt

Pictures in the study of Concrete," Engineering lireoTil,

December 4. 1915.

§ " The StretiRlh und Other Properlien of Concrete
AS Affected by Materinin and Methods of Preparation,'*
Teehnoto^ic Pai*er, No, iiS, U.S, Bureau of Standards.

4. If the quantity of watei* used were cor-

rect ; and
5. If the forms were kept on long enough

to insure the retention of sufficient water to

hydrate the cement thorougJily.

Any practical man knows the difficulty

and expense, if not the impossibility, of ob-

taining these conditions, and it becomes a

very practical question as to whether or not

they might not be obtained by a less expen-
sive and more automatic or fool-proof

method.
Answer to this question has been sought

in the so-called integral water-proofing com-
pounds, and they have been produced on
sever.il theories.

Xlie simplest was the addition of some
very finely particled inert material tliat

would fill the voids. There seems to be no
reason to doubt that the addition of such
material might, to a certain degree, com-
pensate for a faulty pi-oportion of aggregates,

but could scarcely be relied on to fill such
\oids as are caused by the mechanical pocket-

ing of air and water in the concrete during
mixing, or by tho friction of the particles in

placing.

Another theory has been to mix with the

concrete a water-repellent material that will

coat the voids and poi-es and prevent ab-

sorption. It is difficult to see, though, how
suoh a material could coat tho pores wiithout

coating also the particles of cement a.nd pre-

venting proper hydration, or how it could

be relied on to coat every ixwc.

A better and more rational theory, how-
ever, has been to add a material which will

Imbricate the aggregates, and thus enable
them to settle in a denser mass by eliminat-

ing the friction, and which will also act as

an inert void filler. Such a material would
eliminate the neces.sity for much tamping,
and would compensate to a ceiitain degree for

a faulty proportion of aggregates ; but there

would probably still remain a certain pjer-

cenitage of voids due to the air and water
pockets formed in the mixing. These, it

would seem, can really only be eliminated by
the swelling action caused by the full hydra-
tion of the cement, as descrilRHl iireviously.

If, however, a material could be added to

the concrete that would not only act as a

lubricator and void filler, but, in addition,

would tend to hold the water in the concrete

and jjrevent too quick drying, it would cer-

tainly seem—on perfectly rational grounds

—

to c(mi])ensate to a considerable degree for

faulty iiroportioning, careless placing and
tamping, inadequate mixing, and early re-

moval of forms.

Such action, moreovei-, would bo auto-

matic, and might well prove much less ex-

pensive and more practical than the condi-

tions necessary to obtain the same result

without the addition of the compound.
The object of this discussion has been to

show, if possible, that there is ,a theory
which is rational and will ex|)lain the succe.ss

that has attended the use of .some of these

comijiounds, in so many instances, and that

the practical evidence of their effectiveness

cannot be candidly disregarded.

To obtain tJiis success, these m.atenials

should be used intelligently. There is

nothing miraculous about their action. They
cannot compen.sate for cracking or breaking
<4 the concrete, for very lean miixes, or for

an acid or alkaline content in the sand, bnt

they can and do com-pensate, to a dcivree

which is eminently jnactical, fm- faulty pro-

jiortioning, careless placing and tamping, im-

proper mixing, and too quick removal of the

forms. '
>—•••—<

.\ lino of £100 was iiniKised last Wednesday
upon tho director of a Govan oiitortainnionts

foii^paiiy for nroeee<linif with tlio eriH'tion of a

oicture house when the ncn-essary licetico had
boon refusiMl liy the Ministry of Munitions.

.\ site of about 7.000 square ft. at the south-

east of Piccadilly Circus, adjoining the
Criterion Tlioiitie and Restaurant, is shortly to

lie lot on buildini; lease bv the Cominissioiicrs

of .Womis and Forostt5. The oroperty has a

fronlnpo of 73 ft. to Piccadilly Circus and 112 ft.

to Regent Stieot. with a third frontage to

.Torniyn Street. Rebuilding will, of course, not

l>e i>orinitte<I until after the war.

WATER SUPPLY WORK IN WESTERN
AUSTRALIA.*

The CooLfiAiuiiE Waieh-Sii'I>i.v. Westeiin

Australia.

By P. v. O'BaiEN, .\l.In.st.C.E.. and J. Paiui.

B.Sc, Aesoc. M.Inst.C.E,

The construction of tlie Coolgardie water-
works was described by Mr. G. S. R. Palmer
in a paper read before the Institution in

1905, and the object of the present paper is

to review the works to date.

The water pumped at the first pumping-
station hiie increased from a little under one
million gallons jier day for the year 1903 to

3,300,000 gallons per day during the past two
or three years. Of this quantity about one-

fifth is accounted for in the agricultural

areas traver.sed by the main, and four hlths

in the mining areas, but only three-fifthf

reaches Kalgoorlie. The total length of

branch and reticulation mains now laid in the

goldfields district is about 236 mikes, and in

the agricultural areas about 628 miles.

To minimise corrosion the water has been

treated with lime since 1910, and additional

tanks have been erected at several summits
to keep the main full of water. Additional

storage tanks have also been provided at

pumpiiig-station No. 5. and at Kalgoorlie,

and arrangements are now in iiand to de-

aerate the water hefore it enters the main.

The Reservoir.—There has been at . all

times an ample supply of water available in

the reservoir.

The .principal substances in solution in the

water are the chlorides of sodium and mag-
nesium. The salinity increases each year

from September to June, and falls more or

less during July and August, according to

the quantity of water flowing into the -reser-

voir. A series of dry years naturally in-

creases the salinity. The lowest salinity was

recorded in October, 1505, viz., 4 parts of

chlorine per 100,000, equivalent to 4.6 grains

of sodium chloride per gallon, and the highest

in January. 1915, 30.2 parts chlorine per

100,000, or 35 grains of siMlium chloride i>er

gallon.

The Weir.—The wall generally ie in good

condition and the seepage through it is

slight. Three bore holes sunk in the wall in

1914 showed a general slow infiltration of

water through the wall and comp.aratively

free Hows at certain levels corr<-s])onding with

horizontal lines of seepage on the down-

stream face. Under such conditions the tip-

ward water pressure in the wall muet be

taken into consideration in estimating the

stability.

The Pipe-Line.—The lead joints have

generally given good resulLs, but in a few

eases the frequent re-canlking of wcvik joints

has caused rapid local internal corrosion and

has rendcriid the removal of the pipes neces-

sary.

The locking-bar joints have stood well, ami

only in one case has a bar failed.

In 1905 a leak occurred through external

pitting, and since then there has been a

gradual increa.se in the number of such holes

each year. Wherever they occur the pipes

are uncovered and supported on timbers

clear of the earth. They are left open, and

are found to keep generally in gixKl condition

at moderate cost.

The original bituminous mixture on the

exterior of the pipes underground has prac-

tically all perished, but whore the pipets are

above ground it (and consequently also the

pipes) shows very little depreciation. Where
the pipes were laid uiuleigronnd in gravel or

sand they show slight rusting only, but in

loamy arid clay country, which is generally

salt, a considerable .imouiit of jutting ami

scaling has been found.

The carrying capacity of the various eec-

tioiis of the main dwre.nsod for a numlier of

years, till it reached limits ranging from 33

per cent, to 60 per cent, below the origin.il

capacity, since then it has remained practi

callv constant. In consequence of the lime

treatment of the water, a dcjiosit. chiefly of

carbonate of lime, has taken place in the

* Abstract ot papers read at the ordinary meetini:

of the Inatitntion of Civil Engineert on Tuesday, the

3rd April, 1917.
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niain, ranging in thickness from about | inch
at -Vlundaring to traces only at Kalgoorlie.

Xodules of ru.st have been found on almcst
every pipe examined, and, without exception,
they are more numerous on one side of the
pipe than on the other. The side carrying
the most nodules is apparently the side which

,
was most exposed to the sun whilst the pipes
lay on the ground before being laid, and has
no connection with the present position of
the pipe or the thickness of the bituminous
coating. The nodules vary in number up to

99 per square foot on the worst pipes. The
height of the largest nodule on the pipes was
found to be Ij inch.

The coating was found to have perished and
to be porous to a depth of 7-54 in., but
beyond that it was in good order. Tlie for-
mation of the nodules appears to arise from
cracks in the bituminous coating rather than
from the gradual decay of the coating, for a
close connection is apjjarent between the con-
dition of the pipes and the severity of their
e.xposure before being laid, -whilst at the same
time every pipe shows areas without nodules
where the coating is thin 'and must have
perished years ago.

Under every nodule there is a corresponding
pit. As a general rule, a few pittings up to

i in. deep were found in the pipes wherever
an inspection was made. In a few cases pipes
were found practically free from pitting,

whilst in a few others pittings over | in.

and up to 5 in. deep were found. Where
the pittings were 3 in. deep they were isolated,

about 4'in. in diameter, and surrounded with
metal of the full original thickness and carry-
ing mill-scale.

Corrosion.^^Pitting starts wherever tlie

water gets access to the steel and an ad-
joining layer of scale—thereby constituting a
galvanic battery—and the depth of the "pit

will depend on the time taken to separate the
piece of scale from the plate, and thus de-
stroy the element. Large areas of mill-scale

and punctures in a thick bituminous coating
are conditions highly favourable to deep pit-

ting. The corrosive quality of the water
.'ippears to he due chiefly to its dissolved
oxygen and carbon-dioxide. The variations

in the quantities of the salts found in the
water make no appreciable difference in the
.corrosive quality. As the water passes alon^
the main it loses over two-thirds of its dis-

solved oxj'gen and shows decreasing corrosive
activity.

Life of the Main.—This will probably be
,
determined either by leaks due to internal
corrosion or by external corrosion cloiM? to the

,
lead joints. The worst internally corroded
pipe so far discovered shows a reduction in

,
thickness along a strip 4 ins. wide and the
full length of the pipe, amounting to about
0.007 in. per annum. Such a pipe would
probably have a further life of about ten years
under similar conditions. By de-aerating the
water, in addition to treating witli lime, in-

ternal corrosion can probably be reduced.

The capacity of the main between pumping-
station No. 4 and Kalgoorlie appears likely t«

meet all requirements for many years, but
between stations Nos. 2 and 4 the quantity of

water to be pumped is increasing every year,

and it will probably be necessary in a few
years to improve the capacities of these sec-

tions by overhauling some of the pipes or lay-

ing new ones.

The Pumping Plants.—On account of the
increase in the friction in the main it has
been necessary to reduce the sizes of the
plungers at several of the pumping-stations.
snd the capacity of the pumps has been re-

duced accordingly from six million gallons
per day to four millions.

The cost of pumping, including wages,
salaries, fuel. oil. etc., repairs, renewals,
alterations and maintenance of buildings and
quarters is 0.27d. per 1,000 gallons "lifted
100 feet—equivalent to 0.57d. per effective

or pump horse-power-hour. Taking the
total quantity of fuel burned in the boilers
for the past twelve mouths, the working
duty of the plants is about 90 per cent, of
that guaranteed.

The whole of the pumping-plants have
.kept in good order and have suffered onlv
the usual wear and tear, requiring onlv
minor repairs.

Water-Sitpi'LY in the Intebior of Western
austbali.\.

By P. Y. O'Brien, M.Inst. C.E.
PhysiographicaUy West Australia is

divided into three districts, namely, the

Coastal Plain, the Coastal Ranges, and the
Plateau of the Interior, and geographically
into six divisions, the aggregate area of

which is 976.000 square miles. Tempera-
tures vary with the distance from the coast,

with latitude to some e.xtent, and also with
the prevailing winds. G«nerally the inland
plateau is intensely hot in summer and cool

in winter. The atmosphere is dry, the
evaporation great, and the rainfall very low.

Rivers in the north-west of the State
carry water only after heavy tropical rains,

and then for a short period only. With
the e-xception of the extreme south-west
division, no perennial streams or fresh-water
lakes exist.

Scattered over the interior are numerous
salt lakes ranging in area from a few acres

to 1,000 square miles. There is little doubt
that these chains of salt lakes were at one
time flowing rivers, but have altered owing
to the rising of the land and the change of
climate.

The mineral belts, chiefly auriferous,

stretch from the south coast, with a few-

breaks, to the northern or Kimberley divi-

sion. A great many mineral finds were
made in the early 'nineties, and a large

influx of population occurred. Many finds

have also been made since the great gold
rush, and there is little doubt that many
more will be made in the future.

The rush of population mentioned above
resulted in hundreds of mining camps spring-
ing up, many of which grew rapidly into
prosperous towns. These, with the scores
of smaller townships, are supplied with fresh
water, and ore-treatment plants on mines
are supplied with salt or fresh water, or'

both. Roads, railways, and stock-routes fol-

lowed settlement, and water supplies were
generally kept ahead of settlement.

Artesian basins exist, but do not extend
to the interior. Therefore, other sources of
supply were looked for and found in sub-
terranean w-ater at depths varying up to

200 ieet. and in conservation of rain-water.
Over the greater part of the central divi-

sion the ground water is salt. During the
first few years of the gold rush this water,
being the only kind procurable, was distilled

and sold at 4d. per gallon. Xo distillation
has been necessary since 1900.

SaU Water Wells.—.Salt water is used in

ore crushing and for other purposes on
mines. Heavy flows cannot always be found
just where required, and in such cases it

has been necessary to pump from various
distances up to eighteen miles from the
source of supply to the mines.
Fresh-water Wells.—^North of South latitude

29° fresh .subterranean water may generally
be found. Hand percus.sion iboring plants are
used to find water, whether fresh -or salt.

Boring costs 5s. to 6s. per foot, including
transport charges and mens' time traveUing.

Wells are sunk along roads and stock
routes, and provided with windmill equip-
ment, when they supply small town sites.

In areas where fresh subterranean water is

found towns and mines are supplied from
groups of wells by pamping. The towns are

reticulated and the house services are metered.
Charges for water range from 3s. to 7s. 6d.

ner 1.000 gallons for salt water, and 4s. to

7s. 6d. for fresh water.
Catchment Areas.—Over the Central and

part of the Eucla division, from about South
latitude 29° to the Southern ocean, the sub-
terranean water is salt. Fresh water is ob-
tained by conservation of rain-water.

Distributed over the granitic portions of
these divisions are large granite outcrops,
ranging in area up to 300 acres, and in alti-

'ude to 150 ft. above the surrounding ptein.

These rocks form excellent catchments for

tanks. Masonry-in-cement drains are built
round the rocks, and the run-off intercepted
by these drains is led by carrier races to the
reservoirs. Of the first inch of rain falling on
rock catchments 95 per cent, has been im-
pounded, and from rains following ICO per
cent

.

Catchments other than rock generally con-
sist of gently sloping country; -vvith .surface

of clayey loam, granitic sand, with stony
patches, etc., the whole more or less covered
with timber and scrub. The natural vegeta-
tion on catchments is preserved, as its destruc-
tion would result in the discharged water
becoming salt.

The yield of each rainfaU depends on the
intensity of the fall on each acre of catch-
ment, the duration of the fall, the length of
dry period before the rain, and whether it falls

^Turing the hot or the cool season.
The yield from a catchment area may he

greatly increased by making a network of

furrows, or small drains, to lead the water
quickly into the main channels. Money us
vvell spent on such work. ., ,..,

Reservoirs, known locally as tanks, .^ad
dams, are divided into six classes :

—

(a) Excavated tanks in watertight ground ;

(h) Tanks made to hold water above the
natural surface of the ground

;

(c) Excavated tanks, clay-pug liced

;

(d) Concrete-lined excavated tanks;
(e) Asphalt-lined tanks

;

(f) Iron tanks with artificial catchments.

The method of construction of these various
tanks is described in detail in the paper and
illustrated by examples.
Roofed Reservoirs.—In building reservoirs or

tanks in a dry climate an allowance should be
made for evaporation in reckoning the
capacity, or evaporation should be prevented.
It has been proved in the Central Division

that roofing pays better than adding to the
capacity. Tables attached to the paper
show the evaporation outside the reservoir

at Menzies during 1910 to have been 151.95

in., and the loss by .evaporation from the
covered tank as 2^ in. The water saved
paid for the roof in a short period.

The paper concludes with descriptions of

the -water supplies in five of the principal

towns in the interior. Tlie capita! costs range
from £22.000 to £53,000.

Generally, these works provide .salt water
from wells and fresh water (conserved) for

mines and towns. In most cases the two
kinds of -water are pumped through the same
pipes, and in other cases three waters are

similarly delivered. The power used is from
either gas or Diesel engines—^t.he fuel in tlie

former case being producer-gas made from
charcoal, and latterly from wcmd.

) ^9^ C

PEWS IX CHURCHES.
In connection with our review on another

page of Dr. Cox's book on "Bench Ends in

Churches," the following extract from Mr.
Philip Norman's paper on the '" Church of

St. iNIichael, Cornhill," in the recentlv issued

Part I. of 'Vol. YUI. of the "Transactions
of the ^t. Paul's Ecclesiological Society

"

may interest.

In the parish accounts of St. Peter's, Cheap.
for 1447, there is mention of a pew " next the
chirche door." In the accounts of St.

Stephen's, Walbrook, for 1474. a payment is

recorded for cleaning the pews. iln the year
1457 a very curious direction was drawn up,

with the consent of the whole parish of St.

ilary. Woolchurch Haw. It states that the
churchwardens shall, by authority of the
Mayor of London, granted in the Guild Hall.
" se-t both ryche and pore yn the sayd
chyrche in ther pews yt longythe." i.e., that
belong or are set apart for them. In his

paper on the church of St. Jlary at Hill, the
present writer has noted the existence of

pews there in the la-'ter part of the fifteenth

century; they were closed, and their floors

were strewn with rushes. The churcii of St.

Andrew. Under.shaft. rebuilt between the
years 1520 and 1532. was then pewed, in part
at least.

It has been said (by Bacon) of Sir Thomas
More, that when he was Lord Chancellor " he
did use, at mass, to sit in the chancel and his

lady in a pew." At the church of St. Chris-
topher le Stocks, in 1523. the pews w-ere all

numbered and priced, the prices varying ac-

cording to their nearness to the east end.
John Bale, who %vas zealous against the
Roman Catholics, in his " Image of -Bothe
Churches " (1550!. speaks of their "' abbeys,
chapels, and chambers, shrines, images,
church stools, and all pews that are well paid
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for." Even aa early as the year 1287, at the
Synod held at Exeter under Bishop Quivil, it

was enacted that in consequence of the fre-
quent quarrels of parishioners about their
seatB, no one should call any seat in the
church his own save noblemen and patrons.
From these and many other e.\isting records

wc may learn that pews and private seats in
<!hurches were not invented by the Protes-
tants, as is sometimes erroneously said. It
would seem that the custom of having par-
ticular seats was originally confined to
patrons, founders of chantries, and other in-
fluential people, and that it gradually spread

;

Imt the high enclosures, covering almost the
whole area of the church, with which in our
youth we were many of us familiar, no doubt
lame into vogue some time after the Refor-
niiition.

>—••-<

LONDON COUNTY SCHOOL
BUILDINGS.

On page 227 of our issue of March 14 we
gave fully the details of the report of the
L.C.C. Education Committee with regard to
the proposed economies in elementary school
building within the Council's area. The
scheme was adopted at the Council meeting
yesterday week, and a model .school on the
new system is to 'be erected at Greenwich.
Moet of the proposed saving will be due

to the reyised planning which has been
adopted.
The "drop" system, while being a more

economical form of heating, is quite as satis-
factory as the system previously adopted.
The Fiction brickwork proposed is reliable,

and, when faced externally with stock and
special bricks, will prove quite satisfactory.
Kletton brickwork is customarily used in
baildings of this description.
Ornamental brick cornices, owing to their

projection, are found to bo detrimental to
the durability of the building. The plans
prepared by the architect will not in any
way impair the dignity of the buiUling.
The reduction of the thickness of the con-

crete in tile Hours of cl-assroms, lialls, and
corridors, and the topping of the reduced
layer of concrete' -with coke breeze concrete,
will render tho proposed plain flooring
stronger and more .solid.

The original scheme provided for stone
dressings to the entrances, but these are
nnn^'cessary.

The architect advises that steel and con-
cret" landings are ofjually as satisfactory as
York stone landings.

The Council considered as to the use of
Bangor or Dclajbole slating as alternatives to
Westmorland slating, and came to the con-
clusion that Delaibole slating flionld be used.
although the saving wonM be .about £30 less
thao if Bangor .slating wore used. It was
advised that Delabolo slating is considerably
more durable than Bangor .slating.

The use of lines and pulleys for windows
in lien of rod window gearing ie found to he
satisfactory.

The Council gave special attention to the
question of tho provision of glazed dadoes
for classrooms, halls, staircases, and corri-
dtWB, and came to the conclusion, in view of
the general appearance, sanitation, cleanli-
ncsB. and the very small cost of annu.al main-
tennnee, that glazed dadoes should be pro-
vided, the brickwork above to be fair faced
and distempered.
Tho reduced cost of building will effect a

reduction in tho fees 7>avable to nuantitv
surveyors. The architect has also .submitted
a list of some 30 small items in which further
savings will be popsihle.

This ,«rtan(lard plan will cnaWe .schools to
be built at a cost of £11 4s, 9d. per head, as
comparixl wilh £15 15s., showing a net re-
dnction of £4 10s. 3d. per head, equivalent
to a reduction of £4.045 on a st.-ind.ard

school of 896 iplares.

A*, a nieetinu of Newcastle Town Moor and
PtUs Commifcteo a doputat'on from New-castle
Ti^nrmnrv Oonimitteo ntt<'ndod and asked for
.-irbout 14i .acres of pi-ound for extensions, and
tho committee acreod to reoojnmond the city
ronncil to pive the freehold of the nix>essnrv
hnul. suibject to the .'^tow.Trds Committee of
111' Freemen giiv.iiis up their herbage rights.

CLAY PRODUCTS IN ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION.
By E. H. Darling.*

Clay products perform many important ser-

vices in all the various fields of constructive
engineering. Their uses may not be as spec-
tacular as those of some materials, but tJiey

are none the less most valuable. Clay, when
properly treated, is a very poor conductor of
heat and electricity, and very inert to chemi-
cal action, and most of its value in construc-
tion is due to these properties. The fact that
it is a common material, widely distributed
and found in a natural state, is because it is

a stable chemical combination under all natu-
ral conditions of- atmosphere and climate.
When baked, burned, or fused, it undergoes
certain changes which tend to make it even
more stable or inert to deteriorating chemical
forces. All such other materials, as the metals
which are obtained by tearing them from the
rocks by inten.se heat, or such as timber,
which is built up by organic life, -while

stronger, harder, and more elastic than clay
products, are not as stable, and they always
have a strong tendency to return to their
original state—to rust, decay, soften, and
disintegrate.

CLAY I'llODUCTS SOLVE DIFFICULTIES.

It is not a difficult matter to design a re-

taining wall, assuming certain conditions of
foundation and backing, yet probably, with
the exception of dams, there is no class of
engineering .structure that has a larger per-

centage of failure than retaining walls. It

requires better judgment—the outcome of ex-
perience—to .so drain away the water whioh
is likely to collect and .liter the as.sumed con-
ditions than it iloes to design the wall. The
same thing applies to road building and to
foundations in general. The electrical engi-
neer would have no difficulty in high voltage
transmission were it not for the problem of
insulation. It would not be diflicult to heat
a buiUling were tho exterior w-alls perfect
nonconductors of heat. All large sewers
might be easily built of concrete, were it not
for the fact that certain kinds of sewage dis-

integrates Portland cement. All the study
and thought put into the steel framework of
a skyscraper is rendered worthless in a few
minutes if there has been carelessness in pro-
tecting it from fire. All the.se problems and
many more like them, which in a sense may
Vie cilled the liner problems of engineering,
depend on clay products in the form of dr.iin

tile, insulators, brick, glazed tile, Jiollow tile,

etc., for their solution. We use clay pro-
ducts for permanent construction, and w-here
.strength is essential we build a fr.-imcwork
or skeleton of wood and steel, and protect
them by a covering of the more durable mate-
rial. It must be remcnibcicd. however, that
what is true of clay applies more or le.ss to
certain other products of the ?arth. such as
Portland cement, asbestos, mica, slate, etc.,
which .also have their place in construction.
But while clay products thus perform

many services in construction, the end has by
no means been reached. There is room for
improvement in the way they are utilised ;

there are doubtless new uses to which they
could be put, and, besides, the demand for
their use could be greatly increased. The fol-

lowing brief discussion will offer, from an
engineering standpoint, a few suggestions
along these lines.

BRrCK INEFKICTF.NTLT USED.
The clay brick is one of the oldest forms

of building material, and one would think
that it must h.ave long since reached its

highest possible etiiciency. But common
brickwork, as used to-day, when required to
carry great loads, must be classed as a very
inefficient material. Good, well burned
brick has an aveiaee ultimate compressive
strength of .about 130 tons per square foot,
but when it is laid in lime mortar in the
usual way the average strength of the com-
biyation is not more than h.ilf of this (70
tons). Here is a w-asle of 50 per cent, of the
strengUi of the brick. It is onlv by the use
of cement mortar that the value'of the brick
can be developed, for strength of a wall de-
pends on the strength of the mortar. Now,
for any homogeneous materi.al, such as steel.

' Reail before the Canndinn National Clay Products
Association.

it is usually considered quite safe to allow a.

working stress up to one-fifth or one-fourth
of its ultimate strength, but for brickwork
conservative engineering practice does not
permit more than one-tenth or one-twelfth (7

to 8 tons). Thus to carry a given load we
have to use two or three times as much brick-
w-ork as we would if we could have the same
confidence in it that we have in steel. This
is a further waste of the strength of the
brick.

But there are still other handicaps put upon
the use of brickwork which are not neces-

sary. In some cities the building by-laws
will not allow even the conservative unit
stresses given above, but fix the limit .is low
<^s four tons per square foot—about what is

considered safe for .solid earth. This means
that in these cities, to carry a given lo.ad, the
amount of brickwork must again be doubled.
Now. approximately half the cost of brick-

work is for the labour required to lay it. In
thi.s country we expect to pay masons at a
somewhat higher rate, in proportion, than
that received by some other trades, because of
the fact that there are four months in the
year during which there is not much brick-
laying done. In other words, we only nse 75
per cent, of the available skilled labour of
this trade. We are safe in saying, therefore,
without casting any reflection on brick
masons, that, from an economic point of view,
brickliiying is not more than 80 per cent,

efficient in Canada.

GREAT WASTE IN B&ICKWOBK.

Thus, for every dollar we spend for brick-
work fifty cents is for materials and fifty

cents for labour. For this latter h.-ilf-doUar

we obtain labour of which we only use forty
cents' w-orth, and which it is possible, by the
adoption of systematic methods, to reduce to
a cost of twenty cents. We are. therefore.
getting seventy cents' worth of brickwork for
one <lollar. But. as in some cities, we are re-

quired to use twice as much brickwork as we
need for strength, in such cities we only get
thirty-five cents' worth of strength for on»
doll.ar. The same by-laws will allow na to
put about four times the load on plain con-
crete that is permitted on brickwork, and
the cost of concrete in piers and walls is

approximately the same as brickwork. 8o
for one dollar invested in concrete we will
get about twelve times as much strength as
we would from the same spent for brickwork,
assuming that we eet 100 per cent, efficiency
in the pl.acing of the concrete.
These figures must not be taken too

.seriously, for they in no way express the true
relative v.alue of brick and concrete. They
are given to emjjh.asise the fact that there is

room for improvement in the use of even the
oldest of clay products, and th,-vt in order to
successfully compete with other materials the
highest st.andard of product and efficiency in

workmanship are essential. They also illus-

trate the evil effects of unrea.sonable building
laws.

CLAY PRODUCTS FOR FIREPROOFINO.

In fireproof construction the principles of
engineering are so greatly used that it is not
more th.in necessary to mention the subject
here. The desiriibility of this type of con-
struction for large buildings is admitted by
all. But we h.Tve reached a point where fire-

proof construction can be used with splendid
results for moderate size residences running
from eight or ten thousand dollars in cost
and up.

In working toward this higher standard of
building in which the construction features
are entirely engineering, the engineer is

clo.ser to the manufacturer of clay products
than the .architect is. Those architects to
whom the bulk of this class of residence work
goes make no cl.iim of being engineers, and it

means a r.-idical and expensive departure
fiom their accustomed practice to undertake
it. The owner, on the other hand, knows
even less about it. and, even if inclined to
consider it, is easily discouraged by a hint at
a great increase in cost. This is a field for
fireproofing materials that has hardly been
touched as vet.

^ >-•••-<
Tlie Penzance Town Council have ajfreoiJ' to

the aiipointment of Mr. H. Madderii as temtir

porary borougili surveyor.
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At the Birmingham Mun.itions Tribunal
last, week. Professor Tillyard presiding, ten
workmen—namely four bricklayers and six
labourers, engaged by a manufacturing firm,
iisked for their leaving certificates on the
ground that they were refused the proper
trade r»t« of wages. It was said the firm
were paying only the Midland Trades Fede-
ration rates, which worked out at 32s. a week
fiM- labourers, and ll^d. an hour for brick-
layers, whereas it was claimed that the pro-
per rate-^for the men was that of the Master
Builders' Federation settlement-^namely,
9^d. an hour for labourers and Is. O^d. for
bricklayers. The fij-ni liad refused the latter
rates, hence the applications for certificates
A representative of the firm said the men
were doing general bricklayers' repairs
-side. The Chairman said if an outside
builder were doing the work he would have
f-o pay the rate. Why should the firm pay
less if they did the work themselves? The
firm's representative replied that the certifi-
cates would be granted to the men. Indeed,
they had been ready since March 28. The
point was then raised that in consequence of
the certificates being withheld the men were
kept out of work for ten days, and compen-
.sation was asked for. It was said the men,
on the advice of their trade union officials,

attended thfe works and offered their services
on the old terms, but were refused work, and
the firm's contention was tJiat the week's
notice they gave was irregular, being given
i.ri the wrong day. The "Tribunal decided
that the men must have their certificates, but
refused to grant compensation because they
based their application for the certificates
on the ground that they were not being paid
the standard rate of wages, and not on the
ground that work had been withheld from
tiiem.

With reference to our note on the
Athenanni in our issue of Saturday, we re-

gret having unwittingly given an impression
which the editors think may cause some con-
siderable confusion. W'e learn with regard
to the new proprietorship that, so far from
implying a break in the continuity of the
reconstruction policy of the journal, the
change' was actually made to ensure the more
effective development of that policy. The
Athenanim has for some time addressed itself

to the consideration of social problems, and
in particular to the urgent difficulties which
Trill face the country after the war ; it has
done this more definitely and explicitly since

She New Year. The editorial board remains
nnchanged, which is the best guarantee for

tjie continuity of the policy. While det«r-

mining to maintain the scholarship and
•uthority of the Athenccum, the editors feel

themselves unable, in this significant time,

to practise the detachment implied in con-

tinuing to produce a journal that is only
literary. Literature itself is less detached

;

and the Athenccum, having been originally

founded as a journal of politics and litera-

ture, feels that it has never had a better

•ccasion of linking up with its old traditions.

At the forty-seventh ordinary meeting of

the Val de Travers Asphalte JPaving Com
pany, Limited, to-day, held at 18, Hamilton
House, 155, Bishopsgate, London, the balance

sheet and profit and loss account duly audited
for the year ending December 30, 1915, was
a^iopted, after making the following ap-

propriations ;—Depreciation and cost of

maintaining plant and machinery, £1,717
6s. 4d. ; written off cost of Neuchatel conces-

sion, £882 7s. Id. ; depreciation in value of

horses and harness, £40 17s. 5d,, and Vene-
zuelan concession account, £1,468 Is. lOd.

;

the net profits of the year are £12,584

6s. lOd., which with the sum brought for-

ward, £2,114 3s. Id., amoumt to £14,698
9s. lid. From this has to be deducted the

interest on the debenture stock, amounting
to £6,900. An interim dividend of 3d. per

diare was paid in October last, a furtlier

dividend of 4 l-5d. per share, less income
tax, is now to be paid, making 3 per cent, for

the year, and leaving a balance to be carried

forward of £1,918 9s. lid. The shareholders

were authorised to spend £5,000 in e.xploiting
for oil on the company's bituminous deposit
in Guanipa, Venezuela. It was found later
that the concessioii did not include the right
to prospect for oil, and repeated efforts failed

to secure this. As the bituminous deposit
ceased to be of any value the board, in the
latter part of last year, after mature reflec-

tion, decided to abandon the property and
write off the amount standing to the debit

thereof which, after -deducting the sale of the
realisable plant and by utilising the sum of

£20,841 7s. lid. hitherto standing to the

credit of the depreciation fund, left a balance
->1 £1,468 Is. lOd., which has been debitec

li profit and loss account.

The Defence of the Realm Losses Commis-
sion had again before them last Wednesday
the claim of the Duchess of Albany for timber
cut from her estates at Esher. Mr. Austen
Chamberlain (for the Crown) nointed out that

under a settlement the property was vested in

the duchess with a limited right to cut timber
like trees. Assuming the value of the timber
cut was £10,000, the injury sustained by the
fuchess would be equal to the interest for her
life upon that sum. He suggested, however,
that she would be properly compensated if she
received one-fourth of the value of the timber
for herself and as an annuity the actuarial
value according to her age and the interest
upon the figure. After some discussion the
Chairman intimated that the Commission
would reserve its decision, and if necessary ask
for further evidence.

Earl Beauchamp has lent for exhibition at
t,he Victoria and Albert Museum the coUec-
'ion of miniatures and snuff-bo.ves from
Madresfield Court. The exliibition contains
572 miniatures in water-colour, oil, and
'namel by English and foreign artists, chiefly
if the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
enturies, together with 31 snuff-boxes, chiefly
French, and dating from the eighteenth cen-
cury. It is arranged in Room 84, and
/isitors will find in the collections shown in
hese two rooms representative examples of
the work of practically every English minia-
'ure artist of importance of the sixteenth,
seventeenth, and early eighteenth centuries.

There was issued on Thursday last a re-
:urn showing the temporary buildings erected
ind premises hired or requisitioned for
Government offices in the London district last
year. It is pomted out that the offices' for
the headquarters of the department dealing
vith unemployment insurance at Kew"
erected at a cost of £85.000, are intended for
permanent use after the war. Various build-
ngs not erected in public parks and gardens,
public or private, will also be suitable for use
for extended periods after the vpar. The
buildings acquired include eight hotels, four
clubs, nine public buildings (museums, galle-
ries, municipal buildings, etc.), 12 private
houses, 96 commercial offices (either whole
premises or portions of premises), and 14
warehouses. No hotels have beyi bought;
all have been either hired or requisitioned-
The Church of St. Nicholas Cole Abbey

possesses many interesting old treasures, and
some of these, says the Cili/ Press, are sadly
in need of renovation. The repairs of the
vestments, burses and veils, and the renewal
of the amices and albs are will in hand
already, but other valuable and venerable
relics which need attention are the Chained
Book, the Processional Cross and the ancient
leather case of one of the Chalices. The
Chained Book is not the Bible, but " A Com-
panion of the Temple and Help to Devotion
m the use of Common Prayer." The book
is dated 1688, but it underwent repair m
August, 1830. A substantial iron chain
fastens it to the desk on which it rests. The
cross, consisting of copper and brass, and
bearing figures beautifully carved, is a still

more ancient treasure, dating back to the
fourteenth century. The date of the leather
case is 1712. The Guild is providing the
funds, and the work of restoration will be
carefully carried out by e.Yperts. A beautiful
fourteenth century maniple from Italy,
adorned with silver thread on flowered silk,
has been given to the church by Mrs. St.
George.

The Society for the Protection of Ancient
Buildings has learnt that the south side of

struction, with the object of obtaining a
large building site It is by ^far the fineet
example of old London house architecture
remaining, and therefore the committee hopi-
that the danger may be publicly known, in
order that those who can bring influence to
bear against such a shameful destruction ma :

have the opportunity of doing so.

i\7i>Yaiu ui i/j.,;7iu c7i,. j.iu. j-ii^ o..o.iwiuiuv.».j uuiiuiiigs iias iBaiin, lasLT, luo souin siae oi
will remember that in 1910 the directors ' Queen Anne's Gate is threatened with de-

- •

»

Bishop's Lyde.^rd.—At the Somerstl
County Council meeting at Wells, last week
in reference to Tatham Farm, Bishop's
Lydeard, it was decided to seal the coavev
ance, and Mr. G. H. Oatlev, of Bristol, is t

.

be asked to prepare plans. Mr. Kidner
desired to have an open competition fo,-
plans, and said they should guard against ex
pensive buildings. It was explained that il
was necessary to have the plans prepared, si.
that as soon as the war ended the buildings
could be proceeded with, and the recommen
dation of the oommJttee was adopted, an
amendment by Mr. Kidner to throw the
plans open to architects finding no seconder

»~<*a»~<
TESTS OF CONCRETE IN SEA WATEK.
A paper, presented January 3, 1917, to the

American Society of Civil Engmeei's, de-
scribes a test of twenty-four concrete
specimens wnich were immersed in se.i
water for seven years. The object of th-
tests, as described in the Proceedings of the
society, was to determine the act.on of se:i
water on concrete specimens of wet and dry
consistencies, of various proportions of iii

gredients, and of different brands of cement.
as well as the effect of special compositions.
The methods of mixing, analyses of Ur-

various cements, sand and stone, and tlie
conditions of the test, as well as all other
data having possible effect on the results,
are stated in the paper. The information is

given in tabular form where possible.
The specimens were examined at interval.s

of about one year, and record was made ii
their condition. The results of these observ..
tions have been tabulated, and show pro
gressive deterioration of some of tli,.

specimens and remarkable durability oi
others. Recently, the specimens were ex-
amined with great care, and graded in thi'
oi-der of durability. These results are also
tabulated. Independent tabulations are
made of the various series of tests originallv
planned, to ascertain in one case the°efTect
of wet and dry mixture, in another case, th.'
effect of rich and lean mixture, and in
others the effects of special brands of cement
and of using lime, Sylvester wash, etc., with
the cement.
The results are interesting, and seem in

show, briefly :—
(a) TUiat the 1.1.2 mixture is superior t.>

the 1.2i.4i, and that the 1.2^.4^ is, in tuni.
.superior to the 1.3.6;

(b) That the wet mixtures are superior t;.

the dry;
(c) That the effects of magnesia or alumina

in varying proportions are not very marked,
and follow no apparent law, although the twii
most durable specimens are those lowest in
alumina content;

(d) That extra care in mixing produced
decidedly beneficial results

;

(e) That hydrated lime w^as of no bene-
fit, but rathei- a detriment;

(f) That the addition of Sylvester wash
was harmful ; and

(g) That the addition of clay to the
cement had a slightly beneficial result.

The deterioration occurred between high
and low water, and was most marked at mid
tide. Above high water there was little de-
terioration, and the same is true, but to a
less marked extent, of the concrete con-
tinually submerged.

It is stated that a careful reading of the
entire paper should be made before any of
the foregoing conclusions are applied.
The experiments are not sufficiently ex-

tensive to warrant drawing final con-
clusions in all cases, unless confirmatof)'
evidence is available. In utilising the re-
sults, the limitations of the tests and local
conditions should be taken into account.
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PAKLIAMENTARY NOTES.
CoNTitArrs Entekeu Into Before War.—

ivasl week, on the consideration of the Courts

(Emergency Po\ver.s) Bill in Committee, on
Clause 1, Mr. Nield moved the firsst of a

.'eries of amendments empowering a judge of

the Iligli Court or of a county court to grant

reiiei if ntff'!..s.iry in rubpec^ of :ill contracts

entered into beion^ ihe war, and which, owing
to the outbrcaU of hostilities, it wis diflTic.iU

lo carry out. 8ir Uordon Hewart (Solicitor-

General) pointed out that the Bill was de-

signed to meet three or four specific grievancts.

On,e of these was builders' contract? which
owing to the war, couid not be performed
within the stipulated time. If the Govern-
ment were to consent to the amendment there

would be no ri'itriction up-m any kind of C(?ri

tract for which a grievance could be shov. n.

and a man who had entered into a

contract for marriage might seek to obtain

relief, because in consequence of circuuislanci.

arising out of the war he no longe- found it

convenient to carry out his pronise. The
amendment was withdrawn. Mr. Pi to

moved an amendment sub.stituting July
17, 1916, for August 4. 1914. as the date to

which tile clause should apply in respect of

builders' contracts. Sir Gordon Hewart said

the clause drew a line between builders' con-

tracts entered into up to the outbreak of war
:ind those which were entered into .subsc-

i|uently. If the amendment were accepted the

effect would he this, that for a period of two
years builders would have been able to enter

into these contracts with their eyes open, and
stood to gain from them, but if they lost by
them they were to have the benefit of going

to a judge in order to seek to be relieved of

their obligations. The tJovenniient could

not depart from the obvious line of deniarca-

liiin. n.unely. the outbreak of the war. The
amendment was,' after discussion, defeated by
115 to 16. Mr. Peto moved that, in addition

to the discretion of the court to suspend or

annul a contract in case of hardship arising

out of the war, it should also be empowered to

vary or rescind any of the provisions of the

contract. Sir Gordon Howart said the clause

as it stood went to the utmost limit of what
was practicable or rcasoniiible in order to meet
a grievance. If the amendment were adopted
it would give power to the court even to

make a new contract altogether. The clause

was added to the Bill.

->-•••—<-

TO CORRKSrONDENTS.
We do not liokl ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly lis possible, as there arc

many claini.nnls upon the space allotted to
correspondents.
It is partieularly requested th.it all dr.anincs and

all oommunic.itions rcapectinc illustrations or liter.iry

matter, hooks for review. et<r.. should he addressed

to the Editor of the liTUtDINr, Xews, Efflnsham
House, 1. Annidel Street. Strand, W.C.2. and not to

aicmhers of the stall by name. Delay is not infre-

,,nent!y otherwise caused. All drawings .and other

.Nimmunications are sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will not undertake to pay for. or be

liable for. unsoueht contributions.

When favourins us with drawinss or photocraphs,

architects arc asked kindly to state how loni; tJie

buildini: has been erected. It does neither them nor

us much cood to illustrate buildinas which have been

some time executed, except under special circum-

8ta.nces.

•»»DrawinRs of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and Rood sketches are always wel-

eome, and for such no diame is made for insertion.

Of more commonplace subjects, small churches,

chapels, houses, etc.—we have usually tar more sent

than we can insert, but are slad to do so when sp.acc

lierniits, on mutually advantaceous terms, which
may be ascertaineil on a[>plication.

Tclecrams :
" Timescrver. Estrand. London."

Telephone: Gerrard 12!)1.

OGILVIE & GO.

Tclejitiont DALSTON 13«t.

Many \farn connecu»l wiUi
tht; lo'tc- rimi ot W. H.
LASCKM.F.S i. CO., ol

iJunliiU How.

i;kckivk».— »., IJros.-K., Lt<J.—.1. F.— II. H. and
Son—C. M. Co.. Ltd.—\V. \V. an<l Sons— 1). .1. S

and Co., Ltd. -II. M.-K. B. P. V. and ( .

A J. W.—No.
T. M.—Please send.

li. O'H. -Thanks, no.

K. M.— Vlease sec our " Directory " pages.

lii ii.nF.R.—It is not a ftrm we should care to deal

with. 2. Yes.

>—«co>-<

Mr. E. liailov. s\irvevor to the Watford
Ihiral District Council, lias been voted an iii-

.r.^nse of salary of £50—viz.. from £400 to

t450 per anmini.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N.

EXcERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
KSTIMATES

FUEE.

fOK

Olivers'^

Seasoned
Hardv^^oods,

\PPLT TO—
WM. OLIVER & SONS. I id.,

120, Bunhill Row, Ix>odon,

TENDERS.
-'•* Correspondents would in all cases oblige by

giTing the addresses ot tiie parties tendering—at auy

rate, ot the acospied-tender : il adds (• the value of (be

information,

ASHFOiiD (Ke.m).—Supply of granite and sranite
(hippincs. for the West Ashforil Kural District

Couneil :
—

.1. Carr and Co., Dronfield, near Sheffield (ac-

cepted).

Bedw.is (.VIOS.).—For road widening and layinc

pavins, kerb, and ehaimel, with appurtenant works,
at Church Street, liedwas, for the Uedwas and
.Macheii Urban District Council. Mr. A. S. \'.

Taylor, .\..Vl.l.C.K.. survevor:—
K. .lanuf.s, Ystrad .Vlynacli .. .. CS112

,1. Sutherland. Aberevnon .. .. -170

C. Wilkins. I'oiitllanfraith (aeccpteil) ioS

lilsHOrsTONK (Wn.T.s).—For lepaiis to Middle Bridge,

Bishoii.--tone, for the Wilton Rural Distiict Coun-
cil ;—

Tabor (accepted) £29 1.5

LnsnoN. S.E.—For paintinj;, cleanint;, and repairs

to the South-F.asteni .\mbulanee Station, for the
Metrtjpolitan .Vsylulns Board;—

^
Smith -.'Ml Sons. VV., 202, London
Road, Croydon i.'i'S

Harding ;'.nd Son. R., 75, Arodene
Koad. BrixUui 253 18

C. H. liovd and Son, G, Dyer's
Buildings. Holborn, K.C. .. 204

Inns, A. H., 7, Devonshire Square,
Bishopsgate, E.C 104

Kazak, L., Railway Place, Belve-

dere (accented) 190

.Vcting Kngineer-in-chief's e.«tiniate, i;211.

Lorc.HTON (EsSB.X).—For supidy of road materials,

for the l/iughton Urban District Council. Mr. H.
White, surveyor:—

(Jranitc : British Jlaeadanis, 123, Cannon Street,

Lonilon, K.C.4, 21s. lid. per ton: C. Abell, Ltd..

Hartshill Granite IJtiarries, 15s. (accepted),

liranite chips: C. Abell, Ltd., 12s. 5<I. (accepte<l):

II. L. Cooper. -IS. .Mark Lane, London, E.C, l:is. 3d.:

Brookes, Ltd., Ca.vton House, Westminster,
Uls. .fd. (Iravel; W. and C. French, Buckhurst
Hill, 9s. (aeeepted): VV. Skipp. Ware, Os. ,3d. Hog-
gin: W. and C. Freneh, !)s. (accepted): W. Skipp.

Os. 3d. Ste:im rolling : (J. .1. Ander.son. 20, Ix)»er
North Street. Poplar, roller 35s. per day. scarifying

lid. per yard, standing 17s. 6d. per day: J. .1.

Prior, Salm(>n Lane. Limehouse, E., ditto.. 30s.. Id.

anil 12s. Od.: W. (i. Smoothy. Itoehford, ditto.

25s. Od., Id., and 7s. (aceepteil).

Sini-'N»i. I Sai.oI').-For supply of stone, etc.. for

the rural district council :
—

Accepted tenders :—.Stone to Sliitnal Station, Pyx
Cranite Co.. Clee Hill Co. and Ceiriog Co.. lOs.

:

to Albrighton Station, ditto. 10s. 6d. : to Madelay.
Pv.\ Co.. lOs. 2d.: to Strctton and Wheatcn Aston.
E. Richards. 12s. Od. : to Stirehley. Pyx Co..

10s. !)(!.; slag to .Shifual 4s.. Albrighton 4s. 4d..

Madelev 3s. Od.. W. Harper: tannac to Shifnal

I4s. 2(1. Albrighton l:is. Ud., Tarmac Co.

SiiTTON (SuKRF.y).—For repairs and di.stempering

of eeiliU'-'s, etc.. at the Downs S;-.natorium, for the
Metroi>olitini .\sylums Board:

—

Smith :-.n<l Sons. W'., 202, Ixindon
Road, Croydon .£248

Inns, \. H.. 7, Devonshire Siiuare,

l!i.shopsg:'.te, E.C. .. .. 217

Boyd and Son. ('. H., fl. Dyer's
Buildings, Holborn, E.C. (ac-

cepted! 1.53

.\cting Engineer-is-chief's estimate, £140.

SVPSEV (ArsTiiM.lA).—For supply of two steam
turbines anel eomlenscrs for liyde Pymble pumping
pbtnt, for the watcT and sewerage board:—

A. Harvev and Phillips 117.420

\V. Adams and Co 10.144

llitto (alternative) 14.720

Australian (i,E. Co 14.700

Price. Jlartvn and Co 13.fl.52

Willans and Robinson, Ltd. I3..505

Eraser and Chalmers. Ltd. . . 13.350

British We.stinghousc' Electric and
.Manufacturing Co.. Ltd 1S.589

The Syrliieij Sun say.s the cngineer-in-chief has

reduced 'the.se tenders to a common basis, f.o.b.

Eiighmd. and recommends the tender of Fraser

anil ChalniiTS as the most favouralile.

Walthamstow.—For tite erection of a chimney
shaft at the electricity works, for the urban dis-

trict c<uineil :
—

Cnstixlis, Ltd. (recommended for

acceptance) C1.14.t

LIS! OF TENDERS OPEN.

. BUILDINGS.
April 12—^Itcmoilellin- I'l.-.-tyes at the li<Smiond-

-e.\ -Military Ho.sjutal, Ladywcll, S.E., according
to .-^peeilieation.—^For the Bermondsev Board oi
l.uardians.—£. P. Kenton, Clerk, •is3. Toolev
Street, S.E.

April 14.— Reinstating portion of the damag. I

part of the Girls' County .School. Hengoe<L—For
the Governing Bwiy of the Geltigaer County
Sellool for Girls, Hengned.—Speeitteations and
copy of bill.H of quantities. Countv .Architect's
OIHce. County Hall, Carditf.-G. A.'Evane.Clerk.
Ffrwd unices, .Mountain .\sh.

April 14.—Repair and Painting lengths of timber
and iron fencing and east-iron parapets in eoii-

nectioii with .seventeen bridges, in the West
Derby Hiindrerl.—For the .Main itoads and
Bridges Committi'e. -Chairman of the Main
Roads :ind Bridges Comtnittee.

April 25— Erection of a Bungalow.—For Mr. 0.
Hunter.- speeiHcation-. plans, etc., from archi-
t.it, .Mr. <). Hockin'j, Tb. \.„n<. l'.-... ..,!-...

riKlni-foril.

ENGINEERING.
April 12.—Con>truetinn of ;i r« infor. d c-:'n' ret-;

Wastc-watcr Tank at the Bradford Itoad. Man-
cbe.-^ter, station.—For the G:is Committee.—Ga-»
Ollices, Town Hall, Manchester.

April 14.—Supply of a .small portalde Baline Press.
with -wheels, for haling -wa-ste paper, etc.—For
the Tewkesbury Town Council.—H. .\«Badh;iui.
Town Clerk, Tewkesbury.

April 30.— Instiillation of a A'acuum Steam-heat,
ing System, ;ind Supply and Ertt-tion of Power-
tiouse Buildings and Cliimney.—For the Canter-
bury University College, Christrliurch, N.Z.

—

The Registrar of. Canterbury College, Christ-
church, N.Z

June 1.—Storm-water Pumping Plant, Calcutta,—
For the Corporation.—The Indian and Eatteni
Engineer, 50. Fenchurch Street. E.C.

PAINTING.
April 16.— I'^xternal P:iinting of various .Schools.

—

For the Norwicli Education Committee.—C. J.
Brown. .Architect and Surveyor. Cathedral
^nlices. The Close, Xorwieh.

April 17.—Outside Painting at the County Police
Stations -.it Birtk-y. Coxlioe, Ferrylxill, I'Sghting
Cocks. Norton. S;i<Tiston, Scdgefield. Spennymoor,
Tliornley, and Wingate.—For the Dunliam County
Council.—Count) Surveyor's Olllce, .Shire Hall,

Durham,

ROADS AND STREETS.
April 14,— i;r;inite. Slag, ami Ironstone to Rusk-

ington station (c;irri;ige free) during treason.

—

For the Ruskington I'rban District Council.—
The Clerk. Couneil Chamber. RuskinRton.

April 14.—About 050 tons of Basalt. Granite, or
other suitable stone, broken to a 2-in. gauge,
to be delivered to Tonbridge Station of the
,Soutll-Eastern and Chatham Railway.-For the
South!>orough Urban District Council.—P.. Han-
mer,- Clerk. Council Olllces. Southlvorough.

April 16.—Three hundred yards (iranite (Leices-

ter): .300 yards clean Hoggin; 200 yards clean,
.''harp Sand, suit^tble for covering tarrod roads;
and 200 y:ir<ls Kent Ragstone. free from haseock.
etc., the whole to be delivercii in I>rtrge8 along-
side Sheerness Pier, or by niil at Shoeniess
Station, at contractor's cost.—For the Sheerness
Urban District Council.—V. H. Stallon, Clerk,

("ouncil Ofliees, Sheerness,

April 16.—Granite JIaeadam. Setts. Kerbstones.

and Sanitarv Pipes to March 31. 1918.—For the
Ruiiconi Riir:il District Council.—W. E. Hough,
.\eting Clerk, 71, High Street, livincorn.

April 16.— Broken (iranite :iud Slag (One Year).—
For the Belchamp Rural Di>trict Council.—S.
.\Ilpress, Surve.vor. Sudbury, Suffolk,

April 16 Suiqdy and carriage of OT.inite or

other ;lp|iroved Maeadalil. Kentish Ragstone, and
Beach.- For the IVntcnhn Rural District

Council.— II. B. M.ir, . \. ting Clerk. Tenterdeu.

SANITARY.
Aprif 16 Construction of about 100 yds. of 9-in.

Ilr.iiu. «itb Manholes, etc., in the Parish of

Healing.—For the Grimsby Rural District

Council.—.!. F. Wintringham. St. Mary's Cham,
hers. Grimsby.

->—•••—<-

Second-Lieutcnani f.cwls S. Wliittinghani.

only son of Mrs. L. H. Wliittintrham. New Hall.

I,I;ndrinio and Hlivl. lias been killed by a

sliell splinter in the front-line tieiiclies. In (ire-

war days lie was for ciglit years in the Powys
Castle Estate Oflice. where he nualified as a

land surveyor tind estate aRent. and afterwards

acted as ".aireni for the Stoph-iin Estate,

Sussex, and at Millicliii|ic Park. He was also

surveyor under the Land Valu;ilion .Act for a

portion of Shropshire, residiiiii in Shrew.sburv.

He joined in 1915 the Inns of Court Training

Corps, and trained his commission in Peptem-
licr the fiillowinji year. In the following;

nionili he was sent to France with the 7th

Rova! Wel.sh Fusiliers, but w,as at oncp at-

l:iclied to the 1st Batt. Hnyal Inniskilling Fusi-

liers.
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We congratulate Sir John .Jack.son on
the result of the inquiry by the Royal
Commission into the allegations made by
the Public Accounts Committee against

his firm. It absolves him entirely from
all imputations of want of patriotism and
•from the discreditable charge of having
brought about a state of things in which
the firm could or did exact exorbitant

terms. As regards the Commission's
opinion that the sum to which the firm

became entitled for commission, in addi-

tion to that for which Ig per cent, was
claimed for head office expenses, was far

in excess of any reasonable remuneration,

it must be manifest to all fair-minded men
that, as the Commissi(mers themselves

admitted, even if willing to make con-

cessio:is, Sir John Jackson was reason-

ably disinclined to do so while allegations

of the sort he has had to rebut were un-

answered. Now that they are proved base-

less, his readiness to accept less than the
full remuneration to which, as Mr. Forster

admits, he " is legally entitled," is as

creditable to him as the persistence witli

which he has combated chaiiges which
should never have been brought. Mr.
H. W. Forster's somewhat airy apprecia-

tion of this attitude, now that the Boyal
Commission's report is made, at the con-

clusions of which he "has only had time
to glance," seems to us a piece of official

nonchalance too characteristic of the War
Ofiice, and of a piece with the whole con-

duct of that Department, which is really

responsible for the neglect of opportunities
of which, as the Report says, "they did
not avail themselves" of postponing a
settlement of terms to which at the outset
they might, could, or should have
ul)jected.

The very valuable paper read by Mr.
J. G. Head, F.S.L, at the Surveyors'

Institution, makes three things addition-

ally clearer, which we have striven con-

tinuously to impress on all concerned

—

with scanty success so far, and at present

with little hope till rulers blest with

more common sense come to our aid, and
till the well-meaning quack-mongers and
])hilanthropists open their eyes to the fact

that unless the property market is in a
healthy condition houses will not be built.

and builders will he idle, together with

all the kindred industries dependent on

them. The first and foremost necessity,

of course, is the freeing of the country

from the malign influence of the Finance

Act, 1909-10. Till the tax, as at present

applied by the Inland Revenue Depart-

ment, is repealed, which is based on the

unfounded assumption that the freeholder

must pay a substantial part of the

imaginary bonus, or " increment," for

which it is insisted no consideration has

been given by him, the conviction will

spread that this is only the beginning of

a general campaign against landowners,

and all property will decline in value as

an investment, or as a security. Next,

liberal provision is wanted on a business

basis of liberal financial assistance to the

property market ; and, lastly, the recog-

nition by all of us that the supposed ad-

vantages of foreign scenery and health

aesorts are quite subordinate to those

obtainable in our own country, as hun-

dreds have found out during the past

three years. Mr. Head's suggestions in

regard to the provision of cheap money
for land purchase seem to us to be essen-

tially practical, and his figures entirely

reliable. We advise their careful study.

The shortage of houses is increasingly

telling on the better-class London sub-

urbs, and it is certain that when peace

comes all-round increases will be

made, and that tenants desii-ing to

retain their homes will have no

alternative but to agree to the

ovtTiers" demands. Others, compelled

to save, will compete with the lower

middle-class, and this, in turn, will react

upon the woi'king classes. There will, of

course, be an outcry against the rapacity

of the owners ; but there will be two sides

to the question. For many years past

house-letting has been conducted upon
the principle that the return after the

payment of all charges should be equiva-

lent to 5 per cent. All building material

has increased to an extraordinary extent

before and since the war and the cost

of labour bears no resemblance to that

formerly prevailing. With Government
security for a 5 per cent, dividend, house-

owners will not be content with less, and
may ask for more, and tenants will be

obliged to meet the demand. Before the

House of Commons rose for Easter there

was a call for an extension of the Limita-

tion of Rents Bill for two years after the

war. Like most simjile remedies, that Act

had _a fatal defect. Housebuilding after

the war will be a clamant necessity ;
but

if owners were to be limited to less than

the Government is willing to give for

capital, there would be an end of all

enterprise. Housing cannot be left to

take care of itself ; but our present ex-

Iteriences in regard to other matters

which our latest rulers have undertaken

to regulate hardly warrant the hope of

much benefit from more similar inter-

ference !

The experiences of Mr. Walter B.

Griffin, the American architect who won
the competition for Australia's new
Federal Capital, Canberra, which was to

be brought, Aladdin-like, out of the earth,

have evoked some drastic comments by

Mr. Richard F. Bach in the American

Architect. Our own doubts at the time the

competition was arranged will be remem-
bered. We thought and said then that it

was unlikely that any such expenditure

on plans and buildings as was incurred

by the Australian Government, while the

competition was actually in progress,

could ever be fruitful in the ultimate

adaptation of a selected design to fit, and

so it turned out. The competition was

settled on May 14, 1912 ; and, after spend-

ing six and three-quarter million dollars

on its "built-up plan," that was aban-

doned, and Mr. Griffin was appointed

"Federal Capital Director of Design and
Construction." Then friction soon fol-

lowed. Mr. Griffin returned to Chicago

to arrange his affairs previous to working

out his design, having delivered a farewell

homily to the Australian Government of

a somewhat involved character, but in the

main a not unreasonable reminder that

the competitors in the subsequent com-
,

petition for the Parliament House should

bear in mind that a fine English Renais-

sance design or a picturesque Gothic

silhouette would not logically take its

place in the backwoods of Australia, and

that time, place, and local conditions

should be permitted to play their part in

so important a project. Before Mr. Griffin

left he was "lent" a gentleman attached

to the Australian Patent Office to prepare

preliminary plans, and when he returned,

we are told, "all his earlier work had
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been shattered, his supporters crushed,

his plan all but discredited, and depart-

mentalism was again in the ascendant."

Then something like a battle-royal fol-

lowed. Mr. Griffin had visited and been

advised by tJie four adjudicators for the

proposed Federal Parliament House
Competition—Sir J. J. Burnet, of Lon-
don ; Mr. Louis N. .Sullivan, of Chicago

;

M. Victor Laloux, of Paris ; and Herr
Otto Wagner, of Vienna. He had also

gathered the opinions of other architects,

and, we are told, the weight of all this

evidence was so entirely in favour of his

plan that " the j)enduluni swung once

more in his direction, but dfi)artment-

alism countered him by refusing him the

necessary professional assistance, which,

unfortunately, was in the gift of official-

dom," and when he assailed the Director

of Works " he was promptly sent pack-

ing." Mr. Griffin appealed to the Minis-

ter of Home Affairs, who thought "de-
sign and construction should be indepen-

dent of one another, and that design can
be laid down without reference to con-

struction, which could then be taken u|i

subsequently." However, the Home
Minister issued orders that Mr. Griffin

was to be assisted in every possible way,
and that the Director of Works was to

give "expeditious answers" to his ques-

tions. Several months' corresjiondence

followed before the extent of Mr. Griffin's

authority was defined, and the way seemed
more clear after two years' skirmishing.
Then came the War and a whirlpool of

political confusion, aii<l Canberra was
jiigeon-holed. To-day the project is not a
whit nearer completion than it was five

years ago; and what Mr. Griffin's position

is, or whether the Capital or the Parlia-

ment House will ever be built at all are
sfieculations which those familiar with the
ups and downs of Australian political life

may more or less profitably occupy them-
selves with. So far the only result is the
addition of another chapter to the long his-

tory, here and elsewhere, of the ])ernicious

consequences of the meddlesome interfer-

ence of officials in matters of which they
have no Knowledge, and over which their

control, even wlion well intentioned, is at

the mercy of political opjioneiits and
graft -mongers.

The war bonuses conceded to the rail-

way staffs last week are the third given
since the war began, and the total extra
cost is roughly estimated at £21,000,000.
The railway companies paid 12J, per cent,

of the first 5s. bonus, but they were not
required to contribute anything to the
second, and as they were not even parties
to the negotiations last week—the man-
agers conducting them as rejiresentatives

of the Railway Executive, which is

another name for the Governments-it is

evident that no part of the third will fall

upon them. Last September, when the
second bonus was granted, the Stntiat said
it had analysed the accounts of thirty-two
of the most important lines in Great
Britain and Ireland, whose net income
repi'esented over 96 per cent, of the whole,
and found that the net profit available
for dividend on the ordinarv stncks for

1913—the year before the war—was

£18,300,000, and the dividends actually

I>aid on them amounted to £17.200.000.

from which income tax was deducted. It

will be seen that the bonuses which have

been conceded since exceed those amounts

What is likely to happen ? Is it probable

that the railwaymen will surrender the

whole of the advance conceded to them, or

even a considerable portion of it, at the

close of the war? Can the companies, if

their lines are restored to them, effect

such economies, by continuing to work

in combination, as will pay the extra

labour bill? The only alternatives are a

big increase of railway rates or^nation-

alisalion. Neither of which can be faced

with complacency by traders or share-

holders.

Some extraordinary disclosures are

made in a report on the upkeep of river

banks and the drainage of the Yorkshire

West Riding area which was submitted

last week to the Yorkshire Farmers'

Union. A committee appointed to insi)ect

the area around Doncastor report that a

considerable quantity of land has gone

out of cultivation through neglect of the

drains and the permittance of tree root-

growth. Several extraordinary instances

are given, the result being the decrease

of food piXKluction to a considerable ex-

tent. The committee recommended the

aiipointment of a working committee of

jiiactical men, with a good knowledge of

agriculture, and also a knowledge of the

drainage of the district affected, provided

with the labour necessary to carry out im-

mediate remedial works, and power to

appoint a duly qualified drainage en-

gineer to act under theii control, the

committee to have power to do such work
as they consider necessary, and to recover

cost of labour from various owners or

tenants. As a permanency, the committee
suggest the a|)|)ointnient of a body of com-

missioners, with power to appoint .in

inspector or insjiectors, to report on any

case and to carry out works which may
be necessary. Some such step seems cei'-

tainly desirable

Albert George Dyke, trading as R. M.
Wright and Co., motor engineers, etc., at

12. Newland, was summoned before the

Lincoln magistrates last Wednesday week
for keeping a greater quantity of petro-

leum than the 2,000 gallons he was
licensed to store—viz., 2.370 gallons ; and,

further, for using an open yard for stor-

ing more than 100 gallons—viz.. 1.500

gallons of petroleum—on March 17. The
f.icts were admitted, and the Chief Con-
stable read a letter he had received from

the defendant on March 14, in which he
stated that he had been appointed as dis-

trict organiser for North Lines for the

machine implement section of the Board
of Agriculture, that a number of motor
tractors had been allocated to the dis-

trict, and that it would be necessary for

his company to have at least 2,000 gallons

of iietroleum in store in case of delays

on the railway, and he apjilied for an ex-

tension of his licence. He (the Chief) re-

plied that he could not give such permis-
sion, it being a matter for the Watch

Committee. In reply to the Chairman

(Mr. D. Mclnnes), the Chief said the

petroleum had not then arrived ; the

letter was written in anticipation of it

coming.—Defendant contended that he

had taken every possible precaution, and

said he was bound to accept delivery of

the petroleum.—Major Peacock, repre-

senting the Board of Agriculture, ex-

plained that everything was thrown on

the district organiser all in a moment.

It was what Mr. Lloyd George described

as a forty days' scheme, and everything

was rather ujiset in the organisation of

it. There would have been no trouble had

they known it was necessary to obtain

permission for the storage of the petro-

leum before it arrived, Iiut as it was the

stuff was thrown at Mr. Wright three

days after he had made his application

lie asked the Bench to look upon it as one

of Mr. Lloyd George's hurried schemes

for the good of the country, and to let the

matter drop.—The Chairman thought it a

grave reflection on those responsible for

the administration of this part of the

Board of Agriculture work that they did

not inquire if there was i)roper storage

for the petroleum. They dismissed the

cases, but commended the Chief Con-

stable for having brouclit them.

COMPETITION AND CONTRACTS.
In our issue of December 22, 1915, we

nave some jjarticulars of an apj)eal just

tlien made by the directors of the Master
Builders' Association of Boston, L'.S..\.,

to American architects and builders, to

unite in an effort to remedy the evils of

present competition in building opera-
tions. The appeal seemed to us a timely
one, and piomple<l by sound business
knowledge and an earnest desire—charac-
teristic, as might be exjiected—of a virile

organisation whose measures and methods
might well be considered by some of our
less progressive similar bodies this side, to

find .some better basis of procedure in all

that relates to building. It was shown
that competition, as carried on to-ilay,

hurts the owner and all his interests by
leading to a lack of satisfaction and a lack

of durability in the result ; that the con-

tractor, U>oking only for jirofits. need ni>i

care, for he could make as much money
at one price as at another within wide
limits ; that the architect knows the.se

things, but cannot impress them upon the

owner, and is often unable to set up a

bettor plan of operation in the face of one
that has become so firmly established, in

spite of its faults, that the owner is mis-

led in three ways: (1) By believing esti-

mating to be inaccurate because estim.ites

vary widely
; (2) by believing his archi-

tect can get a good result in any event

because of his jdans, specifications, and
supervision ; and (3) by believing that

everyone does, and must, submit to the

troubles and expenses of building con-

struction executed under usual present-

day practices.

During the past eighteen months the

Boston Master Builders' Association,

having tal>ulated the evils, in its last

" Monthly Letter," just to hand, indicates

a remedy. Oneof the most glaring faults

of present methods is the use and choice

of sub-contractors, with the teinjitation.

often becoming a necessity, to use low

sub-bids. The first and most quickly

appearing cure for this i^ the separate-

contract plan, whereby the archit«;t or

owner lets ever.v division of the work, and
the general contractor becomes an his-
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torical figure. It is obvious at once that
.

as someone decides upon all contractors
involved in a piece of work, the only
feature which is altered by this procedure
is the elimination of the temptation to
use the lowest obtainable bids and also of
the pernicious practice of trading bids.
This bad fault comes into play because
and when the general contractor is in
competition. Upon a separate contract
plan, the man deciding upon these sub-
divisions would not himself be in a com-
petition involving the figures of the sub-
contractors as he chose them in these
subdivisions. It is, of course, true that
the ordinary general contractor may not
select sub-contractors so well as tlie
ordinary architect or owner (although
some would doubt this) were the tempta-
tion removed to choose only on the basis
of prices. The dominant difference, how-
ever, is in the fact that the general con
tractor chooses with relation to a competi
tive price-total of his own making, while
under the separate contract plan this is
not done.

It may be argued that the services of
a general contractor are important to the
work—if they are to any part of the work,
they must be to all divisions of it^-and
that, under the separate contract plan,
the architecfs office would become ex-
tended to include many things it does not
now cover. In other words, the architect
would in effect become the general con-
.tractor, except for paying bills. Con-
versely, the general contractor could be-
come also the architect. Both of these
practices are, in fact, to be found to-day,
though to no great extent as yet. Either
process requires a greater transition from
conimon practice than is easy of accom-
plishment, and neither is necessary in
order to overcome this great objection to
to-day's foolish methods.
Keep the general contractor if he is as

useful as a good one can be ; but let him
have no choice of sub-contractors as a
part of any price which determines his
own success in a competition. Let him
advise with architect and owner if this is
wanted, and his advice in such matters
often is valuable. Let his competition, if

competition must be had, be for his own
part of the work only, and let him assume
the sub-contracts in the final whole con-
tract price. This method eliminates one
of the greatest objections to |>resent-day
methods, an objection strenuously ad-
vanced by sub-contractors and general
contractors alike. It also removes a great
danger to the owner, who i.? perhaps the
greatest sufferer from present bad
practices.

This way of taking bids and fixing con-
tract price is in use to-day to a limited
extent. Variations from it are common.
Some architects require a list of sub-
bidders, with or without their [.rices ; but
this does not wholly stop the trouble,
although it is an improvement on the
older scheme, wherein no questions are
asked about sub-contractors. Many good
sub-contractors will not give prices to
general contractors ; becau.?e they are
good, their prices are higher than others ;

and no general contractor using a w-hole
line of such figures can stay in business
unless something other than price is the
foremost consideration in an award. This
fact, also, is evident to all contractors
and architects.

Specifications, under this plan of
operation, would state that the general
contractor shall assume all sub-contracts
(prices and persons funiLshed by the
architect), and a fixed percentage, to be
agreed upon, will be allowed as his profit
or commission on such. His knowledge
of costs would enable him to establish the
total cost near enough to increase or de-

crease this percentage as a part of his own
figure, if he chose to ilo so.

These suggestions are no such violent
change from present common practice
that there need be hesitancy over their
adoption. Their acceptance would give
the architect a firmer hold on the choice
of men than he now has ; and by freeing
the general contractor from trammels,
make his advice available, unbiassed by
pocket-book considerations. It need not
involve the architect in more trouble in
taking estimates—he may specify that
the general contractor shall submit figures
on various parts of the work, but, of
course, should say that these are not to
be considered in the award of the general
contract. This would not cause the
general contractor more trouble than he
now takes, and even this may be easily
adjusted if necessary. Nor may it be said
that a general conti-actor is " giving
away " valuable information as to sub-
contractoi-s whose bids he has found ad-
vantage<jus because low. This method fits

into present conditions, achieving desir-
able results without necessitating violent
changes in equipment or effort by any of
the interested parties.

It has been said that a general con-
tractor should not be held responsible for
the work of a poor sub-contractor who
might be forced upon him by such a plan.
One answer—and a good one—to this is

that he has such practically forced upon
him by to-day's common methods, and
do&s not question it. The method of what
is practically compulsion is different, there-
fore

; but the result, with lower-priced
men, is the same—and surely the risk is

not so great under this proposed plan. At
the same time it would undoubtedly be
just to require from the general contrac-
tor only his best efforts and judgment,
precisely as is done with the architect,
leaving all guarantees and demands in
case of defective work, etc., only on the
shoulders of the sub-contractors involved
thereby. This, however, is a further step
not needed to maintain the immense ad-
vantage of taking all sub-contract prices
out of a general contractor's competition.
It would probably foUow—for without a
guarantee of sub-contractor's work, re-
quired of the general contractor (as is

present practice actually or in real effect)

the percentage at which saib-contracts
would be assumed in the general contract
would be a little less. After all, most of
this guarantee and defective work replace-
ment requirement does not hit the mark.
The result depends upon the ability of the
men who are working it out, and cannot
be gained by contract clauses and legal
stipulations. Mankind cannot be legis-

lated into honesty, and contractors cannot
be documented into ability and quality

!

7'his plan puts all of the various con-
tractors upon the same basis and subject
to the same sort of decision. It gives the
choice of so-called sub-contractor the same
protection as a separate contract plan. It
leaves the payment of the sub-contractor
to the general contractor, but this is not
a great objection in present practice; and
by the protection of the new " General
Conditions " of the American Institute of
.4rchitects, his financial interests are safe-

guarded better than before.

The cost to the owner will not be greater
than now; nor will it be greater, appai--
ently, than under a separate contract
plan—for the increase in duties and
labour of an architect working under such
a plan would naturally lead to added
compensation for him. The benefit to the
owner will be obvious.. There is no unim-
portant sub-contract upon a buildinsr

;

each one contributes to the quality of the
result, and none should be without the

serious consideration given commonlj to
but a few, if any, of them. They should
be carefully selected upon the same basis
and by the same methods. Price should
not lie a first consideration with any of
them. Beyond this is only the queetion
of who should handle them. He must be
a man able to co ordinate or harmonifl©
the work properly, so that all parts come
together at proper times, and so that the
many little intricacies involved may be
well handled. Call him what you will, to-
day he is usually the general contractor,
and to keep him, or at most to work away
from him gradually, if progress shows
this to be desirable, is apparently the part
of wisdom for the present. The ervils that
travel with him can be corrected, and the
good, which also is an accompaniment,
may be worth .saving.

To work further along the line of march
towards better methods is to meet another
development also used successfully to-day.
This is for the general contractor to quote
a maximum which he wiU guarantee not
to exceed. In many instances such a pro-
cedure is desirable. Unu.sual difficulties
in the work, incomplete plans and speci-
fications, uncertainty as to added cost for
short time for completion—many things
may lead to a variation in cost hard to

estimate, although estimating may be an
exact and accurate matter in the hands of
capable and careful contractors. Some-
times, as a spur to economy, the contrac-
tor is given a percentage of what is saved
upon a maximum price, resulting in an
increasing profit with a decreasing cost.

If too great indefiniteness exists, further
protection is offered by a cover sum added
to the cost as estimated. These things are
all in use, and are all a practical working
out of building problems. The price
which a general contractor establishes
upon such a plan would include prices
from sub-contractors selected as sug-
gested—not at all a practically forced
choice of low-priced men. This develop-
ment is therefore not a change of the plan
already suggested, but an addition to it.

This method lends itself to competition
in the same way as any other ; bidders are
asked to name their maximum sum, and
perhaps the percentage for which they will

work. It is often said that percentage
work is not executed economically, or that
hidden profits are possible ; with a maxi-
mum price quoted this means that dis-

honesty will work the price up to that
maximum. The added percentage on sav-
ings will go far to offset this ; but, in any
event, is the result better if the price is

worked up, or if the cost and quality are
worked down?—as is necessarily done in

straight contract work. One is directly

depleting to the owner's pocket-book,

while the other extends the depletion over
a greater or longer period, as a cutting
of quality reduces durability and increases

cost of repairs and maintenance. The
troubles wi^ cost and pr-rcentage method
of doing work can be eliminated by right
choosing of men ; while the troubles with
work let under price competition can never
be remedied. When owners realise the
facts and consider other conditions than
price, there is no longer a pure price com-
petition.

These, at any rate, are the conclusions

arrived at 'by our American bi-ethren.

More about them is promised in the

Association's next " Monthly Letter," to

which we mav refer when it reaches us.

At the annual rvestry meeting of St. Peter's
Church, Norton (ifaltonl. last week, it was
decided to raise a memorial to the late Rev.
C. J. Chapman, who was vicar of Norton for

twenty-five years, and who died in 1906. The
memorial is to take the form of a carved
lectern.
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THE EFFECT OF WAR CO.NDniO.VS
IPO\ THE PROPERTY .NfAHKEl'

(URJIA.N').*

By J. G. Head, F..S.I.

1 \v;u) bold enough, iu October, 1915, to
utter, in another place, news as to the effect
up to that time, to formulate reasons for the
cnangi's which had been observed, and even
lo attempt to forecast the jwsition after the
war. It is obvious that the last named
attempt could only be of a superficial and
tentative kind, since not only would it be
impossible to prophesy the result of the war,
but even with the firm conviction that Great
Britain and the Allies would be victorious no
one could foretell the financial and economic
conditions under which the nation might
labour even when that desired c<insummation
was reached.

There were, it is true, certain broad facts,
apparent to all, which could be registered,
and certain acknowledged principles govern-
ing property values which, when ajiplied to
those facts, pointed towards result* which
could 'be prognosticated with more or loss
confidence. The points raised were :

—

Reasons for the dro]) in prices which liad
already taken place; ])rincip!es tending to
appreciate or depreciate values in the future

;

observations on the practical results which
might rea.sonably be expected to attend the
operations of those principles during (he
period following the war ; and the
present occasion affords the opportunity
of bringing up to date tlie results of
the war conditions, of noting how far events
have justified tho.se observations, and of .see-

ing to what extent they justify the conclu-
sions which were deduced therefrom.

In the first place, the tabulated results
of auction sales at the ]>ondon Mart, t,iken
in conjunction with tlie universal experience
of those dealing with landed securities, in-
dicated a serious diminution in the volume
of business done, and also in the prices ob-
tained for those comparatively few properties
which changed hands. Certain reasons were
adduced in order to account for those re-
sults, such as :

-
-

The withdrawal of public interest from the
property market, owing to patriotic absorp-
tion in the war stilling investment and re-
pressing all desire to launch out into new
undertakings; the withdrawal of millions of
the population from tha world of commerce
t<j that of military and naval service; the
concentration of la'rge numbers of those re-
maining upon work directly connected with
the war; the breaking up of families by en-
listment, rendering the establishment of new
homes inconvenient, and consequently reduc-
ing the number of purchasers for occupation ;

the menace of the stalriiity of all forms of in-
vestment, and the diversion of capital to the
extent of millions of pounds into the War
Loans; the high rate of interest afforded by
gilt-edged securities (then 4^ per cent.)
rendering house property comparatively un-
reniunerative unless bought at a price pro-
portionately lower than its previous value.
These reasons may or may not cover the

ground, but all will agree in the important
point that these reasons still e.xist and still
operate. They will tend with increa.scd force
(o (lepress prices, and will continue to do so
until they arc entirely removed. The sums
of money required for the pro.secution of the
war have risen from £3.000,000 U-, £6 000 000
per day. War loans have re-ently been pav-
ing 6 per cent., and their total has n(r)unted
to thousands of millions. The numbers en-
gaged in the war are far higher than ever
conscription has replaced enlistment, all
avajlable areas are heing scored for recruits
and large numbers of manufacturing concerns
have been taken over by the Government

Obviously, then, it is of the greatest im-
portance to all concerned in the great landed
interest to know how it has stood the search-
">R test of war conditions. To this end in-
quiries have been made of representative auc-
tioiieera and surveyors in the various centres
of Knglhnd and Wales, returns have been ob-
tiiined from the Tendon and provincial auc-
tioii marts, from the London County Council
a nd f 1-01,1 the municipal represen talives of
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other towns. The returns whicn have been
made are the result not only of the experi-
ence and judgment of many of the foremost
men in our i>rofession, but aJso of consider-
able labour in the preparation of the statistics

on which that judgment is based. I take
this opportiuiity of offering my best thanks
to all those gentlemen who have .o kindiv
and so efficiently furnished nie with infor-

mation on the subject we now have under
consideration.

For the purjxises of comparison the country
has ibeen divided into four divisions :

—

The East Coast area, or tliat more im-
mediately affected by the menace of enemy
bombardment and" Zeppelin raids; the
.Southern and Western districts, as being
comparatively free from that menace; the
Northern and Midland manufacturing areas

;

London and its surrounding neighbourhood.
Urban centres have been selected in the re-

.spective districts, and particulars gathered
relative to the following subjects on the
basis of a comparison with pre-war condi-
tions :

—

The number of sales and the resulting
turnover; the .selling prices of ground-rents,
factories, large and small shops, large and
small dwelling-houses; the difficulty or
other\yise of letting similar premises; the
variation of rentals obtained for premises
newly let

; the difficulty or otherwise <if

negotiating mortgages, the rates of interest
demanded, and the proportion of cover re-
quired; the effect u)X)n prices and rentals of
the increased exist of upkeep due to the ri.se

in prices of labour and materials in the
building trade.

The particulars gathered from various dis-
tricts naturally show considerable variation,
but there are certain items which ,how con-
sistent results over the whole area as
follow :

—

Sales by auction or private treaty, for in-
stance, have been fewer by at least 60 jier
cent., and the turnover luis been proportion-
ately reduced. There have been very few
dealings generally, and then only under the
pressure of necessity or ardent desire.

Freehold ground-rents show a decline in
selling price of .some 20 per cent.
Shops and dwelling-houses have sold prin-

cipally for occujiation, .showing a decline of
some 20 per cent, to 25 per cent.
Lettings, with few exceptions, .show a sharp

decline m the demand for large hou.ses. for
those of medium the demand has been almost
stationary, with a slight tendency to decline,
whereas small houses have let readily the
.supply being by no means wiual to' the
demand.

For large and medium-sized shops there is
a normal deman<l, but .sinaJl .shops have in
some districts been at a di.scount.

Factories have found tena.nts without
difficulty.

Rentals have followed the demand indicated
above, i.e.. they have fallen with regard to
large houses

; medium-sized properties have
maintained their value, while the rentals of
small houses have shown a marked upward
tendency.

In tlie case of large and ine<lium-.s<"ized
shops, rents have been ULiintained, although
111 highly rented districts deix>iident upon tlie
custom of 'Wealthy private residents it has
bwii found necessary occasionally to piake a
temporary allowance" of rent.

Mortgages have been increasingly difficuH
to obtain, and the rate of interest has in-
creased by from 1 to 2 |>er cent., as much as
6 iier cent, being asked in some cases.

In resjject of Building Land transactions
have been practically nil; the Government's
recent restrictions in ^building have for a time
put the finishing touch to the condition of
an industry which w,i-s, owing to the war and
other influences, in a very languisliing state.
The cost of the upkeen of property has been

materially raised by the iiicreaised cost of
labour and material's in the building trade.
The effect, however, has not vet been fully
felt on proiierty values. Evcn'luallv it must
do Olio of two things, either it must be re-
flected in higher rents (where the landlord
does the repairs), or. if these are unobtainable,
capital values must suffer. At the moment
it has had the effect of postponing all repairs,
except those which arc urgent, and of harden-

ing rents, tile latter operation being rendered
possible by the shortage of that clai of house
principally concerned with the question ol
upkeep.
These factoi-s are common to all districts,

and show the main trend of the effect of the
war conditions.

Dealing with the local phenomena, we find
that it is on the East Coast that the effect is

most apparent. Ill Margate, Ramsgate.
Lowestoft, and towns similarly exposed, the
biu<iness of projierty dealings has been
brought to a standstill, numbers of residents
have left for inland and western districts, and
the influx of visitors has been small, having
been temporarily diverted to more favourable
situations.

In the Northern and Midlajid areas war
work has stimulated all 'business connected
therewith ; houses have been filled up, tJie

demand for factories has exceeded the supply,
and money has flowed in and circulated freely.

The iSoutliern and Western districts have
profited by the e.xodus from the East, and
rents have been maintained.

In Lfmdon and its outer ring some districts

have shown surprising business activity.

which is reflected in the maintenance of

rentals of nearlv all classes of property, but.

generally speaking, the main trend is similar
to that prevailing throughout the countrj'.

Within the county of London the returns
of rate collection show that during tiie first

year of the war "empties" increased only 5
per cent., and even that increase was in re

spect of shops and i-esidences of high rental

Aalue lather than of properties of medium
size and small houses.

On the whole it would appear that there
has been no general increase in losses due to
" empties."

In London we have a.l.«o the advantage of

the Auction Mart i~etum, which furnishes us

with the most representative guide as to the
movement of the property market. A state-

ment is given showing the amount of sales

consummated during the ye.irs 1913, 1914.

1915. and 1916, from which wo notice a

diminution in volume up to the end of 1915.

and a .slight but encouraging increase since

tliat time
SUMMARY OF .VTJCnON SALFS HELP AT TITE

M inT nrRiNo the years 191314-15-15.

Quarterlv Annual
total. total.

1913-—Jan.—March... ... £344,371
.\pril—June ... .1.165.611
July—Sept. ... .. 313,351

Oct.—Dec. ... .. 522,603
£2.345.937

1914-—Jan.—March... ... £400,141
.\pril—June ... .. 962,505
Julv—Sept. ... .. 369,679
Oct.—Dec. ... .. 134,304

£1.866.629
1915--Jan.—Mnrch... .. £195.262

.April—Juiid ... .. 287,676

July—Sept. ... .. 152,341

Oct.—Dec. ... .. 158,391
£803.670

1916--Jan.—March... ..£147,457
April—June ... .. 288.434
July—Sept. ... .. 169,963

Oct.—Pec. ... .. 323.005
CC19« SC,1

Looking at the results set out above, we
see that they present, as might be expected.
some variety of detail, according lo the local

conditions juevailing. These variations are.

however, but the cross-currents and internal

eddies which accompany every flood, and
make little or no difference to the strongly

marked tendency operating over the whole
country.

In estimating the significance of the results

it must be realised that that significance lies

not in the absolute fi;;uies. nor even in the
fact that juices have fallen since the outbreak
of war ; such a fall in capital value was m-
evitable. and has occurred with regard to all

securities without exception : it lies rather
in the comparison between the extent of the
fa'l ill the jiroperty market and that shown
by other classes of investment To apprecial'
this fully we must revert for a moment to tli.

relation between the different classes of in

\estment.

(To be continued.)
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AN INTERIOR IN PARIS FOR MESSRS. MAPLE AND CC MPANY.
Designed by Lieut. Murray Adams-Acton.
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*nr lfUiistrati0ns.

THE CASTELLO AND I'OXTE S. ANGELO
ROME.

(The Winter Exhibition of Graphic Art, Royal
Academy.)

\ye give this week a reproduction of an
etching by Sjr Ernest George, A.R.A., re-
cently shown at the " Graphic Arts "

E-xhibi-
tion of the Royal Academy. The subject is
the Castello and Ponte S. Angelo, Rome.
The castle was built by the Emperor

Hadrian as his mausoleum, 'and it held the
ashes (since scattered) of his family and suc-
ceeding Roman rulers. In the sixth century
the Goths turned the building into a fortress,
and it has .since served as a stronghold and
a prison both for Popes and for artists.
The bridge was built by Hadrian as an

approach to his mau.soleum, and it ha.s Ibeen
the subject of many vicissitudes. The ten
colossal angels on the piers are from the
designs of Bernini, 'but they have no claim to
merit. This etching shows Sir Ernest
George's present work, but his study for it

was made some thirty years ago. The same
artist's etching, in the same exhibition, of
' The Bridge, Manresa, Spain," appeared m
our issue of February 21 last.

BISHOP'S NEW THRONE, 'MANCHESTER
CATHEDRAL.

Sir Charles A. Nicholson. Bart., the archi-
tect of this admirable addition to this great
church, has obliged us by the following par-
ticulars:

—

" The new Bishop's throne in Man-
chester Cathedral takes the place of one made
in the last century, and is designed to har-
monise with the ancient stallwork; the main
lines of the canopies range with those of the
old work, the spire and turret albove the prin-
cipal cornice serving to distinguish the throne
from the stalls. The cathedral having only
existed as such dui-mg recent years was not
originally intended to contain a Bishop's
throne, but the stalls are those oi the ancient
College of Our Lady, St, George and St
Uenys, Therefore it has been thought desirable
to isolate the throne instead of placing it close
up to the stalls in what would be its norma!
position if the quire had been originally fitted
up ioT cathedral instead of merely collegiate
use, a plan which has the advantage of leav-
ing the ancient -work undisturbed and intelli-
gible. As the new throne is a memorial to
the late Bishop Moorhouse, formerly of Mel-
bourne, the details, where possible, recall this
association. Thus, there are representations
of Melbourne Cathedral and the Bishops' Old
College (St. John's, Cambridge) and emblems
of a ipersonal character, as well as those of
the patron saints of the Collegiate Church.
The throne was made by i^lei^srs. E. Bowman
and Son, of Stamford, and is of English f ak
throughout."

HOUSE AT HINDERTON NESTON,
CHESHIRE.

This view shows the garden front of the
same (building, of which we gave the plans
and entrance elevation in our issue of
March 28 last, when a photograph of the
entrance hall was also illustrated. The par-
ticulars in that issue embrace all that need
be said respecting the house. Messrs. Briggs,
VVolstenholme and Thomely, FF,R,I.B.A., of
Liverpool, are the architects.

-VN LNTERIOR IN PARLS FOR MESSRS.
MAPLE AND CO.

The open-timber roof framing of this roomy
apartment is well in keeping with its mural
simplicity, which accords with the masonry
uf its door openings and windows. The
absence of cornices and the plain, severe
arrangement adopted is well worth noting at
a time when fashion in domestic work tends
more and more towards the use of fanciful
features after the manner of the Late
Renaissance, in which Rococo ornament is
favoured, combined with attenuated classic
orders floridly Baroque on stereotyped lines.
The work was commissioned (by the Paris
house of Messrs. Maple and Co.. Ltd., of

London.

SOME DUTIES OF A SURVEYOR.*
By A, ROTHER.I,

(Member), Surveyor and Water Engineer,
Spenborough Urban District Council,
No prophecy as to future events is made

the author contenting himself with placing
betore you a few points that arise in the
duties 01 a surveyor, which present problems
regularly happening, and upon Vhich ex-
pressions of opinion are invited.

lorS''' ^"^i"^
Health Acts Amendment Act,

19U^ was designed to help local authorities,
and has succeeded m doing so in some cases
but various amendments conferring mutual
advantages could be made in any Ameiidine
Act. - °

At all times a commonsense policv has to
be exercised in dealing with owiiers and
others, also members of our different Coun-
cils, and everyone hajs met that gentleman
who demands Act, Section and Sub-section in
supijort of any step taken by the surveyor.
It therefore follows that although one may
exercise wisely the policy mentioned, it is no"tmuch good at the critical period if not backed
up by the necessary legal sanction. Take
the question of the retention of disapproved
plans for filuig away, the author has always
retained them, maintaining that if a plan is
once deposited with the authoritv for their
approval or otherwise, it belongs to them
and IS the only connecting link of good or
bad evidence of their action, .should pro-
ceedings be taken. The retained cojjv can
always be the medium for re-submission of
the plan with the necessary alterations made
in a different colour and an endorsement to
that effect, which the author has allowed on
several occasions. Up to the passing of the
Act mentioned, which, by the way, is not an
obligatory one, one had no authority save
the case of Gooding v. Ealing I^cal Board,
where the plaintiff sued for the return of a
disapproved plan the judgment being in
favour of the authority. The late Mr. C.
Jones informed the author that the endorse-
ment printed on the building notice. "This
plan will be retained by the authority."
helped them to win. No Act could be quoted
private or oUierwise, in support of the Local
Board's action, but common sense prevailed,
and is not this always good law?

Sections 15 and 16 of the Act are good
ones, particularly the latter, although the
word "^hall" ought to have been printed
instead of " may."
In the case of surface water drains from

roads, there does not appear to Ije any Act
governing iu admission into streams, and in
several cases in the author's experience,
where roads run alongside rivers or streams,
separated by only the fence and retaining
wall, the drain from the gullies has been
connected direct to the stream, the owTier
on the opposite side of the stream contend-
ing that a tresjrass had been committed and
threatened legal proceedings, which never
developed on a firm stand being made by the
authority. The word "surface" covers a
wide area, the rivers and streams drain all
."urfades or take the water not absorbed
direct to the stream, and the drainage from
the road is only continuing the same natural
law-, only the surface is an improved or
artificial one.

In the case in point the owner argued that
the whole of the wall was his ; when it fell

a few months afterivards he asked the Council
to re-build it, but not at his cost.

TaJ<e the case of retaining and fence walls
alongside public roads. What help does a
local authority receive from Section 31 of
the Act quoted ? The only case known to
the author where the Local Government
Board could have helj^ed the authoo-ity, tihey

deliberately gave a decision, after an ex-
haustive inquiry, which was altogether
opposite to the evidence given and ocular
demonstration, of the very grave danger that
existed along an imiwrtant main road by
means of a ruinous feii.?e, where the surface
of the adjoining field was several feet lielow
the road level. The vea'dict was helpful to
neither side, but to make the place safe the
County Council decided to do the work.
There may be no Act or Order which defines

* From a parer read before the North-Eastern
Section of the Institutions of Municipal and* County
Engineers at Cleck..eaton.

the duties of a local authority in this re-
spect, but as a general rule the fences above
the road level where one serves as a pro-
tection, and the other as a retaining fence
for earth above the road level, are repairable
by the owner, and the retaining wall support-
ing the road is maintainable by the authority.
That has been the author's practice, and
generally he has had no difficulty in getting
owners to do the woi-k on the lines mentioned,
but when a Government Department, which
dominates municipal authorities, has a
chance of giving a lead, it adopts a policy
which gives no help whatever to the
authority ; such a department could give a
neutral or unbiased opinion without any fear
of an officer's position, but the "wait and
see " tactics as a nile favour an owner, and
is a deliberate "sprag" to the well-in-
tentioned activities of many authorities.
Cases will very likely be well known to
members, w-here the Board have expressed
the opinion that should the Council decide
to go forward with the carrying out of works
involving the i>eniedying of insanitary con-
ditions after notice to the owner, they will

give an opinion after the work is carried out
as to its legality, or whether it should have
been done during the war—the best course
would be to absolutely forbid it, and each
party would then know their position.

The Acts governin}; the conversion of old

buildings could with advantage to good sani

tary conditions be considerably amended, and
it is a disappointment that the 1907 Act did

not give ihore help to an authority in this

respect, seeing that it is a modern one

—

perhaps no surveyor had the opportunity of

helping to draft it.

Take the section in the same Act govern-

ing the repairing or enclosing of dangerou.-*

places—the whole purport of this section is

considerably weakened by the use of the

word " may " instead of " .shall," and most
authorities refuse at once to proceed further,

for this reason, unless a councillor has seen

one or two stones tumble out of the wall.

In matters affecting important and urgent
matters of this character, the wording should
be clear and definite, but how often is it

otherwise ?

Take Section 19 in the same Act. Can
any member say whether they have done
urgent repairs to private streets, and, if so.

has it included "part" only? It may be
that a few yards in length only needs atten-

tion, but can it be done by the authority
under the section named ? The Private
Streets Works Act of 1892 mentions "part

"

or " parts." but opinions of eminent counsels
put a different construction upon the strict

interpretation of the words mentioned, that
make it a gamble almost for a local authority
to embark on the repair of " part " of a

street—perhaps it may be argued that the
point mentioned would be settled before the
work was done, as mentioned in Section 7.

but no help seems to be igiven in this respect
Take Section 18 of the 1907 Act. What

use is it to a local authority ? The author
prefers to do the repairs to the footpaths in

his own district with his own workmen where
a new crossing or entrance is concerned, and
the contingency has still to arise where the
section quoted would be of help to prevent
the claim of domineering individuals who
eloquently proclaim their right.3 as rate-
payers in such matters.
The further sections of the 1907 Act deal-

ing with the sanitary provisions are helpful
to a surveyor in many ways, but in Sec-
tion 39 (Sub-section 4) the clause dealing witli

the conversion of pail and priv,y closet.-*

ought to have been dealt with in a different
way, and the fairest -n-ould be to make it

half cost for the authority for the conversion
of a pail closet, nothing to be allowed for the
privy closet.

The testing of drains as laid down in Sec-
tion 45 mentions for the first time in any
Act of Parliament what tests may and ma\-
not be applied, and although the hydraulic
test is the only sure one for the qualities of

a good drain, and is used in most districts,

the assistance of a surveyor in the drafting
of the Act might have resulted in the sup-
pression of the few words about the water
test, resulting in considerable strengthening
of onr position towards securing a good joVi.
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It may be of interest to some of the mem-
bers to know the author's procedure with
respect to the openings into public roads by
private individuals ; he does not refer to any
company possessing a statutory right to do
this work.

" Any contractor desiroas of laying any
drain, water pipe, etc., first makes a deposit
and signs the forms provided before com-
mencing the work, the lunount necessary
being determined by approximate lineal

measurement of the surface disturbed, and
marked against the different classes of
macadam, etc., set out on the form, to which
a rate of schedule price is afli.xed. At the
conclusion of the work the exact length is

measured Ky the foreman and only entert>d
in the journal when the work is complete.
Sometimes it is necessai-y for the contractor
to pay an additional sum, or part of the de-
posit is returned. The author will be jjlcased
to supply any mejnher with a oo|)y of the
form should they think it will be useful.
The same form also serves for the pro-

vision of connections to all sewers, which
arc carried by the workmen in his depart-
ment, a charge of 2s. 6d. being made for
the work.
The return.i made from reinstatement

repairs have proved very lucrative in the
past, for, save for companies, no work of
this character has ibeen charged for, and
although the author cannot yet speak of his
new district as to the returns, the receipts in
his old one reached over £200 per annum,
and an average of four years gave £160, or
nearly equal to a penny rate.

By the method adopted, all openings are
known to him—they, of cour.se, may be to
others—^but he has the extra satisfaction of
knowing they are all nearly ])ai<l for, and the
oversight of them is not so much lost time
so far as financial results are con( erncd.
Any meeting of surveyors lield at this

period should not fail to make some comment
on the new Order recently made by the Local
Government Board with reference to the use
of studs for wheels of road locomotives, and
it is hoped that it will be revoked soon after
the declar.atioii of peace, .\ttachmonts of
this kind can do serious harm to road sur-
faces, by causing a fracture of separate stones
at the point of impact with the stud, result-
ing in the loosening of the surface and
internal attrition. It is hoped that on this
important point the Institution will, at the
proper time, bring the matter before the
Board, with a view to having the Order
revoked.
Touching on the question of road surfaces

in a general sort of way, and the very wide
use of tarred material", some very radical
alterations will have to be made in the shoe
ing of liorses if the real benefits its use
should confer arc re.ally felt by a local
authority. The laying ilown of a road of
this description in most localities is hailed
with delight by a very large section of the
ratepayers, the minority, though in the
category of having to bow to superior num-
bers, make up any deficiency, bv the u.se of
choice and very fluent language! directed at
first against the surveyor.' and as the work
proceeds workmen live in a ver.y black atmo-
sphere throughout the dav whi'lst doing the
work, and when finished,' the call for more
chippings, grit, or sand to prevent horses

slipping " (so they s,ay), but really so thai
the driver can continue in the same sweet
w.iy of smoking his pipe, riding in his cart,
and talking to any companions he may se"
on his way.

Observations of roads during the bad
labour conditions of last year, and when grit
etc., had been thrown on dav after dav
almost made the author think that it was .in
ordinary macad.am ro.nd. In London, where
a different method of shoeing is adopted and
where some surfaces are .smoother than' anv
he lays down, he always noticed thu the erit
thrown on is very meagre in quantity to that
thrown on m the Xorth Count rv towns-a
"'t.r^S^'' "".V venture to sf.,v. in favour
of he different methods of shoeing practised
in the South. Some time ago a competition
o.ganised by the Ron.ls Improvement Asso-
ciation resulted in a good number of designsand awards were made.' a North Country

shoeing smith, hailing from Harrogate,
obtaining a prize, but no practical result
seems to have developed in his district, the
present methods not utilising the " frog " of

the horse as Nature intended.
In closing a paper which is to some extent

more of a general nature and a deviation
from orthodox lines, a reference to the
cumbersome methods of public health law-

may not be out of place. How many Acts
have been placed on the Statute Book since
1875 the author cannot say, but it would be
an undoubted boon to all public officials if a
revision and re-modelling of the various Acts
and Orders were made, and combined in a
few volumes, arranged so that a reference
could be made at once to a particular sec-
tion, for any work in hand, upon which
advice had to be given to an authority. The
war has broken many traditions, and one
of the biggest is the financial side : before it

commenced no money could be spared for
road developments and housing, but as it

progressed or dragged on, the spending of
millions to help to kill and maim would have
made a much happier, healthy and delightful
Great Britain, how we could have revelled in

ro.xd widening, new roads, garden cities, etc.,
coming near to, or perhaps surpassing the
pen picture of a city given to us in his
famous book by that sanitary authority, tlie

1-ate Sir Benjamin Richardson.

Cnrr^sponimcx.

OBITUARY.
Major Henry Macaulay, whose death has

taken place at Kingston, was borough sur-
veyor for thirty years, and was one of the
pioneers of the Volunteer movement, with
which he bad been closely associated from its

iiueption in 1859. He joined the 47th Rifle
Corps at St. Helens in 1859. and on remov-
ing to Accrington in 1862 transferred to the
7th Lancashire Volunteers. Subsequently he
was given a commission as lieutenant in" the
Slh Royal Lancasliire Militia, afterwards the
3rd Royal L;iiirashire Regiment, and rose to
the rank of major, retiring in 1887. He was
one of the fir.st to join the National Reserve,
and although over eighty years of age he
attended the drills and parades regularly.
He designed and carried out the sewage dis-
po.sal .scheme for Kingston, and won the
prize of £250 offered by the Peabody Trus-
tees for the best design for their" model
dwellings.

Wo regret to record the death of Second-
Lieut. Alfred Wyatt • Papworth, R.E.,
A.R.I.B..'^., of " The Seasons," Hammej-
smith, who was killed r action on April 2.
He was the younger son of the late Wyatt-
Papvvorth, F.R.I.B..\., at one time Curator
of the Soane Museum, and editor of the " Dic-
tionary of Architecture." He w.as a member
of the firm of .Messrs. Gilbert H. Lovet'rove
F.R.I. B.A., and A. Wyatt-Papworth."
A.R.I B. A., whose new building in the Nur-
.sery Training School, Golder's Green, we illus-
trated in our issue of September 6. 1916, and
which was e.xhibited at the Royal Academy
hist year. The deceased was "a citizen of
London and a member of the Clothworkers'
tompaiiy. The firm is largely concerned in
the erection of mercantile premises in Shore-
ditch and the vicinity.

>—••-<-

, i fKu""'? '^"P''""' °' Soawfell, Constitu-
oiial IIill, Ipswich, Suffolk, retired builder

(net personalty £565), has loft £23,566.
The Bishoi) of Duilmm h.-us dedicated a new

pulpit <l,.rgy „„a choir stalls at the Parish
L Mircli, .Silksworth, as a memorial to the late
-Marquess of Londonderry.

I. '^'i''-
.y*^'"'"''! Mathias Dunn, of Branksomc

i ark, Dorset, formerly of Castle Hill, Wvlam-
onlyne, arehit<?ct, a partner in Dunn" and
''""«>'•. who died on January 17, Ji left

While a great many sites and buildings have
>een suggrated to tlio First Commis-sioner ofWorks as suit*bl^ for the National \V„r
.Museum, wo understand that no decision has
yet been rome to. As collection and cla.ssi-
hcation will occupy many monHia, at present
no iloliniti- idea has U>en ofctainwl of tho
apace rcjuired for the housing of the ex-
fiibit-s.

BRIBERY IN WAR TIME.
To l/tf Editor of The BriLDiNO News.
Sir,—I hope your Editorial note in your

last issue on the duty of honest men to
farniliarise themselves "with the methods by
which persons give and receive bribes will
not be disregarded. The rogues kiiow the
law. and that they defy it so often with im-
punity is largely owing to the indifference,
or lack of courage, of the public. There was
before the war, as Sir Edward Fry once
said, "a considerable number of persons who
speak leniently, almost kindly, of the evil in
question for various reasons, some due to a
personal interest, and some to a kind of
stupid good nature which thinks more of the
gratification of the recipient than of all the
evils resulting from the practice." It came
as a shock to many that the crime increased
with the War—as a matter of fact there have
been twice as many cases .since August 1914
as there were in the previous 7^ ye.ars—and
public opinion undoubtedly approves the
severer penalties provided "in the Act last
session. But it is more important that there
.should be frequent detection of crime than
occasional heavy penalties, and all those who
come across cases of bribery should communi-
cate in confidence with me.—Yours faith-
fully, The SECRETAny.
Bribery and Secret Commissions Prevention

League, Incorporated.
9. Queen Street Place, Ixindon, E.C.

P.S.—I shall be pleased to send a copy of
tile League's Neivs-x/irel to any of your readers.

^>~«**~<

PBOFESSIONAL, AND TEADB
SOCIETIES.

The ARCHiTECTrR.M, Association ok
InEL.\ND.—A meeting of the President and
Committee of the .-Vrchitectural Association
of Ireland was held at 15. vSouth Frederick
Lane, Dublin, last week. Mr. R. G. Leask.
the President, occupied the chair. An in-

teresting lecture was given by Mr. A.
M'Googau, entitled " The Rise and Progre.s,s

of Water-colour Painting." The lecturer
pointed out that, prior to the introduction of
oil colours, about the middle of the fifteenth
century, all painting, broadly speaking, was
in water colour. Water-colour painting was
practised by the Egyptians 3,000 years B.C.,

.%Md was still to be seen in use in our theatres
by scene painters. The art of missal illu-

mination, in which Ireland greatly distin-

guished itself in the seventh century, and its

off-shoot, the art of miniature painting, both
belonged to the art of water colour. Having
dealt with the development of the art to

modern times, the lecturer referred to a
number of distinguished Irish water-colour
)xainters. including Dr. James Moore, a suc-

cessful Ulst^-r surgeon, who devoted all his

leisure time to land.scape painting in water
colours.

>-•••>-«

Mr. Willium Ninlinm Crowhurst, «f Rich-
mond. Surrey, builder, has left £22,114.

Tho home of Private W. Ramsey, at Beb-
sitlo. Nort.humi>orla?id, having l>een destroyed
by fii-o. the I'Hyiplo of the villnKO arc raising
tJie £70 nepde<l to replace the loss. Ramsey
is nt the front.

The death is announced, of wounds, on
.Vpril 4. of Second-Liput'pnant Hubert de
Zoete Collier. Manchester Regt.. agred 21. son
of Mr. Robert Collier, F.R.LB.A., and .Mrs.

Robert Collier, 25. Woodstock Road, Bedford
Park. W.
The now extension of the Bnknrloo Railway

from Willesden Junction to Watford was
0|>oned on Monday. This is tho sixth exten-
sion of the r.iihvay diiice its inception in

March, 1906. Tho previous extensions were
between Westminster Bri^lge Road and Ele-
phant and Castle, in 1906 ; Baker Stroot and
Gro.xt Central. 1907: Groat Central and Edg-
waro Road. 1907; Edgware Road and Pad-
dington. 1914; Paddinpton and Queen's Park
and Willesden. in 1915. -After coming to the
surface nt Qucon's Park, the Bakorloo trains
will run over the electric line of the London
and North-\V«stern system to Watford, via
Willosden Junction New Station.
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"Vegetable Culture for All," taught in

twenty-si.x chapters, by Eva (Herbert
Jenkins, 2s. net), is a pretty book, plainly
and practically written, by one who knows
what is wanted to-day in gardens and allot

ments. The author is a gardening expert,
who herself grows the things about which
she writes with such charm and cumprehen-
sion. As she says, " Mother Earth is anxious
to produce"—a fact to which we are now, at
long last, being awakened by the War. Begin-
ning witli areaily grime chapter " On Ground
Woi-k," in which truths are told truthfully,

pithily, and pointedly, the author bids her
readers put their backs into it if they want
to do anything. Many short, sharp hints are
given as to what to do and what not to do,
such as, "Get into a cleanly habit of work-
ing, but pray don't shudder at outdimi- dirt."
After all, the work is the thing ; the rest is

hope for the harvest. The book deals briefly
and boldly w'ith all the usual vegetables-
potatoes, beans, peas, parsni])s, cabbages,
cauliflowers, carrots, celery, onions, and the
rest. Written in a strong, simple, and en-
tirely straightforward way, and freely illus-
trated with drawings and diagrams, the work
will really teach those who read it and act
upon its lessons of experience how^ to raise a
good crop of vegetables on their bit of ground.
Besides culture, Eva deals with cookei-y
throughout, and ends with a special chapter
on the cooking of vegetables, a thing not .so

easy as it looks, and which, with its honest
and homeJy hints, should be read bv all care-
fully.

At the last meeting of the Macclesfield
Education Committee the minutes of the
School Accommodation Committee stated that
the report of Mr. A. R. Wood, of Tunstall
(of the firm of .Messrs. Wood and Goldstraw,
architects), upon the safety of the Trinity
Square school premises, had been submitted,
and that it was resolved that a copy of Mr.
Wood's report be forwarded to the chairman
of the trustees of Trinity Square school,
and that the trustees be asked to say
whether, in order to secure the safet.y of the
building, they are in a position to carrv out
the requirements of Mr. Wood.
At the bazaar for the benefit of blinded

soldiers and sailors which is to be held next
month at the Albert Hall, the contributions
of artists will be rendered in a new wav.
Hitherto, though artists have given the'ir
pictures generously to the aid of war chari-
ties, the results have often been incommen-
surate and unsatisfactory to artists them-
selves. Pictures have ibeen sold for prices
below those at wBich the individual artist
usually sells his work ; frequently they have
been sold for very small sums or not sold at
all. The Albert Hall scheme has been de-
vised to lessen these drawbacks. Permission
has been obtained from the Board of Trade
to hold a lottery of the contributed pictures.
The pictures at the Albert Hall, though on
view, will not be for sale ; but lottery tickets
at the price of 5s. each will be sold at the
artists' stall. Thus for 5s. a purchaser will
have the chance of obtaining a Nicholson or
an Orpen-^both are sending pictures—and,
in any case, will have contributed 5s. to a
war charity. At the same time, no artist will
iie wounded by feeling that his picture has
gone for less than he thinks it is worth.
Artists are well satisfied with the scheme,
and pictures are coming in fast.

When Teimyson, in his lines on the jubilee
of Queen Victoria, bade " The patriotic archi-
tect" raise as a memorial "some Imperial
institute" which sliould "speak to the cen-
turies," remarks the Birmingfiam Daily
Post, he did not dream of that building being
put just thirty years later to a use strikingly
in consonance with his imaginings. Yet that
was the case yesterday afternoon, when a re-
ception was given in the Imperial Institute
by the Royal Colonial Institute, the British
Empire League, the Victoria League, the
British Empire Club, and the Overseas Club
in honour of the representatives of the
Dominions and India at the Impeiial "War
Conference, all of whom were present, and a
large and influential gathering assembled.

There has been hung in the north-west
tower of Ripoii Cathedral a painting by
Streator, Sergeant-Painter to King Charles 11,

It was painted as a reredos for the choir
about the j'ear 1663, and represents an Ionic
temple. The following reference to the
painting is found in Celia Fieiines's famous
book, "Through England on a Side-saddle in
the Times of William and Mary "

:

—" The
town stands on a hill, and there is a good
large stone-built church, well carved ; they
call it a Jlinster. There is a very fine paint-
ing over the Altar. It looks so natural,
just like real crimson satten, with gold
ffririge-like hangings, and severall rows of
pillars in isles on either side, whicli looks very
natural." The painting was put awav in one
of the towers in the days of Blore, the
architect, who erected another reredos in its
T>lace. It has now ibeen brought out by the
Dean and hung in the north-west tower as
an interesting piece of scene-painting of the
period.

The Building Trades Central AdvLsory Com-
mittee (Operatives), recently appointed to
advise and assist the .Ministry of Labour upon
matters affecting workmen in connection with
the employment exchanges, held their second
meeting last Wednesday. There were present
-Mr. C. F. Rey (Director of Employment
Exchanges) (in the chair), Mr. J. Batchelor
(Operative Bricklayers), Mr. W. Bradshaw
(Operative Stonemasons), iMr.' F. Chandler
(Amalgamated Carpenters and Joiners), Mr.
Charles Ince (Builders' Labourers), Mr. J.
Parsonage (Amalgamated Painters), Mr. J.
Vickers (heating engineers). Mr. "W. Went-
worth (Woodcutting Machinists), and Mr. R.
Wilson (Operative Slaters). The committee
considered the following questions, among
others :—The recent decisions by the umpiie
with regard to the disallowance of benefit to
men who refused jobs, either in another dis-
trict or in a new trade ; the recommendations
of the Treasury Committee on the audit of
unemployment benefit of associations having
arrangements under Section 106 of the
National Insurance Act, 1911, with special
reference to the recommendation that vacant
books should n")t ibe kept on licensed pre-
mises, and that standard vacant books re-

turnable to the department every quarter
should be used by all associations"; the be.st

means of expediting the placing of men sent
from one town or district to another by the
exchanges.

Canon Astbury, presiding over the Easter
vestry of Smethwick Old Church, mentioned
that in a short time the bicentenary of

Dorothy Parke?, the lady who built tb"
church and endowed the benefice, would be
commemorated. He thought something
should be done to mark the event, and sug-

gested that, in view of the great increase in

the population in the district, a scheme of

church extension should be inaugurated. Two
proposals had 'been put forward, one for the
erection of a new church and the other for

the enlargement of the present building. He
added that when Dr. Gore was Bishop of

Birmingham he suggested that the present

church be pulled down and a magnificent one
built in its place. He (the speaker) however,
thought there was .so much sentiment attached

to the old church that the residents would
not agree to that. Tlie vicar mentioned that

the churchyard extensicu, in connection with

which there had been an outlay of £1.200,

had been completed, and there was a balance

of £200. which had been invested in the War
Loan.

In view of the increasing shortage of im-

ported soft wood, the Army Council have
made an order under the Defence of the

Realm Regulations which will have the effect

of limiting very strictly the use of w|ood for

purposes which are not of national import-

ance. A merchant's monthly sales to con-

sumers will now be limited to an amount not

exceeding 1 per cent, of his stock as it stood

on April 1 unless his customer can pnoduce

a permit signed by the Director of Timber
Supplies.

A further relic of Cloth Fair has been for-

warded by the- Cit.v engineer, on behalf of

the Sanitary Committee, to the Guildhall

Museum. It consists of a carved .stone shield

of the arms of the Rich familv, taken irom

the front of No. 22, now demolished. In
1547 the Priory of St. Bartholomew, with
the ground enclosed in its precincts, and all

rents pertaining thereto, was purchased for

£1,064 lis. 3d. by Sir Richard Rich, Cha«-
cellor of the Court of .•Vugmentations, and
afterwards Lord Chancellor and first Baron
Rich. Shortly after that date the open
spaces of the Priory were covered with houses,
of which the picturesque but insanitary old
buildings now being demolished formed part.

In Cloth Fair Rich built himself a town
house, and upon the front of it at a later

date the arms of his family were placed.
The date assigned to the relic now preserved
is about 1680.

All old-time Suffolk inn, "The Live and
Let Live," at Coddenham, forms the sub-

ject of a contribution to the proceedings of
the Suffolk Institute of Archeology and
Natural Histjory, by J. S. Corder. The
licence for the inn was recently extinguished,
and the building has been divided up into

tenements and let as cottages. This old
house, which dates from the fifteenth cen-

tury, staiiSs in the centre of the village, in

a street just past the church on its northern
side. It consists of a long two-storied build-

ing, at the end of which is a projecting wing
with a gable end intersecting the main roof.

The fabric is stronglv constructed of oak,
with clay daub filling, standing on a base of

brickwork and masonry, the roof being
covered with plain tiles. The upper floor

overhangs the lower story, and is carried on
beams supported by uprights, haying pilasters

with ornate caps and bases, from which spring
moulded brackets. Originally all the timber
construction showed externally, but later,

probably about the seventeenth century, it

was covered with pargetting and ornamented
with geometrical designs in low relief. Re-
mains, however, of the old Tudor-headed
windows can be observed at the western end,

and the oak beams and other constructive de-

tails are visible inside, so that it is not
difficult to reconstruct the longinal disposi-

tion and size of the rooms. The building

may have been an ancient hostelry in the
days when the church was served by the
Priory of Royston, the great tithe of Cod-,

denham parish having been granted at an
early period to that priory. At the Dissolu-

tion the tithe passed into other hands, but
was restiored to the vicars of Coddenham some
150 years or more ago.

At a lecture given at Carpenters' 'Hall,

London Wall, on Wednesday, April 4, Pro-

fessor William Somerville condemned the

system of allowing so .much room for trees

that they could grow large, low branches
with shciot boles. For commercial purposes it

was necessary to plant them close, so that

they had to shoot up with straight boles to

a considerable height. A strong public

opinion existed in this country in favour of

an improved system of afforestation, yet be-

tween 1905 and 1913 the forest area of Eng-
land had been reduced by 15,000 acres, of

Scotland by 16,000 aci'es, and of Ireland by
5.000 acres. Less than 4 per cent, of the

three kingdoms was under timber.

>—•••—<
Owing to the serious damage caused to the

tapestries at Hampton Court by dust, metal
mats have been placed outside the iGreat Hall
and State Apartments, and a printed notice
is shown requesting visitors to wipe their feet

before entering,

A new way of clearing out foul drains has
been found, according tp Capital (Calc^itta).

A young crocodile was put into a drain with
a cord round its waist. On emerging, tho

cord was taken off and was used to pull a
knotted chain through. It is not stated how
the boast was kept moving.

The Scottish National Housing Co., Limited,
presented plans at the Dunfermline Dean of

Guild Court last week for the erection of

another 1,000 dwelling-houses at Rosj-th. The
town clerk (Mr. John L. Jack) iwinted out

that the petition represented an expenditure
of £400,000, and was probably the largest

which had over been presented to a Dean of

Guild Court in Scotland. Subject to certain

alterations suggested by the burgh engineer

being given effect to, the court passed the

plans, together with plans for the formation

of fifteen streets.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for Uie opioioD?
of our correspondtnts. All coinmusicatlons should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as tlitrc are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspoaidents.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should l)e addressed
to the Editor of the Buii.Di.so News, Edlngham
House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C,2, and not to
Oiembers of the stalf by name. Delay is not intrc-
,aently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
.mmmunications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for. unsought contributions.
When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

Received.— E. B. D.—.). 0.— E. H. S. and Bros.—
T. K. B. and Co., Ltd.—B. and D.—P. C. B. and
Co., Ltd.—C. Bros.—C. P. and Co.—J. O. and
Sons, Ltd.—B. M. S. S—H. R. W.—R. and
Sons.

J. K. S.—No.
D. H. H.—Thanks; yes.

.\STRA.—Too !netai)hysical to interest many.
Hbdux.—Many in previous volumes. Naturally little

is doing just now.

DISAPPOINTEB.—.Sorry ; but a» we have rejieatedly
warned all readers, unless this journal is ordered
of your newsagent to be supplied weekly, or sub-
scribed for direct to the office—in which case
you will j;et it sent flKXst free—there is no help
tor it. You do not seem to grasp the fact that.
quite apart from the increase to prohibitive
prices in the cost of i)aper, we are only allowed
to buy one-half of what we were using last year

;

and that, almost immediately, no newsagent
wii: Ijc allowed to send ba(rk unsold copies.

TO ARMS!

->-•••—<-
Mr. Williiiiii lliniry Wphstor, of Kinp;

Street, Liricohi, rotired joiner, who iliotl on
January 23, deft property of the va-luo of
£7,182 19s. 4d., with net pei-.sonalty £4,690
19s. 5d. 'IliP testator g-ives £100 a year and
tho use of a house and furniture to liis wife;
any property passing to him from lw.s I'arfe

brother, to his nepliews and nii«es ; and
houses aiKl land and otlu-r ]ux)perty to his
'brothers Jo.sei)h and Fret!.

1st LO.NDON KNGl.NEKU VOLUNTEERS.
|

Headquarters, Balilerton Street, Oxford Street, W. I

Orders for the week. By Lieut.-Col. C. B. Clay,
\'.l>.. CoirimandiTlg.

OF.'ICEK FOR rilK WKKK—Platoon Commander
\. ticr.irJ.

N.K.KT FOR DUTY.-4Matoon Commander M. de P.
Birkett.
.M((NI)\Y, AIIUII M.—Technical for Plat(Kin No.

!

!). :it Jteiieney Street. Squad and Platoon Drill
Platoon Jio. 10. Signalling Class, Recruits Drill,
C.»o-».

WKnVBSHAV. APRIiL v.l—Instruotiomii Class,
«.].'.. PLitooi .Drill I'latoon No. t.

TIII'RSDAy, APRIL 2«.—Platoon (Drill Platoons
Nos. fi arid «. Ambulance Class by M.O., C.3D. Sig-
nalling CUit*.
HRIDAY, APRIL 27.—Teehnieal for Platoon No.

10, Regency street. S(iua<l and Platoon Drill No. !>.

Recruits liriH, (i.30-S.:)il.

S.Vl'URDAV. APRIL 2S.—N.C.O.s Cllu-s, 2.4,->,

I'nder Capt. Hentley and the Instructor of Mu.skctry.
SUNDAY. APRIL 20.—S.iie<ial Work at Bombing

School. Parade Cl'.wiham Junction Tube Station
(City and S. L. Ry.). 9.45 a.m. Uniform, liaversacks,
\vater^l>ottles. Midday rations to be <^arrie<l. As
this work is very imiM^rtant. the Commandant wouW
like to .s*'c much larger Parades.
MUSKKTKY.-^For nil Companies. See notice at

Headqua^t^ rs.

NOTE.-Unle.-s otlierMise indicated, all DrilU will
t;ike 'place :tt Headquarters.

By Order,
MACLEOD YEARRLEY.

Captain and .\djutant
April 21. 1M7.

>—•••—<
Lower Lumb Mill, in ihe Golden Valley,

I

Ilelxleii Bridt?e, Ivaa been sold by Mr. Wm.
Sulolitfe, Sandal House, Heptonstall, to a Man
ohester firm, whose intention is to raze it and
carry away the fine white stone and bin*' slate

for I'ebuildiiif; l)urposes elsewhere. 'J'hese

materials are at present very costly through the
ordinary channels, and nearly unobtainable.
The Conciliation Board for tlie buihlinj;:

trades on TeiM-side has issued an awa.rd under
which bricklayers, joiners, and .stonoma.sons

are given an additional war bonus of ^d. an
hour as from May 1. and a further id. an
hour as from .Tune 1. makinj; tho watre.s for

joiners and bricklayers Is. per hour, and for

^tonemasons 11^(1. Maehirists' wages have
been fixed at 42s. por we^k, plus 4s. war
bonus, and sawyers 39s. 6d., plus 4s.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
April 20.—R<.eo>ering a portion of the roof o:

tho Sutherland ln.stitute, Lonijton : and altera
tions at the temporary pretnisis oceupied b\
the fire brigade, Staltord Strl^et, Hanlev.—Fo-
the Corporation of Stoke-on-'J>eJitt-TBoroug!i
Surveyor, Town Hall, Stoke-on-Trent.

April 26.—F,rection of a Bungalow.-For Mr. C
Hunter.—Specihcations. plans, etc., from archi-
tiit. .Mr. O. Hocking, The Acoms, Rettendon.
Chelmsford.

ENGINEERING.
April 30.— In.-tallation of a Vacuum Steam-heat

ing System, and Supply and Erection of Power
house Buildings and Chimney.—For the Canter-
bury University College, Christchurch, N.Z.—
The Registrar of Canterbury College, Christ-
church, N.Z

June 1.—Storm-water Pumping Plant, Calcutta.-
For the Corporation.—The /ndian and Eastern
Enginrtr, 60, Fenchurch Street. B.C.

ROADS AND STREETS.
April 23.—2S-MJ ami lin Tirr.d Slag, 2i-iu

Whinstone, and 2i-in. Dry .'<lag, to be deUwred
to Arksey and Carcroft, O.N.R., and Btntlei
Road, H. and B. and (i C.R. stations rospoi--
tively.—For tlie BentleywitJiArksey Urban Dis
trict Council—R. G. Whitley, A.M.I.C.E., Kn
gineer and Snrvejor, Council OfUce-s. Bentle\.
Done;usttr.

April 2 4.—Aliout 230 tons of IJ-in. and 316 ton*
of 2-in. Granite, to be detivered free at Ha<i-
Icigh, Suffolk, railway station, between May 15
and June 15.—For the Hadleigh Urban Dis-
trict Council.

April 30.—Materials and works for re-surfacinc
a roadway with asphalte macadam.—For the
Itatt.iKe.v iBorougili Council.—W. M. WiJkins.
Town Clerk, Town HaJI, Battersea.

SANITARY.
April 26—May 9.—SupiiLmentary Works of

.sewai'e disjio^nl to he carried ont at existing
outfall work.-, at Limpsfleld and Oxt«d.—For
the Codstone Rural District Council.—B. A.
Held, Clerk to the Rural District Council, Ea£t
Grinstead.

STORES.
April 21.-JSluice Valves. Fire ll>drant«, Special

Castings, Maincocks, Blacksmitli Work, Iron-

nioiiperv Goods .^nd Sundries (One Year from
.May 15).—For the Dundee Water Commis-
sioners.—W. H. Blyth Martin, Clerk of Uie
Commissioners. City Chambers. DuiMK'e.

JUST PURI.ISHEO.-Dtmy Hvo. Cloth. IfiO pages, wilh .16 plates. Prise 7 6 ast.

THE PORTLAND CEMENT INDUSTRY
A PKAC']'l(\\h TUKATISK on tln^ BiiililiiiK, l^quippiiig, and Kconomioal Riinninc ol a rortlnnd Cement I'Unt with

NOTES ON PHYSICAL TESTING, by WILLIAM ALDEN BROWN, tlTc.^'^-
Member South Wales Institute of Engineers: humeil'/ Assistant Superintendent Cowell Portland Cement Compan,', Cowe'l, California,

U.S.A.; Works Manager Burbam Portland Cement Company (Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers! : Works Manager
Abertbaw and Bristol Channel Portland Cement Company, South Wales.

WITH KCMKROUS ILLVSTRATIOXS.
A subject which provides scope for unlimited research ia in this work expounded to the limits of its most recent developments.

Every process in tho manufacture of Portland Cement is subjected to complete description and close scrutiny by the author who
brinf^s to his subject not only technical skill Imt nractical experience of the profitable establishing and working of plants in America
as well as in this country. The result is a vivid and forcible representation of the iudustry, in its details and in its scope, which
cannot (ail to he of inestimable value to its members aui of intense interest to its students. To the letterpress are added many
illnstratious, and besides tables a feature of the work fs the examples of cost sheets, which incorporate all, even most trivial,

expenditure, and from the final analysis of whi(th the smallest dilTorence iu output or expense can be detecte.l and traced to its

source. The author's aim h;is beeu to ra%ke his work tho last word on the praoiical and economical productiou of Portland Cement,
and it is published at a time when the results of much of his own and of international experience have been brought to a point of

fruition. It i» a book pre-eminently suitable for Civil and Mechanical Kngineors, Architects, Surveyors, Foremen of Works, Students,
and others uiiug this important building material.

LONDON: CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON, 7. Stationer's Hall Court, t udgate Hill. E.C,

AUTOMATIC
Flushing Tanks

SIMPLE. RELIABLE,

Frcdk. BRABY & CO., Ltd
352 to 364, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
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Church of St. Mary and .\11 Saint.s, Potters Bar.

Essex. View of Chancel from South .\isle.

Photographed by Mr. Thoma.s Moreland. Mr.

J. S. Alder, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Strand, W.C.2.

The New Sorbonne, Paris. Cour d'Honneur. Ea.^t
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Royal Cold Medallist, 1917, Architect.

Gateway of the Castle, Maniaces, Syracuse. Pen and
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Graphic Art.
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'Uvventt Calamo.

It was stated in the "Globe" last

Thursday that :
' Opposition to the S.E.

and C. Railway's Charing Cross Bridge
scheme has been withdrawn by the Royal
Institute of British Architects and the

London Society." That is not so, as will

be seen from the statement in the forth-

coming annual report of the R.I.B.A., in

which the present position of the Joint

Committee of the Institute and the London
Society is thus stated by the Council of the

R.I.B.A. :
—

" In the session of 1916, the Institute, iu con-
junction with the London .Society, successfully

petitioned Parliament against the South-
Eastern Railwaj- Company's Bill, the passing
of which would h»ve the effect of retaining
the unsightly railway bridge at Charing Cross
and of deferring indefinitely the proposal for
the much-needed road-bridge across the river
at this point. The Bill is again before the
present Session of Parliament, and the Insti-

tute and the London Society liave again peti-

tioned against it. The Bill, however, has
passed the second reading, and has been re-
ferred to a Committee of the House of
O)mmons. It i.s intended to keep tile Joint
Committee of the Institute and the London
Society in being with a view to their keeping
in touch with the subject and taking such action
as may be deemed expedient in case of further
developments."

.\s all readers know, the suggestion put
forward on behalf of the Institute and the

London Society for a great Imperial
Bridge carrying road traffic over the

Thames at Charing Cross, has met with

almost unanimous support fi'om all

parties both in tlie House and out, and it

IS hoped that the widespread public dis-

cu.ssion on this great ijroject may yet bear

fruit. The Charing Cross Bridge Com-
mittee has held twelve meetings, and all

thanks are due to the Rt. Hon. John
Burn.s, M.P. , who has been indefatigable

in his efforts to secure a real public im-

|/rovenient of the metro|)olis of tlie

Empire.

Jlr. Kingsley W<.x>d seems the only man
witli any real knowledge of the Insurance

.Vet who has the courage to speak out in

reference to the miserable failure of all

concerned to provide sanatoria in London
for the 150,000 disabled sufferers wlio were
promised inagnilicent. palaces and the resit

of the blessings of the Insurance Act so

glibly by Mr. Lloyd George. At tlie

a.sseinibling of t!ie deputation which waited
last Wednesday on the National Health In-

surance Joint Committee to urge the pro-

per provision of sanatorium benefit, Mr.

Kingsley Wood said the sanatorium benefit

had proved one of the greatest disappoint-

ments, instead of one of the greatest

benefits as regarded by Mr. Lloyd George.

It was largely owing to the short-sighted

policy of the Treasury, as the result of

which many millions would have to be

Spent. Consumption was now as wide-

spread in London as smallpox was in the

eighteenth century, and disabled 150,000

persons each year. The funds provided

were wholly inadequate, and two-thirds of

the consumptives in London applied too

late. Sir E. Cornwall said as to the Sana-

torium Fund being insufficient, the funds

for all gi-eat social problems were insuffi-

cient. How that can be when the workers

and their employei-s are taxed to find the

funds which the State was to supplement,

but which are being spent freely otlierwise,

we do not know. As Mr. Kingsley Wood
replied, it is only necessary to look at tlie

waiting list to see that the insured are

not getting value. If any private insur-

ance company accepted a premium and

then told the insured person to wait be-

cause they had no funds a juiy would say

that the insured person was being

swinilled. And. ere long, the people of

this country will give a similar verdict.

It is a noteworthy confirmation of Mr.

Kingsley Wood's statement that tubercu-

losis—not smallpox—is the disease which

is decimating the people, and that while

Mr. Lloyd George's glowing visions of

sanatoria are still as far away in the

clouds as the millennium, we are spending

money on smallpox liospitals at the rate

of one hospital to one patient ! Some dis-

cussion took place at the last Easington

Rural Disti-ict Council meeting in regard

to the position of the council in relation

to the Easington and Sedgefield .Joint

Smallpox Hospital Board. The main point

raised was in regard to the expense in-

curred by the council. Mr. J. J. Best said

that fortunately they had only had one

patient since the hospital was built, hut

it was better to spend money in prevent-

ing a disease than having to spend more

money afterwards to counteract it. The
whole C|uestinn was referred to the Joint

Hospital Committee. We do not know
what the smallpox hospital is costing the

ratepayers, or to what extent tubercu-

losis prevails in tlie district which it con-

trols. Possibly, if the far more fatal

malady is prevalent, it might save lives

to divert the hospital for a time from its

original purpose and utilise it for one

which is so urgent ?

The wholesome letter in the leading

dailies signed by ten influential members

of Parliament denouncing the present pro-

digal expenditure of the Government,

which is almost uncontrolled by the House

of Commons, and which is fast hunying

us along the i-oad to national banki-uptcy,

has, we trust, been carefully studied by all

really patriotic people. It is every day

more and more evident that this ne-w

national luxui'y of Government State De-

partments will, if it continues, smother

the State. Their numiber grows fast, and

the cost comes out of tlie pockets of the

taxpayers, and the blunders that are being

made are many and frightfully costly.

The practical question is : What can the

House of Commons do to help the Govei-n-

iiient to meet the difficulties which the war
has brought ? Ministers in the late and

in this Government paid and pay lip-

service to economy. In reality few care.

Control over expenditure by the House of

Commons has practically gone. The House

of Commons at present is helpless. The

Government have decided to nile without

the House of Commons. The Treasury has

waived its control ; mo.st departments are

a law unto themselves, and no one inter-

poses to check their expenditui'e. Several

subtle psychological influences which wei'e

a check on expenditure in the past have

disappeared. For instance, the Govern-

ment of the day does not require to raise

b.y taxation the necessary revenue; in-

stead, the money is borrowed. The founda-

tion of the House of Commons is control

of expenditure, but the necessary know-

le<lge is deliberately withheld. Without

knowledge control cannot be effected.

Without discussion the pi-esent position

cannot be remedied. Publicity in these

matters is not a danger, but a safeguard.

Honest finance can never be achieved witli-

ouD publicity. Ob.seurity and lack of know-

ledge cover up mistakes and enable tliese

mistakes to be repeated. What is needed

is a check to-duy to conserve our resources

and enable the nation to stay the course.

It is time the whole country rang with a

<lemand for it.
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Many of u.s are asking whether the

museums in Berlin anj otlier enemy cities

arc to be pennitted to retain after the war
tlieir ill-gottt^n spoils. There is evidencx'

that the opjjortunities of the last two yeai-s

and three-quartei-s liave been utilised to
acquire specimens for the aggrandisement
of the German national and private collec-

tions by illegitimate means. Mi^diseval

work from tlie Fn-ncli and Belgian
chat<:-aux, parcels of lxx>ks and si)ecimens

from local museums, and tlie like, have
been i-omoved to Geniiany on tlie plea tliat

lliey m>eded protw-tion. Their restoration

to their proper owners sliould be sternly in-

sisted on. A direct precedent for such a
course was created in 1815, when Pnxssia
led the way in demanding the return from
tlie LouvTc of all the art treasures
-Xapoleon Bonaparte had collected from
every country lie had invaded. Talleyrand
r(sist.i>d the claim to the utmost, but he
was toi;.! by Wellington '• the hour of
retribution had arrived, and the allied
Scvereigns could not permit such an oppor-
tunity to pass for giving a great moral
lesson." Anotlier great moral lesson
"•hould be taught now up to the hill.

Lord Selbome, who is an authority on
the subject, altogether apart from the fact
that he has filled the Presidency of the
Hoard of Agriculture, intends t^^i raise I he
question of afforestation in the House of
Lords. Ho will inquire of the Secretary
for War the personnel, powers, and duties
of till' ollicers possessing an acquaintance
witli forestry who are officially recognised
as the agency for selecting areas and nego-
tiating prices for home-grown timber, as
well as for the names and duties of the
Ministerially jiromised Advisory Com-
mittee of landed proprietors. Lord Sel-

bcrne will next ask for a definition of the

relationship between these officers and
landed jiroprietors on the one side and the

Director of Timber Supplies and his staff

on the other, and will press for a state-

ment as to the proceduie tlie new Timljer

Committee proposes to adopt regarding
the acquisition of home-grown timber. An
interesting and informing debate should

ensue if these questions are persisted in.

Law, like most of u.s, is not rich in these

days, but those who simile at the not in-

frequent renewals of the always sliabby

roadway of the court that separates the

main building of the Law Courts and the

more recent extension wonder also some-
tinu-s if once and for all it was covered

with a d<.>cent bit of Claridge's asphalte or
granolithic, the money would not be saved,
and the heroic exertions of the men who
naturally pick a nice pasty day for spread-
ing and rolling the patches of gravel which
shine lu the April sunshine with the radi-

aiiio of pease pudding. Last Thui-sday we
riililied the law of several layei-s of gravel
and left it gl^adually from our boot-soles

across (he road as far as Ellingham House.
It is considerate, no doubt, to spread the
stuff opposite the Judges' entrance; but.
unlike their hearts, it takes a long time to
harden, and some of them would probably
prefer a clean and dry laiuling-plaoe frmn
their broughams and motor-cars, althou'di

the jiroverVnal kinshij) of law with dirt and

cobweljs might forbid such an admission.

.Just as a war memorial might we not

head a modc-st subscription for a decent

pavement and lend out the roller, which

mostly rusts inside the gate, gratis in turn

to any membere of the Bench and Bar who
a IV busv in their allotments?

The heading of the case given on p. 371

is not ours, but that of the Morniwi
Post, to which journal we are indebted

for the report. Anyhow, buildei-s are still

contributing liWraUy to the revenue in

fines under the Defence of the Realm Act,

the two concerned and the building owner
having been fined £100 between them for

doing work estimated to cost £1,400 with-

out a licence at a house purcha.sed for

£17,500. Not a very "lu.xurious" sum.
if the house wanted thoroiigh iv))air. 'Ilie

share of Messi-s. Howell J. Williams,
Limited, was only £320, for a little finer

work at the building owner's risk. Of
coui-se, had it all been for the accommoda-
tion of Gennan prisonere or conscientious
objectors it would have been done by
Government, and presumably no liccinee
wuubl have been necessary. The case is

hardly one likely to facilitate property
sales just now.

THE NATIONAL POKTTi.VIT
SOCIETY.

The National Portrait Society's Exhi-
bition at tthe Grosvenor Galleries is

numerically a strong one, thanks partly
to tlu' fertility of some of its contributors".
Mr. Ambrose McEvoy, for instance, heads
the list with no less than fourteen ex-
hibits, some of them good, but most of
them, to our thinking, liardly satisfactory
as "portraits." Still, such a number
and variety of commissions, perhaps,
proves that sitters are of quite another
mind, and prefer tu be i)ainted in the
increasin^dy persistent fashion, as more or
less successful illustrations of artistic
fancy rather than faithful re]iresentatious
recognisable by their friends and acquaint-
ances. What her friends and admirers
think of the lady in " Blue and Gold "

(22)
we cannot guess; or whether "Daphne"
(37) or "Calypso "

(46) have really their
prototypes in the flesh we may have our
doubts ; the more so that there an- others
in which Mr. McEvoy has not disdained
the perhaps nioi^e commonplace but cer-
tainly more (irthodux manner.

Mr. Augustus John is somewhat simi-
larly—let us not say unequal, but, ratlu'r,

diverse in his treatment of his sitters,

the most fortunate of whom is cei-tainlv
-Mr. Charles Slade (42). a really excellent
I'iece of work, which leaves the beholder
with an abiding memory of the sitter, even
though he may never have seen or known
the person painted. Certainly, if fate had
decreed our own parlicijiation. or thai of

any one dear to us, in the immortality that
i.-; secured to future generations of old
masters from Mr. John's brush, we should
prefer so to be hande<.l down to pusteri'y
than in the comparatively curt tieal-
nient Vouchsafed to 36 and 34, or invested
with the charm, real or unreal, of the ladv
in 24.

Another reallv good portrait is that ot
the late Charles Booth (34) by Prof
William Kotlienstein, )>erha|is the very
best in the exhibition. It is almost a per
feet realisation of genuine absorjition by
th-> artist in the chai-acteri.slics of his
sitter, with the result that a portrait woi-th
tlie name has been achieviil fret' from all

eccentricities, and one wbiih all who knew

its subject will value more and more »s

time passes.

Another fine work is "Louise " (13), by
Mr. Alvaro Guevara. There is no exag-
geration, we fancy, of tlie characteristics

of the sitter, and certainly no meretricious
softening thereof ; but there will be not a
few who will rank it as one of its author's
Ix'st achievements, and may, very pos-
sibly quite rightly, accord it the place of
preference in the whole show.
Mr. William Nicholson's two portraits

" Edward Knoblock, Esq." (12), and "Nor-
man Holder, Esq." (25), are both well
worthy of his reputation." We prefer the
former, and remember, perliaps. still more
successful efforts ; but both rank far and
away above most on the walls.

Mr. P. A. de Laszlo has been fortunate
in his subjects, and has done all of them
justice. " Miss Diana and Master Jo°,
children of the Rt. Hon. Austen Cham-
l)erlain " (64), are two charming children,
but it is the young lady that inJierils the
" steely " eyes of her grandfather. " Her
Grace the Duchess of ^\'ellinglon " (67)

and " His Excellency Dv. W. Hines Page,
the American Ambassador "

(69) divide
the honours, though the latter may pos-

sibly monopolise public interest.

Mr. John Lavery, A.R.A., has three
canvases, all well u|) to his usual hisih

average. The best is " Viscountess Mas-
sareene and Ferrard " (8) ; the others are

"Miss E. Constance Jones, D.Litt." (2).

and " Cajitain Samuel " (45).

Mr. Jacob Epstein exhil)its several good
busts, including one of " Admiral Lord
Fisher" (47). of whom, by the way. Mr.
.\ugustus .lohn has a portrait in oil (36).

himself appearing in bronze (51) by Mr.
Epstein, and again in another by Mr. K.

Denvcnt Wood (50). Mr. John must
surely h-ive aged a dozen years when he

sat to Mr. Epstein, or ^Ir. Dei"went Wood
has put till- clock Iwick as many. Of Mr.
Epstein's solitary effort in oil, " Mi-s.

Lindsell-Stewart " (182). we can only say

that it is Ivaivllv a satisfactory experiment.
Mrs. Laura Knight has six exhibits, the

most important of which is " Mrs. Kay "

(96). Mr. R. G. Eves sends seven.
" General Sir Alfred Turner. K.C B." (27).

is deservedly well placed. Mr. Borou.gh

.Johnson has three, " Madame Levins-

kaja" (4). "Rev. Jaim>s George" (15),

anil "The Green Feather" (33). Mr.
Harold Knight has secured the place of

vantage with his ' Portiwit of the

Painter" (1), and also shows "A
(.'eneral's Dauuht -r " (17), and " Mi-s.

Alfred Sidgwick" (142).

Besides the bust of Mr. John, men-
tioned above. Mr. F. Derwenl Wood ha»

three other bronzes, and one bust in

m.-n-ble ot "The Late Henry James"
(116). Of three similar exhibits in the
cnrridov a relief jiortrait in plaster of

Miss Eliner Watei-s " (239), by Mr.
George F. Waters, is the best.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN
WATER-COLOURS.

The 168tb exhibition of the Royal
Society of Painters in Waler-Colours is

quite an average one, though we miss the

contributions of more than mie of its leail-

iiiU Members and Associates. Mr. Alfred
Pai-sons, R..V. . the president, has four

exhibits. "The Snow" (22). " Mav
Tulips" (112), "Chine.se Pwony " (125).

and " Peach and Plum Blossom '' (126.i)

Mt. .\rthur Ho])kins, the treasurer, sends
seven, the two best, "A Drink by the

Roads!<le "
(16). and " The Passing of the

Shower
'

' (36).

There are five of the late Reginald Bar-
rett's pictures, all more or less of archi-

tectural interest, and " A Renaissance
Doorway, Venice" (116). especially. One,
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"The Citadel of Cairo from the Nile"
(141), is unfinished.

Mr. Henry S. Tuke, R.A., leads the
cat-alogue with a spirited marine piece,
"A French Barque" (1), and has two
others, " A Sun Lover "

(75), and " Going
Aloft " (108). Of Mr. D. Murray Smith's
six pictures we like best " On the Avon,
Christchuroh " (2). Mr. James Paterson,
K.S.A., is best, perhaps, with " Ypres
Castle—Rye" (3), but of the other four
none will pass " Rowallan Castle

—

.\utumn " (143) unnoticed. Mr. Edwin
.\lexand€r's " In a Highland Deer
Forest " (37) is so good that all wOl regret
it is his only contribution. ' Benares

"

(190) and "Lochnagar" (194) are most to
our likinc out of the five sent by Mr.
R<'heTt W. Allan, R.S.W. Mr. Robert
Little's Scottish landscapes are of the
n-ual liiirh order. 'Lone Glenartney "

(10) and the " Vale of Teith " (68) espe-
cially. Mr. S. J. Lamoma Birch is to
the fore, as always, with his delightful
Cornish sceaes, amoag them pre-eminently
with " The Valley of Penberth " (11). Of
varied interest, but all good, probably
Mr. W. Eyre Walker's "A Breezy Day
over the Channel " (13) will most delight
iis admirers. His only contribution, but
one of the best luiiig, is " Fiorella "

(19).

by Mr. F. Oadogan Cowper, A.R.A. Two
excellent Surrey landscapes, "From Hurt
Hill, near Haslemere " (15) ajid "From
Hindhead, Suney " (27), are by Mr. H.
Hughes Stanton, who also sends "Near
Boulogne" (140). Mr. J. C. Dollman's
"Evening—South Downs" (26) divides
the interest with his " Leopard Girl

"

(83). Mr. Allingham's "Old Middlesex
House " (33) is a charming bit of quaint
construction. "Searchlights" (51) is in
strong topical contrast with his other
three pictures, all of which are of more
peaceful and customary character.

Mr. Russell W. Flint is to the fore with
" Bathers " (57), and his two munition
factory workers' subjects (123 and 155).
more fortunate in their location than
many. Mr. C. Xapier Hemy's " Yacht
Race " (120) is in his best vein", but " Time
to go Home " (139) 'runs it close ; and
'The Red Buoy" (167) is a good third.
Mr. W. Matthew Hale is perhaps best re-

presented by " The Cattle of Pontivy

—

IJrittany " (7), and bv '' Burano, near
Venice" (85). Sir Ernest A. Waterlow,
R.A., is strongest in ' Breezv Weather"
(12) ; of the other five, 'On the Hills—

^

Corfe Castle" (89) attracts us. Mr.
Charles Sims, R.A.. has only one picture,

'Study for lantbe " (91). which none can
miss.

Of the rest, we can only mention
"Gathering Sticks" (97), by Mrs. Laura
Knisht ;

'' The Dean's Door, Westmin-
ster" (177). The Rider on the Black
Horse: Rev. vi." (103), a somewhat novel,

but perhaps not far-fetched, conception of

a many-times attempted realisation of the

incident depicted; "The Mirror" (182),

by G. Lawrence BuUeid, a not unattrac-
tive nude ; and "Famine" (187), by Miss
Mildred A. Butler.

->-«••—<-
Messrs. B. T. Batsfortl will shortly issue

"English Church Woodwork," vi study in

craftsmanship during the Mediaeval iperiod, the

text of which has been written by Mr. Frank
E. H>-.ward. the well-known archseplogist of

Oxford, while the illustrations are contributed
by Mr. F. H. Crossley. of Chester.

Mr. H. J. Ram-sihotham, town clerk of Lyme
Hegis, wrote to the Board of Agriculture for
an interpretation of the expression " a hold-
ling of more than fifty acres" in connection
with ceii.ain land which the council had con-
templated taking under the Small HaWings
and Allotments Act, 1908. In reply, the Board
points out tliat the farm in question, if it

consisted entirely of lands held under
separate tendencies, each of which related to
less than fifty acres, was exempt from com-
pulfOrv acquisition under the Act.

THE EFFECT OF WAR CONDITIONS
UPON THE PROPERTY MARKET

(URB.\N).*

By J. G. He.\d, F.S.I.

(Continued from page 336.)

The basis of all investment is securit}'.

The ideal security is one in which the capital

is safe and easily realised ; in which the in-

come is steady, regular in its payment, and
free from trouble in coUectiou. In return for

such absolute security the lowest rate of in-

terest which the state of the money market
permits is accepted by the investor, and just

so far as any individual investment departs
from the ideal security, so much higher is the
rate of interest which tlie investment is ex-
pected to pay.
As a matter of fact, there is no investment

whatever which exactly conforms to our defi-

nition of the ideal security, for even those
which are designated " gilt-edged " are sub-
ject to fluctuations of capital value according
to the greater or less value of money for the
time being. Nevertheless, the gilt-edged is

the nearest available approach to the ideal
security, and, as such, it forms a datum with
the rise and fall of which all other securities
rise or fall more or less in proportion. Fer
example, in the times when gilt-edged securi-
ties (Consols) were paying 2^ per cent., in-

vestors were willing to buy freehold ground
rents to pay 3 per cent., leasehold ground
rents at 4 per cent., and freehold rack-rents
at 5 per cent., while leasehold rack-rents were
expected to pay 6 per cent, to 8 per cent.,
according to circumstances.

If, therefore, we compare the fall in gilt-

edged securities with that of the property
market imder circumstances which test both
to the uttermost, we may look to obtain
material from which to form a reliable
opinion as to the stability or otherwise of
landed investments, and to demonstrate to
what extent they deserve the confidence of
the investing public.

Let us, therefore, begin by comparing the
movements of Consols with those of freehold
ground rents, which may be described as the
gilt-edged security of the property market,
and which therefore afford the best com-
paiison.

During the period January 1, 1914. to
December 31, 1916, the highest and lowest
pi ices of Consols were :

—

1914 77|| — 661
1915 69S — 57
1916 611 — 56

showing a variation of more than 27 per cent.
Diiring the same period the fall iu the sale
price of freehold ground rents averaged 20
per cent.—a comparison in favour of the
pioperty market, and one which is valuable
as being made between two investments
which have in common absolute stability of
income and the maximum degree of security
for capital in their respective spheres.
With regard to other property investments,

such a,' shops and residences, greater hazard
attends capital and income alike, so that
under the shock of war we might expect to
find a large depreciation of capital value; in-
deed, it would be no reflection upon their
excellence were that the case. Yet in actual
fact the price of good leaseholds has declined
only about 25 per cent.
Look, now, at the second essential of a

good security—stability of income. We find
it is true that the rents of large residences
have declined, and that in certain districts
reductions have been made in the rents of
large shops for the duration of the war ; but
medium-sized properties have held their own
in the matter of rental, while the uplifting of

the smaller properties was so marked that
an Act of ParUament had to be passed to
prevent the rents being raised ; and it is no
exaggeration to say that, but for the Act,
they would have risen throughout the
country, not through the cupidity of land-

lords, but by the natural increase in value
through the increased demand.

Again, if we look at mortgages, it is true

that they are more difficult to negotiate

;

diversion of capital makes that inevitable.

The rates of interest have been raised ; again

"* Read at the Ordinary General Meeting of the
Surveyors" Institution held o» Monday, April 16, 1917.

inevitable, since the interest on gilt-edged
securities has been raised. But it is signifi-

cant "that, while the interest on gilt-edged
securities at one time rose from 3^ to 6 per
cent.—an increase of 2J per cent.—the highest
rate demanded for mortgage interest is 6 per
cent., showing a rise of 2 per cent, only over
pre-war rate.

That the property market is sound and
healthy is proved by the manner in which it

has withstood the shock of the upheaval.
Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that its

volume has greatly shrunk owing to the in-

fluences to which we have referred. True,
there has been during the last few months
a satisfactory movement towards revival ;

but, depending as it does upon the amount
of money available for investment, it is in-

evitable that until easier monetary conditions
prevail the property market must suffer, and
the amount of business done remain at a
figure much below the normal. The natural

sequence of events would be that, after trade,

commerce and industrial undertakings gene-

rally have achieved prosperity ; after money
has been accumulated to an extent which
will permit of the releasing of some consider-

able portion of that which is now locked up
in Government securities ; after money has
been found for the induslri;! expansion which
is looked for ; after these events, and not

till then, would the pro]>erty market resume
its buoyancy of operation, capital values re-

viving "automatically as gilt-edged interest

declines. But to reach tins stage will require

the lapse of considerable time, and meanwhile
the important market with which we are

dealing must remain depressed, with results

detrimental to the nation as well as to the

individual, unless some practical assistance is

forthcoming to meet t^he difficulty, and to

bridge over the interval of the transition

period.

The need being thus proved, the duty now
devolves upon us of showing that the pro-

perty marke'. is worthy of Etch assistance.

In the first place, then, if w( return for a

moment to our definition of the ideal security

—one in which the capital is secure and the

income stable—we shall see that the pheno-

mena disclosed by our inquiries are most im-

portant in estimating the status of the pro-

perty market in comparison witli other form?

of investment. We have, first, a variation

in capital values less than that of the tv-pical

gilt-edged security, notwithstanding the fact

That the propert'y market prices are those

realised under what n^e may call a " forced

sale
"

; and next we find the rental or mcome

exhibiting a steadiness which is remarkable

when it is remembered that the rental which

a prospective tenant is willing to pay for

premises he is taking is that element whicR

is the most susceptible to the influence o'

surrounding conditions.

It is amply proved, therefore, that the

property market is no mere theatre for specu-

lative enterprise, but that it provides a means

of investment of the highest order. Nay.

when it is realised that it carries with it in-

fluences of ixjlitical and economic importance

in that ownership tends towards stabihtv of

thought and action, and that (the purchase

of a°home being frequently the first invest-

ment of savings) it lays the foundation of

thrifty habits, it is, I venture to assert, no

exaiJgeration to say that the property market

is entitled to be considered as the premier

security of the nation. But beyond all this,

excellent as it is. there rises the fact that,

bound up with the well-being of the property

market, is the problem of the " Housing of

the People." Unless the property market is

in good condition hr>uses cannot be built, and

the^people must suffer for want of that prime

necessity of life—a roof to shelter them.

That this is no idle statement is shown by

the actuallv existing state of things. The

shortage of" dwellings of the smaller type is

most serious. From every quarter the cry is

the same, " We need more workmen's dwell-

ings," "None to be had," "A famine in

.sinall houses." These are fair specimens of

the reports received, while the correspondent

from one Midland town states that at least

14.000 are required in that district alone.

Let us look for a moment at the facts.

According to CMr. A. W. Shelton. of the

X.itional Housing and Town Planning Conn-
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cil, .lImjiiI 80 per cent, of all the dwelling-houses
in the couuti-y come within the description

of small dwellings, i.e., of llie annual vahie

of £20 downwards. To keep pace with the

increase of population, the demands of .-iani-

tatioM, and the renewal of worn out buildings

at least 100,000 should be built every year.

The number actually constructed ha.s fallen

far lielow this necessary minimum ; in fact,

the annual numbers have shown a sharp de-

cline, until during the year 1916 the number
of small houses built is stated to havr shrunk
to the miserable total of .wme 10,000. Tho
.shortage at the present time reaches the

formidable total of 500,000, and the cor-

respondent who speaks of there being a

"famine" uses a term which is not a whit
too strong.

Now it is further shown by statistics that
of the total number of small houses built at

least 97^ per cent, have been erected by
private enterprise, the remaining insignificant

fraction representing the entire output of

national and municijial bodies and of public

utility societies. Further, the difficnlties anil

disadvantiiges of the provi.si<in of small
houses by public ibodies is so great that tlie

conviction is forced u(>on us tliat it is still

upon private entci-prise that we must rely

to secure an adequate jirovision for the
necessary accommodation ; but private

moneys cannot be attracted to an unduly de-

pressed market, and if the problem is to be
satisfactorily solved steps must be taken to

relieve the depression by increasing the in-

tlu.x of capital.

Enough has been said, therefore, to show
that the assistance of the jjroperty market is

an object worthy of special etfiurt.

As to the means to be adopted to this end,
two essentials stand out above all others:

—

Money must be forthcoming in the shape of

libeJal loans at moderate rates of interest;

the pro|)erty market must be freed from the
paralysing influence of menacing legislation.

The ' provision of cheap money would
render private entei-prise a reasonably profit-

able undertaking and tend to induce capi-

talists to undertake the erection of hou.ses.

It would also stimulate the business of the
property market as a whole, and su.stain it

over the transition period until it« normal
functions are restored in the ordinary course
of commerce
The method by which this cheap money is

to be obtained should ^je our next considera-
tion.

Under normal conditions a consideral)le

|iroportion of the purchases of house property
are assisted by means of loans, and in the
existing circumstances the proportion of deal-

ings requiring -such assistance must of neces-

sity increase, since fewer j)urchasers will be
in a position to pay for the property outright.
The loan is secured upon a mortgage of

the property, and is advanced by a building
.society, bank, or from private funds. In
the two latt«r cases a margin of one-third
is required, building societies 'being content
with .somewhat less, and the interest is fixed
by the current price of money.

In the immediate future, during the tran.si-

tion period, if the market is to be effectively
assi-sted, the jirojiortion of loan to purchase
money.s must be more liberal, and at the
lowest pos.-,ible vatB of interest. Hitherto all

.idvances on dealings in property have been
made solely upon the value of the property,
and even in .omm-rce, where a tradesman
ir;-ks for an advance to enable bini to prose-
cute .oomc •sclmne which to him seems ad-
vantageou.'; the lender- usually a bank re-
c|uii-e8 the deposit of deeds of properties be-
lonning to him or of stocks or shares.
The essential feature of the security thus

demanded is that it should be readily nego-
tiable or convertible into money. I>'or the
purjiose of our present consideration this may
be termed "absolute security." Private
leiKlei'3 probably co»ild not bo expected fo
eulertain any other form of security, but the
remaiiiing sources of borrowed capital, such
as building societies, banks, or even the
State, might well pass beyond this limit : in
ileed, building societies already lend a far
larger proportion than the conventiiuial two-
thirds, securing themselves h\ repayment on
the instalment system, and improving their
position with every payment. That this is

success of building societies throughout the

kingdom. As to the ordinary banks, the
strict lines of British banking are defined by
the Bftnkfrs* Maf/azine as refraining from
making advances where the security is not
fluid or easily realisable, but of a nature likely

to tie up money for a lengthened period so
as to interfere with the promj)! payment of

sums deix)sited with them. Nevertheless,
bankers have been accustomed to relax these
rule.; in favour of customers of known in

tegrity and ability, and, in addition, to make
loans in furtherance of commercial under-
takings considerably beyond the value of the
actual securities lodged with them.

It is now, however, realised that at the
end of the war conditions will be such as tc

make it necessary that such extended loans
shall be the rule, and not the exception. If

they cannot be arranged through the medium
of ordinary banks, an institution will be set

up possessing ample powers adapted to that

end. Such an institution is the proposed
trade bank, which, l)eing free from the re

strictions of ordinary banking, will be in a

position to ifoster commercial undertakings
wherever advances of capital may be U'quiiod.

Such banks have long been known in France
and other European countries, and have mate-
rially contributed to the commercial pro-

sperity of the districts in which they exist.

The feature of such institutions is that, after

due inquiry into the merits of the scheme
for whicJi the advance is required, loans are

arranged not only be,yond the limits of any
absolute security which may be available, but
even in the entire absence thereof. It must
not be concluded, however, that the loan is

made without security. On the contrary, the

security upon which the bank relies is four-

fold—first, the merits of the particular

scheme ; next, a certain amount of contrc^

in the prosecution of the cvbject ; then the

goodwill of the Inisiness and the financial

standing of the borrower ; and, lastly, his

character and ability. These constitute what
may be called " latent security," as distin-

guished from the " absolute security " above
referred to.

Land banks also make advances to agricul-

turists u]K)ii similar lines, the essential )>oint

in every case being the oxijtence of this

" latent security."

If, then, we can show anything in the pro-

perty market analogous to " latent security,"

or any alternative which will equally secure

payment of interest and return of the Ixir-

rowed capital, we shall have established the

appropriateness of extending to the yn-operty

market the facilities which commerce will

derive from the operation of the trade bank.

To make such assistance of general value, it

will 1)6 necessary to let it be known that all

legitimate purchasers of property may hojie

tu derive therefrom more liberal financial

assistance than has hitherto been obtainable

from tlie ordinary sources, while the inquiry

which would precede the granting of such

assistance would secure the exclusion of nn-

desiriibly .speculative schemes.

It should he observed that the assistance

required 'by the jiroperly market is not in the

shape of loans without absolute security, but

only .somewhat beyond the ortliodo.x two-

thirds proportion, and I claim that this addi-

tional accommodation can be adequately

secured.

In the first pla;e, in the case nf biisiness

premises purchased lor occupation, the bor

lower can produce the same form of " latent

.-iCc T-ity
" which is present in conimerciai

undertakings—namely, the goodwill of his

business, and his character, ability, and finan-

cial st.iuding. Private bouses ] urchased for

occipation offer a similar security, but with-

out the. business goodwill.

In the case of pure inv.?stnient—and tlii-

class 'Would include the all-important section

con -erne 1 with houso production—the " latent

security " is absent in the form in which we
have defined it. There is, however, an effec-

tilve substitute .iv.iilable, the key to which is

to be found in the methods of buildin,".

societies, viz,, the regular and tvstematic re-

payment of interest and capital.

The building society system is not of itself

-ufficient to meet the difficulty, for the reason
that building societies are local P.nd limited in

their action, and that they do not possess the
a sound metliod is sliowii by the extent And coordination necessary to'provide a consistent

relieving action throughout the land such as
would be necessary for our purpose. Further,
they hold othei people's money, and must
make a profit. They themselves borrow from
banks, and are affected by varying rates of

interest. AVhal is wanted is a lending organ-
isation operating throughout the land, and
able to lend money at the lowest possible rate

of interest consistent with tlie avoidance of

loss. To do this would require a special
organisation, and possible direct assistance
from the State.

Under existing conditions, when a man
borrows money to complete a purchase he
takes the whole of the income, pays interest

on the loan, and retains the rest as an annual
profit Oil his investment. My suggestion is

that this process should be reversed ; that
where the lending association advances a

larger proportion than is customary it should
receive the whole of the income, pay the
borrowing owner interest oa tho capital left

by bim, and retain the balance towards the
reduction of the loan. By this means the
lending association would recoup itself gradu-
ally until the loan became small enough to be
tiansferied to a private lender by way ol an
ordinary mortgage. For example, take a case
of normal times.

-Assmie that a buyer purchased property
for £3,000. bringing in a rental of £150 per
annum, and borrowed £2,000 at 4 per cent.
The statement of affairs would be as under :

—

£
Rental income 150
Interest on loan 80

Profit income retained by the i^orrower ... £70

Now if the lending association were to

advince 30 per cent, oi the whole, or £2,400,
and to receive the income, the statement
would be as under :

—

£
Rental income :.. 150
Interest paid to borrower on bis capital.

£600 at 4 per cent 24

Interest on loan of £2.400. at 4 per cent.. 96

Profit rental, applicable as a sinking fund
to reduce the loan £30

This repayment would reduce the interest
payable and leave a larger amount available
every ye,Tr for the reduction of the loan, witli

the result, in this particular instance, that in

eleven years' tini- the loan would be auto-
malicaliy reduced to £2,000. or the usual two-
thirds pr.npcrtion, when it could be readily
transferre.l to a private lender.

In the example shown normal rates of in-

terest have been employed. Under existing
ciriumstances the rates of interest, lK>th of in-

come and of loan would Jie ereiter. This,
however, would not invalidate the principle
indicated ; indeed, the proportion repayable
would probably be higher under existing con-
ditions than that shown in the example set

ont above
No allowance is made for expense of man-

agement as the example given is one where
the property is let on leiwiring lease, and in-

volves only the quarterly collection of the
rent, lender other circumstances the profit

rental would naturally Ih> higher, leavhig room
for a charge for iinuagement.

The advantages of the method suggested
are :

—

It would meet the difficulty of money
.shortage: it would free the loan capital

within a period iiiuch shorter than would be
the case under the building society or instal-

ment method : it would cultivate the highly
important habit of thrift by making possible

once more the purcha.se of a home ; it would
stimulate Ihe building of houses by private
enterprise and. in so doing, it would go far

towards solving the 'burning qupstinn of the
people's housing, rescuing this most important
of post war problems from the doubtful and
daugei-ous solution which is held tu lie in the
provision of housing by the municipality o.-

by the .State ; finally, by its automatic action

ill securing regular payment of interest and
replacement of capital, it would qualify the
transactions of the property market for par-

ticipation ill. the assistance of the trade bank
or other similar institution.

(Coii^'»i«<'f/ nil jiaiie 370.)
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GATEWAY, MANIACES CASTLE, SYRACUSE, SICILY.

From a Pen and Ink Drawing by Mr. F. Hamilton Jackson, R.B.A.
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CHURCH OF ST. MARY AND ALL
SAINTS, POTTERS BAR, MIDDLESEX.
Potters Bar is an ecclesiastical parish cut

oft in 1833 from South Mymms, and a con-

crete temporary church in the Italian style

was in due course erected, but for i| long
time, with the growth of the district, it

had b€en obvious that a new rhurch mu.st

be provided. This has now been accom-
plished, and the architect, Mr. J. S. Alder,

E.U.I.B.A., of Arundel Street, Strand, has
adopted an early type of fourteenth century
architecture, carried out in lofty ijnd wide
proportions. The .stone used came from
Weddon and Stamford. The black and white

marble of the chancel and sanctuary was
brought over from Namur just before the

outbreak of the war. A small wooden altar,

about 300 years old, has been placed in the

little chapel of All Saints, under the organ
loft. Next to the church a parish hall has

been built. The photograph reproduced is a

very fine one by Mr. Richard Aloreland, who
is not a professional photographer.

THE NEW SORBONNE, PARIS, COUR
D'HONNEUR, EAST ELEVATION.
The plans, principal elevation, and some

interior views of this great university build-

ing, of which M. Henri Paul Nenot, the

R.I.B.A. Royal Gold Medallist, is the archi-

tect, will be found in our issue of March 7

last, with some account of the Sorbonne and
some particulars of the life and works of

this famous French architect, whose portrait

appeared in the same issue. Other buildings

chosen as typical of il. Nenot's style of

work were given on March 21, viz., the

Hotel Meurice Grand Hall and the

Banque Dreyfus. Paris, and in the issue

of April 4 we gave photographs of the

Nationale Banque and the Hotel de la Cie.

Genl. Transatlantique, Rue Auber, also in

Paris. We now supplement our illustra-

tions of the new Sorbonne by one of the

east front of the C'our d'Honneur.

GATEWAY 01 THE MANIACES
CASTLE, SYRACUSE, SICILY.

This illustration shows the gateway which
was put up in 1038 by the Byzantine General

George Maniaces to commemorate the defeat

of the Saracens, and is a fine early example of

a richly ornamented pointed gateway. The
brackets are those on which the antique bronze

rams stood which bleated in a high wind,
one of which still exi.sts in the Museum at

Palermo, a splendid piece of metal work.
There were two of them here until the revolu-

tioii of 1848, when one was destroyed. The
Castle contains a large subterranean bath or

cistern, known as the Bath of the Queen, and
some of the original work remains, though
the decorative sculpture has been removed.
There are several of these subterranean baths
or cisterns in Syracuse, to which one descends
by forty or fifty steps, one of which, that

beneath the Norman church of S. Nicolo, is

said to be the only one in exi.stence due to

the Greeks. It is sustained by fourteen thick

jjiers. In the Castle there are also remains
of the church and the refectory. The former
has a beautiful Arabo-Norman doorway of

black and white marble, and the latter a fine

chimney-piece and one column with a good
capital. This drawing was shown at the
Royal Academy Winter Exliihition of Graphic
Art by Mr. Hamilton Jackson, who made the
sketch for his admirable " (Juide to Sicily."
which was published by Messrs. Methuen and
Co.. and we are indebted to them for the
permission to use this subject.

CHIMNEY PIECE, ROYAL EXCHANGE,
EDINBURGH.

This sheet of measured pencil details so

feelingly drawn is the work of Mr. Stewart
Sim, of Edinburgh. It shows some exceed-
ingly good carving in full relief. The fire-

place really has an enriched superstructure
or over-mantel painted with the city arms,
but this mural part is omitted here because
the work is of inferior quality, and, no
doubt, of much later date, also quite out of
' haracter with this refined fire-place. The
premises to which it belongs was formerly

kTiown as "John's Coffee Hou.se,"' and this

older building has long been incorporated

in the Royal Exchange, which building was
finished in 1761. The following extract from
Grant's " Old and N«w Edinburgh " is in-

teresting as an account of the old oi'der of

things obtaining in the city in those days.

"The first coffee house opened in Edni-
burgh was -lohn Row's, in Robertson's Land,
a tall tenement near the Parliament House.
This w.as in 1663. It was shut up in 1677
in consequence of a brawl reported to the

Privy Council by the town major, who had
authority to see to such matters. The north-

east corner of the Parliament Close was
occupied by .lohn's Coffee House. It was
the resort of judges and lawyers of the

eighteenth century for consultation and for

their 'meridian' or twelve o'clock dram;
for in those days every citizen had his pecu-

liar ' howff ' or place of resort by day or

night, where merchants, traders, and men
of every station met for consultation or good
fellowship, and to hear items of news that

came by the mail or stage from distant

parts." The design of this chimney-piece

is as a whole very much on the typical lines

of the time, but the inconsequential combi-

nation of casual scroll work interspersed

with the almost naturalesque rendering of

the vine, shown by the middle panel, is quite

uncommon in detail. The upper drawing on
the illustration shows about three-fourths of

this spirited piece of carving.

>—•••—<
THE ARCHITECTS' BENEVOLENT

SOCIETY.
The sixty-seventh annual genera! meetin;;

of the Architects' Benevolent Society w;is

held in the rooms of the Royal Institute of

British Architects on Thursday, April 12.

1917. Mr. Ernest Newton, the President of

the Society, occupied the chair, and was sup-

ported by niimerou.= members, including Sir

.lohn J. Burnet, Henry Lo\'eqrove, Major
E. C. P. Monson, Geo. Scameil, W. Henr-.

White, Arthur J. Style. C. H. Brodie, C. H.
Lohr. W. Hilton Nash, RefinaW S*. A.
Roumieu. Percivall Currey.
The Hon. Secretary (Mr. Percivall Currey)

read the annual report, and the Chairmar.
iii moving its adoption, .said tha, in connec
tion with the general funds of the Socie.v.

it was satisfactory to note that, not'- 'h

standing the stress of present times, there

was practically no falling off in subscription-

as compared with the previous year, while

o\er £300 was received in donations. It ha<
been the aim of the Council for many years

to extend the list of sufoscribers. The result

was, perha]js, scarcely a matter for con-

gratulation—certainly they could do with
more general support ; but the sustained

loyalty of the general body of subscribers
was a matter for congratulation. If they
had not been, a^ble to add many names to the
list of ."subscribers, they had, at any rate, the
satisfaction of knowing that very few names
have been withdra-wn. We all knew how
severely architect! had suffered in conse-

quence of the war ; we also knew that there
v\ere many architects whose practices had
rarely been so protable. He should like to

make -i very special appeal to these latter

gentlemen, either on behalf of this Society

or on behalf of the Architects' War Com-
mittee whose fund- it administer.-..

Sir .lohn Burnet moved the eltction of Mr.
Ernest Newton as President for the coming
vear, which was carried unanimously. Mr.
Reginald St. A. Roumieu was elected Vice
President, and the Council as follows.

—

Messrs. Walter L. Spiers. Percy B. Tubbs.
W. Henry White. Sir John J. Burnet.
William Woodwird. Arthur Ashbridge. A.
Saxon Snell. Lewis Sol-iiaon, J. T. Crackel t.

I'elix Clay. Edwici T. Hall, William GrelHer,

Henry Lovegrove. ind Edwin J, Sadgrove
(represent;iti>'es of the Society <-.! Architects.

A cordial vote of thanks to Mr. W, Hilttm

Nash, the retiring Hon. Treasurer, and his

re-election for the ensuing year of office, was
moved bv Mr. Osborn C. Hills and secondeii

by Mr. Reginald St. A. Roumieu. Mr. Nash,
in replying, regretted the Society were not

more generally sui^jiorted by members of the

profession who were in a position to do so.

A sim.ilar vote of thanks was moved to Mr.
Percivall Cuncy. tht Hon, Secretary, by Mr.

Henry Lovegrove which was srfcoiided by
Major E. C. P. Monson. Mr. Currey, in

replying, thanked the meeting fo:.- their kind-
ness, and referred especially to '.he serWces
o'' the Assistant Secretary.

Mr. Reginald St. A. Koumieu proposed i

cordial vote of flanks to Mr. Ernest Newton
for presiding In replying, Mr. Wewto i said

that it always gave him great pleasure to be
present at the Council meetings, as the work
of the Society was always carritd out har
nniiously, .and th', idea of being helpful to

less fortunate brother architects was always
kept in view.
The 'Report stated that the Council had

continued to administer the funds entrusted
to their charge by the Government Committee
on the Prevention and Relief of Distress by
means of the civic surveys, as well as thof<-

collected by the Architects' War Committee.
In the former case the sum of £6,500 ha*
been received from the National Relief Fun«
for the payment of salaries of the workers in

the three areas of the surveys, viz., Greater
London, South Lancashire, and South York
shire. The funds which have been adminis-
tered on behalf of the Architects' War Com-
mittee, to which contributicms have been re-

ceived from time to time from the National
Relief Fund, have been disbursed either in

the payment of employment in connection
with schemes promoted by the Professional

Employment Committee or in .special grants

in cases in which this form of assistance was-

considered to be the more helpful. "The sum
of £2,071 9s. lOd. has been distributed in this

way. The Joan fund of the Architects' War
Committee, although small, has also helped to

relieve a few members of the profession from
financial difficulties caused by the war.

The general work of the society has mean
while proceeded as usual. The sum of £798
10s. has been paid in grants and £251 to

pensioners, thus making a total of £1.049 10s.

The subscriptions received amount to

£631 12s., as compared with £636 19s. received

in the previous year, while £313 7s. has been
received in donations. Among the principal

donors mav be mentioned Sir R. Rowand
Anderson. "£100; Mr. J. T. Cackett. £50.
Mr. Archibald M. Dunn, £20 10s. ; Mr.
Arthur Ashbridge, £10 10s. ; Mr. Benjamin
Ingelow, £10 10s. ; the Tylers and Brick-

layers' Companv, £10 10s. ; Miss E. Af.

Charles, £10 10s. ; Mr. A. N. Prentice, £10

:

Mt. a. E. Habershorn. £10; Sir Ernest

George. £7 7s. ; Mr. Walter L. Spiers.

£5 5s. : Mr. .Lewis Solomon, £5 5s. ; Mr.

Arthur B. Plummer. £5 5s. : Mr. Henry Bes-

wick, £5; and various smaller amounts. Sir

A. Brumwell Thomas has increased his annual

subscription to £5 5s.

The donations received during the yeai.

together with the balance carried over from

the capital account, enabled the society to

invest £800 in the War Loan.

The increase in the expenses of the society

is due to the extra cost of printing and legal

charges incurred in connection with the late

Mr. G. Bertram Bulmer's will, by which th--

society is residuary legatee for £2.400.

^^•••.-<
The Uxbridge R.D.C. have ipassed plan.-,

submitted by Bell's United Asbestos .Co., for

three flights of sitairs. a largo canteen, and
two blocks of cubicles.

Mr. A. F. Whinney. senior partner of Messrs.

Whinney, Smith, and Whinney, of London, has

been appointed Adviser upon Costs of Produc-

tion to the Admiralty, and he will be in direct

charge of a costing department attached to the

Department of the Director of Navy Contract*.

The death occurred at Brighton last Friday

of Sir John Howard in his eighty -seventli year.

His long and distinguished career as a con-

structor of watcrw-orks and railways is familiar

to all. He n-as a director of the North British

Railway Company and also of the South-

Western Suburban Water Company. Sir John
completed the building of the Brighton Palace

Pier at his own expense. ,

Second Lieutenant WiUiam Scott Crawford.

London Regiment, who was killed in action on

Monday week, was the youngest son of Mrs.

Crawford, of Holmedeue Avenue, Heme Hill.

S.E.. and w-as twenty-nine years of age. A
practical ent.'inecr and journalist, he joined the

financial staff of The Tirtics on January 1. 1914.

He received his commission in January of tins

year, and had been eight weeks only .it the

front before he was killed.
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THE EFFECT OF VV.AE CONDITIONS
UPON THE PROPERTY MARKET

(URBAN).

{Continued from page 3o6.)

But there is another thing which is quite as

important to the welfare of the property
market as is the proposed financial a.ssist-

ance, and that is the freeing of it from
the fetters of hampering and paralysing

legislation. I allude to the malign influence

of the Finance Act, 190910. This enact-

ment set out to impose taxation on various

interests in land. It imposed three forms
of ta.x—increment duty, by which it was in-

tended to secuit for the community a pro-

jjortion of increment in value on the a.isump-

tion that such increment was due princi-

jially to the action of the community; un-

developed land duty, which was aimed at

tliosc who withheld from development land

which might be developed with |n'ofit to llie

community; and reversion duty, which jim-

vided that when, at the termination of a

lease, the property came into the hands of

tlie freeholder, he should pay a substantial

proportion of the inci-oased value to tlie

Government. This tax, as applied by tlie

Inland Revenue Department, is apparently

ba.<ed on what many of us regard as an
unfounded assmnption that the freeholder

then comes into something in the nature of

a bonus, or of some inoi-oment for which
no consideration has been given by liini.

It is not proposed, however, to discuss the

appropriateness or otherwise of this taxation,

but rather to point out its effect on tlie pro

perty market Of course, any taxation must
reduce the capital value of the object taxed.

but so long as the incidence of the ta.N is

clearly defined, and its extent is capable of

being estimated with accuracy, the loss in

value can be readily calculated at so Tuany

years' purchase of the tax, and after the

first loss has been digested, the operations

of the market should not suffer in conse-

quence thereof. But in the case of the

Finance Act, 1909-10, there are features pre-

sent the effect of which goes much farther

than the a<:tual loss due to the taxation itself.

In the first place the Janguage of the .Act is

so ambiguous and confused that the bare
meaning thereof has taxed the analytical

powers of our most eminent judges. Then
the circumstances under which it was passed,

and the speeches of many of its adherents,
supported the view that it was only the

beginning of a campaign against land, and
th.-it it constituted a menace against that

subtle but all important quality in an invest-

ment-its credit. By lessening the confi-

dence of investors in its safety the Act has
injured the property market as nothing else

could have done. It is the ajjprehension
of trouble (undefined and difficult to esti-

mate) which is chiefly responsible for the
pre-war reduction in the capital value of land
and houses, and it is an aggravation of the
charge that this condition of things has
been brought about without any correspond-
ing advantage to the State. Oi-dinarily, the
depreciation consequent on the imposition of
a tax is counterbal. need by the binefit de-
rived by the country from the taxes col-

lected, just in proportion as the amount of
the tax received exceeds the cost of collec-

tion. As, however, in this case the amount
collected falls far short of the cost of collec
tion, the Act derives no justification under
this hending.

The combination of the uncertainty above
referred to, and of the imposition" <if the
aclual tax, has, in addition to the above-
named general effect, had the specific result
of pamlysiog private enterprise in the pro-
duction of houses for the accommodation
of the working classes. The enormous pro-
portion which this class of house bears to
the general total of dwelling houses, ,and the
unparalleled shortage of such accommodation
shows how serious has been the effect of
this enactment, and justifies the statement
that the Act has in this respect been injuri-
ous to the country, while it has entirely
missed its mark as a means of revenue
production.

It has been suggested that amendment of
41, „ k-Mowledged defects of the .-Vet would

meet the case; tout in view of the pressing

emergency of war conditions, when it is

essential that nothing should be done to

hinder, but that everythuig possible should
be done to foster the credit |of the country,

it is urged that repeal is the proper course.

Nothing short of that would remove the

feeling of insecurity, which is the chief ele-

ment of the evil which has been wrought,
and there, upon national as well as economic
grounds. Part I. of the Finance Act of 1909-

10 should be repealed, not as an undue favour

to holders of landed property, but as a
measure of necessity directed towards the

conservation of the national resources.

It is obvious that in good husbandry the

ground must be cleared before the crop can

be cultivated, and, i/lievefore, in summaris-
ing the conclusi,ons of tliis paper, the sugges-

tions are placed in the following order :

—

First, let the dead hand of harmful legis-

lation be removed, and next, let provision

Ijc made for liberal tinaucial assistance to all

sections of the property market. I venture

to predict that if sucli assistance be forth

coming there need he no long transition

]>eriod of depression, but tliat this enor-

mous market may, with a I'ttle help of a

most reasonable and legitimate nature, be

spee<lily restored to the pro.>-perous condition

wliicli its excellence merits.

No excuse is necessary for the stress which
is laid upon the importance of the problem
of the property market, for that is self-evi

dent, and I trust that not onlv has it.s

urgency been demonstrated, but also that it

is capable of solution and worthy of the best

efforts which the nation's advisers can bring

to bear upon the subject.

The iiKpiiry which elicited the facts upon
which this paper is based has brought to

hght many other points worthy of attention,

which, although not directly related to the

property market, have yet a bearing thereon,

in that" they affect the general well being of

the people, and so reflect upon that depart

ment of natui-al industry which provides

them -with their dwelling-places and business

houses.

.\s an example, the impossibility of foreign

travel has filled many of the holiday and
health resorts in our own land, bringing

something Hke a revelation to many w'ho had
apparently been under the impression that to

enjoy beauty of sceueiy and healthful recrea-

tion" it was necessary to go abroad. The
same cause filled the Britisli spas and water-

ing places. British and foreign visitors alike

discovered that both the waters and the

treatnicut were of the highest merit, and

that the "cure" could be found there as

readily as at any Continental ''kurhaus."

The fetish of the German spa being tlius

broken, the future prosperity of our native

spas remains in the hands of those who are

responsible for their conduct, and who have

it within their power, by wise management,
to secure a constant stream of visitors drawn
alike from our home population and from

abroad.
The quick and effective response evoked by

the stern call of necessity in the production

of many materials which we had loosely

allowed to slip from our grasp into that of

the foreigner—the i-cvelation of the immcn.'.e

and almost unsuspected power of manufac-
turing any given article—and the produc

tion of commodities wliich had never pre-

viously bc>en made in any quantity in this

country, .should secure to our people new ami
important fields of commerce, if wise pre-

cautions are taken to avjid the sterilising of

the.se founts of industry.

Wc have learned the unwisdom of leaving

home production to the ungoverncd principle

of supply and demand and of regarding pur-

chase in the cheapest market as the essence

of a nation's economic welfare. This course

of actipn in the past has placed Britain in

a position of serious disadvantage in this

time of war. Let us in future produce under
the pressure of p^itriotism those things wliich

we have produced under the pressure of war
conditions, and make it certain that never
again shall Britain be found in her extremity
dependent upon a foieign and po.-isible hostile

Power for things essential not only to lier

welfare, but to her very existence. The
.lessons of adversity are priceless, and if

under the stress of common danger, in which
capital and labour have joined Tiaiids in the
trenches, there should grow up a better

understanding born of mutual knowledge : if

in the arrangement of our national affairs

political economy should be associated with
patriotic economy : if the life of the nalijii

should be lifted to the plane of the ideals for

which it is striving, then the benefits which
are gathered from the smoking ashes of the
battlefield would outweigh even the heavy
price which has been exacted by this war of

the worlds.

PaOFESSIONAI, AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

The LivEBrooL ARCHiTECTruAL SotiETX.—
The amiual general meeting will be held on
Monday, April 30, 1917, at 2 o'clock p.m., at

the .Society's Rooms, 13, HaiTington Street,

Liverpool, to receive and consider the Annual
Rejxirt and to elect OflScers and Councii for

tlie ensuing year. In view of the war condi-

tions the council has not nominated any addi-

tional members for election on the

council. They recommend the re-election

of the existing council and officers. ITie

present membership of the Society con-

sists of 59 Fellows and 41 Associate.*,

a total of 100. There are also 3 Hon.
Fellows, 9 Hon. Associates, and 5

.Students. Since the last Ajinual Meeting tlie

council has held ten meetings, the avereage
attendance being eigilit. The E.xhibition,

wliich was held at Liberty Buildings in

October last, was enlarged by the addition

of exhibits by the members of the Society,

the School of Architecture and by various

craftsmen. Further communications have
passed witli the R.I.B.A. respecting the

suggestion that the Society through its Town
Plaiuiing Committee should attend enquiries

and actively take up Uie matter of town
planning schemes with the local authoritie.-

concerned. The Council holds a somewhat
different view and does not approve of strictly

profe.ssional services involving a large amount
of time and thought being voluntarily offered

on public work. The Council again urged tin-

Institute to impress upon the Local Govern
ment Board, that an architect should be pro

fessionally employed on the eai'ly stages of all

town planning schemes .more especiculy thosi-

submitted by the smaller Urban authorities

A report of the work of the Architects' Wai
Committee of the Royal Institute of British

Architects gave rise to severe criticisms, and

strong expressions of opinion from this and

other provincial Societies were laid before th.

Council of the Institute. It was felt that tli'-

policy of the Institute had resulted in a com
plete absence of any appreciation by the

Government Authorities of the services which

Architects bv their special tiaining wen'

qualified to offer to the StaU-. Om the 21si

February last a specially xepresontative de

putation" consisting of members of the

R.I.B..\. and of the Allied Societies waited

upon Mr. Neville Chamberlain, Director of

National Service, with a view of offering the

services of the profession in connection with

his scheme of Civilian National Service. The
presdent attended the deputation on behalf

of tlie Society. An Advisory Council has

since been formed, consisting of members of

the Institute and of the provincial societies

to give what assi.stance it can in forw.ardnt;

the work of Civilian National Service. The
president has been elected a member of the

Architects' War Committee, the Advisory

Council and the Architect-s" Professional Em
plovment Committee. he Income and F.\

|>eii"diture account and the Balance sheet

show satisfactory suri>luses.

NoRTHER.V .-VrCUITECTI'R.II. AsSOCVATION.—

The report of the council for the fifty-eighth

session states that the membership is now

192. against 176 at the end of 1915. No elec

tions have taken place during the session,

and the decline in membership is due to the

fact that fimr members, four associates, and

two students "Tiave died, two members have

resigned, and two members and two associate?

have been removed from the roll of niembei.-

through the operation of Rule 19. The council

regret to record the deaths of (Mr. J \\

Dyson, who died on October 24, 1916; Mr
Edward Cratney. who died on December 1.

1916 ; (Mr. Archibald M. Dunn, ^vho died on
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Jiiiiuary 17, 1917 : Mr. H. O. Badeuoch, v.hv

died on February 15, 1917; CSIr. C. \V. Bell,

who died on November 30, 1916 ; L\Ir. H. D.
Hodgkinson, who died on January 5. 1916

;

and Mr. T. Scott, who died on March 6,

1917. The council also regret to record that

the following members have been killed on
active service during the past session :

—

Capt. J. B. Cubev, killed on July 1. 1916;
Capt. P. G. Graha"m, killed on .July 1, 1916:
and Mr. Irving Henderson, killed on July 1,

1916. The council have offered their con-

gratulations to Major J. W. Douglas, R.E.
member, on his receiving the Distinguished
Service Order and the Serbian Order of the

White Eagle, t« Staff Capt. D. Hill on his

promotion to the rank of Brigade Major, and
to Capt. :R. iMauchlen and Lieut. W. N. J.

IMijscrop on their receiving the Military Cross.

The council have expressed their sympathy
with Messrs. F. N. Weightman, S. Wilson,
\X. J. Smith and A. W. Wilkinson, who have
been wounded—sixty-eight members on Ser-
vice, five of whom have been killed. Owing
to the war and the absence of so many mem-
bers, no outdoor meetings were held, and the
usual lectures at winter meetings were aban-
doned. Acting on the recommendations of

the Finance Committee, the council has pur-

chased £500 w'orth of 5 per cent. War Loan
stock, with Glover bequest money. £550
worth of which was from capital previously
on deposit at the bank, and £150 worth from
income derived from investments. The
council are offering no prizes to students
during the ensiiing session. The Students'
Sketching Club ai.d Classes Club are in abey-
ance at the present time.

liiSCrAL INTEI.I.I(3rENC£.
LuxuKiou.'i Decoh.\iions i-v War Time.—

Before the Cherfcsey Bench on Monday tlie

Director of Public Prosecutions summoned
Messrs. Harrison, builders, Englefield Green,
Surrey, and Howell J. Williams, Ltd., builders,
Bermondsey, Lonclt.)U. for ciirryinfj on building
and conetructioual work at Bishopsgate House,
Englefield Green, -without having a licence
from the Ministry of ^Munitions, contrary to
Regulation 18 of the Defence of the Realm Act.
Gerard Jurgens, King's House. King Street.
London, Dutch margarine merchant, owner of
Bishopsgate House, was summoned for aiding
and abetting. Mr. H. T. Roome, for the
Ministry of Munitions, suicl that an inspector
who was sent down on January 8 last found that
work of a costly description was being carried
on at the house, which Mr. Jurgens had pur-
chased for £17,500. It was being decorated
in luxurious style when labour was urgently
required for the erection of munition works.
The value of the work done was estimated by
an inspector of tlie Ministry at £1,400. Mr.
Crawford, for Messrs. Harrison and Mr.
Jurgens, sai<l the former thougiit the regula-
tions applied to constructional works only, and
Mr Jurgens had no knowledge that such a
large amount of work was being done. ISIr.

Cecil Whiteley. for Messrs. Williams, said they
had refused private work valued at hundreds
of thousands of pounds, and simply carried out
a little finer work at Mr. Jurgens's reqjiest to
the e.itent of £350. Jurgens was fined £50.
Messrs. Harrison £30. and Messrs. Wil-
liams £20.

>-'W*9-<

WiNDEKMERE.—At the Easter vestry meet-
ing of the parish church it was stated tliat Sir
William Forwood had offered to build and
furnish a war- memoi-ial chapel and a clergy
vestry at a cost of £2,500. Two memorial
windows of stained glass, to cost £100 each,
have been promised for this chapel by
parishioners. The sum of £960 has been
promised towards the cost of a new organ to

be erected in the present clergy vestry, and
£100 for a carved oak case for the organ.

The chapel will be furnished with a holy
table, reredos, prayer desk and lectern, and
be seated with oak seats. Tlie plans are in

the hands of the chancellor of the diocese.

The " Wilson Premium " for the btst paper
read before the Crystal Palace Engineering
Society during the past session has been
awarded to Mr. E. G. Wilson for a paper on
"'Piaetioa! Ro;i(hvnrk in thr United K-.n-doni."

OBITUARY.

We regret to record the death of the late

Mi-. John Little, tlie late hon. secretary of the

Royal Victorian Institute of Architects. He
was the son of Thomas Little, builder, of Man-
chester, England, was born in 1856 in Man-
chester, and educated at the Grammar School
in that city. He arrived in Melbourne Sep-
tember, 1882, and entered the office of

Grainger and D'Ebro. He later commenced
practice alone, and afterwards took into part-

nership Hillson Beasley, now practising in

Perth, W.A. At a later date his firm became
Grainger, Kennedy and Little, and after a

further period—in which he again practised

alone—^Graingei- and Little, and at the

time of his death the style of bis firm was
Grainger, Little and Barlow. For some years,

while continuing his private practice, be was
instructor in architecture at the Working
Men's College. He became an Associate of

the Institute in 1892, Fellow in 1900, honorary
assistant secretary in 1896, and honorary
secretary in 1900. During his twenty years'

institute work, he only missed three meetings,

excei)t in the period of his absence abroad,

and five meetings from which illness pre-

vented his attendance. In partnership, he
was associated with a nimiber of important
city buildings designed by his firm, including

the Melbourne Savings Bank, Elizabeth

Street; the last Town Hall additions,

Swanstoii Street ; Elizabeth House, Elizabeth

Street ; the Swinburne Technical College (in

conjunction with Campbell and Kernot)

;

Cliveden Mansions alterations, and a large

number of residences and other buildings.

His loss will be severely felt both in his work
as honorary secretary and also as editor of

the 1?.V.I.A. Jourmd.

Lieut. Walter Anderson Porkess, of the

Royal Flying Corps, who was killed in action

whilst flying on February- 10, wa.s the

youngest son of Mr. U. Porkess, builder, of

Grimsby. He was on the staff of Messrs.

Heal and Son, London, when he enlisted

aion after the outbreak of war. After six

months in itihe Royal Bucks Hussars he was
transferred to the Imis of Court O.T.C., and

later obtained a cormnission in the Sherw'ood

Rangers Yeomanry, from which regiment he

was attached to the Royal Flying Corps. A
letter from Lieut. Walter James says :

—

" Y'oua- son was quite one of tJie keenest and

most efficient pilots we had in the squadron.

He had done a great deal of flying during

the last tliree weeks and was always most re-

liable and sound in his work. Y'esterday

afternoon he was doing some special observa-

tion work with his observer, Lieut. Roberts,

when by a singular piece of ill-fortune his

maoliine' received a direct hit from an anti

aircraft shell, which is a very rare occurrence

They fell from a height of 8,000 feet, but it

is verv probable that they were both killed

instantly bv the explosion. As I have said,

we all niiss' him verv much, both on account

of Iris work and also his good compamon-

ship,"

We regret to learn of the death of Captain

Leonard-Neville Rogers, F.S.I. , F.A.I., who

was killed in France on April 11 at the age

of 38. He was the fourth son of Mrs. Rogers

and the late Mr. W. Bennett Rogers, J.P.,

of Danehurst, Westgate-on-Sea. He became

a partner in the firm of Messrs. Rogers,

Chapman and Thomas on January 1, 1906,

and joined the Officers' Training Corps

shortly after the outbreak of war, and ob-

tained a commission with the 18th Xortbum-
berland Fusiliers, to which regiment his

younger brother. Captain Vivian Rogers

(also a partner in the firm), was already

attached. He made himself worthy in every

way to uphold the glorious traditions of the

"Fighting Fifth," and his colonel writes :

—

" I am so sorry to hear of Leonard's death.

It is a great blow to me. He was quite one

of the best of my company commanders, so

reliable, so safe. He took over D Company,
which needed pulling together, and he soon

had it in tip-top order. He will be hard to

replace." The Major wrote to his Colonel

(who is temporarily invalided in England) :

" He was killed by shell fire as he was re-

turning to billets" after nearly 40 hours'

work."

(©nr (iffia fable.

A sipecial meeting of the Electric Supply
Committee of the Birmingham City Council
was held lasl week, under the presidency of
Alderman Jephcott, to consider a report of

Air. C. P. Sparkes (president of the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers} on the suit-

ability or otherwise of the NeoheUs site for a

permanent generating station. In his report
Mr. Simrkes dealt exhaustively with the site

in relation to coal, water,' configuration, and
other matters. He advised the committee
that it was suitable for the purix)ses men-
tioned, and expressed a favourable opinion of
the design of the engineer (Mr. R. A. Chat-
tock), having regard to the time when it was
dra\vii up and the progress of electrical

ecience. All things considered, he approved
of the design, and recommended that it

should be carried out. The committee, after

a long discussion, accepted the report, and
decided to proceed with the erection of the
permanent station as soon as practicable.

The Royal Institute of Public Health has
arranged a second course of lectures and
discussions on '' Public Health Problems
Under War and After War Conditions," at

the Lecture Hall of the Royal Institute of

Public Health, 37, Russell Square, London,
W.C.I, on Wednesdays in April, May, June,
and July, at 4 p.m. The course is intended
primarily for Fellows and members of the

Royal Institute of Public Health, medical
officers of health, medical practitioners,

sanitarians and others engaged in public

health work and National .Services are

cordially invited to attend.

Mr. Prothero, the President of the Board
of Agriculture, was in the chair last Friday
at a meeting of JIarlburians and friends of

'Marlborough College, at the Surveyors' In-

stitute, Westminster, to consider the form
of a memorial to Old Boys who have fallen

in the war. Mr. Prothero moved that a fund

should be raised to provide a permanent and

visible record at Marlborough of the fallen,

to educate there the sons of ilarlburians' who
had fallen or been incapacitated, and, after

the attainment of these objects, t-o establisli

an endowment fund or promote such other

puii^oses for the benefit of the soho»l as the

committee of the Marlburian Club might re-

commend. He hoped the visible memorial

would not. take a utilitarian fonn, but a form

which would appeal Xo the imagination. He
was therefore strongly inclined to favour the

suggestion that the memorial should con.sist

of "a cloister to the chapel. Jlr. J. R. Taylor,

in seconding the motion, said that the space

wliere memorials and tablets could be put up

in the chapel was practically exhausted. The
erection of a cloister wiould cost at most

£5,000: so that if that form of memorial

were adopted there would be no danger of the

education scheme falling through. The

motion was agreed to unanimiously,

A curious dispute arose at the Norwich

C^onsistory Court on Saturday week concern-

ing a memorial tablet erected in Burston

Church to a fallen soldier by his uncle. The
parents objected strongly to the tablet re-

maining in the church on the ground that

they had not been consulted on the matter :

that they regarded the action, however well-

intentioned, as an invasion of their rights :

and that they purjjosed placing a suitable

memorial taiilet to their soldier son in

Shimpling Church, where, as the mother said,

" My people all lie," Incidentally it trans-

pired that a good deal of the friction was

due to the Burston school strike. The

soldier's uncle is a supporter of the rector's

party, while his parents range themselves on

the side of the strikers, Mr. Chancellor F.

K. North presided over the Court. Mr. W.
J. Joseph appeared on behalf of the uncle,

a Mr. Ford, who is a farmer, of Burston.

The parents of the soldier are Mr. and Mrs.

Garnham, of Burston. After evidence had

been given on both sides, the Chancellor in-

timated that he would deliver his judgment

at the next Court.

In reference to the appeal recently issued

through the Press to architects who sign the

National Service form N.S.V. l,the Architects

k
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War Committee understands that the foinis

tilled in by professional men who make their

status clear under the heading " (e) Occupa-

tion " upon the form, are leferred to a special

branch of tlie Service, with its headquarters

in Ivondon and (branches in the provinces. In

the case of such professional volunteers, unless

they specially state under heading " (k)

that they are willing to do other than profes-

sional work, they will not be liable to take up
manual labour or other service of a non-profes-

.<ional char:icter. vShouW any demand of such

a nature be made in error, the volunteer is at

liberty to require that his form be referred to

tlic nearest Professional Classes Branch office,

where the mist<ake would be rectified.

->-•••—<-

The Maidstone Association of Building and
.Mlioil Trades has apreed with the operatives

in Maidstone for an in(;roase in wages of Id. per

hour all round from Maicli 31, 1917. Rules as

to work, as settled in 1913, have also been
revised.

At Coventry, last week, Arthur Jayes, for-

merly a ma.stei- plasteircr at Wellinfyboroiiph.

was cluirf;od with burglariously entering a

dwellin^^r-hou.s<^ at Hamilton Road. Coventry,

and stealing tyventy £1 Tre-asury notes, clotiiis,

and a. number of other articles, inoludin;; a

£60 war c^ort.ifioate. Prisoner was .sent for

trial at VVarwieksJhir<' Quarter iSi-ssions.

At the liinninfrham County Court, last Fri-

day, before Judge Kuegg, K.C., an application

for discdiarjjc in bankrupt<ry was made by Kd-
ward Woodward, builder and c<intraotor, of

Woo<llands, Rnbery. The .Judge said it seemeil

to be a ease where bankriipt had been unfortu-

nate, negligent rather, but still unfortunate,
and ho granted the application, subject to the
disoharge being suspended for two years.

Messrs. J. Holbrook and Co., builders, 39,

Faster Lane, sued Messrs. Crosse and Son,
solicitors, 7, I,ancaster Place, in the Lord
Mayor's Court, on April 19, for £27 5s.. for

work done. The plaintilTs' case was that the
prices were fair and reasonable.,The defendants
urged that the amount was excessive. A
counter-claim was rai,sed for old material taken
away. The jury found for the plaintilTs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for tJie opinions
of our correspondents. All commuiiications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as tiiere are

many cluimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, etc., should he addressed
to the Editor of the Bt;n,t>iNo News, GIflngham
House, 1, Arundel Street, Stranil, \V.C.2, and not to
nenibers of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwi.se caused. All drawings and other
x>mniunicalions are sent at contributors" risks, and
the Kditor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for. unsought conlrii>utions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor

us much Eood to illustrate buildings wtaicb have been
.some time executed, excejit under fecial circum-
stances.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

UECD.—Rev. J. B. W.—W. A. E.—J. L. H.—
S. W. F. and Co., Ltd.—S. and S.—G. A.—R.
and R.—B. B. and Co.—J. C. and Son—L. B.

and Sons, Ltd.—B. R. C, Ltd.—W. H. S. and
Son—A. C. T.

R. S. O.—Yes.
T. B. and Son.—Tlianks, No.

'I'AfTlclis.—Of no general interest just now.

L. D.—We know nothing of the people named. Fir
the leading firms in that line see our " Direc-

tory " pages.

f^mmm-^
The interior of Urixton parish church is to

be rebuilt at a oost of £2.000.

'I'ho death is announce<i of Mr. Thomas
Hrebner, architect and buiUIer, Fraserburgh.

Ml-. Fred Clayton, of Luddendeiifoot, has
been appointed surveyor to the Purley-in-
Wliarfedule Urban District Council.

Mr. Tom Butterfield. timiber merchant, of

Nares Street. Highfield Lane, Keigliley, has
passed away. He was about sixty-five years
of ago, and was well known in the town and
trade.

A stained glass window is t>eing placed over
the alt;ir in the La<ly Chaiiel .-it St. Mellitus
Church, Hanwefll, in memory of Owen Har-
woo<l, a thirteen-year-old Boy Scout, who lost

hiis life in ti-ying to save two pei-sons from
drowning in the River Brent at Greenford
last Augus^t

BUILDINGS.
May 6.—Repairin'.: the front of ihe Method!-

<'liiirrh. Darling .Street. Knniskilleo.—Hev. Alex.
Harris. The Manse. Brooke Street. Knniskillen.

No date.— Rel)\iilding I'arkeston Villas (three
houses). Cliff Uoad, Dovercourt ; making-up Seit-

field Road, Dovercourt : and varii^us works in

connection witti liouses in Fronks Road and Sea-
field Road, Dovercourt.-H. Steward Watlin,
iF.S..^., -\rchitect and Surveyor, IVivercourt

.

ENGINEERING.
April 30. Itistallat'.Jii oi a Vacuum St«ain*heat

ing System, and Supply and Ert-ction of Power-
house Buildings and Chimney.—For the Canter-
bury University College, Christehurrh, N.Z.--
The Registrar of Canterbury Collete, Christ-
church, N.Z

(May 7.—Supply of Four Van Chassis.—For th.-

.Metrojiolitan Asylums Board.—D. Mann, Clerk.

May 11.—Supply, delivery and ere<tion at their
.Stuart .Street generating Ktation of Coal-oonvei-
ing Plant.—For the Kleetricity Committee.-Mr.
F. E. Hughes, Secretary, Electricity Department,
Town Hall. ManrheBt<T.

June 1.—Storm-water Pumping Plant, Calcatta.—
For the Corporation —The Indian ond Eattern
Bngineer, 60, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

SANITARV.
May 1.—.Siavenging of the Parish of St. Mar-

garefs-atClifte.—J. J. Bettridge. Clerk to the
Parish Council.

May 9.—Supplementary works of sewape disposal
to be carried out at existing outfall works at
Liinpsfleld and Oited.—For the Godstone Rural
District Council.—E. A. Head, Clerk to the
Rural District Council, East Grinstead.

ROADS AND STREETS.
April 30.—Mat«ri.t!- and works for Te-surfacini:

a roadway with a^-phalte macadam.—For the
Battersea Borouch Council.—W. M. Wllkins,
Town Clerk, Town Hall, Battersea.

May 1.—Supply of 2{ in. Tarred Macadam.—For
the Hipperholme I'rban District Council.-
G. W. Thompson, Enuineer and Surveyor, Coun-
cil Offices, Hippi-rholme.

TIMBER.
April 2 9.—Iklivery t<i the Workhoii.se, Ppince-

Kd.ad. Kennint-ton, S.K., of a (juantity of tim-
ber suitabU.' for chopping into firewood.—^For the
Lambeth Board of Guardiaixs.—J. L. Goldsplnk.
Clerk t4> the Giianliaiis. 12^, Brxiok tftrcn.
Kenningtoil Road, S-K.

A SPECIALTY IN COPAL OAK VARNISH

OMNILAC '^'"'^^ ^'''^ ^ '^*'"'^' brilliant, atid

durable surface.

OMNILAC '^ * ''^^' doublc'duty varnish, suitable

for both inside and outside work.

OMNILAC"'^ *" inexpensive, good quality, all-

round varnish.

'k'J'#;| WEST HAM \BBEY. TONIHOM CAX.TON HODsL,
.|V, 'f.yl .STRATFORD. E. 1^%^ 1> 1 .» <^ 1> WUSTM IN STEU . SAv ^
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ITte t-wo words ^ Extraordinary Traffic'"

as Msed in the Highways and Locomotives

Act, 1878, have been worth their heavy

weight in gold to the lawyers. Everj'

'Ccurt has had .a turn at their meaning,

.a-nd a long list of authorities on their

.construction is BtiJi growing longer. But

niiie recent case «f " Abingdon Rural Dis-

ttrict Council v- City of Oxford Electric

Tramways (Ltd.)" is one of general in-

:terest to rateipa-yere and house-owners, as'

it win aflect maaiy other similar localities

nowadays. It all begins with the motor-

ibus, which, by means of its weight, speed,

and modes of running and stopping, is the

.champion in the tearing up of ordinary

iroad surfaces, ev,eB woi-se than contractors'

lorries. The defendant company had, in

1914, put on a good service of motor-buses,

w^hich, when loaded, weighed from 4^ to 5^

tojis each. The roads through which these

ran had been the nice quiet places to which

we were once accustomed. With twenty-

fou-r of these motors running over them

every day they soon got damaged. The

Council had to do excessive heavy repaire,

and BOW claimed £498 from the company

for expenses incurred by them as the result

of their " extraordinarj' traffic." Mr,

Justice Sankey had held that the mero

demands of the district for these buses

could not change this extraordinary into

ordinal-}' traffic, though it might be neces-

sary, and could in time become ordinai-j",

so be gave tlie Council judgment for £350.

On defendants appealing this was con-

hmied by the Lords Justices mainly on the

ground that these motor-buses were quite

different from the horse veliicles. It was

thus not only an additional traffic but it

was also of a new kind ; and so was "extra-

ordinary," especially ha\'ing regard to the

nature of the neighbourhood and of the

roads. It might become ordinary traffic

later on ; and the Court pointed out that

they were only dealing with the one year

before action. So the company has to pay

the Council and all the costs.

The great cities of the United States are

recognising tliat haphazard construction is

economic waste and destruction, and thai

if the city of 1950 is to be immeasurably
a better place in which to live than the

city of 1920, there must be a greater public

regulation and restriction of the use ot

land within its borders. The zoning sys-

tem—more properly designated the dis-

tricting system—applied to city plaaning.

as defined by the Board of Estimate and

Apportionment of New York City, embra:es

" a comprehensive plan for the control , i

building development of private pro-

perty," and restricts the use of such pro-

perty by regulating the use of buildings

erected, by regulating the height of suL'h

buildings, and, further, by regulating the

size of buildings with respect to the area

of lot occupied. The principle has been

applied in recent years in several Ameri-

can States, Its first adoption, however,

in the comprehensive plan of a metro-

politan city was the enactment, on

July 25, 1916, of a districting law affect-

ing the entire metropolitan area of New

Ysrk City, Philadelphia has now

authorised the appointment by the Mayor

of a Zoning Commission, which is actively

at work upon the draft of a law to effect

the carrying out of the district principle

in that city. The power of restriction is

derived from the exercise of police power

of government, which mates for the public

health, safety, convenience, comfort, and

general welfare. It is one of the most

difficult to define and limit and must be

reasonably applied. The question as to

how far a property owner, in the assertion

of his fundamental individual rights as a

free citizen, may use his property as he

pleases to the disadvantage of his neigh-

bour's property, or to the public detri-

ment, is one ripe for determination. Citi-

zenship in a democracy at first resents

restrictions upon individual rights. These

are generally intei-jireted to mean the

doing of what one pleases with his own,

iiTespecti%'e of how such action may affect

the right of others to do as they choose

with their own. Like some of our own
town-planners—at East Birmingham, f ,r

instance, those in America will doubtless

make blunders. These are best avoided

by free discussion—by experts, not by

mere enthusiasts, and by the association

of the landowners and their technical ad-

visers with committees of local authorities

charged with the inception and execution

of schemes. In tTie April issue of the

" Proceedings of the Engineers' Club of

Philadelphia " will be found an excellent

illustrated symposium, contributed to by

four well-informed writers, which wo

regret our present limited space does not

permit us to reproduce. All interested

this side can obtain copies, post free, for

50 cents from the Secretary of the Club at

Philadelphia,

The case of the Britisli Reinforced Con-

ciete Co,, Limited, v. Lind, which came

before Mr, Justice Eve, in the Chancery

Division, on January 17, 18, and 19 last,

should be noted. We cannot spare space

for the report, but it will be found in

extenso in the Illustrated Official Journal

of Patents Supplement of last Wednesday.

The company entrusted, through a chief

engineer in charge of the drawing office,

Lind, a draughtsman or assistant en-

gineer, with the preparation of designs

For Linings of headings in a certain col-

liery. In the absence of pevsonal e$-

jjerience of similar underground work,

and of reliable data as to the earth pres-

sure at the particular colliery, he was-

unable to prepare a satisfactory design,

and suggested that he should visit the col-

liery, AVith the information acquired on

his visit, he made a report stating the

essential conditions, and prepared some

designs, none of which complied with all

ot those conditions, but one of the designs

was considered by the chief engineer to he

feasible, Lind then informed the chief

engineer that he had made an inventiiin

of a method of construction that would

enable compliance with all the conditions.

Immediately after, Lind applied for a

patent for that invention, and informed

the company of his application. The

patent was subsequently granted to Lind.

The company brought an action against

him for a declaration that he held the

patent as a trustee for the company. At
the trial, the defendant contended that

he had been engaged to perform the duties

ordinarily performed by a draughtsman f r

assistant engineer, not to illake inven-

tions. It was held that after the visit of

the defendalit to the coUiei-y, the tei-ms

of his employment imposed upon him »n

obligation to produce, by the exercise of

his industry, skill, ingenuity and inven-

tive ability, the best design he could,

complying with the essential conditions

of the work, and that his obligation did

not determine \\hen he had prepared the

designs submitted to his employers^ before

he applied for the patent ; and that lie
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must be declared to be a trustee for the

plaintiffs as to the patent, and also as to

other rights acquired in respect of the in-

vention, notwithstanding that some of

il'eni included improvements ; but that lie

was entitled to be indemnified by his

beneficiaries, the plaintiffs, against any

exjjenses properly incurred. Judgment

was given for the plaintiffs with costs.

In giving judgment, his Lordship said :

— " I do not attribute, and I am glad not

to 1)6 constrained to attril)ut.e, anything in

the way of a dishonourable or impropor

mijtive on the defendant's part, but I

think he was ill-advised by his friends

when he was told, as he tells us he was

told before he applied for the patent, that

according to the law of this country he

could in the circiun stances apply for that

patent and retain the benefit of it for his

own use. In my opinion, tlie tenns of his

particular employment imposed upon him

a duty and obligation, and it is inconsis-

tent with that duty and obligation that

ho should be allowed to retain for his

benefit the results of the skill and inven-

tive ability which, in the discharge of his

duty to his employers, he applied to this

particular matter. It has been said that

the granting of any such relief as the

plaintiffs claim in this case will work

hardship un the defendant in that, in ad-

dition to having the defendant declared

a trustee of the Patent No. 22,663 of 1914,

the plaintiffs are claiming that he is also

liable to account to the plaintiffs for the

further rights which he has obtainetl in

respect of that patent. It is said, further,

that, so far as the main patent is con-

cerned, the defendant has made some

.inangements, under which, in the events

wliich have happened, other persons than

himself are now interested in it. But that

argument is one which is always urged on

Itehalf of a trustee who, under a mistak3

as to the beneticial ownership of property

legally veste<l in him, has, in fact, dealt

with the property as though he was not

only legal owner but beneficial owner also.

.\ person who, having a lease vested in

liim as a trustee, and ]iossibly not realis-

ing that he is a trustee, applies for a

renewal of it, is a trustee not only of the

original lease, but of the renewed term,

and any benefits attaching to it that he
may have obtained by virtue of his legal

ownership of the original lease. So, here,

it appears to me that, by virtue of this

gentleman's legal ownership of the patent,

be has been in a position to obtain further

advantages with reference to the inven-

tion, and that, in the same way as he has
in account to the jilaintiffs for the original

patent, he is accountable to them for any
iidvantages which have flowed from his

legal ownership of that which was their

beneficial property throughout. Accord-
ingly, I think the plaintiffs are entitled to

the relief which they claim in this action,

and there must, be judgment to that effect,

with an order for the payment of the
costs. The judgment extends to the other
lights acquired in respect of the inven-
tion notwithstanding that sonio of them
include improvements. The defendant is,

us trustee, entitled to be indemnified bv

his ccsluis qui trust against any expenses

properly incurred.'' .

Tlie Imperial Arts League has done good

work during the year covered by its

eighth annual report, and its finajicial

position is satisfactory, with a slight up-

ward tendency. Among its various activi-

ties may be mentioned a well-timed pro-

test against the haphazard valuation by

the Commissioners appointed to compen-

sate the uninsured exhibits at the Koyal

Hibernian Academy during the Dublin

riots, its support of the Royal Academy's

protest against the National Gallery Bill,

and especially its valuable aid to artists

menaced by shabby treatment in the art

market. Four sjiecial cases are noted.

Damages were obtained for a sculptor,

whose altered and adapted work was

placed on the market by a firm in whose

possession had remained the mould of un

original figure wliich lie had designed as

part of a public memorial. The rights oi

tenants regarding the removal of fixtures,

which are so often in doubt, required care-

ful consideration in the position of in

artist who had added a gallery to bis

studio and wished to pass it on to his suc-

cessor. The right of the introducer of a

client to a commission for business done,

other than that originally proposed, has

had to be considered from the point of

view' of artists' custom as well as with

reference to the state of the law which

often leads to disputes on commission

claims in the City, or in respect of the

purchase of estates. Artists believe their

interests to lie in a generous interpretation

of the claims of the introducer, dealer

or agent. In the usual absence of a

formal contract, an important point arose

in the case of Uie liquidation of a large

art firm as to whether the benefit aiising

from our member's agreement was assign-

able to the liquidators, and, if so, for

1 ow long they could hold up the artist's

work by neglecting to exercise their rights

of exclusive sale. The Duke of Kutland's

speech at the annual meeting was an ap-

preciative and an encouraging one, and

should add many more members to an

association wliioh, without fuss or favour,

is real!

artists.

"GUESSTIMATE AND JESTIM.XTE "

A fortnight ago wo referred at some
U-ngth to the ap]5e;il made by the direc-

tors of the Master Builders' As.sociation

of Boston, U.S.A., to architects and buil-

ders to unite in an effort to reme<ly tho

evils of present-tlay competition in build-

ing work, and gave their conclusions, at

tho end of which more was promised about
the same in tho Association's next
"Monthly Letter." That has just reachetl

us, and the continuation of the subje<'t

is handled as vigorously as in the previous
issue.

Ai-chitectural competitions, it is pointed
out. are a bone of c<mtention among
architects. Already they have eliminatetl

price competition, for exactly tho same
gfxxl reast>ns that nial(« it undesirable
among oontractoi'S, leaving their race for

'business upon the basis of quality, effici-

ency, and ability. Of course "pull"—
meaning friendship, social connections, or
politics—will always play a part, but this

is aside from the general iJi-ogres-s of the

business. For years architects liavo dis-

trusted architectural competitions even

witli a well-selected list of entries, and
involving oidy quality of result. The
reasons for this suspicion are partly dif-

ferent from those affecting a competiti(.>n

among builders; but such things as lack

of appre<^iation of quality, personal

favouritism, and inequality of competitoi-s

are faults in any competition, and, of

course, arise from mistakes, ignorance,

and bias of tho judges.

In an address delivere<l in Baltimore in

iM-bruary, 1916, Mr. R. Clipston Sturgis,

a Boston architect prominent ^or his work
and for the official positions ho lias held,

sjx>ke as follows : -" Now. there is another

malign condition that interferes with the

good work that we are capable of doing.

Ix'cause there are no better mechanics, and
there never liave been any better

mechanics, in the world than there are

to-day. You know that just as well as I

do. You know jierfectly well wliat are the

results of competitive bidding, when you
are all scribbling to get do^\Tt to the lowest

possible limit, and you say, ' If I get this

contract I will even it somewhei-o or some-

how down the line.' You all know just as

well as I do that the owner is a poor

helpless individual in the hands of a goo<l

contractor or a bad contractor, or a gocnl

architect or a bad architect ; he does not

know whether he is afoot or horseback ; he

has got to take practically what is com-
ing to liim ; he does not know how his

bricks are laid, or how the mortar is

made, or any of the other innumerable
tilings that go to make up the building,

or how to make it either good, bad, or

indifferent ; and it rests with us to try to

change something in that competitive

system. We cannot get rid of it. We
might just as well accept the fact that

i-ompetitive bidding is here to stay. It

is here to stay for the present, at all

events. But my own feeling about tho

competitive system is that one reason why
it is here to stay is because nobody will

trust anybody else; liecause as a nation

wo distrust everylxxly, as a nation we are

not straightforward and absolutelv

honest, and no- one expects any sort of

disintereste<l sei-vice. The moment anyone
pro))oses to do something that on the face

of it seems disinterested, they want to

know what is behind it. And there is

&>me(hing generally behind it. Now, the

i«-sult of competition, you know just as

well as I do, is in the lowering of stand-

ar<ls. It means that a general contractor

will accept as his sub-contractore men
that he would not ordinarily choose, but

he does this because when there are bids

ho wants to get the contract. When they

get on the job it means scamped work

and material, hurried work, not giving

tho owner what he thinks he is going to

get; I will not say what he has paid for.

Iwcause pi-obably, under the competitive

system of )irices. he is jjerbaps gettin;;

his money's worth, but he is not getting

what he expects; he is not getting what
he thought ho ought to get. Now. until

you can bring home to the communitv
the fad that there are some honest people

left in this country, and that you can
trust some pef>ple, you never will Iw able

to [lut the competiitive system on a better

and firmer basis."

Estimating is, or should lie, an exact

science. It is usually a fact that a very
few contra<tors might l>e chosen whose esti-

mates will Ik- even, consistent, and care-

fully made, because they are from men who
practically know in advance how much
profit they will get- -whose bids will he so

nearly alike that variations are purely
accidental, and therefore the low man
amonf; them will be a matter of chance.
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When two or three such are in a group of

bidders on % piece of work, they know that
cliance determines their place in the list

of prices as rendered, and they also know
what their chances are with the rest of the
list. Experience tells them who is likely

to be low and who high, as well as who is

careless or plunging, as evidenced by wide
variations in position upon lists of prices
on many jobs.

It is interesting, remarks the directors

of the Boston Master Builders' Association,

how t«naciously some architects hold to the
assumption that bidders upon work do not
know who is estimating. Many architects

refuse all information—even to sub-con-

tractors who wish to send bids to all. This
is only causing a little extra trouble : the
list becomes known very quickly, and a
little effort determines it a day or two after

invitations are sent out. Two or three

Building Trade Reports are after it, sub-

contractors get inquiries for prices from
several general contractors, general and
sub-contractors compare notes—and the

easy puzzle is solved. Some architects

have dropped the fiction, and frankly issue

their circular letter of invitation to the

entire list, naming them upon each letter.

May the practice spread ! The informa-

tion is helpful" because all are then upon
the same basis, instead of only a part of

them knowing those with whom they have
to compete. It is likewise true that

- bidders very frequently know the various

bids upon a piece of work. Comparing
notes, direct information to some of them,

or other roundabout means, usually have
to suffice. The practice now followed by

some offices of sending out to each bidder a

list of the prices, with or without the

bidders' names attached, is an advantage

to the business, fulfilling some of the good
of an open-price association.

While a careful and experienced con-

tractor finds only a very small variation

between estimated and actual costs, it is,

of course, apparent that accuracy is by no
means essential to his pocket-book, if that

alone is to be considered. It has been

shown that any contractor may " cut

corners
'

' and vary the cost of a job twenty

per cent. If he is low on any part, he

may sacrifice quality in that part, and
need not fear any consequence from archi-

tect's supervision or attempted enfoi-ce-

ment of contract clauses. In court a jury

is with the contractor—because there are

no standards usually in building opera

tions, and a jury is inexpert and unable

to ascertain the truth in a dispute on
quality. Thoefore, when a good contrac-

tor finds himself in a list of bidders whom
he knows he cannot beat by price, he may
cut his quality if he chooses. The easiest

way to do this is by using low sub-esti-

mates- Moreover, the average list of bid-

ders contains men doing a low quality of

work ; the good men must do some work or

quit business ; and the result is that some
diminution in quality is expressed by bids

from good men, as a practical human
necessity. One good contractor recently

said that never but once did he do a job

as well as he could. The effort, with a

good man, is to do his work to the entire

satisfaction of owner and architect. This

is not a high aim, but is as much as can
be expected. After a time defects may de-

velop in the work—not easily foreseen and
not anticipated by those whose satisfaction

has been gained previously. Then, too,

much time has passed and proof of lowered
quality of original output cannot be made.
The owner pays the bills.

Estimating, then, often need not be

exact so far as practical purposes are con-

cerned. The owner gets what he pays for.

The contractor bids where he hopes to

stand a show of winning—and can squeeze
his profit out at his pleasure. What kind

of a way is this to do business ? There was
once a contractor in Boston—well regarded

and doing his share of work—who always

estimated as follows : First, he went over

the plans and worked out the cost of the

job from his exjjerience on other jobs.

Then he counted the specification pages
and added ten dollars a page to cover

specific matters not found in an average

job—to cover variations from the average.

Thus was his bid prepared. The metliod

has merit, and is sufficient for many con-

tractors of to-day—or any other day—espe-

cially when it is considered how under
present competition practice the price of

the good contractor, and therefore his

quality, is driven downward by the neces-

sity of doing some business and earning a

living.

WHAT IS THE TREND OF M.h THIS ?

The common corruptions of the word
"estimate" into "guesstimate" and
" jestimate " are useful and instructive :

—
" Bid low and the world bids with you,
Bid right and you bid alone."

The " cost and percentage " method of

letting a contract is one of the latest de-

velopments. A good contractor is natur-

ally better informed about costs than is an
architect. One great trouble for an owner
is the tendency of early estimates, or archi-

tects' approximations, to be less than the

final figures. There are various reasons

for this. In some instances the contractor

has been chosen when the architect was
selected—and was instructed to work with

the architect throughout the preparation
of plans and specifications, making up a

sort ot progressive estimate, at first rough,

but being perfected with the plans, to the

end that the final plans were for a piece

of work that the contractor would build for

the price originally named by the owner.

Of course this procedure involves an
assumption of honesty on the part of the

contractor. Is this too much to expect ?

The method followed by some architects

of covering many important parts of the

work by "allowances" is, of course, only

a variation of what is here suggested, for

it means only that certain parts of the

work are not included in the items upon
which the general contractor must get bids

(subject to his temptation to use low

ones !).

The whole matter is summarised as

follows :
—

1. In competition general contractors

should be chosen more carefully.

2. General contractors usually are

masons, cari>enters (or "brokers"). Take
bids on two divisions only, masonry and
carpentry, for comparison purposes. Con-

sider the man (or men) who are sub-

bidders in this summation (for some parts

of both lines of work will be sub-let). If

the general contractors are all carpenters

or ail masons, call for bids on that branch

ot work only, placing the other branch in

sub-contract list.

3. Pay five per cent, commission for

handling all sub-contracts—stipulating

that all will be included, that responsi-

bility for sub-contractors' work will not

rest upon the general contractor, and that

tlie general contractor will not be held

financially responsible for errors, omis-

sions, or disputes arising out of work of a

sub-contractor.

4. When the general contractor submits

these sub-bids, it is to be with the under-

standing that they are not a part of his

own estimate, but will be considered with

others similarly obtained, and that the

finally approved list may bear no relation

to the one he has submitted.

5. Do not value promises as to time of

completion—investigate the results ob-

tained in other cases, and award no con-

tract because of such a promise.

6. In getting guaranteed maximum
prices, with various other devices already

explained, apply similar provisions.

7. In selecting one general contractor

without competition, reserve similar rights

as to selection of sub-contractors.

We should like to see these axioms dis-

cu-ssed this side. Many who might have

done so with advantage are of course far

too busily engaged otherwise to do so ;
and

the time of year is upon us* when few will

have the opportunity. • But if any in-

formed readers have the time and inclina-

tion, our columns are open as far as our

present limited space will allow.

>—••*»(

THE -ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

The annual general meeting ot the Royal

Institute will be held on Monday next, at

5.30 p.m., to read the minutes of the spe-

cial and business general meetings held

Monday, March 5, 1917; formally to adm't

members attending for the first time; and

to consider the annual report of the Council

for the official year 1916-17, copies of whicli

will be available at the meeting.

THE ANNTTAL REPORT.

Since the publication of the last annual

report the Council have held fourteen meet-

ings. Fourteen committees appointed by tiie

Council have met and reported from time to

time on the matters referred to them ; par-

ticulars of the work of some of these com-

mittees are embodied in the report.

The losses by death have been as fol-

lows :

—

Fellows.—Henry Greig Badenoch. Hippolyte .lean

Blanc, Robert Alexander Briggs, Edward Cratney,

Kilward Greenop. Geort'e 'lliomas Hinc, Edward
Robert Robson, Richard Vheni Spires, Ernest Mon-
tague Thomas, Edward Thornton, Ernest Willmott,

Joseph Foster Wood.
.tesociates.—David Bird, Theodore KnoUes Green.

Cliarles Rennels Haneocli. Robert Henry. Charles

Robert Baker King. Harold Beckwith Richards.

Licentiates.—Christopher de .\dlersparre, William

W.aliaoe Blair, Charles William Bell, Jam*s Edwin
Benton. Andrew Francis Stewart Bryden, John
Powell Edwards, Tliomas Francis Hewitt. Gilbert

Higgmbottom, Richard Nicholl Hodder, Edwin Cecil

Lawrence.
Retired Fellows.—Colonel Edward Appleton,

Frederick William Burwell. John Hebb, William

Leiper, Ralph Nevill. Alexander Payne, Chsu-les

Trubshaw.
Honorary Associates.—James Burgess, Archibald

Dunn, Sir" James Dromgole Linton, P.R.I.

Honorary Corresponding Members.—Charles Jean

Mek-hior, Marquis, De Vogu«, Chevalier Victor

Eugene Louis De Stuers.

In addition to the above the CouncU re-

cord the loss ot four Fellows, twenty-fiv*

Associates, two Licentiates, eleven Students,

one Hon. Fellow, and one Hon. Associate,

who have fallen in the war.

MEMBERSHIP.

The following table shows the present sub-

scribing membership of the Royal Institute

compai-ed with corresponding periods in 1913,

1914, 1915, and 1916:—
Hon.

Fellows. Associates. Associates. Total.

1913 .. 847 1,630 .. 54 .. 2.531

1914 .. 852 .. 1,695 .. 56 .. 2,603

1915 .. 857 .. 1,713 .. 54 .. 2,624

1916 .. 852 .. 1,679 .. 52 .. 2,583

1917 . . 842 1,656 . . 48 . . 2,546

During the official year since tlie last annual

general meeting nineteen Fellows and

twenty-three Associates have been elected,

as against thirty-three Fellows and forty-

tour Associates "the previous year. There

are now 1.890 Licentiates on the roll a.i

against 1,919 last year. Since the publica-

tion ot the last annual report eleven Licen-

tiates have passed the examination qualify.

iiig tor election to the Fellowship, and nine

ot°these have been duly elected as Fellows.

Under the new regulations the preliminary

examination qualifying tor registration as

Probationer has ceased to be held, and can-

didates tor Probationership are required to

furnish to the Council satisfactory evidence

of their attainments before being passed tor

registration. From November, 1915, when
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tlie last pifliniinary fxamiiiatiim was held,

until March, 1917, fifty caiididatfs have satis-

fied the requirements and have been regis-

tered as Probationers.

The large majority of Probationers and
students of the institute being on military

service, it was decided to hold the inter-

mediiite and final examinations once only

during the official year—viz., in June—and
the autumn exammations were dropped.

The following table, giving the results of the

examinations, shows that seventeen students

only have been added to the register during
the year, and that thirteen candidates have
passed the examination qualifying for asso-

ciateship :

—

Intermediate Final and Spccia
Examination. Examinations

Admitted 18 20
Exemptad 14 ^
Examined 4 20
Passed 3 13

Relegated 1 7

On the recommendation of the Board of

-Architectural Education it has been decided
til hold tlie final and .special examinations in

India provided satisfactory arrangements
can bo made. The first examination would
Iw held in Bombay.
The statutoi'y examination qualifying for

candidature as district .•surveyor in Lcjudon,

ih; as building surveyor under local authori-

ties, was held in October, and resulted in

the passing of two out of the three candi-

dates who presented themselves for examina-
tion.

The Council tender their grateful acknow-
ledgments to the honorary examiners for

their arduous labours in connection with the

examinations.
GRANTS.

Since the issue of the last annual report

the Council have made the following

grants :—Architectural Association, £100;
.\rchitects' Benevolent Society, £100; A. A.

.\ctive Service Committee, £21; London
Society (towards expenses of Charing Cross

Bridge Bill petition), £10 10s.; British

School at Rome, £3 3s. In addition to the

grant to the Architectural Association, the

(Council have been enabled to obtain for that

body a further sum of £200 from the Jarvis

Trustees.
EOYAL GOLD MEDAL.

The Pioval Gold Medal was awarded to Sir

U. Rowa"nd Ander.son. LL.D., F.R.S.E,
[/'.]. Sir Robert wa.-^, unfortunately, not

well enough to be present in ))erson at the

presentation meeting, and the medal was
received on his behalf by Sir Robert Inches.

Lord Provost of Edinburgh. It has been
decided to award the medal this year to the
distinguished French architect, M. Henri
Paul Nenot, Membre de I'lnstitut. architect

of the New Sorbonne. Paris [//»«. Curr. M .~\.

in recognition of the merit of his executed
work. His Majesty has graciously signified

his approval of the award, and the pivsen-
tation will be made to M. Nenot at the
general meeting on June 25.

THE WAIl.

The work of the Royal Institute continues
to be seriously affected by the war. The
programme of sessional papers remains sus-
|)ended, only business of a routine and un-
controversial nature has been transacted at
the general meetings, and the prize com-
petitions for the year have again been post-
poned.
Members who have joined the Forces since

the outbreak of war now number seventy-
two Fellows. 513 Associates. 312 Licen-
tiates, and 293 students. Since the last
annual report the following have fallen :

—

Fellows.-—Alfred Edward Corbett

;

Herbert Phillips Fletcher, D.S.O.. Croix de
(Juerre; Arthur Alderson France, George
.Viigustus Bligh Livesay. Andrew Danskine
.\itken. Thomas Paul Bausor. James Ben-
nett. James Ellis Braithwaitp, Joseph Wil-
liam Bull, Joseph Berkelov Cubey, Arthur
^lichael Durrant, Douglas Morlc'v Oriffin,
Francis Grissell, John Kingston" Ground,
Noel Waugh Hadwen, Matthew Honan.
Charles Ernest Lovell, Gilbert Marshall Mac-
kenzie. Alfred Wyatt Papworlh. Ernest
Scott Petch, Richard Manning Haig Philp.
Percy Cunliffe Pilling, William Jackson Pv-

well, Tom Sadler Rushworth, Charles Stone-

house. Edward Woodhouse Stubbs, Robert

Victor Sturgeon, Joseph Henry Taylor,

Philip Edward Webb, Arthur Winch.
Licentiates.—Balfour Abercrombie, Arthur

( 'yril Caudwell.
Students.—Arthur Samuel Bagsbawc, Law-

ton Stephen Ford. Donald Jervis Gordon,

William Harold Hillyer, Alick George Hors-

nell, William M. Jenkins, Henry Franklin

P.iterson, Alfred Edwin Shapley, Alfred

Edgar Stott, Walter R. Westwood, Stanley

W. Woodley.
Honorary Fellow.—Field-Marshal Earl

Kitclu-ner of Khartoum.
Honorary Associate.—Sir Hay Frederick

Donaldson.
Altogether the Institute has lost in the war

1 Hem. Fellow, 1 Hon. Associate, 4 Fellows,

38 Associart,es, 9 Licentiates, and 23 .Students,

Since the last annual meefting the se<.-retai-y

and the chief clerk have been called up for

the Army. The Council are extending to

tliom the consideration that has been accorded

1.11 other mesmlbers of the staff, and ai'e Kup-

lilwmenting their militajy pay in ol^de^ that

tlu'v may suffer no diminution of income

whilst on service.

WAK APPOINT.MENTS FOR ARClin'ECT.S.

In a letter to Mr. Lloyd C!«orge when War
.Minister the president drew attention to the

fact that many highly-trained young archi-

tects were being wasted iu the ranks of

ordinary line I'egiments, and suggested that

they should be appointed to Cadet Corps
witli a view to ibeing granted commissions in

the Royal Engineers. Numerous ar<hitects

have since obtained commissions in this way.

As a result of a personal protest to tlie

War Office against the <iaim.s of arcliit<?cts

being ignored for such appointmente as

supervisors of buildings for Army purposes

in France, the president was asked to nomi-

nate five architects for ssuch posts. This was
done, and it is understood that tlieir work
has been highly eatisfactory. The |iresident

is endeavouring, in conjuni-tion with the

Surveyors' Institution, to get substantive

r.Tiik for professional men omploycd in this

and similar work, and the War Office ha.s tlie

matter under consideration.
Application having Ijeen made to the

Institute by the War Office f<ir men able

to .spe.ik French to arrange for billeting in

connei tion with the British Forces in France,

the requirement was made known, and
architects found ca,pable of filling the [josi-

tion were appoint<?d.

The president has been in commuiiicxtion
with the War Office with the obje<t of secur-

ing for architects .appuintinents in collection

with billeting troops in Kngland. and it is

understood tliat architects qualified for this

kind of work will be appointed as occasioius

offer.

In connection with the Order in Council
7nade last July imposing restri<tions upon
private building, the iiresidcnt has accepted
an honorary position .'it the Ministry of

-Munitions for the iHirjKi.se of carrying out a

system of inspection to ensure that ibuildings

in course of erection are not stopped without
regaird for their protection an<l se<urity.

The .'il-aff of inspectors is <-<imposed of arclii-

tect-s accust-omed to deal witli buildings of

every kind, and care is taken to administ<>r

the Order with .<«crupulous fairness.

Endeavour has been made by the president

to seciu'e the appointment of architects as

ins])0<tons of labour at munition factories

in course of erection. He has also been
instrumental in securing for owners of Con-
tiiillcil Estjibli.ilimont Canteens the right of

employing their own architects for the pre

paraltion of plans.

WAR EMPLOYMENT FOH ARCHITECTS.

The Institute h.is snpport<Kl during the
year the various organisations which it was
instrumentii.1 in promoting, and on which it

is represented, with the olbjetit of assisting
ai-chiU'cts wliose practices have come to a
stand.still in consequence of the war. This
has been effe<tt<yl either by finding them
positions in Government and other offices, or
liy granting them financial aid.

Representations have been made to the
Rocoiistruction Committee as to the desira-
bility of passing plans for asylums and

other buildings during the present period

of slackness in architectural worl* in order

that the plans may be prepared at once in

readiness for use at the restoration of peace.

'I'he Reconstruction Committee are in com
munication with tlie Board of Control on the

subject, and favourable consideration is

anticipated.

ARCHITECTS AND NATIONAL SERVICE.

-\ deputation arranged by the R.I.B.A. and
the Ardiitects' War Committee, and consist-

ing of representatives of the R.I.B.A. and its

allied societies, the .\rchittx;tural Association,

the Society of -Architects, and unattached
architects, waited upon Mr. Neville Chamber-
lain, Director-General of National Service, to

urge in connection with the National Service

schejne the utilisation of architects by the State

fo. the special services for which their training

has fitted them. The deputation was very

sympathetically received, and Mr. Chamber
lain approved a proposal put before him that

the profession should appoint a committee to

confer with him from time to time and sug-

gest the kind of work that architects were

qualified to undertake. An advisory council.

representative of the whole profession, was at

once formed, and an appeal has been published

urging architects to sign the National Service

form and send it to the R.I.B.-\. or to the

allied sticiety of their district, in order that

the forms may be all sent in -together as a

united offer from the whole profession. The
advisory council has also in preparation a list

of the services in which architects are likely

to lie u.seful, which is to be sent to Mr.

Chamberlain with a suggestion that his De-

partment should indicate the nature of the

vacancies it is desired to fill.

CONDITIONS OF roKTRACT REVISION.

The Conditions of Contract Revision Com-
mittee, -who have held thirty-eight meetings,

have had under review a large number of

documents and legal decisions relating to the

subject referred to them, and considerable

progress has been made with the work of re-

vision. The committee hope shortly to be in

a jiosition to present a report t<j the council.

AUSTRALIAK PARLIAMENT HOrSE COMPETITION.

The Government of the Commonwealtli of

.Australia having decided upon the resuscita-

tion of the competition for the Federal Par
liament Hnuse at Canberia, which had been
jiostponed at the outbreak of war. the council,

on the appeal of the Royal Victorian Insti-

tute of -Acchitects, and supported by the prin

cipal French architectural societies, strongly

protested to the Commonwealth Government
against the competition being proceeded with

at the present time, pointing out that all the

architects of Great Britain^ and the -Allied

nations who were of military age, and large

numbers also of the architects of the Overseas

Dominions, were serving with the Forces and
unable to compete—hence the competition

would be practically confined to neutral

countries, and would be in no sense interna-

tional as originally intended. The Common-
we:Uth Government declined at first to

postpone the competition, but a further

remonstrance was made by the council through

the High Commissioner in X^ondon, and
eventually a cablegram was received stating

that it had been indefinitely postponed.

OTTAWA C.OVERN>CENT BflLDINGS COMPETmON.

-A complaint reached the Institute that in

the competition for the new Departmental
and Courts Buildings at Ottawa the Domi-
nion Government were not fulfilling the obli-

gations to competitors as sot out in the

tteneral conditions for competition designs,

the terms of which had been considered and
approved by the Institute. The Council, in

consultation with the Competitions Com-
mittee, addressed a letter of protest to the

Deputy Minister of Public Works, Ottawa.

The Minister, in reply, made concessions

which the Council consider will afford a

satisfactory temporary settlement, and it is

hoped that other proposals made by the

Council in the interests of fairness to the

competitors will be adopted by the Dominion
Government and be carried into effect when
the final stages of the competition are pro-

ceeded with after the war.

(Continued on page 389.)
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Ctjril Ellis, Phnto.]

STOWELL PARK, GLOUCESTERSHIRE : SOUTH TERRACE.
(For the Earl of Eldox, D.L.)— Mr. Sydney J.

Tatchell, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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•itr Illustrations.

.ST. GERMAIN i/AUXERROLS AND
PONT NEUF, PARIS.

(Royal Academy Winter Exhibition of
Graphic Art.)

The two etchings from Paris by Mr. R.
RayJones, A.R.E , are reproduced to-day by
the pemiLssion of the Fine Art Soc'iety, New
Bond Street. They are both well placed at
the Royal Academy, and the arti.st has sent
us the following descriptions :—This church
.stands in the Place du Louvre, opposite the
east facade of the old Louvre. It was founded
in the seventh century, and dates in its

jjresent Gothic form from the twelfth—six-

teenth century. The fagade is pierced with a
rose window of Flamboyant tracery, and is

flanked by two hexagonal turrets, and is

preceded by a porch, on the groining of
which, if I remember rightly, are faint traces
of colour. From a little bell-tower to the
right of the transept the signal for the
Massacre of St. Bartholomew was given on
August 24, 1572. The interior consists of
nave and double aisles, and has a low roof.
Thexe are seven or eight chapels containing
monuments, paintings, etc., and in one a
Tree of Jesse, in stone, of the fourteenbfi
century. The pillars of the choir were con-
verted into fluted columns in the eighteenth
century. The Chambre des Archives, fonnerly
the treasury, is reached by a spiral staii-case.

This is a paved room dating from the
eighteenth century, in perfect presei'vation,
with a wooden ceiling and a cupboard, and
lamp of the same period. The place in front
of tile church, with 'ts ti'ee-shaded seats, as
in most French open .spaces, is a much appre-
ciated resting spot lor the women returning
with well-laden baskets from Les Halles
(Centra! Markets) close Iby. The Seine is

only a few paces away, and can he seen from
the Place, and on ^>eaching the end of the
Rue de Louvre ne sees the Pont Neuf
'bridging the two arms of the river resting
midway cm the western point of the He de la

Cite. In spite of 'ts name, it is the oldest
bridge in Paris, and was constructed in

1578-1604, but was remodelled in 1852, the
part shown in the etching being restored
in 1885. The maslcs supporting the cornice
are copies of those onginally executed by J.

B. D. Cerceau. The fine equestrian statue
of Henri IV. by Lemot, half-i^ay across the
bridge, was erected in 1818 to replace one
which stood there from 1635 to 1792. when it

was melted down for ca-nnon. There are
two reliefs on the base representing Henri IV.
distributing bread among the beseiged
Parisians and causing pea.ce to be proclaimed
by the Archbishop of Pains at Notre Dame.
The bed and mattre.^s makers usually to be
seen at work on the bank alongside the old
'bridge look very picturesque with their
bright-coloured materials splashed with sun-
light and their old-fashioned methods of

dividing afresh the old mattress fillings.

Anglers are generally numerous in the
vicinity, and the old washing-boats, with the
women reaching out to rinse their washing in

the river water, also help the picture.

STOWELL PARK, GLOTTCESTERSHIRE.
The work illustrated was carried out in

connection with the extension of the lounge
hall and other alterations on the south side
of this mansion, the Gloucestershire seat of

the Right Hon. the Earl of Eldon. near
Cirencester. Estate workmen were responsible
for its execution. ihe stone was quarried
locally and worked on the spot. The atmo-
sphei'e of ordinary loi.tract work was remark-
able for its absence, and, so far as possible

under modem conJitions, every endeavour
was made—and with a large measure of

success—to encourage the spii-it of crafts-

manship amongst the men. These conditions
were maintained in connection with later and
more extensive work in- restorations and addi-
tioiLs to other paYts of the mansion. The ex-
'periment from every point of view proved
most satisfactory. ^loreover. an esprit de
corps was established amongst the men, the
value of which in work of this nature is in-

calculable. The cost under these conditions

cunipaied very fasoaiably with contemporary
conti-act work. The architect was Mr.
Sydney Tatohell, F.R.I.B.A., of West-
minster. We shall shortly give an illustration
of the Winter Garden and the Badminton
Court just lately erected at Stowell Park.

STOCKPORT ORA-MMAR SCHOOL

;

DETAILS OF MAIN FRONTS.
Plans and views, with particulars, of this

large and important block of buildings, lately
finished for the historic Grammar School at
Stockport, will be found illustrated in our
issue of Feibruaiy 28 and March 21. To-day
we publish a double page ol working details
of the visitors' main entrance facing the play-
ing fields and the tower to the west facade,
which marks the pupils' entrance leading to
the cloisters and assembly court, of which
photographs have already appeared. Messrs.
R. H. Spalding and E. G. Theakston,
FF.R.I.B.A., of Lincoln's Inn, are the archi-
tects.

OBITUARY.
With deep regret we announce the death of

Captain CJeorge P. Denliam, Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders. He was wounded in

action on April 10, and died in hospital four
days later. The deceased officer, an Exonian.
was an artist of much promise, commencing
his career at the Exeter Art School, where he
w(5n a scholarship admitting him to the Royal
College of Art, South Kensington. Whilst a
student at the College he won the £100 prize
foi- a poster offered by the organisers of the
Building Trades E.xhibition in 1907. We
illustrated a figure frieze for a drawing room
at Craven Hill, Lancaster Gate. W., painted
by the deceased, in our issue of 'March 3, 1911.

In the death of Mr. Andrew S. Biggart,
chairman of Sir William Arrol and Co.,
Limited, Glasgow, there has passed away one
who took a leading part under the late Sir
William Arrol in the work of building the
Forth Bridge. His death took place last
Thursday at his residence, Inchgarvie,
Sherbrooke Avenue, Pollokshields. Bom in
the Ayrshire parish of Beith fifty-nine years
ago, Mr. Biggart entered the service of Mr.
(afterwards Sir William) Arrol. When the
firm obtained the contract for the construc-
tion of the Forth Bridge thirty-five years ago,
Mr. Biggart, as resident engineer and general
manager, was intimately associated with the
execution of the contract from its inception
to the finish. On the successful completion
of the gi'eat undertaking. Mr. Biggart '\vas

assumed a partner of the firm, and he has
taken a prominent part in carrying out many
important bridge-building and kindred con-
tracts throughout the country. When the
firm was converted into a limited liability
concern in 1893, -Mr. Biggart became "a

director, and on the deatli of Sir William
Arrol a few years ago he succeeded to the
chairmanship of the board.

>-•••-<
The Munster and Leinster Bank, Limated.

contemplate apendinfr £20,000 on their new
Ijreniises 'in Lower Sackville Street. Dublin
for which Mr. L. A MacDonnell. F.R.I.B.A.,
is the architect.

The Baths and Wash-houses Committee of
tlie Poplar B.C. recommend the borough coun-
cil to apply to the Local Government Board
for sanction to 'borrow 10,000 for the erect'ion
of wash-houses and slipper l>aths at Bromley-
by-Bow.

A large new church is to be erected at Ath-
loue for the Franciscan Order. The cost will
be about £20.000, and it will be dedicated to
" The Four ilastars." The church will be
in the HiI>erno-Romanesque style, and from
the designs of Mr. T. J. Cullen, anhiteot,
Dublin.

The Establishment Committee of the London
County Council has autliorised the advance
to the next higher sections of the following
assistants and emiployees in the architect's
tlepartment who had attained the maximum
salaries or rates of pay of their respective
.sections to Fii-st-class, Section a:—E. C. Nis-
bet, R. J. Tall, .J. E. Richardson. G. T.
Smith, H. J. T. Kibhlewhite. A. W. Toyn-
ton. A. A. Garden, J. 11. Scott. W, E^ West,
and H. C. Boden. Second-class. Section a;—
R. a. Stevens, E. W. Foale, F. C. Tipladv.
H. J. Linnell, and S. Drew.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

(Continued from page 376.)

CHARING CROSS BRIDGE.

In the Session of 1916 the Institute, in

conjunction with the London Society, suc-

cessfully petitioned Parliament against the
South-Eastern Railway Company's Bill, the
passing of which would have the effect of

retaining the unsightly railway bridge at

Charing Cross and of deferring indefinitely

the proposal for the much-needed road-bridge
across the river at this point. Tlie Bill is

again before the present Session of Parlia-

ment, and the Institute and t'.ie London
Society have again petitioned against it. The
Bill, however, has passed the second reading
and has been referred to a Committee of

the House of Commons. It is intended to

keep the Joint Committee of the Institute

and the London Society in being with a

view to their keeping in touch with the

subject and taking such action as may be
deemed expedient in case of further develop-
ments.

\V.\R ECONOMIES.

Owing to the depleted staff, the increased

printing charges, and the shortage and great

advance in the price of paper, the Council
have been compelled to stop the fortnightly

issues and to bring out the Journal monthly.
As a further measure of economy the
Knlenilur has been suspended, its place being
taken by a small pamphlet giving the fixtures

of the session, lists of new members, changes
of address, etc.

During the period under review the loss

of income through the remission of subscrip-

tions of members serving with the Forces
has amounted to nearly £1,100. By tlie

exercise of the strictest economy, however,
substantial saving has been effected in vari-

ous items of expenditure, and after meeting
all liabilities the Council are able to announce
a surplus of over £400. The following table

shows in round figures the sum of the princi-

pal items of income and expenditure in the

year before the war and since :

—

1913. 1914. 1915. 1916
£ £ £ £

Income 12.869 14,114 10,740 8,294

Expenditure 11,567 11,391 10,020 7,882

Surplus 1,302 *2,722 719 412

Bank overdraft 4.846

Examination fees 1,633
Examination expenses .... 357
Use of rooms and galleries
and rent from tenants .

.

392
Grants 534
Journal 2,129

General printing, etc 1,115

Kalendar 350
Civic Survey —
War Conimittee —
Subscriptions in arrear. ..

.

776
^Increase due to tinal dividend from Architectural

Union Company on liquidation. 'Supplement only.

In the rough estimate of the probable

amount of income and expenditure sub-

mitted by the Council for the year 1916,

the income was computed at £8,485, and
the expenditure at £8,132, leaving a probable

balance of £353. The actual income was
about £8.294. the expenditure about £7,882.

and the balance £412. This result appears

to the auditors to be quite satisfactory,

especially as the computed amount to be

received from subscriptions and arrears was
£7.300. whereas the amount received was
about £253 less than this sum. mainly caused

bv the well-earned remission of fees to mem-
liers serving in his Majesty's Forces. The
Council estimates the ordinary revenue for

the present year at £7.580 and the expendi-

ture at £7,315, leaving an estimated surplus

of £165.
>-•••>-<

The Passeggiata .\rcheologica, inaugurated

at Rome, is the first step towards the establish-

ment of a regular ir.ommiental area, which will

be handed over to the town administration. It

is the intention of the Government to form
within Rome a monumental city, isolating the

various forums and the Capitol. This plan

would mean that the whole Capitoline HiU will

fonn part of the monumental city and the

Caffarelli Palace, tlie sea* of the German Em-
bassy, which is placed in a conspicuous position

on the Capitoline, would be taken over by the

State.

2,707 2,044 1,900

1,169 749 317
353 237 84

454 85 80
1,148 1,501 474
1,804 1.531 1,118
944 694 449
323 333 137

2S 28
159 240

1,063 1,169 1,946
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THE HORYUJI A.S A MASTERPIECK OF
ART.

By Dr. Chdta Ito.

The Horyuji temple is one of the oldest

.sacred structures in Japan, as well as one of

the noblest examples of our ancitMit archi-

tecture. When Buddhism was introduced
into Japan there was considerable difference

of opinion among the great families as to the

desirability of encouraging the new religion,

."iome taking one side and some taking the

otlior; and so there was constant strife for a

time between the adherents of the old and the
iifw, the one contending that Shint-o should
remain the national faith and the other want-
ing Buddhism as the religion of Japan. But
the Heir Apparent, Prince Shotoku Taishi,
stood out for BuddhLsra, and at last sue-

(ceded in establishing his views and the
bringing about the ascendancy of the new re-

ligion. Consequently, all the great Buddhist
temples were built with these ideas in view

;

and the Horyuji was one of the best so con-

.structed. The Shitenno ji at Osaka was
also erected for the same purpose, and several
others in various parts of the Empire. The
Shitenno-ji was supposed to be the grandest
of these structures, and jt was not merely a
temple, but a government building ; and the
Horyuji was erected for the purpose of

special studies, a temple of learning, where
Buddhist lore was the main subject.

It was finished in the 15th year of the
Empress Suiko, that is in a.d. 607; and the
construction was under the auspices of Prince
Shotoku Taishi. The model was supposed to

have been Korean. In the midst nf the build-
ings stands the Kondo, or Oolden Hall, near
whidi is a five-storied pagoda where some
relics of Buddha are preserved. Around them
several fine buildings rise in united splendour.
The Hoi-yuji has stood there in all its un-
sullied magnificence for the last 1,300 years.
To the Japanese it seems nothing less than
a miracle. The style of architecture is re-

garded as beautiful beyond comparison. The
style represents the most advanced ideas of
the day, and reveals the artistic genius of
the great Prince Regent.
No one can view the central building

from the middle gateway, the Chnmon, with-
out being profoundly impressed by its great
splendour; while the surrounding buildings
sim,ply enhance the beauty and harmony of
the whole. The sizes and general proportions
of the different buildings are designed to
blend into one grand harmonious achievement.
There is no modern structure that can thus
compare with the Horyuji. The Hongwanji
.Tt Kyoto is grand ; biit its grandeur lies in
the main building only. For beauty of
symmetry and general perfection the Ilo'ryuji
is sujjreme among sacred edifices in .Japan.
Perhaps this superb freedom of scope and line
is due largely to the faet that the architect
had iiothing to imitate, and the genius of the
architect was at liberty to have its way mi-
restrained. The fact 'that the middle" gate
had a pillar in the centre of the gateway is

an instance of this line freedom. This pillar
has been a subject of diseu.ssion for centuries,
but no doubt it was placed there simpiv for
tile sake of beauty—art for art's sake. Four
liillars would h.ave involved too wide a gate-
way

; two would have made it too narrow;
one was just right, or three pillars in all. The
.iiconvenience of having a pillar in the middle
of a gateway did not at all interfere with the
artist's idea of the beauty of the thing. It
was a tniniph of beauty over utility. Every
other consideration was'sacrificed toart. The
same principle is to be ob-served in other
parts of the building, notablv in the upper
portion of the pagoda, where a third pillar
gives an impression of spaciousness.
The architecture of the Horvuji is sup-

posed to have come from China through
Korea. Tliis can he readily proved by refer-
ence to certain famous examples of Korean
architecture. But whence did China derive
such art? No doubt it came from India ; and
Indian art, in turn, was derived from Assyria
and Oreece. Viewed in this light the art of
the Horyuji temple comprises the soul of
India, Persia, Assyria, and Greece, after
passing through the alembic of the Japanese
mind. The Horyuji is. therefore, not onlv

the oldest in Japan, but the most iniportaiit

example of ancient art in the Far East. It

represents the best that the East and West
could combine to produce in ancient times.

That it has been preserved through the
changes and vicissitudes of 1,300 years is in

itself a wonderful thing. No doubt the dry-

ness of the Yamato atmosphere contributed to

its length of days—the driest air in all Japan.
The timbers of the Horyuji are mostly hinoki
wood, a kind of cedar; and this wood,
properly cut and dressed and seasoned, has
endless durability. Hinoki buried in desert
sands has been found perfe<tly sound after a

thousand years. In the Horyuji only those
timbers exposed to wind and wet have de-
cayed. How much longer the sacred edifice

"ill hold out against time is a question, but
jirobably it will stand for some hundreds of

years yet. The Imperial Government is

taking the strictest care of the building and
evi'ry sign of decay is at once attended to.

The mural paintings are suffering most from
the action of air and time. It is not too much
to say that the Horyuji is the most important
art treasure of its kind in the world to-day,
and the entire nation should be concerned in
its preservation.—"The Japan Magazine."

)—•••—< —
THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF

HOUSE BUILDERS.
The first meeting of the National Federation

of House Builders was held in Manchester on
Wednesday last, and was attended by repre-
sentative builders from all parts of the
country. The federation has been formed for
a double purpose—first, to watch over and
jirotect the interests of the house builder,
who in the past has provided practically all

the houses of the working classes ; and
secondly, to assist in the .solution of the hous-
ing problem by expressing the united view of
the house builders of the country on the ques-
tion of the future housing policy.

In addition to the delegates present, many
cordial letters had been received from builders
in all parts, expressing regret that the travel-
ling facilities did not permit of the writers
attending the meeting.
Mr. C. H. (JIdham, of Manchester, was

elected president of the federation for the
current year, Mr. Geo. Sadler, of Notting-
ham, vice-president, and Mr. R. A. Costain,
of Liverpool, was elected treasurer.

Mr. Oldbam, in his presidential address,
said that the federation was not formed in

any antagonistic spirit towards other trade
organisations, Imt had been brought into

being because there was no organisation quali-

fied to deal with the problems of the house
building trade, or with the many ramifica-

tions of the housing <|uestion, in a practical
manner.
He contrasted the results of public housing

schemes with the productions of the house
hnilder. and showed that ju-ivate euteiTirise

built a better house, a larger house, and a
more convenient house, at less cost than any
public body. He pointed out that in the
jiast, when legislation affecting land and house
property had been contemplated, the con
tracting builder had been asked to advi.se

instead of the house hnilder being consulted
The contracting builder, when lie builds

houses at all, is only interested in the opera-

tion as a conti'act for which he is paid a cer

tain sum. On the other hand, the house
builder buys his land, erects the houses, and
finances the whole transaction, and unless he
has built the right kind of house on the right

site to let at the riglit price he cannot attract

either tenants or buyers. The house builder

was particularly qualified by experience to

speak on the housing question ; he was familiar

with the demands of the people : he knew
their requirements, and, more than that, he
knew what rent they could affcu-d to pay. The
question of housing was an economic one, and
if the people received sufticient wages to live

ill the decent comfort to which they were
entitled there would he no difficulty in pro-

viding the houses.
Tlie grave shortage of -houses which faced

the country—a position amounting to a

national danger—had coincided with the agi-

tation of a section of the political parties of

the country, who sought to commit the

Government to the expenditure of vast sums

ijf iiiuney in housilig, the effect of which could
only be to subsidise the employer, by enabling
him to obtain labour at a low rate. The prac-
tical result of all tliis agitation had been to

discourage building by private enterprise, and
thus to intensify the housing problem; in

.short, the agitation for State building had
given a new lease of life to slum property,
for it was impossible for local authorities to

condemn insanitary houses when there were
nj other houses for the people to go to. Mr.
Oldham e.xpressed the desire of all house
builders to assist in the housing of the people
under better and more healthy conditions than
before, and emphasised the fact that the in-

terests of the community were also the in-

terests of the house builder in improving the

standard of the people's lives.

An influential committee was formed, and
Mr. Norman McKellen, A.S.A.A., of 27.

Brazenose Street, Manchester, was appointed
secretary to the federation. The next meet-

ing of the federation is to be held in Sheffield

at an early date.

>-•••—< •

LKGAL INTBLLIQBNCE.
London Bni-Diso Airs : I-ailubk to Give

Notice to Distkict SrnvEYOB.—At Tower
Bridge Police Court on April 26, 1917, Messrs.

Hay wards, LimiUxl, of Union Street, Borough,
were summoned before Mr. Ceoil Chapman
at the instance of Mr. C. W. Surrey, interim

district surveyor for Southwark and No.rth

Ljunbeth, for having fixed a sc>ctional boiler

and steam pipes and having connected the

niio therefrom to an old fine at the premises

of the Healy Box Co., Limited, 83, South-

wark Street, S.E.. without first giving notice

to Ihe district surveys. Mr- Pasmore, of

Messrs. Hicklin, Washington, and Pasmore,
solicitors for the complainant, stated that the

work was discovered through a complaint of

.smoke penotrating tbe party wall into tho

staircase of the adjoining building, and that

on investigation it was founil that the work
done infringed .several subsections of various

se<tJons of the -Vet involved. Mr. FraJicis. of

Messrs. Francis and Veiiwr. solicitors for the

dcfend.int company. admitt<-d the offence on

t#hnlf of his clieiits, but stat<-d th.it", as the

occupiers were carrying out other works at

the same time, it was assumed that the neces-

sary notice had been given by them. The
mai'istrate imposed a fine of 20s. and £4 4s.

costs.

War Pricks and Painting " To Let
"

Boards. -.Mr. F. R. Gough, 5, F.ve Foot Lane.

sued Mr. Frank Hilbury, estate agent, 140,

Lendcnliall Stwet, in the City of London
Court, for £1 6s. 4<1 for painting " To Let

"'

boards and fixing them. Defendant paid £1

Is. 4d. into Court, and said ho disput^-d the

balance as a question of principle. Plaintiff

had boon painting boards for him for twenty-

five years at nn agreed prio<\ but now he

charged him 33 per cent., and in some in-

stant es 100 per cent., more than Ix-fore the

war, without giving any notice. He was will-

ing to pav 10 ipC'T cent, increase. Plnintitf

said that, "in view of the increased oost, his

prices were quite reasonable. Judgment wa<

Kiven for the plaintiff, with costs.

>~*««^
The exports of timber from this country

last year amounted to 6,400.000 tons.

An Order has been made by the Board of

Trade under the Trading with the Enemy
.Amendment .\ct requiring the follovving busi-

ness to be wound up:—Kroll and Company,
Bayliam J'-lace, Camden Town, London, N.W.,
metal workers (.\pril 26).

Mr. and Mrs. Russi-ll, of 43, Great George
Rtreot. Rochdale, have received an official

intimation that their eldest son. Sapper R.

Russell, of the Royal Engineers, previously

reported " mis-sing. believed drowned." \va.s

kilhil in action in tho Persian Gulf on March
9. Sapper Rus.sell was thirty years of afte

and unmarried. He enlisted in November.
1915. previously working as a joiner for the

Rochdale Market Company.
Last Wodnesday evening tlio Todmorde>i

Town Council decided .to ask for sanction tn

borrow £10,000 for a new cenerator for the

<'lpctricity works. This was agreed to after

a lively debate. Councillor Brook (chairman

of the Electricity CommittKH-) declared that

the existing plant was five years lielrind the

times. The Gas Committee had been allowed

to rule the whole show, but be should push
the new scheme, whether it meant decreasing

tho gas customers or not.
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PKOFESSIONAL AND TEADB
SOCIETIES.

Aechitectueal Association of Ieel.ojd.

—ITi© annual general meeting of the Ai'chi-

tectuiral Association of Ireland took place last

Thursday evening at 15, South Frederick

Street, Dublin. The outgoing president, Mr.
H. G. Leask, and the incoming president,

Mr. Edwin Bradbury, were successively in

the chair.—^Mr. Leask fii'st announced that

the officers and committee for the session

1917-1918 had been chosen by ballot as fol-

lows :—President, Edwin Bradbury ; ^^ce-

president, Louis F. Giron ; committee, H.
AUberry, G. F. Beck;tt, A. E. Jones, W. S.

Keatinge, H. G. Lea.sk. H. J. LunJy, G. G.
Lynes, B. O'Callaghsm, and L. O'CaUaghan;
hon. treasurer, W. G. Clayton; hon. librarian,

T. L. Cullimore ; hon. secretaries, W. A.
Di.xon and W. H. O'Donell; hon. auditors,

J. H. Webb and F. O. Hicks.—Mr. Bradbury
proposed that the association should adopt
the report and statement of accounts. He
said that tlie members must all agree that,

considering the conditions of the last two or

three years, the association ha-d done well. He
thought that this was owing to the work of

the president and the other responsible

officers. The attendance at the classes had
not been very good ; the sparsity was
accounted for by the fact that one-fifth of the

association's members were actually on active

service. This was r- record of which the
association might wpU be proud.—^Mr. Hollo-
way seconded Mr. Bradbury, and the associa-

tion adopted the report and statement of

accounts.—After a distribution of prizes,

Mr. Bradbury was moved to the chair.

—Mr. Beckett then proposed that the
association should thank Mr. Leask for

bis presidency.—Mr. Lyons seconded ; lie

thought that Mr. Leask had done more than
any other president of the assocTation.—(Mr.

Leask acknowledged the vote. He proposed
that the association should thank the retiring

officers, and he was seconded therein by ilr.

Keatinge.—Mr. Giron. acknowledging the
association's thanks, referred to an address
which had 'been prpsented to him on the
previous day.

XOTTINGHAM AND DeRBY AECHITECTURAL
Society-.—The president, Mr. Harry Gill.

M.S.A., took the chair at the fifty-fourth

annual meeting on Tuesday, April 24. The
council reported thit one new member had
been elected, and that two members and one
associate have resigned. They recorded with
sorrow the loss by death of thTee past-presi-

dents, Messrs. W. A. HeazeU, G. T. Hine. and
W. D. Pratt ; one honorary member, Mr. A.
G. Webster; and one associate. Captain X.
H. Pratt. 10th Battalion Shei-wood Foresters,

who fell in action. The total membership is

now 110—viz., six honoraiy mejnbers, sixty

members, and forty-four associates, a decrease

of five as compared with last year. The
master builders have requested the coimcil to

agi'ee to an alteration in the conditions of

contract, so that payments on account may
be made at the rate cf 90 per cent, instead of

80 per cent, and in addition a payment of

5 per cent, interest upon retention money.
After careful conside-ation the council decided
to refer the matter to the Practice Com-
mittee of the R.I.B.A., who suggested that

the present custom of payments on account
should be adhered to. The president of the
master builders has since had an inter\-iew

with the president '..f this society, when it

was mutually agreed that in consequence of

the conditions of trade now prevailing archi-

tects might certify to pay 90 per cent, on
works in progress during the continuance of

the war, this to be without prejudice to after-

war conditions. The council have kept up a

regular correspond ?.ice with the Architects
War Committee and supported a deputation
from the R.I.B.A. and the aUie^l societies to

Mr. Xeville Chamberlain to request that the
sen^ices of architects over military age should
be utilLsed in the national service wherever
their pi;ofessional training and experience
would be of value to the State. The council
gave a donation of three guineas to the Archi-
tects' Benevolent Society. The society again
sent to the members serving their King and
country a suitable greeting last Christmas.
The members of the profession were still

suffering through ihe necessary restriction of

private buUding. .\s such a large proportioJi

of the members were on active seri'ice, and

the majority of those over age were doing

various kinds of war work, only one winter

meeting has been held. Xo subscriptions had

been collected from niembei-s serving with the

colour.s. but notwithstanding the falling off

in income the council were able to show a

.•iatisfactorv balance in hand.—The hon.

librarian.
"
Mi'. Spencer, announced that

several members bad again very generously

given books to the library and a number of

drawings, water-colours and paintings had

been given to the society by the members.

—

A motion "ThaKhe rules as to the election

of officers be suspended and the present

officers continue until April, 1918," was

unanimously agreed to.

Royal Institute of British Architects.
—^The following are the nominations of

new members seeking election on June 11

next. Xotice of any objection or other com-

munication respecting them must be sent to

the Seci'etary, R.I.B.A., 9, Conduit Street,

W., for submission to the council prior to

Mondav, ilav 21 :—As Fellows (five).—Ben-

well, John Wayland (A.), 28, Lowther Street,

Carlisle ; 11,
" Warwick Square, Carlisle.

Fraser, Percival Maurice (A.), 11, New Court,

Lincoln's Inn, W.C. ; South Logan, Devon-

shive Road, Sutton, Surrey. Healey, Alfred

John (A.). 71, Marlborough Mansions, Cannon
Hill, Hampstead. X.W. Heathcote, Ernest

Gregg (Licentiate, passed the examination

qualifving for canJi.-'ature as Fellow), 110,

Cannon Street, E.C... and Lloyd's Bank
Buildings. King Strjet, Manchester. Spain,

Colonel Alfred, V.D. (A.). Royal Insurance

Buildings, 16, Spring Street, Sydney, X.S.W.
As Associates (four).—Hamilton, Andrew
Blayney, " DoubanK," The Terrace. Wel-

lington', X.Z. Keeley, Cecil John Han'ey,

Home Affair.i Department, CoUins Street,

Melbourne. Ridley, Captain Basil White,

St. Wilfrid's, East Grinstead, Sussex. Wight-

man, Thomas Blair Moncrieff, Queen Street,

Brisbane, Australia. As Honorary Associate.

—Pennell, .Joseph, hon. member American
Institute of Architects, etc., 3, Adelphi Ter-

race House. Robert SLi-eet, Strand, W.C.

Sheffield Society -of Architects.—
The annual report of the Sheffield, South

York.<!hire and District Society of Architects

and .Sumeyors for the year ending October,

1916. states that the total membership now
stands as follows:—^^ws honorai-y members,
thii-ty-five Fellows, forty-seven a.ssociates,

nine students, and i.ine lay members; total,

102. as compared with 108 "last year. During
the past session there have been three

ordinary meetings, five council meetings, and
one meeting of each of the following com-

mittees :—Library, architectui-al studies, and
special sub-committees respecting model by-

laws and the cultivation of vacant land.

There has also been a meeting of sur%'eyor

members with reference to tliis latter subject.

Deputations have had one interview with the

officials of the Local Government Board, one

with the Lord ilayor and Town Clerk, and
two with represeinatives of the Sheffield

.Master BuUders' Association. The obituary

of members includes the late Mr. Charles

Hadfield and Mr. Charles Green. The
finances of the society are in a healthy con-

dition, a balance of £98 17s. lOd. remaining

at the bank, as against £61 4s. Id. in T915.

>—^»^^<
The death is announced of Mr. William

Henry James Weale, the art-historian and
antiquary. Mr. Weale was born in Marylebop.^
on March 8, 1832, and was educated at King's
Collese. London. His first publication was
an archaeological guide-book to Belgium,
.\ix-la-Chapelle. and Cologne (1859) : and by
that time he was already a member of '

Royal Socistv of Fine Arts. Ghent, and of the
.\ichseologioal Society of Mens.

Mr. James Forrest, of St. Leonards-on-Sea
aged 92. honorary secretary and for many years
secretary of the institution of Civil Engineers,
having been connected with the institution for

seventy-five years, who died on March 2, loft

estate valued at £13.668, .vith net person.iliy

£13.574. The testator left, in addition to_ a

number of personal legacies. £500 to the in-

stitution, to be added to the " James Forrest
Lecture Trust Fund."

(But (iffia fable.

One thousand Australian carpenters are

coming to this country to assist in war work.

The terms of the agrement provide that each

man will be given not only a free passage

to and from England, but also an expenses

allowance of £5 each way. The men are to

be returned to Australia as soon as possible

after the war ends. Maintenance allowances

for wife, mother, or other members of a car-

penter's family, providing they are residing

in Australia when he embarks, are to be made
as follows ;—For the first eight weeks after

embarkation 25s. per week and 2s. 6d. a

week additional for each child under sixteen

years of age ; thereafter 20s. a week and 2s. a

wee fork each child until the bread-winner

returns. The men will be required to obey

instructions from the Ministry of Munitions,

or any authorised representative of the Com-
monwealth Government, during their stay in

this country, and each man will report him-

self immediately on his arrival. Wages and
working conditions will be those prevailing

in the manufactory in which he is employed.

Mr. Chatterson Smith, head master of the

Birmingham School of Art, delivered an ad-

dress to the Birmingham Rotary Club last

week. He said we had been in many artistic

directions the leading nation. We had given

the impetus to all the recent arts and crafts

movements in Europe and America, even to

our cost, for they had taken our ideas and
in many cases cheapened and even vulgarised

them. No doubt, the nation had been run on
utilitarian lines, but our art instincts had not

been entirely submerged, and he could assure

them that tfiere was plenty of first-rate talent

to be called forth, although not suddenly.

The function of the School of Art was to give

such talent a chance of coming forward. The
School of Art Committee were endeavouring
to meet the needs of the trades of the city

by the establishment of a school for classes for

apprentices and others to attend in the day-

time. To do that the committee must have
the goodwill and help of the manufacturers
of the city. The supply to the city of persons

who had had training in drawing and model-
ling, metal work, etc., had been continuous

for many years, and the demand for trained

students was on the increase.

At a conference last week between the

Director of Materials and representatives of

the X^ational Federation of Paint," Colour, and
Varnish Manufacturers' Associations of the

United Kingdom it was decided to allow the

sale and use without restriction as to quan-

tity or purpose of (1) all coloured paints in

paste form or di-y colour afiected by the Lead
Order o£ April 5, excluding any tinted,

genuine, or reduced white lead, or sulphate

of lead; (2) all paste and Uquid dryers con-

taining lead ; (3) all ready mixed paints con-

taining lead—provided that any of these ma-
terials were actually manufactured on the 24th
inst. It was further decided to allow the sup-

ply of white or tinted paints containing not

more than 50 per cent, of white or red lead

or lead sulphate based on dry material direct

to ships, but not into store, on account of

owners or ship store merchants up to May 31.

After that date these goods must be supplied

only in accordance with the Order dated April

6, 1917. The time of grace is allowed to en-

able shipowners and ship-store merchants to

obtain the necessary priority classification, for

which they sliould apply to the Ministry of

.Munitions" Priority Branch, 1, Caxton Street,

Westminster. In all other respects the Order
dated April 6, 1917, must be strictly adhered
to.

At the December meeting the Bristol City

Council gratefully accepted an offer by Mr.
Melville Wills of a picture to adorn one of the

panels of the walls of the Council Chamber,
the subject being " The State Entrv of Queen
EUzabeth into Bristol, August 14, 1574." The
hope was expressed that Mr. Wills's gift

would form the first of a series, and at the last

council meeting the Lord Mayor reported

offers of further pictures on historic subjects

from Mr. Foster Robinson, Mr. E. W. Savory,

and Mr. Edward Robinson. This brought

the number up to four, and Mr. T, J. Lennard
offered to provide a fifth, so that a very good
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start has been made with the scheme. There
are nine panels in the Council Chamber, but,
as Mr. Savory explained, it is hoped to secure
eighteen pictures, because the stipulation is

being made that the works shall be e.\hibitfd
for a certain period in each year at the Art
Gallery. Thanks were voted to the donors,
and the care of the historical pictures is to
be vested in the vice-chairman of the Estates
and General Purposes Committee, the chair
man of the Museum and Art Gallery Commit-
tee, and -Mr. Savory, who is the cliairman of
the Royal West of England .\cademy.

At a general assembly of Acarlemicians
;|nd Associates lield last Tliu^rscL-iy, Sir
Ernest Goorgo, A.R.A., architect, was "elected
a Royal Academician, and Mr. S. Melton
Fisher, painter, was elected an Associate of
the Hoy.%1 Academy. Sir Ernest George,
who was born in 1839, studied at the Royal
Academy Schools, and won the Gold Medal
for Architecture in 1859, and in 1896 tlie

Queen's Gold Medal of the l{oyal Institute
of British Architects, of which body he was
President in A908<1909. His Architectural
work is well known, and as an etcher he has
published plates of the Moselle, the Loire,
liolgium, and Venice. Ho was elected an
As.sociate of the Academy in 1910, and
Knighted in the following ye.ir. Mr. Melton
Fisher, Imrn in London in 1860. studied at
Lambetli School of Art, the Royal Academy,
and in France. He won the Academv Gold
Medal and Travelling Scholarship iii 1881,
afterwards settling iji Italy for ten or eleven
years, painting mainly Venetian subjects,
which were very popul.^r. In recent years
he has devoted himself to portraiture.

Mr. Paul Waterhouse, lecturing at a general
meeting of the London Society last Friday

—

Lord Bnrnhani presiding—on "London .After

the War," said that London must change, but
he hoped it would be done on rea.sonable lines.

He objected to piecemeal alterations. On the
road problem lie suggested that widening was
a remedy not always worth its cost. He was
opposed to a great central station in Ixindon,
and thought that the space devoted to Char-
ing Cross, Cannon Street, and Hollxjrn Via-
duct St.ations could be better used. The great
difficulty about a big station was its size. He
thought tliat the best way would be for all the
railways to set down their p.assengers on the
edge of a circle and hence distribute them by
mc^ans of underground railways. He urged
a censorship of design. I.Kmd<)n was always
being patche<l by the charwomen, (.\pplause,)

Mr. John Burns. MP., commended .Mr.

Waterhouse's prevision. He objected to the
sibomination of a central station for London.
He approved of the idea of a circular road
to relieve traffic. It would enable them to

gel rid of many nuisances, including Charing
Cross Bridge.

Reporting upon the activities at the Guild-
hall Art Gallery in 1916. Mr. A. G. Temple,
F.S.A. (the Director), says that the gallery
was open to the public on 299 days, and w-.is

visited by 72,235 people. During the year the
Corporation became possessed of the follow-
ing additional works:—Oil painting. "The Be-
trothed," by .1. W. Godward. from the collec-
tion of the late Mr, H. L. Florence ; oil-

painting, "A Canal in Belgium," by Maurice
Levis (Florence collection) ; oil-jiainting, " The
Market Place, Granada," by B. Galofre (Flor-
ence collection) ; water-colour, "Crosby Hall in
Bygone Times," by J. Davies. presented bv
Mrs. Mabel Recs.

Apparently there will he no autunm exhibi-
tion at the Walker .\rt Gallery this year.
.•\nother effort was made at the meeting of the
Library, Museum, and Arts Committee Jast
Friday to secure sanction, but, like the lue-
vious endeavours in the same direction, it

was futile. A resolution in favour of holding
nil exTiibition on the lines of the motion of
Mr. John GUmn in the City Council was
negatived by seven votes to two.

Mr. C. A. Danbney, district surveyor of
Bermondsey, has obtained an order nisi
nK''>'i"st' the council to show cause why a
mandamus should not issue requiring "the
Ivondon County Council to furnish the district
surveyor with particulars of its requirements
under the London Building Acts (Amendment)
Act, 1905, in respect of the factoiy of Me&srs.

Gray and Sons, Foxton Street, Bermondsey.
The Education Committee has dealt with
these premises under the Factory and Work
shop Act, 1901, and i.s advised that the case
comes within the exceptions of Section 26 of
the Act of 1905, and that no action on th.-

part of the council or the district surveyor is

therefore necessary under the latter Act." The
committee has given instruction to the
solicitor to defend the council's interests.
The London County Council has extended

for another year the period of office of th»
undermentioned district surveyors wl.o have
p;usse<l th« retiring .-ige limit :—Mr. A. A.sh
bridge (district of St. AFarvlebone) and .Mr.

T. E. Mundy (di.strict of Chelsea). It has ap-
pointed Mr. 0. C. Hills, dist;rict surveyor for
the district of the Strand, to act duri"ng the
pleasure of the council as interim di.strict

surveyor of St. Margaret, etc., Westminster,
in place of Mr. P. 1. Elton. Mr. Elton is

now on war service, but he had. since June 1,

1916, l>een acting ;is interim district surveyor
for this district. Mr. Elton is also district
sun-eyor for the district of Putney and Roe
hampton. and it has approved the appoint-
ment of Mr. R. Elsey Smith as deputy dis-

trict surveyor for tliis district during Mr
Elton's alw^-nce. It has approved, under
Section 141 of the London Building Act, 1894,
the situatioitof districtsiu-\-eyors' offices an the
undermentiioned cases :—District of City of
London, East, No. ''23, Bishopsgate ; district
of Kensington, ftiuth. No. 268. Earl's Court
Road ; district of liethnal Green, West, No.
130, Whitcchapel HisH Street; district of St.

Margaret, etc.. W'&stminster, No. 60, Hay-
market. The City Corporation or the metro-
politan borough counfil eoncerned has in each
case been notified in accordance with the pro-
visions of the section. It has consented,
under Section 142 of the London Building
Act, 1894, to the appointment of deputy dis-

trict sui'\'evors in four cases.

->-•••-«-
Mr. Balluvdie, <i(y architect, Calcutta Cor-

poration, has boon jjrant.ed one month's privi-
lege leave on full pay for att<>ndini; to iniili-

tary duties with tlie Port Defence Volunteers
at Chiingrikhal.

We regret to record that Lieutenant Crugar
Stanley Peach, West Yorkshire Regiment and
Royal Flying Corps, only son of Captain and
Mrs. C. Stanley Peach, of Queensmead. F.Trn-

borough. Hants, aged 20, was accidentallv killed

on the 24th iilt.

The West London Division of the St. John
Ambulance Association is building at .'Vcton

Vale, on the outskirts of Acton Park, a hos-
jiital to deal with accidents on the main Ux-
bridge Roail. The hospital will be manned
day and night by voluntary workers.

Mme. Jovanovitch. wife of the Serbian Minis-
ter, opened an exhibition of Serljian handicrafts
at 64, New Bond Street, W.. yesterday. Ex-
amples are shown of native embroideries, band-
weaving, pottery, and Opanki. made by Serbian
refugees in the workshops of the Serbian Relief

Fund in Corsica. Tin- cxliibition romains o}>en
on Wednesday and Thursday (10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
daily), .and admission will be free.

News of the sudden death from npoplex.v, on
March 5. of Mr. Arthur Shaw Butterworth,
A.M.I.C.E., nninici|Kil engineer, of Port Eliza-
bi^t.h, -Sout'i Africa, has been received. Mr.
Butterworth, who was n native of Rochdale.
44 yeai-s of age. took up his ap|)ointnient at

Port Elizabeth in 1902, going out from Hvtho.
Kent, where he had -been borough engineer
and surveyor. He has left a widow and two
children.

An iiitificial stcne, patented recently by E.
Imer-Schneider, 8. Boulevnid James Fazv,
Geneva. Switzerland, is n mixture of cement,
asbtstos, and vegetable fibre, such as sulphite
wood pulp or cotton, wliich has been previously
treated! with a. cold solution of alkali, is used
fo" making 9lai>s. etc. In an example, the mix-
ture cciwists of cement 100 parts, water 300 600
?art8, asbestos 1-3 part-s, and vegetable fibres
.. 3 parts

Mr. Thomas Wl-.nrrie. J.P., of 10, Eton
.Vvenuo Hompstead, N.W., Sachel Court
.Mford, Billinghurst. Sussex, and Warnhnm
Ixidgo. near Horsham, ft director of the British
Mutual Banking Co.. Ltd., ind the Pi nlenti.nl
.Wuianco Co., fcimcrly bead of Messrs
Wharrie and Colledge, civil encinecrs and laiul
suMcyors, 109, Bath Street, Glasgow, who dio<l
on January 16, has Jeft o fortune of the vahio
of £294,852, the net personalty being £241,748

TO CORRKSPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for tie opinions
of our correspondents. All communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.
It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all conimunJcalioDs respecting illustrations or literary
matter, books for review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the Blildino News. Effingham
House, 1, Arundel Street, Stranil, W.C.2, and not to
nembers of the stall by name. Delay is not infre.
.aently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
.ommunications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the E<litor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for. un.soiight contributions.
When favouring us with drawings or photogra.ptas,

architects are asked- kindly to state how long tiie
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us mueh good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time executed, except under special circum*
stances.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."
Telephone: Gerrard 1201.

HECEiVF.n.— 1.. and Co.— A. I). I), and Son—.1. C. S.— K W. C—M. and Sons— H. and O.—J. L. M.—
C. 11. P., Ltd.—B. and Co., Ltd.—I. C. S.—P. B.
and P.

.1. K. S—Yes.

f. E.—Please send.

F. E. B.—Regretfully declined.

ESQIIRER.—Their condition is, we fear, precarious.

R T. E.—Tell your retail newsa^'cnt that, under the
circumstances, we will see that his complaint is

removed at once. He is being dealt with un-
fiiirly. If he does not care to do this, send your
>.ul)>eTiption direct to us, and we will send the
liajier tlin-ct to you and i>ay the pcetage weekly,

N. li.—Your little joke is rather far-fetched. What
the mu>eum attendant said to the lady who
eoinplained that his eases inrluded no skull of

Oliver Cromwell, whereas "they had one at Ox-

ford." was, " Yes, madam, hut this was his

skull when he was a boy! " The two hu*ts we
mentioned were not of such different ages.

lUiLDF.K.—This will clean .vour .stone front:—Mix
chloride of lime into a thick pa«te with water,

and add one-fourth part of wa-sliing soda crushed

to a powder. Apply it on tlie stonework with

an old ttbre lirush, allow it to remain upon tlie

surface of the stone for about two days, then

rinse down with a copious supply of cold water.

->-••«
TRADE NOTES.

Tlie Val de Travers Asphalt* Paving Co..

Ltd have just been awarded the contract to

take' up the wood paving in carriageway of

Eccleslon Street. Westminster, and lay their

rock asphalte.

Bovle's latest patent " Air Pump " Ventila-

tors, "supplied by Messrs. Robert Boyle ami

Son. ventilating engineei^. 64, Holbom V la-

duct. London, have been .mployed at tlie

National Physical Laboratory. Teddinglon.

There are undoubtedly many engineers.

architwts. and buildere who have friends in

France. Sjiaiii. Holland. Russia, Poland. Por-

tugal, and Japan. Literature upon " Water-

liroofed Cement " has been translated into these

seven languages, vind we are askod to state

that it will be sent free on request to anyone

who will write to Messi-s. Kerner-Grcenwood
and Co., .\nn's Siiuare. King's Lynn, the pro-

luietors of the cement watorproofer " Pudlo.

>>•••>-<

The Hcmsworth R.D.C. have approved plans

for a new church in Mill Lane, South Kirkby,

for the Rov. A. H. Walker.

The L.C.C have notified St. Pancras Council

of their refusal to allow the owner of 13,

Vigylo Street, W.C. 1, to re-number the house
" 12a."

The Rochdale Assessment Conimittoo have

this week inorensed the salary of their valuer,

.\lr. F. Cockcrill. by £50 a year. His salary

is now £250.

At the Motropolitan Water Board meeting

last Friday it was stated that Dr. Hou«ton, the

water . xarnination director, had given advice

on a new artesian well at Sandringhani, and

had since 1 cen ri-ceive<l in audience by the

King at j'.uckingham Palace and thankeil for

the work he had undertaken.

I/ondon's numerous s<trect hawkers, who seem
to be able to stand eviuy sort of weather, ought
to be employed on the laml. says Mr. Mead,
the Marlborough Street magistrat<'. and very

rightly. Not a few are quite young and able

enough to be conscripted, but their preference

for a lazy life seems tolerate<l.

Tlie bust of the late Earl Kitchener by Mr.
Richard Belt, presented by the sculptor to the

Lord Kitchener National Memorial Fund, IB

now in his studio in London. It has been cast

by the famous founder, Barbedienne, of Paris.

The bust will stand on a pedestal cut from an
oak raised from the bed of the River Moksha,
in Russia.

I
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The Union Jack Club, Waterloo Bridge Roj.d. Lon-

don, 8.E. New extensions, elevation and i)lans.

Mr. Walter Cave, F.E.I.B.A., Architect.

Strand, W.C.2.

Trinity Manor. Jersey, erected for Mr. Athelstan
Riley. Mr. Reginald Blomfield, B.A., Architect.

Ardenrun Place. Blindley Heath, Godstone, Surrey.

The Harden Front. Mr. Ernest Newton, .\.R.A.,

P. R.I. B. A., Architect.
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Quarters. View of front and detail sketch of

entrance centre-piece. Mr. E. Guy Dawber,

F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

dnxxtntt Calamo.

The American Institute of Architects,

liaving, through its president, offered the

sei-vices oi the architects of America to

the President of the United States, is

about to classify the knowledge and

special abilities of its members and other

Jirchitects in a manner that will render

it able in the shortest possible time to

place these men where they can render

their best service with no lost motion. It

has, therefore, sent out a business-like

schedule of age, fitness, and qualifica-

tions, which every architect is asked to

(ill up and return at once. Every citizen

of military age is, of course, under the

Constitution of the United States, sub-

ject to the call of arms. Most architects,

owing to their professional training, can
be of greater service than the usual en-

listed man. Anyone feeling himself dis-

lualified for service by reason of age,

physical disability, or disinclination,

should nevertheless sign and return the
blank, thereby saving the committee the
work and expense of follow-up letters.

AVe have little doubt that the offer will be
responded to by the American Govern-
ment in a more adequate fashion than
was vouchsafed by our own War Office to

that made here.

The law as to i-eal property or land and
the law as to personal property or goods
are really two quite different laws, and
tliey do not mix well. Innocent folk who
think law is law, even if it is not always
justice, may be .startled if they read the
report and see the result of the recent case
of •• Marten v. Whale " in the Court of
.Vppeal. It is a pretty, simple little story.

One Thacker had a plot of land for which
h<.- want<>d £350, while Marten owned a

motor-car wortli £300. They wislied to do
a swop, with a little cheque to balance
things. An agreement was drawn up by
which Thacker sold his bit of land to Mar-
ten, and Marten sold his motor-car to
Thacker, at these figures. It was all

fairly written out and signed, and looked
•ill right. Then the land owner got the
motor-car "on loan" to show it round,
agreeing to i-eturn it on demand. In a
thoughtless moment he sold it to a Mrs.
Whale, as the lady fancied it. Thacker

hearing of this, demanded its return, and

then sued the lady for his car, for which

he had got nothing. But the law does not

work out like that. The Sale of Goods
Act, 1893, provides that where a pei-son

has agreed to buy goods, such as a motor-

car, and has obtained possession with tlie

owner's consent he can sell to a third per-

son, who buys, in good faith for value, and
without notice of the owner's rights. So
the plaintiff lost his case and liis motor
car before he got the land, the judgment of

the Court below being confirmed, fully and
learnedly by the Court of Appeal, with all

costs. But, of course, he can go on to get

his plot of land bj' other proceedings under
the law of real property. At the end of

the first round the position is, apparently,
that one man still holds his land and
pockets the proceeds of the motor-car,
while the otlier has to pay costs incurred
and bring another action on the same con-
tract with nothing in hand. It is an
eminently sporting case; but the odds are
hard to reckon by anyone unversed in out
venerable laws who wishes to back the final
winner.

We have read with considerable in-
terest a practical address given by Mr. R.
Rowland Hughes, F.A.I.,"to the' Prenton
I-iterary Society, Birkenhead, on " Hous-
ing and Town Planning," which has l)e€n
published in pamphlet form by the
society. Mr. Hughes points out how diffi-

cult it seems for Parliament to render
even a good piece of legislation entirely
efficacious, as instanced by the original
Housing Act of 1890, and emphasises the
imminence of the crisis which confronts
us to-day in the grim shape of thfe bouse
famine due to the fact that the second
largest industry in the country is on the
verge of e.xtinction, thanks to the land
clauses in Mr. Lloyd George's Finance
Act of 1909-10. and' the partial and bad
administration of the Town Planning
Act. The remedies he summarises under
the heads of State housing, grants and
loans to local authorities in aid of build-
ing, and the resuscitation of private en-
terprise, by the introduction of changes
and conditions that may render it once
more a commercial possibility. The first

he dismisses as sheer waste of money, and
all who watched the experiments in New
Zealand and Ireland will agree with him.
The second, as he points out, has proved.

and can only prove, a partial and very

uncertain remedy. The one way out of

the prejent imiMisse is the re-establish-

ment of private enterprise, first by the

repeal of the Land Tax clauses of the

Finance Act of 1909-10. the establishment

of " District Building Boards," with

power to finance builders' and others'

schemes for artisans' dwellings by Govern-

ment mortgages up to two-thirds or three-

fourths of the value of the houses, and

the extension of the period of loans to

local authorities for road-making. These

are really practical suggestions. We
have offered them before, and we entirely

endorse Mr. Hughes's I'asons for their

advocacy. There is nothing in them that

conflicts with common sense, and their

prompt application would set every

builder busy and delight the hundreds of

thousaiuls who are homeless.

The' sicund part of Mr. Hughes's addres!^

deals ably with the Town Planning Act.

and stagnation which has hindered its

adoption. "Town Planning in Compart-

ments," as he vei-y justly calls the present

slipshod fashion in which the Act is being

administered, is indeed a dismal failui'e.

In his opinion, and ours, town planning

ought to be taken out of the hands of local

autliorities altogether and vested in Town
I'lanning Boards administering larger

areas, without regard to existing

boundaries of sundry local authorities.

These Town Planning Boards should be

required to complete their schemes within

a period of, say, three years from the time
of their appointment, and the constitu-

tion of the Boards should not only be

representative of the various local authori-

ties within the area administered, but

should also include representatives from
tlio Royal Institute of British Architects

and the kindred Engineei-s' societies, the

British Medical Association, the Master
Builders' Association, tlie Chambei-s of

Commerce, Estate Agents' Institute, and
the Labour organisations, so that all views

and interests might be embraced. Mr.
Hughes gives several instances where the

present pettifogging procedure of the local

authorities is burking town planning.

There is Birkenhead, for instance, with

an area of about 4,000 acres, and up to

the present it lias taken power to town-
plan 166 ! There are others, equally as
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ridiculous, of which we hear nothing from

tlie amiable enthusiasts who tivat us to

rosy dreams of the " progress " they tell

us we are making, and chant the praises

of "model schemes" such as that at East

Birmingham, which Mr. Fowler has

riddled through and througli in our own
pages. Let us get the Town Planning Act

out of these people's hands and those of

the local know-nothings and give it a

chance under better administration, and
with it some chance of getting U'tUr

arterial roads under tlie administration

of a Central Koad Board, instead of that

of the present obstnictives. We heartily

wish the reprint of Mr. Hughes's excellent

address tlie widest possible circulation.

vouchers of all descriptions 56,416. In

1906-7 the figures were £1,920,480 6s. 2d.

and 56,416. The work covers all public

works, wliich are carried out under a con-

tract with and by Messi-s. Norton Griffiths

an<l Co., but under the supervision and

from the plans and specifications of the

Department, as is also the railway and

tramway construction. Harbour work,

drainage, water supply, and sewage bulk

largely in the total. The total expendi-

ture on public buildings amounted to

£383.608 7s.

The ninety-first annual exhibition ol

the Royal Scottish Academy, which opened

at Edinburgh last Saturday is a fairly

good one. There are three vei^ good pur-

traits by the President, Sir James Guthrie,

and one by Mr. David Alison of Mrs.

Laura MacKinnon. Mr. Fiddes Watts has

also one of the Earl of Crawford. Mr.

llobert Gibb's "Communion at the

Front " will touch deeply the hearts f f

all Scotsmen. " Somewhere in F'rance
"'

are gathered together round the white-

covered communion table in one o{ the

huts Scottish soldiers of many units en-

gaged in the simple but impressive cele-

bration of the sacrament according to the

Presbyterian' rite. If ever, since its first

institution, self-sacrifice has been the per-

vading inspiration of the participants of

tile great feast, it will be found in this

picture. Among other notable works those

by Mr. Lawton Wiiigate, Mr. Houston,

.Mr. Roche, Mr. Campbell Mitchell, Mr.

Uobert Noble, Mr. John H. Lorimer, Mr.

James Paterson, Mr. Robert Home, Mr.

P. W. Adam, and Mr. F. C. Cadell, will not

disappoint their many admirers. A good

n'.any of last year's Royal Academy pic-

tures have found their way to Edinbiirgli,

notably Mr. Frank Brangwyn's "Poul-
terer's Shoj), " and there are others by Mr.

C H. Shannon, Mr. Orpen, Mr. James
Quinn, Mr. Sargent, Mr. John Laverj-,

anil Mr. George Clausen. There is a good

collection of water-colours arranged by
Mr. Brangwyn, and some re|)iesentativ(!

drawings in the black-and-white room by
Mr. Sargent. Mr. :\Iuirhead Bone, Sir W.
<i>. Orchardson, and others.

The report of the New South Wales
Department of Public Works, of which
Mr. J. Davis, M.I.C.E., is the Director-

General, is a business-like record of the

work during the year ending June 30.

1916. The frontispiece is a " Roll of

Huty," e-xhibiting the names of the officers

of the Department wlio have joined the

Forces, including 546 names—a creditable
record of the loyalty :uid patriotism which
is deservedly emblazoned in a manner
worthy of imitation this side, instead of the
mere list of names ginerally given. The
Roll is tastefully produc*>d, and will be
preserved in many a family the members
of which have given their lives for King
and Knipirc. The gross expenditure of

the Department during the year was
£5.828.647 14v 5,1 mi. 1 t)\.> number of pay

The last (April) issue of the informa-

tive pamphlets issued by the Britisli

Reinforced Concrete Engineering Com-

IKUiy, Ltd., of 1. Dickinson Street, Man-

chester, has a well-timed and readable

article entitled "Fitting the Vehicle to

the Road," in which it is pointed out

that the cries of our own days for the

banishment of traction engine and other

heavy traffic, and the confining all motors

to special tracks, are only echoes of old

grumbles by peojile who objected to all

innovations, and thought soft roads were

the acme of perfection, and that " public

nuisances," as James the First styled

four-wheeled waggons, then just intro-

duced, should be banished or heavily

handicapped with fines and restrictions.

Another craze of our forefathers was that

the fewer the horses used to draw the

waggon the less the road would suffer

;

the result being that farmers and traders

loaded their vehicles to breaking-duwn

point, and the horses straining to the

utmost, under the whip, dug their feet

into the ground and did much more

damage to the roads than a larger team

would have done. Then followed the de-

lusion that all wheels must have broad

tires, and total remissions of tolls were

offered to all vehicles fitted with such,

till some as much as 16 ins. or 19 ins.

were commonly to be seen. About the

"advantages" thereof there was any

amount of legislation and theorising by

cranks, apparently under the idea that

every man was to be his own road-roller.

One genius, indeed—Daniel Bourne—de-

signed a waggon which he insisted would

improve any road it travelled over. The

illustration given reveals short rollers

under the waggon instead of wheels, the

four together rolling out a track five feet

wide. It uas nut till we were well into

the niiieteeiitli century that people found

out it paid best to suit the roads to the

traffic, and not to limit the traffic to the

capabilities of the roads. Possibly it will

not be till a few hundreds of the cranks

among us are dead and buried that the

advantages of good roads will be fully

recognised, meeting modern needs, at

reasonable cost, thanks to such a system

as that proved so successful and pro-

vided by the road-reinforcement method
of the British Reinforced Concrete Engi-

neering Company.

Tlie lk»iirtl i»f Trade h.is made an order tiruer
tlie 'Tiadinc wiMi tlu' linrniy .\ni?ii<biieril .\ct
requiring tlio following business to be wound
up:—The r.omlon Emory Works ','onii>auv,
r..imiti><i. ParJv, Tottfiiliain" London, X., «-.i,iiu.

fncturers of emery j>apcr (May 1).

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

On first entering the Architectural

Gallery an agreeable surprise awaits

those who. perhaps not unreasonably,

anticipated that the admittance this year

of so many photographs of permiscuous

buildings, large and small, might pro-

duce the effect familiar enough in an auc-

tioneer's show-room, surrounded by a lot

uf views of various marketable properties.

This result has, however, been obviated

by ingeniously intermingling water-

colour sketches, pen and ink perspec-

tives, and a few large-scale details. It

also must be admitted that the grouping

<.f the phidographs has, on the whole,

been well managed, though a good deal

of space has been wasted, and room on

the walls is left bare without reason.

The assemblage is wanting in interest,

and this is largely due to the consider-

able proportion of the buildings exhibited

having been carried out long since, and

some even anterior to the last decade.

Thus there is an absence of freshness and

an out-of-date look in no small degree

due to the ruthless depletion which took

)il:ice straightaway after Easter. What
determined the chc^ice actually made we
cannot conceive, and were it not for the

names of some of the authors of rejected

contributions, an impression would have

been unavoidable that a few well-known

architects ha<l been unduly accorded a

]ireference.

By far the largest amount of space on

the north wall is occupied by three enor-

mous frames giving geometrical drawings

and a site ])lan of the proposed scheme

for the improvement of the city of Bath
by Mr. Robert .\tkinsun. This capable

piece of town jdanning and street design

on ideal lines is properly placed on its

merits, tliough tJie proposal has

been exhibitetl freely before in the

same gallery. All agree that its

author has prepared a ver.v clever

and monumental solution of the

problem, but whether alterations of so

vast a scale are ever likely to be realised

seems doubtful, at any rate, for many
years, considering the conditions likely to

prevail after the war. These vast

strainers may not be too big for the sub-

ject represented, but the three of them

overtop the best part of the north side

wall, to the manifest disadvantage of

works in their immediate vicinity. Just

below, for instance, fixetl partly on the

skirting, is a small frame, not many
inches high, of a very refined green

marble escutcheon erected in Lowther

Cistle chapel by Mr. (Jeorge H. Wenyon
(1329) in memory of Sir Gerard Augustus

Lowther. Bart., with heraldic bearijigs.

delicately introduced with mantlings at

the top. This is the only exhibit of its

kind, and with its little lettering it can

not be properly seen without going down
oil one's knees and hands on the floor.

If worth showing at all, such a subject

ought to lie level with the eye. In the

middle of the east wall Sir Gilbert Scott's

design for St. Mary's Cathedral, Edin-

burgh, won in limited competition in the

early seventies, has the well-deserved

post of honour (1346), We illustrated

this fine water-colour, drawn by Mr.

Charles (Jascoyne. in our issue of

January 2. 1914, when the western towers

had been completeil under the direction

of the late John fddrid Scott, assisted by

his son. .Mr. C. M. <> Soott. who very

properly has sent the picture, which has

more than a passing interest, redeeming,

as it does, much of the paucity of con-

temporary church architecture now pre-

valent. In a similar situation at the

west eie) nf the call'^rv are two photo-
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graphic enlargements of the University

College of North Wales, at Bangor, built

some time since by Mr. Henry T. Hare,

the president-elect of the Royal Institute

of British Architects (1446-1447). The
exterior, seen prominently commanding
the skyline on its eminent site, as visible

from the railway, is quite the most effec-

tive building shown in the gallery, with

its masterly tower and excellent treat-

ment in that particular type of modern
developed Renaissance which this archi-

tect so distinctly made his own. The in-

terior of the Senate room is distinguished

by a rich arched ceiling pleasingly en-

riched in plaster foliations and springing

quite unpretentiously above the quietly

wainscoted walls. It is a matter of

I

regret that Mr. Hare should have de-

parted in his ni0)-e recent designs

from this manner by which he made his

reputation years ago.

The south wall of the gallery contains

. most of the work shown on this occasion
- by members of the Academy, and among

these Mr. E. L. Lutyens easily takes the

lead with a pair of uncommonly clever

[- wateT-colour studies of his design for a

> big mansion. El Gaudalperal, Spain
(1394-1408), drawn by Mr. W. Walcot
with dashing dexterity and very little

<letail. The plan shows the scope of this

palatial scheme which is handled in strict

conformity with Sjjanish Renaissance of

the most pleasing and broadly conceived
period with stucco wall surfaces and big

red Spanish tiles over tlie wide-spread-
ing eaves, which cast a deep shadow from
the vertical sun. The doorwaj'S and
fenesrtration, set in broad mural disjjosi-

tions, have very freely rich pedimented
heads, grilles, of course, and side trim-

mings. The cloister round the internal

quad adds naturally very much to the
interest of the planning, which includes a

private chapel and other becoming acces-

sories to so important a residence, where
money is not lacking to ensure a splendid
result. " Heathcote," Ilkley, in the
Yorkshire Wolds, is a home in another
climate and differing material; but 'Mr.

Lutyens shows how he understands the
altered conditions and purposes of his
work (1379-1380). Two good photographs.
taken a while since, represent a small
part of the staircase hall, all in stone,
and the south-east corner of the garden
front, of which we gave a view in the
autumn of 1909. The morning room of
tliis sajne house is represents! by 1421.
on the same wall, the treatment being in
Mr. Lutyens's best English manner, with
an escritoire treated as a fitment, also
cupboards on the other hand af the
marble fireplace to match, and jDane-

glazed bookcases above. The bii-d's-«Ye

(1461) of the British School of Architec-
ture, Valle Giulia. Rome, is the remain-
ing work exhibited this year by Mr. Lut-
yens, and for classic directness and able
scale in this comparatively small institu-
tion in such environments the architect
here well displavs his taste and univer-
sality in practice. We illustrated the
elevation and plan of the original scheme,
March 24. 1911.

Sir Aston Webli. R.A.. avails himself

of the change, which he did so much to

accomplish, by which photographs have
,- been admitted by the Royal Academy, and

has sent four frames of sun pictures and
only one drawing. This (1416) iiJustrate?

a work of addition and alterations to 35,

Porchester Terrace, W.. and a pair of

plans give an idea as to how the central
two rooms, necessarily retained, somewhat
hamper the disposition of the buildrng
and bisect the arrangements, which in-

'
, elude on the right hand a capital ground
staircase hall reached by a corridor from

the porch entered directly ofi the street,

with a garden room of long proportions

alongside. The exterior is finished in

cement, which is a shortcoming as far as

architectural expression goes, but no
alternative \Vas available. The garden
front is marked by two bays, one at each
extremity, and rising through two Hoors

;

the central bay, fomiing the terrace ap-

proach, appeals to have belonged to the
original premises. The plans being all

blacked in, it is not easy to understand
which is old or new. The attic rising

over the middle of the building has a
hipped root, and the absence of a balus-

trade to the main walls spares it from
the commonplace of that peculiar type of

suburban domestic work so familiar in

the older parts of modern London, built
when cement rendering came into vogue.
Sir Aston Webb's great works at South
Kensington are represented by the photo-
graphs here on view and are too familiar
to need jsarticular description : No. 1453,
Main Entrance Imperial College of Science
and Technology

; No. 1455, Goldsmiths
extension of the City and Guilds Engi-
iKH'ring College, Prince Consort Road

;

and No. 1474, the Victoria and Alljert

Museum Main Entrance and Central
Tower. Tlie remaining [jhotograph. No.
1348, is of the College Chapel, Worksop,
which is unusually lofty ; but this view,
by being broad, cuts oft the archway to

the quasi-chancel or sanctuary, and alters

the jiroportions, also makes too much of
the wall panellings over the chapel seat-

ings. The altar wants elevating con-

siderably, and being so low down is want-
ing in dignity. The Chapels to Lancing
and Hurstpierpoint Colleges show the
good effect of an elevated sacrarium archi-

tecturally considered.

Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.A., sends an
enlarged photograph, of which we give a
reproduction to-day, of Mr. Athelstan
Riley's house. La Trinite, Jersey (1413),
built some years ago in granite, the lower
part of the main body of the premises
including the old building on the site.

Its lofty root gives the mansion much dis-

tinction and individuality of character.
Mr, Blomfield's new work is shown by
an autograph pencil perspective (1433).
setting out a range of new classrooms
and a gate-house of the Universities
type, on one side of a proposed quad-
rangle for Sherborne School. The- design
is extremely quiet, handled in an Acade-
mic rendering of simple Tudor—not very
inspiring perhaps, if in character with
old Dorsetshire stonework of the vernacu-
lar order. Sherborne is such a pic-

turesque old-world place, that additions
need be gravely undertaken and with
decorum. Lincoln also is famous in his-

torj-, and No. 1439, Mr. Blomfield's third
exhibit shows the public library built a

few- yt-ars ago in that city. The centre-

piece has a lead-covered cupola, and the
windows have square-headed sashes. The
ashlar-faced walling is relieved by a

frieze interspaced between the fenestra-

tion, and hanging draperies, with circu-

lar discs, are distinguishing ornaments
to the elevation, which, judging by this

photograph, is in a side street on a slope.

Sir Ernest George, R.A., relies this

year on two representative aiid charming
water-colours (804) the first, a spacious
picture overlooking Rouen and the Seine,

and the other, called " Black Angers "

(922). in which the bastioned citadel figures

in all its ancient dignity, with the bridge
approach in the forefront of the sketch.

Tlie Royal Academy of Music, in the

Marylebone Road, so well known to Lon-
doners (1466), is the sole exemplar in the

architectural gallery shown on this occa-

sion by Messrs. Ernest George and

Alfred Yeates. We illustrated this hand-
some Renaissance pile in our issue for

May 19, 1911. In the previous Academy
the exterior found a place.

The president of the Institute, Mr.
Ernest Newton, R.A., has three frames
of photographs of houses erected at

various times, viz., (1376) "Luckley,"'
Wokingham, Ardenrun Place, Blindiey
Heath (1383), of which we give the garden
front to-day, and Upton Grey Manor
(1391), by a frame including four pictures

very cleverly arranged so that the per-

spective lines do not interfere with each
other as often happens, as in the pair of

interiors of the old-world type of house
at Sherborne (1369), by Mr. Baillie Scott,

hanging near on the same wall. The
heavy ceiling timbers appear in the
photographs to clash and mar the com-
position.

Sir Thomas G. Jackson, Bart., R.A.

,

does not exhibit at all, but Mr. Edward
S. Prior, A.R.A., acting in concert with
Mr. Henry Wilson, is represented by a
masterly sketch, quarter-scale, model of

the Baldachin, or Cioerium, to be placed
in the Duke of Norfolk's R.C. Cathedral
Church at Norwich, built by the late Mr.
G. Gilbert Scott. This will be carried
out in Derbyshire marbles and alabaster.

The signs of the zodiac appear on the
frieze modelled by Mr. WOson, and marble
dark shafts at the corners without cajjs

or bases. The roof is domical in form,
and is to have a Mosaic soffit, the style

being Byzantine in manner, though the
church is in the English fwinted style,

with columns corresponding in size to

those at Tewkesbury Abbey.
Mr. E. Guy Dawber sends one frame

of pastel-tinted pen and ink views of the
school house (1435), which we illustrate

to-day, erected in connection with the
Lord Wandsworth Institution, Long Sut-
ton, Hants. The excellence of his work
needs no praise, being self-evident. The
subject hangs below Mr. Blomfield's
Sherborne School, already named, on the
canted slope at the angle to the south wall.
In a like situation towards the north we
noticed a capital example of Georgian
design by Mesrs. Everard, Son, and Pick,
of Leicester, to be carried out for the
Leicestershire County Council in pale red
and brindled brick dressed with stone
(1460).

Mr. Sydney Greenslade shows a iTOrk-

ing detail of the National Library for

Wales, Aberystwyth (1307) whicli we
published in our series of this same build-
ing last year, and some photographs
showing the sti-ucture on its unfinished
site (1308) follow, hut they do not ex-

hibit the design to the best advantage.
Mr. Paul Waterhouso has two works, the

chief being his Prudential Buildings.

Leicester, in a severe Roman classic

facade. The drawing (1323) is of a

study for a provincial office with a big

jjediment. The central dual hall of the

Manchester Exchange (1311), the result

of a competition a few yeai-s ago and
now being built, is by Messrs. Bradshaw
Gass and Hope. Mr. Walter Brierley

has a house at Sittingbourne, this draw-
ing (1440) having appeared in our page.«

two years ago. The same clever archi-

tect sends his Bank at Nefwcastle (1321)

and the dijung-room photograph, Nor-
manby Park, Lincoln, all, of course.

very good and homelike. The Sculpture

and China Hall of the Art Gallei-y.

Hulme, Lady Lever Memorial (1322) by
Messi-s. W. and Segar Owen, is classical

and Doric in fashion, a colonnade cir-

cular on plan with domical light over

gracefully drawn and tinted in chalks

by :\tr. Raffles Davison. We shall illus-

trate this in due course, and also we shall
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give the King Edward VII. Art .School,
AniLstwrig College, Xewcastle-on-Tyno,
ail e.xcellent and im]X)i-t4int work by '.Mr.

William H. Knowles, F.S.A. (1325).
The Charing Cross Bridge scheme by
Meesi-s. T. K. Davi.son and T). B. Nivoii
(1324 and 1326) is liandsomely shown by
a pair of graphic ))erepectives, one calltMl

"Cliaring Cixjss to Baghdad." "The
Foundei-s' Tomb," Washington Cathe-
dral, is an addition of a rich kind to tli«

late G. F. Bodley's church, which we
have fully illustrated. The present water-
colour drawing (1332) will also appear
very shortly. Mr. Arthur Young's
chui-ch at Be.xhill has a Sus.st-x charactei'
and is very suitable, so is his Lychgate
(1342). The two rich interiors on the
lino by Mr. G. H. Fellow** ]'rynne show
an ela;borate bionze screen at Christ
Church, Epsom (1343), and another rood
scret^n at St. Colunrb's Church, Cornwall
(1353), restored carefully and having a
fine figure on the ci-oss broadly dignified.
a.s it .should Ix>. The pair of "altar-jjieces

by Mr. Cecil C. Hare, Yoxall Church,
Staffs (1352) and Esclusham Church,
Wrexham (1352) are shown by working
drawings of very appi-o))riate de<f.ail. We
are to illustrate both soon, an<l likev/ise
the photographs of the renovated Presi-
dent's Lodge Buildings at Cambridge for
',>ue<<n's College (1420) in half timber,
quaint and pn>tty, so fe«dingly restor<(l
by the samo architect. Mr. Temple
M<x>ro is st'-.jng this year with his jihoTn-

graohs of S!. Peter's Church, Barnsley
(1356-6), and St. Wilfred Chuivh, Hario-
gate (1360), of which 'f(jur views are
shown. We shall publish these at an
early d.ate. Mr. Samuel Weatherby in
1361 has a capital screen surmounted by
a rood and rich-coveied and groinell
ceiling to tho gallery for St. Stephen's
Church, Noiibury. The Whit<'ley ITomes.
by Mr. Mervyn Macartney, which we
have already illustrated, arehere .scarcely
done just.ice to iby some three photri-
,'raphs (1377). Mi-. Philip Tilden sends
a symijathetic line drawing for a refined
house in the .style of Sir Christopher
Wren as at Hampton Court (1386). Mr.
Sydney Tat^-hell is t.he architect of a well-
arrangixl hous<^ oallwl " Wallingford,"
at Purley (1392). and :\ressi's. Romaine.
Walker and .Tenlvins show a series of fine
photographs of handsome work at Buck-
lan<l, Berks, Chatswoith, Derbyshire, and
Knowslev Hall, where they built a stair-
eji.se, hall and central front", all their work
lieing well in harmony with these man-
sions to which these additions have lK>en
made. Messrs. Asheley and Newman ar<'
represented by their well-kni>wn Council
House at Birmingham (1472), of which we
have given several illustrations, and their
other photograi)hs show a house Tn Hami)-
stead T»ine (1401), East Finchley, a work
of much skill. Messrs. Alfred Hart and
lieslie Waterhouse have quite one of the
best water-colours in this ^allirv. " Bed-
<ote," Haslemere (1412), their second
work shown being "House in Wiltshire"
(1431), both in excellent taste. Mr.
Walter Cave is to be congratulated on the
freshness of the new fagade and additions
to the Union .Tack Club, Waterloo Bo.ul
(1449), which we reproduce as a double
page to-day. The problem was by no
means an easy one. hampered by existing
premises, and therefore the result is u\]
the more interesting. This architect's
other exhibit is a ))hotograph of a house
larried out some while ago in Xorthant';
(1375), called Littlecourt. The biy de-
tail shown by Mr. Frank Verity (1432)
.shows the colonnade to the Electric Pavi-
lion, Oxford Street, to large scale, and bis
view by Mr. Walcot illustrates the im-
portant block of flats now erecting at the
top of Park Lane, near the Marble Aivh

(1442). We gave a similar drawing .some

while back of this same project which has
since been enlarged somewhat. The
Marylebone 'I'own Hall, by Mr. Edwin
Cooper (1445-1450), is quite one of the

best recently erected public buildings in

the Metropolis, and it has been much im-
proved, particularly in the ])roportions

of its handsome colonnade, .since the com-
petition design was accejited. AVe have
illustrated it before, and hope to give

the.se new photographs shortly. The
Ciinard Building, Liverpool, interiors by
Messrs. Willinlv and Thicknesse (1471 and
1477), are worthy of this great slii))piiig

centre, and are realised in a cultivated

classic way, practical and archit< ctuial.

No. 93. Mortimer Street, W., is relatively

.small (1451), by IMessrs. W. and E. Hunt,
who have handled their fa(,'ade in a simi-

larly dignified manner without fussy de-

tail! We illustrated this building in 1912.

Messrs. Percy Adams and L. H. Holden
are aliout to greatly enlarge St. (ieorge's

Hospital, and they exhibit the Knights-
bridge facade (1437) by an elevation which
we shall jiuljlish in a week or two. If is

very simple and suitable ; also in har-

mony with the stabilty of the old struc-

ture. The extensions are urgently needed

in this time of stress. The Boys' Garden
City, Woodford, by Mr. AV. A. Pite, is a

small but e.xcellent ))iece of institutional

work (1418), and we shall give this draw-
ing l)efore long. Capt. Maurice E. AVebb
sends a nice garden house at Foxbury,

Chislehurst, with terra.-e (1390), .ind the

late Lieut, Philip E. AVebb, R.E., is re-

presented by Hockleysole Manor, Kent,

where his alterations" and additions show
the greatest |>romise and ability as an

architect (1387), for this was a little work

of much skill and good taste.

>-•••—<

(But illnatrations.

THE 1:NI()N .JACK CLCB. AVATEBLOO
BRIDGE ROAD, S.E.

This drawing is on view at the Royal
Academy Exhibition. It shows the projjosed

exten.sio'u to tbi.s very imjiortant Club for the

S^iilors and Soldiers who arrive at and de]>art

from Waterloo, and tlie accoinmodalioii thus

to be pro\ided is very urgently needed. The
scheme shown on the |)laiis gives a large

saloon of some 4,700 super feet and a big

l)illiard-room with .<iix full-sized tables, new
kitchens and scullerie-s on the ground floor,

and a new <liiinmig-rooin with serving-room

which gives .service to all the.se new rooms,
various other alterations to the offices and
other administrative departments. Above there

are two hundred and eighty-three new bed
rooms with haths, etc., all connected with the

IJi'csent bedroom floors. The elevation to

.Sandell .Street is intended to Ive in Portband
stone and ('rowborongh bricks, bu] the bays
at eacli end will connect with the existing

buildings and will follow them in material.

It will he noticed that the njiper floors of the
.Sjindell .Street, fa^'ade will be set back about
six feet to give skylights to the billiard-

room and help the light and air in the some-
what narrow street. The architect is Mr.
AValter Cave. F.R.I.B.A.. 22, Sackville
Street. AV.

TRINITY MANOR. JER.SEY.

This photoKiaph is at the Royal Academy
this year. It illustrates the garden front of
Mr. Athelstan RUey's house, erected at La
Trinite. .Jersey, from the designs of Mr.
Regin.ild Blomheld, R.A. AVc gave a plan of
the bnihling •when the work was put in hand,
and a view of the enti^ince. or other side
of the hoii.s<., ajtpeared at the same time in our
issue of Abiy 3. 1912. witli Fonu- |iarticulars.
That drawing was exhibited also at the Royal
Academy. Two years jireviously Mr. Blom-
field was represented in the "summer ex-
hibition by a view of the hou.se, also showing
the new gardens, but that scheme wa,« sub-
sequently abandoned, and over the central

block a very steep roof was adopted to the

same pitch us that of the house at Montain-
ville, which was built in the French manner,
at the end of the fifteenth century. Local
granite has been cmi)loyed for the walls and
Oelabole small slates cover the roof with lead

hips, ridges and finitds.

THE GARDEN KRONT. ABDENRUN.
BLINDLEY HE.\TH. GODSTONE,
.SURREY.
This photograph is one of three of this

house now on view at the Royal Academy by
the president of the R.I.B.A., Mr. Ernest
Newton, A. R.A. AA'e gave the plans and a
foreshortened (perspective drawn by Mr. F. L.
(Jriggs in our issue of January 28, 1910. This
view was exhibited also at the Academy. The
walling is faced with Chichester purple clamp
bricks with Wrotham deep red dressings t<i

the windows. Portland stone furnished the
[dinth quoins and porches to the entrances.
The cornices are of wood and deep red
AVrotham tiles cover the roofs. The aspect Ls

north and south, the main appmach being
from the north towards which the kitchen and
billiardroo-n are placed. Messrs. Trollope
and .Sons were the general contractors. The
st,Tircase is in lt.ilian walnut, like the panelled
hall. The dining-room aivd billiardroom are
treated with pine fini.shings. A detaU draw-
im; of the porch will he found in our issue of

February 4. 1910.

THK LORD WANDSAVORTH INSTITU-
TION. LONG SUTTON. H.\MPSHIRE.
'J'hese crayon drawings illustrate one of the

houses erected in connection with this ex-
tensive institution, of which Mr. E. tliiy

Dawber. F.R.I.B.A., is the architect. Tli'e

I)erspeclives are now on view at the Royal
.\cademy exhibition. On May 17, 1915, we
gave a prospect from the south on a double
page j)late, showing the main central build-

ings, .and a general plan from the exhibit
then at the Royal Academy. Nothing pre-
cisely similar to this scheme has been carried
out in this country for the education of agri-

cultural students on such an extensive scale.

The residential home.s, when completed, will

enclose a great quadrangle. Tlie home illus-

trated to-day is typical of the remainder. It

provides for twenty boys, with departments
for the master and the m.itron. The urgency
of such an educational establishment has been
demonstrated by what has happened in con-

sequence of the var, but, unfortunately,
everything connected with building has in

the meiintime been hung up by the shoriage
of labour and materiaJs due to the siime
cause. The foundations, etc., have been got
in, and immediately an opportunity of going
.ahead occurs the work will be pressed on
with. The farm piemiscc and stables put
up in connection with this institution wei*
designed by Mr. Reginald Blomfield, R.A.,
who ;il.so did the steward's house and en-

trance gateway to the estate. A general

front view, with plans, will appear at an enrly

date.

Tho cost of working the Tower Bridge last

year w.ts £15,276. The basculce were lifted

3,354 times.

Th<> Leigh and District Master liuildors'

Asso<-iation have decided to give advances to

ihoir workmen ranging from 4e. to Ms. ,i veok.

Ml-. .Vi-ohibald Cohnllc, of The Mooiings,
Motherwell, chainnan of Messrs. David Otdville

and Sons, Limited, of the Dalzcll Iron and
Steel Works, a mcmljor of the Board of Trade
Iron an<I Steel InJustries Commit;tee, has l<sft

pei-Bonal estate in the I'nitcd Kingdom amount-
.ing to £292.025.

At an inquest held at Shn-wftoury on Siitur

day into the death of Mi-s. Brown (o9), of Elm
•bank. Ellesmci-e Road, wife of an oixhiteot
prat-tjsing in the town, Ishe hu£iban<l wan
soveiely censured by the ooronor and jury.

Mrs. Brown wa« taken ill while visiting u

n.-jghbour. an<I died eliortly aft^r being earned
home. Mr. Br<nvu, in lu'e evidence, denied
ihat his wife hiiil betMi kept short of food or
imoney. The jury found tlfat death was due to

,

weakness aecelernted by defioioot MUtritiaii,J

Hirought on by neglect.—Tho Ooponer told thej
liuf^iand the jury thought his oondxict had 1105
be^>n wliat it aliould have been, and tliat hfl

had had a very ii-arrow eeoape of beang tr.ca

for manelaughter. He Juid notliing more t>^

say, save that he wns in iM-rfoot agreement witJl

the jury.
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HOUSE FOR BOYS, LORD WANDSWORTH INSTITUTION,
LONG SUTTON, HANTS.—Mr. E. Guy Dawber, F.R.LB.A. Architect.
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ANCIENT EARTH DWELLINGS
At the last monthly meeting of the Society

of Antiquaries of Scotland, held at 24, George
Street, Edinburgh, a communication was read
by Mr. David .\lacJlit<'hie, F. S.A.Scot., on
" Earth Houses and Their Oceupants." Mr.
-MacRitchie stated that earth houses, more
correctly described in Gaelic as tiqh fo
thalaimh—underground houses—were found
in various parts of the British Isles and in

foreign countrie.s, and that they were now
generally admitted to have been dwellings.

Tliough it was to a certain e.xtent true that
there were also such constructions used for

storenouses, tombs, and temples, the evidence
for sepulchral use was not to be found in this

country. The proof which he adduced for

their use as habitations was the occurrence
within them of the debris of food used by
man—bone^ of the ox, deer, and other like

creatures, shells and .shell-fish, of ornaments
of bronze, and of pottery.

Mr. MacRitchie illustrated a number of in-

stances from Ireland in which obstacles had
been placed in the passage way so as to ob-

struct the ingress of an en«my or undesii-e<l

visitor, and he pointed out that the same idea

was not wholly absent from Scottish earth

houses, a notable in.stance being in the
mound dwelling at Milton of Whitehouse, in

the Braes of Cromar, Aberdeenshire, where
the passage appeared to have been inten-

tionally blocked in two places by large

upri^t stones. Mr. MacRitchie, while main-
taining that earth houses were built for occu-

pation, expressed his opinion that their use

was probably casual and intermittent, and
throughout the winter months, and that they
were abandoned by their inhabitants during
the milder seasons, when thev led a nomadic
life

•isulering the date of these buildings

M cRitoliie pointed out that the existence

• '1 e of the stones showing undoubtedly
" a workmanship, as at Criohton, in Mid-

lothian, and tlie presence of a Roman pottery

was sufficient evidence of some at least having

been erected and utilised during the period of

the Roman occupation, or shortly subsequent

thereto.
>—•••—<

STATUES AND MEMORIALS.
Ell.^nD.—The people of Elland have decided

to provide an effective memorial to the late

Canon Winter, who was rector of the parish for

nearly a quarter of a century, and died with
tragic suddenness in the vestry of the church
ufter preaching on January 14 last. The scheme
includes the erection of a rood-screen and two
f^ide-screens in the parish church, together with
a monument over the grave in the Elland
Cemetery, at an estimated cost of £590: the
restoration of the Thorahill Chapel {a portion
of the church), the cost being estimated at

£300 ; and the improvement of the sanctuary,
at an estimated expenditure of £500 ; or a total
cost of £1,390. It is intended to execute the
work in three pai-ts, and in the order enume-
rated. Mr. H. Fellowes Prynne has charge of

the scheme and the work.
The Late Loed Ke.steven.—Captain Thomas

Carew TroUope, 3rd Baron Kcsteven, of Case-
wick Hal), Stamford, lost his life in the early
part of November, 1915, owing to the vessel
which was carrying him to his military duties
in the East being torpedoed. To perpetuate
his memory in the district, his mother, the Hon.
Mrs. TroUope, has just erected in the church-
yard at Barholm a cross, which was formally
dedicated la<5t week. The cross has been built
of Olipsham stone, and is the work of Messrs.
Thompson and Son. of Peterborough, who were
represented at the dedication by Mr. H. Wood.
It stands on a substantial base, and is ci-owned
by a carved representation of Calvary. In one
of the niches is a 6gure representing the late
Baron in military garb, in a second Bishop
Martin (to whom the church is dedicated), in
n third the Madonna and C'hild, and in the
fourth St. George. On another part is a re-
presentation of a stag's head, with an oak leaf
in the mouth, this being taken from the Kcs-
teven crest.

> mmm <

TBADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest i>atent " air-qiump " venti-

lators, supplied by Messrs. Rolbert Boyle and
Son, ventilating engineers, 64, Holboi-n Via-
duct, London, have been employed at the
drawing office of the National Projectile Fac-
tory, Dudley.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
(jKricE OF Works Voxe.—The House went

into Committee of Supply last week on a

Vote of £91,150 for the' Office of Works.

Sir A. Moud (Swansea Town, L. ) said that

the small increase shown on the Estimates

was practically entirely due to the natural

iiscrements of salaries. The departmental

staff consisted of 2,925 employees, of whom
2.228 were men, of whom 956 had joined the

forces. The total number of unmarried men
of military age of all classifications eligible

for service in the Department was 123, and of

married men 225. Since his appointment he
had succeeded in obtaining the release of a

further 69 men. Therefore, so far as the
Office of Works was concerned, the attacks
on Civil Servants for not joining the forces
were entirely unjustified. No fewer than 48
members of the staff had fallen in action. A
great deal of the work of the Department
had been of a chai-acter whicli did not fall

directly on the Estimates for the Office of
Works, but it was carried out for the War
Office, the Ministry of Munitions, and other
Departments. Since 1916 in the London area
alone 33 temporary buildings to meet the
extension of departments had been erected.
Eight or nine military hospitals had been
erected, furnished, and" fitted out by the De-
partment, and a large number of important
munition factories and store.> had been built.

These buildings were permanent structures,
and they opened up a prospect of cheaper
construction in the future as the result of
le.ssons learnt during the war. In connection
with the unfortunate explosion which oc-
curred in the Ea-st End of London on .lanu-
ary 19, the work of reinstatement was
begun on January 25, nnd by March 1 over
800 houses in various st.ages of dilapidation
and ruin had been re-roofed, slated, glazed,
and rendered weather-proof. In addition to
these, 106 houses had been completed and
handed over, along with a number of stores,
stables, and other buildings. His last topic
was the question of a National War Museum.
He hoped the House would entrust the
First Commissioner of Woiks with the duty
of organising a museum which should pre-
sent to posterity tlie great effort made bv the
Empire and its Allies, and also the efforts
made by our opponents in the great war. It
was high time to act, for already many
records of heroic deeds had disappeared, had
been scattered and lost. The function of a
committee, of which he was chairman, was to
gather together important data with the
object of forming this museum as a national
war memorial, in which would be collected
valuable and interesting records so that
future generations might realise what their
forefathers had done, both on sea and land.
To make the scheme as comprehensive as it

ought to be the assistance of the Government
would be required. The committee consisted
of himself, as chairman, ex officio ; Sir
Maj-tin Conway (Director-Cieneral), Com-
mander C. C. Walcott, R.N., representative
of the Admiralty; Jlr. B. B. Cubitt, C.B.,
representative of the War Office; Colonel
G. R. Stansfeld, C.B.. representative of the
Ministry of Munitions ; Professor C. W. C.
Oman ; Mr. Ian Malcolm, M.P. ; and Mr.
C J. Ffoulkes, secretary and cm-ator. On
the Vote for the Houses of Parliament build-
ing, Mr. Dickinson (L., North St. Pancras)
advocated the removal of the grille in front
of the Ladies' Gallery of the House of Com-
mons. Sir A. Mond. replying. . said he was
glad the question had been raised. Techni-
cally, he understood he had the
authority to i-emove the gi-ille himself,
and, although the attendance on the present
occasion was small, an overwheiming opinion
had been expressed in favonr of its removal.
Certainly he intended to take action in the
matter, and much would depend on tihe

opinion expressed by the House. He saw-

no opportunity foi- discussion, but he hoped
it would be possible to ascertain the opinion
of members, perhaps, by means of a ballot.

Naturally he did not wish to do anytihing

which would run counter to the wishes of a
large number of members. The Vote was
agi'eed to.

Though the controversy concerning th«
wisdom or otherwise of holding an Autumn
Exhibition in the Walker Art CJallery has now
almost subsided, there are those who stil!

cling to the view that for the sake of the
artists there should be an exhibition of work,-
by local painters. An influential section
of local artists does not hesitate to urge that
such an exhibition would be of little or
possibly no value to them, as its power to
attract the public would not be anything like

as great as an exhibition comprising works
by the leading artists of the country and the
Continent. It is not that the loca,l artis,ts di.s

parage their own talents, but they frankly
recognise that the general comprehensive ex-
liibition suA as has been held for so many
years is the only one to draw the public
sufficient in numbers and opulence to help
them in the way of purchases.
Lady Butler, painter of "The Roll Call"

and other famous battle pictures, has arrived
in Lcmdon from Ireland for the opening of
an Exhibition of Pictures entitled "Glimpses
of the Great War," which will shojftly be
held at the Leicester Galleries, Leicester
Square. These water colours are the out-
I>ut of two years' work, and Lady Butler
has decided to present the proceeds of the
sale of the pictures to the Lord Roberts
Memorial Fund for Workshops for Disabled
Soldiers and Sailors. Included in the ex-
hibition will be Lady Butler's famous picture.
"Steady, the Drums and Fifes," which will
be lent by the Middlesex Regiment. Two years
ago an exhibition of Lady Butler's pictures
was held in these Galleries bv which the sum
of £1,000 was raised for the Officers' Familie-
Fund.
Speaking at the annual meeting of the Li-

corporated Free and Open Church Associa-
tion, at Westminster, last Wednesday, the
Bishop of Birmingham spoke of an experien:v
he had when his son was leaving for the
front. In order to pray he went to the [)arish
church of the town he was in and found tie
door locked. He thereupon went across to .i -

Roman Catholic church, which, as usual, w;u<
open. His legal position was not clear, but
if allowed to do so he stated his intention of
insisting that all churches in his diocese
should be cleared of pew rents. The clergy
were not the stumbling-block ; it was the lay-
men, the "pillars of the Church," the "best
people." who insisted on their "right" to a
" reserved seat."

A great art lottery, by license of the Board
of Trade, in aid of St. Dunstan's Hostels for
Blinded Soldiers and Sailors, the prizes bein?
paintings, drawings, sculptures, etc., by h

great many of the foremost artists of" the
day, and of the earlier schools. The works
are on exhibition at the great bazaar at

the Royal .-Vlbert Hall, opened by Queen
Alexandra, from May 7 to 10, and after-
wards at the Chenil Gallery, King's Road.
Chelsea. The whole of the gifts, at present
300, and being added to daily, will be dis

po.sed of by means of a great lottery.

Tickets, 5s. each, the drawing of which will

take place at the St. Dunst-an's Hostel.
Regents Park, on Tuesday. July 10. 1917.

at 4 p.m. Those wishing to piu-chase tickets,

or who are willing to undertake the sale of

.same, are invited to remit £2 10s. for a "book

of ten tickets. The Committee will refund
the full amount of any unsold tickets re-

turned not later than -luly 7. All cr.mmuni
cations and remittances should be made if

the Hon. Secretary. Kineton Parkes, Chelsea

Art Union, Chenil Galleries, 183a. King's
Road, C'Jhelsea. London. S.W. 3.

The fact that a good-sized private dwelling-

liouse is being built between Berkswell and
Tile Hill, jiartly with the labour of eligible

men, was commented on at Coventry Tribunal

last Friday, when a bulk claim was made
for exemption of a slating firm's men. The
Military Representative said the case was
described in the district as a public scandal,

and the military authorities were deter-

mined as far as they could to stop the work
continuing by eligible and badged men. In

giving temporary exemption to some of the

men, the condition was imposed that they

should do no private work.
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KFFECT OK EXCESS WATER IX
CONCRETE.*

Ill" DUtF .VDBAMS,

Processor in Charge, Structural Materials
Research Laboratory, Lewis Institute,

Chicago.

Experience has indicated about what pro-
portions of cement and aggregate must be
used to give concrete of the necessary resist-

ance for a given purpose, but little attention
has been given to the interrelation of the
effects of varying quantities of water on the
resistance of the concrete. A thorough in-

vestigation of thi.s subject is in progre.ss at the
Structural MateriiJs Research Laboratory.
These tests have shown tlie following relations

to o^jtain :

—

1. With a certain aggregate of the siinie

grading and sufficient water to produce a
concrete of a given plasticity, the strength of

the concrete within the usual range of mi.xes,

is proportional to the quantity of cement in

a unit volume of concrete.

2. With a given aggregate and the same
qinuitity of cement, the .strength of the con-
crete is a maximum with the smallest quantity
of water which can be used to produce a

plastic mix : any increase in the quantity of
water is accompanied by a very rapid falling
off in the strength of the concrete.

3. With a given aggregate mixture, the
ime quantity of cement, and sufficient water

to produce a concrete of definite ])lasticity,

(a) the strength of the concrete increases with
jho " cojii'seness " of the aggi'egate up t«) a
certain limit : (b) this limit of " coarseness "

is

higher for a larger quantity of cement and
lower for a smaller quantity of cement : (c)

the limit of " loaiseness " of the aggregate
which it is feasible to use varies slightly with
the character of the material, being somewhat
tower for a mixture of .sjind and crushed stone
than for sand and well-rounded pebbles, and
lower still for mixtures in which crushed stone
or similar material is used as fine aggregate.

4. For given proportions of cement and
aggregate the quantity of water required for

a definite plasticity de))ends largely on the
grading of the aggregate, and to only a minor
degree on the character of the materials, shape
of particles, etc,

5. For a given aggregate, the quantity of

water required to give concrete of the same
relative plasticity is directly ]n(ip(n-tional to

the <iuantity of cement.
The tendency has been during recent years

ti use entirely too much water; in many in-

stances the water used is 50 to 100 per cent,

ill excess of the quantity which gives the
highest strength, resulting in concrete of not
more than 25 to 50 i>er cent, the strength
that should have been oljtained Avith the same
cement and aggregate and a proper quantity
of water. While some sacrifice in strength is

generally necessary in order to secure concrete
which may he handled and placed at low inst.

it is absurd to sacrifice 50 to 75 per cent, of

the strength which is practically available in

Ibis way. While the injurious effect of excess
water in concrete has been given little atten-
tion, a great deal of emphasis has been placed
on the benefits to be derived from the use of

coarse, well-graded aggregate.
The experimental work referred to above

has already thrown mudi new light on this
subject We are forced to the conclusion that
the chief advantages of well-graded and coarse
aggregate as compared with poorly-giaderi
aggregate conies from the fact that "tlie cini

Crete can be mixed to a workable ^ilasticity
with less water, and not to any inherent dif-
ference in the behaviour of aggregate of dif-

ferent sizes. In other words, while coar.se,

well-graded aggregate i.s highly desifable.
little or nothing is gained by using aggregates
of the highest grade unless we take advantage
of the fact that it can 'be mixed witli corres-
pondingly less water. This makes it apparent
that many of the shortcomings of concrete
made of fine or poorly-gracled aggregate
hould be charged to the' additional water re-
hired to mix the concrete.
It is as important that an ujiper limit be

laced ou the quantity of water as it is that
lower limit be placed on the <n' nititv of
inent in the batch. It would be inst as con-

- stent to specify the quantity of aggregate

• Prom "Conorete Highwuy Mngmine,

and water and leave the proportioning of the

cement to the judgment of the mixer foreman
as to specify the quantity of cement and
aggregate and leave the proportioning of the

water to the mixer gang. Exactly the same
effect is produced by the use of an excess of

water as by a deficiency in cement ; and it is

more im)jortant now that special attention be
given to tlie water in concrete, since the pre-

sent methods give reasonable assurance that

the proper quantity of cement is used.

All the benefits which may arise from using
good cement, coarse, well-graded aggi'egates,

thoroughly mixing the concrete, etc., are com-
pletely nullified if an excess of water is used
in the mix.

"Ill ihixing concrete use the least i|Uaiitity

of water that will pi-oduce a workable mix,
then give the concrete as much water as pos-

sible after it has begiui to harden," is the only
safe rule to follow.

Probably the greatest improvement which
can be made in our present methods of manu-
facturing concrete will come from a better

undei'standing of the very injurious effect of

excess water and a saner practice in proijor-

tioning this important element of the mix.

!6n:ltitn0 InUlUgtnrE.

Gretna.—The fouiKl.i.tion-sto)ie of the

first of two new churches \r> be erected by
the Scottish Episcopal Church has been laid.

The scheme originally included the erection

of two chiu'ohes, two halls, and two }>arson-

ages, at a total cost of £16,570. The Govern-
ment have given the site." and provided grants

in aid for the churches and jiarsonages,

liut it has been found necessary to delete

t he halls and one parsonage from the scheme
ill tlie me.-iiitinie, thus reduciiii; the exi>endi-

ture bv £5.100.

CHIPS.
.\ crucili.v made of pieces of ihe Zc|»pelin

liroii,;;ht down ill tho village has been placed

in Potters Bar parish cliurch.

Tho committee of tho Woolwicli Day Nur-
sery have ibeen grajited permission to erect

a creche at th<' corner of St. Mary Street and
Orchard Street.

The death is aiinounce<l, on the 2nd inst., ut

his rceidcnco. 11, JJuckleijrli Road, Streatham
Common, S,W,16, followin<f an operation, of

Mr, Samuel Nixon, surveyor, of 82, Victoria
Street, S,W,, in his 66th year.

About seventy years ago Ruskiii bought for

£88 a wa.ter-colour drawing of •Constance,"
which he characterised as one of t-he " most
finished and faultless works " of Turner's last

years, and s;iid that the day he brought it

home to Denmark Hill was one of the happiest
of his life. Lust Fridiy in the Beinhmn s»le

at Christie's, the drawing fetched £4,500,

f^ast Satiirtlay evening ilie .momimcnt erected
at St. Paul's. Hainmersmitli, to tlu- inemory of
Alderman James Sniitli in 1668, and which
was re<'eiitly disinterred from Ix-neath the ves-

try floor, was iinveilctl ami dedicated. The
moimnient has been re-erected by the SaJtei*'
Company, of which guild the alderman was a
member, ami has been placed in the sanctuary.

Sec. Lt. William R. Ca-sebv. Ro.val Scot,*,

attached Lunojisiiire Fusiliers (killed in action),

wa.s a. son of Mr. David Cjisobj-. South Street.
.St. .Andrews. LaM July ho was awarded tho
Military C'lxxss for gallantry ou the field.

Hefore he eiitorod -tho -Xrniy ho was in tilio

olfiee of Messrs. Gillespie and Scott, archi-
tects. St. Andre^re. Ho was twenty-one years
of «ge.

Maxstoke Castle, Warwickshire, has been
lent to the British Red C^ross Society as a
V..A',D, auxiliary hospital for convalescent
soldiers, Tho castle, built in 1345, still con-
sists of the greater part of the orijrinal build-
ing, and retains a large quadianule, with corner
and gateway t»wers. The whole is sunounded
by a wide and deep moat and extiiisive
frrounds.

According to tho Vancouver Dailp Province
of .Tanuary 19, 1917, the City of Edmonton,
.Mbertn, Canada, 'which some years ago
adopted •' single tax " as the principle of rating,
has decidetl to abandon it. We understand that
p.v, "single tax" in connection with rating,
buildings and improvements were not assessetl
to the rates which were imposed on the capital
value of the bare site.

TO CORRESPONDENTS,
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. All communtcations stiould

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as tbere are
many claimants upon tlie space allott^ to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications reapectlnR illustration.< or literary

uiatler, books for review, elc., should t>e addressed
to the Editor of the Bi'iiDlNG News, EtUngham
House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.2, and not to
oembers of the stati by name. Delay is not infre-

.uently ottierwise caused. All drawings and otli«r

.onimunications are sent at contributors' risLs. and
the Editor will not undertake to pay tor, or be
liable for. unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photograph.-,

architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither tiiein nor
us much good to illustrate buildinas which have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

Telegrams: " Timeservcr, Estrand, London.
"

Telephone: Gerrard 1201.

Receivep.—A. H. and Co.—A. C. Co.—Sir W. H. B.

and Co., Ltd.—K. C. and C. Co.. Ltd.—W. and W.
—\V. and Son.—V. Ltd.—E, and R, Ltd.—Q, M. 8.

—F. A, N, and Co,—S, A, A—V, de T, A, Co,,

Ltd.—W C. Co.. Ltd.—J. H. P.—W. and C—
G. and 11.— K. li. and Son—S. T. 8.—C. C. D.
and Co.-l L. G. Co.. Ltd.—A. V.—«t. C. P. Co..

Ltd.—B. O, Co.. Ltd.—T. P. C—N. and C—
K. L. C. and Co, Ltd.—H.. Ltd.—W. 8. and Co.

A I!. (!.— Yes.

I.iriTESANT G. 'i
.—Kindly forward.

I'ETi: AMOS.—Thanks; no space open.

.1. I). W,—We cannot undertake to write your
speciUcation,

,A .'ipEN',—You are asking us to help you to evade
a most wholesome law, and you koow it.

iMr. E. W. M. C-orbett. of Cardiff, has been
elected on tlie council of the South Wales
Institute of Architects of which Mr. I. Cook
Kees, M,S.A., of Neatli, is the nerw president,

Tho Corporation of London have decided

to alter ami eciuip the shelter in Golden Lane
as a centre for tho treatment of venereal

diseiiso at a cost of nearly £1,400.

.Vnother stainc<l-gil«as memorial window has

bi-en added to Newinjfton LTnitod Free Church.
Edinburgh. It consists of two lights, iind

shows fis-ures of Chriats in the act of sowing
the seed, and the .Angel Reaper, bearins a

sheaf of wheat. The foliage introduced i«

indicative of sprinR and autumn. Tho window
was designed and executed by Messrs. .A.

Ballantino and Son, Edinbunrh.

The President and CouiK-il of the Royal
.Acadeinv have purchased tlie following works
under tiie terms of the Chantrey Bequest; —
" Forw-ard, the Guns" (oil painting), by Miss
Lucy Komp-Welch; "A Young Breton" (oil

painting), by Mr. GJyn Philpot, A.R.-V.

:

•• The Sacristan " (head-marble), by Mr.
Edward Lanteri ; and "The Critic" (head-

marble), by .Mr. C. Webh-Gilliert.

.At the Ceivtial Criminal t^ourt last Thms-
duy, before .Judge Rentoul. the trial was con-

tinued of Benjamin Rubeii.stein. 23, oarpenler.

on the iiidielment charging him with stealing

14.000 francs, the money of Mr, Lazarus
Eclward Wnrshaw, The ilefendant pleaded
" Not guiltv," Tne jury were unable to agree,
and were discharged from giving o verdict.

The case was adjourned uiiMl the next t^essioiis.

Mr. .Joseph .A. Senecal. a well known arclii

tect of St. Boniface, Man., passed away
recertl,v at the age of 76 years, having been
born at St. Marc, Que., in 1841. His chief
w<uk9 inchided St. Boniface Cathedial. Sle.

.\nne des (''henes' Oliurch the Holy Ghost
Cliurch. Winnipeir. and tlii> chnnel of the
Miserioordia Hospital, Winnipeg. His last work
was the centre wing of the St. Boniface Hos-
pital, in 1914.

Tlie Barrow housing problwn, w^iioh has \<c-

coino st.ill more acute of late, has been lon-

sidered by the Barn>w TNowii Council, and it

was (NtMclcil to filter into an agreement with
the Ministry of Munitions for that authoritv to

build 250 houses for imiiiition workers at

Vickerstown. Walney Island. Tho property
will be managt>d by the ooi-poratioii, wilio at

the end of five years will take ovea- the houses
at a fair valuation.

Sec. Lt. John A. M'Leod (killed in action)
was the youngest sson of the late Mr. John
M'Leod. painter .ind deccuator, and Mrs.
M'LckkI. Green Ixxlge. .Ayr. Ho served an
apprenticeship with .Mr. Willi^un Cowie.
architect. .A,vr. and eniigr.ated to Canada in

1912. He joined tho Cana<liaiis in November.
1911. .ind saw much fighting with tlieni in

Franct'. In March of last year he received
a commission. Sec. Lt. M'Leod was twenty-
six years of age.
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PUDLO
ON FLAT ROOFS.

Concrete Roofs in all parts of the world have been constructed with

Pudloed cement. Sloping roofs, built of mesh metal sheeting with a

li-inch Pudloed granolithic rendering have been fixed. Domes have

been similarly formed upon the Town Hall at Chadderton and upon

the Chorlton-cum-Hardy Free Library.

Owing to the Porosity of ordinary cement concrete, many Architects were

doubtful as to the success of Pudloed roofs. Failure to waterproof cement roofs is

impossible when our simple instructions are followed. Several Architects have

kindly allowed us to use their names as references.

PUDLOED CEMENT FLAT ROOFS have been constructed in the following towns:—

Aberdeen Barnlev Eastbourne Lytham Nottingham Sheffield
Bedford Cambridge Exeter Londonderry Oldham South Shields
Belfast Cardiff Faringdon Manchester Orpington Stevenage
Berwick Chelmsford Frome Market Harboro" Oxford T' rquay
Birmingham Chesterfield Havward'^ Heatii Middlesbrough Paignton Warrington
Blackpool Chorlton-oum-Hardy Huddersfield Narboro i Leicester! Portree (Skvei West Hartiep
Bolton Coventry Hull New Brighton Plymouth Wigan
Boiu-nemouth Derby Huntingdon Newcastle-on-Tyne Preston Winchester
Bradford Draycott Keyworth Newport (Mon.) Rotherhaiii Woolwich
Brighton Dublin Leicester North Shields Swansea York
Bristol Durham Liverpool Norwich

L'setl by the War Office, the Admiralty, 'he fnilia Office, the General 'Post Office, the CraWn Agents, the Office of Works, the Ministry of 3\4unitions.

Test:<l by Faija, Kirkaldy, Cork Universi'y. the Japanese ami Spanish Imperial Goi'ernments, and the most eminent experts.

BRITISH ! and, apart from patriotism, the best. Manufactured by Kerner-Greenwood & Co.. Ann's Square, King's Lynn.
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Prices controlled

by Ministry of

Munitions.

Per ton. Per Ion.

0to£17

16 10

6

8 IS

9 10

32 10

„ 14

,, 14

„ 9 5

„ 8

„ 6 15

„ 7 IJ

.. 24 5

„ 28

LATEST PRICES.
I » I

N.B.—All prices must b« regarded as merely ap-
proximate for the present, as our usual sources of
information are in many ca>es (ailing us.

TIMBER.
Owing to stoppage o£ supplies all prices

have advanced considerably.

IRON.
Rolled Steel Joists, F.nghsb i

Compound Girders, Ordinary
Sections

Compound Stanchions
Angles, Tees, Channels and Flitcb
Plates

Wrought-Iron (iirdor Plates
Bteel Oirilrr Plates
Steel Sheets (Single or Double) .

.

Steel Strip
Baiio Bars
Mild Steel Bars
Steel Burs, Ferro - Concrete
Quality (basis price)

Bar Iron, good Staffs £16
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square, to i) cwt 24 „

Do., StaiTordshire Crown 16 ,,

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,,
BeilSnedshill 9 „

Angles, 10s , Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, £18 10s. to £19 10s.
Ditto galvanised, £32 to £32 10s. per Ion.

Qalvijiised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £30 lo£30 10

Bestditti 32
Cait'lron Columns 13 10
(3a8t-lron Stanchions 13 10
Kolledlron Fencing Wire t 15
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 15

I. ,, ,, Qalvanised 6 5
Can-Iron Sash Weights 7
Cu» Floor Brads 24
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 27
(galvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.0 14

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0lo8 9 10 U 12 B.W.G.

£10 lOs. £10 15s. £1108. £11 5s. £11 l.Ss. per ton
Oast-Iron Socket Pipes-
Jin, diameter £7 5 to £7 12 6

4in.»o6in 7 0,, 726
7 in. to 24 in. (all sizes) 7 7 6,, 7 12 6
[Coated with ooniposition, 5s. Od. per ton extra.

Turned and bored Joints, Ss. per ton extra.

J

Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillicshall 177s. 6d. to 182s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 115s. Od. „ 125b. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off

Standard Lists f.o.b. (plus 2^ per cent,)—
Gas-Tubes 52J p.c.
Waler-Tubes 47J .,

Steam-Tubes 42J .,

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 35 „
Galvanised Water Tubes 26J ,,

Galvanised Steam-Tubes . 20 „

OTHER IVfETAI.S.
A licence must be obtained from the Director of

Materials (A.M. 2 (K).t, Hotel Victoria, Northumber-
land Avenue, S.W., and should accompany orders for
•juantities over 1 cwt.

Per ton. Per ton.
Lead Water Pipe, Town '£39 to —
„ „ ,, Country -40 „ —

Lead Barrel Pipe, Town ^40 0,, —
,1 ,, ,, Country •fll 0,, —

Lead Pipe, tinned inside, Town *4l 0,, —
., „ „ „ Country •42 „ —

Lead Pipe, tinned Inside and
outside Town M3 10 0„ —
II II II II Country "44 10 ,, —

Composition Gas-Pipe, Town.. '42 0,, —
,1 „ Country '43 0,, —

Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4iln.) Town '42 0,, —
i II II II Country '43 0,, —

fOver4iin. £1 per ton extra.)
Lead, Common Brands 26 „ —
Lead, 41b. sheet, English 38 10 On —
Lead Shot, in 281b. bngs — ,, —
Copper Sheets, Sheathing & Rods 168 „ 170
Copper, British Oiiko and Ingot 147 ,, 150
Tin, English Ingots 260 0„ —
Do., Bars 186 10 „ 187 10
Pig Lead, In Icwt. Pigs, Town .. 33 12 6„ 34 12
Sheet Lead, Town •38 10 0,, —

I, „ Country '39 10 0,, —
Genuine White Lead '53 10 0,, —
Reflned Red Lead 42 „ —
Eheet Z'lc 129 0,, —
SptHer 93 „ 110
Old L3ad, against acooant 26 ,, —
Tin perowl. 13 „ —
Cut nails (per cwt. basis, ordinary
brand) 1 5 0„ —

For 5 owl, lots and upwards.

SLATES.
in. in. £ a. d. per 1,000 of

Blue Porimadoc... 20 x 10 .. 11 17 6 1,200 at r. sin.
16 „ 8 .. 6

Firstqnality 16 „ 10 ..11 15 „ „
blueBangor 20 „ 10 ..11 ,, ,,

„ 20 „ 12 .. 12 2 6 „
Piratqnallty 20 , 10 .. 11 15
Firilqualily 20,, 12.. 11

, 16 I, 8 .. 6
Gnreka nntading

,, „
green 20 „ 10 .. 15 17 6 „ „

20 „ 12 .. 18 7 6 „ ,,

18 „ 10 .. 13 5 „ I,

16 „ » .. 10 5
Oermanenl Green.. 20 „ 10 .. 11 12 6 „ „

la „ 10 .. 9 12 6
16 ,, 8 .. 6 12 6 „

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

First Hard Stocks £2 2 per 1,000 alongside, in

Second Hard Stocks.. 1 16 ,, „ [river.
Mild Stocks 1 14 „ „ „
Picked Stocks for delivered at
Facings 3 14 ,, rally, station.

Flettons 1 13 ,, „ „
Pressed Wire Cuts . . 1 18 „ i, „
Red Wire Cuts 1 14

Best Fareham Red . . 3 12 „ ,, „
Best R';d Pressed
Ruabon Facing.... 5 5 0,. ,, ,,

Best Blue Pressed
Staffordshire 5 7 „' „ „

Ditto Bullnose 5 12 „ „ ,,

Best Stourbridge Fire-
bricks 7 II I, ,,

2Jin. Best Red Ac-^ , Net, delivered in

orington Plastic 1 4 10 6 ,. ] full truck loads
Facing Bricks ....J i London.

Per 1,000

31*Accrington Beet Red Plastia Pacing Bricks £2 10

3i" ditto .'Second Best Plastic ditto 2 2 6
Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 II 3
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 117 6

Sewer Arch Brick, not more than 3^ in
tbickestpart £2

3i" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6

3i" ditto ditto through and through 2
31" Beaded. Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons; 2}" and i" radius Bullnoses; Stock
patterns 3 7 6

Aocrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each 6
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course 3

Aocrington Camber Arches :

—

3 course deep 4V' sofnt, per foot opening.. 13
4 ,, 4j- 18
5 „ 45" „ „ .,,..0 2 1

6 „ 4J- 2 6
3 „ 9* 2 1

4 „ 9- 2 11

5 ,,
9" „ „ ,,..036

6 „ 9" 4 6
Net free on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES (PKB 1,000).

White, Ivory, and Best.
Ball Glazed, Buff, Cream, Other Seconds

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours. Colours.
Stretchers

—

£14 IT 6 £13 17 6 £16 7 6 £20 7 6 £15 7 6
Headers

—

14 7 6 13 7 6 15 17 6 19 17 6 14 17 6
Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin, Flats

—

13 7 6 17 7 6 20 7 6 23 17 6 18 17 6
Double Stretchers—

20 7 6 19 7 6 23 7 6 26 17 6 20 17 6
Double Headers

—

17 7 6 16 7 6 20 7 6 23 17 6 17 17 6

One side and two ends, square—
21 7 6 20 7 6 24 7 6 28 )7 6 21 17 6

Two sides and one end, square

—

22 7 6 21 7 6 25 7 6 29 7 6 22 17 6
Splays and Squints

—

19 17 6 18 17 6 24 7 6 27 7 6 20 7 6
Strelobers cut for Closers

—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17 7 6 21 7 6 16 7 6
Nicked Double Headers—

18 7 6 17 7 6 21 7 6 24 17 6 IS 17 6
Compass Bricks, Circular and Arch Bricks, not exceed-

ini; 9x4ix2J in., of single radius, £6 per 1,000 over
and above list (or their respective kinds and colours.

Thf foUaxcing prieeti of Spfciat Bricks are plus 25 %:—
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers

—

5d. eaoh 4d. eaoli 6d. each 6d. each 5d, each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose Stops-

51. each 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. eaoh 3d. each 5d. each 5d. eaoh 4d. each
Camber Arch Bricks, not exceeding 9x4^x2^ in,, any
kind or colour. Is. 2<l. each.

MOCLORD BHICKS.

stretchers and Headers—
8d. each 8d. each 8d. each Id. each 8d. each

Internal and External Angles

—

1/2 each 1/2 eacb 1/2 each 1/2 eaob 1/2 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers

—

5d. eaob 4d. each 6d. eaob 6d, eacb 5d. eacb

lliird Vork, 3 in. slab sawn two £ s. d.
sides, random sizes per foot cube 10

Bath Stone—Delivered in rail.

way trucks at Westboume
Park, Paddington (G.W.R.),
or South Lambeth (G.W.R.) per cube foot 1 '

Delivered in railway trucks
at Nine Elms (L. 4S.W.R.).. „ 1 85
Delivered on road waggons
at Nine Elms Depot ,, 1 9J

Portland Stone—Brown Whit-
bed in random blocks of 20 ft.

average, delivered in railway
trucks at Westbournc Park
(G.W.R.), South Lambeth
(G.W.R.), or Nine Elmi
(L.48.W.R.) ,, 2 5i
Delivered on road waggons at

Pimlico Wharf or Nine Kims
Depot „ J 6J

While Basebed—2d. per foot cube exira
* All F.O.R. loildon.

TILES.
s. d. Dlvrd.ai

Plain red roofing tiles 42 6 per 1,000 ry. sn
Hip and Valley tiles 5 6 per doz, ,,

Broseley tiles 52 6 per 1.000 „
Ornamental tiles 55 ,, ..

Hip and Valley tiles 5 6 per doB. ,,

Kuabon red, brown, or brindled
ditto (Edwards) 67 b per 1,000

Ornamental ditto 60 „
Hip tiles 4 per doB
Valleytiles 3 ,,

Selected "Perfecta" roofing
tiles : Plain tiles (Peake's).. 46 per 1,000 „

Ornamental ditto 48 6 „ „
Hip tiles 3 lOAper dos. ,,

Valley tiles 3 4}
"Rosemary " brand plain tiles . 48 per 1,()00 ,,

Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per dOB. ,,

Valleytiles 3 8 „ „
Staffordshire (Hanley) Reds or

brindled tiles 42 6 per 1,000 ,,

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ ,,

Hip tiles 5 6 per doB. ,,

Valleytiles 5 6 h it
" Hartsbill " brand plain tiles,

sand-faced 45 per 1,000 ,

Pressed 42 6 ,, „
Ornamental ditto 47 6 „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per dOB. „
Valleytiles 3 6 ,,

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £29 S

Ditto, brown
,

26 15 „ 27 6

Cottonseed, refined 29 ,, 30
Olive, Spanish „ 39 10 „ 40
Seal, pale 21 „ 21 10
Coconut, Cochin ,, 46 ,, 46 10
Ditto, Ceylon 42 10 0,, 43
Ditto, Mauritius 42 10 0,. 43 3
Palm, Lagos „ 32 5 „ 33 5
Ditto, Not Kernel 35 „ 35 10
Oleine 17 5 0„ 19 5
Sperm 30 0„ Jl
Linseed Oil per gal. 5 5,, —
BalticOil „ — —
Turpentine 4 7,, —
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil) per cwt. 14 9 II
—

GLASS (IN CRATES).

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000

Headers £25 7 6

., „ Quoins and Bullnose. ..

.

30 7 6
These prices are carriage paid in full truck loads

to London Stations.

SAND AND BALLAST.
s. d.

Thames Sand 8 3 per yard, delivered.
Ballast 8 3 „ „

Pit Sand 9 6 „
Best Washed Sand 10 ,, ,,

CEMENT AND I.IME.
s. d. s, d. Per ton.

Best Portland Cement 45 to 48 delivered.

Ground Blue Lias tjime .... 25 6 per ton, delivered.
Exclusive of onarge for sacks.

s. d. 8. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 18 to 18 6 delivered,
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 35s. Od. per ton at rail-

way station.

STONE.* £ •. a.
Yellow Magncsian, in blocks .. per foot oaba 3 3
Red Mansfield, ditto „ 2 9
White Mansllcid, ditto „ 2 9
Red Corsehill, ditto „ 2 6
Darlcy Dale, ditto „ 2 5
Qreenshill. ditto „ 2 4

Closeburn Red Freestone, ditto „ 2 2
Ancaster, ditto „ 2
Beer Stone, delivered on rail

at Sciton Station ,, Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station „ 17}

Chilmark, ditto (in truok al
Nine-Elms) „ 1 lOJ

Hard York, ditto „ 2
Do. do. 6 in, sawn both sides,

landings, random sizes per foot sup. 2 5

English Sheet Glass 15 oz.

Fourths 5d. .

Thirds 6Jd. ,

Fluted Sheet 6«d. .

Hartley's English Rolled
Plate

21 OB. 26 oz, 31 es.
, 6d. .. 7d. .. Hi
. 63d. .. 7Jd. .. 9Jd.
, 7id. .. - .. -
i in. A In. } in.

4d. .. ^i. .. 4]a.

White. TinM4.
Figured Rolled 5d. .. 6Jd.
Henoussine 4Ad. .. 5gd.

Rolled Sheet 4jd. .. —
Stippolyte 4Jd. .. -

)-•••—<
'I'lio iirw isolation liospita.! for the El\

111-Ikui iukI rural «li9tri<-t«, off St. John's Rond.
Ely. li.i.-* l)i>t'n formally opened. Tho totii I

oost. inoludini.' oquipmmits i.s iioa-rly £4.000.

'riic builders woro Movsr.s. Parron and Soiif.

of El-it h.

A sum of £3.507 has been piomisod or re-

ceived towards the eo>t of new wards to give

28 additional beds at Iho .\.-*hton District

Jriliriiiary. The ibuilding s<'h<Miio, which also

iii<liid(>s additions to the Xui-see' Home, is

estimated to cost £4,000.

It is annoiinoeil that the contract for

£10.000.000 lM^tween the Oovemmcint of Now
.'-^o^ltll Wales and Messrs. .1. Norton Griffiths

and Co. on aixount of i>ublie works has lje<>n

<;ineelle<l b>' nuitual tx^iisent owing to diflfi-

<-uItii^ rreai.e<l by the wjir.

It is estimated by I»i-<l Sydenham tliat in

.Si-otland more than a million eleetrioal horso
power could i»e obtain(><i from wat>er. In

Switzerland eleetrioal horse power obtained
from water costs £1 19s. |>ei- aonum. whidi
compares with £4 lis. 8d. in England from
coal.

liy nil e.-'caiie from a gas ring five memlx!r.<

of a Thornaby-on-Tees family named Ward
were Ividly jra,s.sed. <ind one. aged eight, was
in a pnx-arious condition. The five, whose
ages rangivl iron* seventv years tw eight years,

were di6<'0^'ere<l uncons<Mous at iln-eakfast-time.

and were only brought round by artificial

respiration.
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The President's Lodge, Queen's College, Cambridge.

Becent Restoration. Mr. Cecil G. Hare. Archi-

tect.

Luckley, Wokingham, Berkshire. Mr. Ernest Xew-

ton, A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Strand, W.C.2.

A War Memorial, All Hallows Church, Tottenham.

N. To Lieut. Wilfred Herbert Everard Nield,

B.A.(Oxon.), Royal Fusiliers. Mr. Maurice B.

Adams, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

House for Boys, Lord Wandsworth Institution. Long

Sutton, Hants. Entrance front and plans. Mr.

E. Guy Dawber, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Overdoor Embellishments and Overpanels. Semi-

circular overdoor relief decoration in Ix>uis XIV.

style and panel decoration in Adam doorheads.

duxxentt (Ealatno.

Mr. Justice Astbury has taught the

Corporation oi Rotherham a useful lesson

which may induce other authorities, on

whose similar action in issuing demoli-

tion orders in high-handed fashion, we

have had occasion to comment before.

The corporation made a closing order in

regard to a dozen houses in the borough,

and the Local Government Board dis-

missed the owner's appeal. Demolition

orders.were made, and the owner let the

time for appeal expire. She then asked

that demolition might be delayed under

Section 13 (3) of the Housing Act of 1910,

undertaking to do necessary repairs. The
corporation r-efused. She then issued a

writ asking for an injunction to i-estrain

closing till the corporation had heard,

" according to law," her application for

postponement. The judge granted the

relief aske<l for, with costs. We thiilk he

was right. It transpii-ed in evidence that

at the Local Government Board inquiry

a list of " defects " had been submitted

by the authority, but these were not dis-

closed to the plaintiff till "discovery"

was made in the action. Moreover, the

coi-poration had refused to meet the plain-

tiff's architect to discuss and settle what

i-epairs were necessary, which^ as the

judge said, was unreasonable, as no owner

should be compelled to repair property

without some guarantee that when the

work was done it would not be demolished

after all; and that any house, provided it

is not practically tumbling down, " can
"

be rendered fit by the expenditure of

sufficient money, and the medical officer's

report itself showed that what was wrong
with these houses was a number of defects

obviously of a nature capable of being

remedied by the execution of the neces-

sary works. That is not seldom so. More-

over, in other cases it is perfectly possible

to convert a house " not fit for human
habitation " into a j)erfectly suitable

building for other purj^oses at less cost

than demolition would involve ; and in

these hard times no proj>erty owner will-

ing to do what is needful should be

harassed and penalised.

Where a worker or employee is called

up for the Army under the Compulsory
Military Service Acts, 1916, and so taken

away from his work or employment, by the

higher power of the State, the contract

between employer and employed is at once

at an end. The proposition, so put, is

obvious : for the performance of the work

or service is made impossible any longer.

When this happens there is no need for

notice on one side or the other. To the

plain man this point is quite clear, and

now we find that it is confirmed by the

High Court in the recent case of " Mar-

shall V. Glanville and Another," an ap-

peal from the Lambeth County Court.

This decision will affect many thousands

of similar existing contracts. The plain-

tiff, a commercial traveller, had sued his

employers, the defendants, for damages

for dismissal without notice. An un-

married man of thirty-eight, he had a

contract for service with the defendants

made in 1915. Under the Compulsory or

Conscription Act he was called up for the

Army and joined in July, 1916. He left

;

no notice was given on either side, but it

was agreed that if they had room for him

he would be taken back on his return.

Somehow or other, the County Court

judge found in plaintiff's favour, and gave

him six months' commission as damages.

On appeal to a Divisional Court of two

judges this ruling was reversed witli costs,

leave being given to appeal further. Mr.

Justice McCardie held that the effect of

the Conscription Act was to sweep away

the arrangement between the parties.

After being called up under this Act the

plaintiii could not lawfully serve the de-

fendants, and they could no longer law-

fully employ him. The contract, there-

fore, came to an end ; it was, in fact, ter-

minated by the State. No notice was neces-

sary, and it was not merely suspended

for the uncertain duration of the war.

Of course, in a service contract the par-

ties can provide specially for the em-

ployee's calling up if they wish. They

can also arrange terms when this hap-

pens, but that would be to make a new

contract. The fact is, that we were so

long under the voluntary system of enlist-

ment, to which this decision would not

apply, that neither lawyers nor lajTiien

have fully grasped conscription as an Act

of the State over-riding the arrangements

of individuals.

Two interesting exhibitions opened last

Friday at the Leicester Galleries. Lady

E. Butler, who leapt to fame more than

forty years ago with the " Roll Call," and

later with " Scotland for Ever," has a

collection of water-colour paintings deal-

ing with incidents in the present war, to-

gether with a fine canvas in oils, " Steady,

the Drums and Fifes!" depicting the

stand made under fire by the Middlesex

ilegiment—the old " Die Hards "—at

Albuera Ridge, in the Peninsula War.

There is considerable colour charm in

" A "V.C. of the Seaforths," and fine

grouping in " Eyes Right! "—a regiment

marching past a wayside Calvary, but the

best in the collection is " The Silent

Pipes,'' a picture of a fallen piper.

The other exhibition is a collection of oil

paintings by Captain Philip Connard.

" Sunshine and Wind," shows a nude

bathing child watched by a woman whose

figure is silhouetted against a sky full of

movement. " The Picnic," with its little

group in the foreground, and its trees

through which the sunlight streams, is a

good colour scheme. So is the portrait,

" Helen and James, " of a girl and a cat

with its black and greens.

Professor Rothenstein, who has been

appointed to the newly-created Chair of

Civic Art at the University of Sheffield,

has sent to the Vice-Chancellor (Dr.

Ripper) a statement of his aims and ideals

for the advancement of native art and

the architectural 1>eautitication of the

city. He Ijelieves that the arts and

humanities should demand more atten-

tion, and that their encouragement is

essential to public well-being. Hitherto,

he says, the subject has been almost en-

tirely neglected except that art schools

and picture galleries have been provided

here and there in order to pay some kind

of tribute to its claims. His desire is

that definite training should be given to

students gifted with creative faculties in

order that they may express in outward

form something higher and better than

that which appears to satisfy our present

industrial civilisation. He says it is to

cultivate a more fruitful use of the real

talents which exist everywhere towards a

more generous attitude to other aspects of

life than the mei'ely commercial that the

work at the newer universities is being

undertaken. A great city should express

itself in some ways through aesthetic
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beauty ami Uiguity, iiut lueieJy by allow-

ing borrowed specimens of worlc in a gal-

lery, but in its own buildings, furniture,

crockery, metal work, carpets, embroi-

deries, plate, etc. The decoration of

public buildings should be the work ol

local men ; the schools, hospitals, and
churches should be decorated by local

artists, and, once a definite object is given

to training in the schools of art, in a de-

cade men and women will be able to per-

form these tasks for themselves in a way
which the purely theoretical and often

amateurish training does not enable them
to do to-day.

With reference to the Order of the

Minister of Munitions, dated May 9, it is

notified that the responsibility for the

control of the road stone quarries in the

United Kingdom taken over under the

Defence of the Kealm Regulations has

been assigned to a special committee as

follows ;—Chairman, Lieut. -Col. A. St.

John Cooke, D.S.O. ; vice-chairman, Mr.

J. S. Killick, A.M.Inst.C.E. ; Mr. 1'.

Dodd, M.Inst.C.E., Capt. J. F. Hawkins,

R.E., Mr. W. Jervis, M.Inst.M. and

CE., Mr. H. H. Law, M.Inst.C.E., Lieut.

-

Col. A. S. Redman, R.E., Mr. H. E.

Stilgoe, M.Inst.C.E., Mr. W. J. Taylor,

M.Inst.C.E. ; secretary (pro tem.), Mr.

,J. B. Harvey. Koad stone quarry owners

are instructed to carry on their present

operations till June 15, 1917, or till such

earlier date by which they may have re-

ceived any special instructions from the

committee. The notice applies to all

road stone quarries throughout the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland. -\ny mine or quarry to which

this regulation is so applied shall by

virtue of the oi'der pass into the jiosses-

sion of the Minister of Munitions, as from

the date of the order, or from any later

date mentioned in the order ; and the

owner, agent, and manager of every such

mine or quarry and every officer thei-eof,

and where the owner of the mine is a com-

])any, every director of the company, shall

compl\ with the directions of the Minis-

ter of Munitions, as to the management
and user of the mine or quarry, and if he

fails to do so he shall he guilty of a sum-

mary offence against these regulations.

Possession by the Minister of Munitions

under this regulation of any mine or

quarry shall not affect any liability of

the actual owner, agent or manager of the

mine or quarry under the Coal Mines Act,

1887 to 1914, or the Metalliferous Mines
Regulation Acts, 1872 and 1875, or the

Quarries .\ct, 1894, or the Kacttiry and
Workshop Act, 1901. or any Act amending
the same. .\ny cirder of the Minister ol

Munitions under this regulation may be
evoked or varied as occasion requires.

of her sister, with whose name gossip had
made free, and the Duke of Bridgewater

'souyht to make it a condition of the

lady's marriage with himself that all

intercourse between her and her sister

should cease after marriage. The lady

demurred, and the duke broke off the

engagement. She subsequently became
the Duchess of Hamilton. He retired to

Lancashire, became acquainted with

James Brindley, and began the canal from
Longford Bridge to Runcorn, connecting

Manchester and Liverpool. The under-
taking was comj)leted in about ten years,

in spite of iinancial strain. Brindley him-
self received the princely remuneration of

a guinea a week. The opening of the
canal diverted Manchester's cottons and
woollens from Bewdley and Bridgenorth,
on the way to Bristol, to Liverjiool, and
thus began the great export trade of the
latter city. It was said the duke deserved
the highest monument Liverjiool could
give him, but all she has done is to jier-

petuate his title in the " Duke's Dock."

" Love," they say, " makes the world go
round. " The want of it, anyhow, was the

impetus which gave us the Bridgewater

Canal, which is now under Government
control. Francis Egerton, the third, and
last, Duke of Bridgewater, about whose
sanity in his youth there was grave doubt,

fell in love with one of " the beautiful

Miss Gunnings." The l.idy was fond

Our readers who have not yet seen the

liandsome new volume just issued by the
British Reinforcod Conci-ete and En-
gineering Co., .Ltd., of 1, Dickinson
Street, Manchester, should send for an
early copy. Most of them are familiar
witli the principle of the system, which
has two distinguishing merits. First,

(hat its application consists in all cases

of combinations or columns (or strut*),

beams, and slabs arranged in different

ways, the slabs themselves being really

beams, but, as a rule, so shallow and so

wide that they are diffei-ently reinforced

from the parts commonly considered as

't)eams. Second, that reinforcements for

these different parts of the work consist

of materi'ils that are quickly obtainable

and conveniently handled, arranged in a

way that is simply undei-stood, leaving

the least possible work to be done at the

site and sm'all room for error. All the

B.R.C. reinforcements are machine-made
at the works and supplied in the most

convenient form ready for fi.\ing in posi-

tion with the least amount of labour, so

that niispla<'ement or subsequent displace-

ment is almost impossible, and the

greatest degree of safety is secured. The
photographs in the book include a re-

markable variety of structures, including

<hurches, institutes, picture palaces, art.

galleries, palatial business structures,

banks, schools, warehouses, etc. Many of

these h.ive been erected for some of the

leading archit<'cts and engineere of the

day, and not a few bear ample evidence

that with a s\-stem like the B.R.C. there

need be no sacrifice of beauty of design in

the use of ivinforced concrete as a

material.
>—•••—<

Norway's first vos^el biiil't of steel aiul

remont. popularly cal!«l " ihc stono ship," will

l>p completed in Septomt>er.

A mooting of the Council of the Royal Archi-
t\'ctural Iiiatittuto of Canada was hold a.t thr
Chateau Ijaurier, Ottawa. Ont., on Saturday.
April 28, 1917, ait one o'r!cx>k p.m., to dtwido
whore jind when tlie t^MUh (reneral annual
as^ombly will bo hol<l this yoar, the creation
of the R.A.I.C. Modal, tjic celebration "f tho
tenth annivorsaT.v, etc.

THK ROVAL ACADEMY.
Whether the hanging is better- this

year because there are fewer pictures, or

there are fewer pictures because it was
determined to hang tho.-ie Iwtter which
were accepted, we do not know. Either
way, the result is generally more satis-

factory than we ever remember, in spit*-

of the fact that there are n^ great pic-

tures, and that some rather indifferent

ones have been given the best positions

As last year, the portraits are nuniei-

cus, and again Mr. W. Orpen, R..\..

scores well. Of the half-dozen he sends,

those of Lt.-Gen. Sir John Cowans,
K.C.B. '213), and Viscount Bryce (286)

are the Ijest. Tlie former is in every

way a success, the latter almost so, but

not quite, though it is ilifhcult to sa\

exactly why. That of Mr. Winston
I'liuiciiill (160) is not so. There is the

cliaracteristic stoop, but the pose is not

happily caught, and the nervous facial

movement seems exaggerated, much as the

music hall mimics exaggerate the pecu-

liarities of the charactei-s they attempt

to represent. Lady Bonham Carter (29)

has Ijeen more fortunate, and Sir .Iiihn

Bonn (292) has nothing to complain of.

Colonel Elkington, D.S.O. (238), has a

\igorously rendered head, but, as in many
of Mr. Orpen's portrait-«, the attire is a

secondary consideration, perhaps the

more so bt>cause khaki lends itself little

1o colour,

Mr. Glvn Philpot has a good portrait

of the Marquess of Salisbury (128), but

his other picture, "A Y<iuiig Breton"

(258), is one of the best in the room. The
attitude and attire of the peasant youth

are so simple, but they show the sim-

plicity of strength, and the figure is so

well drawn and the features so excel-

lently nifnlelled that one recognises at

on<e"the hand of the master. Mr. J. J.

Shannon's only contribution is a very

able portrait of :Mrs. Whitbread (138),

enhanced bv a brilliant colour scheme.

So is that "of Mi-s. :Morison-Bell (122),

bv Mr. Laverv, and another of Mrs. Wil-

ter Samuel (370). For "The Mad.pnna

of the Lakes" (84), a subject picture, we

do not greatly care Mr, Solomon J.

Solomon is as prolific with portraits as

Mr Orpen, Thev include " The Lady
Uhondda" (14), ''The Late Albert ,Tes-

soU" (146). "The Lord Rhondda " (178).

"Ne\ille J. %Vo«lroffe, Esq." (205).

"Owen Parker, Esq." (382). and the

"Hon. Lady Mackworth" (389). "Sir.

Charles Shannon has thi.>e jx>rtraits. the

liest undoubte<lly that of " Charles

Rioketts, Esq." (62). ^Ir. Reginald H.

rampbell li-us managed to repiwluce well

the customary genial if quizzical expres-

sion of ;\lr, Birivll (44), and done credit

to one of the few leading statesmen who

figure this year at the Academy. Mr. A.

Hacker is" probably at his best with

"Martin Harvey, Esq., as Hamlet"

(114), though why as Hamlet we do not

recoenis<>; anyhow, there is plenty of

emotion in the face. Of his two other por-

traits we prefer that of Albert Bras.«ey,

Esq., 'M.F.H. (366). Mr. Christopher

Williams' portrait of ^Mr. Lloyd George

(749) is a not bad blend of that stat'^s-

man's various qualities as attributed to

him bv his friends and op)x>nents—now

somewhat mixed up together, and

doubtless exaggerated by the carica-

turists, Mr. Fiddes Watts is creditably

represented by " David Thompson, Esq
''

(142), and "The Hon. Lord Dundas "

(664), " The Embroideress " (67), by

Mr. Charles Sim, owes more to her dress

than to her face, and perhaps the same

mav be said of Miss D. W. Hawkslev's
" Joanna " (339). Mr, Richard Jack has

two strong exhibits: one a jiortrait of
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" Major-General Currie, C.B., Command-
ing 1st Canadian Division " (163), and
anothex-, " Miss Muriel Hirst "

(665),
draped in somewhat daring yellow and
black, but quite legitimately subordinate
to the charms of face and figure of the
subject. Mr. Jack also shows " Rich-
mond Castle, Yorkshire "

(241), an ex-

cellent riverscape. Mr. Arnesby Brown
has a pleasant looking portrait of " The
Rt. Rev. Bishop Fisher, D.D. (263). Mr.
R. G. Eves has achieved tliree distinct

successes. His portrait of " Job Brad-
ford, Esq." (103) is a most satisfactory

presentment of venerable age, and that of

Mrs. William Morris (124) is life-like.

The third is " The Countess of Hard-
wick " (173). Mr. Hugh Riviere sends
one of the few theatrical portraits, that
of Sir Charles Wyndham (341).

There are not a few war-pictures, but
comparatively few of them impress us.

The best of all—in many respects, to our
thinking the best work this year in the
exhibition—is Miss Lucy Kemp-Welch's
"Forward—the Guns!" (706). It is a

real battle-epic in colour, and the
struggles of the plunging horses are mar-
vellously well rendered. It is in Gallery
XI., and well hung, but it well deserved
a leading position in the large room.
That, however, has been given to Mr. F.

O. Salisbury's large picture of "John
Travers Cornwell, V.C.," (123) which has
been painted for the Admiralty, a popular
reminiscence of the Battle of Jutland.
Lady Butler's " The Dorset Yeomen at

Agagia, Feb. 26th, 1916," is a charac-
teristically vivid cavalry attack at the

battle which sealed the fate of the Turks
and the Senussi, who had contemplated
an attack on Egypt. Mr. George Wright
may be congratulated on "The Victors,"

in which the cavalry men are seen ex-

changing cheers with the heavy gunners
. as they pass them, and brandishing
their blood-stained weapons. Mr. J. C.

Dollman, who never debauches pathos
into mere sentimentality, has two really

touching works, "Anno Domini, 1917,"

(445) and " Fraternitie," (691). A
pleasant contrast to some of the blood-

creepei's is Mr. Fred Roe's " When the

Boys Come Marching Home " (687), with
the returned soldiers marching tluough a

fruit market. Another well conceived
subject, the composition and colour alike

excellent, is Miss Flora M. Reid's
"Hero-Worship Somewhere in France"
(428), with its old woman's motherly at-

tention to a wounded soldier. Mr.
Bernard F. Gribble is deservedly
well hung with two stirring can-

vases "The Wrecked Zeppelin" (131),

and "News for the Patrol Boat;
We Sighted a Submarine" (320). The
latter has all the customary vigour

of his always welcome sea-scapes. Another
fine naval work is Mr. W. L. Wylie's
" Battle Cruisers Cheering Ship after the

Dogger Bank Action " (338).

The subject pictures range in all

varieties from the gi-otesque to the grace-

ful. Under the first category Mr. Strang's
" Youth and Age " (271) is pre-eminent.
Tt is doubtless an allegory ; but whether
the angel is smitten with the dude in

theatre-going attire and a silk hat, or the
elderly gentleman in a sage-green dress-

ing-gown is her real favourite tor-

tures should not compel us to hazard
a guess. Of very different charac-
ter is Sir Edward Poynter's idyllic
" The Wonders of the ' Deep " (143),

with the charming Athenian chil-

dren sporting in the sea. This is the

President's only work in oil. but he has
four characteristic studies in water-
colours (790. 796, 802, and 1272). Mr.
Charles Shannon's "Incoming Tide"
(70), with the women bathing, is good.

Mr. G«orge Clausen's nude " Girl Braid-
ing Her Hair" (560) is the best of his

five contributions. Mr. Cadogan Cooper's
" Our Lady of the Fruits of the Earth

"

(46) is stagey, and we confess we should
have liked the fruits better without the

lad}". Better of that sort of thing is Mr.
Anning Bell's " Titania and the Indian
Child " (287). Mr. Edward Stott's
" Holy Family "

(3) is good. W© cannot
guess what Mr. Harry Morley's "Seekers
of Treasurb " (306) are searching for, but
we like the colour and design. Mr.
Greiffenhagen's " Mermaid " (276) is not
an attractive si^ecimen of her species.

Two really attractive works are Mr. Tom
Mostyn's "An Elegy" (145) and "A
Garden of Memories " (202). In the latter

the dark figure, on a stone seat of

masonry, absorbed in meditation, forms
the centre of a really fine picture, the
water and the flowers of brilliant hues in

the foreground, and the trees behind and
around being most skilfully managed.
"The Home of the Eagle" (447), by Mr.
Sidney Lee, takes up more room than it

seems worth. One seeks in vain some
ceiiti-e in the design on which to concen-
trate attention, and the drawing is rather
indifferent. ''The Devil's Daughter"
(395), by Jliss Lindsay Williams, is sensa-
ticmal, but she is of a type hardly likely

to tempt men to sin. One of the best of

the pictures of the late J. W. Water-
house, though unfinished, is " The En-
chanted Garden " (151), illustrating the
wel' -known tale b}" Boeaccio. The well-

known episode in Rev. six. 11 is not an
unworthy embodiment of "The Triumph
of the Word of God" (174), bv Mr. Fred.
G. Swaish. ".Rights of Man" (?0^), by
Miss Anna Airy, is hardly definite

;
pos-

sibly it is an all-round hit at democracy,
or is it merely a protest against all real

or imaginary i-ights of the inferior sex?
Landscapes, as u.sual, afford the best

all-round average of interest; and, on
the whole, the highest percentage of real

merit. Of the very best are Mr. Arnesby
Brown's two cattle pieces, "In June"
(15) and "White Cattle" (229). Equally
gcKjd is his " September Morning (233).

A small but very pleasant impression of

"The Sunny Thames" (574), by Mr.
A. S. Coije, should not be missed. Mr.
David Murrav is as well represented as

usual. "Ullswater" (43), " The Sunlit
Sea" (51), "Mountain iScenery

"

(140), "Gentle Autumn Tints: The
Glen" (210), "In Lakeland" (218), and
"Rain" (522) are all very good. So is

Sir E. A. Waterlow's vigorous Alpine
scenery in "Tin- Jiingfrau " (120) and
his " Snowclad Woods" (462). Mr.
Adrian Stokes' "Chalet on the Hill"
(56) is perhaps his best work, but " The
Promise of May" (381) is a good second.

Two of the best English uplands are ably

portrayed in Mr. Bertram Priestman's
" Snow in Buckden Vale " (105) and the

'Hillbound Village" (183). "Winter.
Hants" (369) is giX)d. and so is " Red-
bank, Herefordshire" (257), by Mr. S.

J. Lamorna Biixh. " The Hills of

Lome" (73), by Mr. D Y. Cameron,
with its black ridge contrasting with the

fine colour of the hills beyond, is well

ronoeived. Simple in execution, but well

illustrating the old saw Mr. G. D.
Leslie's "When the oak is out before the
a.sh " (159) is a real bit of natural con-

trast. Two welcome bits of Australian
landscape are " The Murray River "

(642) and "Australian December" (261),

by Mr. Arthur Streeton, the latter, of

course, depicting Australian midsummer.
"From Hurt 3U1, Haslemere " (373), by

Mr. Hughes-Stanton, is e.xcellent, and
" Hampstead Heath" (264), iby Miss
Emily Court, well reproduces one of the

best bits of London's best breathing-

places. Another well-rendered outlook is

Mr. George Clausen's " Winter Morning
in London" (492). In the South Rooms
Mv. W. E. Riley's welcome water-colour

of " Durleston Bay" is one of the best.

Of other landscapes of more than average
interest are "The Snow Man" (385), by
Mr. Alfred Parsons; the " Deserteil

River" (121), 'oy Mr. Robert Christie;

"Picardy" (249), by Mr. R. Gwelo
Goodman; "An Autumn Morning at

Sheepscombe" (274), bv Miss Louise

Pickard; "The Pool" "(279), by Mr.
Harold Knight: "Daffodils" (297), by

Miss Winifred Wilson: Mr. Thomas
Hunt's "Winter" (346), and "Hang-
man Hill " (534), by Miss Cecilia Carp-
mael.

The Sctji.ptoke.

The sculpture is generally very com-
monplace. It is not unseldom so, but in

many respects tlxis year's assemblage takes

us iurther back to the last century at its

wor.st than we remember. Certainly the

general desire for war memorials and the

like has failed as yet to arouse the best

efforts of those we naturally look to for

them. Possibly about the best is some

of that for the Cardifi City Hall, in-

cluding Mr. F. W. Pomeroy's "Howell
Dwa" (1482), Mr. H. Pegrain's "Prince
Llewellyn" (1503), Mr. Henry Poole's

"Giraldus Cambrensis " (1684), Mr. T.

J. Clapperton's "Bishop Morgan"
(1686), Mr. Leonard S. Merrifield's
" Williams Pantycelyn " (1689), and Sir

W. Goscombe John's "St. David"
(1691). But of neither can it be said

that any special claim to rank as

statuary of the first order can be

acknowledged.
As nearly that as anything in the ex-

hibition is 'Mr. Paul Montford's "Philo-

sophy " (1490) one half of the group for

the Kelvinway Bridge, Glasgow, and

nearer still the companion figure of "In-

spiration." The latter, let us hope, will

more effectually stimulate Scottish energy

than the apparently pessimistic medita-

tions of the hoary "figure it is to accom-

pany. Mr. Albeit H. Hodges' heroic

statue of " The Late Captain Scott
"

(1506), part of the top group of the monu-

ment to be erected to the gallant Antarc-

tic explorer, will, perhaps not unworthily,

commemorate that brave explorer's fame.

As an architectural memorial, Mr. Banis-

ter Fletcher's wreathed medallion portrait

of his brother, the late Major H. Phillips

Fletcher (1580), may claim attention on its

merits, quite apart from the brotherly

affection which united two of the most

estimable members of our profession. Sir

Thomas Brock has a fairly good bust of

" The Late Edwin Austin Abbey, R.A."
(1615), which is to be cast in bronze for

the British School at Rome. Sir George

Frampton has a memorial relief of the

late Sir E. J. Reed (1621) erected in the

Town Hall, Cardiff, a memorial bronze of

the late W. T. Stead (1608) destined for

the Thames Embankment, and " A
Wreath of Roses ''

(1612), part of a

memorial tablet. There is a not very

satisfactory model of a bronze statue to be

erected at" Cardiff to the late Lieut. -Col.

Lord Ninian Crichton-Stuart, M.P., who
was killed at Loos, by Sir W. Goscombe
John. Mr. Hamo Thornycrott shows a

marble bust of Earl Kitchener (1626), and
several other works. Mr. Leonard S.

Mansfield has a model of a bronze statue

of Richard Trevethick (1668), to be set up
at Camborne, good on the whole, but

somewhat awkwardly posed. There is a

good "Finial for a" Newel Post" (1522)

by Mr. W. Reynolds Stephens, well and

fitly designed. The best panel is Mr.

L.
"

F. Roslyn's " The Triumph of

Labour " (1557), which is going to Wash-
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ington as part of the gift of the workers
<>i Britain to those of America, as timely
an offering as it is well and spiritedly

designed. Mr. Alfred Drury, 1{.A., shows
a study of the head fur a rerumhent statue
of the late lather Stanton (1556) for .St.

Albans, Ilolborn. One of the l)est of the
small things is Miss Stabler's bust of
" The Dreamer " (1516), and she also ex-

hibits a bust in bronze of " The Laughing
Girl " (1518).

>—•••—<
OVERDOOU EMliELLLSHMENTS AND

PANELS.'
By Harold Donaldson Eberlein.

(With illustrations.)

.\ doorway is not to be regarded as merely
a rectangular or an arched bole through the
wall for nigre.ss or egres.s to or from a r(K)in.

It is something more than that. It i.s a dig
nified and important structural feature de-
serving emiihasi.s, when o))portunity offers,

and some grace of adornment compatible
with the character of the general architectural
setting. Of course, it is not to be e.\pected
that all doorways display such dignity, neces-
sarily somewhat formal, but there is usually at
least one doorway to any large room where the
overdoor space may be advantageously em
l>loyed for a piece of specific overdoor en-
richment.

If one sets out to analyse the rui.ton d'l trv

of overdoor embellishment the answer is to
be found in the basic decorative jjrinciple
which demands the application of ornament
upon structural lines or in harmony with
-some feature of structural significance. Al-
though the average person has been slow to
accept the overdoor panel or embellishment
because, perhaps, of some lingering mental
inertia of the nineteenth century, it is now
time to .stop layirjt; hlame for everything
upon the convenient Victorian si:apegoat. We
need to be more alert, instead, in recogni-
tion of the value of devices used formerly,
and. in this particular interest, alert to the
requirements of the overdoor space and to
the manifold o|)portnnities it presents.
The simplest form of lending emphasis to a

doorway and dignity to the wall si).ace above
it, is to be seen in some of our own earlv
(Jeorgian houses with panelled rooms or halls.
In a panelled wall, the bevel flush panel
above the door was made to conform in width
to the dimensi(ms of the doorway beneath.
Of kindred spirit, and only slightly more
pronounced in decorative, "empha.sis". were
the early Georgian round-arched dixjrhe.ids
with a -semicircular panel, bounded hy a
moulding surround, above the door.

'I'he ne.\t degree of elaboration in overdoor
embellishment, for which we have nmnerous
precedents in eighteenth century American
work, consists of carved and moulded door-
heads, with ofttimcs the incorporation of
the sp.-ice immediately above for a relief
"levice, usually of a pronounced architectural
nature. As examples, may he mentioned
doorheads in the Adam stvie, with graceful
earving or compo details, in the motifs com-
monly employed by the Adelphi, or with
l>anels, in addition, bearinj; classic figures.
sucli ;is those on the modern doorheads shown
in one of the accompanviiifr illustrations To
the same classification belong the beautifullv
delieate creations of Samuel Mcfntire in somany of the old .Salem houses. .Simpler, but
tuM of the same chaste dignity, is the treat
meiit acc(,rded to the doorway in the west
parlour of the Royal house " at Medford
where a narrow oblong panel, flanked bv
trigiyphed imposts resting upon fluted
piln.sters, occupies the apace between the top
ol the door and the cornice. Belonging still
to the same category arc the more solid and
rolHist overdoor ornaments, somewhat earlier

I"
dale, in the style of .T.imes Gibb and Kent,

"cIudiUK the straight pediments, broken
pediments with central urn. or with moreelaborate carved adornments

The brothers Adam made use of overdoor
erabeUishments with great frequency and in

a wide variety of forms. The exquisite door-

heads, already alluded to, were but one of

the forms they employeif. Sometimes, as at

Vester House, Giftord (in Scotland), over a
comparatively simple door trim they designed
a pla.ster or compo bracket, projecting far

enough from the wall to support a bust, and
above this, fashioned in jilaster as part of

the wall ornament, a swag and drops of

drapery. Time and again, in their English
work, above the doorbead proper, with its

finely modelled detail, they jilaced a painted
panel by Zucchi. Cijiriani, or Angelica Kauff-
mann, framed in a jilaster moulding whoi.e
design corresponded with that of the door
trim and cornice. E.xcellent e.xainjiles of
tliis type are to be seen in Saltram, Devon,
Kedleston ; the library at Goodwood House,
and various houses in St. James's and Port-
uian Squares, in London. Another device
was a narrow, oblone panel between door-
head iind cornice, with arabesque motifs of
low relief in the pla.ster, and sometimes ac
cented against the plain background by gild-
ing. Then, again, such [janels were occasion-
ally countersunk and coloured a jiale green,
or jiearl or greenish grey, in sharp contrast
to the modelled white plaster arabesque.
More austere in charact.-r. and perhaps most
beautiful of all their overdoor devices, were
the .small plaster medallions and bas-reliefs
frequently set in either a large free space or
on a shallow countersunk ground, mid-wiiy
between the doorbead and cornice. Other
methods, too, of adorning the wall space
above doors, they devised as circumstances
seemed to require, but whatever form the
embellishment mif,dit take, they gave full
recognition to the principle that the over-
door space was a fit subject for dignified
ornamentation.

Tile overdoor carvings of Queen Anne's
time were often wrought with great elabora-
tion of design in forms inspired by such
master craft.smeii as Grinliug fiibbon and
Cibber. These carvings of fruit, foliage,
emblems, and trophies were often undercut
and wrouglit in the round to an extent that
made them seem suspende<l from the points
where the top of tlie : wag or droj) touched
the wall. The same solicitude for the em-
bellishment of the overdoor space can easily
be traced back through the seventeenth cen-
tury and into Tudor times. It is worth not-
ing th.-vt. in English domestic architecture,
" the internal door and the doorway first
hecame an imjiortant feature durin<;
the Klizabethan era. The earlier simplv
moulded surround gave place to doors flanke('l
by pilasters

; the doorheads were .sometimes
lavishly ornamented, the doors themselves
freely moulded, carved, or inlaid, and much
faiuy displayed in their embellishment. This
rather free treatment led to the more sober
and calculated metluKl of such trained archi-
tects as Iiiii;o Jones and others. With the
advent of Wren and V,anbrugli, pilasters were
sn|)erseded by more massive and almost de
t.ached columns supporting a bolder frieze and
cornice, with sometimes a straight, broken,
or semi-circniar pediment enclo.sing a shield
or similar decoration of more or less
importance."

P.assing from English piecedents and turn-
ing to France, we find the i)rinciple of over-
door decollation held in the .same esteem. In
the time of Louis XIII. the doorbead was
often an imposing piece of interior arclii
tecture. and dining (he reien of the tirande
Alonarque we find highly „niate carved,
gilded, and polychrome 'overdoor panels
occupying the space between the doorhea*!
•and the cornice. Rich in ornament as the
door and cornice themselves were ajit t« be,
the oblong overdoor panel, by reason of its
bavisli and 'emphatic decoivition, w\ae iifit
seldom tlie resplendent focus of interest.
Even when door and overdoor panel alike
were comparatively free of adornment,
the latter by its shape and pattern was. never
theless, a conspicuous dciorative item. During
the Regence the vogue of the overdoor jiaiiel
coritinued unabated, while during the full-
fledged Louis Quinze period, with its ob.ses-
sion for decorated panels, we may be sure that
no suitable opportunity for overdiwr embel-

lishment was allowed to pass unimproved.
The florid designs of Watteau and Fragonard
seemed especially well suited to auch employ-
ment.
The more restrained and classic fashion of

the reign of Louis X\'I. found no less use for

the decorative overdoor panel, though, as one
might naturally expe<-t. tlie motifs employed for

its adornment were of an .altogether different

character from those of the preceding stylistic

era. With the disajipearance of rococo scrolls

and curves and the returning predominance
of straight lines, the shaped overdoor panel

gave place to a rectangular panel, usually

either horizontally oblong or square, which
became a ground for the display of subjects of

classic inspiration It might be an urn or a
vase with flowers in a moulded circle enclosed

within a square, a wreathed and ribboned
oval in a square, a flat urn with acanthus
scrolls in an horizontal oblong or some more
important and pretentious motif. The over-

door treatment in the apartment of Marie
Antoinette at Fontainebleau is thoroughly
characteristic of Louis Seize style. The
jianes of the doors are lavishly adorned with
Pompeian figures and arabesques ; the door
frame is practically plain save for an incon-

spicuous egg and dart moulding ; immediately
above the door are moulded acanthus scrolls.

rosettes and a pair of sphinxes ; above this

ornament is the oblong overdoor panel, framed
in a moulding similar t-o the door trim, show-
ing a classic sacrificial scene in which gods
and humans are attended by erotes.

One might go on citing precedents and de-

scribing examples indefinitely, but quite

enough has been said t<i show that the embel-
lished overdoor panel enjoyed favour in

England, the Continent and America up to
the time when the blighting influences of
the second quarter of the nineteenth century
and subsequently discontinued its use until

the present age of revival.

When the tradition of the overdoor panel
lapsed from fashion, the only designers who
seem to have retained it, and made cre<Iitable

use of it, were those who worked in the
Biedermeier style. It is indeed partly
through a modified revival of Biedermeier
methods by the modern (German and Austrian
schools that it has again come into notice.

Of course, the comparatively recent return to
.an intelligent use of eighteenth century Eng-
lish architectural modes was bound to give an
impetus to the revival of this dormant feature,
and that its employment has been successfully
acJiieved may be judged from the illustrations
to this article. 'The scholarly revival of the
French and Italian architectural modes, no »
less than the English, has also been respon-
sible for the return of the overdoor decoration
and in an even more elaborate form.
The subject of the overdoor panel may be

suited to any shade of [x^rsonal taste, whether
the individual fancy prefers fruit and flower
motifs, symbolical designs, bits of cameo-
like • lassici.'^im or adaptiiUons of old Italian
precedents in either landscape or arabesques
and Conventional design, both of which W.
Lawrence Bottomley h.as used with excep-
tionally felicitous results.

It is quite true, to be sure, that the interior
doorw.ays of hou.ses in the French and Italian
styles, derived from Renaissance precedents,
are often severely plain and devoid of any
vestige of overdoor embellishmeat, but then.
it must be remembered, this austerity occurs
with a j>urpose and not from any i>o"verty of
invention. That purpose was not infrequently
the subordination of everything else to some
spot of concentrated enrichment in the room

—

it might have been an intricately wrought
mantel and overmantel, or it might h.ave been
the doors themselves, deeply carved or inlaid
with marqiieterie or covered with opulent
IKilychronie and gilt decoration. At any rate,
the architects of the Renais-sance may usually
l)e trusted in suih matters, for having a sounil
iea.s(m to back up their practice, and dis-
criminating architects of our day follow them.—" Alls and Decoiati<m."

->-•••—<-
Tlie iiiidei-iiiention«l officiT of the London

t'Diinty Council has Ix'on missing for more than
fix inonths. and his death is therefore pre-
sumed : Horace Wilfrerl Lawrance (unest^b-
lishod nssi.stant. architect's department), private,
the Royal Fusiliers {City of London).
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Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.LB.A., Architect.
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Semi-circular Overdoor Relief Decoration in

Louis XIV. Style.
Panel Decoration in Adam Doorheads.

Louis XIV. Circular Overdoor Panel. Surrounding Setting White and Gold.

OVERDOOR EMBELLISHMENTS AND OVERPANELS.
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THE BESTORATIOX OF THE PRE
SIDENT'S LODGE. QUEEN'S COLLEGE,
CA.MBS.
These photographs are now at the Royal

Academy E.xhibition. The gallery of the
President's Lodge is above the north cloister
of the Cloister Court and was erected about
1537. The restoration was taken in hand a
little while ago and the plaster, witli which
the structui>e was at that time covered, was
all stripped oft so as to e.xpose the half timber
work, which was found to be fairly complete.
The upper range of windows liad been
covered up, ajid on re-opening these the
original old glass was found and carefully pre-
served in situ. The octagonal bay in the
centre was supported on piers of modern
brickwork—these were removed aaid replaced
by oak columns, and during the course of this

alteration the foundations of the original
columns were found and proved to be
practically of the same diameter as the
new ones. The uprights of the half

timber Avork are entirely the old ones, but
it was found necessary to splice them at

their feet, which had decayed. The moulded
beam at the bottcxm, the ;moulded istring

course and the coved eaves are new, as are

also the carved pieces in the central bay,
which were introduced to give a little reljef

to the formality of the remainder. The
oriels at either end were originally surmounted
by wooden spires, but after consideration it

was decided not to replace them. The work
was carried out by 'Jlr. William Sindall,

builder, of Caanbridge, the architect being
Mr. Cecil G. Hare, of 11, Gray's Inn Square.

LUCKLEY, WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE.
The photograph reproduced to-day of this

house is now on view at the Royal Academy
Exhibition. The building was carried out for

Mr. E. N. Mansfield on an old garden site.

The walls are of Chichester clamp bricks of

varying shades, with dressings of deep red

kiln bricks. The loofs are covered with

deep red hand-made Wrotham tiles. Mr.

Ernest Newton, A.R.A., F.R.I.B.A., is the

architect.

A WAR MEMORIAL. ALL HALLOWS
CHURCH, TOTTENHAM, N.

Last Saturday, the 12th inst., this memorial
tablet was dedicated by the Bishop of South-

wark. It has been erected in Tottenham
Parish Church to the memory of Lieut. Wil-

fred Herbert Everard Nield, B.A. (Merton
College), 0.xford, elder son of the Recorder
of York, Mr. Herbert Nield, K.C., M.P.,

D.L., Middlesex. This gallant young officer

lost his life leading his men under heavy

fire on July 1,. 1916, at the cominencement
of the great offensive of the British forces

on the Somme, and his body is buried in

Picardy. The heraldry on the alabaster

escutcheon is gilt and silvered and tinted in

correct colouj-ings. The family arms occupy

the red shield at the top of the frame above

the gold grenade of the Royal Fusiliers. On
the left hand appear the Merton College arms
in recognition of his Alma Mater. His regi-

mental badge is carved on the right. More
is made at the base of the arms of Winchester
College, including the episcopal mitre of

William of Wykeham, the founder, with
"Manners makj-th man" inscribed on the

garter. The tinted Tudor roses on the silver

shield add colour. " W. W." being placed to

the right and left, with suitable mantlings.

The prominence given to this feature in the

design is befitting by reason of Lieut. Nield's

love of his school, where he did so well and
made many friends. The Bishop of South-

wark was his headmaster. The Tudor rose

is repeated in the alabaster ornamentation,
which was advisedly worked out on Stuart

lines, mainly on account of the site chosen for

the tablet being immediately contiguous to

the big tomb of that period situate in the
north aisle of All Hallows' Church. This
monument was erected in 1664 to the memory
of Maria Wilcocks, wife of Sir Robert Bark-
ham, Tvith half-length effigies designed by a

sculptor named Edward Marsliall. The
knight is in armour and the lady in lace

stomacher and veil, her hand holding a skull.

Three sons figure below and seven daughters,
their connection being commonly associated
with "the seven sisters'' of Tottenham and
seven ebn trees, which gave the name of
Seven Sisters to one of the main 'oads of
North London. The scheme is florid and
rather coarse in treatment; consequently,
with such a near neighbour, this smaller
memorial had lo be correspondingly large in
scale of handling in order to insure a pro-
portional relationship and enable the Nield
tablet to hold its own in the church. Tlie
lettering is made to form an integral l>art
of the decorative contrivance, and was drawn
out full size by the architect, Mr Maurice B
Adams. F.R.I.B.A., of Chiswick. The work
has been admirably done by Messrs. Farmer
and Brindley, The convex cartouche panel is

in white statuary marble and dead-black
mastic letters. Tlie Church of All Hallows,
Tottenham, had a varied history, with many
changes. It is particularly picturesque at the
west end, owing to its old tower and Jaco-
bean south porch in brick, with a room ovei-
parvise fashion to big scale. The builaing is

very mixed in style and of differing periods.
The chancel, vestries, and auasi-transepts
were added in 1875 by William Butterfield,
who used bright-red bricks and stone
traceries. He considerably altered the in-
terior, and put some very poor stained glass
in the windows. There is a fine organ. He
•.v»s buried in the graveyard situated lo the
north of .'ill Hallows' Churc'i in 1900.

HOUSE FOR BOYS, LORD WANDS-
WORTH INSTITUTION, LONG
SUTTON, HANTS.
We gave two drawings last week of tliis

building erected by Mr. E. Guy Dawber,
F.R.I. B. A., the architect of thds great
agricultural education establishment. These
perspectives are now at the Royal Academy.
The plans with this front view will explain
the arrangements and our previous descrip-
tion furnish further details of the undertaking
and of these premises in particular. The
accommodation includes wings for Masters
and Matron I'espectively, one at either end.

OVERDOOR EMBELLISHMENTS AND
PANELS

The description of these three interiors
will be found in Mr. H. D. Eberlein's paper
given on p. 416.

>-••€»-<

OBITUARY.
We regret to record that Captain and

Adjutant Roby Myddelton Gotch, Sherwood
Foresters, wounded and missing on July 1,

1916, is now believed killed. He was born in

1889, the onlv son of Mr. J. A. Gotch, J. P..
F.R.I.B.A., E.S.A., and Mrs. Gotch, of

Weekley Rise, near Kettering. He was
educated at Cottesmore School, Hove, Rugby
(School House), and New College, Oxford,
taking his degree in Law, 2nd Class Honours,
in 1911, and in the following year passing for

the B.G.L. (3rd Class Honours). On leaving
Oxford he was articled to Messrs. Thorpe
and Perry, solicitors, of Nottingham. While
at Rugby he gained his "cap " at football,

and during the winter of 1913-14 played for

the Harlequins. He was a member of the

O.T.C. at Oxford and at Nottingham, and
joined the Sherwood Foresters as second
lieuteiiamt. He went to the front in February.
1915, was gazetted temp, captain on July 5,

1915, and adjutant a few days later. He was
mentioned in the des])atcilies of Januai-y 1.

1916, and at the time of his death his .name

had been recommended for distinction. Early
in the advance of July, in the midst of a

terrible barrage, close up to the German
barbed wire, he was wounded in the wrist,

but went to the help of his rumier, who was
in difficulties with a telephone wire which
he had volimteered to lay. Captain Gotch
stooped down to assist, when he was again

wounded, it is believed mortally. His

brigadier-general wrote of him as '" one of the

finest officers in the brigade."

The death took place last Friday, at his

country house, Tlie Lee .Manor, Great ilissen-

den. of Sir Arthur Lasenby Liberty, the

founder and chairman of Liberty and Co.,

Limited. Sir Arthur was the eldest son of

the late Mr. Arthirr Liberty, a lace manu-
facturer, of Nottingham, and was born at

Chesliam in 1843. Educated at the University
School, Nottingham, his (business training be-
gun in 1859, and in 1862 he became manager
of the Oriental Warehouse, formerly in

Regent Sti-eet, where he became permanently
acquainted with the leaders of the art world
of the day, many of whom were among bis
friends. In the spring of 1875 he made lii.>;

first venture on his own account. Begnmin^
with half of a hou.se in Regent >Street. bis
business expanded year by year until it

reached its present dimensions. One of his
most notable achievements was the introduc-
tion of dyes supposed to be a secret of tilie

East, and this led to the popular appreciation
of the range of delicate tints now known as
the " Liberty coloui>s." In 1894 the business
was converted into a limited company, but
during succeeding years Sir Arthur kept a
guiding hand upon it. In 1913 he received the
honour of knighthood in recognition of his

services to the applied and decorative #rts.
On that occasion he was presented by the
staff with his portrait by ;Mr. Arthur Hacker.
R.A. Sir Arthur was a magistrate and
Deputy Lieutenant for Bucks, and High
Sheriff for the county in 1899 ; he was a juror
at the Paris International Exhibition in 1900,
a member of the London Committee of the
.Milan E.xhibition of 1906, a member of the
Royal Institute, a Fellow of the Asiatic
Society and of the Organising Council of the
Japan Society, and Chairman of the Advisory
Committee of the Royal School of Art Needle-
work. Shortly after beginning business on
Siis o%vn account. Sir Arthur maiTied a

daughter of the late Mr. Henry Blackmore.
of Exmouth, Devon. The funeral will take
place at The Lee Church, Great Missenden.
to-day, at 3.15 p.m. We gave an illustra-

tion in our issue of .May 15, 1914, of the bust

of Sir Arthur, executed by Sir George
Frampton, R.A.^ and exhibited that year at

the Royal Academy, which was subscribed

for and presented by the textile manufacturer?

of Great Britain an. I the Continent. He had
indeed well deserved the general recognition

his efforts received, for as Norman Sliaw

wrote to him: " Y'ou have put your mark on

your time—like Pngin, Whistler. and
fortunately some others. You found things

—

most of 'em beastly, and you leave them
glorious in colour and full of interest. What
more could you desire? W'hat more eould

anyone desire? It is the fashion nowadays to

run down Commercialism ! but I don't see

it—it is only when Commercialism is bad, and

associated with bad Art,>hat it is abiection-

able ; in other respects it is good and right,

and a good backbone.''

Oil stains on concreite floors may be removed

by using a mixture of 1 lb. of oxalic acid in

Jg'allons of water, with enough wheat flour

added to ma.ke a paste that can be applied

w-ith a brush. j\llow the application to re-

main for two days, and then remove it with

clean -water and a scrubbing bru.sh. A second

applioa.tion may be necessary in stubborn

oases.

Mr. J. C. H. Hart>y, elde. son of Mr. T.

H. Hartley, borough engineer and surveyor of

Collie, has" been gazetted second lieutenant in

the I^.val North Lanca*ire Regiment. Lifi.

tenant' Hartley received his training in

the Inns of Court Offioers' Training C'oi-ps and

aft^M'wards in an oHicers' cadei unit. Previous

to joining the Army eighteen months ago he was

a pupil in the C'olne Borough Surveyor's office.

The Army Council have issued an order re-

.strioting the sale of Russian timber. No
timber bought in Ru&sia before January 1.

1917, is to .be sold or ofliered for sale otherwise

than to the ,Director of Timber Supplies or to

persons authorised by him. The .price is not

to exceed by more than 10 per cent, the price

at which tlie owner Ijought it. Th? order

does not ipp\y to any timber now in stock in

the United Kingdom.

The Secretary of the War Office announces

that the Army Council have taken possession

of all stocks "of imported soft wood held by

merchants and agents in the United Kingdom
of 250 standards and upwards. Stockholders

are required to make a return of such stocks

to the Government timber buyer. 'Mr. Mon-

tague Mever, Palmerston House. E.C. on a

form which mav be obtained fix>m tJie Director

of Timber Supplies. A.D.T.S.I.. Caxton House,

Tothill Street. Westminster. S.W.I.
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FOLK .MUSEUiLS.
Befoie t)ie H.inipstead Scientific Society

Mr. G. R. Carliiie, F R.A.I. , read an in-
teresting paper on " B'olk Museums," tracing
their histoiy, and .idvantages.

The k'Ctuifr asked one to suppose tliat
there were erected in suitable surroundiiig.s
typical e.xaniples of buildings of bygone davs
Iroin <lifferent parts of this country. Then,
as one walked about the grounds, one would
see tlie pages of Green's " Histcry of the
English People" or TraiU's " Soo'ial Eng-
land," illustrated with living pictures. One
would feel that, on entering, a fairy had
taken one back into the past centuries, and
one saw tlie people at ihome. the 'houses they
lived in, and the mode of their life aaid
thoug'ht at different stages of the country's
history; and, as a Swede has put it, when
.speaki<ng of his own mu.seujni, it would be
"as though we heard the quiet rhvthni of a
niighty son^', the song of a people" telling of
the generations that have gone, and the days
long since reckoned with the jjast."

The.se museums originated in Scandinavia,
the first at Stockholm, the .second at Lund,
the next importa.nt one in Norway at Christi-
ania, and t\w: fourth at Lyngbv i'n Denmark.
Though Sweden has abont fifty such open-air
museums, outside Scandinavia it is mainly in
Germany, \ustjia, and Russia that the idoa
of this type of Folk .Museum has found most
welcome.
He pioceeded to .show the " evolutionary

sequence" of this idea as seen in <;reat Bri-
tain, completing the series with the fuller idea
seen in Scandinavia. Ajpart from the mere
collection of folk objects and " byegones

"

arranged systematically, and whicli he was
not dealing with in his paper, the first stage
towards a Folk .Museum is the reconstructed
room or interior, showing the conditions of life
'f a particular class at a jiarticular time.
Thus, at Wilton-paa-k .Museum. liatley, in
Yorkshire, is an "Old Interior" which
contains what may he described as folk
collections, and illustrating the life of
people in pa.st times, the idea, however, l)e-
mg not so nuich that of associating objects
all strictly of the sam.> period, to e"\emplify
some particular phase of culturehistoiy,
as to briiig together sundry outofdaU
objects an.) to display thcni as far as
TOSsible dn familiar surroundings. In the
North.ampton Museum is an '' Old Shoe-
maker's Shop" to show the stage and con-
dition of the shoemaking in-dustrv of the
town in the early part of last century. At
Wellcome Historiwil Medical .Museum.
Londoai, there are several reconstructed
interiors, ilkustrating the history of medicine.
In all these cases, except in one case at
the latter museum, they are imitation
rooms. Similar examoles "to these may he
seen on the f'ontinent, as, for e.xamnle. in the
Museum of .Ajiplied Art at Diisseldorf.
The next stage is when the room is recon-

structed of original old material, possibly from
different houses, jus at the Castle Museum,
Norwich, and seen in the two p.TncIled rooms,
a Jacobean and a Georgian, showing " Nor-
wich through the Centuries." Then comes the
entire room preserved as is mainlv the case in
the Vietflria and Albert Museum. A further
!»tage is where an old house is preserved and
furnished (or nartlv furnished',, appropriately
tor the period. Of t.his (here are sever.al
^ages. At Hull, in William Willverforce's
House, now one of the Hull LMuseums, is a
t-reorgian room, .showing a typical room of the
period though not fiirni.shed a.s the jweceding
examples, and containing a few show cases
At Ipswich there is a fine old mansion, the\n Gallery of the Museum, in which is
shown the typical old kit<-h(n, hut the most
1.S not made of this fine old house. At Nor-
wich, again, there is the " Stranger's Hall."latmg hack in part to the fotirtn, i,th century

?,'"''
J''"''" '"^"^ ''f'""S'"S t". --""I lived in by'

.: ';• Bolinghroke, wlio has fitted and fn'r-
m.shed It as a FcJk Museum. Similar to this
type are the hou.ses of eminent .and famous
people, as Shakesneare's hou.«e, the Dickens
Mn.^eum at Portsmouth, Wordsworth's housem the Lakes, etc.

I-aslly for Rngland. is the Hall-i'-th'-'tt^ood
near Bolton, an old Lanca.shiro house, dating
back to the end of the fifteenth century, in
which the rooms are furnishwl appropriately

according to the date of the room. This is the
first Folk Museum in England, and, though a
wonderful inoseuni, it is small and ijicom-
plete when compared with the great museums
of Scandinavia. lln this "evolutionary
stries " many similar examijles were shown
frt>m Continental museums.
Proceeding then to Scandinavia, he showed

the completer idea, commencing with the first
and foremost of these museums, the "Nordiska
.\Iu.seet," of vStockholm, willi its open-air part
known as Skansen. This museum was origin-
ated and fouTided by Dr. A. Hazelius (1835-
1901) who wished to show all the phases of
national life, more especially of the peasantry,
a'ld wliose idea was not merely a museum in
the ordinary sense of the word, with slio\v-

caso after showcase, 'but ;.. place also wliere
every object should bo in its proper atmo-
sjihere, t>onditions, and surroundings as near
.-IS passible. It was with this idea that the
first room-interiors arose. In other rooms and
galleries of tlie museum ohjects are displayed
in ordinary museum metliods, as is also the
case in the well known Musee de Folklore at
Antwerp. But " Why stop at interiors
with lay figures? " was Hazelius 's natural
question :

" the buildings themselves are
worthy of preservation: " and so later,
when the suitable land was obtained,
the picture of Scandinavian life thus re-
presented was siqiplemented by the Open-
air .\luseum at SkaiLsen. Old and interesting
buildings were re-erected, and in most cases
saved from destruction, the lav figure being
replaced with rea* life. Here then, at Skan-
sen, these ancient cottages and larger houses
have been re-erected with careful attention to
accuracy in detail, furnished originally, and
fitted VMith ala aipproiJi-iate utensils.

" Farm
buildings and various other outdoor relics of
|)ast ages have been placed in appropriate sur-
roundings, as a Lapp encampment, a mean
.stone cabin, a militia-man's dwelling with cow-
ihouso and granary, a hlacksmith's shop, lum-
bermen's temporary ca'bins, moving boothes,
mills, belfries, tar boiler, pigsty, grave ci-o.sses,

runic stones, stocks, maypole, and numerous
other ohjects. All are exactly as thcv were
when they served the every-da'y needs of ni.an
on their original sites. The local fauna and
flora is also represented, as they are important
elements in which Scandinavian characteristics
liave developed. To show the life more fully,
a platform for dancing has been pn pared in
the open in order to. show, and to create an
interest in. the old Swedish customs and
dances, and hi order to keep fresli the mem
ories of gri-at historic davs. Certain fetes are
held every year, when cliaraoteristic country
dances, songs, and games take .place ; these
all harmonise well with the surroundings and
the governing principles of the mu.'ienm. Con-
certs with old music and saga-plays are also
given.

In comparing Skansen witih some other
Scandinavian museums, one notes the absence
of any rein'esentation of burgher or aristocratic
life, such as is seen at Lund and Bygdii (the
miKseum at Christiania), which have" been ar
ranged on a more definite plan, the latter
being divided into two parts, one |iart town
and the other country. The lecturer described
in .some detail the museums of Bvgdo at Chris-
tiania, Lund founded by Dr. G. ,T. Karlin,
Lyngby, near Copenhagen, the Sandvig Col-
lection at Lillehammer in Norway, aii<l othei-s.
It wiLs seen in all cases that the ruling (irin-

oiplo is to show the develoi)ment and history
of a particular j>eonle either of a large area or
a small one, a particular class, or all chis.ses.

What, he asked, is more interesting than one's
own history, the advance of the country from
its ohildhood, and to S(>e the viei.ssitudos of its

l)ast:' From all this one gathers and learns
much that bears on the problems of the pre-
sent, and that teaches us lessons for the
future.

>-•••—<
The death of Major Alust.iir C. B. Geddes

is nnnonnced, killed in n<a,ion. the elder son of
Profe!!,sor Patrick Geddes, architect, of F.din-
burirh, -tdie well-known authoritv on town
plannimg-. w<ho is at present in India.
An art-ficinl -^tone recently patented by EO C. Howells, Hayjistoiie, Stoke Park,

lioventry, is a raixturo of about four ports of
iTranitp and one part of Portland cemortt to
which IS ailded aibout 10 per i-ent. of Bessemer
steel sing.

CO.ST ACCOINIING FOR THE CON-
TRACTOR.

Every contracting organisation must have
a cost system of some sort, however crude. A
hit-and-miss plan never works successfully. -

Any cost system, however, is valueless unless

used by tlie entire oiganisation, and a con-
tractor who is not prepared to make his costs

open and accessible is almost as well off with-
out a system at all. This idea was brought
out by Leslie H. AUen in a paper read at the
recent meeting of the American Coiici-ete In-

stitute. His paper, abstracted below, dis-

cu.s.ses the essential features of a good cost
system for contractors and shows llo^y such
a system may prove of valuable benefit.

A system of cost lucounting to be of any
value to a contractor must have its data
accessible to and understood by everyone in

his organisation who has anything to do with
costs. It is valueless if it is kept a secret.

A proper system of cost accounting may he
likened to an expensive tool or machine—of

great value when working, but an unjustifi

able ex)jeiise if kept idle most of tlie time.

'I'he contractor who thinks that his unit
costs are a trade .secret, and that the circula-

tion of information regarding his costs will

do him an irreparable injury', is making a
great mistake. If his costs are higher than
his competitor's these competitors will lose

business if they use them. If his costs aie
lower, competitore will lose money if they use
them. It is efficiency and not cost data that
makes for low costs. The cost data simply
point the way to efficiency and show the
failures to reach it. For this reason the
writer's firm has not hesitated to make public
its costs at any time. We feel that if we
make lower costs than our competitore it L«

because we have the men and the brains
needed to do it. Others cannot equal our
costs simnlv because they know them. On
the other hand, if our costs are higher than
they shoidd be no one geta from tlieir publica-
tion any valuable information that can give
them an advantage.

COST SV.STEM STI.MULATES INTEREST IN WORK.
Very many eon tractoi-s have the labour

costs distributed by a timekeejjer and worked
up in his spare time by the bookkeeper, and
the results are only seen by the boss. Neither
man understands his work or can show any
enthiisi;ism for it. The opposite of this is the
c;u5e on our work, and it is sometimes quite
embarrassing to tlie writer to be called upon
to adjudicate in cases where knotty points are
iH'inj; discussed with great earnestness bv our
timekeepers and foremen, such ;is whether re-

pairing forms damaged by the strippers
should be charged to stripping, erecting, or
m.aking. The fact that such interest is

shown in minor points indicates a real in-

terest in efficient work and low costs all down
the line.

The concealment of cost data is one of the
reasons why it is so difficult to get accurate
results. No em])loyee can t.ike intelligent
interest in work which is meaningless to him.
The contractor's jirobleni in any system of
cost accouii'ting is not to so conceal the costs
that no one but the boss can get them or un
derst.and them, but to make them accessible
to and understood by the greatest possible
number of people in his organisation. The
more peop'.e he can educate to understand
cost analysis in his organisation, the more in-

telligently and sensibly is his work going to
be handled. Not only this, but it is very de-
sirable that the architect or engineer should
have some idea as to the coats of the work
being done by the contractor under his direc-
tion.

COST SCHEME SAVES iMONET.

There i>eur to the writer's mind incidents
on ron8tru<tion work performed by his firm
where the engineer's knowledge of what the
work was co-sting has led him to allow modi-
fications in the design which have saved
much money for clients, whereas if the cost
.Rcounts h.ad been concealed suggestions and
argument* regarding a change in the design
would li.ave gone unheeded. For instance, on
a recent job where the depth of column foot-

ings varied, owing to bad ground, the en-
gineer desired to build all footing the same
thickness, and to start all columns at the
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same height and to make up the difltei-ejit

depths between top of footing and bottom of

oolmiiu by pyramids of concrete, ea<ii one of

which, of course, would need separate forms

of varying shapes. Instead of arguing on a

matter of opinion we were able, after build-

ing two or three, to demonstrate that tliis

method was much more expensive than

.putting additional concrete into the footings,

and we were allowed to make the change.

There are five essential features of a con-

tractor's cost system :

—

Fii-st, the estimate.—(a) An estimate for

each job is made, based on the costs of earlier

jobs of similar nature. (b) This estimate

should be analysed to show first the quanti-

ties, unit costs, and total costs of each item

of labour, and then the quantities and esti-

mated prices of each item of material and
each sub-contract.

Second, a daily labour cost report showing
the labour costs of each day's work.

Third, a weekly labour cost report showing
in parallel columns the estimated and actutu

quantities, unit costs, and total costs of the

work performed.
Fourth, a monthly statement of the cost

of materiais and sub-contracts purchased or

ordered, showing in parallel columns esti-

ma/ted and actual costs.

Fifth, a final summary made at the close

of the job showing the total cost of all labour

and material.

ESTIMATE -4 SOCRCE OF VALU.IBLE INFOEMA-
TION.

In many offices the estimate is locked up in

the safe the day the contract is signed, and
never sees the light of day again. The esti-

mate is, or should be, the result of the esti-

mator's study of cost data on preceding jobs,

and is therefore the standard set for the cost

of the job for which it was made. With it

daily labour costs and material purchases

should be compared. It contains much valu-

able information that is most useful to, and
should be made use of by, the contractor's

force. In order that it may be of the greatest

possible use it should be in sufi&cient detail

to show in separate items the various kinds

and classes of work done by different gangs,

and it is best to make an analysis of the esti-

mate into two main di\T&ions :—^Labour ;

material (sub-contracts and all items not

classed as labour). The total of the first

division therefore gives the estimated total

pay roll, and shows how it is expected that

this will be spent upon carpenters, masons,
labourers, etc. The second division shows in

detail the quantitie.s of material, sub-contract

work, etc., item by item.

Who should see and use this valuable in-

formation and work to these standards?
First, the general superintendent, as it

gives him a standard of performance by which
he can measui-e his job superintendents and
foremen. It tells him more in a few minutes
about the supply of materials and sub-con-

tracts than would a day's studying of tjhe

plans, and in general is a big help to him in

supervising the employment, supply of

mateirial, progress, etc.

Second, the job superintendent needs more
than anyone to see the estimate. From it he

can see what the firm expects him to accom-
plish in the way of costs, and his criticisms

of the estimate should prove helpful to the

estimator. With it he can confer with the

purchasing agent of the company and with the

local dealers from whom he has to buy sup-

plies, and without a lot of computation on
his part he can place the orders for much of

his material. From the sub-divisions of the

analysis he can determine the sort of organisa-

tion that should be placed upon the work, how-

many carpenter foremen, how many carpen-

ters, the size of the labour gang, the number
of mechanics, etc. Reading the estimate will

call to his mind all the work that has to be

done. The estimate shows him the quantities

of materials he has to receive, and he can

plan tor their efficient storage.

Third, the purchasing agent. From the

material section he prepares a more detailed

schedule, and by taking dates froiii the pro-

gress schedule he can prepare for his own use

a list showing all materials required and the

dates required in order that he may start in

buying intelligently and see that everything

is delivered on time. He has a valuable check

on the bids received.

Fourth, the scheduling men also should

receive tlie material section of the estimate

and check their quantities by it. From the

purchasing agent they receive notice of the

dates these schedules are required in order

that he may buy them and have them de-

livered at the job in time.

Fifth, the foremen of brickmasons, carpen-

ters, concrete gangs, etc., should be told what

are the estimated costs of their work, and

shown from week to week how their work

compares with the estimate.

DAILY LABOUR COSTS EFFECTIVE.

The second important feature of a cost ac-

counting system is a daily report of the labour

costs. These are best prepared on the job,

and should be in the job superintendent's

hands by 9 o'clock the next morning. If each

carpenter foreman is told what are the esti-

mated costs on the operations he is perform-

ing and is notified every day as to whether

he is keeping within or overrunning his costs,

it is sure to liave its effect. We frequently

plot the principal items graphically on a chart

which not only the foiemen, but the work-

men, can see as they check in and out. The

lowest labourer takes a cheerful and even

enthusiastic interest in the vagaries of the

wandering line that shows the cost of the

work he is doing.

It is best to keep the cost accounts on the

job instead of in the head office. Costs to be

of any use should be fresh, not stale. If the

superintendent knows at 9 o'clock the very

next day that concrete costs 20 cents a yard

more to put in than on the preceding day, he

can talk it over with his foreman while the

matter is fresh, and investigate and remedy

the fault ; but if the news does not come to

him until a week or ten days after the work

in question is done, it is too late to do any-

thing. It is not necessarv to have these daily

cost reports go through the main office in any

case, as they come in too often and contain

too great a mass of detail to be of much benefit

to the general superintendent. The daily

costs point out to the job superintendent an

occasional high spot that he has mi.ssed, and

are an unfailing barometer of the job.

WEEKLY LABOTTE REPORT.

The third essential of a cost sy.stem is a.

weekly labour report. This should show in

parallel columns the estimated and actual

quantities, unit costs, total costs, and saving

or overrun. The amount of detail may vary

ill different organisations, but should be suffi

cient to give an intelligent account of the

operations. This statement should be fur-

nished to officers of the company as well as to

the job superintendent. For the benefit of

the former the main facts can be condensed

into a very few items by the use of a simple

summary. This statement gives a sort of

review of the job's operations to date. It

should go to the general superintendent and

the estimator in the head office. The_ latter

particularly needs to know the fluctuations in

costs in order that he may check uii his judg-

ment with actual facts and learn the costs of

any new sort of work.

MONTHLY L.lBOrR COSTS.

The fourth essential feature of a cost system

is a monthly report showing in tabular form

the estimated and actual costs and quantities

of the materials, and amonnts of sub-contracts

and other expenses incurred. By adding to-

gether the sa\-ings or overruns on the labour

and materials the contractor can tell every

month just how far behind or ahead of esti-

mate his job is, and can make an intelligent

forecast as to how much can be saved or will

be lost on the remainder of the job. Such

information is rarely to be found in a con-

tractor's office, but is of great value to him,

and in itself is worth almost all the time and

expense that should be put in on a cost ac-

counting system. This statement should, of

course, go to the job and general superinten

dents who are using the materials, to the pur-

chasing agent w-ho spends the money, and to

the estimator, who finds it a most valuable

check in his work.
FINAL SUMMARY GAUGES FUTURE WORK.

The fifth essential feature is a final sum
mary of the job costs made up in the same

form as the original estimate, which should be

filed for future use. A copy should be given

to tlie job superintendent as a record of what

he had accomplished, and to the general super-

intendent as a permanent reference for him,

in order that he may have something to judge

by in his criticism of future jobs. The esti-

mator should have a copy, as it is his chief

authority for prices he places upon new esti-

mates.
>-•••-<

THE ITALI.\N ORDERS OF
ARCHITECTURE.*

There is very good value for the money in

this well-printed and illustrated book, which

has been prepared by Mr. Charles Gourlay,

Professor of Architecture and Building in the

Royal Technical College, Glasgow, for use as

a text-book for beginners, as well as a refer-

ence book for architects, and by craftsmen

when executing work. The illustrations, of

which there are thirty-two plates, are

naturally the most necessary parts of the

volume. They have been wisely left in out-

line, and are thus clear and easily read. They
include, first, the proportions and forms of the

Five Orders in plan, elevation and section

;

next, the details of their mouldings to a large

scale; and, lastly, such other relative

matters, including pedestals, imposts, archi-

volts, balustrades, doors, and windows, as are

required when designing any composition

based on the Orders. The plates are well

drawn and printed, and show clearly the

details of all the mouldings and such parts

as are generall.y of an obscure nature.

The descriptive matter, though condensed,

is ample, and comprises a short but ade-

quate summary of the nature, origin, and
characteristics of the Orders. Then follow a

few pages of instructions how to draw them ;

and, lastly, a description of the plates. The
volume, we are told, -is the outcome of pre-

paration which has ex-tended over many years,

and the author's long experience as a teacher

and his frequent visits to Greece, Italy,

France and England. We congratulate him
on his success, for it is certainly the most
practical and businesslike manual of its sub-

ject, at its price and within its limits, we have
ever seen, and recommend it to all con-

cerned.
>—••*>-(

TKADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent "air-pump " venti-

latoi-s, supplied by Messrs. Robert Boyle and
Son, ventilating engineers, 64 Holhorn Via-

duct, London, have been o -ployed at the New
War Hospital, Union Uuild ngs, Ohej-f-

Road, Sunderli'rl
The ibase-ment of the Masonic Hall at

Grimsby, which was a continual source of

trouble" owing to floodimg after heavy raina,

has now been remedied with waterproofed
cement. The makers of Pudlo (the water-

proofer used) will be pleased to give advice to

any irtterested readers on making watertight

any structure which may be subject to damp-
ness or flooding.

Four drawings by Alfred Stevens, including

the study for "Daniel" at St. Paul's Cathe-

dral, brought £78 (Carfax) at Sortheby's 'ast

Thursday.

Second Lieutenant Henry Edward Otto
Murray-Dixon, who was born in 1885, was the

eldest son of the. Rev. J. and Mrs. Murray-
Dixon, of Switbland Rectory, Leicestershire.

His life was devoted to artistic pursuits and
natural history, and he attained a hig'h posi-

tion among the bird painters of this country.

Middlesbrough Town Council has decided to

reduce the net price of gas from 2s. 2d. to 28.

l>er 1,000 ft. This is due to a scheme by which
waste gasses from coke ovens at the looaJ

ironworks are utilised for illumLiiating pur-

ixises. A good examjile, which might bo fol-

lowed elsewhere but for the obstructive tactics

of some gas undertakings.

The following mixture has been used by

United States Army Engineers in water-

jiroofing concrete : —One part cement -and two

parts sand, with i lb. of alum per ciibio foot.

This is mixed dry and water added in which

5 lb. soap per gallon has been dissolved. It

is claimed that this mixture is not only im-

pervious to water, but prevents efilorescence.

- The Italian Orders of Architectnre, by Charles

Gourlay, B.Sc, A.R.I.B.A, London, Edward Arnold,

41 and 43, Maddox Street, W. 6s. net.
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(But (BBct fabk.

J he War Lotoses Commission dismissed onMay a, so the Timc.i says, a claim for £172
against the War Office bv Mr. R. C Gould in
respect of an old .facobean house in Susse.\
which was occupied bv the military from

r"'i>''-.nl'7' i^.^'''
'" F«^^l"-uary, 1915. A sum

of £301 had been received for billetinf;, and
the claim was for dilapidation, the claimant
declaring that parts of the oak [lanelling and
a number of doors had disappeared and several
trees had been cut down. For the military it
was maintained that the troops destroyed "this
woodwork because they had not been Mipiilied
with sufficient cnaJ. The claimant replied that
It had been difficult to obtain coal, and that
twenty tons at £2 a ton were supplied.

The Forest Products Laboratories of
Canada, established at Montreal bv the De-
partment of the Interior, in co-operition with
LMcL.ill University, have undertaken an in-
vestigation of the woods of the different
species ol the trees in Canada, .so that reliable
and authoritative information may be avail-
able. 'J'he only Canadian .species ill regard Ui
which fairly comjilete information has been
obtained is Douglas fir, but as there is a
special interest at the present time in regard
to .structural timbers, particularly in a com-
parison between Canadian and foreign timbers
it has been considered advisable to issue .-i

preliminary study on structural timbers using
the information now available from many
sources and particularly the results of investi-
gations made at the laboratory of the Forest
Service of the United States. This preliminarv
reiKirt, entitled "Canadian Woods for Struc-
tural Timbers," is now being distributed bv
the Department of the Interior as Bulletin No'.
59 It will be found that Canadian timbers
rank high for structural purposes. The re-
sults of an e.xhaustive .series of mechanical and
physical tests of Douglas fir made at the
iForest Products Latwratories of Canada are
now in course of publication, and similar tests
of other important Canadian woods are in pro
gress, the results of which will be published
as .soon as they are available.

The Bishop of Truro, writing in his
diocesan magazine, says :

" Manv faculties
are being applied for for the erection of
memorials to those who have fallen in the war.
I wish to urge that it would be far better
to wait till the war is over, for three rea.sons :

(1) Labour ought not to be emploveJ on un-
necessary work until the war is fiiiished. (2)
ho much money <iught not to be spent on
what does not. even indirectly, help the
nation forward in its life and death struggle.
(3) It is very undesirable that church walls
.should be covered with a number of tablets.
And in most ca-ses it will be much bett<'r to
have a single war memori.al in the parish. It
IS difficult to refu.se a facultv : but, in my
opinion, it should not be applied for."
The Queen, moved iby her knowledge of

Indian conditions and her deep interest in the
lot of the Indian women, has sent to the
widows of the soldiers who have died for the
Empire a fine coloured print of her portrait
with this autograph message :—" In sorrow
and sympathy my thoughts fly across the seas
to my sisters in India, that beautiful land
which I have twice visited, and love so well
I send you this to do honour to a very brave
soldier of the Empire who died for vou and
tor us in the glorious fight for truth and
freedom .against tyranny and broken faith

'

Ihe prints are reproduced from her Majesty's
Comnation portrait, jvvinted by Mr, William
Llewellyn. A.R.A., which is now in Windsor
tastle, and the reproduction has been exe-
cuted by M<«.srs. J. Miles and Co., Ltd.
The well-known Criterion Restaurant and

Theatre, Piccadilly, has been sold under the
sanction of the High Court of .Justice, Chan-
cerj-, who invited tenders on 'behalf of the
trustees of the debenture-holders of Messrs
Spiers and Pond, Ltd. Messrs. Yates and
lates, 12a. Hanover .S,,uare, W., were the
iVgeuts coni^ected (with the sale, the pur
chasers lieing Messrs. Buszards, of O.xford
Street, W. There were two tenders before
tlie Court, and Mr. R. M. Phillips, of 22,
I onduit Street, acted in the negotiations for

the Piccadilly Hotel, who only missed secur-
ing the property by a narrow margin. The
restaurant and theatre were built for Messrs.
Spiers and Pond in 1873, at a cost of about
£80,000, and the Criterion Theatre was
leased by them to .Sir Charles Wyndham
from May 3, 1903, for a term of forty-five
years, the present rent for this ixirtioii bcini;
£3,050 a year.

^

The carved oak chair on which the chief
bard of the Birkenhead National Kist^-ddbod
will be enthroned is lx>ing made by a Belgian
refugee, who bas .settled in the Cheshire
bonmgh. The design has been se«>n by com-
petent judges, who all pronounce it to be one
of the most perfect things of its kind they
have ever .seen, and the work of one who is

evidently a master of his art. In an inter-
view with the designer, Mons. Eugeen Van-
fleteren, he stated that in pre-w,ar times he
carried on an e.xtensive business at .Malines,
in wbjoh wood-carving was a special feature.
Since his settlement in Birkenhead he has
made Celtic art a particular study, and for
the past year or two has had con.stant refer-

ence to works bearing upon the subject .at the
LiverpfKil libraries.

The annual general meeting of. the Sur-
veyors' Institution, to receive the report of
the Cou.icil and the announcement of the
result ( f the election of officers for the
ensuing year, will be held in the lecture hall
on Mond.iy, June 4, 1917, at 5 o'clock. The
prizes awarded tj succes.sful candidates in
connection with the recent preliminary and
professional examinations will be presented
'by the President at the annual general meet-
ing. The following members have been ap-
jjoiiited to act as scrutineers of the ballot for
the forthcoming election of a Council for the
ensuing year :—Messrs. ,1. H. Mellenfield, C.
.1. Lake, C. S. Burkett-Smith. R. B. Mann,
and Geoffrey L. Vigers (Fellowst, and H. S.
TiOgsdon (Professional As.sociate).

»»••*»<
Mr. Jesse Ainsworth Stott, of Stockport,

Clieahire, a partner in Stott and Sons, Man-
cbestor. aix>hitcot8 and enKinoei-s, has left
£36,707.

We r<^gtet to amiouncc that Mr. P. J.
Brown, eldest son of the late Mr. John Brown.
archit.eot, Kilmorey Sltrwt, Ncwry, was killed
in action on the 7tli inst.

The exhibition, now in the North Court of
Ihe Victoria and Albert Musouni, of works
of urt available for loan to country muBeums
aiul schools of art, which it was i)ropose<l to
clo.so on May 5, will remain open for the
present.

The Coventry Coriioratiou are owners of .i

lartre housing estate at Stoke Heath, on the
outskirts of the city, aiwl owing toan un»ucoe.ss-
fiil agitation for a. reduction in rents, the
tenants on Saturday began a "no-rent" strike.
In the window.s of each of the 559 houses com-
prising the estate a cuird is Ix^ing exhibittvl
slating that a strike is in progress, and that
" the collector need not call."

C'aptain Arthur Scott Buckton. R.G.A.. who
died on .\pril 9 of wounds receive<l the same
day, aged twenty-eiglit, was the youngest son
of Mr, and Mr,s, Arthur Buckton. of Forest
Gate. Essex. Educated at the Jiast London
College, he was a B.Sc. of London Uriiyersity. i>

Wliitworth Exliibitioner. an .Associate Member
of the Institute of Civil Engineers, and an
.\.s,s<Kiat<> :Meml)er of tlio Institute of M<xilia(ni-
cai Engineers.

Mr. Rol>ert Noble, R.SA,. died at F.ast
Linton. Ha^ldingtonshire, last Saturday. -Mr.
Noble was Ix>rn in Edinburgh in 1857.

" He ex-
hibited his first picture at the Royal S<-ottish
.\cadeiny when he was twenty, and later won
the silver ni«lal for landscaiie at the Fxlin'mrgh
International Exhibition, He was the winner
of the bronze modal at the Paris International
Exhibition of 1900, and was the first cbainiian
of the Society of Soottish Artists, He leaves a
widow and two sons, lx)th of whom are in the
.\rmy.

Captain Hiissell Alexander Colvin, Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders, who was kille<l on
May 1. aged thirty-fivo years, was the second
son of th* late Russell Pakenham Colvin,
B.C.S,, and of the lat<^ Mr.s. Colvin. of 24,
Castletown Koad. W, Kensington. .Xn engi-
neer by profession, he belonged to the London
Scottisli till ho went to Eg.ypt. where he spent
some yeai-s on irrigation works, and later in
survey work in tho Sudan, ivhere, alone with
his retinue of natives, he ponetrato<l (country
hitherto untiwlden by the white man.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not liold ourstlves responsible for the opinion*
oj our correspondents. All communications should,
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to-
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
«11 communications respecting illustrations or li'.eraf v

matter, books lor review, etc., should be addressed
to the Editor of the liiiLDiNo News. Eflinghani
House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W,C.2, and not to-
aembers of tlie stall by name, belay is not infre-
,oentiy otherwise caused. All drawings and other
.wmmunicatioins are sent at contributors' risks, and,
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable (or, unsought contributions.

When favouring us wiUi drawings or pbotogr>{>tas,
architects are asked kindly to state how long tlic
building has been erected. It docs neither tfaem nor
UB much good to illustrate buildings wbidi have been
some time executed, except under special circum-
stances.

•••Drawings of selected competition designa, im-
portant public and private buildings, details of oOd
and new work, and good sketches are always wel-
come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.
0( more commonplace subjects, small churches^
chni>els, houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent
than we can insert, but are glad to do so wheo space
permits, on mutually advantageous terms, wiilob
may be ascertained on application.

Telegrams: " Tiaieserver, Estrand, London,"
Telephone: Oerrard 1201.

Handsome Cloth Cases for binding the BurLDINO
.News, price 2s,, post free 2s. M., can be obtained
from juiv Newsagent, or from the Publisher^
Effingham House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W,C.2

Received.—K. y. W. and Son— Y, and W,—W, and
K,—T, N. B., Ltd,-.). H,—H, and O,—E. P. A.
and Son—F. and .1.— B. Bros —W . Ltd.—G. and
C—J. B,

1—Yes.

T. J. J.—Thanks. No.

NORBIRT.—There is no " Complementary " Order of

.Architecture,

>-•••-<
A smiall group of pictures, chiefly Italian and

English, from Bridgewater House, will be on
exhibition at the National Gallery on and after

to-dav.

Mr." William H. Wells, of M«fers. Chestertou
and Sons, 116, Kensington High Street.

London, W., was last Friday elected president

of the .\uctioneers' and Estate Agents' In-

stitute of the United Kingdom for the ensuing
year.

At Cape Town, on May 8, Lord Buxton, the

Governor-General oi>ene<l the Mioha<>'lis

Gallery, presented to the public by Mr. Max
Michaeiis, Praising .Mr. Miohaelis's gift, his

Excellency expressed tho hone tj>at « SoutJi

.\frican school of art might arise from it.

Mr. Edward Robert Robson. F.R I.B.A..

F.S..A,. Fellow of tho Surveyors' Institution,

formerly of 2. Tho Paragon, Blackheath, ar-

chitect to the London School Board, who died
on .lanuary 19. aged eighty-one, left estate

valued at JB3,802 15s. 9d., with net personalty
£3.633 4s.

Tenders are invited for executing intprove-

ments to St. Mary's Chuiroh, Glenfame, for

the Very Rev. P, Soden. P.P.. V.G,, in iwcord-

anco with plans and six^ificationc propared by
Mr. J. J. McDonnell. J, P.. arcbit«>t. 27.

tlhichoator Sitroet, Belfast, to whom tenders are

to be sent.

S, S. Plott. the borough surveyor of Roch-
dale, a,i\pealod last wc>ek for Samu«>l BanitJ?

(thirty-nine), married, a pavior (gonoral ser-

vice).—Mr, Phitt said they had only three

fiaviors and <i boy for the whole c>f tho

borough. They had al.«o to look aftor the

repair of tho tramway track. Five had joined

the -Vrmy, and one had gone on munitions
work.— Put back till July 7.

Tho students of tho Belfast Municiqial

Technical Institute Art School have been in-

vited to submit designs for a bi-onzc memorial
tablet in inomory of the lato Mr, MoFadzean,
a former student of tbe In.stit.uto. who won tho

V.C, for g-allantn.' at the cost of his life. The
momoriiil will also contain the names of pupils

of tho .school who have boon killed in the war.

Drawings have to he deposited not later Hian

June 29. 1917. with the hoadninstor of the

Scbool of Airt. Belfast.

Mr, Herbert Williom M. Willett, of 3,

Brasonose House. Kensinglon Court, head of

the firm of contractors, auctioneers and estate

agents, of Sloane Square. Kensington, Hamp-
stead, Chislehurst. and Hove, died on the 9th

inst, at the ago of thirty-two years. He was
the oldest son of the late Mr, William Willett.

of the "daylight saving" .scheme. Mr. A.
G. Minter. who has conducted the auctioneer-
in<r and estate agency of the firm for many
years, will continue the managciment of that

department.

i
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'Ih" Problem of the Small Duelling r.nd its Solu-
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by Mr. Robert Thomson, Architect.

dnvxtnlt (lalama. I,

of the Land Agents' Society; and Mr. M.

Cheveiton Brown and Mr. E. Russell

Taylor, president and vice-president re-

Lord Rhondda, President of the Local spectively of the National Federation of

Government Board, received a deputation Building Trade Employers. The result of

last Thursday from the Welsh Housing the interview, of course, did not reach us

and Development Association and the yesterday in time to report or comment
South Wales and Monmouthshire Labour on it. It is probable Lord Rhondda heard

Housing Conference, recently held at.

Cardiff, on the subject of housing in

South Wales after the war. The deputa-

tion, introduced by Mr. David Davies,

M.P.
,

proposed that the Government
should allocate not less than £5.000,000,

more commc>n-sense talk than he has lis-

tened to lately from some of the fad-

mongers.

The defects in hitherto erected dwell-

ings for the people are familiar to most
to be advanced immediately after the war, of us. They are to be found in the great

on reasonable terms, to local authorities majority of those built in the past ; and,
in Wales and Monmouthshire for the certainly, more frequently in those
erection of working-class dwellings. Lord erected by municipal bodies, philan-
Rhondda said very little could be done in

j

thropic combinations, and charitable
building before the war was over, owing agencies than in those for which the
to finance and the scarcity of labour ;

I not seldom decried private builder
but after that there was no question in I has been responsible. For the failures of

his mind as to the need of substantial the past excuses may have been more or
help being given by the Government in

the matter of housing for the working
classes. We hope the help will be given
in the right way. Much of the money will
be wasted if the spending of it is en-
trusted

ciations

less reasonable, such as want of adequate
means, and confinement to unsuitable

sites—sometimes insanitary, and at

others too limited. For those of the

present, as at Well Hall and Rosyth, one
to amateur plannei-s and asso- ! can hardly accept such pleas. In each
Let Lord Rhondda finance the case cost has not been stinted, and the

adaptation of modern methods of con-

struction secures economy without the

sacrifice of space or stability. We think

our illustrations and descriptions of Mr.
Robert Thomson's plans, patented by
himself, will commend themselves to

architects and builders who have really

studied this branch of building, to local

authorities concerned, and to all who aro"

waging the battle against the disease and
discomfort intensified by the present
house-famine.

regular builder and see that he gets good Government has the power—and, at
sites on reasonable terms, and he will present, the will.—to spend and take
soon render the present house-famine aj what it likes. But the greatest dis-
bitter but wholesome memorj- of the mis- couragement to practical workers is to be
chief wrought by bad State finance and found in the authoritative examples set
other needless hindrances

j

forth in the two collections of cottage de-

signs endorsed by the Departmental and
Advisory Committees appointed by Mr.Yesterday an important and represen-

tative deputation of national organisa-
tions connected with housing by private
enterprise was received by Lord Rhondda
at the Local Government Board Offices.

Sir John Rolleston, a past president of

the Surveyors' Institution ; Mr. Edwin
Evans, president of the London Property
Owners' Association, Ltd., and Mr. A. W.
Shelton, president of the Nottingham

Runciman when President of the Board
of Agriculture, which have been issued
as models for the guidance of local

authorities and others. There is no need
to recapitulate our past criticisms. As
regards the main points, they are ad-
mitted by the committees themselves in

regard to shortage of space, bad ventila-

tion, and the ue" of the scullery as a

o ^ ^ , .
" wash-house. They ire again pointed out

Property Owners
.
Association (the largest at length in a series of articles we com-m the country), attended as conveners of mence this week by Mr. Robert Thomson.

the November conference and organisers
of the deputation. The officially appointed
delegates included Mr. W. H. Wells and
Mr. J. Geo. Head, president and vice-

president respectively of the Auctioneers'
and Estate Agents' Institute

;. Mr. E. J.

Sadgrove, president of the Society of

Architects ; Mr. G. Lipscomb, president

an architect who has devoted much time
and attention to the matter, and, we
think, with good results. He has cer-

tainly succeeded in giving more accom-
modation, at a less cost and of a

healthier character, than the model plans
of the Departmental Committees. His

The whole building world has been hard
hit by the war. Builders and contractors
who had entered into agreements as to

future work during the time of profound
peace which reigned down to its beginning
would have been wiped out altogether had
not the Courts stepped in to their aid.

The latest case of " Innholders' Company
v. Wainwright " shows this, and will be a
guide in many other similar disputes. In
February, 1914, when there was no thought
of war, the defendant made an agreement
to take certain land from the plaintiffs

on a building lease. At that time there

were some houses on the site, and the
terms were that, as the existing tenancies
ran out, the defendant should pull down
the old buildings and put up new ones.

This came to pass in June, 1916, when
defendant took possession of the land, and
began pulling down the old buildings ; but

before he could begin any new work the

Ministry of Munitions, on July 14, 1916.

issued an order stopping all building

without a licence, which they refused to

give him. So the land was idle and earn-

ing nothing. Now the plaintiffs sued for

£550 as two quarters' rent under the

agreement due in June and December,
1916. The plaintiffs' case was based on
their purely legal rights under this agree-

ment for a building lease, and there were
some pretty technical points taken upon
the clauses in the contract. But the dead
fact was that the prohibition to build made
the land useless for the time. How then

could the defendant be made to pay rent

as upon a lease that could not be granted?

Mr. Justice Ridley said that he might
hold the contract impossible and so dis-

solved, as was done lateh- in " Metro-

politan Water Board r. Dick, Kerr and
Co." ; but he thought it would be fairer to

hold that it was suspended while the pro-

plan is novel and ingenious, and his hibition of building was in force. There
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fore judgment was given for the defendant,

with costs
;
and after the war this contract

can be taken up and completed. Any
other legal decision would have been con-

trary to every rule of justice.

Ingenious American contractors who
have found the motor truck a great value

in economical transportation of building

materials have learned that its useful-

ness is not limited to work on the street

level. In building factory structures of

the latest reinforced concrete type it is

desirable to move materials to the upper

floors of the buildine as the work pro-

gresses. It is possible, where space is

available, to build inclines or ramps, by
which the heavy motor truck can take its

load up to an upper story as well as to

the ground level. This makes it possible

for the contractor to deliver the materials

of construction right where they are

needed. This arrangement is susce|itible

to many variations, and can be used just

as well in wrecking structures as in build-

ing them. It is stated that the cost of

building a ramp is more than compen-
sated for by the saving made possible in

transportation. Without an incline of

this kind all loads must be delivered at

the ground level, and materials to be

used on the upper floors must be hoisted

by the temporary and small capacity con-

tractor's elevator. In this country the

motor has as yet been little used by
builders, possibly because motor-makers
are too busy otherwise, or not wide-awake
enough to devise and make known ti

builders suitable motor appliances.

The Province of Quebec Association of

Architects have written to the Montreal
Board of Control asking the latter to re-

ceive a joint deputation of the society.

Builders' Exchange, and Canadian So
ciety of Civil Engineers on the subject of

the building .by-laws. This is a very old

(|uestion ; it has been discussed for years,

and, as a result vl much work, a new
code was drawn up by ,i committee repre-
senting the interests affected. This code
has been amended and has been i)assed
on by the city's legal department. There
the matter rests

; and, in consequence of

the long delay, the deputation will ask
that the code should become operative at

the earliest moment. The city is now
under a set of by-laws framed many
years ago, which, it is contended, are
not suitable for present-day conditions.
It is nearly time similar action was taken
by kindred interests this side. It is in-
creasingly obvious that English building
by-laws need consi<i,MaMe revision in
view of changed conditions, and especially
of the huge leeway that must shortly be
made up in house building, whicli is

certain to be hindered if i)resent restric-
tions are not modified.

We have learned something about
kitchen planning this week frc.m an
article in the Amcricnii Arrhifirt by Mr.
Herbert Wlieaton Congdon, A.I.A.' He
says:—"The relationship of the kitchen
to thr reiit of the plan viries according t'l

the problem. In a very large house it

should be in a service wing, and con-

nected to its own suite of dining ami

sitting rooms ; a house within a house. In

a very small house it will be within the

rectangle of the main plan, related very

closely to the dining-room. Where this is

necessary comfort suggests that the room

over it be an important bedroom. A sar-

castic client once directed that the guest-

room should be jilaced directly above the

kitchen. When his architect called his

attention to the disturbances of those

precious hours of morning slumber that

were sure to ensue, he replied in the terse

words of Poor Richard :
' After three days,

fish and visitors stinl.' Efficient plan-

ning!"
>>»«••>-(

THE PROBLEM OF THE SifALL
DWELLIiXr; AND ITS SULUTION.

By RoBKRT Thomson.

[With Illustrations.]

The efficient planning of small dwell-

ings, in which the greatest possible

economy is essential, is a science the

elementary principles of which are not

yet understood by those who at present
either pass or pose as experts in the

designing or in advising as to the plan-

ning of such cottages. Every cottage plan

I have seen yet published as a solution of

the housing problem provides eloquent
testimony in support of this statement.

The most authoritative examples avail-

able for submission in this connection are

to be found in the two extensive collec-

tions of cottage designs put forward by
the Departmental and Advisory Commit-
tees appointed by Mr. Runciman when
President of the Board of Agriculture.

These designs, which by instructions of

the Government are at jiresent being sold

as models for the guidance of local

authorities and others, aie so deficient

in good planning as to be an insult to

the intelligence of those for whom they
have been issued. Even the model design
No. 8, the plan of which the Advisory
Committee states " provides one of the
most convenient and economical of cot-

tages," does not permit of one-half the
possibilities of the materials employed in

its construction being utilised in the pro-
vision of habitable houseroom. That this

statement is not unfounded is conclu-
sively proved by plans which will appear
in subsequent issues of this journal.

Before entering u|)on the main series of

examples in which this highly commended
official model occurs, ii will be well to

clear the way by an investigation of tiie

|)ossibilities and limitations of the com-
mittee's model one-story cottages, ami
while doing so to show what is and what
!.< iii>t ])lanning.

The official collecti.>ns of designs con-
tain three examples of the single-sttuy

type of cottage, and the jdans of all three,

which are reproduced in Figs. 1. 6, and 7
on the sheet given on another page, will

be dealt with in the present cha|>ter.

No. 2 of the Advisory Committee's rejiorl

being taken first. Since the committee
claims that "This design is made to pro-
vide in the smallest plain rectangular
iMiilding the minimum acconiiiiodation
which should be provided for a labourer's
cottage," it may 1«? taken for granted
that its plan shows the utmost in the way
of houseroom. c.unfort, convenience, anil
economy which its authors believed it was
possible to give with the materials em-
ployed.

Being only one-story high, it plesent^
the [ilanning problem "in its simplest pos-
sible f..rm. and ought therefore to be free

fiom any drawback capable of being ad-

versely criticised. . This, however, is not

the case, for when cursorily examined
with the seeing eye its jdan is found to

be fairly bristling with glaring defects

of the most elementary character. The
most easily recognisable of these de-
fects are seen in the distortion and muti-
lation of the apartments, a type of plan-
ning which is greatly favoured, if not
actually originated, by the Garden City
experts. Two examples of mutilation are
seen in Fig. 1—one marked A, where the
"lobby IS cut out of the kitchen, the other
at B, where the larder is cut out of the
scullery. Two examples of distortion are
also seen—that at C, in which the wasted
floor sjiace is tacked on to the bedroom,
forming a disfiguring recess to this apart-
ment

; the other at 1>, where the floor area
so marked is obviously merely passage-
way, which would jirobably not have been
added to the floor area of the living-room
if it had not been to bring up the air"
s()ace to meet the committee's meagre
requirements. Air space does not, how-
ever, meet the need for floor space, and
the area of this apartment would be cor-
rectly stated at 154 instead of at 177
square feet.

The disjjosition of the fireplaces affords
further evidence of inefficiency on the part
of the man at the end of the pencil with
«hi(h this plan was drawn. The use of
the word planning in this connection
v.ould be out of place. Arranging fire-
places against an outer wall is a sure
means of causing trouble, and the failure
to provide a suitable exhaust flue from a
bedroom is evidence of inefliciency on the
part of an ex])ert which, since it adverselv
affects the health of the occujiants of such
apartments, should be treated as a crime.
The omission of a fireplace from the
scullery is another defect which ought not
and need not be.

There is not even a proper place in the
scullery in which to put a bath, although
tlie committee state that if there is one'it
iinisl be placed there.

This design by itself alone woubl justifv
the statement that there are those th(uight-
lessly undertaking resi)onsible advisory
work who do not know sufficient of the
subject they profess to even recognise the
most glaring defects in their own work.
If this iilan has been issued as a model
with a knowledge of its defects, then its

authors, having this knowledge, are
doubly responsible, but this design does
not stand alone; there are many like it.

To issue or permit the issue of such jilans
is to tani)>er with the health of the occu-
pants of the dwellings built to them. The
very existence of these defects affords the
clearest possible evidence that could lie

aclduced of the lack of planning in this
model design. The object and |)urpose of
lilanning is to get rid of defects, and for
every defect eliminated a corresponding
advantage is obtained.
The relative arrangement of bed and

fireplace in the ))arents' bedroom is surely
not the result of planning, since the bed
would require to be moved before a fire
could with safety be kindled in the fire-

grate. The relative arrangement of bed,
iloor and window in each of the two
smaller beflrooms is also defective.

The result of employing a little " i-om-

mon sense " in regard to the jilanning of

this official design is seen in Fig. 2, in
which every one of the defects just men-
tioned has been eliminated. A glance
will show that every one of the five

apartments benefits. For example, space
for a bath is provided in the scullery, and
as this apartment is equipped with a fire-

place, it can thus be used as a kitchen,
thereby enabling the occupants of the
living room to free themselves from the
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unpleasant odours of cooking if they so
desire.

Although plan Fig. 2 is undoubtedly a
great improvement on the official plan,
it has still many defects, but these, simply
by employing a little more -elementary
planning, can easily be got rid of, with
material advantage to the occupants. The
principal bedroom, for instance, opens out
of the kitchen, instead of from the
entrance lobby, and its fireplace is flanked
by the doorway ; the scullery is small, the
larder faulty, and there is great waste of

material in having an outbuilding. When
economy is so essential that the committee
found themselves forced to jeopardise the
health of the occupants by sacrificing space
in a futile attempt to secure it, surely
outbuildings were inadmissible. In
transcribing the areas from my sketch
book to the finished plans three mistakes
have b«?en made. In Fig. 1, instead of

65.5 in the smallest bedroom read 67.5,

and in Fig. 2 instead of 92.75 in the
parents' bedroom read 160, and instead of

180 in the living-room read 185.6.

The result of arranging all the accom-
modatiun under one roof is partly shown
in plan Fig. 3. It consists in the larger
kitchen, the better larder, the direct
access from the entrance lobby to the
parents' bedroom, and in the improve-
ment in the living-room which this
effects. These are, however, only a small
part of the advantages. The outstanding
gain cannot be shown on the plan. This
consists in an increase of the ceiling
height of the walling materials of the
official plan to 9 ft. 8 in. instead of 8 ft.,

which is the officially standardised height
on which the present comparisons are
based. The effect of this is to raise the air
space in the five apartments from 4,404
cubic ft., as in plan Fig. 1, to 5,720 cubic
ft. in plan Fig. 3, thus showing an increase
which, when priced at the pre-war rate
of 15d. per cubic ft., shows a gain of
£82 5s. in favour of plan, Fig. 3.

Reviewing these three plans, they serve
to illustrate three degrees of comparison,
Fig. 3 being bad, Fig. 2 worse, and Fig.
1 deplorable.

Although this plan would provide a
house having many advantages over one
built to I'lan Fig. 2, and still more over
one built to the official model, it would
itself give a very incomplete dwelling.
Some amona its many drawbacks would
be (1) the absence of a bathroom, (2) the
want of a pantry, (3) the need for cup-
boards opening off the living-room. ("4)

the larder opening out of the kitchen-
scullery, (5) the lack of an entrance
porch, (6) the .small size of the living-
room, and (7) the absence of a porch
which, when of sufficient size to accommo-
date the family, is always a much prized
adjunct to any dwelling, whether large or
small.

Plan Fig. 4 shows how, by the addition
of a wing, measuring over the walls only
90 square feet, these drawbacks not only
disappear, but a substantial gain in the
area of the parents' bedroom results, and
Fig. 4a shows how a large cupboard
might be provided for this bedroom. By
adding this wing, the roofed area of plan
Fig. 4, when measured over the walls,
becomes exactlv equal to that of the
official plan shown in Fig. 6, and is
only four square feet less "in area than
the third official pla.n shown in Fig. 7,
when the roofing of its covered yard is
omitted.

It should be specially noted that the
entrance to this dwelling, instead of l>eing
towards the street, as in the three pre^
ceding plans, opens towards the garden.
This arrangement has many advantages.
To begin with, it offers much greater

privacy, and young children can be kept

out of doors under the direct control of

their mother, who might not care to

appear at the front in her working garb.

It would also allow of the large semi-
enclosed entrance porch being used for

sleeping purposes, if required, for the
outdoor treatment of consumptives.

There is, however, this very imiJortliit
difference between Figs. 4 and 6— i'le

official plan with a ceiling of only 8 ft.

employs more brickwork than is requi^j'l
to give plan Fig. 4 a ceiling 10 ft. 3 ip.

high. The result of this is that while the
model plan with an 8-ft. ceiling gives
4,664 cubic feet of air space in its five
apartments, the air space in the corre-
sponding apartments in plan Fig. 4
amounts to 6,321 cubic feet. The differ-
ence when priced at 15d. ,per cubic foot
shows a gain in space to the value of
£103 lis. in favour of the newer plan,
and it has its many other advantages
Ix-sides- to its credit. It may be helpful
to a clearer understanding of what this
gain m space means when it is known that
the corresponding figure of cost in the
case of the Government's Well Hall hous-
ing scheme the rate works out at much
nearer half-a-crown than fifteen pence per
cubic foot. Are the Government perpe-
trating these inexcusable extravagances in
their Rosyth housing scheme now in pro-
gress ? I am told that they are.

Fig. 7 shows the Departmental Com-
mittee's model plan XXVIII. Excluding
the covered jard, the roofed area of this
plan works out at 884 square feet, while
that of the plans Figs. 4, 5 and 6 are
each 880 square feet. It is the only
example of concrete construction givenm the official collection. The committee
state that "The design being^square in
plan, has the minimum length of outside
wall for the inside area." They
to think that because they have adopted
the simple and theoretically perfect figure
ot the square as the basis of their plan
tney must necessarily have secured per
feet results. That this naive assumption
IS quite unwarranted is proved by refer-
ence to plan Fig. 5, which is also suited
tor concrete construction

Since the scullery m plan Fig. 7 is notseparated from the living-room by a lobbv
Its air contents are not included in thehouse room.
In this plan money is squandered on

three clumney heads where two would bemore satisfactory. The lobby, although
only 3 ft. 4 m. wide in the rough, wastes
space. A comparison of the section of
this plan. Fig. 9, with that of plan Fia 5or Fig. 10 shows a difference in the ar-
rangement of foundations by which sub-
stantial economies and other advanta<^es
are secured, which will be dealt with in a
later chapter.

It should be noted that the walling of
the plans shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6
IS similar to that employed in the lower
story of two flatted cottages. There is
obviously something wrong in this. Either
the walls of the single-story cottage are
unnecessarily strong, or those of the two-
story type are insufficiently so. Both
cannot be right. In the true bungalow
the thickness of the walling is arranged in
accordance with the requirements ' of a
one-story building. In official practice,
however, instead of securing the economy
which this offers, money is wasted in mak-
ing them sufficiently thick and strong to
carry another dwelling in an upper story.

Plan Fig. 5 shows the result of giving
effect to this method of securing economy.
Its air space, exclusive of the panti-y and
cupb.iards opening out of the living-room,
is 6,582 cubic ft., whereas that of plan
Fig. 6, which has no conveniences, is onlv

4,664 cubic ft., the difference when priced

at 15d., as before, showing a gain
in space worth £119 17s. in favour of

plan Fig. 5.

There is at present much talk of con-
crete construction and the economies it

can effect. It should, therefore, be in-

teresting to compare the difference between
plans Figs. 4 and 5. The air space of the
former is 6,321 cubic ft., while that of the
latter is 6,852 cubic ft., the difference be-
tween the two being 531 cubic ft., which at

15d. is worth £33 3s.

Besides the increase of space, plan Fig. 5
has other very important advantages over
plan Fig. 4. Its living-room, for example,
is a through room, with windows on two
fronts. Its floor area is much greater
than the official "desirable" standard,
and the volume of its air contents about
twice as great as that officially required in
a labourer's dwelling. Its parents' bed-
room, although only 2g squai'e ft. greater
in floor area than that in plan Fig. 6,

gives a very superior arrangement ot

apartment.
The direct comparison lies between plans

Figs. 5 and 7, and the reader will benefit
more if he figures out for himself the ad-
vantages of the one jjlan over the other.
Had the committee's work been efficient

and the sizes of apartments which they
put forward sufficient, they ought to have
given the comforts and conveniences seen
in the wing of plan Fig. 5 in a dwelling
having a roofed area of only 650 square
ft., as shown in plan Fig. 8, instead of

their concrete box shown in Fig. 7.

The ci-yptic-looking arrangement shown
in Fig. 11 is merely the distorted and
mutilated apartments of the official plan,
Fig. 1, disposed within a rectangle, such
as the shape of every apartment in a small
dwelling ought to be.

Notwithstanding the many advantages
over the official type of dwelling which are
offered by plans Figs. 4 and 5, these go
only about half-way on the economical
path by which the perfect dwelling is at

last reached.
The villa and suburban planning and

other similar associations will require to

do a very great deal of furious thinking
before they will be in a position to ctim-

petently advise Lord Rhondda on his

housing policy.

By the time the members of these associa-

tions have completed their thinking. Lord
Rhondda, if he carefully follows this and
the succeeding series of plans whifh will

appear in the pages of The Buildini;
Xews, will himself know a very great

deal more than his advisers could at pre-

sent tell him. Some illustrations of the

plans of the Government's Well Hall
Housing Scheme, if accompanied by an
honest criticism, will give private builders

and others an insight into some of the

drawbacks of State conducted enterprises

in the house-building line.

(To he rm/iiiuerf.)

>-•••-<
It has been agreed to cany out repairs and

other works at the Hill End Asylum. Herts, at

an estimated cost of £1.500.

Tlie Freemasons of South Sliields have prp-

spnted to the municipality a bronze statuette

in memory of John Kilpatrick. the Australian
Field Ambulance man who was frecjuently

mentioned in the rejxirts of the operations in

Gallipoli as " the man with a donkey." ard
was at last shot through the heart. The
statuette was exhibited at the Royal Academy
last year.

The death is announced, at North Berwick.
ot Mr. Beniamin Hall Blyth. a well-known
Scottish civil engineer. Mr. Blyth. who was
born in Edinburgh in 1849. was associated with
manv of the most important engineering works
carried out in Scotland during the last half-

cpntvirv. including in particular the reconstrnr-

tion of the Waverley Station and the rebuild-

ing of the North Bridge in Edinburgh.
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K.\Ch:.'5^5 OF WA'IKR I.NJLKIOLSi TO
CONCIiETE.

E.\ce.ss of water has a very injurious effect

ill the maiiufaclure of concrete, and the
greatest inijirovenient that can be made in

[jreseiit methods will come from a better ap-

preciation of the dangers resulting from a

loo wet mi.x. In the " Concrete Highway
.Magazine," published by the Portland
Cement Association, Prof. Duff A. Abrams
outlines the evils of e.\cess water, and sug-
gests the remedy. His article follows :

—

Experience has indicated about what pro-

portion of cement and aggregate must be used
to give concrete of the necessary resistance for

a given purpose, but little attention has been
given to the inter-relation of the effects of
varying quantities of water on the resistance
of the concrete.

A thorough investigation of this subject is

in progress at the Structural .Materials Re-
search Laboratory, Lewis Institute, Chicago.
These tests have shown the following rela-

titms to obtain :

—

1. With a certain aggregate of the same
grading and sufficient water to prcxluce a con-
crete of a given plasticity, the strength of the
concrete, within the usual range of mixes, is

proportional to the quantity of cement in a
unit volume of concrete.

2. With a given aggregate and the same
quantity of cement, the strength of the con
Crete is a maximum with the smallest quan
tity of water which can be used tn'produce
a plastic mix ; any increase in the quantity of
water is accompanied by a very rapid falling
off in the strength of the concrete.

3. With a given aggregate mixture, the
same quantity of cement. an<l sufficient water
to produce a concrete of definite plasticity,
(a) the strength of the concrete increases with
the "coarseness" of the aggregate up to a
certain limit: (b) this limit of " coai-seness

"

is higher for a larger quantity of cement and
'swer for a smaller quantity" of cement; (c)

the limit of " coarseness " of the aggregate
which it is feasible to use varies slightly with
the character of the material, being somewhat
lower for a mixture of sand and crushed stone
than for .sand and well-rounded pebbles, and
lower still for niixtuies in which crushe^l
stone or similar material is used as fine aggre-
gate.

4. For given proportions of cement and
aggregate the quantity of water required for
a definite plasticity depends la'-^ely on the
grading of the aggregate and to o ilv a minor
degree on the character of the materia!. .«hape
of particles, etc.

5. For a given aggregate, the quantity of
water recpiired to give concrete of the same
relative plasticity is directlv proportional to
the quantity of cement.

Too AIpcH Water Used.
If we assume that concrete materials' of

suitable character are at (hand, and that mix-
ing and othei- details are properly cared for,
the engineer generally has the followiiig alter-
natives for improving the quality of the con-
crete :

—

(a) More cement.
(b) Coarser aggregate (within certain

limits).

(c) Less water (limited bv the necessity of
producing a plastic mix).
Economy dictates the use of the smallest

quantity of cement which will produce con-
crete of the desired resistance. The tendency
has been during recent years to use entirelV
too much water; in many instances the water
used IS 50 to 100 per cent, in excess of the
quantity which gives the highest strength
resulting m concrete of not more than 25 to
50 per cent, the strength that should have
Deen obtained with the same cement and
.iggregate and a proper quantity of water
While some .sacrifice in strengtF'is generally
necessary in ordes to secure concrete whichmay lie handled and i.laced at low cost, it is
absurd to sacrifice 50 to 75 per cent, of the
strength which is practically available in thisway While the injurious effect of excess
water m concrete has been given little atten
tion a great deal of emphasis h.ij* been placed
on the benefits to be derive<l from the use of
coarse, well graded aggregate.
The experimental work referred to above

lias already thrown much new light on the
subject. We are forced to the conclusion that

the chief advantages of well-graded and
coarse aggregate as compared with poorly-

graded aggregate comes from the fact that

the concrete can be mixed to a workable plas-

ticity with less water, and not to any inherent
differences in the behaviour of aggregate of

different sizes. In other words, while coarse,

well-graded aggregate is highly desirable,

little or nothing is gained by using aggregates
(jf the highest grade unless we take advantage
of the fact that it can be mixed with corre-

spondingly less water. This make* it appar-
ent that many of the shortcomings of concrete

made of fine or poorly-graded aggregate
should be charged to the additional water re-

quired to mix the concrete.

Limit to Quantity ok Water.
It is as important that an upper limit be

placed on the (juantity of water as it is that
a lower limit be placed on the quantity of
cement in the batch. It would be just a-s con-

sistent to specify the quantity of aggregate
and water and leave the ])roportioning of the
cement to the judgment of the mixer foreman
as to specify the quantity of cement and
aggregate and leave the proportioning of the

water to the mixer gang. Exactly the same
effect is produced by the use of an excess of

water as by a deficiencv in cement : and it is
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Strength is affected by amount of water.

more important now' that special attention be
given to the water in concrete, since the pre-
sent metiiods give reasonable assurance that
the projier quantity of concrete is use<l.

All tile benefits which may arise from using
good cement, coarse, well-graded aggregates,
thoroughly mixing the concrete, etc., are com-
pletely nullified if an excess of water is used
in the mix.
The diagram summarises the results of com-

pression tests on 6 x 12-in. concrete cylinders
made in mixes ranging from one part cement
and ni.ie parts aggregate to one pai-t cement
and two parts aggregate by volume. These
mi.\es represent concretes of all qualities from
the leanest to the richest which are generally
used for any purpose. The aggregate con-
sisted of a mixture of sand and pebbles
graded in size from the finest particles up to
Ij in. ; exactly the same grading was used in

all cases.

These tests show that the effect of propor-
tional changes in the mixing water is approxi
mately the same for all mixes of concrete

;

consequently a composite ciu-ve has been
drawn to show the average effect. The verti
cal distances represent the relative strength of
concrete, expressed as a per cent, of the maxi-
mum which can be secured from a given
lunoiint of cement and the same aggregates.
The horizontal distances indicate the relative
quantity of water used in the mix, consider-
ing the amount which gives the maximum
strength as 100 per cent.
The amount of water which gives the maxi-

muni strength in concrete produces a mix
which is too stiff for most purposes. In
plants where such products as building units,
drain tile, sewer pipe, etc., are manufactured
it is desirable to use a mix even <lrier than
that which gives the maximum strentrth. The
moiilds can thus be removed within a short
time: this would be impossible if a wetter
and more plastic mix were used.

It will be noted that the concrete strength
increases rapidly with the quantity of water
over the range indicated bv A B on the dia-
gram. With any further increa.se in the
amount of water there is a rapid falling off in
strength, as indicated by the curve BCDEF.
With an amount of water about double that

ri-quired for highest strength, the concrete has
only about 20 per cent, of the maximum
strength.

The exact amount of water corresponding
to the maximum strength of concrete will

vary with the method of handling and
placing the concrete. Any method which in-

volves puddling, tamping, rolling, or vibra-

tion, or the exertion of pressure in any
manner, will have a tendency to increase the
strength of the concrete, regardless of the
amount of water used. However, it is pro-

bable that the effect produced by these
methods will be more pronounced in the con-

sistencies in the vicinity of the maximum
strength.
' In mixing concrete use the least quantity

of water that will produce a workable mix,
then give the concrete as much water as pos-
sible after it has begun to harden," is the
only safe rule to follow. The amount of
water which should be used with given
materials cannot always be determined in

advance ; it will also vary with the nature
and size of the work. However, every effort

should be made to keep the water content of
the concrete at a minimum. It is not fea.sible

to use the quantity of water corresponding to
the highest possible strength of concrete (a

similar statement may be made with reference
to the "coarseness" of the aggregate), yet
thi.s difference should be reduced to a mini-
mum by using the smallest practicable
amount of water.
The abuse of the water element in concrete

has come about solely from the fact that it is

cheap, .Tiid frequently facilitates handling and
(ilacing. Much of the concrete which is lieing
made at the present time could be greatly im-
proved, at no additional cost, if the owner
were compelled to pay. .say. ^ to 1 per cent.
per gallon for all water going into the mixer.
In many respects it is unfortunate that water
is not an essential element in the cost of
c<increte.

Probably the greatest improvement which
can be made in our present methods of manu-
facturing concrete will come from a better
understanding of the very injurious effect of
excess water and a saner practice in propor-
tioning this important element of the mix.

->«•••>-(-

THE SURVEYORS' IXSTITUTION.
l-ROFES.SIONAL EXAMINATIONS. 19l/.

The following students have been successful
in passing the Intermediate Examination :

—

Cecil Hurkitt, Nicholas Henry Nelson Darby,
George Frank Edwards, .\la"n Charles Gold-
ing,' Arthur Harold Halls, = Hugh Herington
Ingleby, Cecil Kennard, Victor Russell
Westrope.
The following non-students h:ne been suc-

ce.ssful in iiassing the Intermediate Examina-
tion :—Charles .Vnthony Ash. William George
Austin Clark, Henry " Colbeck, A. R. I.E. A.,'
Ch!ule.s Harold Read Davis. Simon Evans, Wil-
liam Henry Forder," Richard Jackson, John
Lowe, Robert Gerald Hu.stler Newbigging,
John Owen Parry,' Benjamin Grant Robinson,
Henry Cecil Rudkin. Alfre<l Ernest Shaw^
Lwinarii Joe Taylor, Thomas Percival Tinsley,
Norman Wailes, Donald Warder.

Irish candidate :—Robert Alexander
Mitchell.

The following candidates have been success-
ful in passing tlie Final Examination :

—

George Henry Allison.' William Wellington
Berry.' George Godfrey Bourne. Ellis Samuel
Driver. Richard Edwards, Charles Glossop^
Else. Thomas Phillip Francis. Daniel Grif-

fiths, William Keav, Erne.^t Stephen Purrv,
Ernest .lohn Rces, John Seymour Ruthertor.1,
Second Lieutenant Denis Charles WMllianr
Sanders. R.F.A.. Charles Hedlev Wastell,
John CafTm Wheeler.'' Frederick W'illey

Owilym Williams, John Henry Wilson.'
.Scottish Candidates:—Thomas Adam.

Joseph William Geddes.
The following candidates have been suc-

cessful in passing the Direct Fellowship
Examination :—Frederick Percy Dolamore,
Francis Tippett Howes, Noel Dennis Sheffield,

.Arthur Lloyd Thomas, David John Williams.

' Special Prize, ' Ins^titution Prize, ^ Piiildinc Priae,
' Rt:i<iel Prize, » Penfold Silver Medal .in<l Drii'er
Prize. ' Qn.nntitu's i*rize. * Galftwonhy Prize aiwi
Mellersli Prize, » Penfold Gold Medal, ' Crawter
Prize.
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AND MONMOUTHSHIRE : THE LIBRARY FACADE.
I, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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(Bux HUnatratinns.

CARDIFF UNIVERSITY C ULLEGE OF
.SOUTH WALES A\D .MONMOUTH-
SHIRE. THE LIBRARY FACADE.
Tliis photograph, now at the Royal

Academy E.xhibition. represents the library
gable recently completed in connection with
the first portion of the buildings of the
University College of South Wale.* and ilon-
mouthshire The work is executed in Port-
land stone. The figure of St. David occu-
pies the niche in the upper part of the gable.
-Mr. W. D. Car6e. M.A. (Cantab). F.S.A.,
J^.R.I.B.A., is the architect. On January 31
last we published a view from the Royal
Academy of last year, showing the range of
buildings still to be built in completing this
University for Wales at Cardiff.

GARDEN HOUSE AT END OF TER-
RACE. -FOXBURY." CHISLEHURST.
KENT.
This photograph is now shown at the Royal

Academy ExJiibition. The subject is self-

e.xplanatory. The sculpture was done by Jlr.

P. R. Montford. and the contractors were
Messrs. Higgs and Hill. The architect is

Capt. Maurice E. Webb. R.E., M.A., of
Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster, who is now
in Salonika with the British Forces.

REDCOTE, HASLEMERE, SURREY.
This house occupies a site cut out of the

side of a hill, with a south-east aspect, com-
manding unusually extensive views over the
Haslemere and Hindhead country. In the
design full advantage has been taken of this,

and an open-air living-room or loggia on the
garden front, shown in our view, forms a
pleasant feature. Hand-made tiles from
Swallows, of Cranleigh, were selected as being
in quiet harmony with the surroundings. The
contractors were Messrs. Chapman. Lowry.
and Puttick, Limited, of Haslemere; and the
architects, ilessrs. Alfred H. Hart and P.
Leslie Waterhouse, of 1, Verulam Builddngs,
Gray's Inn, W.C. The illustration is repro-
duced from the drawing now being exhibited
at the Royal Academy.

BOVS' GARDEN CITY. WOODFORD
BRIDGE, ESSEX.

This e.xtensive re-housing scheme in connec-
tion with Dr. Barnardo's Homes was com-
menced some few years before the war, a fine
and beautifully wooded estate having been
acquired at Woodford Bridge for the project.
The land being of a rolling character, a very
picturesque result has been achieved, and
we shall look forward with interest to the
buildings being further proceeded with. The
Mansion House which was on the property
has been utilised for the residence of the
Governor and the Administration. The houses
are planned to accommodate thirty boys, each
comprising dining-room, playroom, " dormi-
tories, and kitchen and the usual offices. The
illustration is of two types of the houses
which have been erected. The architect is

Mr, William A. Pite, F.R.I, B.A. The draw-
ing reproduced herewith is now at the Royal
Academy Exhibition.

THE PROBLEM OF THE SMALL
DWELLING AND ITS SOLUTION.
These typical examples of one-stoi-y cot-

tages are fully described in Mr. Robert
Thomson's first article on page 434. The
series will be continued next week and till

concluded.
>-•••-<

A memorial has been erected at Lyallpur to
the makers of the Chenab Canal. The design
is in the Renaissance style, executed in Gwa-
lior stone ; the fountain is in the centre of the
pavilion, and around are seats for the con-
venience of the public. The design is the
work of Mr. B. M. Sullivan, the Consulting
Architect to the Government of the Punjab,
Bombardier W. T. Driscoll, City of London

Artillery, a junior corresponding clerk in the
City Surve.vor's Office at Guildhall, has been
killed in action. By seniors and colleagues he
was held in high esteem as a loyal officer, an
ever-willing worker, and a genial associate.
Joining up at the outbreak of the war, he had
been in France foi- two years. In his regiment
h^ had received recognition in despatches.

C.\N.VD1.VN L.UV UF PR1\ILEGE OF
BUILDERS.

At the last session of the Legislature of the

Province of Quebec some very important
changes were effected in the privileges

accorded to workmen, suppliers of materials,

builders and architects, on the property of

which the value has ibeen increased by their

work or materials.

To devise a satisfactory law of builders'

]3rivilege is not- an easy task. There are
several interests which may conflict—that of

the workman, that of the supplier of mate-
rials, that of the builder and that of the
owner. The task is rendered more difficult

by the attitude of many principal contractors
and owners, w'ho seem to regard the registra-

tion of privileges not merely as burdens
placed on the properties in which they are
inter&sted, but as in very deed hostile acts
warranting immediate reprisals by way of

loss of contract or otherwise. Tlie supplier
of materials and the sirb-contractor is often
between the Scylla and Charybdis—fearful of

losing his rights as a privileged creditor if he
does not register and fearful of losing at least

the goodwill of the principal contractor, the
architect and the o^vnei if he does.

The manufactures of the amended law in

Quecbec are de.sci2bed in an address given
recently at a luncheon at the Montreal
Builders' Exchange, and is thus summarised
by a writer in the Cotitract liecord

:

—
The new law, as did the old, gives to the

workman, the supplier of materials, the
Ibuilder and the architect a right of privilege
over other creditors on the immovable, but
only to the extent to which their work and
materials have enhanced its value.

NEW L-IW CHANGES ORDER OF PRECEDENCE.
A change made affects the order of those

entitled to the privilege. Under the old law
the order of precedence was as follows :—^The

labourer, the workman, the architect, the
builder, the supplier of materials. Under
the new the labourer and workman are com-
bined, the word "workmen" being used to

designate " the artisan, the labourer and
generally everyone who makes his living by
manual labour." Ne.xt comes the supplier of

materials ; next the builder, which term in-

cludes both contractor and sub-contractor

;

and last the architect..

The privilege of the workman exists for

arrears up to twenty days, whether he was
engaged by a proprietor putting up a build-
ing for himself or by a contractor. No for-

mality is necessary for the creation or pre-

servation of this privilege, and it lasts until

thirty days after the construction is ready
for the use for which it is intended. Within
this thirty days the workman must sue his

debtor, who will usually be the contractor or

a sub-contractor, and he must call the pro-

prietor and the registrar into the case.

In order to protect the proprietor against
this undisclosed hypothec or mortgage on his

property the law- allows him to retain on the
contract an amount sufficient to pay these
privileged claims.

The supplier of materials is given a privi-

lege on the building in which the materials
supplied to the owner or builder have been
used or for the construction of which they
have been specially prepared.
The privilege is created by the registra-

tion of a notice given to the creditor or his

representative, and applies only to those fur-

nished or specially prepared, but not de-

livered, for the immovable in question.

The law offers one striking novelty. It

gives the supplier of materials a privilege

for the price of materials specially prepared
for a building, although they have not been
delivered on the job or incorporated into the

building. The law also grants to the unpaid
supplier a right to revendicate, in case of

the insolvency of owner or buUder, the mate-
rials he has supplied, so long as they have
not been incorporated in the building.

SUPPLIER OF MATERIALS HAS MORE RIGHTS.

The old law merely directed the supplier

to advise the proprietor of the contracts

made by him for the delivery of materials

before they were delivered, mentioning their

cost and "the immovable for which they

were intended. Failure to give this notice

lost the supplier lus privilege. The old law
further provided that, in order to meet the

privileged claims of the supplier of mate-
rials, the proprietor was entitled to retain

on the contract price an amount equal to
that mentioned in the notices he had re-

ceived. The supplier, to retain his privi-

lege, must now sue his debtor within thirty

days of the date at which the construction
is ready for the purpose for which it was
intended. Under the old law the supplier
had to sue within three months of the giving
of the notice to the proprietor if he desired
to retain his privilege. This often brought
about an absurd state of affairs, in that the
delay for suit had often expired before the
merchandise had been used or even before
all of it had been delivered.

In many cases—perhaps in most—the sub-
contractor is also a supplier of materials.
In such event he should conduct himself as
such, giving what notices are required.

In the event of being merely a sub-con-
tractor, to create this privilege he must
advise the proprietor of the contract he has
made with the principal contractor, and
within thirty days after the end of the work
he must register his claim and give notice
to the proprietor. He only gets a privilege
for the work he does subsequent to the
notice that he has given the proprietor of
his contract with the principal contractor.

In other words, the creation of his privilege

is subjected to two conditions—first, a con-
dition precedent; the notice to the proprietor
of the subs' contract with the principal con-

tractor; second, a condition subsequent: the
registration of a statement of his claim
within the stated delay. Within six months
after the end of the work a suit must be
taken or the privilege will become extinct.

The proprietor may I'etain. on the contract

price, sufficient to meet the claims of the
sub-contractor. Under the old law the sub-
contractor was obliged, in order to create

his privilege, to advise the proprietor of

his contract with the principal contractor
within eight days of its signing, and, if he
failed so to do he lost his privilege. The
new law is fairer and less rigorous.

THE BUILDER AND ARCHITECT'S CLAIM.

The builder or the architect's claim is

cieated by the registration within thirty days

after the end of thf- woik of a statement of

claim of which notice is given to the proprie-

tor within t'ne same delay.

PROCEDURE.

As far as the workmen's claim is con-

cerned, no notice or registration is necessary,

but the workman must take a suit against the

debtor within a delay of thirty days after the

end of the work. In this suit the proprietor

and the registrar must be brought in, the pro-

prietor because his property is sought to be
charged, the registrar so that he can make
note of the suit in his books, and thus give

warning of the existence of the privilege to

anyone proposing to buy or lend money on

the property. In order to obviate a multi-

plicity of suits for small sums, the law pro-

vides that sever.al workmen may join in one
action.

In dealing with the procedure involved in

this department of law it will be noted that

two basic requirements are laid down—notice

to the proprietor of the immovable and regis-

tration. 'The notice to the proprietor is to

advise him of the rights which are being

created against his property, the registration

is to advise those desiring to deal with the

owner concerning the propertj' or with the

builder, of the situation.

Following out these principles, we have

seen that the supplier of materials obtains his

privilege only upon the registration of a notice

which has been given to the proprietor, and

applies only to those supplies furnished or

specially prepared and not delivered, after

the registration of such notice.

The privilese so created will become extin-

guished after thirty days after the end of the

work unless the supplier takes a suit mean-

while, into which he must call the proprietor

and the registrar.

SUB-CONTR-ACTOR's course of ACTION.

The sub-contractor, to create his privilege,

must, as we have seen before, advise the pro-

prietor of the contract he has made with the
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(Jiincipal contractor. I believe it uoul,) be

well to have this notification to the proprietor

.served by a bailiff, or, if the mails are used,
sent certainly by refji-stered letter. Regis-
tration, in the registry office, must follow

within thirty days of the end of the work.
An amendment of article C.C. 2103 repeats

some of the provisions already enacted, but
conveniently and clearly sets forth the csseii

tial characteii.stics of the notice or memorial
of I ho creditors' claim : (al The claim must be
drafted in the form of an affidavit of the credi-

tor' or his repr>!':entative :*nd sworn to before

a Justic? of the Peace, a Commissioner of the
Superior Couit, or a notary: (b) it must con-

tain the inme, occupation and residence of

the creditor, the nature and amount of tho

claim, and the cadastral number of the im-

movable upon which the construction is being
placed.

Tlie following practice will meet fully the

requirements of the law and al.so be found
con\cnie'it .—T!nt the claim be prepared in

triplicate. That at the foot of the claim there

be appended a notice to the proprietor, draw-
ing his atte:uion to the claim, and a further

t.otice to the registrar, requiring its registra-

tion. Let the claim and Jiotice be served on
the proprietor by a bailiff, and then put
before tlie registrar both the remaining do.-u-

ments, asking hm to affi.'C hi.'-, certificate of

registration to both. Then file with him the
document which does not bear the bailiff's

return or affidavit of service, and retain the
one which does. The privileged creditor will

thereupon have in his possession a copy of his

claim bearing upor it sati.sfactory proof of its

hi>ving both been served and registered.

'AKTELLATION OF PRIVILEGE.
.•\ fuither amendment which has been made,

and which will prove useful, is the following :

.After the expiration of six months after the
date of th; registrati n of any privileged claim
or from that date of the end of the work,
whichever be the latest, if no action has been
taken to preserve it, any interested party may
call upon the registrar to radiate the privi-

lege bv the following procedure

—

The party interested prepares an applica-

tion to the registrar demanding the cancella-

tion, on the ground that the six months from
the end of the work or the registration of the
clain:. whichever be the latest, has expired ;

this application he supports by his affidavit.

Then, in order that an opportunity be
afforded to thi privileged creditor to take
such steps ns he may deem necessary to pro-

tect himself, this application must be served
on the privileged creditor or his repre.=!enta-

tive eight dais before it is filed with the
registiar.

If a suit has been taken the registrar is

bound to radiate the registration not only by
direction of a judgment, which might go
without saying, but also on production of a

rertificfite from the prothonotary that the
action has been discontinued.

CONCRETE SHIPS.
Boats were first built of reinforced con-

crete a number of years ago. Some engineers
have always believed that there is a great
future before this method of construction,
but examples seen hitherto have been crude
and heavy

; cheaper to build, but most oo.stly

to projiel on account of tlieir weight. T'hey
have been used to a considerable extent in
Xorway. atid also in the Panama Catial zone,
where t'heir employment seems not to have
been an unqualified success. Improvements
in concrete boats, which the inventor believes
will turn t'he balance in their favour, are
amiounced by Carl Weber, of Chicago, in an
article printed in the " American Marine
Engineer " (Norfolk. Va.l. Mr. Weber
believes that the principal faults of previous
attempts have been that concrete builders
tried to use everyday methods and means in
design and mixing and applying the mate-
rLils. He thus describes two methods which
have been used :

—

''The first metho<l consists in building an
inside and outside form for the ship's hull,
and between these forms (which were sepa-
rated to allow for intended wall thickne.-ss)
the necessary reinforcement was jdaced.
Then a concrete, composed of PiM-tland
rem,'!.' ii".) nnd crushed stone, or gravel

w ;is poure<l in a semi-liquid condition to fill

the forms and to encase the steel reinforce-

ment. After the concrete liad sufficiently

hardened the forms were removed and the
barge was fini.shed by pouring bulkhead.-;,

division walls, and decks, etc.. in a similar

manner.
" This method resulted in extremely

clumsy and heavy vessels, which can only be
used for sand and construction barge.s.
" 1'he second method consists in using a

light steel skeleton, placing over the outside
of the .same an expaiuled metal or wire fabric

and finishing the hull by pla.storing over this

sheathing a rich mortar coating in the same
manner as light curtjiin and ])artition walls

are formed in fireproof building construction.
" Phis method is a great imjirovement over

the first one, but can only be used for smaller
boats, launclies, etc., and, of course, it is

])raotically out of the question for freight

barges."
Mr. Weber's new metJiod of construction,

which, he claims, combines the advantages
of these while eliminating their faults, he
calls " Torcrete." He writes :

—

" The ship's hull comsists of a strong
framework of steel which is so designed that
the combined .strength and advantages of

steel and concrete are fully recognised. 1'hi.s

truss frame is erected and riveted in the

ordinary manner. In the completed ship the

steel frame is entirely encased in concrete,

and thereby )>roteoted against rusting. By
this encasing the steel members are also

stiffened and the ' buckling ' stresses aje

greatly reduced. For this reason the steel

members of the frame are of simple design

relatively ligiht in weight.

"After the steel frame is completed, it is

covered with my 'Multiple-Unit' wall con-

struction of varying thickness. The wa.lls

are formed of a ihigh-grade concrete applie<l

by compressed air, and each section is inde-

pendently reinforced by networks of light

steel bars an<l wire mesh. .Ml .ship walls,

bulkheads, decks, and partitions are formed
in a similar manner without the presence of

any construction of connection joints, so that

the com|ileted sliip is one seamless, mono-
lithic structure. . . .

" The material is applied in even ajid

uniform layer.* by means of a powerful

stream of compressed air. . . .

" .\fter the last coat of 'Torcrete' has

sufliciently Oiardened, the outer surfaces are

nibbed down to an even, smooth findsh with

rotary compressed air-driven grinders, and
the entire sihip may be jiainted as usual."

>-•••-<
PLASTER HAS EFFECT OX QVIET
CONDITIONS IN BtHLDINGS.

One of the important factors in produc-

ing quiet conditions in buildings has been

determined by prominent architects to be

the kind of plaster that is apjilied to the

walls, states the Aineriran Sriitiol Iliwni

JoiinKil. When a sound-wave .strikes a wall

the followin;; occurs ;—Part of the sound
is absorbed, part is transmitted, and part

is reverberated, the volume reverberat<fd and
transmitted being dependent entirely U|)oii

the volume absorbed, and the volume ab
sorbed is, in turn, dependent upon the ch:ir-

acter of the plaster. A dense, smooth sur-

face vvill reflect sound waves much more
readily than a material that is porous, as a

dense surface absorbs, very little of the

soundwave at each impact, and many re-

flections are necessary before it dies out.

and in many auditoriums it has developed
that an overlapping of syllaules has per

sisted for se>'eral seconds after the source

of sound has ceased On the other hand,
a surface porous in nature will absorb a

greater quantity of energy at each impact,

and sound quickly di>\s away. It will, there-

fore, be seen that the ideal material for

plastering the interior of school buildings,

from the view point of acoustics and quiet

conditions, would be that which reduces re-

verberation of sound waves to a minimum.
There are two kinds of pla.«ter in general

use to-day—viz.. i^ypsum hard wall plaster

and hydrated lime plaster There is, how-
ever, one great advantage in favour of hy-
drated lime plaster—its ability to absorb

ami deaden sound—and it is this advantage
which is now recognised by the architect

and impelling him to accept hydrated lime

plaster as the standard plaster for such
buildings as school buildings, where good
acoustics or quiet conditions are desirable. ,

Gypsum plaster. whe!i passing through J
the process of hardening on the wall, takes ']

up in chemical combination approximately
25 per cent, water. This chemical addition
causes the plaster to "set " or crystalli.se,

each particle becoming firmly united to its

nearest particle. When this action is com-
pleted, there results a i>aiiel of plaster
which is dense, hard, and brittle. Hydrated
lime plaster hardens in an entirely different

manner, this process being dependent upon
the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere com-
bining with the lime in the pla.ster, and
this combination drives off all the water
that was used in mixing the plaster. The
mixing water originally required space, and
this water, being driven off, leaves the
hardened plaster with millions of tiny, dead
air cells. These air cells are absorbers of

sound, and when a sound-wave strikes the
wall, a large majority of it is absorbed, thus
reducing to a minimum the reverberation
which provides defective acoustics in a room
or auditoiiuin.

The durability of hydrated lime pla8t«r
cannot be questioned when one considers that
for years it was the only plasteriiirg material
on the market. Many readers probably
well remember the days of construction
when no other material was used for plaster
except lump lime. sand, and hair, and these
jobs are still standing to-day in an excellent
state of preservation. Hydrated lime plaster
accomplishes the same fine results that were
formerly gained by the luse of lump lime.
The old disadvantages of lump lime, such
OS pitting and popping, and the expense and
inconvenience of slaking are eliminated with
the use of hy<lrated lime. The material is

delivered on the job all ready for the
immediate addition of sand and water, and
in .some cities it is mixed with the sand at
a mixing plant and delivered ready for mix-
ing with water. The covering capacity of
hydrated lime plaster is the same as that of
gypsum pla.ster.

IBntltiing InUUtgence.

PuRSTON.—The village of Bui'ston, Nor-
folk, was the scene of a lively demonstration
on Sunday week in connection with the open-
ing of the new " strike " school. The build-
ing abuts upon the village green, and the pre-

mises and playground are adjacent to the
churchvard. It is a substantial structure,

36 ft. by 24 ft. The front is faced with Bath
stone, and the brick work at ends and back
with cement and shingle. The building is

lofty and well lighted. A number of inscrip-

tions are cut upon stones in the front. One
reads:—Mr. T. (3. Higdon and Mrs. A. K.
Higdon were unjustly dismissed from the
Council school of this village on the 31st day
of March. 1914. This building was erected
by public subscri|itions to protest against the ,

action of the Education authorities to provide
\

a free school to be a centre of rural democracy
and a memorial of the villagers' fight for free-

dom." There are scmiething like eighty-three '

subscribers towards the memorial stones,

which take up a considerable portion of the
frontage of the building. Tlie building is

,

expected to be available for teaching in

"

about a month or six weeks' time. In the

meanwhile the school is being conducted in a

temporary structure which has been placed on
,

the green, and has been used for that purposel
for some months past.

CHifHKSTEn— .\ report on the County
Hall. Chichester, with the view of adapt-'

ing the premises for the u.se of the Council.

has been made by .Mr. Clyde Young and
adopted by the West Sussex C.C. Plans'
will be prepared for the work in connection!

with the electrical installation, etc.. so that *
the cost may not exceed £500. The archi-

tect h.ts lieen instructed to preiiare sketch

plans of the additional office buildings, etc..

t.o provide for the complete concentration of

all the county departments.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Royal Victorian Institute of Archi-
tects.—According to the annual report of

the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects,

several new members have been admitted dur-

ing tlie war, while the roll has been depleted

by deaths and other causes. The membership
at the close of the year was as follows :

—

Fellows, 70; as against 71 a year ago. Hon.
Fellows, 2 ; as against 3. A.ssoeiates, 52 ; as

against 53. Students, 30 ; as against 21 last

year. It will be noted that, so far, the try-

ing times have not materially affected the

membership. During the session, the follow-

ing general meetings were held, and papers
read ;—Tuesday, .March 28 : Holophane Illu-

mination, by H. V. Mackinney. Tuesday,
May 30 : "A Week with the Architectural A"s-

sociation Before the War." by Walter R.
Butler (F.), F.R.I.B.A. -Tuesday, August 1:
"The Fundamental Principles of Town Plan-
ning," with lantern illustrations, bv J. C.
Morrell (F.), A.R.I. B.A. Tuesday, Septem-
ber 26 : Discussion of matters arising out of
the war. Tuesday, December 12 :

" Grading
and Classification of Australian Timbers," by
Louis C. Moore (Jas. Moore and Co.)
Obituary.—The Council regretted to have to
record, besides the death of Mr. John Little,
the Secretary and Editor, that of Lieuf. A. S.
Williams (A.), who was killed in France, fight-

ing for his King and country, on July 22,
1916. During the past year "the number of
members on active service had increased from
€ to 15, and the number of Students from 44
to 60. A Conference on Australian timbers,
forestry and re-aflorestation, initiated by the
Institute, under the direction of Mr. Blackett
as President, was taken up by those interested
and lasted for three afternoons and one even-
ing, in November, when practical and inter-
esting papers were read and discussed. At its

conclusion, a resolution was passed urging the
Government to introduce a Bill, placing fores-
tal control under a board of expert commis-
sioners. Financial Report.—From the balance-
sheet it appears that the financial year was
commenced with a debit balance on the Com-
mercial Bank account of £28 5s. 5d., which
bad increased by the end of the year to £55
19s. 5d. The debit was chiefly due to an ex-
penditure of £40 16s. 4d. in addition to the
£174 spent last year, on furniture, portraits,
books, for the library, and so on. for the new
room, which should have been paid out of re-
serves, but as these funds, amounting to £322
16s. 2d., were invested on fixed deposit, they
could not be operated upon.

Society of Antiqcaeies.—At the lasj;

monthly meeting of the Society of Anti-
.luries of .Scotland Sir Herbert E. Max-
1*11, Bart., F.S. A.Scot., gave an account of
the rediscovery of the third of the inscribed
monuments at Kirkmadrine, bearing the Chi
Rho monogram, the existence of which had
been known to antiquaries since about 1870
from a sketch which the late Sir Arthur
.Mitchell obtained shortly before that date
from Mr. William Tod. an old schoolmaster
in the parish of Kirkmaiden. This sketch
had been made by Mr. Tod about fifty years
previously. The stone, which had completely

. vanished, and was believed to be irretriev-
ably lost, was recently discovered built into
the centre of a gate pillar at the United
Free Church manse of Stoneykirk, and sup-
porting one of the crooks of" the gate. It is

of greywacke, and bears in Anglo-Roman
•capitals the inscription. " Initium et Finis,"
and. within a circle, th" monogram ori-

ginally displayed on the labarum or stan-
dard of the Emperor Constantine. This is

'the fourth stone bearing this device existing
in Scotland, all of them in the county of
Wigtown. The Chi Rho monogram first

appears in the catacombs of Rome in con-
nection with inscriptions executed early in

'the fourth century, while in France it occurs
only nn monuments dated between a.d. 377
and 540. It was suggested that the progress
westward of Christian .symbolism might have
been accelerated by the mission of Bishop
Vinian, and that these stones might be of
In early a date as th" end of the fourth or

ilie beginning of the fifth century.

OBITUARY.
Lieutenant-Colonel Walter W. Stewart,

the well-known architect, of Hamilton, Out.,

who went overseas in command of the 83th

Machine Gun Battalion, has been reported

killed in action. The late Colonel Stewart

was born in Covington.- Ky., about forty-

six years ago. As a child he went with his

parents to Toronto, and later to Hamilton,
where he had since resided. He studied

architecture under his father, and later

took a course at Cleveland, Ohio, where he
graduated. Returning to Hamilton, he en-

tered into partnership with his father, and,

upon the latter's death, formed a partner-

ship with W. P. Witton. They planned a

number of public schools and other large

buildings in Hamilton, among them the

new Armories and the Collegiate Institute,

and were recogni..;ed as one of the city's

leading firms of architects.

Mr William Rotch Ware, who was editor

of the American Archifect during thirty-one

vears. and under whose hand it grew from the

"modest little journal illustrated with scanty

l>en outline lithograph drawings into its

present form, has just passed away, at the

age of sixty-nine years, at his home at East

Milton, Mass. Mr. Ware, who was bom
in 1848,' was one of the first Americans
to go to the Ecole des Beaux Arts.

He returned to America from the Beaux
Arts to find Boston a heap of smoking
ruins from the great fire in Summer
Street. His uncle urged him—just engaged

to be married-=to take the assistant editor-

ship of the Amcriran Architect, under Mr.
William P. P. Longfellow, brother of the

poet. He did so, and ultimately succeeded

Mr. Longfellow as editor-in-chief. Mr.
Ware published various monographs of

American architecture
—

" Ren.iissance Door-
ways," " Door and Window Grilles,"
" Ecclesiastical Domes," and "Topical .Archi-

tecture," which appeared monthly. He
wrote an exhaustive treatise on Equestrian

Monuments, on which subject he gave an in-

teresting series of lectures at the Lowell In-

stitute. But his chief work was " The
Georgian Period." Mr. Ware was a member
of the Society of Beaux Arts Architects and
the Boston .Society of Architects.

We regret to note the death of Lieut. Philip
Martin Blake CoUcutt. East Yorkshire Regi-
ment, killed in action, on May 12. younger son
of Mr T. E. Collcutt, F.R.I.B.A., of Blooms-
bury Square, and Totteridge, Herts.

The ancient church of the Holy Trinity at

Old Clee was in daiiger from fire on Friday
evenmg. Happdy the outbreak, which origin-

ated in the vestry, was discovered early, and
the prompt arrival of a motor engine from
Grimsby enabled the fir? to be got under
before serious , damage was done. The church
was dedicated bv Hugh, Bishop of Lincoln, in

1192.

The Dudley Education Committee has de-
cided to request the town council to make
arrangements for the purchase from the Earl of
Dudley of 8.599 square yards of land in the
Ednani Road for the proposed new technical
school. It is proposed to pay a deposit on
the purchase money of the site, and at one*
proceed to complete the joint scheme, so that
buildint? operations may be commenced as soon
after the termination of the war as possible.

" Drat yer, get out !
" is a maternail cor.i-

mand .which the Director of Education in

Liverpool has frequently heard addressed to
boys in the homes among the congested parts
of the city. Thus the ibovs are sent out into the
streets to fall into mischief, while the" girls may
be kept indoors to assist in domestic duties.

Mr. Legffe believes that by better housing and
a multiplication of juvenile recreation grounds
crime among boys would be eradicated in a

dozen years.

A propoeal is on f<x>t to acquire the old
Grammar School House in St. John Street,

Lichfield, for the purpose of offices for the
Lichfield Rural District Council and Board
of Guardians. The house and the old school
building, which stands in the s^arden. have
many interesting associations. Dr. Johnson.
Elias Ashmole, David Garrick. and Joseph
Addison received their education there, in

addition to five High Court judges who were
at the school together, and who afterwards
sat on the Bench simultaneously.

(Bnx (Office fable.
—t m I

—

Splendid tributes were paid at last

Thursday's meeting of the Liverpool Health

Committee to the work and character of the

late iMr. Wm. Goldstraw, for thirty years

building surveyor to the corporation. Alder-

man Muirhead and Alderman Taggart, ou

behalf of the committee, and the town clerk,

on behalf of the staff, voiced the widely-felt

soiTow at the passing away of the high-

minded and thoroughly efficient public ser-

vant, and a resolution of condolence with the

bereaved family was passed.

The council of the Roads Improvement

Association, of which Prince Arthur of Con-

naught is president, at a meeting held in

London last week, resolved to act upon a

recommendation that investigations should be

made forthwith into the claims of concrete

roads. The council of the Association is in

possession of much interesting data, from

America and elsewhere, concerning the

economy and durability of concrete roads

with reinforced concrete foundations. In-

structions have now been given by the Asso-

tion for a rep.^t to be prepared and presented

by Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, M.Inst.C.E., for-

merly city engineer of Liverpool and deputy

chief engineering inspector to the Local

Government Board.

The annual summer meeting of the Insti-

tution of Water Engineers will be held in

London on Friday. June 22, commencing at

2.15 p.m. A paper entitled " Colour Re-

cords Applied to Potable Waters" will be

presented bv Mr. J. S. Pickering, M.Inst.

C.E., of C'heltenham (past-president), and

a. discussion on " Water Supplies as

Sources of Power " will be introduced by

Mr. Cecil H. Roberts, M.Inst.C.E., of Aber

deen (member of th'e council). The pre-

miums awarded by the council for papers

read during the year 1916 will be presented

to the respective authors, and the president

will read a short report on the past year's

working.

1.—On November 9, 1915, the London

County Council, on the recommendation of the

War Estimates Committee, decided that the

printing of all statistical and other annual

returns" should be suspended. The Building

Acts Committee have had under consideration

the question of printing the annual report for

1916 by the superintendent architect submit;

tiny a" summary of the monthly returns of

district surveyors. Copies of the return are

supplied to
" the metropolitan borough

councils, district surveyors, and to the

revenue authorities in connection with the

payment of income-tax bv district surveyors.

The estimate for printing is £7. and they are

advi.sed that it would be more economical for

tht report to be printed at once, tha,n for

typed copies now to be made and the printing

to be done at a later date. On April 18, 1916

(p. 374), the Council authorises the printing

of the return for 1915, and the return tor

1916 should also be printed. It is recom-

mended that the operation of the resolution

of November 9, 1915 'o. 444), as to printing

annual returns, be suspended to enable the

Council to consider the following recommenda-
tion : That the sixty-fu'si annual report by
the superintending architect, submitting a
simimary of the monthly returns of district

surveyors, be printed.

i ^•^ <

TRADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest patent " Air-Pump " Ventila-

tors, supplied by Messrs. Robert Boyle and
Son, Ventilating Engineers, 64, Holborn Via-
duct. London, have been employed by the

Rowley Regis Urban District Council, Old Hill.

Staffordshire.

The pumping station connected with the

sewerage at Bedford, which hitherto was a

source of trouble owing to flooding in the

rainy season, has now been remedied with

Pudioed cement. Our informant writes that

the engineer has expressed his appreciation at

the result, as the situation of the work pre-

sented great difficulties.

>>>•••--«

The Board of Education have approved plans

for a rew council school at Barlby, Selby.
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LATEST PRICES.—I * I

—

N.B, —All prices must ba regarded aa merely ap-
proximate for the present, as our usual sources of
tnformatioD arc in many cases (ailing as,

TIMBER,
Owing to stoppage of supplies all prices

have advanced considerably.

IRON.
Rolled Steel Joists, English
Compound Girders, Ordinary
Sections

Compound Stanchions
Angles, Tecs, Channels and Flitch
Plates Prices controlled

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates .... \ . ... .

Steel Girder Plates f
^^ Mmistry of

Steel Sheets (Single or Double) .

.

Munitions.
Steel Strip
Basic Bars
Mild Steel Bars
Steel Bars, Perro - Concrete
Quality(basis price)

Per ton. Per ton.
Bar Iron, good Stafle £16 to £17
Do.i Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square, to ijcwt 24 ,, —

Do., BtalTordshire Crown 16 0,,
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South StaSs 8 ,,

Beit Sneasbill 9 o ,,

Angles, 10»., Tees 208. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, lor bonding, £18 10s. to £19 10s.

Ditto galvanised, £32 to £32 lOs. per ton.
Qilranised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusiye Per ton. Per ton.
„K»use £30 0»o£30 10
Best ditto 32

Caitlron Columns 13 10
Oast-Iron Stanchions IJ lo
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 15
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 15

• t M •> Galvanised 6 5
Cast-iron Sash Weights 7
Cut Floor Brads 24
Corrugated Iron, 24 gauge 27
Ualvanised Wire Strand, 7 ply,
14B.W.G ":.'. 14 5 „ -

B.B. Drawn Telegraph Wire, Galvanised—
0«o8 9 10 11 12 B.W.Q.

£10 lOi. £10 15s. £11 Os. £11 5s. £11 15s. per ton
Oasl-Iron Socket Pipes—

3 in. diameter £7 5 to £7 12 6
4ln.lo6in 7 0,, 726
7 in. (0 24 in. (all sizes) 7 7 6,, 7 12 6
[Coated with composition, Ss. Od. per ton extra.

Turned and bored joints, Ss. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lillieshall 177a. 6d. to 182s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 1158. Od. „ 1258. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount oS
Standard Lists (.o.b. (plus 2J per cent.)—

Qae-Tubea 52* n o
Water-Tubes '.'.',',,, 471 .

Bteam-Tubea J.. 421
*'

Qalvanised Gas-Tubes '. '.!!!!!! 35 ''

Qalvaniaed Water-Tubes !!...'.. 26i
','

Oalvanised Steam-Tubes . ." 20 "

OTHKR METALS.
A licence must be obtained from the Director of

Materials (A.M. 2 (E).), Hotel Victoria, Northumber-
land Avenue, S.W.and should accompany orders for
quantities over 1 cwt.

, ,_ „. Per ton. Per ton.
Lead Water Pipe, Town •£39 Oto —

> II ,1 Country '40 0,, —
Lead Barrel Pipe, Town '40 , —

Country <41 !! —
Lead Pipe, timed inside. Town •41 0,, —

II 11 II ,1 Country ^42 0,,*
Lead Pipe, tinned Inside and
oo'side Town •43 10 0„ —
II II I, „ Country •44 10 '

Oomposilion Gas-Pipe, Town.. ^42

II I, Country '43
Lead Soil-pipe (up to 4Jin.) Town •42

Country 43

,, 32 10
14
14

9 5
8
6 15
7 10
24 5
28

(Over4Jin. £1 per ton extra.)
26
38 10

,

,,

I,

„
„

1

o„
0.1

170
150

187 10
34 12

Lead, Common Brands..
Lead, 41b. sheet, Knglish
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags —
Copper Sheets, Sheathing,* Rods IBS
Copper, British Cuke and Ingot 147
Tin, English Ingots 285
Do., Bars .. 186 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. Pigs, Town .. 33 12
Sheet Load, Town •^ 10

II I, Country •sg
Qenuino White Lead '53 10
Refined Red Lea'l 42
Sheet y,*io "]] 129
Bpc'tor 93
Old Liad. agalnit account .. 26

J'" per owl. 14
Out nail!i (per owt. basis, ordinary
brand) ; 1 5

• For 5 cwt. lots and upwardBi*

SLATES.
oi„. t. . >

'" '"• * "• ^' per 1,000 ofBlue Portmadoo 20x10 " " - - -- '"^ "'

„, 16 „ 8
Plrstquallty )6 „ 10
blue Bangor

,

,

,

,

6
,

,

,, —
,, —
„ —
„ —
„ no

o„

o„

U 17 6 1,200 at r. stn.
6

20 „ 10
„,i 20 „ 12 .

Pimt quality 20 , 10
Firs iquality 20 „ 12

'

_ •• ,^ 16 „ 8 .Eareka nnfading
greeo 20 ,1 10 .

.

20 „ 12 ..

"ermanoni Oreeii.

18
, , 10

16
, , 8

20 , 10
18 , 10
16

, 8

. 11 15
. 11
. 12 2

11 15
11
6

15 17
18 7
13 5
10 5

10 .. 11 IJ
9 12
6 12

First Hard Stocks £2 2
Second Hard Stocks.. 1 16
Mild Stocks 1 14
Picked Stocks (or
Facings 2 14

Fictions 1 13
Pressed Wire Cuts .. 118
Red Wire Cuts 1 14
Best Fareham Red .. 3 12
Best Red Pressed
Rnabon Facing 5 5

Beat Blue Preased
Staffordshire 5 7

Ditto Bullnose S 12
Best Stourbridge Fire-
bricks 7

2-jin. Best Red Ac-,
orington Plastic I 4 10
Facing Bricks I

BRICKS.
(All prices net.)

..£2 2 per 1,000 alongside, in

(river.

delivered at
rally, station.

I

Net, delivered in

, i full truck loads
i London

Per 1,000
3i"Accrington Beet Red Plaatia Eacing Bricks £2 10
3j" ditto Second Beat Plastic ditto 2 2

Ditto Ordinary Secondary Bricks 1 11
Ditto Plastic Engineering Bricks 117

Sewer Arch Brick, not more than 3^ in
thickest part £2

3j^" Chimney Bricks fit for outside work 2 6
34" ditto ditto through and through 2

3i" Beaded, Ovolo and Bevel Jambs; Octa-
gons ; 2J" and J" radius BuUnoses ; Stock
patterns 3 7

Accrington Air Bricks, 9" X 2 course deep, each
Ditto ditto 9" X 1 course

Accrington Camber Arches :
—

3 course deep 4*" aomt, per foot opening.. 1 3

1 8

2 1

2 6

2 1

2 11

3 6
4 6

.

Seconds
Colours.

6 £15 7

6 14 17

6 18 17

6 20 17

6 17 17

J
.1 " ij" ;," „ • „ "..

5 I. 4J"

§ II H"
3 11

9'
.1 11 I, ..

4 .. 9" „
5 I. 9"
6 II 9"

Net (ree on rail, or free on boat at works.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HARD GLAZES (PKR 1,000),

White, Ivory, and Best.
Salt Glazed. Buff, Cream, Other

Best. Seconds. & Bronze. Colours
Stretchers-

£14 17 6 £13 17 6 £16 7 6 £20 7
Headera—

14 7 6 13 7 6 15 17 6 19 17
Quoins, Bullnose, and 4iin. Flats—

13 7 6 17 7 6 20 7 6 23 17
Double Stretchers—

20 7 6 19 7 6 23 7 6 26 17
Double Headera

—

17 7 6 16 7 6 20 7 6 23 17
One side and two ends, square

—

21 7 6 20 7 6 24 7 6 28 17 6 21 17 6
Two sides and one end, square

—

22 7 6 217 6 25 7 6 29 7 6 22 17 6
Splaya and Squints

—

19 17 6 18 17 6 24

Stretchers out for Closers

—

15 17 6 14 17 6 17
Nicked Double Headers —

18 7 6 17 7 6 21 7 6 24 17 6 IS 17 6
Compass Bricks. Circular and Arch Bricks, not exceed.
ing 9 X 4J X 2S in., of single radius, £6 per 1,000 over
and above list tor their respective kinds and colours.

The foilowinn prires of SpeeinI Bricks are plus 25 '\i:—
Plinth and Hollow Bricks, Stretchers and Headers-

5d. eaoh 4d. each 6d, each 6d. each 5d. each
Double Bullnose, Round Ends, Bullnose ^topi

—

5 1, eaoh 4d. each 6d. each 6d. each 5d. each
Rounded Internal Angles—

4d. eaoh 3d. each 5d. each 5d. each 4d. each
Camber Arch Bricks, not exceeding 9x4^x22 in., any
kind or colour. Is. 2d. each.

UOULDED BRICKS.
Stretchers and Headers-

8d. each 8d. each 8d. each 8d. each
nternal and External Angles

—

1/2 eaoh 1/2 each 1/2 each 1/1 each
Sill Bullnose, Stretchers, and Headers—

5d. each 4d. each 6d. eaoh 6d. each

7 6 27 7 6 20 7 6

7 6 21 7 6 16 7 6

8d. each

1/2 each

5d. each

Majolica or Soft Glazed Stretchers and Per 1,000
Headers £25 7 6

., „ Quoins and Bullnose 30 7 6
These prices are carriage paid in lull truck loads

to London Stations.

SAND AND BALLAST.
a. d.

Thames Sand 8 3 per yard, delivered.
Ballast 8 3

Pit Sand 9 6 „ ,,
Best Washed Sand 10 ,, ,,

CEMENT AND LIME.
„ „ B. a. s. a. Per ton,
Best Portland Cement 45 lo 48 delivered.
Ground Blue Lias Lime .... 25 6 per ton, delivered.

Exclusive of charge for sacks.

„ „ ,, a. d. B. d. Per yard.
Grey Stone Lime 18 to 18 6 delivered,
Stourbridge Fireclay in sacks 358. Od. per ton at rail-
way station.

STONE.* £ a, d.
lellnw Magnesian, In blocks., per (ool cube 3 3
Red Mansfield, ditto

,, 2 9
White Mansfield, ditto

,, 2 9
Red Corsehill, ditto

,, 2 6
Darley Dale, ditto

,, 2 5
Oreenshill, ditto

^, 2 4
Closaburn Red Freestone, ditto ,, 2 2
Ancaeter, ditto „ 2
Beer Stone, delivered on rail
at ScAton Station

, Oil
Ditto, delivered at Nine Elms
Station

^ 17}
Chilraark, ditto (in trnok al

"

Nine Klmsl q 1 104
Hard York, ditto ,,' 2
Do. do. 6 in. Dawn both iidee, ^

landings, random iizea per toot inp. 2 5

Hard York, 3 in. slab sawn two £ s. d.
sides, random sizes per (oot cube 10

Bath Stone—Delivered in rail-

way trucks at Westboume
Park, Paddington (G.W.K.),
or South Lambet)i (G.W.R.) per cube (oot o 1 7
De)ivered in railway trucks
at Nine Elma iL.&S.W.R.).. ,, 1 8i
Delivered on road waggona
at Nine Klma Depot ,, 1 9J

Portland Stone—Brown Whit-
bed in random blocks of 20 ft.

average, delivered in railway
trucks at Westbournc Park
(G.W.R.l, South Lambeth
(G.W.R.), or Nine Elms
(L.AS.W.R.i „ 2 5»
Deiivered on road waggons at
Pimlico Wharf or Nine Elms
Depot „ 2 6^

White Basebed—2d. per foot cube extra.
• All F.O.R. London.

TILES.
a. d. Dlvrd.al

Plain red roofing tilea 42 6 per 1,000 ry, an,
Hip and Valley tiles 5 6 per doe, ,,

Broseley tiles 52 6 per 1,000 „
Ornamental tiles 55 ,, ,,

Hip and Valley tiles 5 6 per doB. „
Ruabon red, brown, or brindled

ditto (Edwards) 57 b per 1,000 „
Ornamental ditto 60 „ ,,
Hip tiles 4 per doi „
Valley tiles 3 „ „

Selected "Perfecta" roofing
tiles: Plain tiles (Peake'a).. 46 per 1,000 ,',

Ornamental ditto 48 6 „ „
Hip tiles 3 lOJper dos. „
Valley tilea 3 4} „ „

"Rosemary " brand plain tilea . 48 per 1,000 „
Ornamental tiles 50 „ ,,
Hip tilea 4 per doi, ,,
Valley tiles 3 8 ,, „

StalTordshire (Hanley) Reds or
brindled tiles 42 6 per 1,000 „

Hand-made sand-faced 45 „ „
Hip tiles 5 6 per doz. ,t

Vall«y tiles 5 6 h ,,
" Hartshill " brand plain tilea,

Band-faced 45 per 1,000 >,

Preased 42 6 ,, „
Ornamental ditto 47 6 „ ,,

Hip tiles 4 per do>, „
Valley tiles 3 6 ,, „

OILS.
Rapeseed, English pale, per tun £28 15 to £29 5
Ditto, brown

, 26 15 „ 27 S
Cottonseed, refined 29 ,, 30
Olive, Spanish ,, 39 10 ,, 40
Seal, pale 21 ,, 2110
Coconut, Cochin ,, 46 ,, 46 10
Ditto, Ceylon

,
42 10 0,, 43

Ditto, Mauritius
, 42 10 ,, 43 D

Palm, Lagos
, 32 5 „ 33 5

Ditto, Nnt Kernel „ 35 „ 35 10
Oleine , 17 5 „ 19 5
Sperm 30 „ 31
Linseed Oil per gal. 5 9,, —
Baltic Oil „ — —
Turpentine ,, 4 7,, —
Putty (Genuine Linseed

Oil) per cwt. 14 9 „ —
GLASS (IN CRATBS).

English Sheet Glasa 15 oz. 21 oz. 26 oi. 32 oz.
Fourtha 5d. .. 6d. .. 7d. .. SJd
Thirda SJd. .. 63d... 736... 9id.
FlutedSheet 6Jd. .. 7Jd. .. — .. —

Hartley's Engliata Rolled i in, A In. } in,

Plate 4d. .. 4Jd. .. 4!d,

White. Tinted.
Figured Rolled 5d. .. 6»d.
Hepoussine 4id. .. 5jd.
Rolled Sheet ^i. .. —
Stippolyte 4ja. .. -

>-<•••»(

llio Iwniuiili >uivo\or <jf Loutli, Mr. G. H.
.\lIisoii, lias been InstnicteH to prt-paro an esti-

mate of the cost of converting part of the
Inwn liall buildings into a puhtir mortuary.

\V<io«Jches4er wayside cross is to be oon«c-
iraled bv the Bisliop of Clifton on June 3,

Trinity Sunday. The cross itself, with a large
canopy, is the wo'k of Messrs. Wall, of Chel-
tenham: the local work has been done by Mr.
Drew; while the architect is Mr. Thos. Fal-
fonor, of .'\mberley.

Some time ago the salary of Mr. Arthur
.\sqiiith. surveyor and inspector of nuisances
to thi- Holvho.id t'lban District Council, was
iiicrcn.sed by £10 per nniiuni. but a letter from
the lyocal Govornn €nt Board intimates that
Lord Rhonnda was o' the opinion that unless
there were very special reasons for making the
increase it .should be left over until the end of
the war. The council decided to adhere to its

lesolution to increase the salary.

A fen*o-concrcte water tower recently com-
pleted at North Point, Ala.. U.S..-\.. lias an
80.000 gallon tank 30 ft. hiuh and 22 ft. in
diameter, supported on a single c^>ntrc column
35 ft. in height. The column has an extended
conical base to provide stable footing, and is

liollow. containing the supply and di.^charge
pipes for the tank alx>ve. .ludging from the
illustration of this t^>wer given in Coiiirficting,
th? build ?rs have not made aiiy attempt to
produce a pleasing appearance.
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•jjiil it» Sojution.

by Mr. Rchtrt

(Inttentt Calamo.

The charges under the Defence of the

Realm Act against the eight engineers'

shop stewards were withdrawn at the Bow
Street Police Court, London, last AVednes-

day. The men had signed an undertak-

ing, and the Attorney-Greneral said he felt

hopeful fi.ir the future conduct of these

national questions. At the same time he

gave warning that the Government would
uiit shirk the issue if raised again, and
future offenders would be strictly dealt

with. Sir Frederick Smith was sidemnly

impressive, but we should think he must
have felt he was talking through his hat.

All who have read the very fair article iji

the Times of yesterday week will have

cleared their minds in regard to the strike,

and, we think, will arrive at the conclu-

sion that the Government itself was

mainly responsible. The trath is that it

ought to have needed no Defence of the

Realm Acts to prevent strikes now or at

any time. Long ago comiJulsory arbitra-

tion should have been made legal, with

heavy penalties of purse and person for

any strike or lock-out proclaimed before

arbitration was invoked. Governments of

all parties shirk the passing of a compul-

sory arbitration Aet, because they fear to

offend "labour," although the sub-

stantial increase of the minority in

favour of it has grown yearly at

recent Trade LTnion Congresses. Their

officials irritate workmen into rebel-

lion more stupidly than the most stupid

private employer ; and. of course, the

Syndicalists also see the short road to

political position successful trade union

leadership furnishes, and seize the chance

of making mischief on the old Jacobite

principle, "Box it about, it will come to

my Father I

"'

Lord Rhondda's reply to the deputation

which, as we mentioned last week, waited

on him yesterday week, was in the main

suitably sympathetic—probably because

he found he had sensible people to talk to,

and was not asked to pledge himself to

visionary schemes advocated by well-

meaning enthusiasts, but to help as far as

he could to remove the real obstacles to

house-building. The proceedings were of

the nature of a conversation between Lord

Rhondda and the delegates, who asked

that the Finance Act of 1909-1910 hhoukl

be .amended so that private enterprise

might go on as before, and that the con-

ditions which militated against the build-

ing industry should be removed. The
question of the slums, it was suggested,

w'ould have to be dealt with separately.

Government help would be necessary after

the war in the shape of loans cr special

banking facilities if liousing development

was to go on. Lord Rhondda, in the

course of the discussion, said he would be

sorry to see private enterprise done away
with, and he noted that their contention

was that if want of confidence was re-

moved and the Finance Act amended in

the direction they suggested, private

enterprise would again be restored and

there would be no need for State aid.

Members of the deputation pointed out

that it would be necessary during any

period of transition that followed the war.

Lord Rhondda said they were apparently

convinced there would be a transition

period. Their claim was that during the

transition period they should be put in the

same jjosition as any other building

organisation, municipalities, or co-opera-

tive societies. They also, he understood,

wanted banking facilities at the lowest

possible niark&t rates. He regarded the

matter as a very urgent one, and they

should all have their plans read.y, so that

at the end of the war they would be in a

position to put their claims into operation.

Their meeting that day had served a use-

ful purpose by making it clear that they

only wished for loans during the transi-

tion period. They would have to make

that clear to the country. He had not

made up his own mind, and had wanted

to get all the information he could from

them. He recognisecl the great indebted-

ness of the State to private enterprise in

the past, and he should be sorry to see it

ended. So would all of us who know that

private enterprise is fully capable of

speedily supplying the half-million houses

that are wanted, if kept unshackled and

given business-like financial help till the

confidence of the ordinary capitalist,

which Mr. Lloyd George destroyed, is

restored.

the Property Owners' Protection Society

to consider the very drastic Bill now pass-

ing through Parliajnent to amend the

Rent and Mortgage Interest (War Restric-

tions) Act. This Bill has gone from the

Commons to the House of Lords. It gives

the power to tenants to deduct from cur-

rent rent due to the landlord, or recover

in any other w^v, any rent paid since

November 25, 1915, which is above the

standard rent, viz., the rent the house was

let for on August 3. 1914. whether to new

or old tenants. Originally the Bill, :as

drawn, imposed on the landlord a penalty

of £40 if he charged or r,.-ceived any rent

above such standard rent, but through the

representations made by the National

Federation of Property Owners and tlie

Property Owners' Protection Association,

this was amended so as to make the

penalty enforcible only if the landlord

carried down the excess rent as arrears,

after the tenant had requested him to

delete them, but this is not sufficient, and

a further amendment is needful, which

will not make it obligatory upon the land-

lords to return any excess rent or the

mortgagee any excess interest already

paid, i.e., that the amending Bill shall

not be retrosi>ective. If landlords have

to return all excess rents (most of them

legally raised before the 1915 Act) and

mortgagees the excess interest, since

November 25, 1915, it will be a great hard-

ship, and will lead to difficulties between

mortgagees and mortgagors, owners and

their tenants, and_ be most unfair where,

as in thousands of cases, half of the excess

rent received has been paid away by way

of increased rates and taxes. The matter

is one of great urgency and importance,

and every property owner should support

the association in order to avoid the great

losses they will sustain.

A meeting will be held to-morrow at

5 p.m., at the Cannon Street Hotel, which

it would be well for all readers who can

spare the time to attend. It is convened by

Manchester is to be congratulated on

the acquirement of the collection of pic-

tures bequeathed to the city by the late

Mr. .James Blair, of Whalley Range,

which was thrown open to the public in

the Mosley Street Art Gallery last Wed-

nesday, and will now be visited by

students of English art, and particularly

English water-colour art, from a much

wider area than the city itself, the passage

of some of its twenty-seven Turners from

pritate into public ownership being in
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itsflf an event of national importance.

We hope it will never occur to the city

fathers uf Manchester to sell off any of

the Turners as our Trustees of the

Xational Gallery wanted to ! There is no

telling, for really the civic representatives

of Manchester badly deserve to be the

guardians of such a gift. As it is, the

Blair pictures are in the City Art Gallery,

but liijlit and space have only been found
for them by bundling other treasures into

the cellars. Meanwhile, not only is

nothing done with tlie old infirmary site,

but nothing is determined to be done, the

last id several discouraging and distract-

ing jiriipiisals being that a site which was
acquired cheaply on the faith that it

Would serve some great monumental pur-

pose shall be used as a gathering and dis-

persing ground for tramcars ! The chief

architectural need of Manchester, as the

Manclicsfii Guardian declares, is a struc-

ture wliich can be seen, invisibility either

comiiarative or almost absolute being tlie

sad condition of most of the fine buildings

which the city has erected. But to this is

.Klded the further need of a worthy home
for a c.illection of pictures which, if Mr.

Blair's munificent example is much fol-

lowed, will make Manchester a place of

pilgrimage for art-lovers the world over.

Lnrd Faringdon, on behalf of the direc-

tors of the British Trade Corporation,

denies emphatically that it has at any
time been intended that that institution

shall enter into business beyond the scojje

of what was contemplated in the report

of the Departmental Committee wnich re-

conimenil.,d the creation of the " British

Trade Bank." The objection to its taking

puwer to trade itself in certain circum-

stances is thus removed. Jlr. P. Foi-

rester,. of the Union Bank of .Manchester,

whfise suggestions were partly adopted by
the iJejiartmental Committee, favoured

the establishment of a main company in

London and a .separate company in each

large town. Mr. Forrester contemjil.ited

the main or local companies guaranteeing

the completion of enterprises on which
money had been advanced, and wc hardly

need say that it is im]xirtant somebody
should do that, or money might be

literally thrown away. It is beyond doubt

that imiiovtant constructional works car-

ried Mut by British contractors increase

the demand for British manufactures, and
thus increase the general prosperity of the

cmntiy. We certainly think, however,
that higlily speculative undertakings in

otlier cnunlries should not be favoured to

the igniiiing of schemes equally sound
wliicli would develop tlie resources of the

United Kingdom. It is many years sin^c

the .Manchester Shiji Canal was com]ileled,

but it remains our last great enterprise
for the development of home lesources,

because we have never hn<l a financial

ircanisation equal to such works. It is

not the last big thing that can be done,
however, if we are sufficiently resolute.

Good things nbroad should, of course, be
picked up as oppm-tunity offers, but if wo
have any money for schemes which are
less certain to bo an iuiniediate success we
shall derive most advantage by L'iving the

preference to those at home, and there is

one huge need which towers menacingly

above all otliers—house-building !

Wu have received from Mr. Richard

Keid, the .\gent-General of the Ontario

Government, of 163, Strand, AV.C, the

-March issue of the Canadian iliitinij

Journal, which is devoted chiefly to a

review of mining in Northen Ontario,

special attention being given to gold and

silver. Nickel and silver have, as most
readers know, been plentifully found in

Ontario for some years, but it is evident

from recent discoveries that the ])rovince

is likely at no distant date to rank among
the world's greatest-- gold producers.

Ontario's chief gold mines are in the Por-

cupine district, where important dis-

coveries were made in 1909. Three large

mines, the Hollinger, Dome, and Mcln-

tyre, have been developed in this district

and will be large producers for many
years. Several other properties have been

developed, and a few of these are regular

producers, though small in comparison

with the big three. Kirkland Lake is

Ontario's second gtdd district. One mine
here, the Tough-Oakes, is a regular pro-

ducer, and several properties are nearing

the -productive stage. Recent develop-

Jiients in the Kirkland Lake districts have

been especially encouraging. Ontario's

richest gold mine is the Croesus, in Munro
township. This j>ropei-ty is a ijhenomenal

one. the ore being exceedingly rich. The
front cover illustrates the rich ore very

temptingly. The Cobalt district is

Ontario's chief silver producer. Im-
portant deposits have been worked at

Gowganda, and dui'ing the past .year a

large body of high grade silver ore has

been developed there. Most of Ontario's

silver comes, however, from a small area

near the town of Cnbalt.

^>-»«»—
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THE PROBLK.M UF THE SMALL
DA\TELLI.\G AND ITS SOLUTION.

II.

By RouERT Thomson.
[With Illustrations.]

The efticient planning of a small dwell-

ing, if not actually an exact science, is at

least a very exacting one. It calls for the

exercise of a degree of skill on the part of

the |)lanner which cannot be satisfied by
results which in any respect fall short of

those wliich are possible of attainment.
In the past the waste of money entailed

by the ineffiiient idanning of such dwell-

ings has been colossal, and the waste of

health, and even of life itself, have been
apjialling. It is <in the humbler classes

that the main burden of this amazing in-

efliciency has fallen. It is the wage-earner
who has not only had to suffer fmm tJie

result of the defectively-|)laniicil dwelling,

but it is he who has had t* jiay the whole
of the excessive cost which such dwellings
inevitably entail. The inefficient planner
suffers not at all. Now. however,
that the country and Parliament have
awakened to the urgent necessity of

grappling with the housing ))roblein in

a wholesale way. it would be a

crime if the colossal amount of money.
or even the smallest fraction of it,

which is re(|uired to provide housing for

the people, be expended on dwellings of

the type such as those which the plans put
forward by the departmental and advisory
committees would provide.

While the Departmental Committee, in

their report, sagely remark that " In the
case of a local authority building
cottages with the use of public
credit, it is obviously of primary import-
ance that the greatest economic value for
tlie outlay should be secured." they, com-
mittee-like, give no indication whatever
regarding such economic value, or of any
means of arriving at it. Unfortunately
for the people, because of the lack of a
reliable system and standard of measure-
ment by which to accurately gauge the
relative values of different plans, it has
never, hitherto, been possible to effectively

expose liow very seriously defective the
planning of even the best of existing
types of cottage dwellings actually is.

This great need has, however, been at last

met, and it is, therefore, not any longer
necessary to accept the plans of such
dwellings at their authors' valuation of
them, since it is now possible to measure
not only the economic value of every cot-

tage dwelling which can be put forward
as a Solution of the housing problem, but
it is etpially easy to ascertain and ac-

curately assess the degree of skill which
has been expentled in its planning.
Although no figure of economic value is

stated by either of the committees for any
of the model plans which they put forward
with their reports, this value is easily
arrived at from data which the plans
themselves provide. The volume of th?
houseroom, i.e., the air-space in its

habitable apartments and kitchen, which
a dwelling provides, and the cost of this

houseroom per cubic foot, are probably
the two most important factors in vleter-

mining its economic value relatively to

that of any other dwelling.
As the newly-evolved, health-promoting

class of dwelling offers at i lower cost a
very much higher economic value than is

possible of attainment with any dwelling
of existing tyix-, it is desirable that its

superiority in this respect be established
on an cifficial basis ; and in order to satis-

factorily accomplish this an authoritative
collection of plans, having their economic
value officially vouched, is, of ciuirse. re-

quired.

Since the Advisory Committee, in their
report, state that " There can be no doubt
<if the substatitial ecoiioiuy of building
cottages in groups of four." and claim
that their plan No. 8, which is one of this

four-in-a-gniiip ty{>e, " provides one of the
most convetiient and economical of cot-

tages." they themselves have thus already
made choice of the design which must
champion their cause.

By estimating the cost of the block of

four dwellings of this economical plan at

the jne-war rate of, say, sixpence per
cubic foot of its gross bulk, and dividing

the sum thus arrived at by the tutal air-

space in the habitable apartments and
kitchens tif the four dwellings, the cost i>f

the houseroom works out at 15 069 i)ence

)ier cubic foot. Dealiiii; similarly with

their designs Xos. 5, 6, anil 8a. the fi;;ures

work out at 15.021. 15.042. and 15.006

pence lesj^ectively. These figures thus

provide a well-authenticated, officially-

based standard rate, which will be taken
.it the round figure of 15 pence per cubic

foot throughout the present series of

articles.

From the statements of cost which have
been published regarding the cottage

dwellings erected in mid-Lanark two years

ago. the cost of houseroom, calculated on
the basis hereinbefore set forth, works out

at an average rate of 19.054 pence per

cubic foot ; that for the five-apartment

semi-detached cottages being 19.22 pence :

and. as alrcadv staled, th? cost of the

houseroom in the Government Well Hall
houses, which were erected ,it nl" iit the
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same time, is nearer half-a-crowir than
fifteen pence. In case there may appear
to the reader to be some difficulty in the
way of comparing the economic value of

single-flatted dwellings with that of

two-flatted ones, it may be here ex-
plained that all such difficulties at

once disajipear by employing the three
following factors : — (1) The houseroom
of one dwelling in the group, or
the average, if they vary in size

;

(2) The roofed area of each pair of

dwellings ; and (3) the amount of walling
and partitiiining in each block of four
dwellings. In order to enable exact com-
parisons to be made between plans of cot-

tages of existing types and the plans in the
accompanying educational series, it is, of

course. ne.:essary that the plans to be
comiiareii be S(j drawn as to conform to a

common standard in regard to thickness
of walls and iMrtitions, width of stairs,

height ui ceilings, pitch of roof, etc., etc.

To this end the plans of the official models
have been redrawn in conformity mth this

common standard ; and, in order ihat the
planning of existing types shall have
every possible advantage in the compari-
sons, these have, in every instance, been
taken as the basis plans, and tlie plans of

the new class of dwelling have been made
to conform thereto.

The Advisory Committee state that
their plan Xo. 9 " is a variation of

Xo. 8, adapted to a village or semi-urban
situation, where a drainage system
exists," and that their plan Xo. 6 " is a
modification of Xu. 5, adapted to a site in

a village or urban area where there is a

drainage system and water is laid on, and
where ready access from the road to the

back doors of the centre houses is im-
portant."

The staten)ent that the photograph on
page fifty-two of their rejjort shows a

" group of four cottages similar to design

Xo. 5. built at Earswick, York," should

prove interesting in that it incidentally

shows the value of the opinion of a well-

meaning pOiilanthropist who passes as an
authority on housing.

The Departmental Committee's plan

J?o. xxvii., which shows their parlour type

of cottage, together with the Advisory
Committee's plan Xo. 6 and plan Xo. 9

in their report, which is fatliered by lx>th

Committees, may be taken as showing the

greatest economic value which the Govern-
ment's advisers have been able to give

with the two-flatted type of dwelling for

the materials which they employ.

Copies of these official model plans are
given in standardised fomi on Sheet II..

on which figure. 12 shows plan Xo. 9,

figure 14 plan Xo. 6. and figure 17 plan
Xo. xxvii. of the Departmental Com-
mittee's report.

,
Tihese are the only plans of their four-in-

a-group type which are suited for a vil-

lage or semi-urban situation, where a

drainage system exists ; and plan xxvii. is

the only example of the parlour house of

this type given by the committees.

Plans figures 12 and 17 are shown with
passageways to bring them into line with
the official plan shown in figure 14. and in

all three the passageway is shown 4 ft.

Ij ins. wide. The object of fixing on this

dimension is that it may harmonise with
that of the " close," which in the Scot-

tish tenement type of dwelling must be
4 ft. wide between the finished plaster

surfaces. The tenement is included in the
present series of articles.

A glance at figure 12 shows that there is

not even the semblance of a cupboard in

this " most convenient of cottages," and
that two of the apartments in each dwell-
ing are either mutilated or distorted. In
the two cntre hfiuses the staircases must

be lit and ventilated b)' small dormer
windows high up in tJie roof. These win-
dows, the Advisory Committee state, "are
not so convenient as ordinary windows, or

so likely to be opened." In the same two
houses, the committees, ignoring ordinary
commonsense bj-laws, place the w.c.

against an inner wall in a position which
would involve many difficulties in regard
to pipe and drainage connections.

The committee's plan Xo. 6, shown in
Fig. 14, is remarkable in that evei")' one
of the twenty apartments forming the
grouj) is either mutilated or distorted, and
the two centra houses have no entrance
lobby, the stair rising directly out of the
living-room. The arrangement of the

wc.s in the two centre houses not only
contravenes local by-laws, but is such that
it would iJrobably be found impossible to

make a satisfactory job of it. In any
case, the amount of piping and the
number of bends, joints, and angles would
constitute a record for complexity and
cost. This amazing arrangement of w.c.

is shown in section on Fig. 14. which
shows also the diminutive coal cellar and
the lack of headroom on the stair. Pos-
sibly the ci.immittee have overlooked these
points.

It must surely be with feelings of in-

tense disgust that architects having a

knowledge of planning contemplate such
official designs as that put forward by the

Departmental Committee, now shown in

Fig. 17. In this model block of

four dwellings there are actually six

roofs employed where one ought to

have sufficed, and yet, notwithstand-
ing this multiplicity of roofs, the

official exi^erts have found it necessary to

employ beams to carry the maifl walls over

each of the four sculleries. The parlour

in each of the four dwellings is merely a

passageway, those in the two end houses

foi-ming the only means of intercommuni-
cation between the bedrooms and the

living-roiim, and all of them sei-ving the

purpose of an
^
entrance lobby. The

chimney flues from the four coppers are

examples amazing to contemplate, and a

study of a return journey between any one
of the three bedrooms and " Tipperary "

will disclose a record in regard to the

number of doors which have to be mani-
pulated.
The committee state in reference to

these dwellings :

—" We have had the ad-

vantage of conferring with Mr. Brook
Kitchen, architect to the Local Govern-
ment Board, on matters of planning and
construction" ; but from a study of their

plans I cannot imagine they can have

taken advantage of Mr. Kitchen's advice.

The following statement by the Advisoi-y

Committee in regard to " planning
"

should prove interesting now, and in-

finitely more so later on:—"When the

accommodation to be provided has been

settled, it is clear that there is a definite

limit to the degree of economy to be

secured by the careful planning and ar-

rangement of that accommodation. This

limit is determined by the fact that the

quantity of material necessai-y to provide

a given amount of house-room cannot be

reduced below a definite amount. Careful

planning enables the minimum to be ap-

proached very closely." Had that state-

ment stood by itself it would have been
unexceptionable, but as it conveys—as it

is evidently deliberately framed to con-

vey—the impression that the committee
themselves have so thoroughly exhausted

the possibilities of planning that beyond
that which their heterogeneous collection

of plans give there remains nothing

further to be gained in the way of

economy it 'becomes amusing. Its whole
tendency must have been to discourage

research.

These official plans were found to be
far too crude to serve as a basis of com-
parison in the exhaustive investigations

about to be made, and this discovery made
it necessary to devise the three elementary
examples of the two-flatted type of dwell-

ing shown on Sheet III. The group of

elementary plans seen in Figs. 18, 19, and
20 of Sheet III. show seme of the advan-

tages which have been vsecured by avoiding

the corresponding defects m the official

model plans on Sheet II. Among these

advantages are : (1) The sejjaration of the

kitchen from the living-room, with two

doors between them ;
the provision of (2)

a bathrooai, (31 a useful entrance lobby,

3 ft. 9 ins. wide
; (4) direct and indepen-

dent access from the entrance lobby to

the two apartments named ; (5) a straight

stair, 3 ft. wide
; (6) direct light and ven-

tilation to each of the staircases from a

window- on the outer wall
; (7) light fi-om

staircase to entrance lobby : (8) a pantry :

(9) napery store; (10) only one entrance

doorway to each dwelling ; (11) no

thoroughfare in any apai-tnient
;

(12)

every apartment symmetrical. The

figures apjjended to the respective plans

on Sheets II. and III. should be studied

in conjunction with the foregoing advan-

tages. The monetary value given with

each plan on Sheets II. and III. indicates

the shortage in the value of houseroom

which the particular plan provides as

compared with that given by the plan of

corresponding roofed area at one of the

intermediate stages before the perfected

dwelling is reached.

These three elementary plans, Figs. 18.

19, and 20, are in several fespects remark-

able. In the first place, the sizes of the

apartments have been made to conform

exactlv to the official requirements and

recommendations set forth in paragraphs

35 and 36 of the Advisory Committee's

report, and in this respect they are prob-

ably unique, as even the committees them-

selves have failed to submit a single plan

in which their own recommendations as

to sizes of apartments have been accu-

ratelv embodied.
Plan Fig. 18 shows the committee's

"irreducible" minimum. Fig. 19 their

"Desirable" standard, and Fig. 20 their

" Parlour " type of cottage.

In the second place, they are so

planned that, without requiring either

alteration or modification, they could be

built (1) as detached cottages, (2) in semi-

detached pairs, (3) in groups _of four (4)

in sixes, and (5) in terraces.

In the third place, they show the

amount of houseroom which, by exact

adherence to official sizes of apartments,

it is possible to provide, together with the

conveniences shown, in two-flatted dwel

lings of the five types just named.

In the fourth ])iace. they serve to mark

the limits which, while adhering to the

official sizes, are possible of attainment

with the two-flatted type of dwelling.

In the fifth place, they will provide the

best of eivdence when the defects of back

lanes and through passageways come up

for consideration

In the sixth place, they provide the

reliable basis from which to proceed in

the series of investigations which disclose

the solution of the Great Problem of the

Small Dwelling.

fTt' he coitiinued.)

>->*«w<
A short summer term of eight weeks for the

afternoon language classes in French. Russian,

Italian. SpanisJi, German, and " English for

Foreigners." will commence at the School of

Engraving. Bolt Court. Fleet Street, E.G., on

Wednesday, May 30. The fee for each language

is one shilling, and new students will now be

admitted.

i
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PIECE WORK IX THE BUILDING
TRADE.

The advantages of artisans being paid for

llieir labour on a basis of piece work are

rapidly being more widely understood, and

the system is now followed with complete suc-

cess in many trades and industries. It bene-

fits the employer by preventing waste of time,

and is equally advantageous to the employee
as it acts as an incentive to him to " speed
up " as far a.s is compatible with good work.
The man, therefore, who possesses talent as a
(juick worker gains a distinct advantage. He
is not kept back by the slower workman, and
his abilities find a fair market value. The
difliculty of opposition by the I'nions on the
plea of protecting the slower workman, can
be overcome by paying the men in gangs of

from si.\ upward, the total work done by such
gang being allocated equally, or in any other
way they may decide.

As already stated, the system is largely used
in most industries, and there seems no doubt
that it could be adopted with equal success in

the building trade. As far as painters' work
is concerned, it may be urged that the nature
of the operations frequently will render piece
work impracticable, but a closer examination
of the subject will show that this is a false

view to take. In drawing up an estimate of

Work, whether new or old, the master painter
necessarily reduces every item to a unit, and
by doing this, lie afford.s at once complete
opportunity of arranging to pay for the labour
on such units. Even the most intricate work,
other than the purely artistic, such as hand
painted ornaments of an elaborate character,
is reduced to so many superficial or lineal

yards or feet, and a proportion of the charge
can be divided between labour and material.

Everything will, naturally, depend upon the
prices fixed for the piece work, and here we
may confidently look for guidance to other in
dustries in which the -system has proved suc-
cessful. Before an estimate is drawn up, it

would be necessary for the master painter to
consult, say, two or three of the men appointed
by their fellow workmen for the purpose, and
to agree on the price of labour for every unit
in the bill of quantities. One may suppose
that the tendency would naturally be for the
workmen to demand e-xcessive prices, and for
the masters to endeavour to get the very
lowest, and so the pessimist might anticipate
that a deadlock would ensue and the scheme
prove a failure. In actual practice, liowever.
it is found that, with a little trouble, a fair
arrangement can be arrived at. because it must
be remembered— and this is the whole crux
of the subject-that if the price is high, the
tender will stand no chance of being accepted.
If, as will sometimes inevitably happen, cer-
tain items are found to be a little lower than
they might have been, both emjiloyer and em-
ployee will suffer a little on that particular
job, and the experience will be useful to them
on the ne.xt tender they put in.

The fact mu.st be admitted that the most
important objection which can be urged
against the piecework system is that it leads
to scamping, unless the greatest care is taken
to prevent it. The journeymen in their desire
to increase their wages are likelv to work so
qiiickly that imperfect results ensue. But
this objection is one which might be urged
with equal force in connection with all intlus-
tries in which the system is used. When the
weak spot in a sy.stem is clearly foreseen it
can be dealt with effectively. Probably the
best plan .so far as the building trade is con-
cerned would be to make the foreman on
each job the judge of the quality of the work,
and to pay him a generous weekly wage for
tlio mcreased responsibility involved.

It is generally admitted that a great up-
heaval will follow the Declaration of Peace,
and we are convinced that the .solution of the
problems which will presently face the master
paniter and master builder "will be found in
the adoption i,f the piece-work system. It
will require judicious handling in" a spirit of
" give and take "; it will bring the employer
and employed closer together in their mut'ual
interest; and it will, without doubt, eliminate
In a very large extent waste of lime and put
the workman on his metal to produce the best
that IS in him —Thf Decorator.

m I

Newi'oht, Co. M.vvo.—A new cliuich is

no^v in course of erection here from the de-

si;;iis of -Mr. R. M. Butler. F.R.I.B.A., arclii-

t«ct, Dublin, tilie coreti-ac-tors being Messrs.

John Sisk and Son, Cork. The material* are

local red grit sandstone, witli dressings of tlie

s<^me. The barge and parapet copings are of

County Dublin granite. The checker pattern

in aisle walls is formed with red locjj stone

and cream-coloured Balla stone idternating.

The carved capitals and biises. etc., of tlie

entrance doorway, &tc., are of red Dumfries

stone, owing to the im])ossability of carving

the local stone. Internally the nave is

finished with a barrel-vaulted fibrous phuster

ceiling, the slabs left rougih, and pointed, the

moulded ribs, corbels, etc., of the roof being

also in fi'brou.s pla.ster. 'Ilie ai.sles have roofs

groined in fibrous plaster, left rough .ind

pointed Tiio Communion rails, pulpit, and

the chancel and altar steps are of grey Besiu-

mont (Cork) marble, relieved wiUi Conne-

mara green and Cork red marble. The
cliancel giutes are of solid bronze in a Celtic

design, enriohed with brass and siher. and

set with oi'Vstsds and <ol(>ured .stones.

>••—<-

(But minstrations.

EXPERIMENTAL BUILDING
SCIENCE.*

.•V good deal is talked about " Building

Science." but very few people >.eem to know
what they mean. Building, iTf course, like

.any other art, must be based on the scien-

tific application of all knowledge to the
.solution of its own special problems. For
the most part, as things are, the ordinary
craftsman, and not seldom the architect, is

left to the mercies of the di.sciples of ru.o
of thumb, or the distracting .solicitude of

the faddists, who would cram him with al'

the " ologies.'" There is, indeed, no text-
book which prudently confines itself to the
judicious selection of such branches of science
as are likely to be needed by the student of

building, and the lack of .sudi has doubtless
hindered teacher.s and restricted the field of
work possible in the building departments
of the technical .schools of the country.

This want Mr. Mansoii, himself a teacher
of. and examiner in, building of good stand-
ing, has set himself to supply, and. we think
successfully. His general plan is, at any
rate, sound. First, of course, the studen't
should get a grounding in all essenti.al eh
montary science, and be familiar with the
I>ractia;il, experimental, and finathematical
methods of investigation thereof. Next, he
should obtain by experiment and actual
handling intimate and reliable acnu.aintance
with the nature and properties of building
materials ; and then he will, or should be.
able to discuss and investigate some of the
larger problems arising in connection with
the production and use of building materials
and the design and construction of buildinf,s.
Much of the work dealt with in this volume

is. of course, rnniinoii to most text-books of
elementary science, but the elimination of
m,T,tter not absolutely germane to building
will certainly ease the work of th^ stuilent
and teacher, while tlie cxperiinental treat-
ment of many simple building problems will
kindle and retain the student's interest, the
details of construction are not dealt with.
They are wisely left for .i.nother and a com-
panion volume in this series, which, if .is

judiciou.sly planned as this, will undoubtedly
prove a most useful and needful link between
the science and tlie art nf building.

>—•••—<
Xevill Hall, Monmouthshire, the residence of

the late Lord .\bersravenny, has been acquired
by the county council for use as an asylum.
The t'oiiKiration of Dublin are inviting

tenders for the erection of houses for the
Inbnuriiipr classes on the Spitalficlds area. The
Trensuiy have agreed to the immediate release
of £75.000 to start the work, and it is hoped
operation,, will soon be in full swing. "More
injustice to Ireland!" The British working'-
man must not be Iwtliered with new houses till
th.^ war is over!

' "Expcrinicntnl Buildini; Science." Vol. I. By
J. Leask Maiison. B.Sc, Eng., «tc. ICanibridfre
LnivcrsitjrPrcsB. 6s)

UPTON UREV .MANUll. WINCHFIEI.D.
HANTS.

This was an old house erected in Tudor
times, but, having been occupied as a farm-

house for a long while and then divided into

a pair of labourers' cottages, very little of

the original work remained outside : prac-

tically the only parts of Tudor date con-

sisted of a half-timbered gable at the north
end and two chimney stacks. The original

oak staircase had. however, been well pre-

served, considering the rough usage to which
the premises had been subjected, and two
rooms retained the old wainscotting. This
panelling to the bedrooms hiis been adapted

to the hall, andxeverything that could be re-

tained was made use of and restored. The
porch and garden bay (of which last feature

we gave a drawing by Mr, F. L. Griggs from
the Royal -Academy. December 10. 1909) were
carried out in old ojk timbering. Mr.
Ernest Ntfwton, .\.R..\.. P,R.I.U..\.. was the

architect, assisted by Mr. W. Nichols, as the

architect in lesidence. to insure the conserva-

tion of tlie historic character of the place

during these alterations and repairs. Mr.
Mauser, of Sherfield-on-Lodden, near Basing-

stoke, was the builder. The two photographs

reproduced to-day are now on view at the

Royal .\<'ademy Exhibition.

PRUDENTIAL BUILDINGS.
LEICESTER.

The new offices of the Prudential Assurance

Company in Leicester occupy a site with two
frontages—one in Hoke Street and the other

in Grey Friars. It is the former, and more
important fa5ade which is here illustrated.

Jlost of the extensive ground floor is occu-

pied by tlie company, whose large public office

is entered from the central doonvay. The
basement, the ground-floor rooms facing

CJrey Friars, and the upper stories are let

to "various tenants. The photograph here

illustrated is now at the Royal -\cademy.

Messrs. W. Corah and Son, of Loughbonnigh,
were the general contractors. The architect,

Mr. Paul Waterhouse, M.A.. has treated the

Grey Friars elevation in a simple classic

motive, using red brii k facings among the

stone dressings. The building supersedes the

smaller office in Gallowtree Gate designed by
his late f.atlier. Mr. .\lfred Waterhouse, R.A.

ST. WTLFHID'S CHURCH. HARRO-
GATE—THE CHOIR.

This very fine cruciform church, designed

by -Mr. Temple Moore. F.R.I.B.A.. of Hamp-
stead. is represented by four photographs in

this season's exhibition of the Royal Academy.
We illustrate one of these, and have cho.sen

that of the choii". The other pictures of the

building will follow shortly. .\n exterior

perspective of the church from the S.W.
appeared in our issue of May 20, 1910. the

original drawing being shown at the Academy
that year. The nave was then hi hand, and
the building work has been more or less going

on ever since. The eminence of the site in

Duchy Road adds much to the imposing

effei t oi" the group. The accommodation pro-

vides for over a thousand worshipjiers. The
stalely proportions and simple massive char-

acter of the work give the church much dis-

tinction. The plan consists of a big nave and
transepts with a low square belfry tower over

the cro.ssinp, and a choir of three bays. A
Lady chapel of lower elevation extends be-

yond the ea.stern wall of the church. The
vestries are on the south side of the chancel.

The organ is in the north transept. The con-

tracts have been cariied forward in .serial

form, as the work had to be done in sections,

and so gradually completing the undertaking.

THE PROBLEM OF THE S.MALL
DWELLING AND ITS SOLUTION.
These typical examples of cottage planning

will be found described in Mr. Robert
Thomson's second article on p. 454. The
series will be continued next week, and till

concluded.

>-•••-<
1 The Abcrdare U.D.C. have adopted a housing
scheme for Abernant estimated to cost £6,000.
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THE PORCH, UPTON GREY MANOR, WINCHFIELD, HANTS.
Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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ST. WILFRID'S CHlRCIl, HARROGATE : THE CHOIR.
Mr. Tempi. li M<iore, E.R.I. P.. A., Architect.
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PRUDENTIAL BUILDINGS, LEICESTER.
Mr. Paul Waterhouss, M.A., F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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A PLEA FOR MURAL PAINTING.*
By J. M. Orr, F.I.B.D.

There have admittedly been in the past
periods in Avhich the lamp of the Arts has
'burned brightly, when men have loved what
was tair, and found pleasure in the exercise
<jf their finest instincts. What has come
down to us from those day.«, and what may
we learn from them? Did the giants of
earlier times or their teachers or successors
discard as unworthy the chai-m of colour, or
the interest and ingenuity and delicate slfiU

of ornament? Were they timorous or tenta-

tive when opportunity offered for the exercise

of their powers? Their work was not all

good. They made sad blunders at times ; but
they were not discouraged thereby, and
learned like wise men from their failures.

Which do we admire to-day in S. Croce, tlie

work of Giotto or the work of the men whose
whitewash blotted out his frescoes for cen-

turies? White\vash is quite a useful mate-
rial, but surely the higher reaches of imagina-
tion can hardly find scope in glorified white-
washing or schemes of neutral tones?

If we go 'back to the records of the civilisa

t'ons of pa-st ages, w.hether Egyptian,
Etruscan, Indian. Persian or Chinese, we tind

pattern used in profusion and colour applied
with skill and understanding.
When we come to the period in which

what may still be regarded as the finest

manence has been of value in preserving for

us, to this day. as in Ravenna, the work of

the fifth and sixth centuries. Perhaps some
day when Constantinople is under a more en-
lightened rule, S. Sophia may yield up buried
treasure of inestimable value. S. ApoUinare
in Ravenna with its wonderful procession of
martyrs, and S. V'itale with its contemporary
portraits of the Emperor Theodoric and
Theodora, will entitle Ravenna to be called
" the Pompeii of the fifth and sixth cen-
turies." These churches sei'ved as models for
most of the Bascilican churches in Italy ; and
we find mosaics of very similar style in " 3.

Clementi " and " S. Paul's without the
walls " at Rome, and in parts of " S. Marco "

at Venice—where the entire cupolas, roof and
walls were covered with mosaics.

The work which seems to develop most
raturally from this mosaic decorative treat-

ment is that of the Sienese School. The
sumptuous colouring of the paintings of this

School, with fheir gilded backgrounds and
gorgeous reds and blues and greens appears
to be a rendering in paint of the glories of

mosaic. The more flexible medium rendeis
possible a less archaic treatment, and leads

towards the freedom and grace and infinite

variety of the Florentine work.
Contemporarily with the earlier Sienese

work, we find the .Moors in Spain busy with
the construction and decoration of the

DECURATION BY EDWIN A. ABBEY OF DISPATCH ROOM IN
BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY, U.S.A.

standard was attained—the Grecian period

—

we find ornament employed with the rarest
discernment and skill. Many of the orna-
ments were from Assyrian sources, but they
were used with new appreciation, and, what
is more remarkaible, colour was applied in

addition. We have always thought of the
spotless purity of the statutory marble of the
Crreek edifices, but later and more exhaustive
research has discovered traces of colour and
gilding even on those peerless marvels of the
sculptor's art which seem to stand in need of
no such adornment.

Recent years have served to reveal the place
which mural painting occupied in the homes
and palaces of Imperial iRome. W^ithin the
last fifteen years excavations have laid bare
the house of Livia, in which frescoes exe-
cuted by Greek painters show that what has
'been known for centuries as Pompeian decora-
tion was really the style in vogue in Rome
and elsewhere in Italy dm-uig the Roman
Empire. As might 'be expected in an Impe-
rial City, the prevailing note is splendour of

colour, rich to gorgeousness.

When the incursions of the Goths and
Vandals became too frequent to be comfort-
able for the now less war-like Romans, the
seat of Ciovernment was moved to Constanti-
nople and the Byzantine Empire was founded

;

but we find that the Roman colour tradition
was maintained. At this time, however,
mosaic was the medium employed. Its per-

• From a paper read at Painters' Hal), before the
Incorporated Institute of British Decorators. For the
llastrationa we a.e Indebted to T/ty Decornlor,

Alhambra. where pattern akin to the earlier
Indian and Persian work is employed with the
utmost skill and refinement. Even to-day,
after the weathermg of seven centuries, some-
thing can be seen of the extraordinary rich-

ness and beauty of the colouring. When we
come to the Italy of the thirteenth, four-
teenth and fifteenth centuries, we are at a loss

how to proceed. From the day when Cima-

I

hue's " Madonna " was carried in triumphal

j

procession through the streets of Florence to

S Maria Novella, down through the better
part of three centuries, to the culmination in

Michael Angelo, Raphael and Leonardo, the
Florentine School produced an incomparable
succession of artists great in everything per-

taining to their art, and whose works remain,
a priceless heritage.

Cimabue's work, while " softening the out-

lines, improving the flesh tints, and giving
]jrojection and a sense of rotundity to his

forms " made little progress from the stiff

conventionalism of the Byzantine tradition

which had regulated decorative worlv, prac-

tically up- to his day.

It remained for his pupil Giotto finally to

break the fetters which had bound the art of

painting, and his work marks a new epoch.

His earliest frescoes—said to have been in the

Badia at Florence—have perished ; but his

wonderful series in tlie aisle of the Upper
Church of St. Francis at Assisi still remains ;

while in the Lower Church there, the ceiling

is decorated with noble allegorical paintings

which mark its growing power. In the Bar-

gello at Florenc, during the 19ih century,

some work of his was disentombed from the
whitewash of centuries ; but it has been badly
marred by restoration. His next great series

is that of the frescoes in the Arena Chapel at

Padua. As has been well written of these

—

" Here he rises to his highest power, realising
the scenes of sacred history and legend with
a directness and intensity, such as had not
hitherto appeared in Italian art." It is said
that Dante, a great personal friend, aided him
by suggestions in his treatment of the symboli-
cal subjects there.

But the culmination of his art was reached
in the city with which he was most closely
associated, and of which he was in his later
years " Master of Works "—the city of Flor-
ence. The frescoes in the Peruzzi Chapel of
Santa Croce there are masterijieces which
" clear contemporary admirers from the charge
of exaggerated admiration and unwarranted
flattery," and justify all that was said respect-
ing the grandeur of his style. These, and the
frescoes in the Bardi Chapel, have been un-
covered, but it is known that other work of
Giotto's exists in other chapels of 'Santa Croce,
and may one day be revealed.

We may no more than mention other famous
Florentines of the fourteenth century, Or-
cagna. the Gaddis and Masolino, whose' work
is found both in their native town and in other
Italian cities.

The fifteenth century found Florence equally
rich in painters of surpassing skill and
achievement. Fra Angelico, who is said to
Iiave been the one painter capable of realising
the state of the blessed, Masaccio, Benozzi
Gozzoli, Botticelli, Filippino Lippi, and Ghir-
landajo. We are lost in wonder that such
wealth of endowment should have been
lavished on one little Tuscan city, when any-

one of its artists would have brought glory to

any other city in the world.

A giant figure among men of the sixteenth
century, also a Florentine, Michael Angelo,
achieved distinction as a painter by one piece
of work forced upon him—"against his own
judgment," it is said—by Pope .Julius II. Al-
though his whole previous training had been
in sculpture work, his patron insisted that he.
and not Raphael, should decorate the ceiling of
his Sistine Chapel. This occupied nearly
four years, during which time no one but an
old man who had cooked his food was
allowed within the building. All the more
extraordinary, therefore, is the display ex-

hibited of accurate knowledge of the human
form in every variety of pose and every
pliase of action. Closer analysis of the
various compartments of the ceiling and of

the .spandrels and lunettes only reveals more
clearly "the super-human invention, the
miraculous variety of attitude and gesture
which place this marvellous work among the
greatest achievements of human energy."
Thirty years after, when sixty-two years of

age, he painted on the eastern wall of the
chapel his " Last Judgment."
We hardly think of Leonardo da Vinci as a

Florentine, his work was so little asso-

ciated with his native town ; only, indeed,

as an architect and engineer in the service

of Csesar Borgia ; but he was born at Vinci,

a village in the Val D'Arno between Pisa

and Florence. His one achievement in mural
decoration which is still in evidence is that

on which his fame rests, and rests securely,

his "Last Supper," painted on the wall of

the refectory of the Convent of Santa Maria
Delia Grazie. in Milan. Faded and dilapi-

dated as it is now, after the ruinous effect

of damp plaster on oil paint, and the

weathering of over 300 years, it remains

monumental in its noble dignity, one of the

masterpieces of the world. ,
It was not, however, Florence alone whicli

bred great artists. Umbria can boast a

notable trio in an ascending scale of excel-

lence, in Perugino, Pinturicchio. and

Raphael. Perugino or Peter of Perugia,

though never attaining the heights to which

the others rose, had the distinction of hav-

ing had them both as pupils and assistants.

He was employed in the decoration of the

Sistine Chapeh and some of his work still

remains. Other panels there were afterwards

painted over, some by Michael Angelo, to

make way for his " Last Judgment." His

work in the Papal Chambers at the Vatican
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had a somewhat happier fate. His paintings
in the " Stanza del Incendio " were the only
frescoes -spared when Raphael was commis-
sioned to substitute his works for those for-

merly painted on the ceilings and walls.

Pinturicchio acted as assistant to Perugino
«hen engaged on the decoration of the Sis-

tine Chapel, and after that spent nearly
«i;;ht year.'; in painting frescoes on the walls
of the Chapels of Santa Maria del Popolo
in Rome. After some work in Orvicto he
painted si.x frescoes on the walls of what is

now the Vatican Library. Other work he
did in Spello and Siena, but his most notable
achievement was his decoration of the Picco-
lomini J^ibrary of Siena Cathedra!. Tliis

form.s one of the most complete and homo-
aeneous schemes of decoration in existence.
Ceiling, spandrels, and walls are treated with
infinite richness and elaboration, yet with
masterly co-ordination and restraint. The
wall panels represent the most consi)icuous
incidents in the career of the native of Siena
who became Pope Pius 11. The ceiling

panels have mythological subjects ; and the
dividing bands there, and the pila.sters on
the walls, are enriched with arabesques of
great delicacy. Advantage has, of course,
been gained here by the fact that the entire
scheme was designed and executed by or
under the direction of one man—a most
unusual circumstance in days of capriciou.s

patrons !

The last of the Umbrian Trio, the greatest
of them, anc) one of the most perfect artists

of all time. Raphael, in his short life of

tliirty-seven years nuiintained a level in his
work which other men could only reacli in

moments of inspiration. He has been called
"the man who succeeded in displaying with
a single effort the progress made by Italian
painter.* from the 'days of Giotto to those of
tihirlandajo." Again, it has been said of

him. " Raphael admirably transformed the
antique into something living and present to

the modems, infusing in groups and figures

the life of a scenic actuality." He combined
the brightness ;i.nd sweetness of the Umbrian
with the breadth of execution of (he Florin-

tine. His conclusion as to the relative merits
of Leonardo and Michael Angelo was that
Leonardo was the better man .so far as grace
and expression was concerned ; Uiough foi

pction the spirit of Michael Angelo might be
preferable. In his own work there ;s a com-
bination of the two qualities. His easel pic-

tures, exquisite to the last degree, do not
conceni us in our present study ; but his
other work is of supreme importance to us.

His discovery of the ancient Roman de-
coration to which reference has already been
made led to the decoration of the Loggiae in

the Vatican; where the treatment oi what,
for want of a belter niime, has beei termcl
.\rabesque ornament, has a delicate beauty
and fertile fancy never equalled. This, how-
ever, was relaxation to him! His work is

best shown in his great decorations in the
>Stan/.e in the Vatican, in his cartooiis now
in South Kensincton, and in the tapestries
made from these for the Sistine Chapel, which
are all " masterpieces worthy of a i.ilgrini-.

age." To say more would really be to say
less I Adequate verbal description of such
work is beyond the range of the i.resent
writer. In Perugia are many fine examples
of the work of these masters, and scattered
lhi('ii({h many towns of Jiltle importance
there are others.

The strange perversity of iaste that makes
the charming town of Pisa remarkable above
all for its leaning tower only illustrates the
fact that the abnormal makes more iinprcs
sion than more worthy things of a normal
kind. The Campanile "is by far the least in-
tere.-ting nf the striking and unique group of
buildings of which it forms a part with the
cathedral, the baptistry, and the Campo
•Santa, to say nothing of the noble crescent
formed by the buildings following the stately
sweep of the Arno through the picturesque
old city. In the Campo Santa there is a great
series of frescoes round tlie walls. Rome
were believed to have been the work of
Orcagna. the early foiirleeuth-centnry Floren-
tine, hut these are now thought to be the
work of Siencse painters. Twenty-four of
them, however, are from the h.and of another

Florentine, Benozzo .Uozzoli, who worked
fully a century later. His work shows a

great individuality of treatment, true land-

scape feeling, and something of naturalistic

tendency. He did some fine work in the
Palazzo Riccardi in Florence ; but we are sur-

prised and delighted to find the work of sudi

a master in the decoration of the cathedral
of a little out-of-the-wav hill-town like San

surely a double-edged compliment that many
of his works used to be attributed tf'

Leonardo. His "Crucifixion" at Lugano .«

altogether wonderful work.
Italy is so absorbing in its relation to the

art of mural painting that we have t-o dis-

miss even Venice with a single :eferen.e
Tintoretto, another of Ruskin's " fi> •

sujircme painters," did some work in lre>'

DECOR.-VnoN BV PCVIS DE CH.WAN^ES OF LANDING OF
STAIRCASE IN BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY, U.S.A.

' MASSES WELCOanNG THE GENIUS OF ENLIGHTENMENT.'

Ciinignano. Painters of these days were
I)rodigal of their efforts.

Parma is another of the cities, unimportant
nowadays, in which are notable pieces of

decorative painting. The large dome of the
cathedral contains C-orreggio's great work
"The .\ssumption of the Virgin," done after

he had executed in Padua a fine series of

frescoes in the Convent .San Pavlo and a dome
in 'San Giavonni there. The OctagoiLxl Bap-
tistry in Parma is decorated throughout its

entire interior with Scriptural subjects : while
in the Church of St. .John Evangelist there
is another dome of Correggio's and in the
monastery a ceiling by him. Mantua has a

multitude of frescoes by Giulio Romano, the
pupil and a.ssistant of Raphael, who inherited
much of his master's power and imagination,
but lacked his grace and poetical refinement.

notably " Belshazzar's Feast," for the
arsenal, but. his greatest and certainly his

largest works were done on lanvas, and do
not come strictly within our scope.

For France little space is left. Much de-

corative painting adorned the pilaces of th :•

Bourbons and of the nobles of monarchical
days : but it calls for little reference, as it

is more interesting hist'orically than artisti-

cally. In recent times, however, the mantle
of the great mastei-s has fallen on a native
of France ; <ind nothing finer, oiiice the golden
days of which we have been speaking, has
been accomplished in mural painting than
the work of Puvis de Chavannes.
In Ciermany the outstanding work is the

Rathhaus of Gostar decorated by Albert
Durer and his pupils.

In England, as has been found wirhin r.

CANTERBCKV CATIIEIVU.M. : PAINTING IN APSE IN
CRYI'T, ST. GABRIEL'S CHAPEL.

(FROM GREEN'S "ILLUSTRATED HISTORY.")

.\way in the North, in Lombardy. and in

delightful Lugano, is ii remarkable specimen
of the work of one not very well known, but
classed by Ruskin as one of the " five

supreme p,a.iiilers." Bernardino Luini. He
was in Milan when liconardo da Vinci was
ill the zenith of his power, and exercising a
mighty influence in the academy there. Luini
adopted and turned to his o,vn uses many

I
of the characteristics of Iyenn:irdo. It is

cent years, the Normans were ii. the l.abit oi

decorating in colour the ecclesiastical build-

ings, which to-day would be thought to be
desecrated by the introduction of painting.

In .St. -Vlbans the tempera paintings un-

covered from their coats of wl itewa^h .ire

most interesting. Tlie " Stations of the

Cross." painted on the main piers of the

nave, are strongly reminiscent <-f fbe frescoes

if earlv Cliristian davs in Rome. The decora-
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tions of the roofs of the choir there are
also worthy of study. Winchester, Canter-
bury, with its St. Gabriel's Chapel, Norwich,
Salisbury and other of the English cathe-
drals, as well as churches like Easby and
Pickering, show tliat colour and decorations
were regarded in the middle ages a< necessary
adjuncts of any dignified building. The
Church of the Holy Cross at Winchester was
last century redecorated in pan in a scheme
based on Norman precedent. Unhappily, the
medium employed—oil paint—was unsuitable,
and the result dull and heavy as compared
with the effects of tlie tempera used by the
early decorators. Need we mention the iine

decoiative painting done in modem days by
painters like George Frederick Watts, Alfred

liiSGAL INTELLIGENCE.
" New BciLDi.vcs " .^.vd Escape froji Fire—On the 2lst ins^ the London County Counci.

appeared by counsel, before the Lord Chief
Justice and Justices Avory and Shearman, to
sliow causB against a rule of mandamus
granted, directed to the Council to furnish the
district surveyor of Bermondsey with par-
ticulars of escape from fire from a building at
Bermondsey requirad by the Council to be pro
videfi in accordance with the plans approved
by the L.C.C. on the ground that the new
building mentioned was within the provision of

Section 7 of the London Building Acts Amend-
ment Act, 1905. The point raised in the case
turned uijon the construction of that ."Vet and
the Factory and Workshop Act, 1901. Counsel
contended that the sections in question m the

DECORATION BY PINTURICCHIO OF THE PICCOLOMINI
LIBRARY AT SIENA.

Stevens. Sir William B. Richmond and others
in St. Paul's, the Royal E.xchange, and else-

where in London';
In Scotland there are here and there relics

of old decorative painting, such as at Cul-
TOis, but plaster work seemed to present
more attractions to the dwellers in the frown
ing old castles of " Caledonia stern and
wild. " A fine plaster roof and tapestried
walls seems to have been the Scottish ideal.

America has been setting a noble example
in its application of applied art. To men-
tion only one example—Boston, in its Public
Library, had a building worthy of decora-
tion, and the city council had the mind to

spend lavishly in the execution of the deco-
rative scheme. Puvis de Chavannes was
brought from Paris, and carried through a
great scheme of decoration in the main stair-

case. Mr. Sargent and the lamented Edwin
A. Abbey were conimis-sioned to decorate
the main apartments ; and above wood panel-
ling is a series of magnificent friezes, great
both in design and colour. May other
public bodies on both sides' of the Atlantic
follow the lead thus civen !

> »•» <

Mr. Charles Winn, of the Uplands, Selly Hill,
Birmingham, manufacturer, whose death took
place on March 1, left estate valued at £35,002.
He left a portrait of the late JohnPettie, R.A..
to his son Philip, his library to his son Ernest.
£500 and consumable stores to liis wife, and ££00
per annum to his daughter Edith during
gpinsterhood. The residue of his property he
left in trust for his wife for life, with remainder
in trust for his children.

Act, those which dealt with new buildings,
did not apply here. The District Surveyor of
B3rmondsey complained that he had not been
furnished with details of means of escape from
the building as require<l by the Council or in

accordance with the plans submitted to the
I

Council. Counsel's submission was that this
was not a new building. He read an affidavit
of Mr. W. E. Riley, F.R.I.B.A., superintend-
ing architect. London County Council, stating
that the Council had not dealt with the build-
ing under the Act. and tliat Section 7 did not
apply to it. The L.C.C, said counsel, looked
upon the building as an extension of an e.xist-

ing factory, and. therefore, not a'uew building
within Section 7. The substantial point n-as

that the L.C.C. said this ivas a factory, the
plans dealt with it as a factory, and the L.C.C.
dealt with it as a factory under the Factory
Aet.^The Lord Chief .Justice said the first

question was whethc this was a new building.
A new building was defined by the Act as a
i:iuilding '* independent and separate," not-
withstanding that it was connected with the
old building. In this case the building was
connected with tile old building in more senses
than one. and was exactly similar to a person
building an extension of his house. It w;is. in

his opinion, an extension of the old building,
and an *' increase " which did not come within
the definition of a new building, and was not
a new building under ih} Act of 1905. It was
a factory extension. The rule would, thei-e-

fore. be discharged. The other judges agreed.

»••—«-

.All brass and copper door-handles and door-
plates in every Austrian town containing over
2.000 inhabitants will be requisitioned next
month. The authorities expect to obtain 9.000
tons of metil bv this means.

—I >

—

BALUSTRADES AS SKYLINES-SUl
ASTON WEBB AND Sffi CHRISTO-

PHER WREN.
To the Editor uj the Buildi.ng News.

'Sir,—^lu your review of the Architectural
Gallery at the Royal Academy given on
May 9, 1 noticed a remark about the attic of
Sir Aston Webb's work just carried out at

35, Porchester Terrace, \\'., whicti appeared
to me rather timely, inasmuch as tlie re-

viewer said that " the absence of a balus-
trade to the main walls spares it from the
commonplace of that peculiar type of subur-
ban domestic work so familiar in the older
parts of London, built when cement-rendering
came into vogue."
On the occasion of my visit I happened to

hear a well-known architectural authority
express a regret that Sir Aston Webb had
not masked the attic of hie building with a
balustrade. No doubt people will differ, and
I do not propose to discuss the jjoint, but
may perhaps support my view of the cor-

rect judgment of Sir Aston W'ebb by quoting
Sir Christopher Wren, although, of course,
no two buildings could be possibly more
unlike than St. Paul's Cathedral and this_

villa in cement just lately re-constructed
and enlarged iii Porchester Terrace, Bays-
water.

-

The memorial from which I quote has not,

I believe, been printed before, and it ie pre-

ser\ed among the papers of Arclibishop
Wake at Christ Church, Oxford, the extracts

on which I rely being printed last year by
permission of the trustees of the MSS. in

Jlr. Aldred W. Rowden's " The Primates of

the Four Georges."
Wake had a good deal to do with the

finishing of St. Paul's, and when the work
was uearing completion the Commissioners
passed a resolution to the effect that a
" Balustrade of stone be set up on the Top
of the Church," unless Wren certified witliin

a fortnight that it was contrary to the prin-

ciples of architecture. Wren in reply said :

" I never designed a Balustrade. Persons of

little skill ill- architecture did expect, I be-

lieve, to see something they had been used

to in Gothic structures, and ladys think
nothing well without an edging. A Balus-

trade is suppos'd a sort of plinth above the

upper Colonade. ... In the inward
angles, where the Pilasters cannot be doubled
as before they were, the two voids, or open
spaces, would meet in the angle with one

small Pilaster between and create a very dis-

agreeable mixture. . . . There is already

over the Entaiblature a proper Plinth w^hich

regularly terminates the whole building, and
as no provision was originally made in my
p\a.n for a Balustrade tlie setting up of one

in such a confus'd manner over the Plinth

must apparently break with the Harmony of

the whole machine, and in this case be con-

trary to the Principles of Architecture.

. My opinion therefore is to have
statues erected on the four Pediments only,

which will be a most proper Noble and suffi-

cient ornament to the whole Fabric, and was
never omitted in the best Antient Greek and
Roman Architecture. ... If I glory it is

in the singular mercy of God who has

enabled me to begin and finish my gfreat

work so conformable to the antient model."

I am, etc..

An- Old Tee Square.

Whibsun. 1917.

>-•••-<
iMr. Cecil G. Argles has been appointed agent

on the Blenheim estates of the Duke of Marl-

borough, and will be succeeded at Arimdel,

where he recently followed the late Colonel E.

J. Mostyn, by Mr. Percy Tyrwhltt. of Hooton
Roberts, Rotherham, Yorkshire.

The relative cost and serviceability of con-

crete and brick for sewers has been reported

upon by the staff of tht Chicago Council Com-
mittee on Finance. The report showed no ma-
terial advantase or disadvantage for concrete

as compared with brick, except that the cost for

the former probably would be somewhat less.

The council committee, however, recommended
the use of brick, which is the genera] practice

in Chicaso.
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'llie iicireascd iinpoiUiice given lu the

Channel luniiel by bir Francis Fox's recoiit

jjiiper before the Koyal Geographical Society

iias drawn attention to other means of joining

up England and France. Some of these were

very fantastic. So long ago a.s 1802 a French

mining engineer named Mathieu propo.sed to

Napoleon the construction of a tunnel under

the Straits of Dover, to be ventilated by iron

shafts rising at intervals above the .^ea.

Tliirty-si.N years later Thome de Gamond,
another Frenchman, suggested an isthmus of

masonry across the Straits, with three large

openings for ships, the spaces to be crossed

by floating bridges or submarine passages.

There are others—but from the whole the

tunnel scheme emerges triumphant.

At the meeting at Bangor last week of the

newly formed branch of the Welsh Housing
and Development Association, Mr. Charles T.

Ruthen. M.S.A., the treasurer, spoke of the

work of the South Wales Garden City and
Town-planning Association, and said they

in South Wales looked upon the work of their

association quite optimistically, and felt they

had had a considerable amount of payment
already, and looked for further payment in

the future. As to house-planning, tJiere were

a number of ladies who thought that, while

there were many good men architectji, there

were al«o some bad men architects. Those

ladies thought good houses would never be

plinned until the matter was taken in hand
by the ladies themselves, and the South

\Vales Association had thought it would be

a good thing to collect a large body of opinion

uf many Diousands of women on the faults of

the plans prepared by men architects. As an

architect himself, he saw no reason—women
living in houses more than men did-- why
women should not be allowed to control the

jjbinnin^ of houses in which they had to live.

We have received from the High Commis-
sioner for Australia an interesting and useful

re[K)rt relating to the design and construction

of the dams for the proposed ornamental
waters at the new Federal capital Canberra.

When the selection of Canberra as the sit-e for

the future capital was under consideration,

one of tlie advantages claimed for it was that

the river Molonglo flowing through the area

in a westerly direction afforded facilities for

tho conservation of water for ornamental pur-

|joses. Before any design for the city was
])r<'pared, Mr. District Surveyor Scrivener

—

afterwards Director of Commonwealth Lands
and Surveys—following upon a close exami-

nation of the country, reported that by dam-
ming back the waters of the Molonglo to the

1.825 feet level a considerable area of water
of beautiful form could be obtained at a mini-

mum expense for earthworks. The proposal,

as outlined on the schematic plan and subse-

quently explained by Mr. Griffin to the com-
mittee, is to construct two dams on the

Molonglo River, and by certain earthworks
form a chain of five ornamental lakes Uirough
the city area. These lakes will have a total

area of 3.145^ acres, a total capacity of

1,809,392,000 cubic feet, with a sliore liiie of

34J, miles. During a period of average rain-

fall it is estimated that the flow of the

Molonglo will fill them in thirteen months,
but th.Tt it would take twenty-eight and a half

months during a period of minimum rainfall.

The estimates of the cost vary from £559.109.
according to Mr. Griffin, the architect, to

£897,252, according to the engineer of the
Department of Home Affairs. The commit-
tee have recommended that some of the works
be iinstponed, with an approximate saving of

£440,000.

The Association of Municipal Corpr>rations
having considered the proposals to form a

.Ministry of Public Health, their Law Commit-
tee will recommend the council of tho asso-

ciation, who will meet on .Tunc 14, to i)ass the
following resolution :—'" That inasmuch as the
conservation and improvement of the public
health call for the exerci.so of wide powiTs
of local government touching tho livcB of the
people at mnny points .nnd involving questions
not only of public medicine, but also of cngi-
Heerin;^ (.cunomics and fui-'inff. .nml ;i-: tlu 'i..

powers have been for many years entrusted to

publicly elected bodies under the supervision

and regulation of the Local Government

Board, and nnder this system there has been

a steady and progressive improvement in the

health of the people, this council is of

opinion that if any further consolidation or

extension of public health powers is desired

it should be attained by a development of the

present organisation and the recognition of

the Local Government Board as the Central

Public Health Dei)aitment.

"

All will regret the retirement of Mr. J. D.

Grace from the presidency of the Incorporated

Institute of British Decorators, owing to fail-

ing eyesight. Mr. Crace occupied the posi-

tion of President from the time the institute

was incorporated in 1399. His scholarly

attainments and wide knowledge of every

branch of decoration have proved invaluable

to members, and every reader will liope he

may be spared for many years to give the

institute the benefit of his knowledge and
advice. Mr. Mawer Cowtan Cowtan, tlie

principal of one of the leading firms of

decorators in London, and who is also Presi-

dent-Elect of the National Association of

Master House Painters and Decorators, will

doubtless fill the position with dignity and
usefulness.

In order to ease the present stringency in

the supplies of timber, so far as is possible

witliout .sacrificing more important interests,

the War Cabinet has authorised the importa-

tion, under licence, in neutral vessels, of soft-

wood from the countries of Scandinavia when
it will not displace cargoes of foodstuff" or

munitions. The orders which limit ihe prices

of imported soft-wood to those current during

the last week of January, 1917. will not apply

to timber imported from Scandinavian

countries after May 15. It may lie sold by
the importers at its cost price, delivered to

store, plus 10 per cent., provided that the

price so calculated does nc^t exceed by more
than a thirS the price current during the last

week of January, 1917, for soft-wood of

similar quality and description in the same
locality. It niay be sold by persons other

than the importers at prices which are in

accord with the foregoing proviso.

At the opening of the annual session of

the Church of Scotlaiul. at Edinburgh, last,

week, Mr. J. A. S. Millar, W.S., Edinburgh,

presented the report of the general commit-

tee, and moved the deliverance, in which it

was said that the general assembly learned

with the deepest gratification of the presen-

tation to the Church by Mr. James Paterson,

R.S.A., of his picture of lona. which they

accepted with great satisfaction. Dr. Wallace

Williamson said Mr. Paterson, as many of

tliem well knew, was one of their most dis-

tinguished artists, and they welcomed that

beautiful gift. But he saw in it more than

a mere presentation of an artistic work. In

its theme and in its treatment it was an

artist's mes.sage to the Church and to ilie

Churches of Scotland. It -vas a picture cf

lona carried out in that delicate, fine artistic

way which was characteristic of all Mr. Pater-

soii's woik. But he had given a name to it

as a member of the United Free Church, and

an elder of the United Free Church, and even

greater than that a Dumfriesshire man—
(laughter)—which indicated subtly and deli

cately 'he meaning of his message " lona,

whicii is the mother of us all." It was a call

back to the fountain-head, to the rock out of

which they were hewn. He was sure they all

deeply apprcciatei Mr. Paterson's gift.

At the C^Ianchestcr Consistory Court last

week Chancellor P. Vernon Smith granted

a niiml>er of citations relative to the placing

of memorials to soldiers killed in the war in

churches in the diocese. At St. Matthew's.

Crumpsall. stained-glass windows are to be

put in, nnd at St. Gabriel's. Middleton Junc-

tion, a brass cross is to be placed in the

sanclu.ary, to the memory of the fallen. In

memoryof .soldiers and sailors belonging to

tho parish of St. James's. Bolton, the south-

east transept of the church is to be con-

verted into a side chapel, witli a memorial
Communion-table. In memory of ,\llred

BfKtrdninn, killed on the Somme on July 1.

1916. a carved oak rercdos is to be placed
'" the Church of St. John the Evangelist,

Cheetham, and a brass tablet is to be put

up in the Church of St. Catherine, Baron-on-

Irwell, to the memory of Adam Cordwell.

The project of demolishing certain interco

ing old Georgian houses in Golden .Square,

near Regent Street, and erecting thereon a
theatre of the '' variety " oixler seems to

have aroused the violent opposition of the

inhabitants. The square was built soni*^

where about 1584. and was known originally

as Goldint' Square —Golding beiiig the
person who built it. Historically it is asso
ciated with Ana.stasia Uobinson, the actress

wl;o married Lord Peterborough, a hero of

.Spanish wars; with Mi's. Cibber, also 'f

theatrical fame; with Angelica Kautmaiin,

the artist ; with Lord Bolingbroke, ihc
statesman; and with Cardinal Wiseman
The strength of the cage of Golden Square
appears to rest on a special Act of Parlia-

ment passed in the 'vign of George 1\". for

the preservation .f the amenities of the
square. The pivot, therefore, might be said
to be the interpretation of the word
" amenities." Does a theatre—even of the
" variety ' order—th-^i'aten the " amenities
of any given place? The people of Golden—
or Golding—Square, if thev fight it out. will

help to decide a point probably not previously
raised.

The annual meeting of members of th"
Royal Cambrian Academy of Art, Plas Mawr,
Conway, was held last week, the preside.!

i

(Mr. Cuthbert Grundy) in the chair. All the
oificei's and committee were reappointed.
Five vacancies in the ranks of the members
have been caused by death in the past year,
those who have passed away being "Mr
Andr-r.son Hague and .Mr. Frank Longshaw,
both of Deganwy, Jtr. TSichard Short, oi
Cardiff, and Mrl John Parker, of London.
One of the associates who died during thf
year was Mr. W. B. Boadle, of Liverpool.
Some candidates were presented for election,
as associates, but none were elected.

NOTES.TRADE
The lOO.dOO-gallon reservoir ,-it Scveralls

Asylum, built some lime ago, has boon under
const?nt observation by the engineer, owing
to the fact that this was the first contract upon
which he had si)ocified wateriiroofed cement.
The powder Piidlo was the iiiodiuiii utilised,
and we are notified that the engineer has
written to say the results arc perfectly tftis-
factory.

>—«»••—<

TO CORRESrONOENTS.
V\'e do not liold ourselves responsible for tiic oploion»
of our correspondents. .\1I communications 9bouId
be drawn up as brieflj- as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
aJl communications respecttng illu:(tnition.< or literary

matter, books for review. tt«.. should l>e addressed
to the Editor of the BCILDlNa News, Efllnsharn
Bouse, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, \V.C.2, and not to
ncinbers of the stall by name. Delay is not infre.

,tiently otherwise caused. .\U drawings and other
ronimunications are sent at contributors" risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable for. unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long tJie

building has been erected. It does neither t4iem nor
us much good to illustrate buililings which have been
some time executed, except under special circuro-

stajiees.

•••Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings. det4iils of old
and new" work, and good sketches are always wel-

come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.

Of more commonplace subjects, small churches,

chapels, houses, etc.—we liave usually far more sent

than we can insert., but are glad to do so when space
permit-*, on mutually advantageous terms, whicii

may be ascertained on application.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

Telephone: Gerrard 12ni.

H. S. .ind Bm.—li. B.-

n.—W. 0. and Son.-
liEcrivrn—.1, H. and Co.—E.

,1. I). K., Ltd.—A. J.

B. R. Co.. U<1.

A .1.—Yei.

L. K.—Please send.

REMis.—llianks. hut lack of »i>;ue hinders

K. R. It.—You cannot trisect nn angle mathe-

niat.ie.illv. With 'regard to vour last remark.

look up'ii letter which the lat«' Mr. F. C. I'en-

ro.*<- ^ellt forty-seven ye.irs ago to our other

p^ijier. the English .Ifrr/innfc. to which he was

a not infrequent and alvrays value<i contrihutor.

You will find it on p. 32(1 of the ifsiie of June 14.

i?:o.
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The list of birthday honours is a credit

to the comprehensiveness of the most
Radical of Prime Ministers. Says the

Times:—"Mr. Lloyd George, after some
hesitation, seems to have swallowed the

system whole. For sheer bulk his recom-
mendations will challenge comparison
with those of any of his predecessors, none
of whom can afford to cast a stone at him.

Three viscounties, five baronies, twenty-

five baronetcies, and fifty knighthoods
' attest ' (as Gibbon would say) ' the

variety of his inclinations.' We do not
suggest for a moment that all of them, as

many have been in the past, are a mere
exchange either for ' cash down ' or for

Parliamentary docility. Here and there
in a dreary waste of baronets one en-

counters a name like Sir J. G. Nairne,

whose signature is a household word, or

Mr. J. W. Flavelle. the devoted chairman
of the Canadian Munitions Board. But
the old atmosphere of party bargaining

hangs heavy over the List." The new
viscounts include Lord Devonport, who,
presumably, gets his step as a consolation

prize for his non-success as Food Con-
troller. Two Royal Academicians get

knighthoods—both well deserved. They
are Mr. William Hamo Thornycroft, R.A.,
the sculptor; Gold Medallist Royal
Academy of Arts, 1875; elected A.R.A.,
1881: R.A., 1888; Medaille d'Honneur,
Paris, 1900. His principal works include

the statue of the Queen in the Royal Ex-
change, that of General Gordon in Tra-
falgar Square, that of Cromwell at West-
minster, and the Gladstone Memorial in

the Strand ; and Mr. Arthur Stockdale

Cope, R.A., the portrait painter, whose
sitters have included King Edward VII..

King George, and the Prince of Wales.
He has exhibited regularly in the R.A.
for over forty years. " Xo architect need
^PplVi" seems to have been Mr. Lloyd
George's maxim this time.

the Board of Education's premises in

Whitehall, is to find a place in the build-

ing in Millbank of the British-American

Tobacco Company, who, upon being in-

formed of the needs of the Government,

readers that the Bill to amend the Act,

which has so unfairly hit property owners,

and which has now gone to the Lords

from the Commons, gives power to aflected

tenants to deduct from current rent or to

immediately offered to surrender their I recover in any other way any rent paid

headquarters, on the understanding that
, since November 25, 1915, which is above

other premises should be found for their
|
the " standaixi " rent—that is, the rent

staff. Arrangements are being made with
|
for which the house was let at the begin-

an hotel to supply the necessary accom- ning of the war. It is iniquitous that the

modation. CertainJy the inci-easing ap

propriation of our available public build-

ings seems governed more by caprice

than common sense. A great museum
building such as South Kensington, with

its lofty halls and open spaces, is very un-

suitable for oflSce work, and ils conversion
will entail an enormous amount of expen-

sive reconstruction. That seems to be
the last consideration with our present

rulers, who, moreover, have no regard at

all to the injurious suspension of the in-

tellectual life of the nation, the effects of

which are beginning to be unpleasantly

visible. The original closing of the gal-

leries and museums, however, was carried

out in spite of the almost universal pro-

tests of the educational leaders of the

country, so that it is futile to complain.

It has been decided to take over a part,

at least, of the Victoria and Albert
Museum for the a»commodation of the

Board of Education and the staff. The
Imperial Institute, which had been pre-

viously selected for this purpose, is to be
devoted to other uses. The Trench War-

We are glad there was such a well-

attended meeting of the Property Owners'

Protection Association at the Cannon

Street Hotel last Thursday, and that the

protest registered was so emphatic. Mr.

Evans said that private enterprise in the

past had fully supplied all needs foi

houses. They had evidence that 97 per

cent, of the houses which had been pro-

vided, including working-class houses,

stood to the credit of private enterprise. Fine Arts and to Shakespeare, who
He considered that after the war private

j gr^^^pg,! j^j, wonderful words as Nature
enterprise would take up building, supply

,

^,.^, ^^^. ^^.^j^ flowers, there would be no
all the needs of the people, and all it commonness of spirit, no ugliness of die-
wanted m the meantime was, perhaps,

|
^^„ ^^^ evervone in London would speak

some financial assistance m the way of beautifully." Let us all hope so. Few
easy loans. If public money was to be jj^..^ ^^.^^ ^jj^ necessitv for a Ministi^ of

amending Bill should be retrospective, as

is proposed, and that landlords and mort-

gagees should have to repay excess rents

and interest over a period of eighteen

months or more, when a large proportion

of the money has been disbursed in the

shape of rates and taxes.

Mr. Gerald du Marnier, last Friday,

distributing prizes at the City of London
School to students proficient in Shake-

speare and the English language, eulo-

gised the future London—the most beau-

tiful city in the world—under a future

Minister of Fine Arts. "There would be

no mean streets," said Mr. du Maurier
;

"no tawdry palaces, no jerry-built houses,

no post-futurist-vorticist-cubists, no
' anyist ' pictures or statues to wound the

sight and mar God's beautiful world.

ThanKs to such teaching in the' study of

Shakespeare as the boys in the City of

London School enjoy, there would be no

quarrel whether a picture was by Romney
or by' Humphrey, whether a settle was
made by Chippendale or by Hepplewhite,

or by the local carpenter. ' A thing of

beauty is a joy for ever, and a work of

art is not a cheque. There would be no
doubt whatever whether a thing was made
in Germany. Thanks to the Minister of

used at all in building it should be at the the Fine Arts more persistently than we
disposal of those people who were best

j^^^.^ jone, "but if it is to be "as full of
able to do the work. The only test for

loans should be that they w-ent to the

quarter where the work was actualh' done

at the least possible price. That was the

principle he want-ed the Government to

go upon. That is the one safe principle,

and if it is ignored the Government will

blunder as badlv as the food controllers

fare Department, which occupied part of have done. For the rest, we again remind

round men in square holes as some of tmr

recently chosen Ministries, and as irre-

sponsible to public opinion, we had
rather wait a while till we have a Govern-

ment graced with the gift of judicious

selection !

Our American friends are as much in-

terested in housing as the Board of Agri-
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culture 01- the Local Government Board
are, and quite as ready to do without the
architect. Perhaps our own authorities
might go one better, and offer a set of
plans gratis—say as a premium to sub-
scribers to The JinanI

,,f Trade Journal.
To facilitate the adoption of our sugges-
tion, we append the advertisement of one
enterprising American magazine in the
]Ale I a I,I JJi.jrst of New York:

ARE vol: INTEltESTED IN A HOME'
Send fo(l«y for wondorful book, bwuitifullv
pnntc<l. showmg extoiior views and door plan's
<.f M ni-w homes. Sec tlie latest ideas in designand urnmgomoats of rooms. Enclose 6c. n.
stamps. aiK we send the book fm: just to
.show you the kind of homes wo will publi-li
every month in the new Toue/,«l,>„c Muuuzw,.
VMtli eadi advance subscription we will ffive
free complete set of a.chite<fs workiiiir dFaw-
uiRs or „ny Tvuclmtoiie hnmt shown in Mnr/mi,,,
rluniiii till year. These

Complete House Plan-.s Free
save you ,$100 to $250, which is the price
any architect would charge you. Besides show-
"% "9"s<' P'""'. the new To„cl,.ilonc ilugaziui
will jfive expert advice on materials, will help
yon in the selection and arrangement of fur-
nishings will give voii iu5t the hints and hehis
.vou need in planning the interior and exteiiov

I •™i"i'"
.""""'• '"eluding grounds, gardens, etc.

In addition to matters conceining the home it
IS devoted to Art, Music. Fiction, Poet'iv,
Arehitecture. Oardening, Education, the StageHome Making, and the Crafts.

Hebe is Och Oki-k.h

The Tuiirhxiuiic ^far|ll^inr for
one year $4.00

The Toiichnloiie Magazine for
three months free $1.00 \..\\\ U

Your own selection of any
( $4.00

Touchstone House Plan pub-
lished during the vear. value
«t least ."

-lllOG to $250'

The Tnuehxtimi: .Var/azinr. Room 127,
118. East 30th Street. N.Y.C.

Let no one hint that this liber.al offer

is "the lie direct," or that " the value at

least" is over-estimated. A cursory study
of "As You Like It," Act V., sc. 4, will

help any advertisement writer to use
" the quip modest," perchance with even
more success t.lian the enterprising maga-
zine, which has evidently taken :ts title

from the clown " filled with quips and
cranks " whom Shakespeare immortalised.

Now that pbolugraplis are admitted ti

the .\cademy, there is really no reason
why more architects should not take their

own : and. as a start, we strongly recom-
mend the investment of a shilling in the

purchase of a. really practical little manual
of " Commercial Photography," published
by Messrs. Henry Greenwood and Co.,

Ltd., 24. Wellington Street, Strand. W.C.,
whose long [.roprietorship of the llriU.ih

JfiiirKtil i,f VhitliMjrdphy, the rejiresenta-
tive journal of the art, is a guarantee of
tlie soiiinhiess of the information it con-
tains. On page 14 rl srq. will be found
some most useful hints about the photo-
graphy of interiors, and the very ne<-es-
sary, but too often neglected, blocking
up of windows during part of the expo-
sure. Tlien follow similar valuable hints
with regard to the photography of shop
fronts, paintings, furniture, houses, gar-
dens, and the like. Our j. raise of this
excellent little textbonk is well deserved,
if. perhaps, not altogether disinteresteil.
We.flo our best with all jihotographs
which reach us for reproduction, but
sometimes wish that best were made pos-
sibly better by n little easily acquiml

familiarity with the conditions under
which the jihotograph should be taken,

and which are really very easily mastered
when explained by a competent expert like

the author of this manual.

The reception of the Rev. John Charles
Cox, LL.D., F.S.A., into the Church at

Downside Abbey, remarks the Tablet, is

a piece of news which will be read with
interest by those who know his work on
ecclesiological subjects, and without sur-

prise. Born in 1843, and educated at

Kepton School and Queen's College.

Oxford, he has been a keen life-long

student of all that pertains to English
jianxdiial life, its churches and organisa-
tion, especially in the Mcdiseval period.

Archteological research has been at once
his life-work and recreation, and a long
list of works attests his industry and en-

thusiasm, and has won for him a position

as an acknowledg^^d authority whom few
would care to dispute. A former editor

of the lieliquary, the Antiquary, and the
Ui-rbyshire A rthaologiriil Journal, he is

also the editor of Messrs. Methiien's
series of Anti(iuary's Books, to which his

friend Cardinal Gasquet was a contribu-
tor, and for which he has himself written

important volumes on the parish registers

of England, churchwardens' accounts,

sanctuaries, and the English parish
church. These are but a few of the works
from his pen, the last of whicli are
" Preaching and Pulpits in ifediieval

England " and " Bench Ends in English
Churches, " published by the Oxford Uni-
versity Press. "These studies," remarks
the Tiihlet, "and the definit* conclusions
to which they led him in the teeth of

what Cardinal Newman called ' the Pro-
testant tradition ' had, doubtless, no
small part in preparing the way for his

reception. He is not the only one who
has found his path to Rome through the
Record Office."

Belgian artists have not been long in

discovering that the Thames Valley is

rich in landscapes with wonderful atmo-
sjiheric effects. Many uf them have
settled at Richnxmd, and among them M.
Emile Clans, who is now exhibiting his

work at the Goupil Gallery. The land-
s<-apes are fresh and low-toniHl, and M.
Claus's treatment of water, with its lights

and reflections, is very clever. The Goupil
Gallery evidently does not desire to

attract the attention of the pacifists, for

on its doors it K'ars a notice .stating:
" This gallery is not open to enemy aliens,

conscientious objectors, pro-tJermans, ad-
vocates of an immediate or inconclusive
peace, m.r to persons engaged in any work
or propaganda the success of which would
(in the words of the Home Secretary)
discourage our friends and hearten our
enemies."

Mr. George .\iuln.w Hobsou, M.I V R of
< overdale Lodge, Queen's Road. Richmond,
burroy. Iat<> a member of the fimi of Sir
Douglas !• ox and Partners. 56. .\Io<irgate Street,
Ivt .. who took part in the cotmtniction of the
uMewey Tunnel and RaiKvav, and was the de-
signer of the Victoria Falls Bridge, and who
died on Jaininry 25. .igwl 62. left property of
the value of £58.825. inoluding persoiialtv of
the net value of £56.497.

THE I'ROBLE.AI OF THE SMALL
DWELLTXt; AND ITS SOLUTION.-

III.

By RoBEBT Thomson.
(iri(/, I II ust rut ions.)

Defective housing is the cause of much
diseasi-. It has been proved that it is

largely resjionsible for the appalling waste
of life which consumption entails, and as
statistics show that the death-rate from
phthisis and other diseases of llie lespira-
tory system is abnormally excessive among
the occupants of those dwellings in which
the one and the same small apartment
has to simultaneously serve both as living

room and kitchen, they clearly jjrove that
this type of dwelling is nut a health-
promoting one. The excessive prevalence
of such diseases in dwellings of this typ«
is due not to aiij' single cause, but to tlie

cumulative effect ot many causes.

To begin with the overheated air of a

kitchen is never invigorating, but when
vitiatvd and humidified, as it inevitably

is when the apartment has. to ser\'e as
living riMim as well as kitchen, the com-
bination of heat and moisture which this

double use entails, provides the ideal at-

mos])here for the rapid iiropagation of

consumption and other germ diseases.

.\s such a|)artnunts are usually very

small, overcrowding as well as overheating
is almost inevitable, and when these three
evils are co-existent each intensifies the

disease promoting properties of the others,

thereby correspondingly increasing the

dangers with wliich the occupants have
to contend.

Of systematic ventilation in such dwel-
lings thei-e is none. In all existing types

of cottages the chimney, the door, and the

open window are supposed to provide for

all the ventilation required, but what-
ever ventilation these sujiply is merely
accidental and quite unreliable. For
example, the ordinary chimney, even when
newly swept, is never sutTicient to main-
tain the air contents of the kit<-hen in a

ciindition to fit this apartment for u.se as

a living room, atid it is i-bvious, there-

fore, that the gradual accumulation of

soot in the flue must correspimdingly

reduce its capacity for ventilation. It

may even be that a clo-sed fire range, which
is often installed to se«'ure efficiency and
economy in rooking, keeps its ventilating

capacity continuously at the vanishing
point. Should fre.«h air be souglit in order

to relievo the stuiliness of the apartment,
the only supply obtainable is by means
of draughts created by the haphazard
opening of doors and windows, and as

most pt>oi)le know to their cost, draughts

in an overheated atmosphere are a fruitful

source of catarrhal troubles.

In the majority of such dwellings the

small overheated and ovenrowded kitchen

in ad<lition to serving as living riKim has

to do duty as laumlrv and nunnery as

well. Probably for laundry i>UTpases,

whi<'h in wet weather include drying the

rain-sodden garments of the occupant*

and their clothes from the wash, it may
do quite well; but, for the upbringing of

young rhilren, it is certainly .iliont the

very worst type of nursery that could have

lieen devisiHl, and there can be no doubt

whatever that the debilitating quality of

it.s atmosphere, its draughts, the wide and
violent fluctuations in temperature which

these produce ami the catarrhal troubles

which they entail, all <?ontriInite to and

are larijelv responsible for the great wast"

of child life which' is such a terrible

blot on our civilisation. It is further

responsible for the scalding accident-

to children which are so frequent.

In small dwellings defective sleeping

accommodation usually accompanies a
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defective living room, and when this

is the case, the drawbacks, and even
dangers, with whigh the occupants have
to contend are still furtlier intensified.

The tenement type of small dwelling,
which may be truly called Scotland's
curse, provides a typical e.xaraple of this

intensification. Not only has the one
small apartment to serve as kitchen, living
room, scullery, laundry, and nursery, but
it has, in addition to these multifarious
uses, to do duty as the principal sleeping
apartment as well, being usually the bed-
room of the parents and tlie younger
children

In this connection I cannot do better

than quote the following, which appears
in the current issue of 27ic Hovsing
Journal:—
An iimportarat experiment was carried out

some time ago by the ohief samitary Lnsi>ector
of Glasgow, in order to provo if the difference
between a ceiling 8 ft. in height and one 9 ft.

in height affected the condiitions of the air in

the houses at night. Two houses T\ere selected,

both consisting of two apartments—a room and
a, kitchen. On the night of the test the tenants
in each case kept both tthe kitchen wijidow and
the room ^N'indow open three incih"?s for ventiila-

tion to the outer air

Samples of the air were taken fn both houses
at the same time, in the doorway between the

kiibohen and the bedroom, 5 ft. up from the

floor level, on March 17 last. Four jars iilliled

vrith water were used, labeliled A and B resj.ec-

tively in ea<^h case.

Rie details with regard to the houses are as

follows ;
—

(1) Size of house, 2,225 cubic tc3>et ; height of

ceiling, 9 ft. ; inmates, 2 adults and 5 children,

equal to 4^ adults; inside temperature, 54 deg.

Fah., and outside tempera.ttire 44 deg. Fah.

(2) Size of house. 2,208 cubic feetj^ hei;gilit of

ceiling, 8 ft. ; inmates, 3 -adults and 3 children,

equal to 42 adults; inside temperature, 54 de;

Fah., and outside temperature, 14 deg. Fah.
The resuilt of the «'xperiment in the first hotise

showed A jar to be 15.9 parts of carboniic acid

per 10,000 parts of air. and B ja.r 17 parts.

In the second house, A jar 20.3 parts of car-

lx>nic acid per 10,000 parts of air, and B jar

23.6 parts.

While these tests reveal the deplorably

bad condition of the air contents of the

apartments tested, the results shown are

no worse than what could have been ex-

pected. The decay in the physique of

tenement-reared families, which is notori-

ous, provides evidence which should long

ere this have put an end to this monstrous
type of dwelling.

Bad though the conditions in regard to

air space in the tenement dwelling u:i-

doubtedly are, in the case of cottages

erected to the Government's model plans

the.y would be even worse. For example,
the air space in the two sleeping apart-

ments in each of the two Glasgow houses
quoted is only a trifle less than the total

of that in the three bedrooms of the offici-

ally planned house when their sizes are in
strict accordance with the Committee's
"Desirable" standard, but as it would
be necessary, in order to conform to the
Government's model plans, to construct
the smallest of these bedrooms—a box-like
affair measuring only 8 ft. each way

—

without a chimney flue or other equiva-
lent means of providing adequate ventila-
tion, the appalling condition of the air
contents of this apartment in the morning
can be more easily imagined than de-
scribed.

It may be mentioned that the com-
mittee, evidently beginning to awake to
the fact that this apartment is not what
it ought to be, now suggest that an air-

brick be inserted in an outerwall of such
flueless bedrooms ; but they do not yet
appear t6 be alive to the further fact that
an air-brick in an outer wall of a room
without an efficient exhaust flue cannot
effectively ventilate that apartment.

In the two other bedrooms which have
each a fireplace the air contents may be.

and indeed very often are, stagnant.

Tests have proved that without a fire, a

chimney in an outer wall and an un-

healed flue even in an inner one are

throughout the winter half of the year

usually worthless for ventilation pur-

poses. When in outer walls the damp and
cold cause the air in them to stagnate,

and this, of course, stops ventilation,

while when the flues in the inner walls

are uiiheated there is nothing to promote
it.

In addition to the vitiation of the air

contents of the living room, due to the

respiration and skin emanations of the

occupants it is necessary to take into ac-

count the further vitiation produced by
the artificial lighting of the apartment
when either gas or oil is employed as the

illuminant. This source of contamination
adds much more seriously to the many
dangers and drawbacks with which the

occupants of such dwellings have to con-

tend than most people are aware of.

For instance, according to Notter and
Frith' s tables a gas burner giving with
an incandescent mantle a light of SO
candle-power vitiates the air as much as

three adults ; a No. 5 batswing gas burner
of 16 candle-power as much as five adults

;

a kerosene oil lamp of the same lighting

power, as much as seven adults ; and an
ordinary paraffin oil lamp of 16 candle-

power is even worse.

As the whole of the considerable

amount of heat generated by such illu-

minants goes to increase the temperature
of the air contents it is not only the vitia-

tion but the serious overheating of the

apartment which their use entails that

the occupants have to contend with. As
it is customary, in districts in which there

is a gas supply, to fit a gas-cooker in the

scullery, its fumes, like the steam from
the old-fashioned copper, "fill the

house." In the tenement dwelling it is

usually fitted in the kitchen itself.

The prevalent belief is that it is neces-

sary to give the people the prinutive

kitchen-living-room tj'pe of dwelling just

described because they are unable to pay
an economic rent for better accommoda-
tion, but a comparison of the plans on
Sheets IV. and V., with the con'esponding
plans on Sheets II. and III., which were
given last week, should at once dispose
of this belief, and also of the committee's
absurd contention that "economy is so

essential that space must be sacrificed to

secure it." Economy is, of course, always
essential, but the only way to secure it is

by utilising space, not by sacrificing space,

which murders economy. The plans on
Sheets I'V. and V. prove the former and
those on Sheet II. the latter.

The broad distinction which charac-
terises the plans on Sheets IV. and V. is

that they are each perfectly equipped
with office accommodation and conveni-
ences ; those on Sheet II. being very im-
perfectly equipped and those on Sheet III.

only moderately complete. In no case is

the space occupied by the pantry and cup-
boards included in the houseroom.
Plan Fig. 21 shows a dwelling in which

the size of every one of the apartments is

in exact conformity with the committee's
" Irreducible Minimum "

; plan Fig. 23
showing one in which they are all exactly
in accordance with their "Desirable"
standard, and plan Fig. 30 one which
meets exactly the sizes called for in their
" Parlour " type.

The fact that the elementary plan Fig.
29 shows that it is possible to give a per-
fectly equipped six-apartment parlour
type of dwelling within a roofed area
which is substantially smaller than that
of the less perfectly equipped five-

apartment dwelling shown in Figs. 19 and
19a, should bring home to experts the

absurdity of employing two stairs where
only one should be required.

Comparing the plan Fig. 24 with that

of Fig. 23 it will be seen that in the latter

each of the bedrooms for children is

exactly equal in size to the two in the
former, and reference to the official plan
Figs. 14 and 14a, which is of the same
roofed area as plan Fig. 24, shows how
the health and even lives of the childrei
are jeopardised by the waste of space
which the committee have sacrificed in
their futile quest for economy. The same
remarks apply to plans Figs. 25 and 26.

The small stair on plan Fig. 22 has
been drawn to show what the occupants
of the official type of dwelling have to be
content with.

It will be noticed that there is a fire-
place provided in every habitable apart-
ment of the plans shown on Sheets IV.
and V.

; but that of the smallest bedroom
in each plan could be easily bricked up to
suit the requirements of the Departmen-
tal and Advisory Committees.

>..AS»_4
PRINOIPLES FOR DESIGN OF RET\I\-

ING WAIiLS.
The following principles to be observed in

the design and construction of retaining walls
were recommended in a report of a committee
of the American Railway Engineering Asso-
ciation :

—

1. For usual conditions of the filling use an
angle of repose of 1^ to 1. For dry sand or
similar material a slope of 1 to 1 may be
used.

2. The maximum pressure at the toe of the
retaining wall should never ex-ceed the safe
bearing pressure on the material considered.

3. When the retaining wall rests on a com-
pressible material, where settlement may be
expected, the resultant thrust, E, shBuld
strike at the middle or back of the middle of
the base of the wall, so that the wall uiU
settle toward the filling.

4. \Mien the retaining wall rests on a mate-
rial where settlement may not be expected,
the resultant thrust, E, should not strike out-
side the middle third of the base, except as
noted in (5) below,

5. Where the retaining wall rests on solid

rock or is carried on piles, the resultant
thrust. E, may strike slightly outside the
middle third, provided the wall is safe

against overturning, and also provided the
maximum allowalble pressure is not exceeded.

6. In order that the retaining wall may be
sate against sliding, the frictional resistance

of the base, combined with the aibutting re-

sistance of the earth in front of the wall,

must be greater than the horizontal thrust on
the back of the wall.

7. The filling back of the wall should tje

carefully drained so that the wall may not be
subjected to hydraulic pressure.

8. The foundation for a retaining wall

should always be placed below frost line.

9. A careful study should be made of the
conditions in the design of each wall, and it

.should be remembered that no theoretical

formula can be more than an aid to the judg-

ment of the experienced designer. The main
value of theoretical formulas is in obtaining

economical proportions, in obtaining a proper

distribution of the stresses, and in making
experience already gained more valuaible.

>-•••—«
The Clayesmore Estate. Pangbourne, has

been sold by Messrs. Mellersh and Harding, of

London, in" conjunction with Messrs. Trollope
and Sons, for the purposes of a new Xautioa'
College in coiniection with the scheme of

Devitt and Moore's Ocean Training Shijis, Ltd.

This college will be for cadets inten ling to

become offioet^ in the merchant service and the

Royal Naval Reserve.

The award has been issued in the atibitraition

proceedings between Uie Londkm Master
Builders' Association and builddnig trade

workers, members of fourteen different unions.

The men claimed an increase of 2d. an hour

on their present rates when engaged on mtmi-

tions work, and the arbitrator h.as decided tiltat

there shall be an advance of Id. an hour, the

advance to be regarded as war wages.
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THE SURVEVOKS' INSTITUTION.
ANNUAL REPORT.

The forty-ninth annual report of the

Council, presented last Monday at the

annual general meeting, show.s that the

war continues to exercise a marked elfoct

on the membcrehip of the Institution,

but it ha? icrlainly not lessened the

activities of the Council or its energetic

officers, who have maintained the meetings,

examinations, etc., in a manner which com-

jjarcs well with the lack thereof manifested by

some kindred societies. Since last year the

nuiriber of those connected with the Institu-

tion who have lost their lives on active ser-

vice has been con.siderably increased, and in

addition to this the demand made by the

nation on the youth of the country has for the

time feeing cut off the supply of tho.sc who
would in normal times have presented them-

selves for examination and come up for elec-

tion. Nevertheless the niemljership is well

maintained.

This transaction, however, will not appear in

the accounts till the publication of the

balance sheet for 1917, the Institution financial

year being tlie calendar year, and not that

covered by this report.

THE EX.^^MINATIONS.

The military requiremen/ts of the countiy

occasioned by lite third year of the war were

accuratcily reflected in the nuinber of

candidates presenting themselves for examiiia

tion. If the ten candidates who tame up for

re-examination in their tj-pical subject are left

out of the reckoning, it is necessary to go back

to 1887, only seven yeans after the examina-

tion system was adopted, to find a (.mailer

total, the number for the ye;ir under review,

sixty-three, being only one-twentieth of those

who' sat in the high watermark year, 1913,

when the total reached 1,266.

THE Z'UBLIC.\TIONS.

Tlie reduction in the number of ordinary

general meetings, inaugurated last session in

May, 1915
May, 1916
May, 1917

Honorary
Members.

24
23
22

-1

Fellows.

2,048
2,013
1,998

-15*

Colonial
Fellows.

72
76
Bl

+5

Profes-
sional

Associates

2,860
2,791

2,656

-135t

Associates

63
51

50

I

Proba-
tioners.

Students. Total.

49
6S
67

+ 4

328
209
140

6,434
.5,220

5,014

- 69 - 212

'New Fellows 76
Resigned or died 91

tNew Professional Associates 28

Transferred, resigned, or died 163

-186

It is worthy of note that for the third time
the higheet civic honour the country has t<i

offer has been conferred upon a member of

the Institution; in November last Colonel Sir

William Dunn, Fellow, was elected I..or<l

Mayor of J.,ondon, former members holding

th.at office having been Sir John Whittaker
Ellis, Bart., and Sir David Burnett, Bart.
One additional honorary member has been
electe<l during the year. Sir Richard Red-
mayne, K.C.B., Chief Inspector of Mines, who
has been good enough to interest himself in

the formation of the now mining sub-division,

and has accepted nomination as a member of

the Mining Committee.

FiN.VNCE.

The effect of the war on the finances ()f the
Institution naturally continues. The capitJil

investments 'have been dejjri'ciated to tllie

amount tif £2,377. while tJhe income from
subscription.s in 1916 showed a further de-

cline of £1,526, due mainly to the largely

increased numlx-r of mendjers serving, who
lire rolieve<I from the ^>ayment of their sub-
scriptions mitil their return to civil life.

Careful administration and economies effecte<l

in vario\is directions liave, however, enabled
the year to be completed witlioiit the necessity

of any call upon capital il)eing made, and the

council may well congi'atulnte members on
tlio maimer in which the Tnstituition's th-

soiu'ccs have stood tihe stTviin of the war.

BiCBIPTS.
Revcnu* balance— £ 9. d

Jnnuiry 1,1916 1,697 10 10
Total reioipts on revenue 10,077 4 6
Capital account 311)7

£12,086 12 4

Pavmbnts,
Total payments out o( revenuo (current

cxptnieii)
Pnrchftso o( £1,000 6 % Exchequer

Bondn
Kxaniinatlon account
Pettv cash in hands of Sacrctary
Cash at bankers and on carront account

£ e. d.

9,1J4 16 3

1,000
242 12

50
1,659 4

£12,086 12 4

The council have well responded to the
national cjiU for financial support in carrying
on the war. During the year covered bv the
accounts they took up" £1,000 Exchef|U<M-
Bonds, and on the iss\ie of the new War
Loan at the commonccmont of the presemt
year thoy not only converted their previous
holdings in Government .Stock, but by
arr,\ngement with the Insstitution bankers
look up an ,idditional £5,000 of the Loan.

order to meet, war conditions, has been con

tinned, only six meetings being beld. Thi

first was, <-ia usual, given u)> to the president's

opening address, but the fiiJlowing papers

were read at subsequent meetings : "Sugges-
tions for the Improvement of Cattle Breeding
in Great Britain," by Professor K. .1. ,T.

Mackenaie, A.s.'wcialte ; "The Repopulation of

our Rural Districts," by Mr. llieodore G.

Chamibers, Fellow ;
" Some Notes on the

Defence of the Realm (Acquisition of I^and)

Act, 1916," by Mr. Edwin Savill. Fellow

;

and " Tlie Effect of War Cooiditions upon tbc

Property Market (Urban), ' by Mr. .1. George

Head, Fellow-. The discussion on !Mr. Savitl's

pai)er was ciirried over to a .second meeting,

when the subject was reopened by Lord

Pao-moor, oif Frielh, K.C.V.O., etc.

In addition to the "Transactions" two im-

portant repon'ts on Unemployment after the

War in Rural and Urbain districts were

issue<l. During the year circulars giving in-

formation on the following subjects have also

Ix-en issued : The Government Aircraft In-

surance Scheme ; the Em)iloymcnt of Clerks

of Works for the Measurement of Variations

for Settlement of Account^s under Contracts;

Rediiet in respect of Income Tax when tho

Income hiis suffered owing to the War

;

Surveyors' Fees in case of Taxjition of Costs

;

tho .\grieultur,il Output; Sole or Sole Re-

maining Princiiwls in Suneying Firms

called ui]) for Military Service ; the Registra-

tion of Business Names Act. 1916: and

N.ational Service

Dovelojjinents contemplated in the

Forestry Museum have naturally been

affected by the war, but considerable pro-

gress has been made in several directions.

The re labelling of the timfbers with a full

detailed description of the character of the

tree and its timber has progiessed. and

several new exhibits of an interesting nature

have 'been added to the collection. The
exhibits illustrating the timbers i-eqnired

in the war. whicii were arranged by the

Director of Army Contracts and other

Government! Departments, have now been

obtained on permanent loan, and should add

considerably to the interest in the Museum.
Another " exhibit of timbers from the

Musemn was arranged anl created consider-

able interest at a large meeting held at tlie

institution on Monday, March 12. to which
all those interested in woods were invited.

This meeting was attended by many influen-

tial people, including tJie Director of Timber
Supplies (Sir Bampfylde Fuller) and the

Director of the Agricultural Section of

National Service (Mr. J. Harling Turner,

F.S.I). Several niembei-s of tlie House

of Lords and the House of Commons, in

addition to landowners and agents were

also present.

THE PROVINCIAL COMMirTEES.

Although the meetings of the Provincial

Committees have necessarily been affected

by the prevalence of war conditions, and

by the additional demands made upon the

time of members owing to shortage of staff

and the voluntary work which they have

undertaken in so many directions, the

Council wish to acknowledge the support

they have received from members in all

parts of the country in connection with

their scheme for dea'ling wit4i applicatic»n8

ifor exemptions under the .Military Service

Act, and their inquiry into tho woi-kinj{ of

the Agricultural Holdings Act; and more

particularlv they thank the local committee

for their response to the appeal which wa«

issued in December last for the assistance

of surveyors in helping the County War
Agricultural Committees to organise and in-

crease the output of home-grown food and

timber. In every direction members ap-

pear to be taking an active part in this

important national work, and the Council

are pleased to be able to report that the

information they have received indicates

that the profes'sion has fully realised ite

responsibilities and opportunities in this

connection.

The year has brought with it a number of

military distinctions tio members of the insti-

tution." .-Vpart from mention in the des-

patches, the following honours are known to

have been gained, though the list is doubtless

incximplete : Two CM. G.s. .seven D.S.O.s. one

M V.O., an Order of St. John of Jerusalem,

one bistinguishe.1 Conduct Cross, thirty-four

Military Crosses, three Distinguished Conduct

Medals, one Militarv .Medal, and one

Meritorious Service Medal. In four cases

foreign distinctions have been awarded : The

Croix de Guerre of France, the Russian Order

of St. Anne with Swords (Third Class), the

Serbian Order of the White Eagle, and the

King of Serbia's Gold Medal.

But the list of those whose names are re-

corded upon the roll of honour as Iiaving lost

their lives on active service is also long, and

comprises many members, in addition to the

sixty whose names have appeared in previous

reports.

*-^m»»—t

OBITUARV.

The funeral of the late Mr. H. M. Town-

send, architect, Peterborough, took place m
Longthorpe village churchyard on Saturday

week. He had been in ill-health for some

time, and, following a seizure about a month

ago, he gradually grew weaker, passing away

on the previous" Wednes<lay morning. Mr.

Townsend. who was seventy-two years of age,

was a son of the late Rev. Thomas Jackson

'Milnes-Townsend, Vicar of Searby, Lines. He

was articled at Ox-ford, and then went to

,T.Kindon in the office of Sir GilbeH Scott. He
was also for a short time with a Mr. Butter-

lield. also a well-known name in those days.

Later. Mr. Townsend went into partnership

with Mr. Mumford. an engineer at Wisbech,

and whilst there a branch office was opened

at Petei'boiough forty or fifty years ago.

After the death of .Mr. Mumford. Mr. Town-

send continued in. business for himself until

1898. when he took Mr. R. A. Fordham. who

had been with him since 1884. into partner-

ship. That partnership continued until May
of last year, and w.is dissolved entirely owing

to the conditions produced by the war. Up
to a year ago he held the appointment of

diocesan .architect.

Tho plumbers' disfpute in Midlothian ha»

been aettlod. The arbitrator has awarded the

men a rise of lid. per hour, thus raising the

w-ajres to Is. Id. per hour.

From a Liverpool lady sojourning in Nor^
Wales comes a letter siatinp tJiat farmyard

fowls continue, for tihe seoond season to

icTiore the Day]ig<ht Savinjr -^ct. Their hour

of rising and' roosting is rtill fixed,

eenturips. by solar time.

for
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(But iUnstrattnns.

LEICESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL,
GREY FRIARS, LEICESTER : PRO-
POSED BUILDINGS.
The Leicestershire County Council pur-

chased some time ago, property in Leicester

for the purposes of providing a new Council

Chamber and Offices, and standing upon the

site there is an excellent 18th century build-

ing. It was not intended to erect the whole
of the new buildings at the present time, but

a proposal was made to provide offices for the

Education Department only, and it was
arranged to place this portion to front Grey
Friars, leaving the corner area and the re-

mainder of the site free for future extensions.

It will be noticed that the proposed new Edu-
cation Offices are largely a repetition of the

original building, and the endeavour has been
ma!de to make the arcliitectural treatment
generally harmonise with the original 18th
century work. The drawings were made just

before the war commenced, and the whole of

the work is now necessarily in abeyance. The
architects are Mes.«rs. Everard, Son & Pick,
Leicester. The perspective view and plans
reproduced herewith to-day form part of the
Exhibition in the Architectural Gallery of
the Royal Academy this year.

A COUNTRY HOUSE IN WILTSHIRE.
This house has been built on high ground a

few miles from Salisbury. The graduated
stone roof combines well with the mullioned
windows and stone dressings, and when the
garden is completed, as indicated upon the
drawing, the whole should, we think, have a

quiet effect, carrying out the traditions of the
homesteads in the neighbourhood. The
present drawing is shown in this year's Royal
Academy Exhibition, and represents a pro-

posed addition which includes a large recrea-

tion room on the ground floor and some extra
bedroom accommodation over. Messrs. Alfred
H. Hart and [P. Leslie Waterhouse
FF.R.I.B.A., of Gray's Inn. W,C., are the
architects.

S. BARNABAS CHURCH, MITCHA.M.
SURREY.

The exterior view of ilr. Bui'ke-Down-
ing's new church at ilitcham is from a photo-
graph in this year's Royal Academy Exhibi-
tion.

The church, when complete, will accommo-
date 800 people. As it now stands the building
consists of nave of four bays and chancel of
two bays, south aisle, and at the eastern end
of this aisle, organ chamber and vestries. A
lofty belfry with stone saddle-back roof at the
east end of the church makes provision for
bells and a clock. The stone arcade runs con-
tinuously from the east end of the chancel to

the west end of the nave, the arches springing
fi'om stone piers spaced 21. ft. from centre to

centre. The nave and chancel are of the
same width and height, and the aisle is of
nearly equal height. The length of the
church is 140 ft. and the width 47 ft.

It is built mainly of Crowborough purple-
brown bricks, with Portland stone and Ridge
Park. The roofs are tiled—the walls intern-
ally are plastered. The paving of the choir
and sanctuary is of white Mansfield stone and
red Wilderness stone. The builders were
Messrs. Allen Fairhead & Son, of Enfield—
Mr. H. P. Burke-Downing, F.R.I.B.A.. of
Westminster, was the architect. We illus-

trated the parish hall next tliis church in our
issue of February 12, 1909. and a general view
of the church itself a.s originally intended with
a central tower on June 25. the same year,
from the Royal Academy of that season "

Jlr,

Burke-Downing since then has entirely altered
the design.

THE PROBLEM OF THE SMALL
DWELLING AND ITS SOLUTION.
We have already published two of Mr.

Robert Thomson's articles on this subject (in

our issues of May 23 and 30) , accompanied by
three pages of typical plans illustrating his

suggested improvements of the official schemes
put forward for adoption by housing authori-
ties and others about to erect standardised
cottages and small houses. To-day we give
Mr. Thomson's third article and two more
sheets of his plans, which deal with this ques-
tion in a practical and economic manner.

BUILDING AND ORNAMENTAL STONES
OF AUSTRALIA.

Our readers know, of course, that the
marble in Australia House in the Strand has
been supplied specially from Australia, and
they and the general public will shortly have
opportunities of judging of its beauty. Of
the wonderful wealth of Australia, however,
in building and ornamental stones of all sorts

few of us probably have any adequate con-

ception. The British architect and builder
should not fail to get, and study, the
sumptuously produced volume, just published
by the Government of New South Wales,
which we have received from the High Com-
missioner for Australia. With its lucid and
business-like letterpress and its e.xcellent

coloured and half-tone (illustrations it is,

indeed, a contrast to the supineness of our
own Government here at home, or the nig-

gardly fashion when anything like facilities

for publicity are offered to productive inte-

rests. When some of our own stone mer-
chants remember how Cornisli and Aberdeen
granites have been refused in favour of Nor-
wegian in Government contracts, and the

supercilious indifference of the average official

when information is sought likely to help

business in foi'eign and other lands, one is

really tempted sometimes to follow the advice
recently tendered by an enthusiastic and
patriotic Antipodean, who adjured us to per-

suade all Britons to emigrate to Australia
en luagse. and found there the " Britain of

the Southern Seas," and make the old island

a naval and mail station for the navies and
aerial post-aeroplanes of the near future.

The specific literature at the command of

the architect and builder with regard to Aus-
tralian stone is scanty. It was not till 1838

that marble was first used. In the 1851 Ex-
hibition here there were a few exhibits

—

principally as paper weights; there were some
at Paris in 1855, and a few more at our own
Exhibition of 1862, But at the Franco-
British Exhibition of 1908 a really fine dis-

play was accorded a Grand Prix, and the

juries reported most eulogistically on the

richness of New South Wales in those excel-

lent materials. It %vas the favourable recep-

tion of the two books published on this local

product of New South Wales that brought
about the enlaiged scope of the present work,
in which the matter is treated as a Common
wealth one.

One remarkable characteristic of the Aus-
tralian marbles is their extraordinary com-
pression strength. Thus a 3-inch cube of

Caieula marble sustained a weight of 84.36

tons before crushing, as against Barren JacV:

granite breaking under a pressure of 68 tons.

Several of these tested specimens are shown
in the text in their fractured condition just

as taken from the 100 tons testing machine ;

and the figures are of special interest. It is

worthy of mention that this great compact-
ness of texture is a distinguishing charac-

teristic of Australian marbles, and although
practically only the surface of the quarries

has been worked, yet solid blocks are ob-

tained, and in the dressing for market, and in

the finished article, no stopping is required,

consequently, it lends itself to thin cutting

—a feature of great commercial value.

Although so many localities are now known
from which excellent lithic building material

can be procured in New South Wales, yet the

industry is only in its infancy. The prospec-

tive development of the trade, however,
augurs well its extension of the industry,

although at the present time the value of

imported marbles and granites is somewhat
considerable. Much modern machinery has

been installed for quarrying, cutting, and
polishing; in fact, plant sufficient enough to

comply with all architectural demands likely

to be made uixin it for some time to come is

now well established. The demand for stone

for monumental pui-poses is very large, but
the supply is obtained almost entirely from
abroad, in spite of the fact that so much ex-

cellent material lies at the user's very door,

and needs only industrial development.
Building stone, such as sandstone, has, of

course, been used in Sydney since the city's

foundation, and this material, being ready to

hand and in great abtmdance, was early

utilised, with the result that some very fine

and noble edifices adorn the streets of the
.State capital, and it has even been used in

architecture ,(n Melbourne, Adelaide, and
other large towns. In recent years Australian
architects, desiring to materialise their con-

ception of beauty, but wanting variety of

material, have turned to sources of supply
other than the Sydney sandstone, and in

searching for material to meet their require-

ments it was discovered that, in building

and ornamental stones of first quality, Aus-
tralia in general, and New South Wales in

particular, has few compeers. Although
practically only the surface has^ been
scratched, the indications show that tne

supply of building material is inexhaustible,

and one is, therefore, perhaps justified in

stating that this unquarried material repre-

sents a latent wealth that is of sufficient im-

portance to give employment to thousands of

workmen, and will be in the future a con-

siderable factor in the prosperity of tile island

continent, especially when it is remembered
that Belgium employs at the present time

37,000 men in its stone and marble quarries.

There is every reason to believe that many
more beautiful stones will yet be unearthed

when increase of population brings an in-

creased demand ; and, further, the specimens

exhibited in London, together with the illus-

trations and information herein given, will,

without doubt, carry conviction concerning

the e.xtent of Australian wealth in building

and ornamental stones. The output is cer-

tain to increase, inasmuch as the " sky-

scraper " is a forbidden structure here, and

so steel is not likely to enter into competi-

tion with other building material in the pro-

portion that obtains in some other countries.

It is, perhaps, not too much to say that

almost every variety of colour will be found

in the Australian marbles. At any rate, the

degrees of colour from known specimens of

to-day may be said to cover a very wide

range—in fact, the colours are so variable

that it would not be easy to give a colour

classification. A beautiful black marble

occurs at Windellama, in New South Wales

—

comparable almost with the black marble of

Belgium ; and in the same class could almost

be placed the Victorian Buchan marble, used

so effectively in the decoration of the new-

public library at 3Ielbouriie. Red is a

colour frequently found, and is well illus-

trated in Red Borenore, Nemingha, Attunga,

Fernbrook. and many others. In New South

Wales no distinctly blue marble is yet known,

but one with a bluish stain has been found at

Marulan, New South Wales, Some fine brec-

ciated marbles occur in New South Wales

;

the most decorative of all is probably that

from Attunga, which, when polished, shows

exceptionally big fragments, and so produc-

ing figures which would make most decorative

majestic columns in large buildings. Amongst

yellows the rich gold from Rylstone is at

present unique amongst Australian marbles,

and the same might be said of the beautiful

ivory-coloured stone also from that locaHty.

The variegated fnarbles are of sufficient

varietv to "suit almost any task. The white

marbles still require further investigation,

only a few being at present known, and in

this connection might be mentioned the

statuarv marble found at Gilmore, Tumut, in

New South Wales, Only surface specimens

have been obtained, but these are most pro-

mising, and are quite equal in quality to

Carrara. In the Bathurst district, also, are

several very fine white marbles suitable for

monumental and other purposes, chief of

which is one from George's Plain, now being

placed upon the market.

Australia is particularly rich in granites,

but. so far, not many have been worked.

Tlie finer-grained deep red granite of Gabo

is an excellent stone for decoration, as also

are those from Tarana of equal texture.

Several richlv red coloured, coarse-grained

granites, the "felspar crystals predominating,

have recently been brought to light, such PS

Mudgee, Michelago, Tarana, In grey

granites, the varieties are very numerous,

but the finest of all is the dark grey of Uralla,

which is undoubtedly one of the finest

granites yet found in any country, being
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lull of life ; and an e.xcellent green-toned
^iranite outcrops at Albury, New South
\Valc3.

The sandstones of Australia arc of excel-

lent building qualities, but vary in grain,

texture, and colour, and bo give the architect

u wide field from which to realise schemes of

architectural designs and beauty.
Serpentines are practically an untouched

Held, although their occurrence is geneially
known. CJood material ia to be found at Port
Macquarie, New South Wales, and a polished
sjiecimen is here shown. Queensland is also

rich in this substance.

Another important quality of Australian
marbles and granites is that very few flaws
'jccur in them, so that during their prepara-
tion for use, such as turning, polishing, carv-
ing, etc., no " filling in " or other methods
'if cobbling are needed to produce a regular
;iiid even surface. This, of course, is a dis-

tinct gain.

The long list of available quarries from
which the stones are brought occupies about
100 pages. The descriptive notes are e.xcel-

lontly condensed ; and, besides the vei-j' fine
illustrations in colour of the various stones,
there are some interesting half-tones of the
more important buildings in which they have
been used.

^>—•••-<

DETERMINATION OF WEIGHT PER
CUBIC FOOT OF SAND.

At the last annual meeting of the American
Concrete Institute the Committee on
Aggregates reported the re.siUts of e.xperi
inents performed for the purpose of ascertain-
ing the method and apparatus by which the
most reliable results in the determination
of the weight per cubic foot of san<l bv <liffor-
ent operators under different conditions may
be obtained. This work was carried out by a
joint committee of the American Society "for
Testing .Materials and the American Concrete
Institute. The conclusions are here repro-
duced :

Remembering that the variables which need
to be standardised are (1) the size and shape
of the measure, (2) the method of filling the
measure, and (3) the amount of moisture in
','!« sand, e.xperiments were made at seven
different laboratories on sand of two grades-
one coarse, the other' fine. With wet sanl a
mu<^h greater range in average weight, aver-
age maximum variation and mean variation
was obtained. Becau,<ie of this great range,
the conclusions presented in the discussion
are based wholly on the results for dry sand
Seven different methods of filling the moa-

sures were tried, namely. A, filled and struck ;

K. filled and jarred; C, jarred while filling;
I), tamped in layers: E, filled and tamped ;F
filled through funnel : G, inner tube, and a
cone method used in one laboratorv only. The
lower weights were obtained bv "methods A.
I', and G, while the higher weights resulted
from methods C, D, and the cone. The cone
method showed least total variation, with
methods D and G as .second choice, while for
mean variation the cone method was lowe.st
with methods F and D as second and third

Iho Bi.shop of Buckinuliam (Or. Shnw) hao
.if-fJicated. at the iwiInI, churoli, Wvcombe
n nvemonal tablet to three of hi.s sans w^io h«vo
f.alien in the war.
Colonel ."Vrchilvald Samuel Cooper, C.M G

has been appointed Director of Inland Water'-
woys aiul Docks nt the War Office, in Micccision
to Maj.M- General A. S. CoUard. C.B., now
IJeputy Controller of Auxiliary Shippinirat the
Admiralty.

Capt.iin Leonai-d Lane Tnll>ot. R.F.A.. who
died of woii'uls in Frnnco on April 24. nt'od 34
wa,<i the youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. F.'
Inlbot. of Che<it<'r Street, Cnveriham He
was educated nt the ReodinR Collojiinte School,
ami 11' early youth left England for Paraguay,
where ho achieved succejsa as a surveyor.
A selection of works from the Tate G.nllery

by British jiainters of the latter hnlf nf tlir
nineteenth century has been arranged in Room
No. 21 of the National Gallery, next to the col-
lection of works by their French contempo-
r.nnes formed by Sir Hush Lane, The room
will be open to the public to-morrow (Thurs-
day).

^onts^aniitntt.

SOME MISUNDKK.-SlANDINt;.
To the Editor ol tht Building News.

Sir,—As I find that some misuLderstanding
has been caused among our Irit-nds by a cir-

cular sent out, I believe in March last, by my
brother. Captain C. J. Blomfield. from which
all mention of my name was omitted, I beg to

inform you that as our partnership (Sir Arthur
Blomfield and Sons) expired by eUlaxion of

time at the end of last year, I am carrying on
my work at the address below as usual, and
each of us will (by mutu -.1 agreement] con-

tinue to ser\ e those of our clients whose busi-

ness we handled respectively.

Owing to pressure of War Loan work at the
Hank of England, I am using my office in

Grocers' Hall till after the wai, but letters

will still reach me if addressed to the Bank.
I .-ini, dear iiir, yours faithfully,

.\irrHiR Blomfield (M.A., F.K.I.B..\.)

Sur\evor's Office, Grocers' Hall,
Princes Street, E.G. Tel. ; Bank 6133.

June 1, 1917.

»••-<-

POSTURES AT WORK.
Numerous departures from the normal pos-

ture appear in every degree from a very slight

and almost imperceptible curvature to a

marked deformity, and produce corresponding
deviations from normal health, in many shop
and office workers. It is, therefore, of great
importance that every effort be made to pre-

vent the establishment of such conditions, or
if once established to correct them. With this

in view every employer should endeavour to
obtain the best possible working conditions
for liis employees—suitable seats, proper desks
or work benches, sufficient light falling upon
the W(ul: at the correct angle and freque.it

change of jjosition in work requiring close

application. This alone is, however, not suffi-

cient, for unless the workman can be made to

realise the necessity for correct posture he will

be lienefited very little. In most establish-

ments little more can be done than simply to

c.ill attention of all workers to the dangers
consequent upon the assumption of incorrect
|)ostures, adding to the conditions noted above
the ever-increasing susceptibility of the indi-

vidual to tuberculosis as the supply of fresh
air reaching the lungs is diminished.

Definite instruction to bend the body at the
waist instead of at the shoulders in work re-

quiring close application will, if followed out.
not only eliminate the hump on the back, but
will surjirisingly diiriinish fatigue. Regaidless
of what method is pursued in dealing with this
important iiuestion, two facts should always
be borne in mind : One is that a deformity (ire-

veiited is very much more to be desired" than
one corrected : and the other is that the sooner
a deformity is detected the easier it is to be
corrected, and the less serious ;ire the results
wrought by it on the individual.

>-••••-<

DUHABILITY OF CONCRETE IN
ALKALI WATERS.

Because various branches of the Govern-
nieiiit use concrete in irrigated districts,

where the alkali -occasionally becomes con-
centrated in the soil, the Bureau of Stan-
dards undertook in 1913 an investigation of

the durability of concrete in alkali waters.
The work has been carriod on in co-opera-

tion with tlie Reclamation Service, the De-
partment of Agriculture and the Portland
Cement Association. Some 8.000 specially

iprepared draintile made, under the Bureau's
siijiervision were installed in concentrated
alkali soils in the Western States, and a
number of theee have been taken up and
tested each yea.\\

More recently a number of concrete blocks
have been made, using aggregates now in
use on different irrigation projects, and in-

stalled in alkali soils. These are to be ex-
amined from time to time for indications of
disintegration. The results thus far avail-

able show that concrete and cement drain
tile will disintegrate in some of the soils

where they have been tried unless made with
the greatest care and of the liest materials.

LiSGAL INTELLIGBNCE.
CaHDIH KtStHVOlB Co.MBACT.—JUDGMENT

KOH £12,388 AGAINST THE ClTV COUNCIL.—In the

King's Bench Division Mr. Justice Bray gave
jiidgmem in the case of Nott v. The Cardiff

Corporation. Mr. L. G. Nott, a Bristol public

works contractor, obtained the contract to con-

.struct the Llwyn On Reservoir. We have pre-

viously reiwrted the details of the case. Dis-

putes arose between the parties, and the matter

was submitted to an arbitrator, who found in

favour of the contractors. Jlr. Juetice Bray,

giving judgment, said the disputes arose

mainly owing to the objection by the contractor

to do extra work, and the contractor availed

himself of the right of appeal from the engi-

neer to the arbitrator, as laid down in the

arbitration clause in the contract. Referring

to the contractor's claim for rates paid on the

railway ho occupied, his lordship said he could

eee nothing to justify him in holding that tlio

arbitrator was wrong in finding that the con-

tractor was not the occupier of the railway,

and therefore not liable to pay the rates. Tlie

corporation failed on that point, and must now
l)ay the contractor the sum he had paid. Re-
ferring to the claims for extra work done by
the contractor at the request of the engineer of

the corporation, his lordship said that it wa»
clear the engineer had refused to give instruc-

tions in writing as provided by the contract.

He (the judge) would uphold the arbitrator's

findings in favour of tlie contractor, whose
claims would be allowed. The question in dis-

pute between the jjartioe as to the mixing of

the cement he should treat as extra work, and
would find in favour of the contractor. The
award must stand for £12,388 18s. 2d., and the

contractor would have the costs. Counsel for

the corporation asked for leave to appeal. The
judge said he did not think the corporation

should appeal, although he was bound to say

there were difficult questions of law, and he
would give leave.

Use of Small Type in a Sale Note.- At
Wolverhampton County Court bis Honour
Ju<lgc Howard Smith <lcllivercd judgment in an

important case affootang the building tra<le.

Thero had been a new triai of a matter «-

miittod from the Divisional Court in whicJi tlie

plaintieE wao William Roe, builder and con-

tractor, of Hartley Street, WolTrei-ha.mpton, and

the diifemlants, R" A. Naylor, Ltd., timber mer-

cliant! and importers, Warrington, tiie object

being to recover £41 10s. damages for all<>pe»l

breach of contract. His Honoiir said the Divi-

sional C'ol^rt ordered a new trial because they

were not certain wlwther he had directed hi?

irand to the right prinoiplc. He never meant
If- hold that there was any duty on the part of

'he defendants to point out tlie conditions on

the sale note, but he thought the i laiittiffs

failed to disoover it. because the <lofendanta

printed it in the smallest type, and placed it

i.i a pojition where an oixiinary business man
would not have expected to find it, and uiifor-

tumatelv he worded his I'mdling .w as to oreat*-

a doubt in the minds of the learned judgfB.

lie meant to find then, as he fouml now. Uiat

having regard to tilie very small print of the

ocaiditions, and the ixsition in which it was

placed, an oixlinary busiiHee m-ui, at*ing with

oidinarv care, wovild have failed to notiiv it,

a.iKl <-ould bo excused for not having done so

As to tliis, the evidence was the same as on the

first trial. It was, However, .*own that the

plaintiff was short^igiitod, ajKl it was urged

that a man of oixliiinary sight wo-ild have seen

the conditions. He had the e^^<lonoe of Mr.

Ferbusch. pl.iiintiff's solicitor, who etate<l UKit

when the sale note wa* fii^t brought t<> him he

did not i>otice tlie condition, and it was only

when it w-a* brought to his notice by the de-

fendant.')' soHoitor that ho discovered it. He
(the jodgo) had used his own eves, ajid he

found that the plaintiff never isaw the ec>n<li-

tion, and was misled; he furtjier found that a

busiiK-ss man, acting OTth orditiary oare, wouild

be excused for not det<>cJ.iiv;j it. Although the

case wa-s sent back for a new ta-ia.l on tlie one

|X)int that he had mentioned, and dealt with,

the defendants, as they were entitle*! to do,

relied upon an alleged custom of the trade tliat

oontractis for delivery of timlier nia<le by travel-

lers were subjeot to the gvxxis !>eing unsold by

their principals. He had fr'.ive doubts as to

the oortainty aj»d univereality of the custom,

and oven if the conditioiifl liefore referred tx>

did not aippenr on the sale notes or quotation,

he should still luavo doubt as to the alleired

custom applying to the whole ctf the tin>b<^r

trade, and therefore he had to find ^^ it wias

not i.roved He gave judgnvent for the plain-

tiff, with cost.5 on the higher so'ile.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TEADE
SOCIETIES.

Royal Architectural Instiute of
Canada.—The Council of the Royal Archi-
tectural Institute ot Canada met "in Ottawa
on April 28, under the presidenov of Mr.
•J. P. Outlet, of Quebec. The meeting was
very wcill attended. iiicUiding a member from
Alberta. It was decided to hold the annual
meeting in Ottawa on tlie 1st and 2nd of
October next. This will be the tenth
gathering : originally the organisation was
known as the Institute of Ardhitects of
Canada, and in 1909 permission was given
to use the prefi.x " Royal.'' Three years later
the Institute secured a charter for" affiliating
all e.Yistiiig arcliitectural societies who
possessed iprovincial charters, the meniJbers of

tliei proviincial societies thus becoming members
of the R.A.I.C. Aftei- discussion, it was
agreed to establish an Institute medal of
merit to be |)resented for competition or to
distinguished architects. A committee will
obtain designs and settle details. The question
of affiliating B.C. architects' associations
«a3 also dealt with. A roll of honour of meji
at the front will be prepared, and Mr. A.
Chausse, tihe lionorary secretary, was re-

quested to write every society for lists of

members who have enlisted.

(Bm (Bffire 3:abU.

A meeting of the Society of Architects, at
28, Bedford Square, London, W.C.I, will be
held at 6.30 p.m. to-morrow (Thursday, June
-7), when a paper will be read on "Coal from
Concreted Breeze, Sawdust and Ashes," by
R. Goulburn Lovell, A. R.I. B. A., M.S. A. It
is claimed that a good fuel can be produced
which will flame, coke and incandesce like
coal. This will be demonstrated at the
meeting. 'The subject at the present time
is of vital importance, and should ensure
a full attendance.

One of the most illuminating illustrations
of the relative cost of different building
materials, according to Sluiie, is furnished by
the bids for the construction of the Madi-
son School, at Syracuse, N.Y. It is worth
while to consider these bids, which were
opened the past month, in detail. The bids
in detail were as follows:—A, limestone,
$217,158: imitation stone, $215,404: terra-
cotta. $215,851: B. limestone,' $227,700:
imitation stone and terra-cotta, the same ; C
limestone, $229,000; imitation stone'
$227,000; terra-cotta, $225,400; D, lime-
stone, $210,000: imitation stone. $210,967;
terra-cotta. .$215,150. Thus it will be seen
that out of twelve separate prices quoted,
limestone at .$210,000 was the lowest. What
is more, this figure is $967 less than the
lowest imitation stone bid, and $5,150 less
than the lowest terra-cotta bid. The most
favourable limestone price was no less than
$17,700 under the higher imitation stone
and terra-cotta bids. On the other hand,
to put the matter in an abaolutely fair light,
the highest limestone bid was $18,033 more
than the lowest imitation stone, and $13,850
more than the lowest terra-cotta bid. What
is equally striking is the fact that the
bidders who put in high figures for natural

1 stone offered inducements of only a thousand
or two dollars in favour of the" imitation.

The Bridport Town Council have been in-
formed by t!ie LocarGovernmeut Board that
the appointment as medical officer for the
borough of Dr. Edwards, who had been a
member ot the council, was not in oider.
as a sanitary authority could not appoint
a councillor to such an office until twelve
months after his resignation. This evidently
does not apply to metropolitan boroughs,
where a retired oouncillor can be elected
town clerk witlim a few minutes of his
resignation.

At » conference ou housing, held in the
Alelboume Hall, Edinburgh, under the
auspices of the Scottish Labour Housing
Association, Mr. Eunson. chairman of the
Edinburgh Trades Council, presiding. Mr.
Tom Hamilton. "Workers' Union, moved that
a branch of the Housing -\ssociation be
formed in Edinburgh. Councillor Graham.

who seconded, said they in Edinburgh had
aij acute housing problem, 'llie tightness of

money, the high cost of building materials,

and the high cost of labour had stopped
private enterprise. Mr. Robert .\llan said

ihey v.^ould have to see that the houses
erected in the future were up to a certain

standard. A prominent c.'ficial in Edin-
burijh had described some houses at Itosyth
as suggestive of bird cages. Doors and
windows were so nariow that some of the
w,orkers from England had actually to cut
their furniture up before they could get it

into the houses. It was unanimously decided ifO

form a branch in Edinburgh of the Pcottish
Labour Housing Association.

The Education Committee of the West Ham
Corporation has had under consideration the
remuneration received by the architect
during the past two years under the con-
ditions of his appointment in 1896 by the
West Ham School Board. The architect's

agreement is so worded as to make his re-

taining fee or salary of £100 per annum
cover not only his general work as architect
to the committee, but the ordering, supea--

vising, checking, and certifying of the whole
of the accounts for jobbing repairs, and this

work he has carried out for more than twenty
years without claiming any fees. Since the
war and the consequent stoppage of all new-

work the loss has become more acute, and
for the vear 1915-17 the actual out-of-pocket
loss on work executed for the committee
amounts to between £400 and £500, although
the staff and office expenses are reduced to
the lowest possible level consistent with effi-

cient supervision. Th; architect suggested
that to reduce this loss he be permitted to

charge fees at the rate of 2^ per cent, on the
jdbbing repairs not executed by contract.
The Education Committee recommends that
in lieu of the proposal to allow the architect

2^ per cent, on jobbing repairs not executed
by contract his retaining fee be increased from
£100 per annum to £350 per annum.

In his eleventh annual report. Dr.
Houston, Director of Water Examination to
the Metropolitan Water Board, refers to the
special treatment of the raw Thames water
which has been in operation from June, 1916,
and declares that the consumers have re-

ceived a tasteless, odourless, and innocuous
water. The treated water has been purer
bacteriologically than if it had undergone
storage in the Staines reservoirs. From June
to March the net saving has been over
£8,000. Still more important is the conserva-
tion of coal, a commodity of vital use to a
nation at war. The New River supply is open
to some criticism, owing to the deficiency of
storage and of filtration area. The results
are very good under normal conditions, but
the moment a flood occurs deterioration sets
in. To remedy this state of affairs by the
construction of engineering works would cost
an enormous sum of money. Moreover, the
larger reservoirs and additional filters are
only really needed on e.xceptional occasions.
The Director haiS therefore sought to solve the
problem. He admits that his first attempt
was unsuccessful, owing to taste troubles.
Since then, we are told, most gratifying re-

sults have been obtained, and some of the
members of the Board have had ocular demon-
-stration of the working erf the process.

The Building Trades Central Advisory
Committee (Operatives), which advises and
assi.-^ts the Ministry of Labour upon matters
affecting workmen in connection with Employ-
ment Exchanges, has held its third meeting.
The committee received a statement with re-

gard to the steps being taken by the Depart-
ment to assist associations to comply with the
recommendations of the Treasury Committee
on the audit of claims for repayment under
Section 106 of the National Insurance Act,
1911. in re^Tiect of unemployment benefit paid
hv the associations. The committee also con-

sidered : (a) The best means of avoiding delay
in the placing of men sent by Emplo\Tnent
Exchanges from one town or district to
another

; {h) the desirability, when appoint-
ing Emplo>Tnent exchange officials, whose
duty it will be to deal with applicants for

employment, of giving due consideration to

their qualifications both as regards knowledge

of industrial conditions and ability to deal

syn»pabhetically with workm.en. It was re-

ported to the committee that the Ministry' of

i.M'Unitions had decided to extend the list of

occupations for which men are eligible for

enrolment as war munition volunteers to in-

clude bricklayers and general labourers suit-

able for munitdons or shipyard work.

The Building Prize in the Surveyors' In-

stitution Examination was won by Mr. Henry
C'olbeck, A. R.I. B. A., of 25, Bramley Road,
Ealing, W. Mr. Colbeck is the son of a well-

known United Methodist minister, the Rev.
Alfred Colbeck, and is twenty-eight years
old. He was articled as pupil to Messrs.
Glendenning and Hanson, A.R.I.B.A., o£

Halifax, for four years, and later acted as
assistant in the offices of several ardhitects

and surveyors in Bii'iniingham and WeSUng-
borough. "He came to London nearly three

years ago, and last year was elected an Asso-

ciate of the R.I.B.A. He has been for the

last two and awhalf vears leading assistant to

Mr. J. R. Moore-Sniith, F.R.I.B.A.

The Philippine Health Serrice has turned
its attention to improving the housing of the

poor in the Phihppines, where highly com-
bustible and unsanitary nipa structures are

now the rule. The Service has constructed

a number of model houses from a new fire-

proof material, consisting of equal pai'ts of

cement, sand and nipa, or husks of rice. This
material is moulded into shingles for the roof,

and slabs for the walls, the sfabs being two
by six feet in surface area and half an inch

thick, and weighing albout six pounds per

square foot. The model houses contain five

rooms, with a porch, and cost $250 each,

which is about the same as for those of nipa

construction, making al'lowaiice for the fre-

quent repairs which the latter require. It is

said that the new-style liouses will last

twenty-five years, while nipa houses generally

last only ten years. The new houses are said

to be fai' more sanitary than nipa houises,

which harbour rats and insects in abundance.

At the aiiinual election of the National

Academy of Design, held in New York on

April 26, Herbert Adams, the sculptor, was

elected president to succeed J. Alden Weir,

who was elected last year and 'who refused

to .seirve again. Tlie other officers, wtho were

re-elected, are : Vice-president, Howard
Russt^U Butler; corresponding secretary,

Harrv W. Watrous : recording seereitaa-y,

C. C. Curran ; and treasurer, Francis C.

Jones. The inewlv elected Academicians are

Charles Rosen. De Witt Parshall aaid Ernest

Lawson, painters ; James E. Eraser and Paul

Bartlett, sculptors; and Henry Bacon.

architect. Mr. Adams is the second sculptor

elected as president of the National Academy.

The late J. Q. A.- Ward was also at one time

president.

The Liverpool House Builders' Association

met last Fridav evening, and adopted a draft

report asked fo"r by Lord Rhondda giving their

views on the national housing problem. In

Liverpool the members undertook to erect

9,000 houses in three years after the war, and

suggested that certain land and financial facili-

ties^ should be given. They pointed out that

high rents could not be paid by the Livenpool

working classes, who had to incur tramway

fares in" going to and from their employment.

In pursuance of the powers conferred, the

Mini.ster of Munitions orders that the war

material to which Regulation 30a applies shall

include w:ir material of the following classes

and descriptions, namely :—All machinery

dri\.-en b-\- power and suitable for use m cut-

ting, working, or operating on wood, including

saw"ing machines of all descriptions, general

joiners, mortise, tenon and boring machines,

lathes and rounding machines, box and cask-

making machines a"nd all machines accessory

thereto, scraping and sandpapering machines,

wheelwright machinery', firewood-making and

bundling m,-ichinery, "wood, wool fibre and

pulp machinery, saw-sharpening and setting

machines, saw' stretchers and brazing appa-

ratus, and all machines for grinding, planing

or moulding irons. All applications for a

permit to purchase or enter into negotiations

for the purchase of the war material referred

to should be made to the Executive Officers of

the Area Clearing House Boards, whose ad-

dresses may be obtained upon application to
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" The Director, Central Clearing Houfe,
Ministry of Munitions, Charing Cross Build-

ings, S.\V.2." All applications for a permit
to sell or enter into negotiations for the sale

of the war material referred to in the above
Order should be made to " The Director " of

Wood Working Machinery, Charing Cross
Buildings, S.W.2.

The American Museum of Natural History
contains the largest piece of jade (nephrite)
ever found in "itii and the largest ever
polished, measuring seven feet long by twio

and a half wide, and weighing 4,718 lbs. In
the last number of the American Museum
" Journal," Dr. George F. Kunz tells how he
found this piece of jade some years ago in

a quarry at Jordansmuhl, Silesia. Its dis-

covery was especially interesting from an
ethnological point of view, because certain
authorities had maintained that all the jade
objects found in Europe were of Asiatic
origin. The finding of this great mass of
nephrite, sufficient in itself to furnish mate-
ria! for all jade objects and ornaments
hitherto found in Europe, proved that it was
not necessary to assume that nreliistoric jade
objects were brought from the Orient in con-
nection with lace migrations.

With a view to removing misconceptions
which have recently arisen in various parts of
the country, the Alinister of Munitions has
issued a notice directing attention to the fact
that (1) no building or construction woik cost-
ing over £500, or involving the use of con-
.structional .steel, can be undertaken without a
licence from the Ministry ; and (2) that such
a licence is as necessary for work involved in
the r«toration of property destroyed or
damaged by fire or aircraft as for work under-
taken in other circumstances.

TO CORRESPONUENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. Alt communications should
be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are
many claimants upon the space allotted to
corresjioodents.

It is p.irticularly requested that all drawings and
all communication.s rospectmg illustrations or literarj

matter, hooks for review, etc.. should be addressed
to the Editor of the BUILDING N'BWS, Efflngham
House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.2, and not to
Bembers of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

..uently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
jommunications are sent at contributors* risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be
liable (or. unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photogra,ph5,
architects are asked kindly to state how long the
building has been erected. It does neither them nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which have been
some time exe>;uted, except under special circum-
Btajices.

•^•Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private building.';, detJlils of old
and new work, and good sketches are always wel-

come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.

Of more commonplace subjects, small churches,
chapels, houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent
than we can insert, but are glad to do so when space
permits, on mutually advantageous terms, which
may be ascertained on application.

Telegrams: " Timeserver, Estrand, London."

Telephone: Gerrard 1201.

OGILVIE & GO.

Telephone DALSTON ISM.

MfttiT v(uB connected with
the la'te nrm of Vf. H.
LASCELLKS * CO.. ol

bunhill Row.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N.

EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS,
ESTIMATES

HIEE.

FOR

Olivers'

Seasoned

Hardwoods,
VPPLT TO

—

WM. OLIVER a SONS, Ltd.,

120, Buobill Row, London, E.C.

TENDERS.
*•* Correspondents would in all cuei oblice by

giviDK the addresses of the parties tendering—at any
rate, of the aceepted tender: it adij te ibeTalae of Ibe

information.

CHIPS.
Some 7.000 bu-ildiiif; tradt' oix^rMtiTcs in Bw-

m.in.gtam who appliixi for an addStdonal war
boons of 3(1. an liouir have been nnifarnics.1 thnt
the emploj-ore cannot grant the request.

The dcaJtli is annoimcedi on M:i,v 28, a/t 13,
Lincoln'.^ Inn Fi<>kiis, of Mr. Walter Lcwiis
Spiers. A.R.I.B.A., F.S.A., cura/tor of the Sir
John Soano Mus<?um. a)red sixty-e.ig'}iit. 'IThere
was a moinorral service at St. Aiidrow's Ohurcih,
Wells Strpe.1, W., last Thursday, and &<>
funeral was Bolemnised at

" Broolcwood
Cemetery.

Second-Lieutenant Wdiliam Shand Ky<lid.
R.F.A., killed on Muiy 16. was the eldest son of
Mr. and Mi-s. Shiand" Kydd, of Hiplvg-.i t*. ajid
was twonty-three years of age. He joined the
O.T.C. m 1915, <nn<i was sent to Exet««r. «4ierc
he complet«I his traandng as an officer and was
gazetted on July 8, leaving England' immedi-
ately for tihe front.

The thanks of the Sen'a;t<:' oi ihe Un'ivei-sity
of London have b(-en at^cordod to tho So<-ie.t.,v

of Antiquaries for fho renewal for .a fnrthoV
leriod of live .years of tilie Franks stiidentehap
founded by th<im in mienioi-y of Sir A. Wollas-
ton Franks, K.C.B.. for tbe prmtiiotion of the
stnd'T of tJie nrahax>logy of tli<> Brititdi Islw in
its comparativo aspects.

Principal Mwlae.liaii. the Mo.leiator. f.uniallv
opened on th». 29th ult. a,s a oliii,r<-h houiie an<l
chih the htistorjo house at .'i2, t^uieen Stiieet,
Edinburgh, in wnhich Sir J. Y. "siiinpson con-
duote<l the experiments by whicJi he disoovereid
the aniestihetic use of chloroform. an<l Miliiioh

has been giivon by the family of the late Sir
Alexander Simpson to the ITratwl Frw OhuiiHi.
Tlie house will bo nsod as a t^nporary resi-
dence ,^f memlwrs of the club, mipnionaraes on
furlough, for Clnirch sisters, and pinre of moot-
ing for oonferences arnd for social intercouive.

Tlie Catholies of the Church of the Saered
Heart. Eden Grove. Holloway, have jilneed a
niemorial in the church to "those who have
fallen in the war, whioh was unveiled on Sunday
"* ',"'"•/'''" ""'morial is of oak with richly
moulded frame, having carved pattern,* at in-
tervals, with the Tudor rose in the four
corners. The centre )iart at the top is raised
.nnd gives the outline for a vesica 8h.ipo<l panel
IP,. "''',';l' " carved the Sacred Heart, with
blies filling in the ai>flndi-els—all in high rnliof
Four panels are formed at tlio angles, and in
tJieso are carved various emblems of the
Passion of Our I>ord. The dudioatorv inscrip-
tion carved in raised lettering at the top of
tiho panel is the text: "Greater love than
this no man hath, th«t B man lav down his life
for his friends."

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Twenty-six shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom; thirteen shillings for

ajx montJis: for the L'iiit.ed Stat<-s, £1 10s. (or $"

SOc. gold). To France or BelBium, £10 10s. (or 42f.).

To India, il 10s. To any of the Australian
Colonies, or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West
Indies, or Natal, £1 10s.

»««Our Direct Subscription Agents for Australia
are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Ck)., Printers and
Publishers, 19, York Chambers, 105, Liverpool Street,

Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan, The Maruzen
Co., Ltd., 11-lC. Nionbashi Tori Sanchome, Tokyo;
who will receive Subscriptions at £1 10s. per an-

num on our account. (Copies of the paper will be
sent ny us direct to the subscribers' address.

•»*The spcciiil rate to Canada is £1 10s. =$7
30e. for 12 months, and 16s. = $.? 65c. six months.
Our Direct Subscription Agents for Canada are
MosOT.s. Sells, Ltd., 302, Shauchnessy BuiltfinKS,

MoGill Street, Monl.real, who will receive Subscrip-

tions, £1 10s. per annum, on our account.

Cheques and Post Office Orders to be made payable
to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

NOTICE.
Bound Copies of Vol. CX. are now ready, and

ilioiilil be ordered early (price 128. each, tiy post

13s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up.

A few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX., LIII., LXI.. I.XII., LXIV., LXV.,
LXVI., I.XVII., LXVIII., LXIX., LXXI.,
LXXII.. LXXIII., LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI.,
LXXVII., LXXIX., LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII.,
LXXXIII., LXXXIV., LXXXV.. LXXXVI.,
LXXXVII., LXXXVIII., LXXXIX., XC, XCI.,

xcii., xciii. xcvii., xciv., xcv., xcvi.,
xrviii.. xcix., c, CI., cii., cm., civ., cv.,
OVI., CVII.. CVIII., and CIX., may still be ob-
tained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print.

BACK ISSUER.
Mo«t of tlie back iflcuee are to be h«d aiac^]

All baok Issues orer one month old will be charged
•d ttach, po6t,ige Id. Bubecribers rcquinnc back
number* Aould order at once, as they ioofi mn craX

o( print.

nandsome Cloth Cases for binding the BflLDINO
News, price 2s., post, free 2s. 5d.. can be obtained
from anv Newsagent, or from the Publiaber,

EfllnRhnni House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.2

IlitiGHTON.—For supply of Portland cement for
the year ending June 30, 191S, delivered at any of
the Brighton railway stations as ordered in (juan-

titles of from si.\ to twent..' tons at one time, for
the town i*ouncil :

—

G. J'reeman, Ltd., Frederick Place, Brj^htoii,
£2 Ss. 7d. per ton (accept^ed); British Standard
Ceuunt Co.. 110, Fenohurch Street. K.C., £2 7s. 9d.

;

J. J. tj. .Saunders aiui Sons, Ivorv Place, Brighton,
£2 Ss. 7d. ; Pep|«er and Son, Arat>erlev. Sussex,

£2 ss. 7d.: J. Bvford and .Son, Ltd.. Moody Wharf.
Poplar. K.H. £2 *s 7d. : Hall and Co. (Croydon..
Ltd., Ml, Weotern Koad, Hove, £2 Ss. 7d.; Associate<l

I'ortlancI Cement Manufacturers (1900), Ltd., Port
land llou.sc, Lloyd's Avenue, K.C.3. .£2 9s. fid.

:

Treiuhniann. Wcekes and Co., Ltd., 0, Lloyd'-
Avenue. E.C.3, £2 »s. lOd.

Bkom.sgrove.—^For erection of new chimney shall,

for the tjuardians:

—

A. J. Amess, £91 10s. (accepted).

(ii.Ascow.—For painters' work in connection uitli

alterations at Schipka Pass, for the corporation :—
T. Lawrie and Co.. £123 Ss. 9d (acceptedi.

Lewisham.—For repair of highway at High Street

and Rushev Oreen. tor the Council :—
Constable. Hart and Co.. Ltd.. at 10s. 3d.

per yard (acceptedi.

London, S.W—For supply of sua tons of tarred

slaf, li-in. gauge, for the Lumlietli Borough Coun-
cil :—Constable, Hart, and Co., 41. F.astcheap. E.C..

delivered at Stewart's L;ine Goods Station, l»s. c.il.

per ton , Falcon Lane 19.-., Wandsworth Roiid

19s. 3d., Heme Hill 19s. Od. (recommended for ac

eeptancel: Tarmac. Ltd., 20, Victoria Street. S.W..

'US O.d.. 10s.. 19s.. and 'iOs. ; H. L. Cooin-r and Co..

Jii. Mark Lane. K.C.. 205. 8d., 16e. 5d.. 18s. 5d.. and
20s. 8d.

IcNDON. S.W.—For supply of wood Idocks. etc.. for

the W.iiidswo'-th Borough Council :—
J. B. Lee and Sons, Ltd. (accepted).

N'l NE.UON.—For construction of foundations for

boiler at the ehxtricity works, for the corporation

G. Smith and Sons. Xuncaton .. £'240 n

(Accepted.)

SWANSE.i.—For repairing playgrounds, for

Kducation Committee :—
C. and F. Geen. I'ort Talliot. £133 los.

(.Vccetlted.)

ToDMORnEN.—For painting and pointing at

workliouw, for the guardians :—
G. F. Dawson. Hoomfteld BuildHngs, Tod-

mordeii (accepted).

I viiRinoE.—For furnishing and equipment of the

, hiUl wvlfare lentre and creche to he shortly oi>«ned

hv them, for tlie Uxbridge I'riian District (>)on-

r. Wiillis and Co., Ltd., Holhorn Circus,

B.C.. £157 M-. 9.1. (aeceptcdl.

th.

the

l;i;cRivED.—.1. H.—Y. E. P. Co.. Lt<l.—H. H. B.—
W. J. K.—A. J. B.-iM. and Co.. Ltd.—Van A.
and C^.-^B. A. and Co., Ltd.—W. and O., Ltd.—
K. A. C—A. B.—G. G. S.—J. F., Lt<l.—W. H.
H.

LIMA—Yes.

T. J. J.—Thanks, no.

We knowAi.ahasteu.

1 ioned

Tni.ts.—The jioint stvms
We think your view

nothing of the ftrni men-

Imrdl.v worth litigation.
i tlie fair one.

4>AMi',—Sylvester's process for waterproofiiig brick
and porous walls came into notice After the
reading of a paper thereon before the R.I.IV.A.
by Mr. Benjamin Ferrcy, in 1S43. It Ls simple
and easy of a;pplicjition, and cheap. It consists
of washing the brick or stone wall witli a Iiot

solution of ..aoft soap and water—1 lb. of tsoap
to a gallon of water—laid on with a large lirusli.

This was'i is .left for twenty-four hours, :uid
another is then .applied over it. consisting of
i Ui. of alum thoroughly dissolved in four gal-
lons of hot wat<»r. Our own cxi>enicnce is that
it nee<ls renewal everj' second year, that it is

best applied in dry weat-ier. and that it is

not of much u.* where there are liadly pointed
or decayed joints in tlie wall.

A notice posted on the gate leading to a

local allotment reads:—"I^nd of How and

Glory." And some i>essinMst, or pertiaps a

small bov with a i>erverted sense of humour,

wrote underneath. " Moi-e hope than glory !

"

At. a pi-eliminary meeting of the Valuati'Ui

and Tuveiitorv tVrks' Fe<lera.tion. held at ll.c

\u.lliy Hotel. Mount Street, W.. it \ya«

iiiiaiiimouslv agreed that the fees for miking

and chcKiking inventories in town and country

lie raised to 15s. 9d. per day and li gumeas

per dav for making ojit;ilogues and v.i.luatioiis.

.\ nuiivber of the priiuiiial agents have alreail.

agreed to the increased fees.

Mr. William Harpur. for tliirty-four years

boroug'h engineer of CJardiff. and the oldest

ofiicial of the (Tity Cori>orat.ion. whoso servioo

he ent«re<l forty-one years ago. difd on Whit

Smidnv. a,ge<l sixty-five vears. He w^s a son of

Mr. San:iicvl Harpur. at one liinie borough sut-

vevor of Derbv, and afterwaifle of Mertjiyv.

JTie ltt*.e Mr. itarpur was in 1899 President of

the Association of M'jnioipal and County
' Surveyors.
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The new Institute of Scottish Archi-

tects had a good send-off at its first annual
convention last Friday at Edinburgh. Sir

John Macdonald's plea for the more fre-

quent u.se of Scottish forms in Scottish

building was well and humoi-ouslv sus-

tained, especially by his reminiscences of

buildings in Stettin. Mr. .John Watson,
of Glasgow, well summarised the objects

of the Institute, the chief aim of which
is to be to help and stimulate desire for

good architecture by the general public.

That was also excellently emphasised by
Sir Rowand Andei-son, whose i-emarks on
housing, and the necessity for ceasing to

pile family over family on the top of one
another in the huge tenement-houses com-
mon in Scotland, and the substitution for

such of self-contained dwellings without
sunk basements and long high stairs, were
as timely as pertinent. Sir Rowand's
confidence in the final supremacy of

reason over dogma is encouraging. ^Ve
wish it was more generally shared, for in

architecture, as in all other arts, till the

creative faculties of man are freed froin

the stifling traditions of worn-out shib-

boleths, the transient and not seldom
absurd fashions of the day will still pre-

vail, and the crazy quest of picturesque-

ness will exhaust the feeble energies of

those who pursue it. We wish the new
Institute all success, and will do all in

our power to second its efforts.

k

The Sun-eyoi-s' Institution is to be very

heartily congratulated on the excellent

president it has secured in succession to
its fortunate choice of Mr. Stewart last

year in the person of Mr. Arthur Lyon
Ryde, of 49 and 50^ Parliament Street,

and all wiU earnestly hope that his

present anxieties with r^ard to the
fate of his younger son, who was
reported wounded and missing on
May 8. be speedily dissipated. Simi-
lar anxieties have afflicted a great
number of surveyors, since 2,400 members
of the Institution have joined the Forces,

of whom over 150 have fallen upon the

field of honour. No profession has, in-

deed, more nobly fulfilled its patriotic
duty in the greatest crisis of our history.

Mr. Arthur Lyon Ryde was bom in 1854.

He is tlie second son of the late Mr.

Edward Ryde. who was one of the founders

of the Institution and occupied the presi-

dential chair for three years in succession,

viz.. 1880. 1881, and 1882, to his own great

credit and to the great advantage of the

Institution. Mr. Arthur Ryde entered

I his father's office, becoming a partner in

1879. In 1887 he was appointed Valuer

to the Receiver for the Metropolitan

Police District, in which capacity he has

since bought the freehold of over 150 sites

in the Metropolitan Police area0 Mr.

Ryde holds retainers for the South-

Eastem and Chatham Railway and the

North-Eastern Railway, and has on many
occasions given evidence for those com-

panies in compensation cases. Although

i-ailway compensation cases are not so fre-

quent as they once were, Mr. Ryde's ex-

perience in this class of work is often made
use of in the isolated cases which crop up
from time to time for coi-porations and

other public bodies. He has also sat as

arbitrator on many occasions in these

cases. As a witness in rating appeals,

Mr. Ryde has given evidence in almost

eveiy rating appeal of any consequence

which has been heard in the past twenty

years, and he has valued nearly all the

larger gasworks and waterworks in London
and the South of England with a view to

advising on their rateable value. Mr.

Ryde mai-ried in 1879 a daughter of the

late Bishop Titcombe, who was formerly

Vicar of Woking and left to become the

first Bishop of Rangoon. He has two

sons, both of whom were in partnership

with him when war broke out. The elder

now holds a commission in the Army Sei--

vice Corps, and the younger was reported

wounded and mining " on May 8. It

is still hoped that Mr. J. T. Ryde (who

was chairman of the Junior Committee of

the Sur\'eyors' Institution from June,

1912, to May, 1913) is alive, although, if

he survives, he must be a prisoner in the

hands of the Germans.

The Secretary of the Defence of the

Realm Losses Commission has sent to the

newspapers some explanations of the

action of his department in commandeer-

ing houses for military occupation. The

Commission, the Secretary says, is re-

stricted to awarding " the exact amount of

direct loss and damage," and in this case

the applicants for compensation failed to

" establish any possibility of letting or

selling the house in question during the

period of military occupation." So the

commissioners awarded only " an indem-

nity against rates, tenants and taxes, and

the cost of insuring the premises." The

Secretary says that the question of dilapi-

dations was expressly reserved, and that

in this respect complainants are " entirely

safeguarded against any possibility <>i

loss. ' We reallj- should like to know
how '. If that means that at tlie

close of the occupation the fullest

and most comprehensive compensation

win be awarded, all we can say is

the past history of the Commission war-

rants-no such expectation. But, 'if so,

surely there ought to be some considera-

tion for an enforced occupation extending

over a long period? For a few months,

or even a year, large houses may remain

unlet, but the Government tenancy is

running into years, and meanwhile the

owner is to be mulcted because he cannot

prove what it is manifestly impossible for

him to prove !

M. Pierre Paris has announced to the

French Academy of Inscriptions the dis-

covery of what may prove to be a second

Pompeii, buried under the sands of

Morocco. In carrying out excavations in

the region of Bolonia, on the sea coast, M.
Palis first came across an ancient factory,

believed to have been established for the

salting of fish, and more particularly per-

haps of the tunny fish which abounds in

those waters. This factoiy was indisput-

ably of Roman origin, as proved by the

style of the columns and marks upon
them, careful photographs of which have

been taken. Further search revealed on

a vast terrace dominating the sea a big

house obviously contemporaneous with the

factory. The atrium of the dwelling has

been completely cleared, and is sur-

rounded by vestibules and chambers, a

sketch of the plan of which had been

executed. M. Paris says that this is

merely a beginning, and that he is con-

vinced a whole town in an exceptional

state of preservation can be unearthed.

" Bergers Mercury " is the new title

of the excellent monthly magazine issued

by Messrs. Lewis Berger and Sons,

Limited, of Homerton, since September,

1914, when it was known as
'

' Good Busi-
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jiess Xews." We all h anted encourage-
iiient then and solid proof that, good busi-

ness cuuhl still be done, when it pleased

the j)o\ver.s that be to permit it. No fimi

has given such proofs in greater abund-
ance than the premier colour, paint, and
varnish makers of the world, who since

1760 have e\er been in the van of progress
in all that concerns their arts. For the
rest, " Berger's Mercury " is really better

worth reading than half the magazines
and weeklies of the day. There is not
a dull line in it from cover to cover. The
aims and scope of its conductors are not
vaunted in the old E. Moses and Son
style, now again in favour with some ad-
vertisers, which certainly provokes a smile
—of a sort, but little more. Lastly, the
May issue should be liought and treasured
by all who honour the brave dead, for it

contains an illustration of the unosten-
tatious but well <Iesigned ftoll of Honour
licard erected in the headquarters of the
Berger Optimists' Club at liomerton to
the memory of the Berger men who have
fallen since the war commenced. Other
firms would do well to encourage similar
lecords. They are better thus placed and
will be likely to be longer preserved than
at odd street corners and juriid sluniiiiv
surroundings.

'llio employment of young girls as flag
sellers was heartily condemned last Fridav
l\v the Head Mistresses' Conference at
Hammersmith. The member who intro-
duc«I the matter lives at Chatham, and
said she had on innumerable occasion.s seen
charmin..' young girls, fashionably drps.se<I,
waitmL' <,uts-ide Imrracks and camps,
siHsakuig to strange young officers, an.l
striking up acquain fiances which mi-rlit
lead anywhere. The difficulty was that
the modest girl who undertook the task of
flag selling from most patriotic motivt>s
soon found that to get good cusfom sh,>
must e.xereise her powers of fascination,
and the more fascinating she made herself
the moie money she earned. Tlie conlfer-
en,e agreed that other districts should
adopt such regulations regarding tHie age
of street collwtons as Tjondon has found
essential, but Miss Faithfull, of Chelten-
ham, thought it would have lieen lK>tter 1o
prohibit women taking anv part- in tlu'se
street collections. We should hardly go so
far as that, but it is useless to ignore the
fact that the multiplication of flag days
ami the behaviour of some of the seflersis
prejudicing quito laudable objects. The
Idea is gafning ground that flag-making
and flag-selling are becoming trades, and
that those who produce and those wlio si-ll

might be mor« usefully emi)loyed.

\vi''n"
V^f-^P''^"""* .position in the centre of\Mnthy temctery there has just boon crccteil

» monioiinl to the victim, of tlio wn-ck of the
h,.s,„„l sh,p "Rohilla,- which stranded olf
\\lntliy on October 30, 1914. when ninetv-ono
omtprs nnd men weiu lirowneil.

Sir Rielinr*! Bi<ldiilph -Martin, Bart., head
ol ihe J^omlcm IwiikiiiK hoiisu of Miirtin,«(LiniitMDM.p. for 'I'owkesburv 188085 jiiui

f

''

\'t] '"'Tn7^ "" " ''ibl-r*! l"n'i.,ni.-t
from 1S92 to 1906. who di«l on Auffust 23
last. ^'fC'i <8. 1hi.s K-fr estjite of tlw j-ro^s

f iob",7b'*
£535,509, with net porsonaltv

x,xya.llS. .Aniong his l)oquosts were £1,000 for
repnir, to t)„. fabric of the ChurWi of St.
taitli, Ovcrburv.

THK ritoBLEM OF THE SMALL
DWF.LLLNG AND ITS SOLUTIO.N.-

IV.

By KoBEBT Thomson.
(WITH ILLUSmATIOXS.)

Since the plans in the Government's
two extensive collections, without a single

e.vceplion, show dwellings of the combined
kitchen-living room tyj)e, the nation's
model plans are thus deliberately en-

dowed with the very grave defects I com-
iiieiited upon in last week's issue ; and in

addition thereto they have many other

serious defects of their own. For example,
on acount of the lack of proper living-

room accommodation the occupants of the

dwellings built to these plans are forced

to herd together in a very small kitchen,

so that, except for the location of the
building, they are not one whit better off

than the occupants of the single-apart-

ment type of slum dwelling ; and, like the
poorest of the poor, they have no con-

veniences.

Their planning is of the most rudiiiieii-

tary character. The living-room, for in-

stance, in the great majority of them,
opens directly out of the scullery, which
in such dwellings is usually the wash-
hcuise also. By the way, although it is

called the wash-house, beyond the copper,
there are no facilities whatever provided
either for washing clothes or for drying
them when washed.
There is no liathroom, but the com-

mittee explicitly state that " If provided,
the bath must be in the scullery or wasli-

housfflD Here also is the larder and the
sink at which all the domestic utensils are
washed, and at which much of the food
has to be treated before cooking, is the
only place available for the family's ablu-
tions. In pnaotically all the plans both
living room and scullery are thorough-
fares, and the draughts of cold air which,
passing underneath the doors, cut across
the Hoor of these apartments must be |)ar-

ticularly dangerous to those infants who
are at the " floor " stage of their existence.

In many cases there is no entrance
lobby. In such liouses the stairs, which
are all very steep and narrow, rise directly

out of the kitchen-living-room, and, of

course, the staircase thus acts as a funnel
which conducts the hottest hi the polluted
air from this apartment direct to the bed-
rooms.

In others of these designs, including
the Advisory Committee's plan No. 8,

which they say " provides the most con-
venient of cottages," the arrangement of

the stairs in the ( wn centre houses is, ac-

ciirding to the committee, so defective that
" the staircases must be lit and ventilated
by small dormer windows higli up in the
roof controlled by cords, whicji are not so
convenient as ordinary windows, or so
likely to be opened."
There is neither |)aiitry nor storage

space provided in any of their plans, and
in many, including their "most conveni-
ent of cottages," there is not even the
semblance of a cupboard.

In their four-in-a-block type of cottages
there is much money wasted both on
plumber and drainage w(u-k by the scat-
tered arrangement of the water-using a))-

pliances, and there is much more squan-
dered on the relatively costly passagi'-way
which the committee provide, " where
ready access from the road to the back
doors of the centre houses is important."
The Advisory Committee, referring to

the drawback of the srullerv wash-house
arr.ingement, state that '"' The strong
objections found in some localities to the
use of the scullery as a wash-house is
principally du* to the steam which fills
the house." "This objectlion," they
state. " can be removed to seme extent

by the use of a steam-consuming coj.per,

and where it is of the first importance tc

keep down expense, the use of the scul-

lery for washing undiaibtedly allows of

the greatest economy of space." The
utter ilisregard of the most ordinary
health requirements which this statement
reveals is lieplorable Has it ever oc-

curred to the committee that the ])resence

of "the steam which fills the house
"

affords conclusive proof that the occu-
pants of such dwellings receive a sub-
stantial volume of their air supply
through the scullery-wash-house, which
i.^ certainly not :i salubrious channel''

That the combined kitchen-living-room
arrangement has drawbacks the com-
Tuittee themselves admit by recommending
that there be a fireplace provided in the
scullery, stating as their reason that

"this is a great boon to the household in

hot weather, when a fire in the liviii'.;-

room causes discomfort." That being so.

why do they design houses which ffiice

the people to live in squalor and dis-

comfort in a kitchen in wliicli a fire is

essential, when they apparently kn^w
that it is a positive comfort to be without
a fire in the living-room for at least six

months of the year?
Besides the foregoing and many other

defects with which these official plans are

SO plentifullj- endowed, the sizes of their

apartments are very small and their

standard ceiling height only 8 ft. Over-
crowding and overheating are therefore

inevitable.

In this connection the Advisory Com-
Tnittee, after stating that "The necessity
of lodging out is usually spoken of as a
disadvantage, and no doubt e.visting con-
ditions lead to its being carried to an un-
reasonable extent." make the Napoleonic
suggestion that " it seems quite reason-

able and unobjectionable to rely on some
degree of lodging out as one means by
which the available housing space can he
used to the fullest advantage and over-

crowding prevented."
As very few jig^^iple appear to have any

sort of idea as to how very small the
dwellings erected to the Oovemnient's
model plans actually are, it may be men-
tioned that in a cottage designed to

accommodate a family of nine, even when
the size of every room is strictly in con-

formity witli the .\dvisory Committee's
"Desirable" standard, the total air con-

tents in the fmir habitable apartments <>t

which the kitchen is one, could be easily

contained in a single chamber measuring
less than 16 ft. each way. Moreover, the

air contents of the apartment which has
to serve the family id nine as kitchen,
living-room, laundry, nursery, and dry-
ing-room, could be easily contained in a

box which measures only 11 ft. 3 ins.

each way.
But the gravest defect of all—and it is

a verj- grave defect indeed—is the very
serious sluutage of air sjiace in the two
bedrooms designed for children. The
smaller of these meets the "Desirable'*
official standard when its air contents are

ecpial to tluise of a box which measures
only 8 ft. each way, and, deplorable to

sljite, this loiini, like the box. has neither
^

chimney flue niir other equivalent means
^

of providing adeipiate ventilation. Al-

though each of the two other bedrooms
has a fireplace, in verj' many of these

officially-plannttl model dwellings it

.Willi Id be necessary to remove the bed

from the room before a fire could be with

safety kindled in the fire-grate of tTiese

bedrooms. Can anyone for a moment con-

tend that it is not serirmsly detrimental
to the he.ilth and stamina of children that

by day they should be brought up in the
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often overheated and nearly always stuffy

atmosphere of these small kitchens, and
at night be forced to occupy an unventi-

lated box-like hedroom which is admit-

tedly very seriously deficient in air space ?

No prison authority would dare to risk

the health of more than one convict in

such an apartment as the living-room

shown in the nation's model plans, be-

cause of its insufEciencj' of air space, and
for the same good reason no one would
be permitted to keep more than one cow-

in a byre of similar size. The air space

in the case of both cow and criminal is

fixed in accordance with their vital re-

quirements, but that of cottagers and

their families is determined on a financial

basis to suit the limited planning capacity

of insufficiently skilled experts. It is

probably not generally known either that

the health of convicts has been protected

by Act of Parliament since the year 1778,

or that more than seventy years ago a
report on Pentonville Prison, which was
presented to both Houses of Parliament
by command of her Majesty Queen Vic-

toria, states that " After much careful

consideration," it was decided that each
convict must have 820 cubic ft. of air

space, and the report further states that

these convicts' cells are so well ventilated

that the air contents of each cell is I'e-

newed between two and three times every
hour. If at that time similar provision
had been made for the housing of the
people, it is safe to assume that tubercu-
losis would long ere this have ceased to

be the plague that it now is.

Even the committee themselves, by
drawing attention to the "very small
sizes " of the apai-tments called for in
their report, admit two of the vital defects
in their plans. Instead, liowever, of

making any attempt to remedy these vital
defects they excuse them on the ground
that " economy is so essential that space,

must be sacrificed to secure it." At the
same time they seem to suggest that these
plans are the most pei-fect plans that could
possibly be devised, since they actually
recommend that wherever existing builcl-

ing regulations interfere with their execu-
tion the regulations should be amended
by "waiving all but the minimum re-
quirements for health and sanitation.''
The result of giving effect to these

wholly unwarranted and unnecessary in-
terferences with the building regulations
Mould be to cover the country with
thousands of wretched dwellings, which
would perpetuate the evils of past genera-
tions and add not one iota to the comfort
and convenience of the occupants. If the
health of the nation is to l)e adequately
safeguarded it is imperative that the com-
bined kitchen-living-room type of dwelling
be abolished and that the people be pro-
vided with perfectly planned substanti-
ally constructed dwellings, having
adequate air and floor space and efficient

ventilation in all their apartments, so
that the vigour and stamina of the chil-
dren can be properly developed and
consumption and the other vile products
of defective housing effectively combated.

Consequently, instead of relaxing any
single one. either of the constructional
requirements or health regulations, the
hands of the authorities ought rather to
be strengthened in both directions. The
standards of both ought to be raised suffi-

ciently to exclude such houses as those
showTi in the committee's series of model
plans.

That this can be accomplished without
entailing any hardship to the builder,
without extra cost, but with enormous
advantage to the occupants will appear
later. It is lamentable that the com-
mittee should have seen fit to make such

, retrograde recommendations, but the ill-

designed plans which they put forward

for adoption as the best possible left them
no alternative. If the object of the com-
mittees had been to make a collection of

plans showing examples of all the defects

that exist or could be conceived they coula

not have performed their task more suc-

cessfully.

The two collections of cottage designs

published by tlie Government are valuable
in that they provide an authoritative

record which shows the highest standard
to which the official planning of cottage

dwellings had attained at the date of the
latest issue to the public in the year 1915.

The designs of small dwellings published
since then show no improvement. On the
contrary, they show that the defects of the
nation's model plans have been faithfully

perpetuated.
From the accompanying elementary

plans on Sheet VI. it will be seen that
each shows a dwelling consisting of five

apartments, with working and office ac-

ciinmodation and a roomy entrance lobby,

which is well protected by a large semi-

enclosed entrance porch. In view of the

general muddle-up of the woi-king and
living accoiniiiodation provided for in the
plans of the Government's model types of

dwellings, it may be well to point out that

of the five ajjartments shown in the plans
on Sheet VI. herewith, four are exclu-

sively habitable and one exclusively work-
ing and that, as is the case in all good
dwellings, the habitable is carefully

isolated from the working and office accom-
iiiodation.

In order that thoroughfares, with their

attendant through draughts and the dis-

comforts and even dangers which these
entail, may be avoided, the dwelling has
been so planned that only one outer door-
way is required.

The working and office accommodation
comprises a comfortable apartment for the
housewife, a I'oomy bathroom, a large
pantry, two cujiboards, a fuel store, and,
opening out of the lobby in close proximity
to both the living room and the working
apartment, a large larder and in addition
to the foregoing there is, in the perfected
plans, provision for about 200 cubic feet

of storage space having a floor area of over
60 square feet.

Since the efficient planning and equip-
ment of the working apartment is of

primary importance to the housewife, the
larger scale drawings on Sheet VII. have
been prepared in order to show its

arrangement and equipment in some
detail.

It may be explained that this a))artment
is fully fitted and equipped for all kitchen
and other working purposes, including the
washing, drying, and airing of clothes, and
that it is so planned and the fittings and
equipment so disposed as to enable the
housewife to cut down the work to the
irreducible minimum.
One of the novel fittings by means ol

which this much-to-be-desired end can
alone be attained is shown for the first

time in the combined sink and washtub
seen in Figs. 42, 43, and 44. This com-
bined arrangement of tub and sink pos-
sesses many important advantages over
the ordinary type of sink and washtub
such as are seen in plan Fig. 46, and still

more over those in the proposed municipal
wash-house and bathiX)oms which are pro-
vided for in connection with plan Fig. 45,
since it enables the washing to be done in
comfort at home at any time suitable to
the housewife instead of in the public
wash-house at such times only as suits
the convenience of her neighbours, who
are compelled to conform to such arrange-
ments as the authorities may determine.
Constructed in glazed fireclay, the mouth

of the tub, as will be seen from Fig. 43,

is covered by a portable wooden lid, w'hich,

when in position, forms a table-top in

front of the sink. The tub is at all tunes

available for the soaking of clothes, and
the lid being instantly removable and as

quickly replaeable, washing can be either

begun or suspended at a moment's notice;

and there is never at any time the

slightest interference with the use of the

sink. The combined arrangement thus

not only offers increased facilities for the

washing of clothes, but its cover provides

many conveniences for the housewife in

the use of the sink.

Laundry poles, as shown in Fig. 44, are

fitted to the ceding of this apartment,

which is sufficiently high to enable its

upper portion to be utilised for the drying-

and airing of clothes without these inter-

fering with the ordinary work of the

kitchen going on below. The advantages

which this arrangement secures, by keep-

ing the moisture out of the living room,
are, from the health point of view, of vital

importance 1o every occupant of the

dwelling.

As will be seen from Figs. 42 and 44,

the dresser extends right across the end
of the apartment and offers unusuall,y

ample accommodation. There is also

shown as equipment a cooking stove and
copper, and over these a shelf would be

fitted so as to provide for the drying of

footwear. There is also room for a

mangle. In front of the table seen on
each side of the tub hinged tables could
be arranged. These are shown in a later

drawing. What more could even the most
exacting housewife require for the efficient

conduct of her work than the provisions

hereinbefore set forth?
The most important consideration of

all is that, as shown by plans Figs. 21
and 23, these can be provided in dwellings
with better habitable accommodation at

less cost than the existing primitive slum-
like type of dwelling with which the
nominees of Mr. Runciman would pi'ovide

the people.

From the religious standpoint cleanli-

ness may be next to Godliness, but from
the health point of view, with which alone
we are at present concerned, clean sinners

are better than dirty saints. As there are

at present infinitely more dirty sinnei-s

than clean saints, and as it is essential for

the adequate safeguarding of The Piiblic

Health that both varieties must be, at

least, bodily clean, every provision has
been made in the wing for facilitating the
cleansing process. To this end the bath-
room is shown, with a lavatoiy basin as

well as the bath, and it will be seen that
the business ends of the sink, tub, basin,

and bath are so closely grouped as to leave

no room for either waste or « further
economy.
The high economic value which even

the elementai-y type Of plans shown on
Sheets IV., V., and VI. can offer at a cost

which is substantially less than that of

any existing type of cottage having the
same amount of houseroom and which is

similarly equipped, fitted, and finished is

secured partly by means of the truncated
and bifurcated triangular wing portion
shown on Sheet VII. This novel form of

wing, which is borrowed from the per-

fected dwelling, of which it is one of the
distinctive featui-es, possesses properties
whicli are both valuable and unique. For
example, it enables the office accommoda-
tion and other conveniences to be provided
exactly where they are required, and the
economy which it secures both directly

and indirectly is remarkable and unap-
proachable by any dwelling of existing
type.

Among its many economical contribu-

tions are the tivo semi-enclosed entrance
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porclies, which are partly furiueJ by the

inwardly converging walls oJ the two bi-

furcations. These porches measure 11 ft.

bftween the apici'S of the bifurcatioiiB,

and as each of the two encloside side walls

measures 5 ft. 6 in. in length, each porch

is thus sufficiently roomy either to seat

a large family party or to seiTe by night

as a sleeping porch for the domiciliary

treatment of consumptives.

By providing direct external communi-

cation between' the front and back gardens

without any mixing up of tenants in tlie

usc- of paths, it solves, without e.\tra out-

lay, the problem for which the relatively

costly passageway, seen in the Advisory

Committee's model plan No. 6, has been

providetl. 'I'liis official i)lan, liowevi-r,

while giving direct accx-ss, involvfs com-

mon use and loss of privacy, which such

makeshift.s usually entail.

By enabling the water-using appliances

of each pair of dwellings to be served by

the one stack of pipes and those of four

dwellings to be so conveniently grouped

that all four can he served by the one

main water supply pipe, the one main

drain, and the one set of main drainage

connections, it provides for the maximum
economy which is possible of attainment

being secured in the plumber and drain-

age work.

It wOl be seen from Fig. 48 that the

stair, besides serving its proper function,

provides a roof to the coal stores of both

dwellings, and from any of the plans on

Sheet VI. it will be seen that it is so

disposed as to screen the back yards from

the approach to the dwellings. With an

ivy or other evergreen-covered trellis

alongside the stairs, the yards could l)e

completely hidden.

As compared with the usual type of

wing, the saving in materials, the gain in

space, the economy, and other advantages

which it offers are all substantial. For
example, if each of two ground floor

dwellings having 15^-in. cavity walls won-

equipped, the one witli a square wing,

the other with a triangular one, each wing

having 9-in. solid walls, ceilings 10 ft.

3 in. high, and an area of 100 sq. ft.

m€^asured over the walls beyond tlie line

of the main building. Tlie triangular

wing, besides providing the large entrance

jiorch, with 5 ft. 6 in. side walls, would

give internally about 188 cubic ft. more
air space than the square one, and the

value of this gain in space, when priced

as houseroom at the officially based rat«

of 15d. per cubic foot, works out at

£11 168.

The saving in walling is also important.

ITie dwelling with the triangular wing
artuaHj- requires less brickwork than it

would without the wing, whereas the

dwelling with the square wing would
require much mors the value of the differ-

ence between the two, taken at pre-war
rates, amounting to about £7 in favour
of the new form of wing for brickwork
alone.

In roofing, the square wing would re-

quire a separate roof, which would entail

ranch extra cost beyond that of its actual

measurement in the cutting to waste of

roofing materials and the additional
IilumlKT work rpqiiiiTpd. On the other
hand, as will lie .mh-ii from the seotionn
Kigs. 47 and 48. the triangular wing is

eovPT^xl by a downward continuation of the
spars of the main roof, an aiTangOTnent
which, since it does not involve cutting to
waste, as in the squan^ roof, enables the
triangular wing to 1m- coverod at the
ehoapcst possible cost.

In the foregoing respects alone the new
form of wing offem economic advantages
so substantial as to leave even the most

econoniiual cottiages t>f existing types

hopelessly far behind, and any one try-

ing to evolve a plan with the object of

effectively competing with it would simply

be wasting valuable time.

l'"rom ligs. 39, 40, and 41 it will be

seen that tlie girth of wing walling in each

case is 30, 33, and 34 ft. respectively.

The length of walling required extra over

the gap is, for the square wing, 21 ft.

6 in., and for the triangular wing less

than 9 ft. Section Fig. 47 shows by con-

trast the difference between dwellings

having 8 ft. and 10 ft. 3 in. ceilings re-

spectively. The walling of the lower

st4)ry is" for the sake of .stability shown

15^ "ill. thick. It also .shows by contrast

the difference between what is by courtesy

called a stair in small dwellings and that

which ought to be given.

Kigs. 45 and 46 are given in order to

show the direction in which tow-n planners

appear to be developing their dwellings.

By referring to Fig. 42 it will be seen how
wonderfully adaptable the new form of

wing is. By merely shifting the doorway

of the bathroom from the lobby wall to

that of the kitchen it would at once

sfciiiv the advantages offered by the

Dundee plan, whatever these may be.

Perhaps the lone female, for whom the

particular arrangement of bed-living room

and water-closet-kitchen-scullery has

been devised, may have tastes we wot not

of.

The Mid-Lanark arrangement of w.c.

and scullery appears to have been en-

tirely satisfactory to the various deputa-

tions, including those from the Glasgow

Housing Congress, who have visited these

dwellings.

Anyone not aware of the high en-

comiums passed by these gentlemen wouh!

have foolishly supposed that it might

prove embarrassing to say, for example,

a burly steel-working lodger seeking

either to enter or leave the cabinet, since

he might require to remove the lady at

the sink to allow of this. It might even

be embarrassini for some ladies. For

others it might be uncomfortable, but

these need not be considered, since they

can always wear a gas mask during the

busy morning hours.

Ill the plans shown on Sheet IV.. what-

ever extra iloorage was available was allo-

cale<i to the two smaller bedrooms, but

in the plans shown on Sheet VI. such

extra floorage has been disposed of partly

between the living-room and the parents'

bedroom.
Of the plans on this sheet. Fig. 36 is

sjiecially interesting in that its roofed

area of 939 sq. ft. is exactly equal to the

average of the prize designs which the

Government thought they were fortunate

in securing from a weekly pictorial.

The most interesting fact which neeil

be quoted is that the planning of these

officially adopted plans is all of the small-

fours quality. This is mentioned here in

order that anyone interested in these

masterpieces may be enabled to follow

their dwindling fortunes throughout the

succeeding stages of the present educa-

tional series.

(To hf coniin^tfJ.)

Me,ssrs. Smith .ind Pearson, Ijtd.. Dublin,
hiive been given the oontrnot for the first steel

l)iiildiiiK—to be 230 ft. long, nnd to be used as

a foundry— in connootion with tho new engi-

neering works at Cork
I.ieut. -Colonel Sir John How.ird, of Brighton,

the well-known engineer nnd phiUinthropist, a
director of the North British RnilwRV Com-
pany, llie de!iigner and constructor of the
Palace Pier. Brighton, who died on April 20.

.iced 8,'^ vpflrp, has loft ost-ate of the gross value
<.f £2Si.m. with net prr^Mialtv £275.125.

THE INSTITUTE OF SCOTTISH
.AJ{.CHITECT.S.

A plea lor the expression of Scottish cha-

racteristics in architecture was voiced by Sir

J. H. A. Macdonald at a reception last Fri-

day in Edinlburgh, held to .celebrate the first

annual convention of the new Institute of

Scottish Architects. It was very mucli to be

lamented, he obeerved, that in the past we
had not tried to make more use of Scottish

forms in achiteclure. He mentioned the Muni-
cipal Buildings in Glasgow, which he con-

sidered uccujiied a position made for Scottish

architecture. In that case, he contended,

there had been no need to go to Italy for a
design. Discussing architecture in Scotland

from the point of view of " incongruity and

disfigurement." Sir John Macdonald said in

his travels he had seen some extraordinary

work done by people who called themselves

.irchitects. fie mentioned some buildings in

Stettin, with false pillars and plaster

brackets. purix)rting to support balconies,

with the broad end of the bracket at the out-

side and the narrow end inside. Such a

blunder would be ine.xcusable in a Scottish

architect. Architecte, he urged, should Uke
care that they had a distinct say in the deco-

ration of any building. It was an incon-

gruity to put up a good building in the wrong

place". He wished success to the new Insti-

tute, particularly because their centre would

be in a beautiful city, which still retained

some traces of (beauty in spite of all the efforts

of the architects.

TO FOSTER NATI0N.4L .\RCHITECTTJBE.

Mr. John Watson, F.R.I.B.A., Glasgow,

one of the vice-presidents, who presided at the

reception (which was held in the rooms of the

Royal Scottish Society of Arts in George

Street), in the absence of the president, Sir

John J. Burnet, Glasgow, explained that the

objects of the Institute were " to organise and

unite in fellowship the architects of Scotland,

and to combine their eflortfl for the general

advancement of arcliitecture and for the pro-

motion of the se-sthetic, scientific, ,ind prac-

tical efficiencv of the profession." They de-

sired through the Institute to guide public

opinion towards a true appreciation of their

aims, and to foster the national architecture

of .Scotland. Some day. perhaps, a more

liberal education in the Universities would

arouse interest in the art of architecture.

Then they would have from the public a desire

for a larger and nobler expression of their

art in the cities. The chief desire of the

Institute was to help and stimulate such a

desire on the part of the public.

Bailie M'Arthy, in the absence of Lord
Provost Sir J. Lome ^L1cLeod. observed that

in the Institute the architects of Scotland

were now to have a Parliament of their own
to deal with Scottish affairs and to express

Scottish needs. On behidf of the Lord Pro-

vost .ind in the name of the citizens be had to

give tlie Convention a most hearty welcome
to Edinburgh. They hoped that the result of

the meetings of the Convention would be to

the advancement of architecture and also of
architects, in Scotland.

nECENT CREATIONS IS EDINBURGH.

Principal Sir Alfred Ewing, recalling the

observation that Edinburgh architecturally

suggested the dream of a genius, said, coming
back to Edinburgh after many years of

absence, he could not help feeling that some
recent creations were more of the nature of a
nightmare than of a dream. He welcomed the

foundation of the Institute .ill the more be-

cause it was going to have amongst its func-

tions an educational function.

The guests were received by Sir R. Rowand
Ander.wn and Lady Anderson. They included

Tx)rd Guthrie. Sir John Cowan, Sir James
Balfour Paul, Mr. F. .Moiley Fletcher, Direc-

tor of the College of Art, Edinburgh ; Mr.
John R. Finlav, Dr. W. B. Blaikie. Mr.

W. .D. MacKay, R.S.A. : Mr. E. A. Walton,

R.S.A. ; Mr. G" Washington Browne, R.S.A. ;

Mr. J. L. Wiiigate, R.S.A. ; and Mr. W. G.

Walker, the secretary.

HOUSES OF THE FCTrRE.

Sir Rowand Anderson, addressing a meet-

ing of the Institute earlier in the day, re-

{Continued on page Wg.)
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ICATION OF THE PATENTED PLAN.—By Mr. Robert Thomson, Architect
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KING EDWARD VII. SCHOOL OF ART, ARMSTRONG COLLEGE, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
COLLEGE GATEWAY FROM THE EAST.

Mr. \V. H. Knowles, F.S.A., F.R.LB.A., Architect.
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THE INSTITUTE OF SCOTTISH ARCHI-
TECTS.

(Continued J rom page 496.)

marked that an earlier Architectural Insti-
tute, founded in 1850, gave much attention
to housing and sanitary questions. The new
Institute must do the same, and aim at a
higher standard than ever. At the founda-
tion of this question of housing was that of
getting cheaper land for building on. Before
that difficult question was equitably solved
very little could be done. Hitherto they had
been compelled to pile families on the top
of one another, as many as sixteen being ac-
commodated in layers, and all entering off a
common stair. Attempts were being made to
alter this for the better. With cheaper land,
the building of self-contained houses could
also toe greatly improved, and sunk floors,

sometimes double, could be abolished, and
with them the long and high stairs. This
would add much to the comfort of those who
had to live in such houses.

TR.\ltMELLING TR.tDITlONS.

Tlie great and only 'hope of architecture lay
with the public. They must ask for. and in-
sist on getting, structures soundly and sani-
tarily constructed and adapted to the purposes
for which they were erected. Then men ajble
to carry out such buildings in an artistic and
truthful manner would, by reason of this de-
termination, be called into existence. Archi-
tecture must cease to follow the transient
literary and aesthetic fasliions of the day. The
absurd distinction of fine art from that which
was useful or mechanical, and of architecture
from building, and all the talk about applied
art must give way to that which was pi-odu,ced
as in nature, if we were ever to get into a
clearer atmosphere of reality than now sur-
rounded us. We must put ourselves in line
with the science of the day. Then we might
look forward to erecting buildings fitly repre-
senting the ideas and wants of the age, with
a constant succession of ever-varying ex-
pression and 'beauty, with natural dignity, a.nd
not artificial picturesqueness. That time
migiht not be very fair away. Ever since the
penetration into Europe of the Arabian
doctrine of the supremacy of reason over
dogma—which many maintained to be one
of tihe chief factors in the renaissance of

learning and art—the world of thought had
been in a state of transition. The causes that
had been ceaselessly at woi^k since then were
now gathering great force, and bhe victorj' of

reason and law seemed now assured. When
that took pla«e the great creative intellect of

main, untrammelled by worn-out traditions,

but utilising all that was good and of universal
truth in the past, would have free play, and
the world would then see structures greater,

grander, and more useful than any that liad

ever existed.

(Bnr lllnstrattons.

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL, HYDE P.\IIK

CORNER, LONDON, W.
The elevation illustrated, which faces

Hyde Park, and the portion proposed to be
erected (which is that part to the west of

the central feature) will occupy the site of
the fine house in Knightsbridge situated be-
tween the hospital and Hyde Park Corner
Tube Station and the property of the hospi-
tal. The building will contain on the ground
floor the casualty department and in the
basement the out-patient department, con-
sisting of waiting hall for 250 patients, and
arranged round this the medical, surgical,

obstetrical, ophthalmological, aural, and dental
consulting rooms, operating theatre, also the
dispensing and almoner's department. On
the first and second floors will be the medical
officers' quarters, on the four upper floors

will be accommodation for over 100 nurses.
The drawing here reproduced is now at the
Royal Academy. The building will be
faced with Portland stone, and it is hoped
to commence operations directly after the
war. Messrs. H. Percy Adams. F.E.I.B. A.,
and C. H. Holden, A.R.I.B.A., are the
architects.

KING EDWARD VII. SCHOOL OF ART,
ARMSTRONG COLLEGE, NEW-
CASTLE-ON-TYNE.

In 1837 was established " The Fine Art
Society of Newcastle fur the Promotion of
the Fine Arts in their Higher Departments,
and in their Application to Manufactures."
It received considerable support from the
local gentry as well as from others, such as
T. M. Richardson and .1. W^ Carmichael,
artists ; Thomas Bewick, the engraver, and
John Dobson and Benjamin Green, archi-
tects. The committee kept in close touch
with the School of Design at Somerset
House, who assisted, and in 1843 appointed
William Bell Scott as master.

-i-fterwards, under the control of South
Kensington, the Newcastle School of Art
continued to flourish, and became associated
with Armstrong College, of the University
of Durham.

In 1912 a fresh impetus was given to the
teacliing and study of the fine arts through-
out the North of England bv the munifi-
cence of Dr ..1. B. Simpson, which enabled
new buildings to be erected, and by gracious
permission to be named after King Edward
VII. At the same time the Art School was
raised to the level of a department, and a
diploma of Fine Art in the University estab-
lished

The position of the school building is at
the north-east angle of the college site on
land lying between the Science buildings
and Eldon Street. Part of the accommoda-
tion is provided in the upper floors of a gate-
way which spans the College Road. The en
trance is within the angle of the two wings,
located on the right after passi'hg through
the College gateway. The accommodation is

arranged chiefly on three floors, tbe lowest
devoted to the crafts, the middle or ground
floor to general and administrative apart-
ments, and the upper to studios for life and
antique classes.

The elevations are carried out in brick
with stone dressings, the roof being tiled.
The floors generally are of fireproof construc-
tion, the heating by hot water on a patent
system. The ventilation by fresh air inlets
in the external walls, the foul air being ex-
tracted by means of flues, connected with a
central turret, fitted with an electric fan.

The whole of the works were carried out
from the designs of W. H. Know^les, F.S.A.
(Knowles, Oliver, and Leeson). Newi-astle-
upon-Tyne. The general contractor was Mr.
X. Pringle. of Gateshead, and the clerk of
works Mr. C. 3. Rawling.
The two views given among our illustra-

tions to-day belong to three on exhibition at
the Royal Academy. AVe shall shortly give
the plans of both floors, with photographs
illustrating the screen to the staircase and
the Library fireplace, and also the third
general view of the buildings.

THE PROBLEM OF THE SMALL
DWELLING AND ITS SOLUTION.
Continuing Mr. Robert Thomson's descrip-

tive articles, accompanied by explanatory
types of planning, we to-day give another
pair of sheets with full particulars of the
suggestive ideas embodied in his examples
Nos. 6 and 7, which include his patented
plan applied to the entrances and adjacent
accommodation.

Mr. Cha-rles Geonge iSootJt Acock, sui-veyor
of tlie iiouthem division of De^-onshire, died
on tJie 5th in-st. at Newton AiHbot. aiged 70.

Tile death o<'cu>rred on Monday, at the age
of 75. of Sir .Joseph Bithell Leaioh^ auctioneer
and estate agent, of St. Helens and Liverpool,
who was knighted last week.

The American Society of Civil Engineers has
abandoned its foi-t.y-ninth annual conference,
which was to have been held from June 12 to
15, owing to"*' the present condition of war,
which involves the absence of many members
of the society in the service of their country."

Mr. Andrew Francis Stewart Bryden, of 43,

Dunward Avenue, Shawlands, Glasgow, archi-

tect, formerlv of 147. Bath Street, Glasgow,
and latterly of 278, St. Vincent Street, Glas-
gow, of Messrs. R. A. Bryden and Robert-
son, architecte, left personal estate in the
United Kingdom valued at £112.574.

• COAL CONCRETED FROM ASHES OR
DUSTS."

BY E. GOULBORN LOVELL, .\.R.I.B.A., M.S..\.

When in France, la,st year, lecturing to the
truofxs, I found the deaitJi of fuel so pro-
nounced that, at one of the largest training
canxps, there was a constant peril of the
supplies entirely failing. The suffering was
most acute last wintei-. As you are aware,
our frugal neighbours utilise their coal dust
by coinipre.ssing it into briquets. The plant
is costly, considerable pressure is required,
and, although the resultant fuel incandesces
fairly weE, it does not flare up nor does it

coke.

At the beginning of the year, during the
very hard weather, the lack of supplies from
England made it neceesaj-y to use up the
ooke dust, slack or debris of any caloaific

value. One's efforts were directed to finding
some matrix that might bind the dust and
ashes to form a fuel quickly. A fuel that
would not disintegrate in the fire or dua-ing

trauspoitation. It caji be assiuned that the
supply of fuel to-day is as important as the
supply of bread. Yet millions of gaUoue of

petrol and tons of valuable chemicals a.re

wasted every year under our present system.
One of the most important questions in

national reconstruction will be a better and
saner use of fuel. The subject is now being
investigated, and remarkable development's
may be expected in the direction of the
utilisation of power ajid heating and the
utilisation of by-products.
In co-opea-ation with my friend Mr. C. M.

Hughes, we have evolved a pi-ocess which
will enable a fuel to be made without pres-

sure at any industrial locality from tlie waste
products to be found in that locality which
may possess any calorific value. This pro-
cess is a humble but very important part of a
great scheme for the proper utilisation of

fuel. It provides for immediate necessities

and utilises a residual product now of com-
para<tively small value.

I have prepared a rough chart showing
''The Age of Coals." Previous to the forty
million yeai's which are there shown, our
old world had been spinning round dn space,
slowly solidifying, acquiring its rocky crust,

its ocean and its atmosphere. This process
had possiibly been going on at least since
seventy million years ago.

Thirty million j'ears ago, during the
Silurian Eix>oh, gi'aphite. the first of the coal

family, was foi-ming. The first fishes caa
also be traced in this epoch.

During the next epoch the Devoniain sea
serpents were developed from fishes. To this

epoch belong tlie seams of coal on Bear
Island. They are the oldest known humic
coals in the world—about twenty-four
million years old.

The Carboniferous Epoch lasted from
aibout twenty-four million to eighteen million

years ago. That is, for during six million

years the greatest and finest coal measures
of the world were being formed. Certainly

in England and W'ales ou;- coab are prac-

tically all of the earlier Carboniferous Epoch.
In the United States all the most im,porta.nt

coals are of the same epoch, but on the

Continent and in the .Southern Hemisphere
generally the coal measures are of the later

Carboniferous Epoch and also of the Permian
Epoch, which lasted up to r.bout fifteen

million years ago.

During the Secondary- Geological Age the
crocodiles and first land creatures developed

into mam,mals and flying dragons into birds.

Ti-opical flora was everyw^here. Coals of

these epochs (about twelve million years

bax;k) are found in China and .Japan. There
are also some examples in Britain, in Hungary
and in Russia. During the Cretaceous

Epoch good brown coals and lignites were

developed in the Rocky Moimtains. Alaska,

Jansan and elsewhere (between six and three

million years ago).

The Tertiary Age lasted aibout two and a
half million years, during which the bat,

orocodile, hippopotamus, horse and the ape

have appeared and developed. Modern frees

•Bead before the Soeietj of ArchiteoW, June 7, 1917.
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ami flora ajjpeaied. 3rowu cuals and lignites

occurred in tlie deposits of tliis age in

Germany, Hiuigary, Kussia, Japan, Australia,

Xew Zealand and elsewhere.

The jjresent age began about half a niillion

years ago. First came a period of several

advancing and retiring glacial movements
over tlio Northern Hemisphere, and during

the last hundred thousand years the Cave-

man, with his flint hatdiet, has advanced to

what die is to-day, with liis scieiitihcally

murderous methods of warfare. Of this age

peat is the only form of coal formations.

The word coal or coke until recently meant
fuel, but to-day it means any of these car-

bonaceous rock formations which may be

u.sed as fuel—such as lignites, brown coals,

sapropelic, huiiTic and anthracit« coals. Out-

side of this list, at one end, is peat and at

the other gr;iphite; ibotli of these belong to

tlie coal family. The ages of all are shown
on tlie chart.

The various varieties appear to pass from

one to another. We all know the vast

difference in the ordinary hon,-* coal : they

are classed under the general title of Humic
or Bituminous : some of them have similar

qualities to the brown, others to the

sapropelic or to the anthracite coals.

It is not the age alone which determines

thciie various characteristics. The idea is now
disoiedited tliat peart, during the ages, has

passed through the various grades of coal

until it lieiame anthracite. By a careful

study of the associated rocks and the cool

measures themselves, vaiious theories have

been advanced as to the original substances

and the methods by which the various coals

lia.vo been formed.
During the seventy odd million years re-

quired to mould the globe from a molten

mass to its present, the. great volcanic np-

heiavals produced repeated contortions of the

earth's surface. These violent contortions

and the glacial movements of the Xortheiii

Hemisphere account for constantly recurring

physical .ictions of varying forms.

Therefore, it is nrged tliat b\ a combina-

tion of thes3 various operations, durint;

millions of years, the innumerable varieties of

coal tlironghout the world have been pro-

duced. The deposits or aggregates vary, -.he

matrices vary, and the methods of production

vary. Consequently it may bi said :—Tlier^

is no stand<ard coal. If this lias been made
clear, tnc difficulties of mnking an exposition

of our artitic.ial coal will at once disappear.

The main problem before us is :

—

(a) The utilisation of the w\iste products

of any calorific value.

(6) The ]iroduction by unskilled labour and

existing nutcliinery.

(c) The saving of transport.

If a method of production could be fo\ind

by which an aggregate of breeze could be

•concreted by suoli matrices as lime, pitch or

glucose, tlie main problem would be nearly

solved.

Every architect or engineer will recognise

the possibility of concreting by the addition

of lime, chalk, or other calcium carbonate.

lliey will also recognise the need of care-

fully apiiortioning the various aggregates to

avoid too dense a substance on the one hand,
or too open and friable a substance on the

otbcr.

In producing a satisfactory fuel, the niain

objects aimed at would be non-friability.

good flare, non-caking, good cooking, goixl

incandescence and non-clinkering. otherwise

a free combustion with good calorific value

at n low price.

Wlien one considers Natvu-e's varying

methods of jn-oducing coal, it will not bo
difficult to understand that man must not ex-

pect to produce it on any one uniform jilan.

TTie k-baracteristics of the varying aggre-

gates and of the var\-ing matrices renuire that

the waste products" of each locality should

be carefully studied bd'ore determining upon
tile most satisfactory method.

Further, the nscto which the fuel has
to be put must be considered ; that is. if

it be required for open grates or closed

stoves, or if a high calorific value or a
bright burning coal be the chief desidera-
tum. It has been ascertained, however,
that from these varying conditions certain

relative proportions can be detennined of

a more or less uniform character, and this lias

been systematically done.

A coal is here shown which has been con-

creted from coal dust alone, another from

coke dust alone, another from destructor

ash alone, another from destructor ash and

coal dust, and another from clinker, bar

ash and .sawdust. It will be seen in the

fire that the better grades burn like Nature's

coal, the lower grades like coke : they all

flare, coke and incandesce. Further, these

artificial coals will be found to be more

lasting ; in the same way as a good artificial

stone is more lasting than most stones made
by Nature.

Tlie machinery and plant required practi-

cally exists in all indu.strial centres. The

essentials are crushers or breakers, screens,

drving tables, mixers and moulds such as cast

away pails, baths, etc. For the cooking pro-

cess" eiUier ovens or boilers can be used, the

main object at the present time beinjj to

utili.se any existing plant with unskilled

labour.

The cost depends mainly upon the value

put upon the ba.ses, the cost of the matrices,

such as glucose, pitch and other bitumens.

and the cost of the chalk or other calcium

carbonates. For instance, the destructor ash

and clinker at Eastbourne is valued at 6d.

a ton, whereas at Birmingham an allow-

ance is made of 2s. 6d. a ton. The coke

breeze in London is valued at 6s. a ton. and

ill Birmingham at Is. The price of hard

pitch is quoted 38s. a ton at Eastbourne.

22s. al London, and 18s. at Birniincham.

On the other hand, the price of chalk is

3s. 6d. a ton at Eastbourne. 6s. at London,

and 16s. at Birmingham.
Spe.aking generally, the cost of materials

of these seven typical examples would be,

roughlv :

Cftlorific

Values.
B.T.U.S'. Samples. Per ton.

7,500 No. 1, Eastbourne destructor ash 11.0

8,040 No. 2, Maples destructor and coal duet.. 4.6

10,520 No. 3, Mapiea destructor and sawdust.

.

9.0

10,540 No. 4, Birminglmm destructor and coal

dust 8-0

11,840 No. 5, Birminglmiu coke dust 7.0

13,600 No. 6, London coke dust 10.0

12,820 No. 7, Staffordshire coal dust 10.0

The cost of the labour and e.stablishment

charges in the British Isles would not- be

more than 5s. a ton.

The calorific value of each sample is shown
in the left column
This schedule makes the following facts

evident ;

—

1. That the millions of tons of coal-slack

can be concreted, without pressure, into an

excellent <'oa!.

2. That all the powderous brown coals

can also be concreted into a good trans|)ort-

able coal.

3.—That all the coke dust, accumulating

in tlie gas works, can be similarly utilised.

4. That an excellent fuel can be produced

from sawdust in all t\]g timber countries

of the world.
5.—That the household ashes and the

municipal destructor can be made into

cheaj) tiaring coke.

6.—That all industrial concerns consum

ing more than ten tons of coal a day can

reduce their bill by at least one third, and

also use of their accumulating waste pro-

ducts.

7.—That this work can be done by existing

machinerv and unskilled labour.

T therefore invite your consideration as

to whether our main problem is not solved.

1 submit that these various aggregates or

debris can be concreted into fuel by man
in twentv minutes, or if you like in twenty

days : while Nature's better but longer process

has acquired twenty million years!

When it is remembered that over fifty

million of tons of coal were exported last year

from the British Isles, the national arid in

ternstional importance of this process of

making a good fuel will be at once seen.

This question should be taken in hand at

once, so that we and our .\llies may be ready

with next winter's fuel supply.

Upon the receipt of samples of any waste

Tiroducts of calorific value fron any centre,

tests can be m.ade to determine the most satis-

factorv formula, and a licence to manufac-

ture can be granted wit., one dominant res-

triction, namely, that the fuel should be

supplied to the consumer at a profit o! not

more than 25 per cent.

>»••«>-<

FINISHING CONCKETE iSUKFACES
WITH CUiBOKUNDU-M BRICK.

First, remove the forms as soou as prac-

ticable alter the concrete has been poured,
and wet the concrete surface with water : lur

a railing, this will mean anywhere iroiu

tweuty-lour to thirty-six hours. Then with a

sharp tool remove the lips and edgings lelt

where form boards met.
Second, fill all holee with a 1 :2 mortar at

once. Tlien float all surfaces, where edges

have been removed and where holes have been

filled, to an even, uniform surface.

Third, allow the concrete to dry for a

week or ten days after following the above
procedure. The length of lime required for

drying and curing before rubbing with a car-

borundum brick depends entirely upon the

weather, the length of time the concrete re-

quires to harden, and to a certain exleut

upon the aggregate.

When the concrete has dried sufficiently,

the next step is to treat the surface with a

cement wash. To make the wash add enough

cement to a pail partly filled with w ater to

make the mixture of a cream'y consistency.

Apply this creamy mixture to the concrete

surface with a brush, being careful not to

apply too much at any one place, and at the

.same time enough to fill all the pores. No
more surface should be treattnl in this manner
than can be rubbed the following day.

After the cement wash has set twenty-four

hours it should be rubbed off with a car-

iKnuiKlum brick by applying water ahead of

the brick with a " brush, and working the

brick in a circular manner. No attempt

need be made to wash off the material that

s ground off by the brick. This should be

left in place and the curlycues etraightened

out with a/dry or only slightly damp brush.

Car© should be taken to rub off only the

cement wash and no more, for if additional

material is rubbed off the aggregate will be

exposed. The purpose of tlie wash is to fill

ail voids and air holes that appear uiion the

surface when the forms are removed. The
rubbing will not ijffect small holes that have

been filled, but, on the other hand, will

bring the whole surface down to an even.

smooth finish of uniform colour ;
something

that cannot be obtained in any other way.

To facilitate the nibbing it is imiwrtant

that the concrete be well tamped at the time

it is placed in the forms. It is equally im-

portant that the form lumber be in good

shape, free from knot holes, shvers and

splinters, for no amount of rubbing can

remove these blemishes or marks.

Concrete which is too wet or sloppy should

not be poured into the forme. If a soupv

concrete is used, when the forms are removed

the concrete has a saiid\* texture and is hard

to smooth up. On the other hand, it *inild

be reasonahlv wet and should be tamped iiito

])lace rather" than run into place with an

excessive amount of water.

In railings and balustrades it is qmte im-

portant to use an excessive amount of rathe:

fine sand and cement and not too much coars

stone Bv doing this a much smoother railing

will result.—Bv W. M. Conway.

Lieut. Leonard Tysc.e. deputy borough sin-

vevor of Hammersmith, has !»«" „k'!,'':^. '"

action. He was artid.xl to Mr. W. H. ^\ hite.

<itv survevor of Oxford, and serxwl 9ub>e

(luintlv in" the borough surveyors' offices at

Hichmond (Surrey) and Bermondscy.

The iinnual summer conference of the .\sso-

liation of Managers of Sewage Disposal "ork~

will be held at Worcester on Saturday. .July 7.

Mr. Thos. Caink. Assoc.M. Inst. C.E.. the city

engineer, will read a paper on " The .-^cti;

vated Sludge Process of Sewage Purification.

The Kev. A. Lombardini has commenced a

series of Fridav middav addres,ses at St.

liotolph. Bishopsgate. on " Old Masters and

their Message." The paintere of the Italian

.School have been chosen for June, viz Fra

.\ngelico, Botticelli. Correggio. Leonardo (la

Vinci, and Piero della Francesca.
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PROFESSIONAL AND T£ADB
SOCIETIES.

Royal Institute of British Architects,—
Oil Monday last the general business meeting
(postponed from the 4tli inst.) was held, for

the election of the Council 1917-18. The
number of voting papers received was 556.

The following are the results :—President,
Mr. Henry T. Hare ; Vice-Presidents, Sir

John J. Barnet, R.S.A., Mr. Walter Cave,
Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A., and Mr. Paul
Waterhouse, M.A. : hon. secretary, Mr. E.
Guy Dawber. Members of Council (in the
order of voting) : Mr. H. V. Lanchester (past
vice-president). 395; Mr. Robert Atkinson*,
352; Mr. W. R. Lethaby*, 346: Mr. Gerald
C. Horsley, 345 ; Mr. Andrew X. Prentice,
338 ; Mr. Jolm W. Simpson* (past Vice-Presi-

dent), 334 ; T. Edwiri Cooper*, 305 ; Mr. S. D.
Adshead, M.A., 304; Mr. George Hubbard*,
F.S.A. (past vice-president), 303; Mr. H.
D. Searles Wood, 290 ; Mr. Arthur Keen, 286

;

Mr. F. il. .Simpson*, 273; Mr. Ale.xander G.
R. Mackenzie*, President A. A.. 267; Mr.
John James Joass, 262 : Mr. Giles Gilbert
Scotf, 253 ; Mr. H. P. Burke Downing, 251

;

Mr. D. Barclay Niven, 249; and Mr. Percy
S. Worthington, M.A.O-xon, 239. The
newly-elected members marked * were not
members of the outgoing Council. The fol-
lowing candidates were , not elected, and
among these, those marked t were members
of the outgoing Council. The names are
given in order of voting :—Mr. Ma.x Clarke,
Mr. Walter Tapper. Mr. Sydney Perks,
F.S.A. , Mr.' Alexander N. Patersont, M.A.
A.R.S.A. ; Mr. Alan Edward Munbv, M.A.
Cantab; Mr. A. R. Jemmett, Mr. Raymond
I'nwin, Mr. Francis W. Troup, Mr. Harry
Redfernt, Mr. Matt. Garbutt, Jlr. W. Gilbee
Scottt, Mr. W. Henry White, Mr, Alfred
Cox, Mr. H. Victor Ashley, Mr. W. E. V.
Crompton, Mr. W. Campbel'r Jones. Mr. Fied
Rowntree. and Mr. Ernest R. E. Sutton.
The Associate members of Council are :—Mr.
L. P. Abercrombie*, M.A., 358: Mr. W. R
Davidge, 331 ; Mr. Leslie Wilkinson*. 317

;

Mr. L. Rome Guthrie. 286; Mr. Horace
Cubitt, 256: and Mr. Herbert Shepherd, 240.
The newly-elected Associate members marked

were not on the outgoing Council. The
following candidates were not elected ;—Mr.
S. C. Ramsey, Mr. Herbert A. Welcht. Mr.
A. W. Hennings, Mr. P. M. Eraser, and Mr.
Basil Oliver. The Past Presidents chosen are
Mr. T. E. Collcutt and Mr. Ernest Newton,
A.R.A. The following are the representatives
of allied societies :—Messrs. Robert Burns
Dick (Northern Architectural Association)

:

John Bradshaw Gass (Manchester Society of
Architects)

;
Edward Percy Hinde (Liverpool

Architectural Society); William Kaye-Parry
(Royal In.stitute of the Architects of Ireland) •

Adam Francis Watson (Sheffield Society of
Architects); Johji Watson (Glasgow Institute
of Architects)

; Sir Frank W. Wills (Bristol
Society of Architects). The representative of
the Architectural Association is Mr. Henry
Martineau Fletcher. The auditors are Messrs.
Henry Albert Saul and Hubert Springford
East.

»—9«».^
LJSGAI, INTELLIGENCE.

Lord .Mayor of Lo-\don"s Libel Suit —
Alteged Bogles "Scene- at a Company
Meeting.—Damages for alleged libel were
clairai.d by the Lord ilayor of London, Sir
William H. Dunn, in an action which was
commenced before Mr. Justice Darling and a
special jury on Monday. The defendant, Mr.
L>. S. Mackcy, secnetary and general manager
of the Greenwich Maid Linoleum Company
-adnutted pubhoation of the words, but denied
that they were defamatory, and alternativelv
pleaded privilege. Mr. Rose Innes, K.C., for
the plaintiff, explained that .Sir WiUiam Dunn
"•^1 % f"^«J^O'' and a director of tlie Green-
wieh InJai'd Liiioleimi Company, Limited. The
alleged libels were contained in letters ivritten
by -the defendant .regarding ijir William ''s

claim to a fee of about 200 guineas for his work
in getting the firm's insurances reduced, by
n-hich a considera.ble economy was effected.
Givimg t-vidence Sir William Dunn said that
when the works closed down in January,
1915, owing to the war, the defendant's salary
was £2,600 a year, and the witness thought
he should take £1,000 a j-ear under the circum-
stances. Sii- William added :

" Tliat is the
head aJid front of my ofFendinig.'' Cross-
examined about a cheque for £1,000 out of
whioli he paid the insurance premiums, the

witness said this was paid into liis own ac-

count. He wrote asking if he should return
tlie balance, or set off fees due to him against
it. He never received a penn,v for the iiisui--

;ince work. The witness declared that it was
an absolute lie to suggest any collusion be-

tween himself and Sir WiUiam Treloar in the

matter. Sii' William Treloar, chairman of the
Greenwich Company since its formation, said

it was untrue that tlie witness and the plaintiff'

attempted to browbeat another dh-ector. The
defendant's counsel said he made no imputa-
tion against Sir WilUam Treloar. Giving
evidence, the defendant said that he objected
to the payment of 200 guineas to the plauntiff,

as it was never authorised, and he took up
the position that a director oould not ohairgi

for a valuation of his own property. He
suggested no dishonesty on the part of the
plaintiff' in not handing over the balance of the
£1.000 chequt; after paying the insurance pre
iiiiuni. It was, he thought, merely an in-egu
lanty. In cross-examination, Mr. Mackey .said

lie still believed that the plaintiff and Sir
William Trdoar " arranged " a scene at a
directors' meeting to bluff another di/'eotor.

—

The hearing was adjourned.

E. H. Shohland and Brother, Ltd. (in
Voluntary Liquidation).—Notice is given,
pursuant to Section 188 of the Companies (Con-
solidation) Act, 1908, that a meeting of the
creditors of the abo\ e-named company will be
held at the Chartered Accountants' Hall,
situate 60, Spring Gardens, Manchester, on
Friday, June 22, 1917, at 3 o'clock in the after-
noon. Mr. J. W. Beever. of 6, Princess Street,
Manchester, is the liquidator.

(Bm OBffia table.

As the result of a conference between the
employers and the union, under the chair-
manship of Sir George Askwith, an addi-
tional war bonus, amounting to about 10 per
cent, on the wages, has been granted the com-
positors, and following this an agreement has
been arrived at for granting a similar bonus
to all membei-s of the societies in the print
ing indu.stry in London, which number
thirteen or fourteen. The more newsijapers
reduce their size, in compliance with the re-
quirements of the Paper Commission, the
more printers put prices up, and the result
Ijresently will be no papers at all and no
printing !

.V useful return has been completed by Mr.
J. H. Drew, borough surveyor of Grantham,
relating to workmen's wages in sixteen
boroughs and to-wns, with populations vary-
ing from 9,850 to 60,000, showing j,'-s

ordinarily paid and the advances made, or
war bonus paid. The return includes par-
ticulars as to hours worked per week, the
holidays allowed, rates of pay for overtime,
and for all classes of workmen in the high-
ways and sewers departments, and includes
the salaries paid to the suryeyor's assistant
and clerks.

Before the Law Society Appeal Tribunal
last Wednesday Mr. Jacob Epstein, sculptor,
applied for e.xemption. It was stated that
the appellant was 36, married, and with no
children, and that he had been refused
exemption by the local Tribunal on the
ground that a sculptural artist only suffered
temporary inconvenience by serving in the
Array.—The Military Representative said
the question was whether or not it was a one-
man business. It was decided to .-illow the
appeal, principally on the ground of the
"national interest," and to grant exemption
for three months, with leave to apply again.

The Tribunal would give no undertaking to

renew the exemption then, the Chairman say-

ing it vvould all depend on the needs of the
Army in the future.—The Chairman (address-

ing Mr. Epstein) : Would you like to join the
Volunteer Training Corps?—.Mr. Epstein r I

would not mind.—The Chairman : Then you
shall.

During the past few months the housing
difficulty in the Halesowen district has be-

come very acute owing to the erection of

several large factories, and as a result efforts

are being made to induce the local authorities

to provide accommodation for those workers
who have come into the district. The
marked shortage of houses has for a long

time produced a system of competition

amongst would-be tenants, with Uie result

that landlords have frequently accepted

offers much higher than the original rent,

simply because of the inability on the part

of married people to secure bourses. The
rural council has the matter in hand, and ii

is likely that a proposal to spend .something

like £35,000 on the erection ol artisan dwell

lags after the war may be proceeded with

in the near future.

Construction work in Aden, both public

and private, has been very much curtailed on

account of the abnormally high prices for all

sorts of building materials. An interesting,

though not entirely new, practice has de-

veloped in the execution of small but neces

sary pieces of work which would ordinarily

involve the use of cement. In place of

cement concrete a mixture called lime con-

crete is being used. It is composed of equai

parts of line, sand, and pumice. The pumice

is ground fine, and is obtained in unlimited

quantities from the volcanic deposits that

form the peninsula of Aden. Lime concrete

takes much longer to set than cement, but

the results have so far been quite satisfac-

tory. Tills material also is comparatively in-

expensive. The chief engineer of the Aden
Port Trust is now using it in a small and ex-

perimental way for construction which is

covered by, and consequently exposed to, the

action of sea-water.

A third edition is published of " Electrical

Engineering Practice," by J. W. Meares.

F.R. A.S. (London; E. and F. Spon, Limited.

25s. net). The first two editions were written

for engineers in India, but the present issue

has been recast and brought up to date with

a view to tJlie requirements of a wider public.

Its aim is to "till the ga/p " between the

various pocket-books of mere data and the

works w'ritten lor specialists in the various

branches of electrical engineering. The
volume, W'hich covers 5Sl pages, is likely to

fulfil its purpose.
" How to Do (Business with 'Russia," by

C. E. W. Peteirsson and W. Barnes Steyeni
(London ; Sir Isaac Pitman and vSon. Limited.

5s.), will be found useful as likely to open
up trade relations with the Russians, on
whom it cannot be too often impressed that

methods common to Western Europe wiLl

mostly be found futile. The authors describe

each district and its capabilities and char-

acteristics, and a good deal of practical ad-

vice is given about travellers, agents, bank-

ing facilities, trade terms, etc. It is evident

that the Russians like British goods, but

that they comparatively seldom get them.

though many things are sold as " English

which are doubtless the manufacture of the

more enterprising and ever unscrupulous

German.
An interesting illustrated tirochure by Mr.

H. Lloyd Parry, the town clerk of Exeter,

and Mr. Harold Brakspear, F.S.A., on the

(>ld iBenedictine monastery, St. Nicholas

Priory, is published by Messrs. W. J. South-

wood and Co., Exeter. The historical sum-
mary by the town clerk bi-iefly but lucidly

covers the whole existence of the building

from its growth out of a prior foundation by
Gytha, tne mother of King Harold, to its

repair under the advice of ilr. Brakspear and

the supervision of Mr. Lewis Tonar, which

was completed in November last. The
illustrations include the priory seals, a vie\v

of the priory, the Saxon cross shaft, the

guest-room, the crypt, the Tudor room and

oriel, the kitchen, the window in the guest-

room, and a plan. Visitors to the ever-faith-

ful city should not fail to procure a copy

of this well-conceived souvenir of one of its

many architectural treasures.

The City Council of Rome has been called

upon to approve of the demolition of the

Palazzo Caffarelli, the seat of the German
Embassy to the Italian Court. The building

is of no architectural or historical value ; but

it occupies the site on which was built the

temple of Jupiter on the Capitol. The plan

for the isolation of all the vestiges of ancient

Rome so as to form a monumental zone of

the Capitol and the Fora necessitates for its

execution the demoKtion of a certain number
of buildings, including the Palazzo Caffarelli.

Senator Lanciani, the archaeologist, supporting

the motion of the meeting of the City Coun
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cil, .stated that the thioiic of the Kaiser in

the large leceptiun room of the German Kni-
bas.ay is e.xactly on the same spot where the
thi'oiie (if Jupiter existed in the ancient
temple. The remains of the temple are for
two-thirdK enclosed in the property of the
Orman Embassy. The City Council voted
unanimously in favour of the demolition of
the building, and this will goon be carried
out.

At the animal meeting of the Norfolk and
-Norwich .\rcli«eological Society on Thur.sday,
at -Norwich, a letter was received from Prince
Frederick f)iileep .Singh, dated from a corps
of the British E.\peditionary Force in
France, e\|)ressing opposition to the war me
morial chapel (iroposed to be added on to the
ea^t end of the Cathedral. His objections,
he added, were only what might be called
aesthetic. '" Personally," he added, " I
am .Hrongly in favour" of the purchase of
Bishop Hall's Palace, and converting it into
a home for di.><ablcd Norfolk .soldiers mul
sailors. If I lemember aright, there was a
chapel there once, and this could be made
the actual ' memorial.' It could be conse-
crated to the memory of the fallen, and
have their names inscribed. This is only
a suggestion, and I have no doubt otheis
and better ones might be made. But I do
feel that an o|iportnnity ought to be given
to archieologist.s—who are opposed as strongly
as I am to the new chapel idea—to be able
to express that opinion without incurring
any opprobrium. Had the suggested war
memorial nothing to do with an ancient build-
ing, antiquarians, as such, would, of course,
have no right to critici.sc : but, as it is, I
think we have the right." The President
said he did not care much .ibout this idea
of a home for di.^abled soldiers In these
days most people preferred to do something
for them.selves, and to be heljied to do it
if need be, in.stead of being shut up in a
home. It seemed to him that the Cathedral
idea was rather a good one. but of cour.se, it
would have to be carried out correctly in
architoctural respects. He did not think it was
within the society's province to take any
notice of the matter so far. The Dean, oil
being appeal.'d to, .said there was no motion
before the meeting

; and he had no remarks
to make.
The .seventh owldnary general meeting

(season 1916-17) of tlie London Society win be
held on Thur.sday, June 21, 1917, at 5 p.ni

,

in the Hall of tlw Roval vSocietv of .4rts 18
John Street. -Xdelphi, W.C. .Slonsieur Paul
].^i;m!bott« (Directeair des Beau.\--4rts) will
give a lecture (in French) <m " Impre.s.sioiis
of London." Count de ]-Kilaing. Envove
extraordin.iry et Miuistre plenipotentiaiVe
(former Belgian .Mini.ster in Creai Brit<iiii)
will preside. The lecture will be followed bv
discussion and votes of than-k.s.

Two recent acquisiiti(Jiis have now been
|i_l»ced on vi««w in the entrance haill of tlie
National (iailery. One is the portrait of the
.Sultan .Mohammed II.. by (^.entile Bellini,
which formed part of the iJiyard becpiest, and
the other i.s a figure of aflving -Vngel by
Krancesco Pesellino. becpieathed by the
Countess Brow nlow. Thisla-^i work isof special
iutere.st to the Gallery, as it formed part of
Pesellino's great alt,ir-piece. now dis-
menibered, the central group of which, repre-
.senting " The Trinity, ' has long been among
tho treasiii-esof the Tuscan Room at Trafalgar
Suna^re.

What the auctioneer describes as one of thi'
liiicst estates in tihe world, was offered for sjile
at Winchester House on Monday. It is a large
area in West Brompton, Earl's Court, Kens-
ington, and (.:helsea. Upon it there are
1.340 hou.^-s, 19 blocks of fl.ats, 18 shops, 150
sUbles. and tiny.* public houses. When
.lames (.Jiinter, the famous pastrvcook, bought
the ground at the end of the eighteenth
century it was mostly occupied by florists'
nnrseries. IJeut. -Colonel .Sir Nevill Ountei
IS tlm owner, and he is on service in France.
The iirojierty produces £17.222 from fre<shold
ground rents, and has an estimated ultimate
rent-roll of £200,000 a year. Bidding began
at £350.000, and very soon rcAohed £540.000
rho Jiigh.-st bid was £549,500, and <us this
did not reiu-h the resen-e price the propertv
was then put lip in lots. Some of these were
sold, lint the nii.st important were withdrawn.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not tiold ourselves responsible for the opiniona

of our correspondents. All communtcatioDS ftbould

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as tJb«re are

many clainiants upon the space allotted to

correspocdtiits.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and
all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books for review, et<.'., should be addre.88ed

to the Editor of the BtiLDINO News, EUlDgham
House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.2, and not to
aieinbere of the staff by name. Delay is not infre-

quently otherwise caused. All drawings and other
communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Edit<ir will not undertake to pay (or, or be
liable for. unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,
architects are asked kindly to state how long ttie

building has been erected. It does neither tliem nor
us much good to illustrate buildings which bave been
some time executed, except under s-pecial circum-
stances.
•••Drawings of selected competition designs, im-

portant public and private buildings, details of old

and new work, and good sketches are always wel-

come, and for such no charge is made for insertion.

Of more commonplace subjects, small churches,

chapels, houses, etc.—we have usually far more sent

than we can insert, but are glad to do so when space
permits, on mutually advantageous terms, which
may be ascertained on application.

Telegrams: " Tiine.scrver. Estrand, London."

Telephone: Gerrard 1201.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Twenty-six shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the I'nited Kingdom; thirteen shillings for

six months: for the United Stjites. £1 1Q». (or $7
30c. gold). To France or Belgium, £10 10s. (or 42f.).

To India, £1 10s. To any of the Australian
Colonies, or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West
Indies, or Natal. £1 10s.

•»*Our Direct Subscription .\gents for Australia

are Messrs. E. T. Kibblewhite and Co., Printers and
Publishers. 19. York Chambers, 105, Liverpool Street,

Sydney, New South Wales; for Japan. The Maruzen
Co., Ltd., IMC, Nionbashi Tori Sanchome, Tokyo;
who will receive Subscriptions at £1 IDs. per an-

num on our account. Copies of the paper will be
sent by us direct to the subscribers' address.

*,»Thc special rate to Canada is £1 10s. =$7
30c. (or 12 months, and 163. - $3 65c. six months.
Our Direct Subscription Agents for Cana<la are

Messrs. Sells, Ltd.. ;i02. Sbaughnei*y Buildingjs.

Mc(;ill Street. Morrtreal. who will receive Subscrip-

tions, £1 los. per ;innum, on our account.

Cheques and Post Office Orders to bo made payable

to The Strand Newspaper Company, Limited, and
crossed London County and Westminster Bank.

NOTICE.
Bound Copies of Vol. CX. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 128. each, tiy post

12s. lOd.), as only a limited number .ire done up.

A few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI.,

XLVI., XLIX., LIII . LXI.. LXII.. LXIV.. LXV.,
LXVI.. LXVII., LXVIII.. LXIX., LXXI..
LXXII.. LXXIII.. LXXIV., LXXV.. LXXVl..
LXXVII , LXXIX.. LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXII..
LXXXIII., LXXXIV., LXXXV., LXXXVI.,
LXXXVII.. LXXXVIII.. LXXXIX., XC, XCI..

XCII., XCIIl. XCVII., XCIV., XCV., XCVI.,
xcviii., xcix.. c, CI., cii.. cm., civ., cv.,
CVI., evil.. CVIII.. and CIX., may still be ob-

tained at the same price; all the other liound

volumes are out of print.

BACK ISSUES.

Most of the back issues are to be had singlj

All back issues over one montli old will be rharged
Cd. each, postage Id. Subscribers requiring back
numbers should order at once, as they soon run out
of print.

Hiiiulsonie Cloth Cases for binding the BmiDINO
Ntns, price 2s.. post free 2s. 5d., can be obtained
from any Newsagent, or from the Publisher,

Elflnghan'i House, 1. Arundel Street, Strand. W,C.2

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contrat:t .Xdvef-

tiscments, Public Companies, and all olticial adver-

tisements is Is. per line of Eight Words, the Brst

line counting as two. the minimum charge being 5s.

for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Mis-

cellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except Situa-

tion Advertisements) is 6d. per line of Eight Words
(the first line counting as two), ttie minimum charge
being 48. M. for 60 words. Special terms for series

of six insertions or more can be, ascertained on appli-

cation to the Piiblisher.

SITUATIONS VACANT.

The charge for advertisements for "Situations
Vacant" is Two .Shillings and Sixpence for Twenty-
four Words, and Sixpence for every Eight Words
after, .-til Siluativn Adverlhementt muxt be prrpnirl.

Kates for Trade .Advertisements on front page and
special and other positions can be obtained on
application to the Publisher.

REPLIES TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
Replies to advertisements can be received at the

Office. Effingham House, 1, .\rundel Street, Strand,
W.C.2, frer uf charge. If to be forwarded under
cover to advertiser, an extra charge of Sixpence is

made. (See Notice at head of " Situations.")

.Advertisements for the current week must reach
the office not later tiian 3 p.m. on Tuesday. Front-
page advertisements and alterations or stop orders
for serial advertisements must reach the office by
llrst post on Monday to secure attention.

Ke.-eived:—E. A. C—B. M. A.—A. A.—S. F. Co..
Lt<l.—-\I. ami C. --C. J. and Co.—L. F. Co., Ltd.—
W. L.—W. W.—I.. Ltd —K i; ..nrl Co — K. iind <\>.

M. S. A.—Ves.

1'HIL0.-J>lease seiKl.

.Major D.—Have forwa«led as requested.

.s. H. —Y'our architect is the vi"oper jierson to decide.
On your faot*- we think you ought not to pay;
but it is ijuite pos.-.ibie that .vou have not made
.ilUiwance for present eircuiiistance^-

11. H. F.--The .\mericiin mtithoil of moving bouses
iind other buildings, wluoli was tlie invention of
Simeon Brown, of New York, was fully described
i»> Mr. A. .1. .Ma.-on in a paper rwui before the
K.1.B..\. on .lamniry 17. 1H12. You will find a
fully illustrated report in tile J/er/iaiitc«' Magazine
of .March 2.'.. 1S43.

TKADE NOTES.
Boyle's latest pat«>nt "Air-pump" Ventila-

tors, supplied by Messrs. Robert Boyle and
Son. vintilating engineer.s. 64, Holborn Via-
duct. I.onilon. have l>een employed 'Dy the
Supcrmariue Aviation Co., Lt<l., Southampton.

At the annual general meeting of Ghubl)
and Son's Lock and Safe Co.. Limited, held
at 128, t»)ueon Victoria S'leet. Ixnidon, K.l'.,

on Jun*> 6. it was proposetl by Aldevrman Sir
U. W. Truscott, Bart., seconded by Sir Henry
HoUoway. and unanimously resolved: ** Tliat

the he'arty congi-atulations of the shaax'holder*

be driven to the ohairnian. Sir George HayttT
("Iwibb, Iia.rt.. and all «mii<-cted with the
niana.gom<'nt of the bnsine«i. upon it« continued
and increa.sing success, and ui>on ita appix»ach-

ing cxnrt<«i«ry. the first Chuhl) lock having Ix-eii

patented Fe4>niar7,- 3. 1818."

.\s will be .-ioeh in !in atlvcrtisem«nt on
anotho.- page, the partnership berween
Messrs. Frank G. Brigjfs Mr. Harry V.
Wolstenhoime. and Mr. Arnold Thoinely.
hitherto cjirryinir on business as architects

and survi'yoi's at Royal Liver Buildinurs,

imder the "styl<> or firm of " Briggs. WolstMi-

liolinc. and " Thornely." has been dissolved

as from May 31 last. Messrs. Braggs and
Tliornoly will continue 1o practise at Royal
Liver Buildini.'s uiHler the style of Briggs

and Thornely. and Mr. H. V. Woli*enholme
to practis<> undetr his own name a* CVntral

Buildings. Blaokburn. All moneys owing to

the late firm should l>o paid to it« account

at Central Buildings. Bhickburn.

flTl'ATlONS WANTED AND PARTNERSHIPS.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Wanted " and " Partnerships " is One Sliilling for
Twenty. four Words, and Sixpence for every Eight
Words after.

.411 5ifiinrioi) nnd rorfiifr«fiip Advertisemtnfi
must tr prepaid.

CHIPS.
The Bridlington rown Council has increased

the salarv of Mr. C. Law Green, acting

iMnoiigh surveyor, from £3 to £4 per week.

The Chcllenham Corporation has engaged
Miss Hooper. B.Sc., F.LC to undertake the

analysis of the water at a charge of 5s. per

hour.

The borough surveyor of Chichester. Mr. V.

J. Lobley, has l>een" instructed to prepare a

scheme tor cxinvei-ting the Butter Market into

the head^uariers of the live hrigude.

In MU'iiiory of pansiiioners who have fallen

ill lllie war. a " peace " [jonii. surmounted bjr

ii C^ilvary, will (be erept«l at St. Silas,

Kentish Towni. after peace has ibeen declared.

.Vmong recent presentations to th*- Guildhall

Libiarv is the tollowii.g : — By Mr. Banister F.

Fletcher. C.C.. " .VrK hitectural Hygiene.
'

written by the <lonor and his biother, the late

Major H." Phillips Fletcher.

.Mterntions are to be inadi- at the Cartwright
Memorial Hall. Brsidford, with a view to using

the present cafe as a Natural History Museum,
The cafe is to be accommodiited elsewhere.

The alterations will cost £400.

Mir. William Small, Woi-cc*ter. has been

olcctod an honorary memlber of tho Rojal

Scottish A(«d<'my." Though resident in

London for the great*'!- jiart of his pro-

fitfeional life, -Mr. Small is a native of Edin-

burgh, where during the early 'sixties be

studied at tlie Trustees' Scihool and at tjie

Academv'.s life class.
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The House of Lords has been losing

prestige for years, thanks mainly to its

habit of turning its back on itself when
oajoled or threatened by vested interests.

The latest instance is its second reading

last Thursday of the South-Eastern Rail-

way Company's Bill to strengthen Charing
jCross railway bridge, which the Lords
rejected last year. The railway vested

interests—for it is notorious that the

Underground Railway Trust is a^ hostile

to the improvement of London as the

South-Eastern Railway—are determined
still to block the Strand and spoil the

river. It is the obvious duty of all

Londoners to prevent them, and we hope
their efforts will be trebled and supported

by some more vii-ile organisation than

that which, for some reason, has run away
on the eve of the fight. We have dwelt

many times on the utilitarian and artistic

objections to the scheme, and can only

express our astonishment that Parliament
is so blind to the paramount importance

of the rescue of Charing Cross from its un-

fortunate condition of that of a mere
dumping-ground for the most out-of-date

of our railway companies. Does anyone
suppose that the clause in the Bill, provid-

^ ing that the £167,000 which the railway

company proposes to throw away on the

strengthening of the monstrosity which

desecrates the Thames shall not be

reasonable a,s compensation presently

when Parliament decides to pull down the

bridge, will be adhered to ? The real pur-

pose of the Bill is to interpose an impass-

able barrier to all future improvement.

It is trench-warfare of the sort the Ger-

mans have maintained for two years, and

which has cost so many lives and so much
treasure to break through, and those who
have conspired to render it for the time

successful are as cowardly and as

traitorous to the real interests of London
as the " conscientious objectors " to the

defence of the world's freedom from the

Huns. We shall beat the railway Huns
yet ; but, meanwhile, they are chuckling

in their dug-outs

!

As usual with this Government, no

sooner has a Minister got his seat in the

saddle and shown willing than he is trans-

ferred to a post where failure is almost

certain ; thanks to the doubtless uncon-

scious connivance of people who thwart

offence against law and patriotism he is

him, to restrain profiteering or any othe;

powerless. Anyhow, we wish Lord

Rhondda better luck as Food Controller

than his predecessors, and are sorry he

has throw^l up the Local Government

Boad-d. But we are bound to tell his

successor, as we should have told him,

that the best way of saving tlie lives of

thousands of babies is to give their

parents decent houses to live in, and that

all efforts in this direction are waste

labour if those houses are not properly

planned. We have some re-ason to be-

lieve that Lord Rhondda had brought to

his notice the plans by Mr. Robert Thom-

son, which we are publishing week by

week, and that he was impressed by the

proofs we are giving of the utter useless-

ness and wasteful extravagance of some

past Government and municipal efforts.

If all we can do at the moment is to

"get schemes ready," let us for goodness

sake see that they are prepared on

rational bases and by competent men.

These will be found, as we have said again

and again, among architects and builders,

who will do all that is needful on sound

financial lines, without doles, if only tided

over the dearth of capital prevalent

thanks to the war, and still more to Mr.

Lloyd George's past Budgets, and given

freedom from harassing local stumbling-

blocks.

Mr. A. W. Skelton, of Nottingham, has

contributed an article to the Financiiil

lievicu- of lieviews on the shortage of

working-class dwellings. Mr. Skelton

was one of the organisers of the recent

deputation of property owners to Lord

Rhondda. It shows that, taken altogether,

there was in the seventy most populous

towns in the United Kingdom no scarcity

of houses until 1910, the year oif the fatal

Finance Act. During the five years

l»fore the passing of the Act the average

number of houses erected in these towns,

which contain nearly one-third of the

entire population, was 34,000. Since

then there has been a sharply pr<^ressive

decline. In the year ending March 31,

1911, the number fell to 23,315 ; and, in

successive yeai-s, to 18,880, 17,854, 17,207,

and 10,398. Yet something like 114,000

new houses are needed every year in the

whole of the country, and 32,176 in these

seventy towns I The consequent over-

crowding and increased sickness, especi-

ally among the young children, has been

considerable, and, we believe, far out-

weighs any benefits derivable—which xeere

to be derivaible, perhaps we should say

—

from the Insurance Act.

There was an old nursery set of doggerel

rhymes when we were "a happy English

child" beginning:

—

' As I vsas going to St. Ive^,

I met a man with seven wives."

That, of course, was in the days before

Liberal Cornish boroughs had to

shut their open hands to pro-

vide for the poverty produced by

polygamy. Now, St. Ives is too poor to

offer its borough surveyor more than

£3 10s. a week—Sundays included ! It

says " his whole time," and that he is,

" in addition, to manage and supervise the

waterworks of the coiijoration," when,

possibly, he will, we should hope, be

treated to a glass of the " new beer " now
and then. No wonder some of our town-

planning experts say the paucity and bad-

ness of town-planning schemes are due to

the enormous additional work thrown on

the sui-veyors, especially those paid on the

St. Ives scale ! To intending applicants

—

we can conceive of no other inducement,

bearing in mind the assui'ance of the great

American bard, that men may rise on

stepping-stones of their dead selves to

higher things—we offer our sympathy^ and

advice to go and be taxi-drivers instead.

They will earn more money, and can strike

whenever they like

!

A few more cheery and level-headed

speeches like that of Lord Islington at the

Playgoers Club last Thui-sday would, just

now, help considerajbly to hearten all of

us. The occasion was the first of a series

of informal gatherings, participation in

which in ordinai-y times is seldom the

privilege of others than the best of the

Bohemians whose names adorn the mem-

ber-roll of the CluJb ; and the subsequent

utterances of Mr. Henry Arthur Jones

and Mr. J. T. Grein admirably sampled

the sparkling wine of wit and wisdom

which cheers but not ineibriates the happy

Plavgoers. It was good to listen to Lord
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Islington's assurances that our pre.sent

sacrifices are not to bo in vain, and that

wht-n peace is made it is not to be all

give and no take as far as we are con-

cerned as regards the arrangements wliich

the Allic-d Powers will dictate to Ger-
many. It was still better to hear that
Lord Islington, whose past good work for

the Empire in many fields has been of the
solid sort that is more a^ppreciated tlian

talked about, is at one with those of us
who believe that its true nexas is self-

government by aU tlie Dominions—India
among them, as soon as she is ready for it.

Perliaps the bonne howJie of tlie after-

noon was " Bagonet's " virile reminis-

cences of the Victorian ])eriod, and his

adjurations to all present to cherish and
imitate the "best Bohemianism " of the
days when there was more of it, and of the
right sort. Anyhow, thero were one or

two of tlie old school round about him,
who went away witli many memories re-

vived of the joUy days when the titles of
dramatists and journalists were graven
deeper in the hearts of those who knew
and loved tliem than in all the rolls of the
Peerage and Baronetage.

Experimental data on the obstruction

of bi-idge piers to the flow of water are
exceetlingly scarce ; so scarce, in fact,

that, in the case of the New York, Lacka-
wanna and Western Railway v. the New
York, Lake Erie and Western Railway,
engineers varied in tlieir computations of

the back-water caused by the prop.isetl

bridge piers of the Lackawanna Railroad
in the Chemung River, by values ranging
from 0.568 to 4.3 ft. Although it is true

that part of this discreipancy was due to

the different values of flood discharge

assumed by the different engineers, yet

most of it is attributable to uncertainty

as to existing" bridge pier fomiulas. Wo
have peruse<l tlierefore with much interest

a valuable paper to bo ])re.sented by ilr.

Floyd A. Nathan to the American Society

of Civil Engineers on the subject on Sep-

tember 17 next, which a]>iK>ai-s in the May
issue of the Society's " Proceedings," and
which we regret our present limited space

hinders us from giving in full. The ex-

periments were made on thirty-four differ-

ent models of bridge j)iers, in order to

determine the relative obstruction to (he

flow of water offered 'by i)iers of different

designs. The method of conducting the

experiments is described, and the existing

theories for this phenomenon are re-

viewed ; however, in order to show the

relative efficiencies of these piers, it was
found necessary to discard tliese theories.

Tile paper presents a unique and simple

formula which can be applied to this pro-

lilrni, making )X)ssible the comparison of

I lie ditttrent piers by the magnitude ot

their coefficients in tliis formula.

The back-water is materially decreased by

the adoption of such a tail. This fomi,

however, is not practical. Modifications

suggested produce the second-best result.s.

These are both practical shapes. (3) The
discharge coefficient may be increased

from 1 to 3 per cent, by substituting an
efficient tail for the square one. This

means a decrease of from 7 to 25 per cent,

in the amount of back-water at a streani

velocity of 4 ft. per sec. This demon-
strates clearly the importance of the

shape of the tail of a pier. (4) The dis-

cliarge coefficient can be increased from 5

to 6 per cent, by substituting a half-round

nose for a square one. This means a de-

crease in the amount of back-water of

from 35 to 45 jjer cent., with a streani

velocity of 4 ft. iier sec. (5) The decrea.se

in the amount of back-water oibtained by

substituting a 90 deg. point at the tail

of the pier for the square end, is negli-

gible; hence it does not warrant the

extra expense of constructing such an
end. The round tail is far superior to

the 90 deg. point, and is almost as

efficient as the 45 deg. pointed tail. (6)

For piei-s of the same design, up stream
and down stream, the half-round ends

give the least amount of back-water.

->-•••-<-

The more remarkable conclusions ar-

rived at maybe summaruspd as follows:—
(1) Tlie best practical form of nose is

either the half-round or the elliptical (of

wliich a modification is sugg«ted). Tliese

shapes give mucll better efficiencies than
the pointed nose. The best form of tail

i< tlie double curved form, like a fish tail.

THE PROBLEM OF THE SMALL
DWELLING AND ITS SOLUTION.

V.

By RoBEET Thomson,

[with illustrations.]

Turning to the accompanying elemen-
tary plans on Sheet I.\., it will be seen
tliat eacli composite pair comprises on
the left a six-apartment parlour cottage
and on tlie right a tive-apartment dwelling,
in which the floor area of the parents'
be<:lroom, clear of the bedroom furniture,
is greater than tlie total floor area of the
parlour in its conjoined half. One of the
objects in so conjoining these plans is

that they may, at a later stage, be utilised,

together witli the jjlans on Sheet VIII., as
evidence in a way which should he\y> to

dispose for good and all of the already
threadbare question as to whether there

should or should not be a parlour in the

small dwelling
In the lueantLme the attention of the

reader is sjiecially directed to the parents"

bedrimm in each of the conjoined ]iairs,

since these provide a [larticularly telling

argument in favour of the necessity of

adai)ting (he shape of an apartment to the
pur])ose which it is intended to serve, in

order that the occupants may be enabled
to make the best possible use of tlie space

at their disposal. In plans 55, 57, and 59
this apartment is nothing more than a

badly planned bedroom, in which the live-

place is flanked by the vloorway. and the

bed not only stands across the window, but
is right in the direct line of draught be-

tween the window, when open, and the fire-

place. There is little suitable space for

furniture, and such a room could be
neither comfortable nor convenient

In striking contrast to these apartments
it will be seen that the corresponding
apartments in plans Figs. 56, 58, and 60,

so far as this floor area and tlie relative

arrangement ot doorway, window, fire-

place, and furniture are concerned, only
require to have a suflicient height of ceiling

to ]irovide adequate air space, in order that
they may make uncommonly roomy and

I

Comfortable bed-sittingrooins, to which the
parents might retire out of the din of the

children in the living-room. The advan-
tages resulting fiom" a properly shaped,
well-arranged apartment are particularly
well brought out in the parents' bednjoni's
m the conjoined plans. Figs. 59 ami 60, in
which these two apartments are not only
of exactly the same floor area, but the
dimensions of botli are exactly alike.

It will be further seen that the living-
room in each of the six-apartment dwelliifs
is greatly inferior to the corresponding
apartment in each of the five-dopartnient
ones, and that it is not only in regard to
size, but in shajje and arrangement also,
that the inferiority consists.

In the parlour house the fireplace is in
one of the narrow ends of the living-room,
whereas in the conjoined five-apartment
plans it is in the middle of one of the long
sides, and the apartment is a through one,
with a window on each of its two opposite
ends, thus giving an outlook both back
and front.

Another very important advantage of

the five-apartment dwelling is that two of

the doorways are so arranged relatively to

each other that by leaving the door suffi-

ciently ajar, not only can the mother
while at work in the kitchen hear all that

is going on among the children at play in

the living-room, but she can be both seen
and heard by them, and is thus able to

exercise sufficient control to prevent seri-

ous mischief amongst them. As the class

of people for whom such houses ar

devised prefer nof to employ a nursery

governess to look after their children, the

power of control just referred to is of

supreme importance in the home of such

people.

Although the kitchen in Fig. 60 is

larger, it is not on« whit better than that

in Fig. 59. The space gained by the extra

width may faiijly be called wasted, since

the widthof the corresponding apartment

in Fig. 59 is adequate ; and to give more

than is absolutely necessary is simply t

wast^ space where economy is so essential

In order fully to appreciate th.'

remarks in regard to these conjoined plans

the comparisons ought in all cases to be

carried back to the corresponding basis

plan on one or other of the Sheets II. and

Mthouizh last week's article dealt with

the kitchen and other working depart-

ments, the offices and c<inveniences in con-

siderable detail, there still remain a fe«

points which ie<iuire to be touched upon

For example, it will be seen that the win

dow of the working apartment is so ai

ranged as to throw the light directly

uiwn the rooking stove, and that the posi-

tion of the sink relatively to that of the

stove is such that, while the sink receives

perfect liu'ht, the housewife is completely

out of the line of radiant heat from the

lire of the stove- a matter which is far tco

frequentlv overlooked.' It shoul.l be note<

that the entrance lobby is shown ot

suflicient width U^ temporarily accommo-

dite the familv coach, and that there is

aiso room to hang uj. the hats and coats of

the family.
, , t n i

Among manv of the honest folk wlio

o<-cupy such houses,. tlie custom is for the
,

visitor to "lift the latch and walk in

unannounced, ami as this mode of entrance

is not infrequently embarrassing to the ^

occupants, the roomy entrance lobby, by

giving warning, would help to protect the
,

household from the too sudden intrusion "t

the unwelcome stranger.

Mthou'di a hitjh-pressure hot wati :

sui>i)lv is undoubte.lly not only a great

conveiiience. but also a great inducement

to persimal cleanliness, it would, perhap-.

be going too far to insist on its inclusion

in the equipment of the dwellings of the
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people until all vital requirements have
been fully met therein ; but the new class

of dwelling to which the present series of

articles is leading up accompli'shes so

much and does it so economically that the
financial difficulty need no longer be a
bar to providing the comforts of a hot-
water supply in the homes of the wage
earners.

While the complete office and other ac-

commodation shown in the wing is

sufficient for the largest dwelling in which
the members of the household do all their
own housework, it is essential in the
smallest. For these two good reasons,
therefore, the wing poi'tion is shown of the
same size in all the plans of the present
educational series, and as these range from
less than 650 square feet of roofed area
upwards, the humblest of His Majesty's
subjects need not despair of some day
having an adequately equipped bome, pro-
vided he and his fellow wage-earners take
in hand the education of the gentlemen
who at present pay themselves £400 a year
each for having hithei'to so grossly mis-
managed the housing affairs of the nation.

' A few weeks ago Mr. T. Foley Cass, of
Hull, gave an address to the North-
Eastern Centre of the Sanitary Inspectors'
Association held at Leeds, in which he
reminded his audience that the housing

. question had not yet been solved. It was,

he said, estimated that there was a sacri-

fice of 250,000 lives a year from a toler-

ance of a continuation of housing condi-

tions which ought to have been swept
away."
In order to end this criminally colossal

waste of life—I call it criminal Ijecause

it can be easily and cheaply ended—and
"stop the decay in the national physique
which is at present causing so much
anxiety," it is only necessary that the
people be pi-ovided with dwellings in

which, at the cost 'of a vei-y small cottage,

they would have ventilation as perfect as
that in a hospital and the use of a pure
air body equivalent in volume to that of a
very large villa. To provide such a

dwelling is mei-ely a matter of planning.
Dwelling-houses are different from the
usual commodities of every day life. In
ordinary business thosa who knowingly
deal in inferior goods do so because these
are usually cheaper than the superior
ones, but houses do not follow the ordinary
rale of being "cheap when nasty." The
exact reverse is indeed tlie case, the ineffi-

ciently planned dwellings being relatively
more costly to build than the well-planned
ones, and the more inefficiently they are
planned the more costly is the limited ac
commodation which they provide.

In order to provide the plan of such a
dwelling it was, of course, necessai-y that
the work of planning should be gone" about
in a methodical way. In the planning of
a small dwelling the architect is not a free
agent. For example, in an-anging the
habitable and kitchen acofimmodation he
must conform to the requirements of the
fireplaces, so as to ensure that the heat of
all fuel burned and as much of that leav-
ing the fire with the fuel gases may be as
fully and as effectively utilised as pos-
sible. To this end, therefore, it is essen-
tial that every apartment have an efficient
chimney or exhaust flue and that all

chimney breasts be wholly within Wie
dwelling—breasts which are built against
a party wall do not meet this requirement
—and that since bedroom flues are, as a
rule, infrequently fired, they must be run
throughout their entire length alongside a
smoke flu© which is in regular use.

In the health-promoting class of dwell-

ing which I have evolved the arrange-
ment of ventilating flues, fireplaces,

chimneys, and chimney breasts is in

several respects unique. Although every
apartment has either a chimney or ex-

haust flue, there are only two apartments
in which there is a chimney breast, and
both of these breasts are not merely within
the dwelling, they are wholly within the

central area of it, and are thus available

for the performance of an important srtruc-

tural function which secures many im-
jwrtant economic and other advantages.
In these breasts the fireplaces and flues are
so arranged that with only two fires—the
one in the kitchen, the other in the living
room—the waste gases are capable of
heating the other three flues, thus ensuring
ventilation in all five apartments. The
two fires need not entail a greater annual
consumption of fuel than the ordinary
kitchen living room fireplace, since during
the summer half of the year it is a positive
comfort to be without a fire in the living
room, while the economy of fuel which can
be effected by an efficient cooking stove
in the kitchen is sufficient to provide all

the fuel required in the living room during
the winter.

The question as to what is the best height
of ceiling in small dwellings is another
subject which requires attention. It has
been frequently discussed, but the discus-

sion has always hitherto finished off

exactly where it began. In considering
this question, there are two facts which
should be borne in mind : the first is that
it is only in small dwellings that a ceiling

height of 8 ft. is preferred, and the second
that this preference is not that of the
occupants but of the experts who plan such
dwellings. This subject, when squarely
faced, does not appear to present any very
great difficulty, if the requirements of the
occupants be taken into account in con-

sidering it. For instance, one of the
objects which ought to be kept in view is

to provide for as much sunlight as pos-
sible getting into the dwelling. Another
that the ceiling of the, kitchen should be
sufficiently high to enable its ujDper half

to be utilised for the di-ying and airing of

clothes ; a third, that its height be
sufficient to allow of ample stoi'age space
being provided for articles which are only

seasonally in use, or are only infrequently
required ; the fourth, that a large living

room requires a higher ceiling than a small
one ; and the fifth, that the materials em-
ployed in dwellings of existing types are
more than sufficient to give a ceiling of

10 ft. 3 in. high when adequately utilised

on competently planned dwellings of

similar roofed area.

The question of the staircase is a third
subject which calls for very careful con-
sideration. Exhaustive investigations

have failed to discover either a single

drawback from which the occupants of the
one storey type of dwelling suffer because
of the absence of a stair, or even one
solitary advantage from which the occu-

pants of two-flatted dwellings benefit be-

cause of the possession of one. As a

matter of fact, they have had the exactly

contrary effect in making it clear that the

presence of a stair in a dwelling in which
economy is essential imposes many very

serious drawbacks upon the occupants.

Although the stair connects the upper and
the lower storeys of a dwelling, the effect

of providing two storeys is to divide the

house into two portions, the upper of

which gives a night and the lower a day
dwelling, an arrangement which makes it

impossible to adequately utilise the space

which could be easily done it it were all on
the one floor level. In the second place,

the stair, wdth its approaches, landings,

enclosing walls, and partitions, occupies

space on two floors which entails the sacri-

fice of much-needed houseroom, thereby

seriously prejudicing the health of the

occupants of the dwelling. It furtlier

entails much extra labour on the part of

the housewife, not only in traversing it

many times a day, but in keeping it clean,

and for such labour there is not the

slightest profitable return. It also de-

tracts very much from the convenience of

the dwelling, and thus prejudicially

affects the comfort of the occupants. By
adding to the size of the structure, it

increases the cost of building it, and it

thus not only sacrifices space, Ijut in doing
so murders economy.
Anyone having the slightest technical

knowledge of planning will at once see

that the requirements already mentioned
cannot possibly be met by any two-flatted

type of dwelling—the stair alone abso-

lutely precludes the possibility of using
this type—and very little investigation is

required to show that it is only necessary
for the draughtsman to give effect, on
paper, to the essential requirements
already set forth, when the characteristic

features of the only dwelling which is

capable of solving the housing problem,
which has hitherto effectively baffled so

many generations of experts, will in-

evitably emerge.
When the fundamental principles under-

lying this scientific method of planning
are thoroughly understood, it will be
readily seen, even by the non-expert
amateur, why there can never by any pos-

sibility be more than the one type plan thuj

brought out. It is, perhaps, hardly neces-

sary to state that although there can never

be more than this one type plan it does

not mean that there need be uniformity

in the external appearance of the dwell-

ings. As a matter of fact, no two eleva-

tions need ever be exactly alike. It is

here that the architect skilful in design,

although perhaps weak in planning, can
come in with effect.

(To he continued).

>-•••—<
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF

SCULPTORS, PAINTERS,
AND GRAVERS.

The twenty-seventh exhibition of the

International Society at the Grosvenor
Gallery is well above the average. There

are 376 exhibits, and the eccentrics are not

unduly prominent.
The Large Room is well hung, the

premier position being given to Mr. W. E.

Ranken's portrait of Mrs. Asquith (1),

well done, but one has to " wait and see
"

quite all of her face, and then one doesn't.

Mr. W. Nicholson has a fairly good por-

trait of " General Smuts " (4), and all will

like his "April, 1917" (5), and his

" Flower Piece" (10) and " Stocks" (16).

Mr. Ambrose McEvoy has two portraits,

one of "Lady Gwendoline Churchill"

(11), and another of "Miss Elizabeth

Asquith " (15). Mr. W. Dacres Adams
scores with his "A Backwoods Ferry"

(6), the colour scheme of which is excel-

lent. Mr. H. Mann Livens contributes a

well-ordered oil painting of the church of

"St. Magnus the Martyr" (12). Mr.

Charles Sims is well represented by his

"The Piping Boy" (14) and "Remem-
brance

'

' (37). The latter is delightful in

theme and most able in treatment. It is

a pictuiie which sends one away thankfully

refreshed and charmed in these days of

distraction and danger. " The Frozen

Pond " (13). by Mrs. Laura Knight, is a

merry rendering of a winter scene, the

more welcome, perhaps, in contrast with

the mid-day temperature at the time of our

visit. We'do not care much for either of

Mr. William Strang's exhibits. "The
Buffet " (26) and " The Belgian Girl " (27)

are both, ofcourse, clever, but even of its

sort there are different degrees of clever-
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ness. Among the uther jjictures in this

room none should miss Mr. S. J. Lamorna
B'ii-ch's " The Quarry Koad "

(24), " Moon-
light : Chelsea" (28), by Mr. AVall-er

Greaves.

The Long Gallery is almost as well hung
and replete with good work as the Large
Kooni. In addition to his portrait of

" Countess Curzon " (30), in the former,

Mr. P. A. De Laszlii has four in the latter
—"Lady Kose Leveson-Gower " (56),
" Mrs. Arthur Jowett ' (58), " Bight Hon.

Lord Carnock " (102), and "Mrs. Arthur
Wilson (105). " Going to the Races

'

' (55),

by Mr. Jack B. Yeats, is clever—tantalis-

ing, perhaps, with racing stopped, except

in Ireland, of course ! Miss Alice

Fanner's "Yacht Race in the Solent"

(64) will, however, please all who can still

enjoy one of the few sports yet allowed

those who can afford them. Most of us

will i>erhaps better appreciate Mr. "W. A.

Wildman's " Lancashire Workers " (79).

Mr. E. Probv Adams has a good oil picture

of the " South Transept : St. Paul's " (81).

Miss Mary Edis sends a portrait of " Mrs.

Despard " (108). Mr. Algernon Newton's

water-colour of "The Bag" (82) is cheer-

ing in these days of short commons. " The
Main Street at Kairouan " (110), by Mr.

Heniv Bishop, is well done; and Mr.

Daniel Veresmith's " Old Peter, King of

Cats " (112) will not lack admirers.

The Corner Gallery has several good

things. One is a good " Portrait of a Con-

valescent" (146), by Mr. Horace Taylor,

rather like himself ; if so, we congratu-

late him on his healthy lecovery. Theie

is .^lso a creditable "Study of a Head"
(164), by Mr. James Quinn. Mr. Walter

Bates' "Le Belvedere des Revenents de

la Guerre" (122) is likely to provoke a

smile.

In the Small Gallery we notice some two

good charcoal drawings by Mr. Steven

Spurrier (175 and 183) ; some humorous
sketches and etchings by Mr. George

Belcher (194 -and 202) ; a good drawing of

the Poet Laureate (208). by Mr. L. Anning
Bell ; a tinted drawing. " The Tinkers

"

(214), by Mr. Augustus .Toliii : and a

creditable water-colour." L'Ei;lise Desolee,

Festubert " (220). by Sergt. S. U. Litten.

There is a good bronze bust in tlie cor-

ridor of Mr. John Redmond (334), by Mr.

Francis Doyle-Jones, and an attractive

plaster "Portrait of a Norwegian L.idy
"

(370), by Mr. E. Ruckton.

>>•••»(
LORD RHOiSIDlJ.V ON HOUSING AND

HEALTH.
Lord Khondda received at the Local

Government Board Offices last Wedne.sday a

deputation from the Workers' .National

Hou.sing Council, who laid before the Presi-

dent the claims of the organised workers
of the country in regard to imjiroved and
increased housing accommodation. The

Silas Whv-

this subject. He wanted them, however,

to appreciate that at the Local Government
Hoard they realised the great importance

(if the housing question. Per.-iunally he

.^sympathised with most of the projiosals put

forward. He had favoured a conference

of e.vperts to advise him. Before the war

private enterprise was responsible for 90 per

cent, of the cottages, and he wanted to keep

private enterprTse going : but the Govern-

ment would undoubtedly have to .assist with

finance. While little could be done, per

haps, before the end of the war, schemes

could be got ready for immediate u.se after

the war. Half a million houses would be

required almo.st immediately after the war,

and he was going to inquire sy.stcmatically

from local authorities to what e.xtent they

would be prepared to tender help.

f^everting to the relation of health to this

question. Lord Tfhnndda said that it was his

ambition, while be was Minister there, to

save a thou.sand babies' lives a week.

Then they would have half the deaths that

occurred now up to the age of five years.

SPECIAL FORM SUPPORTS PRDVIDE
STORAGE \VITHIN BUILDING.

When the recently completed mail-order

building of the Robert Simpson Company,
i.Mntual Street, Toronto, was under construc-

tion. Mutual Street, which was the only ad-

joining thoroughfare, had to be kept open for

COMPETITIONS.
Designs for Medals.—At the request of tlie

E.\ecutive Committee of the E.xhibition of

Metallic .\rt lately opened in London, the

Council of the Society of Arts placed three

silver medals at the disposal of the com-
mittee for awards for medal designs. These
were offered for the best portrait, the best

allegorical or symbolical design, and for the

beat historical design. They have been
awarded as follows by the Committee of the

Exhibition, and the awards have been con-

firmed by the Council :—For the best portrait,

to Lieut. S. W. Carline, R.F.C., for a por-

trait medal of Miss H. Carline and G. R.

Carline. For the best allegorical or sym-

bolical design, to John Pinches for his music

prize medal, " Orpheus." For the best his-

torical design, to Ernest G. Gillick for his

designs for the reverses of the Polar. Tibet,

and Long Service Naval medals for the Royal

Mint.
>.^««*>-(

(But 3Uttstrattons.

Widely sp.aoed bents instead of plain .shoring

provide storage space during construction.

traffic. As the site was completely occupied

hy the (building, this meant that storage space

for sand, gravel, and cement had to be pro-

vided within the building itself.

To .secure sufficient room specially designed

form sup{X)rts were employed on the ground

floor, with timber bents "providing a wide

spacing for .storage. As the ground floor

story height was 18 ft. 9 in., and there was
no basement, tlicse bents were quite applic-

ah\e. and found as economical as ordinary

shoring. The accom|xinying sketch indicates

the arrangement. The bents were constructed

on the job, and were all alike. They were

erected on '2-in. jil.ank caps, resting en short

4 in. X 6 in. shores, which were placed and

then cut off to grade. The fcents were tapered,

giving a space between the bents of 11 ft.

at the top and 17 ft. at the bottom.

This bent construction was carried out for

a width of si.\ bays, thus providing six pas-

sages f.acing the "street, which were carried

through for a depth of three b.ays. At the

end of the aisles the fourth bay was arranged

lengthwise for the whole width of six bays.
deputation comprised Mr
brew (Secretary of the Council), Mr. W _. ^ _

A. Robinson (Liverpool Trades Council), [Each passage was 17 ft. wide and 75 ft. long

Mr. A. T. Carter (Coventry Trades Council), with a storage capacity of 250 yards. Teams
Mr. Fred Bramley (Furnishing Trades
Association), Dr. Ethel Bentham (Women's
National Labour League), Mr. Byrne
(Niitional Union of Railwayman), and
others.

It was urged by the various speakers that
the Government should give substantial
financial assistance to local authorities, and
that compulsory measures should be adopted
to enforce the preparation of housing
schemes. Further, that private persons
or limited liability companies .should not be
assisted with public money. The deputation
objected to " cheap " and " small dwel
lings being erected, and urged the cstao-
li.shnienl of Fair Rent Courts.
Lord Rhondda. in reply to the dcputn

tion. said that as he was not a member of
the Cabinet he could not tell what the
attitude of the Government would be on

would drive from Ihe'street into .iny of the

first five 'bays and dump, retuniing by the

connecting passage and tlie sbcth bay, which

was reserved for return only. Two bays were

used for sand, two for stone, and one for

cement. The total storage capacity was thus

1.250 yards.
—"Contract Record."

>--•••>-(

Non-slipping shoos for ladders, recently

pat<-ntod liy Messrs. C. R. R. and C. G. H.
Swinden, 18. Queen Victoria Street, London,
consist, of *wo (m«)t>a-l slides or oheoks scoured to

a wooden or other body, w-hioh has a concave
centiv> on its upper face, and rubber bare or oor-

nigiations, situas, etc., on the lower face. Eodi
foot of th<> ladder is placed in the concave
centre of a shoe, and is virovontod from kick-

ing up or slipping out by n bolt or spindle
against which the side of the ladder bears.

The idea seems novel and useful.

CHURCH OF ST. PE-raiR, BARNSLEY.

These two photogriiphs here given are now
on view ,at the Royal Academy. CMr. Temple

Moore, F.R.I.B.A., of Hampstead, is the

architect of the church, which stands on a

long, narrow site, the Lady-chapel extending

somewhat beyond the east end of the choir.

A processional path on both sides of the nave

makes a good feature in the plan, and the

same remark applies to the groined narthex

at the west end. The nave is 49 ft. wide and

91 ft. long. Messrs. I. T. Wright and Co.,

of Leeds, were the builders. Local brick was

used outside, interspersed with thin bricks to

give a suggestion of proportion and scale to

the work. Mr. Moore adapted the 14th Cen-

tury style of Gothic for this building, and

groined this church as shown. Both altar

pieces came from Switzerland, and are of 17th

Century date. We gave a plan and exterior

view oi' St. Peter's, Barnsley, in our issue for

April 5, 1912. and a big interior on July 18,

1913, both illustrations being reproduced

from the architect's Royal Academy drawings.

UTTI^COURT, FAiRTHlNGSTONE,
NORTIL\uMPTONSHmE.

This is a very extensive addition to a small

existing cottage for Mr. P. L. Agnew. The

three gables in the centre part facing the

garden is the onlv old portion. The tower

contains the water supply—pumped from a

deep well. The music-room on the we-st side

takes up the whole wing, and the ceiling is in

the roof. There is no other floor in this part.

The material is all of the local stone—a nice,

warm brown with many dark blue veins.

The architect was LMr. Walter Cave, 22, Sack-

ville Street. The photograph here repro-

duced is now at the Royal Academy.

NiE\V R.EREDOS, F^SCLUSHAM CHURCH,
WREXHAM.

This reredos, illustr.ited from the Royal

Academv drawing, consists of three subject

panel.s.
"

divided by pinnacles, clustering

around octagonal shafts, which support small

carved angels surmounted by canopies. The

subject of the three panels is the Nativity,

the centre panel depicting the Holy Family,

and the two side panels the Shepherd and the

Magi. These panels are crowned with cusped

and crocketted ogees, with open tracery above.

At either end is a circle, one containing the

figure of S. Asaph .and the other S. David of

Wales. The material used is Red Hollington

stone, and the work wiis carried out by

'Messrs. Bridgeman and Sons, of Lichfield,

from the designs of Mr. Cecil S. Hare, archi-

tect, of Gray's Inn Square, W.C.

THE PROBLEM OF THE S>LALL DWELL-
ING AND ITS iSOLUnON.

This series of tvpical plans commenced in

The Building News on M.iy 23. were con-

tinued on the 30Ui ult. and in our is.snes for

June 6 and 13, accompanied by Mr. Robert

Thomson's interesting articles. To-day we

publish sheets 8 and 9. which illustrate the

fifth article on this most important subject.
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T. J. Hn nilock, Photo.]

INTERIOR, LOOKING EAST, ST. PETER'S CHURCH, BARNSLEY.
Mr. TiiMi'LE Moore, F.R.I.B.A., Architect.
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T. J. EninlMk, rh.to.]

THE CHAPEL, ST. PETER'S CHURCH, BARNSLEY.

Mr. Temple Moore, F.R I.B.A., Architect.
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TIMBER DECAY AND ITS GROWING
IMPORTANCE TO THE ENGINEER

AND ARCHITECT.
By C. J. Humphrey.*

To the structiu-al engineer and architect
the subject of timber decay is becoming of
ever-increasing importance, due largely to
the fact that the timbers which have entered
inUk the construction of 'many important
buildings during the past decade or two have
failed to give the service expected of them.

It is a matter of common knowledge that
this unsatisfactory record of service is pri-
marily the result of using timber inferior in
its resistance to decay; however, there also
enter into the question in certain instances,
very obvious errors in design and construc-
tion. In the earlier days, when a larger per-
centage of high grade structural timbers was
available, delinquencies in construction did
not result so disastrously and, hence, at-

tracted much less attention from members of
the engineering profession.

WHAT CAUSES DECAY ?

Before entering the discussion further it

may be well to outline to you briefly the
causes of decay and the environmental fac-
tors which promote it. Decay is due almost
entnrely to the growth of wood-destroying
fungi within the tissues of the wood. There
are many hundreds of different fmigi which
disintegrate wood in the forest, but the
greater part of the economic losses in struc-
tural timber is referable to a comparatively
few si)ecies.

These fungi are plants just as much as
are trees and herbs. They differ merely in

their form, lack of green colouring matter
and methods of nutrition. While green
plants absorb their food supplies from the
soil through their roots, fungi derive their
uiilriment from the substance of the wood.

In the life-cycle of a wood-destroying
fungus there are two distinct stages : (1) The
vegetative stage, consisting of thread-like,
usually much branched, filaments, termed
mycelium

; (2) the fruiting stage, which Is

nothing more than a compact mass of my-
celium which takes on a definite form on the
surface of the decaying timbers and serves
for the production of spores and, hence, the
propagation of the species.

Usually mycelium is confined within the
wood substance, .the fine cotton-like filaments
ramifying throughout the tissues and filling

the pores of the wood and the cells of the
pith rays, as well as boring through the
walls of the wood elements. It can roughly
be compare'd to the root system of ordinary
plants, for its function is the same, namely,
that of an absorbing system.

CONDITIONS ESSENTIAL TO MYCELIAN GROWTH.
In addition to available food supplies de-

rived from the wood constituents through
organic action, fungi require certain essential

conditions for their development. These are :

(1) .Sufficient moisture
; (2) at least a, small

amount of air within the wood ; and (3) a
suitable temperature.
A suitable amount of moisture is. without

doubt the most important factor m decay.

The different wood-destroying fungi appear
to have their own particular minimum neces-

sary to fulfil growth requirements. Certain
ones classified as " dry rot " organisms seem
to get along on a comparatively small amount,
while others thrive only in highly humid
surroundings. In the case of " dry rot

"

fungi it appears to be more a question of the
ability of the organism to tolerate dry con-

ditions, or to produce their own moisture
from the wood than any essential need for

such conditions, for observations and labora-

tory tests demonstrate that an increase in

the moisture under such circumstances leads

to more rapid decay.

The need for at least a certain minimum of

water is well shown under practical condi-

tions. The points of failure in ordinary dry
buildings are the points at which a little

extra water is brought to, or held within, the

timbers ; for example, the ends of joists or

girders set in brick or concrete walls, outer

* Patbologisr, Forest Products Laboratory. U.S.
Department of Agricniture, Madison, Wis. Before
Western Society of Engineers.

w'indow casings, wood sun-ouiiding water
pipes which may sweat or occasionally burst,
porch floors and ceilings and other exposed
trimmings where atmospheric moisture may
collect at the joints, and fast and often most
important, basement timbers, either in con-
tact with or close to moist soil.

Most people are familial- with the way in

which posts and telephone poles rot at or
near the ground line. Below the ground line

the sapwood completely decays, while above
the ground line a thin shell of dry, hard
outer wood remains, with the decay running
up beneath it. This is entirely a result of
moisture conditions. The same phenomenon
often occurs in water tank staves where the
outer face is too dry and the inner face too
wet to decay, while an intermediate zone
may completely disintegrate.

AIR ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.

A certain amount of air within the wood
is absolutely necessary for decay. The or-

ganisms need it for their growth. Ju
saturated wood, the air is, for the most part,
displaced by water and fungus growth is

impossible.

The very widespread idea that decay is

due to alternate wet and dry conditions has
developed through observation of the way
timbers behave wlien exposed to the elements.
Take, for instance, a railway tie partly em-
bedded in soil. During a dry sea.wii it may
dry out to such an extent that decay is

\ery slow, then come the rains, and if only
sufficient water falls to put the tie in a good
pioisture condition it begins to rot rapidly

again, and will continue to do so as long as

the moisture and temperature are favoui'able.

If, on the other hand, there is a long-con-

tinued rainy period, the tie may soon become
saturat-ed and decay will stop again and
remain practically at a standstill until the
stick dries out sufficiently to admit the neces-

sary amount of air. Thus, in the alternation

of wet and dry conditions, one gets at some
points interineldiate between the dry and
wet ranges a condition at which decay is at

its maximum. If the 'timber were main-
tained at this optimum point, decay of the
stick would be at its greatest and the alter-

nating wet and dry conditions would be un-

favourable. It is only under fluctuating

natural conditions that alternation becomes
of advantage.
The third essential condition for rapid

fungous growth is a suitable temperature.

For the majority of species the most favour-

able temperature lies between 75° and 85°

Fahr.
The fact that all the species of fungi

occurring naturally in a given locality can
withstand the most severe winter weather
shows, their extreme hardiness to low tem-
peratures. While growth may be almost
completely suspeud'ed under these circum-

stances, the organisms will normally recover

their growth capacity soon after being placed

under more favourable conditions.

As a rule, light exerts a retarding effect on
mycelial growth. This may amount to as

much as an 18 per cent, reduction.

VIT.ALITY OF MYCEIia'M.

Mycelium in wood is often very long-lived

in timber dried in the air at moderate tem-

peratures. Once it gets well distributed

throughout the wood, it is doubtful in very

many cases whether the wood can again be-

come free of infection as a result of natural

atmospheric conditions. One case on record

shows that a stick infected with one of our

common species contained very vigorous

mycelium after having been kept in a warm,
dry room for four years.

FRUITING-BODIES.

The second stage in the life-cycle of a

wood-destroying fungus consists in brackets

or shelves, "toadstools," or often only com-

pact incrustations which appear on the sur-

face of the timber after decay has become
wcU started. Their function is to produce

spores, which are comparable to the seeds of

ordinary green plants. Being very minute

(finer than flour) these spores are readily car-

ried about by air currents and, lodging on
the surface of moist tinvber, at a favourable

temperature, germinate to produce uew in-

fections.

A large part of the infection of timbers in
the open occurs through the agency of these
spores, but in buildings, where fruit-bodies
are less likely to deve'lop, they play a less
important role.

DECAY IN BUILDING TIMBERS.

Having now briefly reviewed the condi-
tions which favour the development of rot-
producing fungi, I will cite a few specific
instances of the more serious fungus outbreaks
which have come to my personal attention.
.\I1 of thci^e cases could readily have been
prevented had the men in charge of the
design and construction been familiar with
the fundamental conditions which invariably
lead to rapid decay.
The principal sources of danger fall,

roughly, vinder the six following heads :

—

1. Placing non-durable timber in moist,
ill-ventilated basements or enclosures beneath
the first floor, or laying sills in direct contact
with the ground.

2. Embedding the girders and joists in

brick or concrete without boxing the ends.

3. Placing laminated flooring in unhealed
buildings in a green or wet condition.

4. Covering 'girders, posts or laminated
flooring with plaster or similar coating be-

fore thoroughly dried.

5. General use of nondurable grades of

timber in a green or only partially seasoned
condition.

6. Use of even dry timber of low natural
durability in buildings artificially humidified
to a high degree, as in textile mills.

A further element of danger lies in the use
of timber infected during storage, or which
has become infected through neglect after

purchase and delivery.

POOR VENTILATION IN BASEMENTS.

A considerable number of cases where poor
ventilatiom beneath buildings, principally

warehouses and frame structures, has started

serious infections have come to the writer's

notice. One case will suffice for illustration.

This was a wholesale carpet and rug ware-

house in a city on the Pacific Coast. It was
a one-story frame building, four and a-half

years old, with solid concrete foundations,

except for four smaU screened ventilators in

front about 5 in. by 18 in. in size. The
building was set about 2 ft. above the ground,

and the air beneath the floor was stagnant

and very humid, especially at the back end,

where the infection started. In the course

of about three years the fungus had rotted

out a portion of the floor girders, joists and

flooring, and had done some injury to stored

rugs. At this time repau-s were made be-

neath the floor and also a new floor was laid

on top of the old one. In less than a year

the new floor and also the bottom of rack?"

resting on it were badly rotted, causing

further injury to the carpet and rug stock.

In one case the fungus passed through the

floor, the base of a rack about one inch off

the floor, and twelve thicknesses of heavy

rugs, eating large holes in them.

EMBEDDING TIMBERS IN BRICK OR CONCRETE.

Cases where girders and joists embedded
in brick or concrete walls have rotted off in

a short period of time are not uncommon.
The writer has investigated one case on the

Pacific Coast with considerable care. This

was an unhealed mill-constructed building

used as a hardware warehouse. Heavy 12 by
20 Douglas fir girders, in a green condition,

had been covered tightly with light gal-

vanised iron at the ends and then embedded
for about 18 in.. %vithout boxing, in concrete

pillars at the outer walls. In about four and

a-half years many of the timbers were

thoroughly rotted at the ends and had to be

removed. " In an effort to control the rot, the

concrete has been chipped away from the

ends of the girders to allow them to dry.

Borings taken in May, 1916 (after chipping

away the concrete), in two girders between

the "depths of 4 and 6 in., show the following

moisture percentages : 1 ft. from end, 19-20

per cent. : 2 ft. from end. 14-16 per cent. ;

5 ft. from end. 11-13 per cent.

It is thus seen that the timbers were then

in an air-dry condition at 5 ft. from the ends.
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Very little, il any, rot has developed at these
poiiite.

LAMINATED FLOORING.

There seems to be some divergence of
opinion regarding the use of laminated floor-
ings. In many buildings it has pi-oven com-
pletely satisfactory. In others it has given
very poor service. All the complaints in-
ve.>iti.,'ated by the writer have shown the
tnjuble to be due to the use of wet material.
This, at best, dries very slowly in an un-
heated building. Covering such timber with
plaster, or any other heavy coating, when
moist will almost invariably cause trouble.
If difficulties with laminated flooring are to
be avoided, the timbers will have to be
thoroughly air seasoned and kept dry during
construction.

COVERING TntBERS.
This leads us to a consideration of the

advisabihty of covering materials in mill-
constructed buildings. A number of cases
already investigated indicate clearly that the
practice should not be recommended except
with extreme caution, and a close knowledge
of the condition of the timber as it goes into
the building. I will cite fcnt one case. This
occurred in a mill-constructed building in
•Chicago. This building was erectcti ahnut
three years ago, the construction being under
way throughout the winter, so that the tim-
bers were subject to periodic wetting from
rains and snow. Such timbers as 1 have
seen removed from the building on account
of decay weie. for the most part, of poor
(juality, low density, mostly rapid growth,
very knotty and often with a large propor-
tion of sapwood. Of eight girders and po.sts
which were identified for species, seven
proved to be loblolly pine and one shortleaf.
Laminated floors of mi.xed quality, usually

sappy and wide-ringed southern pine, .scant
3 by 6, were laid throughout the building,
with the ends resting directly on the girders,
with about a e-in.' bearing. The ceilin"-.
girders and posts were all encased in plaster
board, leaving a narrow air space between
the board and timbers.
This combination of circumstances—low

quality timber, high moisture content, and
plaster board covering—caused the timber
to rot rapidly, particularly at the bearings
of the laminated floor on the girders.
At the time the writer inspected the build-

ing the timbers had reached an air-dry con-
dition for a heated building and the fungus
was apparently dead, except on the top
(seventh) floor. During the time in which
the timbers were drying to this point, how-
ever, the fungus had ample opportunity to
l)rrjduce serious decay in nianv of the 'tim-
bers which resulted in the removal of a con-
siderable number.

HOW TO CONTROL DECAY.
This ])hase of the subject can best be dis-

cuiised uiuler two main heads : (1) preven-
tion

; (2) eradication.
Prevention of Infection.—The possibility

that timber may reach the consumer with
iiiftM'tion already in it is by no means remote.
Alany lumber yards are in a highly unsani-
t.iry condition as regards the presence of de-
.•<lructive fungi. For this reason the material
.ihould be carefully inspected and all pieces
bearing incipient rot rejected. Likewise, it
may prove advisable to inspect the yard where
the purchase is made.
Upon delivery of the material it should not

bo thrown about on the ground, but should
carefully be placed on skids and kept dry
The soil IS often a prolific source of infection.

huch timbers as are to be placed in situa-
tions favourable to decay should either be
•select grades of natun-illv durable sto<-k or
-•Ise treated with a good wood preservative
.Neither non-durable timber nor sapwood is
.>bjectional)le when used in a drv condition
..Md kept dry. Hence, cvcr\- effort should bemade during construction to keep moisture
i'w.iy from the timbers, and especiallv the
joints.

Moist timbers should never be cased in.

!. -.".'"l"'.'^
timber of any sort be embedded

ERADICATION OF INFECTIONS.

Whenever timbers begin to fail, the need
of a thorough inspection of the building is
indicated. If poor ventilation is the cause,
tlie building should be opened up to secure
rapid drying of the timbers. At the same
time tests should be made to determine
whether the wood contains living fungus.
It is also important to know what species the
fungus is, as further control measures may
hinge on its identity. For instance, the true
dry-rot 'fungus, being a low-temperature
organism, can be controlled by the applica-
tion of heat, while such a procedure would
be useless with most other species. Some
fungi may also prove susceptible to a cer-
tain amount of drying, where others would
not.

Where serious and active decay exists,
without the exact method of control being
indicated, the timbers should be carefully
removed and replaced with select dura-
able stock or with lower grade material
treated with antiseptics. Likewise all in-

cipient infection which appears in timbers
which it is not considered necessary to re-
move should be given two or three applica-
tions of a wood ))reservativ6. Either a hot
3 to 4 per cent, water .solution of sodiimi
fluoride or a cold 1 per cent, alcoholic solu-
tion of mercuric chloride is well suited to
interior itimbei's. Exterior timbers, where
odour and colour are not objectionable, can
be satisfactorily treated with a good grade
of hot coal tar creosote.

»••—<-

COLOUiRiENTG COXCRETE.
Permanency is an important consideration

for this work, and a number of the best
rolours suitable are enumerated in a bulletin
1)11 cement stucco issued by the Association of
American Portland Cement Ijlanufacturers.
The quantities recommended will give a light
.shade of the desired colour. About twice as
large a quantity is necessary for a medium
dark shade of the same colour.

ilix the colouring matter thoroughly with
the sand till a uniform colour results, and
then mix with the cement. Blacks are safe
colours, as a •rule, hut it is better to avoid
experiments with cheap blacks. The carbon
blacks are preferable to lampblacks, because
they do not have the same tendency to float

to the top during mixing. Ultramarine blue,
if of good quality, will hold it« colour for a
number of years, and gcnei-ally possesses the
virtue of f.ading out evenly. It cannot be
classed as a permanent colour, as is black,
brown, or ochre.
Green is an unsatisfactory colour to ex-

periment with. Commercially there is no
green cement colour on the market that will

not fade -w-hen mixed with cement and exposed
to light and weather.

Colours required. Pigments used.

« — 23 2
a 41 _ 5

C
Lampblack

Greys, blue. black and J Carbon Black
blaok

I

Blaok Oiide or Man.
V gancse

Blue shade Ultramarine Blue
Brownish-rod to dull
brick red Red Oxide or Iron ..

Bright red to Ver-
million Mineral Turkey Red

Red saodstone to
purplish-red Indian Red

Brown to rcddisb-
l)ro\vn Metallic Brown,Olid*

Baft, colonial tint,
and yellow Vullcm Oohro

i

1

5

5

5

5

5

5

UBITUARV.
V\e regret to aimounce the sudden death

of Air. T. Jt. Pryce, A.K.I.B.A., from heart
trouble, at Llangadtan, Montgomeryshire, on
Alay 2Y. He was an active member ol the
A. .A., serving there us hoii. secretarv. and
then as a vice-president, through the years
1885-90. Later on at the Institute he' ren-
dered service on the Practice Committee in
the years J.904-1909. Thomas Edward Pryce
was born in December, 1854, at Welshpool,
Montgomeryshire, where his boyhood was
spent until his entering University College
School, Loudon. He was articled to Mr.
Edward Power, District Surveyor for Wal-
brook, E.G., and worked as an assistant in
the offices ol Messrs. Giles and Gough, Mr.
J. T. Wimperis, and others, and lastly as
chief assistant to Mr. Joseph Peacock, of
Bloomsbury Square. Meanwhile, he had
entered the Architectural School of the Royal
Academy, where, in 1880, lie was awarded
the Silver Medal for Measured Drawings,
the subject being Gibbs's Church of St.
Mary-le-Strand. He became an Associate of
the Institute in 1881. He practised first in
Argyll Place, W., then in Bedford Row, and
lastly in Gray's Inn Square. Amongst his
works may be mentioned alterations and ad-
ditions to Ifield Manor, Sussex; the Church
House, Welshpool, and Thorney Court, Ken-
sington Road, W., a large group of flats, for
the Royal Exchange Assurance. He was ^o
mainly responsible for the ranges of stabling
and other outbuildings at Wickham Hall,
Kent. Of his designs shown at the Academy
Exhibitions that for Barmouth Parish Church
was the most important, although not one
selected for execution. Other exhibits com-
prised various drawings of old timbered-
houses of Montgomeryshire, notablv Trewern
Hall, Pertheyrin, old Llandinan Hall, and
Lymore Hall.

Second Lieut.enant f^eonard Tvsoe. news of
whose death at the front has been received by
Mr. H. Mair, the borough surveyor for
Hammersmith, was lately a.ssistant surveyor to
the borough. Obtaining a commission thre<i
months ago, he went to the front after a brief
training, and was att.ached to a Ijabour Bat-
talion. He was instantly killed in hia dug-out
by a shell early in the moiiiinGr of Mav 31.
Lieutenant Tyjoe. who was educated at
Worcester, and articled lat*r to the borough
enginrter of Oxford, was a member of the
Society of MuniciiMil and CVjunty Engineers,
and, as his late cliief, Mr. Mair, states, was
not only a most capable and efficient municipal
officer, but will be affectionately rememberod
by his late colleagues for his unfailing, and
always unassuming, courtesy and kindness.
He was held in great esteem by the members
of the council, who had a high opinion of his
work and cap.iibilities. He leaves a young
widow and an infant son, l>orn onlv a nionhli
ago.

We regret to record the death of Hamilton
Willoughby, in his twenty-seventh vear, the
only son of Mr. G." H. Willoughby.
F.R.I. B.A., of National Buildings, Manches-
ter. The deceased was chief officer of s.s.
" Ava," torpedoed at sea recently, but date
of the event unknown.

->-•••-<-
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ni concrete or brick walls without boxing.
In all cases Ihorouch ventilation of moist,

-tnsn.-iTit basements should be provided

TRADE NOTES.
Bovle's latest patent "Air-Pump" Ventila-

tors, supplied by Messrs. Robert Boyle and Son,
ventilating engineers, 64, Holborn Viaduct,
r.ondon, have been employed liy Messrs. The
I'ennycook Patent Glnzinp and Engineering Co.,
F.td., U, West Regent .Street. Glasgow.

Bricklayers in the Cheshire district are to get
from Monday hist Is. Id. per hour, the highest
wage ever paid them.

1 ^'''t'."'^'
*'^' E''P''* •'"' presented to the Rocli-

ilnle Museum an excellent bronze statuette of
I erseiis and Andromeda by a French sculptor.

military authoritii-s have decided to
apntvil against the exemption given to Mr.
Epstein, and the matter will, therefore, come
up again for consideration on its merits.

The Hyderalwd .\rchaH)logical Society hav«
decided that a Gold Medal be instituted to
(ximmemorato the meniorv of Sir Alexander
Pinhey, K.C.S.I.. C.I.E.. the Founder and first
president of the society.

Where tho western division of the East-West
Transct>ntineiitol Railway of A'UStralia crosses
the N'ullabor Plain there is a section of 330
miles of aUwlute stniislit line. So far as can
be as<eira1ncd thi.'i is tJi<^ longest length c.f

.straight line on any railway in the world.

The Highways Coinniitteo of the L.C.C. n
commends the appointment, as development
superintendint of the tramways, at a salary
of £800 a year, of Mr. Theodore Eastaway
Thoriia.s. commercJaJ siipenintendent of the
MotropoUtan District Radway Company, the
f>ondon Gk>nenil Omnibus Company, and allied
companies.
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(But (BBa fabU.

There is an interesting and well illustrated

article iiii tlie " April Town Planning Review"
by Mr. W. H. McCIean, M.I.C.E., giving a
good summary of Lord Kitcliener's Report on
the work done in Egypt, published in 1913,
and other official records, and published
papers. .Mr. ilcClean it will foe remembered
read a paper at the R.I.B.A.. Conference in

London in 1910. Other useful papers are " The
Approadx to St. Petei-'s, Rome," by Mr.
Lioniel Budden, -AI.A., A.R.I.B.A., on "The
Dudley Town Planming Competition," on
the three Devonshire towns, "Plymouth,
Devonport and Stonehouse," by IMr. A. E.

Richardson. F.R.I.B.A., and on " Town
Planning in London after the War," by Mr.
S. D. Adshead, M.A., which is mainly
technical. t

The University of London is about to in-

stitute a B.Sc. degree in estate manage
ment. and doubtless many architect sur
veyors w)io manage large estates will readily
avail themselves of the opportunity to add
the designation to their titles. All of us
will be interested in the .scope and character
of the necessary examinations and the quali-
fications of the examiners. The University
of London has, it will be admitted by all,

a well deserved reputation for reality in such
matters, and a London degree of any sort
is a hall-mark of ability equalled by few
stamped by other educational or other in-

stitutions.
"

"The Housing Problem" was the '"Re-
construction Talk " before the members of
the Liverpool Rotary Club last Thursday.
The speaker was Mr.' T. Howarth, of Roch-
dale, an authority on building matters, and
holding a prominent position in the trade.
He emphasised the present need for prepar-
ing schemes to be put into operation after
the war. and among the points he suggested
should be taken into consideration inckided
town planning, options on land with a view-
to it being leased out to builders, a wise
and determined attempt to secure the pro-
vision of main arterial roads linking up
towns and the country, and the revision of
building by-laws. Pressure, he urged, should
be brought to bear on county councils and
owners of country estates to "deal with the
liousing problem in rural areas, while as to
the question of tied cottages, he advocated
the payment of a minimum wage which
would enable those employed on the land,
to pay an economic rent. All of them, he
said, needed to bend their energies to the
common good and realise that the abnormal
conditions now prevailing were such that
private enterprise for the time being and
immediately after the war would be unable
to cope with this vast problem. But as pri-

vate enterprise had in the past supplied 97
per cent, of the housing of this country he
had no fear that it would not have its share
of the work of reconstruction.

In exercise of the powers conferred upon
him by the Defence of the Realm Regulations
and in particular by Regulation 9 GG the
(Minister of Munitioiis Hereby Orders that not-
withstanding his Order of the 9th day of

May 1917 taking possession of road stone
quarries in the United Kingdom. (1) Regula-
tion 9 GG shall not be applied to any road
stone quian'v situated outside England and
Wales or to any road stone quan'y wherever
situated producing only gravel and flint used
as road stone. (2) The application of Regula-
tion 9 GG shall be postponed until the 15th
day of July, 1917.

At the annual meeting of the Edinburgh
Academical Club last Thursday Sir J. H. A.
Macdonald. .C.B., President of the Club, pre-
siding, said about 1,400 Academicals have
been serving the King in the Navy or Army,
since the outbreak of war, and of these 185
bave been killed in action or are missing. A
resolution was unanimously passed, moved
by Lord Dundas, LL.D., and seconded by
Mr. J. A. Clyde, M.P., Lord Advocate, com"-

niending to the generous support of Aca-
demicals and other friends of the school a
proposal set forth in a statement by the

Rector, to appropriately pei-petuate the
memory of those wlio have fallen in the war.

The Education Committee of the London
County Council has considered the question
of the future supply of school pictures. Until
about 12 years ago practically all the pictures
suppilied were black and white plates. This
pliase of sdhool ecjuipment was, however,
revolutionised by tlie introduction of German
coloured auto-lithographs. The production of

these auto-Uthograplis was the result of the
deliberation of a school of German ai-tists who
realised that a pictua'e consisting of broad
outline and colour masses was of greater
educational value to children than the con-

ventional black and white reproduction. Not
only was the coloured lithogi'aph more ac-

ceptable to teachers than the black and white
picture, but the price of the former being
about one-third of the latter, head teachers

were enabled to secure many more pictures

than were formerly available. The Council
has, in the past, been entirely dependent upon
puiblisihers for the type of jMCtures available

for scihool use. At the time of the outbreak
of the war the majority of the pictures re-

quisitioned by teachers were Gei-man auto-

lithograpdis. Representations have been made
from tiine to time by publishers urging the

Council to purchase British pictures, but the

publishers (have been indisposed to incur the
initial outlay on the production of suitable

lithograpJia without a guarantee from the

Council of the purchase of a definite number
of copies. As the a-esiilt of such representa-

tions an exhibition was held in 1906 at the
Central School of Arts and Crafts at which
the Gemiau auto-lithogi'aphs then on the re-

quisition list wea-e displayed. Publishers,

colour printers, and artistic societies were in-

vited to inspect these pictiu-es as examples of

what the Council considered suitable in

chaiuoter for school use. Very little resulted,

however, so far as British productions were
concerned, and the matter, therefore, re-

mained in aibeyance. Since the outbreak of

war practically no new pictures have been
supplied. The Committee is of opinion that

the time has now ai'rived when some de-

finite step should be taken in the direction of

indicating the type of picture which is most
suitable for school use, not only as to sub-

ject, but as to method of production. In this

connection it has bad before it a proposal

made by the Advisory Council of the. Central

Scihool "of Arts and Crafts that experiments
should be can-ied out at the Central School

with tlie albove objects in view. It is of

oijdnion that it should be adopted for one year.

The experiments will be carried out under the

guidance of a Special Advisory Committee
consisting of persons competent to advise

upon the various educational and technical

aspects of the question. It is hoped, by means
of these experiments, to produce sj^ecimen

illustrations whioli wiU indicate to publishers

what is required educationally. The ex-

penditure for one complete yeai- is estimated

at £500 which will cover tlie remuneration of

the aa-tists and other technical staff, and the

cost of equipment and materials. The results

of the experimental research, with whicili pub-

lishers wiU be associated, will be made public

for the benefit of the trade, and the Council

will obtain such pictures as it desires, from
piiblishers, in the usual way. It recommends
that a special estimate of expenditure on main-

tenance account of £250 and an estimate of

£250 for the financial year 1918-19, under

standing order No. 246, submitted by the

Finance Committee in respect of research

work in connection with the production of

pictures suitable for educational p\n-]ioses, be

approved as estimates of costs, ddbt, or

liability under section 80 (3) of the Local

Government Act, 1888.

Large nigger-head boulders up to 8 X J^ ft.

were encountered in subway excavation -work

in Brooklyn, N.Y. The nature of the work
m*de it impracticable to break them up by
dynamite blasting. Satisfactoi-y results were
obtained by the use of torches of the oil-

burning variety which emit a very great

heat. \Vhen one of these machines was con-

centrated on one point of the surface of the

boulder for ten or fifteen minutes the great

heat expanded the rock so much that it split

at the seams. The operation was repeated on
the smaller pieces until they were reduced to

a satisfactory size for handling. The total

cost for breaking up a large boulder of the

size mentioned was about 60 cents, using

two men and the torch, which consumed
about one gallon of kerosene oil per hour.

A chimney constructed at Saganoseki,

Japan, for use in connection with copper

smelting furnaces, is the liighest chimney m
the world. It is 570 ft. high above the base,

42 ft. 8 in. outside diameter at the bottom,

with an inside 'diameter at the top of 26 ft

3 in. The shell thickness is 29^ in. at the

Ijottom and 7 in. at the top. It is designed

to withstand earthquake stresses, the design

being checked and approved at the Tokio
Imperial University. The reinforced con-

crete foundation, of monolithic construction,

rests on gravel on top of a hill 430 ft. above

sea-level. The maximum bearing pressure

per square foot under maximum wind con-

ditions is 6.000 lb. per square foot. The
foundation is in the form of a truncated

cone 17 ft. thick, with a diameter of 95 ft.

at the base and 42 ft. at the top. It contains

2,711 cubic yards of concrete, and required

thirty days to place, working twenty-four

hours a day. The total steel reinforcement

in the structure amounts to 530 tons, and

consists of plain, round steel bars and square

bars of American make. The reinforcement

consists in the lower portion of the chimney

of pairs of rings of i m. square bars, spaced

6 in. centre to centre vertically. In the

upper portion there are single f in. rings,

spaced 7^ in. centre to centre. The chimney

has a reinforced concrete lining to a height

of 150 ft. above the top of the foundation.

The lining and shell are separated with a

4-in. air space. The Portland cement used

was of Japanese manufacture. A reinforced

concrete smoke flue extends from the smelter

plant to the chimney, a distance of 2,500 ft.

up the slope of the hiU. For lightning pro-

tection there is a copper circle at the top of

the chimney, wliich has seven platinum points

extending 4 ft. above the edge of the chimney.

From this circle seven cables leay to the base.

At a height of 400 ft. from the base a similar

copper circle, with four platinum points, is

located, with rods down the chunney.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We do not hold ourselves responsible lor the opinions

ol our correspondents. All communications should

be drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are

many claimants upon the space allotted to

correspondents.

It is particularly requested that all drawings and

all communications respecting illustrations or literary

matter, books lor review, etc.. should be addressed

to the Editor of the Building News, Effingham

House, 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.2, and not to

nembers of the staff by name. Delay is not inJre-

.aetitly otherwise caused. All drawings and otner

ommunications are sent at contributors risks, and

the Editor will rot undertake to pay lor, or be

liable for. unsought contributions.

When favouring us with drawings or photographs,

architects are asked kindly to state how long the

building has been erected. It does neither tliem nor

us much good to illustrate buildings which have been

some time e.tecuted. except under special circum-

stances.

Telegrams: " Timeserver. Estrand, London."

Telephone: Gerrard 1201.

RECEIVED.^E. H. G.-X.. Ltd.-L. and N —B S.

Co., Ltd.—L. P. A.—C. P. and Co.—A. W
.
M.—

W. H. S. and Son.

A H. G.—Yes.

J. M. M.—Please send.

A. K.—Xo space to spare,

'ND LlEi'T. A.—Sorry, but we have no later address.

H D The flguTe, of course, is excessive on the

face of it. but there may be local circumstances

that might explain it, and therefore we hardly

care to'pubUsh vour attack. The other figures

you refer to have, we assure you, been very

carefully verifled.

M. F.—Discoloration in the face of a marble wall

may be due !•> impurities in the mortiir, cemtat

or 'brick used in the construction, which are

brought to the .surface through tapilla.-y attrac-

tion. The iron stains in marbles in a irall are

probably also due to the ferrous oxide m the

mortar, cemenit or brick used in the construe- .

tion rather than in the marble itself. A i re-

ventiie against ferrous iron in the brick or

mort.ar of the back well coming to Ihe surface

is a coat of asphalt between the back wall and

the stone facing ; or, of course, the selection' of

lime, cement, and brick in wihich it is certain

that ferrous iron is not present.
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LJSOAL INTELLIOBNCB.
l.oRu Mavoii 01 London's Liuel Aciio.n

Kails—DiNN v. Mack.w.—The libel action

brought by tlio Lord Mayor of London, Sir Wil-

linrn Diiiiri. ujrainst Mr. D. S. Mackay, secre-

tary and jieiieral manager of the Ureenwich In-

laid Linoleum Co., Ltd., ended witli a verdiii

for the defendant with costs. The action, as

we stated lant week, was heard before Mr. Ju.s-

ticc Ilarhn^ and o special jury. Counsel stated,

in openingr the case, that Sir William iiad

claimed a fee o£ 200 guineas for professional

servic<-> rendered as a surveyor to the linoleum

rompany. of which he is a director. In sub-

mitlmy the matter to the company's sohcitor,

the defendant, it was alleged, sent some notes

suggestin;? that Sir William attempted to brow-

Ijeat anf)tlier director who objected to payment
of the 200 guineas, and that a scene at a direc-

tors' meeting was "arranged," possibly with

the object of delaying the return of £700. the

balance of a £1,000 cheque which Sir William
had received to pay the company's insurance

premiums. Sir William alleged that this

amounted to a libel on himself, and now
claimed damages. The jury founil that the mat-
ters complained of did not constitute a libel

:

that the statements were true ; that Mr. Mackay
believed he ought to send all the facts to the
firm's .solicitor, so that he might give his

opinion correctly ; and that the defendant was
not actuated by malice. Mr. John H. Horton,
now chairman of the company, said he asked
the defendant to take notes, but did not recol-

lect telling him to put them before the solicitor.

Cross-examined, he did not think that Sir Wil-
liam Treloar or Sir William Dunn tried to brow-
beat him. Of course, he did not think the plain-

tiff wanted the balance of the £1.000 cheque for

hi.** owu use. He merely thought it was irregu-

lar. After his lordship had enteretl judgment
ff»r the defendant with costs on the verdict
given above, counsel for the plaintiff said that
if the ^tatement made in the box the previous
day by Mr. Mackay that he made no dishonour-
able charge against Sir William Dunn had been
made before, the action would never have been
brought.

PROFESSIONAL AND TBADB
SOCIETIES.

The Koval Institute ok thk .\BCHiTErTS
OF Ireland.—^A (general meeting of the linsti-

tiiite wa.« held at 31, SoutJi Frederick Street,
Dublin, on the 7th inst. The president, Mr.
W. Kaye-Parry. M.A., 15. E., occupied the
<'hair; there were also prewent Messrs. U.
O'Brien Smvth. Lucius O'Callaghan, Keilph
H. Byrne, P. .1 Lynch, R. M. But.lei, Edwin
Hrad'Iniry, Geo. L. O'Coiuior. A. C. C. .M.illar

and Frederick Hayes, lion. sec-retAary. The
president announced that Mr. Louis E. H.
LH-ane had been co-opted on tlie council to

fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of

Mr. .\llberiy. Mr. P. .1. Lynch rejxjrted that
the Committee on -Vncient and Historical
Buildings luul under tM>nKi<le ration the pro-

IH>sed removal of jmrtions of old St. Nicholas
Olniroh (buili 1707) in Xichola.s Streeit. He
had «een the oity engineer, and obtiiined yter-

mission to have an accurate drawing of the
portion which remains prepared and a )>h«to-

graph Utken as records. It was the opinion of

the committee that no further action was
'.tif.'wan,'. The following resolution was
|i.isM-<l ;—" Thjit the Royal Tn.stitute of the
.\r(hitects of Ireland considers that the pi'o-

longed delay in announcing the re.^^uU of the
competition for designs for tihe proiiosed
I'niver.'sity liuildingsof the National Uni-
versity of Ireland is most imfair to the com-
|H>ting architects. The dei>tgns were .snbmitited
in .Tmie. 1916. A memorial i?igned by a great
number of competitors asking for a short
• M.iision of time was refused; although.
owiiig to the disturbances during Ea.'^ter of
last. year, the work of many architect* was
seriously ir>t<.rfered with for a considei\ible
tittle. The Royal Instittite of the Archiiccis
of Ireland would urge that the Senate should
announce the result of the competition with
out furtiher delav."

OGILVIE & CO.

Telepboce DAXSTOS law.

ManT vrATB connected with
the Ifttc firm of W. H.
LASCELLE8 k CO.. oi

BuDluU Row.

Mildmay Avenue, ISLINGTON, N
EXPERTS in HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.

ALTERATIONS & DECORATIONS.
ESTIMATES

yiLEE.

FOR

Olivers'
Seasoned

Hard^voods,
im.T TO—

WM. OLIVER A SONS. Lid..

120. Bunhill Row. London. E.C.

TENDERS.
*«* CorreipoDd«nti would in all cksei oblir« by

giTiDC ibe addresses of (be partiet tendehDC—^^* *°y
rale, of ibe aceepiad ieoder: it addj la Ibevaiue of the
iuformalioo.

Ukkks.—For rejiairs to the bridce over the river

Ixxldon, on the Readied and Wokingham luaiii road,
(or the llerkshdrc t'ouilt.v Council :—

Collier and Catley, Hesuling, cm a
schedule of prices (occeptett).

Estimated cost .'(iOO ii n

BiiADFORD.—For alterations to prcmijies at the
Cartwriyht .Memorial Uall, for the CoriK>r:ition

Lilraric^, .\it Gallery and .\lu.><Mim Committee:—
.Mioliael Booth ami Sons (ac-

c-epted) i'413 15 (I

Broms(;k()VE.—For erecting new chimney sliaft at
the workhouse, f^>r tile tiuartlian.-i ;

—

A. J. .^me*s (accepted) .. £94 10

rHKL-MSFOKD.—For tile I)rovi.sion of salliitary ac-
commodation at the public baths in Waterloo Lane.
Cihelmsfor<I, for the Town Council. .Mr. 1'. T.
ll;;rrison. .\..\I.i.C.li., borough engineer:

—

H. I'lrttei, Chelmsford)* .. .. £103 a

G. 1. Bedingfleld, CheIm.-;ford .. Ul n
T. J. Bailey, Chelmsford .. 119 n (1

• Accepted.

Horsham.—For extending the WamJiam sewage
outfall work^. for tlie Horshflm Rural Di.-itrict

Council :

—

A. E. Ayling (accepted) .. £445 13 2

Hove.—For paintinig and distemperin^j at the
fuilAic txitlis, Livingstom- iRoad, lor ttie Town
Council :

—

A. W. Lcney (recommended for
ucce'ptancej £40

London, N.—For rejiairs to schools, for Ui« Ed-
monton Kducation Committee.

.\cX'epte<I U-nders :—Brown aiMi Son, Lower
Lat.vmer School. £32 ir,s. : A. Monk, Eldon Roail
S<liool £600. Croyland Road Miool £575.

LosDos.—For works at various institutions, for
the .Metrojiolitan .^.-.vliims Board :—

W. Grifllths and Co., Ltd., Hamil-
ton House, BishopsgnK-, B.C.. DO.', U (I

W. .Man<iers, Leyton Green, Ley-
ton, Essex !. 87(1

T. Adams, Wood Green, S. .. 781)16 (i

LI. T. Jackjion. IOC, Ripple Road,
Barking- £f,M

• Acee))ted. .\ctjng enirineeT-Jn-c<iief's estimate,
£5C5.

Po.NTSARN.—For erection of a covered way at the
Sanatorium. I'ontisnTn. near Merthvr TydBl. lor
the Guardians of Mcrtliyr T«ini fnion. .Mr. T.
Roderick. Ashhrook Hous<\ Ahenlure. Arehitei-t:—

•T. T. James, 2, Brynmorlais,
I'cnydarren, .MerMivi Tvdfil
(accepted) .. ..

'
.. ' .. £233 (i n

Rathbown (Ireland).—For repairirjg ceihng in tie
Board-room, for tlic Rattidown Board of Guar-
dians :

—
.1. Plunkett laid Son. Kingstown* £34 10
M. O'Brien. Summerhi!!. Kings.
town as 10

• Acn-ptcd.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

.\ window in ineinorv of Lieutenant Brian
Mortimer. Ourham Liirht Infautrv. which has
heen put into St. Mary's fliurrh. Pin.-dou.
Northamntonnhire. was unveiled and di'dicated
on the 13th inrt.

BUILDINGS.
June 26.— .\ltcrai.iunfc and .\dduions at T.ii^o

H(»iiM-. LK'mpsl<-r Street, Greeno».-k.—For Mi.-

( iir|»iration.—Town Clerk. Municjjuil UuiUltngs.
tircenock.

June 2 6.—The Chwhunt Ur<)an District Council
invite tenders from firms specialising in tlie con-
struct-on of l>u'IdiTi«s of a tempomry nature for
tb--' erwtion of a sinaIliK)X hospital, comprising
ward block, adminis-tration block, and laundry
and mortuary blo*-k.^. E. Sbarjte, Engineer an**
Surveyor, .Manor Hous<-, Cheshunt.

June 30.—.^Iterations, addition.;, reiiairs, and re-

n<jvation3, etc., at Council .'»chools during tlie

.-summer vacation, 1[»17.—'For tile <;eneral Lduoa-
tion Committee of the Wiltci County Council.

—

J. G. rowell. County Surveyor, Trovrbridge.

June 30.—Extension^ to the iaolation ho.>pit,al

Oorrugated iron) at Iiiiminghani. and painting
the whole of the eides, roofs and external wootl-

work of existing building and Lew block.—For
the Grimsby Rural District Council.—Tile Clerk
to the Council.

ENGINEERING.
June 2 2.-Dcj,it:n and erection of reinforced con-

crete coal bunkers and skeleton structure.—For
the Wolveriiampton CoriK>ration.—Town Clerk's
OfBce, Town Hall, Wolverhampton.

June 25.—The completion of a dug^nit well at
Taenn, ill the Oranmore district, in accord-
ance with a siH'ciflcation ["feitared hy Mr. E.

O Mnlley. B.E.. .Mounterowen. .Maam. a copy
of which may lie otit^iinetl on applicat.ion to the
Clerk—For the Galwav Rural Wstriot Council.
—R. F. .Mullen, Clerk. WorWiou*.-, Galway.

June 2 6.—^Resetting a Lancai^iire Itoiler at t^eir
.s*iw-agc outfall works.—For the Tottenham and
Wood Green Joint Drainage Committee.—R. C.
Graves, Clerk, Towti Hal!, Tottenham.

PAINTING.

June 26.— i'.iinting tiie Two Gasholders at the t:as-

works. the (oimcjl sui.jdying all paint t<. l)e uswl.

—For the ShoeJiurynees Urban I>istrict Council.—
r. Greg.'on, Olerk.

June 27.—Painting the following stations:-
.Montgomery, Moat Liine, Bow Street. Uwyn-
gwril, Artbog, Pensarn, Harlecii, Portmadoc.

—

for the Cambrian Railways Co.—G. C. McDonald,
Chief Engine«-r. Cambrian Railwa>-s, 0»we6try.

June 27 External paiiuing and repairs and in-

t^^rnal da.stempering and cleaning At the Ikarentti

Industrial Colony, Dartford. Kent.—Fo*- tlie

iM«troi>olitan Asvluins Board —I) Mann. Clerk.

July 6.—External painting of Mie ti«x>«lwick (Pem
lirc.k.i Council Selioil and ttie inteni:il coloun^ng

of The adjoining dining-prxwn buildings.—^Fnrr

The peinbroke&bire Education .\utliority.
—

"Rie

Clerk to the E<lucation Committee. CountT
^duration Oftices, Havertordwe-t.

July II J'aintJng the following I. ridges : Crook.
I>addr>sliield W>-;ir. I>addr\shield No 2. High
Team, lreshopel)um. Killhoi^- Foot, Killbo|>e

.Mill, Ixiw Team, Nancy Pasture Fonrt.. Newton
C.JIP. Parkhoiise Pasture. Penshaw. a. Ilelefia

(.\ucklarvl), W'e^ate. Wearhead «nd Woletnii-
ham.—For the Dicrhani County Council.— .\. K.
Brookes, County Surxeyx>r.

SANITARY.
June 26.—Con^t.nation ..f a .«torm-w«t«r relief

sewer, atiout S.'tu yards ;t-in. pip*', together with
ftTvo silencers.—For the Kenipstori. B*tifordsliire.

rrbnn IMstrict Council —H. X. Tebks, Clerk.

ROADS AND STREETS.
June 29,

—

\\i»rks in conn.i tion with the recon-
struction of the main road between Cannock
and Heilnesford—For the Cannock Urban Dis-

trict Council.—Cliairman of tlie Urban District
Council. Council Ofllcee, Cannock.

The liusiness and factory in Eng-hind of tlii'

Gerinau firm of Carl Zeiss have pa.sse<l into
Bnitish hands, the eonocrii having been pur-
il.ased by Aloswrs. Robs. Limited, imanufac
turers of optical instninicnt* in this cauntrv
since 1830.

Raebum's s|>lGndid whole-IenKth lifesiic i>or-
trait of Francis, the twelfth and last Laird of
Macnab, will Ix- sold at Christie's early next
month with other pictures which bek>npe<l to
the Hon. Mrs, Raillie-Haiuilton, of Laiigtou,
Ihins, N.n., and are now being sold bv order
of Major M. CI. Gavin. The portrait" of the
Mnonab was piiinted about 1796. and shows him
in the uniform of the nreadallwno Fenriblos.
It xvas exlnbitwl at Rome in 1911. and at tJie
tTraffon Galleries for <iome time on its return,
^.portion of the iate Sir Hug'h Lane's pictures
will ly. jold tlie same day.

.\t the annual conferene* of the National
Union of Railwaymen on Monday the Presi-

dent, Mr. Bellamy, saiil that rhere were strong
leaKons why the Government .-ihould never
again lose its contiiol of the railways. He
thought the best metJiod would be for the

Governineiit 1«i acquire and woj-k the raal-

ways, but it sliould be made clear that no
sy.stoin. whether jiationalisatiou or control.

w«uld \m' a«x>ptable uiilcas the railwaynien

were given a share in the management.

Tile Scottish National Housing anil Town
Planning Council met in the City Chamber*,
E<linl>urgh. on Friday, for the puiiKise of con-

sidering the reply from the Local Government
Boaivl to the memorial recently presented on
behalf of Scottish local authorities earning on
town-planning s<>homes. Complaint was ex-

pi-e.ssed at the prolonged delay of the central

authority in dealing with these scheme*, a""

it wa.s "con.sidere<l that the reply which ha<i

been receivini and the proposals of the I>x«l

(rtivornmciit Boiird in the matter were unsatis-

factory, and did not hold out expe<'tation of

<les|>atch in the promotion of town-planning in

the country.
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son. Architect.

dnxxtntt Calamo.

We very earnestly commend the aims

and objects of the newly-formed Home-

stead Association to all concerned—'and

who is not ?—in the future of our dis-

charged convalescent soldiei's. It is work-

ing, with good help and fair prospects of

success, to provide homesteads for dis-

charged convalescent officers and men
thi'oughout the country where they may
live and train after they have passed out

of the scope of medical treatment ; and,

next, to acquire land and houses, or build

houses for disabled officers and men. the

recovei-y of whose health may be facili-

tated by cheerful surroundings and home
comforts, combined with the employment
of their physical and mental abilities in

agricultural work, in trades and profes-

sions. In the case of aU sucli the greatest

stimulant to recovery is the prospect of a
useful future. Too often apparent con-

valescence is illusive, and is followed by
a relapse which is not seldom aggnavated

by despair as regards the future; while

in all the provision of occupation suitable

to their condition is the best auxiliary to

medical aid. Many may say why does

the Government leave this work to private

initiative ? Government is bound to do tlie

work, and will, but at present its energies

are taxed to the utmost, and it is the

duty of the individual citizen whose life

and possessions our disabled heroes have
suffered to protect to make good present

needs ; and after all, he is likely to be
better seconded in the discharge of his

obligation by such an organisation as that
for which we plead. An inaugural meet-
ing of the scheme will shortly be lield, and
meanwhile Sergeant-Major D. Spencer, of
the Artists' Rifles, will be glad to hear
from all sympathisei's at the offices of the
Association at 17,' Craven Street, Strand.
which is the headquartei-s of another
patriotic organisation for the furtherance
and support of British interests, which all

present and previous members of that
famous coi-ps belong to, or should belong.

ever since; while some thousands of deci-

sions have accumulated, showing the

efforts of the Courts to understand and ex-

plain the law. But there was still one

practical point outstanding which had

never been raised in litigation before,

though settled long ago on a common-sense

business basis. This was as to the duty of

a tenant who deducts the projierty tax he

has paid from his current rent to produce

his receipt to the landlord. So in the

recent case of "The Xorth London and

General Property Company, Ltd., v.

Ernest F. Moy. Ltd.," this great matter

came before the High Court in these

crowded days of war and worry. The
plaintiffs sued for a quarter's rent due

from defendants in March last. 3^he only

defence was that as the tenant had in

February paid the property tax—which is,

in fact, income-tax under Schedule A—at

5s. in the £, and which he was entitled to

deduct, this was, in effect, a payment of

the rent of the same sum. The whole point

was that defendants refused to take or

send their official receipt to the plaintiffs,

arguing that it was for them to come to

his place and see it. There was no clear

clause as to this in any of the many In-

come-tax Acts, nor was there a decided

authority. But the official receipt says

that the landlord must allow the tax as a

deduction from his rent under a penalty of

£50, and then goes on to add that the re-

ceipt for such payment ' should be " pro-

duced. Two learned counsel kept it up as

well as they could, and then ilr. Justice

Low, caustically remarking that it was
interesting to find even now some people

with so much time and money on their

hands to raise such a point, cut in with

a clear stroke of common sense. The law

was that a tenant should take or send his

rent to the landlord. If the tax paid and
to be deducted was equal to this rent, then

he must take or send his receipt as proof

of such paymgiit, which, indeed, has long

been the usual way. So there was judg-

ment for plaintiffs, with costs, and the de-

fendants will now wonder whether their

precious jjoint was worth the monej-.

Woodward quotes in full in his letter,

which will also be found in this issue. It

will be noted that Mr. William AVoodward
himself gave evidence in the case, as also

did six other architects, and, of those,

three supported the plaintiff and three

the defendant, the main point of differ-

ence being whether, under the circum-

stances, the defendant architect wjis en-

titled to the 2i per cent, fixed by Clause 5.

We all know, of course, that the R.I.B.A.

schedule is under revision, and most of

us will agree that it needs it. But we
are bound to face the fact that, even if it

is practicable to arrive at unanimity of

opinion as to what the clause should mean,
it is probably in the nature of things

impossible so to word it as to render it

difficult for conflicting professional wit-

nesses to agree as to whether in individual

actions at law the particular claim ad-

vanced is justified by tlie facts as elicited

in evidence. It is certainly regrettable

that eminent members of the same profes-

sion sihould • assist the Court " by giving
varying opinions in reference to a rule by
which they are all bound ; and no one will

dispute the point raised by the Official

Referee, viz., that the speci£t requirements
of the Clause must be strictly complied
with. The aim now should be so to word
Clause 5 as to define those requirements
and render cavil impossible.

The income-tax began as a war tax, and
it is to-day justifying its origin with a
vengeance. The first Act was in 1806, and
there have been statutes passed about it

The case of "Bennett v. Sprague," of

which la report is given on another page,

raises jwints of very considerable interest

to architects in connection witli tJie

R.I.B.A. scale of charges, particularly as

regards Clause 5, which Mr. William

Mr. D. Everett Waid, president of the
New York Stat© Board for Registration of
Architects, calls attention to the fact that
the New York State law regulating the

practice of architecture has recently been
amended. One of the amendments extends
the exemption period whereby certificates

of registration may be issued to architects

who were in practice previous to the enact-

ment of the original Registration Act

—

namely, April 28, 1915. Any architects

who were in practice in New York State

previous to that date may now secure certi-

ficates, provided their apjjlications are

filed before January 1, 1918, and providefl

such applications are approved by the

Board of Examiners. One of the amend-
ments just enacted reads as follows :—
" Any architect who has lawfully prac-

tised architecture' for a period of more
than ten years without the State shall be

required to take only a practical examina-
tion, which shall be of the nature to lie

determined by the State board of
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examiners and registration of architects."

.Vnotlier amendment is as follows:- "But
this article shall not be construed to prn-

vent persons other than architects from
filing applications for building permits oi

obtaining such permits."

Tlif (Instruction by fire of the clock towtr

of the rity Hall, Xew York, cheerily re-

marks the " Scientific .\meiican," so far

from being a disaster is rather to be re-

jiarded as presenting an opportunity for

•jreatly improving the beauty and dignity

of that famous historical landmark. The
city authorities did not follow the plans

of the architect of the building, and the

clock tower, as built, did nut compare in

architectural excellence with the cupola as

originally planned. The original design,

botli as regards its details and its total

height, blended more harmoniously with

the exquisite lines and proportions of the

City Hall than the clock tower with which
Xew Yorkers are all so familiar. We
understand that it is proposed, in rebuild-

ing, to revert to the original design, and
we sincerely hope that this will be done.

If so, timber should be discarded altoJ

gether, and the cupola should be con-

structed in marble, preferably taken from
the same quarry as the stone of which the

City Hall is built. Fortunately, the loca-

tion of the cujiola is such that its north

and South walls rest upon the interior

lieavy walls and columns of the building,

and if steel girders were laid between these

supports to take the load of the east and
west walls of the cujjola, a satisfactory

foundation would be provided. '' Here,"

says our contemporary, " is an opportunity

for the City Fathers to put through a work

of architectural embellishment for which

future generations will rise up and call

them blessed."

The installation of Mr. P. H. Palmer.

M.Inst.jC.E., as President of the Insti-

tution of Municipal and County Engineers

will take place at the forty-fourth annual

general meeting of that body to be held

at Hastings to-morrow and the two fol-

lowing days. The number of papers to be

read is exceptionally small—only four

being (iresented. At the first day's con-

ference the subject of public abattoirs will

l>e introduced in a [laper by Mr. H. A.

Brown, of AVeston-super-Mare ; and Mr.

H. T. AVakelain, the county engineer of

.Middlesex, will deal with " Extraordinary

Tratlic and Excessive Weights on High-

ways." On the second day Mr. E. Willis,

of Chiswick. will present a paper on

"Examinations," and Mr. E. J. Good-
acre, of Shrewsbury, will speak on "Dry
Hot." The meeting will also include the

usual social functions (with the exception

of the annual dinner), and visits to works
and places of interest. The institution is

again fortunate in its choice of a presi-

dent, for Mr, P.'ilmer not only has a long

and bonouralile record in his profession,

but also has former presidential experi-

ence, having presided over the Institution

"f Water Engineers in 1905-6.

.\ll;^r^. Fruiik Jolly mimI .Iiiiik-s, of 105,
l.oiiilcnhall Stroot, utuinuno' llint from ami

• flci Jiuie 25 rho'rt'ity oIKiv- liiivp been trans-
iri.'l to 71. LrilHenlmll Siroit, V.V.S.

THE I'KOBI.EM OF THE SM.\LL
DWEld.lNG AND ITS SOIATIO.N".

VI.

Bv RoBEiiT Thomson.

(with ILLnSTRATIOKS.)

If the draughtsman referred to in last

week's issue has avoided the evils of the
otlicial mixlel plans, and at the same time
faithfully met the reqiiireiiients herein-
before set forth, the jjlan which he has
evolved will show a dwelling in which the
whole of the accommodation is arranged
on the one-Hoor level. It will, in short,

lie seen that he has produced the plan of

a bungalow, and the well-planned bunga-
low, according to the testimony of those

who have had the rare good fortune to

occupy one, is the ideal type of dwelling
for all, and in particular the much-l<mged-
for ideal of every capable housewife. Un-
fortunately, however, a substantially

constructed, perfectly equipped bungalow
doe-s not offer the utmost economic value

possible of attainment, and is not, there-

fore, available as a solution of the great

problem of the small dwelling.

A little consideration will show why
this is so. In the first place, the same
provision which has to be made for pro-

tecting the occupants of the bungalow
from the emanations of the site would
suffice without further outlay for a two-

story building which would entail only a

slight addition to the cost of the founda-

tions required for the bungalow. In the

second place, the roof that effectively pro-

tects the bungalow would, without an

extra penny of cost, protect equally well

two such dwellings if the one were super-

imposed ii])on the other. In the third

place, the proportion of street with its

main sewer, its gas, electric, and water

mains and drainage, gas, electric and
water branches and connections up to a

point would cost no more for two such

single-flatted dwellings than they would

for the single bungalow. In the fourth

place, if the reader will refer back to

Figs. 15 and 16 on sheet II., he will see

that for a two-flatted cottage of the

Coveinmeiifs 8-ft. ceiling type, the total

wall height is 22 ft. 6 ins., and that only

8 ft. 9 ins. of this belongs to the upi)er

story, as against the balance of 13 ft.

9 iiis. for the lower. The walling of the

top story therefore costs substantially

less. In the fifth place, the walling which

is by present methods enii)loyed in the

construction of a substantial bungalow

can nt>w lie more economically utilised in

the construction of single-flatted dwellings

of the bungalow type when these are

arranged in buildings two stories high

and constructed in "accordance with niy

patented iiietbod described a few lines

ahead.
As an example of what is meant by

the.se statements, take the plan of the

small bungalow of only 6-50 square feet

roofted area, which is shown in Fig. 8.

sheet 1., and suppose for the present argu-

ment that another exactly like it is

arranged directly over it, it will at once

be seen that the only requirement which

would have to be met would be some means

of reaching the upper dwelling. The local

lannjligbter's ladder, hooked on to the cir-

cular front of the porch floor, would be

(Uie means of providing access, and I must

admit that it would lie very little less in-

convenient to use than some of the creak-

ing ccmtraptions miscalled stairs with

which the two-flatted type of small dwell-

ing is far too often equipped. .\s. how-

ever, only one of each pair of the single-

flattetl type of two-story cottages requires

a stair there would !«• no need to deprive

the lamplighter of his ladder, because the

co.st of the two stairs which are required

in eacli pair of two-flatted cottages would

go a long way towards providing the single

decent stair with which the two-story

pair should, and easily can, W economic-
ally equii)i)ed.

The next step in the direction of secur-

ing further economy is to bring two of

these single-flatted two-story pairs to-

gether. This would give semi-detachefl

foui-s instead of the usual semi-detached

pairs with which all of us are already

familiar. It may perhaps have lieen

already noticed by the careful reader

that in the present series of articles

defects are not merely mentioned and

passtfl by, but are faced and elimi-

nate<l, and that an advantage one-

gained is never relinquished. By thi~

means advance is made step by step.

the gO(Kl features being improved and

the bad discarded. The same method

of prr>cedure holds good, and is appli»d

in regard to the bungalow type of plan,

and although it is not economically pos

sible to give every family a bungalow, it

is easily possible to give every Kecon<l

family one bv providing every other family

with an ujistairs single-flatted dwelling

which in the opinion of those who can

speak from experience of l)oth is indus-

tin<'uishable from the true bungalow, and

is even preferred bv some on account of

the greater extent of view which its

oreatel- elevation enables it to offer. One

of the very manv advantages of the bun-

"alow to which I desire to direct verv

special attention is the facility with

which the sick or ailing member ol the

family can be tended. . ^. .; „
For example, the careful attention

which can U- so easily given in the single-

flatt^Ml dwelling would entail muoh hail

on the mother who gave
ship on the motlier wno g«>v similar

atti.ntion to the patient wcupymg one o

t,h. upstairs apartment-s of a tw<vfl:.tU.d

,lwelling. In the latter the housework

would have to suffer, but as there are. as

a rule other members of the family who

require attention, the consequence gener-

ally is that Ix.th patient and houst^work

suffer and the mother is harass«<l in try-

in.' to mwt the requirements of Uith.

Another of the many advantages of the

sin.'le-flatted dwelling is at once dis-

,„vered when the mother, with a young

fiuiiilv, is herself taken ill. Although too

unw.l'l to move about, she can as a rule

diiwt her little ones to do such houseJiold

services as will prevent chaos supervening

in the home. In this way the presence of

perhips an undesirable neighUiur is ren-

dered unnec.>ssary. and the children Ivgin

to know how helpful tliey can liecome and

are i.roud of it. In the two-flatted dwell-

in- the case of the ailing mother is very

difierent. Often she comes downstnrs at

..reat risk and has to suffer for her desire

?o help, an<l when she suffers all the rest

of the household cannot take her place.

1 have exaniine.1 many plans of two-

flatted dwellings, including the whole of

the ivatio'n's UKxlel ones, with tin', '-''l***

of ascertaining if by any pi.ssibility the

housewife when indispose.! could have her

bvi.l of respon.sibility eased by the conveni-

ent arrangement of the .Iwelling. Init so

far have failed t.. find one in winch there

is the slightest provision for facilitating

the work of those who have the caiv <>f the

sick In contradistinction to such dwell-

in.'S which can never U- made <-omfortable

homes the possibilities of the single-flatteri

t\pe are overwhelmingly great.
'

What the comforts of a well-planned,

perfectly equipped bungalow would meaiS

to the" housewife can only be fully

realised bv those who have actually liveil

in such .Iwellings. Hundrefls of thousands

of women live a life of unen.ling drudgery

merely b.-<ause houses have been so bidly

planne.l that it is impossible for any
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liumaii being to cope with the work thoy

involve with any reasonable output of

energy. Many an industrious woman has
been turned into a slattern by a badly
planned house.

In the competently jjlanned, efficiently

equii>ped single-flatted type of dweUing
the housewife is enabled witJi tihe least

possible expenditure of labour to effec-

tively compass her innumerable tasks with
such success tliat she can with joy con-

template the work of her hands.

As none of the defects of existing types

of dwellings are criticised in these articles

unless I have made cei'tain that they can
be economically avoided, the reader may
)'est assured that somewhere in the collec-

tion of illustrations he will find the

remedy for all defects referred to.

The plans on Sheet X. of this weeik's

issue complete tlie series of examples
which hiave been prepared in order to

provide in tiie most elementai-y form the

counterpart of each of the eighteen plans

for whici the ratio is given on. Sheets II.

and III. of tlie pi^esent series. These ele-

mentary plans of single-fiatte>d dwellings

include examples showing apartments
wlliich exactly confomi to the sizes set

forth by the Advisory Committee in para-

graphs 35 and 36 of their report. Among
them are plans showing dwellings embody-
ing apartments the sizes of which are in

exact accordance with the committee's
" Irreducible," their " Desirable " and
their " Parlour " standard requirements,

and the pairs, fours, .sixes and terraces

dealt with on Sheet III. are all repre-

sented.

All the plans on Sheets II. to X. in-

clusive are drawn to the one common stan-

dard. For example, all are shown with
11-in. cavity walls for the main building,

9-in. solid walls for any wing or ovitbuild-

ing, while all have 45-in. partitions. The
volume of houseixjom in each is in every

case based on a ceiling height of 8 ft.

These precautions enable the value of

the skill shown in the planning of eacJi

to be clearly brought out. A glance at

the figures appended to each of the plans

inlhe series shows that the gain in house-

i"Oom is progi-essive and substantial. But
these are, after all, merely elenientai-y

examples which I found it imperatively

necessary to devise in order that tlie

"experts," who turn out the rudimentarj'

type of plans i^iown in Figs. 1, 6, and 7 of

Sheet I., and those on Sheets II. and
VIII. may have something so simple to

compare mth their own that the results

of the comparison cannot possibly be mis-

underetood by them. Letters which I have
received show the absolute necessity for

this.

Before proceeding to discuss another
stage in the educational series it may be

well to briefly summarise the characteris-

tic features of tlie three groups of plans

already commented upon. The first of

these, comprising Figs. 1, 6, and 7 of

Sheet I., Figs. 12; 14, and 17 of Sheet II..

and Figs. 50, 51, 52, and 53 of vSheet

VIII., all belong to the two official

collections of model plans. These rudi-

mentary examples show the utaiiost econo-

mic value which their authors were able

to give with the matei-ials employed,
which, be it noted, were all of their own
choosing.

The plans on Sheet III. are based on
the Departmental and Advisory Com-
mittee's requii^ments, and show the limi-

tations imposed by the two-flatted type of

dwelling when the officially standardised

sizes of apartments are employed, while

the plans on Sheets IV.. V., VI., IX., and
X. show the paralysing effect, both on
planning and consti-uction.- which the

adoption ol the conrmittpe's standardised
sizes of apartments imposes. Although the

plans on these five sheets go a very long

way ahead of the corres>ponding ones on
Sheet III., which leaves the official plans

hojwlessly marooned behind it, they them-
selves do not cover one-third of tJie way
yet to be traversed ere the perfected dwell-

ing is reached. They certainly show the

utmost economic value which it is possible

to give with the single-flatted type of

dwelling when the official sizes of apart-

ments are employed ; but the i-esults thus
obtained fall very far short of wihat tihe

materials employed in their construction

are capable of giving when they are com-
petently utilised. There is, for example,
much to be gained by improvements in

construction.

Before passing to my further remarks,
the reader should carefully study tUie

Advisory Coninuittee's paragraph on
Planning." He will then see how the

nominees of those whom Dr. Saleeby in his

article on Imperial Eugenics describes as
" glass-eyed politicians aping statesman-
ship " have fooled themselves into the

belief tliat they are experts capable of
competently advising tfhe nation as to tihe

planning of its dwellings.

Constructionally, the whole <jf the brick-

built dwellings erected to the Govern-
ment's model plans would belong to the
" jeriy " order, because the walLs of the
lower story in all of them are only a
single-brick thick, either built solid, or so

as to give with a 2-in. cavity, walls which
are certainly better from the health point

of view, although somewhat less substan-

tial than tlie solid 9-in. thick wall. In

order to be as substantial as a single-

story cottage with 9-in. solid brick walls,

the two-story type should have its lower

story walls a brick and a-half instead of

only a single-brick thick ; and every aiiclii-

ect wlio is free to use his own judgment
and is uiiluampered by questions of cost

would insist on the thicker walling. Some
by-laws, indeed, require this. Two-flatted

cottages having 9-in. solid walls are not
merely deficient in strengtli, tliey are also

greatly inferior in durability, because

when the walls are only a single-brick

thick the eaids of the upper floor joists and
the wall plates upon which they rest are
not always sufficiently protected from
weather influences and are liable to pre-

mature decay owing to access of damp.
The "life" of such houses is relatively

very short, and as defective planning
always gives buildings which are both
costly to build and maintain the combina-
tion of inferior construction and inefR-

cient planning, entails a very ineconomi-

cal as well as a vei-y unsatisfactoiy type

of dwelling.

It is impossible, of course, while ad-
hering to existing methods of construc-

tion, to adequately increase the stability

of such dwellings without increasing

the thickness of the lower story wall-

ing. This, however, not only means
adding seriously to the cost of the

structure, but unless the house is cor-

respondingly enlarged it entails a sub-

stantial reduction on the houserooni and a

serious curtailment of the already inade-

quate floor space ; consequently the people

and their children have not only to suffer

in health, comfort, and convenience, but

have to pay for the extra cost in extra

rent, because official " experts," follow-

ing faithfully in the footsteps of their

very remote ancestors, have not sought

out means of counteracting such very

grave drawbacks as adherence to existing

methods of construction inevitably entail

uponthe humble occupants of the official

type of small dwelling.

It is perhaps fortunate for the occu-

pants of such dwellings that it is now
essential in cottage constmction to

utilise home products such as cement

in order to as far as ]X)ssible avoid

either having to use home-grown timber

or to send money out of the countiy for

the purchase of foreign timber or to

employ shipping for its transportation.

This contingency was early foreseen in thi-

course of my investigations, and it was in

my efforts to effectivelj' meet it that

largely helped me to completely solve the

problem of the small dwelling. The pos-

sibilities in the direction of using con-

crete in cottage construction can perhaps
be both most easily exjjlained and most
readily understood by readers if I employ
diagramatic drawings for the purpose of

explaining my method of construction.

These are given fully on the accompany-
ing Sheet XI.

In two-story cottages of existing types

the walling and partitions and the roof

and floor structures of the upper story,

together with their superloads, are wholly

carried by the walls and partitions of

the lower story, and since neither the

chimney breasts nor the party walls

are utilised as supports for the floor

or roof structures, it is upon these

lower walls, which are usually of the

slimmest possible construction in small

dwellings, that the entire building struc-

ture is dependent for its stability. As
this method of construction calls for

thicker walls and partitions than would
be required if no such carrying had to be

done, it thus entails the use of extra

materials which not only involve extra

cost, but, in addition, take up space which
is badly needed as houseroom. The pre-

sent invention was designed in oi-der to

overcome these drawbacks and to facilitate

the use of concrete as a structural mate-

rial. It consists in so supporting the

floor and roof structures of the upper
story by means of the chimney breasts

that the load on the outer walls and par-

titions of the lower story is so greatly

reduced that with but little additional

support arranged in the line of the outer

wall, these lower story walls and parti-

tions can be freed, not only from the

necessity of carrj-ing any portion either

of the structural or of the super load of

the upper story, but the upper floor struc-

ture is enabled to economically carry the

outer walls and partitions of that story

instead of these, and the roof structure

being carried by the walls and partitions

of the lower story as is the case in exist-

ing practice. Stated more specifically, so

as to apply directly to the health promot-

ing class of dwelling, which I have evolved

and patented, the present invention con-

sists in a method of constructing single-

flatted cottage dwellings arranged either

in pairs or in groups of four disposed in

buildings two stories high, such method
consisting in (1) erecting within the cen-

tral area of each superimposed pair of the

proposed dwellings two chimney breasts

so disposed that they form the main sup-

ports of the floor of the upper story, and

of the roof also if desired
; (2) erecting

within the outer rooted area of each pair

of such dwellings such additional sup-

ports as may be required to carry the

remaining minor portion of the floor struc-

ture and also of the roof structure when

so desired ; (3) forming, resting upon

such chimney breasts, a concrete floor

structure the outer area of which is car-

ried hy the additional supports just men-

tioned ; and (4) enclosing the space under-

neath such floor and roof structures by

walls which do not necessarily carry any

superload nor in any way serve as sup-

ports, yet effectively protect the interior

of the building.

The accompanying drawings—Figs. 84

to 90, inclusive, shown on Sheet XI., here-

with—are given as examples of different
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modi-K of cairying my invention into effect,

the dwellings shown being of the class

hereinafter dealt with in the present

series of educational articles. Figs. 85.

87, and 88 illustrate a mode in which the

outer walls of the main building take no
superload. and Figs. 84, 86, and 89 illus

trate another mode in which the party and
outer walls take the surplus load beyond
that taken by the chininej' breasts. Fig 90
sliows a metliod of construction by which
practically the whole of the roof load can

l>e transferred from the outer walls to tlie

Ix'am 10". The details are not shown,

but tile cunstructionalist should have no
dilliculty in understanding how easily it

can be done if a three-quarter-inch lx)lt be

employed to connect the ends of each pair

of roof couples. Accoi'ding to the lii-st-

named niodo of construction the chimney
bre.ast« 8, 8', and the side walls 5, S, of

the porch 6, of the lower story. Fig. 85.

are built, and st«el st.anchions 7, each of

which .serves both stories, are erected on

suitable foundations. A reinforced con-

crete floor, 9, wliich is carried, pai-tly liy

the chimney breasts 8, 8', and partly by

the reinforced concrete beam 10 which is

wholly carried by the chimney breasts

8. 8', is thereafter constructed. The sup-

ports already named are so disposed rela-

tively to each other that the floor is

carried mainly by the breasts 8, 8'. it

^urplus load being taken partly by the

walls 5, 5, of the porch 6, partly by the

party wall 14, and partl3- by the stan-

chions 7. .\uxiliary beams. 11. are formeil

where required, their reinforcement lx>int;

carried by the stanchions 7, which havi-

openings formed in their web to receive

the reinforcing bars, which, if their ends

be simply bent over, require no further

fixing. A similar construction to thai

just described for the floor of the upjier

storey may be adopted for a flat monulitbi<-

roof 13, and when such a roof is empluyci]

in a group of four semi-detached pairs of

dwellings the beam 10' is preferably

carried right across, so as to rest upon all

four chimney breasts.

Figs. 84, 86, and 89 show dwellings in

whicii the use of stanchions is dispenser!

with, the usual eleven-inch type of wall

with a two-inch cavity being utilised, to

gether with the party wall 14, and the

nine-inch solid walks of the truncated and

bifurcated wing portion, to carrj- the sur-

plus load of the floor and roof structures.

The partitions have no load to carry, and

those of each story are carried directly

upon the floor to "which they belong, so

that they reqtiire no foundations. They

are preferably constructed of concrete

slabs, which are 3 ins. thick for the longei

and 2J, ins. thick for the shorter walls.

Whicliever of the foregoing arrange-

ments of supports be adopted, a consider-

able economy can be effected in the

foundations ,ind damp-proof courses, this

advant.ige being more pronounced in the

mode of construction shown in Figs. 85,

87, and 88. as foundations are only re-

quired tor the chimney breasts 8, 8', the

party wull 14, the side walls 5, 5, of the

porch 6, »nd the bases of the stanchions 7.

As the <,hininey breasts 8. 8' in each pair

of dwellings arc arranged at right angles

to each other with the party wall 14, n1

right .-vMgles to the trwo breasts 8'. 8',

between which it lies, it may be observed
that th( floor, 9, is thus enabled to offer

unusually great resistance to lateral

movcmont. and that it thus enables a
buildinii. of exceptionally great stability
to bo jirovided at a relatively low cost.

Affordiitg, as it does, a secure anchorage,
this method of floor and roof construction
enables w.illing to be employed which re-

quires no shuttering construction, occu-
pies little space, has a low heat conduc-
tivity, is stable, fire-resisting. damp-prOof.
.Inv-ililr and withal economical both to

construct and maintain. Heretofore the

use of thin concrete walling in cottage

buildings has presented difliculties, be-

cause, according to existing metliods of

construction, the walling requires to be

of suflicient thickness to resist not only

the compressive but also the buckling

stresses, which, in a building with an
upper floor on which there are moving
loads, are severe.

Another of the advantages of my
method of construction is that it enables
the walling to be erected in two thick-

nesses, and as only one of these thick-

nesses need be constructed at a time, it

thus enables the surface of the first

erected thickness to be either treated with
or to loe covered by any suitable compo-
sition which is jjrefexably capable of

serving both as a heat insulating and
damp-proofing medium.
The two thicknesses of the wall need

not be of similar material. For the oufer
thickness a weather-resisting material
and type of construction is required, but
for the inner thickness a porous material
is preferable. Suitable metallic ties are
[irovided in the floor slab, and others are
left protruding from or are inserted into

the joints of the first erected thickness
of walling, so that, when the second
thickness is built or applied, these ties

enable both thicknesses of the wall to be
securely bound together and the whole
walling to be effectively tied to the floor

sljib, nie two sec^tions of walling do aiot

require to l>e of equal thickness.

If the inner thickness of the wall be
first erected, its outer surface is thus
wholly directly accessible, and may there-
fore be economically treated with or
mati'd by the damp-pr(X>f medium, before

the erection or application of the weather-
resisting thickness is begun. If, on the
other hand, the outer thickness be first

erected, it could of course be to the inner
surface of this thickness that the medium
would be applied. When the application

of the damp-resisting and heat-insulating
medium has been completed and the
second thickness of the wall has there-

after been either erected or applied, the
insulating medium is thereby sandwiched
between the two thicknesses of the com-
pleted wall, and is thus securely pro-

tected both from direct atmospheric in-

fluences and danger of mechanical
damage.
The completed walling tluis comprises

three elements consisting of an inner
thickness, an outer thickness, and sand-
wiched between these two thicknesses the
third element, which is apjilied to the

contact surface of whicJiever of the two
wall thicknesses is first erected,

.\s the inner thickness of this composite
type of walling need never be of greater
superficial area than the side of the
largest of the apartments which it en-

closes, and as each of such panels rests

directly upon and is securely tied to the
floor, and as it is tied also to the partitions,

it is thus fixed on all its four edges, it is

thereby protected against lateral move-
ment to the full extent of the stability

afforded by the floor and roof structures.

Su<h walling, be it noted, has no floor

or any moving or other superload to

carry, so that it has not to contend with
any of the usu.al buckling stresses such
as are present in the ordinary type of

two-story cottage, in which the whole
structure is dependent on the walling of

the lower story for its stability.

If two buildings were erected to the plan
Fig. 84, the one in accordance with my
method, the other according to any exist-
ing method, the latter to be strictly repre-
sentafcivo would require to have timber
joists. With a timher-floor sptructiire the
ends of the joists would rest upon a wall-
plate built into the inner thickness of the

back and front walls, and be supported in-

termediately by 42-in. brick pai-tdtions

lying parallel witli these waUs. Jsedther

the chimney breasts. 8, 8', the end wall,

15, nor the party wall, 14, would have any
part, in supporting tlie load. If the eolid

sectional area of the inner thickness of

wall wliich is alone directly supporting tlie

ends of the floor joists be calculated the
result will probably astonish the calcula-
tor, and if he will forthwith proceed to

make similar calculations in regard to
sectional area of the vertical members
supporting the floor slab in tlie building

erected in accordance with my method he
will have to include tlie sectional area of
the inner 4^ in. thickness of the whole of

the outer wall, including the end wall 15,

and the entire solid areas of the chimney
breasts 8, 8', and of the jjarty wall 14. If,

thereafter, he will carefully compare tihe

two sets of figures and trj- to form some
sort of idea of the widely divergent results

and follow this up wnth some calculation

as to the amount of money and matierial

at present wasted he will probably be

astomshe<l. It is all so simple.

Looking now at Fig. 85, it will be
readily understood tliat, with the mertihod

of construlction shown on this plan, a
properly constructed composite wa^U 4^ in.

thick may with perfect confidence be relied

upon as having a margin of safety verv

much greater than tliat of the 9-in. solid

or of the 11-in. cavity waUs of the timber
joisted building of existing tyi)e. just

described. As timber is certain to be both

scarce and costly and may even indeed be

unobtainable in sufficient quantity for

cottage building purposes for years after

the war, the greatly extended use of con-

crete in cottage construction is now im-

pexative. and the, value of any efficient

and economical method of utilising it is

tliere(fore obvious.

(7*0 br roviinui-il.)

OlWrVARY.
Captain Ron.old Lindsay .Johnson, R.F.A.,

killed on May 28. was the fourth and youngest

son of the late William Henrv .lohnson and
Mre. W. H. Johnson, of Wood^eigh, Dunham
Massey, Altrincham. He w.os educated at

Eton and King's College. Cambridge, where
he took honours degree in Classics. In 1912
he went to Australia, and entered the branch
office in Sydney of the Manchester firm of
Mes.srs. R. John.son. Cl.^pllanl and Morris,

with which liis father was long connected as

chaiiTnan and managing director. Imme-
diately on the outbreak of the war he re-

turned U) Encland. and ;vt once received a

commission. He went to the front in August,

1915. was wounded in September, 1916. but

returned ag.%in to the front in the following

December. On the death of his eldest

brother. Captain W. Morton Johnson, Man-
chester Rp^iiment. killed in action on July 2.

1916, Captain Ronald Johnson was appointed

ch,Tirman of Messrs. R. Johnson. Clapham
and Morris, and held th.it position at the

time of his death. Ca,ptain Ron.ild L. John-
son is the fourth member of the family to fall

in tlie w.ar. Besides his oldest brother, his

only two cousins have been killed in .lotion in

Mesopotamia.
>-•••-<

The bells of the H.imbunff churches are to

be inpltod down. Of tho thirty-four bells in th«

Nikolai Church, the largest, which is known as

the " Knusor Bell," weighs six tons and a-

quarter, and only one small bell of the thirty-

four is now left.

Much roRrot is ftit «t the news of the death

of Mr. Gwirge J. S. Kelly, O.K.. which took

place in hospital in France recently as a re-

sult of wounds reooived in action. The de-

ceased was for manv vears in the employment
of tJlic d.«t!el>la>Tie.v" (Co. Monaghanl Urisin

District Ciuinoil as town surveyor, and also

acted as engineer to the rural di.strict. council

in that place. In Auirust last year ho volun-

teered for service at the front, and soon after

obtained a commission in the Royal Engineers.
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ST. GILES' CATHEDRAL, EDINBURGH: LOOKING EAST.

(Royal Academy Exhibition of Graphic Art.) From an Etching by Capt. A. E. Borthwick, A.R.E.
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

PRESENTATION OF THE ROYAL GOLD MEDAL TO
M. HENEI XENOT.

At a general meeting of the Institute of
British Architects, held last Monday in the
Institute Galleries, M. Henri Paul Nenot,
JVIembre de I'lnstitut, the architect of the
New Sorbonue, Paris, was presented with
the Royal Gold Medal for Architecture. JI.

Nenot, who all regretted to hear is suffering
from a severe attack of bronchitis, was un-
able to be present in person, and the medal
was received on his behalf by M. Adrien
Thierry, representing the French Ambas-
sador.

Mr. Ernest Newton, A.R.A., Presildeut

of the Institute, presenting the medal, out-

lined tlie brilliant career of M. Nenot, who
at the age of only nine years, made a de-

tailed and accurate plan of the jiension at

Villiers-le-Bel. At fifteen he entered the
Ecole des Beaux Arts, but his studies were
interrupted in 1870 by the outbreak of the
Franco-Prussian War. He joined the army,
and received as his ^r»t decoration the mili-

tary medal. He gained the Grand Prix de
Rome in 1877, at the age of twenty-four,
and when only twenty-nine years old won the

great competition for tlie rebuilding of the

Sorbonne. the great work which took seven-

teen years to complete, and would always be
especially associated with his" name. French
architecture of every age showed achieve-

ments not only of the highest intellectual

attainment, but containing always something
more than talent—the real touch of personal
and national genius. Every period of French
history was brilliant, but the France of to-

day was perhaps the most impressive of all.

M. Adrien Tliierry. Secretary to the
French Embassy, thanking the Institute for

the honour bestowed on an architect of

France, said the accord existing between
the two nations was evidenced not only on
the field of battle, but in art, finance, and
all other fields as well.

We gave M. Nenot's portrait and a bio-

graphical memoir in our issue of February 28
last, an illustration of his principal work,
the New Sorbonne, in that of March 7; and
illustrations of some of his other buildings in

those of March 21, April 4, and April 25.

Presentation of Mr. Ernest Newton's
Portrait.

An excellent portrait of the President,

by Mr. Arthur Hacker. R.A.. was pi-esented

to him on his vacating the chair of the Insti-

tute. In unveiling the picture, Mr. Regi-

nald Blomfield, Past-President, stated that

for three years his predecessor had offered

the services of the Institute and the pro-

fession to the Government, but the Ministers

responsible received the offer with a dis-

courtesy showing ignorance of the whole
situation. The patriotic President, how-
ever, quite undaunted, offered his services to

the Ministry of Munitions, where he had
laboured in a most devoted manner for the

last three years, convincing the authorities

that archit«;ts were not all imbeciles and men
of straw. Mr. Newton formally accepted

the picture on behalf of the Institute.

>—•••—< •

»nr 2IUiistrati0ns.

Mr. W. W. R<atoliffe, of Belsize Park
Gardens .ind Old iStrest. lE.C, oajbinetmaker.

h.a« left £19,822.

Plans have ibeen approved by the Braintre<'

Unban District Council for the construction of

a tramway line across Manor Street .md for a
power house for the Crifetall Manufacturing
Coraipany.

Major G. H. Peake. of Bawtry Hall. York-
shire, has oflfered to give the sum of £10.000

towards the cost of buildinpr a new infirmary

for Doncaster as a memorial to h:s eldest eon.

Lieutenant Raymond Peake. Coldstream
Guards, who was killed in action in France.

The Hospital Committee have accepted the

offer.

By sixty-one votes to eighteen the London
County Council decided last week no longer to

employ- "conscientious objectors" in the

Council's elemcntarv schools, but to transfer

them to other branches Oif municipal work. We
are glad the children are to escape infection,

and hope the " other branches " will make it

pleasant for the transferees

!

THE SCULPTURED PANELS IN THE
ARCHIVOLT, MAIN ENTR.\NCE, VIC-
TORIA AND .\LBE3RT MUSEUM.

' SOUTH KENSINGTON, 3.W.

We begin to-day a series of illustrations

from the set of fine pTiotographs now on view

at the Royal Academy Exhibition, reproduc-

ing the archivolt panels sculptured over the

principal doorway of the- main porch of the

Victoria and Albert Museum, as carried out

by Mr. Alfred Druvy. R.A.' The legend

which runs through these panels reads as

follows:
—"The excellence of every art must

consist in the complete accomplishment of its

purpose." Each of the panels is illustrative

and symbolic of some one or other of the

attributes of art. The series commences with
"Truth," followed by "Sympathy"; then

comes the subject of ("Literature")
"Authenticity," and the fourth on our pre-

sent double plate is devoted to " .Sincerity,"

The single page shows the connecting

and crowning panel devoted to a repre-

sentation indicative of "The Arts." Oiu-

next double sheet will conclude the

wording of this mscription, of which the pre-

sent illustrations necessarily only show a part.

The archivolt is displayed at the Royal
Academy in its segment contour, but if we
had followed this arched setting out the great

reduction involved would have spoiled all

chance of illustrating in proportionate detail

the charm and beauty of these delightful

figure compositions. Mr. Alfred Drury has

succeeded in keeping his work well subor-

dinated to the architectural setting. This has
enormously enhanced the intentions of the

carvings and ensured considerable interest in

this skilful decoration. The same remark
applies to the statues of Queen Victoria and
the Prince Consort, which we shall illustrate

at an early date as essential parts of the

scheme, with the figures of "Inspiration"

and "knowledge," as well as the finials'

statues of St. Michael and St. George. A
four-page detail of this great entrance of Sir

Aston Webb's national building appeared in

The BniLDiNc; News for January 3, 1908,

and we published the entire facade on

January 1, 1904, with the amended plans.

The selected competition design for this

museum wiU be found illustrated by Sir

Aston Webb in our issues of August 7 and
14. also in September 11 and November 20,

1891. The same numbers, as well as those

of August 21 and 28, September 4, 18, and 25,

and on October 2. 1891. were illustrated by
all the other competition designs. Prior to

the execution of Sir Astou Webb's scheme,

many various and radical changes were, of

course, made. The archivolt panels have not

been exhibited at the Royal Academy before,

and Sir Aston Webb has this year lent to the

exhibition a general photographic enlai-ge<l

view of the main portals of this chief entrance.

It has been arranged to give this picture in

our pages later on, so as to illustrate a cor-

rect representation of the relative positions of

Mr. Alfi-ed Drury's excellent sculpture as it

a]>pears in the finished fa/5ade at Kensington.

ST. GILES' CATHEDRAL CHURCH.
EDmBURGH.

Captain A. E. Borthwick, A.R.E., has lent

us his capital etching of the interior of this

famous Scotch cathedral, which he exhibited

at the Royal Academy Exhibition of Graphic

Art held this year. Architects generally are

more familiar with the exterior of this build-

ing, but its charm and chief interest consist

in the Ulterior, The belfry fortunately stands

intact, though the rest of the outside has

been much modernised. This steeple is re-

markable on account of its crown, wliich in-

cludes four flying buttresses gathering

towards the centre, and holding aloft a lan-

tern spine resembling an irpperial corona—

a

masterpiece of masonry which probably was
finished in 1495. It foi-ms a conspicuous

object in almost every view of Edinburgh.

At Newcastle-on-Tyne St. Nicholas' Cathedral

has a similar termination, and belongs to the

same period ; but the tower of King's Col-

lege, Aberdeen, was not built till early in

the sixteenth centnry. though that lantern

follows out very closely the same idea. The

fine, mediaeval crowns of Linlithgow and Had-
dington Churches, both by Scotch architcts,

have disappeared. The belfry of St.

Dunstan's, in Fleet Street, London, the work
of John Shaw (1776-1832), is based upon
similar lines, and is a distinctive piece of

design as a steeple of its time. The Cathedral

of .St. Giles occupies the site of the original

parish church of Edinburgh, standing in the

centre of the old town. The parish belonged to

the diocese of Lindisfarne in the ninth cen-

tury. Alexander I. erected a new church

abo'ut A.D. 1120. This building was much
damaged by Edward 11. in 1322, when the

Abbey of Holyrood was also despoiled. St.

Giles," for the greater part, was rebuilt, with

extensions, in 1387, and then it comprised a

choir of four bays with side aisles, a central

crossing, and a nave of five bays, with tran-

septs. The church had a groined roof and
five chapels. Another bay was added to the

choir during the fifteenth century, and sub-

sequently the height was increased. The
splendid' Preston aisle was also buUt. The
interior still remains as it was then, with

minor exceptions. The chief dimensions of

the building are 196 ft, from east to west by
125 ft. from north to south, measuring across

the transepts. A plan of the cathedral will

be found in The Building News for July

21, 1911. James lU. created the parish

church into a coUegia/te minster, and by

charter he formed a numerous chapter under

a provost. Thirty-five chapels were served

by special priests, one to each altar, conse-

quently, including others with various duties

to attend, the number of clergy attached

to this establishment numbered 100. The
Town Comicil of Edinburgh did their utmost

to bring about this raising of the status of

their parish church, and many of the Guilds

of the town had chapels assigned to them.

The disturbances of political factions at the

time of the Reformation caused much damage
to the buildings belonging to St. Giles and

its church. Pillage ensued, and the altars

were torn down by the rioters. .John Knox
was, after these events, elected the minister,

and the fabric was reduced to the status of

a parish church, and the magistrates cut the

interior up into sections, so that a court of

justice, a grammar school, town clerk's

offices, a weavers' workshop, accommodation

for the detention of criminals, and space for

housing " the maiden " (an instrument of

public executions), were provided, while the

"High Church" occupied the choir and the

"Tolbooth Church" utiUsed the nave. In

1635, when Laud's new liturgy was intro-

duced, St. Giles was constituted the See of a

Bishopric, and the choir was fitted up for

cathedral use. The Episcopalians were, how-

ever, once more ejected at the Revolution,

when the Presbj-terians were given the use of

this church. Thereupon it was again divided,

and galleries were built. The "Tolbooth'

Cburch " occupied the south-west angle,

Haddon's Hole Chnrch met in the north-west

angle, and "The Old Church" used the

south transept. The General Assembly met

in the Preston aisle. Under the crossing a

police office was fitted up, and other secular

uses were installed elsewhere. In 1829 the

outside of the building was entirely refaced,

excepting the tower, the interior being left

partitioned off into three separate churches,

viz " The High Church." "West St. Giles
"^

Church," and "The Old Church." The
architectural character of the exterior was

utterlv spoiled, though the belfry was for-

tunately spared. No doubt it was an im-

provement to remove, as was then done, the

shanties and insanitary tenements impinging

upon the walls, as well as the " Lucken

booths" that encroached upon the church.

The Lord Provost, Dr. William Chambers,

between 1870 and 1883, was instrumental m
clearing away the partitions which cut up

the interior so badly, and St. Giles, thus re-

stored, once more became, as it remains to

this day, one of the largest and most interest-

ing Gothic buildings in Scotland. The

accompanving etching furnishes an ex-

cellent idea of its strong simplicity and well-

proportioned architectural design, tastefully

delineated with the artist's charming render-

ing of light and sliade. The church contaiiis

many monuments of historical value, includ-

ing 'the Montrose Chapel, built by Walter
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Ciiii{ini;in in liunour of hie palron. James IV.

The gi-eat Maiqois of Montrose was buried in

the vaults below after his execution hard by.

He is commemorated by a mural monument,
designed by Sir Rowand Anderson, witli a

lecnnibtnt effigy by Mr. .John Rliind, the

^(:ul•|)tor. Thf name architect erected the

tonvi) in St. Giles' Cathedral to Lord Pre-

sident Inglis. Both these fine works were
illustrated in The Buildini; News for June
27. 1902. The windows include some remark-
alile stained glas.< by Burnc Jones. The
R<iyal .Scott's memorial was the work of Wil-

liam Birnie Rhind, R.S.A. King George V.

opened the beautiful new Chaipel of the Order

of the Thistle, added to St. Giles' Cathedral

by Sir Robert Lorimer, R.S.A. , on July

19. 1911, and we published some
sjutially-taken photographs of this florid

building in our following is-sue on July 21.

1911. Several ilhi.strations of .St. Giles'

Church, and much historical information

about it, will be found in Messrs. MacGibbon
and Ross' standard work on "The Ecclesias-

tical Architecture of Scotland." Captain

Borthwick's etching, here reproduced to a

(onaller size, is published by Messrs. .\itkin.

DoK and Son. of the "Scottish Gallery."

Edinburgh. The size of their print is 15 in.

by 11 in. The proofs, limited to 200 prints,

are £3 3s. each.

THE PROBLEM OF THE SMALL
DWELLING AND ITS SOLUTION.
Two more pages of plans are here given,

with Mr. Robert Thomson's sixth article

dealini; with the contrivance of houses of

this class. The previous illustrations and de-

tailed descriptions will ibe found in The
Buii.dim; News for May 23 and 30, June 5,

13, and 20. Others will follow next week."

CHIPS.
Mr. Herbert Batsfor-d. architectural

publisher, of Hlffh Holboni, left £6,034.

T,!»utenant .T. H. Westlake. a pupil in the
Tflmiton borough eui-^'eyor's department, has
been killed in action.

The Jarrow Town Council have instruc-ted

the surveyor to prepare iplans for additional
sheds in ihe corporation yard for the better
protection of the rolling stock.

The HeWnirii Urban IDistrict Council have
instructed the d*^puty surveyor to obtain ten-
ders for altercitions to prefmise© to be used as a

maternity .ind childjwelfaTe centre.

The death is announced, on .Tune IB. at 7.

Bolsize Park Gardens. HamTistead. of Mi-R.

Catherine Smith, widow of the late Prof. T.
Roger .'^mith. F.R.I.B.A... in her eighty^(ifth
year.

OwinK t« war oxisrencies and timber scarcity,
King's Wood. I>etween Tott<»ridpe and Pcnn.
185 ;icros of beeches, one of the T>rettiest and
most fainiliar picnicking haunts In Bucks, is

sold to be out down.
A meet inc. to be presided over bv Lord

Motdton. will lie held to-morrow at Westminster
Central Hnll. At which a scheme will be sub-
mitted to provide for an artistic memorial of
Old Leysians lost in the war.
To the position of Surveyor the Camberley

I'l'ban District Council ihns nppointc<l, o'lt of
sixty applicants. Mr. TT. Fox Hill, at present
unrveyor and sanitni-y inspector to the Ware
TIrban District Council. The post carries with
it n nalarj- of £250 per annum.

Tn ilie list of honours conferred on his
Maje«ty'fl birthday we notioo the name of ifr.
Riibert Murray Hyslap. who received the
honour of knighthood. Sir Robert is the
maiiagine director of the •^vell-kno^vn firm of
Bavli<M. .Tones and Bayliss, Monmore Green,
Wolverhampton.
Lieutenant John Rookhurst Piatt. R PA

of Youl.ston Pork, near Barnstaple. Captain of
the Ojijiidans at Eton in 1909. onlv «oii of the
'i' < R. Plntt. three timoft Mayor of Oldham

idson of ,Tohn Platl. 'M.P., one of the
' i' ' - of the engineering (inn of Pljitt
Brolhers. \vim <Hed from wounds in Belgium
on Mnvrl) 27, ]916. ,l,,is loft estate of the cro««
valu.> of £234.559.

T.i.nt foloncl A. J. Allen-Willijinis, U.K..vr, 1,;,^ 1,1'en res^ionsible for the executive con-
stni.tion control of the inland wafenvavs and
'I "ks under General Collard. has been reccnttv

''o Deputy Director of Inland Water-
I'l/.'^f'^'s- with the rank ..f ColoneV
Willi.inis IS m command of the depot

i;'! liiincipal works establishment of the
directornte.

ARCHITECTURAL SCHOOLS IN WAR
TIME.

Throughout the length and breadth of the
land Ameri<an universities have maintained
staunch and historically dignified tradition.s of

serrvicM to the nation. As fountain sources of

knowledge and as tra.iuing schools for the
adaptation of variegated human ability, they
have been quick to turn to .national advant-
age their vast resources in several scores of

fields; tiheir facilities of men, minds and
materials ; their carefully analysed ex|)eriences

in numerous scientific branches of endeavour

;

their ifreai buildings and laboratories ; the
intricate machinery of teaching and of

educational admini^ration. .Viid all of this

has l>een in addition to the efforts which the.se

ihstitutions have made in the strictly military

field, in which, be it said, the universities

hftve established tKiiiiing coq>s to prepare
men lor every arm of both army and navy
.service fi-om red cross to coast )w,trol, from
aviation to field artillery, fTOm radio

engineering to cavalry. Of the architectural

schools, however, according to the Attifri'-nn

Arc/iilrrt. only Columbia has thus far under-

taken definite professional service in its own
field of instruction.

As part of tiKe nation-wide movemient for the
imi>n)vement of tlie equipment (necessary to

take care of a Itirge .army in active service, St.

Luke's Hospital in New York City proposed to

ei-ect iipon ground adjacent to its ]jresent build-

ings, and bitherto reserved for additional

pavilions subsequently to be erected as part

of an original plan, an emergency govern-

ment hospital equip])e<l to provide for the

needs of two hundred military patients,

wounded or sick, sent b.ack from the firing

line to regain health and .strength. It w.as

proposed to erect a structure temporary in a

sense, but of such materials as to be of use

for ,1. sp.-ice of years, if necessary ; in other

words, and in terms of war times, a perma-

nent building ns distinguished from a base

hospital!.

To plan and bring into execution this

building tbe School of Architecture at

Col'u.mbia, situated but tHiree blocks distant,

was engaged as architect and the bead of its

department of design was definitely appointed

consulting .architect. The serioiLs business of

designing the building in question was under-

taken in one of the school's drafting rooms,

ill which was estalblished a regular office with

its quota of assistants, a full personnel from

chief draftsman to office boy. Volunteers

from the student Ixidy have carried on the

work of this office, drafting and tracing and

detailing, specification writing and other

routine duties : these volunteers have been re-

lieved from a proportionate amount of tlie"

required lectures and other courses in return

for such service.

Such a course might well have been

initiated here. The value of such an under-

taking to .school and students alike, from the

standpoint of n.ational service as well as

from that of jirofessional teaching, is not to

be underrated. Tlie project offered unusual

instructional advantage*, chieflv for the

reason that it ni.ode possible a happy com-

bination of .iTchitectural practice with

ar(!hitc>olurval instruction, blending the effect

of the olTice and the cl.iss room in a manner
altogether impracticable or impossible under
iionnal conditions. As a matter of fact,

this may be considered th» first instance of

the establishment of <i practical laboratory

in coninectioii with a school of architecture, in

which a definite commission was undertaken.
There must be tasks similar to that found

by Columlbia in or near evei-y gre.at city con-

taining a school of architecture.

Tho architect's professional sei"\'ice does
not cease lieciuise of war; war should in-

crease his responsibility, but as regularly as
pos.s(ble in the profe-ssional sense. Our own
government took many months to require
this, and still does .so most inadennately.
Possibly because no architectural body hej'e

gave such solid irroof of the value of

ardhitecttiTOl service as Columbia has done.

'The Bedwellty District 'Council have ap
proved the recommendation of the special
committee lh.it negotiations lie opene<l for sitos
for the erection of 1.000 houses after the war

(jLorrfsponitna.

AliClIlTECTS' CHARGES AND THE
INSTITUTE SCALE.

To the Editor oi the Building News.

Sir,—A claim recently made by an archi-
tect for the recovery of his charges for work
done came before Mr. Pollock, the Official

Referee, and it is a case of considerable in-

terest to the profession.

The claim, which was a heavy one, was
for work in designing various schemes for

the building of a theatre. The architect is

a well-known theatre designer, having erected

ill London and the provinces more than fifty

theatres, and, for the purposes of this com-
munication, I will confine myself to the

scheme which was finally approved, but
which was not proceeded with because of

the war.

1 gave evidence on behalf of the architect

and I was supported by two other architects

.\ well-known member of the Institute gave
evidence on behalf of the client, and he,

also, was supported by two other architects.

The approved design having been aban-

doned, for the reason stated, my evidence

was based entirely on Clause 5 of the

schedule of charges sanctioned by the Royal

Institute in 1898, and it may be well to

((uote here, in full, that clause :

—

"If the architect should have drawn out

the approved design, with plans, elevations.

sections, and specification, the charge is 2^

per cent, upon the estimated cost. If he

should have procured tenders in accordance

with the instruction of his employer, the

charge is ^ per cent, in addition. Two and
a-half per cent, is charged upon any works
originally included in the contract or tender.

but subsequently omitted in execution. These
charges are exclusive of the charge for tak-

ing out quantities. Preliminary sketches

and interviews, where the drawings are not

fnither proce<»ded with, are charged for

according to the trouble involved and time

expended."
In this case tenders were not procured,

and the specification was not written.

The drawings upon which I based my
evidence, and upon which the evidence of the

architects acting for the client was also

based, consisted of ten in all—most care-

fully drawn, inked in, and finished to an

eighth scale, and embracing all the well-

known -skill and experience of the expert

theatre architect. Figured plans of the cellars

and lower floor; plan at entrance level,

showing exits, entrances, orchestra, dre.ssing-

rooms. etc. ; separate plans of all the other

levels; and plan of roof, showing the steel

-trusses, the different flats, and other items,

were also shown, including one elevation

and a longitudinal section, most carefully

drawn, with roof, and scantlings of all tim-

bers figured. This section .also -showed the

steel principals and the internal elevation of

a jiortion of the architectural decorations.

The seating of the various levels was also

carefully shown. A section, not quit* com-

pleted, showing the stairs, .and an outline

plan, showing the drainage system, com-

pleted the set.

Having arrived at the conclusion that tliese

dr.Twings. with the specifications, were amply
sufficient for the quantity surveyor to lake

out the quantities, and that a builder could

have proceeded with the erection of the

theatre, after being furnished with the

specifications and with the usual detail-

vkhich would have been supplied immediatel\

after the order to commence work had been

given. I said that, deducting the sum of

100 guineas for the specification which was
not written, the architect was fully entitled

to the 2i per cent, provided for in Clause 5

of the schedule.

The architects on the other side denied

this, and gave as their re,isons that the

drawings were not sufficient for a quantity

surveyor : that details of the constructional

steel work, details of the stone work anl
joiners' work, and a plan of the drains wetc
absent, in addition to the fact that th«

specification h:id nut been written.
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I stated in court that the usual practice

is to await the acceptance of a tender before
the above-mentioned details are supplied

;

that the details of the constructional steel-

work for a theatre are supplied by the engi-

neer, to whom the architect furnishes the
drawings of the building, and all other
information required, and that the detailed
plan of the drains, at the stage in this case,
ivas not necessary.

I also pointed to the fact that, whereas in
Clause 1 of the schedule (the 5 per cent,
clause) the words "general and detailed
drawings" are inserted, in Clause 5 (the 2~^

per cent, clause) those words are omitted,
showing that the •' details " come within
the remaining 2^ jwr cent.

We know that the " schedule " is under
revision by the Institute, and this case, with
others of a like nature which have been
before the Courts, points to the urgent
necessity of such wording as will render it

impossible for more than one interpretation
to be placed upon the meaning of Clause 5.

It is a matter of regret, and it must so
appear to the Courts, that members of the
same In.stitute, working under the same
schedule of charges, and giving evidence to
"assist the Court," should state opinions
quite at variance with each other on the
same clause of the same schedule. I do not
intend to urge that my view of Clause 5 is

the li.aht one, and that of my opponent the
\vrong one; but I do say that it is quite
time that on such a confined and narrow
issue as that embraced by Clause 5 there
should be far greater unanimity of opinion
than there appears to be at "the present
moment.

Mr. Pollock raised one important point
in thi.s case, and that was that it is not
sufficient to merely make a ihrlurtinn for
what has not been done under Clause 5, i.e.,
for the .-ipecification in this case not written.
The specific requirements under the clause
must be strictly complied with, as otherwise
the charges must become a matter of quantum
meruit.

I am. Sir, your most obedient ser\ant,
\Vm. Woodward.

13. Southampton Street. Strand, W C
June ai. 1917.

(Bm (©ffi« Wahlt.

^

It was a shock to many to find that the
(Jerman tentacles in the City of London had
been thrown round so Briti.sh an institution
as the George and Vulture and Thomas's
Chop House. This little eating-house, with
its Pickwickian memories, lies in an alley
under the shadow of the ex-Deutsche Bank,
which acquired it, certainly for no sentimen-
tal nr antiquarian reasons. " Established
160C" is over the yellow lintel of the door,
but, of course, the ancient tavern was burned
in the Great Fire. The building offered last
week is said to be the place where coffee was
first sold in England. It was a famous
meeting-place of the eighteenth-century wits.
Then there are the recollections of Mr! Pick-
wick and Sam Weller, recalled for present-
day chop-eaters by the Dickens portrait in
the long room. No one would pay the re-
serve price for the tavern, and it was with-
drawn from sale at £17.500.
Tlie observations on the rate of growth of

cracks in the buildings of the Tower of
London, says the report of the* National
Phy.sical Laboratory, presented at the annual
meeting last week, have been continued. No
serious disturbances have been detected, but
careful examination of the roadway on the
quay wall facing the river has "

revealed
that movements of the wall not amounting
to more than a few hundredths of an inch
have taken place. |>resumably of the nature
of a slide towards the river of the whole
block of masonry which carries the roadway.
A decision has been given by the Income-

l^ax Commissioners on an appeal case where
the managers of an Episcopal church in Aber-
deenshire pleaded that as the rectory build-
nigs are part of thf- rector's stipend, "he, and
lot they, is rcsimnsible for payment of the

property ta.x. The Rector took the opposite

view, and pleaded, in addition, that if the
managei's' contention that tihe rectory is part

of the stipend were correct, it would not be
" unearned increment," and computation
should be made at a lower rate. The Com
missioners rejected the plea of the managers,
and held that the annual value of a rectory in

Scotland does not form part of the rector's

income. Consequently, unless managers have
secured an agreement from the rector to under-
take payment, t/hey are responsible. This
decision affects all religious bodies, except the

Church of Scotland.

Referring to the concreting of coal slack,

Mr. Clinch Jones writes to the Engineer to

say that in 1875 the late W. A. L.vttle, of the

General Post Office, London, took out Patent
No. 105, in which the concreting of fuel is

very fully entered into. " In 1876," continues

Mr. Jones, " I put down plant for Lyttle's

Iron Com])a.ny, Ltd., for making concrete

from coal slack and carbonate of lime, ground
together in a moist .state, and then briquetted

into lumps about 4-in. cube. We ran two
blast-furnaces on this fuel only, and produced
pig iron that sold for top prices, showing that
the fuel was right. As this patent has long
since expired, any iperson can concrete fuel,

by the method it describes, without paying
royalties."

The thirty-sixth conference of the National
Federation of Property Owners and Rate-
payers was held at Blackpool la.st Friday, Mr.
Edwin Evans, vice-chairman of the Housing
ot the Working Classes Committee of the
L.C I ., presiding.—The President said it was
the duty ot jjroperty owners at a time of

great national stress like the present to set a

good example .and deal with their tenants in

a g:^nerous spirit, seeking .-lo advantage from
the conditions of war, but presen-ing as far
as possible the status quo. 'The same applied
to mortgiigoi.. On the other hand, tenants
should he less exacting in their demands
The general body oi property owners would
look tor the removal of restncti-'e lesrislatiot.

.'it the earliest possible period after the war,
and tor that reason it was absolutely reces-
.sarv (,hat no hasty or arbitrary suggestions as
to future increases of rents .should be made an
excuse for agitators to attempt to force ucon
cxyners legislation which would permanently
injure fiheir interests or stop the erection of
new houses, and thus throw upon the country
additional tjurdens which most assuredly
would follow State or municipal hoj^iiiL'
The President referred to the growin/
strength of the federation, 200 new members
being added so far this year. They had not
yet begun to realise the enormous' power of
the organisation and the immense importance
of the V ork aiiead of them, but by seeing
that every town of importance had its Pro-
perty Owners' Association they could '.urn
the scale in many Parliamentai-y elections.
He hoped that afte the war ther3 would be
less politics and more real business, and that
better wages would make better men and
better tenants, who would look for better
representation in Parliament He trusted,
also, that they would get into closer touch
with labour, and that th_- time was not far
distant when tlie Labour Party might begin
to understand that landlords had to labour as
v/ell as themselves.—The meeting favoured a
suggestion, by Mr. Cheverton-Brown, for the
founding of a Propeity Owners' Building
Society, primarily to help and relieve men"
bers who had mortgages called in after the
war.

>—•••»«
TRADE NOTES.

Boyle's latest patent " air-pump " venti-
lators, supplied V Messrs. Robert Bovle and
Son, ventilatiing- engineers, 54. Holborn Via-
duct, London, .have been employed at H.M.
Factory, Litlherland, Liverpool.

> »»^ r

At a moetins of the Ratine' Valuers' Asso-
ciation, held at tho Adclphi Hotel. Liverpool,
-\Ir. Isaac Dixon, junior. P.A.S.I.. assistant
rating surveyor to the parish of Liverpool,
now serving- with the Forces, was iiresented
with a handsome g-old watch, which the asso-
ciation asked him to accept as a token of their
appreciation of his valuable services as hono-
rarv secretary.

LKGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The.\tric.\l Akchitf.ct's Cii.iKCjEs Dis-

puted.—Bennett v. iSphague.—^Architects
Differ in Regard to Clause 5 op the
R..I.B.A. Schedule of Charges.—In this case,

which Ibegan last term, and wae decided by Mr.
Pollock, the Official iReferee, on the 3th inst.,

'Mr. Hy. George Dudley Bennett claimed from
Mr. 'Wm. IS. R. Sprague, architect, of the

Criterion Chajmbers, his brother-in-law, £756
7s. 6d., money advanced to him in regard to

alleged theatre-building speculations. .The
defendant counterclaimed, for an amount con-
siderably in excess of the claim, for professional

servicce.—Mr. Rose-Innes, K.C, for the plain-

titf, said that defendant did not dispute the
advances of money, but in his affidavit of

defence he set up a ^unterclaim which exceeded
the claim considerably. We said that he had
done professional work in connection with the

Shakespeare Theatre at Clapham Junction and
the Opera House at Coventry, and claimed that
he was entitled to ibe ifjaid for that work. In
respect of the professional work £323 173. 6d.

had been paid. That was paid on an account
for work done, tbut the defendant ncnv claimed
doiiible the amount which the plaintiff was seek-
ing to recover. The plaintiff admitted that the
defendant ought to be paid for professional

work on a fair and reasonable scale, but the

charges which he was now making were cer-

tainly not reasonable. As to the Shakespeare
Theatre, the charges were not particolarly

heavy, but as to the Coventry Opera House the
plaintiff said that the defendant's charges were
made on a wrong basis, as the work was never
carried out.—The Official Referee said that
under these circumstances the onus was upon
the defendant.—^Mr. Sjiencer Bower. K.C.
opened the defendant's case, relating in detail

the circumstances under ^vhich the business re-

lations had arisen and how they had been
carried out.—Mr. Wm. S. R. Spragae, the

defendant, gave evidence as to the financial

arrangements which had from time to tinie

taken plact-* between him and the plaintiff,

generally admitting the ad\'«nces which the

plaintiff claimed to have made. In cross-

exa^mination tjy 'Mr. Rose-Innes, he said that

there was a private arrangement between him-
self and the .plaintiff that cheques recei.'ed by
liim should be regai-ded las a set-off a.gainst his

fees. That arrangement was made about 1913.

but he had no record of it, and he complained
that (Mr. JBennett had put into writing matters
which should haa-e ibeen regarded as private and
confidential. He complained. also, that,

although the transactions .between himself and
the iplaintiff iwere " private and confidential."
the plaintiff had written to him in respect of
them through his secretary. Many witnesses
were called, including professional experts, of
whom Mr. Alfred W. S. Cross, M.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., Mr. John Coulson NicoU,
A.R.I.B.A., of [Birmingham, and Mr. C. W.
Brooks. F.S.I., A'.R.I.iB.A., quantity surveyor,
gave evidence for the plaintiff; and Mr.
William Woodward, F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I., Mr.
Oswald C. Wylson, F.R.I.B.A'., and Mr. C. W.
iBooth, F.S.t., quantity surveyor, for the
defendant.—^In the end the Official Referee
gave judgment for the plaintiff in the sum of

£509 on the claim and counterclaim.

The death has occurred in Limerick of Mr.
M. 1^. Mathews, builder, who was well known
aiut most popular in the city.

Private Charles Lake, of tlie iRoyal Artists'

Rifles, eon of CVIr. G. W. Lake, Mayor's ofiGcer

and the toivn hall kee-pcr at King's Lynn, has
been killed by a shell in J"rance.

The London County Council has acceded to a.

request from Mr. Baxter Greig, the district

surveyor for Dei>tford, for (permission to appoint
Mr. lEllis iMarsland, the district surveyor for

Canrberwell, as his deputy during his absence
on -military service.

At tho Lewes Tribun.xl last Friday two
brothers, in partnership as builders and doing
contract work at Lewes Prison, were given six-

inontihs' and tOiree month.s' exenrption respec-
tively. They said the engineer at the prison
told them there was sufficient work in repair-
ing the damage recently done by the Irish
prisoners to last both of them five or six

months. -

The death occurred last Friday at her re-

sidence at Barmouth of Mrs. Fanny Talbot,
a well-known philanthropist, an-j a friend of

John Ruskin, at the age of ninety-three. She
presented a number of cottages and land at

Barmouth to the Guild of St. George, which
John Ruskin created, and supervised their

improvemerft. She was also a su.bstantial

subscriber to the guild. Ruskin once referred

to her as " tor five years the only woman of

the uppe.'- classes ,vha ?ave n.e any help.''
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Olivers'
1

Seasoned
j

Hairdwoods,
tPPLT TO—

WM. OLIVER ft SONS. I. id..

120. Buobill Row. London, E.C.

TENDERS.
*•* CorreipoDdantg would in all cftAai obtife bj

giTioff the addreHHOd of ttic parties teodcriug—at any
rata, o! the acaaptod teoder: it adds la tbeTaiua of the
information,

liiivEV Ti[»ci:v,—For work iu connection with in-
<'r.a.-<xl wiitir tupplj- at Bovfj' Traocy, for the
Ni'wton Kural Dtatrict Council:—

Stur anil I'larce (accepted) .. £137
llKtsIKonii.—For ropairins caretaker's cottage, for

the Now Brentiord Burinl Uoiird.—
F. I). lli(l<k'n £22 15
Kobiimuu 2(1 10
G. Ctiollis* 19 li,

• Accepted.
rARDIG.»N.—For painting and renovating the

IMV'ilion. for tlio Pavilion Co.;

—

W. Thomas, Carndngli, Cardigan
(acctvptcd) .£2-l

Foi.k.>;hii.i..—For excavating about 1,000 yards of
(.round for forniinfi .«tonn-wit*r and .secondary land
llltirs. for tliu Rural District Ooumcil:

—

v.. 1'. Trent,h«m, Ltd., 3s. "}d. per cubic yard
(iii-eepted).

Hammkks.miiii.—For erection of provision ^to^e amd
i-lair-room, for tbe UanimCTsjnith Borough Cormcdl :—

IIa^kins an<l Bros., Ltd £113 14
W. H. Cooper 55 16
li. W. Clarke' 54

• .\ccepted.

UORSIUM.—For 'painting and repairs to 6<!hools,
ct*-., for Iho West Su.s.<4i'.\ IWucation Committee:—

Airi-pteJ tenders :—Bniinigsliurst C. ext«mial
I'liinting. K. Wadey, £32 13.*.; Bosham C, external
painting and repairs, E. JIarch and Sons, £4s

;

I'lai-stow c, oxteniial painting and i-epairs, H. Has-
let t. £'L'5 10s.: Soutbb<;unii' C, exteni:ii painting and
rr-pairt;. W. It. .Smith, .t:c: Itohinglleld C, painting
aiul repairs at school house, .A. Parker, ,t8 18s.

;

Crawley C. alterations to water service, Bartley and
Ward. C3 6s.

LiiTii.—For tlie repair of damaaed sewers at Star-
hank lioad and Trinity Cri'scoBt. for tfhe Towii
Council :

—

WiNtart, East*T Road, Leitli
(aocept«l) £127

UEADINO.—For repairs to bridge over the river
I."iddon. on Ui« Reiuling .and Wokingham main road,
lor the BerktJiire County Council:—

Collier an<l Catley, Itcodiag, per
.sehwlulo of prices (acoopted).
F;stimated cost £000

.SEAL <Kknti.—F'or (heating eJiurch at Seal:—

.Miii^grave and Co., £149 10s., and aliout £14 for
extras (accepted).

Tepdinutos.—For .supply of materials, for the
Urban District Conncyl.
Accepted tt-mlcrs :—Flint.s, wills and Packluim,

Siliinglmurne: tar-paving, Constable. H.arfc and Co.,
I.l<l.. 41. Ka.slcbeap. E.C.3: Portland cement, East-
wiiod an<l Co.. Ltd., Jielvedere Roa<l, Lambetli,
W.W.I: f<rric sulphate. F. W. Berk <md Co., Ltd.,
1. Fenchurch .\ venue. E.C.3: tools, F. Bird and (jo..

Uorton Itoad, Wot Dr.iyton: pipes, etc.. .1. Knowles
an<l Co.. 38, King's Road. .St. Pancnis, .N.W.l.

'rn,[!i'i'.Y.—For tar-.spraylng niilit<iry a.nd other roads
:\.n<\ .supplying 10,000 gallons of refined tar and works
incident.-il t-lierc'to, for t.h<- Urban District Ck>uncil.
.Mr. s. .\. Hill-Willis, enginoer and surveyor:

—

.Acee-pted tenders:—T. Crow iuhI- 8ons, West Hani,
relliied tar, 3!d. per gallon: 1-. SomnwrDeld, Ltd.,
Kennington Park Road, S.H., tarviatet! granite, S3s.

per cubic yard: 0. Eaglctou. -Vylesford, 2-in. tarred
rag. 24s. |rt cutiic yard: W. H. Bemstcd and Sons,
Maiilstono, V'h- tarred rag, 2.'xs. Od. per cubic yard;
.1. Wall. scret--nc4l gravel, 8.s. per cubic yartl; .1.

Wilton, heavy shire-bred hor- . CIOO: Barrows and
Co.. Banbury, .street watcr-eiirt, .£;)0; W. and C.

French, Buckburst Hill. K.stex. laying 000 It. 15-in.

pi|>es. £407, laying Croft artibcial flagging tk,. 6d.

I»er sujKrr yard; U. V. ^inith and Co., 20, Victoria
Street, Westuiinster, spraying only one gallon to five

.\ards, lid. piT suiier yard, spraying only one gallon

to eight yards Id. per super yard.

ToiTixiiio.v (I.ASCS.) —For buildint: a short length of
retaining wall at Loe Bridge. Bolton Itoad, for the
Toltinglon Urban District Council. Mr. L. Kenyon,
C.E., surveyor:

—

W. A. Uargreave, Market Street,
Tottington (accepted) .. .. £85 10 S

WoLVERHAMPiox.—For supply of plant, etc., for

the Tow n Council :—
.Veevptod tenders:—H. Uough and Son, building

work in eflgiue room, £1,301; Gibl>ons Bros., Lt<l.,

steelwork to extend roof of engine room, £350; Wil-
lans :ind Robinson, Ltd., turbo-alternator set, con-

densing plant, etc., £22,090; Higgs Bros., tliree

lOh.p. and one i-'h.p. motors, £180.

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

TO ARM S!

OOUNTY OF LONDON ENGINKER VOLUNTEERS
(Field Compajiies).

Headquarters. Balderton Street, Oxford Street, W.
Orders for tlie week. By Licut.-Col C. D. Clay,

V.D., Commanding.
OFFICTER FOR THE WEEK.—Commander E. A.

Ullman.
Ni:.\T FOR DUTY.—Platoon Commands C.

Campbell.
.MONDAY. JULY 2.—Teduiical Instruction for

No. 3 Comp:my. Right Half Company at Regency
Street. Drill No. 3 Comp.any. Loft Half Company.
Siginalling Class. Recruits' Drill, C.:tO.

TUESDAY, JULY 3.-^ecture 6.30. Physical Drill

and Bayonet Fighting. 7.30.

WEDNESDAY. JULY 4—Drill No. 1 Company.
Left Half Company.
THURSDAY. JULY 5.—Drill >'o. 2 Company.

Left Half Company, .\nibulaiice Class, 0.30. Sig-

nalling Class.

FRIDAY, JULY C—Technical Instniction for No. 3
Company. Ix-ft Half Company at Regency Street.

Drill No. S Company. Right Hailt Company. Recruits'
Drill, 0.30.

SATURDAY, JULY 7.—N.C.O.'s Parade, 2.30,

under Platoon Commander AVatkins. .Map Reading.
ARMLETS. —.Meanbers are warned that armlets

must be worn .at all plain clotJies parades.
MUSKETHY.—For all Companies see Notice at

Head(iiiart*'i>.

NOTE.-—Unlc!* otlierwisc indicated all driUs will

take place at Headquarters.
June 30. 1917.

.MACLEOD YEARSLEY,
Adjutant.

Sir .Joseph Lyons died in London last Friday
morning. Horn in London. Sir .io.st'pli Lyons
at one tiine had liigh -irtistic ambitions, and
several of his oil paintings were hung at the

Royal Institnite and other exhibitions. But he
soon perceived that the process of g'aining sub-

stantial suc-cess in this direction would be slow,

and ho relinquislied art as a calling in favour

of the more prosaic but infinitely more re-

munerative business of feeding the mosset.

Fire broke out shortly after eleven o'clock

last Thursday evening in the premises of

Messrs. Catesby, the linoleum and furniture

manufacturere, in Tottenham Court Hoad. The
fire ivas hrought under early control, Liit not
lioforo part of the roof bad fallen in and
damage to the extent of several tliousands of

ipounds had boon done. -Ml 'business, we are

glad to hear, is going on as usual.

The death has taJven place, at his rosilonce,

Kilinallan, Dunblane, of Mr. [Robert Uick, re-

tir<'d tanner and contractor, in his eighty-sixth

year. Jn liis younger days Mr. Diok travelled

extensively in the lloly Land, where te met
Mr. liohnan Hunt, wliora he acoonipanicJ on
several of his journeys. Mr. Hunt mentions
him in hift book, " Pre-Raphaelite Brotiher-

hofid."

BUILDINGS.
June 30— Alt<ration3, addition.-. repair3, and re-

iiovatiouj, etc., at Council schools <luring tlie
.-iummer vacation, 1917.—Fur tlie tJcneral Educa-
tion Committee of the Wilto County Council.—
J. O. Powell, County Surveyor, Trowbridge.

June 30.—Extciioions to the isolation hospitgil
(corrugated iron) at Inimingham, and paintin'.:
the whole of the sides, roofs and external wo*-"!-
work of existing building and ixv. block.—F"r
the Grimsby Itural District Cv>uncil.—The Olerk
to the Council.

July 2.—.M:i.son work, plaster work, joiner work,
painter work, itc, for .small alterations reqitired
•in the Dlllce of Parks and Cemeteries Depart-
ment, 93, Commercial Street, Dundee.-For the
Dimdee Water C'ommi.ssioners.-W. H. Blvth
.Martin. Town Clerk, Dundee.

July 10..—Erection of 100 Houses at Kilbowie,
Clydebank.—For the Coniuiissiooers of H.M.
Works and Piibli< Building.-.—The Secretary,
ii.M. Onice of \V..rk.. .t. . storev's Gate, Lon-
don, 6.W.I.

ENGINEERINC.
July 1«—Provi.sion of a Two-Lift Gasholder and

Guide Frsuniii^' witji i-ast-iroa columns, iuid for
its erection in lui existing brick tank wbieli is

about 51 ft. in. diameter by '20 ft. in. deep,
the whole to mateli in all n-si>ects as nearly as
may be the existing holders.—For lh« Dudley
Gaslight Co.—F. C. Briggs, Engineer and
.Manager, Gasworks, Dudley.

July 31.—Installation of Heating .\pparatus for

St. .\lban's CTinn^h and Vestry, DarHord, on the
hot water sysU-in — Mr. Hewett. 80. St. .\lban's

Road, Dartfonl.

PAINTING.

July 5.—Paijiting Dwvran Council School and
House, and Colouriiii; Cla.ss-Roon), etc., at

l.laiidrygarn Council Sehool.—W. 0. Jone<>, Tany-
fron, Bodilordd, .\ngkv<'.%

.

July 6.—External painting oi th. lioodwick (Pem-
broke) Council School and tho internal colouring

of the adjoining diningitjom buildings.—For
the Pembrokeshire Education Authority.—T!ie

Clerk to the Education Committee, County
Education Offices, Haverfordwest.

July 11.—Painting the following (.ridges: Crook.
Daddrysliield W«ir. Daddrv shield No 2, High
Te;Lm, Ireshopebuni, Killhoi*e Foot, Killbope
.Mill, Low Team, Nancy I'asiure Foot.. Newton
Cap, Parkhouse Pasture, Peii-Jiaw. St. Uelemn
(Auckland), Wcsitgate, Wearh.ad tuid Wolsin'.;

liam.—For the Durham County Coundl.—A r
Brookes, County Suneyor.

ROADS AND STREETS,
ilune 29.—Works in connwtion with the recon-

struction of the main road brtwe»en Cannock
and Hednesford—For the Cannock Urban Dis-

trict Council.—Chairman of tlie Urban District
Council. Council Ofiices. Cannock.

June 30.—Supplying iiniestonc macadam, gravel
and chippings; granite or basalt nMicadam and
Clippings; tar-macadam and 4-hippings at various
railway stations witiiin tlu- iKwougli of Merthyr
Tydfll <One Year).—For the Cori>oratJon.— .X.

R«s, Town Clerk, Town Hall. .Merthyr.

SANITARY.
July 4.—Removal of house refiL-e in the following

distj^cts (One Year): Brytnlio Ward (Brymbo);
\n>n Ward (Brymbo): Lodge (Brymbo); Cefn
Ward (Broughton): Rhosvmedre and Oefn
Bychan (Cefn); Cefn and Acnfair (Cefni—For
the Wre-xhtun Rural DL-trict Council.—G. V.

Price, Interim Clerk, Council Ofllces, Midland
Chambers. Wrexham.

MISCELLANEOUS.
July 2.—Removal and di.s|>(is;il of a.slies from tile

generating station at East Gn-enwicb. (One
year, from .\URU.st 1.)—For the London County
Council.—Tram\\a\s Ofhee. 62, Finsbiiry Pave-
ment. T.C.;.

GALVANIZED CORRUGATED ROOFING SHEETS.

BEST QUALITY.
Perfectly and thickly coated

with zinc, insuring real

durability.

PROMPT DELIVERY can be given,

to any ordinary

GOOD STOCKS
kept at our London Works in

all the usual lengths

and gauges.

whether straight sheets or curved

radius.

FREDK. BRABY & CO., LTD., fi^ 1?or\\^ ^^IT?5rp?I°e b:*
^" LONDON.
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